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new to the eighth edition

We are pleased to share these exciting updates and new additions 
to the eighth edition!

Teaching Resource Manual (TRM)
We created the resources you need in our newly developed Teaching Resource Manual. 

The TRM, created by Angelo Kinicki and subject-matter experts, provides a turn-key 
solution to creating a discussion-based and experiential learning experience. It is a com-
bination Instructor’s Manual, Connect Instructor’s Manual and Implementation Guide 
containing a wide variety of teaching tips, outlines, suggested videos, group exercises, 
lecture enhancers, supplemental exercises to correspond with cases and pedagogical fea-
tures of the product as well as answers to all end-of-chapter exercises.

Connect
In our continuing efforts to help students move from comprehension to application, and to 
ensure they see the personal relevance of management, we have added these new applica-
tion exercises to our already robust Connect offering:
•	 Self-Assessments—Self-awareness is a fundamental aspect of professional and personal 

development. Our 90 research-based self-assessments give students frequent opportunities 
to see how organizational behavioral concepts apply to them personally. New to this 
edition is structured feedback that explains how students should interpret their scores and 
what they can do to develop the trait or skill being measured. This feedback is followed 
immediately by self-reflection quizzes that assess students’ understanding of the 
characteristics being measured and the action steps they may want to take for improvement.

•	 iSeeIt Videos—Brief, contemporary introductions to key course concepts that often 
perplex students. This series will enhance your student-centered instruction by offering 
your students dynamic illustrations that guide them through the basics of core principles 
of management concepts such as motivation, leadership, socialization, and more. The 
idea behind the series is if a student came to your office and asked you to explain one of 
these topics to him or her in a few minutes—how might you explain it? Consider using 
these practical and applicable resources before class as an introduction, during class to 
launch your lecture, or even after class as a summative assessment.

Chapters
In each chapter we have refreshed examples, research, figures, tables, statistics, and photos, 
as well as streamlined the design for ease of navigation and improved readability. We have 
also largely replaced the topics in such popular features as the Manager’s Toolbox, Practi-
cal Action box, Example boxes, Management in Action, and Legal/Ethical Challenge. 
While the following list does not encompass all the updates and revisions, it does highlight 
some of the more notable changes.

CHAPTER 1
•	 Section 1.1—new material in Example box on efficiency 

versus effectiveness: how airlines deal with “seat 
densification” and other passenger complaints; updates on 
financial rewards of being an exceptional manager

• Section 1.3—new Example box on struggle for competitive 
advantage covers how Airbnb shakes up the hotel business. 
Re-sequencing of seven challenges to being an exceptional 
manager. Managing for information technology moved from 

#4 to #2 and new material added. Managing for sustainability 
moved from #6 to #5 and new material added

• Section 1.4—replaced in-text example of nonprofit general 
manager: now Susan Solomon, CEO of nonprofit New York 
Stem Cell Foundation

• Section 1.5—principal skills managers need—technical, 
conceptual, and human—now appear with definitions first. 
Updates of GM CEO Mary Barra as example of these managerial 
skills. New Practical Action box added on the soft skills 
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employers say college graduates lack, including communication 
and interpersonal skills; critical thinking and problem solving; 
and ethical judgment, innovation and creativity, and motivation

• Section 1.6—new example of a Mintzberg manager: Paul 
Orfalea, former CEO of Kinko’s

• Section 1.7—outdated example of Homejoy as Example box 
of hot start-up deleted

• New Management in Action case titled “Yahoo! CEO Marissa 
Mayer Is under Pressure to Make Big Changes” 

CHAPTER 2
• Section 2.1—material added on practical reasons for 

studying a chapter on theory
• Section 2.3—update with new material of Example box on 

what behavioral science says about the open-plan office
• Section 2.5—revision of systems discussion to include 

concept of synergy. New Example box on systems and 
whether nudges achieve results, with discussion of repaying 
student loans in closed systems versus open systems.

• Section 2.6—in Practical Action box on evidence-based 
management, new material on proving and disproving 
theories, the purpose of research

• New key term for synergy
• New Management in Action case titled “Best Buy Uses 

Management Theories to Improve Corporate Performance”
• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “What Should You Do 

about an Insubordinate Employee?” 

CHAPTER 3
• Section 3.1—material added to introductory discussion of 

triple bottom line
• Section 3.2—updates to Example box on PG&E and 

discussion of who are a company’s most important 
stakeholders. Updates to discussion of internal stakeholders: 
employees, owners, directors

• Section 3.3—update to discussion of external stakeholders, 
including Example box on Amazon’s Bezos and effect of 
decisions on stakeholders. Revised Example box on local 
communities as stakeholders and question of financial 
incentives to sports teams and other businesses. More text 
details added, including definition of venture capital, FAA and 
regulation of drones, boycotting of Academy Awards by 
prominent African Americans, description of GM and recalls, 
and falling productivity growth in relation to technological 
innovations. New Example box on how technology disruption 
changes everything: wider availability of knowledge, 
engineering of life through gene modification, mobile devices 
changing human relations. More on effects of sociocultural 
forces on organizations, with expanded in-text example of 
sweets and obesity. Expanded details on effects of political–
legal forces and international forces

• Section 3.4—expansion of details on manager’s ethical 
responsibilities, including Volkswagen software scandal, 
accountability of auditors, more on insider trading, 
Sarbanes–Oxley, cheating by students and corporate 
employees, whistle-blowing

• Section 3.5—expanded discussion on climate change, 
including public opinion support and Coca-Cola’s goal for 
replenishing water. Details added on philanthropy and 
philanthropists, including Apple’s Tim Cook. Introduction and 
discussion of ethical leadership and effect on employee 
behavior and work performance

• Section 3.6—new discussion of ethics and corporate 
governance. Updated Example box on late Chesapeake CEO 
Aubrey McClendon as example of irresponsible corporate 
governance

• New key terms for ethical leadership, venture capital
• New Management in Action case titled “Blue Bell Is Accused 

of ‘Recall Creep’ in Its Handling of Ice Cream Contamination” 
• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “Should You Apply to Have 

Your Student Loans Forgiven?” 

CHAPTER 4
• Revised Manager’s Toolbox, on the benefits of international 

business travel
• Section 4.1—new details on products made in the U.S., country 

rankings for competitiveness (Table 4.1) and GDP, and 
countries considered “most free.” New Example box on 
e-commerce, covering peer-to-peer shopping by smartphone. 
More material on positive and negative effects of globalization, 
and new material on worldwide megamergers, such as 
pharmaceuticals and beer makers. New Example box on the 
sharing-based economy and starting an Internet enterprise, 
such as Poshmark and ArtLifting

• Section 4.2—new material introduced on global mind-set, 
with revised Practical Action box about learning to be a 
success abroad. Revised material on multinational 
enterprises. Example box on working overseas revised with 
new details. New details on classic American brands now 
foreign owned, such as Jeep, Ben & Jerry’s, Gerber, Motel 6

• Section 4.3—new material on involvement of U.S. firms 
overseas, such as Netflix, Apple, Ford. Discussion of counter 
trend to offshoring—re-shoring. New details in Practical 
Action box on jobs lost to outsourcing, including 
programmers, accountants, lawyers. Revision of Table 4.2 
listing top 10 exporting countries.

• Section 4.4—on free trade, updated material on TPP and major 
competitors the BRICS countries, as well as Brexit. Revised  
Table 4.3 on top 10 U.S. trading partners. Expanded discussion 
on embargoes and introduction of concept of sanctions. Update 
on WTO and Doha Round and overhaul of IMF. Discussion of 
NAFTA revised, with new details. Discussion of EU includes 
Brexit controversy along with refugee problems and terrorist 
attacks in Europe. Discussion of APEC, ASEA, Mercosur, and 
CAFTA trading blocs collapsed into a table, Table 4.4. New 
discussion on proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership. Updating of 
data in Example box on currency exchange rates. Introduction of 
new discussion of BRICS countries as important international 
competitors, with definition and new table of comparisons  
(Table 4.5), plus extended discussion of China, India, and Brazil

• Section 4.5—new in-text examples of the importance of 
understanding cultural differences and potential cultural 
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pitfalls. Addition of discussion of Hofstede model of four 
cultural dimensions. New in-text example of Venezuela and 
effects of expropriation. New details added about least and 
most corrupt countries in the world, and addition of details 
about slave labor

• New key terms for Brexit, BRICS, global mind-set, sanctions, TPP
• New Management in Action case titled “Costco Plans to Grow 

Its International Markets”
• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “How Far Should World 

Leaders Go in Accommodating Other Leaders?”

CHAPTER 5
• Revisions to Manager’s Toolbox, including advantages of 

having a college degree and importance of writing out goals
• Section 5.1—new chapter lead on planning, and definition  

of a plan introduced. Revision of Example box on writing a 
business plan. Redefinition of strategy or strategic plan, with 
in-text examples. Revision of Figure 5.1 on planning and 
strategic management to include new elements, including 
addition of “values” to the first step and addition of “tactical” 
to third step. New details regarding Starbucks entering China 
market. Major revision to Example box on developing 
competitive advantage—who dominates the Internet 
economy and who’s losing, including discussion of big five 
companies that dominate the Internet economy (Amazon, 
Apple, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft) and description of 
the stack fallacy. New subsection introducing concept of VRIO 
analysis as a way to analyze competitive potential, creation of 
new Figure 5.2 on VRIO analysis, and explanation of each 
concept of VRIO (value, rarity, imitability, and organization)

• Section 5.2—new section lead about importance of hope as a 
basis for having a goal. Discussion that mission and vision 
should express an organization’s values. Revision of Figure 
5.2 on making plans, with addition of “values statement” to 
the mission statement and vision statement. Example box 
revised on comparison of mission statements of three 
companies, featuring Hilton and Patagonia and replacing 
Amazon with Facebook. Example box revised on comparison 
of vision statements of these three companies. New 
subsection created about values statement, with definition, 
and what values firms want to emphasize. New Example box 
created comparing values statements for Hilton, Facebook, 
and Patagonia, with explanations. Major rewrite of Example 
box created about strategic planning by top management, 
covering problems of conventional quarterly “short-termism” 
as opposed to the long-term strategy of Amazon

• Section 5.3—distinction introduced between long-term and 
short-term goals, with definitions. Discussion of means-end 
chain to show how goals are connected. Redefinition of 
operating plan and action plan. Major revision of Example box 
on Southwest Airlines to show long-term and short-term goals

• Section 5.4—section retitled “Promoting Consistencies in 
Goals: SMART Goals, Management by Objectives, and Goal 
Cascading.” Revised Example box on setting goals, about 
whether big companies are serious about sustainability and 
climate change, showing efforts of Walmart. Introduction of 

concept of cascading goals in a subsection, making lower-
level goals align with top goals, with key term of cascading 
goals and description of cascading process. Revision of 
Practical Action box on achieving one’s important goals, 
opening with discussion of problem of noncommitment

• Section 5.5—new Example box on the planning/control cycle, 
featuring development of the Apple Watch

• New key terms for cascading goals, long-term goals, plan, 
short-term goals,strategic plan, values statement, VRIO

• New Management in Action box titled “The McCloskeys Plan 
to Implement Sustainable Dairy Farming While Providing 
Healthier Products”

• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “Do You Think It’s Ethical 
for Companies to Move Their Headquarters to Another 
Country to Save Taxes?”

CHAPTER 6
• Manager’s Toolbox revised to emphasize successful 

managers have to avoid fads and know their own core values
• Section 6.2—new Example box about when the strategic 

management process fails, as with Kodak not having an 
ecosystem, or “wide lens,” perspective. Revision of Figure 
6.1 showing the strategic management process so first step 1 
is “Establish the mission, vision, and values statements”

• Section 6.3—section retitled “Establishing Mission, Vision, 
and Values Statements.” New in-text examples given of 
mission, vision, and values statements, and characteristics of 
a good values statement are described. Table 6.1 revised to 
add characteristics of values statements

• Section 6.4—major revision of Example box on SWOT analysis 
using example of Toyota. Major revision of Example box on 
contingency planning to describe problems for insurance 
companies of rising sea levels and significance of climate 
change and importance of risk modeling

• Section 6.5—this section on formulating the grand strategy 
revised to describe four rather than three techniques to 
help formulate strategy. Concept of innovation strategy 
introduced, using in-text example of Etsy. Defensive strategy 
in-text example altered to show pressures on music industry. 
Figure 6.3 on Porter’s four competitive strategies deleted as 
unnecessary. Focused-differentiation strategy given new in-
text examples (Ford GT supercar, elite sections of cruise 
ships). In-text example added to show change in single-
product strategy of Delphi Automotive now supplying self-
driving cars, automotive electrification, and safety gear. 
Under diversification strategy, material deleted on unrelated 
and related diversification, and concept of vertical integration 
introduced, with in-text examples of Netflix and Starbucks. 
New subsection on blue ocean strategy, with discussion of 
two instances of the strategy—inventing a new industry (as 
eBay did) or expanding the boundaries of an existing industry 
(as Home Depot did)

• New key terms for blue ocean strategy, innovation strategy, 
vertical integration

• New Management in Action case titled “IKEA Focuses on 
Growth”
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CHAPTER 7
• Section 7.1—Example box inserted here and updated on 

crisis leading to the strategic management process at 
Starbucks. Example box on making a correct diagnosis 
updated and revised, changing conclusions as to whether 
men or women are better investors. Obsolete Example box 
on faulty implementation of customer service deleted. 
Example box on evaluation and the Boeing 787 Dreamliner 
updated and revised. In-text example on satisficing and snap 
decisions changed from Campbell Soup to Amazon’s Echo.

• Section 7.2—new details added on business ethics
• Section 7.3—new details added on evidence-based decision 

making, including Table 7.3 on Google’s rules for building a 
better manager, and other in-text updates. Example box on 
analytics in athletics heavily revised to show “Moneyball” 
takeover of sports. In-text example added on use of drones in 
same-day delivery. Significant expansion of material on the 
implications of Big Data and how it is used, with new in-text 
examples on use in analyzing consumer behavior, improving 
hiring, tracking movie and music data, exploiting farm data, 
advancing health and medicine, and aiding public policy. New 
Example box “Data, Hacking, and Privacy,” discussing rise of 
cyberthieves and possible corruption of automotive software

• Section 7.5—details and updates added, including in-text 
examples, on how to overcome barriers to decision making, 
such as confirmation bias, overconfidence bias, framing bias, 
and escalation of commitment bias

• New Management in Action case titled “How Did Decision 
Making Contribute to Volkswagen’s Emissions Cheating 
Scandal?”

• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “Should Apple Comply 
with the U.S. Government’s Requests to Unlock iPhones?”

CHAPTER 8
• Modifications made to Manager’s Toolbox on how to get 

noticed in a new job
• Section 8.1—new introductory material added to section 

on aligning strategy, culture, and structure, emphasizing 
importance of an organization’s culture. New figure introduced, 
Figure 8.1, showing that the right culture and structure are 
essential in realizing the organizational vision and strategy.  
In-text examples added on importance of cultural tone in the 
hiring process. New material added on positive and negative 
effects of cultures, with examples, including negative cultures 
of Zenefits, Volkswagen, and Mitsubishi

• Section 8.2—in subsection on four types of organizational 
culture, competing values framework (CVF) defined and 
explanation of the organizational effectiveness along 
horizontal and vertical dimensions detailed. New in-text 
examples introduced (Acuity insurance for clan culture, Google 
for adhocracy culture, Uber for market culture, Amazon 
shipping processes for hierarchy culture). New self-assessment 
8.1 introduced, “What Is the Organizational Culture at My 
Current Employer?” Revision of Example box on cultures 
representing competing values—the different “personalities” 

of Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, with update on shedding U.S. 
corporate citizenship to lower taxes. Section of three levels 
of organizational culture moved to earlier in the chapter, and 
in-text example added of CVS Health ceasing selling of 
tobacco as example of espoused versus enacted values. In 
section on how employees learn culture, new subsection 
added on organizational socialization, with explanation of 
three phases (anticipatory socialization, encounter, and change 
and acquisition phases), along with in-text example of Miami 
Children’s Hospital. Revisions to subsection on the importance 
of culture to various outcomes, including positive work 
attitudes and better financial performance. Introduction of 
section on person–organization (PO) fit and how to use it in 
anticipating a job interview

• Section 8.3—details updated on process of cultural change, 
such as Zappos experiment in holocracy. New Self-
Assessment 8.2 on “Assessing Your Preferred Type of 
Organizational Culture”

• Section 8.4—revisions added to Practical Action box, 
“Reading the Culture: Avoiding Pitfalls on Your Way Up”

• Section 8.5—new details added on delegation and in 
Practical Action box on when to delegate

• Section 8.6—introductory material about Google revising 
corporate structure into conglomerate called Alphabet to 
bring more transparency and streamline decision making. 
Section on virtual organization revised to explain concept of 
virtual structure, using example of Web-services company 
Automattic

• New key term for person–organization fit
• New Management in Action case titled “W.L. Gore’s Culture 

Promotes Employee Satisfaction, Innovation, and Retention”
• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “Should Socializing 

outside Work Hours Be Mandatory?”

CHAPTER 9
• Details added to Manager’s Toolbox on soft skills and social 

graces.
• Section 9.1—section lead updated on HR benefits, including 

some new Google offerings. Under human capital, in-text 
example added of Scripps Health offering career coaching 
and tuition reimbursement to develop human capital. 
Material added on benefits of social capital, as in developing 
trusting relationships with others. Under job description and 
job specification, in-text example added of Enterprise Rent-A-
Car sorting 50,000 candidates a month

• Section 9.2—new section lead quoting expert that 5% of 
workforce produces 26% of output. New material added on 
use of social media and mobile recruiting. New in-text 
examples of effective ways of finding good job candidates, 
such as “blind dates” and competency-based selection 
strategies. New details added on realistic job previews. New 
Example box created on the changing job market, describing 
Millennials, the gig economy, and the episodic career. 
Material added on most common lies found on resumes and 
additions to Practical Action box about lying on resumes. 

New to the Eighth Edition
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Details added to Practical Action box on mistakes to avoid 
when applying for a job. Practical Action box on interviewing 
recast from interviewer’s to applicant’s viewpoint, showing 
what the employer is looking for. Example box on personality 
tests at sporting goods chain deleted. New subsection added 
on how hiring is being changed by robots, talent analytics, 
algorithms, and the like

• Section 9.3—some details added/updated on compensation 
and benefits

• Section 9.4—new section lead, introducing onboarding. 
Under training, discussion added on how high-impact 
learning programs increase profit growth and aid retention. 
Under off-the-job training, discussion added on microlearning, 
with new Example box on technology-enhanced learning, 
discussing microlearning and e-learning.

• Section 9.5—material and statistics added on performance 
appraisal. Discussion of 360-degree feedback revised. 
Discussion of forced ranking heavily revised and expanded

• Section 9.6—introduction of concepts of turnover and 
attrition, with other details and updates through the section. 
New material added to Practical Action box on right way to 
handle a dismissal. Subsection added exit interview and 
nondisparagement agreement, with discussion

• Section 9.7—discussion and details added on minimum 
wage, Toxic Substances Control Act, workplace 
discrimination, gender pay disparity, and bullying

• Section 9.8—update of Table 9.6 snapshot of U.S. union 
movement and other material, including the two-tier setup. 
Arbitration discussion broadened, including negatives. 
Subsection added on new ways to advance employee 
interests, including easier ways to organize fast-food, 
construction, contract, and Uber workers

• New key terms for attrition, microlearning, onboarding, turnover
• New Management in Action case titled “Google’s Success 

Builds from Its Progressive Approach toward Human 
Resource Management”

• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “Should Non-compete 
Agreements Be Legal?”

CHAPTER 10
• Manager’s Toolbox revised to stress importance of the agility 

factor in managing for innovation and change
• Section 10.1—new introductory material about fear as 

preamble to nature of change. Revision of description of 
trends happening today, including necessity for faster speed-
to-market. New Example box added on radical change, as 
represented in the decline of Radio Shack. Revision of 
material on rise of knowledge workers and changes in 
middle-skill jobs. In-text example on reactive change, 
discussing U.S. public health authorities dealing with spread 
of measles in the face of anti-vaccination movement. 
Example box on Disney World and its MagicBand technology 
updated. In discussion of forces of change originating 
outside organization, new material on technological 
advancements and their significance as the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution. New Example box on the upending of 

transportation, from ride sharing to self-driving cars. 
Introduction of B corporation under shareholder changes, 
example of Millennials focusing on app-based shopping 
options, and influence of Brexit as example of how the global 
economy influences U.S. business. Under social and political 
pressures, discussion of sugary sodas and how to use tax to 
pay for popular programs. Under forces originating inside the 
organization, new in-text example of human resources 
concerns using Foxconn’s employee suicides. Under 
managers’ behavior, new in-text example of Facebook 
responding to accusations it suppressed conservative news

• Section 10.2—in-text example introduced of radically 
innovative change of Amazon’s testing new delivery system, 
Prime Air, involving drones. Kotter’s eight steps for leading 
organizational change deleted as obsolete. New subsection 
on a systems approach to change introduced, with new 
Figure 10.4 showing three parts of inputs, target elements 
of change, and outputs, with extended text discussion. 
Readiness for change introduced. New Self-Assessment 10.2 
introduced, “What Is Your Readiness for Change?” New 
subsection added on force-field analysis and discussion of 
which forces facilitate change and which resist it

• Section 10.3—example of “jerks at work” as sources of 
conflict introduced in discussion of organizational 
development. In-text example of IBM hiring thousands of 
designers to challenge conventional thinking. Discussion of 
feedback loop added to Example box on using OD to make 
money in the restaurant business

• Section 10.4—under discussion of seeds of innovation, 
several in-text examples added, such as how GoPro camera 
was invented, Microsoft’s acquiring of LinkedIn, and Adobe 
Systems using Kickbox as a game to develop ideas. Deletion 
of section celebrating failure and Example box on 3M, and 
addition of new subsection on how companies can foster 
innovation, with seven components explained in the text and 
in new Table 10.2 on creating an innovation system. Table 
10.3 revised of top 2016 organizations whose cultures 
strongly encourage innovation. New Example box added on 
achieving success through innovation and collaboration, 
using example of Tesla’s “Culture of Openness,” with four tips 
for “going Tesla”

• Section 10.5—Example box of Collins’s five stages of decline 
deleted for space reasons. Explanations and details added to 
model of resistance to change, with new in-text examples

• New key terms for force-field analysis, innovation system, 
readiness for change

• New Management in Action case titled “J.C. Penney Is 
Effectively Navigating Strategic and Managerial Change”

• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “Did L’Oreal Go Too Far in 
Firing Its Patent Lawyer?”

CHAPTER 11
• Manager’s Toolbox on mythical Millennials revised to show 

generalizations about what they want most Gen Xers and 
Baby Boomers want as well
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• Section 11.1—new details added on personality tests and 
use in the workplace. Material added on self-esteem and 
locus of control. Expanded discussion of Emotional 
Intelligence. Example box revised on EI, considering that 
empathy works better than self-interest for the impact of 
compassion on the bottom line

• Section 11.2—section on values and attitudes revised, with 
in-text example of restaurant chain showing good treatment 
elevates bottom line. New Practical Action box on methods 
for reducing cognitive dissonance replaces former Table 11.4 
on examples of ways to reduce cognitive dissonance. In-text 
examples added of ways to create value, including practices 
by Coca Cola, Disney, Gap

• Section 11.3—four types of distortion of perception 
expanded to five, with addition of implicit bias, with 
discussion and in-text examples. Discussion of sex-role, age, 
and racial/ethnicity stereotypes expanded and of halo effect. 
Example box deleted on halo effect of good looks. Example 
box on recency effect expanded, covering performance 
reviews, student evaluations, and investment decisions. 
Discussion of self-fulling prophecy, or Pygmalion effect, 
expanded, but Practical Action box deleted on how managers 
can harness the effect to lead employees

• Section 11.4—discussion of employee engagement 
expanded and updated. New Example box introduced on the 
toxic workplace, describing how incivility saps energy and 
productivity and increases negative behavior

• Section 11.5—the new diversified workforce updated and in-
text examples added. More discussion of women working 
and statistics and unequal gender pay and discrimination. 
Expanded discussion of LGBT and sexual orientation, with 
statistics. Transgender introduced, with expanded discussion 
of LGBTQ. Coverage of Supreme Court decision on same-sex 
marriage. Diversity climate and psychological safety 
introduced, with discussion. Discussion added of hostile work 
environment for diverse employees. Under coverage of 
stress, new Example box added on good stress and whether 
being a worrywart is actually a benefit

• New key terms for diversity climate, implicit bias, 
psychological safety, transgender

• New Management in Action case titled “Individual 
Differences, Values, Attitudes, and Diversity at Facebook”

• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “Should Airlines 
Accommodate Oversized People?”

CHAPTER 12
• New Manager’s Toolbox, “Managing for Motivation: 

Scrapping the Traditional 9-to-5 Job?”
• Section 12.1—added inducements described that are 

offered by some companies as motivators, such as being 
paid to live near job. In Figure 12.1, integrated model of 
motivation, two more factors added to personal factors 
box—values and work attitudes—and two more factors 
added to contextual factors box—organizational climate and 
job design. Under extrinsic rewards, in-text examples added 

of Air Force offering bonus to drone pilots to extend their 
service and effect of paying employees to lose weight. 
Under intrinsic rewards, new in-text example of paid 
sabbatical offered to employees to work at a charitable 
organization of their choice. List of why motivation is 
important incorporated into text, to save space

• Section 12.2—Example box on use of Maslow retitled “The 
Chief Emotional Officer” and revised with new details. Under 
acquired needs theory, material expanded on need for 
achievement. Under self-determination theory, new in-text 
examples added of ways to motivate employees by 
Hindustan Unilever, Best Buy, and Apple Store. Under 
discussion of Herzberg, in-text examples added from the 
Container Store and Southwest Airlines

• Section 12.3—equity theory retitled equity/justice theory, 
with expanded discussion of equity theory, involving 
cognitive dissonance. Former Table 12.1 on ways employees 
try to reduce inequity deleted to save space. Elements of 
justice theory—distributive, procedural, and interactional—
added and discussed. New subsection added on using equity 
and justice theories to motivate employees, with five 
practical lessons. Concept of voice introduced. New material 
added on some practical results of goal-setting theory, 
including new in-text examples

• Section 12.4—term job simplification deleted in favor of new 
key term, scientific management

• Section 12.5—new key term introduced, law of effect. New 
Example box added about reinforcement, with discussion of 
tying CEO pay to environmental goals or food safety 
improvement

• Section 12.6—section reorganized and expanded to cover 
various forms of compensation, with expanded treatment of 
gainsharing and stock options. Four types of nonmonetary 
incentives also discussed: employees’ need for work–life 
balance, balancing work with life, flex-time, vacations and 
sabbaticals; need to expand their skills, including studying 
coworkers, receiving tuition reimbursement, and undergoing 
training; need for a positive work environment, with 
discussion of well-being and flourishing; and need to matter, 
with discussion of meaningfulness. Text material converted to 
new Practical Action box on thoughtfulness, the value of 
being nice.

• New key terms for distributive justice, flourishing, interactive 
justice, law of effect, meaningfulness, procedural justice, 
scientific management, voice, well-being, work–life benefits

• New Management in Action case titled “Acuity Insurance and 
the Container Store Focus on Employee Motivation”

• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “Should College Athletes 
Be Paid to Perform?”

CHAPTER 13
• Major rewrite of Manager’s Toolbox, including new tips for 

managing virtual teams and a new example of a virtual-team 
organization

• New examples of effective teams to introduce Section 13.1
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• Section 13.1—Updated and revised Example box, including a 
new example of Panera and storytelling; new material on 
formal versus informal groups; replaced section titled “Work 
Teams for Four Purposes: Advice, Production, Project, and 
Action” with one titled “Types of deleted Table 13.2 on types 
of teams; new material on work teams, cross-functional teams, 
self-managed teams, and virtual teams; and new Practical 
Action box titled “Best Practices for Virtual Teams”

• Section 13.2—new discussion regarding the accuracy of 
Tuckman’s model of group development; new section  
on punctuated equilibrium model of group development

• Section 13.3—revised all subsections based on new 
research, which includes new discussion of collaboration, 
accountability and interdependence, composition, roles, and 
norms; deleted Tables 13.4 and 13.5; deleted Example box 
on team size; new table on task and maintenance roles in 
groups; deleted Example box on team norms; new Practical 
Action box with examples of Cisco, Pittsburgh Steelers, and 
GM Volt; deleted material on groupthink.

• Section 13.4—new self-assessment on conflict management 
styles, new Example box on workplace bullying, new 
discussion of work–family conflict, new table on negative 
consequences of work–family conflict, new Practical Action 
box on work–family balance, new Practical Action box on 
creativity and conflict

• New key terms for collaboration, punctuated equilibrium, 
team composition, team member interdependence, virtual 
teams, work–family conflict

• New Management in Action case titled “Teamwork Is a Driver 
of Success at Whole Foods Market”

CHAPTER 14
• Manager’s Toolbox—updated discussion of how to manage 

your career 
• Section 14.1—restructured the section; new data 

on corporate spending for leadership development; new 
research on why leadership matters; section begins with 
discussing power, including new examples of how power was 
used at social media company GoFanbase and Ford Motor 
Co.; new section on influence tactics, which includes a new 
table and examples of influence tactics, a discussion of hard 
versus soft tactics, a new self-assessment on influence 
tactics, and how to match tactics to influence outcomes; 
deleted tables 14.1 and 14.2; updated discussion on leading 
versus managing; and new section offering an integrated 
model of leadership (Figure 14.1)

• Section 14.2—new table of traits and attributes found in 
leaders (Table 14.2); updated research on gender and 
leadership; new leadership traits Example box featuring 
world leaders Justin Trudeau and Angela Merkel, many new 
examples of leadership traits, new comparison of Blake 
Mykoskie of TOMS Shoes and Martin Shkreli of Turing 
Pharmaceuticals; new section on knowledge and skills 
found in leaders, including Table 14.4 showing four basic 
skills for leaders; new section on takeaways from trait 

theory and research; and new Example box on multicultural 
leadership

• Section 14.3—new example of the Gates Foundation to 
illustrate initiating structure; new section on ethical 
leadership; new Example box of ethical leadership at 
BuildDirect; new Example box of servant-leadership at 
Kimpton Hotels and Starbucks

• Section 14.4—new Practical Action box on applying 
situational theories

• Section 14.5—new examples of Steve Jobs, Pope Francis, and 
John Mackey (Whole Foods) to illustrate the four types of 
transformational leadership; updated Example box on Indra 
Nooyi (Pepsi) as transactional and transformational leader

• Section 14.6—updated research on the LMX model; deleted 
discussion of e-leadership; new section on leading with 
humility; a new Practical Action box on leading by being a 
good follower

• New key terms for ethical leadership, influence tactics,  
power

• New Management in Action case titled “Mary Barra’s 
Leadership Guides General Motors through a Crisis and 
Toward Profitability”

• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “Jail or a Settlement: 
Which Is More Appropriate for the Leaders of an Alleged 
Charity Scam?”

CHAPTER 15
• New Manager’s Toolbox regarding the role of communication 

in landing a job
• Section 15.1—new discussion of research on employers and 

college students’ assessments of students’ communication 
skills; new discussion of jargon as noise; new Example box 
on secrecy and silence in corporate cultures at Volkswagen 
and Theranos; updated information about social media as a 
form of communication media

• Section 15.2—new examples of downward and upward 
communication; updated and expanded discussion of the 
grapevine; new section on face-to-face communication, 
which includes discussion of basic principles to make the 
most of face-to-face communication; deleted material on 
management by wandering around; a completely revised 
Practical Action box on streamlining meetings

• Section 15.3—new discussion of office design as physical 
barrier or facilitator of communication; new example of 
Amazon’s new headquarters; expanded discussion of 
listening skills as a barrier and the role of mindlessness; new 
examples of social media use; new section on generational 
differences; new section on cross-cultural barriers; updated 
examples and research on nonverbal communication, 
including new material on touch; updated discussion and 
new table of gender differences in communication; new 
Practical Action box on how men and women can 
communicate better at work

• Section 15.4—completely rewritten around the title of “Social 
Media and Management”; new section topics include social 
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media is changing the fabric of our lives, social media and 
managerial and organizational effectiveness, downsides of 
social media, managerial implications of texting, and 
managerial considerations in creating social media policies. 
Detailed changes include new Practical Action box on building 
professional profile online; new discussions of social media’s 
impact on employee and employer productivity; new table of 
social media benefits for employers; new Example box on 
controlling social media tools; new discussions of social media 
and innovation (including crowdsourcing) and social media and 
sales (including brand recognition); new examples of 
UnderArmour, TOMS Shoes, and GoPro; new section on social 
media and reputation; updated discussion of downsides of 
social media; new table of tips for handling e-mail; new 
discussion of managerial implications of texting at work; new 
section on creating a social media policy; new Example box 
with samples of social media policies at GAP, Los Angeles 
Times, Intel, and others; new self-assessment on social media 
readiness

• Section 15.5—new data on importance of communication 
skills; new self-assessment on communication competence; 
new section on nondefensive communication, including a 
table on the antecedents of defensive and nondefensive 
communication; new section on using empathy; new 
examples of effective listening and new section on listening 
styles; updated discussion of good writing skills; updated 
discussion of public speaking skills

• New key terms are crowdsourcing, cyberloafing, empathy, 
social media policy

• New Management in Action case titled “Nokia Actively Uses 
Social Media to Communicate”

• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “Was the Firing of Curt 
Schilling for His Social Media Post Fair?”

CHAPTER 16
• Manager’s Toolbox—updated with new examples of social 

media use by the ALS Association, ability diversity hiring at 
Microsoft, and interview process at Uber

• Section 16.1—new examples of Takata airbag recall and 
federal safety investigation of Tesla self-driving cars; new 
examples of Uniqlo, Pepsi, and NASA’s Juno mission; 
revamped and updated Example box on UPS drivers’ 
standards; new section on types of controls, including 
discussion of feedforward, concurrent, and feedback controls

• Section 16.2—new examples to illustrate the six areas of 
control; new Example box on Airbnb and HR controls; new 
section on controlling the supply chain; new supply-chain 
examples of Hostess Brands, Target, and Amazon; new 
section on control in service firms

• Section 16.3—new examples to illustrate each of the four 
categories in a balanced scorecard; new discussion of 
metrics used to measure performance in each scorecard 
category; new and expanded discussion of strategy mapping, 

including a new figure showing a sample strategy map  
for Dr Pepper Snapple Group; deleted discussion of 
measurement management

• Section 16.4—new discussion of gig economy; deleted table 
showing types of budgets and discussion of ratio analysis; 
new table to illustrate a profit-and-loss statement for a small 
company; new discussion of analytics when conducting 
audits

• Section 16.5—new discussion of 2015 Baldrige Award 
winner—Midway USA; new example of Toyota’s use of TQM; 
new Example box about Kia Motors; new discussion and 
Example box about Kaizen, featuring Herman Miller, Studio 
904, and Wagamama restaurant chain; new examples of Four 
Seasons Hotels, Ralph Lauren, and Exel Logistics; updated 
discussion of Six Sigma, Lean Six Sigma, and ISO 9000 and ISO 
14000; new section on takeaways from TQM research

• Section 16.6—new example of “Sustainability Accounting 
Standards”; and new section on micromanagement as a 
barrier to control

• Section 16.7—new table showing global gross domestic 
product (GDP); updated discussion of U.S. productivity and 
the role of information technology and productivity; new 
section on managing individual productivity

• Epilogue—new examples of all “life lessons”
• New key term Kaizen
• New Management in Action case titled “Chipotle’s 

Operational Problems Make People Sick”
• New Legal/Ethical Challenge titled “Is GPS Tracking of 

Employee Actions an Effective Form of Management 
Control?”

A BRIDGE TO STUDENT 
SUCCESS
The study of management is an essential crossing on the 
road to achievement.
• The cover shows the Margaret Hunt Hill Bridge, which 

transformed the skyline of Dallas, Texas, when it opened in 
March 2012. Named for a well-known Dallas heiress and 
philanthropist, the bridge spans the Trinity River and is 
distinguished by its striking 40-story-high center-support arch 
topped with a curved span. The cable-stayed bridge was 
designed by Spanish/Swiss architect Santiago Calatrava and 
has a total length of 1,870 feet. 

• Some great achievements of history were accomplished by 
individuals working quietly by themselves, such as scientific 
discoveries or works of art. But so much more has been 
achieved by people who were able to leverage their talents 
and abilities—and those of others—by being managers. None 
of the great architectural wonders, such as this one, was built 
single-handedly by one person. Rather, all represent triumphs 
of management.
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PREFACE: Practical skills. Relevant theory. 
Purposeful application. 

Kinicki/Williams, 8e, empowers students to develop the management skills necessary in everyday life through 

the practical and relevant application of theory. Developed to help students read and learn management with 

a purpose, K/W, 8e, engages students through current examples, imaginative writing, and resources that work. 

The eighth edition of Management: A Practical Introduction—a concepts book for the introductory 

course in management—uses a wealth of instructor feedback to identify which features from prior editions 

worked best and which should be improved and expanded. By blending Angelo’s scholarship, teaching, 

publishing, and management-consulting experience with Brian’s writing and publishing background, we have 

again tried to create a research-based yet highly readable, practical, and motivational text.

Kinicki/Williams is an effective principles of management textbook that does an excellent job of 
conveying the excitement of management and leadership to undergraduates. Engaging and 
practical, it comes with a comprehensive set of support materials that range from the traditional to 
exciting new uses of technology that supercharge the teaching of critical concepts. We looked at 
over ten textbooks before we adopted Kinicki, and we’re most certainly glad that we did. Publisher 
support has been excellent.

—Gary B. Roberts,
Kennesaw State University

“
”

Our primary goal is simple to state but hard to 

execute: to make learning principles of management 

as easy, effective, and efficient as possible. 

Accordingly, the book integrates writing, illustration, 

design, and magazine-like layout in a program of 

learning that appeals to the visual sensibilities and 

respects the time constraints and different 

learning styles of today’s students. In an approach 

initially tested in our first edition and fine-tuned in 

the subsequent editions, we break topics down into 

easily grasped portions and incorporate frequent 

use of various kinds of reinforcement techniques. 

Our hope, of course, is to make a difference in the 

lives of our readers: to produce a text that students 

will enjoy reading and that will provide them with 

practical benefits.

 The text covers the principles that most management 

instructors have come to expect in an introductory 

text—planning, organizing, leading, and controlling—plus 

the issues that today’s students need to be aware of to 

succeed: customer focus, globalism, diversity, ethics, 

social media, entrepreneurship, work teams, the 

service economy, and small business.

Beyond these, our book has four features 
that make it unique:

1. A student-centered approach to learning.

2. Imaginative writing for readability and 
reinforcement.

3. Emphasis on practicality.

4. Resources that work.

xiii



Chapter Openers:
Designed to help students 
read with purpose
Each chapter begins with  
four to eight provocative, 
motivational Major Questions, 
written to appeal to students’ 
concern about “what’s in it for 
me?” and to help them read 
with purpose.

Chapter Sections:
Structured into constituent parts for easier learning
Chapters are organized to cover each major question in turn, 
giving students bite-sized chunks of information. Each section 
begins with a recap of the Major Question and includes “The 
Big Picture,” which presents students with an overview of how 
the section they are about to read answers the Major Question.

This style textbook succeeds in presenting management information with a fresh face. Each 
chapter is filled with current and useful information for students. The chapters begin by asking 
major questions of the reader. As the student reads, [he or she is] engaged by these questions 
and by the information that follows. A totally readable text with great illustrations and end-of-
chapter exercises! 

—Catherine Ruggieri,
St. John’s University, New York

Instead of opening with the conventional case, as most texts do, we open with The Manager’s 
Toolbox, a motivational device offering practical nuts-and-bolts advice pertaining to the chapter 
content students are about to read—and allowing for class discussion.

“
”

xiv

106 PART 2 The Environment of Management

Is everything for sale in the United States now made outside our borders?
Not quite everything—and Roger Simmermaker, 50, an Orlando, Florida, electron-

ics technician who drives a 1996 Michigan-made Lincoln Town Car, is seriously fo-
cused on buying U.S. In fact, Simmermaker has authored a book, How Consumers 
Can Buy American, which lists more than 16,000 U.S.-made products.13 “It’s impor-
tant to understand that workers in China don’t pay taxes to America,” he says.14

As it happens, the vast majority of goods and services sold in the United States are 
still made in this country, good news for the 78% of U.S. consumers who would rather 
buy the domestic than the foreign version of a product.15 The problem is it’s hard to tell 
what’s real and what’s not. “Some iconic American products, from the Apple iPhone 
to Cuisinart food processors, have little or no manufacturing presence on these shores, 
while many foreign makers have invested heavily in manufacturing plants in the U.S.,” 
says Consumer Reports.16 In addition, because of “reshoring,” many appliance manu-
facturers and other companies are moving significant operations back to the United States.

Competition and Globalization: Who Will  
Be No. 1 Tomorrow?
It goes without saying that the world is a competitive place. Where does the United 
States stand in it? What’s our report card?

Although Americans may like to think “We’re No. 1!” on most measures, other na-
tions are in constant pursuit—and in some cases have overtaken us. China, for in-
stance, overtook the United States as the world’s largest economy in 2014.17

Are we the most competitive? Actually, the World Economic Forum ranks the 
United States as No. 3, behind Switzerland and Singapore. (See Table 4.1.)

Are we the richest? In terms of gross domestic product (total value of all goods and 
services), by one measure the United States ranks No. 9, behind Qatar, Luxembourg, 
Singapore, Brunei Darussalam, Kuwait, Norway, United Arab Emirates, and Hong 
Kong. Canada is No. 20.18

How about “most free”? Here Hong Kong, a “special administrative region” of the 
People’s Republic of China, is No. 1. The United States is No. 12, according to criteria 
embraced by the 2016 Index of Economic Freedom (by The Wall Street Journal and 
the Heritage Foundation). Hong Kong is considered “free” by this standard; both 
 Canada, at No. 6, and the United States are considered “mostly free.”19

There are many reasons why the winners on these lists achieved their enviable sta-
tus, but one thing is clear: They didn’t do it all by themselves; other countries were 
involved. We are living in a world being rapidly changed by globalization—the trend of 
the world economy toward becoming a more interdependent system. Time and distance, 
which have been under assault for 150 years, have now virtually collapsed, as reflected 
in three important developments we shall discuss.20

 1. The rise of the “global village” and electronic commerce.
 2. The world’s becoming one market instead of many national ones.
 3. The rise of both megafirms and Internet-enabled minifirms worldwide.

4.1 Globalization: The Collapse of Time and Distance
What three important developments of globalization will probably affect me?

THE BIG PICTURE
Globalization, the trend of the world economy toward becoming a more interdependent system, is reflected 
in three developments: the rise of the “global village” and e-commerce, the trend of the world’s becoming 
one big market, and the rise of both megafirms and Internet-enabled minifirms worldwide.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

 1. Switzerland

 2. Singapore

 3. United States

 4. Germany

 5. Netherlands

 6. Japan

 7. Hong Kong

 8. Finland

 9. Sweden

10. United Kingdom

11. Norway

12. Denmark

13. Canada

14. Qatar

15. Chinese Taipei

TABLE 4.1
Country Rankings for 
Competitiveness, 2015–2016

Source: World Economic Forum, 
The Global Competitiveness 
Report 2015-2016, http:// 
reports.webforum.org/global-
competitiveness-report-2015-2016 
(accessed March 5, 2016).
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4.1 Globalization: The 
Collapse of Time and 
Distance
Major Question: What three 
important developments 
of globalization will 
probably affect me?

4.2 You and International 
Management
Major Question: Why learn 
about international 
management, and what 
characterizes the 
successful international 
manager?

4.3 Why and How Companies 
Expand Internationally
Major Question: Why do 
companies expand 
internationally, and how 
do they do it?

4.4 The World of Free Trade: 
Regional Economic 
Cooperation and 
Competition
Major Question: What are 
barriers to free trade, 
what major organizations 
and trading blocs 
promote trade, and how 
important are the BRICS 
countries?

4.5 The Importance of 
Understanding Cultural 
Differences
Major Question: What are 
the principal areas of 
cultural differences?

Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

Global Management
Managing across Borders4
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THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

The Benefits of International Business Travel
Since business travelers who fly 100,000-plus miles a 
year—both domestically and overseas—are no longer a 
rare breed, should you prepare for the possibility of  
joining them? What are the rewards?

“If you are open to it, travel will simply make you a 
more well-rounded human being,” is one opinion.1 Many 
people like getting away from their everyday workplace, 
with its endless meetings, coworker distractions, and 
work “fires” to put out. In addition, respondents in one 
poll cited discovering a new city as the best benefit of 
business travel (65%), along with experiencing new things 
(45%) and connecting with new people (37%).2

Business travelers have learned the following three 
benefits.

Face-to-Face Meetings Are Crucial
The first lesson is that the majority of businesspeople— 
8 of 10 in one survey, 9 of 10 in another—agree travel is 
important because face-to-face meetings are more effec-
tive than technology toward achieving their business 
goals.3 Face-to-face helps you capture attention, inspire 
commitment, strengthen relationships, and other benefits.4

Of course smartphones, e-mail, and videoconferencing 
make it easier to connect with others—superficially, at least. 
“But,” says an investment banker, “in a global world you 
have to get in front of your employees, spend time with your 
clients, and show commitment when it comes to joint ven-
tures, mergers, and alliances. The key is thoughtful travel—
traveling when necessary.”5 Adds another top executive,  
“If you are going to disagree with somebody, you certainly 
don’t want to do it by e-mail, and if possible you don’t even 
want to do it by phone. You want to do it face to face.”6

Understanding the Local Culture Is Crucial
In time, perhaps, you will be able to wear an earpiece that 
will offer real-time translation, but until then we need to 
settle for Google Translate, which returns a translation as 
fast as your Internet connection can provide it.7 But trans-
lation won’t necessarily help you understand local culture. 

Retailer Urban Outfitters, for example, outraged some 
customers by selling merchandise with images of Hindu 
deities on them.8 In another instance, an American used 
“to conducting business American style, where you can 
get a deal done in two hours and everyone leaves happy,” 
found that in Asia “every meeting was about 10 hours 
long and everyone wanted to serve us food. We were so 
stuffed and jet-lagged, it was ridiculous.”9 

As a world-traveling executive, then, you must do your 
homework to know cultures, organizations, and holders of 
power. “Cull information on the individuals and companies 
you’re visiting,” says one expert. “Follow the news relating 
to the region. If possible try to read a few books about the 
history and culture of the lands you will visit. . . . Learn a 
few words too.”10 Because in Asia and the Middle East 
personal relationships are crucial to getting things done, 
you need to engage in small talk and avoid business talk 
during after-hours outings. Says Ted Dale, president of in-
ternational business consulting firm Aperian Global, “You 
need to spend out-of-office time in social settings.” In 
Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America, it’s important to 
understand organizational hierarchy, as represented by 
professional titles and age.11

Leisure Time Can Be Used to Make New Contacts
Travel downtime is a great opportunity to network and 
make new contacts. Columnist Anita Bruzzese points out 
that some hotels offer evening socials that businesspeople 
can use to meet others in a relaxed setting with food and 
drink at hand. Bruzzese tells of one veteran, Patricia Rossi, 
who contacts her regular Twitter followers and asks them 
to meet her if she’s in their city. “You’ve already developed 
those relationships online,” Rossi says. “But this is a chance 
to get kneecap to kneecap, which is so important.”12

For Discussion To stay connected with colleagues,  
employees, clients, and suppliers, you may have to 
travel a lot. Is this cause for concern? What do you 
think you should do about it?

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

This chapter covers the importance of globalization—the rise of the global village, of one big market, 

of both worldwide megafirms and minifirms. We also describe the characteristics of the successful 

international manager and why and how companies expand internationally. We describe the barriers 

to free trade and the major organizations promoting trade and the major competitors. Finally, we 

discuss some of the cultural differences you may encounter if you become an international manager.
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A Student-Centered Approach to Learning



Imaginative Writing for Readability

Research shows that textbooks written in an imaginative, people-oriented style significantly improve 

students’ ability to retain information. We employ a number of journalistic devices to make the 

material as engaging as possible for students.

We employ a lot of storytelling to 
convey the real “texture of life” in 
being a manager. This means we use 
colorful facts, attention-grabbing 
quotes, biographical sketches, and 
lively taglines to get students’ 
attention as they read.

The Kinicki/Williams text is attractive and well organized. The writing is engaging, and 
there is much more than my current text in terms of examples, application, summaries, 
and cases. The graphical quality of the book is much better than the black and white 
version[s] [of texts]. Overall, I think this book represents an excellent approach to the 
subject of management from both an instructor and learner perspective.

—Jeffrey Anderson, 
Ohio University”

“

xv

Our emphasis on practicality and applications 
extends to the Example boxes, “mini-cases” 
that use snapshots of real-world institutions to 
explain text concepts. “Your Call” invites 
student critical thinking and class 
discussion at the end of each example. 
Suggestions for how to use the Example 
boxes are found in the Teaching Resource 
Manual (TRM).
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The Rise of the “Global Village” and  
Electronic Commerce
The hallmark of great civilizations has been their great systems of communications. In 
the beginning, communication was based on transportation: The Roman Empire had 
its network of roads, as did other ancient civilizations, such as the Incas. Later the 
great European powers had their far-flung navies. In the 19th century, the United 
States and Canada unified North America by building transcontinental railroads. Later 
the airplane reduced travel time between continents.

From Transportation to Communication Transportation began to yield to the 
electronic exchange of information. Beginning in 1844, the telegraph ended the short 
existence of the Pony Express and, beginning in 1876, found itself in competition with 
the telephone. The amplifying vacuum tube, invented in 1906, led to commercial ra-
dio. Television came into being in England in 1925. During the 1950s and 1960s, as 
television exploded throughout the world, communications philosopher Marshall 
McLuhan posed the notion of a “global village,” where we all share our hopes, dreams, 
and fears in a “worldpool” of information. The global village refers to the “shrinking” of 
time and space as air travel and the electronic media have made it easier for the people 
around the globe to communicate with one another.

Then the world became even faster and smaller. Twenty-five years ago, cell phones, 
pagers, fax, and voice-mail links barely existed. When AT&T launched the first cel-
lular communications system in 1983, it predicted fewer than a million users by 2000. 
By the end of 1993, however, there were more than 16 million cellular phone subscrib-
ers in the United States.21 And by 2015, there were nearly 7 billion mobile-cellular 
subscriptions.22

The Net, the Web, and the World Then came the Internet, the worldwide com-
puter-linked “network of networks.” Today, of the 7.4 billion people in the world, 43% 
are Internet users.23 The Net might have remained the province of academicians had it 
not been for the contributions of Tim Berners-Lee, who came up with the coding sys-
tem, linkages, and addressing scheme that debuted in 1991 as the World Wide Web. 
“He took a powerful communications system [the Internet] that only the elite could 
use,” says one writer, “and turned it into a mass medium.”24

The arrival of the web quickly led to e-commerce, or electronic commerce, the buying 
and selling of products and services through computer networks. U.S. retail e-commerce 
sales were estimated at $341.7 billion for 2015, up 14.7% over the previous year.25

EXAMPLEE-Commerce: Peer-to-Peer Shopping by Smartphone

Perhaps the most well-known story of e-commerce companies 
is that of Amazon.com, which was started in 1994 by Jeffrey 
Bezos as an online bookstore, and now offers “new products 
and services at a rate none of the old-guard companies seem 
able to match,” according to one business writer.26 (One such 
company is Gap Inc., whose revenues have fallen at its Banana 
Republic and Old Navy walk-in stores but have not been made 
up for in online sales.27)

The New E-Commerce. Today 68% of U.S. adults have a smart-
phone and nearly 45% a tablet.28 Yet most American consum-
ers use their mobile devices for getting directions or listening to 

music rather than making purchases, according to a survey by 
Pew Research Center.29 But in Asia, which is home to the world’s 
two biggest smartphone markets, China and India, things are dif-
ferent. Asian countries account for nearly half of the world’s mo-
bile online shopping, worth more than $230 billion annually (in 
U.S. dollars).30 A few companies, reports The Wall Street Journal, 
“are starting to change the commercial landscape by offering 
apps that let individuals buy and sell goods directly from one 
another more easily than on traditional Web-based sites like 
eBay.”31 For example, in January 2016, 43% of people in South 
Korea said they used a smartphone to make a purchase during 
the past 30 days, the highest proportion in the world.
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The Benefits of International Business Travel
Since business travelers who fly 100,000-plus miles a 
year—both domestically and overseas—are no longer a 
rare breed, should you prepare for the possibility of  
joining them? What are the rewards?

“If you are open to it, travel will simply make you a 
more well-rounded human being,” is one opinion.1 Many 
people like getting away from their everyday workplace, 
with its endless meetings, coworker distractions, and 
work “fires” to put out. In addition, respondents in one 
poll cited discovering a new city as the best benefit of 
business travel (65%), along with experiencing new things 
(45%) and connecting with new people (37%).2

Business travelers have learned the following three 
benefits.

Face-to-Face Meetings Are Crucial
The first lesson is that the majority of businesspeople— 
8 of 10 in one survey, 9 of 10 in another—agree travel is 
important because face-to-face meetings are more effec-
tive than technology toward achieving their business 
goals.3 Face-to-face helps you capture attention, inspire 
commitment, strengthen relationships, and other benefits.4

Of course smartphones, e-mail, and videoconferencing 
make it easier to connect with others—superficially, at least. 
“But,” says an investment banker, “in a global world you 
have to get in front of your employees, spend time with your 
clients, and show commitment when it comes to joint ven-
tures, mergers, and alliances. The key is thoughtful travel—
traveling when necessary.”5 Adds another top executive,  
“If you are going to disagree with somebody, you certainly 
don’t want to do it by e-mail, and if possible you don’t even 
want to do it by phone. You want to do it face to face.”6

Understanding the Local Culture Is Crucial
In time, perhaps, you will be able to wear an earpiece that 
will offer real-time translation, but until then we need to 
settle for Google Translate, which returns a translation as 
fast as your Internet connection can provide it.7 But trans-
lation won’t necessarily help you understand local culture. 

Retailer Urban Outfitters, for example, outraged some 
customers by selling merchandise with images of Hindu 
deities on them.8 In another instance, an American used 
“to conducting business American style, where you can 
get a deal done in two hours and everyone leaves happy,” 
found that in Asia “every meeting was about 10 hours 
long and everyone wanted to serve us food. We were so 
stuffed and jet-lagged, it was ridiculous.”9 

As a world-traveling executive, then, you must do your 
homework to know cultures, organizations, and holders of 
power. “Cull information on the individuals and companies 
you’re visiting,” says one expert. “Follow the news relating 
to the region. If possible try to read a few books about the 
history and culture of the lands you will visit. . . . Learn a 
few words too.”10 Because in Asia and the Middle East 
personal relationships are crucial to getting things done, 
you need to engage in small talk and avoid business talk 
during after-hours outings. Says Ted Dale, president of in-
ternational business consulting firm Aperian Global, “You 
need to spend out-of-office time in social settings.” In 
Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America, it’s important to 
understand organizational hierarchy, as represented by 
professional titles and age.11

Leisure Time Can Be Used to Make New Contacts
Travel downtime is a great opportunity to network and 
make new contacts. Columnist Anita Bruzzese points out 
that some hotels offer evening socials that businesspeople 
can use to meet others in a relaxed setting with food and 
drink at hand. Bruzzese tells of one veteran, Patricia Rossi, 
who contacts her regular Twitter followers and asks them 
to meet her if she’s in their city. “You’ve already developed 
those relationships online,” Rossi says. “But this is a chance 
to get kneecap to kneecap, which is so important.”12

For Discussion To stay connected with colleagues,  
employees, clients, and suppliers, you may have to 
travel a lot. Is this cause for concern? What do you 
think you should do about it?

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

This chapter covers the importance of globalization—the rise of the global village, of one big market, 

of both worldwide megafirms and minifirms. We also describe the characteristics of the successful 

international manager and why and how companies expand internationally. We describe the barriers 

to free trade and the major organizations promoting trade and the major competitors. Finally, we 

discuss some of the cultural differences you may encounter if you become an international manager.
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We want this book to be a “keeper” for students, a resource for future courses and for their careers—

so we give students a great deal of practical advice in addition to covering the fundamental 

concepts of management. Application points are found not only throughout the text discussion but 

also in the following specialized features.

Practical Action boxes, appearing one or 
more times in each chapter, offer students 
practical and interesting advice on issues they 
will face in the workplace. Detailed discussions of 
how to use these Practical Action boxes appear in 
the Teaching Resource Manual (TRM).

Management in Action cases depict how 
companies students are familiar with respond  
to situations or issues featured in the text. 
Discussion questions are included for ease of  
use in class, as reflection assignments, or over 
online discussion boards. In addition, follow-up 
multiple-choice questions contained in Connect 
measure students’ ability to apply what they’ve 
learned in the chapter to real life situations 
managers are facing.

Legal/Ethical Challenges present cases—
often based on real events—that require students 
to think through how they would handle the 
situation, helping prepare them for decision 
making in their careers.

Emphasis on Practicality

xvi
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Can you see yourself working overseas? It can definitely be an advantage to your ca-
reer. “There are fewer borders,” says Paul McDonald, executive director of recruitment 
firm Robert Half Management Resources. “Anyone with international experience will 
have a leg up, higher salary, and be more marketable.”53 The recent brutal U.S. job 
market has also spurred more Americans to hunt for jobs overseas.54

Foreign experience demonstrates independence, resourcefulness, and entrepreneur-
ship, according to management recruiters. “You are interested in that person who 
can move quickly and is nimble and has an inquiring mind,” says one. People who 
have worked and supported themselves overseas, she says, tend to be adaptive and 
 inquisitive—valuable skills in today’s workplace.55 This outlook represents what is 
known as a global mind-set, which combines (1) an openness to and awareness of diver-
sity across cultures and markets with (2) a propensity and ability to see common patterns 
across countries and markets.56 People and organizations with a global mind-set see 
 cultural and geographic diversity as opportunities to exploit and will take good ideas 
wherever they find them.57

4.2 You and International Management
Why learn about international management, and what characterizes the successful 
international manager?

THE BIG PICTURE
Studying international management prepares you to work with foreign customers or suppliers, for a foreign 
firm in the United States, or for a U.S. firm overseas. Successful international managers aren’t ethnocentric 
or polycentric but geocentric.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

PRACTICAL ACTIONLearning to Be a Success Abroad: Developing  
a Global Mind-set

Whether you travel abroad on your own or on a work assign-
ment for your company, there are several ways to develop a 
global mind-set and make your experience enhance your ca-
reer success.

Be an “I’m-Not-an-Ugly American.” Americans “are seen 
throughout the world as an arrogant people, totally self- 
absorbed and loud,” says Keith Reinhard, former head of 
 advertising conglomerate DDB Worldwide, who had led an ef-
fort to reverse that through a nonprofit group called Business 
for Diplomatic Action (BDA), from which many suggestions 
here are drawn.58 (The group publishes The World Citizens 
Guide, which consists of practical advice for Americans travel-
ing abroad.)59 A survey conducted by DDB in more than 100 
countries found that respondents repeatedly mentioned 
 “arrogant,” “loud,” and “uninterested in the world” when 
asked their perceptions of Americans.60 Some sample advice 
for Americans traveling abroad is: Be patient, be quiet, listen 
at least as much as you talk, don’t use slang, and don’t talk 
about wealth and status.61

Be Global in Your Focus, but Think Local. Study up on your 
host country’s local customs and try to meet new people who 
might help you in the future. For example, Bill Roedy, president 
of MTV Networks International, spent time hanging out with 
Arab rappers and meeting the mayor of Mecca before trying to 
sign a contract that would launch MTV Arabia.62 His efforts 
helped seal the deal.

Learn What’s Appropriate Behavior. Before you go, spend 
some time learning about patterns of interpersonal communi-
cation. In Japan, for instance, it is considered rude to look di-
rectly into the eye for more than a few seconds. In Greece the 
hand-waving gesture commonly used in America is considered 
an insult. In Afghanistan, a man does not ask another man 
about his wife.63 In China, people generally avoid hugs—at 
least until recently.64

 Learn rituals of respect, including exchange of business 
cards.65 Understand that shaking hands is always permissible, 
but social kissing may not be. Dress professionally. For women, 
this means no heavy makeup, no flashy jewelry, no short skirts 
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140 PART 2 The Environment of Management

 1. What are three important developments in 
globalization?

 2. What are some positives and negatives of 
globalization?

 3. What are the principal reasons for learning about 
international management?

 4. How do ethnocentric, polycentric, and geocentric 
managers differ?

 5. What are five reasons companies expand 
internationally, and what are five ways they go 
about doing this expansion?

 6. What are some barriers to international trade?
 7. Name the three principal organizations designed to 

facilitate international trade and describe what they do.
 8. What are the principal major trading blocs, and 

what are the BRICS countries?
 9. Define what’s meant by “culture” and describe 

some of the cultural dimensions studied by the 
Hofstede model and the GLOBE project.

 10. Describe the six important cultural areas that 
international managers have to deal with in doing 
cross-border business.

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

Costco Plans to Grow Its International Markets 
Costco Wholesale Corporation is an American 
membership-only warehouse club selling a large range 
of products. The company opened its first warehouse in 
1983 and currently is the second largest retailer in the 
U.S.—Walmart is number one. Costco, however, is the 
largest membership warehouse club chain in the U.S. 

Costco operates about 700 warehouses across the 
U.S. and abroad. As of November 2015, the company 
had international locations in Canada (89), United 
Kingdom (26), Australia (8), Mexico (34), Taiwan 
(10), South Korea (12), Japan (20), and Spain (2).208 

The company’s revenue has been growing the last 
few years, and international expansion is one key con-
tributor. Net sales from international operations grew 
by 45% between 2010 and 2014. This compares to a 
net sales growth of 21% from Sam’s Club, the ware-
house outlet run by Walmart, over the same period. 
“Margins from international operations are also higher, 
which has benefited the bottom line. That’s partly due 
to little or no competition from other warehouse clubs, 
as they’re a relatively newer concept abroad, and partly 
due to lower employee costs. Costco earned an operat-
ing margin of 4.1% from international sales in fiscal 
2015 compared to 2.7% from domestic sales.”209 

One investment analyst noted that Costco’s interna-
tional strategy was very carefully devised. He concluded 
that the “retailer appears to be very selective in choosing 
the locations for expansion as a new store requires sig-
nificant capital. Before opening an outlet, Costco looks 
to make sure that customer response will be good. For 
instance, the warehouse retailer has started its operations 
in China through an e-commerce partnership with 
Alibaba and has seen tremendous success so far.”210

Experts say that Costco’s international success is 
mostly based on the company’s ability to adapt to the 

local environment for each market it is operating in. 
Consider the changes Costco implemented when ex-
panding to Australia.

Costco began by changing its selling practices. 
Rather than relying on coupons to draw-in customers, 
the company abandoned their use. Coupons are foreign 
to Australians and hardly anyone uses them. The com-
pany also dropped its use of Costco cards as a form of 
payment. While Americans like the use of such cards, 
management thought that Australians would like 
greater flexibility in payment methods. They were cor-
rect in this assessment.

“Also Costco decided not to invest any money in 
marketing. They played on ‘word-of-mouth’ marketing. 
It was smart as in Australia, this is probably the best 
marketing money can buy. Partially the success of this 
practice was ensured by the fact that many Australians 
and Americans travel a lot between the countries. The 
migration flow is quite strong there. This caused a cer-
tain amount of people to have first-hand experience 
with Costco. This played its role in attracting new cus-
tomers.”211

Costco similarly used a customized approach when 
opening stores in Spain. It opened its first warehouse 
in Seville, Spain’s fourth-largest city, in 2014. Jim 
Murphy, Costco’s head of international operations, 
 selected Seville because it has a population of about 
1.3 million within a 30-minute drive of the store. 

There are several challenges that Costco must over-
come to effectively expand into Spain. For one, bulk 
purchasing is not popular because people have smaller 
families. The fertility rate is 1.3 children per woman, 
which is below 1.9 for the U.S. Retail prices are also 
depressed due to economic conditions, and people 
tend to buy small quantities in small shops that are 
close to their homes. Third, many people live in small 

Management in Action
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apartments and houses, limiting the shelf space that 
can be used to store the larger packaged goods sold at 
Costco. Finally, there are challenges in getting suppli-
ers to change their packaging to fit Costco require-
ments. These changes are costly for suppliers. 

Costco tried to overcome these challenges by im-
plementing a variety of customized solutions. First, it 
is sending employees to small businesses to discuss 
how they can save money by becoming members. 
Costco also is asking big employers to allow it to send 
representatives to talk with their employees in staff 
break rooms. Costco is also using local employees to 
run the operations. To meet local needs and tastes, 
Costco typically sells two-thirds of the products that 
originate in that country. “At the Seville Costco, the 
meat section will have Spanish specialties such as 
 octopus, rabbit and piglet, depending on the season. 
The store will carry Spanish olives, tuna made by 
the locally famous brand Ortiz, and rows of hanging 
jamón ibérico, Spain’s answer to prosciutto.”212 

Costco is planning to continue its international ex-
pansion through 2017. 

FOR DISCUSSION

 1. What are the biggest challenges Costco will experi-
ence in trying to expand globally?

 2. How did Costco attempt to avoid, ethnocentric, poly-
centric, or geocentric attitudes? Provide examples to 
support your conclusions.

 3. Use Table 4.6 to identify cultural differences that 
are likely to arise between Costco’s U.S. employees 
and local employees working in Australia, Spain, 
and China. How might these differences affect inter-
personal interactions, and what can the company do 
to reduce any unintended consequences from these 
differences?

 4. What are the most important lessons to be learned 
about global management from this case? Discuss.

How Far Should World Leaders Go in 
Accommodating Other Leaders? 
This challenge involves a conflict between national 
culture and religious beliefs. The context was a state 
visit from Iran’s president, Hassan Rouhani, to Rome 
and Paris in 2016. This was the first visit for an Iranian 
president in 17 years.

The Wall Street Journal reported that “The trip 
succeeded in reviving economic ties that withered 
when the European Union adopted sanctions over 
Iran’s nuclear program in 2012. The countries cut bil-
lions in business deals this week . . .”213

The challenge involves how to handle the Iranian 
leader’s request regarding meals during the visits. Ac-
cording to USA Today, “Rouhani asked for a halal 
menu in keeping with his Muslim faith, which meant 
no wine” during meals. 

French President Francois Hollande decided to 
forgo any meals and instead staged a formal welcome 
at the Invalides monument. According to Gérard 
Araud, France’s ambassador to the United States, “It 
is not the halal which was a problem but the wine. 
Nobody should constrain anybody to drink or not to 
drink.” It is important to remember that wine is an 
important aspect of the culinary experience in France.

“In Italy, where wine is as much a part of the culi-
nary routine as in France, officials submitted to the 
Iranian leader’s demands and did not serve wine at 
Monday’s state dinner. Italian officials also covered 
up several nude statues with large boxes at Rome’s 

Campidoglio museum to protect the Islamic Republic 
visitors from gazing at artists’ renderings of the hu-
man form.”

Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi’s decisions 
drew strong criticism from others according to USA 
Today. Lawmaker Luca Squeri said, “Respect for 
other cultures cannot and must not mean negating our 
own. This isn’t respect, it’s cancelling out differences 
and it’s kind of surrender.” Rome City Councilman 
Gianluca Peciola started a petition asking Renzi to ex-
plain “a disgraceful decision which is a mortification 
of art and culture as universal values.”214

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
What would you have done if you were Hollande or 
Renzi?

 1. These are state dinners involving important matters, 
and leaders need to be accepting of religious differ-
ences. What’s the big deal in forgoing some wine 
with the meal and covering up art? I would hold the 
dinners, not serve wine, and cover up the offensive 
art. Renzi got it right.

 2. I would forgo wine at the meals, but covering up the art 
goes too far. Renzi’s decisions were partially correct.

 3. I agree with France’s president. Tolerance goes two 
ways. Rouhani should be served the halal menu and 
he can pass on the wine. Holland got it right.

 4. Invent other options.

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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AACSB Statement

users of this textbook. The AACSB leaves content coverage 
and assessment within the purview of individual schools, the 
mission of the school, and the faculty. While Management: 
A Practical Introduction, 8th ed., and the teaching package 
make no claim of any specific AACSB qualification or eval-
uation, we have within Management: A Practical Introduc-
tion, 8th ed., labeled selected questions according to the 
general knowledge and skills areas.

The McGraw-Hill Companies is a proud corporate mem-
ber of AACSB International. Understanding the impor-
tance and value of AACSB accreditation, Management: 
A Practical Introduction, 8th ed., recognizes the curri-
cula guidelines detailed in the AACSB standards for 
business accreditation by connecting selected questions 
in the text and/or the test bank to the general knowledge 
and skill guidelines in the AACSB standards.
 The statements contained in Management: A Practical 
Introduction, 8th ed., are provided only as a guide for the 
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The Exceptional Manager
What You Do, How You Do It

Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

1
1.1 Management: What It Is, 

What Its Benefits Are
Major Question: What are 
the rewards of being an 
exceptional manager?

1.2 What Managers Do: The 
Four Principal Functions
Major Question: What 
would I actually do—that 
is, what would be my 
four principal functions—
as a manager?

1.3 Seven Challenges to Being 
an Exceptional Manager
Major Question: Challenges 
can make one feel  
alive. What are seven 
challenges I could look 
forward to as a manager?

1.4 Pyramid Power: Levels and 
Areas of Management
Major Question: What are 
the levels and areas of 
management I need to 
know to move up, down, 
and sideways?

1.5 The Skills Exceptional 
Managers Need
Major Question: To be a 
terrific manager, what 
skills should I cultivate?

1.6 Roles Managers Must  
Play Successfully
Major Question: To be an 
exceptional manager, 
what roles must I play 
successfully?

1.7 The Link between 
Entrepreneurship and 
Management
Major Question: Do I have 
what it takes to be an 
entrepreneur?

PART 1 INTRODUCTION



What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

• Read Forecast: What’s Ahead in This Chapter.
• Look at the Major Question at the beginning of 

each section before you read it.
• Read the The Big Picture, which summarizes the 

section.
• Read the section itself (which is usually only two to 

six pages), trying silently to answer the Major 
Question. This is important!

• After reading all sections, use the Key Terms, Key 
Points, and Understanding the Chapter questions 
at the end of the chapter to see how well you 
know the concepts. Reread any material you’re 
unsure about.

If you follow these steps consistently, you’ll probably 
absorb the material well enough that you won’t have 
to cram before an exam; you’ll need only to lightly re-
view it before the test.

For Discussion Do you sometimes (often?) postpone 
keeping up with coursework, then pull an “all-nighter” 
of studying to catch up before an exam? What do you 
think happens to people in business who do this?

Got one minute to read this section? It could mean the 
difference between getting an A instead of a B. Or a B 
instead of a C.

It is our desire to make this book as practical as 
possible for you. One place we do this is in the Manag-
er’s Toolbox, like this one, which appears at the begin-
ning of every chapter and which offers practical advice 
appropriate to the subject matter you are about to ex-
plore. Here we show you how to be a success in this 
course.

Four Rules for Success
The following four rules will help you be successful in 
this (or any other) course.

• Rule 1: Attend every class. No cutting (skipping) 
allowed.

• Rule 2: Don’t postpone studying, then cram the 
night before a test.

• Rule 3: Read or review lectures and readings 
more than once.

• Rule 4: Learn how to use this book.

How to Use This Book Most Effectively
When reading this book, follow the steps below:

• Get an overview of the chapter by reading over 
the first page, which contains the section headings 
and Major Questions.

THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

A One-Minute Guide to Success in This Class

We describe the rewards, benefits, and privileges managers might expect. We also describe 

the four principal functions of management—planning, organizing, leading, and controlling. We 

discuss the seven challenges to managers in today’s world. We consider levels and areas of 

management. We describe the three roles managers must play. We describe the three skills 

required of a manager and the three roles managers play. Finally, we consider the contributions 

of entrepreneurship.
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The driving force. One quality 
that stands out about General 
Motors CEO Mary Barra is her 
obvious enthusiasm for cars. 
She is said to be given to talking 
excitedly about whatever car 
she is currently driving and what 
it demonstrates about GM’s 
product line. Do you think passion 
about one’s work is a necessary 
quality for managerial success? 
© Mark Lennihan/AP Photo

When chief executive officer Mary Barra, 53, took the reins of Detroit-based General 
Motors in January 2014, she became the first female CEO of an American or any other 
global automaker. She also became only the 22nd woman at the helm of a Fortune 500 
company, one of those 500 largest U.S. companies that appear on the prestigious 
annual list compiled by Fortune magazine. (Other big-time female CEOs: IBM’s 
Virginia “Ginni” Rometty, Hewlett-Packard’s Meg Whitman, Xerox’s Ursula Burns, 
PepsiCo’s Indra Nooyi, Kraft Foods’s Irene Rosenfeld, Sunoco’s Lynn Elsenhans.)

What kind of a person is Barra (pronounced Bahr-ra), a 30-year GM veteran? “She 
has a soft-spoken manner that belies her intensity on the job,” says one report.1 “She’s 
the real deal, very down to earth,” says another.2 “Her open, relaxed manner has 
marked a clear contrast with the far more uptight style of many of the middle-aged 
men around her in General Motors’s management,” says a third.3 Are these qualities—
which a lot of people have—enough to propel one to the top of a great organization?

The Rise of the Die Maker’s Daughter
The daughter of a die maker with a 39-year career in GM’s Pontiac division, Barra grew 
up in suburban Detroit, joined GM at age 18 on the factory floor as an intern, graduated 
from General Motors Institute (now Kettering University) with a degree in electrical 
engineering, and then became a plant engineer at Pontiac. Spotting her talent, GM gave 
her a scholarship to Stanford University, where she earned a graduate degree in business.

She then began moving up the GM ladder, first as the executive assistant to the 
CEO, then as the company’s head of human resources—formerly often as high as fe-
male executives ever got, in autos or many other industries. In 2011, her big break 
came when she was promoted to lead GM’s $15 billion vehicle-development opera-
tions, a high-profile role that became the stepping-stone to CEO. In 2016, she was also 
made chairwoman of the board.4

Key to Career Growth: “Doing Things I’ve Never 
Done Before”

Did it help that, as one writer put it, Barra “had motor oil running 
through her veins for most of her life”?5 No doubt it did. But there is 
another key to career growth—the ability to take risks. As IBM’s Ginni 
Rometty, another female CEO, has said about herself, she has grown 
the most in her career because “I learned to always take on things I’ve 
never done before.”6 She has found that “you have to be very confident, 
even though you’re so self-critical inside about what it is you may or 
may not know. . . . And that, to me, leads to taking risks.”7

The ability to take risks—to embrace change and to keep going for-
ward despite fears and internal criticism—is important to any manager’s 
survival. As Rometty says, “growth and comfort do not coexist.”

1.1 Management: What It Is, What Its Benefits Are
What are the rewards of being an exceptional manager?

THE BIG PICTURE
Management is defined as the pursuit of organizational goals efficiently and effectively. Organizations, or 
people who work together to achieve a specific purpose, value managers because of the multiplier effect: 
Good managers have an influence on the organization far beyond the results that can be achieved by one 
person acting alone. Managers are well paid, with the chief executive officers (CEOs) and presidents of even 
small and midsize businesses earning good salaries and many benefits.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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The Art of Management Defined
Is being an exceptional manager a gift, like a musician having perfect pitch? Not 
exactly. But in good part it may be an art.8 Fortunately, it is one that is teachable.

Management, said one pioneer of management ideas, is “the art of getting things 
done through people.”9

Getting things done. Through people. Thus, managers are task oriented, achieve-
ment oriented, and people oriented. And they operate within an organization—a group 
of people who work together to achieve some specific purpose.

More formally, management is defined as (1) the pursuit of organizational goals effi-
ciently and effectively by (2) integrating the work of people through (3) planning, organiz-
ing, leading, and controlling the organization’s resources.

Note the words efficiently and effectively, which basically mean “doing things 
right.”

■ Efficiency—the means. Efficiency is the means of attaining the organization’s 
goals. To be efficient means to use resources—people, money, raw materials, and 
the like—wisely and cost-effectively.

■ Effectiveness—the ends. Effectiveness regards the organization’s ends, the 
goals. To be effective means to achieve results, to make the right decisions, and 
to successfully carry them out so that they achieve the organization’s goals.

 Good managers are concerned with trying to achieve both qualities. Often, how-
ever, organizations will erroneously strive for efficiency without being effective. 
Retired U.S. Army general Stanley McChrystal, former commander of all American 
and coalition forces in Afghanistan, suggests that effectiveness is a more important 
outcome in today’s organizations.10

EXAMPLEEfficiency versus Effectiveness: How Do Airlines Deal with  
“Seat Densification” and Other Passenger Complaints?

What do airline passengers complain about most? Cancella-
tions, delays, and failed flight connections. Reservations, tick-
eting problems, and long telephone wait times. Boarding, 
baggage, and refund hassles. 

And that’s in addition to complaints about “seat densifica-
tion,” the polite term for the crowded seats in coach class.

 How do the airlines handle such complaints? They say 
they’re sorry. 

 Having representatives routinely say “I’m sorry” for service 
difficulties may be efficient for the airlines—even when the 
apologies are accompanied by gift cards, credits, and loyalty 
points—since it’s a lot cheaper than, say, adding more reserva-
tion agents, flight crews, baggage handlers, and, of course, 
airplanes.11 But it’s not effective if it leaves us, the customers, 
fuming and less inclined to continue doing business. 

 Bad customer service hurts—in every industry. “Half of the 
people we surveyed reported leaving a store without making 
their intended purchase because of poor service,” says Con-
sumer Reports. “Fifty-seven percent were so steamed that they 
hung up the phone without a resolution.”12 Asserts one market-
ing vice president, “80% of CEOs believe they offer a superior 
customer experience; only 8% of their customers agree.”13

Efficiency: Saving Company Dollars. A lot of airlines favor ef-
ficiency over effectiveness in their customer service—in large 
part because there are some big events they can’t control, 
such as bad weather. Between 2005 and 2014, there were an 
average of 335 weather-related disasters each year, up 14% 

Effective? Is this irate customer dealing with a company customer support 
system that is more efficient than effective? © Image Source RF
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Why Organizations Value Managers:  
The Multiplier Effect
Some great achievements of history, such as scientific discoveries or works of art, 
were accomplished by individuals working quietly by themselves. But so much more 
has been achieved by people who were able to leverage their talents and abilities by 
being managers. For instance, of the top 10 great architectural wonders of the world 
named by the American Institute of Architects, none was built by just one person. 
All were triumphs of management, although some reflected the vision of an indi-
vidual. (The wonders are the Great Wall of China, the Great Pyramid, Machu Pic-
chu, the Acropolis, the Coliseum, the Taj Mahal, the Eiffel Tower, the Brooklyn 
Bridge, the Empire State Building, and Frank Lloyd Wright’s Falling Water house in 
Pennsylvania.)

Good managers create value. The reason is that in being a manager you have a 
multiplier effect: Your influence on the organization is multiplied far beyond the re-
sults that can be achieved by just one person acting alone. Thus, while a solo operator 
such as a salesperson might accomplish many things and incidentally make a very 
good living, his or her boss could accomplish a great deal more—and could well earn 
two to seven times the income. And the manager will undoubtedly have a lot more 
influence.

Exceptional managers are in high demand. “The scarcest, most valuable resource in 
business is no longer financial capital,” says a Fortune article. “It’s talent. If you doubt 
that, just watch how hard companies are battling for the best people…. Talent of every 
type is in short supply, but the greatest shortage of all is skilled, effective managers.”20 
Even in dismal economic times—maybe especially in such times—companies reach 
out for top talent.

from the previous decade, and nearly double the level of the 
decade before that, according to a United Nations report.14 In 
the winter of 2014–2015, for instance, relentless snow and ice 
storms led to the highest number of flight cancellations in 
25 years—5.5% of the 1.37 million flights between December 1 
and mid-January.

In addition, new government rules went into effect prohibit-
ing airlines from keeping passengers on the tarmac for three 
hours or more, so airlines canceled blocks of flights rather than 
risk fines of up to $27,500 per passenger ($4.1 million for a 
planeload of 150 flyers). The government also implemented a 
new rule increasing the amount of rest pilots need, making it 
harder for the companies to operate an irregular schedule, as 
might follow stormy weather. 

Finally, the discount carriers such as Spirit have forced big 
airlines such as Delta to compete on cheap price/less frills and 
packing more passengers into planes, particularly in coach. As 
a result, coach class is now known as “last class.”15 “That’s 
been great for their bottom line,” reports the Associated Press, 
“but has created a nightmare for passengers.”16

Effectiveness: Retaining Customers and Their Dollars. Apol-
ogizing doesn’t work when it’s a canned response or half-
hearted or insincere. “Customers know talk is cheap,” says an 

apology critic.17 Much better is the method employed by South-
west Airlines, which answered one flyer’s complaint about an 
unpleasant flight by quickly and personally saying it was “truly 
sorry,” addressing each issue he’d brought up, and giving him 
a credit equal to the value of his one-way fare. “Southwest ad-
mitted that there were mistakes, didn’t make excuses, and of-
fered sincere and profound apologies,” the mollified passenger 
said.18

YOUR CALL
The average telephone wait time to reach a human agent at 
Southwest Airlines, according to Get2Human.com, was zero min-
utes and Alaska Air and Jet Blue each one minute.19 Spirit Air, on 
the other hand, took 37 minutes and Air Canada 42 minutes.

Get2Human.com (or GetHuman.com) is a website that aims 
to convince enterprises, whether airlines or other kinds, that 
“providing high quality customer service and having satisfied 
customers costs much less than providing low quality customer 
service and having unsatisfied customers”—in other words, be-
ing more effective, not just efficient.

Get2Human also publishes the unpublicized codes for 
reaching a company’s human operators and cut-through- 
automation tips. What recent unpleasant customer experience 
would you want to post on this website?
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The Financial Rewards of Being  
an Exceptional Manager
How well compensated are managers? According to the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, the median weekly wage for American workers is $825, 
or $44,200 a year.21 Education pays: The median 2015 yearly income 
for full-time workers with at least a bachelor’s degree was $64,740, 
compared to $35,880 for high-school graduates.22 People employed 
full-time in management, professional, and related occupations had the 
highest median incomes, $73,996 for men and $52,520 for women.

The business press frequently reports on the astronomical earnings 
of top chief executive officers. The top earner in 2014 was David M. 
Zaslav, CEO of Discovery Communications, whose total compensa-
tion topped $156.1 million.23 However, this kind of huge payday isn’t 
common. Median compensation for top-ranked CEOs in North Amer-
ica in 2015, based on a survey of 500 bosses of companies listed by 
Standard & Poor, was $10.8 million.24 The more usual median wage 
for CEOs in 2015 was $737,613, according to Salary.com, and for gen-
eral and operations managers $102,750, according to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics.25

Managers farther down in the organization usually don’t make this 
much, of course; nevertheless, they do fairly well compared with most 
workers. At the lower rungs, managers may make between $35,000 
and $60,000 a year; in the middle levels, between $45,000 and 
$120,000. (For examples of managerial salaries, go to www.bls.gov 
/ooh/management/home.htm.26)

There are also all kinds of fringe benefits and status rewards that go 
with being a manager, ranging from health insurance to stock options to 
large offices. And the higher you ascend in the management hierarchy, 
the more privileges may come your way: personal parking space, bet-
ter furniture, on up to—for those on the top rung of big companies— 
company car and driver, corporate jet, company-paid resort-area villa, 
and even executive sabbaticals (months of paid time off to pursue  
alternative projects).

What Are the Rewards of Studying and  
Practicing Management?
Are you studying management but have no plans to be a manager? Or are you trying to 
learn techniques and concepts that will help you be an exceptional management prac-
titioner? Either way there are considerable rewards.

The Rewards of Studying Management Students sign up for an introductory 
management course for all kinds of reasons. Many, of course, are planning business 
careers, but others are taking it to fulfill a requirement or an elective. Some students 
are in technical or nonprofit fields—computer science, education, health, and the 
like—and never expect to have to supervise people.

Here are just a few of the payoffs of studying management as a discipline:
■ You will understand how to deal with organizations from the outside. 

Since we all are in constant interaction with all kinds of organizations, it helps 
to understand how they work and how the people in them make decisions. 
Such knowledge may give you some defensive skills that you can use in deal-
ing with organizations from the outside, as a customer or investor, for example.

Best paid. David M. Zaslav, CEO of Discovery 
Communications, earned $156.1 million in 2014, 
making him the highest-paid manager in the United 
States that year. That’s far, far greater than the 
largest salary paid to any NBA player in that period 
($23.5 million to Kobe Bryant of the Los Angeles 
Lakers). Zaslav’s base salary was just $3 million, but 
he received stock awards of $94.6 million, option 
awards of $50.5 million, other incentive pay of  
$6 million, and other compensation and perks of  
$1.9 million. What do you think your chances are of 
making even $100 million in your entire lifetime?  
© Michael Kovac/Getty Images
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■ You will understand how to relate to your supervisors. Since most of us 
work in organizations and most of us have bosses, studying management will 
enable you to understand the pressures managers deal with and how they will 
best respond to you.

■ You will understand how to interact with coworkers. The kinds of manage-
ment policies in place can affect how your coworkers behave. Studying man-
agement can give you the understanding of teams and teamwork, cultural 
differences, conflict and stress, and negotiation and communication skills that 
will help you get along with fellow employees.

■ You will understand how to manage yourself in the workplace. Manage-
ment courses in general, and this book in particular, give you the opportu-
nity to realize insights about yourself—your personality, emotions, values, 
perceptions, needs, and goals. We help you build your skills in areas such as 
self-management, listening, handling change, managing stress, avoiding 
groupthink, and coping with organizational politics.

The Rewards of Practicing Management Many young people not only want to 
make money but make a difference.27 As Swarthmore psychology professor Barry 
Schwartz, author of Why We Work, suggests, “We care about more than money. We 
want work that is challenging and engaging, that enables us to exercise some discretion 
and control over what we do, and that provides us with opportunities to learn and 
grow.”28 Becoming a management practitioner offers many rewards apart from money 
and status, as follows:

■ You and your employees can experience a sense of accomplishment. Every 
successful goal accomplished provides you not only with personal satisfaction 
but also with the satisfaction of all those employees you directed who helped 
you accomplish it.

■ You can stretch your abilities and magnify your range. Every promotion 
up the hierarchy of an organization stretches your abilities, challenges your 
talents and skills, and magnifies the range of your accomplishments.

■ You can build a catalog of successful products or services. Every product 
or service you provide—the personal Eiffel Tower or Empire State Building 
you build, as it were—becomes a monument to your accomplishments. In-
deed, studying management may well help you in running your own business.

■ You can become a mentor and help others. According to one survey, 84% of 
workers who had a mentor—an experienced person who provided guidance to 
someone new to the work world—said the mentor helped them advance their 
careers.29 ●

Mentoring. Matthew Wardenaar (right), whose 
California company produces Tagged, an app that 
helps users meet new people, gives Mohammed 
Abdulla assistance (with Google Glass) during a 
session of the Hidden Genius Project, a mentoring 
organization that gives underrepresented 
minorities guidance in moving into technology and 
science careers. Is helping others one of your life 
goals? © Ian C. Bates/San Francisco Chronicle/Corbis
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1.2 What Managers Do: The Four Principal Functions
What would I actually do—that is, what would be my four principal functions— 
as a manager?

THE BIG PICTURE
Management has four functions: planning, organizing, leading, and controlling.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

What do you as a manager do to “get things done”—that is, achieve the stated goals of 
the organization you work for? You perform what is known as the management  
process, also called the four management functions: planning, organizing, leading, and 
controlling. (The abbreviation “POLC” may help you to remember them.)

As the diagram illustrates, all these functions affect one another, are ongoing, and 
are performed simultaneously. (See Figure 1.1.)

Planning
You set goals and

decide how to
achieve them.

Organizing
You arrange tasks,
people, and other

resources to
accomplish the work.

Controlling
You monitor

performance, compare
it with goals,

and take corrective
action as needed.

Leading
You motivate, direct,

and otherwise
influence people to

work hard to achieve
the organization’s goals.

FIGURE 1.1
The management process
What you as a manager do to 
“get things done”—to achieve 
the stated goals of your 
organization.

Although the process of management can be quite complex, these four functions 
represent its essential principles. Indeed, as a glance at our text’s table of contents 
shows, they form four of the part divisions of the book. Let’s consider what the four 
functions are, using the management (or “administration,” as it is called in nonprofit 
organizations) of your college to illustrate them.

Planning: Discussed in Part 3 of This Book
Planning is defined as setting goals and deciding how to achieve them. Your college was 
established for the purpose of educating students, and its present managers, or admin-
istrators, now must decide the best way to accomplish this. Which of several possible 
degree programs should be offered? Should the college be a residential or a commuter 
campus? What sort of students should be recruited and admitted? What kind of faculty 
should be hired? What kind of buildings and equipment are needed?
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Organizing: Discussed in Part 4 of This Book
Organizing is defined as arranging tasks, people, and other resources to accomplish the 
work. College administrators must determine the tasks to be done, by whom, and what 
the reporting hierarchy is to be. Should the institution be organized into schools with 
departments, with department chairpersons reporting to deans who in return report to 
vice presidents? Should the college hire more full-time instructors than part-time in-
structors? Should English professors teach just English literature or also composition, 
developmental English, and “first-year experience” courses?

Leading: Discussed in Part 5 of This Book
Leading is defined as motivating, directing, and otherwise influencing people to work hard 
to achieve the organization’s goals. At your college, leadership begins, of course, with 
the president (who would be the chief executive officer, or CEO, in a for-profit organi-
zation). He or she is the one who must inspire faculty, staff, students, alumni, wealthy 
donors, and residents of the surrounding community to help realize the college’s goals. 
As you might imagine, these groups often have different needs and wants, so an  
essential part of leadership is resolving conflicts.

Controlling: Discussed in Part 6 of This Book
Controlling is defined as monitoring performance, comparing it with goals, and taking cor-
rective action as needed. Is the college discovering that fewer students are majoring in 
nursing than they did five years previously? Is the fault with a change in the job mar-
ket? with the quality of instruction? with the kinds of courses offered? Are the Nursing 
Department’s student recruitment efforts not going well? Should the department’s 
budget be reduced? Under the management function of controlling, college adminis-
trators must deal with these kinds of matters. ●

Leading. The co-founder and CEO of Facebook, Mark 
Zuckerberg has been acknowledged for three leadership 
qualities: being a hard worker, a pupil who seeks 
guidance from great leaders, and a strong communicator, 
having developed a speaking style that is “poised, 
confident, and articulate.”30 Are these leadership qualities 
you could develop? © Ben Margot/AP Photo
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1.3 Seven Challenges to Being an Exceptional Manager
Challenges can make one feel alive. What are seven challenges I could look forward to as 
a manager?

THE BIG PICTURE
Seven challenges face any manager: You need to manage for competitive advantage—to stay ahead of  
rivals. You need to manage for the effects of globalization and of information technology. You need to  
manage for diversity in race, ethnicity, gender, and so on, because the future won’t resemble the past. You 
always need to manage to maintain ethical standards. You need to manage for sustainability—to practice 
sound environmental policies. Finally, you need to manage for the achievement of your own happiness and 
life goals.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Would you agree that the ideal state that many people seek is an emotional zone some-
where between boredom and anxiety? That’s the view of psychologist Mihaly Csik-
szentmihalyi (pronounced Me-high Chick-sent-me-high-ee), founder of the Quality of 
Life Research Center at Claremont Graduate University.31

Boredom, he says, may arise because skills and challenges are mismatched: You are 
exercising your high level of skill in a job with a low level of challenge, such as licking 
envelopes. Anxiety arises when one has low levels of skill but a high level of chal-
lenge, such as (for many people) suddenly being called upon to give a rousing speech 
to strangers.

As a manager, could you achieve a balance between these two states—boredom and 
anxiety, or action and serenity? Certainly managers have enough challenges to keep 
their lives more than mildly interesting. Let’s see what they are.

Challenge #1: Managing for Competitive 
Advantage—Staying Ahead of Rivals
Competitive advantage is the ability of an organization to produce goods or services more 
effectively than competitors do, thereby outperforming them. This means an organization 
must stay ahead in four areas: (1) being responsive to customers, (2) innovation, 
(3) quality, and (4) efficiency.

EXAMPLEThe Struggle for Competitive Advantage: Airbnb Shakes Up the  
Hotel Business

In San Francisco in 2007, jobless industrial designers Brian 
Chesky and Joe Gebbia, wondering how to make the rent, real-
ized that a major design conference was about to be held in 
the city and that hotel rooms would be scarce. Gebbia had 
three air mattresses and suggested turning their apartment 
into an “air bed and breakfast.” Within three days they had a 
quicky website up and had booked three guests, each paying 
about $70 for several nights.32

 Thus was born Airbnb, which today appeals to Millennials 
(those born 1982–2004) and business travelers with $18 
shared downtown living rooms but will even serve Beyoncé 

Knowles, in northern California for a halftime appearance at 
the 2016 Super Bowl, with a $10,000-a-night estate in the 
posh Silicon Valley enclave of Los Altos Hills. Offering more 
than a million rooms in homes, apartments, even treehouses 
or barns—indeed, even European castles—in 34,000 cities in 
190 countries ranging from Cuba to Israel’s West Bank, the 
company is valued at $20 billion.33

The Rise of the New Sharing Economy. Airbnb represents an 
example of the sharing economy, also known as collaborative 
or peer-to-peer marketplaces, a technological variation on 
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past behavior. “Peer-to-peer lodging has been around for 
quite a while,” points out one writer. “For hundreds of years, 
family-owned boardinghouses were the lodging alternative 
for frugal travelers; homeowners listed their spare rooms in 
newspapers; . . . and European families often purchased sec-
ond homes together.”34

What is different about today’s sharing economy is that or-
dinary people can now take advantage of the Internet and 
widespread use of credit cards to effectively turn their homes 
into hotel rooms. (The sharing economy has also affected other 
industries, as Uber and Lyft have turned personal cars into 
taxis, as we discuss in Chapter 10.)35

Trouble for the Hotel Industry. Airbnb has had a major im-
pact on the hotel industry, offering more places to sleep than 
Hilton, Hyatt, or Wyndham combined. In the beginning there 
were few complaints from traditional hotels, although there is 
evidence that the greater room supply created by Airbnb 
helped restrain traditional hotel prices.36 Some small hotels 
even started joining the service themselves, such as the Box 
House Hotel in Brooklyn, New York.

 Before long, however, hotels began to feel the upstart’s 
effects and now are fighting back.37 Large hotel chains have 
launched new chains (such as Tru by Hilton) aimed at Airbnb’s 
core market of Millennials looking for a lodging experience 
suited to their tastes and budget. They also started creating 
“micro-hotels,” such as Pod, Yotel, and citizenM, hotels with 
tiny rooms (think 50 square feet) but big public spaces that  
appeal to social travelers.

Some hotels now offer “pillow menus,” allowing guests to 
choose from a range of pillow firmnesses and shapes to suit 
different sleep habits. Some remade their rooms with flexi-
ble tables, laptop trays, and abundant electrical outlets to 
accommodate different work styles. Roughly 40 hotels world-
wide joined in creating LobbyFriend, a temporary social net-
work that enables users to get information on nearby events, 
as well as send messages to other guests. 

 The hotel industry also funded research that suggests 
some Airbnb operators are running “illegal” hotels.38 And they 
have lobbied for laws that will stop or slow Airbnb’s growth by 
restricting the apartments and homes that can be listed on the 
service. 

YOUR CALL
Airbnb is an example of disruptive innovation, a process in 
which a product or service takes root initially in simple applica-
tions at the bottom of the market (as in Chesky and Gebbia 
providing air mattresses on the floor for temporary guests) and 
then relentlessly moves up market, eventually displacing es-
tablished competitors. The notion of “disruptive innovation” by 
computer technology is a far-reaching development in the on-
going struggle of organizations to stay ahead of rivals by main-
taining competitive advantage, and we describe the concept 
further in Chapter 10.

Which sector, Airbnb or hotels, do you think will prevail in 
the lodging industry?

Competitive advantage? Do you think traditional hotels will still exist 10 years from now? © Antenna/Getty Images RF
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1. Being Responsive to Customers The first law of business is Take care of the 
customer. Without customers—buyers, clients, consumers, shoppers, users, patrons, 
guests, investors, or whatever they’re called—sooner or later there will be no organiza-
tion. Nonprofit organizations are well advised to be responsive to their “customers,” 
too, whether they’re called citizens, members, students, patients, voters, rate-payers, or 
whatever, since they are the justification for the organizations’ existence.

2. Innovation Finding ways to deliver new or better goods or services is called  
innovation. No organization, for-profit or nonprofit, can allow itself to become  
complacent—especially when rivals are coming up with creative ideas. “Innovate or 
die” is an important adage for any manager.

We discuss innovation in Chapter 10.

3. Quality If your organization is the only one of its kind, customers may put up 
with products or services that are less than stellar (as they have with some airlines that 
have a near monopoly on flights out of certain cities), but only because they have no 
choice. But if another organization comes along and offers a better-quality travel expe-
rience, TV program, cut of meat, computer software, or whatever, you may find your 
company falling behind. Making improvements in quality has become an important 
management idea in recent times, as we shall discuss.

4. Efficiency A generation ago, organizations rewarded employees for their length 
of service. Today, however, the emphasis is on efficiency: Companies strive to pro-
duce goods or services as quickly as possible using as few employees (and raw materi-
als) as possible. Although a strategy that downgrades the value of employees might 
ultimately backfire—resulting in the loss of essential experience and skills and even 
customers—an organization that is overstaffed may not be able to compete with leaner, 
meaner rivals. This is the reason why, for instance, today many companies rely so 
much on temp (temporary) workers.39

Challenge #2: Managing for Information 
Technology—Dealing with the “New Normal”
The challenge of managing for information technology, not to mention other technolo-
gies affecting your business, will require your unflagging attention. Most important is 
the Internet, the global network of independently operating but interconnected comput-
ers, linking hundreds of thousands of smaller networks around the world.

By 2019, consumers worldwide are projected to spend $3.55 trillion online, double 
that of 2015.40

This kind of e-commerce, or electronic commerce—the buying and selling of goods or 
services over computer networks—has reshaped entire industries and revamped the very 
notion of what a company is. More important than e-commerce, information technol-
ogy has led to the growth of e-business, using the Internet to facilitate every aspect of 
running a business. Because the Internet so dramatically lowers the cost of communica-
tion, it can radically alter any activity that depends heavily on the flow of information. 
The result is that disruption has become the “new normal,” according to Forrester 
Research.41

Some of the implications of information technology that we will discuss throughout 
the book are as follows:

■ Far-ranging electronic management: e-communication all the time. Us-
ing mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, 21st-century managers 
will need to become masters of electronic communication, able to create 
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powerful messages to create, motivate, and lead teams of specialists all over 
the world. Their means for doing so will range from e-mail, electronic-mail 
messages and documents transmitted over a computer network; to texting, 
quick text messages exchanged among smartphones; and social media, Internet-
based and mobile technologies such as Facebook and Twitter for generating 
interactive dialogue with others on a network. Getting the right balance is im-
portant, because many messages may be useful, but many are not. Employees 
can lose valuable time and productivity when dealing with excessive and 
unimportant e-mail and text messages, leading to increased conflict and 
stress.42

■ More and more data: challenges to decision making. The digital uni-
verse is growing 40% a year, according to IDC, and by 2020, it will contain 
nearly as many digital bits as there are stars in the universe.43 Ninety per-
cent of generated data from now on, says one source, “will be unstructured 
and this includes tweets, photos, customer purchase history, and even cus-
tomer service call logs.”44 The Internet, then, not only speeds everything 
up, it also through cloud computing—the storing of software and data on  
gigantic collections of computers located away from a company’s principal 
site  (out there somewhere, “in the cloud”)—and huge, interconnected  
databases—computerized collections of interrelated files—can assemble as-
tonishing quantities of information and make them available to us instanta-
neously. This has led to the phenomenon known as Big Data, stores of data 
so vast that conventional database management systems cannot handle them, 
and so very sophisticated analysis software and supercomputers are re-
quired. The challenge: How do we deal with this massive amount of data 
to make useful decisions without violating people’s right to privacy? We 
discuss Big Data in Chapter 7.

■ The rise of artificial intelligence: more automation in the workforce. 
“Software and automation—think self-driving cars, robotic factories, and 
artificially intelligent reservationists,” writes Thomas Friedman, “are not 
only replacing blue-collar jobs at a faster rate, but now also white-collar 
skills.”45 Artificial intelligence (AI) is the discipline concerned with creating 
computer systems that simulate human reasoning and sensation, as repre-
sented by robots, natural language processing, pattern recognition, 
and  similar technologies. The job losses caused by automation among  
autoworkers, film processors, travel agents, and the like will probably ex-
tend to other fields as robot surgeons, driverless cars, drones (pilotless 
aircraft), and molecule-sized nanobots (used in medicine) come into 
use.46 What will be the implications of these events for you as a manager 
for staffing and training employees and for your own professional  
development?

■ Organizational changes: shifts in structure, jobs, goals, and management. 
With computers and telecommunications technology, organizations and teams 
become “virtual”; they are no longer as bound by time zones and locations. 
Employees, for instance, may telecommute, or work from home or remote loca-
tions using a variety of information technologies. Telecommuting was found to 
enhance employee satisfaction and performance.47 Meetings may be con-
ducted via videoconferencing, using video and audio links along with computers 
to let people in different locations see, hear, and talk with one another. Goal set-
ting and feedback will be conducted via web-based software programs such as 
eWorkbench, which enables managers to create and track employee goals. 
Such managers will also rely on project management software, programs for 
planning and scheduling the people, costs, and resources to complete a project 
on time.
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■ Knowledge management and collaborative computing. The forms of in-
teraction just described will require managers and employees to be more 
flexible, and there will be an increased emphasis on knowledge management— 
the implementing of systems and practices to increase the sharing of knowledge 
and information throughout an organization. In addition, collaborative computing, 
using state-of-the-art computer software and hardware, will help people work 
better together. Many hospitals, for example, now knit various functions 
together—patient histories, doctors’ orders, lab results, prescription informa-
tion, billing—in a single information system, parts of which patients can ac-
cess themselves to schedule appointments, question doctors, and request 
prescription refills.

Challenge #3: Managing for Diversity— 
The Future Won’t Resemble the Past
In 2014, 42 million people in the United States were foreign born, representing 13.3% 
of the population. In 2020, there will be nearly 48 million foreign born, representing 
14.3% of the population, and by 2060 they are projected to be 18.8%.48 

But greater changes are yet to come. By mid-century, the mix of American racial or 
ethnic groups will change considerably, with the United States becoming half (54%) ra-
cial or ethnic minority. Non-Hispanic whites are projected to decrease from 62% of the 
population in 2014 to 43% in 2060. African Americans will increase from 13% to 14%, 
Asians from 5% to 9%, and Hispanics (who may be of any race) from 17% to 29%.49

In addition, in the coming years there will be a different mix of women, immi-
grants, and older people in the general population, as well as in the workforce. For 
instance, in 2030, nearly one in five U.S. residents is expected to be 65 and older. This 
age group is projected to increase to 98.1 million in 2060, more than doubling the 
number in 2014 (40.1 million).50

Some scholars think that diversity and variety in staffing produce organizational 
strength, as we consider elsewhere.51 Clearly, however, the challenge to the manager 
of the near future is to maximize the contributions of employees diverse in gender, 
age, race, ethnicity, and sexual orientation. We discuss this matter in more detail in 
Chapter 11.

Challenge #4: Managing for Globalization— 
The Expanding Management Universe
When you ask some Russians “How are you?” the response may not be a simple “Fine” 
but rather the complete truth as to how they really feel—“a blunt pronouncement of 
dissatisfaction punctuated by, say, the details of any recent digestive troubles,” as one 
American world traveler explained it.52 And when you meet Cambodians or Burmese 
and are asked “Have you eaten yet?” you should not mistake this as an invitation to 
lunch—all it means is just “Hello.”53

The point is this: Verbal expressions and gestures don’t have the same meaning to 
everyone throughout the world. Not understanding such differences can affect how 
well organizations manage globally.

American firms have been going out into the world in a major way, even as the 
world has been coming to us—leading to what New York Times columnist Thomas 
Friedman has called, in The World Is Flat, a phenomenon in which globalization has 
leveled (made “flat”) the competitive playing fields between industrial and emerging-
market countries.54 Managing for globalization will be a complex, ongoing challenge, 
as we discuss at length in Chapter 4.55
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Challenge #5: Managing for Ethical Standards
With the pressure to meet sales, production, and other targets, managers can find them-
selves confronting ethical dilemmas. What do you do when, as a manager for a cruise 

line, say, you learn that an important safety measure will have to be skipped 
if a 4,200-passenger cruise ship is to sail on time?56 As a sales manager, how 
much should you allow your sales reps to criticize the competition? How 
much leeway do you have in giving gifts to prospective clients in a foreign 
country to try to land a contract? In an era of climate change, with changing 
temperatures and rising sea levels, what is your responsibility to “act 
green”—avoid company policies that are damaging to the environment?

Ethical behavior is not just a nicety; it is a very important part of doing 
business. This was certainly made clear in December 2008, when financier 
Bernard Madoff confessed that his investments were all “one big lie”—not 
investments at all, but rather a $50 billion scheme (Ponzi scheme), using cash 
from newer investors to pay off older ones. A few months later, this perpetrator 
of the world’s biggest fraud, then age 71, was sentenced to 150 years in prison.

Madoff joined a long list of famous business scoundrels of the early 
21st century: Tyco International CEO Dennis Kozlowski (now on parole 
after serving prison time for grand larceny, securities fraud, and tax  
evasion), WorldCom head Bernard Ebbers (doing 25 years for fraud), 
Adelphia CEO John Rigas (15 years for conspiracy and bank fraud), for-
mer Enron chief Jeffrey Skilling (24 years for similar white-collar crimes), 
and Galleon Group hedge fund head Raj Rajaratnam and Goldman Sachs 
director Rajat Gupta (11 years each for insider trading).

Of course, business crime is not perpetrated just by respectable-looking 
people wearing suits. Hippie entrepreneur Ross Ulbricht, then 29, was ar-
rested in late 2013 for allegedly being the founder of Silk Road, described 
as an “online illegal-goods bazaar that had been dubbed the eBay of vice,” 
from which he purportedly made nearly half a billion dollars in under three 
years by selling drugs.57 He was sentenced to life in prison and ordered to 
forfeit $183 million. “I wish I could go back and convince myself to take a 
different path,” he said. “I’ve ruined my life.”58

We consider ethics in Chapter 3 and elsewhere in the book.

Dread Pirate. Ross Ulbricht, a former Eagle Scout 
and holder of a master’s degree in materials 
science, was charged by federal prosecutors with 
being a drug kingpin and attempted murderer 
named Dread Pirate Roberts. Put on trial as the 
founder of Silk Road, an online site for selling 
narcotics, in 2015 at age 31 he was sentenced to 
life in prison for drug trafficking, computer hacking, 
money laundering, and running a continuing 
criminal conspiracy. © Erich Schlegel/Corbis

Cross-border burger business. 
American businesspeople 
operating overseas often face 
unique problems. The manager 
of this Johnny Rockets 
hamburger store, which opened 
in Lagos, Nigeria, in 2012, 
found that to achieve an 
authentic, U.S.-style taste he 
needed to fly in the toppings—
onions, mushrooms, and 
iceberg lettuce—which meant 
that he had to start prices at 
$14 for a single-patty burger.  
© Sunday Alamba/AP Photo
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 PRACTICAL ACTIONPreparing Yourself to Behave Right When You’re  
Tempted to Cheat

There are all kinds of things that influence people to cheat. 
They may cheat more in the afternoon than in the morning, per-
haps because mental fatigue sets in as the day wears on.59 
They may cheat more when technology makes it easy. (Access 
to copy/paste tools was associated with a higher rate of cheat-
ing.)60 They may even cheat because it makes them feel good. 
(Really! Cheaters in one study reported more positive feelings 
than subjects who acted honestly.)61

Of course, just because somehow you feel okay about 
cheating doesn’t mean it’s right, or, from a hard-headed busi-
ness point of view, even effective—either for you or for the or-
ganization you work for.62 Did you know, for instance, that you 
can be fired for lying on a job application or resume?

Learning to Be Ethical. Concerned about transgressions  
in the managerial world, some of the top U.S. researchers in 
business ethics in January 2014 introduced a new website, 
EthicalSystems.org (www.ethicalsystems.org). One of its pur-
poses is to examine the problem that, as one article describes 
it, “how we think we’re going to act when faced with a moral 
decision and how we really do act are often vastly different.”63 
Originally business ethics grew out of philosophy and was con-
cerned with the right thing to do. Now research is directed to-
ward the underlying reasons people act the way they do, to 
develop a more psychologically realistic approach and learn 
what tools will nudge people toward right behavior.

Doing Right versus Being Liked. When people predict 
how they’re going to act in a given situation, “the ‘should’ 
self dominates—we should be fair, we should be generous, 
we should assert our values,” says business ethics professor 
Ann E. Tenbrunsel. “But when the time for action comes, the 
‘want’ self dominates—I don’t want to look like a fool, I don’t 
want to be punished.”64 Thus, you may see some wrong occur 
(such as an act of cheating) and actually mean to do some-
thing about it, but can’t quite figure how—and then the mo-
ment passes and you let it go and tell yourself that what you 
did was okay.

YOUR CALL
How can you learn to be ethical? First, you need to be aware 
of when you are apt not to speak up about a matter of wrong-
doing—as when it might alienate your friends (“No one will 
speak to me after this”), when it might cause others to disre-
spect you (“I’m going to look like an idiot”), or when an au-
thority figure is present (“This will get me fired”). Once you 
become aware of such thoughts, you need to try to override 
them, letting the discomfort you’re experiencing signal you 
that you need to be courageous and take action, not just lapse 
into inaction. Can you tell yourself how you should—and 
must—behave the next time you’re tempted to cheat or see 
someone cheating?

Challenge #6: Managing for Sustainability— 
The Business of Green
An apparently changing climate, bringing increased damage from hurricanes, floods, 
and fires throughout the United States and the world, has brought the issue of “being 
green” to increased prominence. Following The World Is Flat, Friedman wrote Hot, 
Flat, and Crowded, urging a strategy of “Geo-Greenism” in addressing the crises of 
destabilizing climate change and rising competition for energy.65 Earlier former U.S. 
Vice President Al Gore’s documentary film An Inconvenient Truth, along with his 
book by the same name, further popularized the concepts of global climate change and 
the idea of sustainability as a business model.66

Our economic system has brought prosperity, but it has also led to unsustainable 
business practices because it has assumed that natural resources are limitless, which 
they are not. Sustainability is defined as economic development that meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs.67A number of companies—from PepsiCo to Walmart to UPS—have recognized 
that corporations have a responsibility to address the causes of climate change.68 Ear-
lier, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, which is supposed to represent the views of 
American business, expressed strong resistance to climate change legislation.69 How-
ever, several companies—Levi Strauss, Apple, Tiffany, Exelon, Pacific Gas & Elec-
tric, PNM Resources, and Mohawk Fine Papers—resigned from the Chamber in 
protest. Perhaps, then, business can begin to take the lead.
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How Strong Is My Motivation to Lead?

Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 1.1 in Connect.

Are you motivated to lead others? Go to connect.mheduca-
tion.com and take the self-assessment. When you’re done, an-
swer the following questions:

1. Do results match your desire to assume leadership roles 
at school, work, and home? Explain.

2. Which of the three dimensions do you think is most likely 
to affect your future success as a leader? Discuss.

3. You can increase your motivation to lead by increasing 
the scores on the three lowest-rated items in the survey. 
Identify these items and develop a plan for how you can 
change your behavior in leadership situations at school 
and work. Work the plan and get feedback about your 
effectiveness.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 1.1

Challenge #7: Managing for Happiness and 
Meaningfulness
Which would you rather have, a happy life or a meaningful life?

One study found that “Happiness was linked to being a taker rather than a giver, 
whereas meaningfulness went with being a giver rather than a taker,” as a study author 
put it.70 Happiness is getting what you want, of having your desires fulfilled. Meaning-
fulness—which may not always make you happy—is achieving a valued sense of one’s 
self and one’s purpose within the larger context of life and community. Research 
clearly shows that a sense of meaningfulness in your life is associated with better 
health, work and life satisfaction, and performance.71

Many people find being a manager doesn’t make them happy.72 They may complain 
that they have to go to too many meetings, that they can’t do enough for their employ-
ees, that they are caught in the middle between bosses and subordinates. They may 
feel, at a time when Dilbert cartoons have created such an unflattering portrayal of 
managers, that they lack respect. They may decide that, despite the greater income, 
money doesn’t buy happiness.73

On the other hand, being a manager can be one of the greatest avenues to a mean-
ingful life, particularly if you are working within a supportive or interesting organiza-
tional culture. (We discuss company culture, or style, in Chapter 8.) As Oakland, 
California, productivity-improvement expert Odette Pollar has stated, being a manager 
is “an opportunity to counsel, motivate, advise, guide, empower, and influence large 
groups of people. These important skills can be used in business as well as in personal 
and volunteer activities.” And, we might add, in nonprofit organizations as well. “If 
you truly like people,” she goes on, “and enjoy mentoring and helping others to grow 
and thrive, management is a great job.”74

How Strong Is Your Motivation to Be a Manager? 
The First Self-Assessment
As we stated at the beginning of this chapter, it is our desire to make this book as prac-
tical as possible for you. As an important means of advancing this goal, we developed 
57 self-assessments—two to four per chapter—which allow you to gauge how you 
feel about the material you are reading and how you can make use of it. 

Go to the self-assessment website at connect.mheducation.com, complete the assess-
ment, then answer the self-assessment questions in the book. (Note: These assessments 
are only available if your instructor uses Connect and assigns them to you.) Taking 
them is a valuable way to develop your self-awareness and interpersonal skills. The 
first one assesses your motivation to lead. Do you desire to hold leadership positions? 
Find out by taking the self-assessment. ●
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1.4 Pyramid Power: Levels and Areas of Management
What are the levels and areas of management I need to know to move up, down, and 
sideways?

THE BIG PICTURE
Within an organization, there are four levels of managers: top, middle, and first-line managers as well as 
team leaders. Managers may also be general managers, or they may be functional managers, responsible 
for just one organizational activity, such as Research & Development, Marketing, Finance, Production, or  
Human Resources. Managers may work for for-profit, nonprofit, or mutual-benefit organizations.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

The workplace of the future may resemble a symphony orchestra, famed management 
theorist Peter Drucker said.75 Employees, especially so-called knowledge workers—
those who have a great deal of technical skills—can be compared to concert musi-
cians. Their managers can be seen as conductors.

In Drucker’s analogy, musicians are used for some pieces of music—that is, work 
projects—and not others, and they are divided into different sections (teams) based 
on their instruments. The conductor’s role is not to play each instrument better than 
the musicians but to lead them all through the most effective performance of a  
particular work.

This model differs from the traditional pyramid-like organizational model, where one 
leader sits at the top, with layers of managers beneath, each of whom must report to and 
justify his or her work to the manager above (what’s called accountability, as we discuss 
in Chapter 8). We therefore need to take a look at the traditional arrangement first.

The Traditional Management Pyramid:  
Levels and Areas
A new Silicon Valley technology start-up company staffed by young people in sandals 
and shorts may be so small and so loosely organized that only one or two members 
may be said to be a manager. General Motors or the U.S. Army, in contrast, has thou-
sands of managers doing thousands of different things. Is there a picture we can draw 
that applies to all the different kinds of organizations and describes them in ways that 
make sense? Yes: by levels and by areas, as the pyramid shows. (See Figure 1.2.)

Four Levels of Management
Not everyone who works in an organization is a manager, of course, but those who 
are may be classified into four levels—top, middle, and first-line managers and team 
leaders.

Top Managers: Determining Overall Direction Their offices may be equipped 
with expensive leather chairs and have lofty views. Or, as with one Internet company, 
they may have plastic lawn chairs in the CEO’s office and beat-up furniture in the 
lobby. Whatever their decor, an organization’s top managers tend to have titles such as 
“chief executive officer (CEO),” “chief operating officer (COO),” “president,” and 
“senior vice president.”

Some may be the stars in their fields, the men and women whose pictures appear on 
the covers of business magazines, people such as Nike CEO Mark Parker or IBM CEO 
Virginia Rommety or Lucasfilm president Kathleen Kennedy or Apple CEO Tim 
Cook, all of whom have appeared on the front of Fortune. As we’ve seen, the median 
yearly salary for CEOs in 2015 was $737,613 and for general and operations managers 
$102,750, and can range up to the millions for top executives in large companies.76
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Levels of
Management

Top managers

Middle managers

First-line managers

R&D Marketing Finance Production Human
resources

Team leaders

Functional
Areas

FIGURE 1.2
The levels and areas of 
management
Top managers make long-term 
decisions, middle managers 
implement those decisions, and 
first-line managers make short-
term decisions. Team leaders 
facilitate team activities toward 
achieving a goal.

Successful top manager. India-
born Satya Nadella, who joined 
Microsoft in 1992, became CEO 
of the technology company in 
early 2014 and has helped 
transition it to cloud computing. 
His net worth in 2016 was  
$45 million. Do you see yourself 
joining a company and staying 
with it for life, as Nadella has 
(after an earlier job at Sun 
Microsystems), or is that even 
possible anymore? © Justin 
Sullivan/Getty Images

Top managers make long-term decisions about the overall direction of the organization 
and establish the objectives, policies, and strategies for it. They need to pay a lot of at-
tention to the environment outside the organization, being alert for long-run opportuni-
ties and problems and devising strategies for dealing with them. Thus, executives at this 
level must be future oriented, dealing with uncertain, highly competitive conditions.

These people stand at the summit of the management pyramid. But the nature of a 
pyramid is that the farther you climb, the less space remains at the top. Thus, most 
pyramid climbers never get to the apex. However, that doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t 
try. Indeed, you might end up atop a much smaller pyramid of some other organization 
than the one you started out in—and happier with the result.

Middle Managers: Implementing Policies and Plans Middle managers implement 
the policies and plans of the top managers above them and supervise and coordinate the 
activities of the first-line managers below them. Titles might include “plant manager,” 
“district manager,” and “regional manager,” among others. In the nonprofit world, 
middle managers may have titles such as “clinic director,” “dean of student services,” 
and the like. Their salaries may range from under $45,000 up to $120,000 a year.

Middle managers are critical for organizational success because they implement the 
strategic plans created by CEOs and top managers. (Strategic planning is discussed in 
Chapter 6.) In other words, these managers have the type of “high-touch” jobs—dealing 
with people rather than computer screens or voice-response systems—that can directly 
affect employees, customers, and suppliers.77

First-Line Managers: Directing Daily Tasks The job titles at the bottom of the 
managerial pyramid tend to be on the order of “department head,” “foreman” or “fore-
woman,” or “supervisor”—clerical supervisor, production supervisor, research super-
visor, and so on. Indeed, supervisor is the name often given to first-line managers as a 
whole. Their salaries may run from $35,000 to $65,000 a year.

Following the plans of middle and top managers, first-line managers make short-term 
operating decisions, directing the daily tasks of nonmanagerial personnel, who are, of 
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course, all those people who work directly at their jobs but don’t oversee 
the work of others.

No doubt the job of first-line manager will be the place where you 
would start your managerial career. This can be a valuable experience be-
cause it will be the training and testing ground for your management ideas.

Team Leaders: Facilitating Team Activities Not all companies have 
teams—small groups of people with complementary skills who are com-
mitted to a common purpose—but teams and teamwork are largely the 
standard way of operating in today’s organizations. (Teams are thoroughly 
discussed in Chapter 13.)

Members of a team generally report to a first-line manager, who has the 
authority to hire and fire, controls resources, and is responsible for the 
team’s performance. But one of the members of the team may be charged 
with being the team leader, a manager who is responsible for facilitating team 
activities toward achieving key results. Team leaders may not have authority 
over other team members, but they are expected to provide guidance, in-
struction, and direction to the others; to coordinate team efforts; to resolve 
conflicts; to represent the team to the first-level manager; and to make 
decisions in the absence of consensus.

Areas of Management: Functional Managers 
versus General Managers
We can represent the levels of management by slicing the organizational 
pyramid horizontally. We can also slice the pyramid vertically to represent 
the organization’s departments or functional areas, as we did in Figure 1.2.

In a for-profit technology company, these might be Research & Devel-
opment, Marketing, Finance, Production, and Human Resources. In a non-
profit college, these might be Faculty, Student Support Staff, Finance, 
Maintenance, and Administration. Whatever the names of the depart-
ments, the organization is run by two types of managers—functional and 
general. (These are line managers, with authority to direct employees. Staff 
managers mainly assist line managers.)

Functional Managers: Responsible for One Activity If your title is Vice Presi-
dent of Production, Director of Finance, or Administrator for Human Resources, you 
are a functional manager. A functional manager is responsible for just one organizational 
activity. Google is particularly noteworthy for its unusual functional management job 
titles, such as Fitness Program Manager, Green Team Lead, and Vice President of 
Search Products & User Experience. Yahoo! also has unusual functional titles, such as 
VP of Talent Acquisition, VP Consumer Platforms, and VP of Research for Europe & 
LatAm.

General Managers: Responsible for Several Activities If you are working in a 
small organization of, say, 100 people and your title is Executive Vice President, you 
are probably a general manager over several departments, such as Production and 
Finance and Human Resources. A general manager is responsible for several organiza-
tional activities.

At the top of the pyramid, general managers are those who seem to be the subject of 
news stories in magazines such as Bloomberg Businessweek, Fortune, Forbes, and Inc. 
Examples are big-company CEOs Denise Morrison of Campbell Soup and Jeff Bezos 
of Amazon.com, as well as small-company CEOs such as Gayle Martz, who heads 
New York–based Sherpa’s Pet Trading Co., which sells travel carriers for dogs and 
cats. But not all general managers are in for-profit organizations.

CEO of a no-bosses company. In 1999, at age 24, 
Tony Hsieh (pronounced Shay) sold an advertising 
network he co-founded for $265 million and 
then joined Zappos.com, the Nevada online 
shoe and clothing retailer, where he rose to 
CEO. In a radical experiment called holocracy, 
Zappos eliminated job titles and its own 
organization hierarchy. Instead, employees join 
various impermanent democratic assemblies 
called “circles,” where they propose their own 
job descriptions, ratify the roles of others,  
and decide what projects the group should 
undertake. Would you be happy working in  
such a seemingly unstructured organization?78 
© Charley Gallay/Getty Images
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Susan L. Solomon is the chief executive officer of the 
nonprofit New York Stem Cell Foundation. As the parent 
of a 10-year-old boy diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes, Sol-
omon began reading widely about the disease and came to 
think that stem cells might transform the understanding 
and treatment of diabetes, which led her to co-found 
NYSCF as a research foundation out of her apartment in 
2005. As CEO, Solomon has helped to raise $150 million, 
which makes NYSCF one of the biggest nonprofits dedi-
cated to stem-cell research, employing 45 full-time scien-
tists and funding 75 others around the world. Earlier she 
started out in law, then went into business and finance, 
worked for the online auction house Sothebys.com, then 
formed her own consulting business.79

Managers for Three Types of 
Organizations: For-Profit, 
Nonprofit, Mutual-Benefit
There are three types of organizations classified accord-
ing to the three purposes for which they are formed—
for-profit, nonprofit, and mutual-benefit.80

1. For-Profit Organizations: For Making Money  
For-profit, or business, organizations are formed to make 
money, or profits, by offering products or services. When 

most people think of “management,” they think of business organizations, ranging 
from Allstate to Zynga, from Amway to Zagat.

2. Nonprofit Organizations: For Offering Services Managers in nonprofit or-
ganizations are often known as “administrators.” Nonprofit organizations may be ei-
ther in the public sector, such as the University of California, or in the private sector, 
such as Stanford University. Either way, their purpose is to offer services to some cli-
ents, not to make a profit. Examples of such organizations are hospitals, colleges, and 
social-welfare agencies (the Salvation Army, the Red Cross).

One particular type of nonprofit organization is called the commonweal organization. 
Unlike nonprofit service organizations, which offer services to some clients, common-
weal organizations offer services to all clients within their jurisdictions. Examples are 
the military services, the U.S. Postal Service, and your local fire and police departments.

3. Mutual-Benefit Organizations: For Aiding Members Mutual-benefit organi-
zations are voluntary collections of members—political parties, farm cooperatives, labor 
unions, trade associations, and clubs—whose purpose is to advance members’ interests.

Different Organizations, Different Management?
If you became a manager, would you be doing the same types of things regardless of 
the type of organization? Generally you would be; that is, you would be performing 
the four management functions—planning, organizing, leading, and controlling—that 
we described in Section 1.2.

The single biggest difference, however, is that in a for-profit organization, the mea-
sure of its success is how much profit (or loss) it generates. In the other two types of 
organizations, although income and expenditures are very important concerns, the 
measure of success is usually the effectiveness of the services delivered—how many 
students were graduated, if you’re a college administrator, or how many crimes were 
prevented or solved, if you’re a police chief. ●

Nonprofit general manager. A general manager is responsible for several 
organizational activities. As CEO of the nonprofit New York Stem Cell 
Foundation, Susan L. Solomon does a lot of fundraising, along with 
directing the activities of the foundation’s research scientists, plus 
keeping up with the latest scientific research. Although her lack of 
scientific training presented a challenge, Solomon thinks her law 
background enabled her to see problems with a fresh perspective. “As a 
lawyer, you learn how to learn about a new field instantly,” she says. In 
addition, she learned how to read quickly—and “I’m really comfortable 
asking dumb questions.” Do you think managerial skills are different for 
nonprofit and for-profit organizations? © D Dipasupil/Getty Images
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1.5 The Skills Exceptional Managers Need
To be a terrific manager, what skills should I cultivate?

THE BIG PICTURE
Good managers need to work on developing three principal skills. The first is technical, the ability to perform 
a specific job. The second is conceptual, the ability to think analytically. The third is human, the ability to in-
teract well with people.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Lower- and middle-level managers are a varied lot, but what do top managers have in 
common? A supportive spouse or partner, suggests one study.81 Regardless of gender, 
reaching the top demands a person’s all-out commitment to work and career, and 
someone needs to be there to help with children and laundry. Thus, in 2014, 47 of the 
51 Fortune 1000 female CEOs were married (but only 80% of those who would dis-
close their family status had children), and their husbands were apparently willing to 
defer their ambitions to their wives’—just as so many spouses of men have. 

General Motors CEO Mary Barra, who is married and is the mother of two grown 
children, has been assisted in her rise by her husband, Tony Barra, a technology con-
sultant. Although female managers with supportive partners are becoming more com-
mon, society is still struggling with what it means for men and women to be peers and 
whether one’s career should come first or both should be developed simultaneously.

Whether or not they have support at home, aspiring managers also need to have 
other kinds of the “right stuff.” In the mid-1970s, researcher Robert Katz (in this 
book we boldface important scholar names to help you remember key contributors to 
the field of management) found that through education and experience managers 
acquire three principal skills—technical, conceptual, and human.82

1. Technical Skills—The Ability to Perform a Specific Job
Technical skills consist of the job-specific knowledge needed to perform well in a special-
ized field. Having the requisite technical skills seems to be most important at the lower 
levels of management—that is, among employees in their first professional job and 
first-line managers.

Mary Barra has a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering and a master’s in busi-
ness administration and a well-rounded resume that includes important experience as 
executive assistant to the CEO, being head of midsize car engineering, managing 
GM’s Detroit-Hamtramck plant, and leading the company’s human resources division. 
Then in 2011 she was made head of GM’s huge worldwide product development, 
where she “brought order to chaos,” according to one account, “mostly by flattening 
its bureaucracy . . . , reducing the number of expensive, global vehicle platforms, and 
bringing new models to market faster and at lower cost.”83

Said by her predecessor to be “one of the most gifted executives” he had met in his 
career, she displays an engineer’s enthusiasm for cars, a quality not found among other 
car-company CEOs promoted from finance operations.84 Indeed, says one account, 
“Ms. Barra can often be found on the company’s test track putting vehicles through 
their paces at high speeds.”85

2. Conceptual Skills—The Ability to Think Analytically
Conceptual skills consist of the ability to think analytically, to visualize an organization as a 
whole and understand how the parts work together. Conceptual skills are more important as 
you move up the management ladder, particularly for top managers, who must deal with 
problems that are ambiguous but that could have far-reaching consequences. Today a top 
car executive must deal with several radical trends—autonomous (self-driving) cars, 
electric-powered vehicles, and new business models of start-ups like Uber and Lyft.86
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Said a GM executive about Barra, “When you put her in 
a position that’s completely new to her, she does an amaz-
ing job of getting grounded, understanding what’s impor-
tant and what’s not, and executing very well.”87 Or, as Barra 
said about her management approach, “Problems don’t go 
away when you ignore them—they get bigger. In my expe-
rience, it is much better to get the right people together, to 
make a plan, and to address every challenge head on.”88

At every stop along the way in rising through GM, 
Barra analyzed the situation and simplified things. For 
example, in her product-development job, she stream-
lined designs by using the same parts in many different 
models. She also assigned engineers to work in car deal-
erships to learn more about what customers want in their 
vehicles.89 When promoted to CEO, she stepped into the 
middle of a safety crisis in which GM had to admit to 
misleading regulators and consumers about a defective 
ignition switch and agree to pay a $900 million penalty.90

Now she is dealing with bigger issues and trying to 
make GM a more nimble and forward-thinking company. “We know our industry is being 
disrupted,” Barra says. The century-old company is leading the industry in connected-car 
technology, new electric and hybrid vehicles, and investing in the ride-share service Lyft 
to prepare for a future in which city residents use self-driving cars to get around.91

3. Human Skills—“Soft Skills,” the Ability to Interact 
Well with People
This may well be the most difficult set of skills to master. Human skills consist of the abil-
ity to work well in cooperation with other people to get things done—especially with people 
in teams, an important part of today’s organizations (as we discuss in Chapter 13).

Often these are thought of as “soft skills.” Soft skills—the ability to motivate, to in-
spire trust, to communicate with others—are necessary for managers of all levels. But 
because of the range of people, tasks, and problems in an organization, developing 
your human-interacting skills may turn out to be an ongoing, lifelong effort.92

During her more than three decades at GM, Barra has demonstrated exceptionally 
strong soft skills. She has “an ability with people,” says her previous boss, that is critical to 
GM’s team-first approach.93 “She is known inside GM as a consensus builder who calls her 
staff together on a moment’s notice to brainstorm on pressing issues,” says another report.94 
“She’s fiercely intelligent yet humble and approachable,” says a third account. “She’s col-
laborative but is often the person who takes charge. And she’s not afraid to make changes.”95

Among her most significant changes: hiring people with “diverse views, diverse 
backgrounds, diverse experiences,” she says, to try to reshape the company’s notori-
ously insular corporate culture and to bring GM into the age of Apple and Google.

Triple threat. Mary Barra unveils the new-model Chevrolet Volt hybrid 
electric car in Las Vegas in January 2016. Barra seems to have the three 
skills—technical, conceptual, and human—necessary to be a terrific 
manager in the complex organization that is General Motors. Which skill 
do you think you need to work on the most? (Human skills are the most 
difficult to master.) © Tony Ding/AP Photo

PRACTICAL ACTION The Soft Skills Employers Say College Graduates Lack

First you have to learn the right technical skills essential to your 
area of expertise. Then, hiring managers say, you have to learn 
the other crucial skills, such as “good judgment, maturity, com-
mon sense, problem solving, clear thinking, initiative, and 
professionalism.”96 When you’re finished with college, will you, 
in fact, have these skills—the ones employers say they are 
looking for but are hard to find?97

The Payoff from College. College is difficult, time consum-
ing, stressful, and expensive. Is it worth it? If you’re ever 
tempted to drop out, think about this: American men with at 
least four years of college earned 90% more on average than 
high school graduates did.98 The typical worker with a bache-
lor’s degree earns $1.19 million over his or her career.99 (Re-
sults may vary depending on major and college.)100 Finally, 
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college graduates are more likely than those with high school 
diplomas to report satisfaction with their careers.101

Soft Skills Needed. Still, it’s important to emerge from col-
lege with the right skills, which many grads are lacking. Here 
are the principal ones:
•	 Communication and interpersonal skills: Sixty percent of 

employers found that applicants lack “communication and 
interpersonal skills,” according to one survey.102 Another, 
by the Association of American Colleges and Universities 
(AACU), revealed that 85% of employers felt recent college 
graduates should have “the ability to effectively communi-
cate orally,” and 82% said they should also have “the  
ability to communicate in writing.” Eighty-three percent 
thought that having “teamwork skills in diverse groups”—
that is, interpersonal and collaborative skills—were espe-
cially desirable.103

Example of faulty skill: “I am an great typist,” wrote one 
job applicant who wasn’t hired. “I have a strong ability 
to communication effectively,” said another.104 We dis-
cuss communication skills in Chapter 15, teamwork 
skills in Chapter 13, and other interpersonal skills 
throughout the book.

•	 Critical thinking and problem solving: “Critical thinking 
and analytical reasoning skills” were rated as highly impor-
tant by 81% of employers in the AACU survey, and “the 
ability to apply knowledge and skills to real-world settings” 
was considered necessary by 80%. Employers particularly 
endorse the idea of learning to solve problems in diverse 
settings or with people whose views differ from one’s 
own—96% in the AACU survey.

Example of faulty skill: A tide of “competing ideologies, 
narratives fighting narratives” currently impedes critical 
thinking, with people with the most power accused of 
imposing their version of reality on the rest.105 On col-
lege campuses, debates have raged over free speech 
versus the right not to be offended.106 But an open 

mind is key to making better predictions, say the au-
thors of Superforecasting: The Art and Science of Pre-
diction.107 “What distinguishes superforecasters,” they 
say, “is their ability to set aside their opinions, at least 
temporarily, and just focus on accuracy.”108 In other 
words, to think critically—which is what employers 
want. We discuss critical thinking and problem solving 
in Chapter 7 and dealing with people with differing 
views in Chapters 4 and 11.

•	 Ethical judgment, innovation and creativity, and  
motivation: Eighty-one percent of employees responding 
to the AACU survey stressed the desirability of possessing 
“ethical judgment and decision making,” a topic we exam-
ine in Chapters 4 and 7. And 65% stressed “the ability to 
innovate and be creative,” which we consider in Chapter 10. 
The question about ability to motivate others was not 
asked in this particular survey but has been implied in 
other research, as we’ll describe in Chapter 12. For exam-
ple, studies of the effect of compassionate practices in the 
workplace find that providing support for and inspiring one 
another, avoiding blame and forgiving mistakes, and treat-
ing others with respect and trust dramatically improve per-
formance levels.109

Example of faulty skill: Rudeness—from snippy remarks 
to eye-rolling—is a big problem in the workplace and is 
contagious, with negative consequences for motivating 
employees and their work. “If someone is rude to me,  
it is likely that in my next interaction, I will be rude to 
whomever I am talking to,” says University of Florida  
researcher Trevor Foulk.110 Employees are also demo-
tivated by “the jerk at work,” people who spread a 
dispiriting attitude to others.111

YOUR CALL
What are the three top soft skills you’d like to improve so as to 
make yourself more desirable to prospective employers by the 
time you graduate?

The Most Valued Traits in Managers
Clearly, Barra embodies the qualities sought in star managers, especially top manag-
ers. “The style for running a company is different from what it used to be,” says a top 
executive recruiter of CEOs. “Companies don’t want dictators, kings, or emperors.”112 
Instead of someone who gives orders, they want executives who ask probing questions 
and force the people beneath them to think and find the right answers.

Among the chief skills companies seek in top managers are the following:
■ The ability to motivate and engage others.
■ The ability to communicate.
■ Work experience outside the United States.
■ High energy levels to meet the demands of global travel and a 24/7 world.113

Let’s see how you can begin to acquire these and other qualities for success. ●
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1.6 Roles Managers Must Play Successfully
To be an exceptional manager, what roles must I play successfully?

THE BIG PICTURE
Managers tend to work long hours at an intense pace; their work is characterized by fragmentation,  
brevity, and variety; and they rely more on verbal than on written communication. According to manage-
ment scholar Henry Mintzberg, managers play three roles—interpersonal, informational, and decisional.  
Interpersonal roles include figurehead, leader, and liaison activities. Informational roles are monitor, dis-
seminator, and spokesperson. Decisional roles are entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource allocator, 
and negotiator.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Clearly, being a successful manager requires playing several different roles and exer-
cising several different skills. What are they?

The Manager’s Roles: Mintzberg’s Useful Findings
Maybe, you think, it might be interesting to follow some managers around to see 
what it is, in fact, they actually do. That’s exactly what management scholar Henry 
Mintzberg did when, in the late 1960s, he shadowed five chief executives for a week 
and recorded their working lives.114 And what he found is valuable to know, since it 
applies not only to top managers but also to managers on all levels.

Consider this portrait of a manager’s workweek: 
“There was no break in the pace of activity during office 
hours,” reported Mintzberg about his subjects. “The mail 
(average of 36 pieces per day), telephone calls (average 
of five per day), and meetings (average of eight) ac-
counted for almost every minute from the moment these 
executives entered their offices in the morning until they 
departed in the evening.”115

Only five phone calls per day? And, of course, this 
was back in an era before e-mail, texting, and Twitter, 
which nowadays can shower some executives with 100, 
even 300, messages a day. Indeed, says Ed Reilly, who 
heads the American Management Association, all the  
e-mail, cell-phone calls, text messaging, and so on can 
lead people to end up “concentrating on the urgent rather 
than the important.”116

Obviously, the top manager’s life is extraordinarily 
busy. Here are three of Mintzberg’s findings, important 
for any prospective manager:

1. A Manager Relies More on Verbal Than on Written Communication Writing 
letters, memos, and reports takes time. Most managers in Mintzberg’s research 
tended to get and transmit information through telephone conversations and meet-
ings. No doubt this is still true, although the technologies of e-mail, texting, and 
Twitter now make it possible to communicate almost as rapidly in writing as with 
the spoken word.

2. A Manager Works Long Hours at an Intense Pace “A true break seldom 
occurred,” wrote Mintzberg about his subjects. “Coffee was taken during meetings, 
and lunchtime was almost always devoted to formal or informal meetings.”

Multitasking. Multiple activities are characteristic of a manager—which is 
why so many managers use their smartphones to keep track of their 
schedules. Do you use a mobile electronic device for this purpose?  
© Olivier Lantzendörffer/Getty Images RF
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Long hours at work are standard, he found, with 50 hours being typical 
and up to 90 hours not unheard of. A 1999 survey by John P. Kotter of the 
Harvard Business School found that the general managers he studied 
worked just under 60 hours per week.117 More recently, decades following 
the Mintzberg research, another study found that many professionals 
worked a whopping 72 hours a week, including weekend work.118 

Prior to the 2007–2009 Great Recession, researchers at Purdue and 
McGill universities found that more companies were allowing managers 
to reduce their working hours and spend more time with their families yet 
still advance their high-powered careers.119 However, during economic 
hard times, top managers may be more apt to see subordinates’ work–life 
flexibility as a luxury they can no longer afford.

3. A Manager’s Work Is Characterized by Fragmentation, Brevity, 
and Variety Only about a 10th of the managerial activities observed by 
Mintzberg took more than an hour; about half were completed in under 
9 minutes. Phone calls averaged 6 minutes, informal meetings 10 minutes, 
and desk-work sessions 15 minutes. “When free time appeared,” wrote 
Mintzberg, “ever-present subordinates quickly usurped it.”

No wonder the executive’s work time has been characterized as “the  
interrupt-driven day” and that many managers—such as GM’s Mary 
Barra—are often in their offices by 6 a.m., so that they will have a quiet 
period in which to work undisturbed. No wonder that finding balance be-
tween work and family lives—“work–life balance,” as we consider in 
Chapter 12—is an ongoing concern.120 No wonder, in fact, that the division 
between work and nonwork hours is considered almost obsolete in newer 
industries such as information technology, where people seem to use their 
smartphones 24/7 to stay linked to their jobs.121

It is clear from Mintzberg’s work that time and task management are 
major challenges for every manager. The Practical Action box, “Executive 
Functioning: How Good Are You at Focusing Your Thoughts, Controlling 
Your Impulses, and Avoiding Distractions?” examines this challenge fur-
ther. The box “Getting Control of Your Time: Dealing with the Informa-
tion Deluge in College and in Your Career” at the end of this chapter also 
offers some important suggestions.

A Mintzberg manager. Paul Orfalea (pronounced 
“Or-fah-la”) was CEO for 30 years of Kinko’s,  
the hugely successful copy store chain, before 
selling it to UPS. Like other managers, he 
worked long hours and experienced constant 
interruptions, but there is one significant 
difference: Because he grew up with the 
common language-related learning disabilities 
of dyslexia and ADHD, he came to rely mostly  
on verbal rather than on written communication. 
This learning style actually became a “learning 
opportunity,” Orfalea says, because it forced him 
to rely on others to help with correspondence, 
and his restlessness drove him to get outside 
the office to see what stores in different 
locations were doing right. What kind of 
personal adversity have you had to overcome? 
© E. Charbonneau/WireImage/Getty Images

 PRACTICAL ACTIONExecutive Functioning: How Good Are You at 
Focusing Your Thoughts, Controlling Your Impulses, 
and Avoiding Distractions?

Managers are executives, of course, and good managers 
have what psychologists call good “executive functioning.” 
This is a psychological term, rather than a workplace one, 
and it involves the ability to manage oneself and one’s re-
sources in order to achieve a goal. Specifically, this means 
the ability to focus your thoughts, control your impulses, 
and avoid distractions.122 This is particularly true for manag-
ers, who, as one article notes, “must routinely block out dis-
tractions and exercise reasoning and problem-solving 
skills.”123

Gen Z. The approximately 20 million people born from the 
mid-90s to the mid-2000s are known as Generation Z, or the 
Net Generation.124 These are the folks who were “practically 
born with a smartphone in their hand,” in one description.125 
Indeed, one study found that 92% of college undergraduates 
are cell-phone or tablet users.126 How good is their executive 
functioning?

The typical college student plays with his or her digital de-
vice an average of 11 times a day while in class, and more than 
80% admit that their use of smartphones, tablets, and laptops 
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Three Types of Managerial Roles: Interpersonal, 
Informational, and Decisional
From his observations and other research, Mintzberg concluded that managers play 
three broad types of roles or “organized sets of behavior”: interpersonal, informa-
tional, and decisional.

1. Interpersonal Roles—Figurehead, Leader, and Liaison In their interpersonal 
roles, managers interact with people inside and outside their work units. The three inter-
personal roles include figurehead, leader, and liaison activities.

2. Informational Roles—Monitor, Disseminator, and Spokesperson The 
most important part of a manager’s job, Mintzberg believed, is information  
handling, because accurate information is vital for making intelligent decisions. In 
their three informational roles—as monitor, disseminator, and spokesperson—managers 
receive and communicate information with other people inside and outside the 
organization.

Mary Barra, for example, wrote an e-mail in early 2014 to all GM employees to 
discuss how the company was responding to a recall of 1.6 million vehicles. She al-
ready had been actively communicating with government officials and a host of senior 
executives regarding the matter. She noted in her e-mail that “recalls of this size and 
scope usually take time to play out. Various other parties will naturally be involved, 
and GM will cooperate fully. You can expect additional developments in the near 
term.”133

3. Decisional Roles—Entrepreneur, Disturbance Handler, Resource Allocator, 
and Negotiator In their decisional roles, managers use information to make deci-
sions to solve problems or take advantage of opportunities. The four decision-making roles 
are entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource allocator, and negotiator.

These roles are summarized on the next page. (See Table 1.1.)
Did anyone say a manager’s job is easy? Certainly it’s not for people who want to sit 

on the sidelines of life. Above all else, managers are doers. ●

can interfere with their learning. More than a fourth say their 
grades suffer.127 In addition, students do a lot of multitasking—
as in checking out Facebook and listening to music while read-
ing this textbook. You may think you’re simultaneously doing 
three separate tasks, but you’re really not. “It’s like playing 
tennis with three balls,” says one expert.128

The Finite Brain. “Life,” says Winifred Gallagher, author of 
Rapt, “is the sum of what you focus on.”129 Another writer says, 
“You can drive yourself crazy trying to multitask and answer 
every e-mail message instantly. Or you can recognize your 
brain’s finite capacity for processing information.”130 To be suc-
cessful not only in school but in the workplace—especially as a 

manager—you need to learn to direct your attention. This is 
known as focus or mindfulness, as we explore further later in 
the book.131

YOUR CALL
Do you procrastinate about getting your work done? Most peo-
ple do—and in fact the problem has worsened over the years: 
Today about 26% of Americans think of themselves as chronic 
procrastinators, up from 5% in 1978, and 80%–95% of college 
students procrastinate on a regular basis. The major reason: 
too many tempting diversions, especially electronic ones.132 
Is  this a problem for you? What can you do to improve your 
“executive functioning”?
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TABLE 1.1 Three Types of Managerial Roles: Interpersonal, Informational, and Decisional

BROAD MANAGERIAL TYPES OF  
ROLES ROLES DESCRIPTION

Interpersonal Figurehead role  In your figurehead role, you show visitors around your company, attend employee 
birthday parties, and present ethical guidelines to your subordinates. In other 
words, you perform symbolic tasks that represent your organization.

 Leadership role  In your role of leader, you are responsible for the actions of your subordinates, 
as their successes and failures reflect on you. Your leadership is expressed in 
your decisions about training, motivating, and disciplining people.

 Liaison role  In your liaison role, you must act like a politician, working with other people 
outside your work unit and organization to develop alliances that will help you 
achieve your organization’s goals.

Informational Monitor role  As a monitor, you should be constantly alert for useful information, whether 
gathered from newspaper stories about the competition or gathered from 
snippets of conversation with subordinates you meet in the hallway.

 Disseminator  Workers complain they never know what’s going on? That probably means their 
 role  supervisor failed in the role of disseminator. Managers need to constantly 

disseminate important information to employees, as via e-mail and meetings.

 Spokesperson You are expected, of course, to be a diplomat, to put the best face on the 
 role  activities of your work unit or organization to people outside it. This is the 

informational role of spokesperson.

Decisional Entrepreneur A good manager is expected to be an entrepreneur, to initiate and encourage 
 role change and innovation.

 Disturbance Unforeseen problems—from product defects to international currency crises—
 handler role require you be a disturbance handler, fixing problems.

 Resource Because you’ll never have enough time, money, and so on, you’ll need to be a 
 allocator role resource allocator, setting priorities about use of resources.

 Negotiator role  To be a manager is to be a continual negotiator, working with others inside 
and outside the organization to accomplish your goals.
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1.7 The Link between Entrepreneurship and Management
Do I have what it takes to be an entrepreneur?

THE BIG PICTURE
Entrepreneurship, a necessary attribute of business, means taking risks to create a new enterprise. It is  
expressed through two kinds of innovators, the entrepreneur and the intrapreneur.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Most of the popular get-rich stories you hear these days are about technology start-ups, 
such as Facebook, Yelp, Foursquare, or Uber, a start-up being defined as a newly created 
company designed to grow fast.134 But there are all kinds of new endeavors constantly 
being launched, not all of which are about technology and not all of which are intended 
to quickly become big. Indeed, innovation is an important part of any business, and we 
consider it in detail in Chapter 10.

Starting Up a Start-up: From Hats to Hamburgers
Big Truck Brands, founded in Truckee, California, in 2010, makes custom-designed 
trucker hats for Olympic skier Julia Mancuso and actor Zach Efron, as well as average 
consumers.135 Brooklyn-based MOD Restoration, launched by a rabbi’s daughter, 
Hanny Lerner, handles furniture reupholstering for clients like Barclays Center and 
Long Island Hospital; it currently has about 10 employees.136 Walker & Company, 
headed by Tristan Walker, aims to revolutionize the skin-care and beauty-products in-
dustry for African Americans, with products such as Bevel for coarse and curly hair.137

While so far these businesses have remained small, others have experienced rapid 
growth. Numi, founded in 1999 by brother and sister Ahmed and Reem Rahim in their 
750-square-foot Oakland, California, apartment, is now the leading importer of Fair 
Trade certified teas in the United States.138 Denver chain Smashburger, founded in 
2007 (and acquired by Jollibee), which features a $6 truffle, mushroom, and swiss 
burger, among other specialties, is up to 380 stores.139

Entrepreneurship Defined: Taking Risks in  
Pursuit of Opportunity
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, small companies, defined as having be-
tween 1 and 250 employees, created 46.7% of all new jobs in 2013.140 (Note, however: 
Because many small firms fail, “new businesses are important to job creation primar-
ily because they get founded,” says entrepreneurial studies professor Scott Shane, “not 
because most of them tend to grow.”141)

Most small businesses originate with entrepreneurs, the people with the idea, the 
risk takers. The most successful entrepreneurs become wealthy and make the covers 
of business magazines: Oprah Winfrey (Harpo Productions), Fred Smith (Federal 
Express), Larry Page and Sergey Brin (Google). Failed entrepreneurs may benefit 
from the experience to live to fight another day—as did Henry Ford, twice bankrupt 
before achieving success with Ford Motor Co.

What Entrepreneurship Is Entrepreneurship is the process of taking risks to try to 
create a new enterprise. There are two types of entrepreneurship:

■ An entrepreneur is someone who sees a new opportunity for a product or service 
and launches a business to try to realize it. Most entrepreneurs run small busi-
nesses with fewer than 100 employees.
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■ An intrapreneur is someone who works inside an existing organization who sees 
an opportunity for a product or service and mobilizes the organization’s resources 
to try to realize it. This person might be a researcher or a scientist but could 
also be a manager who sees an opportunity to create a new venture that could 
be profitable.

EXAMPLEExample of an Intrapreneur: Intel’s Anthropologist Genevieve Bell 
Explores Possible Innovations for Automakers

If being an intrapreneur sounds more attractive than being a 
manager, consider this: Managers are vital to supporting the 
intrapreneur’s efforts. Microsoft in-house researchers, for in-
stance, have brought forth many truly cutting-edge ideas, often 
beating out Apple and Google. The problem, says one analysis, 
is that such intrapreneurs were “not getting the buy-in from 
management to turn their discoveries into products,” a diffi-
culty that its new CEO, Satya Nadella, has been urged to  
address.142

Backing In-House Risk Taking. Richard Branson, CEO of the 
Virgin Group, who says his 200 companies (including music 
and airline businesses) were built on the efforts of “a steady 
stream of intrapreneurs who looked for and developed oppor-
tunities,” understands the importance of management support. 
In his view, CEO should stand for “chief enabling officer,” to 
nurture in-house experimentation.143

Intel’s Dr. Bell. Intel Corporation, most famously known for its 
computer chips but now anxious to go in other directions, cer-
tainly appreciates the infusion of new ideas. Indeed, it has 
hired anthropologist Genevieve Bell as its “director of user ex-
perience research” at Intel Labs, where she heads some 100 

social scientists and designers who explore how people use 
technology in their homes and in public. “The team’s findings 
help inform the company’s product development process,” 
says one report, “and are also often shared with the laptop 
makers, automakers, and other companies that embed Intel 
processors in their goods.”144

For example, to find out how people shift back and forth 
between the built-in technologies in their cars and the personal 
mobile devices they carry, Bell and a fellow anthropologist 
have traveled around the world examining, photographing, 
and describing the contents of people’s cars. They learned 
that, despite the fact that automakers have installed voice-
command systems and other technology in their vehicles for 
the purpose of reducing distracted driving, drivers in traffic—
especially when bored—often picked up their handheld per-
sonal devices anyway. This has led Intel to join with Jaguar 
Land Rover to find ways for consumers to better synchronize 
their personal devices with their cars.

YOUR CALL
Do you think most companies truly support intrapreneurship? 
Why would they not?

How Do Entrepreneurs and Managers Differ? While the entre-
preneur is not necessarily an inventor, he or she “always searches for 
change, responds to it, and exploits it as an opportunity,” Peter Drucker 
pointed out.145 Most people are not suited to be entrepreneurs. Let’s 
consider the differences between entrepreneurs and managers.

Being an entrepreneur is what it takes to start a business; being a 
manager is what it takes to grow or maintain a business. As an entre-
preneur or intrapreneur, you initiate new goods or services; as a man-
ager you coordinate the resources to produce the goods or services— 
including, as we mentioned, the efforts of the intrapreneurs. Do you 
think it takes different skills to excel at being a good entrepreneur or 
manager?

Some of the examples of success we have previously mentioned—
Fred Smith (FedEx) and Larry Page (Google)—are actually both en-
trepreneurs and effective managers. Other people, however, find they 
like the start-up part but hate the management part. For example,  
Stephen Wozniak, entrepreneurial co-founder with Steve Jobs of Apple 
Computer, abandoned the computer industry completely and went 
back to college. Jobs, by contrast, went on to launch another business, 

Multiple entrepreneur. South African–born Elon Musk 
was a co-founder of PayPal, which provides payment 
processing for online vendors. He went on to shake up 
the auto business with Tesla Motors, which builds 
electric cars; developed SpaceX, a space launch 
vehicle company; and began retooling the energy 
sector with SolarCity, a residential solar energy 
provider. He was said to be worth $11.2 billion in 
2016. What is your passion that you might turn into a 
business? © Imaginechina/AP Photo
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Pixar, which among other things became the animation factory that made the movies 
Toy Story and Finding Nemo.

Entrepreneurial companies have been called “gazelles” for the two attributes that 
make the African antelope successful: speed and agility. “Gazelles have mastered the 
art of the quick,” says Alan Webber, founding editor of Fast Company magazine. 
“They have internal approaches and fast decision-making approaches that let them 
move with maximum agility in a fast-changing business environment.”146

Is this the kind of smart, innovative world you’d like to be a part of? Most people 
prefer the security of a job and a paycheck. Entrepreneurs do seem to have psycho-
logical characteristics that are different from managers, as follows:147

■ Characteristic of both—high need for achievement. Both entrepreneurs 
and managers have a high need for achievement. However, entrepreneurs cer-
tainly seem to be motivated to pursue moderately difficult goals through their 
own efforts in order to realize their ideas and, they hope, financial rewards. 
Managers, by contrast, are more motivated by promotions and organizational 
rewards of power and perks.

■ Also characteristic of both—belief in personal control of destiny. If you 
believe “I am the captain of my fate, the master of my soul,” you have what is 
known as internal locus of control, the belief that you control your own destiny, 
that external forces will have little influence. (External locus of control means 
the reverse—you believe you don’t control your destiny, that external forces 
do.) Both entrepreneurs and managers like to think they have personal control 
over their lives.

■ Characteristic of both, but especially of entrepreneurs—high energy level 
and action orientation. Rising to the top in an organization probably requires 
that a manager put in long hours. For entrepreneurs, however, creating a 
new enterprise may require an extraordinary investment of time and energy. 
In addition, while some managers may feel a sense of urgency, entrepreneurs 
are especially apt to be impatient and to want to get things done as quickly as 
possible, making them particularly action oriented.

IBM CEO Virginia “Ginni” Rometty. The Chicago-area native began her career during the early 1980s, when women 
began entering corporate America in droves. As the leader of “Big Blue,” as IBM is called, Rometty placed No. 1 on 
Fortune’s 2013 list of The 50 Most Powerful Women in the United States (and No. 7 on Forbes 2015 list of the World’s 
Most Powerful Women). Currently she is pushing IBM resources into commercializing Watson, the supercomputer 
famed for winning on Jeopardy, whose ability to learn, Rometty believes, represents new sales opportunities.  
Are entrepreneurs and managers really two different breeds? © Manu Fernandez/AP Photo
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■ Characteristic of both, but especially of entrepreneurs—high tolerance 
for ambiguity. Every manager needs to be able to make decisions based on 
ambiguous—that is, unclear or incomplete—information. However, entrepre-
neurs must have more tolerance for ambiguity because they are trying to do 
things they haven’t done before.

■ More characteristic of entrepreneurs than managers—self-confidence 
and tolerance for risk. Managers must believe in themselves and be willing 
to make decisions; however, this statement applies even more to entrepre-
neurs. Precisely because they are willing to take risks in the pursuit of new 
opportunities—indeed, even risk personal financial failure—entrepreneurs 
need the confidence to act decisively.

Of course, not all entrepreneurs have this kind of faith in themselves. So-called ne-
cessity entrepreneurs are people such as laid-off corporate workers, discharged mili-
tary people, immigrants, and divorced homemakers who suddenly must earn a living 
and are simply trying to replace lost income and are hoping a job comes along. In the 
United States, these make up about a quarter of entrepreneurs. However, three-quarters 
are so-called opportunity entrepreneurs—those who start their own business out of a 
burning desire rather than because they lost a job.148

So where do you stand? Do you think you would like to be an entrepreneur? The 
following self-assessment, was created to provide you with feedback about your entre-
preneurial orientation, should your instructor assign it to you. ●

Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 1.2 in Connect.

To What Extent Do You Possess an 
Entrepreneurial Spirit?

How motivated are you to be an entrepreneur, to start your 
own company? Do you have the aptitudes and attitudes pos-
sessed by entrepreneurs? This self-assessment allows you to 
compare your motivations, aptitudes, and attitudes with 
those found in a sample of entrepreneurs from a variety of 
industries.149 Go to connect.mheducation.com and take the 

self-assessment. When you’re done, answer the following 
questions:

1. To what extent are your motives, aptitudes, and attitudes 
similar to entrepreneurs? Explain.

2. Based on your results, where do you have the biggest 
gaps with entrepreneurs in terms of the individual 
motives, aptitudes, and attitudes?

3. What do these gaps suggest about your entrepreneurial 
spirit? Discuss.

4. Do these results encourage or discourage you from 
thinking about starting your own business? Explain.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 1.2

TAKING SOMETHING PRACTICAL AWAYGetting Control of Your Time: 
Dealing with the Information Deluge 
in College and in Your Career
Professionals and managers all have to deal with this central 
problem: how not to surrender their lives to their jobs. The 
place to start, however, is in college. If you can learn to man-
age time while you’re still a student, you’ll find it will pay off not 
only in higher grades and more free time but also in more effi-
cient information-handling skills that will serve you well as a 
manager later on.150

Using Your “Prime Study Time”
Each of us has a different energy cycle.151 The trick is to use 
it effectively. That way, your hours of best performance will  
coincide with your heaviest academic demands. For example, 
if your energy level is high during the mornings, you should 
plan to do your studying then.
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To capitalize on your prime study time, you take the  
following steps: (1) Make a study schedule for the entire term, 
and indicate the times each day during which you plan to study. 
(2) Find some good places to study—places where you can 
avoid distractions. (3) Avoid time wasters, but give yourself fre-
quent rewards for studying, such as a TV show, a favorite piece 
of music, or a conversation with a friend.

Improving Your Memory Ability
Memorizing is, of course, one of the principal requirements for 
succeeding in college. And it’s a great help for success in life 
afterward.

Here are some tips on learning to concentrate:152

Choose What to Focus On
“People don’t realize that attention is a finite resource, like 
money,” one expert says. “Do you want to invest your cognitive 
cash on endless Twittering or Net surfing or couch potatoing 
[watching TV]?” She adds, “Where did the idea come from that 
anyone who wants to contact you can do so at any time? You 
need to take charge of what you pay attention to instead of 
responding to the latest stimuli.”153 For example, to block out 
noise, you can wear earplugs while reading, to create your 
own “stimulus shelter.”

Devote the First 1½ Hours of Your Day to Your Most 
Important Task
Studying a hard subject? Make it your first task of the day, and 
concentrate on it for 90 minutes. After that, your brain will 
probably need a rest, and you can answer text messages,  
e-mail, and so on. But until that first break, don’t do anything 
else, because it can take the brain 20 minutes to refocus.

Space Your Studying, Rather Than Cramming
Cramming—making a frantic, last-minute attempt to memorize 
massive amounts of material—is probably the least effective 
means of absorbing information. Research shows that it’s best 
to space out your studying of a subject over successive days. A 
series of study sessions over several days is preferable to try-
ing to do it all during the same number of hours on one day. It 
is repetition that helps move information into your long-term 
memory bank.

Review Information Repeatedly—Even “Overlearn It”
By repeatedly reviewing information—what is known as  
“rehearsing”—you can improve both your retention and your 
understanding of it. Overlearning is continuing to review mate-
rial even after you appear to have absorbed it.

Use Memorizing Tricks
There are several ways to organize information so that you can 
retain it better. For example, you can make drawings or dia-
grams (as of the parts of a computer system). Some methods of 
establishing associations between items you want to  remember 
are given in the exhibit. (See Exhibit 1.1.)

How to Improve Your Reading Ability:  
The SQ3R Method
SQ3R stands for “survey, question, read, recite, and review.”154 
The strategy behind it is to break down a reading assignment 
into small segments and master each before moving on. The 
five steps of the SQ3R method are as follows:

 1. Survey the chapter before you read it: Get an overview  
of the chapter or other reading assignment before you 
begin reading it. If you have a sense of what the material 
is about before you begin reading it, you can predict 
where it is going. In this text, we offer on the first page of 
every chapter a list of the main heads and accompanying 
key questions. At the end of each chapter we offer a Key 
Points, which explains what the chapter’s terms and  
concepts mean and why they are important.

 2. Question the segment in the chapter before you read it: 
This step is easy to do, and the point, again, is to get you 

•	 Mental and physical imagery: Use your visual and 
other senses to construct a personal image of what 
you want to remember. Indeed, it helps to make the 
image humorous, action-filled, sexual, bizarre, or out-
rageous in order to establish a personal connection. 
Example: To remember the name of the 21st president 
of the United States, Chester Arthur, you might visual-
ize an author writing the number “21” on a wooden 
chest. This mental image helps you associate chest 
(Chester), author (Arthur), and 21 (21st president).

•	 Acronyms and acrostics: An acronym is a word cre-
ated from the first letters of items in a list. For in-
stance, Roy G. Biv helps you remember the colors of 
the rainbow in order: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 
indigo, violet. An acrostic is a phrase or sentence  
created from the first letters of items in a list. For  
example, Every Good Boy Does Fine helps you re-
member that the order of musical notes on the staff  
is E-G-B-D-F.

•	 Location: Location memory occurs when you associ-
ate a concept with a place or imaginary place. For ex-
ample, you could learn the parts of a computer system 
by imagining a walk across campus. Each building you 
pass could be associated with a part of the computer 
system.

•	 Word games: Jingles and rhymes are devices fre-
quently used by advertisers to get people to remem-
ber their products. You may recall the spelling rule  
“I before E except after C or when sounded like A as  
in neighbor or weigh.” You can also use narrative 
methods, such as making up a story.

EXHIBIT 1.1
Some Memorizing Tricks
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involved in the material. After surveying the entire chap-
ter, go to the first segment—section, subsection, or even 
paragraph, depending on the level of difficulty and den-
sity of information. Look at the topic heading of that  
segment. In your mind, restate that heading as a ques-
tion. In this book, we have done this by following each 
main section head with a Major Question. As an example, 
for the first section of this chapter (Management: What It 
Is, What Its Benefits Are), our restatement question is 
“What are the rewards of being an exceptional manager?”

   After you have formulated the question, go to steps 3 
and 4 (read and recite). Then proceed to the next seg-
ment and again restate the heading there as a question.

 3. Read the segment about which you asked the question: 
Now read the segment you asked the question about. 
Read with purpose, to answer the question you formu-
lated. Underline or color-mark sentences that you think 
are important, if they help you answer the question. Read 
this portion of the text more than once, if necessary, until 
you can answer the question. In addition, determine 
whether the segment covers any other significant ques-
tions, and formulate answers to these, too. After you 
have read the segment, proceed to step 4. (Perhaps you 
can see where this is all leading. If you read in terms of 
questions and answers, you will be better prepared when 
you see exam questions about the material later.)

 4. Recite the main points of the segment: Recite means “say 
aloud.” Thus, you should speak out loud (or softly) the an-
swer to the principal question or questions about the 
segment and any other main points.

 5. Review the entire chapter by repeating questions: After 
you have read the chapter, go back through it and review 
the main points. Then, without looking at the book, test 
your memory by repeating the questions.

Clearly the SQ3R method takes longer than simply reading with a 
rapidly moving color marker or underlining pencil. However, the 

technique is far more effective because it requires your involve-
ment and understanding. This is the key to all effective learning.

Learning from Lectures
Does attending lectures really make a difference? Research 
shows that students with grades of B or above were more apt 
to have better class attendance than students with grades of C 
or below.155 Some tips for getting the most out of lectures are 
the following.

Take Effective Notes by Listening Actively
Research shows that good test performance is related to good 
note taking.156 And good note taking requires that you listen 
actively—that is, participate in the lecture process. Here are 
some ways to take good lecture notes:
•	 Read ahead and anticipate the lecturer: Try to anticipate 

what the instructor is going to say, based on your previous 
reading. Having background knowledge makes learning 
more efficient.

•	 Listen for signal words: Instructors use key phrases such 
as “The most important point is . . . ,” “There are four  
reasons for . . . ,” “The chief reason . . . ,” “Of special  
importance . . . ,” “Consequently . . . ” When you hear  
such signal phrases, mark your notes with a ! or *.

•	 Take notes in your own words: Instead of just being a  
stenographer, try to restate the lecturer’s thoughts in your 
own words, which will make you pay attention more.

•	 Ask questions: By asking questions during the lecture,  
you necessarily participate in it and increase your 
understanding.

Review Your Notes Regularly
Make it a point to review your notes regularly—perhaps on 
the  afternoon after the lecture, or once or twice a week. 
We cannot emphasize enough the importance of this kind of 
reviewing.
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Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

1.1 Management: What It Is, What Its  
Benefits Are

•	 Management is defined as the pursuit of organizational 
goals efficiently, meaning to use resources wisely 
and cost-effectively, and effectively by integrating the 
work of people through planning, organizing, leading, 
and controlling the organization’s resources.

1.2 What Managers Do: The Four Principal 
Functions

•	 The management process, or four management 
functions, are represented by the abbreviation POLC.

•	 Planning is setting goals and deciding how to 
achieve them.

•	 Organizing is arranging tasks, people, and other 
resources to accomplish the work.

•	 Leading is motivating, directing, and otherwise 
influencing people to work hard to achieve the 
organization’s goals.

•	 Controlling is monitoring performance, comparing it 
with goals, and taking corrective action as needed.

1.3 Seven Challenges to Being an Exceptional 
Manager

•	 Managing for competitive advantage, which means 
an organization must stay ahead in four areas—being 
responsive to customers, innovating new products or 
services offering better quality, being more efficient.

•	 Managing for diversity among different genders, 
ages, races, and ethnicities.

•	 Managing for globalization, the expanding universe.
•	 Managing for computers and telecommunications—

information technology.
•	 Managing for right and wrong, or ethical standards.
•	 Managing for sustainability.
•	 Managing for your own happiness and meaningful 

life goals.

1.4 Pyramid Power: Levels and Areas of 
Management

•	 Within an organization, there are managers at four 
levels.

•	 Top managers make long-term decisions about the 
overall direction of the organization and establish the 
objectives, policies, and strategies for it.

•	 Middle managers implement the policies and plans 
of their superiors and supervise and coordinate the 
activities of the managers below them.

•	 First-line managers make short-term operating 
decisions, directing the daily tasks of nonmanagerial 
personnel.

•	 Team leaders are managers who are responsible for 
facilitating team activities toward achieving key 
results.

•	 There are three types of organizations—for-profit, 
nonprofit, and mutual benefit.

•	 For-profit organizations are formed to make money 
by offering products or services.

•	 Nonprofit organizations offer services to some, but 
not to make a profit.
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•	 Mutual-benefit organizations are voluntary 
collections of members created to advance 
members’ interests.

1.5 The Skills Exceptional Managers Need
•	 The three skills that exceptional managers cultivate 

are technical, conceptual, and human.
•	 Technical skills consist of job-specific knowledge 

needed to perform well in a specialized field.
•	 Conceptual skills consist of the ability to think 

analytically, to visualize an organization as a whole, 
and to understand how the parts work together.

•	 Human skills consist of the ability to work well in 
cooperation with other people in order to get things 
done.

1.6 Roles Managers Must Play Successfully
•	 The Mintzberg study shows that, first, a manager 

relies more on verbal than on written communication; 
second, managers work long hours at an intense 
pace; and, third, a manager’s work is characterized 
by fragmentation, brevity, and variety.

•	 Mintzberg concluded that managers play three broad 
roles: (1) interpersonal—figurehead, leader, and 

liaison; (2) informational—monitor, disseminator, and 
spokesperson; and (3) decisional—entrepreneur, 
disturbance handler, resource allocator, and 
negotiator.

1.7 The Link between Entrepreneurship and 
Management

•	 Entrepreneurship, a necessary attribute of business, 
is the process of taking risks to create a new 
enterprise.

•	 Two types are the entrepreneur and the intrapreneur.
•	 The entrepreneur sees a new opportunity for a product 

or service and launches a business to realize it.
•	 The intrapreneur works inside an existing 

organization and sees an opportunity for a product or 
service and mobilizes the organization’s resources to 
realize it.

•	 Entrepreneurs start businesses; managers grow or 
maintain them. Both (but especially entrepreneurs) 
have a high need for achievement, high energy level 
and action orientation, and tolerance for ambiguity. 
Entrepreneurs are more self-confident and have 
higher tolerance for risk.

 1. What is the difference between being efficient and 
being effective?

 2. What is the formal, three-part definition of 
management?

 3. How would I define the four functions of 
management?

 4. What are the seven challenges of being a manager, 
and which is the one I will probably most have to 
worry about during my lifetime?

 5. What are the differences among the four levels of 
managers in the organizational pyramid?

 6. How would I distinguish among the three types of 
organizations?

 7. What are the three skills that exceptional managers 
need to cultivate, and which one do I probably have 
to work on most?

 8. Mintzberg’s study in the 1960s came up with three 
important findings about a manager’s routine. What 
are they, and are they probably still the same today?

 9. Mintzberg also found that managers play three 
important roles. What are they, and what examples 
can I think of?

 10. Which would I rather be—a manager or an 
entrepreneur/intrapreneur, and why?

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

Yahoo! CEO Marissa Mayer Is under Pressure to 
Make Big Changes 
Marissa Mayer, former Vice President of Google Prod-
uct Search, left the company in 2012 to become the 
CEO of Yahoo!. At that time, the stock sold for $15.74. 
It sold for $29.77 in January 2016, reaching a high of 
$52.28 in 2014. Interestingly, investors are not happy 

with this rate of growth. Some feel that the company’s 
strategies are lacking and that new leadership is 
needed. Hedge fund investor Starboard Value LP de-
manded that the board fire Mayer.157

Mayer was hired to help turnaround the company’s 
floundering business model. She immediately put in 
place strategies to grow via acquisitions. For example, 
Yahoo! paid $1.1 billion for Tumblr, a micro blogging 

Management in Action
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platform and social networking website. This acquisi-
tion did not produce the expected growth in revenue. A 
letter from Canyon Capital Advisors to Yahoo!’s board 
of directors stated that Yahoo! “has spent more than 
$3 billion on acquisitions, which, based on the com-
pany’s stock price, have been getting ‘absolutely no 
(or negative) value’ from Wall Street.”158

One of the poor decisions that has plagued Yahoo!’s 
financial performance was its reluctance to transition 
its offerings to mobile devices. Another involved the 
company’s investment in Livetext. This app allows us-
ers to chat with friends by sharing video and text, but 
no sound. One writer described it this way: “You could 
awkwardly watch, but not talk, as you texted your 
loved ones and friends.”159

Several Yahoo! investors are calling for big changes 
because “Yahoo!’s 15 percent stake in Chinese Web 
giant Alibaba, valued at $25.7 billion . . . , plus its 
$8 billion stake in Yahoo! Japan and $5.9 billion in cash, 
well exceeds Yahoo!’s market cap of $27.5 billion. 
That implies a negative value for Yahoo!’s core Inter-
net businesses.” This has led Canyon Capital to recom-
mend that Yahoo! “prioritize a sale of its core business, 
a portion of its assets, or the entire company.”160 

Yahoo!’s leadership team is against these suggestions. 
Yahoo!’s problems have led to layoffs and employee 

dissatisfaction and turnover. The company has re-
sponded by providing a broad set of perks, including 
iPhones, parties, and free lunches. The firm has a bud-
get of $108,000,000 a year for free food. 

“Employees’ faith in Ms. Mayer began crumbling 
in earnest in August 2014, when Yahoo! embarked on 
a series of stealth layoffs, current and former insiders 
said. For months, managers called in a handful of 
employees each week and fired them. No one knew 
who would be next, and the constant fear paralyzed 
the company, according to people who watched the 
process.”

It is estimated that 33 percent of the work force left 
the company in 2015. “Worried about the brain drain, 
Ms. Mayer has been approving hefty retention pack-
ages—in some cases, millions of dollars—to persuade 
people to reject job offers from other companies. But 
those bonuses have had the side effects of creating re-
sentment among other Yahoo! employees who have 
stayed loyal and not sought jobs elsewhere.”161

Sadly, employee morale does not appear to be im-
proving. Surveys conducted by Glassdoor revealed 
that “only 34 percent of Yahoo!’s current employees 
foresee the company’s fortunes improving. That com-
pares to 61 percent at tanking, scandal-struck Twitter 
and 77 percent at Google.”162

According to one business writer, “Mayer’s pro-
tracted deliberations over a corporate reorganization 
last year [2015] that led to the departure of several key 
lieutenants and broke up the much-ballyhooed mobile 

team, prompting many mobile engineers to seek other 
jobs” also contributed to employees’ dissatisfaction.163

Another potential problem involves Mayer’s compen-
sation package. “Executive pay at Yahoo! is essentially 
based on Alibaba’s stock price,” which is outside of her 
control. “Of Mayer’s $365 million pay over five years, 
only 3.3 percent will actually be affected by her perfor-
mances.”164 This practice is against the common mana-
gerial practice of paying people for their performance.

So where does this leave Mayer and Yahoo! as a 
whole? Some employees, like Jeff Bonforte, Yahoo!’s 
senior vice president for communications products, 
love Mayer and the company. Mayer is the best boss he 
ever had, according to Bonforte.165 Broadly speaking, 
however, there are continued threats of more layoffs 
and calls to sell off parts of the company. 

Yahoo! announced in February 2016 that it would 
layoff about 15% of its workforce. The Wall Street 
Journal further reported that “Yahoo’s next step may 
be to initiate a formal sale process, which entails set-
ting up a virtual data room detailing the company’s 
business metrics, and proactively reaching out to the 
most likely potential buyers. Or the board could choose 
to wait until a suitor approaches them with an offer, at 
which point it would weight that against any counter-
offers. . . . A sale process would also likely mark the 
end of Chief Executive Marissa Mayer’s attempt to 
turn around Yahoo.”166 

To make matters worse, investor “SpringOwl Asset 
Management called for firing as many as 9,000 of 
Yahoo!’s workers, who numbered 11,000” in June 
2015.167

Although key investors are waiting to hear the de-
tails of Mayer’s turnaround plan, some are very un-
happy with the company’s strategic direction. They are 
demanding changes. Jeffrey Smith from Starboard 
Value L/P, for example, concluded that “dramatically 
different thinking is required,” and that changes are 
needed “across all aspects of the business starting at 
the board level, and including executive leadership.”168

FOR DISCUSSION

 1. What are the key problems facing Yahoo!?
 2. Which of the four principal management functions 

seem to be causing the problems faced by Yahoo!? 
Explain your rationale.

 3. Which of the seven managerial challenges discussed 
in this chapter is Yahoo! facing? How is the com-
pany handling these challenges?

 4. What is your evaluation of Mayer’s ability to effec-
tively execute the three key managerial roles— 
interpersonal, informational, and decisional? Explain.

 5. If you were a consultant to Yahoo!, what advice 
would you give to senior management about handling 
the crisis being faced by the company? Discuss.
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To Delay or Not to Delay?
You have been hired by a vice president of a national 
company to create an employee attitude survey, to 
administer it to all employees, and to interpret the 
results. You have known this vice president for more 
than 10 years and have worked for her on several oc-
casions. She trusts and likes you, and you trust and 
like her. You have completed your work and now are 
ready to present the findings and your interpretations 
to the vice president’s management team. The vice 
president has told you that she wants your honest in-
terpretation of the results, because she is planning to 
make changes based on the results. Based on this dis-
cussion, your report clearly identifies several strengths 
and weaknesses that need to be addressed. For exam-
ple, employees feel that they are working too hard and 
that management does not care about providing good 
customer service. At the meeting you will be present-
ing the results and your interpretations to a group of 
15 managers. You also have known most of these 
managers for at least 5 years.

You arrive for the presentation armed with slides, 
handouts, and specific recommendations. Your slides 
are loaded on the computer, and most of the partici-
pants have arrived. They are drinking coffee and tell-
ing you how enthused they are about hearing your 
presentation. You also are excited to share your in-
sights. Ten minutes before the presentation is set to 

begin, however, the vice president takes you out of the 
meeting room and says she wants to talk with you 
about your presentation. The two of you go to another 
office, and she closes the door. She then tells you that 
her boss’s boss decided to come to the presentation un-
announced. She thinks that he is coming to the presen-
tation to look solely for negative information in your 
report. He does not like the vice president and wants to 
replace her with one of his friends. If you present your 
results as planned, it will provide this individual with 
the information he needs to create serious problems for 
the vice president. Knowing this, the vice president 
asks you to find some way to postpone your presenta-
tion. You have 10 minutes to decide what to do.

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
What would you do?

 1. Deliver the presentation as planned.

 2. Give the presentation but skip over the negative  
results.

 3. Go back to the meeting room and announce that your 
spouse has had an accident at home and you must 
leave immediately. You tell the group that you just 
received this message and that you will contact the 
vice president to schedule a new meeting.

 4. Invent other options. Discuss.

Legal/Ethical Challenge



Management Theory
Essential Background for the  
Successful Manager

Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

2
2.1 Evolving Viewpoints:  

How We Got to Today’s 
Management Outlook
Major Question: What’s  
the payoff in studying 
different management 
perspectives, both 
yesterday’s and today’s?

2.2 Classical Viewpoint: 
Scientific and 
Administrative Management
Major Question: If the name 
of the game is to manage 
work more efficiently, 
what can the classical 
viewpoint teach me?

2.3 Behavioral Viewpoint: 
Behaviorism, Human 
Relations, and Behavioral 
Science
Major Question: To 
understand how people 
are motivated to achieve, 
what can I learn from the 
behavioral viewpoint?

2.4 Quantitative Viewpoints: 
Management Science and 
Operations Management

Major Question: If the 
manager’s job is to solve 
problems, how might  
the two quantitative 
approaches help?

2.5 Systems Viewpoint
Major Question: How can 
the exceptional manager 
be helped by the 
systems viewpoint?

2.6 Contingency Viewpoint
Major Question: In the end, 
is there one best way to 
manage in all situations?

2.7 Quality-Management 
Viewpoint
Major Question: Can the 
quality-management 
viewpoint offer 
guidelines for true 
managerial success?

   2.8 The Learning Organization 
in an Era of Accelerated 
Change
Major Question: 
Organizations must learn 
or perish. How do I build 
a learning organization?



What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

This chapter gives you a short overview of the three principal historical perspectives or view-

points on management—classical, behavioral, and quantitative. It then describes the three prin-

cipal contemporary viewpoints—systems, contingency, and quality-management. Finally, we 

consider the concept of learning organizations.

THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

Mind-sets: How Do You Go about Learning?
Based on 20 years of research, Stanford psychol-

ogy professor Carol Dweck suggests that the view you 
adopt about yourself profoundly affects the way you 
lead your life—including how you learn. In our views  
of ourselves, she says, most of us have either a fixed 
mind-set or a growth mind-set.3

•	 The fixed mind-set—believing your basic qualities 
are carved in stone. People with a fixed mind-set  
are concerned about how they will be judged, as on 
intelligence or personal qualities. They believe, “My 
intelligence is something very basic that can’t be 
changed very much.” Or, “I’m a certain kind of 
person, and there’s not much that can be done to 
change that.” They care less about learning than 
looking bad when failure occurs.

•	 The growth mind-set—believing your basic 
qualities can be changed through your effort. 
People with a growth mind-set are concerned with 
improving. They think, “You can always change 
your intelligence quite bit.” Or, “You can always 
change basic things about the kind of person you 
are.” Failure for these kinds of people may well feel 
bad, but instead of hiding their deficiencies from 
others they try to overcome them. Fortunately, by 
applying themselves, people of a fixed mind-set 
can develop a growth mind-set. 

For Discussion Your approach to learning won’t  
stop once you leave school. As we discuss at the end 
of this chapter, most organizations now are “learning 
organizations,” in which employees are continually  
required to expand their ability to achieve results by 
obtaining the right knowledge and changing their  
behavior. Thus, your mind-set matters. Which type are 
you? What can a person begin to do to move from a 
fixed mind-set to a growth mind-set?

Learn or die. Isn’t that the challenge to us as individu-
als? Throughout your career, your success will depend 
on your constantly being a learner, making choices 
about how to solve various problems—which tools to 
apply, including the theories we will describe in this 
chapter. However, one barrier to learning that all of  
us need to be aware of is our mind-set.

The Enemy of Learning
By the time we are grown, the minds of many of us 
have become set in patterns of thinking, the result of 
our personal experiences and various environments, 
that affect how we respond to new ideas. These mind-
sets determine what ideas we think are important and 
what ideas we ignore.

Because we can’t pay attention to all the events 
that occur around us, say the authors of a book on crit-
ical analysis, “our minds filter out some observations 
and facts and let others through to our conscious 
awareness.”1 Herein lies the danger: “As a result, we 
see and hear what we subconsciously want to and  
pay little attention to facts or observations that have  
already been rejected as unimportant.”

Having mind-sets makes life comfortable. However, 
as the foregoing writers point out, “Familiar relation-
ships and events become so commonplace that we 
expect them to continue forever. Then we find our-
selves completely unprepared to accept changes that 
are necessary even when they stare us in the face.”2

What’s Your Mind-set? Two Views
What will be your approach to studying management 
theory (or anything else in this book)? If you can’t “get it” 
right away, will you take that as a reflection on your basic 
intelligence—that you’re somehow deficient, that people 
will think you’re dumb and you’ll feel like a loser? 
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“The best way to predict the future is to create it,” Peter Drucker said.
The purpose of this book is, to the extent possible, to give you the tools to create 

your own future in your career and as a manager.

Creating Modern Management:  
The Handbook of Peter Drucker
Who is Peter Drucker? “He was the creator and inventor of modern management,” 
says management guru Tom Peters (author of In Search of Excellence). “In the early 
1950s, nobody had a tool kit to manage these incredibly complex organizations that 
had gone out of control. Drucker was the first person to give us a handbook for that.”4

An Austrian trained in economics and international law, Drucker came to the United 
States in 1937, where he worked as a correspondent for British newspapers and later 
became a college professor. In 1954, he published his famous text The Practice of 
Management, in which he proposed the important idea that management was one of 

the major social innovations of the 20th century and should be treated as 
a profession, like medicine or law. 

In this and other books, he introduced several ideas that now underlie 
the organization and practice of management—namely:

■ That workers should be treated as assets.
■ That the corporation could be considered a human community.
■ That there is “no business without a customer.”
■ That institutionalized management practices are preferable to 

charismatic cult leaders.

Many ideas that you will encounter in this book—decentralization, 
management by objectives, knowledge workers—are directly traceable to 
Drucker’s pen. “Without his analysis,” says one writer, “it’s almost impos-
sible to imagine the rise of dispersed, globe-spanning corporations.”5 In 
our time, Drucker’s rational approach has culminated in evidence-based 
management, as we describe in Section 2.6 in this chapter.

Six Practical Reasons for Studying  
This Chapter
“Theory,” say business professors Clayton Christensen and Michael 
Raynor, “often gets a bum rap among managers because it’s associated 
with the word ‘theoretical,’ which connotes ‘impractical.’ But it 

2.1 Evolving Viewpoints: How We Got to Today’s 
Management Outlook
What’s the payoff in studying different management perspectives, both yesterday’s  
and today’s?

THE BIG PICTURE
After studying theory, managers may learn the value of bringing rationality to the decision-making process. 
This chapter describes two principal theoretical perspectives—the historical and the contemporary. Studying 
management theory provides understanding of the present, a guide to action, a source of new ideas, clues 
to the meaning of your managers’ decisions, and clues to the meaning of outside events.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

True learner. In his 70-year career, Peter Drucker 
published over 35 books and numerous other 
publications, received the Presidential Medal of 
Freedom, and achieved near rock-star status for 
his management ideas, which influenced 
organizations from General Electric to the Girl 
Scouts. A true learner who constantly expanded 
his knowledge, he understood that new 
experiences are key to nurturing new ideas and 
new ventures. Do you have this kind of curiosity? 
© Steve Smith/Corbis
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shouldn’t.”6 After all, what could be more practical than studying different approaches 
to see which work best?

Indeed, there are six good reasons for studying theoretical perspectives:

 1. Understanding of the present. “Sound theories help us interpret the present, 
to understand what is happening and why,” say Christensen and Raynor.7 Or 
as scholars Scott Montgomery and Daniel Chirot argue, ideas “do not merely 
matter, they matter immensely, as they have been the source for decisions and 
actions that have structured the modern world.”8 Understanding history will 
help you understand why some practices are still favored, whether for right or 
wrong reasons.

 2. Guide to action. Good theories help you make predictions and enable you to 
develop a set of principles that will guide your actions.

 3. Source of new ideas. It can also provide new ideas that may be useful to you 
when you come up against new situations.

 4. Clues to meaning of your managers’ decisions. It can help you understand 
your firm’s focus, where the top managers are “coming from.”

 5. Clues to meaning of outside events. It may allow you to understand events 
outside the organization that could affect it or you.

 6. Producing positive results. It can help you understand why certain manage-
ment practices—such as setting goals that stretch you to the limit (stretch 
goals), basing compensation and promotion on performance, and monitoring 
results—have been so successful for many firms.9

EXAMPLEPages from a Game Company’s Employee Guide:  
In Flatness Lies Greatness

If Management 1.0 is what we’re used to now, with its traditional 
pyramid hierarchy, what would Management 2.0 look like? What 
if, as management thinker Gary Hamel suggests, Management 
2.0 looked a lot like Web 2.0 as represented in Wikipedia, You-
Tube, and other online communities?10 Could the traditional hier-
archy of boxes with lines actually become a corporate straitjacket?

The Boss-Free System. Bellevue, Washington–based Valve 
Corp. is an online entertainment and technology company that 
has created several award-winning games (Half Life, Portal) as 
well as Steam, an online gaming platform. Its staff consists of 
(1) all the employees and (2) a founder/president—who is not a 
manager. In fact, “we don’t have any management,” says 
Valve’s employee handbook, “and nobody ‘reports to’ anybody 
else.”11 One article calls it a “boss-free system.”12

In other words, Valve is a flat organization, defined as one 
with few or no levels of management (as we discuss further in 
Chapter 8). Indeed, Valve is the flattest of flat organizations be-
cause for an employee, says the handbook, it “removes every 
organizational barrier between your work and the customer 
enjoying that work.”

Desks with Wheels. Not only do Valve employees have no 
managers, but they get to select which projects they want to 

work on, have the power to green-light (approve) new projects, 
and even ship finished products. Every employee’s desk has 
wheels, serving two purposes. “The first is a symbolic reminder 
that one should always consider where they could move to be 
more valuable,” says one account. “The other is literal—team 
members often move their desks close together when working 
on a project.”13 Instead of managers, Valve relies on rotating 
team leaders (called “group contributors”), who change ac-
cording to each project.

YOUR CALL
The basic reason Valve has no formal managers is that it 
wants to attract the best talent and produce outstanding prod-
ucts year after year. Clearly, the flat structure works very well 
for Valve—as it does for other organizations, profit and not-
for-profit alike, that operate in a rapidly changing environ-
ment, depend on innovation to stay on top, and have a shared 
purpose.14 Flattened hierarchies even work for some large 
organizations, such as W.L. Gore, maker of Gore-Tex fabric, 
which employs 10,000 people. Why do you think, then, that 
many organizations resist using flat structures? Do you think 
studying management theory could help you answer this 
question?
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Theory underlies all the achievements 
of business. Some of the greatest 
companies in the world are headquartered 
in these New York City skyscrapers: 
American Express, Colgate-Palmolive, J.P. 
Morgan Chase, Time Warner, and Verizon.  
A number of start-ups are also based here, 
with names such as DWNLD, Hungryroot, 
and WayUp. The launch, growth, and 
profitability of businesses all depend on 
execution of solid management theory.  
© Jupiterimages/Getty Images RF

Two Overarching Perspectives about Management: 
Historical and Contemporary
In this chapter, we describe two overarching perspectives about management. (See 
Figure 2.1.) They are:

■ The historical perspective (1911–1950s) includes three viewpoints—classical, 
behavioral, and quantitative.

■ The contemporary perspective (1960s–present) also includes three viewpoints—
systems, contingency, and quality-management. ●

The Systems Viewpoint
Regards the organization as
systems of interrelated parts
that operate together to 
achieve a common purpose

The Quality-Management
Viewpoint
Three approaches 

The Contingency Viewpoint
Emphasizes that a manager’s
approach should vary accord-
ing to—i.e., be contingent
on—the individual and environ-
mental situation

Classical Viewpoint
1911–1947
Emphasis on ways to
manage work more
e�ciently

The Historical Perspective (1911–1950s)

The Contemporary Perspective (1960s–Present)

e Historical Perspective (1911–1950s)Th

Contemporary Perspective (1960s–PreseCo

Behavioral Viewpoint
1913–1950s
Emphasis on importance of
understanding human behavior
and motivating and encouraging
employees toward achievement

ent)en

Quantitative Viewpoint
1940s–1950s
Applies quantitative techniques
to management

FIGURE 2.1 The two overarching perspectives—historical and contemporary
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Bet you’ve never heard of a “therblig,” although it may describe some physical mo-
tions you perform from time to time—as when you have to wash dishes, say. A made-
up word you won’t find in most dictionaries, therblig was coined by Frank Gilbreth 
and is, in fact, “Gilbreth” spelled backward, with the “t” and the “h” reversed. It refers 
to 1 of 17 basic motions. By identifying the therbligs in a job, as in the tasks of a brick-
layer (which he had once been), Frank and his wife, Lillian, were able to eliminate 
motions while simultaneously reducing fatigue.

The Gilbreths were a husband-and-wife team of industrial engineers who were pio-
neers in one of the classical approaches to management, part of the historical perspec-
tive (1911–1950s). As we mentioned, there are three historical management viewpoints 
or approaches.15 (See Figure 2.2, next page.) They are

■ Classical viewpoint—1911–1947
■ Behavioral viewpoint—1913–1950s
■ Quantitative viewpoint—1940s–1950s

In this section, we describe the classical perspective of management, which 
 originated during the early 1900s. The classical viewpoint, which emphasized finding 
ways to manage work more efficiently, had two branches—scientific and administrative—
each of which is identified with particular pioneering theorists. In general, classical 
management assumes that people are rational. Let’s compare the two approaches.

Scientific Management: Pioneered  
by Taylor and the Gilbreths
The problem for which scientific management emerged as a solution was this: In the 
expansive days of the early 20th century, labor was in such short supply that managers 
were hard-pressed to raise the productivity of workers. Scientific management empha-
sized the scientific study of work methods to improve the productivity of individual workers. 
Two of its chief proponents were Frederick W. Taylor and the team of Frank and Lillian 
Gilbreth.

Frederick Taylor and the Four Principles of Scientific Management No 
doubt there are some days when you haven’t studied, or worked, as efficiently as you 
could. This could be called “underachieving,” or “loafing,” or what Taylor called it—
soldiering, deliberately working at less than full capacity. Known as “the father of 
scientific management,” Taylor was an American engineer from Philadelphia who 

2.2 Classical Viewpoint: Scientific and  
Administrative Management
If the name of the game is to manage work more efficiently, what can the classical 
viewpoint teach me?

THE BIG PICTURE
The three historical management viewpoints we will describe include (1) the classical, described in this section; 
(2) the behavioral; and (3) the quantitative. The classical viewpoint, which emphasized ways to manage work 
more efficiently, had two approaches: (a) scientific management and (b) administrative management. Scientific 
management, pioneered by Frederick W. Taylor and Frank and Lillian Gilbreth, emphasized the scientific 
study of work methods to improve the productivity of individual workers. Administrative management,  
pioneered by Henri Fayol and Max Weber, was concerned with managing the total organization.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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believed that managers could eliminate soldiering by applying four principles of 
science:

 1. Evaluate a task by scientifically studying each part of the task (not use old 
rule-of-thumb methods).

 2. Carefully select workers with the right abilities for the task.
 3. Give workers the training and incentives to do the task with the proper work 

methods.
 4. Use scientific principles to plan the work methods and ease the way for work-

ers to do their jobs.

Taylor based his system on motion studies, in which he broke down each worker’s 
job—moving pig iron at a steel company, say—into basic physical motions and then 
trained workers to use the methods of their best-performing coworkers. In addition, he 
suggested employers institute a differential rate system, in which more efficient work-
ers earned higher wages.

Why Taylor Is Important: Although “Taylorism” met considerable resistance 
from employees fearing that working harder would lead to lost jobs except for the 
highly productive few, Taylor believed that by raising production both labor and 

Classical Viewpoint
1911–1947
Emphasis on ways to
manage work more
e�ciently

Proponents :
Henri Fayol

Max Weber

Administrative management
Concerned with managing the
total organization

Scientific management
Emphasized scientific study of
work methods to improve pro-
ductivity of individual workers

Proponents :
Frederick W. Taylor

Frank and Lillian Gilbreth

Behavioral science approach
Relies on scientific research for
developing theory to provide
practical management tools

Behavioral Viewpoint
1913–1950s
Emphasis on importance of
understanding human behavior
and motivating and encouraging
employees toward achievement

Early behaviorists

Proponents :
Hugo Munsterberg

Mary Parker Follett

Elton Mayo

Human relations movement
Proposed better human
relations could increase worker
productivity

Proponents :
Abraham Maslow

Douglas McGregor

Management science
Focuses on using mathematics
to aid in problem solving and
decision making

Operations management
Focuses on managing the
production and delivery of an
organization’s products or
services more e�ectively

Quantitative Viewpoint
1940s–1950s
Applies quantitative techniques
to management

The Historical Perspective (1911–1950s)

FIGURE 2.2 The historical perspective: three viewpoints—classical, behavioral, and quantitative

Frederick W. Taylor. Called the 
father of scientific management, 
Taylor published The Principles of 
Scientific Management in 1911. 
© Bettmann/Corbis
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Lillian and Frank Gilbreth with 11 of their dozen children. As industrial engineers, the 
Gilbreths pioneered time and motion studies. If you’re an athlete, you can appreciate how 
small changes can make you more efficient. © Bettmann/Corbis

management could increase profits to the point where they no longer would have to 
quarrel over them. If used correctly, the principles of scientific management can 
enhance productivity, and such innovations as motion studies and differential pay are 
still used today.

Frank and Lillian Gilbreth and Industrial Engineering As mentioned, Frank 
and Lillian Gilbreth were a husband-and-wife team of industrial engineers who lectured 
at Purdue University in the early 1900s. Their experiences in raising 12 children—to 
whom they applied some of their ideas about improving efficiency (such as printing 
the Morse code on the back of the bathroom door so that family members could learn 
it while doing other things)—later were popularized in a book, two movies, and a TV 
sitcom, Cheaper by the Dozen. The Gilbreths expanded on Taylor’s motion studies—
for instance, by using movie cameras to film workers at work in order to isolate the 
parts of a job.

Lillian Gilbreth, who received a PhD in psychology, was the first woman to be a 
major contributor to management science.

Administrative Management: Pioneered  
by Fayol and Weber
Scientific management is concerned with the jobs of individuals. Administrative 
management is concerned with managing the total organization. Among the pioneering 
theorists were Henri Fayol and Max Weber.

Henri Fayol and the Functions of Management Fayol was not the first to inves-
tigate management behavior, but he was the first to systematize it. A French engineer 
and industrialist, he became known to American business when his most important 
work, General and Industrial Management, was translated into English in 1930.

Why Fayol Is Important: Fayol was the first to identify the major functions of 
management—planning, organizing, leading, and controlling, as well as coordinating—
the first four of which you’ll recognize as the functions providing the framework for 
this and most other management books.16
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Max Weber and the Rationality of Bureaucracy In our time, the word bureau-
cracy has come to have negative associations: impersonality, inflexibility, red tape, a 
molasses-like response to problems. But to German sociologist Max Weber, a bureau-
cracy was a rational, efficient, ideal organization based on principles of logic. After 
all, in Weber’s Germany in the late 19th century, many people were in positions of 
authority (particularly in the government) not because of their abilities but because of 
their social status. The result, Weber wrote, was that they didn’t perform effectively.

A better-performing organization, he felt, should have five positive bureaucratic 
features:

 1. A well-defined hierarchy of authority.
 2. Formal rules and procedures.
 3. A clear division of labor, with parts of a complex job being handled by  

specialists.
 4. Impersonality, without reference or connection to a particular person.
 5. Careers based on merit.

Why Weber Is Important: Weber’s work was not translated into English until 1947, 
but it came to have an important influence on the structure of large corporations, such 
as the Coca-Cola Company.

The Problem with the Classical Viewpoint:  
Too Mechanistic
A flaw in the classical viewpoint is that it is mechanistic: It tends to view humans as 
cogs within a machine, not taking into account the importance of human needs. Be-
havioral theory addressed this problem, as we explain next.

Why the Classical Viewpoint Is Important: The essence of the classical viewpoint 
was that work activity was amenable to a rational approach, that through the applica-
tion of scientific methods, time and motion studies, and job specialization it was pos-
sible to boost productivity. Indeed, these concepts are still in use today, the results 
visible to you every time you visit McDonald’s or Pizza Hut. The classical viewpoint 
also led to such innovations as management by objectives and goal setting. ●

Scientific management. Carmakers have 
broken down automobile manufacturing 
into its constituent tasks, as shown here  
for an assembly plant. This reflects the 
contributions of the school of scientific 
management. Is there anything wrong with 
this approach? How could it be improved? 
© RainerPlendl/iStock/Getty Images RF
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The behavioral viewpoint emphasized the importance of understanding human behavior 
and of motivating employees toward achievement. The behavioral viewpoint developed 
over three phases: (1) early behaviorism, (2) the human relations movement, and 
(3) behavioral science.

Early Behaviorism: Pioneered by Munsterberg, 
Follett, and Mayo
The three people who pioneered behavioral theory were Hugo Munsterberg, Mary 
Parker Follett, and Elton Mayo.

Hugo Munsterberg and the First Application of Psychology to Industry  
Called “the father of industrial psychology,” German-born Hugo Munsterberg had a 
PhD in psychology and a medical degree and joined the faculty at Harvard University 
in 1892. Munsterberg suggested that psychologists could contribute to industry in 
three ways. They could:

 1. Study jobs and determine which people are best suited to specific jobs.
 2. Identify the psychological conditions under which employees do their best 

work.
 3. Devise management strategies to influence employees to follow manage-

ment’s interests.

 Why Munsterberg Is Important: His ideas led to the field of industrial psychology, 
the study of human behavior in workplaces, which is still taught in colleges today.

Mary Parker Follett and Power Sharing among Employees and Managers  
A Massachusetts social worker and social philosopher, Mary Parker Follett was lauded 
on her death in 1933 as “one of the most important women America has yet produced 
in the fields of civics and sociology.” Instead of following the usual hierarchical ar-
rangement of managers as order givers and employees as order takers, Follett thought 
organizations should become more democratic, with managers and employees working 
cooperatively.

2.3 Behavioral Viewpoint: Behaviorism, Human Relations, 
and Behavioral Science
To understand how people are motivated to achieve, what can I learn from the behavioral 
viewpoint?

THE BIG PICTURE
The second of the three historical management perspectives was the behavioral viewpoint, which empha-
sized the importance of understanding human behavior and of motivating employees toward achievement. 
The behavioral viewpoint developed over three phases: (1) Early behaviorism was pioneered by Hugo  
Munsterberg, Mary Parker Follett, and Elton Mayo. (2) The human relations movement was pioneered by 
Abraham Maslow (who proposed a hierarchy of needs) and Douglas McGregor (who proposed a Theory X 
and Theory Y view to explain managers’ attitudes toward workers). (3) The behavioral science approach  
relied on scientific research for developing theories about behavior useful to managers.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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The following ideas were among her most important:

 1. Organizations should be operated as “communities,” with managers and sub-
ordinates working together in harmony.

 2. Conflicts should be resolved by having managers and workers talk over differ-
ences and find solutions that would satisfy both parties—a process she called 
integration.

 3. The work process should be under the control of workers with the relevant 
knowledge, rather than of managers, who should act as facilitators.

 Why Follett Is Important: With these and other ideas, Follett anticipated some of 
today’s concepts of “self-managed teams,” “worker empowerment,” and “interdepart-
mental teams”—that is, members of different departments working together on joint 
projects.

Elton Mayo and the Supposed “Hawthorne Effect” Do you think workers 
would be more productive if they thought they were receiving special attention? This 
was the conclusion drawn by a Harvard research group in the late 1920s.

Conducted by Elton Mayo and his associates at Western Electric’s Hawthorne 
(Chicago) plant, what came to be called the Hawthorne studies began with an investi-
gation into whether workplace lighting level affected worker productivity. (This was 
the type of study that Taylor or the Gilbreths might have done.) In later experiments, 
other variables were altered, such as wage levels, rest periods, and length of workday. 
Worker performance varied but tended to increase over time, leading Mayo and his 
colleagues to hypothesize what came to be known as the Hawthorne effect—namely, that 
employees worked harder if they received added attention, if they thought that managers 
cared about their welfare and that supervisors paid special attention to them.

However, later investigators found flaws in the stud-
ies, such as variations in ventilation and lighting or in-
adequate follow-through, that were overlooked by the 
original researchers. Critics also point out that it’s 
doubtful that workers improved their productivity 
merely on the basis of receiving more attention rather 
than because of a particular instructional method or so-
cial innovation.17

Why the Hawthorne Studies Are Important: Ulti-
mately, the Hawthorne studies were faulted for being 
poorly designed and not having enough empirical data 
to support the conclusions. Nevertheless, they suc-
ceeded in drawing attention to the importance of “social 
man” (social beings) and how managers using good hu-
man relations could improve worker productivity. This 
in turn led to the so-called human relations movement in 
the 1950s and 1960s.

The Human Relations Movement: Pioneered by 
Maslow and McGregor
The two theorists who contributed most to the human relations movement—which pro-
posed that better human relations could increase worker productivity—were Abraham 
Maslow and Douglas McGregor.

Abraham Maslow and the Hierarchy of Needs What motivates you to perform: 
Food? Security? Love? Recognition? Self-fulfillment? Probably all of these, Abraham 

Elton Mayo. In the 1920s, Elton 
Mayo (shown with long 
cigarette holder) and his team 
conducted studies of Western 
Electric’s Hawthorne plant. Do 
you think you’d perform better 
in a robotlike job if you thought 
your supervisor cared about you 
and paid more attention to you? 
© AP Photo
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Maslow would say, although some needs must be satisfied before others. The chair-
man of the psychology department at Brandeis University and one of the earliest re-
searchers to study motivation, in 1943 Maslow proposed his famous hierarchy of 
human needs: physiological, safety, love, esteem, and self-actualization.18 We discuss 
this hierarchy in detail in Chapter 12, where we explain why Maslow is important.

Douglas McGregor and Theory X versus Theory Y Having been for a time a 
college president (at Antioch College in Ohio), Douglas McGregor came to realize 
that it was not enough for managers to try to be liked; they also needed to be aware of 
their attitudes toward employees.19 Basically, McGregor suggested in a 1960 book, 
these attitudes could be either “X” or “Y.”

Theory X represents a pessimistic, negative view of workers. In this view, workers 
are considered to be irresponsible, to be resistant to change, to lack ambition, to hate 
work, and to want to be led rather than to lead.

Theory Y represents the outlook of human relations proponents—an optimistic, pos-
itive view of workers. In this view, workers are considered to be capable of accepting 
responsibility, self-direction, and self-control and of being imaginative and creative.

Why Theory X/Theory Y Is Important: The principal contribution offered by the 
Theory X/Theory Y perspective is that it helps managers understand how their beliefs 
affect their behavior. For example, Theory X managers are more likely to microman-
age, which leads to employee dissatisfaction, because they believe employees are in-
herently lazy. Managers can be more effective by considering how their behavior is 
shaped by their expectations about human nature.

Underlying both Maslow’s and McGregor’s theories is the notion that more job 
satisfaction leads to greater worker performance—an idea that is somewhat controver-
sial, as we’ll discuss in Chapter 11.

What is your basic view of human nature? Your attitude could be key to your career 
success. To see the general direction of your outlook, try the following self-assessment 
if your instructor assigns it to you.

What Is Your Orientation toward Theory X/Theory Y?

This self-assessment is designed to reveal your orientation as a 
manager—whether it tends toward Theory X or Theory Y. 

Please be prepared to answer these questions if your in-
structor has assigned Self-Assessment 2.1 in Connect.

1. To what extent do you think your results are an accurate 
reflection of your beliefs about others? Are you surprised 
by the results?

2. As a leader of a student or work-related project team, 
how might your results affect your approach toward 
leading others? Explain.

3. If an employee doesn’t seem to show ambition, can that 
be changed? Discuss.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 2.1  

The Behavioral Science Approach
The human relations movement was a necessary correction to the sterile approach used 
within scientific management, but its optimism came to be considered too simplistic 
for practical use. More recently, the human relations view has been superseded by the 
behavioral science approach to management. Behavioral science relies on scientific re-
search for developing theories about human behavior that can be used to provide practical 
tools for managers. The disciplines of behavioral science include psychology, sociol-
ogy, anthropology, and economics. ●
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EXAMPLE Application of Behavioral Science Approach: The Open-Plan  
Office—Productivity Enhancer or Productivity Killer?

Today most office layouts have an open floor plan, mixing man-
agers and workers in completely open offices, often using 
communal tables.20 When the concept originated in the 1950s, 
its purpose was to “facilitate communication and idea flow,” 
according to one report.21 But does it work?

The Distraction Next to You. On any given day, probably 
40%–60% of all your workplace interactions (including face-to-
face chats and e-mails) will be with your immediate fellow em-
ployees, says a behavioral scientist who studies such things. 
There is only a 5%–10% chance of your interacting with some-
one two rows away.22 And, research shows, face-to-face inter-
ruptions constitute one-third more intrusions than do e-mail or 
phone calls.23 

Indeed, many behavioral science studies now find that, as 
one Bloomberg Businessweek article puts it, “open-plan of-
fices make employees less productive, less happy, and more 
likely to get sick.”24 Open arrangements have proven to be 
cumbersome, noisy, disruptive, and stressful. Instead of feeling 
closer to their colleagues, workers have become resentful, dis-
satisfied, more distant—and even sicker.25 

“This Means I’m Busy!” So how are conscientious workers 
in open-plan offices to get anything done—to avoid “pesky, 
productivity-sapping interruptions,” in one writer’s phrase?26 
Various workers have come up with their own ways of alerting 
others that they are not to be interrupted. Some wear special 
bright-colored sashes or vests or hats. Some block off their 
work spaces with neon-yellow plastic “Do Not Disturb” barri-
cade tape (from CubeGuard). Some retreat to designated 

closed offices as “no interruption” zones to get necessary work 
done.

The Right Seating Mix. Another way to reduce disruption is 
for companies to assign who sits next to whom, rather than us-
ing unassigned seating. In open-plan offices, “people literally 
catch emotions from one another like a virus,” says Wharton 
School management professor Sigal Barsade, who suggests 
that the people who work best together are those with similar 
emotional temperaments.27 For instance, mixing extroverts and 
introverts can lower the productivity of both, as introverts, who 
are quiet and like to keep their distance, may resent the intru-
sions of extroverts, those outgoing coworkers who need inter-
action and love to talk and talk.28 

Paul English, co-founder of the travel website Kayak.com, 
uses new hires as an excuse to alter existing open-office seat-
ing arrangements, taking into careful consideration everything 
from “employees’ personalities to their political views to their 
propensity for arriving at work early—or, more important, their 
propensity for judging colleagues who arrive late,” says one 
report.29 “If I put someone next to you that’s annoying or 
there’s a total style clash, I’m going to make your job depress-
ing,” English says.

YOUR CALL
If about 70% of U.S. employees now work in open offices, yet 
behavioral science studies largely show they are not a produc-
tive or beneficial arrangement, why do you suppose they con-
tinue to be so prevalent? What kind of office arrangements do 
you think would work best and why? 

Open-plan seating. What kind of office 
would you prefer to have for yourself—a 
private office, a shared private office, a 
partitioned cubicle, or a desk in an open 
office scattered with other desks with 
no partitions? Which would be most 
comfortable for you personally? Why, 
theoretically, would the open office  
best promote superior performance?  
© Kelvin Murray/Getty Images
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During the air war known as the Battle of Britain in World War II, a relative few of 
England’s Royal Air Force fighter pilots and planes were able to successfully resist the 
overwhelming might of the German military machine. How did they do it? Military 
planners drew on mathematics and statistics to determine how to most effectively 
allocate use of their limited aircraft.

When the Americans entered the war in 1941, they used the British model to form 
operations research (OR) teams to determine how to deploy troops, submarines, and 
other military personnel and equipment most effectively. For example, OR techniques 
were used to establish the optimum pattern that search planes should fly to try to 
locate enemy ships.

After the war, businesses also began using these techniques. One group of former 
officers, who came to be called the Whiz Kids, used statistical techniques at Ford Motor 
Co. to make better management decisions. Later Whiz Kid Robert McNamara, who 
had become Ford’s president, was appointed Secretary of Defense and introduced 
similar statistical techniques and cost–benefit analyses throughout the Department 
of Defense. Since then, OR techniques have evolved into quantitative management, the 
application to management of quantitative techniques, such as statistics and computer 
simulations. Two branches of quantitative management are management science and 
operations management.

Management Science: Using Mathematics to  
Solve Management Problems
How would you go about deciding how to assign utility 
repair crews during a blackout? Or how many package 
sorters you needed and at which times for an overnight 
delivery service such as FedEx or UPS? You would 
probably use the tools of management science.

Management science is not the same as Taylor’s scien-
tific management. Management science focuses on using 
mathematics to aid in problem solving and decision mak-
ing. Sometimes management science is called operations 
research.

Why Management Science Is Important: Management 
science stresses the use of rational, science-based tech-
niques and mathematical models to improve decision 
making and strategic planning. Management science is a 
forerunner to analytics and Big Data, as we will discuss 
in Chapter 7.

2.4 Quantitative Viewpoints: Management Science  
and Operations Management
If the manager’s job is to solve problems, how might the two quantitative approaches 
help?

THE BIG PICTURE
The third and last category under historical perspectives consists of quantitative viewpoints, which empha-
size the application to management of quantitative techniques, such as statistics and computer simulations. 
Two approaches of quantitative management are management science and operations management.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

FedEx. What management tools do you use to schedule employees and 
aircraft to deal with wide variations in package volume—such as 
December 23 versus December 26? © Zuma Press Inc/Alamy
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EXAMPLE Operations Management: Using “the Toyota Way” to  
Benefit Hospital Patients

Over the years, Toyota Motor Corp. has developed a variety of 
production techniques that drew in part on operations man-
agement.33 Together these methods constitute “the Toyota 
Way,” the company’s systematic approach to producing vehi-
cles efficiently, with the ultimate aim of pleasing the customer.

First, the process emphasizes the smoothest possible flow of 
work, by identifying the many steps in a production process and 
eliminating unnecessary ones (called value-stream mapping). It 
also uses teamwork to examine problems and fix them as soon 
as they appear (mistake proofing). In addition, the carmaker uses 
the just-in-time approach to obtain supplies from vendors only as 
they are needed in the factory. These efficient techniques, which 
all come under the term “lean management,” has enabled 
Toyota to sell its cars on the basis of their superior quality.34

Adapting Toyota’s Philosophy and Practices to Hospitals. A 
growing number of U.S. hospitals have been forced to compete 
harder under the federal Affordable Care Act as formerly unin-
sured patients have begun to understand they do not necessarily 
have to go to their closest public safety-net hospital but could be 
a little more choosey. That realization put public hospitals “in the 

unusual position of having to attract and retain ‘paying customers’ 
to survive,” writes reporter Victoria Colliver.35 Accordingly, around 
2000, hospital administrators began to apply Toyota’s techniques 
to improving hospital quality, safety, and patient satisfaction.

“A Million Small Changes.” The Toyota method is “really fo-
cused on the small things,” a hospital CEO told Colliver. A team 
of employees meets for a week-long hands-on session to come 
up with a plan that makes specific, small changes that can have 
a major impact. One team, for instance, focused on whittling 
10 minutes off the typical 40 minutes of time it took from wheel-
ing a patient into the operating room until the first surgical inci-
sion. “Ten minutes may not sound like a lot,” observes Colliver, 
“but those minutes can add up in wasted time and cost when a 
staff of nurses and doctors has to wait for a piece of equipment 
or a patient to be ready for them.” Another team was able to 
reduce outpatient wait time from 4–6 hours to 2.5 hours.

YOUR CALL
In Chapter 1, we described the problem of “efficiency versus 
effectiveness.” Which is the focus of lean management?

EXAMPLE Management Science: “Find Me More Music I Like!”

“Once, all you needed to succeed in the music business were a 
pair of gold ears and some hustle,” says writer Ben Sisario. 
“Now, it also takes mountains of data.”30

Four Hundred Unique Musical Qualities. Tim Westergren 
studied music composition and computer science in college, 
played in unsuccessful rock bands, and worked as a film-score 
composer. Then he thought to try to map song musical qualities 
in what he called the Music Genome Project, which he de-
scribed as “an enormous collection of songs that have been 
analyzed, one song at a time, using 400 unique qualities.”31 In 
2005 the genome became the basis for Oakland, California–
based Pandora Internet Radio, which essentially applies man-
agement science (metrics) to music selection. 

Recommendations. Pandora is an online music streaming 
and automated music recommendation service that allows 

users to type in a favorite song or artist, and then Pandora’s 
software plays other music with the same musical character-
istics. In late 2015 the company “that plays only music you 
like” reported it had 78.1 million monthly active listeners.32

YOUR CALL
Today there are many companies that have computer “recom-
mendation engines” to suggest new products keyed to a con-
sumer’s individual tastes, such as Spotify, Apple Music, and 
Warner Music; Amazon for books; and Netflix for films. Do you 
think there’s any room left for experienced human decision 
makers who don’t rely on numbers? Do you think reliance on 
the automated recommendation process cheats consumers 
out of “pleasant surprises” and new discoveries?

Operations Management: Being More Effective
Operations management focuses on managing the production and delivery of an organization’s 
products or services more effectively. Operations management is concerned with work sched-
uling, production planning, facilities location and design, and optimum inventory levels.

Why Operations Management Is Important: Through the rational management of 
resources and distribution of goods and services, operations management helps ensure 
that business operations are efficient and effective. ●
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Being of a presumably practical turn of mind, could you run an organization or a de-
partment according to the theories you’ve just learned? Probably not. The reason: Peo-
ple are complicated. To be an exceptional manager, you need to learn to deal with 
individual differences in a variety of settings.

Thus, to the historical perspective on management (classical, behavioral, and quan-
titative viewpoints), let us now add the contemporary perspective, which consists of 
three viewpoints. (See Figure 2.3.) These consist of:

■ Systems
■ Contingency
■ Quality-management

In this section, we discuss the systems viewpoint.

2.5 Systems Viewpoint
How can the exceptional manager be helped by the systems viewpoint?

THE BIG PICTURE
Three contemporary management perspectives are (1) the systems, (2) the contingency, and (3) the quality-
management viewpoints. The systems viewpoint sees organizations as a system, either open or closed, with 
inputs, outputs, transformation processes, and feedback. The systems viewpoint has led to the development 
of complexity theory, the study of how order and pattern arise from very complicated, apparently chaotic 
systems. The contingency viewpoint emphasizes that a manager’s approach should vary according to the  
individual and environmental situation. It is a forerunner to evidence-based management. The quality- 
management viewpoint has two traditional approaches: quality control, the strategy for minimizing errors by 
managing each stage of production, and quality assurance, which focuses on the performance of workers, 
urging employees to strive for zero defects. A third quality approach is the movement of total quality man-
agement (TQM), a comprehensive approach dedicated to continuous quality improvement, training, and  
customer satisfaction.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Quality control
Strategy for minimizing errors
by managing each state of
production

Proponent :
Walter Shewart

The Systems Viewpoint
Regards the organization as
systems of interrelated parts
that operate together to 
achieve a common purpose

The Quality-Management
Viewpoint
Three approaches

Total quality management
Comprehensive approach
dedicated to continuous quality
improvement, training, and
customer satisfaction

The Contingency Viewpoint
Emphasizes that a manager’s
approach should vary accord-
ing to—i.e., be contingent
on—the individual and environ-
mental situation

Quality assurance
Focuses on the performance of
workers, urging employees to
strive for “zero defects”

Proponents :
W. Edwards Deming

Joseph M. Juran

The Contemporary Perspective (1960s–Present)

FIGURE 2.3 The contemporary perspective: three viewpoints—systems, contingency, and quality-management
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The Systems Viewpoint
The 27 bones in the hand. The monarchy of Great Britain. A weather storm front. Each 
of these is a system. A system is a set of interrelated parts that operate together to 
achieve a common purpose. Even though a system may not work very well—as in the 
inefficient way the Italian government collects taxes, for example—it is nevertheless 
still a system.

The systems viewpoint regards the organization as a system of interrelated parts. By 
adopting this point of view, you can look at your organization both as (1) a collection 
of subsystems—parts making up the whole system—and (2) a part of the larger environ-
ment. A college, for example, is made up of a collection of academic departments, 
support staffs, students, and the like. But it also exists as a system within the environ-
ment of education, having to be responsive to parents, alumni, legislators, nearby 
townspeople, and so on.

The Four Parts of a System
The vocabulary of the systems perspective is useful because it gives you a way of under-
standing many different kinds of organizations. The four parts of a system are defined 
as follows:

 1. Inputs are the people, money, information, equipment, and materials required to pro-
duce an organization’s goods or services. Whatever goes into a system is an input.

 2. Transformational processes are the organization’s capabilities in management, 
internal processes, and technology that are applied to converting inputs into out-
puts. The main activity of the organization is to transform inputs into outputs.

 3. Outputs are the products, services, profits, losses, employee satisfaction or dis-
content, and the like that are produced by the organization. Whatever comes out 
of the system is an output.

 4. Feedback is information about the reaction of the environment to the outputs that 
affects the inputs. Are the customers buying or not buying the product? That 
information is feedback.

The four parts of a system are illustrated below. (See Figure 2.4.)

Transformational processes
The organization’s capabilities
in management and technology
that are applied to converting
inputs into outputs 

Example :  Designer’s
management skills (planning,
organizing, leading, controlling),
gold and silver smithing tools and
expertise, website for marketing

Feedback
Information about the reaction of the environment to
the outputs, which a�ects the inputs

Example :  Web customers like African-style designs,
dislike imitation Old English designs

Outputs
The products, services, profits,
losses, employee satisfaction or
discontent, etc., produced by the
organization

Example :  Gold and silver rings,
earrings, bracelets, etc.

2 3

4

1

Example :  For a jewelry 
designer—design, money,
artistic talent, gold and silver,
tools, marketing expertise 

Inputs
The people, money,
information, equipment,
and materials required
to produce an organization’s
goods or services

FIGURE 2.4 The four parts of a system
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Closed Systems, Open Systems, and the Concept of Synergy A closed system 
has little interaction with its environment; that is, it receives very little feedback from the 
outside. The classical management viewpoint often considered an organization a 
closed system. So does the management science perspective, which simplifies organi-
zations for purposes of analysis. However, any organization that ignores feedback from 
the environment opens itself up to possibly spectacular failures.

An open system continually interacts with its environment. Today nearly all organiza-
tions are, at least to some degree, open systems rather than closed. Open systems have 
the potential of producing synergy. Synergy (pronounced “sin-ur-jee”) is the idea that two 
or more forces combined create an effect that is greater than the sum of their individual 
effects, as when a guitarist, drummer, and bassist combine to play a better version of a 
song than any of them would playing alone. Or a copywriter, art director, and photog-
rapher combine to create a magazine ad, each representing various influences from the 
environment. 

Complexity Theory: The Ultimate Open System The systems viewpoint has 
led to the development of complexity theory, the study of how order and pattern arise 
from very complicated, apparently chaotic systems. Complexity theory recognizes that 
all complex systems are networks of many interdependent parts that interact with each 
other according to certain simple rules. Used in strategic management and organiza-
tional studies, the discipline seeks to understand how organizations, considered as 
relatively simple and partly connected structures, adapt to their environments.

Why the Systems Viewpoint—Particularly the Concept of Open Systems—Is Im-
portant: History is full of accounts of products that failed (such as the 1959 Ford 
Edsel) because they were developed in closed systems and didn’t have sufficient 
feedback. Open systems stress multiple feedback from both inside and outside the 
organization, resulting in a continuous learning process to try to correct old mistakes 
and avoid new ones. ●

EXAMPLEDo Nudges Achieve Results? Using the Systems Viewpoint to Find Out

Here’s something that social scientists have long known, says 
economist Justin Wolfers: “Small changes in how choices are 
presented can lead to big changes in behavior.” How can we 
verify this? “By careful testing of one idea against another,” he 
says. “The idea is to let hard data judge what works.”36

In 2014 the White House assembled a Social and Behav-
ioral Sciences Team (which came to be known as the “Nudge 
Unit”) to experiment in applying behavioral insights to help 
government deliver better services and save money. Their 
small tweaks, described in their 2015 annual report, have 
yielded impressive results.37 And, Wolfers suggests, because 
the cost of the tweaks is so low, even moderate impacts could 
yield extraordinary benefits.

Repaying Student Loans: Results of a Closed System. If after 
college you are struggling to repay your student loans, did you 
know that you can apply to the government to have your 
monthly payments reduced to a more manageable share of 
your income? The government mandates that you are obligated 
to repay your debt, but in this alternate arrangement you are 
allowed to do so more slowly. However, lots of borrowers who 
are new to repayment are unaware of this possibility and miss 
their first payments. This is an example of a closed system. 

Repaying Student Loans: Results of an Open System. The 
problem, observes Wolfers, is that few people are aware of this 
possibility of making reduced payments over a longer period of 
time, and so few apply. “That’s a shame,” says Wolfers, “be-
cause the federal government actually knows who is struggling 
to repay their loans and could help them directly.” 

How would things be different under an open system? Re-
searchers sent e-mails to student loan borrowers who had 
missed their first payments reminding them that they had 
missed a payment and directed them to information about dif-
ferent repayment plans. The result was a four-fold increase in 
applications for repayment plans.38

YOUR CALL
Using “small nudges” like this to create open feedback sys-
tems and testing their results to see what works has proven 
successful in reducing use of printing paper, increasing retire-
ment contributions, spurring health care enrollment, and other 
matters. Can you think of an idea in which you’d like to try 
small nudges? 
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2.6 Contingency Viewpoint
In the end, is there one best way to manage in all situations?

THE BIG PICTURE
The second viewpoint in the contemporary perspective, the contingency viewpoint, emphasizes that a  
manager’s approach should vary according to the individual and environmental situation.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

The classical viewpoints advanced by Taylor and Fayol assumed that their ap-
proaches had universal applications—that they were “the one best way” to manage 
organizations. The contingency viewpoint began to develop when managers discov-
ered that under some circumstances better results could be achieved by breaking the 
one-best-way rule. The contingency viewpoint emphasizes that a manager’s approach 
should vary according to—that is, be contingent on—the individual and the environmental 
situation.

A manager subscribing to the Gilbreth approach might try to get workers to be more 
productive by simplifying the steps. A manager of the Theory X/Theory Y persuasion 
might try to use motivational techniques. But the manager following the contingency 
viewpoint would simply ask, “What method is the best to use under these particular 
circumstances?”

EXAMPLE The Contingency Viewpoint: What Are the Best Kinds of Benefits?

Money is not the only motivator for employee productivity. 
Applying the contingency approach, managers have found 
there are incentives in offering various kinds of fringe benefits—
one recent report listed more than 300 such benefits, from 
health plans to house down-payment assistance.39

Small Incentives. Small businesses may not be able to dangle 
big raises, but they can offer imaginative benefits that big orga-
nizations may find too expensive or impractical. 

Examples: Free team lunches every Friday (Hukkster, a 
sales alert website in New York). “Free Beer Friday” (Universal 
Information Services, Omaha, Nebraska). “Bring Your Pet to 
Work”—no messes or barking, please (VoIP Supply, Amherst, 
New York). Twice-a-week yoga instruction (Litzky Public Rela-
tions, Hoboken, New Jersey). Paid week off to volunteer for 
good causes (teen-counseling company NextStepU.com, 
Rochester, New York). 

Various companies offer other options: at-your-desk medi-
tation, drop-off laundry services, free theme park tickets, even 
adoption assistance and funeral planning.40

Large Incentives. Are little perks all that’s required? Netflix 
has decided that the best way to keep top talent is to hire peo-
ple who are “fully formed adults” who will put the company 
first and  support a high-performance workplace. Thus, instead 

of having a rigid system of vacation days and a formal travel 
and expense policy, Netflix decided to take the ultimate contin-
gency approach, embodied in the policy “Act in Netflix’s best 
interests.” This means salaried employees can take whatever 
time they feel is appropriate and enforce their own travel and 
expense policies—in other words, they are trusted to act as 
fully formed adults.41

YOUR CALL
One career analyst suggests that people are motivated most 
by autonomy, developing their skills, and a sense of higher 
purpose.42 This opinion is echoed in a survey that found the 
top factors in determining people’s happiness at work are 
whether they enjoy the tasks required of them, are able to fo-
cus on the things they do best, and are proud of their em-
ployer.43 Another study found that people care, first, about the 
office environment, positive culture, and compensation; sec-
ond, a job that makes the world a better place or a company 
that shares their values; and third, company prestige and 
rapid promotion.44 

Considering these findings and applying a contingency 
 approach to stimulating productivity at work, what different kinds 
of incentives or benefits would you offer for hourly shift workers, 
salaried middle managers, and work-at-home employees?
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Gary Hamel: Management Ideas Are Not Fixed, 
They’re a Process
Discussion of the contingency viewpoint leads us naturally to the thoughts of Gary 
Hamel, co-founder of the Management Innovation Lab and ranked by The Wall Street 
Journal in 2008 as the most influential business thinker.45 “Over time,” he says, “every 
great invention, management included, travels a road that leads from birth to maturity, and 
occasionally to senescence.”46 Hamel holds that much of management theory is dated and 
doesn’t fit the current realities of organizational life and that management innovation is 
essential to future organizational success. Indeed, he suggests, what we need to do is look 
at management as a process, and then make improvements and innovation ongoing and 
systematic. After all, if managers now innovate by creating new products or new business 
strategies, why can’t they be equally innovative in how they manage their companies?

How do forward-looking managers get the ball rolling in management innovation, par-
ticularly in a traditional, conventional company? Hamel believes that the answer can be 
found by identifying core beliefs that people have about the organization, especially those 
that detract from the pursuit of management innovation. He suggests that these beliefs 
can be rooted out by repeatedly asking the right questions—namely, the following:

 1. Is this a belief worth challenging? Is it debilitating? Does it get in the way of 
an important organizational attribute that we’d like to strengthen?

 2. Is this belief universally valid? Are there counterexamples? If so, what do 
we learn from those cases?

 3. How does this belief serve the interests of its adherents? Are there people 
who draw reassurance or comfort from this belief?

 4. Have our choices and assumptions conspired to make this belief self- 
fulfilling? Is this belief true simply because we have made it true—and, if so, 
can we imagine alternatives?47

 Why the Contingency Viewpoint Is Important: The contingency viewpoint would 
seem to be the most practical of the viewpoints discussed so far because it addresses 
problems on a case-by-case basis and varies the solution accordingly.

Evidence-Based Management: Facing Hard Facts, 
Rejecting Nonsense
Evidence-based management is very much in the spirit of the contingency viewpoint’s 
practical approach to management. Evidence-based management means translating 
principles based on best evidence into organizational practice, bringing rationality to the 
decision-making process.

Contingency approach. Giving 
employees more money is not the only 
way to motivate them to be more 
productive. Sometimes small rewards, 
such as allowing pets at work, are 
equally effective. What incentives 
would make you stay at a job for which 
you are not really suited and to do your 
best while there? © National Geographic 
Creative/Alamy
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As its two principal proponents, Stanford business scholars Jeffrey Pfeffer and  
Robert Sutton, put it, evidence-based management is based on the belief that “facing the 
hard facts about what works and what doesn’t, understanding the dangerous half-truths 
that constitute so much conventional wisdom about management, and rejecting the total 
nonsense that too often passes for sound advice will help organizations perform better.”48

Learning to make managerial decisions based on evidence is the approach we hope 
you will learn to take after studying many other approaches—the perspectives we cov-
ered in this chapter. We will consider evidence-based management further, along with 
analytics and Big Data, in Chapter 7. ●

PRACTICAL ACTION Evidence-Based Management: An Attitude of Wisdom

“These days, there aren’t any hot, new trends, just a lot of 
repackaged ones from the past,” writes Wall Street Journal 
columnist Carol Hymowitz.49 “Executives have been treated 
to an overdose of management guides that mostly haven’t 
delivered what they promised. Many bosses have adopted 
them all, regardless of their company’s business model, bal-
ance sheet, competition, employee bench strength, or any 
other unique qualities. They have become copycat managers, 
trying to find a one-stop, fix-it-all answer to their various 
problems.”

How will you know whether the next “fix-it-all” book to hit 
the business bestseller list is simply a recycling of old ideas? 
The answer is: You have to have studied history and theory—
the subject of this chapter.50

Proving and Disproving Theories: The Purpose of  
Research. “A theory that helps one company succeed can be 
fatal for another operating under different conditions,” write 
Clayton Christensen and Michael Raynor.”51 By “theory” they 
don’t mean just the sweeping historic ideas we’ve discussed in 
this chapter, but also such frequent management consider-
ations as: When should a big company be decentralized into 
independent “hot businesses”? Should an organization always 
give priority to its “core competencies,” the unique characteris-
tics that provide its competitive advantages? When start-ups 
are funded by venture capitalists, those professionals who loan 
money in return for part ownership and profits, does this event 
make the start-ups more likely to abandon failing initiatives 
and thus boost their chances of success? 

Rather than being selected in a seat-of-the-pants kind of 
way—which can lead to big mistakes—management theories 
should be developed and analyzed systematically through re-
search. Theories, Carlson and Raynor suggest, should pinpoint 
causes, predict possible results, and be fine-tuned when re-
search shows the results aren’t as forecast. “Rarely consider 
positive research findings the final word,” they stress. “Prog-
ress comes when researchers refine a theory to explain situa-
tions in which the theory previously failed.” 

Research should follow the scientific method, a logical pro-
cess, embodying four steps: (1) You observe events and gather 
facts. (2) You pose a possible solution or explanation based on 

those facts. (3) You make a prediction of future events. (4) You 
test the prediction under systematic conditions.

Following the Evidence. The process of scientific reasoning 
underlies what is known as evidence-based management. As 
we stated, evidence-based management means translating 
principles based on best evidence into organizational prac-
tice, bringing rationality to the decision-making process.52  
Evidence-based management derives from evidence-based 
medicine, embracing what Jeffrey Pfeffer and Robert Sutton 
call an attitude of wisdom. This is a mind-set that, first, is will-
ing to set aside belief and conventional wisdom and to act on 
the facts and, second, has an unrelenting commitment to gath-
ering information necessary to make informed decisions and to 
keeping pace with new evidence to update practices.53

“The way a good doctor or a good manager works,” Sutton 
says, “is to act with knowledge while doubting what you know. 
So if a patient goes to a doctor, you hope the doctor would do 
two things: first look at the literature and make the best deci-
sion given what’s available. Then actually track the progress of 
the treatment and see what unexpected side effects you’re 
having and what things are working.”54

Three Truths. Evidence-based management is based on three 
truths:
•	 There are few really new ideas: Most supposedly new 

ideas are old, wrong, or both.
•	 True is better than new: Effective organizations and man-

agers are more interested in what is true than in what is new.
•	 Doing well usually dominates: Organizations that do  

simple, obvious, and even seemingly trivial things well will 
dominate competitors who search for “silver bullets and  
instant magic.”

YOUR CALL
Do you think managers are often driven by fads, by what they’ve 
read in the latest book or heard in the latest management semi-
nar? Have you ever heard of a manager taking an experimental 
approach, as in trying out a new idea with an open mind to see 
what happens? How could you profit by taking an evidence-
based approach to the ideas we discussed in this chapter?
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2.7 Quality-Management Viewpoint
Can the quality-management viewpoint offer guidelines for true managerial success?

THE BIG PICTURE
The quality-management viewpoint, the third category under contemporary perspectives, consists of quality 
control, quality assurance, and especially the movement of total quality management (TQM), dedicated to 
continuous quality improvement, training, and customer satisfaction.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

In 1971, in his book Wheels, author Arthur Hailey advised Americans not to buy cars 
that were assembled on Mondays or Fridays—days when cars supposedly suffered 
from quality problems because they were put together when absenteeism and hang-
overs were highest among dissatisfied autoworkers. Although cars are not built all in 
one day (various parts are built at different times) and are not stamped with a “birth 
date,” Hailey’s claim reinforced the notion that, despite the efforts of quantitative man-
agement, the American cars produced on those days were the most shoddily made of 
what were coming to look like generally shoddy products.

The energy crisis of the 1970s showed different possibilities, as Americans began to 
buy more fuel-efficient, better-built cars made in Japan. Today the average American 
car lasts much longer than it used to, and some U.S. cars are equal or superior to the 
best foreign competitors—for example, the 2014 Cadillac CTS 3.6 beat the 2014  
Mercedes-Benz E350, according to one automotive review.55

Although not a “theory” as such, the quality-management viewpoint, which includes 
quality control, quality assurance, and total quality management, deserves to be consid-
ered because of its impact on contemporary management perspectives.

Quality Control and Quality Assurance
Quality refers to the total ability of a product or service to meet customer needs. Quality 
is seen as one of the most important ways of adding value to products and services, 
thereby distinguishing them from those of competitors. Two traditional strategies for 
ensuring quality are quality control and quality assurance.

Quality Control Quality control is defined as the strategy for minimizing errors by man-
aging each stage of production. Quality control techniques were developed in the 1930s 
at Bell Telephone Labs by Walter Shewart, who used statistical sampling to locate 
errors by testing just some (rather than all) of the items in a particular production run.

Quality Assurance Developed in the 1960s, quality assurance focuses on the per-
formance of workers, urging employees to strive for “zero defects.” Quality assurance has 
been less successful because often employees have no control over the design of the 
work process.

Total Quality Management: Creating an Organization 
Dedicated to Continuous Improvement
In the years after World War II, the imprint “Made in Japan” on a product almost guar-
anteed that it was cheap and flimsy. That began to change with the arrival in Japan of 
two Americans, W. Edwards Deming and Joseph M. Juran.

W. Edwards Deming Desperate to rebuild its war-devastated economy, Japan ea-
gerly received mathematician W. Edwards Deming’s lectures on “good management.” 
Deming believed that quality stemmed from “constancy of purpose”—steady focus on 
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an organization’s mission—along with statistical measurement and reduction of varia-
tions in production processes. He also thought that managers should stress teamwork, 
be helpful rather than simply give orders, and make employees feel comfortable about 
asking questions.

Joseph M. Juran Another pioneer with Deming in Japan’s quality revolution was 
Joseph M. Juran, who defined quality as “fitness for use.” By this he meant that a prod-
uct or service should satisfy a customer’s real needs. Thus, the best way to focus a 
company’s efforts, Juran suggested, was to concentrate on the real needs of customers.

TQM: What It Is From the work of Deming and Juran has come the strategic com-
mitment to quality known as total quality management. Total quality management 
(TQM) is a comprehensive approach—led by top management and supported throughout 
the organization—dedicated to continuous quality improvement, training, and customer 
satisfaction.

The four components of TQM are as follows:

 1. Make continuous improvement a priority. TQM companies are never satis-
fied. They make small, incremental improvements an everyday priority in all 
areas of the organization. By improving everything a little bit of the time all 
the time, the company can achieve long-term quality, efficiency, and customer 
satisfaction.

 2. Get every employee involved. To build teamwork, trust, and mutual respect, 
TQM companies see that every employee is involved in the continuous im-
provement process. This requires that workers must be trained and empow-
ered to find and solve problems.

 3. Listen to and learn from customers and employees. TQM companies pay 
attention to their customers, the people who use their products or services. 
In addition, employees within the companies listen and learn from other 
employees, those outside their own work areas.

 4. Use accurate standards to identify and eliminate problems. TQM organiza-
tions are always alert to how competitors do things better, then try to improve 
on them—a process known as benchmarking. Using these standards, they 
apply statistical measurements to their own processes to identify problems.

 Why Total Quality Management Is Important: The total quality management view-
point emphasizes infusing concepts of quality throughout the total organization in a 
way that will deliver quality products and services to customers. The adoption of TQM 
helped American companies deal with global competition.

Want to find out how committed to TQM the organizations are that you are most 
familiar with? Even the most sophisticated organizations, you may be surprised to 
learn in the following self-assessment, may not measure up very well when it comes to 
the quality of their products. ●

TQM pioneer. W. Edwards 
Deming in 1961. Deming 
proposed his so-called 85–15 
rule—namely, when things go 
wrong, there is an 85% chance 
that the system is at fault, only a 
15% chance that the individual 
worker is at fault. Most of the 
time, he thought, managers 
erroneously blamed individuals 
rather than the system.  
© Bettmann/Corbis

To What Extent Is Your Organization Committed 
to Total Quality Management?

This self-assessment is designed to gauge the extent to which 
the organization you have in mind is committed to total quality 
management (TQM). 

Please be prepared to answer these questions if your in-
structor has assigned Self-Assessment 2.2 in Connect.

1. Which of the five dimensions is most and least important 
to the organization? Are you surprised by this conclusion? 
Explain.

2. Based on the three lowest-rated items in the survey, what 
advice would you give to senior leaders in the company?

3. Considering all of the questions in the survey, which 
three do you think are most important in terms of 
fostering TQM in a company? Why?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 2.2  
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Ultimately, the lesson we need to take from the theories, perspectives, and viewpoints we 
have described is this: We need to keep on learning. Organizations are the same way: Like 
people, they must continually learn new things or face obsolescence. A key challenge for 
managers, therefore, is to establish a culture of shared knowledge and values that will 
enhance their employees’ ability to learn—to build so-called learning organizations.

Learning organizations, says Massachusetts Institute of Technology professor Peter 
Senge, who coined the term, are places “where people continually expand their capac-
ity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking 
are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually 
learning how to learn together.”56

The Learning Organization: Handling Knowledge 
and Modifying Behavior
More formally, a learning organization is an organization that actively creates, acquires, 
and transfers knowledge within itself and is able to modify its behavior to reflect new 
knowledge.57 Note the three parts:

 1. Creating and acquiring knowledge. In learning organizations, managers try 
to actively infuse their organizations with new ideas and information, which 
are the prerequisites for learning. They acquire such knowledge by constantly 
scanning their external environments, by not being afraid to hire new talent 
and expertise when needed, and by devoting significant resources to training 
and developing their employees.

 2. Transferring knowledge. American Express and Apple are not only stand-
outs in their business sectors, says management studies professor Robert 
Grossman, they “nurture top-to-bottom learning 
cultures.”58 Managers actively work at transferring 
knowledge throughout the organization, reducing 
barriers to sharing information and ideas among 
employees. Electronic Data Systems (EDS), for  
instance, practically invented the information- 
technology services industry, but by 1996 it was 
slipping behind competitors—missing the onset of 
the Internet wave, for example. When a new CEO, 
Dick Brown, took the reins in 1999, he changed the 
culture from “fix the problem yourself” to sharing 
information internally.59

 3. Modifying behavior. Learning organizations are 
nothing if not results oriented. Thus, managers en-
courage employees to use the new knowledge ob-
tained to change their behavior to help further the 
organization’s goals.60

2.8 The Learning Organization in an Era of  
Accelerated Change
Organizations must learn or perish. How do I build a learning organization?

THE BIG PICTURE
Learning organizations actively create, acquire, and transfer knowledge within themselves and are able to 
modify their behavior to reflect new knowledge. There are three ways you as a manager can help build a 
learning organization.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

The learning organization. In rigid organizations, employees often 
keep information to themselves. In learning organizations, workers 
are encouraged to share information with each other—both inside 
and outside their department. © Sam Edwards/Getty Images RF
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How to Build a Learning Organization:  
Three Roles Managers Play
To create a learning organization, managers must perform three key functions or roles: 
(1) build a commitment to learning, (2) work to generate ideas with impact, and 
(3) work to generalize ideas with impact.61

 1. You can build a commitment to learning. To instill in your employees an 
intellectual and emotional commitment to the idea of learning, you as a man-
ager need to lead the way by investing in it, publicly promoting it, creating 
rewards and symbols of it, and performing other similar activities. For exam-
ple, to encourage employees to overcome fears about losing their jobs and 
exert some boldness in decision making, Jim Donald, CEO of Extended Stay 
America, created miniature “Get Out of Jail, Free” cards, which employees 
could call in whenever they took a big risk on behalf of the company—in 
effect giving them permission to make and learn from mistakes.62

 2. You can work to generate ideas with impact. As a manager, you need to try 
to generate ideas with impact—that is, ideas that add value for customers, 
employees, and shareholders—by increasing employee competence through 
training, experimenting with new ideas, and engaging in other leadership ac-
tivities. Xerox, for example, hired researchers called “innovation managers” 
to hunt for inventions and products from start-ups in India that could be 
adapted for the North American market. Hewlett-Packard used its research lab 
in India to see how it could adapt mobile phone web-interface applications in 
Asia and Africa to markets in developed countries.63

 3. You can work to generalize ideas with impact. Besides generating ideas 
with impact, you can also generalize them—that is, reduce the barriers to 
learning among employees and within your organization. You can create a 
climate that reduces conflict, increases communication, promotes teamwork, 
rewards risk taking, reduces the fear of failure, and increases cooperation. 
In other words, you can create a psychologically safe and comforting environ-
ment that increases the sharing of successes, failures, and best practices.

 Based on the above discussion, do you wonder about the specific behaviors that 
people exhibit in a learning organization? It would be interesting to determine if you 
have ever worked for such an organization. The following self-assessment was created 
to evaluate whether an organization you now work for or formerly worked for could be 
considered a serious learning organization. The survey items provide a good indication 
of what it takes to become a learning organization. ●

Are You Working for a Learning Organization?

This self-assessment provides a measure of the extent to which 
an organization of your choice is a learning organization. 
Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 2.3 in Connect. 

1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of this company 
in terms of being a learning organization?

2. If you were CEO of this organization, what changes would 
you make based on your survey results? Explain.

3. What suggestions would you make for how this 
organization might (1) build a commitment to learning,  
(2) work to generate ideas with impact, and (3) work to 
generalize ideas with impact? Discuss.

4. How does the learning score for the organization 
probably compare with the scores of other organizations 
you are familiar with?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 2.3  
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Key Points

2.1 Evolving Viewpoints: How We Got to 
Today’s Management Outlook

•	 The two overarching perspectives on management 
are (1) the historical perspective, which includes 
three viewpoints—classical, behavioral, and 
quantitative; and (2) the contemporary perspective, 
which includes three other viewpoints—systems, 
contingency, and quality-management.

•	 Six practical reasons for studying theoretical 
perspectives are that they provide (1) understanding 
of the present, (2) a guide to action, (3) a source of 
new ideas, (4) clues to the meaning of your managers’ 
decisions, (5) clues to the meaning of outside ideas, 
and (6) understanding as to why certain management 
practices produce positive outcomes.

2.2 Classical Viewpoint: Scientific and 
Administrative Management

•	 The first of the historical perspectives was the classical 
viewpoint, which emphasized finding ways to manage 
work more efficiently. It had two branches, scientific 
management and administrative management.

•	 Scientific management emphasized the scientific 
study of work methods to improve productivity by 
individual workers. It was pioneered by Frederick W. 
Taylor, who offered four principles of science that 
could be applied to management, and by Frank and 
Lillian Gilbreth, who refined motion studies that broke 
job tasks into physical motions.

•	 Administrative management was concerned with 
managing the total organization. Among its pioneers 
were Henri Fayol, who identified the major functions of 
management (planning, organizing, leading, controlling), 
and Max Weber, who identified five positive 
bureaucratic features in a well-performing organization.

•	 The classical viewpoint showed that work activity 
was amenable to a rational approach, but it has been 
criticized as being too mechanistic, viewing humans 
as cogs in a machine.

2.3 Behavioral Viewpoint: Behavorism, Human 
Relations, and Behavioral Science

•	 The second of the historical perspectives, the behavioral 
viewpoint emphasized the importance of understanding 
human behavior and of motivating employees toward 
achievement. It developed over three phases: (1) 
early behaviorism, (2) the human relations movement, 
and (3) the behavioral science approach.

•	 Early behaviorism had three pioneers: (a) Hugo 
Munsterberg suggested that psychologists could 
contribute to industry by studying jobs, identifying 
the psychological conditions for employees to do 
their best work. (b) Mary Parker Follett thought 
organizations should be democratic, with employees 
and managers working together. (c) Elton Mayo 
hypothesized a so-called Hawthorne effect, 
suggesting that employees worked harder if they 
received added attention from managers.

•	 The human relations movement suggested that 
better human relations could increase worker 
productivity. Among its pioneers were (a) Abraham 
Maslow, who proposed a hierarchy of human needs, 
and (b) Douglas McGregor, who proposed a Theory X 
(managers have pessimistic view of workers) and 
Theory Y (managers have positive view of workers).

•	 The behavioral science approach relied on scientific 
research for developing theories about human 
behavior that can be used to provide practical tools 
for managers.

2.4 Quantitative Viewpoints: Management 
Science and Operations Management

•	 The third of the historical perspectives, quantitative 
viewpoints emphasized the application to 
management of quantitative techniques.

•	 Two approaches are (1) management science, which 
focuses on using mathematics to aid in problem 
solving and decision making; and (2) operations 
management, which focuses on managing the 
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production and delivery of an organization’s products 
or services more effectively.

2.5 Systems Viewpoint
•	 Following the historical perspective, the contemporary 

perspective includes three viewpoints: (1) systems, 
(2) contingency, and (3) quality-management.

•	 The systems viewpoint regards the organization  
as a system of interrelated parts or collection of 
subsystems that operate together to achieve a 
common purpose. A system has four parts: inputs, 
outputs, transformational processes, and feedback.

•	 A system can be closed, having little interaction with 
the environment, or open, continually interacting with it.

•	 Open systems have the potential of producing 
synergy, the idea that two or more forces combined 
create an effect that is greater than the sum of their 
individual efforts.

•	 The systems viewpoint has led to the development  
of complexity theory, the study of how order and 
pattern arise from very complicated, apparently 
chaotic systems.

2.6 Contingency Viewpoint
•	 The second viewpoint in the contemporary 

perspective, the contingency viewpoint emphasizes 
that a manager’s approach should vary according to 
the individual and the environmental situation.

•	 In the spirit of the contingency viewpoint is evidence-
based management, which means translating 
principles based on best evidence into organizational 

practice, bringing rationality to the decision-making 
process.

2.7 Quality-Management Viewpoint
•	 The third category in the contemporary perspective, 

the quality-management viewpoint is concerned with 
quality, the total ability of a product or service to 
meet customer needs.

•	 Quality management has three aspects: (1) Quality 
control is the strategy for minimizing errors by 
managing each stage of production. (2) Quality 
assurance focuses on the performance of workers, 
urging employees to strive for “zero defects.”  
(3) Total quality management (TQM) is a comprehensive 
approach dedicated to continuous quality 
improvement, training, and customer satisfaction.

•	 TQM has four components: (a) make continuous 
improvement a priority; (b) get every employee 
involved; (c) listen to and learn from customers and 
employees; and (d) use accurate standards to identify 
and eliminate problems.

2.8 The Learning Organization in an  
Era of Accelerated Change

•	 A learning organization is one that actively creates, 
acquires, and transfers knowledge within itself and is 
able to modify its behavior to reflect new knowledge.

•	 Three roles that managers must perform to build a 
learning organization are to (1) build a commitment 
to learning, (2) work to generate ideas with impact, 
and (3) work to generalize ideas with impact.

 1. What are the two overarching perspectives about 
management, and what are the three viewpoints that 
each one covers?

 2. What are six practical reasons for studying 
theoretical perspectives?

 3. What are the contributions of scientific management?
 4. How would I summarize the behavioral viewpoint, 

and what are its contributions?
 5. What is the difference between management science 

and operations management?

 6. What would be an example of the application of the 
four parts of a system?

 7. What would be an example of the application of the 
contingency viewpoint?

 8. Where have I seen an organization employ 
evidence-based management?

 9. Why should I adopt a total quality management 
viewpoint?

 10. What are three roles I could play as a manager in a 
learning organization?

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

Best Buy Uses Management Theories to Improve 
Corporate Performance 
The Internet of things affects all of our lives, particu-
larly when it comes to online shopping. This trend in 

turn has put great pressure on big box retail stores like 
Best Buy to compete with the likes of Amazon.com. 
Best Buy has had a hard time competing against  
Amazon for several reasons.

Management in Action
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Amazon had a price advantage because it did not 
charge sales tax from customers in a number of states. 
For example, in 2012, Amazon collected sales tax 
from about 40% of its customers. In 2015, it was 89%. 
Amazon also has many strategically located distribu-
tion centers across the U.S. that permit it to ship its 
many products in a timely fashion. Amazon also had a 
deep supply of products to draw from, enabling shop-
pers to pretty much get what they want, when they 
want it. All told, the advent of online shopping has put 
revenue and cost pressure on Best Buy to survive.  

In conjunction with these competitive pressures, 
Best Buy experienced several key leadership chal-
lenges. In April 2012, the CEO, Brian Dunn, resigned 
amid claims that he had an inappropriate relationship 
with a female employee. While the board of directors 
investigated this allegation, it learned that Best Buy’s 
founder and chairman, Richard Schulze, knew about 
the relationship for some time. This led to Schulze’s 
resignation. But he did not go quietly. Schulze re-
sponded with an unsolicited bid to take the company 
private.64

According to one business writer, Best Buy had ad-
ditional problems because “its stores had gotten dingy, 
populated by a shrinking sales force seemingly inter-
ested more in selling customers overpriced extended 
warranties than in steering them to the most suitable 
merchandise. The locations seemed destined to serve 
as ‘showrooms’ where customers would sample their 
wares hands-on before going home to order from 
Amazon.”65

Enter French-born Hubert Joly as the new CEO in 
September 2012. Although he had no retail experi-
ence, he was motivated to institute change within the 
company. “This is the most dysfunctional organiza-
tion I’ve ever seen,” he told the board. “But this is 
good news because this is self-inflicted, and so this 
is something we can correct.”66 Joly started his trans-
formation of the company using a strategy labeled 
“Renew Blue.”

The turnaround strategy was based on an extensive 
diagnosis of the situation.67 To help in this pursuit, he 
hired Sharon McCollam as chief financial officer in 
December 2012. Her experience at retailer Williams-
Sonoma helped Joly to diagnose problems and imple-
ment solutions. Before accepting the job, for example, 
she visited 75 stores to help determine the magnitude 
of changes needed for the company’s turnaround. 
Since being hired, she has “implemented a rigorous 
budget; overhauled Best Buy’s IT, supply chain, and 
logistics; and even inspected stores with a ‘white 
glove’ dust test.”68

McCollam also uncovered bloating expenses that 
did not directly improve sales. For example, she 
dropped the private jets, trips to the World Economic 
Forum, NASCAR sponsorships, and Super Bowl ads. 

She also looked for small ways to cut costs. Corie 
Barry, chief strategic growth officer, described  
McCollam’s approach as “I don’t need you to go find 
the million-dollar idea—I’d love for you to go find the 
$10,000 idea.”69

McCollam also changed Best Buys’s no-questions-
asked remote-work policy in 2013. This policy al-
lowed employees to work from home as long as they 
completed their work. McCollam believed that this 
policy negatively impacted performance. She wanted 
employees to return to working on-site.

As expected, the company has had significant lay-
offs since 2012: Peak employment was about 180,000 
and currently numbers around 125,000. To offset this 
loss of employees, Joly implemented employee em-
powerment at all organizational levels. He believed 
that this management practice enabled employees to 
make better and timelier decisions at the point of cus-
tomer interactions. The improvement in sales results 
suggest that Joly was accurate.

The strategy of “Renew Blue” included several tac-
tics aimed at overcoming the strengths held by com-
petitors such as Amazon. One amounted to increased 
investment in the stores. They were redesigned to be 
roomier, airier, and staffed with well-trained employ-
ees. The strategy also included the decision to institute 
a “price-match” policy. This policy promised to match 
the prices offered by Amazon and 18 other retailing 
websites.70 Another key tactic focused on online ship-
ping, a key competitive advantage held by Amazon. 
Best Buy committed to increasing its ability to ship 
products directly from stores to its online customers. 
This led to more in-store purchases because customers 
knew that they would not get a better price at Amazon. 
It also produced more online purchases from Best 
Buy’s website.

Best Buy also used sales performance data to de-
velop methods for improving in-store employee per-
formance. The approach, developed by Chris Schmidt, 
begins with a spreadsheet that tracks the performance 
metrics that are important to Best Buy. The data are 
then used to spot employees who need further training, 
“perhaps they needed extra training on ‘smart’ 4K 
TVs, or tips on conversation openers that wouldn’t 
scare off customers,” says Schmidt. Schmidt con-
cluded that “even tiny bits of movement yield massive 
amounts of return,” resulting in increased sales and 
income for employees.71

What is the end result of the changes taking place at 
Best Buy? Here is what one stock analyst had to say 
about the company’s performance at the start of 2016: 
“We believe the company has performed better than 
the industry in several other segments of its business 
and is on track for improved profitability in the long 
term, as it continues implementation of its ‘Renew 
Blue’ transformation program.”72
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FOR DISCUSSION 

 1. To what extent is Best Buy using evidence-based 
management? Are they overdoing it? Explain. 

 2. To what extent are the managerial practices being 
used at Best Buy consistent with principles associ-
ated with management science and operations man-
agement techniques? Discuss.

 3. Use Figure 2.4 to analyze the extent to which Best 
Buy is using a systems viewpoint.

 4. How are the managerial practices being used at Best 
Buy consistent with a quality-management view-
point? Explain your rationale.

What Should You Do about an Insubordinate 
Employee?
You are a vice president for a company in the insur-
ance industry, and you supervise five managers. These 
managers in turn supervise a host of employees work-
ing in their departments. Your company is having trou-
ble achieving its sales growth goals and your boss, the 
president of a division, called a meeting with you and 
your peers to create a plan of action.

The meeting was a bit volatile because layoffs were 
proposed and it was agreed that all vice presidents had 
to decrease their budgets. This means that you and 
your peers were not allowed to hire consultants or 
send employees to training. You also have to reduce 
your labor costs by $300,000. This means that you 
have to lay off employees. You informed the manag-
ers that report to you about these decisions and asked 
them to come up with a list of potential people to lay 
off. You suggested that performance should be the 
key criterion for deciding layoffs.

Two weeks later one of your reporting managers 
walked into your office with a worried look. He told 
you that Jim, one of your other reporting managers, 
had just hired a consultant to lead a team building ses-
sion with his group in another state. Not only did this 
require significant travel expenses, but the consul-
tant’s fees were well outside of your budgeted ex-
penses. Further, your other employees were expressing 
feelings of unfairness because Jim was taking his 
team on a team building trip and they were being 
forced to cut costs. It also was a bit inconsistent to 
spend money on teambuilding when impending layoffs 
were just around the corner. 

In terms of layoffs, all of your reporting managers 
submitted a list of potential employees to let go except 
for Jim. You have no idea why he avoided this task.

Jim’s behavior clearly violates the agreement that 
was made about cost cutting, and you are upset that he 
has not submitted his list of employees to layoff. You 
have not yet spoken to him about this insubordination, 
and now you are wondering what to do.

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
What would you do?

 1. Meet with Jim to review his behavior. Tell him that 
any more acts of insubordination will result in termi-
nation. Don’t make a big deal about these events and 
don’t include documentation in his personnel file. 

 2. Put Jim on the list of people to be laid off. Although 
the company will have to pay him a severance check, 
it reduces the chance of any lawsuit. 

 3. Call your human resource representative and discuss 
the legality of firing Jim. Jim was insubordinate in 
hiring a consultant and irresponsible for not submit-
ting his list of potential employees to be laid off. If 
human resources agrees, I would fire Jim.

 4. Reprimand Jim by putting him on Performance  
Improvement Plan (PIP). This plan outlines specific 
changes Jim needs to make going forward, and it 
gives him a chance to make up for his poor decisions.

 5.  Invent other options. Discuss.

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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3.1 The Triple Bottom Line: 
People, Planet, and Profit
Major Question: Is profit the 
only important goal of a 
business? What are 
others?

3.2 The Community of 
Stakeholders inside the 
Organization
Major Question: 
Stockholders are  
only one group of 
stakeholders. Who are 
the stakeholders 
important to me inside 
the organization?

3.3 The Community of 
Stakeholders outside the 
Organization
Major Question: Who are 
stakeholders important 
to me outside the 
organization?

3.4 The Ethical 
Responsibilities Required 
of You as a Manager
Major Question: What does 
the successful manager 
need to know about 
ethics and values?

3.5 The Social Responsibilities 
Required of You as a 
Manager
Major Question: Is being 
socially responsible 
really necessary?

3.6 Corporate Governance
Major Question: How can I 
trust a company is doing 
the right thing?

Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

The Manager’s Changing 
Work Environment and 
Ethical Responsibilities
Doing the Right Thing

3



THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

How Do People Excuse Lying and Cheating?
“Students don’t just say ‘OK I cheated in school, but 
now I’m in the workplace and it ends here,’” says  
an Arizona professor of legal and ethical studies. 
“They are forming bad habits that carry over into the 
market.”1

The “Holier-Than-Thou” Effect and Motivated 
Blindness
Have you ever cheated—had unauthorized help on 
tests? Or plagiarized—misrepresented others’ work as 
your own? Students know it’s wrong, so why do it?

The psychological mechanisms operating here are:

•  The “holier-than-thou” effect. “People tend to be 
overly optimistic about their own abilities and 
fortunes—to overestimate their standing in class, 
their discipline, their sincerity,” suggests science 
writer Benedict Carey. “But this self-inflating bias 
may be even stronger when it comes to moral 
judgment.”2

•  Motivated blindness. This is the tendency to 
overlook information that works against our best 
interest. “People who have a vested self-interest, 
even the most honest among us, have difficulty 
being objective,” says one report. “Worse yet,  
they fail to recognize their lack of objectivity.”3 
Motivated blindness enables us to behave 
unethically while maintaining a positive  
self-image.4

Because of this psychology, cheating and plagia-
rism have become alarming problems in education, 
from high school to graduate school.5 Most students 
rationalize their behavior by saying “I don’t usually do 
this, but I really have to do it.” They would rather cheat, 
that is, than show their families they got an F.6

The Dynamics behind Cheating
Habitual cheating, Carey suggests, “begins with small 
infractions—illegally downloading a few songs, skim-
ming small amounts from the register, lies of omission 
on taxes—and grows by increments.” As success is 
 rewarded, these “small infractions” can burgeon into 
an ongoing deliberate strategy of deception or fraud.

How do people rationalize cheating? The justifica-
tions are mainly personal and emotional:

•  Cheating provides useful shortcuts. We 
constantly make choices “between short- and 
long-term gains,” suggests Carey, “between the 
more virtuous choice and the less virtuous one.” 
The brain naturally seeks useful shortcuts and so 
may view low-level cheating as productive.

•  Cheating arises out of resentment. People often 
justify lying and cheating because they have 
resentments about a rule or a boss.7

•  Cheating seeks to redress perceived unfairness. 
The urge to cheat may arise from a deep sense of 
unfairness, such as your sense that other people 
had special advantages.

•  Cheating is to avoid feeling like a chump. Many 
people cheat to avoid feeling like a chump—to 
“not being smart” and “finishing out of the money.”

For Discussion How would you justify cheating and 
plagiarism? Is it simply required behavior in order to 
get through college? (“I’m not going to be a chump.”) 
What do you say to the fact that, as the research 
shows, students who cheat and thus don’t actually do 
the assigned work are more likely to fail anyway?8 Do 
you think you can stop the lying and deception once 
you’re out in the work world?

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

The triple bottom line of people, planet, and profit represents new standards of success for busi-

nesses. This helps define the new world in which managers must operate and their responsibili-

ties, including the community of stakeholders, both internal and external, they must deal with. The 

chapter also considers a manager’s ethical and social responsibilities, as well as the importance 

of corporate governance.
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“Profit is a tool,” says Judy Wicks, who founded the White Dog Café in Philadelphia 
30 years ago. “The major purpose of business is to serve.”9

In traditional business accounting, the “bottom line” of a revenue-and-expenses 
statement is the organization’s profit (or loss). But in Wicks’s view, making money 
should be only one goal of business. The others are to foster social and environmental 
consciousness—the two other elements of what’s known as the “triple bottom line.” 
The triple bottom line—representing people, planet, and profit (the 3 Ps)—measures an 
organization’s social, environmental, and financial performance. In this view of corporate 
performance, an organization has a responsibility to its employees and to the wider 
community (people), is committed to sustainable (green) environmental practices 
(planet), and includes the costs of pollution, worker displacement, and other factors in 
its financial calculations (profit), matters high in the minds of many of today’s con-
sumers.10 Success in these areas can be measured through a social audit, a systematic 
assessment of a company’s performance in implementing socially responsible programs, 
often based on predefined goals.

The White Dog Café (now in three locations), for instance, is known for such social 
and environmental activities as buying wind-powered electricity, organic produce, and 
humanely raised meat and poultry, as well as sharing ideas with competitors and opening 
up its premises for educational forums and speakers. But the triple bottom line isn’t just to 
be practiced by small businesses. As a co-author of Everybody’s Business: The Unlikely 
Story of How Big Business Can Fix the World observes, “big businesses can . . . be really 
powerful, positive engines for social change.”11 For instance, Ben & Jerry’s ice cream, 
according to its director of social mission, now has a bigger impact since being taken over 
by Unilever.12 The file-storage company Box offers its products free to certain nonprof-
its.13 The online bookseller Better World Books donates one book for every book it sells.14

The Millennials’ Search for Meaning
The notion of the triple bottom line has particular appeal to many of those in the “Millen-
nial” generation, which includes the two parts dubbed Generation Y, born 1977–1989, and 
Generation Z, born 1990–2000. (The definition of birth years varies.)15 In Chapter 1, we 
mentioned that one of the great challenges for a manager is in trying to achieve personal 
success, whether in striving for a happy life or a meaningful life—or, if possible, both.16

“Millennials,” write two scholars who have done research in this area, “appear to be 
more interested in living lives defined by meaning than by what some would call hap-
piness. They report being less focused on financial success than they are on making a 
difference.”17 In support of this view, various studies have found that the principal fac-
tor young adults ages 21–31 wanted in a successful career was a sense of meaning.18 
Another study finds that millennials who came of age during the 2007–2009 Great 
Recession reported more concern for others and less interest in material goods.19 They 
also want work/life balance.20

In this chapter, we discuss two factors in achieving a meaningful life:
■ Understanding the environment in which a manager operates—the commu-

nity of stakeholders inside and outside the organization.
■ The ethical and social responsibilities of being a manager. ●

3.1 The Triple Bottom Line: People, Planet, and Profit
Is profit the only important goal of a business? What are others?

THE BIG PICTURE
Many businesses, small and large, are beginning to subscribe to a new standard of success—the triple bot-
tom line, representing people, planet, and profit. This outlook has found favor with many young adults 
 (Millennials) who are more concerned with finding meaning than material success.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Is a company principally responsible only to its stockholders and executives? Or are 
other groups equal in significance? 

Perhaps we need a broader term than “stockholders” to indicate all those with a 
stake in an organization. That term, appropriately, is stakeholders—the people whose 
interests are affected by an organization’s activities.

3.2 The Community of Stakeholders inside  
the Organization
Stockholders are only one group of stakeholders. Who are stakeholders important to 
me inside the organization?

THE BIG PICTURE
Managers operate in two organizational environments—internal and external—both made up of stakehold-
ers, the people whose interests are affected by the organization. The first, or internal, environment consists 
of employees, owners, and the board of directors.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

EXAMPLEWho Should Be a Company’s Most Important Stakeholders?  
Natural Gas Utility PG&E Pays a Huge Price

In September 2010, a buried Pacific Gas & Electric natural-gas 
pipeline in the San Francisco–area suburb of San Bruno blew 
up in a spectacular pillar of fire, killing 8 people, badly injuring 
58 others, and destroying or severely damaging 55 houses.21 

“The gas-fed flames burned for more than 90 minutes while 
PG&E scrambled to find a way to shut off the line,” reported the 
San Francisco Chronicle.22

San Bruno explosion. This 2010 gas explosion and fire in San Bruno, California, which killed eight people, was 
linked to utility PG&E’s low priority given to pipeline safety and high priority to its “focus on financial performance.” 
What group should a company be most responsible to—stockholders, managers, customers, the public? © Dan 
Honda/Zuma Press/Newscom
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Internal and External Stakeholders
Managers operate in two organizational environments, both made up of various stake-
holders. (See Figure 3.1, opposite page.) As we describe in the rest of this section, the 
two environments are these:

■ Internal stakeholders
■ External stakeholders

Internal Stakeholders
Whether small or large, the organization to which you belong has people in it who 
have an important stake in how it performs. These internal stakeholders consist of 
employees, owners, and the board of directors, if any. Let us consider each in turn.

Employees As a manager, could you run your part of the organization if you and 
your employees were constantly in conflict? Labor history, of course, is full of ac-
counts of just that. But such conflict may lower the performance of the organization, 
thereby hurting everyone’s stake. In many of today’s forward-looking organizations, 
employees are considered “the talent”—the most important resource.

“My chief assets drive out the gate every day,” says Jim Goodnight, CEO of North 
Carolina–based SAS Institute. “My job is to make sure they come back.”30 SAS is 
the world’s largest privately held software business and was ranked No. 4 on  
Fortune’s 2015 list of “100 Best Companies to Work For.”31 In the recent past, it 
has been in the magazine’s top spot in attracting and holding on to the best talent 
(it ranked 1, 1, 3, and 2, respectively, in the years 2010–2014), but that prize now 
belongs to Google.

Even so, SAS treats its employees exceptionally well, resulting in a turnover rate of 
only 2.6%, compared with a software industry average of 22%. 

As we saw in Chapter 1 (manager’s challenge #3), the American workforce of 
the future will consist of employees diverse in gender, age, race, ethnicity, and sex-
ual orientation from what we’ve been accustomed to. We consider this further in 
Chapter 11.

To Whom Should a Company Be Responsible? It turned out 
that PG&E had relied on gas-leak surveys to determine whether 
transmission pipelines were safe, but the company’s incentive 
system awarded bonuses to supervisors whose crews found 
fewer leaks and kept repair costs down.23 Indeed, the compa-
ny’s own internal audit found the incentives actually encour-
aged crews to produce inaccurate surveys.

An independent audit found that over an 11-year period 
PG&E collected $430 million more from its gas operations than 
the government had authorized—and it “chose to use the sur-
plus revenues for general corporate purposes” rather than for 
improved safety, according to an auditor.24 In fact, in the three 
years prior to the explosion, the company spent $56 million a 
year on an incentive plan—stock awards, performance shares, 
and deferred compensation—for its executives and directors, 
including millions to the CEO.25

The utility was ordered to pay a record $1.6 billion in 
state penalties and other costs and settled 165 lawsuits 

with residents’ and victims’ families for $565 million. It was 
also indicted on 12 criminal counts, for repeatedly violating 
the federal Pipeline Safety Act.26 Later prosecutors decided 
to seek a criminal obstruction-of-justice case against the 
company after an investigator complained that PG&E em-
ployees were “giggling, laughing and were sarcastic” dur-
ing interviews he conducted.27 Subsequent reports found a 
company history of sloppy maps and inaccurate record 
keeping, which was blamed for a later gas line explosion in 
another city.28

YOUR CALL
Is a company principally responsible only to its stockholders 
and executives? Or are other groups equal in significance? Fur-
ther, is it sufficient that a company simply be legal, as PG&E 
believes it was?29 Or, isn’t it equally important that it be ethical 
as well?
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Owners The owners of an organization consist of all those who can claim it as their 
legal property, such as Walmart’s stockholders. There are five principal types of 
ownership.

■ Sole proprietorship: In the for-profit world, if you’re running a one-person 
graphic design firm, the owner is just you—you’re what is known as a sole 
proprietorship.

■ Partnership: If you’re in an Internet start-up with your brother-in-law, you’re 
both owners—you’re a partnership.

■ Private investors: If you’re a member of a family running a car dealership, 
you’re all owners—you’re investors in a privately owned company.

■ Employee owners: If you work for a company that is more than half owned 
by its employees (such as W. L. Gore & Associates, maker of Gore-Tex fabric 
and No. 17 on Fortune’s 2015 “Best Companies to Work For” list, or Lakeland, 
Florida, Publix Super Markets, No. 81), you are one of the joint owners—
you’re part of an Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP).32
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FIGURE 3.1 The organization’s environment
The two main groups are internal and external stakeholders.
Source: From Diverse Teams at Work by Lee Gardenswartz. Reprinted with permission of the Society for Human Resource Management (www.shrm.org), 
Alexandria, VA. Copyright © 2003, Society for Human Resource Management.
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Board of Directors Who hires the chief executive of a for-profit or nonprofit orga-
nization? In a corporation, it is the board of directors, whose members are elected by 
the stockholders to see that the company is being run according to their interests. In 
nonprofit organizations, such as universities or hospitals, the board may be called the 
board of trustees or board of regents. Board members are very important in setting the 
organization’s overall strategic goals and in approving the major decisions and salaries 
of top management.

A large corporation might have eight or so members on its board of directors. Some 
of these directors (inside directors) may be top executives of the firm. The rest (outside 
directors) are elected from outside the firm. Sometimes directors follow different strat-
egies with their firm’s management. In early 2016, Yahoo!’s directors hired investment 
bankers to explore selling the company, while CEO Marissa Mayer was courting 
 developers with promises of Yahoo!’s “incredible potential” in mobile devices in the 
coming years.33

We consider directors further in Section 3.6, “Corporate Governance.” ●

Employee ownership. Employees of New Belgium Brewing, maker of Fat Tire ale, launched the traveling celebration 
Tour de Fat to increase awareness and participation in cycling. The Fort Collins, Colorado, brewer is 100% employee 
owned, through a device known as an Employee Stock Ownership Plan, in which employees buy company stock in 
order to become owners. Although the idea was conceived over 50 years ago, there are only about 10,000 ESOPs 
today out of hundreds of thousands of businesses. Why do you suppose more companies aren’t owned by their 
employees? © Ed Endicott/Demotix/Corbis

■ Stockholders: And if you’ve bought a few shares of stock in a company 
whose shares are listed for sale on the New York Stock Exchange, such as 
General Motors, you’re one of thousands of owners—you’re a stockholder.

In all these examples, of course, the stated goal of the owners is to make a profit.
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In the first section we described the environment inside the organization. Here let’s 
consider the environment outside it, which consists of external stakeholders—people or 
groups in the organization’s external environment that are affected by it. This environ-
ment consists of:

■ The task environment
■ The general environment

The Task Environment
The task environment consists of 11 groups that present you with daily tasks to handle: 
customers, competitors, suppliers, distributors, strategic allies, employee organizations, 
local communities, financial institutions, government regulators, special-interest groups, 
and mass media.

1. Customers The first law of business (and even nonprofits), we’ve said, is take 
care of the customer. Customers are those who pay to use an organization’s goods or 
services. Many customers are generally frustrated by poor customer relations at air-
lines, banks, cable and satellite service providers, and some big retailers, in part be-
cause many of these companies have few competitors and so don’t have to worry about 
making customers happy. Among “America’s most hated companies,” by one account: 
Spirit Airlines, Dish Network, Walmart, Sprint, Bank of America, Comcast, and 
Sears.34 (Most hated was Volkswagen because it had installed a device on 11 million 
diesel cars that could deceive emissions tests.)

3.3 The Community of Stakeholders outside  
the Organization
Who are the stakeholders important to me outside the organization?

THE BIG PICTURE
The external environment of stakeholders consists of the task environment and the general environment. 
The task environment consists of customers, competitors, suppliers, distributors, strategic allies, employee 
associations, local communities, financial institutions, government regulators, special-interest groups, and 
the mass media. The general environment consists of economic, technological, sociocultural, demographic, 
political–legal, and international forces.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

EXAMPLEAmazon’s Jeff Bezos Obsesses about a Great Customer Experience, 
but Is It at the Expense of Other Stakeholders’ Well-Being?

Since launching Amazon in 1995, founder and CEO Jeff Bezos 
has been “obsessed,” in his words, with what he calls “the 
customer experience.” Customers “care about having the 
lowest prices, having vast selection, so they have choice, and 
getting the products . . . fast,” Bezos has said. “And the rea-
son I’m so obsessed with these drivers of the customer expe-
rience is that I believe that the success we have had over the 
past . . . years has been driven exclusively by that customer 
experience.”35

“Simple Is Not Easy.” Amazon has led the “Hall of Fame” of 
one online national survey of customer satisfaction six years in 
a row. The reason? “Amazon has always been very good at 
 being simple, and simple is not easy,” says a consultant.36 
 Because of the company’s user-friendly website, low prices, 
one-click shopping, free-shipping options, no-hassle returns 
policy, and possibly even the sense of community it fosters, the 
company served 244  million  active users in 2014 who bought 
2 billion products.37 A recent innovation in customer satisfaction 
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2. Competitors Is there any line of work you could enter in which there would not 
be competitors—people or organizations that compete for customers or resources, such as 
talented employees or raw materials? We mentioned that some of the most hated com-
panies in America have little competition—but every organization has to be on the 
lookout for possible competitors, even if not yet in sight.

E-commerce companies such as Amazon already represent huge threats to such re-
tailers as Walmart, Sears, Macy’s, Kohl’s, and Pier 1, for example.42 In addition, stud-
ies seem to show that experiences, not objects, bring the most happiness, and, points 
out one writer, “the Internet is bursting with ‘Buy Experiences, Not Things’ type of 
stories that can give retailing executives nightmares.”43 

3. Suppliers A supplier, or vendor, is a person or an organization that provides 
 supplies—that is, raw materials, services, equipment, labor, or energy—to other organiza-
tions. Suppliers in turn have their own suppliers: The printer of this book (in its paper 
form) buys the paper on which it is printed from a paper merchant, who in turn is sup-
plied by several paper mills, which in turn are supplied wood for wood pulp by logging 
companies with forests in the United States or Canada.

4. Distributors A distributor, sometimes called a middle man, is a person or an 
 organization that helps another organization sell its goods and services to customers. Pub-
lishers of magazines, for instance, don’t sell directly to newsstands; rather, they go 
through a distributor, or wholesaler. Tickets to Maroon Five, Phish, or other artists’ 
performances might be sold to you directly by the concert hall, but they are also sold 
through such distributors as TicketMaster, LiveNation, and StubHub.

Distributors can be quite important because in some industries (such as movie the-
aters and magazines) there is not a lot of competition, and the distributor has a lot of 
power over the ultimate price of the product. However, the popularity of the Internet 
has allowed manufacturers of cell phones, for example, to cut out the “middleman”—
the distributor—and to sell to customers directly.

5. Strategic Allies Companies, and even nonprofit organizations, frequently link 
up with other organizations (even competing ones) in order to realize strategic advan-
tages. The term strategic allies describes the relationship of two organizations who join 
forces to achieve advantages neither can perform as well alone.

With their worldwide reservation systems and slick marketing, big companies—
Hilton, Hyatt, Marriott, Starwood, and so on—dominate the high-end business-center 
hotels. But in many cities, there are still independents—such as The Rittenhouse in 
Philadelphia; The Hay-Adams in Washington, DC; and The Adolphus in Dallas—that 

is Amazon’s anticipatory shipping feature, which is designed to 
use a customer’s order history to predict what he or she will 
need and then ship the goods to nearby warehouses even be-
fore the customer purchases them.38

Detractors. Not every stakeholder finds Amazon so conge-
nial. States have objected to its hardball policies on avoiding 
taxes on Internet sales. (Thirteen states, including Alabama, 
South Dakota, and Utah, have grown tired of waiting for Con-
gress to let them tax out-of-state retailers, so they are moving 
to impose taxes themselves.)39 Suppliers grumble about being 
squeezed. Walk-in retailers have worried as shoppers have 
deserted them en masse for Amazon e-commerce. Book 

publishers and sellers have seethed over loss of readers to 
online order systems and Kindle e-books. And Amazon’s own 
employees have complained about severe workplace rules in 
the company’s 115 distribution centers.40 For most customers, 
however, none of this other stuff matters, and Amazon’s famed 
customer service helped the company grow to $107 billion in 
revenues in 2015.41

YOUR CALL
Does it matter to you how harshly a company treats other 
stakeholders so long as it handles its customer relations well? 
To what extent are Amazon’s policies consistent with the triple 
bottom line?
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compete with the chains by promoting their prestigious locations, grand architecture, 
rich history, and personalized service. In recent years, however, some high-end inde-
pendents have become affiliated with chains as strategic allies because chains can buy 
supplies for less and they have more far-reaching sales channels. The 105-year-old 
U.S. Grant in downtown San Diego, for example, became part of Starwood’s Luxury 
Collection to get better worldwide exposure.

6. Employee Organizations: Unions and Associations As a rule of thumb, la-
bor unions (such as the United Auto Workers or the Teamsters Union) tend to repre-
sent hourly workers; professional associations (such as the National Education 
Association or The Newspaper Guild) tend to represent salaried workers. Neverthe-
less, during a labor dispute, salary-earning teachers in the American Federation of 
Teachers might well act in sympathy with the wage-earning janitors in the Service 
Employees International Union.

In recent years, the percentage of the labor force represented by unions has steadily 
declined (from 35% in the 1950s to 11.1% in 2015).44 Indeed, more than five times as 
many union members are now public-sector workers compared to private-sector 
workers, whose unionizing has sharply fallen off, mainly because of  job losses in 
manufacturing and construction. The unionization rates are highest in protective ser-
vice occupations (36.3%) and in education, training, and library occupations 
(35.5%).45 The composition of the membership has also changed, with 45.8% of the 
unionized workforce now female and 52.4% of union members holding a four-year 
college degree or more.46

7. Local Communities Local communities are obviously important stakeholders, 
as becomes evident not only when a big organization arrives but also when it leaves, 
sending government officials scrambling to find new industry to replace it. Schools 
and municipal governments rely on the organization for their tax base. Families and 
merchants depend on its employee payroll for their livelihoods. In addition, everyone 
from the United Way to the Little League may rely on it for some financial support.

If a community gives a company tax breaks in return for the promise of new jobs 
and the firm fails to deliver, does the community have the right to institute clawbacks—
rescinding the tax breaks when firms don’t deliver promised jobs? But what is a town 
to do if a company goes bankrupt, as did Hoku Materials, manufacturer of materials 
for solar panels, after the struggling town of Pocatello, Idaho, gave it numerous 
concessions?47

EXAMPLELocal Communities as Stakeholders: Are Financial Incentives to 
Sports Teams and Other Business Really Necessary?

“The NFL and the owners of its 32 teams are unfamiliar with 
the concept of reasonableness,” editorialized the San Francisco 
Chronicle. “Their audacity is boundless.”48

The editors were upset because the National Football 
League had been approached by two cities, St. Louis and San 
Diego, with plans to apply generous public subsidies to keep 
their two NFL teams, the Rams and the Chargers, in town. But 
the NFL turned them down because the owners felt the pro-
posed offers—each expected to exceed $1 billion—weren’t 
good enough. And so the Rams, at least, were being allowed 
to leave, to move to a $3 billion stadium to be built near  

Los Angeles. St. Louis lost its NFL team for the second time in 
29 years. (The Chargers, and also the Oakland Raiders, were 
expected to move later.)49

What is the loss to St. Louis taxpayers? Publicly subsidized 
stadiums are built on the promise that they will generate eco-
nomic development. But study after study, the Chronicle 
pointed out, show such initiatives provide little if any net gain 
to the public treasury. The Raiders, for instance, have not pro-
vided the economic boost that was predicted when the team 
relocated back to Oakland from Los Angeles following the 
1994 season.50
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Public Incentives to Private Business. Professional sports 
teams aren’t the only beneficiaries of government incentives, 
which may come in the form of cash grants and loans, sales tax 
breaks, income tax credits and exemptions, free services, and 
property tax abatements. So are film productions, for example. 
Film companies in California are wooed by tax incentives of-
fered by states such as Georgia, Louisiana, Nevada, New Mex-
ico, New York, Oregon, and Texas, all seeking the supposed 
economic benefits movie companies bring, such as purchasing 
supplies from local businesses.51

 Buffalo, New York, offers $5 million in rewards to retain lo-
cal entrepreneurs and attract new ones.52 San Francisco has 
given tech companies Twitter, Microsoft, Zendesk, Zoosk, and 
Spotify tax breaks for locating in seedy areas in need of revival. 
In Arizona, the town of Mesa “offered tax breaks, built  
power lines, fast-tracked building permits, and got the state to 
declare a vacant 1.3 million-square-foot plant a foreign trade 
zone,” says one account, to lure Apple Inc. to build a factory 
employing 700 people.53 Officials in Massachusetts offered in-
centives worth up to $145 million to General Electric to lure the 
conglomerate’s headquarters and about 800 jobs from leafy 
Fairfield, Connecticut, where it had been based since 1974, to 
the Boston waterfront.54

“Help Us Help You.” Such government inducements are ex-
traordinarily commonplace—but often to the financial detri-
ment of the local community. “A portrait arises,” The New York 
Times wrote, “of mayors and governors who are desperate to 
create jobs, outmatched by multinational corporations, and 
short on tools to fact-check what companies tell them. Many of 
the officials said they feared that companies would move jobs 
overseas if they did not get subsidies in the United States.”55 
Although most incentive funds are directed toward manufac-
turing, followed by agriculture, the oil, gas, and mining sectors 

are in third place, the film business fourth, and technology 
companies not far behind.

YOUR CALL
How would you advise local public officials to handle the whole 
matter of tax incentives for business—especially if they are 
across the table from the shrewd negotiators representing a 
huge company such as Apple or General Electric? What obliga-
tions should a community expect of the companies located 
there?

Community stakeholder. Officials in Massachusetts offered incentives 
worth up to $145 million to General Electric to move from Fairfield, 
Connecticut (shown here), to the Boston waterfront. Lower corporate 
taxes and an urban environment attractive to the most promising and 
talented employees figured in the company’s 2016 decision. Several 
other states (including Connecticut, Georgia, New York, Rhode Island, and 
Texas) had competed vigorously for GE. In 10 years, do you think this will 
prove to have been a wise decision for Massachusetts? Or should the 
$145 million have been given to struggling entrepreneurs or to provide 
teacher raises? © Bob Child/AP Photo

8. Financial Institutions Want to launch a small company? Although normally 
reluctant to make loans to start-ups, financial institutions—banks, savings and loans, 
and credit unions—may do so if you have a good credit history or can secure the 
loan with property such as a house. You might also receive help from venture capi-
talists. Venture capital is money provided by investors to start-up firms and small busi-
nesses with high risk but perceived long-term growth potential, in return for an ownership 
stake.

During the Great Recession, when even good customers found loans hard to 
get,  a new kind of financing emerged called crowdfunding, raising money for a  
project or venture by obtaining many small amounts of money from many people 
(“the crowd”), using websites such as Kickstarter. We discuss crowdfunding further 
in Chapter 10.

Established companies also often need loans to tide them over when revenues are 
down or to finance expansion, but they rely for assistance on lenders such as commer-
cial banks, investment banks, and insurance companies.
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9. Government Regulators The preceding groups are external stakeholders 
in your organization since they are clearly affected by its activities. But why would 
government regulators—regulatory agencies that establish ground rules under which 
organizations may operate—be considered stakeholders?

We are talking here about an alphabet soup of agencies, boards, and commissions 
that have the legal authority to prescribe or proscribe the conditions under which you 
may conduct business. To these may be added local and state regulators on the one 
hand and foreign governments and international agencies (such as the World Trade 
Organization, which oversees international trade and standardization efforts) on 
the other.

Such government regulators can be said to be stakeholders because not only do they 
affect the activities of your organization, they are in turn affected by it. The Federal 
Aviation Agency (FAA), for example, specifies how far planes must stay apart to pre-
vent midair collisions. But when the airlines want to add more flights on certain routes, 
the FAA may have to add more flight controllers and radar equipment, since those are 
the agency’s responsibility. Recently, the FAA has had to take on the heavy responsi-
bility of regulating the use of drones, which, at 325,000 and counting, now exceed the 
320,000 piloted aircraft from Cessnas to Dreamliners.56

10. Special-Interest Groups In recent times, efforts 
to ban horse-drawn carriages that serve tourists wanting 
to take in urban sights have spread across the country, 
from Salt Lake City to Atlanta. In New York City, the 
1,200 operators of horse-drawn carriage rides were be-
ing pressured by opponents who insisted the horses 
weren’t equipped to handle city noise and traffic, as well 
as intense summer heat. Spurred by some highly publi-
cized deaths and injuries to horses, many of the com-
plaints came from animal-rights groups, such as People 
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA). In New 
York, however, two-thirds of city voters said they didn’t 
want the bans. Some visitors also said they liked “the 
clip-clop of the horse’s feet.”57

Special-interest groups are groups whose members try 
to influence specific issues, some of which may affect 
your organization. Examples are People for the Ethical 
Treatment of Animals, Mothers Against Drunk Driving, 
the National Organization for Women, and the National 
Rifle Association. 

Special-interest groups may try to exert political influence, as in contribut-
ing funds to lawmakers’ election campaigns or in launching letter-writing efforts 
to  officials. Or they may organize picketing and boycotts—holding back their  
patronage—of certain companies. In 2016, prominent African Americans, including 
actors Jada Pinkett Smith and Will Smith, boycotted the Academy Awards over the 
lack of racial diversity among Oscar nominees.58 This led host Chris Rock to include 
a variety of skits and jokes aimed at highlighting a lack of diversity in Academy 
nominees.59

11. Mass Media No manager can afford to ignore the power of the mass media—
print, radio, TV, and the Internet—to rapidly and widely disseminate news both bad 
and good. Thus, most companies, universities, hospitals, and even government agen-
cies have a public-relations person or department to communicate effectively with the 
press. In addition, top-level executives often receive special instruction on how to best 
deal with the media.

Special interests. Fast-food workers demonstrate to demand a $15-an-
hour guaranteed wage and the right to union representation. © Paul 
Weiskel/Demotix/Corbis
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EXAMPLE Managing the Media: What’s the Best Practice for Handling  
Product Recalls?

Every now and then, a company has to issue a product recall 
for defective products, but recently there has been almost a 
“recall sprawl.”

GM’s Cobalt Recall. In 2004 (five years before the company’s 
bankruptcy and government takeover), General Motors re-
ceived the first reports of engines suddenly shutting down in 
Chevrolet Cobalts, owing to a defective ignition switch, a con-
dition that ultimately led to 13 fatal crashes. It was not until 
December 2013, however, when Mary Barra (introduced in 
Chapter 1) was about to become GM chief, that top manage-
ment was alerted to the problem, proving the adage that the 
larger an organization gets, the less likely bad news will travel 
smoothly up the hierarchy.60 Although government regulators 
had been alerted in 2007, they did not open an investigation.61 
Barra herself said she had known nothing about the matter 
prior to becoming CEO.

Barra Steps Up. In 2014, amid a firestorm of consumer criti-
cism, GM issued recalls, for Cobalts and other vehicles, covering 

6.3 million cars and trucks.62 In a move intended to reassure 
the public that GM had become more trustworthy and less bu-
reaucratic and arrogant since it emerged from bankruptcy, 
Barra also testified before a congressional committee, but “her 
measured, carefully worded responses only seemed to inflame 
senators,” says one report.63

On the other hand, Barra has met with families of people 
killed in Cobalt accidents, something old GM managers would 
not have done. She also ordered an internal investigation to 
find out why GM failed to fix a safety defect for more than a 
decade.64

YOUR CALL
For GM, “Mary Barra seems to fully embody the position of the 
CEO who is sorry,” says business ethics professor Amy Sepin-
wall. “She recognizes that she has to pass on the [corpora-
tion’s] deepest regrets, and I think she’s been pretty convincing 
on that score.”65 Do you agree? What else should she have 
done?

The General Environment
Beyond the task environment is the general environment, or macroenvironment, which 
includes six forces: economic, technological, sociocultural, demographic, political–legal, 
and international.

You may be able to control some forces in the task environment, but you can’t 
control those in the general environment. Nevertheless, they can profoundly affect 
your organization’s task environment without your knowing it, springing nasty sur-
prises on you. Clearly, then, as a manager you need to keep your eye on the far hori-
zon because these forces of the general environment can affect long-term plans and 
decisions.

1. Economic Forces Economic forces consist of the general economic conditions and 
trends—unemployment, inflation, interest rates, economic growth—that may affect an 
 organization’s performance. These are forces in your nation and region and even the 
world over which you and your organization probably have no control, as happened in 
the Great Recession and its aftermath.

Are banks’ interest rates going up in the United States? Then it will cost you more 
to borrow money to open new stores or build new plants. Is your region’s unemploy-
ment rate rising? Then maybe you’ll have more job applicants to hire from, yet you’ll 
also have fewer customers with money to spend. (A record 45 million Americans are 
presently considered poor, according to the 2014 census; the poverty rate has fallen 
only to 14.5% from 19% in two generations.)66 Are natural resources getting scarce in 
an important area of supply? Then your company will need to pay more for them or 
switch to alternative sources.

One indicator that managers often pay attention to is productivity growth. Rising 
productivity leads to rising profits, lower inflation, and higher stock prices. In recent 
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times, companies have been using information technology to cut costs, resulting in 
productivity growing at an annual rate of 2.7% from 2001 to 2007. In the recession 
year 2008, it slumped to 1.2% and then came roaring back to 3.9% in 2010 and 2.8% in 
2011. It slipped again to 1.8% in 2012 and 2013 and declined further to 0.7% in 2014 
and 0.6% in 2015.67 Falling productivity affects a company’s costs, which in turn, of 
course, affects its profits.

2. Technological Forces Technological forces are new developments in methods for 
transforming resources into goods or services. The true age of technological innovation, 
suggests science writer Michael Hanlon, ran from about 1945 to 1971. “Just about 
everything that defines the modern world either came about or had its seeds sown dur-
ing that time,” he writes. “The pill. Electronics. Computers and the birth of the Inter-
net. Nuclear power. Television. Antibiotics. Space travel.”68 (Social sciences professor 
Robert Gordon has his own list: Electricity. The telephone. The combustion engine. 
Mass production. Indoor plumbing. The conquest of infectious diseases. The com-
puter. Everything else—including the Internet and the smartphone—is simply a varia-
tion on these themes, in his view.)69

Hanlon thinks we have fewer truly significant technological innovations in the pres-
ent. “Today, progress is defined almost entirely by consumer-driven, often banal im-
provements in information technology,” he says. “That’s not the same as being able to 
fly across the Atlantic in eight hours or eliminating smallpox.”70  Some, however, 
might disagree, as suggested by the examples.

EXAMPLETechnology Changes Everything

The key fact about computer technology is its capacity for 
 disruption—disruption of service industries, certainly, such as 
book selling, music, or air travel, but also disruption in the 
world’s access to knowledge, in health care, in energy sources, 
and many other matters.

Availability of Knowledge: Boon to Students, Device Geeks, 
and Everyone Everywhere. By 2020, smartphones will cost 
less than $50 and inexpensive Internet access will be available 
by drones, balloons, and microsatellites to another 3 billion of 
the earth’s people, suggests scholar Vivek Wadhwa. “This will 
be particularly transformative for the developing world,” he be-
lieves. “Soon everyone, everywhere, will have access to the 
ocean of knowledge on the Internet.”71

Computerization is already changing manufacturing, for in-
stance, and assembly lines cranking out standardized products 
are yielding to customized production. Unquestionably, the 
shorter product life cycles and frequently changing software 
packages will require rapid skill updates and continuous learn-
ing among workers. However, the availability of low-cost elec-
tronics and desktop 3-D printers can also, say experts Mark 
Muro and Kelly Kline, be a spur to “thousands of hobbyist crafts-
people, self-taught designers, students, and device geeks” to 
develop their manufacturing skills and entrepreneurship.72

Engineering of Life: Gene Modification. Wadhwa points out 
that another truly revolutionary technology that’s recently 

come into the mainstream is CRISPR gene modification. CRIS-
PRs are the elements of a bacterial defense system and can be 
programmed to edit DNA and allow researchers to perma-
nently modify genes in living cells and organisms. Thus, Wad-
hwa suggests, CRISPR modification could be used to treat 
genetic causes of diseases such as cystic fibrosis, sickle-cell 
anemia, and Alzheimer’s, among other applications.73

More Awkward Communication? Mobile Devices Changing 
Human Relations. How confident are you in your communica-
tion and social skills? With nearly half of 18- to 29-year-olds 
saying they use their smartphones to “avoid others around 
you,” according to a 2015 Pew Research Center survey, is an 
entire generation coming along that can’t deal with the awk-
wardness of face-to-face human relations?74 Is their avoidance 
of using their phones to even talk to each other an all-out flight 
from personal contact?75 “With knowledge of, and access to, 
the billions of people sharing the planet has come a new loneli-
ness,” suggests columnist Roger Cohen.76

We consider this subject in more detail in Chapter 15 on 
communication.

YOUR CALL
Which technological change do you think is apt to affect you 
personally during the next decade? What kind of strategies for 
change will managers have to adopt?
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3. Sociocultural Forces Sociocultural forces are influences and trends originating in 
a country’s, a society’s, or a culture’s human relationships and values that may affect an 
organization or industry. “With more access to social media,” says one account, “young 
people are driving less than they used to and evincing a lack of interest in cars (causing 
deep worry in the automotive industry).”77 Piano stores are closing as fewer children 
take up the instrument, the Associated Press reports; “people are interested in things 
that don’t take much effort,” a piano consultant believes.78 Gambling casinos are 
“bringing in tattoo studios, mixed martial arts competitions, and other offbeat attrac-
tions” to attract Millennial-age patrons, reports another AP story.79 These are three 
examples of industries affected by sociocultural forces.

Seismic changes are occurring in Americans’ views about sociocultural issues, re-
cent polls show: 87% in approval of interracial marriage in 2013 (versus 48% in 1991), 
53% in favor of same-sex marriage in 2013 (versus 27% in 1996), 52% supporting 
legalization of marijuana in 2014 (versus 12% in 1969), and so on.80

Sociocultural forces. The U.S. obesity rate—68% of Americans are 
overweight and a full 30% of them are obese—is one of those sociocultural 
forces capable of altering entire industries. Which do you think would be 
most affected? © Science Photo Library/Getty Images RF

Entire industries have been rocked when the culture underwent a lifestyle change, 
most notably changes in approaches to health. Diet sodas, for instance, have gone 
through a nearly decade-long decline, causing major concerns for Coca-Cola and 
 PepsiCo, because more Americans worry that artificial sweeteners are unhealthy, de-
spite numerous studies that find them safe.81 Some killer diseases, such as measles, 
whooping cough, and meningitis, are creeping back because of an anti-vaccine move-
ment based on philosophical and religious exemptions.82 Recently, with more attention 
focused on the epidemic of obesity, there has been some turnaround, with Americans 
consuming fewer calories and cutting back on fast food, cholesterol, and fat.83 (Obesity 
can also alter one’s personal fortunes. People who are overweight are viewed as being 
less competent than normal-weight people in a workplace setting, and so it is harder 
for the overweight to get ahead.)84

These trends are affecting the fast-food industry, with a changing customer base calling 
for more food with ingredients free of additives and antibiotics, that focuses on regional 
flavors, that is influenced by fine-dining chefs, and that reflects principles of “mindful 
dining”—sustainability, reduction of food waste, and humane treatment of animals.85
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4. Demographic Forces Demographics derives from the ancient Greek word for 
“people”—demos—and deals with statistics relating to human populations. Age, gen-
der, race, sexual orientation, occupation, income, family size, and the like are known 
as demographic characteristics when they are used to express measurements of certain 
groups. Demographic forces are influences on an organization arising from changes in the 
characteristics of a population, such as age, gender, or ethnic origin.

We mentioned in Chapter 1 several instances of major shifts to come in racial and 
ethnic diversity. Among other recent changes: Marriage rates are down, more couples 
are marrying later, black–white and same-sex marriages are increasing, one-person 
households are growing, the decline in fertility rates is leveling off, divorce rates are 
down, secularism (being nonreligious) is up, more households are multigenerational, 
and the percentage of people living in rural areas is the lowest ever.86 By 2050, it’s 
predicted, the U.S. population will soar to 401 million (from about 317 million today), 
and minorities are expected to exceed 50% of the population by around 2043.87 We 
consider demographic and diversity matters in more detail in Chapter 9.

5. Political–Legal Forces Political–legal forces are changes in the way politics 
shape laws and laws shape the opportunities for and threats to an organization. In the 
United States, whatever political view tends to be dominant at the moment may be re-
flected in how the government addresses environmental and sustainability issues, such 
as those we described in Chapter 1. For instance, should the government permit Shell 
to drill for oil in the Alaska Arctic?88 Should coal mining be allowed on public lands?89 
How should public money be spent on dealing with climate change and ocean 
warming?90 

As for legal forces, some countries have more fully developed legal systems than 
others. And some countries have more lawyers per capita. (The United States report-
edly has more lawyers per person in its population than any of 29 countries studied 
except Greece.)91 American companies may be more willing to use the legal system to 
advance their interests, as in suing competitors to gain competitive advantage. But they 
must also watch that others don’t do the same to them.

6. International Forces International forces are changes in the economic, political, 
legal, and technological global system that may affect an organization.

This category represents a huge grab bag of influences. How does the economic 
integration of the European Union create threats and opportunities for American com-
panies? U.S. companies that do significant business in Europe are subject to regulation 
by the European Union. For instance, in one antitrust case, several companies in Eu-
rope were able to get Google to change the way it displays its search results, after they 
complained that, as one consumer rights advocacy group stated, Google could “stack 
its search results as suits itself.”92 (Google is now blocking certain of these results.)93 
We consider global concerns in Chapter 4.

How well Americans can handle international forces depends a lot on their training. 
Unfortunately, only 18% of Americans report speaking a language other than English, 
whereas 53% of Europeans, for example, can converse in a second language.94 Almost 
all U.S. high schools offer foreign languages, but less than 1% of American adults are 
proficient in a foreign language they studied in a U.S. classroom.95 One writer suggests 
U.S. companies should hire more key managers whose native language isn’t English 
because “research shows that we behave more rationally when we think in another 
language”—that is, it reduces biases in decision making.96 ●
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Would you take supplies from the office supply closet on leaving a job? (Twenty-six 
percent of workers said they would, 74% said they wouldn’t, in one survey.)97 That 
may be an easy decision. But how would you handle a choice between paying a client 
money under the table in order to land a big contract, for example, and losing your 
job? That’s a much harder matter.

One of a manager’s major challenges, as we stated in Chapter 1, is managing for 
ethical standards. In business, most ethical conflicts are about choosing between eco-
nomic performance and social performance.98 This is known as an ethical dilemma, 
a situation in which you have to decide whether to pursue a course of action that may 
benefit you or your organization but that is unethical or even illegal. Volkswagen man-
agers, for instance, allowed software to be installed on diesel-powered cars that 
would cheat on emissions tests (so that the vehicles seemed more fuel efficient—
perceived as an economic benefit) and spew more oxides into the air (adding more 
greenhouse gases and contributing to climate change—working against the intended 
social benefit).99

 Solving ethical dilemmas is an important skill, according to a recent study. An in-
vestigation of 400 senior executives and 455 college students revealed that 62% of the 
students believed that they were well prepared to deal with ethical judgments whereas 
only 30% of executives see students as prepared.100 To help you develop this skill, we 
ask you to solve an ethical/legal dilemma at the end of each chapter. 

Defining Ethics and Values
Seventy-three percent of American employees working full time say they have ob-
served ethical misconduct at work, and 36% have been “distracted” by it.101 Most of us 
assume we know what “ethics” and “values” mean, but do we? Let’s consider them.

Ethics Ethics are the standards of right and wrong that influence behavior. These stan-
dards may vary among countries and among cultures. Ethical behavior is behavior that 
is accepted as “right” as opposed to “wrong” according to those standards.

A tip, a gratuity, a gift, a donation, a commission, a consulting fee, a kickback, a 
bribe: What are the differences among these? 

Regardless of the amount of money involved, each one may be intended to reward 
the recipient for providing you with better service, either anticipated or performed.

For years, pharmaceutical companies have provided doctors with small gifts—pads 
with logos, tickets to sports events, free drug samples—to promote their drugs. How-
ever, in recent years, points out one editorial, “those trinkets have evolved into big 
money for doctors to speak to other doctors about new drugs,” as in presentations at 
dinner lectures.102 What if the drug makers’ strategy, as some critics accuse, is to use 
such methods even to expand the whole concept of high blood pressure or attention 
deficit disorder so as to increase the pool of people taking medications?103 Because of 
such concerns, a Sunshine Act provision was written into the Affordable Care Act, 
requiring drug companies to report payments to individual doctors.104

3.4 The Ethical Responsibilities Required of You as  
a Manager
What does the successful manager need to know about ethics and values?

THE BIG PICTURE
Managers need to be aware of what constitutes ethics, values, the four approaches to ethical dilemmas, and 
how organizations can promote ethics.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Sunshine on gifts. Some doctors say that medicine changes so rapidly that they rely on drug companies and fellow 
M.D.’s to keep them up to date, as through presentations at medical society dinners financed by pharmaceutical 
companies. However, the Physician Payments Sunshine Act now requires that pharmaceutical companies report 
meals, travel expenses, grants, lecture fees, drug samples, and other gifts to physicians. Do you think such 
disclosures are necessary? © Jack Star/PhotoLink/Getty Images RF

Values Ethical dilemmas often take place because of an organization’s value system, 
the pattern of values within an organization. Values are the relatively permanent and 
deeply held underlying beliefs and attitudes that help determine a person’s behavior, such 
as the belief that “Fairness means hiring according to ability, not family background.” 
Values and value systems are the underpinnings for ethics and ethical behavior.

Organizations may have two important value systems that can conflict: (1) the value 
system stressing financial performance versus (2) the value system stressing cohesion 
and solidarity in employee relationships.105

 Example: A car dealership may hire an accounting firm to send an accountant to 
audit its books, and she works alongside employees of the car dealer for several weeks, 
establishing cohesion and solidarity. But when a task that she estimated would take 
10 hours actually takes 15, the dealership’s employees might say, “You charged us 
more hours than you said you would,” and so she might report just 10 hours to her 
superiors at the accounting firm. This action makes the subordinate look good, and 
keeps the client happy, thereby improving social cohesion. But, of course, the account-
ing firm unknowingly takes a loss on financial performance.106 This kind of value 
system conflict happens all the time.

Four Approaches to Deciding Ethical Dilemmas
How do alternative values guide people’s decisions about ethical behavior? Here are 
four approaches, which may be taken as guidelines:

1. The Utilitarian Approach: For the Greatest Good Ethical behavior in the 
utilitarian approach is guided by what will result in the greatest good for the greatest num-
ber of people. Managers often take the utilitarian approach, using financial perfor-
mance—such as efficiency and profit—as the best definition of what constitutes “the 
greatest good for the greatest number.”107
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Thus, a utilitarian “cost–benefit” analysis might show that in the short run the firing 
of thousands of employees may improve a company’s bottom line and provide imme-
diate benefits for the stockholders. The drawback of this approach, however, is that it 
may result in damage to workforce morale and the loss of employees with experience 
and skills—actions not so readily measurable in dollars.

2. The Individual Approach: For Your Greatest Self-Interest Long-Term, 
Which Will Help Others Ethical behavior in the individual approach is guided by 
what will result in the individual’s best long-term interests, which ultimately are in every-
one’s self-interest. The assumption here is that you will act ethically in the short run to 
avoid others harming you in the long run.

The flaw here, however, is that one person’s short-term self-gain may not, in fact, be 
good for everyone in the long term. After all, the manager of an agribusiness that puts 
chemical fertilizers on the crops every year will always benefit, but the fishing indus-
tries downstream could ultimately suffer if chemical runoff reduces the number of 
fish. Indeed, this is one reason why Puget Sound Chinook, or king salmon, has been 
threatened with extinction in the Pacific Northwest.108

3. The Moral-Rights Approach: Respecting Fundamental Rights Shared by 
Everyone Ethical behavior in the moral-rights approach is guided by respect for the 
fundamental rights of human beings, such as those expressed in the U.S. Constitu-
tion’s Bill of Rights. We would all tend to agree that denying people the right to life, 
liberty, privacy, health and safety, and due process is unethical. Thus, most of us 
would have no difficulty condemning the situation of immigrants illegally brought 
into the United States and then effectively enslaved—as when made to work seven 
days a week as maids.

The difficulty, however, is when rights are in conflict, such as employer and employee 
rights. Should employees on the job have a guarantee of privacy? Actually, it is legal 
for employers to listen to business phone calls and monitor all nonspoken personal 
communications.109

4. The Justice Approach: Respecting Impartial Standards of Fairness Ethical 
behavior in the justice approach is guided by respect for impartial standards of fairness 
and equity. One consideration here is whether an organization’s policies—such as those 
governing promotions or sexual harassment cases—are administered impartially and 
fairly regardless of gender, age, sexual orientation, and the like.

Fairness can often be a hot issue. For instance, many employees are loudly resent-
ful when a corporation’s CEO is paid a salary and bonuses worth hundreds of times 
more than what they receive—even when the company performs poorly—and when 
fired is then given a “golden parachute,” or extravagant package of separation pay and 
benefits.

White-Collar Crime, SarbOx, and Ethical Training
At the beginning of the 21st century, U.S. business erupted in an array of scandals 
represented in such names as Enron, WorldCom, Tyco, and Adelphia, and their chief 
executives—Jeffrey Skilling, Bernard Ebbers, Dennis Kozlowski, and John Rigas—
went to prison on various fraud convictions. Executives’ deceits generated a great deal 
of public outrage, as a result of which Congress passed the Sarbanes–Oxley Act, as 
we’ll describe. Did that stop the raft of business scandals? Not quite.

Next to hit the headlines were cases of insider trading, the illegal trading of a compa-
ny’s stock by people using confidential company information. The federal government 
launched a six-year crackdown on insider trading on Wall Street that resulted in 
87 convictions (14 of which were dismissed or lost on appeal; one trial ended in 
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acquittal).110 In 2011, for instance, billionaire hedge-fund manager Raj Rajaratnam 
was sentenced to 11 years in prison for trading on tips from persons at companies who 
slipped him advance word on inside information.111 In 2014, Mathew Martoma, a for-
mer portfolio manager at SAC Capital Advisors, was sentenced to nine years in federal 
prison, convicted of insider trading for using confidential information about an experi-
mental Alzheimer’s drug.112 There were even cases in which two San Francisco Bay 
Area men were accused by federal authorities of doing insider trading because they 
traded stocks using confidential information gleaned from listening to their wives’ 
phone conversations.113

Also there was the shocking news of financier Bernard Madoff, who confessed to a 
$50 billion Ponzi scheme, using cash from newer investors to pay off older ones.114 He 
was sentenced to 150 years in prison.115 Another convicted of creating a Ponzi scheme 
was Texas financier R. Allen Stanford, who built a flashy offshore $7 billion financial 
empire; he was sentenced to 110 years in prison in 2012.116

The Sarbanes–Oxley Reform Act The Sarbanes–
Oxley Act of 2002, often shortened to SarbOx, or SOX, es-
tablished requirements for proper financial record keeping 
for public companies and penalties of as much as 25 years 
in prison for noncompliance.117 Administered by the Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission, SarbOx requires a 
company’s chief executive officer and chief financial of-
ficer to personally certify the organization’s financial re-
ports, prohibits them from taking personal loans or lines 
of credit, and makes them reimburse the organization for 
bonuses and stock options when required by restatement 
of corporate profits. It also requires the company to have 
established procedures and guidelines for audit commit-
tees.118 Recently the agribusiness giant Monsanto paid 
the government $80 million in penalties under SarbOx 
for misstating earnings associated with a sales program 
for the herbicide Roundup.119

How Do People Learn Ethics? Kohlberg’s Theories  
American business history is permeated with occasional 
malfeasance, from railroad tycoons trying to corner the 
gold market (the 1872 Crédit Mobilier scandal) to 
25-year-old bank customer service representatives swin-
dling elderly customers out of their finances. Legislation 
such as SarbOx can’t head off all such behavior. No won-
der that now many colleges and universities have re-
quired more education in ethics.

“Schools bear some responsibility for the behavior of 
executives,” says Fred J. Evans, dean of the College of 
Business and Economics at California State University at 
Northridge. “If you’re making systematic errors in the 
[business] world, you have to go back to the schools and 
ask, ‘What are you teaching?’”120 

The good news is that more graduate business schools are changing their curricu-
lums to teach ethics, although there is some question as to their effectiveness.121 The 
bad news, however, is that students across educational levels are still cheating. A sur-
vey of over 23,000 U.S. high school students revealed that 59% admitted to cheating in 
the last year.122 Plagiarism checking service Turnitin.com uncovered 156 million 
matches between college student papers and previously published material on the 
Internet.123

Ponzi schemer. Phony financier R. Allen Stanford on the day of his 
sentencing to 110 years in prison without parole for masterminding a  
$7 billion Ponzi scheme involving fraudulent high-interest certificates of 
deposit at his Caribbean bank. A federal prosecutor said Allen was 
“utterly without remorse” and “treated all his victims as roadkill.” The 
28,000 Stanford victims received less than one penny on the dollar in 
attempting to recover their investments. © Dave Einsel/Getty Images
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 Cheating extends to corporations. Goldman Sachs fired 20 analysts for cheating on 
internal training exams, while JPMorgan Chase fired 10 employees for similar lapses 
in judgment.124

Of course, most students’ levels of moral development are established by personali-
ties and upbringing long before they get to college, with some being more advanced 
than others. One psychologist, Laurence Kohlberg, has proposed three levels of per-
sonal moral development—preconventional, conventional, and postconventional.125

■ Level 1, preconventional—follows rules. People who have achieved this 
level tend to follow rules and to obey authority to avoid unpleasant conse-
quences. Managers of the Level 1 sort tend to be autocratic or coercive, 
 expecting employees to be obedient for obedience’s sake.

■ Level 2, conventional—follows expectations of others. People whose moral 
development has reached this level are conformist but not slavish, generally 
adhering to the expectations of others in their lives. Level 2 managers lead by 
encouragement and cooperation and are more group and team oriented. Most 
managers are at this level.

■ Level 3, postconventional—guided by internal values. The farthest along in 
moral development, Level 3 managers are independent souls who follow their 
own values and standards, focusing on the needs of their employees and try-
ing to lead by empowering those working for them. Only about a fifth of 
American managers are said to reach this level.

What level of development do you think you’ve reached?

How Organizations Can Promote Ethics
Ethics needs to be an everyday affair, not a one-time thing. This is why many large 
U.S. companies now have a chief ethics officer, whose job is to make ethical conduct a 
priority issue.

There are several ways an organization may promote high ethical standards on the 
job, as follows.126

1. Creating a Strong Ethical Climate An ethical climate represents employees’ 
perceptions about the extent to which work environments support ethical behavior. It is 
important for managers to foster ethical climates because they significantly affect the 
frequency of ethical behavior. Managers can promote ethical climates through the poli-
cies, procedures, and practices that are used on a daily basis.

2. Screening Prospective Employees Companies try to screen out dishonest, 
irresponsible employees by checking applicants’ resumes and references. Some firms, 
for example, run employee applications through E-Verify, a federal program that 
 allows employers to check for illegal immigrants. Some also use personality tests and 
integrity testing to identify potentially dishonest people.

3. Instituting Ethics Codes and Training Programs A code of ethics consists of 
a formal written set of ethical standards guiding an organization’s actions. Most codes 
offer guidance on how to treat customers, suppliers, competitors, and other stake-
holders. The purpose is to clearly state top management’s expectations for all em-
ployees. As you might expect, most codes prohibit bribes, kickbacks, misappropriation 
of corporate assets, conflicts of interest, and “cooking the books”—making false ac-
counting statements and other records. Other areas frequently covered in ethics codes 
are political contributions, workforce diversity, and confidentiality of corporate 
information.
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In addition, according to a Society for Human Resource Management Weekly Sur-
vey, 32% of human resources professionals indicated that their organizations offered 
ethics training.127 The approaches vary, but one way is to use a case approach to pres-
ent employees with ethical dilemmas. By clarifying expectations, this kind of training 
may reduce unethical behavior.128

4. Rewarding Ethical Behavior: Protecting Whistle-Blowers It’s not enough 
to simply punish bad behavior; managers must also reward good ethical behavior, as in 
encouraging (or at least not discouraging) whistle-blowers.

A whistle-blower is an employee, or even an outside consultant, who reports organiza-
tional misconduct to the public, such as health and safety matters, waste, corruption, or 
overcharging of customers.129 For instance, the law that created the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration allows workers to report unsafe conditions, such as 
“exposure to toxic chemicals; the use of dangerous machines, which can crush fingers; 
the use of contaminated needles, which expose workers to the AIDS virus; and the 
strain of repetitive hand motion, whether at a computer keyboard or in a meatpacking 
plant,” according to The New York Times.130 In some cases, whistle-blowers may re-
ceive a reward; the IRS, for instance, is authorized to pay tipsters rewards as high as 
30% in cases involving large amounts of money.131

Whistle-blowing has been on the rise since the Great Recession, and the number of 
whistle-blower tips received by the Securities and Exchange Commission, for exam-
ple, is now nearly 4,000 a year.132 True whistle-blowing involves acts that are against 
the law. However, the principal kinds of misconduct reported in one study—misuse of 
company time, abusive behavior, and lying to employees—aren’t necessarily illegal, 
although they may create an offensive work environment, the leading reason people 
leave their jobs.133 Retaliation against whistle-blowers is also on the rise, ranging from 
giving them the cold shoulder to passing them over for promotion.

In exposing unethical behavior, then, it’s important to be clear why you’re doing it 
(trying to help the company or just get someone in trouble), not report something for 
the wrong reason (discuss your concerns with someone who has similar values), and 
follow proper channels (like addressing the supervisor of the supposed culprit). Don’t 
try to report externally (lashing out on Facebook, for instance) without speaking to 
those who might resolve the problem.134

Some people view ethics in ideal terms, which means that ethical principles or stan-
dards apply universally across situations and time. Others, however, take a relativistic 
view and believe that what is ethical depends on the situation.  It will be helpful for 
you to learn more specifically about your own ethical tendencies. ●

Assessing My Perspective on Ethics 

This survey is designed to assess your views about ethics. 
Please be prepared to answer these questions if your  

instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 3.1 in Connect.

1. Are your views more idealistic or more relativistic?

2. What do you think about students cheating on homework 
assignments in school? What about cheating on exams?

3. Are your answers consistent with your score? Explain.

4. Suppose you’re a manager. What does your score imply 
about the way you would handle the unethical behavior 
of someone you manage? What about your boss’s 
unethical behavior?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 3.1  
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3.5 The Social Responsibilities Required of You  
as a Manager
Is being socially responsible really necessary?

THE BIG PICTURE
Managers need to be aware of the viewpoints supporting and opposing social responsibility and whether 
being and doing good pays off financially for the organization.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

The slow economic recovery from the Great Recession has had a powerful impact on 
today’s college freshmen, with 86.1% in 2014 declaring that getting “a better job” is 
the top reason for going to college, the principal goal of freshmen for the past six 
years. (The second most cited reason, at 82.2%, was “to learn more about things that 
interest me,” which held the top spot for the first half of the past decade.)135 But is 
money the be-all and end-all in business? This is the concern behind the triple bottom 
line discussed earlier.

If ethical responsibility is about being a good individual citizen, social responsibil-
ity is about being a good organizational citizen, taking on organizational citizenship 
behaviors that exceed employees’ job descriptions—such as altruism, courtesy, sports-
manship, conscientiousness, and civic virtue (as we discuss in Chapter 11).136 More 
formally, social responsibility is a manager’s duty to take actions that will benefit the inter-
ests of society as well as of the organization. When generalized beyond the individual to 
the organization, social responsibility is called corporate social responsibility (CSR), 
the notion that corporations are expected to go above and beyond following the law and 
making a profit. Areas of CSR include the environment, philanthropy, and ethical labor 
practices.137

Corporate Social Responsibility: The Top  
of the Pyramid
According to University of Georgia business scholar Archie B. Carroll, corporate 
social responsibility rests at the top of a pyramid of a corporation’s obligations, right 
up there with economic, legal, and ethical obligations. Some people might hold that a 
company’s first and only duty is to make a profit. However, Carroll suggests the re-
sponsibilities of an organization in the global economy should take the following pri-
orities, with profit being the most fundamental (base of the pyramid) and corporate 
citizenship at the top:138

■ Be a good global corporate citizen, as defined by the host country’s expectations.
■ Be ethical in its practices, taking host-country and global standards into 

consideration.
■ Obey the law of host countries as well as international law.
■ Make a profit consistent with expectations for international business.

These priorities are illustrated in the pyramid opposite. (See Figure 3.2.)

Is Social Responsibility Worthwhile? Opposing  
and Supporting Viewpoints
In the old days of cutthroat capitalism, social responsibility was hardly thought of. 
A company’s most important goal was to make money pretty much any way it could, 
and the consequences be damned. Today for-profit enterprises in the United States and 
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Europe—but increasingly multinational firms from developing nations as well—generally 
make a point of “putting something back” into society as well as taking something out.139

Not everyone, however, agrees with these new priorities. Let’s consider the two 
viewpoints.

Against Social Responsibility “Few trends could so thoroughly undermine the 
very foundations of our free society,” argued the late free-market economist Milton 
Friedman, “as the acceptance by corporate officials of social responsibility other than 
to make as much money for their stockholders as possible.”140

Friedman represents the view that, as he said, “The social responsibility of busi-
ness is to make profits.” That is, unless a company focuses on maximizing profits, it 
will become distracted and fail to provide goods and services, benefit the stockhold-
ers, create jobs, and expand economic growth—the real social justification for the 
firm’s existence.

This view would presumably support the efforts of companies to set up headquar-
ters in name only in offshore Caribbean tax havens (while keeping their actual head-
quarters in the United States) in order to minimize their tax burden.

For Social Responsibility “A large corporation these days not only may engage in 
social responsibility,” said famed economist Paul Samuelson, who passed away in 
2009, “it had damned well better to try to do so.”141 That is, a company must be 
concerned for society’s welfare as well as for corporate profits.

Beyond the fact of ethical obligation, the rationale for this view is that since busi-
nesses create problems (environmental pollution, for example), they should help solve 
them. Moreover, they often have the resources to solve problems in ways that the non-
profit sector does not. Finally, being socially responsible gives businesses a favorable 
public image that can help head off government regulation.

Be a good
global
corporate
citizen

Do what is desired
by global stakeholders

Do what is expected
by global stakeholders

Do what is
required by global
stakeholders

Do what is
required by
global
capitalism

Be
ethical

Obey
the
law

Be
profitable

Philanthropic
Responsibility

Ethical
Responsibility

Legal
Responsibility

Economic
Responsibility

FIGURE 3.2 Carroll’s global corporate social responsibility pyramid
Source: Republished with permission of Academy of Management, from A. Carroll, “Managing Ethically and Global Stakeholders:  
A Present and Future Challenge,” Academy of Management Executive, May 2004, p. 116; permission conveyed through Copyright 
Clearance Center, Inc.
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One Type of Social Responsibility: Climate Change, 
Sustainability, and Natural Capital
Nearly everyone is aware of the growing threat of climate change and global warming, 
and the vast majority (70%) of Americans in a 2016 poll say they believe climate 
change is causing extreme weather and a rise in sea level. Twenty-seven percent put 
most of the blame on human activity and 34% fault both human activity and natural 
environmental changes; even so, 64% support the U.S. government doing more to re-
duce the activities that lead to climate change and sea level rise.145 (Scientists say 
global warming is “unequivocal” and that it is extremely likely that humans are the 
primary contributors to it.)146 Climate change refers to major changes in  temperature, 
precipitation, wind patterns, and similar matters occurring over several decades. Global 
warming, one aspect of climate change, refers to the rise in global average temperature 
near the Earth’s surface, caused mostly by increasing concentrations in the atmosphere of 
greenhouse gases, such as carbon emissions from fossil fuels.147 Sustainability, as we 
said in Chapter 1, is economic development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. (For more 
about the social, political, and cultural responses to climate change, including dissent-
ers, see Why We Disagree about Climate Change by Mike Hume.)148

The Benefits of Being Green “Coca-Cola has always been more focused on its 
economic bottom line than on global warming,” writes reporter Coral Davenport. But 
“as global droughts dried up the water needed to produce its soda,” its profits took 
some serious hits. Now the company “has embraced the idea of climate change as an 
economically disruptive force,” she writes, and is focused on water-conservation tech-
nologies, along with other sustainability measures.149 In 2015, the Coca-Cola Com-
pany announced it expected to replenish—return to nature—all the water it used to 
make its beverages by the end of that year, five years ahead of its scheduled goal.150

Today going green has entered the business mainstream, where sustainability pro-
grams are producing not only environmental benefits but also cost savings, revenue 
growth, and competitive advantages.151 Carmaker Subaru of Indiana Automotive, for 
example, has proved that adopting environmentally friendly processes does not add to 
the cost of doing business but actually makes it more efficient (reducing water use by 

EXAMPLE Corporate Social Responsibility: Salesforce.com Wants to Change  
the Way the World Works

There are all kinds of ways by which corporate social responsi-
bility is expressed. Salesforce.com, a San Francisco business 
software company, supports all the following four.142

Operating with Integrity. Salesforce.com has adopted Busi-
ness Conduct Principles and a Code of Conduct that, among 
other things, support ethical business practices, anticorruption, 
antidiscrimination, and rejection of forced or involuntary labor.

“1/1/1” Charitable Giving. When founder and CEO Marc Be-
nioff set up Salesforce.com in 1999, he also created a founda-
tion with a powerful but simple vision: Donate 1% of 
Salesforce.com resources, 1% of employees’ time, and 1% of 
the firm’s technology to improving communities around the 
world. For instance, for three years in a row, the Salesforce 
.com Foundation has written a multi-million-dollar check to the 
San Francisco school district.143 

Journey toward Sustainability. Although Salesforce.com 
does no manufacturing or mining, it still strives to reduce car-
bon emissions in the operation of its data centers and office 
buildings, as well as in employee travel.

Fostering Employee Success. At Salesforce.com, says the 
company, “our goal is to deliver a dreamjob experience for our 
employees. We are intense, passionate people on a mission to 
change the way the world works.” Employees are so heavily 
compensated with stock options that the company hasn’t 
posted an actual profit for five years.144

YOUR CALL
Do you believe corporate social responsibility really has bene-
fits? Can you think of any highly profitable and legal businesses 
that do not practice any kind of social responsibility?
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50%, electricity by 14%, and so on).152 Dow Chemical, collaborating with the Nature 
Conservancy, an environmental group, is exploring coastal marsh and dune restoration 
(and paying nearby homeowners to replace lawns with native plants) to shield its Free-
port, Texas, chemical complex from storm surges coming off the Gulf of Mexico.153 

The Value of Earth’s Resources: Natural Capital Indeed, planet (of the triple 
bottom line people, planet, and profit) is now identified by the name natural capital (or 
natural capital accounting), which many scholars think should figure seriously in eco-
nomic decision making. Natural capital is the value of natural resources, such as topsoil, air, 
water, and genetic diversity, which humans depend on. “We’re driving natural capital to its 
lowest levels ever in human history,” says Stanford University ecologist Gretchen Daily.154

According to this view, we are approaching the planet’s limitations, with human ac-
tivity threatening to exceed the earth’s capacity to generate resources and absorb wastes. 
For example, the mountain of electrical waste disposed of annually worldwide—cell 
phones, laptops, appliances, anything with a battery or a cord—was forecast in 2013 to 
grow by a third in four years, with the weight 65.4 million tons, “the weight equivalent 
of 200 Empire State Buildings or 11 Great Pyramids of Giza.”155 One United Nations 
report suggests climate change poses a risk to world food supplies, with output drop-
ping perhaps 2% each decade, as rising temperatures make it harder for crops to 
thrive.156 The report also warns that waiting to cut carbon emissions could even outstrip 
technology’s ability to preserve the planet.157 Alarming predictions indeed.

Another Type of Social Responsibility:  
Philanthropy, “Not Dying Rich”
“He who dies rich dies thus disgraced,” 19th-century steel magnate Andrew Carne-
gie is supposed to have said, after he turned his interests from making money to 
philanthropy, making charitable donations to benefit humankind. Carnegie became well 
known as a supporter of free libraries.

When Bill Gates of Microsoft, the current richest person in the world (net worth in 
2016: $79.2 billion) stepped down from day-to-day oversight of Microsoft, the company 
he co-founded, he turned his attention to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, through 
which he and his wife have pledged to spend billions on health, education, and overcom-
ing poverty.158 The Gateses have been joined by 136 other billionaires from 14 countries, 
including Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg and his wife (the most generous American 
philanthropists in 2013), oil and gas financier T. Boone Pickens, Berkshire Hathaway 
chairman Warren Buffett, Chobani yogurt founder Handi Ulukaya, and others—in taking 
the Giving Pledge, a commitment to dedicate a majority of their wealth to philanthropy.159

Not only do wealthy individuals and companies practice philanthropy, so even do 
ordinary individuals. Mona Purdy, an Illinois hairdresser, noticed while vacationing in 
Guatemala that many children coated their feet with tar in order to be able to run in a 
local race. So she went home and established the nonprofit Share Your Soles, which 
collects shoes and sends them around the world. “I always thought I was too busy to 
help others,” she says. “Then I started this and found myself wondering where I’d been 
all my life.”160 Apple CEO Tim Cook has also said he will give away most of his for-
tune.161 Recently, many donors, large and small, have also been studying the effect of 
“impact investing”—of finding the best ways to make philanthropy effective.162

How Does Being Good Pay Off?
From a hardheaded manager’s point of view, does ethical behavior and high social re-
sponsibility pay off financially? Here’s what some of the research shows.163

Effect on Customers According to one survey, 88% of the respondents said they 
were more apt to buy from companies that are socially responsible than from companies 
that are not.164 Nielsen’s Global Corporate Citizenship Survey found that 46% of 

Green power. Many electricity 
users can run their homes on 
renewable energy simply  
by asking their local utility.  
© Royalty-Free/Corbis
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global consumers are willing to pay extra for products and services from companies 
that have implemented programs to give back to society.165 

Effect on Employees’ Work Attitudes and Intentions to Quit Employees per-
ceive their work environments as more ethical and fair when managers exhibit ethical 
leadership.* Ethical leadership is defined as “leadership that is directed by respect for ethi-
cal beliefs and values for the dignity and rights of others.166 Research supports the value of 
ethical leadership. Employees reported higher levels of organizational commitment, job 
satisfaction, trust in the leader, and motivation when their managers displayed ethical 
leadership. Ethical leadership also reduced employees’ stress and intentions to quit.167

Effect on Employees’ Behavior and Work Performance The positive benefits 
of ethical leadership extend beyond employee attitudes. They include behavior and per-
formance. Employees were more willing to display citizenship behavior and to produce 
higher task performance when their managers exhibited ethical leadership. Employees 
also demonstrated less counterproductive behavior when the boss was ethical.168 

Effect on Sales Growth The announcement of a company’s conviction for illegal 
activity has been shown to diminish sales growth for several years.169 One survey 
found that 80% of people said they decide to buy a firm’s goods or services partly on 
their perception of its ethics.170

Effect on Company Efficiency One study found that 71% of employees who saw 
honesty applied rarely or never in their organization had seen misconduct in the past 
year, compared with 52% who saw honesty applied only occasionally and 25% who 
saw it frequently.171

Effect on Company Revenue Unethical behavior in the form of employee fraud 
costs the typical organization 5% of its revenues each year, which translates to world-
wide fraud loss of $3.7 trillion, according to the Association of Certified Fraud Exam-
iners.172 The median loss caused by employee frauds was $145,000, but 22% of cases 
involve losses of at least $1 million.

Effect on Stock Price One survey found that 74% of people polled said their per-
ception of a firm’s honesty directly affected their decision about whether to buy its 
stock.173 Other research found that, following fraud or financial restatement (redoing 
an earlier public financial statement), companies on average lose more than a quarter 
of their stock value but can nurse the stock price back to health by stepping up chari-
table giving along with other actions.174

Effect on Profits Studies suggest that profitability is enhanced by a reputation for 
honesty and corporate citizenship.175

Ethical behavior and social responsibility are more than just admirable ways of op-
erating. They give an organization a clear competitive advantage. Where do you stand 
on these issues? We created the following self-assessment to measure your attitudes 
toward corporate social responsibility. Taking it will enhance your understanding 
about your views on social responsibility. ●

Assessing Your Attitudes toward Corporate 
Responsibility

Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 3.2 in Connect.

1. Where do you stand on corporate social responsibility?

2. What life events have influenced your attitudes toward 
corporate social responsibility? Discuss.

3. Based on the three lowest-rated items in the survey, how 
might you foster a more positive attitude toward social 
responsibility? Explain.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 3.2  
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3.6 Corporate Governance
How can I trust a company is doing the right thing?

THE BIG PICTURE
Corporate governance is the system of governing a company so that the interests of corporate owners and 
other stakeholders are protected. Company directors should be clearly separated in their authority from the 
CEO by insisting on strong financial reporting systems and more accountability.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

What, you might ask, were the company boards of directors doing prior to 2001–2002 
when Enron, WorldCom, Tyco, and Adelphia filed for bankruptcy amid allegations 
their CEOs were committing fraud—for which they later went to prison? Aren’t direc-
tors elected by the stockholders to see that a company is run according to their inter-
ests? Indeed, after the Enron and other scandals there was renewed interest in what is 
known as corporate governance, the system of governing a company so that the interests 
of corporate owners and other stakeholders are protected.

Ethics and Corporate Governance
Is there any connection between ethics and corporate governance? Certainly, says 
scholar Henrik Syse. Corporate governance is about such matters as long-term strate-
gies, sustainable finances, accurate reporting, and positive work environment. All are 
obviously ethical because they are concerned with how a firm relates to stakeholders 
inside and out.176

 How can members of the board of directors be chosen to act ethically? As men-
tioned earlier, inside directors may be members of the firm, but outside directors are 
supposed to be elected from outside the firm. However, in some companies, the out-
side directors have been handpicked by the CEO—because they are friends, because 
they have a business relationship with the firm, or because they supposedly “know the 
industry.” In such instances, how tough do you think the board of directors is going to 
be on its CEO when he or she asks for leeway to pursue certain policies? 

 Now, more attention is being paid to strengthening corporate governance so that 
directors are clearly separated in their authority from the CEO. While, of course, di-
rectors are not supposed to get involved with day-to-day management issues, they are 
now feeling more pressure from stockholders and others to have stronger financial 
reporting systems and more accountability.177

EXAMPLECorporate Governance: Chesapeake Energy’s CEO Gets Some 
Unusual Breaks from His Board of Directors

In 2008, CEO Aubrey K. McClendon topped the list of highest-
paid chief executives for companies in the Standard & Poor’s 
500-stock index. His firm, Oklahoma City–based Chesapeake 
Energy, which he co-founded at age 23, was the second-largest 
producer of natural gas after ExxonMobil, and his personal  
fortune was estimated by Forbes as exceeding $1.2 billion. 
One interviewer described him as “without doubt the most  
admired—and feared—man” in the U.S. petroleum and natural 
gas industry but “also the most reckless, . . . with an off-the-
charts risk tolerance.”178 Another journalist declared “he was 
on the lunatic fringe in his appetite for risk.”

A Little Help from the Company. Because aggressive financ-
ing practices combined with plunging oil and gas prices in 2008 
lowered the value of Chesapeake stock by 80%, McClendon 
was forced to sell nearly all of his own shares. Strapped for 
cash, he turned to his handpicked board of nine directors, 
which gave him a $100 million pay package plus $75 million 
over five years to invest for a 2.5% stake in every well the com-
pany drilled.179

In addition, the company agreed to buy McClendon’s personal 
collection of historical maps of the American Southwest (which 
decorated the company’s headquarters) for $12.1 million.180 
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The $12.1 million, the firm pointed out, 
was McClendon’s cost of acquiring the 
collection over the preceding six years—
an appraisal, it noted, that came from “the 
dealer who had assisted Mr. McClendon 
in acquiring this collection.”181

Shareholders Sue. Besides the above-
mentioned perks, the Chesapeake board 
also voted to give McClendon $600,000 
for the private use of the corporate jets, 
nearly $600,000 for accounting services, 
and $131,000 for “personal engineering 
support”—and it agreed to pay $4.6 mil-
lion to sponsor the NBA’s Oklahoma City 
Thunder, the pro basketball team that is 
one-fifth owned by McClendon.182 But 
when outsiders and stockholders found 
out about the maps, the story took on a 
life of its own, prompting several share-
holder lawsuits.

Big shareholder groups sued Chesa-
peake for what they considered an irre-
sponsibly generous 2008 compensation 
package to McClendon and demanded 
that the company overhaul its compen-
sation practices. In the resulting settle-
ment, McClendon agreed to buy back 
the 19th-century maps for $12.1 million 
plus pay a 2.28% interest for the repur-
chase. In addition, Chesapeake agreed to some corporate gov-
ernance reforms: installation of a “more transparent” 
management pay plan, electing board members by majority 
vote, and discontinuance of the practice of allowing senior 
management, such as McClendon, use of their company stock 
as collateral to buy more company stock, a major cause of the 
firm’s financial strains.183

“Worst CEOs” List. Dartmouth College business professor 
Sydney Finkelstein, who puts out an annual list of the best and 

worst CEOs, ranked McLendon as the 
second worst CEO of 2012 for being  
unable to keep his corporate job sepa-
rate from his personal investments. “He 
personally borrowed $500 million from 
a  company that is a major investor in 
Chesapeake,” Finkelstein wrote. “He ran 
a private $200 million hedge fund trad-
ing oil and gas even though he is CEO of 
a company in the same industry. Corpo-
rate jets are routinely used for personal 
purposes.” Such actions, Finkelstein felt, 
demonstrated bad judgment and poten-
tial conflicts of interest.184

McLendon resigned from Chesapeake 
Energy in 2013, citing “philosophical dif-
ferences” with a reconstituted board, af-
ter burning through $19.4 billion in 2011 
and $21.6 billion in 2012. He started a 
new energy company, using everything 
from a fine-wine collection to his stake in 
the Oklahoma City Thunder to fund his 
new venture, but in 2015 Chesapeake 
filed a lawsuit against him accusing him 
of stealing trade secrets.185 In early 
2016, Chesapeake lost 50% of its value 
amid rumors that it might be preparing to 
file bankruptcy.186 Soon after, its former 
CEO, Aubrey McClendon, was indicted on 
charges of bid rigging—of conspiring to 

rig bids for the purchase of oil and natural gas leases during the 
time he was running Chesapeake.187 The day after the indict-
ment he was found dead in his car after a high-speed crash into 
a concrete wall.188

YOUR CALL
If McClendon had stayed on as Chesapeake Energy’s CEO, what 
kinds of corporate reforms would you, as a shareholder, have 
insisted on so that you could trust what the company told you?

The map collector. Aubrey McClendon, chief of 
natural gas producer Chesapeake Energy, was 
the highest-paid of CEOs in 2008. But when 
plunging gas prices reduced the value of 
company shares by 80%, he was forced to sell 
off an antique map collection for $12.1 million. 
The appraiser: the expert who assembled  
the collection in the first place. The buyer: 
Chesapeake Energy. Does this pass the smell 
test? © Bloomberg/Getty Images.

The Need for Trust
In the end, suggests Fordham professor Robert Hurley, “We do not have a crisis of eth-
ics in business today. We have a crisis of trust.”189 Customers or employees may well 
think that certain people or companies are ethical—that is, moral, honest, and fair—
but that does not mean they should trust them. Trust, says Hurley, “comes from deliv-
ering every day on what you promise—as a manager, an employee, and a company. It 
involves constant teamwork, communication, and collaboration.”

Trust comes from asking how likely the people you’re dealing with are to serve your 
interests, how much they have demonstrated concern for others, how well they deliv-
ered on their promises, how much they try to keep their word—and how effectively 
they communicate these skills.

Would you agree? ●
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Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

3.1 The Triple Bottom Line: People, Planet,  
and Profit

• Many businesses subscribe to a new standard of 
success—the triple bottom line, representing people, 
planet, and profit. It measures an organization’s 
social, environmental, and financial performance.

• Success in these areas can be measured through  
a social audit, a systematic assessment of a 
company’s performance in implementing socially 
responsible programs, often based on predefined 
goals.

• The triple bottom line has particular appeal to many 
young adults (Millennials) who are less concerned 
with finding financial success than with making a 
difference and achieving a meaningful life.

3.2 The Community of Stakeholders inside  
the Organization

• Managers operate in two organizational 
environments—internal and external—both made up 
of stakeholders, the people whose interests are 
affected by the organization’s activities.

• The first, or internal, environment includes 
employees, owners, and the board of directors.

3.3 The Community of Stakeholders outside  
the Organization

• The external environment of stakeholders consists of 
the task environment and the general environment.

• The task environment consists of 11 groups that 
present the manager with daily tasks to deal with.  
(1) Customers pay to use an organization’s goods 
and services. (2) Competitors compete for customers 
or resources. (3) Suppliers provide supplies—raw 
materials, services, equipment, labor, or energy—to 
other organizations. (4) Distributors help another 
organization sell its goods and services to customers. 
(5) Strategic allies join forces to achieve advantages 
neither organization can perform as well alone.  
(6) Employee organizations are labor unions and 
employee associations. 

• (7) Local communities are residents, companies, 
governments, and nonprofit entities that depend on 
the organization’s taxes, payroll, and charitable 
contributions. (8) Financial institutions are commercial 
banks, investment banks, and insurance companies 
that deal with the organization. (9) Government 
regulators are regulatory agencies that establish the 
ground rules under which the organization operates. 
(10) Special-interest groups are groups whose 
members try to influence specific issues that may 
affect the organization. (11) The mass media are 
print, radio, TV, and Internet sources that affect the 
organization’s public relations.

• The general environment includes six forces.  
(1) Economic forces consist of general economic 
conditions and trends—unemployment, inflation, 
interest rates, economic growth—that may affect an 
organization’s performance. (2) Technological forces 
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are new developments in methods for transforming 
resources into goods and services. (3) Sociocultural 
forces are influences and trends originating in a 
country, society, or culture’s human relationships  
and values that may affect an organization.  
(4) Demographic forces are influences on an 
organization arising from changes in the characteristics 
of a population, such as age, gender, and ethnic 
origin. (5) Political–legal forces are changes in the 
way politics shapes laws and laws shape the 
opportunities for and threats to an organization.  
(6) International forces are changes in the economic, 
political, legal, and technological global system  
that may affect an organization.

3.4 The Ethical Responsibilities Required of  
You as a Manager

• Ethics are the standards of right and wrong that 
influence behavior. Ethical behavior is behavior  
that is accepted as “right” as opposed to “wrong” 
according to those standards.

• Ethical dilemmas often take place because of an 
organization’s value system. Values are the relatively 
permanent and deeply held underlying beliefs and 
attitudes that help determine a person’s behavior.

• Managers should strive for ethical leadership, 
defined as leadership that is directed by respect for 
ethical beliefs and values for the dignity and rights  
of others.

• There are four approaches to deciding ethical 
dilemmas. (1) Utilitarian—ethical behavior is guided 
by what will result in the greatest good for the 
greatest number of people. (2) Individual—ethical 
behavior is guided by what will result in the 
individual’s best long-term interests, which 
ultimately is in everyone’s self-interest. (3) Moral-
rights—ethical behavior is guided by respect for  
the fundamental rights of human beings, such as 
those expressed in the U.S. Constitution’s Bill of 
Rights. (4) Justice—ethical behavior is guided by 
respect for the impartial standards of fairness  
and equity.

• Public outrage over white-collar crime (Enron, Tyco) 
led to the creation of the Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 
2002 (SarbOx), which established requirements for 
proper financial record keeping for public companies 
and penalties for noncompliance.

• Laurence Kohlberg proposed three levels of personal 
moral development: (1) preconventional level of 
moral development—people tend to follow rules and 
to obey authority; (2) conventional level—people are 
conformist, generally adhering to the expectations of 
others; and (3) postconventional level—people are 
guided by internal values.

• There are three ways an organization may foster high 
ethical standards. (1) Top managers must support a 
strong ethical climate. (2) The organization may have 

a code of ethics, which consists of a formal written 
set of ethical standards. (3) An organization must 
reward ethical behavior, as in not discouraging whistle-
blowers, employees who report organizational 
misconduct to the public.

3.5 The Social Responsibilities Required of You 
as a Manager

• Social responsibility is a manager’s duty to take 
actions that will benefit the interests of society as 
well as of the organization.

• The idea of social responsibility has opposing and 
supporting viewpoints. The opposing viewpoint is 
that the social responsibility of business is to make 
profits. The supporting viewpoint is that since 
business creates some problems (such as pollution)  
it should help solve them.

• One scholar, Archie Carroll, suggests the 
responsibilities of an organization in the global 
economy should have the following priorities: (1) Be 
a good global corporate citizen; (2) be ethical in its 
practices; (3) obey the law; and (4) make a profit.

• One type of social responsibility is sustainability, 
“going green,” or meeting humanity’s needs without 
harming future generations. A major threat is  
climate change, which refers to major changes in 
temperature, precipitation, wind patterns, and similar 
matters over several decades. Global warming, one 
aspect of climate change, refers to the rise in global 
average temperature near the Earth’s surface, 
caused mostly by increasing concentrations in the 
atmosphere of greenhouse gases, such as carbon 
emissions from fossil fuels.

• The component of the triple bottom line called planet 
is now identified by the name natural capital, which 
is the value of natural resources, such as topsoil, air, 
water, and genetic diversity, which many scholars 
think should figure seriously in economic decision 
making.

• Another type of social responsibility is philanthropy, 
making charitable donations to benefit humankind.

• Positive ethical behavior and social responsibility  
can pay off in the form of customer goodwill, more 
efficient and loyal employees, better quality of job 
applicants and retained employees, enhanced sales 
growth, less employee misconduct and fraud, better 
stock price, and enhanced profits.

3.6 Corporate Governance
• Corporate governance is the system of governing a 

company so that the interests of corporate owners 
and other stakeholders are protected.

• One way to further corporate governance is to be 
sure directors are clearly separated in their authority 
from the CEO by insisting on stronger financial 
reporting systems and more accountability.
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 1. How would you explain the difference between 
internal and external stakeholders?

 2. Among external stakeholders, what’s the difference 
between the task environment and the general 
environment?

 3. Of the 11 groups in the task environment, which 5 
do you consider most important, and why?

 4. Of the six groups in the general environment, which 
one do you think has the least importance, and why?

 5. Distinguish among the four approaches to deciding 
ethical dilemmas.

 6. What’s the difference between insider trading and a 
Ponzi scheme?

 7. How would you summarize Kohlberg’s levels of 
personal moral development?

 8. What are four ways that organizations can promote 
ethics?

 9. Describe the levels in Carroll’s corporate social 
responsibility pyramid. Where does trying to 
achieve sustainability fit in?

 10. How would you explain the concept of corporate 
governance?

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

Blue Bell Is Accused of “Recall Creep” in Its 
Handling of Ice Cream Contamination 
Blue Bell is the nation’s third largest ice cream maker, 
behind Nestlé, which produces Edy’s, and Unilever 
PLC, which makes Ben & Jerry’s. Blue Bell started its 
business in Brenhaman, Texas, in 1911. It grew to hav-
ing manufacturing operations in Texas, Oklahoma, and 
Alabama, employing around 3,900 employees. The 
company’s products have been sold in 23 states. 

Blue Bell faced a major listeria contamination prob-
lem across all of its three major plants in 2015.

The problem gained attention in 2015 when inspec-
tors from South Carolina found Listeria monocyto-
genes in two products that were made in Blue Bell’s 
Brenham plant. The situation got worse once the Cen-
ters for Disease Control (CDC) “matched the Blue 
Bell bug to listeria strains blamed for an unsolved 
2014 outbreak at a Wichita hospital: Five patients, al-
ready hospitalized with serious illnesses, had been in-
fected; three died. Investigators later confirmed that 
four drank milkshakes with Blue Bell ice cream. Fur-
ther testing would link the company to 10 listeriosis 
cases dating back to 2010.”190

Blue Bell learned about the South Carolina findings 
in February 2015. The company responded by retriev-
ing 10 different products produced on the factory line 
in question. It made no statement to consumers. About 
one month later the company learned about the Wichita 
deaths. This led to a decision of stopping production 
on the tainted production line. Ultimately, the line was 
shut down permanently.

In March, the listeria problem grew. Listeria 
was  linked to a chocolate ice cream cup made in 
 Oklahoma. The company recalled the ice cream cups. 
In April, Blue Bell then suspended all operations in 
Oklahoma after the CDC linked the bacteria in the 
chocolate cup with five more listeria cases as far back 
as 2010. The company vowed to find the source of the 
contamination, and it announced a recall of seven 
more flavors.

In April, another link was found between listeria 
in containers of chocolate chip cookie dough ice 
cream that were produced in Brenham. This led CEO 
Paul Kruse to publicly apologize and recall all of its 
products—eight million gallons of ice cream. The 
company ended up laying off 37% of its 3,900 employ-
ees while also furloughing 1,400 more.

Employees interviewed by CBS contend that poor 
manufacturing practices were potential causes of the 
problem. Two employees “described antiquated ma-
chinery run amuck, oil dripping into the food mix, and 
melted ice cream left pooling on the factory floor be-
cause supervisors didn’t want to slow production.” 
Terry Schultz, an employee who worked on the con-
taminated line in Brenhan, told CBS “A lot of time, 
I walked in there, and there was just ice cream all over 
the floor. Sometimes these machines, they would just 
go haywire, and it would just, the product would just 
continually run through the conveyor belt, and it would 
just drop right onto the floor.” This was bad because 
moisture provides a good environment for bacteria to 
grow.

Management in Action
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Schultz said that he complained to a supervisor 
and was told “Is that all you’re going to do is come 
in  here and bitch every afternoon?” He concluded 
that “Production was probably more important than 
cleanliness.”

The second employee interviewed, Gerald Bland, 
told CBS that “he was instructed to pour ice cream 
and fruit juice dripping off the machine throughout 
the day into barrels of ice cream mix.” He also noted 
that “You’d see oil on top from the fruit feeder leaking 
that would still go right into the barrel.” This practice 
was discontinued about a year before the plant was 
shutdown.191

Although Blue Bell executives would not respond 
to CBS’s request for an interview, the company told a 
Fortune reporter that “isolated views expressed by two 
former Blue Bell employees on CBS News do not re-
flect the experience of the vast majority of our em-
ployees . . . Our top priority and commitment is to 
produce high quality, safe, delicious ice cream for our 
customers.”192

Consider this statement in light of an FDA inspec-
tion report from 2015. The FDA reported finding bac-
teria in Blue Bell’s Oklahoma plant on 17 occasions 
beginning in March 2013. In spite of this finding, the 
FDA noted that Blue Bell did not follow up “‘to iden-
tify sanitation failures and possible food contamina-
tion,’ taken proper steps to root out the problem, or 
informed the agency of its findings.”193

One reporter concluded that “Blue Bell failed to 
follow practices recommended by government and 
industry groups that might have prevented listeria 
contamination of ice cream at all three of its main 
plants.” In response to this, a company spokesperson 
said, “We thought our cleaning process took care of 
any problems, but in hindsight, it was not adequate.” 
He then stated that the company “would immedi-
ately clean the surfaces and swab until the tests were 
negative.”194

The contamination crisis and its effects on Blue 
Bell almost led to the company’s demise. The com-
pany was saved by a loan of up to $125 million from 
Texas billionaire Sid Bass. The Bass family now owns 
one-third of the company.

In January 2016, a CNN report indicated that “en-
hanced testing of its [Blue Bell] facilities has found 
locations where suspected listeria may be present.” 
This is good news in that the new testing procedures 
are finding potential problem areas, which then en-
ables the company to clean and sanitize them. The 
company notes that “We have tested and will continue 
to test every batch of ice cream produced. No products 
produced have tested positive (for listeria). No prod-
ucts are shipped to stores until tests confirm they are 
safe. We will continue to work closely with our regula-
tory agencies, as we have throughout this process.”195

 As of January 2016, Blue Bell is shipping product 
to 15 states and plans to use a phased approach for 
shipping ice cream to its remaining markets. 

FOR DISCUSSION

 1. How did Blue Bell’s response to the contamination 
at its plants impact the triple bottom line?

 2. Which of Blue Bell’s internal and external stake-
holders were positively and negatively affected by 
the contamination crisis? Be specific.

 3. Which of the six general environmental forces influ-
enced the manner in which Blue Bell responded to 
this crisis?

 4. To what extent did Blue Bell respond ethically to the 
contamination problem? Explain.

 5. To what extent was Blue Bell’s approach toward 
the contamination problem consistent with the four 
approaches to deciding ethical dilemmas? Explain.

 6. Evaluate Blue Bell’s approach to solving this crisis 
against Carroll’s model of social responsibility 
shown in Figure 3.2.

Should You Apply to Have Your Student  
Loans Forgiven? 
Student loan debt nearly tripled in the last decade 
thanks to many attending for-profit colleges. For hun-
dreds of thousands buried in student loan debt, a little 
known 1994 program called “Borrower Defense” or 
“Defense to Repayment” sponsored by the Education 
Department offers a lifeline.

The program is available for those students who 
obtained loans from the government’s Direct Loan 

program. “The law says students are entitled to for-
giveness of existing debt—and, possibly, reimburse-
ment of any repaid loans—if they can show their 
school violated state law in getting them to take out 
the debt. (An example might be if a school lied in its 
advertisements about how many of its graduates 
landed jobs.) However, it’s not clear what documenta-
tion the borrower needs to prove fraud.”196

Thousands have applied to have their loans ex-
punged under the program. In the last six months of 

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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2015, for example, 7,500 former students applied to 
have $164 million in student loans expunged. The 
U.S. Education Department has already agreed to can-
cel nearly $28 million in debt and indicated many 
more will likely get forgiveness.197

Assume that you recently graduated from a state 
university. You took the required courses for your 
bachelor’s degree and excelled in your studies. You 
made the Dean’s List each semester of your last two 
years and interned for a social services organization in 
your community. You hoped you’d be able to work in 
your chosen field of psychology and be able to pay off 
the debt a few years after graduation. 

Like many students, you paid for the majority of 
your education with student loans. Three years after 
graduation, your career has not turned out as expected. 
Instead of working in your chosen field of psychology, 
you have a low paying job at a retail chain and wait 
tables on weekends to make ends meet. You weren’t 
aware that psychology positions required a graduate de-
gree. Your student loan debt remains unpaid, and you 
recently heard about the borrower defense program.

You are considering whether or not to apply for the 
Borrower Defense program.

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
What would you do?

 1. Apply for loan forgiveness and hope that the broad 
language of the law will make an exception for your 
state college education and loan. Besides, what’s 
wrong with asking?

 2. Apply for loan forgiveness. After all, you aren’t ben-
efitting from your education, someone should have 
told you that you needed a graduate degree in psychol-
ogy to get a good job, and there is no clear definition 
of fraud.

 3. Don’t apply. You were never promised a job and you 
made the decision to major in psychology. You could 
have chosen a field with more job opportunities.

 4. Invent other options. Discuss.
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THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

The Benefits of International Business Travel
Since business travelers who fly 100,000-plus miles a 
year—both domestically and overseas—are no longer a 
rare breed, should you prepare for the possibility of  
joining them? What are the rewards?

“If you are open to it, travel will simply make you a 
more well-rounded human being,” is one opinion.1 Many 
people like getting away from their everyday workplace, 
with its endless meetings, coworker distractions, and 
work “fires” to put out. In addition, respondents in one 
poll cited discovering a new city as the best benefit of 
business travel (65%), along with experiencing new things 
(45%) and connecting with new people (37%).2

Business travelers have learned the following three 
benefits.

Face-to-Face Meetings Are Crucial
The first lesson is that the majority of businesspeople— 
8 of 10 in one survey, 9 of 10 in another—agree travel is 
important because face-to-face meetings are more effec-
tive than technology toward achieving their business 
goals.3 Face-to-face helps you capture attention, inspire 
commitment, strengthen relationships, and other benefits.4

Of course smartphones, e-mail, and videoconferencing 
make it easier to connect with others—superficially, at least. 
“But,” says an investment banker, “in a global world you 
have to get in front of your employees, spend time with your 
clients, and show commitment when it comes to joint ven-
tures, mergers, and alliances. The key is thoughtful travel—
traveling when necessary.”5 Adds another top executive,  
“If you are going to disagree with somebody, you certainly 
don’t want to do it by e-mail, and if possible you don’t even 
want to do it by phone. You want to do it face to face.”6

Understanding the Local Culture Is Crucial
In time, perhaps, you will be able to wear an earpiece that 
will offer real-time translation, but until then we need to 
settle for Google Translate, which returns a translation as 
fast as your Internet connection can provide it.7 But trans-
lation won’t necessarily help you understand local culture. 

Retailer Urban Outfitters, for example, outraged some 
customers by selling merchandise with images of Hindu 
deities on them.8 In another instance, an American used 
“to conducting business American style, where you can 
get a deal done in two hours and everyone leaves happy,” 
found that in Asia “every meeting was about 10 hours 
long and everyone wanted to serve us food. We were so 
stuffed and jet-lagged, it was ridiculous.”9 

As a world-traveling executive, then, you must do your 
homework to know cultures, organizations, and holders of 
power. “Cull information on the individuals and companies 
you’re visiting,” says one expert. “Follow the news relating 
to the region. If possible try to read a few books about the 
history and culture of the lands you will visit. . . . Learn a 
few words too.”10 Because in Asia and the Middle East 
personal relationships are crucial to getting things done, 
you need to engage in small talk and avoid business talk 
during after-hours outings. Says Ted Dale, president of in-
ternational business consulting firm Aperian Global, “You 
need to spend out-of-office time in social settings.” In 
Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America, it’s important to 
understand organizational hierarchy, as represented by 
professional titles and age.11

Leisure Time Can Be Used to Make New Contacts
Travel downtime is a great opportunity to network and 
make new contacts. Columnist Anita Bruzzese points out 
that some hotels offer evening socials that businesspeople 
can use to meet others in a relaxed setting with food and 
drink at hand. Bruzzese tells of one veteran, Patricia Rossi, 
who contacts her regular Twitter followers and asks them 
to meet her if she’s in their city. “You’ve already developed 
those relationships online,” Rossi says. “But this is a chance 
to get kneecap to kneecap, which is so important.”12

For Discussion To stay connected with colleagues,  
employees, clients, and suppliers, you may have to 
travel a lot. Is this cause for concern? What do you 
think you should do about it?

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

This chapter covers the importance of globalization—the rise of the global village, of one big market, 

of both worldwide megafirms and minifirms. We also describe the characteristics of the successful 

international manager and why and how companies expand internationally. We describe the barriers 

to free trade and the major organizations promoting trade and the major competitors. Finally, we 

discuss some of the cultural differences you may encounter if you become an international manager.
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Is everything for sale in the United States now made outside our borders?
Not quite everything—and Roger Simmermaker, 50, an Orlando, Florida, electron-

ics technician who drives a 1996 Michigan-made Lincoln Town Car, is seriously fo-
cused on buying U.S. In fact, Simmermaker has authored a book, How Consumers 
Can Buy American, which lists more than 16,000 U.S.-made products.13 “It’s impor-
tant to understand that workers in China don’t pay taxes to America,” he says.14

As it happens, the vast majority of goods and services sold in the United States are 
still made in this country, good news for the 78% of U.S. consumers who would rather 
buy the domestic than the foreign version of a product.15 The problem is it’s hard to tell 
what’s real and what’s not. “Some iconic American products, from the Apple iPhone 
to Cuisinart food processors, have little or no manufacturing presence on these shores, 
while many foreign makers have invested heavily in manufacturing plants in the U.S.,” 
says Consumer Reports.16 In addition, because of “reshoring,” many appliance manu-
facturers and other companies are moving significant operations back to the United States.

Competition and Globalization: Who Will  
Be No. 1 Tomorrow?
It goes without saying that the world is a competitive place. Where does the United 
States stand in it? What’s our report card?

Although Americans may like to think “We’re No. 1!” on most measures, other na-
tions are in constant pursuit—and in some cases have overtaken us. China, for in-
stance, overtook the United States as the world’s largest economy in 2014.17

Are we the most competitive? Actually, the World Economic Forum ranks the 
United States as No. 3, behind Switzerland and Singapore. (See Table 4.1.)

Are we the richest? In terms of gross domestic product (total value of all goods and 
services), by one measure the United States ranks No. 9, behind Qatar, Luxembourg, 
Singapore, Brunei Darussalam, Kuwait, Norway, United Arab Emirates, and Hong 
Kong. Canada is No. 20.18

How about “most free”? Here Hong Kong, a “special administrative region” of the 
People’s Republic of China, is No. 1. The United States is No. 12, according to criteria 
embraced by the 2016 Index of Economic Freedom (by The Wall Street Journal and 
the Heritage Foundation). Hong Kong is considered “free” by this standard; both 
 Canada, at No. 6, and the United States are considered “mostly free.”19

There are many reasons why the winners on these lists achieved their enviable sta-
tus, but one thing is clear: They didn’t do it all by themselves; other countries were 
involved. We are living in a world being rapidly changed by globalization—the trend of 
the world economy toward becoming a more interdependent system. Time and distance, 
which have been under assault for 150 years, have now virtually collapsed, as reflected 
in three important developments we shall discuss.20

 1. The rise of the “global village” and electronic commerce.
 2. The world’s becoming one market instead of many national ones.
 3. The rise of both megafirms and Internet-enabled minifirms worldwide.

4.1 Globalization: The Collapse of Time and Distance
What three important developments of globalization will probably affect me?

THE BIG PICTURE
Globalization, the trend of the world economy toward becoming a more interdependent system, is reflected 
in three developments: the rise of the “global village” and e-commerce, the trend of the world’s becoming 
one big market, and the rise of both megafirms and Internet-enabled minifirms worldwide.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

 1. Switzerland

 2. Singapore

 3. United States

 4. Germany

 5. Netherlands

 6. Japan

 7. Hong Kong

 8. Finland

 9. Sweden

10. United Kingdom

11. Norway

12. Denmark

13. Canada

14. Qatar

15. Chinese Taipei

TABLE 4.1
Country Rankings for 
Competitiveness, 2015–2016

Source: World Economic Forum, 
The Global Competitiveness 
Report 2015-2016, http:// 
reports.webforum.org/global-
competitiveness-report-2015-2016 
(accessed March 5, 2016).
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The Rise of the “Global Village” and  
Electronic Commerce
The hallmark of great civilizations has been their great systems of communications. In 
the beginning, communication was based on transportation: The Roman Empire had 
its network of roads, as did other ancient civilizations, such as the Incas. Later the 
great European powers had their far-flung navies. In the 19th century, the United 
States and Canada unified North America by building transcontinental railroads. Later 
the airplane reduced travel time between continents.

From Transportation to Communication Transportation began to yield to the 
electronic exchange of information. Beginning in 1844, the telegraph ended the short 
existence of the Pony Express and, beginning in 1876, found itself in competition with 
the telephone. The amplifying vacuum tube, invented in 1906, led to commercial ra-
dio. Television came into being in England in 1925. During the 1950s and 1960s, as 
television exploded throughout the world, communications philosopher Marshall 
McLuhan posed the notion of a “global village,” where we all share our hopes, dreams, 
and fears in a “worldpool” of information. The global village refers to the “shrinking” of 
time and space as air travel and the electronic media have made it easier for the people 
around the globe to communicate with one another.

Then the world became even faster and smaller. Twenty-five years ago, cell phones, 
pagers, fax, and voice-mail links barely existed. When AT&T launched the first cel-
lular communications system in 1983, it predicted fewer than a million users by 2000. 
By the end of 1993, however, there were more than 16 million cellular phone subscrib-
ers in the United States.21 And by 2015, there were nearly 7 billion mobile-cellular 
subscriptions.22

The Net, the Web, and the World Then came the Internet, the worldwide com-
puter-linked “network of networks.” Today, of the 7.4 billion people in the world, 43% 
are Internet users.23 The Net might have remained the province of academicians had it 
not been for the contributions of Tim Berners-Lee, who came up with the coding sys-
tem, linkages, and addressing scheme that debuted in 1991 as the World Wide Web. 
“He took a powerful communications system [the Internet] that only the elite could 
use,” says one writer, “and turned it into a mass medium.”24

The arrival of the web quickly led to e-commerce, or electronic commerce, the buying 
and selling of products and services through computer networks. U.S. retail e-commerce 
sales were estimated at $341.7 billion for 2015, up 14.7% over the previous year.25

EXAMPLEE-Commerce: Peer-to-Peer Shopping by Smartphone

Perhaps the most well-known story of e-commerce companies 
is that of Amazon.com, which was started in 1994 by Jeffrey 
Bezos as an online bookstore, and now offers “new products 
and services at a rate none of the old-guard companies seem 
able to match,” according to one business writer.26 (One such 
company is Gap Inc., whose revenues have fallen at its Banana 
Republic and Old Navy walk-in stores but have not been made 
up for in online sales.27)

The New E-Commerce. Today 68% of U.S. adults have a smart-
phone and nearly 45% a tablet.28 Yet most American consum-
ers use their mobile devices for getting directions or listening to 

music rather than making purchases, according to a survey by 
Pew Research Center.29 But in Asia, which is home to the world’s 
two biggest smartphone markets, China and India, things are dif-
ferent. Asian countries account for nearly half of the world’s mo-
bile online shopping, worth more than $230 billion annually (in 
U.S. dollars).30 A few companies, reports The Wall Street Journal, 
“are starting to change the commercial landscape by offering 
apps that let individuals buy and sell goods directly from one 
another more easily than on traditional Web-based sites like 
eBay.”31 For example, in January 2016, 43% of people in South 
Korea said they used a smartphone to make a purchase during 
the past 30 days, the highest proportion in the world.
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One Big World Market: The Global Economy
“We are seeing the results of things started in 1988 and 1989,” said Rosabeth Moss 
Kantor of the Harvard Business School, referring to three historic global changes.32 
The first was in the late 1980s when the Berlin Wall came down, signaling the begin-
ning of the end of communism in Eastern Europe. The second was when Asian coun-
tries began to open their economies to foreign investors. The third was the worldwide 
trend of governments deregulating their economies. These three events set up condi-
tions by which goods, people, and money could move more freely throughout the 
world—a global economy. The global economy refers to the increasing tendency of the 
economies of the world to interact with one another as one market instead of many 
 national markets.

It’s no secret the economies of the world are increasingly tied together, connected 
by information arriving instantaneously through currency traders’ screens, CNN news 
reports, Twitter feeds, text messages, and other technology. Money, represented by 
digital blips, changes hands globally in a matter of keystrokes.

Positive Effects Is a global economy really good for the United States? “Most 
people see speedy travel, mass communications, and quick dissemination of informa-
tion through the Internet as benefits of globalization,” says University College London 

Consumer-to-Consumer Apps. In the so-called peer-to-peer 
commerce market, shopping apps like Shopee, from Taiwan, 
with about 3 million users throughout Asia, makes money by 
charging small transaction fees or commissions. Consumers 
can quickly create listings in a minute or two by photographing 
an item with a smartphone, tapping out a few lines of text, and 

then finding buyers and sellers through the app’s GPS features 
and built-in payment, chat, and delivery services.

YOUR CALL
Why do you suppose peer-to-peer commerce that is so popular 
in Asia has not caught on in North America?

Globalization. Coke and Pepsi already dominate India’s beverage market of 1.2 billion people, and now both 
companies are going after the fruit-juice market among India’s increasingly health-conscious consumers. Do you see 
any negative effects to this? © Taylor Ross/SIPA/Newscom
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historian Michael Collins. Other positives are that there is now a worldwide market for 
companies and consumers who have access to products of different countries, and 
there is more influx of information between two countries, more cultural intermin-
gling, and often more openness and tolerance toward other people.33

In addition, foreign firms are building plants in the United States, revitalizing parts 
of industrial America. Indeed, almost one-third of the world’s new auto plants are un-
der construction in North America, says one report, “with large growth in Mexico but 
also a resurgence in the United States.”34 In fact, foreign direct investment makes up 
16.5% of the country’s gross domestic product.35

But will worldwide economic growth create “rising prosperity and higher living 
standards,” as some have predicted?36

Negative Effects “There is no question that globalization has been a good thing 
for many developing countries who now have access to our markets and can export 
cheap goods,” says Collins. It has also benefited multinational corporations and Wall 
Street, he believes. “But globalization has not been good for working people (blue or 
white collar),” he asserts, “and has led to the continuing deindustrialization of 
America.”37

The biggest problem is the movement, or outsourcing, of formerly well-paying jobs 
overseas as companies seek cheaper labor costs, particularly in manufacturing. Soar-
ing new U.S. skyscrapers, for example, are more apt to have windows made in China 
than in Ohio, a glassmaking state.38 The developers of apps, or software for cell phones 
and other mobile platforms, are more likely to be overseas, even though more and 
more people in the United States owe their jobs to the existence of apps.39 Although 
global trade has helped lift hundreds of millions of Chinese out of poverty and con-
sumers around the world to benefit from better-priced, better-made goods, U.S. labor 
markets exposed to Chinese competition lost an estimated 2.4 million jobs from 1999 
to 2011.40 Some economists fear that many jobs lost through the recession and offshor-
ing may simply never come back.41 (But some are, as we will see.)

Globalization is like being overwhelmed by a snow avalanche,” says Collins. “You 
can’t stop it—you can only swim in the snow and hope to stay on top.”42 The alterna-
tive is to follow strategies that make the effects of globalization more equitable, such 
as enforcing trade laws, making the competition play by the same rules, and prohibit-
ing other countries from stealing our technology and other competitive tools.

Cross-Border Business: The Rise of Both 
Megamergers and Minifirms Worldwide
The global market driven by electronic information “forces things to get bigger and 
smaller at the same time,” suggests technology philosopher Nicholas Negroponte. 
“There will be an increasing absence of things that aren’t either very local or very 
global.”43

If Negroponte is correct, this means we will see more and more of two opposite 
kinds of businesses: mergers of huge companies into even larger companies, and small, 
fast-moving, start-up companies.

Megamergers Operating Worldwide Kmart + Sears. Union Pacific + Southern 
Pacific. Whole Foods + Wild Oats. Bank of America + Merrill Lynch. Roche + Ge-
nentech. Ticketmaster + Live Nation. Mattel (maker of Barbie Doll) + Hit Entertain-
ment (Bob the Builder). Jos. A. Bank + Eddie Bauer. Cerberus (Albertsons) + 
Safeway. Anthem + Cigna. HJ Heinz + Kraft Foods. Dell + EMC. Dow Chemical + 
DuPont. Charter Communications + Time Warner Cable. Anheuser Busch Inbev + 
SABMiller.

The last 20 years have seen a surge in mergers.44 Certain industries—automobiles, 
airlines, telecommunications, health care, and pharmaceuticals, for instance—aren’t 
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Craft beers. At Costco, craft 
beers account for 30% of the 
company’s beer sales. What 
kind of threat do you think the 
merger of giant breweries 
Anheuser-Busch InBev (makers 
of Budweiser, Corona, Beck’s) 
and SABMiller (Miller, Coors) 
represents to craft breweries?  
© David Caudery/Future 
Publishing/Getty Images

suited to being midsize, let alone small and local, so companies in 
these industries are trying to become bigger and cross-border. The 
means for doing so is to merge with other big companies. In pharma-
ceuticals, for instance, Viagra maker Pfizer targeted Botox maker Al-
lergan, in a move designed to lower its U.S. corporate taxes.45 
Walgreens bid for Rite Aid while CVS took over Target’s pharmacies 
in a battle for the drug business.46 Other mergers weren’t so massive: 
Yelp purchased food-ordering service Et24.com, and Time Inc. 
snapped up pop-culture website Hello Giggles for its young female 
 audience.47 

 Not all observers think big mergers are a good idea. “The presence 
of a few dominant companies in an industry,” said one editorial, 
“makes it harder for entrepreneurs to start new businesses in that sec-
tor.”48 For instance, two giant beer makers—Anheuser-Busch InBev 
(Budweiser, Corona, Beck’s) and SABMiller (Miller, Coors)—consoli-
dated distributors as a way of thwarting the advance of craft breweries, 
which now account for 11% of the beer market.49

Minifirms Operating Worldwide The Internet and the World Wide Web allow 
almost anyone to be global, with two important results:

 1. Small companies can get started more easily. Because anyone can put 
goods or services on a website and sell worldwide, this wipes out the former 
competitive advantages of distribution and scope that large companies used to 
have.

 2. Small companies can maneuver faster. Little companies can change direc-
tion faster, which gives them an advantage in terms of time and distance over 
large companies. ●

EXAMPLE The Sharing-Based Economy: Starting an Internet Enterprise

Around the world, “consumers are showing a robust appetite 
for the sharing-based economy,” says one analysis.50 Whether 
borrowing goods, renting homes, or offering special skills or 
goods, the Internet, mobile apps, and low barriers to entry 
have allowed many small firms to start quickly and maneuver 
faster.

Selling Used Clothing via Apparel App. Founded in 2011 
by Manish Chandra, Poshmark of Menlo Park, California, is a 
mobile marketplace in which women use their smartphones 
to buy and sell preowned clothes. Savannah Barrozo, after 
going from a size 2 to size 8 following her pregnancies, used 
Poshmark (which takes a 20% cut), and now she brings in 
$80,000 a year. Now Poshmark is maneuvering into a new 
market—giving fashion brands such as Style Mafia a place to 
sell in bulk at wholesale prices. “We’re giving independent 
fashion brands a massive new channel to exploit,” says  
Chandra. “They can convert our million sellers to become 
their sales force.”51

Helping Homeless Artists. Liz Powers, 27, a Harvard sociol-
ogy graduate, started organizing a few art shows to promote 
the work of homeless and disabled artists from Boston-area 
homeless shelters. She began to think, “How can we help peo-
ple not just in Boston but across the country? How can we 
help not just one day a year but every day?” From this thought, 
in 2013 she and her brother, Spencer, starting with a $4,000 
investment, founded ArtLifting, based on the model of the on-
line artisan site Etsy, and now has contracts with more than 70 
artists. A principal investor is Blake Mycoskie, founder of TOMS 
(which gives away a pair of shoes for every pair it sells), who 
believes that a purpose-driven, profit-oriented business is a 
better avenue than a nonprofit (which often depends on end-
less fundraising) for many social causes.52 

YOUR CALL
Do you have an idea for an uncommon product or skill that 
might be offered via the sharing-based Internet economy? 
What would it be?
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Can you see yourself working overseas? It can definitely be an advantage to your ca-
reer. “There are fewer borders,” says Paul McDonald, executive director of recruitment 
firm Robert Half Management Resources. “Anyone with international experience will 
have a leg up, higher salary, and be more marketable.”53 The recent brutal U.S. job 
market has also spurred more Americans to hunt for jobs overseas.54

Foreign experience demonstrates independence, resourcefulness, and entrepreneur-
ship, according to management recruiters. “You are interested in that person who 
can move quickly and is nimble and has an inquiring mind,” says one. People who 
have worked and supported themselves overseas, she says, tend to be adaptive and 
 inquisitive—valuable skills in today’s workplace.55 This outlook represents what is 
known as a global mind-set, which combines (1) an openness to and awareness of diver-
sity across cultures and markets with (2) a propensity and ability to see common patterns 
across countries and markets.56 People and organizations with a global mind-set see 
 cultural and geographic diversity as opportunities to exploit and will take good ideas 
wherever they find them.57

4.2 You and International Management
Why learn about international management, and what characterizes the successful 
international manager?

THE BIG PICTURE
Studying international management prepares you to work with foreign customers or suppliers, for a foreign 
firm in the United States, or for a U.S. firm overseas. Successful international managers aren’t ethnocentric 
or polycentric but geocentric.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

PRACTICAL ACTIONLearning to Be a Success Abroad: Developing  
a Global Mind-set

Whether you travel abroad on your own or on a work assign-
ment for your company, there are several ways to develop a 
global mind-set and make your experience enhance your ca-
reer success.

Be an “I’m-Not-an-Ugly American.” Americans “are seen 
throughout the world as an arrogant people, totally self- 
absorbed and loud,” says Keith Reinhard, former head of 
 advertising conglomerate DDB Worldwide, who had led an ef-
fort to reverse that through a nonprofit group called Business 
for Diplomatic Action (BDA), from which many suggestions 
here are drawn.58 (The group publishes The World Citizens 
Guide, which consists of practical advice for Americans travel-
ing abroad.)59 A survey conducted by DDB in more than 100 
countries found that respondents repeatedly mentioned 
 “arrogant,” “loud,” and “uninterested in the world” when 
asked their perceptions of Americans.60 Some sample advice 
for Americans traveling abroad is: Be patient, be quiet, listen 
at least as much as you talk, don’t use slang, and don’t talk 
about wealth and status.61

Be Global in Your Focus, but Think Local. Study up on your 
host country’s local customs and try to meet new people who 
might help you in the future. For example, Bill Roedy, president 
of MTV Networks International, spent time hanging out with 
Arab rappers and meeting the mayor of Mecca before trying to 
sign a contract that would launch MTV Arabia.62 His efforts 
helped seal the deal.

Learn What’s Appropriate Behavior. Before you go, spend 
some time learning about patterns of interpersonal communi-
cation. In Japan, for instance, it is considered rude to look di-
rectly into the eye for more than a few seconds. In Greece the 
hand-waving gesture commonly used in America is considered 
an insult. In Afghanistan, a man does not ask another man 
about his wife.63 In China, people generally avoid hugs—at 
least until recently.64

 Learn rituals of respect, including exchange of business 
cards.65 Understand that shaking hands is always permissible, 
but social kissing may not be. Dress professionally. For women, 
this means no heavy makeup, no flashy jewelry, no short skirts 
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Why Learn about International Management?
International management is management that oversees the conduct of operations in or 
with organizations in foreign countries, whether it’s through a multinational corpora-
tion or a multinational organization.

Multinational Corporations A multinational corporation, or multinational enter-
prise, is a business firm with operations in several countries. Our publisher, McGraw-Hill 
Education, is owned by Apollo Global Management, one such multinational. In terms 
of sales revenue, the largest American multinational corporations in 2015 were Wal-
Mart Stores, Exxon Mobil, Chevron, Berkshire Hathaway, Apple, McKesson, General 
Motors, Phillips 66, General Electric, and Ford Motor. The largest foreign firms were 
the oil companies SinoPec Group, Royal Dutch Shell (Netherlands), PetroChina, 
Exxon Mobil (USA), and BP (Britain), followed by State Grid (utilities, China), Volk-
swagen (Germany), and Toyota Motor (Japan).69

Multinational Organizations A multinational organization is a nonprofit organiza-
tion with operations in several countries. Examples are the World Health Organization, 
the International Red Cross, and the Church of Latter Day Saints.

Even if in the coming years you never travel to the wider world outside North 
America—an unlikely proposition, we think—the world will assuredly come to you. 
That, in a nutshell, is why you need to learn about international management.

or sleeveless blouses (particularly in Islamic countries). In some 
countries, casual dressing is a sign of disrespect. Don’t use first 
names and nicknames with fellow employees overseas, espe-
cially in countries with strict social strata.66

Know Your Field. If you know your field and behave with 
courtesy and assurance, you will be well received around the 
world. Indra Nooyi successfully uses this advice in her role as 
CEO of PepsiCo. She’s cosmopolitan and well educated and is 
respected by people around the globe.67

Become at Least Minimally Skilled in the Language.  
Whatever foreign country you’re in, at the very least you should 
learn a few key phrases, such as “hello,” “please,” and “thank 
you,” in your host country’s language. Successful international 
managers have learned there is no adequate substitute for 
knowing the local language.68

YOUR CALL
Have you done much traveling? What tricks have you discov-
ered to make it more satisfying?

Part of the action. If “all of the action in business is international,” as one expert 
says, what role do you think you might play in it? Do you think cultural bias 
against women in some foreign countries contributes to the low percentage of 
U.S. female executives working abroad? © Image Source/Getty Images RF
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More specifically, consider yourself in the following situations:

You May Deal with Foreign Customers or Partners While working for a U.S. 
company you may have to deal with foreign customers. Or you may have to work with 
a foreign company in some sort of joint venture. The people you’re dealing with may 
be outside the United States or visitors to it.77 Either way you would hate to blow a 
deal—and maybe all future deals—because you were ignorant of some cultural aspects 
you could have known about.

Examples are legion.78 One American executive inadvertently insulted or embar-
rassed Thai businessmen by starting gatherings talking about business. “That’s a no-
no,” he says. “I quickly figured out that I was creating problems by talking business 
before eating lunch and by initiating the talks.”79 People working on multinational 
teams across the globe need to become aware of some of the reasons information shar-
ing doesn’t happen as effectively as it should, as we describe elsewhere.80

You May Deal with Foreign Employees or Suppliers While working for an 
American company you may have to purchase important components, raw materials, 
or services from a foreign supplier.81 And you never know where foreign practices may 
diverge from what you’re accustomed to.

Many software developer jobs, for instance, have been moved outside the United 
States—to places such as India, New Zealand, and Eastern Europe. A lot of U.S. soft-
ware companies—Microsoft, IBM, Oracle, Motorola, Novell, Hewlett-Packard, and 
Texas Instruments—have opened offices in India to take advantage of high-quality 
labor. Many U.S. research scientists have also moved overseas.82 Even small busi-
nesses that lack serious capital regularly ship their development work overseas, with 
all the risks of miscommunication and dealing with different cultural and technologi-
cal barriers.83

EXAMPLEWorking Overseas: Giving Yourself the Extra Edge in the Job Market

“In the past, Americans took foreign jobs for the adventure or 
because their career field demanded overseas work,” says the 
wife of a philosophy instructor who found a job in Hong Kong. 
“Today, these young people are leaving because they can’t find 
jobs in the United States.”70

Although the U.S. economy has improved a lot since the af-
termath of the Great Recession (2007–2009), there are many 
young people, especially graduates under 34, who say they 
would move abroad for a job—59% according to one study, 55% 
according to another (particularly if a higher salary was of-
fered).71 A growing group of Americans, therefore, are headed 
overseas for economic opportunity and to learn and grow.72

When John Haltiwanger was 23, he took a job as an English 
teacher in the post-Soviet country of Georgia. “It ended up be-
ing one of the best decisions I’ve ever made,” he said.73 “The 
key to survival, in any walk of life, is adaptability. Working 
abroad helps you hone this quality. . . . Indeed, working in a 
new country requires both the ability to recognize cultural idio-
syncrasies and the willingness and capacity to adjust to them.”

 One possible benefit of working overseas is that—depend-
ing on the country and your field—you may have a better 
chance of taking on high-level positions more quickly. “For 

example, Mexico and Chile both have cities with interesting 
tech and startup scenes, but young folks looking for jobs aren’t 
flocking to these cities like they are to San Francisco and New 
York,” points out Chloe Mason Gray, who worked in Mexico City 
after college. She and the majority of her non-Mexican friends 
living there “were hired into or quickly advanced to high-level 
positions in their companies—positions that would have taken 
them many years to work up to in their home countries.”74

 In addition, working—or even just studying—abroad can 
give you an edge in the job market when you return to the 
United States. When Ashley Blackmon, 24, sat down for a job 
interview in New York City, she didn’t talk about her business 
classes but rather the five months she spent studying and trav-
eling in Spain. “When I left the interview, I felt amazing,” she 
said. By studying in a new culture, “I learned how to be a better 
businesswoman, critical thinker, and relationship builder.”75

YOUR CALL
Somewhere between 2.2 million and 6.8 million Americans live 
abroad.76 How do you feel about becoming one of them, and 
which countries would you prefer? How would you prepare 
yourself to join them?
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You May Work for a Foreign Firm in the United States You may sometime 
take a job with a foreign firm doing business in the United States, such as an electron-
ics, pharmaceutical, or car company. And you’ll have to deal with managers above and 
below you whose outlook is different from yours. For instance, Japanese companies, 
with their emphasis on correctness and face saving, operate in significantly different 
ways from American companies.

Working for a foreign firm. If you thought you might work for a foreign firm, either at home or overseas, what should 
you be doing now to prepare for it? © CKDJ/Corbis/VCG/Getty Images

Sometimes it is even hard to know that an ostensibly U.S. company actually has 
foreign ownership. For example, among some classic American brands that are now 
foreign owned are Jeep (made by Fiat Chrysler), Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream (started in 
Vermont, acquired in 2000 by Anglo-Dutch conglomerate Unilever), Gerber baby 
food (first made in California, now owned by Nestlé of Switzerland), Motel 6 (also 
founded in California, acquired by Paris hospitality company Accor), and Vaseline 
(founded in Brooklyn in 1870, now owned by Unilever), as well as Popsicle (Unilever), 
Purina (Nestlé), Frigidaire (AB Electrolux, Sweden), and 7-Eleven (Seven & I  
Holdings, Japan).84

You May Work for an American Firm outside the United States—or for a  
Foreign One You might easily find yourself working abroad in the foreign opera-
tion of a U.S. company. Most big American corporations have overseas subsidiaries or 
divisions. On the other hand, you might also well work for a foreign firm in a foreign 
country, such as a big Indian company in Bangalore or Mumbai.

The Successful International Manager: Geocentric, 
Not Ethnocentric or Polycentric
Maybe you don’t really care that you don’t have much understanding of the foreign 
culture you’re dealing with. “What’s the point?” you may think. The main thing is to 
get the job done. Certainly there are international firms with managers who have this 
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perspective. They are called ethnocentric, one of three primary attitudes among inter-
national managers, the other two being polycentric and geocentric.85

Ethnocentric Managers—“We Know Best” What do foreign executives fluent in 
English think when they hear Americans using an endless array of baseball, basketball, 
and football phrases (such as “out of left field” or “Hail Mary pass”).86 Ethnocentric 
managers believe that their native country, culture, language, and behavior are superior 
to all others. Ethnocentric managers tend to believe that they can export the managers 
and practices of their home countries to anywhere in the world and that they will be 
more capable and reliable. Often the ethnocentric viewpoint is less attributable to prej-
udice than it is to ignorance, since such managers obviously know more about their 
home environment than the foreign environment. Ethnocentrism might also be called 
parochialism—that is, a narrow view in which people see things solely through their own 
perspective.

Is ethnocentrism bad for business? It seems so. A survey of 918 companies with 
home offices in the United States, Japan, and Europe found that ethnocentric policies 
were linked to such problems as recruiting difficulties, high turnover rates, and law-
suits over personnel policies.87

Ethnocentric views also affect our purchasing decisions. Some people believe 
that we should only purchase products made in our home country. What are your 
views about being an ethnocentric consumer? You can find out by taking Self- 
Assessment 4.1.

Assessing Your Consumer Ethnocentrism

This survey is designed to assess your consumer ethnocen-
trism. Please be prepared to answer these questions if your 
instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 4.1 in Connect.

1. Are you surprised by the results? What do they suggest 
about your purchasing decisions? What are the pros and 
cons of being an ethnocentric consumer?

2. How do American companies, associations, and unions 
encourage us to be ethnocentric consumers?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 4.1

Polycentric Managers—“They Know Best” Polycentric managers take the view 
that native managers in the foreign offices best understand native personnel and practices, 
and so the home office should leave them alone. Thus, the attitude of polycentric man-
agers is nearly the opposite of that of ethnocentric managers.

Geocentric Managers—“What’s Best Is What’s Effective, Regardless of Origin”  
Geocentric managers accept that there are differences and similarities between home and 
foreign personnel and practices and that they should use whatever techniques are most 
effective. Clearly, being an ethno- or polycentric manager takes less work. But the pay-
off for being a geocentric manager can be far greater. The Practical Action Box on 
page 111, “Learning to Be a Success Abroad: Developing a Global Mind-set,” gives 
some tips on being geocentric. ●
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4.3 Why and How Companies Expand Internationally
Why do companies expand internationally, and how do they do it?

THE BIG PICTURE
Multinationals expand to take advantage of availability of supplies, new markets, lower labor costs, access 
to finance capital, or avoidance of tariffs and import quotas. Five ways they do so are by global outsourcing; 
importing, exporting, and countertrading; licensing and franchising; joint ventures; and wholly-owned  
subsidiaries.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Who makes Apple’s iPhone? An estimated 90% of the components are manufactured 
overseas, by workers in Switzerland, Singapore, Korea, and elsewhere. The display 
screens, for instance, come mostly from Asia, especially South Korea, Taiwan, and 
 Japan; the phone itself is assembled in China.88 Who makes the furniture sold by Ethan 
Allen, that most American of names, evoking Ethan Allen and the Green Mountain 
Boys of the American Revolution? Most of it still is made in the United States, but a lot 
is made by suppliers in Mexico, China, the Philippines, Indonesia, and Vietnam.89 

Where is Netflix going for new business as its U.S. growth 
slows? In early 2016, the Internet streaming video service 
debuted in 130 countries.90 There are many reasons why 
American companies are going global. Let us consider 
why and how they are expanding beyond U.S. borders.

Why Companies Expand 
Internationally
Many a company has made the deliberate decision to re-
strict selling its product or service to just its own country. 
Is anything wrong with that?

The answer is: It depends. It would probably have been 
a serious mistake for NEC, Sony, or Hitachi to have lim-
ited their markets solely to Japan during the 1990s, a time 
when the country was in an economic slump and Japa-
nese consumers weren’t consuming. During that same pe-
riod, however, some American banks might have been 
better off not making loans abroad, when the U.S. econ-
omy was booming but foreign economies were not. Going 
international or not going international—it can be risky 
either way.

Why, then, do companies expand internationally? 
There are at least five reasons, all of which have to do 
with making or saving money.

1. Availability of Supplies Antique and art dealers, 
mining companies, banana growers, sellers of hard 
woods—all have to go where their basic supplies or raw 
materials are located. For years oil companies, for exam-
ple, expanded their activities outside the United States in 
seeking cheaper or more plentiful sources of oil.

2. New Markets Sometimes a company will find, as 
cigarette makers have, that the demand for their product 

U.S. export. Popular entertainment is a major U.S. export, as was the 
2014 sci-fi film RoboCop, which earned only $58.6 million in the U.S. and 
Canada but an astonishing $184.1 million overseas. It did particularly 
well in China, where on its opening weekend it grossed $20.5 million. 
More and more movie studios are profiting from films because of the 
money they make outside the United States.91 Are there any negatives to 
sending American popular culture overseas? © Columbia Pictures/courtesy 
Everett Collection
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has declined domestically but that they can still make money overseas. Or sometimes 
a company will steal a march on its competitors by aggressively expanding into foreign 
markets, as did Coca-Cola over PepsiCo under the leadership of legendary CEO Rob-
ert Goizueta. Apple expanded efforts to sell more iPhones and other products in India, 
as sales to China slowed.92 Swedish retailer IKEA did likewise, thinking India’s blos-
soming middle class was a good bet to buy “flat-pack dining tables, cotton dish towels, 
and Scandinavian-sounding sofas.”93

3. Lower Labor Costs The decline in manufacturing jobs in the United States is 
partly attributable to the fact that American companies have found it cheaper to do 
their manufacturing outside the States. For example, the rationale for using maquiladoras—
manufacturing plants allowed to operate in Mexico with special privileges in return for 
employing Mexican citizens—is that they provide less expensive labor for assembling 
everything from appliances to cars. When Ford Motor Co.’s attempt to build small 
cars in the United States, in one description, “hit a pothole” owing to high labor costs, 
the company decided to move production of its Ford Focus to Mexico, where it was 
already building the subcompact Fiesta.94

 Even professional or service kinds of jobs, such as computer programming, may be 
shipped overseas. 

4. Access to Finance Capital Companies may be enticed into going abroad by the 
prospects of capital being put up by foreign companies or sudsidies from foreign govern-
ments. For example, Woody Allen’s 2013 film Blue Jasmine, in which Cate Blanchett 
plays a woman whose husband is revealed to be a Bernie Madoff–like con man, received 
most of its financing from overseas investors, as do many other American movies.95

5. Avoidance of Tariffs and Import Quotas Countries place tariffs (fees) on 
imported goods or impose import quotas—limitations on the numbers of products al-
lowed in—for the purpose of protecting their own domestic industries. For example, 
Japan imposes tariffs on agricultural products, such as rice, imported from the United 
States. To avoid these penalties, a company might create a subsidiary to produce the 
product in the foreign country. General Electric and Whirlpool, for example, have 
foreign subsidiaries to produce appliances overseas.

How Companies Expand Internationally
Most companies don’t start out to be multinationals. Generally, they edge their way 
into international business, at first making minimal investments and taking minimal 
risks, as shown in the drawing. (See Figure 4.1.)

Global
outsourcing

Importing,
exporting, &

countertrading

Licensing &
franchising

Joint
ventures

Wholly-owned
subsidiaries

Lowest risk &
investment

Highest risk
& investment

FIGURE 4.1 Five ways of expanding internationally
These range from lowest risk and investment (left) to highest risk and investment (right).

Let’s consider the five ways of expanding internationally shown in the figure.

1. Global Outsourcing A common practice of many companies, outsourcing is de-
fined as using suppliers outside the company to provide goods and services. For example, 
airlines farm out a lot of aircraft maintenance to other companies. Management 
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philosopher Peter Drucker believed that in the near future organizations might be out-
sourcing all work that is “support”—such as information systems—rather than revenue 
producing.

Global outsourcing extends this technique outside the United States. Global  
outsourcing, or offshoring, is defined as using suppliers outside the United States to 
provide labor, goods, or services. The reason may be that the foreign supplier has re-
sources not available in the United States, such as Italian marble. Or the supplier may 
have special expertise, as do Pakistani weavers. Or—more likely these days—the sup-
plier’s labor is cheaper than American labor. As a manager, your first business trip 
outside the United States might be to inspect the production lines of one of your out-
sourcing suppliers.

However, a countertrend, called “reshoring” or “nearshoring” or “deglobalization,” 
is that some companies are moving production back home, because long supply chains 
can be easily affected by the whims of geopolitics and energy prices and the United 
States remains a manufacturing power for higher-value products.96 

2. Importing, Exporting, and Countertrading When importing, a company buys 
goods outside the country and resells them domestically. Nothing might seem to be 
more American than Caterpillar tractors, but they are made not only in the United 
States but also in Mexico, from which they are imported and made available for sale 
in the United States.97 Many of the products we use are imported, ranging from 
Heineken beer (Netherlands) to Texaco gasoline (Saudi Arabia) to Honda snowblowers 
(Japan).

PRACTICAL ACTIONGlobal Outsourcing: Which Jobs Are Likely to Fall 
Victim to Offshoring?

Will there be any good jobs left for new college graduates?
Americans are rightly concerned about the changing jobs 

picture, brought about not only by the dismal aftermath of the 
2007–2009 Great Recession but also earlier in part by offshor-
ing of work to low-wage countries such as China, India, and the 
Philippines. Few of the millions of factory jobs that have been 
lost during the last 10 years have been replaced, and today 
just 9% of American workers are employed in manufacturing.98 
This has forced many workers—when they were able to work 
at all—to accept lower-paying alternatives, such as jobs in re-
tail and health care, which pay far less than manufacturing 
jobs.99

More recently, the same trend—global outsourcing—has 
been happening with white-collar jobs. Among the top careers 
that reportedly lost jobs to outsourcing in 2015 are those of 
computer programmers, accountants, lawyers, insurance sales 
agents, real estate agents, chemists, and physicists.100 

How Can You Prepare for an Offshored World? “I believe 
[companies] should outsource everything for which there is no 
career track that could lead into senior management,” said 
management philosopher Peter Drucker. An example, he said, 
is the job of total-quality-control specialist, work that can be 
done overseas.101

“As soon as a job becomes routine enough to describe in 
a  spec sheet, it becomes vulnerable to outsourcing,” says  

another writer. “Jobs like data entry, which are routine by na-
ture, were the first among obvious candidates for outsourcing.” 
But even “design and financial-analysis skills can, with time, 
become well-enough understood to be spelled out in a con-
tract and signed away.”102 Says Fred Levy, a Massachusetts  
Institute of Technology economist, “If you can describe a job 
precisely, or write rules for doing it, it’s unlikely to survive.  
Either we’ll program a computer to do it, or we’ll teach a  
foreigner to do it.”103

Which Jobs Will Remain in the United States? It is difficult 
to predict which jobs will remain at home, since even the 
 Bureau of Labor Statistics often can’t get it right. However, jobs 
that endure may share certain traits, listed below, regardless of 
the industry they serve:104

•	 Face-to-face. Some involve face-to-face contact, such  
as being a salesperson with a specific territory or an  
emergency room doctor.

•	 Physical contact. Other jobs involve physical contact, such 
as those of dentists, nurses, massage therapists, gardeners, 
and nursing-home aides.

•	 Making high-end products. High-end products that require 
intensive research, precision assembly, and complex tech-
nology requiring skilled workers are good candidates for the 
U.S. labor market, says Eric Spiegel, CEO of the Siemens 
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Corp. Low-end, low-technology products, such as textiles 
and furniture, will doubtless continue to be offshored.105

•	 Recognizing complex patterns. Others involve the human 
ability to recognize complex patterns, which are hard to 
computerize, such as a physician’s ability to diagnose an 
unusual disease (even if the X-rays are read by a radiolo-
gist in India). This also describes such jobs as teaching first 
grade or selling a mansion to a millionaire or jobs that de-
mand an intimate knowledge of the United States, such as 
marketing to American teenagers or lobbying Congress.

Survival Rules. For you, as a prospective manager, there are 
perhaps three ideas to take away from all this:
•	 Teamwork and creativity. “Jobs that persist are dynamic 

and creative and require the ability to team with others,” 
says Jim Spohrer of the IBM Almaden Research Center in 
San Jose, California, which studies the business operations 
of IBM’s corporate clients. “At its heart, a company is 
 simply a group of teams that come together to create” 
products and services.106

•	 Flexibility. “Jobs used to change very little or not at all 
over the course of several generations,” says Spohrer. 

“Now, they might change three or four times in a single 
lifetime.”107 Flexibility—as in being willing to undergo  
retraining—thus becomes important. Fortunately, as 
Drucker pointed out, the United States is “the only country 
that has a very significant continuing education system. 
This doesn’t exist anywhere else.”108 The United States  
is also the only country, he said, in which it is easy for 
younger people to move from one area at work to  
another.109

•	 Education. The more education one has, the more one is 
apt to prevail during times of economic change. Men and 
women with four years of college, for instance, earned 
98% more an hour on average in 2013 than people with-
out a degree.110 For young adults ages 25–34 in that year, 
those with a bachelor’s degree earned more than twice as 
much as those without a high school credential ($48,500 
versus $23,900).111

YOUR CALL
What kind of job or jobs are you interested in that would seem 
to provide you with some hopes of prevailing in a fast-changing 
world?

TABLE 4.2 Top 10 Exporting Countries, 1999 and 2015

RANK IN 1999 RANK IN 2015

 1. U.S. U.S.

 2. Germany China

 3. Japan Japan

 4. France Germany

 5. Britain France

 6. Canada South Korea

 7. Italy Netherlands

 8. Netherlands Italy

 9. China Russia

10. Belgium United Kingdom

Source: “Top Ten Highest Exporting Countries in the the World,” Wevio, 
March 6, 2015, www.wevio.com/general/top-10-highest-exporting-
countries-in-the-world (accessed March 10, 2016).

When exporting, a company produces goods domestically 
and sells them outside the country. The U.S. was ranked the 
number 1 exporter in the world in 2015, up from number 3 
two years earlier. (See Table 4.2.) One of the greatest U.S. 
exports is American pop culture, in the form of movies, mu-
sic, and fashion. The United States is also a leader in export-
ing computers and other information technology.

Sometimes other countries may wish to import American 
goods but lack the currency to pay for them. In that case, the 
exporting U.S. company may resort to countertrading—that 
is, bartering goods for goods. When the Russian ruble plunged 
in value in 1998, some goods became a better medium of 
exchange than currency.

3. Licensing and Franchising Licensing and franchis-
ing are two aspects of the same thing, although licensing is 
used by manufacturing companies and franchising is used 
more frequently by service companies.

In licensing, a company allows a foreign company to pay it 
a fee to make or distribute the first company’s product or ser-
vice. For example, the Du Pont chemical company might li-
cense a company in Brazil to make Teflon, the nonstick 
substance that is found on some frying pans. Thus, Du Pont, 
the licensor, can make money without having to invest large 
sums to conduct business directly in a foreign company. 
Moreover, the Brazilian firm, the licensee, knows the local 
market better than Du Pont probably would.

Franchising is a form of licensing in which a company allows a foreign company to pay 
it a fee and a share of the profit in return for using the first company’s brand name and a 
package of materials and services. For example, Burger King, Hertz, and Hilton  Hotels, 
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which are all well-known brands, might provide the use of their names plus their 
 operating know-how (facility design, equipment, recipes, management systems) to 
companies in the Philippines in return for an up-front fee plus a percentage of the 
profits.

By now Americans traveling throughout the world have become accustomed to see-
ing so-called U.S. stores everywhere. Some recently active companies: Toys R Us 
opened a store in Poland and then an e-commerce site there. Gap opened an Old Navy 
store in Japan, a Banana Republic store in Paris, and a Gap store in Delhi. Tiffany’s 
opened a jewelry store in Russia and another one in Bangkok. Starbucks opened a 
store in Colombia and then its first store in Milan, Italy.112

Volvo. Who owns what car brand these days? Formerly British brands Jaguar and Land Rover now 
belong to Tata of India. Volkswagen owns the formerly British Bentley and Italian Lamborghini. Volvo, 
whose cars and trucks are still made in Sweden, is owned by Chinese automaker Geely. Do you think 
the American companies General Motors and Ford could ever wind up under foreign ownership, as 
Chrysler has (owned by Fiat)? © Gerlach Delissen/Corbis/Getty Images

4. Joint Ventures Strategic allies (described in Chapter 3) are two organizations 
that have joined forces to realize strategic advantages that neither would have if oper-
ating alone. A U.S. firm may form a joint venture, also known as a strategic alliance, 
with a foreign company to share the risks and rewards of starting a new enterprise  
together in a foreign country. For instance, General Motors operates a joint venture 
with Shanghai Automotive Industry Group to build Buicks in China (which are now 
being imported into the United States).113 Ford also has a joint venture in China with 
Changan Ford.114

Sometimes a joint venture is the only way an American company can have a pres-
ence in a certain country, whose laws may forbid foreigners from ownership. Indeed, 
in China, this is the only way foreign cars may be sold in that country.

5. Wholly-Owned Subsidiaries A wholly-owned subsidiary is a foreign subsidiary 
that is totally owned and controlled by an organization. The foreign subsidiary may be an 
existing company that is purchased outright. A greenfield venture is a foreign subsidiary 
that the owning organization has built from scratch.

General Motors owns majority stakes in Adam Opel AG in Germany and Vauxhall 
Motor Cars Ltd. in the United Kingdom. ●
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If you live in the United States, you see foreign products on 
a daily basis—cars, appliances, clothes, foods, beers, wines, 
and so on. Based on what you see every day, which coun-
tries would you think are our most important trading part-
ners? China? Japan? Germany? United Kingdom? South 
Korea?

These five countries do indeed appear among the top 
leading U.S. trading partners. Interestingly, however, our 
foremost trading partners are our immediate neighbors—
Canada and Mexico—whose products may not be quite so 
visible. (See Table 4.3.)

Let’s begin to consider free trade, the movement of goods 
and services among nations without political or economic 
 obstruction.

Barriers to International Trade
Countries often use trade protectionism—the use of govern-
ment regulations to limit the import of goods and services— 
to protect their domestic industries against foreign compe-
tition. The justification they often use is that this saves 
jobs. Actually, protectionism is not considered benefi-
cial, mainly because of what it does to the overall trading 
atmosphere.

The devices by which countries try to exert protectionism 
consist of tariffs, import quotas, and trade embargoes and 
sanctions.

1. Tariffs A tariff is a trade barrier in the form of a customs duty, or tax, levied mainly on 
imports. At one time, for instance, to protect the American shoe industry, the United 
States imposed a tariff on Italian shoes. Actually, there are two types of tariffs: One, 
called a revenue tariff, is designed simply to raise money for the government, such as 
a tax on all oil imported into the United States. The other, which concerns us more, is 
a protective tariff, which is intended to raise the price of imported goods to make the 
prices of domestic products more competitive.

Beginning in late 2011, in a dispute that was still ongoing five years later, seven 
U.S. makers of solar panels sought trade tariffs from the U.S. Commerce Department 
of more than 100% on solar panels made in China, on the grounds that it used billions 
of dollars in government subsidies to help gain sales in the American market.115 

4.4 The World of Free Trade: Regional Economic 
Cooperation and Competition
What are barriers to free trade, and what major organizations and trading blocs promote 
trade, and how important are the “BRICS” countries?

THE BIG PICTURE
Barriers to free trade are tariffs, import quotas, and embargoes. Organizations promoting international trade 
are the World Trade Organization, the World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund. We discuss two 
 major trading blocs, NAFTA and the EU, as well as the still to-be-approved Trans-Pacific Partnership. Major 
competitors with the United States are the “BRICS” countries—Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

TABLE 4.3 Top 10 U.S. Trading Partners in Goods, 
January 2016

TOP 10 NATIONS TOP 10 NATIONS 
THE U.S.  THE U.S.  
EXPORTS TO IMPORTS FROM

 1. Canada China

 2. Mexico Mexico

 3. China Canada

 4. Japan Japan

 5. United Kingdom Germany

 6. Germany South Korea

 7. South Korea India

 8. Hong Kong United Kingdom

 9. Netherlands  France

10. Belgium Taiwan

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, “Top Trading Partners—January 2016,” 
December 12, 2015, https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/statistics 
/highlights/toppartners.html (accessed March 11, 2016).
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A couple of months later, four U.S. makers of steel towers for wind 
turbines also filed a trade complaint against China and Vietnam seek-
ing tariffs of 60% for the same reasons.116 For its part, China raised 
tariffs on foreign auto brands, presumably to protect its own domestic 
car industry.117 (A fully loaded Mini Cooper costing $52,500 in the 
United States might well go for around $85,000 in China, which has a 
25% import tax plus a 17% value-added and consumption tax. A 
 Ferrari costing $230,000 in the U.S. might set you back $724,000 in 
China.)118

2. Import Quotas An import quota is a trade barrier in the form of a 
limit on the numbers of a product that can be imported. Its intent is to 
protect domestic industry by restricting the availability of foreign 
products.

As a condition of being allowed into the World Trade Organization, 
China agreed, starting in 2005, to cancel car import quotas, which it 
had used to protect its domestic car manufacturing industry against 
imported vehicles from the United States, Japan, and Germany.119 
However, it has not done the same with export quotas, where it has 

been found to have broken international trade law by imposing quotas on the export 
from China of rare earth elements (17 minerals with names like indium, gallium, and 
tellurium), which are crucial to making high-technology products, including mobile 
phones, hybrid cars, and 3-D TV screens.120

Quotas are designed to prevent dumping, the practice of a foreign company’s export-
ing products abroad at a lower price than the price in the home market—or even below the 
costs of production—in order to drive down the price of the domestic product. In 2009, the 
U.S. International Trade Commission imposed antidumping duties of 10%–16% more 
on Chinese government–subsidized steel imported into the United States that damaged 
the American steel industry.121

3. Embargoes and Sanctions In December 2014, President Barack Obama or-
dered the restoration of full diplomatic relations with Cuba, and in March 2016 he paid 
a visit to the island nation, the first U.S. president to do so in nearly 90 years.122 Both 
events signaled the beginning of the end for the trade embargo imposed in 1960 by 
President Dwight D. Eisenhower at the height of the Cold War. For 54-plus years the 
embargo had prohibited anyone from importing Cuban cigars and sugar into the United 
States or for an American firm to do business in Cuba.

An embargo is a complete ban or prohibition of trade of one country with another, so 
that no goods or services can be imported or exported from or to the embargoed na-
tion. The key word here is complete, as in “complete ban.” Shortly after the Obama 
announcement, the departments of Commerce and Treasury weakened the embargo 
by publishing new rules that made it easier for Americans to trade with and travel 
to Cuba.123 

An embargo is different from a sanction. A sanction is the trade prohibition on cer-
tain types of products, services, or technology to another country for specific reasons, 
including nuclear nonproliferation and humanitarian purposes. The key words 
here are certain types. Sanctions may be considered “partial embargoes,” since 
they restrict trade in certain areas. For instance, the United States has trade sanc-
tions with North Korea that prohibit the export of any material that would help 
North Korea in its nuclear program.124 Chinese smartphone maker ZTE violated 
American sanctions against Iran by selling United States–made goods (such as U.S. 
chips in its phones) to that country, and as a result in 2016 was blocked from buy-
ing any technology from American companies unless it first obtained a special  
license.125

Playing by the rules? Four of the five top solar cell 
producers are based in China, where the government 
has subsidized the development of this technology, to 
the detriment of American and European solar 
industries. What do you think the United States should 
do to equalize the situation? Impose tariffs (special 
taxes) on some Chinese imports? Subsidize our own 
solar industry? © Imaginechina/Corbis
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Organizations Promoting International Trade
In the 1920s, the institution of tariff barriers did not so much protect jobs as depress 
the demand for goods and services, thereby leading to the loss of jobs anyway—and 
the massive unemployment of the Great Depression of the 1930s.126 As a result of this 
lesson, after World War II the advanced nations of the world began to realize that if all 
countries could freely exchange the products that each could produce most efficiently, 
this would lead to lower prices all around. Thus began the removal of barriers to free 
trade.

The three principal organizations designed to facilitate international trade are the 
World Trade Organization, the World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund.

1. The World Trade Organization (WTO) Consisting of 164 member countries, 
the World Trade Organization (WTO) is designed to monitor and enforce trade agreements. 
The agreements are based on the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), an 
international accord first signed by 23 nations in 1947, which helped to reduce world-
wide tariffs and other barriers. Out of GATT came a series of “rounds,” or negotia-
tions, that resulted in the lowering of barriers; for instance, the Uruguay Round, 
implemented in 1996, cut tariffs by one-third. The last round of negotiations, the Doha 
Round, which began in Doha, Qatar, in 2001, aimed at helping the world’s poor by, 
among other things, reducing trade barriers, including improving customs rules and 
procedures. However, after 14 years of talks, the Doha Round was effectively ended—
unsuccessfully, because of trade ministers’ inability to agree on how to lower trade 
barriers, contribute to development in poor nations, and other issues. Now world lead-
ers will have to rethink global trade pacts that encourage development and sustainable 
economic growth.127 

Founded in 1995 and headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, WTO succeeded 
GATT as the world forum for trade negotiations and has the formal legal structure for 
deciding trade disputes. WTO also encompasses areas not previously covered by 
GATT, such as services and intellectual property rights. A particularly interesting area 
of responsibility covers telecommunications—cell phones, pagers, data transmission, 
satellite communications, and the like—with half of the WTO’s members agreeing to 
open their markets to foreign telecommunications companies.128

2. The World Bank The World Bank was founded after World War II to help Euro-
pean countries rebuild. Today the purpose of the World Bank is to provide low-interest 
loans to developing nations for improving transportation, education, health, and telecom-
munications. The bank has 188 member nations, with most contributions coming from 
Britain, the United States, Japan, and Germany.

In recent times, protesters have complained the World Bank has financed projects 
that could damage the ecosystem, such as the Three Gorges Dam on China’s Yangtze 
River, or supported countries that permit low-paying sweatshops or that suppress reli-
gious freedom. Others think it has dragged its feet on getting affordable AIDS drugs to 
less-developed countries in Africa and lent millions to a palm oil company in Hondu-
ras accused of links to assassinations and forced evictions.129 In 2014 the World Bank 
underwent a sweeping reorganization to encourage better collaboration and a quicker 
response.130 It also announced it was nearly doubling its potential lending to develop-
ing countries such as China, India, and Brazil.131

3. The International Monetary Fund Founded in 1945 and now affiliated with 
the United Nations, the International Monetary Fund is the second pillar supporting the 
international financial community. Consisting of 188 member nations, the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) is designed to assist in smoothing the flow of money between 
nations.
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The IMF operates as a last-resort lender that makes short-term loans to countries 
suffering from unfavorable balance of payments (roughly the difference between 
money coming into a country and money leaving the country, because of imports, ex-
ports, and other matters). In recent times, the IMF has become more high profile be-
cause of its role in trying to shore up some weaker European economies, including 
making loans to Greece, Portugal, and Ireland and considering how to assist Italy and 
Spain.132 Lately it has been more concerned with addressing income inequality, which 
has worsened in most countries in the past three decades.133 The IMF was overhauled 
in late 2015 to increase its capital and give countries such as China and India a greater 
say in the organization.134 

Major Trading Blocs: NAFTA and the EU
A trading bloc, also known as an economic community, is a group of nations within a geo-
graphical region that have agreed to remove trade barriers with one another. The two 
major trading blocs we will consider are the NAFTA nations and the European Union.

1. NAFTA—The Three Countries of the North American Free Trade Agreement  
Formed in 1994, the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is a trading bloc 
consisting of the United States, Canada, and Mexico, encompassing 444 million people. 
The agreement is supposed to eliminate 99% of the tariffs and quotas among these 
countries, allowing for freer flow of goods, services, and capital in North America. 
Trade with Canada and Mexico in 2014 accounted for 34% of the U.S. total, up from 
one-quarter in 1989, and trade among the three nations has gone from $290 billion in 
1993 to $1 trillion in 2011, according to government data.135 Still, as one reporter 
points out, “the treaty never met many of its sweeping promises to close Mexico’s 
wage gap with the United States, boost job growth, fight poverty, and protect the 
environment.”136

Is NAFTA a job killer, as some have complained? In the United States, around 
845,000 jobs have been lost because of increased imports from Canada and Mexico 
and the relocation of factories in the past two decades, according to government watch-
dog group Public Citizen.137 However, some experts suggest that many jobs lost to 
Mexico during this period would probably have gone to China or elsewhere.138 Be-
tween 1993 (before NAFTA took effect) and 2013, the U.S. trade deficit with Mexico 
and Canada increased from $17 billion to $177.2 billion, displacing more than 850,000 
U.S. jobs.139 However, supporters insist NAFTA ultimately will result in more jobs and 
a higher standard of living among all trading partners. For instance, Howard Dean, 
former Vermont governor and Democratic presidential aspirant, says he he supported 
NAFTA because he believed “that it would raise the family incomes of Mexicans and 
emancipate Mexican women. And there’s a fair amount of that actually happened. 
Mexico is now the 20th strongest economy in the world. It’s a good thing for America 
to have two strong economies on either side of it.”140 

2. The EU—The 28 Countries of the European Union Formed in 1957, 
the European Union (EU) consists of 28 trading partners in Europe, covering 
nearly 500 million consumers.

Nearly all internal trade barriers have been eliminated (including move-
ment of labor between countries), making the EU a union of borderless neigh-
bors and the world’s largest free market, with a gross domestic product of 
$18.12 trillion in 2014, exceeding that of the United States ($17.35 trillion).141

By 2002, such national symbols as the franc, the mark, the lira, the peseta, 
and the guilder had been replaced with the EU currency, the euro, which is 
presently used by 23 European countries (plus Vatican City). There was even 
speculation that someday the euro could replace the U.S. dollar as the dominant 
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world currency.142 However, in 2010 and 2011, the shaky finances and massive gov-
ernment debts of Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece, and Spain (so-called PIIGS) revealed 
an inherent weakness of the union—that both weak and strong economies were ex-
pected to coexist.

Recently, the influx of thousands of refugees pouring out of war-torn and 
 poverty-stricken nations in the Middle East and Africa, including many middle-class 
Syrians, has put more pressure on the European Union, including calls to either 
reduce or severely limit free movement across Europe’s borders. Several members 
had reintroduced passport checks and beefed up police presence at their borders in 
response to the migration crisis, as well as the terrorist attacks in Paris in November 
2015.143 

In addition, on June 23, 2016, the majority of voters in the United Kingdom sup-
ported a referendum dubbed “Brexit,” short for “Britain exit,” to leave the European 
Union (Scotland and Northern Ireland voted to remain), a process that is expected to 
take several years but whose effects have already had a severely negative economic 
impact on the UK.

 Four other trading blocs—APEC, ASEAN, Mercosur, and CAFTA—are described 
below. (See Table 4.4.)

TABLE 4.4 Four Other 
Important Trading Blocs

Source: Brian Williams.

TRADING BLOC COUNTRIES PURPOSES

Asia-Pacific Economic 21 Pacific Rim countries, most  To improve economic and political
Cooperation (APEC) with a Pacific coastline, including ties and to reduce tariffs and other
 the U.S., Canada, and China trade barriers across the Asia-Pacific
  region

Association of 10 countries in Asia, comprising a To reduce trade barriers among
Southeast Asian market of 610 million people: member countries. A China-ASEAN
Nations (ASEAN) Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Free Trade Area was established in
 Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar (Burma), 2010, the largest free trade area in
 the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, the world in terms of population.
 and Vietnam

Mercosur Largest trade bloc in Latin America, To reduce tariffs by 75% and achieve
 with 5 core members—Argentina, full economic integration. The alliance
 Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, and is also negotiating trade agreements
 Venezuela—and 7 associate with NAFTA, the EU, and Japan.
 members: Bolivia, Chile, Colombia,
 Ecuador, Guyana, Peru, and Suriname

Central America Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, To reduce tariffs and other barriers to
Free Trade Agreement El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, free trade
(CAFTA-DR) Nicaragua, and the U.S.

The Trans-Pacific Partnership—12 Pacific Rim Countries Negotiated over 
seven years, the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is a trade agreement among 12 Pacific 
Rim countries. It was signed on February 4, 2016, but can’t take effect “without the ap-
proval from a deeply divided U.S. Congress and other parliaments in the bloc,” in the 
words of one reporter.144 Besides the United States, the pact includes Australia, Bru-
nei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, and 
Vietnam.

Although the United States already has free-trade agreements with six of the 11 
countries, the TPP removes over time several further barriers to trade, including most 
tariffs, and sets commercial rules for everything from labor and environmental stan-
dards to drug patents. A World Bank study found that Japan, Vietnam, and Malaysia 
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would get a big economic boost (from increasing their exports) from the TPP, while 
the three North American countries would see much smaller gains.145 

Most Favored Nation Trading Status
Besides joining together in trade blocs, countries will also extend special, “most 
 favored nation” trading privileges to one another. Most favored nation trading status 
describes a condition in which a country grants other countries favorable trading treatment 
such as the reduction of import duties. The purpose is to promote stronger and more 
stable ties between companies in the two countries.

Exchange Rates
The exchange rate is the rate at which the currency of one area or country can be 
 exchanged for the currency of another’s. Americans deal in dollars with each other, but 
beyond the U.S. border we have to deal with pounds in England, euros in Europe, 
 pesos in Mexico, and yuan in China. Because of changing economic conditions, the 
values of currencies fluctuate in relation to each other, so that sometimes a U.S. dollar, 
for example, will buy more goods and sometimes it will buy less. 

EXAMPLE An American in London Dealing with Currency Exchange— 
How Much Are Those Jeans, Really?

Let’s pretend $1 trades equal to 1 British pound, symbolized by 
£1. Thus, an item that costs 3 pounds (£3) can be bought for 
$3. If the exchange rate changes so that $1 buys £1½, then an 
item that costs £3 can be bought for $2 (the dollar is said to be 
“stronger” against the pound). If the rate changes so that $1 
buys only ½ a pound (£0.5), an item that costs £6 can be pur-
chased for $9 (the dollar is “weaker”).146 In mid 2016, the dol-
lar was stronger, buying .77 of a pound, whereas back in 2014, 
it was weaker, averaging .59 of a pound. (Stated another way, 
£1 bought $1.56 in 2010 and $1.68 in April 2014 and $1.29 in 
August 2016.)

How the Exchange Rate Matters. As this is written, the dollar 
is strong and the pound is weak, so that $1 will buy .77 of a 
pound. Thus, staying in London became less expensive for 
Americans. A hotel room that rents for £100 cost an American 
$168 in 2014, but cost only $129 in 2016. Indeed, if during 
those years, 2014 to 2016, you were an American living in 
England working for a U.S. company and paid in dollars, your 
standard of living went up.

The Varying Cost of Living for Different Cities. Prices also 
vary among countries and cities throughout the world, with the 
standard of living of London, say, being 22% more than that of 
Chicago. To give you a sense of what an American’s purchasing 
power is worth in London when $1 equals .77 British pound (or 

£1 equals $1.29)—the exchange rate in April 2016—consider 
these prices for various goods in Chicago versus London (esti-
mated in U.S. dollars, computed on www.expatistan.com):

 CHICAGO LONDON

2-liter Coke $1.87 $2.56 (£5.80)
Big Mac meal $7 $8 (£2.34)
Month’s rent, furnished studio $951 $1,432 (£1,101)
Levi’s 501 jeans $54 $87 (£67)
Nike sports shoes $86 $89 (£69)
Volkswagen Golf 2.0 TDI $24,352 $24,318 (£18,696)

With this example you can see why it’s important to under-
stand how exchange rates work and what value your U.S. dol-
lars actually have.

Of course, if you’re a Londoner looking at this kind of cur-
rency exchange rate and price differentials, you may decide it’s 
a terrific time to visit Chicago for food, lodging, and clothes.147 

YOUR CALL
Planning to visit Mexico, Canada, or one of those European 
countries (Germany, France) that uses the euro? Go online to 
www.x-rates.com and figure out the exchange rate of the U.S. 
dollar and that country’s currency. Then go to www.expatistan 
.com and figure out what things cost in that country’s principal 
city versus a U.S. city near you. Could you afford to go?
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The BRICS Countries: Important International Competitors Coined by a 
 financial analyst who saw the countries as promising markets for finance capital in the 
21st century, the term BRICS stands for the five major emerging economies of Brazil, 
Russia, India, China, and South Africa.148 (See Table 4.5.)

Get out much? Over one-third of Americans (110 million) have passports, more than double the number of U.S. 
passports (48 million) in circulation in 2000 and 15 times those in 1989 (7 million). At the same time, more visitors 
from foreign countries are coming to the United States, with four countries expected to account for 59% of the 
projected growth in the near future: Canada (23%), China (18%), Mexico (11%), and Brazil (7%). How does the travel 
boom figure in your career plans? © U. Baumgarten/Getty Images

TABLE 4.5
BRICS Countries, 2015

Sources: Internet World Stats, 
www.internetworldstats.com 
/stats8.htm; Knoema, and IMF 
World Economic Outlook, October 
15, 2015, http://knoema.com 
/nwnfkne/world-gdp-ranking- 
2015-data-and-charts; Statistics 
Times, and IMF World Economic 
Outlook, April 18, 2015, http://
statisticstimes.com/economy 
/countries-by-projected-gdp-capita.
php (all accessed March 12, 2016).

  ECONOMY GDP PER  
  (GDP) CAPITA GROWTH 
COUNTRY POPULATION (IN U.S. $) (IN U.S. $) RATE

China 1.36 billion $19,510 billion $8,154 6.8%

India 1.25 billion $8,027 billion $1,808 7.3%

Brazil 204 million $3,208 billion $9,312 −3.0%

Russia 146 million $3,474 billion $8,184 −3.8%

South Africa 50 million $724 billion $5,902 1.4%

For comparison U.S.A. 321 million $17,968 billion $56,421 2.6%

Though not a trading bloc as such, the BRICS are important because they make 
up 40% of the world’s population, represent about 20% of the world’s economic ac-
tivity, and have established their own $100 billion reserve fund to rival the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund.149 By 2050, economists predict, they will join the United 
States in the exclusive club of the five largest economies in the world.150 Let’s con-
sider the largest of these countries in the order of their population size: China, India, 
and Brazil.
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China For 20 years, China sustained double-digit growth, benefiting from its manu-
facturing expertise, low income levels, huge labor market, and a willingness to em-
brace Western investment.151 For North American and European capitalists, however, 
doing business in the “middle kingdom,” as China has been called, can be difficult.152 
China, says one observer, “often frustrates with bewildering bureaucracy, entrenched 
corruption, and a byzantine legal system.”153

In recent times, operating in China became even harder, as economic growth 
slowed—from a 12% annual rate down to 6.8% in 2015, although many economists 
think the number should be far lower.154 Bad loans that Chinese bankers had made 
around the world were estimated to exceed $5 trillion.155 Reports of decline in manu-
facturing caused stocks to plunge on the Shanghai stock exchange, spooking investors 
around the world and spreading losses to European and U.S. stock markets.156 As fi-
nancial troubles threatened to undermine confidence in the Communist Party, accord-
ing to one account, the leadership in Beijing began “tightening the flow of economic 
information, and even criminalizing commentary that officials believe could hurt 
stocks or the currency.”157

The challenges don’t end there. By 2034, points out another writer, China’s popula-
tion will be falling, not rising, with 87 million fewer people of working age and 149 
million more dependents. “In the meantime,” he says, “the existing cheap labor pool 
and the high-capital-investment, low-technology model of economic development is 
becoming exhausted.”158 

India If China is well known for its manufacturing advantages, India’s have been its 
large English-speaking population, its technological and scientific expertise, and its 
reputation in services, such as “back office” accounting systems and software engi-
neering. India’s Ministry of Urban Development announced an ambitious program to 
build 100 smart cities, “to give a decent quality of life to its citizens, a clean and sus-
tainable environment, and application of ‘smart’ solutions,” such as use of apps for 
parents to keep track of their children.159 Already India has the second-largest Internet 
user base in the world, fueled by a boom in smartphone ownership.160 

U.S. intelligence predicts that by 2030 India could be the ascending economic 
power in the world. “India’s rate of economic growth is likely to rise while China’s 
slows,” said a report by the National Intelligence Council.161 Whereas China’s 
 working-age population began a steep decline in 2015, India’s working-age population 
was predicted not to peak until about 2050.

Brazil With the seventh-largest economy in the world, benefiting from agriculture, 
mining, manufacturing, and services, Brazil experienced a decade of economic and 
social progress from 2003 to 2013, lifting 26 million people out of poverty.162 In 2016, 
however, the country suffered a recession, the worst economic slump in 25 years, 
brought about by worldwide declines in commodity prices, a domestic political crisis, 
and rising inflation.163 ●
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There you are, an American manager in Brazil, nearing the head of a long line for a 
downtown cash machine, when suddenly a gray-haired elderly man cuts in front of 
you. “I’m next,” he says, and feeds his ATM card into the machine. What do you do? 
Vigorously protest his line crashing? Start a fight? 

 Maybe you didn’t know that Brazil requires all private businesses and government 
facilities to give people aged 60 and over “immediate” and “differentiated” attention—
and if they don’t, they can be fined the equivalent of $750 for each infraction. Such 
preferential treatment for seniors (and pregnant women and mothers with young chil-
dren) “is a prized perk in Brazil, and other parts of Latin America, where long lines 
and spotty service are all too common,” says one report.164 

There are a lot of cultural differences American managers are going to have to get 
used to and a lot of potential cultural pitfalls in doing business in other countries. 
“Whether a multinational or a startup business out of a garage, everybody is global 
these days,” says international consultant Dean Foster. “In today’s economy, there is 
no room for failure. Companies have to understand the culture they are working in 
from Day 1.”165 

4.5 The Importance of Understanding Cultural Differences
What are the principal areas of cultural differences?

THE BIG PICTURE
Managers trying to understand other cultures need to understand the importance of national culture and cul-
tural dimensions and basic cultural perceptions embodied in language, interpersonal space, communication, 
time orientation, religion, and law and political stability.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Tipping point. The culture of tipping in restaurants varies from country to country. Some restaurants in the U.S. 
and Canada are eliminating tipping or adding an 18% “auto-gratuity” to the bill, but in most places the customer 
is expected to add 15%–20% to the total bill as a standard tip (10% is considered insulting). However, in Japan 
and China, tips are not expected and are even considered inappropriate. In Hong Kong and Singapore, it’s up to 
the diner’s discretion (a 10% service charge is already added to the bill). In Europe, hotels and restaurants add a 
10% charge and tipping is expected only for exceptional service. In Latin America, a tip of 10% is customary in 
most restaurants, and you’re expected to hand it to the person directly, not just leave it on the table. All clear?  
© Aagamia/The Image Bank/Getty Images
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 In China you should know that people draw different lines between personal and 
work spaces, so that, for example, it is permissible for office colleagues to inquire 
about the size of your apartment and your salary and to give assessments of your ward-
robe and your muscle tone, matters considered personal in the United States. In South 
Korea, if you want to give a gift that’s considered classy and glamorous, you might 
present a can or two of Spam—yes, Spam, viewed as a thrifty tinned-meat staple in the 
United States but in Korea still thought of as a symbol of luxury descending from a 
time of deprivation during the Korean war when only Americans had the product.166 In 
the Arab world, which has historically been segregated by sex, men spend a lot of time 
together, and so holding hands, kissing cheeks, and long handshakes are meant to ex-
press devotion and equality in status. 

The Importance of National Culture
A nation’s culture is the shared set of beliefs, values, knowledge, and patterns of behavior 
common to a group of people. We begin learning our culture starting at an early age 
through everyday interaction with people around us. This is why, from the outside 
looking in, a nation’s culture can seem so intangible and perplexing. As cultural an-
thropologist Edward T. Hall puts it, “Since much of culture operates outside our aware-
ness, frequently we don’t even know what we know. . . . We unconsciously learn what 
to notice and what not to notice, how to divide time and space, how to walk and talk 
and use our bodies, how to behave as men or women, how to relate to other people, 
how to handle responsibility. . . .”167 Indeed, says Hall, what we think of as “mind” is 
really internalized culture.

And because a culture is made up of so many nuances, this is why visitors to an-
other culture may experience culture shock—the feelings of discomfort and disorienta-
tion associated with being in an unfamiliar culture. According to anthropologists, 
culture shock involves anxiety and doubt caused by an overload of unfamiliar expecta-
tions and social cues.168

Cultural Dimensions: The Hofstede and  
GLOBE Project Models
Misunderstandings and miscommunications often arise in international business rela-
tionships because people don’t understand the expectations of the other side. A per-
son from North America, Great Britain, Scandinavia, Germany, or Switzerland, for 
example, comes from a low-context culture, in which shared meanings are primarily de-
rived from written and spoken words. Someone from China, Korea, Japan, Vietnam, 
Mexico, or many Arab cultures, on the other hand, comes from a high-context culture, 
in which people rely heavily on situational cues for meaning when communicating with 
others, relying on nonverbal cues as to another person’s official position, status, or 
family connections.

One way to avoid cultural collisions is to have an understanding of various cultural 
dimensions, as expressed in the Hofstede model and the GLOBE project.

Hofstede’s Model of Four Cultural Dimensions Thirty years ago Dutch re-
searcher and IBM psychologist Geert Hofstede collected data from 116,000 IBM employ-
ees in 53 countries and proposed his Hofstede model of four cultural dimensions, which 
identified four dimensions along which national cultures can be placed: (1) individualism/
collectivism, (2) power distance, (3) uncertainty avoidance, and (4) masculinity/femininity.169

Individualism/collectivism indicates how much people prefer a loosely knit social 
framework in which people are expected to take care of themselves (as in the United 
States and Canada) or a tightly knit social framework in which people and organizations 
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are expected to look after each other (as in Mexico and China). Power distance refers 
to the degree to which people accept inequality in social situations (high in Mexico 
and India, low in Sweden and Australia). Uncertainty avoidance expresses people’s 
intolerance for uncertainty and risk (high in Japan, low in the United States). Mascu-
linity/femininity expresses how much people value performance-oriented traits (mas-
culinity: high in Mexico) or how much they embrace relationship-oriented traits 
(femininity: high in Norway). In general, the United States ranked very high on indi-
vidualism, relatively low on power distance, low on uncertainty avoidance, and mod-
erately high on masculinity.

The GLOBE Project’s Nine Cultural Dimensions Started in 1993 by University 
of Pennsylvania professor Robert J. House, the GLOBE project is a massive and ongoing 
cross-cultural investigation of nine cultural dimensions involved in leadership and organi-
zational processes.170 (GLOBE stands for Global Leadership and Organizational Be-
havior Effectiveness.) GLOBE extends Hofstede's theory and results and evolved into 
a network of more than 150 scholars from 62 societies. Most of these researchers are 
native to the particular cultures being studied. The nine cultural dimensions are as 
follows:

■ Power distance—how much unequal distribution of power should there 
be in organizations and society? Power distance expresses the degree to 
which a society’s members expect power to be unequally shared.

■ Uncertainty avoidance—how much should people rely on social norms 
and rules to avoid uncertainty? Uncertainty avoidance expresses the extent 
to which a society relies on social norms and procedures to alleviate the 
 unpredictability of future events.

■ Institutional collectivism—how much should leaders encourage and re-
ward loyalty to the social unit? Institutional collectivism expresses the ex-
tent to which individuals are encouraged and rewarded for loyalty to the group 
as opposed to pursuing individual goals.

■ In-group collectivism—how much pride and loyalty should people 
have for their family or organization? In contrast to individualism, in-
group collectivism expresses the extent to which people should take pride 
in being members of their family, circle of close friends, and their work 
organization.171

■ Gender egalitarianism—how much should society maximize gender role 
differences? Gender egalitarianism expresses the extent to which a society 
should minimize gender discrimination and role inequalities.

■ Assertiveness—how confrontational and dominant should individuals be 
in social relationships? Assertiveness represents the extent to which a society 
expects people to be confrontational and competitive as opposed to tender and 
modest.

■ Future orientation—how much should people delay gratification by 
planning and saving for the future? Future orientation expresses the extent 
to which a society encourages investment in the future, as by planning and 
saving.

■ Performance orientation—how much should individuals be rewarded for 
improvement and excellence? Performance orientation expresses the extent 
to which society encourages and rewards its members for performance im-
provement and excellence.

■ Humane orientation—how much should society encourage and reward 
people for being kind, fair, friendly, and generous? Humane orientation 
represents the degree to which individuals are encouraged to be altruistic, car-
ing, kind, generous, and fair.
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Have you thought about how you stand in relation to various norms—in both your 
society and others? Would your views affect your success in taking an international 
job? The following self-assessment was created to provide feedback regarding these 
questions and to aid your awareness about your views of the GLOBE dimensions.

TABLE 4.6
Countries Ranking Highest 
and Lowest on the GLOBE 
Cultural Dimensions

Source: “How Cultures Collide,” 
Psychology Today, July 1976,  
p. 69.

DIMENSION HIGHEST LOWEST

Power distance Morocco, Argentina, Thailand,  Denmark, Netherlands, South Africa  
 Spain, Russia (black sample), Israel, Costa Rica

Uncertainty avoidance Switzerland, Sweden, Germany Russia, Hungary, Bolivia, Greece,  
 (former West), Denmark, Austria Venezuela

Institutional collectivism Sweden, South Korea, Japan,  Greece, Hungary, Germany  
 Singapore, Denmark (former East), Argentina, Italy

In-group collectivism Iran, India, Morocco, China, Egypt Denmark, Sweden, New Zealand,  
  Netherlands, Finland

Gender egalitarianism Hungary, Poland, Slovenia,  South Korea, Egypt, Morocco,  
 Denmark, Sweden India, China

Assertiveness Germany (former East), Austria,  Sweden, New Zealand, Switzerland,  
 Greece, United States, Spain Japan, Kuwait

Future orientation Singapore, Switzerland, Netherlands, Russia, Argentina, Poland,  
 Canada (English speaking), Denmark Italy, Kuwait

Performance orientation Singapore, Hong Kong, New Zealand,  Russia, Argentina, Greece,  
 Taiwan, United States Venezuela, Italy

Humane orientation Philippines, Ireland, Malaysia, Egypt,  Germany (former West), Spain,  
 Indonesia France, Singapore, Brazil

Assessing Your Standing on the GLOBE 
Dimensions

This survey is designed to assess your values in terms of the 
GLOBE dimensions. Please be prepared to answer these ques-
tions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 4.2 in 
Connect.

1. What are your three highest and lowest rated dimensions? 
How might these beliefs affect your ability to work with 
people from Europe, Asia, and South America?

2. How do your dimensional scores compare to the norms 
for Americans shown in Table 4.6?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 4.2

Recognizing Cultural Tendencies to Gain Competitive Advantage The 
GLOBE dimensions show a great deal of cultural diversity around the world, but they 
also show how cultural patterns vary. For example, the U.S. managerial sample scored 
high on assertiveness and performance orientation—which is why Americans are 
widely perceived as being pushy and hardworking. Switzerland’s high scores on un-
certainty avoidance and future orientation help explain its centuries of political neu-
trality and world-renowned banking industry. Singapore is known as a great place to 

Data from 18,000 managers yielded the country profiles shown below. (See  
Table 4.6.)
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do business because it is clean and safe and its people are well educated and 
hardworking—no surprise, considering the country’s high scores on social collectiv-
ism, future orientation, and performance orientation. By contrast, Russia’s low scores 
on future orientation and performance orientation could foreshadow a slower-than-
hoped-for transition from a centrally planned economy to free-enterprise capitalism. 
The practical lesson to draw from all this: Knowing the cultural tendencies of foreign 
business partners and competitors can give you a strategic competitive advantage.172

GLOBE researchers also set out to find which, if any, attributes of leadership were 
universally liked or disliked. Throughout the world, visionary and inspirational leaders 
who are good team builders generally do the best; self-centered leaders who are seen 
as loners or face-savers receive a poor reception.173

Other Cultural Variations: Language, Interpersonal 
Space, Communication, Time Orientation, Religion, 
and Law and Political Stability
How do you go about bridging cross-cultural gaps? It begins with understanding. Let’s 
consider variations in six basic culture areas: (1) language, (2) interpersonal space, 
(3) communication, (4) time orientation, (5) religion, and (6) law and political stability.

Note, however, that such cultural differences are to be viewed as tendencies rather 
than absolutes. We all need to be aware that the individuals we are dealing with may be 
exceptions to the cultural rules. After all, there are talkative and aggressive Japanese, 
just as there are quiet and deferential Americans, stereotypes notwithstanding.174

1. Language More than 3,000 different languages are spoken throughout the world, 
and it’s indeed true that global business speaks English.175 However, even if you are 
operating in English, there are nuances between cultures that can lead to mispercep-
tions. For instance, in Asia, a “yes” answer to a question “simply means the question is 
understood,” says one well-traveled writer. “It’s the beginning of negotiations.”176 (Using 
“huh?” to indicate a lack of understanding is common to 31 different languages.)177

In communicating across cultures you have four options: (a) You can speak your 
own language. (The average American believes that about half the world can speak 
English, when actually it’s close to 18%.)178 (b) You can use a translator. (Try to get 
one who will be loyal to you rather than to your overseas host.) (c) You can try using a 
translation app, such as Google Translate, that turns a smartphone into an interpreter, 
although this can be cumbersome.179 (d) You can learn the local language—by far the 
best option. Gallup pollsters surveyed 2,007 U.S. citizens and 250 opinion leaders and 
asked them, “If you were given a chance to learn a new foreign language, which lan-
guage would you rather learn?” Spanish led the way (58%), followed by Chinese 
(15%), Arabic (11%), and Japanese (10%).180

2. Interpersonal Space Men holding hands may raise eyebrows among most 
Americans, but it is common in the Middle East and does not carry any sexual con-
notation. “Holding hands is the warmest expression of affection between men,” says 
one Lebanese sociologist. “It’s a sign of solidarity and friendship.”181

People of different cultures have different ideas about what is acceptable interper-
sonal space—that is, how close or far away one should be when communicating with 
another person. For instance, the people of North America and northern Europe tend 
to conduct business conversations at a range of 3–4 feet. For people in Latin American 
and Asian cultures, the range is about 1 foot. For Arabs, it is even closer.

This can lead to cross-cultural misunderstandings. “Arabs tend to get very close and 
breathe on you,” says anthropologist Hall. “The American on the receiving end can’t 
identify all the sources of his discomfort but feels that the Arab is pushy. The Arab 
comes close, the American backs up. The Arab follows, because he can only interact at 
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certain distances.”182 However, once the American understands that Arabs handle in-
terpersonal space differently and that “breathing on people is a form of communica-
tion,” says Hall, the situation can sometimes be redefined so that the American feels 
more comfortable.

3. Communication For small companies doing business abroad, “the important 
thing to remember is that you don’t know what you don’t know,” says the head of a 
U.S. firm that advises clients on cross-cultural matters.183 For instance, an American 
who had lived in Brazil and was fluent in Portuguese was angling to make a deal in 
São Paulo and thought his pitch was going well. “It was picture-perfect until my client 
suggested I stay for the weekend to go to a soccer game” and enjoy the local food with 
him, but the American diplomatically declined the invitation.

The next day he found the prospective clients not as receptive, saying they liked the 
program but would need more time to decide. On the plane home, he analyzed what 
had gone wrong and realized he had given them a “task” reason instead of a “relation-
ship” reason for declining the invitation. “It’s a relationship culture, and I could just as 
easily and more successfully [have said], ‘There are people back home who are expect-
ing me to be with them.’” But the reason he gave “sent the message that I was not as 
Brazilian as they initially thought—and it came out of my profit.”184

If you, like a growing number of young Americans, head to China for employment, 
you need to recall that you were brought up in a commercial environment, but younger 
Chinese were raised at a time when China was evolving from a government-regulated 
economy to a more free-market system, and so they may have less understanding of 
business concepts and client services. “In the West, there is such a premium on getting 
things done quickly,” says an American manager, “but when you come to work in 
China, you need to work on listening and being more patient and understanding of lo-
cal ways of doing business.”185 In particular, Americans have to be careful about giv-
ing criticism directly, which the Chinese consider rude and inconsiderate.

We consider communication matters in more detail in Chapter 15.

4. Time Orientation Time orientation is different in many cultures. For example, 
Americans are accustomed to calling ahead for appointments, but South Koreans believe 
in spontaneity. Thus, when Seoul erupted in protests over tainted American beef, Korean 
legislators simply hopped on a plane to the United States, saying they would negotiate 
with the U.S. government. “But since they failed to inform the Americans ahead of 
time,” says one report, “they were unable to meet with anyone of importance.”186

Anthropologist Hall makes a useful distinction between monochronic time and 
polychronic time:

■ Monochronic time. This kind of time is standard American business practice—
at least until recently. That is, monochronic time is a preference for doing one 
thing at a time. In this perception, time is viewed as being limited, precisely 
segmented, and schedule driven. This perception of time prevails, for exam-
ple, when you schedule a meeting with someone and then give the visitor your 
undivided attention during the allotted time.187

  Indeed, you probably practice monochronic time when you’re in a job inter-
view. You work hard at listening to what the interviewer says. You may well 
take careful notes. You certainly don’t answer your cell phone or gaze repeat-
edly out the window.

■ Polychronic time. This outlook on time is the kind that prevails in Mediter-
ranean, Latin American, and especially Arab cultures. Polychronic time is a 
preference for doing more than one thing at a time. Here time is viewed as being 
flexible and multidimensional.

  This perception of time prevails when you visit a Latin American client, 
find yourself sitting in the waiting room for 45 minutes, and then learn in the 
meeting that the client is dealing with three other people at the same time.
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EXAMPLEDinner at 10? Spain’s Cultural Differences in Time

Spaniard Miguel Carbayo, 26, who once interned in the 
Netherlands, where work started at 8 and ended at 5, with a 
half hour for lunch, is appalled at the notion of Spain doing 
away with its customary two- or three-hour midday meal. 
 “Reduce lunchtime?” he said. “No, I’m completely against that. 
It is one thing to eat. It is another thing to nourish oneself.”188

Out of Whack. Spain operates on its own clock and rhythms, dif-
ferent from the rest of Europe. But the country’s apportionment of 
time, say critics, is out of whack, “dictating notoriously late hours 
that sap the country of efficiency and make it hard for anyone 
with a regular job to have time for much else,” says one report.189

Spaniards generally start work at 9, pause for a late-morning 
snack (which cuts into work productivity), then quit for lunch 
around 2 or 2:30 to take a siesta break—although fewer and 
fewer people actually take naps. They then return to work 
around 4 or so and work well into the evening. Most work-
places close at 9.

Thus, at a time when people in other countries are getting 
ready for bed, that is the point in the day when Spaniards are 
sitting down to dinner. Prime-time television shows start at 
10 p.m. and don’t end until after 1 a.m. Night life goes on into 
the wee hours.

Longer on the Job and Sleepier. What’s the effect of this? 
“Everything is late in Spain, and this has a detrimental effect on 

everyone,” says a business school professor. “We live in a per-
manent jet lag.”190 She points out that, compared to other 
 Europeans, Spaniards sleep nearly an hour less per night and 
frequently doze in school and at work. Spanish workers are 
also on the job longer than German workers but complete only 
59% of their daily tasks, says the president of the Association 
for the Rationalization of Spanish Working Hours, which advo-
cates revising the country’s business hours.191 Finally, for 
70 years, the entire country has been one hour out of step 
with the countries around it.

Varying Tempos. Every culture has its own “tempo,” or sense 
of time, points out psychologist Robert Levine, with different 
definitions of “what constitutes early and late, waiting and rush-
ing, the past, the present, and the future.”192 Cultures that work 
on “clock time” (such as the United States and most of Europe), 
where a timepiece governs the start and end of activities, tend 
to value punctuality. In cultures that work on “event time” (such 
as Mexico, Brazil, and Indonesia), schedules are spontaneous 
and events happen when participants “feel” the time is right.193

YOUR CALL
Where does Spain fit in here in terms of tempo? If you were 
starting a business in Spain that depended on close interaction 
with nearby European countries observing different business 
times, how would you ask your Spanish staff to adjust?

5. Religion Trying to get wealthy Muslim investors in Dubai to 
buy some of your bank’s financial products? Then you need to 
know that any investment vehicle needs to “conform to the spirit 
of the Koran, which forbids any investments that pay interest,” as 
one writer puts it. “No mortgages. No bonds.”194 Are you a Protes-
tant doing business in a predominantly Catholic country? Or a 
Muslim in a Buddhist country? What are the most popular world 
religions, and how does religion influence the work-related values 
of the people we’re dealing with? (See Table 4.7.)

A study of 484 international students at a midwestern univer-
sity uncovered wide variations in the work-related values for dif-
ferent religious affiliations.195 For example, among Catholics, the 
primary work-related value was found to be consideration. For 
Protestants, it was employer effectiveness; for Buddhists, social 
responsibility; for Muslims, continuity. There was, in fact, virtu-
ally no agreement among religions as to what is the most impor-
tant work-related value. This led the researchers to conclude: 
“Employers might be wise to consider the impact that religious 
differences (and more broadly, cultural factors) appear to have on 
the values of employee groups.”

6. Law and Political Stability Every firm contemplating es-
tablishing itself abroad must deal with other countries’ laws and 
business practices, which frequently involves making calculations 
about political risk that might cause loss of a company’s assets or 
impair its foreign operations. Among the risks an organization 

TABLE 4.7 Current Followers of the Major 
World Religions

All population counts are estimated. Adherents.com 
actually puts “Secular/nonreligious/agnostic/atheist” in 
third place, with a population of 1.1 billion. Judaism is 
estimated to have 14 million followers.

 NUMBER OF 
RELIGION ADHERENTS

Christianity 2.1 billion

Islam 1.5 billion

Hinduism 900 million

Buddhism 376 million

Chinese traditional religions 394 million

Primal-indigenous 300 million

African traditional & diasporic 100 million

Source: Adapted from Adherents.com, “Major Religions of the 
World Ranked by Major Adherents,” last modified August, 9, 
2007, www.adherents.com/Religions_By_Adherents.html 
(accessed March 14, 2016).
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might anticipate abroad are instability, expropriation, 
corruption, and labor abuses.

■ Instability. Even in a developed country a com-
pany may be victimized by political instability, 
such as riots or civil disorders, as happened in 
2014 among Russian-speaking populations in 
Ukraine. In some developed nations, their very 
existence is threatened by separatist movements, 
with large sections clamoring to split off and be-
come independent states—Quebec from Canada, 
Scotland from the United Kingdom, and Catalonia 
from Spain, for example—which could result in 
changes to the currency in use. 

■ Expropriation. Expropriation is defined as a gov-
ernment’s seizure of a domestic or foreign compa-
ny’s assets. After socialist Hugo Chavez became 
president of Venezuela, his government (and his 
successor's) stepped up a campaign to seize land 
and businesses, such as a rice plant owned by 
Cargill, one of the United States’s largest pri-
vately owned companies. Results have not been 
good: In 2015, the country had the world’s high-
est inflation, and prices for food and beverages 
rose by 315%, clothing by 146%, and health care 
by 110.6%.196

■ Corruption. Whether it’s called mordida (Mex-
ico), huilu (China), or vzyatka (Russia), it means 
the same thing: a bribe. Although the United 
States is relatively free of such corruption, it is 
an acceptable practice in other countries. In Afri-
can, Latin American, and newly independent 
states, frequent bribe paying is the norm; in Asia 
and the Pacific and southeast Europe, it is mod-
erate; and in North America and the European 
Union, bribes are seldom paid for services.197

Prayer. The term “Muslim culture” covers many diverse groups—Middle 
Eastern, African, Asian Muslim, and European and American Muslims—
each with its own customs. Muslims are required to pray five times a day, 
prostrating themselves on a prayer mat. Some American Muslims keep a 
prayer mat in their cars. © Purestock/Getty Images RF

  American businesspeople are prevented from participating in overseas 
bribes under the 1978 Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, which makes it illegal for 
employees of U.S. companies to make “questionable” or “dubious” contributions 
to political decision makers in foreign nations. While this creates a competitive 
disadvantage for Americans working in foreign countries in which govern-
ment bribery may be the only way to obtain business, the United Nations 
Global Compact is attempting to level the playing field by promoting anti-
corruption standards for business.

■ Labor abuses. Overseas suppliers may offer low prices, but working conditions 
can be harsh, as has been the case with garment makers in Bangladesh, Cambodia, 
the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Mexico, Pakistan, and Vietnam. Among the 
problems: “padlocked fire exits, buildings at risk of collapse, falsified wage 
 records, and repeated hand punctures from sewing needles when workers were 
pushed to hurry up,” according to one report.198 Some suppliers have been 
 accused of using underage workers, and some (such as Apple iPhone suppliers) 
of pushing their workers to the point of suicide.199 Among the worst incidents are 
those involving slave labor, such as the slave labor supposedly working in 
 Thailand that produced shrimp that Costco has been accused of selling.200 At least 
20 million people across the world are said to be forced to work with no pay.201
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U.S. Managers on Foreign Assignments:  
Why Do They Fail?
Somewhere between 2.2 million and 6.8 million Americans live outside American 
borders, in at least 100 countries—a class of people known as expatriates—people liv-
ing or working in a foreign country.202 Many of them, perhaps 300,000, are managers, 
and supporting them and their families overseas is not cheap. A partner at one human 
resources consulting firm estimates that it costs twice an executive’s $300,000 salary 
to send him or her from the United States to Shanghai for a year.203 Are the employers 
getting their money’s worth? Probably not.

One study of about 750 companies (U.S., European, and Japanese) asked expatri-
ates and their managers to evaluate their experiences. They found that 10%–20% of all 
U.S. managers sent abroad returned early because of job dissatisfaction or adjustment 
difficulties. Of those who stayed for the length of their assignments, about one-third 
did not perform to their superiors’ expectations and one-fourth left the company, often 
to join a competitor—a turnover rate double that of managers who did not go abroad.204

Unfortunately, problems continue when expatriates return home. “Studies suggest 
between 8% to 25% of managers may leave a company after returning to the U.S.,” 
says one report.205 Another study indicated that 25% of repatriated employees quit 
their jobs within one year. Organizations can help reduce this turnover by communi-
cating with employees throughout the international assignment and by providing at 
least six months’ notice of when employees will return home.206

If you were to go abroad as a manager, what are the survival skills or outlook you 
would need? Perhaps the bottom line is revealed in a study of 72 human resource man-
agers who were asked to identify the most important success factors in a foreign as-
signment. Nearly 35% said the secret was cultural adaptability: patience, flexibility, 
and tolerance for others’ beliefs.207

Do you think you have what it takes to be an effective global manager? The follow-
ing self-assessment can provide input to answering this question. It assesses your 
potential to be a successful global manager. ●

Assessing Your Global Manager Potential

This survey is designed to assess how well suited you are to 
 becoming a global manager. Please be prepared to answer 
these questions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 
4.3 in Connect.

1. What is your reaction to the results?

2. Based on considering your five lowest-rated survey 
items, what can you do to improve your global manager 
potential?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 4.3 
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Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

4.1 Globalization: The Collapse of Time and 
Distance

•	 Globalization is the trend of the world economy 
toward becoming more interdependent. Globalization 
is reflected in three developments: (1) the rise of the 
global village and e-commerce; (2) the trend of the 
world’s becoming one big market; and (3) the rise of 
both megafirms and Internet-enabled minifirms.

•	 The rise of the “global village” refers to the “shrinking” 
of time and space as air travel and the electronic 
media have made global communication easier. The 
Internet and the web have led to e-commerce, the 
buying and selling of products through computer 
networks.

•	 The global economy is the increasing tendency of 
the economies of nations to interact with one another 
as one market.

•	 The rise of cross-border business has led to 
megamergers, as giant firms have joined forces, and 
minifirms, small companies in which managers can 
use the Internet and other technologies to get 
enterprises started more easily and to maneuver faster.

4.2 You and International Management
•	 Studying international management prepares you to 

work with foreign customers or partners, with foreign 
suppliers, for a foreign firm in the United States, or 
for a U.S. firm overseas. International management is 
management that oversees the conduct of operations 
in or with organizations in foreign countries.

•	 The successful international manager is not ethnocentric 
or polycentric but geocentric. Ethnocentric managers 
believe that their native country, culture, language, 
and behavior are superior to all others. Polycentric 
managers take the view that native managers in the 
foreign offices best understand native personnel and 
practices. Geocentric managers accept that there are 
differences and similarities between home and 
foreign personnel and practices, and they should use 
whatever techniques are most effective.

4.3 Why and How Companies Expand 
Internationally

•	 Companies expand internationally for at least five 
reasons. They seek (1) cheaper or more plentiful 
supplies, (2) new markets, (3) lower labor costs,  
(4) access to finance capital, and (5) avoidance of 
tariffs on imported goods or import quotas.

•	 There are five ways in which companies expand 
internationally. (1) They engage in global outsourcing, 
using suppliers outside the company and the United 
States to provide goods and services. (2) They 
engage in importing, exporting, and countertrading 
(bartering for goods). (3) They engage in licensing 
(allow a foreign company to pay a fee to make or 
distribute the company’s product) and franchising 
(allow a foreign company to pay a fee and a share of 
the profit in return for using the first company’s brand 
name). (4) They engage in joint ventures, a strategic 
alliance to share the risks and rewards of starting a 
new enterprise together in a foreign country. (5) They 
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become wholly-owned subsidiaries, or foreign 
subsidiaries that are totally owned and controlled by 
an organization.

4.4 The World of Free Trade: Regional Economic 
Cooperation

•	 Free trade is the movement of goods and services 
among nations without political or economic obstructions.

•	 Countries often use trade protectionism—the use of 
government regulations to limit the import of goods 
and services—to protect their domestic industries 
against foreign competition. Three barriers to free 
trade are tariffs, import quotas, and embargoes and 
sanctions. (1) A tariff is a trade barrier in the form of a 
customs duty, or tax, levied mainly on imports. (2) An 
import quota is a trade barrier in the form of a limit  
on the numbers of a product that can be imported. 
(3) An embargo is a complete ban on the import or 
export of certain products. A sanction is the trade 
prohibition on certain types of products, services, or 
technology to another country for specific reasons, 
including nuclear nonproliferation and humanitarian 
purposes. 

•	 Three principal organizations exist that are designed 
to facilitate international trade. (1) The World Trade 
Organization is designed to monitor and enforce 
trade agreements. (2) The World Bank is designed to 
provide low-interest loans to developing nations for 
improving transportation, education, health, and 
telecommunications. (3) The International Monetary 
Fund is designed to assist in smoothing the flow of 
money between nations.

•	 A trading bloc is a group of nations within a geographical 
region that have agreed to remove trade barriers. We 
considered two major trading blocs: (1) the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA: U.S., Canada, 
and Mexico), and (2) the European Union (EU: 28 
trading partners in Europe). Others are the Association 
of Southeast Asian Nations, Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation, Mercosur, and the Central America Free 
Trade Agreement. Negotiated over seven years, the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is a proposed trade 
agreement among 12 Pacific Rim countries that can’t 
take effect until it is approved by the U.S. Congress 
and other parliaments in the bloc. Besides joining 
together in trade blocs, countries also extend special, 
“most favored nation” trading privileges—that is, 
grant other countries favorable trading treatment 
such as the reduction of import duties.

•	 When doing overseas trading, managers must consider 
exchange rates, the rate at which the currency of one 
area or country can be exchanged for the currency of 
another’s, such as American dollars in relation to 
Mexican pesos or European euros.

•	 The term BRICS stands for the five major emerging 
economies of Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South 
Africa—five countries that make up 40% of the 
world’s population, represent about 20% of the 
world’s economic activity, and have established their 
own $100 billion reserve fund. The largest of these 
countries in the order of their population size are 
China, India, and Brazil.

4.5 The Importance of Understanding Cultural 
Differences

•	 Misunderstandings and miscommunications often 
arise because one person doesn’t understand the 
expectations of a person from another culture. In low-
context cultures, shared meanings are primarily 
derived from written and spoken words. In high-
context cultures, people rely heavily on situational 
cues for meaning when communicating with others.

•	 Geert Hofstede proposed the Hofstede model of four 
cultural dimensions, which identified four dimensions 
along which national cultures can be placed:  
(1) individualism/collectivism, (2) power distance,  
(3) uncertainty avoidance, and (4) masculinity/femininity.

•	 Robert House and others created the GLOBE (for 
Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior 
Effectiveness) Project, a massive and ongoing cross-
cultural investigation of nine cultural dimensions 
involved in leadership and organizational processes: 
(1) power distance, (2) uncertainty avoidance,  
(3) institutional collectivism, (4) in-group collectivism, 
(5) gender egalitarianism, (6) assertiveness, (7) future 
orientation, (8) performance orientation, and  
(9) humane orientation.

•	 A nation’s culture is the shared set of beliefs, values, 
knowledge, and patterns of behavior common to a 
group of people. Visitors to another culture may 
experience culture shock—feelings of discomfort and 
disorientation. Managers trying to understand other 
cultures need to understand six basic cultural 
perceptions embodied in (1) language, (2) interpersonal 
space, (3) communication, (4) time orientation,  
(5) religion, and (6) law and political stability.

•	 Regarding language, when you are trying to 
communicate across cultures you have three options: 
Speak your own language (if others can understand 
you), use a translator, or learn the local language.

•	 Interpersonal space involves how close or far away 
one should be when communicating with another 
person, with Americans being comfortable at 3–4 
feet but people in other countries often wanting to 
be closer.

•	 Communication involves not only differences in 
understanding about words and sounds and their 
meanings but also in expectations about 
relationships and business concepts.

•	 Time orientation of a culture may be either 
monochronic (preference for doing one thing at  
a time) or polychronic (preference for doing more  
than one thing at a time).

•	 Managers need to consider the effect of religious 
differences. In order of size (population), the major world 
religions are Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, 
Chinese traditional religions, primal-indigenous, and 
African traditional and diasporic religions.

•	 Every company must deal with other countries’ laws 
and business practices, which means weighing the 
risks of political instability; expropriation, or 
government seizure of a domestic or foreign 
company’s assets; political corruption, including 
bribery; and labor abuses.
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 1. What are three important developments in 
globalization?

 2. What are some positives and negatives of 
globalization?

 3. What are the principal reasons for learning about 
international management?

 4. How do ethnocentric, polycentric, and geocentric 
managers differ?

 5. What are five reasons companies expand 
internationally, and what are five ways they go 
about doing this expansion?

 6. What are some barriers to international trade?
 7. Name the three principal organizations designed to 

facilitate international trade and describe what they do.
 8. What are the principal major trading blocs, and 

what are the BRICS countries?
 9. Define what’s meant by “culture” and describe 

some of the cultural dimensions studied by the 
Hofstede model and the GLOBE project.

 10. Describe the six important cultural areas that 
international managers have to deal with in doing 
cross-border business.

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

Costco Plans to Grow Its International Markets 
Costco Wholesale Corporation is an American 
membership-only warehouse club selling a large range 
of products. The company opened its first warehouse in 
1983 and currently is the second largest retailer in the 
U.S.—Walmart is number one. Costco, however, is the 
largest membership warehouse club chain in the U.S. 

Costco operates about 700 warehouses across the 
U.S. and abroad. As of November 2015, the company 
had international locations in Canada (89), United 
Kingdom (26), Australia (8), Mexico (34), Taiwan 
(10), South Korea (12), Japan (20), and Spain (2).208 

The company’s revenue has been growing the last 
few years, and international expansion is one key con-
tributor. Net sales from international operations grew 
by 45% between 2010 and 2014. This compares to a 
net sales growth of 21% from Sam’s Club, the ware-
house outlet run by Walmart, over the same period. 
“Margins from international operations are also higher, 
which has benefited the bottom line. That’s partly due 
to little or no competition from other warehouse clubs, 
as they’re a relatively newer concept abroad, and partly 
due to lower employee costs. Costco earned an operat-
ing margin of 4.1% from international sales in fiscal 
2015 compared to 2.7% from domestic sales.”209 

One investment analyst noted that Costco’s interna-
tional strategy was very carefully devised. He concluded 
that the “retailer appears to be very selective in choosing 
the locations for expansion as a new store requires sig-
nificant capital. Before opening an outlet, Costco looks 
to make sure that customer response will be good. For 
instance, the warehouse retailer has started its operations 
in China through an e-commerce partnership with 
Alibaba and has seen tremendous success so far.”210

Experts say that Costco’s international success is 
mostly based on the company’s ability to adapt to the 

local environment for each market it is operating in. 
Consider the changes Costco implemented when ex-
panding to Australia.

Costco began by changing its selling practices. 
Rather than relying on coupons to draw-in customers, 
the company abandoned their use. Coupons are foreign 
to Australians and hardly anyone uses them. The com-
pany also dropped its use of Costco cards as a form of 
payment. While Americans like the use of such cards, 
management thought that Australians would like 
greater flexibility in payment methods. They were cor-
rect in this assessment.

“Also Costco decided not to invest any money in 
marketing. They played on ‘word-of-mouth’ marketing. 
It was smart as in Australia, this is probably the best 
marketing money can buy. Partially the success of this 
practice was ensured by the fact that many Australians 
and Americans travel a lot between the countries. The 
migration flow is quite strong there. This caused a cer-
tain amount of people to have first-hand experience 
with Costco. This played its role in attracting new cus-
tomers.”211

Costco similarly used a customized approach when 
opening stores in Spain. It opened its first warehouse 
in Seville, Spain’s fourth-largest city, in 2014. Jim 
Murphy, Costco’s head of international operations, 
 selected Seville because it has a population of about 
1.3 million within a 30-minute drive of the store. 

There are several challenges that Costco must over-
come to effectively expand into Spain. For one, bulk 
purchasing is not popular because people have smaller 
families. The fertility rate is 1.3 children per woman, 
which is below 1.9 for the U.S. Retail prices are also 
depressed due to economic conditions, and people 
tend to buy small quantities in small shops that are 
close to their homes. Third, many people live in small 
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apartments and houses, limiting the shelf space that 
can be used to store the larger packaged goods sold at 
Costco. Finally, there are challenges in getting suppli-
ers to change their packaging to fit Costco require-
ments. These changes are costly for suppliers. 

Costco tried to overcome these challenges by im-
plementing a variety of customized solutions. First, it 
is sending employees to small businesses to discuss 
how they can save money by becoming members. 
Costco also is asking big employers to allow it to send 
representatives to talk with their employees in staff 
break rooms. Costco is also using local employees to 
run the operations. To meet local needs and tastes, 
Costco typically sells two-thirds of the products that 
originate in that country. “At the Seville Costco, the 
meat section will have Spanish specialties such as 
 octopus, rabbit and piglet, depending on the season. 
The store will carry Spanish olives, tuna made by 
the locally famous brand Ortiz, and rows of hanging 
jamón ibérico, Spain’s answer to prosciutto.”212 

Costco is planning to continue its international ex-
pansion through 2017. 

FOR DISCUSSION

 1. What are the biggest challenges Costco will experi-
ence in trying to expand globally?

 2. How did Costco attempt to avoid, ethnocentric, poly-
centric, or geocentric attitudes? Provide examples to 
support your conclusions.

 3. Use Table 4.6 to identify cultural differences that 
are likely to arise between Costco’s U.S. employees 
and local employees working in Australia, Spain, 
and China. How might these differences affect inter-
personal interactions, and what can the company do 
to reduce any unintended consequences from these 
differences?

 4. What are the most important lessons to be learned 
about global management from this case? Discuss.

How Far Should World Leaders Go in 
Accommodating Other Leaders? 
This challenge involves a conflict between national 
culture and religious beliefs. The context was a state 
visit from Iran’s president, Hassan Rouhani, to Rome 
and Paris in 2016. This was the first visit for an Iranian 
president in 17 years.

The Wall Street Journal reported that “The trip 
succeeded in reviving economic ties that withered 
when the European Union adopted sanctions over 
Iran’s nuclear program in 2012. The countries cut bil-
lions in business deals this week . . .”213

The challenge involves how to handle the Iranian 
leader’s request regarding meals during the visits. Ac-
cording to USA Today, “Rouhani asked for a halal 
menu in keeping with his Muslim faith, which meant 
no wine” during meals. 

French President Francois Hollande decided to 
forgo any meals and instead staged a formal welcome 
at the Invalides monument. According to Gérard 
Araud, France’s ambassador to the United States, “It 
is not the halal which was a problem but the wine. 
Nobody should constrain anybody to drink or not to 
drink.” It is important to remember that wine is an 
important aspect of the culinary experience in France.

“In Italy, where wine is as much a part of the culi-
nary routine as in France, officials submitted to the 
Iranian leader’s demands and did not serve wine at 
Monday’s state dinner. Italian officials also covered 
up several nude statues with large boxes at Rome’s 

Campidoglio museum to protect the Islamic Republic 
visitors from gazing at artists’ renderings of the hu-
man form.”

Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi’s decisions 
drew strong criticism from others according to USA 
Today. Lawmaker Luca Squeri said, “Respect for 
other cultures cannot and must not mean negating our 
own. This isn’t respect, it’s cancelling out differences 
and it’s kind of surrender.” Rome City Councilman 
Gianluca Peciola started a petition asking Renzi to ex-
plain “a disgraceful decision which is a mortification 
of art and culture as universal values.”214

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
What would you have done if you were Hollande or 
Renzi?

 1. These are state dinners involving important matters, 
and leaders need to be accepting of religious differ-
ences. What’s the big deal in forgoing some wine 
with the meal and covering up art? I would hold the 
dinners, not serve wine, and cover up the offensive 
art. Renzi got it right.

 2. I would forgo wine at the meals, but covering up the art 
goes too far. Renzi’s decisions were partially correct.

 3. I agree with France’s president. Tolerance goes two 
ways. Rouhani should be served the halal menu and 
he can pass on the wine. Holland got it right.

 4. Invent other options.

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

Planning
The Foundation of Successful Management

5.1 Planning and Strategy
Major Question: What are 
planning, strategy, and 
strategic management; 
why are they important 
to me as a manager; and 
how does VRIO work?

5.2 Fundamentals of Planning
Major Question: What are 
mission, vision, and 
value statements, and 
what are three types of 
planning?

5.3 Goals and Plans
Major Question: What are 
the two types of goals, 
and what are different 
kinds of plans?

5.4 Promoting Consistencies 
in Goals: SMART Goals, 
Management by 
Objectives, and Goal 
Cascading
Major Question: What are 
SMART goals and how 
can they be 
implemented through 
management by 
objectives and goal 
cascading?

5.5 The Planning/Control 
Cycle
Major Question: How does 
the planning/control 
cycle help keep a 
manager’s plans headed 
in the right direction?

5



What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

We describe planning and its link to strategy. We define planning, strategy, and strategic manage-

ment and state why they are important. We discuss VRIO for analyzing competitive potential. We 

deal with the fundamentals of planning, including the mission, vision, and value statements, and 

the three types of planning—strategic, tactical, and operational. We consider goals, operating 

plans, and action plans; SMART goals, management by objectives, and cascading goals; and 

 finally the planning/control cycle.

oriented, and have target dates. Achievement is also 
increased if you make a plan for attaining your goals.10 
Writing about two paragraphs outlining your goals will 
help you create this plan.11 

Some tips for helping you think through this process 
are as follows: 

•	 Make a concrete plan—which embeds your 
intentions firmly in your memory.

•	 Break your goals into manageable bites—and set 
out clear steps that you can use to record and 
track your progress.

•	 Put something of value on the line—such  
as money that will be forfeited if you’re 
unsuccessful. (You can deposit the money  
at stickK.com.)

•	 Bundle your temptations or rewards to your 
efforts—such as tying your reading of 
pleasurable trashy novels to when you do 
gym workouts.

•	 Seek social support—pursue your goal with the 
help of a mentor or fellow strivers.

If you fail, don’t give up entirely. Realize that you may 
have other opportunities to make a fresh start.

For Discussion One writer advises setting one some-
what “crazy” personal goal from time to time. This is a 
stretch goal, he suggests, “that if accomplished would 
create a new, different, and exciting future state, the 
kind of goal that if you can only get halfway there, you 
will still feel good about the progress you have made 
and will be better for the effort.”12 What would that 
goal be for you?

THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

Setting Big Goals: Is This the Road to Success?
What’s a big goal? A four-year college degree. 

Is it worth it? Not getting a degree has been esti-
mated at about half a million dollars in lost income 
over your lifetime!1 College graduates enjoy higher 
pay and lower unemployment than noncollege gradu-
ates.2 They are more apt to say their job is a path to a 
career.3 They enjoy longer and healthier lives.4 They 
are happier.5 Good enough reasons?

Big Goals, Hard Goals
Getting a college degree is not only a big goal, it’s a 
hard goal—difficult, stressful, expensive, time consum-
ing. Still, do you perform better when you set difficult 
goals? If goals are made harder, people may achieve 
them less often, but they nevertheless perform at a 
higher level.6

If you have outsize ambitions, you might set your-
self a really hard goal (“Increase study time 50%”)—
what’s known as a stretch goal, “stretching yourself 
beyond what your mind might think is safe,” in one def-
inition.7 Richard Branson, founder of Virgin Atlantic  
airlines, Virgin records, and many other enterprises, has 
done a lot of incredible things, in part because of set-
ting stretch goals: “My interest in life,” he says, “comes 
from setting myself huge, apparently unachievable 
challenges and trying to rise above them.”8 However, 
in organizations, stretch goals may spur extraordinary 
efforts but may also lead to excessive risk taking, 
cheating, and interpersonal strife.9

Writing Out Your Goals
You are more likely to achieve your goals if they are 
“SMART”—specific, measurable, attainable, results- 
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The management process, as you’ll recall (from Chapter 1), involves the four manage-
ment functions of planning, organizing, leading, and controlling, which form four of 
the part divisions of this book. In this and the next two chapters we discuss planning 
and strategy.

Planning, Strategy, and Strategic Management
“Move fast and break things.”

Is that a plan or strategy? No, it’s a slogan. In fact, it used to be Facebook’s mantra 
to its software developers, suggesting that “moving quickly is so important that we 
were even willing to tolerate a few bugs in order to do it,” as Facebook CEO Mark 
Zuckerberg explained.13 (Then, he says, the company realized “that it wasn’t helping 
us to move faster because we had to slow down to fix these bugs.”)

Planning, which we discuss in this chapter, is used in conjunction with strategy 
and strategic management, as we describe in Chapter 6. Let’s consider some 
 definitions.

Planning: Coping with Uncertainty As we’ve said (Chapter 1), planning is 
 defined as setting goals and deciding how to achieve them. Another definition: planning 
is coping with uncertainty by formulating future courses of action to achieve specified 
results.14 A plan is a document that outlines how goals are going to be met. When you 
make a plan, you make a blueprint for action that describes what you need to do to 
realize your goals.

Example: One important type of plan is a business plan, a document that outlines a 
proposed firm’s goals, the strategy for achieving them, and the standards for measuring 
success. Here you would describe the basic idea behind your business—the business 
model, which outlines the need the firm will fill, the operations of the business, its compo-
nents and functions, as well as the expected revenues and expenses. It also describes the 
industry you’re entering, how your product will be different, how you’ll market to 
customers, how you’re qualified to run the business, and how you will finance your 
business.

5.1 Planning and Strategy
What are planning, strategy, and strategic management; why are they important to me 
as a manager; and how does VRIO work?

THE BIG PICTURE
The first of four functions in the management process is planning, which involves setting goals and deciding 
how to achieve them and which is linked to strategy. We define planning, strategy, and strategic manage-
ment. We then describe three reasons why strategic management and strategic planning are important. We 
discuss how VRIO analysis can be used to determine if a business idea is competitive. 

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

EXAMPLE Write a Business Plan? Why Bother?

“My business plan was to wing it,” says Lucinda Cross, who 
started a virtual marketing assistance business in New York 
City and planned to make it big. “I really thought I had it all 
under control.”15

Two years after the launch, the lights were turned off, 
her cars repossessed, and Cross had to move in with her 
mother. “It was a huge mistake,” she says. “A six-figure 
 mistake.”
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Strategy: Setting Long-Term Direction A strategy, or strategic plan, sets the long-
term goals and direction for an organization. It represents an “educated guess” about 
what long-term goals or direction to pursue for the survival or prosperity of the orga-
nization. We hear the word expressed in terms like “Apple’s ultimate strategy . . .” or 
“Visa’s overseas strategy . . .” or financial strategy, marketing strategy, and human 
resource strategy.

An example of a strategy is “Grow the business organically,” which means “In-
crease revenue from existing and new customers rather than from acquiring other 
companies.” However, strategy is not something that can be decided on just once. It 
generally is reconsidered every year because of ever-changing business conditions.

Strategic Management: Involving All Managers in Strategy In the late 1940s, 
most large U.S. companies were organized around a single idea or product line. By the 
1970s, Fortune 500 companies were operating in more than one industry and had 
 expanded overseas. It became apparent that to stay focused and efficient, companies 
had to begin taking a strategic-management approach.

Strategic management is a process that involves managers from all parts of the orga-
nization in the formulation and the implementation of strategies and strategic goals. This 
definition doesn’t mean that managers at the top dictate ideas to be followed by 
people lower down. Indeed, precisely because middle managers in particular are the 
ones who will be asked to understand and implement the strategies, they should also 
help to formulate them.

As we will see, strategic management is a process that involves managers from all 
parts of the organization—top managers, middle managers, and first-line managers—
in the formulation, implementation, and execution of strategies and strategic goals to 
advance the purposes of the organization. Thus, planning covers not only strategic 
planning (done by top managers) but also tactical planning (done by middle managers) 
and operational planning (done by first-line managers).

Why Plan? Almost everyone starting a new business is ad-
vised to write a business plan. The reasons: Creating such a 
plan helps you think through important details. (“Don’t rush 
things; it’s best to get the strategy right.”) It also helps you get 
financing. (“If you want us to invest our money, show us your 
plan.”) Finally, it better guarantees your firm will succeed. (A 
study of 396 entrepreneurs in Sweden found that a greater 
number of firms that failed never had a formal business plan.16 
Another survey found that a business plan doubles your 
chances of success.17)

Start-ups without a Plan. However, like Lucinda Cross, many 
entrepreneurs never write a business plan. Three possible rea-
sons, suggests Case Western Reserve professor Scott A. 
Shane: (1) They are ignorant and haven’t yet learned the les-
sons more experienced businesspeople have. (2) They are ea-
ger to Just Do It, to get into action—set up shop, hire 
employees, and so on. (3) They worry their ideas might have 
weaknesses a business plan could expose, but they’re afraid to 
find them out.18 

In the End, Do You Really Need a Business Plan? A study by 
Babson College professor William Bygrave and others found 
that entrepreneurs who began with formal plans had no 
greater success than those who started without them.19 Unless 

the entrepreneurs needed to raise a lot of start-up capital, the 
researchers concluded, “there is no compelling reason to write 
a detailed business plan before opening a new business.”20 
Still, Bygrave says, “Every business has to start with a plan,” 
even if it’s only jottings on the back of an envelope or a mental 
construction never committed to paper.21

It’s important to know, however, that business plans evolve. 
One scholar found that “93% of all successful companies had 
to abandon their original business plan—because the original 
plan proved not to be viable.”22 The same is true with a com-
pany’s business model; it, too, must evolve.23 All in all, though, 
you have to start somewhere—with some sort of plan.

YOUR CALL
Got an idea for a business? Don’t write a formal business plan, 
one writer suggests; instead, write a blog. “Unlike a business 
plan,” he believes, “a few people will actually read your 
blog.”24 A blog will not only give you useful feedback (“from 
places other than the voices inside your head”) but also will 
serve both as a vehicle for crystallizing your thinking and as a 
tool for marketing. Of course, if you do put your plan in the 
form of a blog, realize that you may be giving away your unique 
insights or strategic advantage to anyone who happens onto 
your message. What’s a better idea for roughing out your plan?
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5. Maintain
strategic
control

4. Implement
the strategy

3. Formulate
the grand strategy
& strategic,
tactical, &
operational plans

2. Assess 
the current 
reality

1. Establish
the mission
and vision
and values

FIGURE 5.1 Planning and strategic management
The details of planning and strategic management are explained in Chapters 5 and 6.

Planning and strategic management derive from an organization’s mission and 
 vision about itself, as we describe in the next section. (See Figure 5.1.)

Why Planning and Strategic Management  
Are Important
An organization should adopt planning and strategic management for three reasons: 
They can (1) provide direction and momentum, (2) encourage new ideas, and above 
all (3) develop a sustainable competitive advantage.25 Let’s consider these three 
matters.

1. Providing Direction and Momentum Some executives are unable even  
to articulate what their strategy is.26 Others are so preoccupied with day-to-day 
pressures that their organizations can lose momentum. But planning and strategic 
management can help people focus on the most critical problems, choices, and 
opportunities.

If a broad group of employees is involved in the process, that can foster teamwork, 
promote learning, and build commitment across the organization. Indeed, as we de-
scribe in Chapter 8, strategy can determine the very structure of the organization—
for  example, a top-down hierarchy with lots of management levels, as might be 
appropriate for an electricity-and-gas power utility, versus a flat-organization with 
few management levels and flexible roles, as might suit a fast-moving social media 
start-up.

Unless a plan is in place, managers may well focus on just whatever is in front of 
them, putting out fires—until they get an unpleasant jolt when a competitor moves out 
in front because it has been able to take a long-range view of things and act more 
quickly. In recent times, this surprise has been happening over and over as companies 
have been confronted by some digital or Internet trend that emerged as a threat—as 
Amazon.com was to Borders bookstores; as Uber has been to taxi cabs; as Google 
News, blogs, and citizen media were to newspapers.27

But there are many other instances in which a big company didn’t take com-
petitors seriously (as Sears didn’t Walmart, as IBM didn’t Microsoft, and as GM 
didn’t  Toyota). “We were five years late in recognizing that [microbreweries] were 
going to take as much market as they did,” says August Busch III, CEO of massive 
brewer Anheuser-Busch, “and five years late in recognizing we should have joined 
them.”28

Of course, a poor plan can send an organization in the wrong direction. Bad plan-
ning usually results from faulty assumptions about the future, poor assessment of an 
organization’s capabilities, ineffective group dynamics, and information overload.29 
And it needs to be said that while a detailed plan may be comforting, it’s not necessarily 
a strategy.30
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2. Encouraging New Ideas Some people object that planning can foster rigidity, 
that it creates blinders that block out peripheral vision and reduces creative thinking 
and action. “Setting oneself on a predetermined course in unknown waters,” says one 
critic, “is the perfect way to sail straight into an iceberg.”31

Actually, far from being a straitjacket for new ideas, strategic planning can help 
encourage them by stressing the importance of innovation in achieving long-range 
success. Management scholar Gary Hamel says that companies such as Apple have 
been successful because they have been able to unleash the spirit of “strategy innova-
tion.” Strategy innovation, he says, is the ability to reinvent the basis of competition 
within existing industries—“bold new business models that put incumbents on the 
defensive.”32

Some successful innovators are companies creating new wealth in the food and 
restaurant industries, where Starbucks Coffee, Trader Joe’s, ConAgra, and Walmart, 
for example, developed entirely new grocery product categories and retailing con-
cepts. Starbucks, when entering the Chinese market, decided not to threaten China’s 
tea-drinking culture and instead introduced drinks with green tea along with a chic 
restaurant interior that made young Chinese feel “cool and trendy.”33 GrubHub Seam-
less, an online takeout and delivery company, serves customers armed with cell 
phones and delivery apps, delivering pizzas and other foods anywhere they want—at 
the gym, in the park, on the playground.34 Vending machines are now serving every-
thing from salads to smoothies to caviar, and supermarkets are experimenting with 
personalized pricing, using complex shopping data to ascertain the unique needs of 
individual customers.35

3. Developing a Sustainable Competitive Advantage Strategic management 
provides a sustainable competitive advantage, which, you’ll recall (from Chapter 1), 
is the ability of an organization to produce goods or services more effectively 
than its competitors do, thereby outperforming them. Sustainable competitive ad-
vantage occurs when an organization is able to get and stay ahead in four areas: 
(1) in being responsive to customers, (2) in innovating, (3) in quality, and (4) in  
effectiveness. Today technology has made achieving a sustainable competitive  
advantage nearly impossible in many industries, so the advantage may well be 
fleeting.36

New Barbies. Mattel, maker of the famous Barbie doll, whose 
sales have been cut by rival brands, is adding tall, petite, and 
curvy dolls to its product line, trying to better connect with 
young girls. Parents and interested grass-roots organizations 
have long been campaigning to make children’s toys less 
stereotypical, but social media have amplified their voices and 
forced companies to listen. Mattel and other companies are 
also bringing out inexpensive (under $400) 3-D printers that 
allow children to create their own plastic toys, including doll-like 
ones (monsters). Do you think Mattel should plan for the gradual 
elimination of Barbie? © Mattel/Splash News/Newscom
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Using VRIO as a Way to Analyze Competitive Potential: Value, Rarity, Imita-
bility, and Organization Say you have an idea for a product or service, such as 
“Let’s develop a ride service for kids, similar to that of Uber and Lyft for adults.” Ac-
tually, several such endeavors have been launched, one of the more recent ones being 
Shuddle in San Francisco.44 How do you determine if this idea might work?

VRIO (pronounced by its letters, “V-R-I-O”) is a framework for analyzing a resource or 
capability to determine its competitive strategic potential by answering four questions 
about its Value, Rarity, Imitability, and Organization.45 The questions are shown on the 
page opposite. (See Figure 5.2.)

VRIO is a way to analyze a firm’s competitive potential by asking four questions 
about Value, Rarity, Imitability, and Organization. A “Yes” answer to each ques-
tion means the resource or capability—that is, the business idea—has a competitive 
advantage.

Value: Is the Resource or Capability Valuable? Valuable means “Does the re-
source or capability allow your firm to exploit an opportunity or neutralize a threat?” 
If the answer is yes, the resource puts you in a competitive position. If no, then you’re 
at a competitive disadvantage. 

EXAMPLE Developing Competitive Advantage: Who Dominates the Internet 
Economy and Who’s Losing?

Who are now the lords of tech? Which giant companies control 
our digital life?

It’s generally agreed that the “frightful five” companies that 
dominate the Internet economy are Amazon, Apple, Facebook, 
Google, and Microsoft.37 These are the companies that power 
the virtual technology infrastructure that delivers “online 
search, messaging, advertising, applications, computing, and 
storage on demand,” says one report. “They own the digital 
equivalent of railroad lines just as the Web enters a new 
phase of growth,” rapidly expanding in cloud computing, mobile 
devices, social networks, and other services.38

The Big Five Platforms: Competitive Advantages. The basic 
building blocks dominated by these five companies on which 
every other business depends are called platforms, points out 
technology writer Farhad Manjoo.39 Each platform also repre-
sents a company’s competitive advantage. Amazon has cloud 
computing, on which many start-ups run, as well as a shopping 
and shipping infrastructure.40 Apple controls one form of mo-
bile phone operating system and the apps that run on it; 
Google controls another. Google (now part of parent company 
Alphabet) also rules web search and has its own cloud infra-
structure. Google and Facebook dominate the Internet adver-
tising business, and Facebook “keeps amassing greater power 
in that most fundamental of platforms: human social relation-
ships,” Manjoo writes. Microsoft still has Windows, the king of 
desktop operating systems, and has moved aggressively into 
cloud computing. 

Who’s Up, Who’s Down? In the struggle for competitive ad-
vantage, the state of play is constantly shifting. “Not long ago 
people thought IBM, Cisco Systems, Intel, and Oracle were un-
beatable in tech,” Manjoo observes. “They’re all still large com-
panies, but they’re far less influential than they were once.”41 
Meanwhile, Yahoo!, once a huge success story, may be running 
out of time, its ad revenues slipping far behind those of its 
rivals, its decline hastened by the rise of mobile devices and 
social media.42

The Stack Fallacy. Why do some companies lose their com-
petitive advantage? Venture capitalist Anshu Sharma suggests 
one possibility. Although a company may have the resources 
and brainpower to build “the next big thing,” it may subscribe 
to the stack fallacy—“the mistaken belief that it is trivial to 
build the layer above yours” in the stack that is the layer cake 
of technology.43 The reason, argues Sharma: the companies 
don’t have firsthand understanding for what customers of the 
product one level above theirs in the stack actually want. Thus, 
Oracle, which is a database company, can’t seem to beat 
Salesforce in building database management software for cus-
tomer relations because Oracle doesn’t truly understand how 
this kind of customer relations works. 

YOUR CALL
If you can visualize a “frightful 5” Internet company losing its 
competitive advantage, how do you think it would come 
about?
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Is the Resource or Capability....

and is the Firm....

You have
competitive
advantage

Valuable?
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

You are
about equal
competitively

Rare?

You have
temporary
competitive
advantage

Costly to
imitate?

You have
temporary
competitive
advantage

Organized to
exploit value,
rarity,
imitability?

“Yes” to all
four gives
you sustained
competitive
advantage

FIGURE 5.2 Is the resource or  
capability . . .
Source: Adapted from F. T. Rothaermel, Strategic 
Management: Concepts and Cases (New York:  
McGraw-Hill Education, 2012), p. 91.

Example: The idea of an on-demand ride service for unaccompa-
nied children provided by drivers in their personal cars exploits an 
opportunity—because some parents say they really need such a  
service.

Rarity: Is the Resource or Capability Currently Controlled by 
Only a Few Firms or No Other Firms? If the answer is yes, that 
status gives your firm at least some temporary competitive advantage. 
If the answer is no (several competing firms exist), you’re at least at 
equal competitive advantage, because you’re no worse than the 
competition.

Example: No other firms in your area are yet offering on-demand 
children’s ride services, so this is a competitive advantage.

Imitability: Is the Resource or Capability Costly for Other Firms 
to Imitate? If the answer is yes, that gives you a definite competitive 
advantage. If no—because other firms can get into the market without 
much expense—that gives you only a temporary competitive 
advantage.

Example: Offering a children’s ride service with drivers using their 
own personal cars is probably not so costly that other firms might not 
try to imitate you. Here you have a competitive advantage, but it may 
be temporary. 

Organization: Is the Firm Organized to Exploit the Resource 
or Capability? If the answer is yes—that is, the firm has the nec-
essary structure, culture, control systems, employee policies, and par-
ticularly financing—then, assuming yes answers on Value, Rarity, 
and Imitability, it would seem the firm has the competitive poten-
tial to go forward. If no, it may only have a temporary competitive 
advantage.

Example: San Francisco’s Shuddle began in fall 2014 with 350 in-
dependent-contractor drivers and rose to about 2,600 customers book-
ing 7,000 rides a month. But the rides were more expensive than Uber 
and Lyft (owing to higher expenses for more-extensive background 
checks and additional insurance for Shuddle drivers), with trips aver-
aging $24 each. Unfortunately, Shuddle suffered from needing not 
only more riders but also more drivers in order to better balance sup-
ply and demand. It also was unable to raise additional venture capital 
money. Clearly, then, it did not have everything needed to answer yes 
to the question of Organization. The pioneering ride service went out 
of business in April 2016. ●
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5.2 Fundamentals of Planning
What are mission, vision, and values statements, and what are three types of planning?

THE BIG PICTURE
Planning consists of translating an organization’s mission and vision into objectives. The organization’s  
purpose is expressed as a mission statement, and what it becomes is expressed as a vision statement;  
both should represent the organization’s values, expressed in a values statement. From these are derived 
strategic planning, then tactical planning, then operational planning.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Are you hopeful? That’s a good thing. Students who have more hope reportedly have 
higher grades and are more apt to finish college.

“Hope is the belief that the future will be better than the present,” says columnist 
Elizabeth Bernstein, “and that you have some power to make it so.” People who are 
hopeful “don’t just have a goal or a wish, they have a strategy to achieve it and the 
motivation to implement their plan.”46

First, however, you must determine your “goal or wish”—that is, your purpose. An 
organization must determine its purpose, too—what’s known as its mission. And man-
agers must have an idea of where they want the organization to go—the vision. Both 
mission and vision should express the organization’s values. The approach to planning 
can be summarized in the diagram below, which shows how an organization’s mission 
becomes translated into action plans. (See Figure 5.3.)

Mission
statement:
“What is our
reason for
being?”

Vision
statement:
“What do
we want to
become?”

Values
statement:
“What values do
we want to
emphasize?”

Action plans

Strategic
planning:
Done by top
managers for
the next
1–5 years

Goals

Action plans

Tactical
planning:
Done by
middle
managers
for the next
6–24 months

Goals

Operational
planning:
Done by first-
line managers
for the next
1–52 weeks

Goals

Action plans

FIGURE 5.3
Making plans
An organization’s reason for 
being is expressed in a mission 
statement. What the organization 
wishes to become is expressed 
in a vision statement. The 
values the organization wishes 
to emphasize are expressed in a 
values statement. From these 
are derived strategic planning, 
then tactical planning, and 
finally operational planning.  
The purpose of each kind of 
planning is to specify goals and 
action plans that ultimately 
pave the way toward achieving 
an organization’s vision.

Mission, Vision, and Values Statements
The planning process begins with three attributes: a mission statement (which answers 
the question “What is our reason for being?”), a vision statement (which answers the 
question “What do we want to become?”), and a values statement (which answers the 
question “What values do we want to emphasize?”).
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The Mission Statement—“What Is Our Reason for Being?” An organization’s 
mission is its purpose or reason for being. Determining the mission is the responsibility 
of top management and the board of directors. It is up to them to formulate a mission 
statement, which expresses the purpose of the organization.

“Only a clear definition of the mission and purpose of the organization makes pos-
sible clear and realistic . . . objectives,” said Peter Drucker.47 Whether the organization 
is for-profit or nonprofit, the mission statement identifies the goods or services the 
organization provides and will provide. Sometimes it also gives the reasons for providing 
them (to make a profit or to achieve humanitarian goals, for example).

EXAMPLEMission Statements for Three Different Companies: Hilton,  
Facebook, and Patagonia

Mission statements answer the question “What is our reason 
for being?” or “Why are we here?”

Here are the mission statements for three companies, 
drawn from their websites. The mission statement for Hilton 
Hotels, a large company, reads: “To be the preeminent global 
hospitality company—the first choice of guests, team mem-
bers, and owners alike.”

Facebook’s mission statement is “to give people the power 
to share and make the world more open and connected.”

Clothing maker Patagonia’s mission statement is to “Build 
the best product, cause no unnecessary harm, [and] use busi-
ness to inspire and implement solutions to the environmental 
crisis.”

YOUR CALL
Do you think any of these mission statements could be adapted 
to different companies offering different products or services? 
Give an example.

EXAMPLEVision Statements for Three Different Companies: Hilton,  
Facebook, and Patagonia

Vision statements answer the question “What do we want to 
become?” or “Where do we want to go?”

Here is Hilton Hotels’s vision statement: “To fill the earth 
with the light and warmth of hospitality.” (Hilton actually places 
its vision statement before its mission statement.) 

Facebook’s vision statement: “People use Facebook to stay 
connected with family and friends, to discover what’s going on 
in the world, and to share and express what matters to them.”

Patagonia’s statement: “We prefer the human scale to the 
corporate, vagabonding to tourism, and the quirky to the 
toned-down and flattened out.” 

YOUR CALL
Do these vision statements work? Do they meet Fortune’s crite-
rion of describing “what’s happening in the world you compete 
in and what you want to do about it. It should guide decisions”?

The Vision Statement—“What Do We Want to Become?” A vision is a long-
term goal describing “what” an organization wants to become. It is a clear sense of the 
future and the actions needed to get there. “[A] vision should describe what’s happen-
ing to the world you compete in and what you want to do about it,” says one Fortune 
article. “It should guide decisions.”48

After formulating a mission statement, top managers need to develop a vision statement, 
which expresses what the organization should become, where it wants to go strategically.49

The concept of a vision statement also is important for individuals. Harvard profes-
sor Clayton Christensen believes that creating a personal life vision statement is akin 
to developing a strategy for your life. He finds that people are happier and lead more 
meaningful lives when they are directed by personal vision statements.50 Do you have 
a vision for your future career? Is it vague or specific? The following self-assessment 
was created to help you evaluate the quality of your career vision and plan.
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Assessing Career Behaviors and Future  
Career Identity

This self-assessment is designed to help you reflect on the vision 
of your career identity. Please be prepared to answer these 
questions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 5.1 
in Connect.

1. What did you learn about your future career identity? Are 
you surprised by the results?

2. Write a personal mission and vision statement using ideas 
discussed in this section. Share it with a friend for feedback.

3. What is the value of creating a personal mission and 
vision statement? Explain.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 5.1 

The Values Statement—“What Values Do We Want to Emphasize?” Values, 
we said in Chapter 3, are the relatively permanent and deeply held underlying beliefs 
and attitudes that help determine a person’s behavior: integrity, dedication, teamwork, 
excellence, compassion, or whatever. Values reflect the qualities that represent an 
organization’s deeply held beliefs, highest priorities, and core guiding principles.

After formulating a vision statement, then, top managers need to develop a values 
statement, also called a core values statement, which expresses what the company stands 
for, its core priorities, the values its employees embody, and what its products contribute to 
the world.51 Values statements “become the deeply ingrained principle and fabric that 
guide employee behavior and company decisions and actions—the behaviors the com-
pany and employees expect of themselves,” says former executive Eric Jacobsen. 
“Without a statement, the company will lack soul.”52 

EXAMPLE Values Statements for Three Different Companies: Hilton,  
Facebook, and Patagonia

Values statements answer the question “What values do we 
want to emphasize?”

Here is Hilton Hotels’s statement of its values (whose initial 
letters spell H-I-L-T-O-N):53

•	 Hospitality—We’re passionate about delivering exceptional 
guest experiences.

•	 Integrity—We do the right thing, all the time.
•	 Leadership—We’re leaders in our industry and in our  

communities.
•	 Teamwork—We’re team players in everything we do.
•	 Ownership—We’re the owners of our actions and decisions.
•	 Now—We operate with a sense of urgency and discipline.

Facebook’s values statement is as follows:54

•	 Focus on Impact—If we want to have the biggest impact, 
the best way to do this is to make sure we always focus on 
solving the most important problems. It sounds simple, but 
we think most companies do this poorly and waste a lot  
of time. We expect everyone at Facebook to be good at 
finding the biggest problems to work on.

•	 Move Fast—Moving fast enables us to build more things 
and learn faster. However, as most companies grow, they 

slow down too much because they’re more afraid of making 
mistakes than they are of losing opportunities by moving 
too slowly. . . .

•	 Be Bold—Building great things means taking risks. This can 
be scary and prevents most companies from doing the 
bold things they should. However, in a world that’s chang-
ing so quickly, you’re guaranteed to fail if you don’t take 
any risks. We have another saying: “The riskiest thing is to 
take no risks.” We encourage everyone to make bold deci-
sions, even if that means being wrong some of the time.

•	 Be Open—We believe that a more open world is a better 
world because people with more information can make 
better decisions and have a greater impact. That goes for 
running our company as well. We work hard to make sure 
everyone at Facebook has access to as much information 
as possible about every part of the company so they can 
make the best decisions and have the greatest impact.

•	 Build Social Value—Once again, Facebook exists to make 
the world more open and connected, and not just to build 
a company. We expect everyone at Facebook to focus  
every day on how to build real value for the world in  
everything they do.
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Three Types of Planning for Three Levels of 
Management: Strategic, Tactical, and Operational
Inspiring, clearly stated mission statements and vision statements provide the focal 
point of the entire planning process. Then three things happen:

■ Strategic planning by top management. Using their mission and vision state-
ments, top managers do strategic planning—they determine what the organiza-
tion’s long-term goals should be for the next one to five years with the resources 
they expect to have available. “Strategic planning requires visionary and direc-
tional thinking,” says one authority.56 It should communicate not only general 
goals about growth and profits but also ways to achieve them. Today, because 
of the frequency with which world competition and information technology 
alter marketplace conditions, a company’s strategic planning may have to be 
done closer to every one or two years than every five. Still, at a big company 
like Boeing or Ford or Amazon, top executives cannot lose sight of long-range, 
multiyear planning.

Patagonia’s values statement:55 
•	 Quality—The pursuit of ever greater quality in everything 

we do.
•	 Integrity—Relationships built on integrity and respect.
•	 Environmentalism—Serve as a catalyst for personal and 

corporate action.

•	 Not Bound by Convention—Our success—and much of the 
fun—lies in developing innovative ways of doing things.

YOUR CALL
What do you think of these values statements? Are they explicit 
enough to “guide employee behavior and company decisions 
and actions—the behaviors the company and employees expect 
of themselves”? 

EXAMPLEStrategic Planning by Top Management: Is “Quarterly Earnings 
Hysteria” Contrary to Effective Long-Term Strategy?

With most publicly owned companies, shareholders constantly 
pressure management to produce profits that will boost the 
stock every quarter (that is, every three months). But Laurence 
D. Fink, CEO of BlackRock, the world’s largest investor, thinks 
that’s bad for long-term strategy. “Today’s culture of quarterly 
earnings hysteria is totally contrary to the long-term approach 
we need,” Fink wrote 500 chief executives.57 

The Problems with “Short-Termism.” Fink wants to eliminate 
the tyranny of what are known as earnings calls, where com-
pany executives discuss quarterly results with investors, ana-
lysts, and the media, which tends to focus everyone’s attention 
on short-term (that is, quarterly) results.

What is the effect of this short-termism? One study found 
“that short-term companies attracted short-term investors 
(bringing with them a whole new set of performance pressures 
on executives) and that the financial and strategic performance 
of these companies were more volatile—and riskier—than that 
of the long termers.”58

Fink wants to not only reduce the importance of the quar-
terly earnings call but also to encourage CEOs and directors to 

provide “a strategic framework for long-term value creation” 
that could extend for multiple years.

Companies with short-term outlooks included Chevron, 
Cisco, and Goldman Sachs, and short-term-oriented industries 
tended to be banking, electronic equipment, business services, 
and wholesale.

Talking Long-Term. Despite the intense concentration on 
quarterly results, there are industries that tend to be long-term-
focused, including beverages, medical goods, retail, and phar-
maceuticals. Companies with this outlook include Coca-Cola, 
Ford, Nordstrom, and Apple. (“We don’t live in 90-day quarters, 
and we don’t invest in 90-day quarters,” Apple CEO Tim Cook 
says.)59 The most notable long-termer is Amazon.

Amazon founder and CEO Jeff Bezos continually “preaches 
customer focus and long-term thinking,” says a Fortune article.60 
Bezos, whose 18% of Amazon’s stock is worth $46 billion, has 
an unconventional opinion about profitability.61 Back in 1997, 
Bezos warned stockholders that “it’s all about the long term. 
We may make decisions and weigh trade-offs differently than 
some companies.”62
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■ Tactical planning by middle management. The strategic priorities and poli-
cies are then passed down to middle managers, who must do tactical planning—
that is, they determine what contributions their departments or similar work units 
can make with their given resources during the next 6–24 months.

■ Operational planning by first-line management. Middle managers then pass 
these plans along to first-line managers to do operational planning—that is, they 
determine how to accomplish specific tasks with available resources within the 
next 1–52 weeks.

The three kinds of managers are described further in the figure below. (See Figure 5.4.) ●

Most top managers, with their attention constantly focused 
on the next upcoming earnings call, do strategic planning on a 
one- to three-year time line. Says Bezos, “If everything you do 
needs to work on a three-year time horizon, then you’re com-
peting against a lot of people. But if you’re willing to invest on 
a seven-year horizon, you’re now competing against a fraction 
of those people, because very few people are willing to do 
that.” Actually, Bezos is very long-term, operating on a 10- to 
20-year time line. 

Profits? “Profits will come down the road,” says business 
writer James Stewart, “when Kindle [and Fire] users buy con-
tent through Amazon.”63 Says Bezos, “We’re willing to plant 
seeds, let them grow—and we’re very stubborn.”64

Ambitions for the Future. The large time window and free-
dom from having to deliver immediate profits allow Amazon to 

pursue the powerful long-range strategy it has planned.65 It 
continues to cut prices on its merchandise, which is undercut-
ting retail competitors.66 It is realizing Walmart-like economies 
of scale, achieving enormous savings from buying supplies in 
huge quantities. Amazon Prime, its subscription delivery service, 
has become such a hit that one analyst predicts in five years 
50% of American households will have joined the service.67 
Now it is on a tear to dominate cloud computing.68 

YOUR CALL
After 20 years of thin or no profits, in January 2016 Amazon 
delivered the largest quarterly profit in its history. Yet the stock 
price went down, because investors apparently were thirsty for 
more.69 If Amazon’s strategy hurts short-run profits, should 
your parents or grandparents invest in Amazon? Should you? 
What if Amazon’s strategic plan is wrong?

Top management
chief executive o�cer,
president, vice president,
general managers,
division heads

Middle management
functional managers,
product-line managers,
department managers

First-line management
unit managers, team leaders,
first-line supervisors

Strategic planning:
1–5 years

Tactical planning:
6–24 months

Operational planning:
1–52 weeks

Make long-term decisions 
about overall direction of
organization. Managers need
to pay attention to
environment outside the
organization, be future oriented,
deal with uncertain
and highly competitive
conditions.

Implement policies and plans
of top management, supervise
and coordinate activities of
first-line managers below,
make decisions often without
base of clearly defined
information procedures.

Direct daily tasks of
nonmanagerial personnel;
decisions often predictable,
following well-defined set of
routine procedures.

FIGURE 5.4 Three levels of management, three types of planning
Each type of planning has different time horizons, although the times overlap because the plans are somewhat elastic.
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Whatever its type—long-term or short-term—the purpose of planning is to set a goal 
and then to formulate an action plan.

Long-Term and Short-Term Goals
A goal, also known as an objective, is a specific commitment to achieve a measurable re-
sult within a stated period of time. Goals may be long-term or short-term. 

Long-term goals are generally referred to as strategic goals. They tend to span 1 to 
5 years and focus on achieving the strategies identified in a company’s strategic plan. An 
example is to increase revenue from new customers by 10% over the next 12 months.

Short-term goals are sometimes referred to as tactical or operational goals, or just plain 
goals. They generally span 12 months and are connected to strategic goals in a hierarchy 
known as a means-end chain.

A means-end chain shows how goals are connected or linked across an organization. 
For example, a low-level goal such as responding to customer inquiries in less than 
24 hours is the means to accomplishing a higher-level goal of achieving 90% customer 
satisfaction.

As we will see later in Section 5.4, goals should be SMART—specific, measurable, 
attainable, results-oriented, and with target dates. 

The Operating Plan and Action Plan
Larry Bossidy, former CEO of both Honeywell International and Allied Signal, and 
global consultant Ram Charan define an operating plan as a plan that “breaks long-term 
output into short-term targets” or goals.70 In other words, operating plans turn strategic 
plans into actionable short-term goals and action plans.

An action plan defines the course of action needed to achieve a stated goal. Whether 
the goal is long-term or short-term, action plans outline the tactics that will be used to 
achieve a goal. Each tactic also contains a projected date for completing the desired 
activities. Consider the following example of a means-ends chain to illustrate these 
concepts: 

■ Strategic goal. Increase revenue from new customers by 10% over the next 
12 months.

■ Operational goal. Introduce (roll out) two new product offerings over the next 
12 months.

■ Action plan. (1) Product development team to propose two new products by 
March 31. (2) Products to be produced and pilot-tested in selected markets by 
May 1. (3) Products to be modified as needed and a marketing plan prepared 
to support their introduction (rollout) by May 31. (4) Sales force to be trained 
to sell products and execution of marketing plan begun by June 30. (5) Sales 
managers to meet with sales force to discuss progress and receive comments 
on marketing plan: ongoing.

5.3 Goals and Plans
What are the two types of goals, and what are different kinds of plans?

THE BIG PICTURE
The purpose of planning is to set a goal and then an action plan. There are two types of goals, short-term 
and long-term, and they are connected by a means-end chain. Types of plans include standing and single-
use plans.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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EXAMPLE Long-Term and Short-Term Goals at Southwest Airlines

Ranking No. 7 on Fortune’s 2016 Most Admired Companies 
list, Dallas-based Southwest Airlines has inspired a host of low-
fare imitators—big ones like Alaska and JetBlue and small ones 
like Allegiant, Frontier, Spirit, Sun Country, and Virgin America—
which have grown rapidly in recent years compared to mainline 
or “legacy” carriers American, Delta, and United Continental. It 
has continually achieved its strategic goals and as of 2016 had 
been profitable for 43 consecutive years.71

Long-Term Strategic Goals. Employee engagement, cus-
tomer satisfaction, and profitability have been key strategic 
goals for Southwest since its inception. Employee engagement 
is created through the company’s corporate culture, which fo-
cuses on employee satisfaction and well-being. Southwest 
CEO Gary Kelly highlighted this theme by noting that “our peo-
ple are our single greatest strength and our most enduring 
long-term competitive advantage.”72

The goal of Southwest’s top managers is to ensure that the 
airline is highly profitable, and for years it has followed the 
general strategy of (a) keeping costs and fares down, to appeal 
to budget rather than business travelers; (b) offering a superior 
on-time arrival record and squeezing more flights per day from 
every plane; and (c) keeping passengers happy with its cheerful 
cabin crew and staff.

One of the most important strategic decisions Southwest 
made was to fly just one type of airplane—Boeing 737s, 692 of 
them—to hold down training, maintenance, and operating ex-
penses.73 Another was to create a strong corporate culture 
that, according to one former CEO, allows employees to “feel 
like they’re using their brains, they’re using their creativity, 
they’re allowed to be themselves and have a sense of humor, 
and they understand what the mission of the company is.”74

In the last 10 years, however, Southwest began to dramati-
cally change its strategy. Traditionally it had not served major 
cities (Atlanta, Denver) and had served only the secondary air-
ports of metropolises such as New York and San Francisco. 
Now it has decided to go head to head with legacy carriers by 
flying to key airports of major cities—and even to develop inter-
national routes, principally to Latin America. The reason: to go 
after business travelers and their higher per-seat fares.75

Southwest has always had a strategic focus on keeping pas-
sengers happy, which it does via its vaunted customer service. 
“What I like best is the attitude of the flight attendants,” says one 
traveler, a public-relations firm co-founder. “I’ve taken 1,100 flights 
on Southwest and maybe met two or three flight attendants who 
were unpleasant. On other airlines you hear them complaining all 
the time.”76 The same enthusiasm is seen in the behavior of 
ground crews charging toward the airplane even before it has 
come to rest—unlike their counterparts at other airlines, who 
don’t move until the airplane has turned off its engines.77

Part of Southwest’s customer service strategy revolves 
around offering two freebies that other airlines do not: (1) no 
charge for checked-in luggage up to two pieces (which might 

cost a business traveler $200 on other airlines), and (2) no ex-
tra charge for changing a ticket (a money saver for business 
travelers, who make lots of last-minute changes). 

Short-Term Goals. Cutting costs and keeping fares low have 
traditionally been key operational goals for Southwest. For ex-
ample, until recently the airline flew only short-haul flights to 
midsize cities to save time and money by avoiding traffic. There 
was just one class of seating, doing away with the distinction 
between coach and first class. Passengers are not served in-
flight meals, mostly just peanuts. The airline saves on mainte-
nance by doing more work on a plane when it’s in for a check 
instead of bringing it in three different times.

How does the airline achieve a superior on-time arrival record? 
To achieve this second operational goal, the company did away 
with guaranteed seat reservations before ticketing, so that no-
shows wouldn’t complicate (and therefore delay) the boarding 
process. In its new campaign to go after business travelers, 
Southwest changed the reservations policy slightly to ensure 
that passengers paying extra for “business select” fares would 
be placed at the front of the line.

In addition, the airline has tried to turn planes around in ex-
actly 20 minutes, so that on-time departures are more apt to 
produce on-time arrivals. Although the airline is about 83% 
unionized, turnaround was helped by looser work rules, so that 
workers could pitch in to do tasks outside their normal jobs. “If 
you saw something that needed to be done,” said one former 
employee, “and you thought you could do it, you did.”78

Unfortunately, in 2013, in an attempt to offer more conve-
nient flight schedules, the airline instituted a new system to re-
duce times it allowed for flights and compressed its turnaround 
times even further—the result of which sent its on-time perfor-
mance reeling to last place among U.S. carriers.79 In 2015, how-
ever, Southwest’s on-time arrival rate climbed back to third 
place among major carriers (behind Alaska and Delta), and it 
was second lowest (after Alaska) in customer complaints.80 

The New Southwest. In January 2014, as part of its new 
strategy to go after business travelers, Southwest began ven-

Lookalikes. One key to the success of Southwest Airlines is that all the 
planes in its fleet have been the same type, Boeing 737s, which saves on 
maintenance and training costs. © Charles Rex Arbogast/AP Photo
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turing into the international market, beginning with flights to 
Latin America.81 With this significant shift, some operations, 
such as fast turnaround times, may be difficult to implement 
because of departure restrictions.82 Southwest also faces 
costly upgrades to its computer systems and an antiquated 
phone system, and its traditionally low fares are not so low 
anymore.83 Most important is the question whether the airline 
can compete with the upscale perks that Delta, American, and 

United Continental offer businesspeople—assigned seats, first-
class cabins, and luxurious club lounges to wait in—and not 
alienate the traditional Southwest customer.

YOUR CALL
Do you think recent changes will allow the company to con-
tinue to achieve its strategic goals?

Types of Plans: Standing Plans and Single-Use Plans
Plans are of two types—standing plans and single-use plans. (See Table 5.1.)

TABLE 5.1
Standing Plans and Single-Use 
Plans

There are three types of 
standing plans and two types of 
single-use plans.

PLAN DESCRIPTION

Standing plan For activities that occur repeatedly over a period of time

•	Policy	 Outlines	general	response	to	a	designated	problem	or	situation

•	Procedure	 Outlines	response	to	particular	problems	or	circumstances

•	Rule	 Designates	specific	required	action

Single-use plan For activities not likely to be repeated in the future

•	Program	 Encompasses	a	range	of	projects	or	activities

•	Project	 Has	less	scope	and	complexity	than	a	program

Standing Plans: Policies, Procedures, and Rules Standing plans are plans de-
veloped for activities that occur repeatedly over a period of time. Standing plans consist 
of policies, procedures, and rules.

■ A policy is a standing plan that outlines the general response to a designated 
problem or situation. Example: “This workplace does not condone swearing.” 
This policy is a broad statement that gives managers a general idea about what 
is allowable for employees who use bad language, but gives no specifics.

■ A procedure (or standard operating procedure) is a standing plan that outlines 
the response to particular problems or circumstances. Example: McDonald’s 
specifies exactly how a hamburger should be dressed, including the order in 
which the mustard, ketchup, and pickles are applied.

■ A rule is a standing plan that designates specific required action. Example:  
“No smoking is allowed anywhere in the building.” This allows no room for 
interpretation.

Single-Use Plans: Programs and Projects Single-use plans are plans developed 
for activities that are not likely to be repeated in the future. Such plans can be programs 
or projects.

■ A program is a single-use plan encompassing a range of projects or activities. 
Example: The U.S. government space program has had several projects, in-
cluding the Challenger project, the Hubble Telescope project, and the space 
shuttle project.

■ A project is a single-use plan of less scope and complexity than a program. Exam-
ple: The space shuttle project, one of several projects in the government’s space 
program, consisted of three shuttles: Discovery, Endeavour, and Atlantis. ●
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5.4 Promoting Consistencies in Goals: SMART Goals, 
Management by Objectives, and Goal Cascading
What are SMART goals and how can they be implemented through management by 
objectives and goal cascading?

THE BIG PICTURE
This section discusses SMART goals—goals that are Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Results-oriented, and 
have Target dates. It also briefly discusses a technique for setting goals, management by objectives (MBO),  
a four-step process for motivating employees. Finally, it introduces the concept of goal cascading, which  
attempts to ensure that higher-level goals are communicated and aligned with the goals at the next levels 
down in the organizational hierarchy. 

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Anyone can define goals. But as we mentioned earlier, the five characteristics of a 
good goal are represented by the acronym SMART.

SMART Goals
A SMART goal is one that is Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Results-oriented, and has 
Target dates.

Specific Goals should be stated in specific rather than vague terms. The goal “As 
many planes as possible should arrive on time” is too general. The goal that “Ninety 
percent of planes should arrive within 15 minutes of the scheduled arrival time” is 
specific.

Measurable Whenever possible, goals should be measurable, or quanti-
fiable (as in “90% of planes should arrive within 15 minutes”). That is, 
there should be some way to measure the degree to which a goal has been 
reached.

Of course, some goals—such as those concerned with improving quality—
are not precisely quantifiable. In that case, something on the order of “Im-
prove the quality of customer relations by instituting 10 follow-up telephone 
calls every week” will do. You can certainly quantify how many follow-up 
phone calls were made.

Attainable Goals should be challenging, of course, but above all they 
should be realistic and attainable. It may be best to set goals that are quite 
ambitious so as to challenge people to meet high standards. Always, how-
ever, the goals should be achievable within the scope of the time, equip-
ment, and financial support available. (See Figure 5.5.)

If too easy (as in “half the flights should arrive on time”), goals won’t 
impel people to make much effort. If impossible (“all flights must arrive on 
time, regardless of weather”), employees won’t even bother trying. Or they 
will try and continually fail, which will end up hurting morale. Or they will 
cheat. (An example was the unrealistic goal of cutting wait times for ap-
pointments by more than half at Veterans Affairs hospitals, as revealed in 
ongoing scandals in which VA administrators were found to have falsified 
figures.)84
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Results-Oriented Only a few goals should be chosen—say, five for any work unit. 
And they should be results-oriented—they should support the organization’s vision.

In writing out the goals, start with the word “To” and follow it with action-oriented 
verbs—“complete,” “acquire,” “increase” (“to decrease by 10% the time to get  
passengers settled in their seats before departure”).

Some verbs should not be used in your goal statement because they imply activities—
the ways used to accomplish goals (such as having baggage handlers waiting). For 
example, you should not use “to develop,” “to conduct,” “to implement.”

Target Dates Goals should specify the target dates or deadline dates when they are 
to be attained. For example, it’s unrealistic to expect an airline to improve its on-time 
arrivals by 10% overnight. However, you could set a target date—three to six months 
away, say—by which this goal is to be achieved. That allows enough time for lower-
level managers and employees to revamp their systems and work habits and gives them 
a clear time frame in which they know what they are expected to do.

EXAMPLESetting Goals: Are Big Companies Serious about Sustainability  
and Climate Change? How Will We Know?

In 2015, Apple, Bank of America, Coca-Cola, Google, Microsoft, 
and other Fortune 500 companies signed a pledge to take 
measures to curb greenhouse gas emissions and invest in 
clean energy.85 Others, such as Nike and Procter & Gamble, 
announced plans to switch to sourcing 100% renewable en-
ergy.86 How do we know how serious these companies are? 
Can we measure the results?

The Walmart Experience. Earlier, in 2006 Walmart, partner-
ing with the Environmental Defense Fund, began to seriously 
stress its devotion to sustainability by stating three goals it 
wanted to achieve over 10 years: (1) Be supplied by 100% re-
newable energy. (2) Create zero waste. (3) Sell products that 
sustain people and the environment.87

Two years later, its CEO announced to a meeting of 7,000 
store managers that Walmart was determinedly pursuing energy 
efficiency, had sold over 145 million energy-saving fluorescent 
bulbs, and intended to make power-hungry appliances (TVs, air 
conditioners) 25% more energy-efficient over the next three 
years.88 Later, the retail giant pledged to eliminate 20 million 
tons of carbon emissions from its global supply chain by 2015.89

In 2013, it added two more goals for avoiding greenhouse 
gas, to be achieved by 2020: (1) a 600% increase (over 2010 
levels) in power purchases of renewable energy globally every 
year, and (2) a reduction by 20% globally (compared to 2010) in 
kilowatts required to power Walmart buildings. Such efficien-
cies are to be achieved by adding solar power to buildings and 
buying wind, hydro, and geothermal sources of energy, as well 
as increasing LED lighting in and around stores.90 

Endgame. By 2014, Walmart had shot from 15th to 6th 
place in Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) rankings of 

Better environmental objectives. In 2015, over a dozen Fortune 500 
companies pledged to curb greenhouse gas emissions and invest in 
clean energy. How should these goals be structured and measured?  
© Jeff Michell/Corbis
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Management by Objectives: The Four-Step Process 
for Motivating Employees
First suggested by Peter Drucker in 1954, management by objectives has spread 
largely because of the appeal of its emphasis on converting general objectives into 
specific ones for all members of an organization.96

Management by objectives (MBO) is a four-step process in which (1) managers and 
employees jointly set objectives for the employee, (2) managers develop action plans, 
(3) managers and employees periodically review the employee’s performance, and (4) the 
manager makes a performance appraisal and rewards the employee according to results. 
The purpose of MBO is to motivate rather than to control subordinates.

Before we begin discussing these four steps, you may want to consider the quality 
of the goal-setting process in a current or former employer. Management by objectives 
and goal cascading will not work without an effective goal setting process. The follow-
ing self-assessment was developed to provide insight into the quality of goal setting 
within an organization.

the country’s top purchasers of green power—electricity pro-
duced by wind, solar, and similar means.91 However, critics as-
serted all the good things Walmart was doing were offset by 
the fact that that “the company is adding more stores and sell-
ing more stuff.”92 Some produced studies showing Walmart’s 
greenhouse gas emissions had actually grown 14% because 
the company’s calculations had failed to account for major 
sources of pollution from international shipping, new store con-
struction, and product manufacturing.93 One of the strongest 
criticisms was that the company had failed to set science-based 
targets for its climate emissions.94 (For more on science-based 
targets, see sciencebasedtargets.org.)

In any case, despite the lofty goals, by 2016 the company 
had slipped to 17th place overall in EPA green-power purchas-
ers’ ratings (which was led by Intel, Microsoft, Kohl’s, Cisco, 
and Apple). Even so, among the top 30 retailers, Walmart 
ranked third (behind Kohl’s and Starbucks) in green power 
usage.95 Not bad for the massive energy turnaround effort 
required of the largest company in the world. 

YOUR CALL
Even if Walmart has not included all the sources of emissions in 
its calculation, as critics assert, how do the objectives outlined 
above reflect the criteria for SMART goals?

1. Jointly Set Objectives You sit down with your manager and the two of you 
jointly set objectives for you to attain. Later you do the same with each of your own 
subordinates. Joint manager/subordinate participation is important to the program. It’s 
probably best if the objectives aren’t simply imposed from above (don’t say, “Here are 
the objectives I want you to meet”). Managers also should not simply approve the em-
ployee’s objectives (“Whatever you aim for is okay with me”). It’s necessary to have 
back-and-forth negotiation to make the objectives practicable.97

What Is the Quality of Goal Setting within a 
Current or Past Employer?

This self-assessment is designed to assess the quality of goal 
setting in a company. Please be prepared to answer these 
questions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 5.2 
in Connect.

1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of goal setting in 
the company you selected?

2. Based on your results, what recommendations would you 
provide to senior management about improving the goal-
setting process in this company? Explain.

3. What actions could you take to improve the goal-setting 
process in this company? Be specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 5.2 
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Jointly setting objectives. An important part of MBO is joint manager/subordinate participation in setting objectives. 
Have you ever held a job that featured this kind of process? © Chris Ryan/agefotostock RF

One result of joint participation, research shows, is that it impels people to set 
more difficult goals—to raise the level of their aspirations—which may have a posi-
tive effect on their performance.98 The objectives should be expressed in writing and 
should be SMART. There are three types of objectives, shown in the following table. 
(See Table 5.2.)

TABLE 5.2
Three Types of Objectives 
Used in MBO: improvement, 
personal development, and 
maintenance

Improvement Objectives

Purpose Express performance to be accomplished in a specific way for a specific area  
Examples “Increase sport utility sales by 10%.” “Reduce food spoilage by 15%.”

Personal Development Objectives

Purpose Express personal goals to be realized  
Examples “Attend five days of leadership training.” “Learn basics of Microsoft Office software by June 1.”

Maintenance Objectives

Purpose Express the intention to maintain performance at previously established levels  
Examples “Continue to meet the increased sales goals specified last quarter.” “Produce another 
60,000 cases of wine this month.”

2. Develop Action Plan Once objectives are set, managers at each level should 
prepare an action plan for attaining them. Action plans may be prepared for both indi-
viduals and work units, such as departments.
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3. Periodically Review Performance You and your manager should meet rea-
sonably often—either informally as needed or formally every three months—to review 
progress, as should you and your subordinates. Indeed, frequent communication is 
necessary so that everyone will know how well he or she is doing in meeting the 
objectives.

During each meeting, managers should give employees feedback, and objectives 
should be updated or revised as necessary to reflect new realities. If you were manag-
ing a painting or landscaping business, for example, changes in the weather, loss of 
key employees, or a financial downturn affecting customer spending could force you 
to reconsider your objectives.

4. Give Performance Appraisal and Rewards, If Any At the end of 6 or 
12 months, you and your subordinate should meet to discuss results, comparing per-
formance with initial objectives. Deal with results, not personalities, emotional issues, 
or excuses.

Because the purpose of MBO is to motivate employees, performance that meets the 
objectives should be rewarded—with compliments, raises, bonuses, promotions, or 
other suitable benefits. Failure can be addressed by redefining the objectives for the 
next 6- or 12-month period, or even by taking stronger measures, such as demotion. 
Basically, however, MBO is viewed as being a learning process. After step 4, the MBO 
cycle begins anew.99

Cascading Goals: Making Lower-Level Goals Align 
with Top Goals
For goal setting to be successful, the following three things have to happen.

1. Top Management Must Be Committed “When top-management commitment 
[to MBO] was high,” said one review, “the average gain in productivity was 56%. 
When commitment was low, the average gain in productivity was only 6%.”100

2. The Goals Must Be Applied Organizationwide The goal-setting program has 
to be put in place throughout the entire organization. That is, it cannot be applied in 
just some divisions and departments; it has to be done in all of them.

3. Goals Must “Cascade”—Be Linked Consistently Down through the  
Organization Cascading goals is the process of ensuring that the strategic goals set 
at the top level align, or “cascade,” downward with more specific short-term goals at lower 
levels within an organization, including employees’ objectives and activities. Top manag-
ers set strategic goals, which are translated into divisional goals, which are translated 
into departmental goals, which are translated into individual goals. The cascading 
process ends when all individuals have a set of goals that support the overall strategic 
goals. This process helps employees understand how their work contributes to overall 
corporate success.

Example: The Vice President of the Claims Division of an automobile insurance 
company, which pays off requests, or claims, by customers seeking insurance pay-
ments to repair damage to their cars, may set the major goal (and SMART goal) of 
“Increase customer satisfaction in Claims Division by 10%.” In the cascading goals 
process, the same goal would be embraced by the Assistant Vice President of Claims 
and the Recovery Director beneath him or her. Further down the hierarchy, the Recov-
ery Unit Manager would reword the goal to be more specific: “Decrease the number of 
customer complaints about claims by 10% over last year’s average.” For the individual 
Recovery Analyst at the lowest level, the goal could become: “Return all customer 
phone calls about claims within 24 hours.”101 Thus, all the subgoals in the organization 
are in alignment with the major goal of top management.
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The Importance of Deadlines
There’s no question that college is a pressure cooker for many students. The reason, of 
course, is the seemingly never-ending deadlines. But consider: Would you do all the 
course work you’re doing—and realize the education you’re getting—if you didn’t 
have deadlines?

As we saw under the “T” (for “has Target dates”) in SMART goals, deadlines are as 
essential to goal setting in business as they are to your college career. Because the 
whole purpose of planning and goals is to deliver to a client specified results within a 
specified period of time, deadlines become a great motivator, both for you and for the 
people working for you.

It’s possible, of course, to let deadlines mislead you into focusing too much on im-
mediate results and thereby ignore overall planning—just as students will focus too 
much on preparing for a test in one course while neglecting others. In general, how-
ever, deadlines can help you keep your eye on the “big picture” while simultaneously 
paying attention to the details that will help you realize the big picture. Deadlines can 
help concentrate the mind, so that you make quick decisions rather than put them off. 
Deadlines help you ignore extraneous matters (such as cleaning up a messy desk) in 
favor of focusing on what’s important—realizing the goals on time and on budget. 
Deadlines provide a mechanism for giving ourselves feedback. ●

PRACTICAL ACTIONHow to Achieve Your Important Goals: Forget the 
Endless Possibilities

“I talk to so many people who say they don’t know what they 
should do next,” says Penelope Trunk, who has founded four 
start-ups (the most recent is Quistic, a career-building online 
learning site). “But actually they just don’t have the guts to 
close off options.”102

We all know people like this. “They wait years before de-
claring a major,” says another writer, “date someone for 
years before getting married, favor stores with a guaranteed 
return policy,” and so on.103 But noncommitment actually 
leads to lower levels of satisfaction, more anxiety, and poorer 
performance.

“We have a limited amount of willpower,” Trunk adds, “and 
if all our options are open, we have to use our willpower con-
stantly. We are much better off removing choices and creating 
routines that preserve our willpower.”

Where’s the Money? The natural reluctance to close any 
door is pointed out by Dan Ariely, a behavioral economist at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and author of Predict-
ably Irrational: The Hidden Forces That Shape Our Deci-
sions.104 In that book, he describes experiments involving 
hundreds of MIT students who showed that they could not bear 
to let go of their options—even though it was bad strategy. The 
experiments involved playing a computer game in which stu-
dents had 100 mouse clicks to look for money behind three 

doors on the screen and were paid real cash each time they 
found it. To earn the most money, a student would quickly find 
out that the best strategy was to check out the three doors and 
settle on the one with the highest rewards. But when students 
stayed out of a room, the door would start shrinking and even-
tually disappear. Researchers found that most students would 
waste clicks by rushing back to reopen doors, even though 
they lost money by doing so—and they continued to frantically 
keep all their doors open even when they were fined for 
switching.

Fear of Loss? Were the students just trying to “keep their op-
tions open”? Ariely doesn’t think so. The real motivation, he 
suggests, is fear of loss. “Closing a door on an option is experi-
enced as a loss, and people are willing to pay a price to avoid 
the emotion of loss,” he says.105

YOUR CALL
Obviously, this lesson has some practical payoffs for all of us 
who are overscheduled and overworked and need all the help 
we can get to stay focused on our important goals. Are you 
presently considering adding a class, switching majors, or pur-
suing another career? Are you wondering whether to continue 
a personal relationship that no longer benefits you? What 
would be the advantages of—just saying no?
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5.5 The Planning/Control Cycle
How does the planning/control cycle help keep a manager’s plans headed in the right 
direction?

THE BIG PICTURE
The four-step planning/control cycle helps you keep in control, to make sure you’re headed in the right  
direction.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Once you’ve made plans, how do you stay in control to make sure you’re headed in the 
right direction? Actually, there is a continuous feedback loop known as the planning/
control cycle. (The “organizing” and “leading” steps within the Planning—Organizing—
Leading—Controlling sequence are implied here.) The planning/control cycle has two 
planning steps (1 and 2) and two control steps (3 and 4), as follows: (1) Make the plan.  
(2) Carry out the plan. (3) Control the direction by comparing results with the plan. (4) Control 
the direction by taking corrective action in two ways—namely (a) by correcting deviations 
in the plan being carried out or (b) by improving future plans. (See Figure 5.6.) (We will 
see this model echoed later in Chapter 16 in the discussion of the Plan-Do-Check- 
Act cycle.)

The Two
Planning Steps

The Two
Control Steps

      Control the direction
in two ways:
(a) by correcting
     deviations in the
     plan being carried
     out (return to
     step 2), or
(b) by improving
     future plans (go
     to step 1 to
     start over)

Make the plan Carry out the plan1 2

4       Control the
direction by
comparing the
results with the plan

3

FIGURE 5.6
The planning/control cycle
This describes a constant 
feedback loop designed to 
ensure plans stay headed in  
the right direction.
Source: From Robert Kreitner, 
Management, 8th edition, 
copyright © 2001 South-Western, 
a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. 
Reproduced with permission.  
www.cengage.com/permissions.

EXAMPLE The Planning/Control Cycle: Developing the Apple Watch

Apple Inc., maker of the iPhone, iPod, and iPad, has been  
Fortune’s No. 1 Most Admired Company nine years in a row, 
2008–2016. In 2008, it was also ranked No. 1 among  
Fortune 500 companies for total return to shareholders over 
the preceding 10 years. In 2015, consulting company Inter-
brand ranked Apple as the world’s most valuable brand  

(followed by Google, Coca-Cola, and Microsoft).106 The com-
pany got there by upending three categories of consumer elec-
tronics by transforming them from ordinary appliances to 
instruments of popular culture: MP3 players (before the iPod), 
smartphones (before the iPhone), and tablets (before the iPad). 
For its next act, it chose a watch.107

The planning/control cycle loop exists for each level of planning—strategic, tacti-
cal, and operational. The corrective action in step 4 of the cycle (a) can get a project 
back on track before it’s too late or (b) if it’s too late, can provide data for improving 
future plans. ●
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An important part of Apple’s strategy is the idea of the “eco-
system,” or suite of products. “The bet is that once you get us-
ers on one part of the ecosystem, they will be friendly to the 
remainder of the Apple ecosystem,” explains Wharton manage-
ment professor David Hsu.108 The Apple Watch was developed 
as part of this strategy. Let’s see how the planning/control cycle 
figures in how well the plan worked.

Step 1: The Plan. Apple’s core product lines, which appear in 
multiyear cycles, are iPhones and iPads. The Apple Watch was 
planned for the “Other Products” category (which includes the 
Apple TV and iPod) to “provide much-needed organic growth 
for Apple until its next massive revenue opportunity,” according 
to one financial analyst.109 Other companies (FitBit, Xiaomi, 
Garmin, Samsung) had already been producing wrist-wearable 
watches and fitness trackers, but Apple’s strategy was to tie 
the Apple Watch to the Apple ecosystem—namely, the user’s 
iPhone, which would be used for processing and communica-
tions.110 But unlike the invasive phone, the watch would serve 
up only important information. It would be designed to solve, 
by technology, the very problem created by technology—
namely, overwhelming the user with distracting texts, e-mails, 
and other alerts.

Step 2: Carrying Out the Plan. In developing the watch, the 
development team looked at what problems it might solve, 
what new ways people might interact with the device. As a re-
sult, everything that worked on a smartphone was completely 
rethought and re-engineered, from software to display to mes-
sages to voice control to sounds and taps to the 5 to 10 sec-
onds allowed for interaction time—with “maniacal attention to 
detail,” according to Wired magazine writer David Pierce.111

Finally, the Apple team also decided to offer the Watch in 
three options: the $349 Sport, the $599 Watch, and—as a sig-
nificant fashion statement—the gold-encased $17,000 Edition. 
“Options were central to the plan from the beginning,” says 
Pierce, with “two sizes, three tiers, easily interchangeable 
straps, and tons of watch faces and . . . digital add-ons that 
show relevant information like the weather and your activity 
level to make your Watch uniquely yours.”

Step 3: Comparing Results. The Watch began shipping on 
April 24, 2015. Apple’s marketing challenge was to convince 
users overwhelmed by a flood of gadgets that the device was 
worth bringing into their lives—that it could help solve the 
problems of technology constantly diverting our attention 
from family and friends by sorting the inessential from the  
essential.

New York Times reporter Michael D. Shear, for one, loved 
the device. After wearing it for eight months, he said that the 
Apple Watch felt like the future and that it had changed the 
way he communicated via e-mail and text messages. “I direct 
all the most important messages to my watch, which alerts me 
with a subtle tap on my wrist or a soft ding. I ignore most after 

a quick glance. . . . Many get a quick ‘O.K.’ or ‘Sounds good.’ 
I pull out my phone only for the ones I need to respond to at 
length.”112

He also used the Watch to screen phone calls, handle per-
sonal scheduling, check the weather, monitor deliveries and 
restaurant reservations, and use the Apple Pay feature to wave 
the watch next to the cash register in many restaurants and 
retail stores. “I’m convinced,” he said, “that people will eventu-
ally view a smartwatch as an essential purchase.”

As for sales, Apple shipped 11.6 million Watches in the nine 
months it was available in 2015, according to research firm 
IDC, making Apple the third-largest wearable maker that year 
(after Fitbit and Xiaomi).113 

Step 4: Taking Corrective Action. The Apple Watch will prob-
ably never produce the kind of high revenues that the iPhone 
does. Even so, the Watch claimed over half the 2015 smart-
watch market in 2015—in less than a year of sales.114 So what 
kind of corrective action should the company take?

In March 2016, Apple dropped the price of the Sports model 
from $349 to $299—“smart business if you make money off 
selling an interconnected ecosystem of devices and accesso-
ries, as indeed Apple does,” says one analyst. For instance, it 
opens up “a whole new spectrum of accessories—Watch 
bands—that the company can charge premium prices for.”115 
Indeed, Apple has already shown signs that it wants to use the 
Watch to enter into the market for luxury goods.116 The next 
version of the Watch could also be thinner and faster, include 
standalone wireless capability, and feature health and medical 
research apps that can be used with the iPhone to help users 
actively manage their own medical conditions such as Parkinson’s 
disease.117 

YOUR CALL
What other kinds of products do you think Apple should get in-
volved with? (What about an Apple Car? Actually, it’s planning 
one.) What kind of planning/control cycle issues would it raise?

Apple Watch. New product in the Apple ecosystem. © Lars Hagberg/Alamy
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Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

5.1 Planning and Strategy
•	 Planning is defined as setting goals and deciding 

how to achieve them. It is also defined as coping with 
uncertainty by formulating future courses of action to 
achieve specified results.

•	 A plan is a document that outlines how goals are 
going to be met. One important type of plan is a 
business plan, a document that outlines a proposed 
firm’s goals, the strategy for achieving them, and the 
standards for measuring success. The business plan 
describes the business model, which outlines the 
need the firm will fill, the operations of the business, 
its components and functions, as well as the 
expected revenues and expenses.

•	 A strategy, or strategic plant, sets the long-term  
goals and direction for an organization.

•	 Strategic management is a process that involves 
managers from all parts of the organization in the 
formulation and implementation of strategies and 
strategic goals.

•	 An organization should adopt planning and strategic 
management for three reasons: They can (1) provide 
direction and momentum, (2) encourage new ideas, 
and above all (3) develop a sustainable competitive 
advantage.

•	 VRIO is a framework for analyzing a resource or 
capability to determine its competitive strategic 
potential by answering four questions about its 
Value, Rarity, Imitability, and Organization.

5.2 Fundamentals of Planning
•	 An organization’s reason for being is expressed in a 

mission statement.
•	 A vision is a long-term goal describing “what” an 

organization wants to become. It is a clear sense  
of the future and the actions needed to get there.  

A vision statement expresses what the organization 
should become, where it wants to go strategically.

•	 Both mission and vision should express the 
organization’s values. A values statement, or core 
values statement, expresses what the company 
stands for, its core priorities, the values its employees 
embody, and what its products contribute to the 
world. 

•	 From these are derived strategic planning, then 
tactical planning, then operational planning. In 
strategic planning, managers determine what the 
organization’s long-term goals should be for the next 
1–5 years with the resources they expect to have 
available. In tactical planning, managers determine 
what contributions their work units can make with 
their given resources during the next 6–24 months. 
In operational planning, they determine how to 
accomplish specific tasks with available resources 
within the next 1–52 weeks.

5.3 Goals and Plans
•	 Whatever its type, the purpose of planning is to set  

a goal and then formulate an action plan.
•	 Goals are of two types: long-term and short-term.
•	 Long-term goals are generally referred to as strategic 

goals. They tend to span one to five years and focus 
on achieving the strategies identified in a company’s 
strategic plan. 

•	 Short-term goals are sometimes referred to as 
tactical goals, operational goals, or just plain goals. 
They generally span 12 months and are connected 
to strategic goals in a hierarchy known as a means-
end chain.

•	 A means-end chain shows how goals are  
connected or linked across an organization. The 
accomplishment of low-level goals is the means 
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 1. What are planning, strategy, and strategic 
management?

 2. Why are they important?
 3. What is the difference between a mission and a 

vision, a mission statement and a vision statement?
 4. What are three types of planning?
 5. What are two types of goals?

 6. What are different kinds of plans?
 7. What are SMART goals?
 8. What is management by objectives?
 9. What three things have to happen for MBO to be 

successful?
 10. Explain the planning/control cycle.

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

leading to the accomplishment of high-level goals  
or ends. 

•	 Strategic goals are set by and for top management 
and focus on objectives for the organization as a 
whole. Tactical goals are set by and for middle 
managers and focus on the actions needed to 
achieve strategic goals. Operational goals are set by 
and for first-line managers and are concerned with 
short-term matters associated with realizing tactical 
goals.

•	 An operating plan is a plan that breaks long-term 
output into short-term targets or goals. Operational 
plans turn strategic plans into actionable short-term 
goals and action plans.

•	 An action plan defines the course of action needed 
to achieve the stated goal. Whether the goal is long-
term or short-term, action plans outline the tactics 
that will be used to achieve the goal. Each tactic also 
contains a projected date for completing the desired 
activities. 

•	 The goal should be followed by an action plan, which 
defines the course of action needed to achieve the 
stated goal. The operating plan, which is typically 
designed for a one-year period, defines how you will 
conduct your business based on the action plan; it 
identifies clear targets such as revenues, cash flow, 
and market share.

•	 Plans may be either standing plans, developed for 
activities that occur repeatedly over a period of time, 
or single-use plans, developed for activities that are 
not likely to be repeated in the future.

•	 There are three types of standing plans: (1) A policy 
is a standing plan that outlines the general response 
to a designated problem or situation. (2) A procedure 
outlines the response to particular problems or 
circumstances. (3) A rule designates specific required 
action.

•	 There are two types of single-use plans: (1) A program 
encompasses a range of projects or activities.  
(2) A project is a single-use plan of less scope and 
complexity.

5.4 Promoting Consistencies in Goals: SMART 
Goals, Management by Objectives, and  
Goal Cascading

•	 The five characteristics of a good goal are represented 
by the acronym SMART. A SMART goal is one that is 
Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Results oriented, 
and has Target dates.

•	 Management by objectives (MBO) is a four-step 
process in which (1) managers and employees  
jointly set objectives for the employee, (2) managers 
develop action plans, (3) managers and employees 
periodically review the employee’s performance, and 
(4) the manager makes a performance appraisal and 
rewards the employee according to results. The 
purpose of MBO is to motivate rather than to control 
subordinates.

•	 For MBO to be successful three things have to 
happen. (1) The commitment of top management  
is essential. (2) The goals must be applied 
organizationwide. (3) Goals must cascade—be  
linked consistently down through the organization. 
Cascading goals is the process of ensuring that the 
strategic goals set at the top level align, or “cascade,” 
downward with more specific short-term goals at 
lower levels within an organization, including 
employees’ objectives and activities.

•	 Deadlines are essential to planning because they 
become great motivators both for the manager and 
for subordinates.

5.5 The Planning/Control Cycle
•	 Once plans are made, managers must stay in control 

using the planning/control cycle, which has two 
planning steps (1 and 2) and two control steps  
(3 and 4), as follows: (1) Make the plan. (2) Carry  
out the plan. (3) Control the direction by comparing 
results with the plan. (4) Control the direction by 
taking corrective action in two ways—namely,  
(a) by correcting deviations in the plan being  
carried out or (b) by improving future plans.
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The McCloskeys’ Plan to Implement Sustainable 
Dairy Farming While Providing Healthier 
Products 
Dr. Mike McCloskey and his wife, Sue, grew a suc-
cessful veterinarian office in San Diego during the 
1980s. However, they had bigger dreams. Mike wanted 
to implement some of the ideas he learned in school to 
improve farming practices in the U.S. So the couple 
and a partner started a farm with 250 cows. This led to 
a move in 1990 to New Mexico to pursue full-time 
dairy farming.

Dissatisfied with the co-op that was selling their 
milk, the McCloskeys’ entrepreneurial spirit drove 
them to start their own co-op, Select Milk Products. 
Mike was the CEO. Select is composed of 92 dairies, 
now the sixth-largest dairy co-op in the U.S., and pro-
duces “6 billion pounds of raw milk a year and reaping 
nearly $2 billion in annual revenue.” 

The initial success of Select Milk resulted in the 
McCloskeys’ move to Indiana and the birth of Fair 
Oaks Farms.

Fair Oaks consists of 12 family-run dairies and 
36,000 cows. This is a very large dairy farm—only 1% 
of U.S. dairy farms have more than 2,500 cows. Big 
farms like this can foster negative stereotypes due 
to  their impact on the environment. According to a 
Fortune reporter, “Agriculture is a major contributor to 
climate change, accounting for about 9% of U.S. 
greenhouse gas emissions, and the farming sector 
hasn’t succeeded in reducing its output as much as 
the transportation and energy industries have. . . . In 
the production and consumption of a gallon of milk, 
the  equivalent of 17.6 pounds of carbon dioxide is 
emitted.”118 The McCloskeys wanted to operate a farm 
that improved on these results.

Fair Oaks started with Mike’s mission. He articu-
lated it like this: “We are committed to educating 
the public about modern farming efforts, but also to 
protecting the environment, caring for our animals 
and ensuring the highest quality products possi-
ble.”119 Of course he wanted to do this while making 
a profit.

In terms of protecting the environment, Mike has a 
vision “to have a zero-carbon-footprint dairy,” and he 
believes that Fair Oaks can get there. Others think it’s 
impossible. Undeterred, Mike, Sue, and his partners 
created a detailed plan to enact this vision.

The plan began with a consideration of how the 
farm could convert 430,000 gallons of daily manure 
into a sustainable asset. It first had to be collected, 
which required special accommodations for the ani-
mals. The bedding areas were designed so that cows 

would “defecate and urinate only in alleyways on ei-
ther side of their bedding. The setup keeps the cows’ 
beds (and their udders) clean and makes it easier for 
workers to gather the manure three times a day while 
the cows are milked. The manure is separated from 
sand and dirt and deposited into the farms’ anaerobic 
digesters.” A 21-day process then is used to break 
down the manure into “compost-like material while 
releasing biogas, which is captured in pipes.” Fifty 
percent of this gas, which is 60% methane, is used to 
generate the electricity used to run the farm.120

The next part of the plan focused on what to do with 
the remaining gas generated from the process of ma-
nure decomposition. Fair Oaks could not sell it to the 
power grid because it was too expensive. The company 
then decided to turn the gas into 99% methane and sell 
it as fuel. This worked until the price of natural-gas 
began to fall in 2008.

After considering other alternatives, the company 
to decide to use the gas in their own operations. The 
McCloskeys then set out to find milk trucks that would 
run on compressed natural gas (CNG). The initial set 
of trucks did not work very well because they only had 
9-liter engines. Fortunately, Cummins developed a 
12-liter engine that could handle the load. Today, the 
company possesses a fleet of 42 trucks that operate 
24/7 on its CNG fuel. The trucks average about 
270,000 miles a year.

This process was not easy or cheap. Fair Oaks spent 
over $30 million over a period of 10 years to arrive at 
its current level of performance. Today, there are about 
200 dairy farms using the technology developed by the 
McCloskeys. Still, Mike wants to find a way to offer 
a scaled down version of the technology that will be 
affordable to smaller farms.

Another aspect of Mike’s mission involved improv-
ing the image of big farming to the public. To accom-
plish this, Fair Oaks opened its operations to the 
public. The company allows facility tours to the pub-
lic, which gives people a chance to reconnect with na-
ture and to learn how milk originates. Because Mike 
wants total transparency, the tour shows “visitors ev-
erything from the cow pens designed to encourage the 
cows to relax, to the innovative rotating milking parlor 
that also promotes cow socialability, and the Fair 
Oaks–developed processes that turn manure into fuel 
for their milk-hauling trucks.”

The McCloskeys have other goals in mind for the 
future. Mike wants to “add a hotel, convention center, 
inflatable sports dome, fruit picking, beehives, eggs, 
goats and sheep to the 35,000-acre cow and pig farm. 
In addition, shoppers seeking farm-fresh milk and a 
variety of cheeses soon may be able to purchase them 

Management in Action
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at Fair Oaks Farms retail locations throughout North-
west Indiana.”121

A final aspect of Fair Oaks’s mission involved the 
production of high-quality products. While the com-
pany has been doing this since its inception, the Mc-
Closkeys decided to form a new company to expand 
this focus. As such, Select Milk recently partnered 
with Coca-Cola to form Fairlife LLC. The company 
developed “a lactose-free mild drink with less sugar, 
more protein and more calcium.” The product is called 
fairlife ultra-filtered milk. “The milk is created through 
a method called ultra-filtration—a process invented by 
Indiana’s own Mike and Sue McCloskey, owners of 
Fair Oaks.”122 The product will be distributed via 
Coca-Cola’s Minute Maid division.

FOR DISCUSSION

 1. Which of the fundamentals of planning did the  
McCloskeys effectively execute? Explain your  
rationale.

 2. Does Fair Oaks focus more on long or short-term 
goals? Explain your rationale. 

 3. State two SMART goals that the McCloskeys might 
establish for Fair Oaks or Fairlife. 

 4. Using Figure 5.6, describe what executives at Fair-
life can do to increase the chances of fairlife ultra-
filtered milk being a successful product?

 5. What did you learn about planning based on this 
case? Explain.

Do You Think It’s Ethical for Companies to 
Move Their Headquarters to Another Country 
to Save Taxes? 
Tax planning is an important aspect of a firm’s plan-
ning process. As you might expect, companies would 
prefer to reduce their tax payments. This is a big issue 
in the U.S. because our corporate income tax rate is 
35%. This is the highest rate in the developed world.

To reduce taxes, “51 U.S. companies have reincor-
porated in low-tax countries since 1982.” These moves 
or mergers, such as the recent one between John Con-
trols and Tyco, are called inversions. “A lot of drug 
companies are doing it, and low-tax Ireland is a popu-
lar home.” Johnson Controls, for example, will move 
its headquarters from Milwaukee to Cork, Ireland.

Although the U.S. government has tried to stop in-
versions, they continue to occur. “Most companies 
achieve inversion by acquiring a foreign company at 
least 25 percent their size.” This is how Minneapolis-
based Medtronic became an Irish company and Burger 
King became Canadian.123 

The inversion between Johnson Controls and Tyco 
will save the combined entity $150 million, according 
to The New York Times. Alex Molinaroli, chairman 

and CEO of Johnson Controls, told the Times that 
“the real impetus of the deal was the ability to better 
serve customers and share technological advances.”

Tyco is not new to the tax avoidance game. The 
company did an inversion in 1997 when it acquired 
ADT Ltd. and moved its headquarters to Bermuda. 
From there the company moved to Switzerland, and 
then finally to Cork, Ireland.124 

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
If you were a member of Congress, what would you 
do about the issue of inversions? 

 1. I would put a stop to them. These companies are 
clearly trying to avoid paying taxes and this is not 
right. Corporations operating in the U.S. should pay 
U.S. taxes. 

 2. What’s wrong with saving taxes? I applaud compa-
nies that take advantage of this tax loophole. 

 3. Rather than trying to directly outlaw inversions, 
change the tax code so that companies are penalized 
for engaging in them.

 4. Invent other options.

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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How Exceptional Managers Realize  
a Grand Design6

Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

6.1 What Is Effective Strategy?
Major Question: What is 
strategic positioning,  
and what are the three 
principles that underlie it?

6.2 The Strategic-
Management Process
Major Question: What’s the 
five-step recipe for the 
strategic-management 
process?

6.3 Establishing the Mission, 
Vision, and Values 
Statements
Major Question: What are 
the characteristics of 
good mission, vision,  
and values statements?

6.4 Assessing the Current 
Reality
Major Question: What tools 
can help me describe 
where the organization 
stands from a competitive 
point of view?

6.5 Formulating the Grand 
Strategy
Major Question: How  
can four techniques—
Porter’s four competitive 
strategies, diversification 
strategy, blue ocean 
strategy, and the BCG 
matrix—help me 
formulate strategy?

6.6 Implementing and 
Controlling Strategy: 
Execution
Major Question: How does 
effective execution help 
managers during the 
strategic-management 
process?



What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

We describe strategic positioning and the principles underlying it and then consider the five steps 

in the strategic-management process: (1) establishing mission, vision, and values statements, 

(2) assessing the current reality, (3) formulating the grand strategy, (4) implementing the strategy, 

and (5) maintaining strategy control. In assessing current reality, we describe competitive intelli-

gence and the tools of SWOT analysis, forecasting, benchmarking, and Porter’s model for indus-

try analysis. In formulating the grand strategy, we describe Porter’s four competitive strategies, 

single-product versus diversification strategies, blue ocean strategy, and the BCG matrix. Under 

implementation and strategic control, we discuss the importance of execution.

smarter than they are.”4 (Two of the world’s worst man-
agement fads, in the opinion of one Inc. magazine 
writer, are “management by consensus” and “business 
process reengineering”—you can look these up.)5

Lesson 2—Define Your Own Core Values
One way to know how to avoid faddish ideas is to 
 understand your own core values, and this knowledge 
will help you create or accept the core values of your 
company. To understand your own values, says entre-
preneur and author Keven Daum, you need, first, to 
 articulate them clearly in writing and, second, to test 
them through daily decision making.6 Grab a note-
book, find a quiet space, and take an hour to do the 
following, suggests Daum: (1) Write down your three 
greatest accomplishments and your three greatest 
 moments of efficiency; then see if you can identify 
common rules or themes. (2) Then write down the 
 opposite—your three greatest failures, three greatest 
moments of inefficiency, and any common rules or 
themes. (3) Based on these rules/themes, write four 
brief pieces of advice to yourself. (4) Sharpen this 
 advice into a brief few words—your core values.  
(5) Test the values by thinking of a situation where a 
value hurts rather than helps you.

For Discussion Earlier we described the importance 
of practicing evidence-based management, with man-
agers “seeing the truth as a moving target, always fac-
ing the hard facts, avoiding falling prey to half-truths, 
and being willing to admit when they’re wrong and 
change their ways.”7 Do you think you would have this 
mind-set when thinking about the overall direction of 
your organization or work unit?

THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

Being a Successful Manager: Avoid Fads, Know Your Own Core Values
“How can we build organizations that are as nimble as 
change itself—not only operationally, but strategically?” 
asks famed management professor Gary Hamel.1

One way is to learn which management tools work 
and which don’t. Every year since 1993, business con-
sulting firm Bain & Company surveys the use of and 
satisfaction with the most popular management tools. 
The 2015 survey, which polled 13,000 respondents 
from more than 70 countries, found that one of the 
most widely used management tools was one that has 
been around for years—namely, strategic planning, 
thought to be effective by about 50% of the North 
American senior managers surveyed. Strategic planning 
is concerned with developing a comprehensive pro-
gram for long-term success. Mission and vision state-
ments, discussed in Chapter 5, also continued to be 
popular, favored by about 45%.2 Mission statements 
describe the organization’s purpose and vision state-
ments its intended long-term goal. All of these should 
reflect the organization’s core values, as we’ll describe.

Are there lessons that can apply to you personally 
and that can help you be more successful in your  
career? Consider the following.

Lesson 1—Learn to Avoid Management Fads
Unfortunately, the way many people deal with the uncer-
tainty of change is by succumbing to fads, or short-lived 
enthusiasms, suggests University of Delaware sociolo-
gist Joel Best, author of Flavor of the Month: Why Smart 
People Fall for Fads.3 A fad, he says, “is seen as the 
way of the future, a genuine innovation that will help 
solve a big problem. . . . A lot of the attraction of a fad is 
that if you embrace it early, then you feel that you’re 
ahead of other people, that you’re hipper and maybe 
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Harvard Business School professor Michael Porter “is 
the single most important strategist working today, and 
maybe of all time,” raved Kevin Coyne of consulting firm 
McKinsey & Co.8 He is “the most famous and influential 
business professor who has ever lived,” says Fortune 
writer Geoffrey Colvin. “He is widely and rightly 
 regarded as the all-time greatest strategy guru.”9

Is this high praise deserved? Certainly Porter’s status 
as a leading authority on competitive strategy is unchal-
lenged. The Strategic Management Society, for instance, 
voted Porter the most influential living strategist. We 
 refer to him repeatedly in this chapter.

Strategic Positioning and Its 
Principles
According to Porter, strategic positioning attempts to 
achieve sustainable competitive advantage by preserving 
what is distinctive about a company. “It means,” he says, 
“performing different activities from rivals, or perform-
ing similar activities in different ways.”10

Three key principles underlie strategic positioning.11

1. Strategy Is the Creation of a Unique and Valuable Position Strategic posi-
tion emerges from three sources:

■ Few needs, many customers. Strategic position can be derived from serving 
the few needs of many customers. Example: Jiffy Lube provides only lubri-
cants, but it provides them to all kinds of people with all kinds of motor 
 vehicles.

■ Broad needs, few customers. A strategic position may be based on serving 
the broad needs of just a few customers. Example: Wealth management and 
investment advisory firm Bessemer Trust focuses exclusively on high–net 
worth clients.

■ Broad needs, many customers. Strategy may be oriented toward serving the 
broad needs of many customers. Example: National movie theater operator 
Carmike Cinemas operates only in cities with populations of fewer than 
200,000 people.

2. Strategy Requires Trade-offs in Competing As a glance at the preceding 
choices shows, some strategies are incompatible. Thus, a company has to choose not 
only what strategy to follow but what strategy not to follow. Example: Neutrogena 
soap, points out Porter, is positioned more as a medicinal product than as a cleansing 

6.1 What Is Effective Strategy?
What is strategic positioning, and what are the three principles underlying it?

THE BIG PICTURE
Strategic positioning attempts to achieve sustainable competitive advantage by preserving what is distinctive 
about a company. It is based on the principles that strategy is the creation of a unique and valuable position, 
requires trade-offs in competing, and involves creating a “fit” among activities.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Strategy guru. Harvard Business School professor Michael Porter 
suggests that every company is subject to five forces: its current 
competitors, possible new competitors, the threat of substitutes for its 
products or services, the bargaining power of its suppliers, and the 
bargaining power of its customers. Operating within that five-forces 
framework, a company must choose the right strategy—or be beaten by 
competitors. Do you think there are other forces that are equally 
important in forming strategy? © Bloomberg/Getty Images
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agent. In achieving this narrow positioning, the company gives up sales based on de-
odorizing, gives up large volume, and accordingly gives up some manufacturing 
efficiencies.

3. Strategy Involves Creating a “Fit” among Activities “Fit” has to do with 
the ways a company’s activities interact and reinforce one another. Example: A mutual 
fund such as Vanguard Group follows a low-cost strategy and aligns all its activities 
accordingly, distributing funds directly to consumers and minimizing portfolio turn-
over. However, when the short-lived (1993–1995) Continental Lite airline tried to 
match some but not all of Southwest Airlines’s activities, it was not successful because 
it didn’t apply Southwest’s entire interlocking system.

Does Strategic Management Work for Small  
as Well as Large Firms?
You would expect that a large organization would benefit from strategic manage-
ment and planning, but what about smaller companies? One analysis found compa-
nies with fewer than 100 employees could benefit as well, if only slightly. Even so, 
the researchers concluded, “it may be that the small improvement in performance is 
not worth the effort involved in strategic planning unless a firm is in a very com-
petitive industry where small differences in performance may affect the firm’s sur-
vival potential.”12 ●

EXAMPLEComparing Strategies: Big-Company “Make the Consumer a Captive” 
versus Small-Firm “Offer Personal Connections”

Big companies—especially big-tech companies such as Ama-
zon, Google, or Apple—“are no longer content simply to en-
hance part of your life,” says one report. “The new strategy is 
to build a device, sell it to consumers, and then sell them the 
content to play on it. And maybe some ads too.”13

Big-Company Ways. That is, the idea is to get consumers 
tied not just to a brand or device or platform but to make 
them captive of the company’s system of products and ser-
vices, and to get them connected “as tightly as possible so 
they and their content are locked into one system,” says ana-
lyst Michael Gartenberg.14 Thus, Amazon, for example, sells 
the Kindle e-book readers at a low price so that it can then 
sell e-books. “Amazon is in a race to embed itself into the 
fabric of world-wide commerce in a way that would make it 
indispensable to everyone’s shopping habits,” says one col-
umnist, “and to do so before its rivals wise up.”15 Amazon’s 
strategy of “free shipping” for its products (actually consum-
ers pay $99 a year for two-day shipping, but then many 
of them begin to think of it as “free”) is another giant com-
petitive advantage big online companies have over small 
retailers.16

Small-Company Ways. “I don’t feel they behave in a way that 
I want to support with my consumer dollars,” says Chicago 
 professor Harold Pollack about big Internet retailers like 
 Amazon.17 So instead, Pollack started buying from small online 
retailers. Their prices are often higher, but he says he now has 
a clear conscience.

Whereas the strategy of big e-commerce companies is 
to try to tightly connect consumers with discounted prices, 
free shipping, and easy-to-use apps, the strategy of small 
 retailers—like Hello Hello Books in Maine—is to discourage price 
comparisons (as in creating “buy it where you try it” campaigns 
or refusing to carry popular items carried by big retailers), offer 
freebies, and attempt to establish a personal or emotional con-
nection with customers. They also try to exploit the sympathies 
of shoppers to “support the little guy,” as Pollack is doing.

YOUR CALL
Considering the proliferation of price comparison sites 
(Pricegrabber.com, Bizrate.com, FreePriceAlerts.com) that 
will usually direct consumers to big e-commerce retailers, do 
you think low prices will always win in the end? Is there any 
strategy a small retailer can take to maintain an advantage?
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When is a good time to begin the strategic-management process? Often it’s touched off 
by some crisis.

As we’ll see later in the chapter, in 2009 and 2010 Toyota Motor encountered severe 
quality problems involving what seemed to be uncontrollable acceleration in its automo-
biles. President Akio Toyoda concluded that these problems were partly due to the com-
pany’s “excessive focus on market share and profits,” requiring that the company reorient 
its strategy toward quality and innovation.18 For Edward Lampert, who in 2005 merged 
Kmart and Sears into megaretailer Sears Holdings, the pressure was felt in years of un-
derperforming returns despite cost cutting and store closures.19

6.2 The Strategic-Management Process
What’s the five-step recipe for the strategic-management process?

THE BIG PICTURE
The strategic-management process has five steps: Establish the mission, vision and values statements. 
 Assess the current reality. Formulate the grand strategy. Implement the strategy. Maintain strategic control. 
All the steps may be affected by feedback that enables the taking of constructive action.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

EXAMPLE When the Strategic-Management Process Fails: Not Having  
an Ecosystem, or “Wide-Lens” Perspective

Most Fortune 500 companies averaged profit margins of 
around 5% the past 60 years. Imagine a company whose profit 
margin was an awesome 80%—for years and years. 

No, we’re not talking about Apple, whose profit margin in 
2015 was a spectacular 39.7%. We are referring to one of the 
biggest brands ever . . . Kodak.

The Curse of Being Profitable. Founded in 1888, the once-
great film company filed for bankruptcy in early 2012, suppos-
edly blindsided by the digital revolution and foreign 
competition.20 Before then, however, it dominated the world of 
film and popular photography, with film in particular driving the 
company’s expansion. “It is very hard,” said Kodak’s director of 
research in those heady days, “to find anything [with profit 
margins] like color photography that is legal.”21 

For a long time, many observers believed that film’s profit-
ability contributed to Kodak’s doom—that managers feared in-
troducing digital technologies would disrupt the company’s 
film-related earnings.22 Indeed, in 1975, the company invented 
the digital camera—and then supposedly stuck it in a safe lest it 
destroy its lucrative film business. “By the time Kodak was ready 
to unleash its digital prowess,” says one report, “everyone from 
Canon to Sony was selling their own digital cameras.”23

The conventional story is that myopic managers continued 
to push forward with Kodak’s existing business model—selling 
film—rather than look at what the market wanted. But the real-
ity is not so simple.

The Real Story: Kodak Goes Digital, but Still Loses Out.  
“Although Kodak had a slow start,” says Dartmouth strategy 
professor Ron Adner, “it did, in fact, manage a miraculous, suc-
cessful digital transformation,” churning out some critical inno-
vations.24 Indeed, by 2005 it ranked No. 1 in U.S. digital-camera 
sales, and by 2010 it was No. 4 in the inkjet-printer market. So 
why did it fail?

“Kodak was so focused on its own technology transition,” 
says Adner, “that it missed the fact that the improvements in 
the very same components that gave rise to digital printing 
would, with further progress, undermine its very basis.” Adner 
is referring to three components critical to digital-imaging sys-
tems: charge-coupled devices, or CCDs (which determine reso-
lution in digital cameras); flash memory (which determines how 
many photos can be stored on a flash card); and LCD screens 
(which govern the quality of image previews). 

For a while these technologies helped to accelerate the 
sales of both digital cameras and home photo printers. But 
other companies installed CCDs in mobile phones for taking 
pictures, undercutting the market for digital cameras. As flash-
memory capacity improved so that thousands of pictures could 
be stored and as LCD screen resolution improved, the effect 
was to cause consumers to want to view most photos on their 
phones, tablets, and computers—circumventing Kodak’s goal 
of getting users to buy digital printers, photo paper, and printer 
inks to print photos on paper.
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The Five Steps of the Strategic-Management 
Process
The strategic-management process has five steps, plus a feedback loop, as shown be-
low. (See Figure 6.1.) Let’s consider these five steps.

An Ecosystem Viewpoint. Central to Kodak’s failure is the con-
cept of business ecosystem—the economic community of inter-
acting organizations and individuals—including suppliers, lead 
producers, and other stakeholders—over which Kodak presided in 
its digital-camera development. The blind spot in Kodak’s strategy, 
Adner believes, was that the company was so focused on trying 
to develop a new way of printing photos on paper that it failed to 
see how progress by other companies “in the other components 
of its ecosystem would eliminate the value of the end goal.” 

Today, he concludes, it’s necessary to take an ecosystem, 
or wide-lens, viewpoint in which you are able to distinguish 

between two situations: those in which value in a product is 
created by your own ability and those in which value is affected 
by the efforts of other firms and technologies.

YOUR CALL
Do you think automobile companies ought to stick with what 
they know and focus principally on building better cars for 
transporting people? What do you think of GM, Ford, and oth-
ers setting up shop in Silicon Valley, the technology capital of 
California? What are their concerns?

5. Maintain
strategic
control

Feedback:  Revise actions, if necessary, based on feedback

4. Implement
the strategy

2. Assess 
the current
reality

1. Establish
the mission,
vision, and
values
statements

3. Formulate the
grand strategy

FIGURE 6.1 The strategic-management process
The process has five steps.

Step 1: Establish the Mission, Vision, and Values Statements We discussed 
mission, vision, and values statements in Chapter 5 and explain them further in the 
next section. The mission statement, you’ll recall, expresses the organization’s purpose 
or reason for being. The vision statement states what the organization wants to be-
come, where it wants to go strategically. The values statement describes what the orga-
nization stands for, its core priorities, the values its employees embody, and what its 
products contribute to the world. 

Step 2: Assess the Current Reality The second step is to do a current reality 
 assessment, or organizational assessment, to look at where the organization stands and 
see what is working and what could be different so as to maximize efficiency and effective-
ness in achieving the organization’s mission. Among the tools for assessing the current 
reality are SWOT analysis, forecasting, benchmarking, and Porter’s model for industry 
analysis, all of which we discuss in Section 6.4.

Step 3: Formulate the Grand Strategy The next step is to translate the broad 
 mission and vision statements into a grand strategy, which, after the assessment of the cur-
rent reality, explains how the organization’s mission is to be accomplished. Three common 
grand strategies are growth, stability, and defensive, as we’ll describe.
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Strategy formulation is the process of choosing among different strategies and altering 
them to best fit the organization’s needs. Formulating strategy is a time-consuming pro-
cess both because it is important and because the strategy must be translated into more 
specific strategic plans, which determine what the organization’s long-term goals 
should be for the next one to five years.

In Section 6.5, we consider the three common grand strategies (growth, stability, 
and defensive), Porter’s four competitive strategies, single-product strategy versus 
 diversification strategy, blue ocean strategy, and the BCG matrix.

Step 4: Implement the Strategy Putting strategic plans into effect is strategy 
 implementation. Strategic planning isn’t effective, of course, unless it can be translated 
into lower-level plans. This means that top managers need to check on possible road-
blocks within the organization’s structure and culture and see if the right people and 
control systems are available to execute the plans.25 We describe strategic control 
in Section 6.6.

Step 5: Maintain Strategic Control: The Feedback Loop Strategic control 
 consists of monitoring the execution of strategy and making adjustments, if  necessary. 
To keep strategic plans on track, managers need control systems to monitor prog-
ress and take corrective action—early and rapidly—when things start to go awry. 
Corrective action constitutes a feedback loop in which a problem requires that man-
agers return to an earlier step to rethink policies, redo budgets, or revise personnel 
arrangements.

We describe strategic implementation and strategic control in Section 6.6.
We discuss the details of the steps in the strategic-management process in the rest 

of this chapter. ●

A public library’s new strategy. As Americans spend more time online, public libraries are having to find new 
strategies for remaining relevant. After the Skokie Public Library near Chicago put its reference collection online, it 
turned the newly freed-up space into a “fully functioning, Wi-Fi equipped office suite, capable of accommodating 
more than 50 people,” according to one report. “Users who can’t afford their own office space reserve it by the 
hour.”26 Can you think of other public or nonprofit institutions that need to reinvent themselves because information 
technology has altered their original purpose? © Hill Street Studios/Getty Images RF
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Why am I here? What am I trying to do? What do I want to become?
These are bedrock questions that you should ask about your education. They are 

also the kind that top managers should ask about their organizations, whether profit or 
not-for-profit, as expressed in the mission, vision, and values statements.

If you were called on to write these statements, how would you go about it?

Characteristics of a Good Mission Statement
The mission, we said, is the organization’s purpose or reason for being; it is expressed 
in a mission statement. For example, the mission statement of McGraw-Hill Education, 
publisher of this book, is as follows:

To accelerate learning through intuitive, engaging, efficient, and effective 
 experiences—grounded in research.

Characteristics of a Good Vision Statement
An organization’s vision, its long-term goal of what it wants to become, is  expressed 
in a vision statement, which describes its long-term direction and strategic intent. 
For example, Walt Disney’s original vision for Disneyland went in part like this:

Disneyland will be something of a fair, an exhibition, a playground, a community 
center, a museum of  living facts, and a showplace of beauty and magic. It will be 
filled with the accomplishments, the joys and hopes of the world we live in. And it 
will remind us and show us how to make those wonders part of our own lives.27

Although a vision statement can be short, it should be 
positive and inspiring, and it should stretch the organization 
and its employees to achieve a desired future state that ap-
pears beyond its reach. Google’s vision, for example, is “to 
provide access to the world’s information in one click.”28 For 
the nonprofit Smithsonian Institution (19 museums, nine re-
search centers, and a zoo), it is “Shaping the future by pre-
serving our heritage, discovering new knowledge, and 
sharing our resources with the world.”29

Characteristics of a Good Values 
Statement
An organization’s values are expressed in a values statement, 
which should describe what the organization stands for, its 
core priorities, the values its employees embody, and what 
its products contribute to the world. It’s important, says 

6.3 Establishing the Mission, Vision, and Values Statements
What are the characteristics of good mission, vision, and values statements?

THE BIG PICTURE
A mission statement should express the organization’s purpose or reason for being. A vision statement should 
be positive and inspiring, and it should stretch the organization and its employees to achieve a  desired future 
state that appears beyond its reach. A values statement should describe what the organization stands for, its 
core priorities, the values its employees embody, and what its products contribute to the world.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Family business. Do small, family-owned businesses need a vision 
statement? If no, why not? How many small business owners with 
firms of, say, five employees or fewer would you guess have taken 
the time to compose such a vision? © Ariel Skelley/Blend Images RF
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 management book writer Patrick Lenioni, that values statements not be hollow 
 statements—bland, toothless, dishonest—which can create cynicism among employ-
ees and customers. They must be ingrained, inherent, and sacrosanct; “they can never 
be compromised.” “If you’re not willing to accept the pain real values incur,” he adds, 
“don’t bother going to the trouble of formulating a values statement.”30 

Here is the core values statement (“HEART Principles”) of Bright Horizons Family 
Solutions, which runs more than 900 child care centers: “Honesty. Excellence. 
 Accountability. Respect. Teamwork.”31 Whole Foods Market has a so-called Higher 
Purpose statement—namely, “With great courage, integrity and love—we embrace our 
responsibility to co-create a world where each of us, our communities, and our planet 
can flourish. All the while, celebrating the sheer love and joy of food.”32 

Guidelines for constructing powerful mission, vision, and values statements are 
shown below. (See Table 6.1.) “Visions that have these properties challenge and in-
spire people in the organization and help align their energies in a common direction,” 
says Burt Nanus of the University of Southern California’s School of Business Admin-
istration. “They prevent people from being overwhelmed by immediate problems be-
cause they help distinguish what is truly important from what is merely interesting.”33 
As for values, they “serve as the foundation on which tough company decisions are 
made,” says Chris Moody, vice-president of data strategy at Twitter.34 ●

Sources: F. R. David, “How Companies Define Their Mission,” Long Range Planning, February 1989, pp. 90–97; and B. Nanus, Visionary Leadership: 
Creating a Compelling Sense of Direction for Your Organization (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1992), pp. 28–29; Jim Collins, “Aligning Action and Values,” 
The Forum, June 2000, www.jimcollins.com/article_topics/articles/aligning-action.html (accessed April 23, 2016); P. M. Lencioni, “Make Your Values Mean 
Something,” Harvard Business Review, July 2002, pp. 113–117; and C. Moody, “Startup Culture: Values vs. Vibe,” Chrismoody.com, February 15, 2011, 
http://chrismoody.com/startup-culture (accessed April 23, 2016).

TABLE 6.1 Mission, Vision, and Values Statements

MISSION STATEMENTS: DOES YOUR COMPANY’S MISSION STATEMENT ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS?
 1. Who are our customers?
 2. What are our major products or services?
 3. In what geographical areas do we compete?
 4. What is our basic technology?
 5. What is our commitment to economic objectives?
 6. What are our basic beliefs, values, aspirations, and philosophical priorities?
 7. What are our major strengths and competitive advantages?
 8. What are our public responsibilities, and what image do we wish to project?
 9. What is our attitude toward our employees?

VISION STATEMENTS: DOES YOUR COMPANY’S VISION STATEMENT ANSWER “YES” TO THESE QUESTIONS?
 1. Is it appropriate for the organization and for the times?
 2. Does it set standards of excellence and reflect high ideals?
 3. Does it clarify purpose and direction?
 4. Does it inspire enthusiasm and encourage commitment?
 5. Is it well articulated and easily understood?
 6. Does it reflect the uniqueness of the organization, its distinctive competence, what it stands for, what it’s able to achieve?
 7. Is it ambitious?

VALUES STATEMENTS: DOES YOUR COMPANY’S VALUES STATEMENT ANSWER “YES” TO THESE QUESTIONS?
 1. Does it express the company’s distinctiveness, its view of the world?
 2. Is it intended to guide all the organization’s actions, including how you treat employees, customers, etc.?
 3. Is it tough, serving as the foundation on which difficult company decisions can be made?
 4. Will it be unchanging, as valid 100 years from now as it is today?
 5. Does it reflect the beliefs of those who truly care about the organization—the founders, CEO, and top executives—rather than represent 

a consensus of all employees?
 6. Are the values expressed in the statement limited (five or so) and easy to remember, so that employees will have them top-of-mind 

when making decisions?
 7. Would you want the organization to continue to hold these values, even if at some point they become a competitive disadvantage? 
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The second step in the strategic-management process, assess the current reality, looks at 
where the organization stands internally and externally—to determine what’s working and 
what’s not, to see what can be changed so as to increase efficiency and effectiveness in 
achieving the organization’s vision. An assessment helps to create an objective view of ev-
erything the organization does: its sources of revenue or funding, its work-flow processes, 
its organizational structure, client satisfaction, employee turnover, and other matters.35

Among the tools for assessing the current reality are competitive intelligence, SWOT 
analysis, forecasting, benchmarking, and Porter’s model for industry analysis.

Competitive Intelligence
Practicing competitive intelligence means gaining information about one’s competitors’ 
activities so that you can anticipate their moves and react appropriately. If you are a man-
ager, one of your worst nightmares is that a competitor will surprise you with a service 
or product—as boutique beers did major brewers and mountain bikes did major bicycle 
makers—that will revolutionize the market and force you to try to play catch-up. Suc-
cessful companies make it a point to conduct competitive intelligence.

6.4 Assessing the Current Reality
What tools can help me describe where the organization stands from a competitive point 
of view?

THE BIG PICTURE
To develop a grand strategy, you need to gather data and make projections, using the tools of competitive 
intelligence, SWOT analysis, forecasting, benchmarking, and Porter’s model for industry analysis.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Competitive intelligence venue. 
Since 1967, the International 
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 
in Las Vegas has traditionally 
been a place where blockbuster 
products were introduced. 
Recently, however, the hottest 
gadgets from Apple, Amazon, 
and Microsoft have been unveiled 
in other, more exclusive venues. 
Still, CES remains the world’s 
largest consumer technology 
convention. © Alex Wong/ 
Getty Images
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Gaining competitive intelligence isn’t always easy, but there are several avenues—
and, surprisingly, most of them are public sources—including the following:

■ The public prints and advertising. A product may be worked on in secret for 
several years, but at some point it becomes subject to announcement—through 
a press release, advertising piece, news leak, or the like. Much of this is avail-
able free through the Internet or by subscription to certain specialized data-
bases, such as Nexus, which contains hundreds of thousands of news stories.

■ Investor information. Information about new products and services may also 
be available through the reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission and through corporate annual reports.

■ Informal sources. Want to know the latest in consumer electronics? You 
would probably go to the annual International Consumer Electronics Show, a 
major trade show in Las Vegas, when companies roll out their new prod-
ucts.36 What about cars? New cars are rolled out at the North American Inter-
national Auto Show in Detroit. Trying to find out what’s cutting edge with 
drones? Go to InterDrone, the International Drone Conference and Exposi-
tion, also in Las Vegas, or perhaps to TED, the Technology, Education, 
 Design conference in Vancouver, Canada. At all such events, people also 
 engage in industry-gossip conversation to find out about future directions. 
Finally, salespeople and marketers, who are out calling on corporate clients, 
may return with tidbits of information about what competitors are doing.

SWOT Analysis
After competitive intelligence, the next point in establishing a grand strategy is 
 environmental scanning, careful monitoring of an organization’s internal and external 
 environments to detect early signs of opportunities and threats that may influence the 
firm’s plans. The process for doing such scanning is SWOT analysis—also known as a 
situational analysis—which is a search for the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 
Threats affecting the organization. A SWOT analysis should provide you with a realistic 
understanding of your organization in relation to its internal and external environments 
so you can better formulate strategy in pursuit of its mission. (See Figure 6.2.)

INSIDE MATTERS—Analysis of Internal Strengths & Weaknesses

S—Strengths: inside matters
Strengths could be work processes,
organization, culture, sta	, product quality,
production capacity, image, financial
resources & requirements, service levels,
other internal matters.

O—Opportunities: outside matters
Opportunities could be market segment
analysis, industry & competition analysis, 
impact of technology on organization,
product analysis, governmental impacts,
other external matters.

W—Weaknesses: inside matters
Weaknesses could be in the same 
categories as stated for Strengths: work
processes, organization, culture, etc.

T—Threats: outside matters
Threats could be in the same categories
as stated for Opportunities: market
segment analysis, etc.

OUTSIDE MATTERS—Analysis of External Opportunities & Threats

FIGURE 6.2 SWOT analysis
SWOT stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats.
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Inside Matters: Analysis of Internal Strengths and Weaknesses Does your 
organization have a skilled workforce? a superior reputation? strong financing? These 
are examples of organizational strengths—the skills and capabilities that give the organi-
zation special competencies and competitive advantages in executing strategies in pursuit 
of its vision.

Or does your organization have obsolete technology? outdated facilities? a shaky 
marketing operation? These are examples of organizational weaknesses—the draw-
backs that hinder an organization in executing strategies in pursuit of its vision.

Outside Matters: Analysis of External Opportunities and Threats Is your 
organization fortunate to have weak rivals? emerging markets? a booming economy? 
These are instances of organizational opportunities—environmental factors that the orga-
nization may exploit for competitive advantage.

Alternatively, is your organization having to deal with new regulations? a shortage 
of resources? substitute products? These are some possible organizational threats— 
environmental factors that hinder an organization’s achieving a competitive advantage.

S—STRENGTHS  W—WEAKNESSES 
(INTERNAL STRENGTHS) (INTERNAL WEAKNESSES)

•  Faculty teaching and research abilities •  Limited programs in business
•  High-ability students •  High teaching loads
•  Loyal alumni •  Insufficient racial diversity
•  Strong interdisciplinary programs •  Lack of high-technology infrastructure

O—OPPORTUNITIES  T—THREATS 
(EXTERNAL OPPORTUNITIES) (EXTERNAL THREATS)

•  Growth in many local skilled jobs • Depressed state and national economy
•  Many firms give equipment to college • High school enrollments in decline
•  Local minority population increasing • Increased competition from other colleges
•  High school students take college classes • Funding from all sources at risk

TABLE 6.2 SWOT Characteristics That Might Apply to a College

EXAMPLESWOT Analysis: How Would You Analyze Toyota?

“I fear the pace at which we have grown may have been too 
quick,” said Akio Toyoda, the grandson of Toyota Motor’s 
founder, in 2010 testimony before a U.S. congressional com-
mittee looking into sudden acceleration problems. “Priorities 
became confused, and we were not able to stop, think, and 
make improvements as much as we were able to before.”37

Toyota’s U.S. sales fell 9% that month because of safety- 
related recalls of millions of vehicles, and by late 2010 journalists 
were writing that the company had lost its edge.38 By the end 
of 2011, Toyota Motor, formerly the world’s largest automaker, 

had slipped to third place in production behind General Motors 
and Volkswagen.

Toyota’s new young president, Akio Toyoda, whose motto is 
“be fast, be flexible,” energetically took on the automaker’s 
problems, traveling to the United States to fire up dealers, per-
sonally taking charge of the sagging Lexus brand, and rede-
signing the firm’s reporting system and flattening the 
management hierarchy.39 In late 2013, profits were up 70%, 
close to their previous record high, and the company had dis-
placed General Motors as the world’s largest automaker; by 

The SWOT analysis is divided into two parts: inside matters and outside matters—
that is, an analysis of internal strengths and weaknesses and an analysis of external 
opportunities and threats. The following table gives examples of SWOT characteristics 
that might apply to a college. (See Table 6.2.)
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the following year, net profit was up more than fivefold.40 In 
2015, it sold more than 10 million vehicles worldwide, edging 
out Volkswagen and GM, and its profit rose 4.7%.41

Still, the challenges have kept on coming. If you were a top 
Toyota manager, what would be the kinds of things you would 
identify in a SWOT analysis?

The Internal Strengths. Originally the “Toyota Way,” as prac-
ticed from assembly line to boardroom, stressed the values of 
continuous improvement (“kaizen”) and eliminating waste 
(“muda”). The Toyota Way, says one report, “mandates plan-
ning for the long term; highlighting problems instead of hiding 
them; encouraging teamwork with colleagues and suppliers; 
and, perhaps most important, instilling a self-critical culture 
that fosters continuous and unrelenting improvement.”42 
 Developed in the 1950s, these precepts later became the 
 basis for such concepts as lean manufacturing and just-in-time 
inventory management (discussed in Chapter 2). 

“At their core,” says one analysis, “was an attention to detail 
and a noble frugality that shunned waste of every kind.”43 Said 
its top engineer, “Basically, 
Toyota’s growth has been un-
derpinned by QDR [quality, de-
pendability, reliability] that was 
very high compared with com-
petitors’.”44 QDR has gone a 
long way to enhance Toyota’s 
image as a strong brand. As of 
2016, Toyota continues to lead 
most other car companies in 
quality rankings: Its brands ap-
peared in the top 10 J.D. Power 
2016 rankings for dependabil-
ity, with Lexus ranked No. 1 for 
the fifth consecutive year and 
Toyota Prius ranked No. 4. Sur-
prisingly, however, the Toyota 
Scion ranked toward the bottom—clearly a weakness.45  Still, 
along with a global supply chain and a strong ability to innovate, 
Toyota Motor has considerable internal strengths indeed.

The Internal Weaknesses. In the 1990s, Toyota launched 
an effort to become the world’s largest automaker, embark-
ing on aggressive overseas expansion and doubling its plants 
in North America, Asia, and Europe. During this time, the fo-
cus on cost reduction intensified to the point that the virtue 
became a vice. Suppliers were continually pushed to design 
parts that were 10% cheaper and 10% lighter. Common parts 
were used in most Toyota models, acquired from outside 
companies instead of trusted traditional suppliers.46 Toyota 
also began to treat its cars like “transportation appliances,” 
causing it to fall behind in design leadership, making buyers 
feel less of an emotional connection with Toyota products. 
The company was said to have succumbed to “big-company 
disease,” becoming ponderous and bureaucratic, with every 

decision tightly controlled in Japan, to the detriment of its 
managers in the United States.47

Then came the recall years. Suddenly, from 2000 to 2010, 
driver complaints to the National Highway Traffic and Safety 
Administration  (NHTSA) about “vehicle speed control” issues 
soared, with 11.7% of faulty vehicle components identified as 
Toyota’s.48 Next came widely publicized problems with sticking 
accelerators, prompting two huge recalls of 10 million vehicles 
and suspension of the sales and production of eight models in 
the American market.49 Later it developed that the “unintended 
acceleration” was probably caused by sticky pedals or floor 
mats rather than Toyota electronics (although some critics 
thought it traced to driver error).50  In 2014, the company 
agreed to a $1.2 billion penalty to end a U.S. criminal probe 
into the sudden-acceleration problems.51 It also admitted it 
misled American consumers by concealing and making decep-
tive statements about the acceleration safety issues.52 

No sooner had it done so, however, than the company’s 
reputation for integrity, reliability, and assembly-line mastery 

took another massive hit, 
when Toyota was forced to re-
call 6.4 million vehicles for five 
potential hazards, including 
faulty power-window switches, 
possibly unstable steering col-
umn brackets, and potential 
hindrances to deployment of 
driver’s-side air bags.53 In 
2015 Toyota recalled an addi-
tional 1.4 million cars, trucks, 
and SUV’s after the NHTSA de-
clared many air bags defective 
(the air bags were made by 
Takata, a major supplier); that 
brought the number of Toyota 
vehicles recalled in the United 

States to 2.9 million.54  In 2016, another 320 Toyotas were 
 recalled for air bag issues, then another 17,000.55

All the recalls inflicted severe damage to Toyota’s vaunted 
reputation for quality. “When your whole deal was quality, 
 every mistake is a big deal,” said a manufacturing expert.56 

The External Opportunities. Today, under the new presi-
dent’s direction, the 1950s-style traditional organization has 
been modernized, with layers of management removed and 
with Akio meeting weekly with five top advisors to make on-
the-spot decisions. The company has also reorganized its 
 vehicle-development system to speed decision making, cut 
costs, and generate more worldwide appeal.57

In addition, Toyota moved to give its cars more exciting 
 designs, taking initiatives to “improve upon the emotion of cars” 
with better styling and high-quality interiors.58 It joined forces 
with Ford to develop a gas-electric hybrid fuel system for trucks 
and sport utility vehicles and has continued to push green 

Toyota How fast, how flexible? © Hitoshi Yamada/NurPhoto/Getty Images
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Forecasting: Predicting the Future
Once they’ve analyzed their organization’s Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 
Threats, planners need to do forecasting for making long-term strategy. A forecast is a 
vision or projection of the future.

Lots of people make predictions, of course—and often they are wrong.72 In the 
1950s, the head of IBM, Thomas J. Watson, estimated that the demand for computers 
would never exceed more than five for the entire world. In the late 1990s, many com-
puter experts predicted power outages, water problems, transportation disruptions, 
bank shutdowns, and far worse because of computer glitches (the “Y2K bug”) associated 
with the change from year 1999 to 2000.

Of course, the farther into the future one makes a prediction, the more difficult it is 
to be accurate, especially in matters of technology. Yet forecasting is a necessary part 
of planning.

Two types of forecasting are trend analysis and contingency planning.

Trend Analysis A trend analysis is a hypothetical extension of a past series of events 
into the future. The basic assumption is that the picture of the present can be projected 
into the future. This is not a bad assumption, if you have enough historical data, but it 
is always subject to surprises. And if your data are unreliable, they will produce erro-
neous trend projections.

An example of trend analysis is a time-series forecast, which predicts future data 
based on patterns of historical data. Time-series forecasts are used to predict long-term 
trends, cyclic patterns (as in the up-and-down nature of the business cycle), and sea-
sonal variations (as in Christmas sales versus summer sales).

technology, as with the plug-in Prius and a new concept car pow-
ered by hydrogen fuel cells.59 It launched the sporty $375,000 
Lexus LFA, a carbon fiber supercar. Along with Stanford and M.I.T., 
it is engaging in $50 million robotics and artificial intelligence re-
search to develop “intelligent” cars—cars that make humans bet-
ter drivers (a different concept from self-driving cars).60 To take 
advantage of growing markets in developing countries and the 
increased demand for fuel-efficient vehicles, Toyota’s affiliate, 
Daihatsu Motor, is building and selling small cars in India.61

Toyota has been lucky in that competitors have had their 
own problems to deal with. Because Takata air bags appeared 
in many different makes of cars, 14 automakers were forced to 
recall 24 million cars to fix air bag mechanisms.62 Volkswagen’s 
emissions cheating scandal with its diesel engines caused a 
drop in VW’s new-car sales and may well cloud the prospects 
for diesel for years.63  General Motors’s fatal ignition switch 
 mistakes, which led to 124 deaths and the recall of 2.6 million 
vehicles, was described by GM’s CEO Mary Barra as represent-
ing “a pattern of incompetence and neglect”—and this was 
only part of the total of GM recalls, which, for this and other 
reasons, rose to a record 30.4 million cars and trucks.64 
 Perhaps these setbacks present Toyota with an unprecedented 
opportunity to grab its rivals’ customers.

The External Threats. Toyota was able to work past its accel-
erator-sticking troubles of 2009–2010, which presented its 
American and European rivals with a chance to cut into the 
Japanese automaker’s market share.65 Like other car companies, 

Toyota has also faced the worldwide Great Recession, which 
damaged auto spending. In addition, Toyota had to face set-
backs brought about by the 2011 deadly earthquake and tsu-
nami, which devastated plants in the north of Japan and 
disrupted the supply of over 500 parts, and by flooding in 
 Thailand, which led to new supply difficulties.66 In 2016, it had 
to shut down 26 car assembly lines in Japan because of disrup-
tions at a parts supplier caused by earthquakes in the southern 
part of the country.67 In recent years, the company has had to 
deal with currency problems of a strong yen against a weak 
U.S. dollar, which further reduced revenues.68 Finally, Toyota 
competitors have began to close the quality gap, with the Ford 
Fusion, Hyundai Sonata, Volkswagen Passat, and other midsize 
vehicles severely impacting sales of the Toyota Camry.69

By 2011, Toyota’s market share in the United States had 
fallen all the way from 18.3% to 12.9%. It bounced back to 
13.3% in early 2016, putting it in third place behind General 
Motors at 16.7% and Ford at 15.7%.70 

YOUR CALL
“Comfortably preoccupied with rooting out internal weakness,” 
said one writer in 2010, “the Toyota Way is lost when it comes 
to contending with outside threats. . . . If a flaw does get 
through, the company as a whole is loath to admit that the sys-
tem broke down.”71 Do you agree? How well do you think its 
president, Akio Toyoda, is doing in dealing with Toyota’s threats 
and opportunities, both internal and external?
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Contingency Planning: Predicting Alternative Futures Contingency planning— 
also known as scenario planning and scenario analysis—is the creation of alternative 
 hypothetical but equally likely future conditions. For example, scenarios may be created 
with spreadsheet software such as Microsoft Excel to present alternative combinations 
of different factors—different economic pictures, different strategies by competitors, 
different budgets, and so on.

EXAMPLE Contingency Planning for Insurance Companies: Dealing  
with Rising Sea Levels

Some recent headlines from Insurance Journal, which covers 
news important to the insurance industry:

SEA LEVEL RISE WILL BE WORSE AND COME SOONER

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY LOOKS TO ADDRESS  
SOUTH FLORIDA CLIMATE, CATASTROPHE RISKS

STUDY: FLOOD RISK ON RISE FOR NEW YORK CITY, 
NEW JERSEY COAST

RESEARCH SAYS WASHINGTON, D.C. IS SLOWLY 
SINKING INTO THE OCEAN

IN CONNECTICUT, SEA LEVEL PREDICTIONS PROMPT 
NEW AWARENESS IN COMMUNITIES

“From Hurricane Sandy’s devastating blow to the Northeast to 
the protracted drought that hit the Midwest Corn Belt,” pointed 
out economics writer Eduardo Porter, “natural catastrophes 
pounded insurers [in 2012], generating $35 billion in privately 
insured property damage, $11 billion more than the average 
over the last decade.”73 Indeed, in terms of insured losses, 8 of 
the 10 costliest hurricanes in U.S. history and 9 of the costliest 
floods have occurred since 2000.74 Now insurers have to pre-
pare for even worse news.

“As each decade passes,” writes William Gail, founder of 
the Global Weather Corporation, “knowledge of Earth’s past 
becomes progressively less effective as a guide to the 
 future. . . . Cycles that have been largely unwavering during 
modern human history are disrupted by substantial changes 
in temperature and precipitation.”75 How can predictions be 
made if, as the Earth warms, nature’s patterns will no longer 
be reliable?

Warming Seas, Rising Seas. China Ocean Shipping Co. actu-
ally sees opportunities in rising ocean temperatures: It has 
 introduced regular Asia-to-Europe sailings through the Arctic 
in the summer through fall, shaving travel time by two weeks 
compared to going through the Suez Canal, because melting 
ice has made the route more viable.76 But recent studies find 
that global temperature rise is increasing with each passing 
decade, and the corresponding sea rise is the fastest in 28 

centuries, producing floods along many coasts and threaten-
ing many coastal cities by 2100.77 Several government agen-
cies, such as the U.S. Navy, have launched contingency 
planning to prepare for the effects of rising seas, and some 
governments of coastal cities are trying to make plans to 
 anticipate the effect of rising oceans on their infrastruc-
tures.78  Miami Beach, Florida, for instance, has already 
spent something like a hundred million dollars to cope with 
recurrent flooding and plans to spend several hundred 
 million more.79 

The Effect on Insurance Companies. A 2013 report by Ce-
res, a Boston-based nonprofit promoting eco-minded busi-
ness practices, said most U.S. insurance companies, large 
and small, had not adopted comprehensive strategies to 
cope with climate change.80 “Of 184 companies surveyed,” 
said one account, “only 23 had such strategies, and 13 of 
those were foreign-owned.”81 However, research by a scien-
tist at the federally funded Lawrence Berkeley National 
 Laboratory, which studied large global insurers, said the 
 industry was stepping up to the challenge, having made 
1,148 efforts to adapt and mitigate climate change.82 In par-
ticular, the insurance industry has enthusiastically embraced 
risk modeling, allowing flooding and other phenomena 
linked to global warming to be examined in greater detail. 
“Risk modeling has become more comprehensive and re-
fined,” said an executive with a German insurance company. 
“With each extreme weather event, we gather additional 
data and test how well the models perform.”83 Contingency 
planning in action.

YOUR CALL
Based on contingency planning for climate variability and vola-
tility in every part of the globe, what is the responsibility of 
 insurance companies? Just try to avoid catastrophic losses by 
raising premiums, adding exclusions, and refusing to cover 
high-risk communities? Or try to educate consumers about 
building more resilient structures in less risky areas, particu-
larly those exposed to rising oceans?
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Because the scenarios try to peer far into the future—perhaps five or more years—
they are necessarily written in rather general terms. Nevertheless, the great value of 
contingency planning is that it not only equips an organization to prepare for emergen-
cies and uncertainty, it also gets managers thinking strategically.

Benchmarking: Comparing with the Best
Benchmarking is a process by which a company compares its performance with that of 
high-performing organizations.84 Professional sports teams do this all the time, but so 
do other kinds of organizations, including nonprofit ones. Example: Airlines use 
such benchmarks as average turnaround time, on-time arrivals, cost per seat per 
passenger mile, fuel cost, numbers of lost bags, and so on. At Xerox Corp., gener-
ally thought to be the first American company to use benchmarking, it is defined as, 
in one description, “the continuous process of measuring products, services, and 
practices against the toughest competitors or those companies recognized as indus-
try leaders.”85

Porter’s Five Competitive Forces
What determines competitiveness within a particular industry? After studying several 
kinds of businesses, strategic-management expert Michael Porter suggested in his 
 Porter’s model for industry analysis that business-level strategies originate in five primary 
competitive forces in the firm’s environment: (1) threats of new entrants, (2) bargaining 
power of suppliers, (3) bargaining power of buyers, (4) threats of substitute products or 
services, and (5) rivalry among competitors.86

1. Threats of New Entrants New competitors can affect an industry almost over-
night, taking away customers from existing organizations. Example: Kraft Macaroni & 
Cheese is a venerable, well-known brand but is threatened from the low end by store 

The effect of climate change? Left: AT&T Park, home to baseball’s San Francisco Giants, usually looks like this. Right: If the sea level were to rise 25 feet, the 
ball park and the surrounding city could look like this. What kind of contingency planning should insurance companies be doing with regard to climate change?
(Both): Photo illustration by Nickolay Lamm; data courtesy of Climate Central
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brands, such as Walmart’s brand, and from the high end by Annie’s Organic & Natural 
Mac and Cheese.

2. Bargaining Power of Suppliers Some companies are readily able to switch 
suppliers in order to get components or services, but others are not. Example: 
Clark Foam of Laguna Niguel, California, supplied nearly 90% of the foam cores 
used domestically to make custom surfboards. When it suddenly closed shop in 
late 2005, blaming government agencies for trying to shut it down, many indepen-
dent board shapers and small retailers found they couldn’t afford to get foam from 
outside the country. On the other hand, Surftech in Santa Cruz, California, was 
one of the few board manufacturers to use resin instead of foam, and so it saw a 
spike in sales.87

3. Bargaining Power of Buyers Customers who buy a lot of products or ser-
vices from an organization have more bargaining power than those who don’t. 
 Customers who use the Internet to shop around are also better able to negotiate a 
better price. Example: Buying a car used to be pretty much a local activity, but now 
potential car buyers can use the Internet to scout a range of offerings within a 100-mile 
or larger radius, giving them the power to force down the asking price of any one 
particular seller.

4. Threats of Substitute Products or Services Again, particularly because of 
the Internet, an organization is in a better position to switch to other products or ser-
vices when circumstances threaten their usual channels. Example: Oil companies wor-
ried when Brazil achieved energy self-sufficiency in 2006, able to meet its growing 
demand for vehicle fuel by substituting ethanol derived from sugar cane for 
 petroleum—until 2007, when population and economic growth forced the country to 
start importing oil again.88

5. Rivalry among Competitors The preceding four forces influence the fifth 
force, rivalry among competitors. Think of the wild competition among makers and 
sellers of portable electronics, ranging from smartphones to tablets to videogame 
 systems. Once again, the Internet has intensified rivalries among all kinds of 
organizations.

An organization should do a good SWOT analysis that examines these five com-
petitive forces, Porter felt. Then it was in a position to formulate effective strategy, 
using what he identified as four competitive strategies, as we discuss in the next 
section.

To what extent do you think that a current or past employer was good at strategic 
thinking? Based on past research, firms that are better at strategic thinking should out-
perform those that are not. ●

Assessing Strategic Thinking

This survey is designed to assess an organization’s level of 
strategic thinking. Please be prepared to answer these ques-
tions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 6.1 in 
Connect.

1. What is the level of strategic thinking? Are you surprised 
by the results?

2. If you were meeting with an executive from the company 
you evaluated, what advice would you provide based on 
the survey results and what you learned about assessing 
current reality?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 6.1
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After assessing the current reality (Step 2 in the strategic-management process), it’s 
time to turn to strategy formulation—developing a grand strategy (Step 3). Examples 
of techniques that can be used to formulate strategy are Porter’s four competitive strat-
egies, diversification, blue ocean strategy, and the BCG matrix.

The grand strategy must then be translated into more specific strategic plans, which 
determine what the organization’s long-term goals should be for the next one to five 
years. These should communicate not only the organization’s general goals about 
growth and profits but also information about how these goals will be achieved. More-
over, like all goals, they should be SMART—Specific, Measurable, Attainable, 
 Results-oriented, and specifying Target dates (Chapter 5).

Three Common Grand Strategies
The three common grand strategies are growth, stability, and defensive.

1. The Growth Strategy A growth strategy is a grand strategy that involves expansion—
as in sales revenues, market share, number of employees, or number of customers or (for 
nonprofits) clients served. 

Often a growth strategy takes the form of an innovation strategy, growing market 
share or profits by innovating improvements in products or services (as in using an  
e-business approach in calculatedly disseminating information). We consider innova-
tion further in Chapter 10.

Example: Etsy is a Brooklyn, New York, company that runs an online market-
place for handmade and vintage goods—jewelry, housewares, T-shirts—for which it 
charges fees to sellers for use of its platform. The firm showed strong growth in 
2015, when revenues in the fourth quarter rose 35% to $87.9 million.89 What’s be-
hind the surge? In part it was the creation of a separate online enterprise called Etsy 
Manufacturing, which departs from the firm’s artisanal roots (which prohibited sell-
ers from outsourcing their production, saying all goods had to be handmade) by of-
fering a service that matches sellers with small manufacturers, many of which had 
been devastated by the shift of U.S. production generally to low-wage countries.90 
The innovation allowed Molly Goodall, for instance, to evolve from sewing her 
quirky animal coats one at a time at her dining room table to using small manufac-
turers near her Texas home.  

2. The Stability Strategy A stability strategy is a grand strategy that involves little or 
no significant change. Example: Without much changing their product, the makers of 
Timex watches decided to stress the theme of authenticity (“Wear it well”) over dura-
bility (the old slogan was “It takes a licking and keeps on ticking”). In an age of smart-
phones and other gadgets, when people don’t need a watch to tell the time, the new 
theme of authenticity makes sense, according to The New York Times, “as consumers 
watching what they spend seek out products with longevity whose ability to stand the 
test of time implies they are worth buying.”91

6.5 Formulating the Grand Strategy
How can four techniques—Porter’s four competitive strategies, diversification strategy, 
blue ocean strategy, and the BCG matrix—help me formulate strategy?

THE BIG PICTURE
Strategies may be growth, stability, or defensive strategies. Strategy formulation makes use of several con-
cepts, including Porter’s four competitive strategies; diversification, including vertical integration; blue ocean 
strategy; and the BCG matrix.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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3. The Defensive Strategy A defensive strategy, or a retrenchment strategy, is a 
grand strategy that involves reduction in the organization’s efforts. Example: The “big 
sales numbers that have sustained the recorded music business for years are way 
down, and it is hard to see how they could ever return to where they were even a 
decade ago,” says one analysis. “The result is that the music industry finds itself 
fighting over pennies while waving goodbye to dollars.”92 Principal sources of 
 revenue are now largely the result of a 45% increase in streaming revenue, rather 
than from sales of CDs. There is also a growing but still specialized market for 
vinyl records.93 

Variations of the three strategies are shown below. (See Table 6.3.)

GROWTH STRATEGY
•  It can improve an existing product or service to attract more buyers.
•  It can increase its promotion and marketing efforts to try to expand its market share.
•  It can expand its operations, as in taking over distribution or manufacturing previously handled  

by someone else.
•  It can expand into new products or services.
•  It can acquire similar or complementary businesses.
•  It can merge with another company to form a larger company.

STABILITY STRATEGY
•  It can go for a no-change strategy (if, for example, it has found that too-fast growth leads to  

foul-ups with orders and customer complaints).
•  It can go for a little-change strategy (if, for example, the company has been growing at breakneck 

speed and feels it needs a period of consolidation).

DEFENSIVE STRATEGY
•  It can reduce costs, as by freezing hiring or tightening expenses.
•  It can sell off (liquidate) assets—land, buildings, inventories, and the like.
•  It can gradually phase out product lines or services.
•  It can divest part of its business, as in selling off entire divisions or subsidiaries.
•  It can declare bankruptcy.
•  It can attempt a turnaround—do some retrenching, with a view toward restoring profitability.

TABLE 6.3
How a Company Can 
Implement a Grand Strategy

Porter’s Four Competitive Strategies
Porter’s four competitive strategies (also called four generic strategies) are (1) cost- 
leadership, (2) differentiation, (3) cost-focus, and (4) focused-differentiation. The first two 
strategies focus on wide markets, the last two on narrow markets. Time Warner, which 
produces lots of media and publications, serves wide markets around the world. Your 
neighborhood video store (if one still exists) serves a narrow market of just local 
customers.

Let’s look at these four strategies.

1. Cost-Leadership Strategy: Keeping Costs and Prices Low for a Wide 
 Market The cost-leadership strategy is to keep the costs, and hence prices, of a prod-
uct or service below those of competitors and to target a wide market.

This puts the pressure on R&D managers to develop products or services that can 
be created cheaply, production managers to reduce production costs, and marketing 
managers to reach a wide variety of customers as inexpensively as possible.

Firms implementing the cost-leadership strategy include Timex, computer maker 
Acer, hardware retailer Home Depot, and pen maker Bic.
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2. Differentiation Strategy: Offering Unique and Superior Value for a Wide 
Market The differentiation strategy is to offer products or services that are of unique 
and superior value compared with those of competitors but to target a wide market.

Because products are expensive, managers may have to spend more on R&D, mar-
keting, and customer service. This is the strategy followed by Ritz-Carlton hotels and 
the makers of Lexus automobiles.

The strategy is also pursued by companies trying to create brands to differentiate 
themselves from competitors. Although Coca-Cola may cost only cents more than a 
supermarket’s own house brand of cola, Coke spends millions on ads.

3. Cost-Focus Strategy: Keeping Costs and Prices Low for a Narrow Market  
The cost-focus strategy is to keep the costs, and hence prices, of a product or service be-
low those of competitors and to target a narrow market.

This is a strategy you often see executed with low-end products sold in discount 
stores, such as low-cost beer or cigarettes, or with regional gas stations, such as the 
Terrible Herbst, Rotten Robbie, and Maverik chains in parts of the West.

Needless to say, the pressure on managers to keep costs down is even more intense 
than it is with those in cost-leadership companies.

4. Focused-Differentiation Strategy: Offering 
Unique and Superior Value for a Narrow Market  
The focused-differentiation strategy is to offer products or 
services that are of unique and superior value compared to 
those of competitors and to target a narrow market.

Ford Motor Co., for instance, is building only 250 ve-
hicles a year of its new GT supercar, which costs roughly 
$450,000 each—and prospective buyers must submit ap-
plications convincing the company they are ready to drive 
it.94 Norwegian Cruise Line offers on its cruise ship 
 Norwegian Escape a special section called the Haven for 
275 elite passengers, who enjoy 24-hour butler service as 
well as a private pool, sun deck, and restaurant.95 Other 
companies following the strategy are jeweler Cartier and 
shirtmaker Turnbull & Asser. Yet focused-differentiation 
products need not be expensive. The publisher Chelsea 
Green has found success with niche books, such as The 
Straw Bale House.

Single-Product Strategy versus  
Diversification Strategy
A company also needs to think about whether to have a single-product strategy or a 
diversification strategy. After all, if you have only one product to sell, what do you do 
if that product fails?

The Single-Product Strategy: Focused but Vulnerable In a single-product 
strategy, a company makes and sells only one product within its market. This is the kind 
of strategy you see all the time as you drive past the small retail businesses in a small 
town: There may be one shop that sells only flowers, one that sells only security systems, 
and so on.

The single-product strategy has both positives and negatives:
■ The benefit—focus. Making just one product allows you to focus your 

manufacturing and marketing efforts just on that product. This means 
that your company can become savvy about repairing defects, upgrading 

Focused differentiation. Ford Motor Co. is building 250 high-performance 
GT supercars a year costing $450,000 each. The cars are so exclusive 
that buyers have to convince the company, through writing and supporting 
videos and social media posts, of their enthusiasm for driving it. “We really 
want to find those customers who will use this car and drive this car and 
be true ambassadors for Ford,” says Henry Ford II, great-great grandson 
of the founder. The company clearly does not want the GT to become 
an object of the super wealthy to be stored away. © Stephen Smith/ 
Sipa USA/Newscom
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production lines, scouting the competition, and doing highly focused adver-
tising and sales.

 A small-business example: Green Toys of Mill Valley, California, makes 
all its toddler tea sets, toy trucks, and building blocks out of plastic recycled 
from milk jugs and, in a strategy called “reverse globalization,” carries out all 
its operations in California, a push back against offshoring and outsourcing.96 
Another example: Delphi Automotive used to be a sprawling conglomerate 
making all kinds of motor vehicle components, but after going through bank-
ruptcy it has narrowed its focus and now is considered among the leading 
suppliers of parts for autonomous vehicles (self-driving cars), automotive 
electrification, and safety gear.97 

■ The risk—vulnerability. The risk, of course, is that if you do not focus on all 
aspects of the business, if a rival gets the jump on you, or if an act of God in-
tervenes (for a florist, roses suffer a blight right before Mother’s Day), your 
entire business may go under.

 Example: Indian Motorcycle Company, once a worthy rival to Harley-
Davidson, sold only motorcycles. It went bankrupt twice, the second time 
because of quality problems, notably an overheating engine. (Purchased by 
Polaris Industries in 2011, it is presently being manufactured in Spirit Lake, 
Iowa.)98

The Diversification Strategy: Operating Different Businesses to Spread the 
Risk The obvious answer to the risks of a single-product strategy is diversification, 
operating several businesses in order to spread the risk. You see this at the small re-
tailer level when you drive past a store that sells gas and food and souvenirs and rents 
DVD movies.

One kind of diversification strategy is vertical integration, in which a firm expands 
into businesses that provide the supplies it needs to make its products or that distribute 
and sell its products. For many years, Hollywood movie studios followed this model, 
not only producing movies but also distributing them and even owning their own the-
aters.99 Today Netflix follows the same path by producing and distributing its own 
entertainment programming. Starbucks has long followed a plan of vertical integra-
tion by buying and roasting all its own coffee and then selling it through Starbucks 
coffee stores.100 

The Blue Ocean Strategy
In their book Blue Ocean Strategy, W. Chan Kim and Renee Mauborgne define a 
“blue ocean” as a completely new market, in contrast to a “red ocean,” in which indus-
try boundaries are defined and accepted and the competitive rules of the game are 
known.101 More formally, blue ocean strategy refers to a company’s creating a new, 
 uncontested market space that makes competitors irrelevant, creates new consumer 
value, and decreases costs. “Competing in overcrowded industries is no way to sustain 
high performance,” the authors write. “The real opportunity is to create blue oceans of 
uncontested market space.”

Examples: There are two ways to create a blue ocean. One is to invent a completely 
new industry, as eBay did when it created the online auction industry and as Cirque 
du Soleil did when it reinvented the circus by blending opera, dance, and athletic skill 
and eliminating star performers and animals. The second way is to create a blue ocean 
within a red ocean, as when a company expands the boundaries of an existing indus-
try, as Home Depot did in offering the prices and ranges of a lumberyard along with 
do-it-yourself classes for customers.
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The BCG Matrix
Developed by the Boston Consulting Group, the BCG matrix is a means of evaluating 
strategic business units on the basis of (1) their business growth rates and (2) their share of 
the market. Business growth rate is concerned with how fast the entire industry is 
 increasing. Market share is concerned with the business unit’s share of the market in 
relation to competitors.

In general, the BCG matrix suggests that an organization will do better in fast-
growing markets in which it has a high market share rather than in slow-growing 
 markets in which it has a low market share. These concepts are illustrated below. (See 
Figure 6.3.)

High

High

Stars
Have high growth, high
market share—definite
keepers

Cash cows
Have slow growth but
high market share—
income finances stars
and question marks

Question marks
Risky new ventures—
some will become stars,
some dogs

Dogs
Have low growth, low
market share—should
be gotten rid of

Market
growth

rate

Market share

Low

Low

FIGURE 6.3 The BCG matrix
Market growth is divided into two categories, low and high. Market share is also 
divided into low and high. Thus, in this matrix, “Stars” are business units that are 
highly desirable (high growth, high market share), compared to “Dogs,” which 
are not so desirable (low growth, low market share).

Core Skills Required for Strategic Planning

This survey is designed to assess the skills needed in strategic 
planning. Please be prepared to answer these questions if your 
instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 6.2 in Connect.

1. Do you have what it takes? Are you surprised by the 
results?

2. Based on the results, what are your top two strengths 
and deficiencies when it comes to strategic planning?

3. Assuming you wanted to do strategic planning at 
some point in your career, what can you do to improve 
your skills associated with strategic planning? Be 
specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 6.2

Now that you have learned about the tools companies use to create their grand strat-
egies, what type of skills do you think managers need to use these tools? Do you think 
you possess those skills? ●
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Stage 1 of the strategic-management process was establishing the mission and the 
 vision. Stage 2 was assessing the current reality. Stage 3 was formulating the grand 
strategy. Now we come to the last two stages—4, strategic implementation, and 5, 
strategic control.

Implementing the Strategy
Strategy implementation is putting strategic plans into effect. As we said, this means 
dealing with roadblocks within the organization’s structure and culture and seeing if 
the right people and control systems are available to execute the plans.

Often implementation means overcoming resistance by people who feel the 
plans threaten their influence or livelihood. This is particularly the case when the 
plans must be implemented rapidly, since delay is the easiest kind of resistance 
there is (all kinds of excuses are usually available to justify delays). Thus, top 
managers can’t just announce the plans; they have to actively sell them to middle 
and supervisory managers.

Maintaining Strategic Control
Strategic control consists of monitoring the execution of strategy and taking corrective 
action, if necessary. To keep a strategic plan on track, suggests Bryan Barry, you need 
to do the following:102

■ Engage people. You need to actively engage people in clarifying what your 
group hopes to accomplish and how you will accomplish it.

■ Keep it simple. Keep your planning simple, unless there’s a good reason to 
make it more complex.

■ Stay focused. Stay focused on the important things.
■ Keep moving. Keep moving toward your vision of the future, adjusting your 

plans as you learn what works.

Execution: Getting Things Done
In implementing strategy and maintaining strategic con-
trol, what we are talking about is effective execution. 
Larry Bossidy, former CEO of AlliedSignal (later Hon-
eywell), and Ram Charan, a business adviser to senior 
executives, are authors of Execution: The Discipline of 
Getting Things Done.103 Execution, they say, is not simply 
tactics; it is a central part of any company’s strategy. It con-
sists of using questioning, analysis, and  follow-through to 
mesh strategy with reality, align people with goals, and 
achieve results promised.

6.6 Implementing and Controlling Strategy: Execution
How does effective execution help managers during the strategic-management process?

THE BIG PICTURE
Strategic implementation is closely aligned with strategic control. Execution is a process that helps align 
these two phases of the strategic-management process.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Execution. Occupying a 
sprawling campus in Cary, North 
Carolina, software maker SAS 
has always been ranked in the 
top positions on Fortune’s lists of 
“100 Best Companies to Work 
For” (No. 1 in 2010 and 2011, 
No. 2 in 2013 and 2014, No. 3  
in 2012, and No. 4 in 2015). Its 
ability to execute effectively has 
also made it highly profitable and 
the world’s largest privately 
owned software company. 
Courtesy of SAS
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How important is execution to organizational success in today’s global economy? A 
survey of 769 global CEOs from 40 countries revealed that “excellence in execution” 
was their most important concern—more important than “profit growth,” “customer 
loyalty,” “stimulating innovation,” and “finding qualified  employees.”104

Bossidy and Charan outline how organizations and managers can improve the 
 ability to execute. Effective execution requires managers to build a foundation for 
 execution within three core processes found in any business: people, strategy, and 
 operations.105

The Three Core Processes of Business:  
People, Strategy, and Operations
A company’s overall ability to execute is a function of effectively executing according 
to three processes: people, strategy, and operations. Because all work ultimately en-
tails some human interaction, effort, or involvement, Bossidy and Charan believe that 
the people process is the most important.

The First Core Process—People: “You Need to Consider Who Will Benefit 
You in the Future” “If you don’t get the people process right,” say Bossidy and 
Charan, “you will never fulfill the potential of your business.” But today most organi-
zations focus on evaluating the jobs people are doing at  present, rather than consider-
ing which individuals can handle the jobs of the future. An effective leader tries to 
evaluate talent by linking people to particular strategic milestones, developing future 
leaders, dealing with nonperformers, and transforming the mission and operations of 
the human resource department.

The Second Core Process—Strategy: “You Need to Consider How Success Will 
Be Accomplished” In most organizations, the strategies developed fail to consider 
the “how” of execution. According to the authors, a good strategic plan addresses nine 
questions. (See  Table 6.4.) In considering whether the organization can execute the 
strategy, a leader must take a realistic and  critical view of 
its capabilities and competencies. If it does not have the tal-
ent in  finance, sales, and manufacturing to accomplish the 
vision, the chances of success are drastically reduced.

The Third Core Process—Operations: “You Need to 
Consider What Path Will Be Followed” The strategy 
process defines where an organization wants to go, and the 
people process defines who’s going to get it done. The third 
core process, operations, or the operating plan, provides the 
path for people to follow. The operating plan, as we de-
scribed in Chapter 5, should address all the major activities 
in which the company will engage—marketing, production, 
sales, revenue, and so on—and then define short-term objec-
tives for these activities, to provide targets for people to aim 
at. We also discuss operations management in Chapter 16.

How Execution Helps Implement and 
Control Strategy
Many executives appear to have an aversion to execution, 
which they associate with boring tactics—with the tedium of 
doing, as opposed to the excitement of visioning—and which 
they hand off to subordinates. Further, there are many 

TABLE 6.4 Necessary Answers: What Questions 
Should a Strong Strategic Plan Address?

 1. What is the assessment of the external environment?

 2.  How well do you understand the existing customers 
and markets?

 3.  What is the best way to grow the business profitably, 
and what are the obstacles to growth?

 4.  Who is the competition?

 5.  Can the business execute the strategy?

 6. Are the short term and long term balanced?

 7.  What are the important milestones for executing the plan?

 8.  What are the critical issues facing the business?

 9.  How will the business make money on a sustainable basis?

Source: From Execution by Larry Bossidy and Ram Charan, Crown 
Business, a division of Random House, Inc., 2002.
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 organizational obstacles to effective execution, and many of these are associated with 
organizational culture. Organizational culture is a system of shared beliefs and values 
within an   organization that guides the behavior of its members. In this context, effec-
tive execution will not occur unless the culture supports an emphasis on getting quality 
work done in a timely manner. Chapter 8 presents 11 ways managers can attempt to 
create an execution-oriented culture.106

PRACTICAL ACTION Building a Foundation of Execution

The foundation of execution is based on leadership (as we dis-
cuss in Chapter 14) and organizational culture (discussed in 
Chapter 8). Bossidy and Charan suggest that there are seven 
essential types of leader behaviors that are needed to fuel the 
engine of execution. Managers are advised to engage in seven 
kinds of behaviors, as follows.

Know Your People and Your Business: “Engage Intensely 
with Your Employees.” In companies that don’t execute, lead-
ers are usually out of touch with the day-to-day realities. Boss-
idy and Charan insist leaders must engage intensely and 
personally with their organization’s people and its  businesses. 
They cannot rely on secondhand knowledge through other 
people’s observations, assessments, and  recommendations.

Insist on Realism: “Don’t Let Others Avoid Reality.” Many 
people want to avoid or shade reality, hiding mistakes or avoid-
ing confrontations. Making realism a priority begins with the 
leaders being realistic themselves, and making sure realism is 
the goal of all dialogues in the organization.

Set Clear Priorities: “Focus on a Few Rather Than Many 
Goals.” Leaders who execute focus on a very few clear priori-
ties that everyone can grasp.

Follow Through: “Establish Accountability and Check on 
Results.” Failing to follow through is a major cause of poor 
 execution. “How many meetings have you attended where 
people left without firm conclusions about who would do what 
and when?” Bossidy and Charan ask. Accountability and 
 follow-up are important.

Reward the Doers: “Show Top Performers That They 
 Matter.” If people are to produce specific results, they must be 
rewarded accordingly, making sure that top performers are 
 rewarded far better than ordinary performers.

Expand People’s Capabilities: “Develop the Talent.” Coach-
ing is an important part of the executive’s job, pro viding useful 
and specific feedback that can improve  performance.

Know Yourself: “Do the Hard Work of Understanding Who 
You Are.” Leaders must develop “emotional fortitude” based 
on honest self-assessments. Four core qualities are authentic-
ity, self-awareness, self-mastery, and humility.

YOUR CALL
Which behavior is probably the most difficult for you to adopt 
personally?

Do you think your current or a past employer is or was good at execution? What 
obstacles may have impaired the company’s ability to execute?

Assessing the Obstacles to Strategic Execution

This survey is designed to assess the obstacles to strategic 
execution that may be impacting an organization’s ability 
to execute. Please be prepared to answer these questions 
if  your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 6.3 in 
 Connect.

1. How does the company stand with respect to execution?

2. Based on the results, what are the company’s strengths 
and weaknesses when it comes to execution?

3. What advice would you give to senior management about 
improving the company’s ability to execute based on the 
results? Be specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 6.3

In conclusion, by linking people, strategy, and operating plans, execution allows 
executives to direct and control the three core processes that will advance their 
 strategic vision. ●
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Key Points

6.1 What Is Effective Strategy?
•	 Strategic positioning attempts to achieve sustainable 

competitive advantage by preserving what is 
distinctive about a company.

•	 Strategic positioning is based on the principles that 
strategy is the creation of a unique and valuable 
position, requires trade-offs in competing, and involves 
creating a “fit” among activities, so that they interact 
and reinforce each other.

•	 Strategic management works best for large firms but 
can also be effective for small firms.

•	 Every organization needs to have a “big picture” 
about where it’s going and how to get there, which 
involves strategy, strategic management, and 
strategic planning. A strategy is a large-scale action 
plan that sets the direction for an organization. 
Strategic management involves managers from all 
parts of the organization in the formulation and 
implementation of strategies and strategic goals. 
Strategic planning determines the organization’s 
long-term goals and ways to achieve them.

•	 Three reasons an organization should adopt strategic 
management and strategic planning: They can 
(1) provide direction and momentum, (2) encourage 
new ideas, and (3) develop a sustainable competitive 
advantage. Sustainable competitive advantage occurs 
when an organization is able to get and stay ahead in 
four areas: (1) in being responsive to customers, (2) in 
innovating, (3) in quality, and (4) in effectiveness.

6.2 The Strategic-Management Process
•	 The strategic-management process has five steps 

plus a feedback loop.
•	 Step 1 is to establish the mission, vision, and values 

statements. The mission statement expresses the 

organization’s purpose or reason for being. The 
vision statement states what the organization wants 
to become, where it wants to go strategically. The 
values statement describes what the organization 
stands for, its core priorities, the values its employees 
embody, and what its products contribute to the world.

•	 Step 2 is to do a current reality assessment, to look 
at where the organization stands and see what is 
working and what could be different so as to maximize 
efficiency and effectiveness in achieving the organi-
zation’s mission. Among the tools for assessing the 
current reality are SWOT analysis, forecasting, 
benchmarking, and Porter’s model for industry 
analysis (described below).

•	 Step 3 is strategy formulation, to translate the broad 
mission and vision statements into a grand strategy 
that explains how the organization’s mission is to be 
accomplished. Strategy formulation is the translation 
of the grand strategy into more specific strategic 
plans, choosing among different strategies and 
altering them to best fit the organization’s needs.

•	 Step 4 is strategy implementation—putting strategic 
plans into effect.

•	 Step 5 is strategic control, monitoring the execution 
of strategy and making adjustments.

•	 Corrective action constitutes a feedback loop in 
which a problem requires that managers return to an 
earlier step to rethink policies, budgets, or personnel 
arrangements.

6.3 Establishing the Mission, Vision, and Values 
Statements

•	 A mission statement should express the 
organization’s purpose or reason for being.

•	 A vision statement should be positive and inspiring, 
and it should stretch the organization and its 
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employees to achieve a desired future state that 
appears beyond its reach.

•	 A values statement should describe what the 
organization stands for, its core priorities, the values 
its employees embody, and what its products 
contribute to the world. Values statements must not 
be hollow; they must be ingrained, inherent, and 
sacrosanct and can never be compromised.

6.4 Assessing the Current Reality
•	 Step 2 in the strategic-management process, assess 

the current reality, looks at where the organization 
stands internally and externally—to determine what’s 
working and what’s not, to see what can be changed 
so as to increase efficiency and effectiveness in 
achieving the organization’s vision.

•	 An assessment helps to create an objective view of 
everything the organization does: its sources of 
revenue or funding, its work-flow processes, its 
organizational structure, client satisfaction, employee 
turnover, and other matters.

•	 Among the tools for assessing the current reality are 
competitive intelligence, SWOT analysis, forecasting, 
benchmarking, and Porter’s model for industry 
analysis.

•	 Practicing competitive intelligence means gaining 
information about one’s competitors’ activities, 
through public news sources, investor information, 
and informal sources, so that you can anticipate their 
moves and react appropriately.

•	 The next point in establishing a grand strategy is 
environmental scanning, careful monitoring of an 
organization’s internal and external environments to 
detect early signs of opportunities and threats that 
may influence the firm’s plans. The process for doing 
such scanning is called SWOT analysis, a search for 
the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 
Threats affecting the organization.

•	 Organizational strengths are the skills and capabilities 
that give the organization special competencies and 
competitive advantages. Organizational weaknesses 
are the drawbacks that hinder an organization in 
executing strategies. Organizational opportunities 
are environmental factors that the organization may 
exploit for competitive advantage. Organizational 
threats are environmental factors that hinder an 
organization’s achieving a competitive advantage.

•	 Another tool for developing a grand strategy is 
forecasting—creating a vision or projection of the 
future. Two types of forecasting are (1) trend analysis, 
a hypothetical extension of a past series of events 
into the future; and (2) contingency planning, the 
creation of alternative hypothetical but equally likely 
future conditions.

•	 Benchmarking is a process by which a company 
compares its performance with that of high-performing 
organizations.

•	 Porter’s model for industry analysis suggests that 
business-level strategies originate in five primary 
competitive forces in the firm’s environment: (1) threats of 

new entrants, (2) bargaining power of suppliers, (3) 
bargaining power of buyers, (4) threats of substitute 
products or services, and (5) rivalry among competitors.

6.5 Formulating the Grand Strategy
•	 Three common grand strategies are the following: (1) a 

growth strategy involving expansion—as in sales 
revenues or market share; one form of growth strategy 
is an innovation strategy, growing market share or 
profits by innovating improvements in products or 
services; (2) a stability strategy, which involves little or no 
significant change; and (3) a defensive strategy, which 
involves reduction in the organization’s efforts.

•	 Strategy formulation (Step 3 in the strategic-
management process) makes use of several 
concepts, including (1) Porter’s four competitive 
strategies, (2) diversification strategy, (3) blue ocean 
strategy, and (4) the BCG matrix.

•	 Porter’s four competitive strategies are as follows: 
(1) The cost-leadership strategy is to keep the costs, 
and hence the prices, of a product or service below 
those of competitors and to target a wide market. 
(2) The differentiation strategy is to offer products 
or services that are of unique and superior value 
compared with those of competitors but to target a 
wide market. (3) The cost-focus strategy is to keep 
the costs and hence prices of a product or service 
below those of competitors and to target a narrow 
market. (4) The focused-differentiation strategy is to 
offer products or services that are of unique and 
superior value compared with those of competitors 
and to target a narrow market.

•	 Companies need to choose whether to have a single-
product strategy, making and selling only one product 
within their market, or a diversification strategy, 
operating several businesses to spread the risk.

•	 One kind of diversification strategy is vertical 
integration, in which a firm expands into businesses 
that provide the supplies it needs to makes products 
or that distribute and sell its products.

•	 Blue ocean strategy refers to a company’s creating 
a new, uncontested market space that makes 
competitors irrelevant, creates new consumer 
values, and decreases costs.

•	 The BCG matrix is a means of evaluating strategic 
business units on the basis of (1) their business 
growth rates and (2) their share of the market. In 
general, organizations do better in fast-growing 
markets in which they have a high market share 
rather than slow-growing markets in which they 
have low market shares.

6.6 Implementing and Controlling Strategy: 
Execution

•	 The last two steps of the strategic-management 
process are strategy implementation and strategic 
control.

•	 Strategy implementation is putting strategic plans 
into effect, dealing with roadblocks within the 
organization’s structure and culture, and seeing if 
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the right people and control systems are available to 
execute the plans.

•	 Strategic control consists of monitoring the execution 
of strategy and taking corrective action, if necessary. 
To keep a strategic plan on track, you should engage 
people, keep your planning simple, stay focused, and 
keep moving.

•	 Implementing strategy and maintaining strategic 
control require effective execution. Execution is not 
simply tactics; it is a central part of any company’s 
strategy; it consists of using questioning, analysis, 
and follow-through to mesh strategy with reality, 
align people with goals, and achieve results 
promised.

•	 Three core processes of execution are people, 
strategy, and operations. (1) You have to evaluate 

talent by linking people to particular strategic 
milestones, developing future leaders, dealing with 
nonperformers, and transforming the mission and 
operations of the human resource department. (2) In 
considering whether the organization can execute 
the strategy, a leader must take a realistic and critical 
view of its capabilities and competencies. (3) The 
third core process, operations, or the operating plan, 
provides the path for people to follow. The operating 
plan should address all the major activities in which 
the company will engage and then define short-term 
objectives for these activities, to provide targets for 
people to aim at. By linking people, strategy, and 
operating plans, execution allows executives to 
direct and control the three core processes that 
will advance their strategic vision.

 1. What is strategic positioning, and what are the three 
principles that underlie it?

 2. What are the five steps in the strategic management 
process?

 3. Name some characteristics of good mission, vision, 
and values statements.

 4. What is competitive intelligence?
 5. What are the tools that can help you assess the 

current reality?

 6. Explain what SWOT is.
 7. Describe four techniques that can help you 

formulate a grand strategy.
 8. What are three common grand strategies?
 9. Explain Porter’s four competitive strategies.
 10. In execution, what are the three core processes of 

business?

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

IKEA Focuses on Growth 
IKEA, the global Swedish home furnishing company, 
has been on a growth spurt. Revenue grew 28% from 
2010 to 2015, resulting in total revenue of 9.2 billion 
Euros ($10.3 billion) in 2015. The company is more 
profitable than Target and Lowe’s.

IKEA operates a total of 328 stores in 28 countries. 
It has 20,500 employees and sells 9,500 products from 
978 suppliers. 

The company’s vision is “To create a better everyday 
life for the many people.” The mission is “to offer a wide 
range of well-designed, functional home furnishing 
products at prices so low that as many people as possible 
will be able to afford them.” To accomplish this vision, 
the company strives to “achieve quality at affordable 
prices . . . through optimizing our entire value chain, 
by building long-term supplier relationships, investing 

in highly automated production and producing large 
volumes.”107

The company’s growth strategy is based on the 
goal of achieving €50 billion in sales by 2020. This 
requires successfully opening stores in emerging 
markets like China and India. The good news is that 
IKEA has a proven traffic record of global expansion. 
One expert noted that IKEA is “ferocious about not 
expanding too rapidly.” Mikael Palmquist, IKEA’s 
 regional manager for retail in Asia Pacific, said, “The 
more global, the more complex it gets.” He also be-
lieves that IKEA is very careful in how it plans such 
expansions. 

To make his point, Palmquist told a reporter from 
Fortune that it took about six years to plan and open 
IKEA’s inaugural store in Gwangmyeong, South 
 Korea. This 624,000-square-foot store is the com-
pany’s largest and is on track to be a top performer.108

Management in Action
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Strategic Management Insight, an online resource 
that focuses on strategic management, conducted a 
SWOT analysis of IKEA. Results uncovered the fol-
lowing conclusions:
■ Strengths: customer and market knowledge; low 

cost provider, and an integrated supply chain
■ Weaknesses: public criticism of its treatment of 

employees, questionable advertising, and decreases 
in quality associated with continually trying to 
lower costs

■ Opportunities: global expansion, online sales, and 
expansion into selling groceries

■ Threats: growing competition from companies 
like Walmart and Tesco and increasing average 
consumer income.109

IKEA’s product development process is based on 
extensive market research. For example, the company 
did a study of over 8,000 people to investigate their 
morning routines. The idea was to understand how 
people’s routines could be enhanced by designing 
products that met their needs. This led to creating the 
Knapper, a freestanding mirror that contains a rack on 
the back side for hanging clothes. Additional research 
revealed that more people are moving into cities, creat-
ing the need for multifunctional products. IKEA thus 
developed lamps and bedside tables that contained 
built-in wireless charging for mobile devices.110 

IKEA’s strategic mantra is volume at low costs. 
This requires a continuous focus on cost containment 
and efficiency. The company does things like “skip an 
extra coating of lacquer on the underside of a table” 
because people don’t see it. They also reduce labor 
costs by pushing assembly tasks to the consumer. The 
use of flat-packed furniture also saves costs. It reduces 
the expense of stocking and delivery. 

Allan Dickner, deputy manager of packaging, has a 
goal of reducing “air space” in the packaging. Fortune 
noted that “The magic of flat packing allows goods to 
be jammed into shipping containers without wasting 
any space.” Space is money, according to Dickner. He 
said, “I hate air.” To find creative ideas to reduce the 
spacing in packaging, the company implemented an 

“air hunt competition.” The winner received a two-
week vacation in Thailand. 

To ensure that flat packing does not put too much 
burden on the assembly of its products, IKEA uses an 
instruction-manual team. The team writes about 1,400 
sets of assembly instructions every year. The goal of 
these instructions is to reduce the time it takes for peo-
ple who are not “handy” to assemble products.111 

A reporter for the Business Insider concluded that 
there are four key strategic issues that continue to 
guide IKEA’s success. They are
■ Solving the worst part of buying. IKEA has designed 

products that many shoppers desire. They are at-
tractive, yet not overly durable. They are designed 
to be used until they wear out, or until the buyer 
wants to purchase higher-quality furnishings.

■ Hitting the right demographic.  The company has 
targeted younger shoppers, particularly Millennials. 
Products are designed to meet their tastes and 
values.

■ Not expensive, but not cheap. The price point is in 
the sweet spot between deep discounters like Aldi 
and higher-end outlets like Bed, Bath & Beyond.

■ Stores are a destination. People still like to visit 
IKEA stores due to their showrooms and 
cafeterias.112

FOR DISCUSSION
 1. Based on Michael Porter’s discussion of the charac-

teristics of an effective strategy, does IKEA have a 
good strategy for growth? Explain.

 2. To what extent is IKEA following the five steps of 
the strategic-management process?

 3. What are your thoughts about IKEA’s vision and 
mission statements?  

 4. Which of Michael Porter’s four competitive strate-
gies is IKEA trying to follow? Discuss.

 5. To what extent does the SWOT analysis support 
IKEA’s strategies? Explain your rationale.

 6. What is the greatest takeaway from this case in terms 
of strategic management?

Should Companies Be Pressured to Recruit 
Females for Boards of Directors?
A company’s board of directors plays a role in the stra-
tegic-management process. Not only can a board pro-
vide input into the planning process, but it ultimately 

signs off on the intended strategies. Interestingly, a 
2014 study by MSCI, a global firm that provides re-
search-based indices and analytics, revealed a signifi-
cant relationship between the gender composition of 
boards and a firm’s financial performance.

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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Firms with strong female leadership had an aver-
age return on equity of 10.1% compared to 7.4% for 
companies with no women at senior levels. “MSCI 
defines strong female leadership as those companies 
that have three or more women on the board, or a 
 female CEO and at least one other female board 
 member.” Firms were also less likely to have corpo-
rate scandals when women were members of the 
board.113 This challenge pertains to whether it is ap-
propriate for outside groups to pressure a company to 
include women on its board of directors.

Small percentages of female board members may be 
caused by many factors, such as a lack of specific expe-
rience (e.g., finance), limited social networks, and neg-
ative stereotypes. Regardless of the cause,  external 
groups are sprouting up around the United States that 
are focused on putting pressure on com panies to recruit 
female directors. One example is a group that calls it-
self “2020 Women on Boards.” This nonprofit group 
has a goal of mobilizing stakeholders to encourage 
companies to increase female representation on boards 
of directors. The group plans to publish a list of the 
Fortune 1000 companies that have no female directors. 
Some believe that efforts like this will promote good 
corporate governance, while others see it as an intru-
sion into the internal functioning of an organization.114

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
Where do you stand on this issue?

 1. It is a great idea to pressure companies to include 
more females on boards of directors. After all, the 
MSCI study showed that female representation was 
associated with higher financial performance.

 2. Companies should be allowed to select people for 
boards based on their experience, networks, and per-
formance. Gender should not be considered as a rel-
evant criterion for selecting board members. I am not 
in favor of this type of social pressure because it does 
not ensure that the most qualified people are placed 
on boards of directors.

 3. I’m middle of the road on this issue. Part of me feels 
that organizations should be left alone to put whom-
ever they want on a board. At the same time, some-
times organizational leaders need to be nudged to do 
the right thing, such as putting females on the board. 
I thus think that social pressure from groups like 
“2020 Women on Boards” is okay, but organizations 
should not feel forced to do anything they do not 
want to do.

 4. Invent other options. Discuss.
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What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

We begin by distinguishing between rational and nonrational decision making, and we describe 

two nonrational models. We next discuss ethical decision making. We then consider evidence-

based decision making and the use of analytics. Next we describe general decision-making 

styles. We follow by considering how individuals respond to decision situations and nine common 

decision-making biases. We conclude with a discussion of group decision making, including 

group problem-solving techniques.

the school year? Many managers don’t understand the 
laws of randomness.

Recommendation: Don’t attribute trends or connec-
tions to a single, random event.

“Is There Enough Data on Which to Make a 
Decision?” The Unrepresentative Sample Bias
If all the secretaries in your office say they prefer 
dairy creamer to real cream in their coffee, is that 
enough data on which to launch an ad campaign 
trumpeting the superiority of dairy creamer? It might if 
you polled 3,000 secretaries, but 3 or even 30 is too 
small a sample. 

Recommendation: You need to be attuned to the 
importance of sample size.

“Looking Back, Did I (or Others) Really Know 
Enough Then to Have Made a Better Decision?” 
The 20-20 Hindsight Bias
Once managers know what the consequences of a  
decision are, they may begin to think they could have 
predicted it. They may remember the facts as being a 
lot clearer than they actually were.3 

Recommendation: Try to keep in mind that hindsight 
does not equal foresight.

For Discussion Facing the hard facts about what 
works and what doesn’t, how able do you think you 
are to make the tough decisions that effective manag-
ers have to make? Can you describe an instance in 
which you were badly wrong about something or 
someone?

THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

How Exceptional Managers Check to See  
If Their Decisions Might Be Biased
The biggest part of a manager’s job is making 
 decisions—and quite often they are wrong. Some 
questions you might ask next time you’re poised to 
make a decision:

“Am I Too Cocky?” The Overconfidence Bias
If you’re making a decision in an area in which you 
have considerable experience or expertise, you’re 
less likely to be overconfident. Interestingly, however, 
you’re more apt to be overconfident when dealing with 
questions on subjects you’re unfamiliar with or ques-
tions with moderate to extreme difficulty.1

Recommendation: When dealing with unfamiliar or 
difficult matters, think how your impending decision 
might go wrong. Afterward pay close attention to the 
consequences of your decision.

“Am I Considering the Actual Evidence,  
or Am I Wedded to My Prior Beliefs?”  
The Prior-Hypothesis Bias
Do you tend to have strong beliefs? When confronted 
with a choice, decision makers with strong prior beliefs 
tend to make their decision based on their beliefs—
even if evidence shows those beliefs are wrong. This 
is known as the prior-hypothesis bias.2 

Recommendation: Although it’s more comforting to 
look for evidence to support your prior beliefs, you 
need to be tough-minded and weigh the evidence.

“Are Events Really Connected, or Are They Just 
Chance?” The Ignoring-Randomness Bias
Is a rise in sales in athletic shoes because of your com-
pany’s advertising campaign or because it’s the start of 
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The subject of decisions and decision making is a fascinating subject that is at the 
heart of what managers do.

A decision is a choice made from among available alternatives. Decision making is the 
process of identifying and choosing alternative courses of action.

If your company’s product is first place in its market and is making tons of money, 
is that a sign of great decision making? Consider the decisions that framed success 
at Starbucks. 

7.1 Two Kinds of Decision Making: Rational and Nonrational
How do people know when they’re being logical or illogical?

THE BIG PICTURE
Decision making, the process of identifying and choosing alternative courses of action, may be rational, 
but often it is nonrational. Four steps in making a rational decision are (1) identify the problem or opportunity, 
(2) think up alternative solutions, (3) evaluate alternatives and select a solution, and (4) implement and 
evaluate the solution chosen. Two examples of nonrational models of decision making are (1) satisficing 
and (2) intuition.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

EXAMPLE Crisis Leading to the Strategic-Management Process: Starbucks 
Reclaims Its Soul

Among the many things that Starbucks has going for it is this: it 
survived a near-death experience.4

Today’s CEO, Howard Schultz, joined the Seattle-based com-
pany as marketing director in 1982, when it was only a small chain 
selling coffee equipment. Over nearly two decades, he gained 
control and, inspired by the coffee houses of Europe, transformed 
the company into a comfortable “third place” between home and 
work, a place with a neighborhood feel selling fresh-brewed by-
the-cup lattes and cappuccinos. By 2000, Starbucks (named for 
the first mate of the whaling ship in Herman Melville’s Moby Dick) 
had become the world’s largest specialty coffee retailer, with 
3,501 stores, 78% of them in the United States.5 

“Starbucks became, for many of us, what we talk about 
when we talk about coffee,” wrote one reporter. “It changed 
how we drink it (on a sofa, with Wi-Fi, or on the subway), how 
we order it (‘for here, grande, two-pump vanilla, skinny extra 
hot latte’), and what we are willing to pay for it,” such as $4.99 
for a Frappuccino.6 

Shultz Steps Down. Schultz stepped down as CEO in 2000 (re-
maining as chairman), and for a while the business continued to 
thrive. Then two things happened that provoked a crisis. First, 
the company “lost a certain soul,” says Schultz, as the manage-
ment became more concerned with profits than store atmo-
sphere and company values and extended existing product lines 
rather than creating new ones. Second, as the Great Recession 
took hold in 2007, tight-fisted consumers abandoned specialty 
coffees, causing the stock price to nosedive. In January 2008, 
after an eight-year absence, Schultz returned as CEO.

The Reinvention Begins. “I didn’t come back to save the 
company—I hate that description,” Schultz told an interviewer. 
“I came back to rekindle the emotion that built it.”7

Among the risks he took to restore the company’s luster, he 
closed 800 U.S. stores, laid off 4,000 employees, and let go 
most top executives. As a morale booster, he flew 10,000 store 
managers to New Orleans, recently destroyed by hurricane 
 Katrina. Along with attending strategy sessions, they bonded in 
community-service activities, contributing thousands of volun-
teer hours to helping to restore parts of the city. “We wanted to 
give back to that community post-Katrina,” says Schultz, “and 

Starbucks in India The world’s biggest coffee chain launched its first 
Indian outlet in October 2012 in an upscale part of Mumbai. © Punit 
Paranjpe/AFP/Getty Images
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Decision Making in the Real World
Sometimes we are able to make thoughtful decisions, making rational choices among 
well-defined alternatives. But that is not always the way it works in the real world.

Two Systems of Decision Making In Thinking, Fast and Slow, psychologist 
 Daniel Kahneman, winner of the 2002 Nobel Prize in economics, describes two kinds 
of thinking, which he labels System 1 and System 2:12

■ System 1—intuitive and largely unconscious: System 1 operates automati-
cally and quickly; it is our fast, automatic, intuitive, and largely unconscious 
mode, as when we detect hostility in a voice or detect that one object is more 
distant than another.

■ System 2—analytical and conscious: System 2 is our slow, deliberate, ana-
lytical, and consciously effortful mode of reasoning, which swings into action 
when we have to fill out a tax form or park a car in a narrow space.

“System 1 uses association and metaphor to produce a quick and dirty draft of real-
ity,” says one explanation, “which System 2 draws on to arrive at explicit beliefs and 
reasoned choices.”13

Why don’t we use the more deliberate and rational System 2 more often? Because 
it’s lazy and tires easily, so instead of slowing things down and analyzing them, it is 
content to accept the easy but unreliable story that System 1 feeds it.

The “Curse of Knowledge” Why do some engineers design electronic products 
(such as DVD remote controls) with so many buttons, devices ultimately useful only to 
other engineers? Why are some professional investors and bankers prone to taking 
excess risks?14 Why are some employees so reluctant to adopt new processes? The 
answer may be what’s known as the curse of knowledge. As one writer put it about 
engineers, for example, “People who design products are experts cursed by their 
knowledge, and they can’t imagine what it’s like to be as ignorant as the rest of 
us.”15 Specialization improves efficiency, suggests another writer, but it also leads to 
tunnel vision and blind spots.16 In other words, as our knowledge and expertise grow, 
we may be less and less able to see things from an outsider’s perspective—hence, we 
are often apt to make irrational decisions.

Let us look at the two approaches managers may take to making decisions: They 
may follow a rational model or various kinds of nonrational models.

remind and rekindle the organization with the values and guid-
ing principles of our company before we did a stitch of busi-
ness.” Later he closed all U.S. stores for half a day so baristas 
could be retrained in how to make espresso.

The Payoff. After a couple of years, the company turned 
around, the result of better operations, modernized technol-
ogy, a reinvigorated staff, and several innovations: It offered 
Via premium instant coffee, offered more coffee from a single 
origin rather than blends, switched to a cold-brew process for 
iced coffee instead of simply brewing hot coffee and then chill-
ing it, acquired (and then later closed) the La Boulange bakery 
chain, opened (and then closed) Teavana “tea bars,” enabled 
customers to pay for coffee via a mobile-payment app, and 
even launched alcohol sales.8 By early 2016, it had 23,921 
stores in 64 countries, it had surpassed Subway to become the 
No. 2 restaurant chain in U.S. sales (second only to McDonald’s), 

and its revenues had risen 146% in the last decade, while earn-
ings grew more than five-fold.9 

Schultz feels strongly that “there’s an opportunity for busi-
nesses to demonstrate a role in society that’s beyond profit-
ability,” providing health insurance even for temps, creating 
tuition reimbursement, helping to raise loans for small busi-
nesses, building better opportunities for minority youth.10 

YOUR CALL
Some critics feel Starbucks is the symbol of “affordable luxury.” If 
we can’t afford a McMansion or a Lexus, says one observer, we may 
be “willing to make that $5 splurge at Starbucks simply because it 
makes us feel a bit better about ourselves.”11 Thus, despite the 
 innovation in products, attempts to rekindle the cozy neighborhood 
café, and emphasis on positive social values, do you think another 
economic downturn could alter Starbucks’s fortunes?
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Rational Decision Making: Managers Should  
Make Logical and Optimal Decisions
The rational model of decision making, also called the classical model, explains how man-
agers should make decisions; it assumes managers will make logical decisions that will be 
the optimum in furthering the organization’s best interests.

Typically there are four stages associated with rational decision making. (See Figure 7.1.)

Stage 4

Implement
& evaluate
the solution
chosen.

Stage 2

Think up
alternative
solutions.

Stage 1

Identify the
problem or
opportunity.

Stage 3

Evaluate
alternatives
& select
a solution.

FIGURE 7.1 The four steps in rational decision making

Stage 1: Identify the Problem or Opportunity—
Determining the Actual versus the Desirable
As a manager, you’ll probably find no shortage of problems, or difficulties that inhibit 
the achievement of goals: customer complaints, supplier breakdowns, staff turnover, 
sales shortfalls, competitor innovations.

However, you’ll also often find opportunities—situations that present possibilities for 
exceeding existing goals. It’s the farsighted manager, however, who can look past the 
steady stream of daily problems and seize the moment to actually do better than the 
goals he or she is expected to achieve. When a competitor’s top salesperson unexpect-
edly quits, that creates an opportunity for your company to hire that person away to 
promote your product more vigorously in that sales territory.

Whether you’re confronted with a problem or an opportunity, the decision you’re 
called on to make is how to make improvements—how to change conditions from the 
present to the desirable. This is a matter of diagnosis—analyzing the underlying causes.

EXAMPLE Making a Correct Diagnosis: Does Billionaire Warren Buffet, the 
World’s Third Richest Man, Invest Like a Girl?

Warren Buffett is the renowned billionaire investor (the third rich-
est person in the world, worth $60.8 billion in early 2016) known 
as the “Oracle of Omaha” who heads the financial juggernaut 
Berkshire Hathaway.17 His investment decisions are so success-
ful that $1,000 invested with him in 1957 reportedly was worth 
upwards of $30 million in 2014.18 “In the 50 years since Buffett 
took over Berkshire, its stock has appreciated by 1,826,163%,” 
says one reporter. “That is an astounding number.”19  

Buffett is said to “invest like a girl,” taking the same cau-
tious approach that many women supposedly do.20 He uses 
basic arithmetic to analyze several file-cabinet drawers of an-
nual reports and other readily available company financial 
documents and to look for a record of “high returns on equity 
capital, low debt, and a consistent, predictable business with 

sustainable advantages—like Coca-Cola’s soft-drink fran-
chise.”21 In other words, Buffett takes pains to make a correct 
diagnosis before making a decision.22 

The Better Investors. When men and women are asked to self-
assess their financial knowledge, according to a study of eight 
countries, men tend to give themselves high scores and women 
give themselves lower scores—even when that is not warranted 
by their actual knowledge.23 “Women are aware of their lack of 
knowledge,” speculates a study author, while “men are less will-
ing to admit what they don’t know.”24 Unfortunately, women are 
also falling behind men in financial literacy, according to more 
recent research. The worse news is that “men apparently don’t 
know much about the topic in the first place.”25
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Stage 2: Think Up Alternative Solutions—Both the 
Obvious and the Creative
Employees burning with bright ideas are an employer’s greatest competitive resource. 
“Creativity precedes innovation, which is its physical expression,” says Fortune maga-
zine writer Alan Farnham. “It’s the source of all intellectual property.”32

After you’ve identified the problem or opportunity and diagnosed its causes, you 
need to come up with alternative solutions.

Stage 3: Evaluate Alternatives and Select a 
Solution—Ethics, Feasibility, and Effectiveness
In this stage, you need to evaluate each alternative not only according to cost and quality 
but also according to the following questions: (1) Is it ethical? (If it isn’t, don’t give it a 
second look.) (2) Is it feasible? (If time is short, costs are high, technology unavailable, 
or customers resistant, for example, it is not.) (3) Is it ultimately effective? (If the deci-
sion is merely “good enough” but not optimal in the long run, you might reconsider.)

Stage 4: Implement and Evaluate the Solution Chosen
With some decisions, implementation is usually straightforward (though not necessar-
ily easy—firing employees who steal may be an obvious decision, but it can still be 
emotionally draining). With other decisions, implementation can be quite difficult; 
when one company acquires another, for instance, it may take months to consolidate 
the departments, accounting systems, inventories, and so on.

Successful Implementation For implementation to be successful, you need to do 
two things:

■ Plan carefully. Especially if reversing an action will be difficult, you need to 
make careful plans for implementation. Some decisions may require written 
plans.

■ Be sensitive to those affected. You need to consider how the people affected 
may feel about the change—inconvenienced, insecure, even fearful, all of which 
can trigger resistance. This is why it helps to give employees and customers 
latitude during a changeover in business practices or working arrangements.

So which sex is the better class of investors? A seven-year 
study of single (unmarried) investors found females outper-
formed males by 2.3%, female investment groups outperformed 
male groups by 4.6%, and women overall outperformed men by 
1.4%.26 The basic reason, suggests one account: “Women trade 
much less often than men, do a lot more research, and tend to 
base their investment decisions on considerations other than just 
numbers.”27 Men, offers another report, “tend to trade more, and 
the more you trade, typically the more you lose—not to  mention 
running up transaction costs.”28 

Are the Sexes Really That Different? But wait, are men really 
so bad at investing compared to women? Some research 
shows that when “everything is low-key and manageable, men 
and women make decisions about risk in similar ways,” says 
cognitive psychologist Therese Huston.29 However, when 

stress is added to the situation, men are apparently more 
prone to taking risky bets with little payoff, according to some 
neuroscientists.30 Another paper, by economist Julie Nelson, 
suggests that as individuals men and women aren’t all that dif-
ferent with regard to risk taking—but when men make deci-
sions as part of a group, they adopt more risky strategies.31 
“Men in groups tend to show off. They egg one another on to 
display . . . the ‘cultural norm of male daring.’”

YOUR CALL
When preparing to make important decisions—especially 
 financial decisions—do you spend a lot of time trying to make a 
correct diagnosis, doing deep research, or do you chase “hot” 
tips and make snap judgments? How well do you do when 
you’re under stress or participating in a group?
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Now that you understand the four stages of the rational model, to what extent do 
you think you use them when making decisions? Would you like to improve your 
problem-solving skills? If yes, then you will find the following self-assessment valu-
able. It assesses your problem-solving skills.

Assessing Your Problem-Solving Potential

This survey is designed to assess your approach to prob-
lem solving. Please be prepared to answer these questions 
if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 7.1 in 
 Connect.

1. What is the status of your problem-solving skills? Are you 
surprised by the results?

2. Based on identifying the four lowest scored items on the 
assessment, what can you do to improve your problem-
solving skills? Explain.

3. Reflect on a recent decision you made that did not turn 
out to your satisfaction. Now, consider what you learned 
about the rational model and your problem-solving skills 
and think through the decision for a second time. What 
would you do differently based on these considerations?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 7.1  

Evaluation One “law” in economics is the Law of Unintended Consequences—
things happen that weren’t foreseen. For this reason, you need to follow up and evalu-
ate the results of the decision.

What should you do if the action is not working? Some possibilities:
■ Give it more time. You need to make sure employees, customers, and so on 

have had enough time to get used to the new action.
■ Change it slightly. Maybe the action was correct, but it just needs “tweaking”—

a small change of some sort.
■ Try another alternative. If Plan A doesn’t seem to be working, maybe you 

want to scrap it for another alternative.
■ Start over. If no alternative seems workable, you need to go back to the 

drawing board—to Stage 1 of the decision-making process.

EXAMPLE Evaluation: The Boeing 787 Dreamliner, a Bet-the-Company Decision

In 2002, a time when Boeing Co., the Chicago-headquartered aero-
space giant, was losing business to its European rival Airbus and 
rising fuel costs were dramatically impacting the commercial airline 
industry, Boeing management made a bold decision: It would build 
a new medium-sized commercial jet, the 787 Dreamliner, its first 
new aircraft in 10 years, designed to fly faster than the competition 
and to consume 20% less fuel than similar-sized planes.

To achieve this, the 787 would feature more fuel-efficient 
engines and the fuselage would be built from plastic composite 
materials instead of aluminum. This would cut down on struc-
tural fatigue and corrosion, thereby reducing the number of 
inspections necessary and increasing the number of flights 
possible. “A light, strong plane is the big payoff for the huge 
technical risk Boeing is taking in crafting parts out of compos-
ites,” said one aerospace reporter.33

A Bumpy Ride. First planned for a summer 2007 launch, the 
date was revised for 2008. Then, in mid-2006, the company 
began encountering the first of many stories of bad news. The 
fuselage section had failed in testing, and engineers had dis-
covered worrisome bubbles in its skin. The carbon-fiber wing 

was too heavy, adding to the plane’s overall weight. To hold 
costs down, Boeing had outsourced about 70% of the pro-
duction to major suppliers acting as risk-sharing partners and 
playing a greater role in design and manufacturing. In return 
for investing more up front and taking on a share of the de-
velopment costs, suppliers were given major sections of the 
airplane to build.34

Dream on. Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner. © Bloomberg/Getty Images
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By late 2007, however, it was apparent that suppliers were 
struggling to meet the exacting technological demands and 
deadlines, and their software programs were having trouble 
communicating with each other. In October, Boeing announced 
it would no longer meet its May 2008 target date and was 
postponing its first delivery to late fall of that year.35

Changing Dates. In early 2008, the company said the poor 
quality of outsourced work and the unprecedented amount of 
coordination among suppliers caused Boeing to shift much of 
the work back to its Everett, Washington, assembly plant, add-
ing to delays. It said it was working to try to begin deliveries to 
customers not in late 2008 but in the first quarter of 2009, 
which then became the third quarter.36 Then in 2009, stress 
testing revealed new flaws around bolts inside the wings.37

Finally, after six delays and nearly 10 years of anticipation, 
the Dreamliner had its first flight, on December 15, 2009.38 
Then, on October 28, 2011, after months of testing and three 
years behind schedule, the 787 was put into service for the 
first time, carrying 264 passengers for All Nippon Airways from 
Tokyo to Hong Kong.39

After More Problems, Finally Success. Then in January 2013, 
two Japanese-owned 787 Dreamliners experienced mysterious 
battery fires, resulting in the entire fleet of jetliners being 
grounded worldwide for 3½ months.40 In March 2014, Boeing 
and a key supplier discovered hairline cracks while inspecting 
the wings of 42 yet-to-be-delivered Dreamliners, which forced 
changes to the manufacturing process.41 In 2016, the company 
was ordered to fix General Electric engines on some Dreamliners 
after an icing problem caused them to shut down in mid-flight.42 
Even so, the Federal Aviation Administration declared the plane’s 
design, including its revolutionary use of composite materials 
and increased reliance on electronic systems, to be “fundamen-
tally sound.”43 The company also learned from its earlier mishaps 
by bringing more of the Dreamliner’s manufacturing process 
back in-house after outsourcing it, to avoid the design and pro-
duction missteps that plagued them earlier.

Through it all, as Boeing dealt with the additional setbacks, it 
continued to pick up orders as the airlines’ financial health im-
proved in the wake of the Great Recession and as high fuel 
prices continued to drive demand for more efficient aircraft like 
the Dreamliner.44 Passengers loved the travel experience, prais-
ing the plane’s bigger windows, higher ceilings, electronic win-
dow shades, big overhead bins, better cabin speakers, lavatories 
with motion-activated taps and flush, better cabin pressurization, 
“gust proof suppression system” for a smoother ride, and great 
looks.45 (The Dreamliner “is just a gorgeous craft,” said one 
 reviewer, “with its sweptback wings and sleek lines.”)46

From 2011 to 2014, Boeing made its profit expectations, 
 although it missed them in 2015.47 Still, because the 787 had been 
put into service three years late and cost twice the original esti-
mate of $5 billion, it has not yet recovered its costs.48 Will it do so?

The New 787s. The original Dreamliner was called the 787-8, 
which carries about 210 people and costs $224.6 million; this 
version accounted for nearly 80% of the Dreamliners delivered 
up until the end of 2015.49 As of 2016, Boeing was making two 
additional versions of the plane: the 787-9, carrying 270 peo-
ple and costing $264.6 million, and the 787-10, carrying 300 
people and costing $306.1 million. To offset the billions of dol-
lars in losses in building the first few hundred 787s, Boeing will 
need to sell more of the larger and more profitable models, 
particularly the 787-10. As of March 2016, Boeing needed an-
other 150 orders on the various 787s in order to reach a target 
of 1,300 planes (at an average profit of $35 million per plane), 
and it cannot suffer any cancellations.50 

YOUR CALL
How would you evaluate Boeing’s decisions? Do you think de-
spite all the effort on the 787-8 that the company will be able 
to apply what it learned regarding the use of carbon fiber com-
posite materials and global experiments with different vendors 
to the newer Dreamliner versions (787-9, 787-10)? Was this a 
risky bet-the-company decision?

What’s Wrong with the Rational Model?
The rational model is prescriptive, describing how managers ought to make decisions. It 
doesn’t describe how managers actually make decisions. Indeed, the rational model makes 
some highly desirable assumptions—that managers have complete information, are able to 
make an unemotional analysis, and are able to make the best decision for the organization. 
(See Table 7.1.) We all know that these  assumptions are unrealistic.

•	 Complete information, no uncertainty: You should obtain complete, error-free information about 
all alternative courses of action and the consequences that would follow from each choice.

•	 Logical, unemotional analysis: Having no prejudices or emotional blind spots, you are able to logically 
evaluate the alternatives, ranking them from best to worst according to your personal preferences.

•	 Best decision for the organization: Confident of the best future course of action, you coolly 
choose the alternative that you believe will most benefit the organization.

TABLE 7.1
Assumptions of the Rational 
Model
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Nonrational Decision Making: Managers Find It 
Difficult to Make Optimal Decisions
Nonrational models of decision making explain how managers make decisions; they 
 assume that decision making is nearly always uncertain and risky, making it difficult for 
managers to make optimal decisions. The nonrational models are descriptive rather 
than prescriptive: They describe how managers actually make decisions rather than 
how they should. Two nonrational models are (1) satisficing and (2) intuition.

1. Bounded Rationality and the Satisficing Model: “Satisfactory Is Good 
Enough” During the 1950s, economist Herbert Simon—who later received the 
Nobel Prize—began to study how managers actually make decisions. From his re-
search he proposed that managers could not act truly logically because their rationality 
was bounded by so many restrictions.51 Called bounded rationality, the concept sug-
gests that the ability of decision makers to be rational is limited by numerous constraints, 
such as complexity, time and money, and their cognitive capacity, values, skills, habits, 
and unconscious reflexes. (See Figure 7.2.)

FIGURE 7.2 Some hindrances to perfectly rational decision making 

■ Complexity: 
The problems that need solving are  
often exceedingly complex, beyond 
understanding. 

■ Time and money constraints: 
There is not enough time or money to 
gather all relevant information.

■ Different cognitive capacity, values,  
skills, habits, and unconscious reflexes: 
Managers aren’t all built the same way, of 
course, and all have personal limitations  
and biases that affect their judgment. 

■ Imperfect information: 
Managers have imperfect, fragmentary 
information about the alternatives and  
their consequences.

■ Information overload: 
There is too much information for one 
person to process. 

■ Different priorities: 
Some data are considered more 
important, so certain facts are ignored.

■ Conflicting goals: 
Other managers, including colleagues, 
have conflicting goals.

Because of such constraints, managers don’t make an exhaustive search for the best 
alternative. Instead, they follow what Simon calls the satisficing model—that is, manag-
ers seek alternatives until they find one that is satisfactory, not optimal. While “satisfic-

ing” might seem to be a weakness, it may well outweigh 
any advantages gained from delaying making a decision 
until all information is in and all alternatives weighed.

However, making snap decisions can also backfire. 
Example: In the fall of 2014, Amazon.com was about to 
release its new voice-controlled smart speaker (what 
came to be called the Echo), but there was one lingering 
uncertainty: the choice of “wake word” that, when spo-
ken, would cue the device to take voice commands. (Be-
cause of technical limitations, a wake word cannot be just 
any sound.) One possibility was “Echo.” Another was 
“Alexa.” Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos thought the best word 
was “Amazon.” However, the difficulty with Bezos’s 
choice, according to Amazon’s engineers, as reported in 
Bloomberg Businessweek, was that “the speakers would 
wake upon hearing Amazon ads on television and, be-
cause it connects to a Wi-Fi network, could start buying 
stuff from the Internet.”53 In the end Bezos agreed with 
his engineers that the wake word would be “Alexa”—a 
satisfactory, if not optimal, solution for Bezos.

Nonrational decision making? When gasoline prices fall, Americans do 
two things: They buy more gas but they also buy higher-octane gas. 
Thus, instead of saving money by buying their previous gallons and 
grades, they opt to go fancy on their fill-ups.52 Why do you suppose  
this is? How do you deal with this kind of nonrational decision?  
© NithidPhoto/Getty Images RF
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2. The Intuition Model: “It Just Feels Right” Small entrepreneurs often can’t 
afford in-depth marketing research and so they make decisions based on hunches—their 
subconscious, visceral feelings. For instance, Ben Hugh, 32, decided to buy I Can Has 
Cheezburger?—a blog devoted to silly cat pictures paired with viewer-submitted quirky 
captions—when it linked to his own pet blog and caused it to crash from a wave of new 
visitors. Putting up $10,000 of his own money and acquiring additional investor financ-
ing, he bought the site for $2 million from the Hawaiian bloggers who started it. “It was 
a white-knuckle decision,” he said later. But he expanded the Cheezburger blog into an 
empire that now includes 53 sites.54

“Going with your gut,” or intuition, is making a choice without the use of conscious 
thought or logical inference.55 Intuition that stems from expertise—a person’s explicit 
and tacit knowledge about a person, a situation, an object, or a decision opportunity—
is known as a holistic hunch. Intuition based on feelings—the involuntary emotional 
response to those same matters—is known as automated experience. It is important to 
try to develop your intuitive skills because they are as important as rational analysis in 
many decisions.56 Some suggestions appear in the following Practical Action box. 

PRACTICAL ACTIONTips for Improving Your Intuition 

 1. Trust your intuitive judgments. Your feelings count. 
Trust them and rely on your “gut” when it feels right.

 2. Seek feedback. Confirm your intuitive judgments by 
 asking trusted others for feedback.  

 3. Test your intuitive success rate. Think back over the last 
year and assess how many times you relied on your intu-
ition. What was your success rate? If your intuition was 
wrong, assess why and try to use this knowledge in the 
future.

 4. Try visualizing solutions. Visualizing solutions will help en-
gage the System 1 thinking needed to activate your intuition. 

 5. Challenge your intuition. Rather than automatically 
 accepting your intuitive thoughts, challenge them. Test 
your intuition by thinking of counterarguments. Then 
challenge those counterarguments.57

YOUR CALL
Which of the five tips might be most helpful in improving your 
intuition? Outline a brief action plan for using this tip.

As a model for making decisions, intuition has at least two benefits. (1) It can speed up 
decision making, useful when deadlines are tight.58 (2) It can be helpful to managers when 
resources are limited. A drawback, however, is that it can be difficult to convince others 
that your hunch makes sense. In addition, intuition is subject to the same biases as those 
that affect rational decision making, as we discuss in Section 7.5.59 Finally, says one senior 
executive, intuition is fine for start-ups but “often deceives CEOs as their businesses be-
come more complex.”60 Still, we believe that intuition and rationality are complementary 
and that managers should develop the courage to use intuition when making decisions.61

To what extent do you use intuition when making decisions? Are you curious about 
how you can improve your level of intuition? ●

Assessing Your Level of Intuition

This survey is designed to assess the extent you use intuition in 
your current job. Please be prepared to answer these ques-
tions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 7.2 in 
Connect.

1. Are you intuitive at work? Did the results surprise you?

2. What can you do to increase the amount of intuition you 
use at work? Describe.

3. What factors are inhibiting your use of intuition? What, if 
anything, can be done to eliminate these hindrances?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 7.2 
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The ethical behavior of businesspeople, as we discussed at length in Chapter 3, has 
become of increasing concern in recent years, brought about by a number of events.

The Dismal Record of Business Ethics
First were the business scandals of the early 2000s, from Enron to WorldCom, produc-
ing photos of handcuffed executives. “The supposedly ‘independent’ auditors, direc-
tors, accountants, and stock market advisers and accountants were all tarnished,” wrote 
Mortimer Zuckerman, editor-in-chief of U.S. News & World Report. “The engine of 
the people’s involvement, the mutual fund industry, was shown to be permeated by rip-
off artists rigging the system for the benefit of insiders and the rich.”62 Then, as the 
Iraq war wore on, reports came back of sweetheart deals and gross abuses by civilian 
contractors working in Iraq war zones. 

In 2007, it became apparent that banks and others in the financial industry had for-
saken sound business judgment—including ethical judgments—by making mortgage 
loans (subprime loans) to essentially unqualified buyers, which led to a wave of housing 
foreclosures and helped push the country into a recession. Since then, the media have 
presented us with a display of Ponzi schemes (Bernard Madoff, Allen Stanford), insider 
trading (Sam Waksal, Raj Rajaratnam), corporate sleaziness (work-stressed suicides at 
Apple’s China supplier Foxconn, a fatality at a Kentucky coal mine evading safety regu-
lations), excessive profiteering (as when a pharmaceutical company raised the price of 
one medication from $13.50 a pill to an astonishing $750 a pill), and similar matters.63 

Through it all, voices were being raised that American capitalism was not doing 
enough to help the poorer nations in the world. Companies in wealthier countries, 
 Microsoft’s Bill Gates has urged, should focus on “a twin mission: making profits and 
also improving lives for those who don’t fully benefit from market forces.”64

All these concerns have forced the subject of right-minded decision making to the top of 
the agenda in many organizations. Indeed, many companies now have an ethics officer, 
someone trained about matters of ethics in the workplace, particularly about  resolving ethical 
dilemmas. More and more companies are also creating values statements to guide employees 
as to what constitutes desirable business behavior.65 As a result of this raised consciousness, 
managers now must try to make sure their decisions are not just lawful but also ethical.66

Road Map to Ethical Decision Making:  
A Decision Tree
Undoubtedly the greatest pressure on top executives is to maximize shareholder 
value, to deliver the greatest return on investment to the owners of their company. 
But is a decision that is beneficial to shareholders yet harmful to employees—
such as forcing them to contribute more to their health benefits, as IBM has 
done—unethical? Harvard Business School professor Constance Bagley sug-
gests that what is needed is a decision tree to help with ethical decisions.68 A 
decision tree is a graph of decisions and their possible consequences; it is used to 
create a plan to reach a goal. Decision trees are used to aid in making decisions. 
Bagley’s ethical decision tree is shown opposite. (See Figure 7.3.)

7.2 Making Ethical Decisions
What guidelines can I follow to be sure that decisions I make are not just lawful but 
ethical?

THE BIG PICTURE
A graph known as a decision tree can help one make ethical decisions. ?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Buy a pair, give a pair. Warby 
Parker (named after two 
characters in a journal by 1950s 
Beat Generation writer Jack 
Kerouac) was established in 
2010 by four former Wharton 
School students. The company 
operates on two premises:  
(a) Designer glasses can be sold 
at a fraction of the price of the 
hugely marked-up luxury 
alternatives. (b) For every pair  
of glasses sold, a pair could be 
distributed among the hundreds 
of thousands of people in need. 
“Glasses are one of the most 
effective poverty-alleviation 
tools in the world,” says one of 
the founders. “They increase 
one’s income by 20%, which is 
equivalent to adding a full extra 
day of work a week.”67 Are you 
more inclined to buy from 
companies like Warby Parker or 
shoe seller TOMS (which gives 
away a pair of shoes to a needy 
person for every pair sold) that 
tie sales of their products to 
helping impoverished people 
around the world? © Astrid 
Stawiarz/WireImage/Getty Images
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When confronted with any proposed action for which a decision is required, a man-
ager should ask the following questions.

1. Is the Proposed Action Legal? This may seem an obvious question. But, 
Bagley observes, “corporate shenanigans suggest that some managers need to be 
 reminded: If the action isn’t legal, don’t do it.”

2. If “Yes,” Does the Proposed Action Maximize Shareholder Value? If the 
action is legal, one must next ask whether it will profit the shareholders. If the answer 
is “yes,” should you do it? Not necessarily.

3. If “Yes,” Is the Proposed Action Ethical? As Bagley points out, though direc-
tors and top managers may believe they are bound by corporate law to always maxi-
mize shareholder value, the courts and many state legislatures have held they are not. 
Rather, their main obligation is to manage “for the best interests of the corporation,” 
which includes the interests of the larger community.

Thus, says Bagley, building a profitable-but-polluting plant in a country overseas 
may benefit the shareholders but be bad for that country—and for the corporation’s 
relations with that nation. Ethically, then, managers should add pollution-control 
equipment.

4. If “No,” Would It Be Ethical Not to Take the Proposed Action? If the action 
would not directly benefit shareholders, might it still be ethical to go ahead with it?

Not building the overseas plant might be harmful to other stakeholders, such as 
employees or customers. Thus, the ethical conclusion might be to build the plant with 
pollution-control equipment but to disclose the effects of the decision to shareholders.

As a basic guideline to making good ethical decisions on behalf of a corporation, 
Bagley suggests that directors, managers, and employees need to follow their own indi-
vidual ideas about right and wrong.69 There is a lesson, she suggests, in the response of 
the pension fund manager who, when asked whether she would invest in a company do-
ing business in a country that permits slavery, responded, “Do you mean me, personally, 
or as a fund manager?” When people feel entitled or compelled to compromise their own 
personal ethics to advance the interests of a business, “it is an invitation to mischief.”70

To learn more about your own ethics, morality, and/or values (while contributing to 
scientific research), go to www.yourmorals.org.71 ●

Is the proposed
action legal?

yes

no

Does it maximize
shareholder value?

Do it but disclose the
e�ect of the action to
shareholders.

yes

no

Is it ethical?
(To answer, weigh the e�ect on customers,
employees, the community, the environment,
and suppliers against the benefit to the
shareholders.)

yes

no

Would it be ethical
not to take the action?
(To answer, weigh the harm or cost that
would be imposed on shareholders against
the costs or benefits to other stakeholders.)

yes

no

Do it.

Don’t do it.

Don’t do it.

Don’t do it.

FIGURE 7.3 The ethical decision tree: 
What’s the right thing to do? 
Source: Data from “The Ethical Leader’s Decision 
Tree,” by C. E. Bagley, February 2003, Harvard 
Business School Publishing Corporation.
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7.3 Evidence-Based Decision Making and Analytics
How can I improve my decision making using evidence-based management and business 
analytics?

THE BIG PICTURE
Evidence-based decision making, which depends on an “attitude of wisdom,” rests on three truths. This section 
describes seven principles for implementing evidence-based management. We also describe why it is hard to 
bring this approach to bear on one’s decision making. Finally, we describe analytics and its three key attributes.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

“How do you build better bosses?”
That’s what Google Inc. wanted to know when in 2009 it embarked on a plan code-

named Project Oxygen. After a year of work, statisticians produced eight rules for 
 becoming an effective Google manager, as shown below. (See Table 7.2.) 

 1. Be a good coach.

 2. Empower your team, don’t micromanage.

 3. Express interest in team members’ success and personal well-being.

 4. Don’t be a “sissy”: Be productive and results oriented.

 5. Be a good communicator and listen to your team.

 6. Help your employees with career development.

 7. Have a clear vision and strategy for the team.

 8. Have key technical skills so you can help advise the team.

Source: J.-C. Spender and B. A. Strong, Strategic Conversations: Creating and Directing the Entrepreneurial 
Workforce (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 2014), p. 141.

TABLE 7.2 What the Evidence Shows: Google’s Eight Rules for Being a Better Manager 
Rules are listed in order of importance.

Some of these may seem obvious, even silly: “Have a clear vision and strategy for 
the team.” “Don’t be a ‘sissy’: Be productive and results oriented.” Really?

What’s important here, however, is how Google arrived at what would seem to be 
commonsensical advice: by analyzing performance reviews, employee surveys, nomi-
nations for top-manager awards, and other sources. “The result was more than 10,000 
observations of manager behaviors,” says one report. “The research team compli-
mented the quantitative data with qualitative information from interviews.”72 In other 
words, Google looked at the evidence.

Evidence-Based Decision Making
“Too many companies and too many leaders are more interested in just copying others, 
doing what they’ve always done, and making decisions based on beliefs in what ought to 
work rather than what actually works,” say Stanford professors Jeffrey Pfeffer and 
 Robert Sutton. “They fail to face the hard facts and use the best evidence to help navi-
gate the competitive environment.”73 Companies that use evidence-based management—
the translation of principles based on best evidence into organizational practice, bringing 
rationality to the decision-making process, as we defined it in Chapter 2—routinely 
trump the competition, Pfeffer and Sutton suggest.74
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Seven Implementation Principles Pfeffer and Sutton identify seven implementa-
tion principles to help companies that are committed to doing what it takes to profit 
from evidence-based management:75

■ Treat your organization as an unfinished prototype. Leaders need to think 
and act as if their organization were an unfinished prototype that won’t be 
ruined by dangerous new ideas or impossible to change because of employee 
or management resistance. Example: Some Internet start-ups that find their 
original plan not working have learned to master “the art of the pivot,” to fail 
gracefully by cutting their losses and choosing a new direction—as did the 
founders of Fabulus, a review site and social network that attracted no users, 
and so they launched a high-end e-commerce site called Fab.com.76 (Unfortu-
nately, Fab CEO Jason Goldberg was inclined to pivot the business rather than 
solve basic problems. “You can change a business once or twice,” says one 
former employee, “but after that you’re drowning.”77 After creating and losing 
500 jobs and creating and losing $850 million, Fab ended and was bought for 
a fraction of its value by another company.)

■ No brag, just facts. This slogan is an antidote for over-the-top assertions 
about forthcoming products, such as “the deafening levels of managed hype 
across much of Silicon Valley,” as one reporter characterized it.78 Other com-
panies, such as DaVita, which operates dialysis centers, take pains to evaluate 
data before making decisions. So does SAS Institute, the privately owned 
software company, No. 8 on Fortune’s 2016 “Best Places to Work For” list. 
As we’ve seen, Google has used data to find out what makes a better boss.79

■ See yourself and your organization as outsiders do. Most managers are af-
flicted with “rampant optimism,” with inflated views of their own talents and 
prospects for success, which causes them to downplay risks and continue on a 
path despite evidence that things are not working. “Having a blunt friend, 
mentor, or counselor,” Pfeffer and Sutton suggest, “can help you see and act 
on better evidence.”

■ Evidence-based management is not just for senior executives. The best 
organizations are those in which everyone, not just the top managers, is guided 
by the responsibility to gather and act on quantitative and qualitative data and 
share results with others.

■ Like everything else, you still need to sell it. “Unfortunately, new and excit-
ing ideas grab attention even when they are vastly inferior to old ideas,” the 
Stanford authors say. “Vivid, juicy stories and case studies sell better than 
detailed, rigorous, and admittedly dull data—no matter how wrong the stories 
or how right the data.” To sell an evidence-based approach, you may have to 
identify a preferred practice based on solid if unexciting evidence, then use 
vivid stories to grab management attention.

Evidence-based decisions. Google 
used evidence-based analysis to find 
out what makes a better boss. They 
found that what employees value 
most are even-keeled bosses who 
take an interest in employees’ lives 
and careers, who make time for one-
on-one meetings, and who help 
people work through problems by 
asking questions instead of dictating 
answers. Would you expect a “just-
the-facts” approach to be normal in 
high-tech businesses or unusual?  
© Cole Burston/Bloomberg/Getty Images
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■ If all else fails, slow the spread of bad practice. Because many managers 
and employees face pressures to do things that are known to be ineffective, it 
may be necessary for you to practice “evidence-based misbehavior”—that is, 
ignore orders you know to be wrong or delay their implementation.

■ The best diagnostic question: What happens when people fail? “Failure 
hurts, it is embarrassing, and we would rather live without it,” the authors write. 
“Yet there is no learning without failure. . . . If you look at how the most effec-
tive systems in the world are managed, a hallmark is that when something goes 
wrong, people face the hard facts, learn what happened and why, and keep using 
those facts to make the system better.”80 From the U.S. civil aviation system, 
which rigorously examines airplane accidents, near misses, and equipment 
problems, to mall owners replacing vacant department stores (Macy’s, Sears) 
with new kinds of anchor tenants (Dick’s Sporting Goods, Wegmans Food 
 Markets) as the backbone of shopping centers, evidence-based management 
makes the point that failure is a great teacher.81 This means, however, that the 
organization must “forgive and remember” people who make mistakes, not be 
trapped by preconceived notions, and confront the best evidence and hard facts.

What Makes It Hard to Be Evidence Based Despite your best intentions, it’s 
hard to bring the best evidence to bear on your decisions. Among the reasons:82 
(1) There’s too much evidence. (2) There’s not enough good evidence. (3) The evi-
dence doesn’t quite apply. (4) People are trying to mislead you. (5) You are trying to 
mislead you. (6) The side effects outweigh the cure. (Example: Despite the belief that 
social promotion in school is a bad idea—that is, that schools shouldn’t advance chil-
dren to the next grade when they haven’t mastered the material—the side effect is 
skyrocketing costs because it crowds schools with older students, and angrier students, 
demanding more resources.) (7) Stories are more persuasive, anyway.

EXAMPLE Evidence-Based Decision Making: “If People Are Your Most 
Important Assets, Why Would You Get Rid of Them?”

It’s an axiom of many managers that it’s often necessary to cut 
back on workers during economic downturns—or even in good 
times—because it helps to increase profitability or drive the 
company’s stock price higher. But Stanford professor Jeffrey 
Pfeffer, advocate for evidence-based management, takes issue 
with this assumption. “There is a growing body of academic 
research suggesting that firms incur big costs when they cut 
workers,” he writes.83

What Are the Costs of Layoffs? While agreeing that there are 
circumstances in which layoffs are necessary for a firm to survive 
(as when an industry is shrinking or competitors are resorting to 
cheaper overseas labor), Pfeffer suggests companies incur big 
costs when they cut their labor forces. He cites the direct and 
indirect costs of layoffs listed by University of Colorado professor 
Wayne Cascio in his book Responsible Restructuring: “severance 
pay; paying out accrued vacation and sick pay; outplacement 
costs; higher unemployment-insurance taxes; the cost of rehiring 
employees when business improves; low morale and risk-averse 
survivors; potential lawsuits, sabotage, or even workplace vio-
lence from aggrieved employees or former employees; loss of 
institutional memory and knowledge; diminished trust in man-
agement; and reduced productivity.”

Looking at the evidence, Pfeffer finds that firms that announce 
layoffs actually do not enjoy higher stock prices than their peers, 
either immediately or over time. Layoffs also don’t increase indi-
vidual company productivity and, in fact, don’t even reliably cut 
costs (because companies often lose the best people first; there is 
lower morale among survivors, resulting in reduced customer ser-
vice, innovation, and productivity; and remaining employees are 
spurred to look for other jobs once things improve).

The Most Successful Airline. Following the 9/11 tragedy in 
2001, which coincided with the start of a recession, all U.S. air-
lines except one announced tens of thousands of layoffs. The 
exception was Southwest, which has never had an involuntary 
layoff in its 47-year history and which most Americans voted the 
most desirable brand in 2012.84 (It still ranked high as a brand, at 
number 7, in 2015 and 2016 among Fortune’s World’s Most Ad-
mired Companies.)85 “If people are your most important assets,” 
Pfeffer quotes a former head of the airline’s human resources 
department, “why would you get rid of them?”

YOUR CALL
Can you think of any instances of people being laid off unnec-
essarily? What is your evidence that it was not necessary?
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In Praise of Analytics
Perhaps the purest application of evidence-based management is the use of analytics, 
or business analytics, the term used for sophisticated forms of business data analysis. One 
example of analytics is portfolio analysis, in which an investment adviser evaluates the 
risks of various stocks. Another example is the time-series forecast, which predicts 
future data based on patterns of historical data.

Some leaders and firms have become exceptional practitioners of analytics. Gary 
Loveman, CEO of the Harrah’s gambling empire, wrote a famous paper, “Diamonds in 
the Data Mine,” in which he explained how data-mining software was used to analyze 
vast amounts of casino customer data to target profitable patrons.86 Marriott Interna-
tional, through its Total Hotel Optimization program, has used quantitative data to es-
tablish the optimal price for hotel rooms, evaluate use of conference facilities and 
catering, and develop systems to optimize offerings to frequent customers.87 To aid in 
recruitment, Microsoft studies correlations between its successful workers and the 
schools and companies they arrived from.88

EXAMPLEAnalytics in Athletics: The Personal “Moneyball” Takeover of Sports

After her first set during the 2015 Bank of the West Classic at 
Stanford, California, pro tennis player Angelique Kerber called 
her coach over for a 90-second conference (recently allowed 
under experimental World Tennis Association rules). Referring 
to his data-laden iPad, as well as his courtside observations, 
the coach told Kerber that her opponent was serving to her 
backhand nearly every time. With this knowledge Kerber went 
on to defeat her competitor, and then her subsequent con-
tender, to win the tournament, for her fourth title of the year.89 

Better Indicators of Player Success. The obsession with analyt-
ics in professional tennis—a latecomer, after baseball, football, 
basketball, and hockey, to the use of sophisticated data analysis in 
pro sports—is the logical result of the whole Moneyball phenom-
enon. The film of that name, which starred Brad Pitt and support-
ing actor Jonah Hill and which received six 2012 Academy Award 
nominations, was adapted from a book by Michael Lewis, Money-
ball: The Art of Winning an Unfair Game. The book described how 
the Oakland Athletics, one of the poorest teams in Major League 
Baseball (2002 payroll $41 million, versus the New York Yankees’s 
$126 million), managed to go to the playoffs five times in seven 
years against better-financed contenders. They accomplished this 
by avoiding the use of traditional baseball statistics and finding 
better indicators of player success in on-base percentage, slug-
ging percentage, and the like. For a time, this creative use of ana-
lytics enabled managers of the California club to concentrate their 
limited payroll resources on draft picks who were primarily 
 talented college players rather than veteran professionals.90

Analytics in Pro Sports. Since then, analytic measures, such as 
WAR (wins above replacement) and PER (player efficiency rat-
ing), have been used to find better ways to value players and 
strategies in all major sports.91 For instance, Major League Base-
ball’s Kansas City Royals, operating without the huge budgets of 
the Yankees and Los Angeles Dodgers, has used analytics to 

 replace its bigger-name stars with “under-the-radar veteran al-
ternatives in search of a World Series ring,” says one report.92 

In basketball, the application of data and analytics reached 
its zenith with the Golden State Warriors, the National Basket-
ball Association’s defending champion. In 2010, a group of 
data-loving Silicon Valley investors bought the floundering 
team for $450 million (it’s now worth $2 billion) and proceeded 
to fix it by trying to answer the question “What would happen if 
you built a basketball team by ignoring every orthodoxy of 
building a basketball team?” One unusual idea: Focus less on 
recruiting big men who could stuff the basket and more on 
players who could make 3-point shots.93

Delving into the statistics, the executives began to rebuild the 
team around star 3-point shooters Stephen Curry and Klay 
Thompson and other players, which helped the Warriors make a 
higher percentage of 3-pointers than any other team in the 
league. The team also applied emerging technology (wearable 
Catapult GPS devices, SportVU cameras) during practices to learn 
whether players were performing to baseline standards and 
which might be candidates for forced rest. The Warriors became 
the healthiest team in the NBA, according to an ESPN study.94 

“We’re lightyears ahead of probably every other team in 
structure, in planning, in how we’re going to go about things,” 
says Golden State majority owner Joe Lacob. “We’re going to 
be a handful for the rest of the NBA to deal with for a long 
time.”95 The Warriors won the NBA championship in 2015 and 
nearly did so again in 2016, ultimately losing to Cleveland.

YOUR CALL
Executives and personnel people in other lines of work are of-
ten like the old sports traditionalists, relying on resume, de-
gree, years of experience, and even looks in evaluating job 
applicants. What other, more quantifiable measures might be 
used instead when hiring new college graduates?
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Thomas H. Davenport and others at Babson College’s Working Knowledge Re-
search Center studied 32 organizations that made a commitment to quantitative, fact-
based analysis and found three key attributes among analytics competitors: use of 
modeling, multiple applications, and support from top management.96

1. Use of Modeling: Going beyond Simple Descriptive Statistics Companies 
such as Capital One look well beyond basic statistics, using data mining and predic-
tive modeling to identify potential and most profitable customers. Predictive modeling 
is a data-mining technique used to predict future behavior and anticipate the conse-
quences of change. Thus, Capital One conducts more than 30,000 experiments a 
year, with different interest rates, incentives, direct-mail packaging, and other vari-
ables to evaluate which customers are most apt to sign up for credit cards and will 
pay back their debt.

2. Multiple Applications, Not Just One UPS (formerly United Parcel Service) 
applies analytics not only to tracking the movement of packages but also to examin-
ing usage patterns to try to identify potential customer defections so that salespeo-
ple can make contact and solve problems. More recently, as e-commerce has 
required UPS to make lots of single-package deliveries throughout neighborhoods, 
it has invested in a same-day delivery startup called Deliv Inc., hoping to prevail in 
the so-called last-mile delivery, considered the priciest part of an order’s journey.97 
The company is also exploring the use of drones to deliver life-saving medicines.98 
Analytics competitors “don’t gain advantage from one killer app [application], but 
rather from multiple applications supporting many parts of the business,” says 
Davenport.

3. Support from the Top “A companywide embrace of analytics impels changes 
in culture, processes, behavior, and skills for many employees,” says Davenport. “And 
so, like any major transition, it requires leadership from executives at the very top who 
have a passion for the quantitative approach.”99

“Big Data”: What It Is, How It’s Used
A recent study says the world’s information will reach 40 zettabytes by 2020, a 50% 
growth over 2010 and equal to 57 times the number of grains of sand on all the 
beaches of the world.100 (Just 1 zettabyte is equal to the contents of 20 million four-
drawer file cabinets—multiplied by a million.)101 This has led to a concept known as 
Big Data, stores of data so vast that conventional database management systems 
cannot handle them and so very sophisticated analysis software and supercomputing-
level hardware are required.102 Big Data includes not only data in corporate databases 
but also web-browsing data trails, social network communications, sensor data, and 
 surveillance data.103 

“One of the most extraordinary features of Big Data is that it signals the end of 
the reign of statistics,” suggests technology writer Michael Malone. “For 400 
years, we’ve been forced to sample complex systems and extrapolate. Now, with 
Big Data, it is possible to measure everything, from the movement of billions of 
stars to every beat of the human heart [our emphasis added].”104 Attracting a lot of 
attention in science, business, medicine, and technology, the concept of Big Data 
has been dubbed “the next frontier for innovation, competition, and productiv-
ity.”105 Today 62.5% of Fortune 1000 firms in one survey reported they are using 
Big Data, twice what the rate was in 2013, and 69.9% view Big Data as very im-
portant or critical to their business success.106 Big Data analytics is the process of 
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examining large amounts of data of a variety of types to uncover hidden patterns, 
 unknown correlations, and other useful information. Among some of the uses of Big 
Data analytics are the following:107 

■ Analyzing consumer behavior and spurring sales: Online behavior can 
be analyzed “to create ads, products, or experiences that are most appeal-
ing to consumers—and thus most lucrative to companies,” says one tech-
nology journalist. “There’s also great potential to more accurately predict 
market fluctuations or react faster to shifts in consumer sentiment or sup-
ply chain issues.”108 Specialists in what’s known as financial planning and 
analysis (FP&A) at Dunkin Brands have mined customer loyalty data to 
encourage customers to buy more coffee and doughnuts.109 Salesforce 
.com offers tools that draw on staff e-mails, calendars, and databases to 
offer tips to salespeople on how to interact with specific customers.110 
Real estate analytics firm RealtyTrac looks at the impact of Trader Joe’s 
and Whole Foods groceries on the price of homes near the stores’ neigh-
borhoods.111 

■ Improving hiring and personnel management: JetBlue applies people 
analytics to hiring for all the airline’s positions, which helps the company 
sort through the 125,000 job applications it receives each year.112 Google 
uses data to figure out how to put together optimal-sized teams for projects 
and to figure out what characteristics make for effective leaders.113 Some 
firms are using Big Data to figure out which employees might get sick, 
based on “the prescription drugs workers use, how they shop, and even 
whether they vote,” in an effort to contain health costs, according to one 
description.114 

■ Tracking movie, music, TV, and reading data: HP Labs researchers have 
used Twitter data to accurately predict box-office revenues of Hollywood 
movies.115 Record collectors and the music industry use Discogs.com to 
keep track of records and their various releases and to identify sources of 
royalties where copyrighted songs are played.116 Television networks use 
new ways of pinpointing audience data to pitch live programs to advertis-
ers.117 Jellybooks, a reading analytics company based in London, hopes to 
use data about people’s reading habits to reshape how publishers acquire, 
edit, and market books.118 

■ Exploiting farm data: Farmers can use data-collection devices to gather in-
formation about crops and soil conditions to sell to seed, pesticide, and equip-
ment makers looking into how and when farmers use machinery and 
supplies.119 Similar data can be used “to come up with trillions of scenarios 
for insurance coverage,” says Michael Malone.120 

■ Advancing health and medicine: New internal and external monitoring de-
vices are helping medical researchers gather enormous quantities of health 
data, helping us to understand, for instance, the effects of external influences 
on autism, what changes in lifestyle (social media usage, diminishing move-
ment) can produce depression, or what procedures are more apt to lead to 
malpractice claims.121 

■ Aiding public policy: On the wall of his office, Boston mayor Marty Walsh 
has a so-called dashboard with dozens of different charts and graphs that use 
data to indicate whether the city is fulfilling its goals, such as quicker ambu-
lance response times. Analytics can tackle large-scale public sector problems 
such as traffic congestion, train passenger commute patterns, and handling of 
federal funds in child welfare.122 Social scientists are using Big Data to fight 
poverty, finding out which policies actually work.123 They are doing the same 
thing with crime-fighting strategies.124 
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EXAMPLE Data, Hacking, and Privacy: Who’s Driving My Car?!

Big Data and analytics clearly have enormous benefits. But half 
the people in a Pew Research Center survey said they felt they 
had little or no control over their personal data. Indeed, two-
thirds of adults said they were not confident that online video 
sites, search engine providers such as Google, or social media 
sites such as Facebook protected their information.125 Are they 
right to be concerned?

Rise of the Cyberthieves. Hacking—gaining illegal access 
to computer systems—has become a major concern when, for 
example, an intruder is able to gain access to information on 
thousands of employees at the U.S. Justice Department and 
the Department of Homeland Security, as happened in 2016 
(although there was no indication information had been sto-
len).126 Hackers—so-called cyberthieves—have broken into 
hospital systems, such as that at Hollywood Presbyterian 
Hospital, demanding a ransom of roughly $17,000 to return 
control of the network.127 Data thieves have successfully infil-
trated Target’s computers, stealing customer names and 
credit card numbers of as many as 40 million accounts.128 Cy-
berthieves have also scammed $3 million from Mattel Inc., 
maker of Barbie dolls.129 

Auto Corrupt. Even some cars can be hacked, as two security 
researchers proved in 2015 with a Jeep. “From the Internet,” says 
one report, “they were able to track cars down by their location, 
see how fast they were going, turn their blinkers and lights on and 
off, mess with their windshield wipers, radios, navigation, and, in 
some cases, control their brakes and steering.”130 Scary stuff.

With all this, no wonder each case of unauthorized com-
puter access by hackers trying to steal information or disrupt a 
firm’s operations on average costs a U.S. company $3.5 mil-
lion.131 No wonder that companies are adding cybersecurity 
experts to their boards of directors.132

YOUR CALL
As companies begin to monitor their employees’ health and hab-
its, with a view toward reducing health costs, are you concerned 
how that information might be used? For instance, if an employer 
picks up symptoms of diabetes in you after you’ve used a retina 
scanner to enter secure facilities, should you be informed of that 
fact, or is that an invasion of privacy? How would you feel if de-
vices were used to track your presence at, say, union meetings 
or meetings with other companies who might recruit you?133 

Down on the farm. This server farm, or data center, contains thousands of computers storing terabytes of 
information on everyone and everything—“Big Data” that can be subjected to data analytics to work on large-scale 
projects. With data centers like this, you can see why everything you enter online, whether via e-mail, Facebook, 
texting, or twittering, no matter how innocuous, can be stored and used later to try to sell you things. Are you okay 
with this? © Bloomberg/Getty Images
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A decision-making style reflects the combination of how an individual perceives and 
 responds to information. A team of researchers developed a model of decision-making 
styles based on the idea that styles vary along two different dimensions: value orientation 
and tolerance for ambiguity.134

Value Orientation and Tolerance for Ambiguity
Value orientation reflects the extent to which a person focuses on either task and technical 
concerns or people and social concerns when making decisions. Some people, for instance, 
are very task focused at work and do not pay much attention to people issues, whereas oth-
ers are just the opposite.

The second dimension pertains to a person’s tolerance for ambiguity. This individ-
ual difference indicates the extent to which a person has a high need for structure or 
control in his or her life. Some people desire a lot of structure in their lives (a low tol-
erance for ambiguity) and find ambiguous situations stressful and psychologically 
 uncomfortable. In contrast, others do not have a high need for structure and can thrive 
in uncertain situations (a high tolerance for ambiguity). Ambiguous situations can en-
ergize people with a high tolerance for ambiguity.

When the dimensions of value orientation and tolerance for ambiguity are com-
bined, they form four styles of decision making: directive, analytical, conceptual, and 
behavioral. (See Figure 7.4.)

7.4 Four General Decision-Making Styles
How do I decide to decide?

THE BIG PICTURE
Your decision-making style reflects how you perceive and respond to information. It could be directive, ana-
lytical, conceptual, or behavioral.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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FIGURE 7.4 
Decision-making styles
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1. The Directive Style: Action-Oriented Decision 
Makers Who Focus on Facts
People with a directive style have a low tolerance for ambiguity and are oriented to-
ward task and technical concerns in making decisions. They are efficient, logical, 
practical, and systematic in their approach to solving problems.

People with this style are action oriented and decisive and like to focus on facts. In 
their pursuit of speed and results, however, these individuals tend to be autocratic, to 
exercise power and control, and to focus on the short run.

2. The Analytical Style: Careful Decision Makers Who 
Like Lots of Information and Alternative Choices
Managers with an analytical style have a much higher tolerance for ambiguity and are 
characterized by the tendency to overanalyze a situation. People with this style like to 
consider more information and alternatives than those following the directive style.

Analytical individuals are careful decision makers who take longer to make deci-
sions but who also respond well to new or uncertain situations.

Fortune 500 CEO. Ursula M. Burns is chairwoman and 
CEO of Xerox, a company long known for making copiers 
and printers but now also selling business services. A 
bright student, she holds bachelor’s and master’s 
degrees in mechanical engineering and is the first 
African American woman to head a Fortune 500 
company. Because of racial stereotyping, African 
American leaders operate at a disadvantage, according 
to one study, with strong performance being 
misattributed to market factors outside their control or 
to humor or public speaking skills rather than to 
intellectual prowess.135 What kind of decision-making 
style would you expect Burns to have?
© Paul Morigi/Getty Images

Success. Peyton Manning, quarterback for the Denver Broncos, led his team to victory 
24–10 over the Carolina Panthers in the 2016 Super Bowl. As the leader of his team, a 
quarterback must make many decisions about what is the right way to success. If you 
were a quarterback, which of the four general decision-making styles do you think you 
would embody? © Zuma Press Inc/Alamy
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3. The Conceptual Style: Decision Makers Who Rely 
on Intuition and Have a Long-Term Perspective
People with a conceptual style have a high tolerance for ambiguity and tend to focus on 
the people or social aspects of a work situation. They take a broad perspective to prob-
lem solving and like to consider many options and future possibilities.

Conceptual types adopt a long-term perspective and rely on intuition and discus-
sions with others to acquire information. They also are willing to take risks and are 
good at finding creative solutions to problems. However, a conceptual style can foster 
an indecisive approach to decision making.

4. The Behavioral Style: The Most People-Oriented 
Decision Makers
The behavioral style is the most people oriented of the four styles. People with this 
style work well with others and enjoy social interactions in which opinions are openly 
exchanged. Behavioral types are supportive, are receptive to suggestions, show 
warmth, and prefer verbal to written information.

Although they like to hold meetings, people with this style have a tendency to avoid 
conflict and to be concerned about others. This can lead behavioral types to adopt a 
wishy-washy approach to decision making and to have a hard time saying no.

Which Style Do You Have?
Research shows that very few people have only one dominant decision-making style. 
Rather, most managers have characteristics that fall into two or three styles. Studies 
also show that decision-making styles vary across occupations, job levels, and coun-
tries.136 There is not a best decision-making style that applies to all situations.

You can use knowledge of decision-making styles in the following three ways.

Know Thyself Knowledge of styles helps you to understand yourself. Awareness of 
your style assists you in identifying your strengths and weaknesses as a decision maker 
and facilitates the potential for self-improvement.

Influence Others You can increase your ability to influence others by being aware 
of styles. For example, if you are dealing with an analytical person, you should provide 
as much information as possible to support your ideas.

Deal with Conflict Knowledge of styles gives you an awareness of how people can 
take the same information yet arrive at different decisions by using a variety of 
 decision-making strategies. Different decision-making styles are one likely source of 
interpersonal conflict at work.

What style of decision making do you prefer? Would you like to learn how to use all 
of the styles more effectively? The following self-assessment can help. ●

What Is Your Decision-Making Style?

This survey is designed to assess your decision-making style. 
Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 7.3 in Connect.

1. What is your dominant decision-making style?

2. What are the pros and cons of your style?

3. Based on your results, what are some things you can do 
to incorporate aspects of your less dominant styles into 
your decision making? Explain.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 7.3 
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Do your moods influence your decisions? Do you, for instance, spend more when 
you’re sad and self-absorbed? That’s what one experiment found: When researchers 
exposed student participants to a sadness-inducing video clip about the death of a 
boy’s mentor, the students were inclined to offer more money for a product (a sporty-
looking water bottle) than were other subjects who had watched a neutral clip.137

Decision Making and Expectations about Happiness
Not just moods themselves perhaps can influence your decisions, but also so can your 
expectations about how happy or unhappy you think future outcomes will make you. It 
seems that people expect certain life events to have a much greater emotional effect than, 
in fact, they do, according to Harvard University psychologist Daniel Gilbert, who has 
studied individual emotional barometers in decision making. College professors, for ex-
ample, expect to be quite happy if they are given tenure and quite unhappy if they aren’t. 
However, Gilbert found those who received tenure were happy but not as happy as they 
themselves had predicted, whereas those denied tenure did not become very unhappy.

The expectation about the level of euphoria or disappointment was also found to be 
true of big-jackpot lottery winners and of people being tested for HIV infection. That 
is, people are often right when they describe what outcome will make them feel good 
or bad, but they are often wrong when asked to predict how strongly they will feel that 
way and how long the feeling will last. Even severe life events have a negative impact 
on people’s sense of well-being and satisfaction for no more than three months, after 
which their feelings at least go back to normal.138

Perhaps knowing that you have this “immune system” of the mind, which blunts 
bad feelings and smoothes out euphoric ones, can help make it easier for you to make 
difficult decisions.

How Do Individuals Respond to a Decision Situation? 
Ineffective and Effective Responses
What is your typical response when you’re suddenly confronted with a challenge in the 
form of a problem or an opportunity? There are perhaps four ineffective reactions and 
three effective ones.139

Four Ineffective Reactions There are four defective problem-recognition and 
problem-solving approaches that act as barriers when you must make an important 
decision in a situation of conflict.

1. Relaxed Avoidance—“There’s No Point in Doing Anything; Nothing Bad’s 
 Going to Happen” In relaxed avoidance, a manager decides to take no action in the belief 
that there will be no great negative consequences. This condition, then, is a form of com-
placency: You either don’t see or you disregard the signs of danger (or of opportunity).

Example: Relaxed avoidance was vividly demonstrated in the months before the 
subprime mortgage meltdown that began in 2007, when banks made cheap housing 

7.5 How to Overcome Barriers to Decision Making
Trying to be rational isn’t always easy. What are the barriers?

THE BIG PICTURE
Responses to a decision situation may take the form of four ineffective reactions or three effective reactions. 
Managers should be aware of nine common decision-making biases.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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loans to a lot of unqualified buyers, precipitating a huge financial crisis and drying up 
of credit. During that time, a lot of smart people in denial said not to worry, that the 
mortgage mess would be “contained.” They included many bank presidents and even 
Ben Bernanke, chairman of the Federal Reserve.140 One nationwide online survey has 
also found that investors’ forecasts of future returns go up after the stock market has 
risen and go down after it has fallen—complacency indeed.141

2. Relaxed Change—“Why Not Just Take the Easiest Way Out?” In relaxed 
change, a manager realizes that complete inaction will have negative consequences but 
opts for the first available alternative that involves low risk. This is, of course, a form of 
“satisficing”; the manager avoids exploring a variety of alternatives in order to make 
the best decision.

Example: Perhaps people really don’t like a lot of choices. In one experiment, 40% of 
customers stopped by a large assortment of jam jars (24) and only 30% by a small assort-
ment (6)—but only 3% made a purchase in the first case versus 30% in the second.142

3. Defensive Avoidance—“There’s No Reason for Me to Explore Other Solution 
Alternatives” In defensive avoidance, a manager can’t find a good solution and follows 
by (a) procrastinating, (b) passing the buck, or (c) denying the risk of any negative conse-
quences. This is a posture of resignation and a denial of responsibility for taking action. 

By procrastinating, you put off making a decision (“I’ll get to this later”).143 In pass-
ing the buck, you let someone else take the consequences of making the decision (“Let 
George do it”). In denying the risk that there will be any negative consequences, you are 
engaging in rationalizing (“How bad could it be?”). As one article states, deliberating on 
the matter of why no one at Penn State did more to pursue allegations that an assistant 
football coach was abusing young boys, “companies overlook internal problems that at 
best impede performance and at worst could bring down the entire organization.”144

Example: Defensive avoidance often occurs in firms with high turnover. Although 
some executives try to stop high performers from exiting by offering raises or promo-
tions, others react defensively, telling themselves that the person leaving is not a big loss. 
“It’s psychologically threatening to those who are staying to acknowledge there’s a rea-
son some people are leaving,” says the CEO of a corporate-psychology consulting com-
pany, “so executives often dismiss them as untalented or even deny that an exodus is 
occurring.”145 He mentions one financial-services company whose executives insisted 
turnover was low, when in fact 50% of hundreds of new employees quit within years.

4. Panic—“This Is So Stressful, I’ve Got to Do Something—Anything—to Get 
Rid of the Problem” This reaction is especially apt to occur in crisis situations. In 
panic, a manager is so frantic to get rid of the problem that he or she can’t deal with the 
situation realistically. This is the kind of situation in which the manager has completely 
forgotten the idea of behaving with “grace under pressure,” of staying cool and calm. 
Troubled by anxiety, irritability, sleeplessness, and even physical illness, if you’re ex-
periencing this reaction, your judgment may be so clouded that you won’t be able to 
accept help in dealing with the problem or to realistically evaluate the alternatives.

Example: “The day we left,” writes Kevin Thornton about the panicky May 2016 
flight of 88,000 people from the enormous (four times the size of New York City) Fort 
McMurray wildfire in Alberta, Canada, “some of our friends were dousing their cedar-
shingled roofs with their garden hoses. It was futile, and they knew it, but the brain 
seizes under pressure. One neighbor packed his lawn mower, surely not an essential 
wherever he was heading.”146 

Three Effective Reactions: Deciding to Decide In deciding to decide, a manager 
agrees that he or she must decide what to do about a problem or opportunity and take 
 effective decision-making steps. Three ways to help you decide whether to decide are to 
evaluate the following.147
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1. Importance—“How High Priority Is This Situation?” You need to determine how 
much priority to give the decision situation. If it’s a threat, how extensive might prospective 
losses or damage be? If it’s an opportunity, how beneficial might the possible gains be?

2. Credibility—“How Believable Is the Information about the Situation?” You 
need to evaluate how much is known about the possible threat or opportunity. Is the 
source of the information trustworthy? Is there credible evidence?

3. Urgency—“How Quickly Must I Act on the Information about the Situation?” Is 
the threat immediate? Will the window of opportunity stay open long? Can actions to ad-
dress the situation be done gradually?

EXAMPLE Deciding to Decide: How Should a Paper Maker Reinvent Itself?

“Failure isn’t fatal, but failure to change might be,” legendary 
UCLA basketball coach John Wooden once said.148

At the beginning of the 21st century, the paper industry was 
at its height, with 94 million tons of paper and paper-based 
packaging being produced. Then the computer revolution and 
the vogue phrase “the paperless office” really began to be felt, 
and the demand for paper plummeted. Paper companies such 
as 83-year-old family-owned Mohawk Fine Papers, located in a 
Civil War–era ax handle factory in Cohoes, New York, saw fail-
ure looming as companies cut back on paper for brochures, 
reports, and marketing materials. President Thomas D. 
O’Connor Jr. faced the dilemma of rescuing the firm founded 
by his grandfather.

Is This High-Priority? The first decision about how to handle 
the response—Should this be considered a high-priority 
 matter?—was certainly much in evidence, as revenues slipped 
and operations at Mohawk’s 350,000-square-foot mill shrank 
from seven days a week to five and then to four. Clearly, this 
was a high-priority concern.

Are the Data Believable? The second decision—How believable 
is the information?—was reinforced in depressing numbers 
throughout the paper industry, with the decline in orders for 
newsprint and writing paper, which accounted for about 85% 
of the decrease in paper sales. The copy-machine paper busi-
ness also shrank. Meanwhile, the U.S. government stepped up 
its campaign to “go paperless,” creating more government 

websites and permitting taxpayers to file income tax returns 
online.

How Fast Do We Need to Act? The answer to the final decision—
How quickly should this information be acted on?—was evident in 
the speed of the preceding events. “For the first time in hundreds 
of years,” O’Connor said, “paper had to justify itself.”149 As the 
digital revolution appeared ready to wipe out Mohawk and every 
other paper company, in 2004, reports The Wall Street Journal, 
O’Connor made an extraordinary bet: His company decided to ex-
pand into the fine stationery business, borrowing millions of dol-
lars to do so.150 It decided to take advantage of paper’s 
transformation from commodity to keepsake, supplying high- 
quality, highly profitable paper for personalized holiday cards, 
photo books, and announcements from Shutterfly, Minted.com, 
and others. In 2015, Mohawk solidified its position by forming a 
strategic alliance with Arjowiggins Creative Papers, maker of cre-
ative and technical papers, to share manufacturing capabilities, 
technologies, and sales and marketing resources.151 

YOUR CALL
Today Mohawk’s sales, which first began declining in 1996, are 
way up. “We couldn’t just downsize and hope to survive,” 
O’Connor said later. “We knew we had to change our product 
completely.” With this knowledge in hindsight, how would you 
have handled O’Connor’s initial decisions about finding a new 
direction for the company?

Nine Common Decision-Making Biases: Rules of 
Thumb, or “Heuristics”
If someone asked you to explain the basis on which you make decisions, could you 
even say? Perhaps, after some thought, you might come up with some “rules of 
thumb.” Scholars call them heuristics (pronounced “hyur-ris-tiks”)—strategies that 
 simplify the process of making decisions.

Despite the fact that people use such rules of thumb all the time, that doesn’t mean 
they’re reliable. Indeed, some are real barriers to high-quality decision making (as we 
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saw in the Manager’s Toolbox at the start of this chapter). Among those that tend to 
bias how decision makers process information are (1) availability, (2) representative-
ness, (3) confirmation, (4) sunk cost, (5) anchoring and adjustment, (6) overconfi-
dence, (7) hindsight, (8) framing, and (9) escalation of commitment.152

1. The Availability Bias: Using Only the Information Available If you had a 
perfect on-time work attendance record for nine months but then were late for work 
four days during the last two months because of traffic, shouldn’t your boss take into 
account your entire attendance history when considering you for a raise? Yet managers 
tend to give more weight to more recent behavior. This is because of the availability 
bias—managers use information readily available from memory to make judgments.

The bias, of course, is that readily available information may not present a complete 
picture of a situation. The availability bias may be stoked by the news media, which 
tend to favor news that is unusual or dramatic. Thus, for example, because of the ef-
forts of interest groups or celebrities, more news coverage may be given to AIDS or to 
breast cancer than to heart disease, leading people to think the former are the bigger 
killers, when in fact the latter is.

2. The Representativeness Bias: Faulty Generalizing from a Small Sample or 
a Single Event As a form of financial planning, playing state lotteries leaves some-
thing to be desired. When, for instance, in 2016 the U.S. Powerball jackpot reached 
$1.6 billion, the largest in world history, the odds of winning it were put at 1 in 
292.2 million.153 (A person would have a far greater chance of being struck by light-
ning, 1 in 700,000.) Nevertheless, millions of people buy lottery tickets because they 
read or hear about a handful of fellow citizens who have been the fortunate recipients 
of enormous winnings. This is an example of the representativeness bias, the tendency 
to generalize from a small sample or a single event.

The bias here is that just because something happens once, that doesn’t mean it is 
representative—that it will happen again or will happen to you. For example, just be-
cause you hired an extraordinary sales representative from a particular university, that 
doesn’t mean that the same university will provide an equally qualified candidate next 
time. Yet managers make this kind of hiring decision all the time.

3. The Confirmation Bias: Seeking Information to Support One’s Point of 
View The confirmation bias is when people seek information to support their point of 
view and discount data that do not. Though this bias would seem obvious, we practice it 
all the time, listening to the information we want to hear and ignoring the rest. “We 
typically focus on anything that agrees with the outcome we want,” suggests econo-
mist Noreena Hertz. “We need to be aware of our natural born optimism. . . . We need 
to acknowledge our tendency to incorrectly process challenging news and actively 
push ourselves to hear the bad as well as the good.”154

4. The Sunk-Cost Bias: Money Already Spent Seems to Justify Continuing The 
sunk-cost bias, or sunk-cost fallacy, is when managers add up all the money already spent 
on a project and conclude it is too costly to simply abandon it.

Most people have an aversion to “wasting” money. Especially if large sums have 
already been spent, they may continue to push on with an iffy-looking project to jus-
tify the money already sunk into it. The sunk-cost bias is sometimes called the 
 “Concorde” effect, referring to the fact that the French and British governments con-
tinued to invest in the Concorde supersonic jetliner even when it was evident there was 
no economic justification for the aircraft.

5. The Anchoring and Adjustment Bias: Being Influenced by an Initial 
Figure Managers will often give their employees a standard percentage raise in sal-
ary, basing the decision on whatever the workers made the preceding year. They may 
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do this even though the raise may be completely out of alignment with what other 
companies are paying for the same skills. This is an instance of the anchoring and 
 adjustment bias, the tendency to make decisions based on an initial figure.

The bias is that the initial figure may be irrelevant to market realities. This phenom-
enon is sometimes seen in real estate sales. Before the 2008 crash in real estate mar-
kets, many homeowners might have been inclined at first to list their houses at an 
extremely high (but perhaps randomly chosen) selling price. These sellers were then 
unwilling later to come down substantially to match the kind of buying offers that 
 reflected what the marketplace thought the house was really worth.

6. The Overconfidence Bias: Blind to One’s Own Blindness The overconfi-
dence bias is the bias in which people’s subjective confidence in their decision making is 
greater than their objective accuracy. Overconfidence, it’s suggested, may be behind the 
reasons for the BP Deepwater Horizon drilling rig explosion and disaster in 2010 that 
flooded the Gulf of Mexico with 200 million gallons of oil. Because technology often 
works flawlessly, BP ignored warning signs such as a dead battery, a leaky cement job, 
and loose hydraulic fittings.155 

“Overconfidence arises because people are often blind to their own blindness,” says 
behavioral psychologist Daniel Kahneman. For instance, with experienced investment 
advisors whose financial outcomes simply depended on luck, he found “the illusion of 
skill is not only an individual aberration; it is deeply ingrained in the culture of the 
industry.”156 In general, he advises, we should not take assertive and confident people 
at their own evaluation unless we have independent reasons to believe they know what 
they’re talking about.

7. The Hindsight Bias: The I-Knew-It-All-Along Effect The hindsight bias is the 
tendency of people to view events as being more predictable than they really are, as when 
at the end of watching a game we decide the outcome was obvious and predictable, 
even though in fact it was not. Sometimes called the “I-knew-it-all-along” effect, this 
occurs when we look back on a decision and try to reconstruct why we decided to do 
something.

8. The Framing Bias: Shaping How a Problem Is Presented The framing bias 
is the tendency of decision makers to be influenced by the way a situation or problem is 
presented to them. For instance, customers have been found to prefer meat that is 
framed as “85% lean meat” instead of “15% fat,” although they are the same thing.157 
In general, people view choices more favorably when they are framed in terms of gains 
rather than losses.158 You would be more likely to invest in a product that had a 60% 
chance of success rather than a 40% chance of failure. Try framing your decision ques-
tions in alternate ways to avoid this bias. 

9. The Escalation of Commitment Bias: Feeling Overly Invested in a Deci-
sion If you really hate to admit you’re wrong, you need to be aware of the escalation 
of commitment bias, whereby decision makers increase their commitment to a project 
 despite negative information about it. 

Would you invest more money in an old or broken car? The Drug Enforcement 
 Administration and the Pentagon continued to spend on a spy plane for use in 
 Afghanistan that was supposed to be completed in 2012 at a cost of $22 million, even 
though the project had missed every projected delivery date. In March 2016, it had not 
yet left the ground, and total payouts had reached $86 million.159   

To reduce the escalation of commitment, researchers recommend that decision mak-
ers set minimum targets for performance and then compare their performance results 
with their targets. Managers should also be rotated in key positions during a project, and 
decision makers should be encouraged to become less ego involved with the work. 
 Finally, decision makers should be made aware of the costs of persistence.160 ●
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The movies celebrate the lone heroes who, like Bruce Willis or Mark Wahlberg, make 
their own moves, call their own shots. Most managers, however, work with groups and 
teams (as we discuss in Chapter 13). Although groups don’t make as high-quality deci-
sions as the best individual acting alone, research suggests that groups make better 
decisions than most individuals acting alone.161 Thus, to be an effective manager, you 
need to learn about decision making in groups.

Advantages and Disadvantages  
of Group Decision Making
Because you may often have a choice as to whether to make a decision by yourself or 
to consult with others, you need to understand the advantages and disadvantages of 
group-aided decision making.

Advantages Using a group to make a decision offers five possible advantages.162 
For these benefits to happen, however, the group must be made up of diverse partici-
pants, not just people who all think the same way.

■ Greater pool of knowledge. When several people are making the decision, 
there is a greater pool of information from which to draw. If one person 
doesn’t have the pertinent knowledge and experience, someone else might.

■ Different perspectives. Because different people have different perspectives—
marketing, production, legal, and so on—they see the problem from different 
angles.

■ Intellectual stimulation. A group of people can brainstorm or otherwise 
bring greater intellectual stimulation and creativity to the decision-making 
process than is usually possible with one person acting alone.

■ Better understanding of decision rationale. If you participate in making a 
decision, you are more apt to understand the reasoning behind the decision, 
including the pros and cons leading up to the final step.

■ Deeper commitment to the decision. If you’ve been part of the group that 
has bought into the final decision, you’re more apt to be committed to seeing 
that the course of action is successfully implemented.

Disadvantages The disadvantages of group-aided decision making spring from 
problems in how members interact.163

■ A few people dominate or intimidate. Sometimes a handful of people will 
talk the longest and the loudest, and the rest of the group will simply give in. 
Or one individual, such as a strong leader, will exert disproportionate influ-
ence, sometimes by intimidation. This cuts down on the variety of ideas.

■ Groupthink. Groupthink occurs when group members strive to agree for the 
sake of unanimity and thus avoid accurately assessing the decision situation.

7.6 Group Decision Making: How to Work with Others
How do I work with others to make things happen?

THE BIG PICTURE
Group decision making has five potential advantages and four potential disadvantages. The disadvantage of 
groupthink merits focus because it leads to terrible decisions. There also are a number of characteristics of 
groups that a manager should be aware of as group problem-solving techniques.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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   Here the positive team spirit of the group actually works against 
sound judgment.164 See more about groupthink below.

■  Satisficing. Because most people would just as soon cut short a 
meeting, the tendency is to seek a decision that is “good enough” 
rather than to push on in pursuit of other possible solutions. Sat-
isficing can occur because groups have limited time, lack the 
right kind of information, or are unable to handle large amounts 
of information.165

■  Goal displacement. Although the primary task of the meeting 
may be to solve a particular problem, other considerations may 
rise to the fore, such as rivals trying to win an argument. Goal 
displacement occurs when the primary goal is subsumed by a 
 secondary goal.

Groupthink
Cohesiveness isn’t always good. When it results in groupthink, group or team mem-
bers are friendly and tight-knit but unable to think “outside the box.” Their “strivings 
for unanimity override their motivation to realistically appraise alternative courses of 
action,” says Irwin Janis, author of Groupthink.166

The results of groupthink can include failure to consider new information and a loss 
of new ideas. For instance, some blame the 2015 ouster of Ellen Kullman, DuPont’s 
high-performing CEO, who had 27 years with the company, on a case of groupthink 
by the firm’s insulated board of directors, who never asked Kullman to meet with them 
to defend her actions.167 Investors in Silicon Valley also often show a herd mentality in 
their desire to be part of “the next big thing,” according to one writer.168

Symptoms of Groupthink How do you know that you’re in a group or team that is 
suffering from groupthink? Some symptoms include the following:169

■ Sense of invulnerability. Group members have the illusion that nothing can go 
wrong, breeding excessive optimism and risk taking. They may also be so as-
sured of the rightness of their actions that they ignore the ethical implications. 

■ Rationalization. Rationalizing protects the pet assumptions underlying the 
group’s decisions from critical questions.  

■ Illusion of unanimity and peer pressure. The illusion of unanimity is another 
way of saying that a member’s silence is interpreted as consent. If people do 
disagree, peer pressure leads other members to question the dissenters’ loyalty. 

■ “The wisdom of crowds.” Groupthink’s pressure to conform often leads mem-
bers with different ideas to censor themselves—the opposite of collective wis-
dom, says James Surowiecki, in which “each person in the group is offering his or 
her best independent forecast. It’s not at all about compromise or consensus.”170

No doubt you’ve felt yourself pulled into a “groupthink opinion” at some point. 
Probably we all have. Self-Assessment 7.4 provides you with a way to evaluate the 
extent to which groupthink is affecting a team. Results provide insight into reducing 
this counterproductive group dynamic.

Different perspectives or 
groupthink? A diversified team 
can offer differing points of 
view, as well as a greater pool 
of knowledge and intellectual 
stimulation. Or it can offer 
groupthink and satisficing. What 
has been your experience as to 
the value of decision making in 
the groups you’ve been in?  
© Sam Edwards/agefotostock RF

Assessing Groupthink

The following survey was designed to assess groupthink. 
Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 7.4 in Connect.

1. Where does the team stand on the three aspects of 
groupthink?

2. Based on your survey scores, what would you do 
differently to reduce groupthink in the group you 
evaluated? Be specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 7.4  
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Preventing Groupthink: Making Criticism and Other Perspectives Permissi-
ble Janis believes it is easier to prevent groupthink than to cure it. As preventive 
measures, he and other writers suggest the following:171

■ Allow criticism. Each member of a team or group should be told to be a 
critical evaluator, able to actively voice objections and doubts. Subgroups 
within the group should be allowed to discuss and debate ideas. Once a con-
sensus has been reached, everyone should be encouraged to rethink his or her 
position to check for flaws. It is sometimes helpful for the group leader to 
withhold his or her opinion at first, to encourage others to speak up.

■ Allow other perspectives. Outside experts should be used to introduce fresh 
perspectives. Different groups with different leaders should explore the same 
policy questions. Top-level executives should not use policy committees to 
rubber-stamp decisions that have already been made. When major alternatives 
are discussed, someone should be made devil’s advocate to try to uncover all 
negative factors.

What Managers Need to Know about Groups  
and Decision Making
If you’re a manager deliberating whether to call a meeting for group input, there are 
four characteristics of groups to be aware of.

1. They Are Less Efficient Groups take longer to make decisions. Thus, if time is 
of the essence, you may want to make the decision by yourself. Faced with time pres-
sures or the serious effect of a decision, groups use less information and fewer com-
munication channels, which increases the probability of a bad decision.172

2. Their Size Affects Decision Quality The larger the group, the lower the qual-
ity of the decision.173 Some research says that seven people is the optimal size.174 Oth-
ers suggest five is best.175 (An odd number is also considered best, when the group 
uses majority rules.)

3. They May Be Too Confident Groups are more confident about 
their judgments and choices than individuals are. This, of course, can be 
a liability because it can lead to groupthink.

4. Knowledge Counts Decision-making accuracy is higher when 
group members know a good deal about the relevant issues. It is also 
higher when a group leader has the ability to weight members’ opin-
ions.176 Depending on whether group members know or don’t know one 
another, the kind of knowledge also counts. For example, people who 
are familiar with one another tend to make better decisions when mem-
bers have a lot of unique information. However, people who aren’t fa-
miliar with one another tend to make better decisions when the members 
have common knowledge.177

Remember that individual decisions are not necessarily better than 
group decisions. As we said, although groups don’t make as high-quality 
decisions as the best individual acting alone, groups generally make better decisions than 
most individuals acting alone. Some guidelines to using groups are presented on the next 
page. (See Table 7.3.)

In general, group decision making is more effective when members feel that they 
can freely and safely disagree with each other. This belief is referred to as minority 
 dissent, dissent that occurs when a minority in a group publicly opposes the beliefs, 
 attitudes, ideas, procedures, or policies assumed by the majority of the group.178 Minority 

Toward consensus. Working to 
achieve cooperation in a group 
can tell you a lot about yourself. 
How well do you handle the 
negotiation process? What do you 
do when you’re disappointed in a 
result achieved by consensus?  
© Xavier Arnau/Getty Images RF
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 1. When it can increase quality: If additional information would increase the quality of the decision, 
managers should involve those people who can provide the needed information. Thus, if a type of 
decision occurs frequently, such as deciding on promotions or who qualifies for a loan, groups 
should be used because they tend to produce more consistent decisions than individuals do.

 2. When it can increase acceptance: If acceptance within the organization is important, managers 
need to involve those individuals whose acceptance and commitment are important.

 3. When it can increase development: If people can be developed through their participation, 
managers may want to involve those whose development is most important.

Source: Derived from George P. Huber, Managerial Decision Making (Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, 1980), p. 149.

TABLE 7.3  
When a Group Can Help in 
Decision Making: Three 
Practical Guidelines

These guidelines may help you 
as a manager decide whether to 
include people in a decision-
making process and, if so, 
which people.

Group Problem-Solving Techniques: Reaching for 
Consensus
Using groups to make decisions generally requires that they reach a consensus, 
which occurs when members are able to express their opinions and reach agreement 
to support the final decision. More specifically, consensus is reached “when all 
members can say they either agree with the decision or have had their ‘day in 
court’ and were unable to convince the others of their viewpoint,” says one expert 
in decision making. “In the final analysis, everyone agrees to support the out-
come.”180 This does not mean, however, that group members agree with the deci-
sion, only that they are willing to work toward its success.

One management expert offers the following dos and don’ts for achieving consensus.181

■ Dos: Use active listening skills. Involve as many members as possible. Seek 
out the reasons behind arguments. Dig for the facts.

■ Don’ts: Avoid log rolling and horse trading (“I’ll support your pet project if 
you’ll support mine”). Avoid making an agreement simply to keep relations 
amicable and not rock the boat. Finally, don’t try to achieve consensus by put-
ting questions to a vote; this will only split the group into winners and losers, 
perhaps creating bad feelings among the latter.

More Group Problem-Solving Techniques
Decision-making experts have developed several group problem-solving techniques to 
aid in problem solving. Three we will discuss here are (1) brainstorming, (2) the Delphi 
technique, and (3) computer-aided decision making.

Assessing Participation in Group Decision Making

The following survey measures minority dissent, participation 
in group decision making, and satisfaction with a group. Please 
be prepared to answer these questions if your instructor has 
assigned Self-Assessment 7.5 in Connect.

1. What is the level of minority dissent in the group, and to what 
extent are you satisfied with being a member of this group?

2. Use the three lowest items that measure minority dissent 
to answer the following question: What can you do to 
increase the level of minority dissent in this group? Be 
specific.

3. Why do you think many groups muzzle the level of 
minority dissent?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 7.5 

dissent is associated with increased innovation within groups.179 Do your teams at 
school or work allow minority dissent? If not, what can be done to increase its exis-
tence? Self-Assessment 7.5 can help answer these questions.
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1. Brainstorming: For Increasing Creativity Brainstorming is a technique used to 
help groups generate multiple ideas and alternatives for solving problems.182 Developed 
by advertising executive A. F. Osborn, the technique consists of having members of a 
group meet and review a problem to be solved. Individual members are then asked to 
silently generate ideas or solutions, which are then collected (preferably without iden-
tifying their contributors) and written on a board or flip chart. A second session is then 
used to critique and evaluate the alternatives. (Incidentally, taking a brief stroll, even 
around the office, can significantly increase creativity.)183

A modern-day variation is electronic brainstorming, sometimes called brainwriting, in 
which members of a group come together over a computer network to generate ideas and 
alternatives.184 Technology has also turned the smartphone into a device that uses vari-
ous apps to spur the thinking process and unblock creative juices.185

Some rules for brainstorming suggested by IDEO, a product design company, are 
shown below. (See Table 7.4.)

 1. Defer judgment. Don’t criticize during the initial stage of idea generation. Phrases such as “we’ve 
never done it that way,” “it won’t work,” “it’s too expensive,” and “our manager will never agree” 
should not be used.

 2. Build on the ideas of others. Encourage participants to extend others’ ideas by avoiding “buts”  
and using “ands.”

 3. Encourage wild ideas. Encourage out-of-the-box thinking. The wilder and more outrageous the 
ideas, the better.

 4. Go for quantity over quality. Participants should try to generate and write down as many new ideas 
as possible. Focusing on quantity encourages people to think beyond their favorite ideas.

 5. Be visual. Use different-colored pens (for example, red, purple, blue) to write on big sheets of  
flip-chart paper, whiteboards, or poster boards that are put on the wall.

 6. One conversation at a time. The ground rules are that no one interrupts another person, no 
dismissing of someone’s ideas, no disrespect, and no rudeness.

Source: These recommendations and descriptions were derived from B. Nussbaum, “The Power of Design,” 
BusinessWeek, May 17, 2004, pp. 86–94. 

TABLE 7.4
Six Rules for Brainstorming

The benefit of brainstorming is that it is an effective technique for encouraging the 
expression of as many useful new ideas or alternatives as possible. That said, brain-
storming also can waste time generating a lot of unproductive ideas, and it is not ap-
propriate for evaluating alternatives or selecting solutions.186

2. The Delphi Technique: For Consensus of Experts The Delphi technique 
was originally designed for technological forecasting but now is used as a multipur-
pose planning tool. The Delphi technique is a group process that uses physically dis-
persed experts who fill out questionnaires to anonymously generate ideas; the judgments 
are combined and in effect averaged to achieve a consensus of expert opinion.

The Delphi technique is useful when face-to-face discussions are impractical. It’s 
also practical when disagreement and conflicts are likely to impair communication, 
when certain individuals might try to dominate group discussions, and when there is a 
high risk of groupthink.187

3. Computer-Aided Decision Making As in nearly every other aspect of business life, 
computers have entered the area of decision making, where they are useful not only in col-
lecting information more quickly but also in reducing roadblocks to group consensus.

A decision support system, for instance, is a computer-based information system that 
provides a flexible tool for analysis and helps managers focus on the future. This kind of 
computer-based system aims to produce collected information known as business 
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 intelligence, gathering data from a wide range of sources in a way that can be inter-
preted by humans and used to support better business decision making. Example: 
American Airlines developed a decision support system called the yield management 
system that helps managers decide how much to overbook and how to set prices for 
each seat so that a plane is filled and profits are maximized.188 ●

PRACTICAL ACTION How Exceptional Managers Make Decisions

“Failure is a great teacher.” That was one of the life lessons 
expressed by one CEO who has had to make thousands of de-
cisions during his career.189 Failure is always a possibility, but 
that possibility can’t stop one from making decisions. And you 
can probably always learn from the result.

“When Should I Make a Decision and When Should I 
 Delay?” Often you want to stay open-minded before mak-
ing a decision. But sometimes that can just be a cover for 
procrastination. (After all, not making a decision is in itself a 
kind of decision.) How do you know when you’re keeping an 
open mind or are procrastinating? Here are some questions 
to consider:190

  Understanding: “Do I have a reasonable grasp of the 
problem?”
  Comfort level about outcome: “Would I be satisfied if I 
chose one of the existing alternatives?”
  Future possible alternatives: “Would it be unlikely that I 
could come up with a better alternative if I had more time?”
  Seizing the opportunity: “Could the best alternatives 
 disappear if I waited?”

If you can answer yes to those questions, you almost certainly 
should decide now, not wait.

“Are There Guidelines for Making Tough Choices?” “On a 
daily and weekly basis we can be faced with making hundreds 
of decisions,” says management consultant Odette Pollar. 
“Most of them are small, but the larger ones where more is at 

stake can be truly painful.” Here are some ways she suggests 
making decision making easier:191

  Decide in a timely fashion: “Rarely does waiting signifi-
cantly improve the quality of the decision,” says Pollar. In fact, 
delay can result in greater unpleasantness in loss of money, 
time, and peace of mind.
  Don’t agonize over minor decisions: Postponing deci-
sions about small problems can mean that they simply turn 
into large ones later.
  Separate outcome from process: Does a bad outcome 
mean you made a bad decision? Not necessarily. The main thing 
is to go through a well-reasoned process of choosing among al-
ternatives, which increases the chances of success. But even 
then you can’t be sure there will always be a positive outcome.
  Learn when to stop gathering facts: “Gather enough in-
formation to make a sound decision,” suggests Pollar, “but not 
all the possible information.” Taking extra time may mean 
you’ll miss a window of opportunity.
  When overwhelmed, narrow your choices: Sometimes 
there are many good alternatives, and you need to simplify 
decision making by eliminating some options.

YOUR CALL
Some experts suggest that to help make good decisions you 
should “be visual,” using more pictures and diagrams, and “walk 
and point” to stimulate areas of the brain that control memory, 
emotion, and problem solving.192 What have you found aids you 
in making decisions?

Traditional group work. This photo shows the 
kind of traditional arrangement we expect of 
groups—colleagues are seated close together 
in clusters to better focus on their particular 
projects. Do you think you’d rather work in this 
type of arrangement than in one that is more 
individually based? Why or why not?  
© Rawpixel.com/Shutterstock RF
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making 204
relaxed avoidance 222
relaxed change 223
representativeness bias 225
satisficing model 208
sunk-cost bias 225

Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

7.1 Two Kinds of Decision Making: Rational  
and Nonrational

•	 A decision is a choice made from among available 
alternatives. Decision making is the process of 
identifying and choosing alternative courses of 
action. Two models managers follow in making 
decisions are rational and nonrational.

•	 In the rational model, there are four steps in making  
a decision: Stage 1 is identifying the problem or 
opportunity. A problem is a difficulty that inhibits the 
achievement of goals. An opportunity is a situation 
that presents possibilities for exceeding existing 
goals. This is a matter of diagnosis—analyzing the 
underlying causes. Stage 2 is thinking up alternative 
solutions. Stage 3 is evaluating the alternatives and 
selecting a solution. Alternatives should be evaluated 
according to cost, quality, ethics, feasibility, and 
effectiveness. Stage 4 is implementing and 
evaluating the solution chosen. The rational model of 
decision making assumes managers will make logical 
decisions that will be the optimum in furthering the 
organization’s best interests. The rational model is 
prescriptive, describing how managers ought to 
make decisions.

•	 Nonrational models of decision making assume that 
decision making is nearly always uncertain and risky, 
making it difficult for managers to make optimum 
decisions. Two nonrational models are satisficing and 
intuition. (1) Satisficing falls under the concept of 
bounded rationality—that is, that the ability of 
decision makers to be rational is limited by enormous 
constraints, such as time and money. These 

constraints force managers to make decisions 
according to the satisficing model—that is, managers 
seek alternatives until they find one that is 
satisfactory, not optimal. (2) Intuition is making 
choices without the use of conscious thought or 
logical inference. The sources of intuition are 
expertise and feelings.

7.2 Making Ethical Decisions
•	 Corporate corruption has made ethics in decision 

making once again important. Many companies have 
an ethics officer to resolve ethical dilemmas, and 
more companies are creating values statements to 
guide employees as to desirable business behavior.

•	 To help make ethical decisions, a decision tree—a 
graph of decisions and their possible 
consequences—may be helpful. Managers should 
ask whether a proposed action is legal and, if it is 
intended to maximize shareholder value, whether it is 
ethical—and whether it would be ethical not to take 
the proposed action.

7.3 Evidence-Based Decision Making  
and Analytics

•	 Evidence-based management means translating 
principles based on best evidence into organizational 
practice. It is intended to bring rationality to the 
decision-making process.

•	 Scholars Jeffrey Pfeffer and Robert Sutton identify 
seven implementation principles to help companies 
that are committed to doing what it takes to profit 
from evidence-based management: (1) treat your 
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organization as an unfinished prototype; (2) “no brag, 
just facts”; (3) see yourself and your organization as 
outsiders do; (4) have everyone, not just top 
executives, be guided by the responsibility to gather 
and act on quantitative and qualitative data; (5) you 
may need to use vivid stories to sell unexciting 
evidence to others in the company; (6) at the very 
least, you should slow the spread of bad practices; 
and (7) you should learn from failure by using the 
facts to make things better.

•	 Applying the best evidence to your decisions is 
difficult, for seven reasons: (1) There’s too much 
evidence. (2) There’s not enough good evidence.  
(3) The evidence doesn’t quite apply. (4) People are 
trying to mislead you. (5) You are trying to mislead 
you. (6) The side effects outweigh the cure.  
(7) Stories are more persuasive, anyway.

•	 Perhaps the purest application of evidence-based 
management is the use of analytics, or business 
analytics, sophisticated forms of business data 
analysis. Analytics competitors have three key 
attributes: (1) They go beyond simple descriptive 
statistics and use data mining and predictive 
modeling to identify potential and most profitable 
customers. (2) They don’t have just one principal 
application but rather use analytics in multiple 
applications. (3) The use of analytics is supported  
by top executives.

•	 A new concept is that of Big Data, which requires 
handling by very sophisticated analysis software and 
supercomputing-level hardware. Big Data includes 
not only data in corporate databases but also web-
browsing data trails, social network communications, 
sensor data, and surveillance data.

•	 Big Data analytics is the process of examining large 
amounts of data of a variety of types to uncover 
hidden patterns, unknown correlations, and other 
useful information.

7.4 Four General Decision-Making Styles
•	 A decision-making style reflects the combination of 

how an individual perceives and responds to 
information.

•	 Decision-making styles may tend to have a value 
orientation, which reflects the extent to which a person 
focuses on either task or technical concerns versus 
people and social concerns when making decisions. 

•	 Decision-making styles may also reflect a person’s 
tolerance for ambiguity, the extent to which a person 
has a high or low need for structure or control in his 
or her life. 

•	 When the dimensions of value orientation and 
tolerance for ambiguity are combined, they form four 
styles of decision making: directive (action-oriented 
decision makers who focus on facts), analytical 
(careful decision makers who like lots of information 
and alternative choices), conceptual (decision makers 
who rely on intuition and have a long-term 
perspective), and behavioral (the most people-
oriented decision makers).

7.5 How to Overcome Barriers to  
Decision Making

•	 When confronted with a challenge in the form of a 
problem or an opportunity, individuals may respond 
in perhaps four ineffective ways and three effective 
ones.

•	 The ineffective reactions are as follows: (1) In relaxed 
avoidance, a manager decides to take no action 
 in the belief that there will be no great negative 
consequences. (2) In relaxed change, a manager 
realizes that complete inaction will have negative 
consequences but opts for the first available 
alternative that involves low risk. (3) In defensive 
avoidance, a manager can’t find a good solution and 
follows by procrastinating, passing the buck, or 
denying the risk of any negative consequences.  
(4) In panic, a manager is so frantic to get rid of the 
problem that he or she can’t deal with the situation 
realistically.

•	 The effective reactions consist of deciding to 
decide—that is, a manager agrees that he or she 
must decide what to do about a problem or 
opportunity and take effective decision-making 
steps. Three ways to help a manager decide whether 
to decide are to evaluate (1) importance—how high 
priority the situation is; (2) credibility—how  
believable the information about the situation is;  
and (3) urgency—how quickly the manager must act 
on the information about the situation.

•	 Heuristics are rules of thumb or strategies that 
simplify the process of making decisions. Some 
heuristics or barriers that tend to bias how decision 
makers process information are availability, 
confirmation, representativeness, sunk-cost, 
anchoring and adjustment, and escalation of 
commitment. 

•	 (1) The availability bias means that managers use 
information readily available from memory to make 
judgments. (2) The confirmation bias means people 
seek information to support their own point  
of view and discount data that do not. (3) The 
representativeness bias is the tendency to generalize 
from a small sample or a single event. (4) The sunk-
cost bias is when managers add up all the money 
already spent on a project and conclude that it is too 
costly to simply abandon it. (5) The anchoring and 
adjustment bias is the tendency to make decisions 
based on an initial figure or number. (6) The 
escalation of commitment bias describes when 
decision makers increase their commitment to a 
project despite negative information about it. An 
example is the prospect theory, which suggests that 
decision makers find the notion of an actual loss 
more painful than giving up the possibility of a gain.

7.6 Group Decision Making: How to Work  
with Others

•	 Groups make better decisions than most individuals 
acting alone, though not as good as the best 
individual acting alone.
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•	 Using a group to make a decision offers five possible 
advantages: (1) a greater pool of knowledge;  
(2) different perspectives; (3) intellectual stimulation; 
(4) better understanding of the reasoning behind 
the decision; and (5) deeper commitment to the 
decision. 

•	 It also has four disadvantages: (1) a few people may 
dominate or intimidate; (2) it will produce groupthink, 
when group members strive for agreement among 
themselves for the sake of unanimity and so avoid 
accurately assessing the decision situation;  
(3) satisficing; and (4) goal displacement, when the 
primary goal is subsumed to a secondary goal.

•	 Some characteristics of groups to be aware of are  
(1) groups are less efficient, (2) their size affects 
decision quality, (3) they may be too confident, and 
(4) knowledge counts—decision-making accuracy is 
higher when group members know a lot about the 
issues.

•	 Using groups to make decisions generally requires 
that they reach a consensus, which occurs when 
members are able to express their opinions and reach 

agreement to support the final decision. Minority 
dissent should be allowed, so members can safely 
disagree with each other.

•	 Three problem-solving techniques aid in problem 
solving. (1) Brainstorming is a technique used to help 
groups generate multiple ideas and alternatives for 
solving problems. A variant is electronic 
brainstorming, in which group members use a 
computer network to generate ideas. (2) The Delphi 
technique is a group process that uses physically 
dispersed experts who fill out questionnaires to 
anonymously generate ideas; the judgments are 
combined and in effect averaged to achieve a 
consensus of expert opinion. (3) In computer-aided 
decision making, decision support systems provide 
flexible tools for analysis and help managers focus 
on the future. This kind of computer-based system 
aims to produce collected information known as 
business intelligence, gathering data from a wide 
range of sources in a way that can be interpreted by 
humans and used to support better business 
decision making.

 1. What are the steps in rational decision making?
 2. What are two models of nonrational decision making?
 3. What are four ethical questions a manager should 

ask when evaluating a proposed action to make a 
decision?

 4. Competitors using analytics have what three key 
attributes?

 5. What is Big Data?

 6. Describe the four general decision-making styles.
 7. Discuss the four ineffective and three effective ways 

that individuals can respond to a decision situation.
 8. Can you name the nine common decision-making 

biases?
 9. What are the advantages and disadvantages of group 

decision making?
 10. What are three group problem-solving techniques?

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

How Did Decision Making Contribute to 
Volkswagen’s Emissions Cheating Scandal?  
The top three global automobile manufacturers in 
2015 were Toyota (10.23 million units), Volkswagen 
(10.14 million units), and General Motors (9.92 mil-
lion units).193 Interestingly, all three have been 
 involved in recent automotive scandals involving 
2.6  million cars (GM’s ignition switch defect), 
8.1 million cars (Toyota’s unintended acceleration), 
and 11.0 million cars (Volkswagen’s diesel emis-
sions cheating).194

Preliminary investigations suggest that a purposeful 
effort to deceive was the root cause of the Volkswagen 
scandal. Let’s explore the case in more detail to deter-
mine the role of decision making, beginning with the 
details of the cheating.

THE PROCESS OF CHEATING
“Volkswagen installed emissions software on more 
than a half-million diesel cars in the U.S. . . . that al-
lows them to sense the unique parameters of an emis-
sion drive cycle set by the Environmental Protection 
Agency.” These “so-called ‘defeat devices’ detect 
steering, throttle, and other inputs used in the test to 
switch between two distinct operating modes.”

“In the test mode, the cars are fully compliant with 
all federal emissions levels. But when driving nor-
mally, the computer switches to a separate model—
significantly changing the fuel pressure, injection 
timing, exhaust-gas recirculation, and in models with 
AdBlue, the amount of urea fluid [cat pee] sprayed 
into the exhaust. While this mode likely delivers higher 
mileage and power, it also permits heavier nitrogen-oxide 

Management in Action
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emissions (NOx)—a smog-forming pollutant linked to 
lung cancer—that are up to 40 times higher than the 
federal limit.”195

It appears that Volkswagen used defeat devices be-
cause it could not satisfy the tough U.S. emission stan-
dards while trying to grow market share in the U.S. 
According to The Wall Street Journal, the origins of 
the “cheat” go back to 2012, when “EPA officials and 
California regulators were in touch with European 
counterparts about high emissions in diesel vehicles. 
California regulators tested Volkswagen cars and con-
tinually found them to pollute more on the road than in 
the lab.” Volkswagen was informed about these irregu-
larities at the time and executives concluded that they 
were the result of “technical glitches.”

Three years later, then CEO Winterkorn “ac-
knowledged ‘misconduct’ on Volkswagen’s part 
while pledging ‘Everything will be put on the table 
at this time, as quickly, thoroughly and transparently 
as possible.’”196

THE ROLE OF VISION, STRATEGY,  
AND GOALS
Volkswagen has pursued a goal of being the largest au-
tomobile manufacturer by 2018, selling 800,000 vehi-
cles in the U.S. alone. To achieve this goal, VW made 
a strategic decision to dominate the diesel market. Die-
sels were a niche market in the U.S. in the mid 2000s, 
but they represented more than 50% of new car regis-
trations in the European Union. The company thought 
diesel was the way to grow revenue because “They 
were cheaper than hybrids and packed more muscle 
under the hood yet still often got more than 40 miles to 
the gallon.”197

To grow the diesel market, VW needed to invent a 
way to deal with the sooty exhaust produced by diesel 
engines. The company knew it had to meet tougher 
emission standards in the U.S. than in Europe.

The company hired Wolfgang Bernhard to solve 
this problem, and his team came up with a solution 
that appeared very promising. Bernhard found a sys-
tem created by Daimler called BlueTec. “It sprayed 
urea [cat pee] into the exhaust stream to neutralize 
harmful nitrogen oxides. . . . To make it work, cars 
need to be fitted with an extra pump and a tank of what 
is essentially cat pee.” Unfortunately, Bernhard had a 
falling out with CEO Winterkorn and was fired. Wolf-
gang Hatz took over and quickly dropped BlueTec be-
cause of the classic case of “not-invented here,” 
according to Bloomberg Businessweek. He replaced 
BlueTec with a system that was supposed to trap harm-
ful emissions in the tailpipe. We now know that Hatz’s 
decisions were ineffective at satisfying U.S. emission 
standards.198

Given the scandal, Volkswagen has changed its 
overall goal to achieve “qualitative growth” over sheer 

volume. Current CEO Matthias Müller said that “many 
people outside of Volkswagen, but also some of us, did 
not understand that our Strategy 2018 is about much 
more than production numbers. A lot of things were 
subordinated to the desire to be ‘Faster, Higher, 
Larger,’ especially return on sales.”199

Some VW employees agreed with Müller’s conclu-
sions. They believe that the “cheat” occurred because 
former CEO Martin Winterkorn established goals that 
were too difficult to achieve. German newspaper Bild 
am Sonntag reported that “several engineers said that 
they had overinflated tyres and mixed motor oil with 
diesel to make the company’s cars use less fuel in tests, 
a deception that began in 2013 and carried on until the 
spring of this year [2015].”200

OTHER CONTRIBUTORS TO THE PROBLEM
VW is seeking employees’ input to determine the 
causes of the “cheat.” A memo was sent by Herbert 
Diess, head of VW’s brand division, to all employees, 
asking them to come forward with any information re-
lated to the emissions scandal. According to the memo, 
“Employees have until Nov 30 [2015] to provide ‘com-
plete and truthful’ information about events as part of 
the internal investigation. . . . Those who come for-
ward before the deadline ‘have nothing to fear from the 
company in the way of repercussions on the job such 
as being fired or held liable for damages.’”201 This 
only applies to people covered by collective bargaining 
contracts.

For all others, VW is reserving “the right to transfer 
employees or change their responsibilities if they in-
criminate themselves. The company also warned that it 
has no influence over a decision by German prosecu-
tors to seek criminal charges against any employees 
who confess to being part of the deception.”202

The organizational culture and structure are also 
seen as contributing to the problem. CEO Müller be-
lieves that decision making is too centralized at the 
top, where a triumvirate of forces—“heirs to original 
Beetle designer Ferdinand Porsche, the German state 
of Lower Saxony, where most of Volkswagen’s 
 German factories are located, and labor representa-
tives that control half the seats on the company’s su-
pervisory board”—have too much power. He also 
perceives that “the top-down power structure under 
Mr. Winterkorn had begun to slow down the business, 
most noticeably in the U. S. . . . Müller pressed for far-
reaching decentralization of the company and the 
greatest possible autonomy for the brands.”203

WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING SINCE THE 
SCANDAL CAME TO LIGHT? 
VW has hired Deloitte to conduct an investigation into 
the causes of the “cheat.” It’s a large investigation that 
involves over 450 experts. As of December 2015 the 
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experts had conducted “87 interviews, told 2,000 em-
ployees not to destroy documents and emails, seized 
1,500 devices such as smartphones and laptops, and 
secured enough data to fill 50 million books.”204

Volkswagen executives think that the problem was 
caused by a chain of errors that dates back to the pro-
motion of diesel vehicles in the U.S. in 2005. CEO 
Müller “has said a company investigation so far points 
to a small circle of employees as being involved in the 
scheme.” VW’s former U.S. chief, Michael Horn, sim-
ilarly concluded, “This was a couple of software engi-
neers who put this in for whatever reasons.”205 Horn 
resigned in 2016 as he came under increased fire for 
the scandal.206 Other experts doubt that senior manag-
ers were unaware of what was going on because they 
tend to be engineers who understand the complexity of 
meeting global emission standards.207

A fix has been found for diesel engines used in 
 Europe. Repairs started in 2016.208 In contrast, VW’s 
proposed fix in the U.S. has been deemed “unaccept-
able because they lacked detail and inadequately ad-
dressed concerns about vehicle performance, 
emissions, and safety.”209

Volkswagen has set aside $6.5 billion to deal with 
costs associated with the scandal but this may not be 
enough. The lawsuits are starting to pile up. The U.S. 
Justice Department filed a lawsuit in 2016 that could 
cost the company $45 billion. The U.S. Federal Trade 
Commission also filed a lawsuit in March 2016 accus-
ing VW of “deceiving U.S. consumers into buying 
emission-spewing diesel vehicles, seeking more than 

$15 billion in damages in what could be the largest 
false-advertising case in U.S. history,” according to 
The Wall Street Journal. Making matters worse, the 
South Korean Ministry of Environment filed a com-
plaint in 2016 against the company. According to The  
Wall Street Journal, VW “had submitted a proposal to 
recall and fix some 125,000 of its vehicles in South 
Korea on Jan 6 [2016]. But the ministry said the pro-
posal failed to explain why the problem occurred and 
how it would be fixed.”210

FOR DISCUSSION

 1. What are the major causes of Volkswagon’s emis-
sions cheating scandal? 

 2. Do you think the causes of the “cheat” were more 
intuitive and unconscious or analytical and con-
scious? Explain.  

 3. Do you think it is ethical for VW to offer amnesty 
only for employees covered by a collective bargaining 
agreement? What about the other employees? How 
will this decision affect employees coming forward?  

 4. Do you see any evidence that the decision-making 
styles of Winterkorn, Müller, or Horn contributed to 
the scandal?  

 5. What type of decision-making style would be most 
effective at helping to resolve the scandal? Provide 
your rationale.    

 6. Which of the common decision-making biases 
played a role in how this case unfolded?  

 7. What is your biggest takeaway from reading this case?  

Should Apple Comply with the U.S. 
Government’s Requests to Unlock iPhones?
This case involves the long-term implications of 
 Apple’s decision to deny the U.S. Justice Department’s 
request to unlock an iPhone. It all started with the ter-
rorist attack perpetrated by Syed Rizwan Farook and 
his wife. They killed 14 people in San Bernardino, 
California, in 2016.

The FBI wanted to see the contents of Farook’s 
phone in order to gain information about others who 
may have been involved with the terrorist attack. It 
wanted Apple to “create a special version of the 
iPhone’s software that only works on the recovered de-
vice. Apple has to sign it with its secret keys in order 
to install it on the subject’s iPhone. This custom ver-
sion will ‘bypass or disable the auto-erase function’ so 
it will not wipe the phone after a number of failed 
passcode guesses.”211

Although Apple had already provided the govern-
ment “what it has that fits the usual kind of document 
demands, including information the terrorists had 
stored in Apple’s cloud service,” it was not enough. 
The terrorists quit backing up their phone, leading the 
FBI to find a way to bypass Apple’s security features. 
Apple had no way of doing this.212

Apple refused to comply with the request, which led 
to a court order demanding that Apple create the soft-
ware needed to bypass the phone’s security features.

In an interview with ABC, Apple CEO Tim Cook 
said “the government shouldn’t be able to force Apple 
to compromise the privacy of hundreds of millions of 
iPhone users in order to unlock a terrorist’s iPhone.” 
He added that it would “force Apple to create ‘the soft-
ware equivalent of cancer.’” The company further con-
tends that “coding a ‘back door’ in the iPhone would 
compromise the security of hundreds of millions of its 
customers.”213

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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When pressed about the fact that Apple’s coopera-
tion might prevent other terrorist attacks, Cook re-
plied, “Some things are hard, and some things are 
right, and some things are both. This is one of those 
things.” CEOs Mark Zuckerberg of Facebook and Sun-
dar Pichai of Google supported Cook’s decision.214

As a court showdown mounted in early 2016, the 
FBI sought the help of hackers to break into the de-
vice. Companies in both the U.S. and Israel partici-
pated in the effort and one of them came up with a 
solution.215 The government then dropped its legal 
case against Apple.

Although the immediate case involving Farook’s 
phone is over, there are still long-term implications 
about encryption-protected technology. According 
to U.S. Justice Department spokesperson Melanie 
Newman, “It remains a priority for the government 
to ensure that law enforcement can obtain crucial 
digital information to protect national security and 
public safety, either with cooperation from relevant 
parties, or through the court system when coopera-
tion fails.” In response, “Apple believes deeply that 
people in the United States and around the world de-
serve data protection, security and privacy. Sacrific-
ing one for the other only puts people and countries 
at greater risk.”216

The government’s interest in this issue is unlikely 
to go away because “state and local authorities are 
confronted with more than 1,000 locked smartphones 
and other devices, blocking access to potential evi-
dence.”217 A case in point involves the Justice 
 Department’s decision to seek a court order in April 
2016 that would force Apple to unlock an iPhone 

taken during a drug investigation in Brooklyn. 
 According to The Wall Street Journal, “The technical 
issues in the Brooklyn case are somewhat different 
than in San Bernardino because they involve different 
iPhone hardware and software. Apple has a technique 
for pulling data from the Brooklyn phone but is 
 resisting applying it, saying compelling it to do so 
would amount to government overreach and an inva-
sion of customers’ privacy.”218 Tim Cook is adamant 
in his resolve. He said, “We will not shrink from this 
responsibility. . . . We need to decide as a nation how 
much power the government should have over our 
data and over our privacy.”219

Where do you stand on this issue?

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE

 1. I think national security is more important than pri-
vacy. After all, we are talking about unlocking the 
phones of criminals. Technology firms need to be 
forced to comply with government officials’ requests 
to unblock encrypted devices.

 2. Although our data and privacy need to be protected, 
I think Apple and other technology companies 
should be forced to comply only when the case in-
volves terrorism. Encrypted devices should not be 
unlocked for other criminal activities.    

 3. The privacy of our data and phone contents needs to 
be protected. I am not in favor of forcing Apple or 
any technology firm to unblock encrypted devices.  

 4. Invent other options.
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Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

8
8.1 Aligning Strategy, Culture, 

and Structure
Major Question: Why is it 
important for managers 
to align a company’s 
vision and strategies with 
its organizational culture 
and structure?

8.2 What Kind of Organizational 
Culture Will You Be 
Operating In?
Major Question: How do I 
find out about an 
organization’s “social 
glue,” its normal way of 
doing business?

8.3 The Process of Culture 
Change
Major Question: What  
can be done to an 
organization’s culture to 
increase its economic 
performance?

8.4 Organizational Structure
Major Question: How are 
for-profit, nonprofit,  
and mutual-benefit 
organizations structured?

8.5 The Major Elements of an 
Organization
Major Question: When I join 
an organization, what 
seven elements should  
I look for?

8.6 Basic Types of 
Organizational Structures
Major Question: How would 
one describe the seven 
organizational 
structures?

8.7 Contingency Design: 
Factors in Creating the 
Best Structure
Major Question: What 
factors affect the design 
of an organization’s 
structure?

Organizational Culture, 
Structure, and Design
Building Blocks of the Organization



We consider organizational cultures and organizational structures, and how they should be 

aligned to help coordinate employees in the pursuit of the organization’s strategic goals. We then 

consider the three types of organizations and seven basic characteristics of an organization. We 

next discuss seven types of organizational structures. Finally, we look at five factors that should 

be considered when one is designing the structure of an organization.

“Once you are in the real world—and it doesn’t make 
any difference if you are 22 or 62, starting your first 
job or your fifth,” say former business columnists Jack 
and Suzy Welch, “the way to look great and get ahead 
is to overdeliver.”1

Overdelivering means doing more than what is asked 
of you—not just doing the report your boss requests, for 
example, but doing the extra research to provide him or 
her with something truly impressive. “You must continue 
to ‘sell yourself’ after you are hired,” says one human 
 resources director. “Keep your boss informed of things 
you are working on, including projects others ask you to 
assist with.”2 

Among things you should do in the first 60 days are 
the following.3

Be Aware of the Power of First Impressions
Within three minutes of meeting someone new, people 
form an opinion about where the future of the relation-
ship is headed, according to one study.4 “When meet-
ing someone for the first time, concentrate on one 
thing: your energy level,” urges one former CEO, who 
thinks that seven seconds is all the time people need 
to start making up their minds about you. Amp it up, he 
advises. “If you don’t demonstrate energetic attitude 
on your first day, you’re already screwing up.”5 

See How People Behave by Arriving Early and 
Staying Late
“Many aspects of a company’s culture can be subtle 
and easy to overlook,” writes one expert. “Instead, 
 observe everything.” Thus, try coming in 30 minutes 
early and staying a little late just to observe how peo-
ple operate—where they take their meals, for example.

Network with People and Find Out How the 
Organization Works
“You’ve got to realize that networking inside a com-
pany is just as important as when you were networking 
on the outside trying to get in,” says a business consul-
tant.6 During the first two weeks, get to know a few 
people and try to have lunch with them. Find out how 
the organization works, how people interact with the 
boss, what the corporate culture encourages and dis-
courages. Walk the halls and get to know reception-
ists, mail room clerks, and office managers, who can 
help you learn the ropes. Your role here is to listen, 
rather than to slather on the charm. Realize that you 
have a lot to learn.7

Ask for Advice
Be aware that those who seek advice are perceived as 
being more competent than those who do not.8 

Ask your boss, coworkers, and subordinates to give 
you feedback about how you’re doing. Be prepared to 
take unpleasant news gracefully.9 At the end of 30 days, 
have a “How am I doing?” meeting with your boss.

Overdeliver
Because performance reviews for new hires generally 
take place at 60 to 90 days, you need to have accom-
plished enough—and preferably something big—to 
show your boss your potential. In other words, do as 
the Welches suggest: overdeliver.

For Discussion How does the foregoing advice 
square with your past experiences in starting a new 
job? Are there things you wish you could have done 
differently?

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST 

THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

How to Get Noticed in a New Job: Fitting into an Organization’s 
Culture in the First 60 Days
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How important is culture, the “social glue” that binds together organizations?
“Culture and people are everything,” says Brett Wilson, CEO of TubeMogul, a 

video advertising software company. “Nothing else matters, and our ability to stay 
ahead is a function of having the best people and moving faster than our competi-
tors. . . . Creating an exceptional culture is the only way to build a sustainable 
competitive advantage.”10

How an Organization’s Culture and Structure  
Are Used to Implement Strategy
“A leader’s job is to help inspire every employee to help execute strategy,” says one 
report. “This requires consistently and constantly demonstrating, celebrating, and 
modeling the cultural traits that reinforce strategy.”11 Or, for better performance, per-
haps the leader’s style should even be different from the organization’s culture (as 
we’ll discuss later).12 

Strategy, as we saw in Chapter 6, consists of the large-scale action plans that reflect 
the organization’s vision and are used to set the direction for the organization. To 
 implement a particular strategy, managers must determine the right kind of (1) organi-
zational culture and (2) organizational structure, which mutually influence each other. 
(See Figure 8.1.)

8.1 Aligning Strategy, Culture, and Structure
Why is it important for managers to align a company’s vision and strategies with its 
organizational culture and structure?

THE BIG PICTURE
The study of organizing, the second of the four functions in the management process, begins with the study 
of organizational culture and structure, which managers must determine so as to implement a particular 
strategy. Organizational culture consists of the set of shared, taken-for-granted implicit assumptions that a 
group holds in the workplace. Organizational structure describes who reports to whom and who does what.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Drivers of
culture

Organizational
culture

al Organizational
structure &
internal
processes

al Group &
social
processes

Work
attitudes &
behaviors

Overall
performance

FIGURE 8.1 Drivers and flow of organizational culture

Realizing the Organizational Vision and Strategy: Get the Right Culture and the 
Right Structure Let’s consider these two concepts—organizational culture and or-
ganizational structure.

Organizational Culture: The Shared Assumptions That Affect How Work Gets 
Done We described the concept of culture in Chapter 4 on global management as 
“the shared set of beliefs, values, knowledge, and patterns of behavior common to a 
group of people.” Here we are talking about a specific kind of culture called an orga-
nizational culture.

According to scholar Edgar Schein, organizational culture, sometimes called 
 corporate culture, is defined as the set of shared, taken-for-granted implicit assumptions 
that a group holds and that determines how it perceives, thinks about, and reacts to its 
various environments.13 These are the beliefs and values shared among a group of peo-
ple in the workplace that are passed on to new employees by way of socialization and 
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mentoring, which significantly affect work outcomes at all levels.14 As we said, culture 
is the “social glue” that binds members of the organization together. Just as a human 
being has a personality—fun-loving, warm, uptight, competitive, or whatever—so an 
organization has a “personality,” too, and that is its culture. The culture helps employees 
understand why the organization does what it does and how it intends to accomplish its 
long-term goals.

The cultural tone is often set in the hiring process. “The ultimate filter we use is that 
we only hire nice people,” says Peter Miller, CEO of Optinose, a pharmaceutical com-
pany.15 MuleSoft, a software company, looks for people with “high integrity, being a 
great team player, and they want to win as a company first, team second, individually 
third,” says CEO Greg Schott.16 

TubeMogul CEO Brett Wilson, mentioned earlier, also prefers nice people. “I . . . 
really value people who are kind to one another,” he says. “That makes the workplace 
better, and they end up having a deeper sense of empathy with our clients.” In addition, 
“we want a culture where people aren’t afraid to make mistakes. . . . Our ability to win 
is a function of how innovative we are. So making mistakes is encouraged.” Finally, he 
says, “it’s a culture where we value the people who do what they say—they have a high 
‘do-to-say’ ratio.”17 

Culture can vary considerably, with different organizations having differing empha-
ses on risk taking, treatment of employees, teamwork, rules and regulations, conflict 
and criticism, and rewards.

As such, culture can have both positive and negative effects on employees and 
overall corporate performance. Zenefits, a San Francisco health-insurance broker-
age start-up, for example, is being sued for actions associated with a negative 
 culture. Its director of real estate and workplace services had to send employees a 
note asking them to cut out using the headquarters stairwells for smoking, drink-
ing, eating, and sex.19 

Some other organizations, believing that the office has become “too nice,” have 
embraced a culture known as “radical candor” or “front-stabbing,” in which workers 
are encouraged “to drop the polite workplace veneer and speak frankly to each other 
no matter what,” according to one report.20 Still other companies go beyond candor to 
fraudulent behavior: The serious blow the auto industry took to its reputation when 
Volkswagen admitted in 2015 that its culture had led to cheating on emissions tests 
was followed by another one when Mitsubishi admitted to 25 years of company engi-
neers’ intentionally manipulating fuel-economy tests.21 

In addition, the elements that drive an organization’s culture also vary. They may 
represent the values of the founder, the industry and business environment, the na-
tional culture, the organization’s vision and strategies, and the behavior of leaders. 
(See Table 8.1.)

We thoroughly discuss organizational culture in Sections 8.2 and 8.3.

Organizational Structure: Who Reports to Whom and Who Does What Organi-
zational structure is a formal system of task and reporting relationships that coordinates 
and motivates an organization’s members so that they can work together to achieve the 
organization’s goals. As we describe in Sections 8.4–8.6, organizational structure is 
concerned with who reports to whom and who specializes in what work.

Whether an organization is for-profit or nonprofit, the challenge for top managers 
is to align the organization’s vision and strategies with its organizational culture and 
organizational structure, as shown in the two gold boxes in the drawing opposite. 
(See Figure 8.1.)

Figure 8.1 shows that the consistency among these elements in turn impacts (see the 
three green boxes) group and social processes (discussed in Chapters 13–15), indi-
vidual work attitudes and behaviors (discussed in Chapters 11–12), and the organiza-
tion’s overall performance. As you can see from the diagram, consistency across 
strategy, culture, and structure leads to higher performance. ●

TABLE 8.1
What Drives an Organizational 
Culture? 

•	 Founder’s values

•	 Industry & business 
environment

•	 National culture

•	 Organization’s vision & 
strategies

•	 Behavior of leaders
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EXAMPLE How Strategy Affects Culture and Culture Affects Structure: 
EndoStim, a Medical Device Start-up, Operates Virtually

Nowadays a firm can be completely international. An example 
is the medical device start-up EndoStim, nominally based in 
St. Louis but operating everywhere.

The company, reports New York Times columnist Thomas 
Friedman, came together as a result of some chance encoun-
ters:22 Cuban immigrant Raul Perez, a physician, came to St. 
Louis, where he met Dan Burkhardt, a local investor, with 
whom he began making medical investments. Perez also suf-
fered from acid reflux (abnormal heartburn caused by stomach 
acid rising in the esophagus) and went to Arizona for treatment 
by an Indian American physician, V. K. Sharma. During the visit, 
Sharma proposed an idea for a pacemaker-like device to 
 control the muscle that would choke off acid reflux.

The Strategy: Creating a New Medical Device. Perez, 
 Burkhardt, and Sharma all agreed they wanted to build such 
an electrical-stimulation device. They joined forces with 
South  Africa–born Bevil Hogg, a founder of Trek Bicycle 
Corporation, who became the CEO of the company they 
named EndoStim and who helped to raise initial develop-
ment funds. (Hogg was succeeded later by Rohan Hoare, 
PhD, of The Netherlands, educated in Australia and at 
 Harvard.)23 This strategy then  began to dictate whom they 
had to work with, which in turn influenced the company’s 
culture and structure.

The Culture: An International “Adhocracy.” To advance their 
strategy of building the device, the four principals recruited 
two Israelis, a medical engineer and a gastroenterologist. The 
Israelis collaborated with a Seattle engineering team to de-
velop the design. A company in Uruguay specializing in pace-
makers was lined up to build the EndoStim prototype. It was 

arranged for the clinical trials to be conducted in India and 
Chile. How much more international can you get?

Thus, the culture of the company could be called an adhoc-
racy, which (as we’ll describe a little later in the chapter) is a 
risk-taking culture that values flexibility and creativity and that 
is focused on developing innovative products.

The Structure: A Virtual, Boundaryless Company. As a very 
lean start-up operating all over the world, with the principals 
rarely in the same office at the same time, EndoStim is clearly 
very different from, say, the usual top-down organization oper-
ating in one locality. To access the best expertise and high-
quality materials and obtain low-cost manufacturing anywhere 
around the globe, EndoStim thus was forced to take advantage 
of all the technological tools—teleconferencing, e-mail, the 
 Internet, and faxes—to maintain communications.

This EndoStim structure, then, is that of a virtual, boundary-
less organization—virtual because its members are operating 
geographically apart, connected by electronic means, and 
boundaryless because the members (whether coworkers or sup-
pliers) come together in fluid, flexible ways on an as-needed 
 basis. We describe these structures further in another few pages.

YOUR CALL
Are you comfortable enough to work in a virtual, boundaryless 
organization? Many people like the social interaction that 
comes with working in a physical office with other people. 
 Others, however, are turned off by the office game playing and 
time-wasting activities that seem to be a necessary concomi-
tant. They welcome the opportunity to do task-oriented work in 
a makeshift home office, occasionally having to cope with lone-
liness and restlessness. Which would you favor?

Freewheeling culture. Mic, a New York City news website created by 
and for Millennials, which has 106 mostly Millennial employees, is 
described as having a “playful vibe.”18 Here CEO Chris Altchek (right) 
talks with an employee. At Mic, oversharing, acting entitled, and 
second-guessing the boss are the norm. Dogs wander between desks, 
some employees use a megaphone for impromptu announcements, 
others ride hoverboards into the kitchen for free snacks. Could the Mic 
culture work in, say, the labs of Pfizer Inc., the global pharmaceutical 
company, where drug discovery is a high-risk, costly endeavor?  
© Jennifer S. Altman/The New York/Redux Pictures
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Want to get ahead in the workplace but hate the idea of “office politics”?
Probably you can’t achieve the first without mastering the second. Although hard 

work and talent can take you a long way, “there is a point in everyone’s career where 
politics becomes more important,” says management professor Kathleen Kelley Rear-
don. You have to know the political climate of the company you work for, says Rear-
don, who is author of The Secret Handshake and It’s All Politics.24 “Don’t be the last 
person to understand how people get promoted, how they get noticed, how certain 
projects come to attention. Don’t be quick to trust. If you don’t understand the political 
machinations, you’re going to fail much more often.”25

A great part of learning to negotiate the politics—that is, the different behavioral 
and psychological characteristics—of a particular workplace means learning to under-
stand the organization’s culture. The culture consists not only of the slightly quirky 
personalities you encounter but also all of an organization’s normal way of doing busi-
ness, as we’ll explain.

The Three Levels of Organizational Culture
Organizational culture appears as three layers: (1) observable artifacts, (2) espoused 
values, and (3) basic assumptions.26 Each level varies in terms of outward visibility 
and resistance to change, and each level influences another level.

Level 1: Observable Artifacts—Physical Manifestations of Culture At the 
most visible level, organizational culture is expressed in observable artifacts—physical 
manifestations such as manner of dress, awards, myths and stories about the company, 
rituals and ceremonies, and decorations, as well as visible behavior exhibited by man-
agers and employees.

Example: In a conference room reserved for sensitive discussions, online travel 
company Kayak has a 2-foot-high stuffed elephant named Annabelle—the “elephant 
in the room”—that is an artifact believed to bring forth more honest and constructive 
communications among employees.27 (The expression “elephant in the room” is used 
in business and politics to mean an obvious truth that is either being ignored or going 
unaddressed.)

Level 2: Espoused Values—Explicitly Stated Values and Norms Espoused 
values are the explicitly stated values and norms preferred by an organization, as may be 
put forth by the firm’s founder or top managers.

Example: The founders of technology company Hewlett-Packard stressed the “HP 
Way,” a collegial, egalitarian culture that gave as much authority and job security to 
employees as possible. Although managers may hope the values they espouse will 
 directly influence employee behavior, employees don’t always “walk the talk,” fre-
quently being more influenced by enacted values, which represent the values and norms 
actually exhibited in the organization.28

8.2 What Kind of Organizational Culture Will You  
Be Operating In?
How do I find out about an organization’s “social glue,” its normal way of doing 
business?

THE BIG PICTURE
Organizational culture appears as three layers: observable artifacts, espoused values, and basic assumptions. 
Cultures can be classified into four types: clan, adhocracy, market, and hierarchy. Culture is transmitted to 
 employees through symbols, stories, heroes, rites and rituals, and organizational socialization.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Another example: Leaders at retailer and health care company CVS Health recog-
nized the gap between espoused values (“We sell health products”) and enacted val-
ues (“We also sell tobacco products”) and made a key strategic change to create 
alignment. A transformative moment came in early 2014 when CEO Larry Merlo 
announced that CVS would cease selling tobacco products by October 1st of that 
year. “The decision meant sacrificing about $2 billion in sales,” says one report. 
“Led by Merlo, CVS’s executive team decided that continuing to sell cigarettes had 
become untenable for a company that was simultaneously trying to sell itself as a 
health care giant.”29 

Level 3: Basic Assumptions—Core Values of the Organization Basic as-
sumptions, which are not observable, represent the core values of an organization’s 
culture—those that are taken for granted and, as a result, are difficult to change.

Example: At insurance giant AIG, people worked so hard that the joke around the 
offices was “Thank heavens it’s Friday, because that means there are only two more 
working days until Monday.”30

Another example: Many founders of start-ups hate rules and red tape. College 
Hunks Hauling Junk, for instance, was co-founded by Nick Friedman with no formal 
policies about dress code, vacation, sick days, and other things because he envisioned 
“a real-life Never Never Land where work is always fun, and the culture is always 
stress-free.”31 However, when the enterprise grew from a single cargo van to over 
50 franchises, the freewheeling spirit made employees lose focus, and client-service 
ratings, employee morale, and profitability all declined. The firm had to come up with 
rules and procedures while at the same time trying to “maintain a healthy balance of 
fun company culture with an accountable organization and team,” Friedman said.

Four Types of Organizational Culture: Clan, 
Adhocracy, Market, and Hierarchy
The competing values framework (CVF) provides a practical way for managers to un-
derstand, measure, and change organizational culture. The CVF, which has been vali-
dated by extensive research involving 1,100 companies, classifies organizational 
cultures into four types: (1) clan, (2) adhocracy, (3) market, and (4) hierarchy, as we’ll 
explain.32 (See Figure 8.2.)

Flexibility and discretion

Stability and control

Clan Adhocracy

Hierarchy Market

Thrust: Collaborate

Means: Cohesion, participation,
communication, empowerment

Ends: Morale, people
development, commitment

Thrust: Create

Means: Adaptability, creativity,
agility

Ends: Innovation, growth,
cutting-edge output

Thrust: Control

Means: Capable processes,
consistency, process control,
measurement

Ends: E�ciency, timeliness,
smooth, functioning

Thrust: Compete

Means: Customer focus, productivity,
enhancing competitiveness

Ends: Market share, profitability, goal
achievement

External focus and
di�erentiation

Internal focus
and integration

FIGURE 8.2
Competing values framework
Adapted from K.S. Cameron, R.E. 
Quinn, J. Degraff, and A.V. Thakor, 
Competing Values Leadership 
(Northampton, MA: Edward Elgar, 
2006), p. 32.
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Research leading to the development of the CVF found that organizational effec-
tiveness varied along two dimensions:

■ The horizontal dimension—inward or outward focus? This dimension ex-
presses the extent to which an organization focuses its attention and efforts 
inward on internal dynamics and employees (“internal focus and integration”) 
versus outward toward its external environment and its customers and share-
holders (“external focus and differentiation”).

■ The vertical dimension—flexibility or stability? This dimension expresses 
the extent to which an organization prefers flexibility and discretion versus 
stability and control. Combining these two dimensions creates the four types 
of organizational culture based on different core values—namely, clan, adhoc-
racy, market, and hierarchy.

Each culture type has different characteristics, and while one type tends to dominate 
in any given organization, it is the mix of types that creates competitive advantage. We 
begin our discussion of culture types in the upper-left-hand quadrant of the CVF. 

1. Clan Culture: An Employee-Focused Culture Valuing Flexibility, Not Stability A 
clan culture has an internal focus and values flexibility rather than stability and control. 
Like a family-type organization, it encourages collaboration among employees, 
striving to encourage cohesion through consensus and job satisfaction and to 
 increase commitment through employee involvement. Clan organizations devote 
considerable resources to hiring and developing their employees, and they view 
 customers as partners.

Example: Property and casualty insurance company Acuity, Fortune’s No. 2 Best 
Company to Work For in 2016, strongly endorses a clan culture. CEO Ben Salzmann 
believes “that if employees are given a fun, rewarding place to work where they can 
express their creativity, in return the firm will get innovation, diehard loyalty, and 
world-class customer service.”33 Employees have generous perks and are empowered 
to participate in the way the company is run. The end results are profitability and an 
enviably low 2% turnover rate.

2. Adhocracy Culture: A Risk-Taking Culture Valuing Flexibility An adhocracy 
culture has an external focus and values flexibility. Creation of new products and 
services is the strategic thrust of this culture, as we saw with EndoStim in the 
 Example box, p. 244. This type of culture attempts to create innovative products 
by being adaptable, creative, and quick to respond to changes in the marketplace. 
Employees are encouraged to take risks and experiment with new ways of getting 
things done. Adhocracy cultures are well suited for start-up companies, those in 
industries undergoing constant change, and those in mature industries that are in 
need of innovation to enhance growth.

Example: Google, now under parent company Alphabet, is an example of a com-
pany with an adhocracy culture. “Though well past its start-up days,” says one  account, 
“Google is not afraid of massive, embarrassing failures. This is, after all, a company 
that [teamed up with another company] to invest $1 billion in commercial space startup 
SpaceX days after it crashed a rocket.”34 As one headline about the technology sector 
expresses it, “A Fearless Culture Fuels Tech.”35 

3. Market Culture: A Competitive Culture Valuing Profits over Employee 
 Satisfaction A market culture has a strong external focus and values stability and 
control. Because market cultures are focused on the external environment and driven 
by competition and a strong desire to deliver results, customers, productivity, and 
profits take precedence over employee development and satisfaction. Employees are 
expected to work hard, react fast, and deliver quality work on time; those who  deliver 
results are rewarded.

Chick-fil-A culture. Among the 
quick-service restaurant’s ways 
of engaging employees are 
hiring only nice people (harder 
than it sounds); hiring managers 
with people skills, not just 
functional skills; and closing 
stores on Sundays so employees 
can have family time. What kind 
of culture is that? © Zuma Press 
Inc/Alamy  
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Example: Uber, the ride-hailing company, is described by its CEO as having a 
“champions mind-set.” “It’s about putting everything you have on the field. . . . And if 
you get knocked down, overcoming adversity.”36 The company uses an approach called 
“principled competition” to establish itself in new markets, developing a base of en-
thusiastic new riders and drivers and using that grass-roots support to fend off opposi-
tion.37 “Uber doesn’t play nice,” says one writer. “It plays to win—and that strategy 
appears to be working.”38 

4. Hierarchy Culture: A Structured Culture Valuing Stability and Effectiveness A 
hierarchy culture has an internal focus and values stability and control over flexibility. 
Companies with this kind of culture are apt to have a formalized, structured work 
environment aimed at achieving effectiveness through a variety of control mecha-
nisms that measure efficiency, timeliness, and reliability in the creation and delivery 
of products.

Example: Amazon relies on the benefits of a hierarchical culture to effectively man-
age its vast shipping processes. A Fortune reporter commented that the company has 
achieved success by “sticking steadfastly—even boringly—to a few key principles. . . . 
Instead of focusing on competitors or technology shifts [a market culture orientation], 
they continually invest in getting a little bit better. In their core retail business, they 
grind out incremental improvements in delivery speed and product offerings while 
chipping away at prices.”39 

Are you curious about the type of culture that exists in a current or past em-
ployer? Do you wonder whether this culture is best suited to help the company 
achieve its strategic goals? The following self-assessment allows you to consider 
these questions.

What Is the Organizational Culture at My Current 
Employer? 

Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 8.1 in Connect.

1. How would you describe the organizational culture?

2. Do you think this type of culture is best suited to help the 
company achieve its strategic goals? Explain.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 8.1  

EXAMPLE Cultures Representing Competing Values: The Different 
“Personalities” of Pfizer Pharmaceuticals

“What makes culture so important is that it’s unique; it’s some-
thing that no one can copy,” says Ian C. Read, chairman and 
CEO of Connecticut-based Pfizer Pharmaceuticals. “Culture can 
become your competitive advantage. Get it wrong and you’ll 
pay dearly for it . . . for years to come.”40

Read became head of Pfizer in December 2010, after mis-
management (“micro micro” management, or indecisiveness) 
by the previous CEO failed to lift the company’s fortunes.41 
Read has instituted a commitment to “our OWNIT! culture. I 
challenged Pfizer’s leaders to recognize that they can only own 
the future if they own change and can make change work for 
us, not against us.”

Pfizer employees, he asserts, “understand that our own-
ership culture can differentiate us within our industry. They 
also understand it requires a willingness to take prudent 
risks, be accountable for their decisions and results, and 
understand how their work contributes to the company’s 
performance.” The success of the culture especially de-
pends on the efforts of first- and second-line managers, 
who create a climate of trust that is “essential to providing 
the space employees need to work, take considered risks, 
and own the results,” he says.

Organizational cultures are nearly as varied as human 
personalities, and conflicting cultures can exist within the 
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same organization. Sometimes they interfere with each 
other, but sometimes competing cultures may be strong 
contributors to an organization’s success. Consider the dif-
ferent cultures associated with Pfizer, both before Read 
took over and during his tenure. Do you recognize the dif-
ferent types?

$2.3 Billion in Fines. In 2009, Pfizer was fined $2.3 billion for 
improperly marketing drugs to doctors. “The whole culture of 
Pfizer is driven by sales,” said a former sales representative 
whose complaint helped the government’s case, “and if you 
didn’t sell drugs illegally, you were not seen as a team 
player.”42 Almost every major drug company has in recent 
years been accused of giving kickbacks to doctors or short-
changing federal programs.

Free Prescription Drugs to Unemployed. But also in that 
year, as unemployment hovered around 10% in the United 
States, Pfizer launched a program in which it offered to sup-
ply 70 of its name-brand drugs, such as Lipitor and Viagra, 
free of charge for up to a year to customers who had lost 
their jobs and lacked prescription coverage. “We did it be-
cause it was the right thing to do,” said Pfizer’s then CEO. 
“But it was motivational for our employees and got a great 
response from customers. In the long run, it will help our 
business.”43

Ongoing Experimentation. At Pfizer, drug discovery is a 
high-risk, costly endeavor in which hundreds of scientists 
screen thousands of chemicals against specific disease tar-
gets, but 96% of these compounds are ultimately found to 
be unworkable. The culture, then, is one of managing failure 

and disappointment, of helping drug researchers live for the 
small victories. Thus, says one account, “when a researcher 
publishes a paper, or when a lab gets some positive results 
on a new therapy, it’s trumpeted throughout the organiza-
tion.”44 Another example of experimentation, aimed at help-
ing remaining employees to be productive after heavy job 
cuts, is PfizerWorks, in which 4,000 employees pass off te-
dious and time-consuming parts of their jobs, such as creat-
ing PowerPoint slides and riffling through spreadsheets, to 
outsiders in India.45

Shedding U.S. Corporate Citizenship to Lower Taxes.  In 
2015, Read informed federal officials that Pfizer, which was 
founded in Brooklyn in 1849, proposed to merge with Dublin-
based Allergan, maker of Botox, and to move the company’s 
headquarters to Ireland, a lower-tax country, thereby signifi-
cantly cutting Pfizer’s U.S. tax bill.46 He defended the move, 
which is called an “inversion,” by saying it could result in 
more cash that could be invested in the United States and ul-
timately add jobs. Critics decried it as a gift to an industry 
“that’s blessed with lengthy drug patents that stave off com-
petition, keep prices high, and protect earnings for 
years.”47 Calling the plan “one of the most insidious tax loop-
holes out there,” the Obama administration tightened tax 
rules, removing the planned inversion’s benefits. Pfizer and 
Allergan called off the merger.48 

YOUR CALL
What cultural types are illustrated in these examples? Does it 
make more sense that a company would have one dominant 
cultural type or an equal mixture of clan, adhocracy, market, 
and hierarchy? Explain your rationale.

How Employees Learn Culture: Symbols, Stories, 
Heroes, Rites and Rituals, and Organizational 
Socialization
Culture is transmitted to employees in several ways, most often through such means 
as (1) symbols, (2) stories, (3) heroes, (4) rites and rituals, and (5) organizational 
socialization.49

1. Symbols A symbol is an object, an act, a quality, or an event that conveys meaning 
to others. In an organization, symbols convey its most important values.

Example: One of the most iconic products of IKEA, maker of inexpensive home 
furnishings, whose vision is “to create a better life for the many,” is the LACK table, a 
22-inch by 22-inch side table that sells for only $9.99.50

2. Stories A story is a narrative based on true events, which is repeated—and 
sometimes embellished upon—to emphasize a particular value. Stories are oral his-
tories that are told and retold by members about incidents in the organization’s 
history.
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Example: Marc Benioff is founder of cloud computing business Salesforce.com, 
a San Francisco company known for its great sense of social responsibility and gen-
erosity (and rated No. 23 on Fortune’s 2016 Best Companies to Work For list).51 Its 
spirit of philanthropy is embodied in a story called the 1-1-1 rule. “When we started 
the company,” Benioff says, “we took 1% of our equity [stock value] and 1% of our 
profit and 1% of all our employees’ time, and we put it into a . . . public charity. At 
the time, it was very easy because we had no profit, we had no time, we had no eq-
uity. But then, it turned out that our company is worth, you know, tens of billions of 
dollars.”52 Salesforce.com also runs 10,000 nonprofits for free, doesn’t charge uni-
versities for its services, and, says Benioff, delivers “hundreds of thousands of hours 
of community service.” 

3. Heroes A hero is a person whose accomplishments embody the values of the 
organization. IKEA employees are expected to work hard, inspired by an anec-
dote from their Swedish founder, Invar Kamprad, in his 1976 “A Furniture Deal-
er’s Testament.” In that essay he recounts how he was berated by his father for 
failing repeatedly to get out of bed to milk the cows on his family’s farm. Then 
one day he got an alarm clock. “‘Now by jiminy, I’m going to start a new life,’ 
he determined, setting the alarm for twenty to six and removing the ‘off 
button.’”53

4. Rites and Rituals Rites and rituals are the activities and ceremonies, planned 
and unplanned, that celebrate important occasions and accomplishments in the orga-
nization’s life. Military units and sports teams have long known the value of cere-
monies handing out decorations and awards, but many companies have rites and 
rituals as well.

Example: Employees of New Belgium Brewery in Fort Collins, Colorado, which 
makes Fat Tire Ale, are given a cruiser bicycle during their first year. After five years, 
they get a free brewery-hopping trip to Belgium. Ten years of employment is acknowl-
edged with a tree planted in their name in the campus orchard. (The company boasts a 
97% employment retention rate.)54

5. Organizational Socialization Organizational socialization is defined as the 
 process by which people learn the values, norms, and required behaviors that permit 
them to participate as members of an organization.55 Converting from outsider into 
organizational insider may take weeks or even years and occurs in three phases, 
 researcher Daniel Feldman suggests—before one is hired, when one is first taken on, 
and when one has been employed a while and is adjusting to the job.56 

The first phase (anticipatory socialization phase) occurs before one joins the or-
ganization, when a person learns—from career advisors, from web sources, from 
current employees—what the organization’s job needs and values are and how one’s 
own needs, values, and skills might fit in. The second phase (encounter phase) takes 
place when a person is first hired and comes to learn what the organization is really 
like and how to adjust his or her expectations. The company may help to advance 
this socialization process through various familiarization programs (known as “on-
boarding” programs). The third phase (change and acquisition phase) comes about 
once the employee understands his or her work role and now must master the neces-
sary skills and tasks and learn to adjust to the work group’s values and norms. The 
company may advance this phase of socialization through goal setting, incentives, 
employee feedback, continued support, and ceremonies (“graduation”) that celebrate 
completion of the process.

Example: Organizational socialization at Miami Children’s Hospital in Florida is 
helped along by assigning new employees a “buddy” trained in coaching and mentoring; 
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supporting new recruits with direct supervision, lunch meetings, and frequent use of 
online surveys and employee feedback; having monthly reviews by management; and at 
90 days rewarding successful employees with a two-day culture-shaping retreat and 
graduation ceremony.57 

The Importance of Culture
Many people believe culture powerfully shapes an organization’s long-term success 
by enhancing its competitive advantage. A team of researchers tested this hypothesis 
with a meta-analysis (a statistical procedure combining data from multiple studies) 
of more than 38,000 organizational units—either organizations as a whole or depart-
ments in different organizations—and 616,000 individuals.58 The results are shown 
below. (See Figure 8.3.)
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FIGURE 8.3 What organizational benefits are associated with what organizational 
cultures? 
Source: A. Y. Ou, C. Hartnell, A. Kinicki, E. Karam, and D. Choi, “Culture in Context: A Meta-Analysis of the 
Nomological Network of Organizational Culture.” Presentation as part of symposium Connecting Culture and 
Context: Insights from Organizational Culture Theory and Research at the 2016 National Academy of 
Management meeting in Anaheim, California.

Results revealed that culture is positively associated with a variety of out-
comes. Most relationships were of moderate strength, meaning they are impor-
tant to today’s managers. Closer examination of Figure 8.3 leads to the following 
six conclusions:

■ An organization’s culture matters. The type of organizational culture can 
be a source of competitive advantage.
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■ Employees have more positive work attitudes when working in organiza-
tions with clan cultures. Employees clearly prefer to work in organizations 
that value flexibility over stability and control, as well as those that are more 
concerned with satisfying the needs of employees than those of shareholders 
or customers.

■ Clan and market cultures are more likely to deliver higher customer sat-
isfaction and market share. We suspect this result holds because the positive 
employee attitudes associated with clan cultures motivate employees to pro-
vide better customer service.  

■ Operational outcomes, quality, and innovation are more strongly related 
to clan, adhocracy, and market cultures than to hierarchical ones. Manag-
ers should avoid the use of too many rules and procedures—hierarchical char-
acteristics—when trying to improve these outcomes.  

■ An organization’s financial performance (profit and revenue growth) is 
not strongly related to organizational culture. Only market and hierarchy 
cultures were associated with financial outcomes. Managers should not ex-
pect to immediately increase financial performance when they try to change 
their organization’s culture. This underscores the conclusion that culture 
change needs time to take hold.  

■ Companies with market cultures tend to have more positive organiza-
tional outcomes. Managers are encouraged to make their cultures more 
market oriented. 

What Does It Mean to “Fit”?  
Anticipating a Job Interview
“What’s your favorite movie?” the job interviewer asks you. “Your favorite website?” 
“What’s the last book you read for fun?” “What makes you uncomfortable?”

 These are the four most frequently asked interview questions used by hiring 
managers, according to a survey involving 285,000 kinds of interview questions.59 
For you as a job applicant, these questions might not seem to have much to do with 
your performance in previous jobs. But what the interviewer is trying to find out is 
how well you will fit in—what is called person–organization (PO) fit, which reflects 
the extent to which your personality and values match the climate and culture in an 
organization.60 

A good fit of this kind is important because it is associated with more positive work 
attitudes and task performance, lower stress, and fewer expressions of intention to quit 
(“I’m gonna tell ’em, ‘They can take this job and . . .’”).61 How well an applicant will 
fit in with the institution’s organizational culture is considered a high priority by many 
interviewers. Indeed, more than 50% of the evaluators in one study considered “fit” to 
be the most important criterion of the interview process.62 

 How can you determine how well you might fit in before you go into a job inter-
view? You should write down your strengths, weaknesses, and values—and then do 
the same for the organization you’re interviewing with, by researching it online and 
talking with current employees. You can then prepare questions to ask the interviewer 
about how well you might fit.63 

Example: If being recognized for hard work is important to you, ask the inter-
viewer how the company rewards performance. If the answer doesn’t show a strong 
link between performance and rewards (“Well, we don’t really have a policy on 
that”), you’ll probably have a low person–organization fit and won’t be happy 
working there. Incidentally, a positive corporate culture that engages and moti-
vates employees will help a company’s bottom line, according to a study of car 
dealerships, but the reverse is not true—a company’s success isn’t enough to en-
sure a positive culture.64 ●
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A particular culture can become embedded in an organization in many ways, 12 of 
which are described here. (See Table 8.2.)

Changing organizational culture is essentially a teaching process—that is, a process 
in which members instruct each other about the organization’s preferred values, be-
liefs, expectations, and behaviors. The process is accomplished by using one or more 
of the following 12 mechanisms.65

1. Formal Statements
The first way to embed preferred culture is through the use of formal statements of 
organizational philosophy, mission, vision, and values, as well as materials used for 
recruiting, selecting, and socializing employees.

Example: At fashion website Polyvore, CEO Jess Lee wrote down three statements 
she thought represented the company’s distinct culture: (1) “delight the user,” (2) “do 
a few things well,” and (3) “make an impact.”66 Walmart founder Sam Walton stated 
that three basic values represented the core of the retailer’s culture: (1) respect for the 
individual, (2) service to customers, and (3) striving for excellence.67

2. Slogans and Sayings
The desirable corporate culture can be expressed in language, slogans, sayings, and 
acronyms.

Example: David Cote, chairman and CEO of global technology company Honey-
well, has adopted the principle “Your job as a leader is to be right at the end of the 
meeting, not at the beginning of the meeting.” That is, a leader’s job is to flush out all 
the facts and opinions so at the end he or she can make a good decision.68

3. Rites and Rituals
As we mentioned earlier, rites and rituals represent the planned and unplanned activi-
ties and ceremonies that are used to celebrate important events or achievements.

Example: After a day’s meetings with clients, employees at Boston advertising 
agency Arnold Worldwide like to meet at a beer-vending machine in the office (nick-
named “Arnie”), where they sip bottles of home-brewed beer, chitchat, and exchange 
ideas.69 (Of course, employers need to be cautious about encouraging drinking alcohol 
at work, for both health and liability reasons.)

4. Stories, Legends, and Myths
A story is a narrative about an actual event that happened within the organization and 
that helps to symbolize its vision and values to employees.

8.3 The Process of Culture Change
What can be done to an organization’s culture to increase its economic performance?

THE BIG PICTURE
There are 12 ways a culture becomes established in an organization.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

TABLE 8.2
A Dozen Ways to Change 
Organizational Culture 

 1. Formal statements

 2. Slogans & sayings

 3. Rites & rituals

 4. Stories, legends, & myths

 5. Leader reactions to 
crises

 6. Role modeling, training, 
& coaching

 7. Physical design

 8. Rewards, titles, 
promotions, & bonuses

 9. Organizational goals & 
performance criteria

 10. Measurable & 
controllable activities

 11. Organizational structure

 12. Organizational systems  
& procedures
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Example: Until a decade ago, major drug companies treated countries in the 
developing world as not worth the trouble of marketing to. But Andrew Witty, 
who in 2008 at age 43 became the youngest CEO of GlaxoSmithKline, the world’s 
second-largest pharmaceutical company, is making a name for himself by doing 
more for the poor people of the world than any other big drug company leader. 
While working in poor countries, Witty found “just unbelievable energy to self-
improve, to lift themselves up.” He has promised to keep prices of drugs sold in 
poor countries to no more than 25% of what is charged in rich ones and to donate 
one-fifth of all profits made in such countries toward building their health sys-
tems. Now for four years running Glaxo has been ranked No. 1 on the Access to 
Medicine index, which rates pharmaceutical companies on their stances toward 
the poor.70

5. Leader Reactions to Crises
How top managers respond to critical incidents and organizational crises sends a clear 
cultural message.

Example: Cory Booker (now a U.S. senator from New Jersey) was the mayor of fi-
nancially struggling Newark in 2010 when a serious snowstorm hit the city. “Through-
out the storm,” reports The Wall Street Journal, “those in distress hit up Mr. Booker on 
Twitter, one of the mayor’s preferred methods of keeping in touch with residents. After 
they cried out for plows, ambulances, and diapers, he responded, electronically and 
sometimes by driving to the location, shovel in hand. . . . He ordered his driver to pull 
over several times to help shovel out or push cars.”71 His on-the-ground efforts were an 
answer to critics who accused him of being out of touch.

6. Role Modeling, Training, and Coaching
Many companies provide structured training to provide an in-depth introduction to 
their organizational values.

Example: Triage Consulting Group, a health care financial consulting firm in 
California, places a high value on superior performance at achieving measurable 
goals. New employees are immediately prepared for this culture with a four-day 
orientation in Triage’s culture and methods, followed by 15 training modules 
scheduled in six-week intervals. After less than a year, the best performers are 
ready to begin managing their own projects, furthering their career development. 
Performance evaluations take place four times a year, further reinforcing the drive 
for results.72

7. Physical Design
There is constant experimenting going on as to the best office layout that will encour-
age employee productivity and send a strong message about the culture.

Example: After power producer Dynegy emerged from bankruptcy, the new CEO 
abandoned his private office and moved into a 64-square-foot cubicle—identical to the 
ones used by the 235 other employees—signaling his aim “to transform a business 
previously focused on day-to-day survival into an agile operator poised for growth,” 
according to one report.73

Another example: Pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline has embraced an 
open-space philosophy that abandons individual desks in favor of “hoteling,” where 
everyone is assigned to “neighborhoods,” or areas of workers engaged in related tasks 
(you store your personal belongings in a small locker), on the theory that chance en-
counters among employees will spark conversations and collaboration.74
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8. Rewards, Titles, Promotions, and Bonuses
Rewards and status symbols are among the strongest ways to embed organizational 
culture.

Example: At Triage Consulting Group, employees at the same level of their career 
earn the same pay, but employees are eligible for merit bonuses, again reinforcing 
the culture of achievement. The awarding of merit bonuses is partly based on co-
workers’ votes for who contributed most to the company’s success, and the employ-
ees who receive the most votes are recognized each year at the company’s “State of 
Triage” meeting.75

9. Organizational Goals and Performance Criteria
Many organizations establish organizational goals and criteria for recruiting, selecting, 
developing, promoting, dismissing, and retiring people, all of which reinforce the 
 desired organizational culture.

Example: Las Vegas–based Zappos, the online shoe retailer, spends a great deal of 
time analyzing applicants to see if they will fit into its clan-based culture. “We spend 
seven to 10 hours [with potential recruits] over four occasions at happy hours, team 
building events, or other things outside the office,” says the company’s human resources 
director. “We can see them, and they can us.”76 Until recently, this careful selection pro-
cess along with paying full employee benefits and emphasizing having fun at work (the 
“wow factor”) resulted in a low turnover rate of only 20% in 2009, a remarkable statistic 
for call centers. That figure changed when Zappos instituted a new form of organization, 
as we’ll describe.

10. Measurable and Controllable Activities
An organization’s leaders can pay attention to, measure, and control a number of ac-
tivities, processes, or outcomes that can foster a certain culture.

Example: Adam Nash, the CEO of Wealthfront, an online financial management 
firm, believes that how you keep score on employee progress is important. “If you 
don’t give people metrics [methods of measurement],” he says, “smart people will 
make up their own,” and “you’ll get incessant fighting and arguments.”77

The wow culture. The “wow” factor that encourages 
Zappos’s clan-based culture is partly created by 
encouraging employees to have fun at work. Is this a 
place you could stick with? © Jared McMillen/Aurora 
Photos
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11. Organizational Structure
The hierarchical structure found in most traditional organizations is more likely 
to reinforce a culture oriented toward control and authority compared with the 
f latter organization that eliminates management layers in favor of giving 
 employees more power.

Example: The hierarchical structure of a railroad provides a much different culture 
from that of the “spaghetti organization” formerly employed by Danish hearing-aid 
maker Oticon, in which employees worked at mobile desks on wheels and were always 
subject to reorganization. Zappos has gone further by instituting a radical experiment 
called holocracy, which is supposed to encourage collaboration by eliminating work-
place hierarchy—no titles and no bosses. Unfortunately, employees weren’t sure how 
to get things done anymore, which resulted in such confusion that the company’s 2015 
turnover rate went from 20% to 30%.78 

12. Organizational Systems and Procedures
Companies are increasingly using electronic networks to increase collaboration among 
employees, to increase innovation, quality, and efficiency.

Example: Molson Coors CEO Peter Swinburn, in knitting together employees of sev-
eral former companies, made sure they had better tools to interact with each other. One 
technology he introduced was Yammer, a website for short messages similar to Twitter, 
on which some 2,000 employees now provide updates and collaborate on projects.79

Don’t Forget about Person–Organization Fit
Now that we have described the four key types of organizational culture and the mech-
anisms managers can use to change culture, it’s time to reflect on your person–organi-
zation (PO) fit. Recall that PO fit reflects the extent to which your personality and 
values match the climate and culture in an organization. Your PO fit matters because it 
links to your work attitudes and performance.80 

We have two activities for you to complete to measure your level of fit and see what 
you can do about it. The first is Self-Assessment 8.2, which measures your preference 
for the four types of culture in the CVF. The second is to answer the discussion ques-
tions associated with this assessment. You will be asked to conduct a gap analysis be-
tween the culture for a current or past employer and your preferred culture type. You 
can use this gap to make a plan of action for improving your PO fit. ●

Assessing Your Preferred Type of Organizational 
Culture

This survey is designed to assess your preferred type of or-
ganizational culture. Please be prepared to answer these 
questions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 
8.2 in Connect.

1. In rank order, what are your preferred culture types? Are 
you surprised by the results? 

2. Compute the gap between your preferred and actual 
culture types by subtracting your actual culture type 

score (Self-Assessment 8.1) from your preferred type 
score (Self-Assessment 8.2). Where are the largest 
gaps?

3. Make a plan to improve your person–organization fit. 
Focusing on your two largest culture types, identify what 
is causing the gaps. You will find it helpful to look at the 
survey items that measure these types.

4. Now use the 12 embedding mechanisms just discussed 
and suggest at least two things you can do to improve 
your level of fit.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 8.2 
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Once an organization’s vision and strategy have been determined, as we stated at the 
beginning of this chapter, the challenge for top managers is, first, to create a culture 
that will motivate its members to work together and, second, a structure that will coor-
dinate their actions to achieve the organization’s strategic goals. Here let us begin to 
consider the second part—an organization’s structure.

In Chapter 1, we defined an organization as a group of people who work together to 
achieve some specific purpose. According to Chester I. Barnard’s classic definition, 
an organization is a system of consciously coordinated activities or forces of two or more 
people.81 By this wording, a crew of two coordinating their activities to operate a com-
mercial tuna fishing boat is just as much an organization as tuna companies Bumble 
Bee and StarKist with their thousands of employees.

The Organization: Three Types
As we stated in Chapter 1, there are three types of organizations classified according 
to the three different purposes for which they are formed:82

■ For-profit organizations. These are formed to make money, or profits, by 
offering products or services.

■ Nonprofit organizations. These are formed to offer services to some clients, 
not to make a profit (examples: hospitals, colleges).

■ Mutual-benefit organizations. These are voluntary collectives whose pur-
pose is to advance members’ interests (examples: unions, trade associations).

8.4 Organizational Structure
How are for-profit, nonprofit, and mutual-benefit organizations structured?

THE BIG PICTURE
The organizational structure of the three types of organizations—for-profit, nonprofit, and mutual-benefit—
may be expressed vertically or horizontally on an organization chart.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Who sells the electricity? About 
80% of U.S. drivers drive 40 miles  
or less a day—and the Ford Focus 
Electric can drive nearly twice that 
far, 76 miles, on a single electric 
charge. The Focus is made by  
Ford Motor Company, a for-profit 
organization. What kind of 
organizations might sell the 
electricity and the charging 
stations—for-profit, nonprofit, or 
mutual-benefit? © Lucas Jackson/
Reuters/Alamy 
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FIGURE 8.4
Organization chart 
Example for a hospital.

Clearly, you might have an occupation (such as auditor or police officer) that is 
equally employable in any one of these three sectors. As a manager, however, you 
would be principally required to focus on different goals—making profits, delivering 
public services, or satisfying member needs—depending on the type of organization.

The Organization Chart
Whatever the size or type of organization, it can be represented in an organization 
chart. An organization chart is a box-and-lines illustration showing the formal lines of 
 authority and the organization’s official positions or work specializations. This is the 
 family-tree-like pattern of boxes and lines posted on workplace walls and given to new 
hires, such as the following for a hospital. (See Figure 8.4.)
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Two kinds of information that organization charts reveal about organizational 
 structure are (1) the vertical hierarchy of authority, who reports to whom, and (2) the 
horizontal specialization, who specializes in what work.

The Vertical Hierarchy of Authority: Who Reports to Whom A glance up and 
down an organization chart shows the vertical hierarchy, the chain of command. A 
formal vertical hierarchy also shows the official communication network—who talks 
to whom. In a simple two-person organization, the owner might communicate with 
just a secretary or an assistant. In a complex organization, the president talks princi-
pally to the vice presidents, who in turn talk to the assistant vice presidents, and so on.

The Horizontal Specialization: Who Specializes in What Work A glance to the 
left and right on the line of an organization chart shows the horizontal specialization, the 
different jobs or work specialization. The husband-and-wife partners in a two-person 
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PRACTICAL ACTIONReading the Culture: Avoiding Pitfalls on Your Way Up

Although corporations and managements may make noises 
about training and support, newly promoted managers may not 
see any of this and may simply be expected to know what to 
do. And as managers move up the ladder, they may encounter 
other problems that they have not anticipated. How can you 
avoid some pitfalls as you make your ascent? In general, says 
one business professor, it begins by understanding “the culture 
you’re in and what your organization’s key values are.”83 You 
have to learn how to read the culture, and you have to learn 
how to build strong relationships.

Some suggestions follow.84

Have Realistic Expectations and Think about the Kind of 
Manager You Want to Be. New managers often focus on the 
rights and privileges of their new jobs and underestimate the 
duties and obligations. Make a list of all your previous bosses 
and their good and bad attributes. This may produce a list of 
dos and don’ts that can serve you well.

Don’t Forget to Manage Upward and Sideways as Well as 
Downward. You need to manage not only your subordinates 
but also the perceptions of your peers and your own managers 
above you. In addition, you need to have good relationships with 
managers in other departments—and be perceptive about their 
needs and priorities—since they have resources you need to get 
your job done. One expert on building relationship networks sug-
gests you ask four key questions: (1) Whose cooperation do I 

need? (2) Whose compliance do I need? (3) Whose opposition 
would keep me from accomplishing my work? (4) Who needs my 
cooperation and compliance?85 Work on identifying what you 
have in common with the other person, and invest time in nurtur-
ing and maintaining the relationship.

Get Guidance from Other Managers. You may not get advice 
on how to manage from your own manager, who may have pro-
moted you to help reduce his or her workload, not add to it by 
expecting some coaching. If this is the case, don’t be shy about 
consulting other managers as well as people in professional 
organizations. “Keep listening to and for advice,” says one for-
mer Major League Baseball commissioner. “Never complain; 
never explain. No one listens. Take the blame if something 
goes wrong.”86

Resist Isolation. If you’re promoted beyond supervisor of a 
small team and you have to manage hundreds rather than doz-
ens, or thousands rather than hundreds, you may find the big-
gest surprise is isolation. The way to stay in touch is to talk 
daily with your senior managers, perhaps have “town meet-
ings” with staffers several times a year, and use “management 
by wandering around”—bringing teams together to talk.

YOUR CALL
How would you try to manage the perceptions not only of sub-
ordinates but of your peers?

Managing. Being a manager 
requires a lot of interaction with 
others—as in “town meetings” with 
staffers. Do you think you’ll need to 
resist a tendency toward isolation? 
© Thomas Barwick/Getty Images

 desktop-publishing firm might agree that one is the “outside person,” handling sales, client 
relations, and finances and the other is the “inside person,” handling production and research. 
A large firm might have vice presidents for each task—marketing, finance, and so on. ●
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Whether for-profit, nonprofit, or mutual-benefit, organizations have a number of ele-
ments in common. We discuss four proposed by an organizational psychologist, and 
then describe three others that most authorities agree on.

Common Elements of Organizations:  
Four Proposed by Edgar Schein
Organizational psychologist Edgar Schein proposed the four common elements of 
(1) common purpose, (2) coordinated effort, (3) division of labor, and (4) hierarchy 
of authority.87 Let’s consider these.

1. Common Purpose: The Means for Unifying Members An organization 
without purpose soon begins to drift and become disorganized. The common purpose 
unifies employees or members and gives everyone an understanding of the organization’s 
reason for being.

2. Coordinated Effort: Working Together for Common Purpose The com-
mon purpose is realized through coordinated effort, the coordination of individual efforts 
into a group or organizationwide effort. Although it’s true that individuals can make a 
difference, they cannot do everything by themselves.

3. Division of Labor: Work Specialization for Greater Efficiency Division of 
labor, also known as work specialization, is the arrangement of having discrete parts of a 
task done by different people. Even a two-person crew operating a fishing boat probably 
has some work specialization—one steers the boat and the other works the nets. With 
division of labor, an organization can parcel out the entire complex work effort to be 
performed by specialists, resulting in greater efficiency.

4. Hierarchy of Authority: The Chain of Command The hierarchy of authority, 
or chain of command, is a control mechanism for making sure the right people do the right 
things at the right time. If coordinated effort is to be achieved, some people—namely, 
managers—need to have more authority, or the right to direct the work of others. Even 
in member-owned organizations, some people have more authority than others, 
 although their peers may have granted it to them.

In addition, authority is most effective when arranged in a hierarchy. Without tiers 
or ranks of authority, a lone manager would have to confer with everyone in his or her 
domain, making it difficult to get things done. Even in newer organizations that flatten 
the hierarchy, there still exists more than one level of management.88 A flat organization 
is defined as one with an organizational structure with few or no levels of middle manage-
ment between top managers and those reporting to them.

Finally, a principle stressed by early management scholars was that of unity of com-
mand, in which an employee should report to no more than one manager in order to avoid 
conflicting priorities and demands. Today, however, with advances in computer 

8.5 The Major Elements of an Organization
When I join an organization, what seven elements should I look for?

THE BIG PICTURE
Seven basic elements or features of an organization are described in this section.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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 technology and networks, there are circumstances in which it makes sense for a person 
to communicate with more than one manager (as is true, for instance, with the organi-
zational structure known as the matrix structure, as we’ll describe).

Common Elements of Organizations: Three More 
That Most Authorities Agree On
To Schein’s four common elements we may add three others that most authori-
ties agree on: (5) span of control, (6) authority, responsibility, and delegation, 
and (7) centralization versus decentralization of authority.

5. Span of Control: Narrow (or Tall) versus Wide (or Flat) The span of control, 
or span of management, refers to the number of people reporting directly to a given man-
ager.89 There are two kinds of spans of control, narrow (or tall) and wide (or flat).

Narrow Span of Control This means a manager has a limited number of people 
reporting—three vice presidents reporting to a president, for example, instead of nine 
vice presidents. An organization is said to be tall when there are many levels with nar-
row spans of control.

Wide Span of Control This means a manager has several people reporting—a 
first-line supervisor may have 40 or more subordinates, if little hands-on supervision 
is required, as is the case in some assembly-line workplaces. An organization is said to 
be flat when there are only a few levels with wide spans of control.

Historically, spans of about 7 to 10 subordinates were considered best, but there is 
no consensus as to what is ideal. In general, when managers must be closely involved 
with their subordinates, as when the management duties are complex, they are advised 
to have a narrow span of control. This is why presidents tend to have only a handful of 
vice presidents reporting to them. By contrast, first-line supervisors directing subordi-
nates with similar work tasks may have a wide span of control.

Today’s emphasis on lean management staffs and more efficiency means that spans 
of control need to be as wide as possible while still providing adequate supervision. 
Wider spans also fit in with the trend toward allowing workers greater autonomy in 
decision making. Research suggests that, when aided by technology to communicate 
and monitor, a manager can oversee 30 employees or more.90

6. Authority, Responsibility, and Delegation: Line versus Staff Positions Male 
sea lions have to battle other males to attain authority over the herd. In human orga-
nizations, however, authority is related to the management authority in the organiza-
tion; it has nothing to do with the manager’s fighting ability or personal 
characteristics. With authority goes accountability, responsibility, and the ability to 
delegate one’s authority.

Accountability Authority refers to the rights inherent in a managerial position to make 
decisions, give orders, and utilize resources. (Authority is distinguished from power, 
which, as we discuss in Chapter 14, is the extent to which a person is able to influence 
others so they respond to orders.) In the military, of course, orders are given with the 
expectation that they will be obeyed, disobedience making one liable to a dishonorable 
discharge or imprisonment. In civilian organizations, disobeying orders may lead to 
less dire consequences (demotion or firing), but subordinates are still expected to 
 accept that a higher-level manager has a legitimate right to issue orders.

Authority means accountability—managers must report and justify work results to the 
managers above them. Being accountable means you have the responsibility for 
 performing assigned tasks.
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Responsibility With more authority comes more responsibility. Responsibility is the 
obligation you have to perform the tasks assigned to you. A car assembly-line worker has 
little authority but also little responsibility: just install those windshields over and 
over. A manager, however, has greater responsibilities.

It is a sign of faulty job design when managers are given too much authority and not 
enough responsibility, in which case they may become abusive to subordinates and 
capricious in exerting authority.91 Conversely, managers may not be given enough 
 authority, so the job becomes difficult.

Delegation Delegation is the process of assigning managerial authority and responsi-
bility to managers and employees lower in the hierarchy. To be more efficient, most man-
agers are expected to delegate as much of their work as possible. However, many 
bosses get hung up on perfection, failing to realize that delegation is a necessary part 
of managing.

A smart rule is the “70% Rule”: If the person you would like to perform the task is 
able to do it at least 70% as well as you can, you should delegate it. “Is it frustrating 
that the task won’t be done with the same degree of perfection or perceived perfection 
that [you] could achieve?” asks one writer. “Sure! But let go of perfection.”92 

PRACTICAL ACTION When Should You Delegate and When Not? How Managers 
Get More Done

All managers must learn how to delegate—to assign manage-
ment authority and responsibilities to people lower in the com-
pany hierarchy. When it comes to a choice between 
micromanaging and delegating tasks, “err on the side of dele-
gation,” former GE head Jack Welch has recommended. “It 
makes your employees love being at the company and helps 
them flourish. And it gives managers a feel for who needs more 
attention.”93 

 Delegation also helps you avoid exhaustion from over-
work. “To do more in a day, you must do less—not do every-
thing faster,” says Oakland, California, productivity expert 
Odette Pollar.94 If as a manager you find yourself often behind, 
always taking work home, doing your subordinates’ work for 
them, and constantly having employees seeking your approval 
before they can act, you’re clearly not delegating well. 
 How do you decide when to delegate and when not to? 
Here are some guidelines:95

Delegate Routine and Technical Matters. Always try to dele-
gate routine tasks and routine paperwork. When there are 
technical matters, let the experts handle them.

Delegate Tasks That Help Your Subordinates Grow. Let your 
employees solve their own problems whenever possible. Let 
them try new things so they will grow in their jobs.

Don’t Delegate Confidential and Personnel Matters. Any 
tasks that are confidential or that involve the evaluation, disci-

pline, or counseling of subordinates should never be handed 
off to someone else.

Don’t Delegate Emergencies. By definition, an emergency is 
a crisis for which there is little time for solution, and you should 
handle this yourself.

Don’t Delegate Special Tasks That Your Boss Asked You to 
Do—Unless You Have His or Her Permission. If your supervi-
sor entrusts you with a special assignment, such as attending a 
particular meeting, don’t delegate it unless you have permis-
sion to do so.

Match the Tasks Delegated to Your Subordinates’ Skills and 
Abilities. While recognizing that delegation involves some risk, 
make your assignments appropriate to the training, talent, 
skills, and motivation of your employees.

YOUR CALL
Managers fail to delegate for many reasons.96 An excessive 
need for perfection. A belief that only they should handle “spe-
cial,” “difficult,” or “unusual” problems or clients. A wish to 
keep the parts of a job that are fun. A fear that others will think 
them lazy. A reluctance to let employees lower down in the hi-
erarchy take risks. A worry that subordinates won’t deliver. A 
concern that the subordinates will do a better job and show 
them up. Are any of these why you might not be very good at 
delegating? What are some others?
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Line Position Line managers have authority to make decisions and usually have peo-
ple reporting to them. Examples are the president, the vice presidents, the director of 
personnel, and the head of accounting. Line positions are indicated on the organization 
chart by a solid line (usually a vertical line).

Staff Position Staff personnel have authority functions; they provide advice, recom-
mendations, and research to line managers (examples: specialists such as legal counsels 
and special advisers for mergers and acquisitions or strategic planning). Staff positions 
are indicated on the organization chart by a dotted line (usually a horizontal line).

7. Centralization versus Decentralization of Authority Who makes the impor-
tant decisions in an organization? That is what the question of centralization versus 
decentralization of authority is concerned with.

Centralized Authority With centralized authority, important decisions are made by 
higher-level managers. Very small companies tend to be the most centralized, al-
though nearly all organizations have at least some authority concentrated at the top 
of the hierarchy. Kmart and McDonald’s are examples of companies using this kind 
of authority.

An advantage in using centralized authority is that there is less duplication of work, 
because fewer employees perform the same task; rather, the task is often performed by 
a department of specialists. Another advantage of centralization is that procedures are 
uniform and thus easier to control; all purchasing, for example, may have to be put out 
to competitive bids.

Decentralized Authority With decentralized authority, important decisions are made 
by middle-level and supervisory-level managers. Here, obviously, power has been dele-
gated throughout the organization. Among the companies using decentralized author-
ity are General Motors and Harley-Davidson.

An advantage in having decentralized authority is that managers are encouraged 
to solve their own problems rather than to buck the decision to a higher level. In ad-
dition, decisions are made more quickly, which increases the organization’s flexibil-
ity and efficiency. ●
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Line and staff 
Line responsibilities are 
indicated by solid lines,  
staff responsibilities by  
dotted lines.

Regarding authority and responsibility, the organization chart distinguishes be-
tween two positions, line and staff. (See Figure 8.5.)
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Culture and structure, we’ve said, are quite often inter-
twined. When Google co-founder (with Sergey Brin) and 
CEO Larry Page was asked in 2011 about the biggest 
threat to his company, Page answered in a single word: 
“Google.”

Now 19 years old, Google started out as a free-
wheeling company in which, as we mentioned, engi-
neers were given time to experiment on their own 
projects, producing the famed Google’s culture of in-
novation. The problem, however, was that the company 
grew so quickly (it’s now over 61,000 people) that de-
cision making had become molasses-like. For instance, 
the two co-founders, who had been trained as engi-
neers, had hired a professional manager, Eric Schmidt, 

to be CEO, but the three of them “had to agree before anything could be done,” 
says one report. “The unwieldy management and glacial pace of decision making 
were particularly noticeable in [Silicon Valley], where start-ups overtake behe-
moths in months.”97 

In 2015 Google revamped its corporate structure into a conglomerate called Alpha-
bet Inc., with individual operations headed by separate chief executives. The word 
conglomerate (defined as a large company that is doing business in different, quite 
unrelated areas—General Electric and Berkshire Hathaway are two examples) is un-
popular with most companies today because critics think it spreads top management 
focus too widely.98 However, for the Google founders, the purpose of Alphabet was not 
only to streamline the company’s structure and decision-making processes but also to 
bring more transparency into the company’s operations to satisfy investors who, as one 
editorial explained it, “admired its cash-rich search businesses but complained that its 
other sidelines are hard to measure.”99 The reorganization separated the collection of 
traditional businesses most associated with Google—such as Search, Android, You-
Tube, and Google Maps—from more speculative “moonshot” ventures such as Calico 
(life extension), Google X (self-driving cars), Nest (smart-home devices), and Side-
walk (city infrastructure).100

Organizational design is concerned with designing the optimal structures of account-
ability and responsibility that an organization uses to execute its strategies. We can cate-
gorize organizational designs as three types: (1) traditional designs, (2) horizontal 
designs, and (3) designs that open boundaries between organizations.101

1. Traditional Designs: Simple, Functional, Divisional, 
and Matrix Structures
Traditional organizational designs tend to favor structures that rely on a vertical 
management hierarchy, with clear departmental boundaries and reporting arrange-
ments, as follows.

8.6 Basic Types of Organizational Structures
How would one describe the eight organizational structures?

THE BIG PICTURE
Eight types of organizational structures are simple, functional, divisional, matrix, team-based, network, mod-
ular, and virtual.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Small firm. What type of 
organizational structure is best 
suited to a local bicycle shop? 
Should the number of 
employees influence the 
decision? © Matthew Simmons/
WireImage/Getty Images
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The Simple Structure: For the Small Firm The first organizational form is the 
simple structure. This is the form often found in a firm’s very early, entrepreneurial 
stages, when the organization is apt to reflect the desires and personality of the owner 
or founder. An organization with a simple structure has authority centralized in a single 
person, a flat hierarchy, few rules, and low work specialization. (See Figure 8.6, right.)

Hundreds of thousands of organizations are arranged according to a simple 
structure—for instance, small mom-and-pop firms running landscaping, construc-
tion, insurance sales, and similar businesses. Examples: Both Hewlett-Packard and 
Apple Computer began as two-man garage start-ups that later became large.

The Functional Structure: Grouping by Similar Work Specialties The second 
organizational form is the functional structure. In a functional structure, people with 
similar occupational specialties are put together in formal groups. This is a quite com-
monplace structure, seen in all kinds of organizations, for-profit and nonprofit. (See 
Figure 8.7.)
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Examples: A manufacturing firm will often group people with similar work skills in 
a Marketing Department, others in a Production Department, others in Finance, and so 
on. A nonprofit educational institution might group employees according to work spe-
cialty under Faculty, Admissions, Maintenance, and so forth.

The Divisional Structure: Grouping by Similarity of Purpose The third orga-
nizational form is the divisional structure. In a divisional structure, people with diverse 
occupational specialties are put together in formal groups by similar products or services, 
customers or clients, or geographic regions. (See Figure 8.8, next page.)

Product Divisions: Grouping by Similar Products or Services Product divi-
sions group activities around similar products or services. Examples: The media giant Time 
Warner has different divisions for magazines, movies, recordings, cable television, and 
so on. The Warner Bros. part of the empire alone has divisions spanning movies and 
television, a broadcast network, retail stores, theaters, amusement parks, and music.
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Customer Divisions: Grouping by Common Customers or Clients Customer 
divisions tend to group activities around common customers or clients. Examples: Ford 
Motor Co. has separate divisions for passenger-car dealers, for large trucking cus-
tomers, and for farm products customers. A savings and loan might be structured 
with divisions for making consumer loans, mortgage loans, business loans, and agri-
cultural loans.

Geographic Divisions: Grouping by Regional Location Geographic divisions 
group activities around defined regional locations. Example: This arrangement 
is  frequently used by government agencies. The Federal Reserve Bank, for instance, 
has 12 separate districts around the United States. The Internal Revenue Service also 
has several districts.

The Matrix Structure: A Grid of Functional and Divisional for Two Chains of 
Command The fourth organizational form is the matrix structure. In a matrix 
structure, an organization combines functional and divisional chains of command in a 
grid so that there are two command structures—vertical and horizontal. The functional 
structure usually doesn’t change—it is the organization’s normal departments or 

FIGURE 8.8
Divisional structure: Three 
examples 
This shows product, customer, 
and geographic divisions.
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A hypothetical example, using Ford Motor Co.: The functional structure might be 
the departments of Engineering, Finance, Production, and Marketing, each headed by 
a vice president. Thus, the reporting arrangement is vertical. The divisional structure 
might be by product (the new models of Taurus, Mustang, Explorer, and Expedition, 
for example), each headed by a project manager. This reporting arrangement is hori-
zontal. Thus, a marketing person, say, would report to both the Vice President of Mar-
keting and the project manager for the Ford Mustang. Indeed, Ford Motor Co. used the 
matrix approach to create the Taurus and a newer version of the Mustang.

2. The Horizontal Design: Eliminating Functional 
Barriers to Solve Problems
The second organizational design is the horizontal design. In a horizontal design, also 
called a team-based design, teams or workgroups, either temporary or permanent, are 
used to improve collaboration and work on shared tasks by breaking down internal bound-
aries. For instance, when managers from different functional divisions are brought to-
gether in teams—known as cross-functional teams—to solve particular problems, the 
barriers between the divisions break down. The focus on narrow divisional interests 
yields to a common interest in solving the problems that brought them together. Yet 
team members still have their full-time functional work responsibilities and often still 
formally report to their own managers above them in the functional-division hierarchy. 
(See Figure 8.10, next page.)

FIGURE 8.9 Matrix structure 
An example of an arrangement that Ford 
might use.
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 divisions, such as Finance, Marketing, Production, and Research & Development. 
The divisional structure may vary—as by product, brand, customer, or geographic 
region. (See Figure 8.9.)
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FIGURE 8.10 Horizontal design 
This shows a mix of functional (vertical) and project-team 
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EXAMPLE Use of a Horizontal Design: Whole Foods Market

Upscale natural and organic-food grocery Whole Foods Market 
started out in 1980 as one store in Austin, Texas, and today has 
revenues of $15.3 billion and 447 stores in North America and 
the United Kingdom.102 It was rated No. 24 in 2016 on Fortune 
magazine’s annual “World’s Most Admired Companies” list.103 
It has also been chosen as one of Fortune’s “100 Best Compa-
nies to Work For” every year for 17 years (No. 75 in 2016).104 
But as one writer observed, if its values are “soft-hearted,” 
 emphasizing Whole Food, Whole People, Whole Planet, “its 
competitive logic is hard-headed.”105 That’s because its man-
agement strategy is based not on hierarchy but on autono-
mous profit centers of self-managed teams.

“Radical Decentralizing”: Empowering Small Teams. One 
of Whole Foods’s core operating principles is that all work is 
teamwork. Thus, each store is organized into roughly eight 
self-managed teams, each with a designated team leader. The 
leaders in each store also operate as a team, as do the store 
leaders in each region. Additionally, the directors of the com-
pany’s 11 regions operate as a team.

At most retail companies, employees are hired by supervi-
sors (not fellow employees), decisions about what products to 
order are made by someone high up at central headquarters, 
and the amounts of people’s paychecks are kept secret. Whole 
Foods, however, believes in “radical decentralizing,” in the 
words of influential management professor Gary Hamel.106

At the individual-store level, compensation is tied to team 
rather than individual performance, and performance measure-
ments and individual pay schedules are open to all. Each team 
has the mission of improving the food for which it is responsi-
ble; is given wide flexibility in how it manages its responsibili-
ties, hires and fires its members, and stocks its shelves; and is 
given a lot of power in how it responds to the changing tastes 
of local consumers.

A Steady Diet of Growth. Whole Foods employees are given 
both the freedom to do the right thing for customers and the in-
centive to do the right thing for profits. The financial results of 
this business model are that Whole Foods is the most profitable 
food retailer in the United Sates, when measured by profit per 
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3. Designs That Open Boundaries between 
Organizations: Hollow, Modular, and Virtual 
Structures
The opposite of a bureaucracy, with its numerous barriers and divisions, a boundaryless 
organization is a fluid, highly adaptive organization whose members, linked by information 
technology, come together to collaborate on common tasks. The collaborators may include 
not only coworkers but also suppliers, customers, and even competitors. This means that 
the form of the business is ever-changing, and business relationships are informal.108

Three types of structures in this class of organizational design are hollow, modular, 
and virtual structures.

The Hollow Structure: Operating with a Central Core and Outsourcing Func-
tions to Outside Vendors In the hollow structure, often called the network struc-
ture, the organization has a central core of key functions and outsources other functions to 
vendors who can do them cheaper or faster. (See Figure 8.11.) A company with a hollow 
structure might retain such important core processes as design or marketing and out-
source most other processes, such as human resources, warehousing, or distribution, 
thereby seeming to “hollow out” the organization.109

square foot. Although its stock price was down somewhat in 
2014, it still was up 12-fold since its 2008 recession-era low.107

YOUR CALL
In designing new products, such as cell phones, the horizontal 
design team approach, known as concurrent engineering or 

integrated product development, has been found to speed up 
design because all the specialists meet at once, instead of 
separately doing their own thing, then handing off the result to 
the next group of specialists. Why do you think a horizontal de-
sign would be better in a retail business such as groceries?

Design
studio

Sweden

Components
assembly

Mexico, Asia

Accounting
& finance

USA

Core of
personal
computer
company

USA

Engineering
company

Japan

Distribution
company

Canada

FIGURE 8.11
Hollow structure 
This is an example of a personal 
computer company that 
outsources noncore processes 
to vendors.

A firm with a hollow structure might operate with extensive, even worldwide op-
erations, yet its basic core could remain small, thus keeping payrolls and overhead 
down. The glue that holds everything together is information technology, along with 
strategic alliances and contractual arrangements with supplier companies. An example 
of a hollow structure is EndoStim, the medical device start-up we described earlier.
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The Modular Structure: Outsourcing Pieces of a Product to Outside 
Firms The modular structure differs from the hollow structure in that it is oriented around 
outsourcing certain pieces of a product rather than outsourcing certain processes (such as 
human resources or warehousing) of an organization. In a modular structure, a firm assem-
bles product chunks, or modules, provided by outside contractors. One article compares this 
form of organization to “a collection of Lego bricks that can snap together.” 

An example of the modular structure is the massive 787 Dreamliner project, in which 
Boeing contracted with many suppliers, each responsible for one component or assem-
bly, which were then integrated to make the aircraft. Another example is an eight-passenger 
business jet, the Continental, made by Bombardier (pronounced “bom-bar-dee-ay”) of 
Wichita, Kansas. The Continental is designed in a dozen large modules, which are built 
in various places around the world. The cockpit and forward fuselage are built by 
 Bombardier Montreal. The center section is built in Belfast, the wing by Mitsubishi in 
Japan, the stabilizers and rear fuselage by Aerospace Industrial Development in Taiwan, 
the landing gear by Messier-Dowty in Canada, and the tailcone by Hawker de Havilland 
in Australia. The engines are provided by General Electric and the avionics gear by 
Rockwell Collins, both companies in the United States. The 12 modules are shipped to 
Wichita, where the parts are snapped together in just four days.110

The Virtual Structure: An Internet-Connected Partner for a Temporary 
 Project “Strip away the highfalutin’ talk,” says one industry observer, “and at bot-
tom the Internet is a tool that dramatically lowers the cost of communication. That 
means it can radically alter any industry or activity that depends heavily on the flow of 
information.”111 One consequence of this is the virtual structure, an organization whose 
members are geographically apart, usually working with e-mail, and other forms of infor-
mation technology yet which generally appears to customers as a single, unified organiza-
tion with a real physical location.112

An example is web-services company Automattic Inc., which has a San Francisco office, 
but it’s only for occasional use. Its real offices are the homes of its 123 employees working 
in 26 countries, 94 cities, and 28 U.S. states. Although occasionally employees hop on a 
plane and meet face to face, they mainly transmit messages via text-based internal blogs or, 
when misunderstandings occur, talk on the phone. With a virtual structure, companies can 
“tap into a wider talent pool not limited by geography,” says one report. “Firms can also save 
money on real estate, though sizable travel budgets may partly offset that.”113 ●

Modular structure. The center 
section of Bombardier’s eight-
passenger Continental business jet  
is built in Ireland and is shipped to 
Wichita, Kansas, where it is 
assembled with 12 other major 
components in just four days.  
© epa european pressphoto agency 
b.v./Alamy
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What is the optimal size for an organization? How big is too big?
Medical records company gloStream, which sells software to doctors’ offices, was 

founded in 2005 as a virtual structure, and for four years the approach worked well, 
with costs kept low and salespeople having no choice but to be out in the field. But in 
2009, CEO Mike Sappington decided it was time to “take the company physical.” 
“We’ve gotten too big to be a virtual company,” he told Inc. magazine. By the follow-
ing year, gloStream planned to have 100 employees in the United States and another 
100 in India. “Setting up a conference call or arranging everyone’s schedules for a 
meeting,” he said, “started to take an enormous amount of time.”114

Three Factors to Be Considered in Designing  
an Organization’s Structure
When managers are considering what organizational arrangements to choose from, such 
factors as stage of development are among the factors, or contingencies, they must con-
sider. Recall from Chapter 2 that the contingency approach to management emphasizes 
that a manager’s approach should vary according to—that is, be contingent on—the indi-
vidual and environmental situation. Thus, the manager following the contingency ap-
proach simply asks, “What method is the best to use under these particular circumstances?” 
The process of fitting the organization to its environment is called contingency design.

Managers taking a contingency approach must consider the following factors in de-
signing the best kind of structure for their particular organization at that particular time:

 1. Environment—mechanistic versus organic
 2. Environment—differentiation versus integration
 3. Link between strategy, culture, and structure

1. The Environment: Mechanistic versus Organic 
Organizations—the Burns and Stalker Model
Making beds—how hard could it be?

Actually, a hotel housecleaner may be expected to whip not just 
beds but entire rooms, 16–30 of them, into spick-and-span shape dur-
ing an eight-hour shift. Here every job is broken down into the small-
est of steps, with vacuuming, dusting, mopping, making beds, and so 
on expected to take about 20–24 minutes per room, according to 
time-motion studies. Making a neatly tucked bed should take no 
more than 3 minutes.115 Marriott allows 30 minutes for tidying up a 
room and has developed a 66-step manual with very specific direc-
tions (“Wipe the nightstand’s glass top with a blue rag, using the blue 
bottle. Wipe the phone and clock”).116 

8.7 Contingency Design: Factors in Creating  
the Best Structure
What factors affect the design of an organization’s structure?

THE BIG PICTURE
Three factors that should be considered when determining the best organizational culture involve whether 
an organization’s environment is mechanistic or organic, whether its environment stresses differentiation or 
integration, and how its strategy can affect its structure.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Could anyone do this? Hotel 
housekeepers, following  
the model of a mechanistic 
organization, are supposed to  
be able to make beds in no more 
than 3 minutes and ready an 
entire room within 24 minutes. 
The tasks are physically 
demanding, and the staff must 
be taught how to bend properly 
to make the work easier on the 
body. If you had this job, what 
would you do to vary the routine 
to avoid monotony—or would 
that sacrifice speed? © Simon 
Dawson/Bloomberg/Getty Images
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Mechanistic Organizations: When Rigidity and Uniformity Work Best In a 
mechanistic organization, authority is centralized, tasks and rules are clearly specified, and 
employees are closely supervised. Mechanistic organizations, then, are bureaucratic, with 
rigid rules and top-down communication. This kind of structure is effective in certain as-
pects of hotel work because the market demands uniform product quality and cleanliness.

In general, mechanistic design works best when an organization is operating in a 
stable environment. Yet new companies that have gone through a rough-and-tumble 
start-up period may decide to change their structures so that they are more mechanis-
tic, with clear lines of authority.

Organic Organizations: When Looseness and Flexibility Work Best In an 
 organic organization, authority is decentralized, there are fewer rules and procedures, and 
networks of employees are encouraged to cooperate and respond quickly to unexpected tasks. 
Tom Peters and Robert Waterman called this kind of organization a “loose” structure.118

Organic organizations are sometimes termed “adhocracies” because they operate on an 
ad hoc basis, improvising as they go along. As you might expect, information-technology 
companies favor the organic arrangement because they constantly have to adjust to techno-
logical change. New York–based Dark Arts Consulting, a technology consulting firm, has 
used the practice of co-working—sharing office space with other businesses—to expand 
into territories in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, enabling it to hire salespeople and engi-
neers without having the added expense of an underutilized office.119 Companies that need 
to respond to fast-changing consumer tastes also favor organic arrangements.

No doubt you would be more comfortable in some organizational structures than 
others. If you value autonomy and the chance to make decisions, you probably prefer a 
hollow or virtual structure as opposed to one that is more structured. What type of 
structure do you think would bring out the best in you? 

TABLE 8.3
Mechanistic versus Organic 
Organizations 

MECHANISTIC ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIC ORGANIZATIONS

Centralized hierarchy of authority Decentralized hierarchy of authority

Many rules and procedures Few rules and procedures

Specialized tasks Shared tasks

Formalized communication Informal communication

Few teams or task forces Many teams or task forces

Narrow span of control, taller structures Wider span of control, flatter structures

Assessing Your Organizational Structure 
Preference

This survey is designed to assess your preferred type of organiza-
tional structure. Please be prepared to answer these questions if 
your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 8.3 in Connect.

1. Do you prefer a more mechanistic or organic structure? 
What do you think is the cause for this preference?

2. If you were interviewing for a job, what questions might 
you ask to determine if the company is more mechanistic 
or organic?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 8.3  

Much of this kind of mundane hotel work exemplifies what British behavioral sci-
entists Tom Burns and G. M. Stalker call a mechanistic organization, as opposed to 
an organic organization.117 (See Table 8.3.)
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2. The Environment: Differentiation versus Integration—
the Lawrence and Lorsch Model
Burns and Stalker’s ideas were extended in the United States by Harvard University 
researchers Paul R. Lawrence and Jay W. Lorsch.120 Instead of a mechanistic– 
organic dimension, however, they proposed a differentiation–integration dimension—
forces that impelled the parts of an organization to move apart or to come together. 
The stability of the environment confronting the parts of the organization, according 
to Lawrence and Lorsch, determines the degree of differentiation or integration that 
is appropriate.

Differentiation: When Forces Push the Organization Apart Differentiation is 
the tendency of the parts of an organization to disperse and fragment. The more subunits 
into which an organization breaks down, the more highly differentiated it is.

This impulse toward dispersal arises because of technical specialization and divi-
sion of labor. As a result, specialists behave in specific, delimited ways, without co-
ordinating with other parts of the organization. For example, a company producing 
dental floss, deodorants, and other personal-care products might have different prod-
uct divisions, each with its own production facility and sales staff—a quite differen-
tiated organization.

Integration: When Forces Pull the Organization Together Integration is the 
tendency of the parts of an organization to draw together to achieve a common pur-
pose. In a highly integrated organization, the specialists work together to achieve 
a common goal. The means for achieving this are a formal chain of command, 
standardization of rules and procedures, and use of cross-functional teams and 
computer networks so that there is frequent communication and coordination of 
the parts.

3. Linking Strategy, Culture, and Structure
We began this chapter by discussing why it makes sense that a company’s organiza-
tional culture and organizational structure should be aligned with its vision and strate-
gies. Thus, if the managers of an organization change its strategy, as gloStream did 
when it decided to add lots more people and put them under one roof instead of in a 
virtual network, they need to change the organization’s culture and structure to support 
that strategy. Indeed, companies often begin by offering a single product or product 
line that requires only a simple structure, but as they grow and their strategies become 
more ambitious and elaborate, the culture and structure need to change to support 
those strategies.121

All the organizational cultures and structures described in this chapter are used to-
day because all of them have advantages that make them appropriate for some cases 
and disadvantages that make them not useful for others. For example, the clear roles 
and strict hierarchy of an extremely mechanistic organization are clearly suitable in a 
system valuing careful routines and checks and balances, such as a nuclear power 
plant. A fast-moving start-up drawing on sources of expertise throughout the world 
may benefit from a more flexible culture and organic structure that lowers boundaries 
between functions and organizations. ●
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Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

8.1 Aligning Strategy, Culture, and Structure
•	 Person–organization fit reflects the extent to which 

your personality and values match the climate and 
culture in an organization. A good fit is associated with 
more positive work attitudes and task performance, 
lower stress, and fewer intentions to quit.

•	 The challenge for top managers is to align the 
organization’s vision and strategies with its 
organizational culture and organizational structure.

•	 Organizational culture is defined as the set of shared, 
taken-for-granted implicit assumptions that a group holds 
and that determines how it perceives, thinks about, and 
reacts to its various environments. The culture helps 
employees understand why the organization does what it 
does and how it intends to accomplish its long-term goals.

•	 Organizational structure is a formal system of task and 
reporting relationships that coordinates and motivates 
an organization’s members so that they can work 
together to achieve the organization’s goals.

8.2 What Kind of Organizational Culture Will 
You Be Operating In?

•	 Organizational culture appears as three layers. Level 1 is 
observable artifacts, the physical manifestations of 
culture. Level 2 is espoused values, explicitly stated 
values and norms preferred by an organization, 
although employees are frequently influenced by 
enacted values, which represent the values and norms 
actually exhibited in the organization. Level 3 consists of 
basic assumptions, the core values of the organization. 

•	 According to one common methodology known as the 
competing values framework, organizational cultures 
can be classified into four types: (1) clan, which has an 
internal focus and values flexibility; (2) adhocracy, which 
has an external focus and values flexibility; (3) market, 

which has a strong external focus and values stability 
and control; and (4) hierarchy, which has an internal 
focus and values stability and control.

•	 Culture is transmitted to employees in symbols, stories, 
heroes, rites and rituals, and organizational socialization. 
A symbol is an object, an act, a quality, or an event that 
conveys meaning to others. A story is a narrative based 
on true events, which is repeated—and sometimes 
embellished on—to emphasize a particular value. A hero 
is a person whose accomplishments embody the values 
of the organization. Rites and rituals are the activities 
and ceremonies, planned and unplanned, that celebrate 
important occasions and accomplishments in the 
organization’s life. Organizational socialization is defined 
as the process by which people learn the values, norms, 
and required behaviors that permit them to participate 
as members of an organization.

8.3 The Process of Culture Change
•	 Among the 12 mechanisms managers use to 

embed a culture in an organization are (1) formal 
statements; (2) slogans and sayings; (3) rites and 
rituals; (4) stories, legends, and myths; (5) leader 
reactions to crises; (6) role modeling, training, and 
coaching; (7) physical design; (8) rewards, titles, 
promotions, and bonuses; (9) organizational goals 
and performance criteria; (10) measurable and 
controllable activities; (11) organizational structure; 
and (12) organizational systems and procedures.

8.4 Organizational Structure
•	 An organization is a system of consciously coordinated 

activities or forces of two or more people.
•	 There are three types of organizations classified 

according to the three different purposes for which they 
are formed: for-profit, nonprofit, and mutual-benefit.
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•	 Whatever the size of an organization, it can be 
represented in an organization chart, a boxes-and-lines 
illustration showing the formal lines of authority and the 
organization’s official positions or division of labor.

•	 Two kinds of information that organizations reveal 
about organizational structure are (1) the vertical 
hierarchy of authority, who reports to whom, and (2) the 
horizontal specialization, who specializes in what work.

8.5 The Major Elements of an Organization
•	 Organizations have seven elements. Four proposed 

by Edgar Schein are (1) common purpose, which 
unifies employees or members and gives everyone 
an understanding of the organization’s reason for 
being; (2) coordinated effort, the coordination of 
individual efforts into a group or organizationwide 
effort; (3) division of labor, having discrete parts of a 
task done by different people; and (4) hierarchy of 
authority, a control mechanism for making sure the 
right people do the right things at the right time.

•	 Two other common elements are (5) span of control, 
which refers to the number of people reporting 
directly to a given manager, and (6) authority and 
accountability, responsibility, and delegation.

•	 Authority refers to the rights inherent in a managerial 
position to make decisions, give orders, and utilize 
resources. Accountability means that managers must 
report and justify work results to the managers above 
them. Responsibility is the obligation you have to perform 
the tasks assigned to you. Delegation is the process of 
assigning managerial authority and responsibility to 
managers and employees lower in the hierarchy.

•	 Regarding authority and responsibility, the organization 
chart distinguishes between two positions, line and 
staff. Line managers have authority to make decisions 
and usually have people reporting to them. Staff 
personnel have advisory functions; they provide advice, 
recommendations, and research to line managers.

•	 The final common element of organizations is  
(7) centralization versus decentralization of authority. 
With centralized authority, important decisions are 
made by higher-level managers. With decentralized 
authority, important decisions are made by middle-
level and supervisory-level managers.

8.6 Basic Types of Organizational Structures
•	 Organizations may be arranged into seven types of 

structures. (1) In a simple structure, authority is 
centralized in a single person; this structure has a flat 
hierarchy, few rules, and low work specialization. (2) In 
a functional structure, people with similar occupational 
specialties are put together in formal groups. (3) In a 
divisional structure, people with diverse occupational 
specialties are put together in formal groups by similar 
products or services, customers or clients, or 

geographic regions. (4) In a matrix structure, an 
organization combines functional and divisional chains 
of command in grids so that there are two command 
structures—vertical and horizontal.

•	 (5) In a horizontal design or team-based design, teams 
or workgroups are used to improve horizontal relations 
and solve problems throughout the organization. (6) A 
boundaryless organization is a fluid, highly adaptive 
organization whose members, linked by information 
technology, come together to collaborate on common 
tasks. Three designs that open boundaries between 
organizations are hollow, modular, and virtual 
structures. In the hollow structure, often called the 
network structure, the organization has a central core 
of key functions and outsources other functions to 
vendors who can do them cheaper or faster. In a 
modular structure, a firm assembles product chunks, or 
modules, provided by outside contractors. The virtual 
structure is an organization whose members are 
geographically apart, usually working with e-mail and 
other forms of information technology, yet which 
generally appears to customers as a single, unified 
organization with a real physical location.

8.7 Contingency Design: Factors in Creating the 
Best Structure

•	 The process of fitting the organization to its 
environment is called contingency design. Managers 
taking a contingency approach must consider at least 
three factors in designing the best kind of structure 
for their organization at that particular time.

•	 The first is that an organization may be either 
mechanistic or organic. In a mechanistic organization, 
authority is centralized, tasks and rules are clearly 
specified, and employees are closely supervised. In 
an organic organization, authority is decentralized, 
there are fewer rules and procedures, and networks 
of employees are encouraged to cooperate and 
respond quickly to unexpected tasks.

•	 The second is that an organization may also be 
characterized by differentiation or integration. 
Differentiation is the tendency of the parts of an 
organization to disperse and fragment. Integration is 
the tendency of the parts of an organization to draw 
together to achieve a common purpose.

•	 The third is the link between strategy, culture, and 
structure. If the managers of an organization change 
its strategy, they need to change the organization’s 
culture and structure to support that strategy. Indeed, 
companies often begin by offering a single product 
or product line that requires only a simple structure, 
but as they grow and their strategies become more 
ambitious and elaborate, so the culture and structure 
need to change to support those strategies.

 1. To implement an organization’s strategy, what are 
the two kinds of important areas that managers must 
determine?

 2. How would you describe the four kinds of 
organizational cultures, according to the 
competing values framework?

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?
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W.L. Gore’s Culture Promotes Employee 
Satisfaction, Innovation, and Retention 
W.L. Gore & Associates was founded in 1958 by 
 Wilbert (Bill) and Genevieve (Vieve) Gore. The com-
pany started in the basement of their home. Success 
transformed the business from the basement to its first 
manufacturing plant in 1960. Today, Gore has over 
$3 billion in revenue and 10,000 employees working in 
offices across 25 countries. It is one of the 200 largest 
privately held companies in the U.S.122

The company is best known for its Gore-Tex water 
and windproof fabrics that are used in a variety of out-
door apparel. But the company has expanded its prod-
ucts to include vacuum filters, microwave cable 
assemblies, guitar strings, dental floss, acoustic vents 
for cell phones, and medical devices.123

The company has been profitable every year since its 
foundation and has been ranked on Fortune’s “100 Best 
Companies to Work For” list every year since 1998. Its 
best ranking was as No. 2 in 2005, and it was No. 12 in 
2016. Not surprisingly, employees tend to remain at Gore 
once hired. The annual turnover rate is about 3%.124

Structure, Culture, and Values Leadership 
Conviction
Bill Gore wanted to start a company that was free from 
bureaucracy and a command and control style of leader-
ship. He felt that this was the best way to foster creativity, 
engagement, and innovation. He was a strong believer in 
autonomy and creating an environment in which people 
flourished. To support this philosophy, the company estab-
lished a unique organizational structure and cultural values.

Gore’s organizational structure is referred to as a team-
based “lattice” organization. “There are no traditional orga-
nizational charts, no chains of command, nor predetermined 
channels of communication.” Employees, who are all 
called associates, are accountable to the member of their 
multi-disciplined teams. Teams form in an ad hoc fashion 
around perceived “opportunities,” and leaders emerge.125

“Leadership opportunities at Gore are based on how 
much of a ‘followership’ someone has among co-
workers. Gore also uses peer assessments to determine 
compensation,” according to Fortune.126

Associates are “responsible for managing their own 
workload” and for independently making commitments 

that support team goals. Goals are not dictated from the top 
down. Rather, associates establish their own commitments, 
and these percolate upward to form corporate forecasts.

High-quality relationships “with each other, with 
customers, with vendors and suppliers, and with our 
surrounding communities” are essential at Gore. Asso-
ciates are encouraged to “build and maintain long-term 
relationships by communicating directly.” Face-to-face 
meetings and phone calls are preferred over less rich 
media, like e-mail and texting.127

The company established a set of fundamental be-
liefs to help embed its desired culture:
 • Belief in the individual: If you trust individuals and 

believe in them, they will be motivated to do what’s 
right for the company.

 • Power of small teams: Our lattice organization 
 harnesses the fast decision-making, diverse perspec-
tives, and collaboration of small teams.

 • All in the same boat: All Gore associates are part own-
ers of the company through the associate stock plan.

 • Long-term view: Our investment decisions are based 
on long-term payoff, and our fundamental beliefs are 
not sacrificed for short-term gain.128

How Does it All Work?
Associates are not hired for specific jobs. Rather, they are 
“hired for general work areas. With the guidance of their 
sponsors [everyone has a sponsor, whose goal is to help 
people succeed] and a growing understanding of opportu-
nities and team objectives, associates commit to projects 
that match their skills. . . . Sponsors help associates chart 
a course in the organization that will offer personal fulfill-
ment while maximizing their contribution to the enter-
prise.”129 They do this by actively providing feedback on 
performance and personal development and by helping 
associates network with others.

Bill Gore also believed in keeping operational facilities 
small due to his focus on high-quality interpersonal rela-
tionships. He observed that it was hard to know everyone 
once the number of employees at a facility exceeded 
150–200 people. The company thus splits up people at a 
facility once it reaches this size by creating a new location.

The final piece of the cultural puzzle involves a set 
of guiding principles that Bill Gore called freedom, 
fairness, commitment, and waterline:

Management in Action

 3. Describe and explain the three levels of organizational 
culture.

 4. What are five ways in which culture is transmitted 
to employees?

 5. Name 12 mechanisms by which an organization’s 
members teach each other preferred values, beliefs, 
expectations, and behaviors.

 6. What are seven common elements of organizations?

 7. Describe the four types of traditional organizational 
designs.

 8. Explain what is meant by horizontal organizational 
designs.

 9. What are three designs that open boundaries 
between organizations?

 10. What are three factors to consider in designing an 
organization’s structure?
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 • Associates have the freedom to encourage, help, and 
allow other associates to grow in knowledge, skill, 
and scope of responsibility.

 • Associates should demonstrate fairness to each other 
and everyone with whom they come in contact.

 • Associates are provided the ability to make one’s 
own commitments and are expected to keep them.

 • A waterline situation involves consultation with 
other associates before undertaking actions that 
could impact the reputation or profitability of the 
company and otherwise “sink the ship.”130

Associates are expected to live by these principles, and 
the company spends considerable effort trying to hire peo-
ple who fit into its culture. It is also important to note that 
the company does not believe in showering associates 
with lavish perks as do many of the other companies listed 
on Fortune’s list of best companies. The “headquarters 
doesn’t have foosball tables or napping pods,” according 

to Fortune. One employee described the culture this way: 
“It’s authentic. It’s not a façade or marketing strategy.”131

FOR DISCUSSION
 1. Using the competing values framework as a point of 

reference, how would you describe the current orga-
nizational culture at Gore? Provide examples to 
 support your conclusions.

 2. Which of the 12 ways to embed organizational 
 culture has Gore used to create its current culture? 
Provide examples to support your conclusions.

 3. Which of the three types of organizational design 
discussed in the chapter is most similar to Gore’s lat-
tice structure? Explain your rationale.  

 4. Is Gore’s structure more organic or mechanistic?  Explain.
 5. What is the most important lesson from this case? 

Discuss.

Should Socializing outside Work Hours  
Be Mandatory?  
Person–organization fit reflects the extent to which 
someone’s personality and values match, or fit, an orga-
nization’s culture and climate. Good fit is important for 
both employees and organizations. This challenge in-
volves the cultural considerations of asking employees 
to socialize outside work hours. If socializing outside 
work is an expectation of new hires, then it becomes 
something to consider when applying for jobs.

Why would companies ask employees to socialize 
outside of work hours? There are a number of good rea-
sons: (1) fostering comfort and relaxation among 
 employees, (2) helping people de-stress after a hard day, 
(3) learning more about one’s colleagues, and (4) build-
ing teamwork and unity.132 All of these benefits should 
improve interpersonal relationships and potentially 
boost productivity and customer service.

If such requests are voluntary, however, then it is 
likely that fewer people will show up, thereby reduc-
ing the benefits. People who show up are more likely 
to be like-minded and share a common race and gen-
der, as well as hobbies, and tastes. Voluntary requests 
can thus serve as a subtle way of promoting homoge-
neity rather than diversity.

Moreover, voluntary requests potentially set up a 
situation in which people develop unequal social net-
works. This can have unfair career advantages for 
those who attend because people discuss work-related 
issues at such gatherings. It thus makes some sense to 
make it mandatory to socialize outside of work.

Some companies accept this conclusion. Zappos did in 
the past, and other companies continue the practice today.

One woman told a reporter that there was an unwrit-
ten requirement at her employer that “employees were 
expected to spend extra money and time on group 
lunches and twice-weekly drinks. This kind of socializ-
ing was necessary in order to get ahead.” She was not 
told about the requirement during the hiring process, and 
she now feels a lack of fit. Her problem with the expecta-
tion is that she has two children to pick up from school 
and she tries to save money by taking her lunch to work. 
In a recent performance appraisal, she was told “I needed 
to be more of a team player.” Her feedback was partly 
based on her lack of socializing outside of work.133

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
What are your thoughts about making it mandatory to 
socialize outside of work hours?

 1. I think it’s a good idea. The benefits exceed the costs 
and I don’t agree that it fails to appreciate diversity. 
The socializing activities can be varied to fit the val-
ues and needs of diverse employees, thereby sup-
porting diversity.

 2. I don’t like it. What employees do after work hours 
is their business and companies should not infringe 
on them. Socializing outside work hours should be 
voluntary. 

 3. I believe that employers have no business interfering 
with how employees spend time outside of work. 
This means that I don’t want either voluntary or 
mandatory requests about socializing outside of 
work hours. If people want to socialize outside work, 
let them arrange it on their own.  

 4. Invent other options.

Legal/Ethical Challenge



Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

9
9.1 Strategic Human Resource 

Management
Major Question: How do 
effective managers view 
the role of people in their 
organization’s success?

9.2 Recruitment and Selection: 
Putting the Right People 
into the Right Jobs
Major Question: How can I 
reduce mistakes in hiring 
and find great people 
who might work for me?

9.3 Managing an Effective 
Workforce: Compensation 
and Benefits
Major Question: What are 
the various forms of 
compensation?

9.4 Orientation, Training, and 
Development
Major Question: Once 
people are hired, what’s 
the best way to see that 
they do what they’re 
supposed to do?

9.5 Performance Appraisal
Major Question: How can  
I assess employees’ 
performance more 
accurately and give more 
effective feedback?

9.6 Managing Promotions, 
Transfers, Disciplining,  
and Dismissals
Major Question: What are 
some guidelines for 
handling promotions, 
transfers, disciplining, 
and dismissals?

9.7 The Legal Requirements  
of Human Resource 
Management
Major Question: To avoid 
exposure to legal 
liabilities, what areas  
of the law do I need to 
be aware of?

9.8 Labor-Management Issues
Major Question: What are 
the principal processes 
and issues involved in 
organizing labor unions?

Human Resource Management
Getting the Right People for  
Managerial Success



This chapter considers human resource (HR) management—planning for, attracting, developing, 

and retaining an effective workforce. We consider how this subject fits in with the overall com-

pany strategy, how to evaluate current and future employee needs, and how to recruit and select 

qualified people. We describe orientation, training, and development and how to assess 

 employee performance and give feedback. We discuss how to manage compensation and ben-

efits, promotions and discipline, and workplace performance problems. We go over basic legal 

requirements. Finally, we consider the role of labor unions.

Didn’t get hired? Maybe you’re lacking in the right soft 
skills: appearance, manners, punctuality, ability to com-
municate well—in other words, professional behavior. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, it’s what employers com-
plain they can’t find in many job applicants, especially 
among Millennials.1

Dress for Success
If you dress casually on campus, rethink your ward-
robe before showing up for a job interview (or a career 
fair). No sandals or flip-flops, torn jeans, tank tops, 
short skirts, or revealing dresses. Wear simple earrings 
(men not at all), cover tattoos, and don’t try to look 
sexy. Employers are “looking for people who can 
 assume the role of a business professional,” says one 
recruitment manager.2 For men, this could mean wear-
ing a suit and tie and leather shoes with dress socks. 
For women, it could be a blazer and a blouse with a 
skirt or slacks, along with low heels and hosiery. Do 
the same the first day at work on a new job.3 Wearing 
formal clothes, research suggests, can boost your con-
fidence and abstract thinking ability, as well as raise 
others’ perception about how successful you are.4

Going Forward with Fork and Knife
If you’re asked to lunch, be aware that observing appli-
cants’ dining etiquette has become an informal part of 
the selection process. (To sharpen their competitive 
advantage, Chinese executives are now trained in 
Western table manners and social graces before trips 
abroad.)5 Keep your fingers clean (don’t order greasy 
sandwiches, pasta, or sushi), so you can deal with any 
paperwork and shake hands when you leave. Break 
bread or rolls into bite-size pieces, butter them, and 

eat them one at a time. Scoop the spoon away from 
(not toward) you when consuming soup. Don’t chew 
the ice cubes from your drink. Put your napkin on your 
chair (not the table) if you have to leave the table in 
mid-meal. Above all, chew with your mouth closed. 
And don’t talk until you’ve swallowed your food.6

Avoiding Bad Tech Habits
Sixty percent of U.S. smartphone users in one survey 
said they couldn’t go an hour without looking at their 
devices.7 In research involving human resource man-
agers, 76% of respondents said breaches of tech eti-
quette hurt work life.8 The most annoying smartphone 
behaviors at work: having loud private conversations 
(65%), not silencing the phone (59%), checking the 
phone during conversation (52%), and checking the 
phone in a meeting (38%).9 We hope you’re not one  
of those who doesn’t participate in meal conversations 
(or meetings) because you’re texting or gaming or 
Facebooking. Or who sets the ringtone at full volume. 
Or who talks or texts in public restrooms.10

Watching What You Do on Social Media—Today
Having good manners starts even before you meet 
any company recruiters. If you tweet obscenities, show 
a lack of spelling skills on Facebook, post sexy photos 
or even selfies, or talk about alcohol and marijuana, 
you may already have blown a good job opportunity, 
since human resource departments regularly check 
applicants out on social media.11

For Discussion Which of the activities described 
above do you need to work on? How will you go about 
doing it?

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

Soft Skills and Social Graces: Boosting Your Advantage  
in the Hiring World
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How do you get hired by one of the companies on Fortune magazine’s annual “100 
Best Companies to Work For” list—companies such as Google, SAS Institute, Boston 
Consulting Group, Edward Jones, and Genentech, which are on the 2016 list?12 

You try to get to know someone in the company, suggests one guide.13 You play up 
volunteer work on your resume. You get ready to interview and interview and inter-
view. And you do extensive research on the company—far more than just online 
 research, as by talking to customers.

And what kinds of things does an employee of a Fortune “Best” company get? At 
Google (now part of Alphabet), the Mountain View, California, search engine com-
pany (ranked No. 1 Best Company seven times in the last 10 years), you’re entitled to 
eat in 1 of 11 free gourmet cafeterias, take your dog to work, get haircuts on-site, work 
out at the gym, study Mandarin or other languages, have your laundry done free, and 
get virtual doctor visits. You may also be a candidate for millions of dollars in com-
pensation incentives, special bonuses, and founders’ awards.14

The reason for this exceptional treatment? “Happy people are more productive,” 
says Eric Schmidt, former Google CEO, now executive chairman of Alphabet.15 That 
productivity has made the company an earnings powerhouse; for 2015, for example, it 
reported a 14% growth in revenue and 38% growth in profits for its core Internet busi-
nesses.16 Google has discovered, in other words, that its biggest competitive advantage 
lies in its human resources—its people.

Human Resource Management: Managing an 
Organization’s Most Important Resource
Human resource (HR) management consists of the activities managers perform to plan for, 
attract, develop, and retain an effective workforce. Whether it’s McKenzie looking for 
entry-level business consultants, the U.S. Navy trying to fill its ranks, or churches try-
ing to recruit priests and ministers, all organizations must deal with staffing.

The fact that the old personnel department is now called the human resources de-
partment is not just a cosmetic change. It is intended to suggest the importance of 
staffing to a company’s success. Although talking about people as “resources” might 
seem to downgrade them to the same level as financial resources and material 
 resources, in fact, people are an organization’s most important resource. 

Indeed, companies ranked No.1 on Fortune magazine’s Best Companies list in the 
past—which, besides Google, include SAS, NetApp, Genentech, Wegmans Food Mar-
kets, J. M. Smucker, Edward Jones, and The Container Store—have discovered that 
putting employees first has been the foundation for their success. “If you’re not think-
ing all the time about making every person valuable, you don’t have a chance,” says 
former General Electric head Jack Welch. “What’s the  alternative? Wasted minds? 
Uninvolved people? A labor force that’s angry or bored? That doesn’t make sense!”17

Clearly, companies listed among the best places to work become famous by  offering 
progressive and valued programs, policies, and procedures.18 Are you curious to see if 
a current or past employer is one of these progressive companies? You can find out by 
taking Self-Assessment 9.1.

9.1 Strategic Human Resource Management
How do effective managers view the role of people in their organization’s success?

THE BIG PICTURE
Human resource management consists of the activities managers perform to plan for, attract, develop, and 
retain an effective workforce. Planning the human resources needed consists of understanding current 
 employee needs and predicting future employee needs.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Assessing the Quality of HR Practices

This survey is designed to assess the quality of HR practices at 
your current place of employment. If you are not currently 
working, consider a previous job when completing the survey. 
Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 9.1 in Connect.

1. How did you rate the quality of the company’s 
HR practices?

2. Based on your responses, what advice would you give 
the senior HR leader about how to improve its HR 
practices? Be specific. What are the consequences of 
having poor-quality HR practices? Explain.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 9.1 

Human Resources as Part of Strategic Planning Some companies—those with 
flat management structures, for instance—have done away with HR departments en-
tirely, letting the regular line managers handle these tasks. But most workers say they 
feel the absence of an in-house HR staff, especially when it comes to resolving pay 
problems and mediating employee disputes.19 So what should organizations do in re-
gard to investing in human resources? Based on research findings, we come down on 
the side that people are an organization’s most important asset and it’s important to 
invest in human resources. All told, studies show that companies have higher levels of 
employee satisfaction, financial performance, and service performance when the com-
pany has high-quality human resource practices and programs.20 At many companies, 
human resources has become part of the strategic planning process. Thus, HR depart-
ments deal not only with employee paperwork and legal accountability—a very impor-
tant area, as we describe in Section 9.7—but also with helping to support the 
organization’s overall strategy.

Example: Is it important, as Wegmans’s owners think, to have loyal, innovative, 
smart, passionate employees who will give their best to promote customer satisfaction 
(the grocery chain’s mission)? Who, then, should be recruited? How should they be 
trained? What’s the best way to evaluate and reward their performance? The answers 
to these questions should be consistent with the firm’s strategic mission.

The purpose of the strategic human resource process, then—shown in the gold 
shaded boxes at right—is to get the optimal work performance that will help the com-
pany’s mission and goals.21 (See Figure 9.1.)

Three concepts important in this view of human resource management are human 
capital, knowledge workers, and social capital.

Human Capital: Potential of Employee Knowledge and Actions “We are 
living in a time,” says one team of human resource management authors, “when a new 
economic paradigm—characterized by speed, innovation, short cycle times, quality, 
and customer satisfaction—is highlighting the importance of intangible assets, such as 
brand recognition, knowledge, innovation, and most particularly human capital.”22 
Human capital is the economic or productive potential of employee knowledge, experi-
ence, and actions.23

 Scripps Health, a nonprofit health care system in San Diego and 42nd on Fortune’s 
2016 list of “Best Places to Work For,” helps employees develop human capital by 
providing career coaching and up to $7,300 per year in tuition reimbursement and 
scholarships. The company also offers a wide variety of internal courses that focus on 
employee development.24

It’s also important to take responsibility for your own human capital. You may find 
this surprising, but a recent study showed that lack of sleep depletes your human 
capital and lowers performance.25 To perform at their best, people need their full ra-
tion of sleep. 

Establish the
mission & the vision

Purpose:
Get optimal work
performance to help
realize company’s
mission & vision

Establish the
grand strategy

Formulate the
strategic plans

Plan human
resources needed

Recruit & select
people

Perform appraisals
of people

Orient, train, &
develop

FIGURE 9.1 
The strategic human 
resource management 
process 
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Knowledge Workers: Potential of Brain Workers A knowledge worker is some-
one whose occupation is principally concerned with generating or interpreting information, 
as opposed to manual labor. Knowledge workers add value to the organization by using 
their brains rather than their muscle and sweat, and as such they are the most common type 
of worker in 21st-century organizations.26 Over the past three decades, automation has 
threatened a lot of routine jobs, but the rise of knowledge workers has been accelerating. 

Social Capital: Potential of Strong and Cooperative Relationships Social 
capital is the economic or productive potential of strong, trusting, and cooperative relation-
ships. It can help you land a job. For example, a national survey of recruiters revealed 
that 74% had found the highest-quality job applicants came through employee refer-
rals. Employees hired through referrals also tend to stay longer at their jobs, a result of 
better person–organization fit.27 

Social capital is also beneficial beyond the early stages of your career, particularly 
when you are developing trusting relationships with others. Trusting relationships lead 
to more job and business opportunities, faster advancement, greater capacity to inno-
vate, and more status and authority.28 All told, it pays to have a rich network of good 
relationships, and social capital helps makes this possible.

Planning the Human Resources Needed
When a building contractor, looking to hire someone for a few hours to dig ditches, drives 
by a group of idle day laborers standing on a street corner, is that a form of HR planning? 
Certainly it shows the contractor’s awareness that a pool of laborers usually can be found in 
that spot. But what if the builder needs a lot of people with specialized training—to give 
him or her the competitive advantage that the strategic planning  process demands?

Here we are concerned with something more than simply hiring people on an “as 
needed” basis. Strategic human resource planning consists of developing a systematic, 
comprehensive strategy for (a) understanding current employee needs and (b) predicting 
future employee needs. Let’s consider these two parts.

Understanding Current Employee Needs To plan for the future, you must un-
derstand the present—what today’s staffing picture looks like. This requires that you 
(or a trained specialist) first do a job analysis and from that write a job description and 
a job specification.29

■ Job analysis. The purpose of job analysis is to determine, by observation and 
analysis, the basic elements of a job. Specialists who do this interview job occu-
pants about what they do, observe the flow of work, and learn how results are 
accomplished. For example, UPS has specialists who ride with the couriers and 
time how long it takes to deliver a load of packages and note what problems are 
encountered (traffic jams, vicious dogs, recipients not home, and so on).

■ Job description and job specification. Once the fundamentals of a job are 
understood, then you can write a job description, which summarizes what the 
holder of the job does and how and why he or she does it. Next you can write a 
job specification, which describes the minimum qualifications a person must have 
to perform the job successfully.

This process can produce some surprises. Jobs that might seem to require a college 
degree, for example, might not after all. Thus, the process of writing job analyses, de-
scriptions, and specifications can help you avoid hiring people who are overqualified 
(and presumably more expensive) or underqualified (and thus not as productive) for a 
particular job.

In addition, by entering a job description and specification with their attendant char-
acteristics into a database, an organization can do computer searching for candidates by 
matching keywords (nouns) on their resumes with the keywords describing the job. 
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 Enterprise Rent-A-Car, for example, sorts through 50,000 candidates a month to identify 
those with a bachelor’s degree, good driving record, and customer-service or leadership 
experience who might qualify for the company’s management training program.30 

Predicting Future Employee Needs Job descriptions change, of course: Auto 
mechanics, for instance, now have to know how computer chips work in cars. (Current 
7-Series BMWs and S-class Mercedes have about 100 processors apiece.) And new 
jobs are created: Who could have visualized the position of “e-commerce accountant” 
10 years ago, for example?

As you might expect, predicting future employee needs means you have to become 
knowledgeable about the staffing the organization might need and the likely sources 
for that staffing:

■ The staffing the organization might need. You could assume your organiza-
tion won’t change much. In that case, you can fairly easily predict that jobs 
will periodically become unoccupied (because of retirement, resignations, 
and so on) and that you’ll need to pay the same salaries and meet the same 
criteria about minority hiring to fill them.

  Better, however, to assume the organization will change. Thus, you need to 
understand the organization’s vision and strategic plan so that the proper peo-
ple can be hired to meet the future strategies and work. We discussed strategic 
plans in Chapter 6.

■ The likely sources for staffing. You can recruit employees from either inside or 
outside the organization. In looking at those inside, you need to consider which 
employees are motivated, trainable, and promotable and what 
kind of training your organization might have to do. A device 
for organizing this kind of information is a human resource 
 inventory, a report listing your organization’s employees by name, 
education, training, languages, and other important information.  In 
looking outside, you need to consider the availability of talent 
in your industry’s and geographical area’s labor pool, the 
training of people graduating from various schools, and such 
factors as what kinds of people are moving into your area. The 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the U.S. Census Bureau 
issue reports on such matters. ●

What kind of job is this? A UPS driver’s 
problems of driving in a big city—traffic, double 
parking, addressees not at home—are different 
from those of driving in rural areas, where there 
may be long stretches of boredom. Specialists in 
job analysis can interview drivers about their 
problems in order to write job descriptions that 
allow for varying circumstances. © McGraw-Hill 
Education/John Flournoy, photographer

One way to attract potential 
employees. One of the first 
places companies are apt to look 
for potential employees is online, 
such as the social networking 
sites Facebook, LinkedIn, and 
Glassdoor, as well as Twitter 
(although sometimes searches 
can lead to discrimination 
against some candidates). 
Creative users also post unusual 
digital resumes featuring eye-
catching graphics, YouTube 
videos, and PowerPoint slides on 
Pinterest, the popular online pin 
board for photos. As for job 
seekers, they can find useful 
 job-hunting apps on Monster.
com. Are you up to speed on 
these job-hunting advantages?  
© dennizn/Shutterstock RF
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“We know that 5% of your workforce produces 26% of your output, so you need to focus 
on hiring people who really make the difference,” says San Francisco State University 
professor John Sullivan, an expert in human resources strategy. Hiring has become a sci-
ence, Sullivan states, but most people doing the recruiting think it is still an art. “Most 
people in HR have no clue. We don’t measure failed hires. There’s no feedback loop.”31 

However difficult it may be, then, it’s important to try to get hiring right. “We’re 
essentially in an innovation economy where good people come up with really good 
ideas,” says one CEO. “Companies want to hit home runs with the next greatest prod-
uct, and the imperative is making sure you have great people to do that.”32

Recruitment: How to Attract Qualified Applicants
At some time nearly every organization has to think about how to find the right kind of 
people. Recruiting is the process of locating and attracting qualified applicants for jobs 
open in the organization. The word qualified is important: You want to find people 
whose skills, abilities, and characteristics are best suited to your organization. Recruit-
ing is of two types: internal and external.

1. Internal Recruiting: Hiring from the Inside Internal recruiting means making 
people already employed by the organization aware of job openings. Indeed, most vacant 
positions in organizations are filled through internal recruitment, mainly through job 
posting, placing information about job vacancies and qualifications on bulletin boards, in 
newsletters, and on the organization’s intranet. Companies looking to make strategic 
changes do better hiring CEOs from within the ranks rather than from outside, accord-
ing to a recent study.33 In one twist on recruiting from within, more firms are now 
 rehiring former workers who had left (a tactic once frowned upon), because so many 
employers are having difficulty finding qualified people.34

2. External Recruiting: Hiring from the Outside External recruiting means 
 attracting job applicants from outside the organization. In years past, notices of job vacancies 
were placed through newspapers, employment agencies, executive recruiting firms, union 
hiring halls, college job-placement offices, and word of mouth. Today more and more 
companies are also using social media to recruit.35 For example, experts estimate that 89% 
of U.S. organizations use social networks to find new employees. Recent research sug-
gests, therefore, that it’s practically mandatory for job seekers to have a presence online.36 

In one survey of 3,500 U.S. college students, 80% said they use smartphones for job 
hunting or see themselves doing so in the future.37 LinkedIn, a social network with 
more than 1.23 billion active users, accounts for 94% of the people hired via social 
media, followed by Facebook and Twitter.38 LinkedIn Students, a mobile app, helps 
graduating collegians find what companies might be a good fit and suggests occupa-
tions they might not have previously considered.39 Mobile recruiting, incidentally, is 
reportedly poised to become a primary global recruiting strategy.40  

9.2 Recruitment and Selection: Putting the Right People 
into the Right Jobs
How can I reduce mistakes in hiring and find great people who might work for me?

THE BIG PICTURE
Qualified applicants for jobs may be recruited from inside or outside the organization. The task of choosing 
the best person is enhanced by such tools as reviewing candidates’ application forms, resumes, and refer-
ences; doing interviews, either structured or unstructured; and screening with ability, personality, perfor-
mance, and other kinds of employment tests.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Both internal and external methods have advantages and disadvantages.41 (See 
 Table 9.1, below.)

TABLE 9.1
Internal and External 
Recruiting: Advantages  
and Disadvantages

INTERNAL RECRUITING

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

EXTERNAL RECRUITING

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

 1. Employees tend to be inspired to greater 
effort and loyalty. Morale is enhanced 
because they realize that working hard and 
staying put can result in more opportunities. 

 2. The whole process of advertising, 
interviewing, and so on is cheaper. 

 3. There are fewer risks. Internal candidates 
are already known and are familiar with the 
organization.

 1. Internal recruitment restricts the competition 
for positions and limits the pool of fresh 
talent and fresh viewpoints. 

 2. It may encourage employees to assume that 
longevity and seniority will automatically 
result in promotion. 

 3. Whenever a job is filled, it creates a vacancy 
elsewhere in the organization.

 1. Applicants may have specialized knowledge 
and experience. 

 2. Applicants may have fresh viewpoints.

 1. The recruitment process is more expensive 
and takes longer. 

 2. The risks are higher because the persons 
hired are less well known.

Which External Recruiting Methods Work Best? In general, the most effective 
sources are employee referrals, say human resource professionals, because, to protect 
their own reputations, employees are fairly careful about whom they recommend, and 
they know the qualifications of both the job and the prospective employee.42 HR ex-
pert John Sullivan, mentioned above, states that this method is preferred by the better 
companies, which ask their own top-performing employees, “Who do you learn from? 
Who’s better than you? Who mentors you?”43 

Other effective ways of finding good job candidates are e-recruitment tools, such as 
“dot-jobs” websites; membership directories for associations and trade groups; social 
networking sites; and industry-specific blogs, forums, and newsgroups.44 

Among some newer ideas: San Francisco–based BlueCrew is a tech-enabled em-
ployment agency focused on hiring for warehouse workers, forklift operators, and 
other blue-collar temporary employees.45 Barclays, the international bank, uses a free 
mobile videogame called Stockfuse, a stock-trading game, to attract and evaluate job 
applicants.46 A cloud-storage firm named Compose and an employment firm named 
Woo, both in northern California, arrange “blind dates” between job seekers and em-
ployers, using resumes that feature only a person’s work, no names.47 Devereux Cleo 
Wallace, a Colorado health care organization, also avoids relying on people’s creden-
tials, pursuing instead “competency-based selection” strategies that measure whether 
job applicants have the competencies—such as the soft skills of empathy and listening 
ability—to fill specific roles in psychiatric facilities.48 Netflix specializes in recruiting 
for trustworthiness, making a point of “hiring, rewarding, and tolerating only fully 
formed adults”—people who will put the company’s interests first.49 

How do you feel about the job you are in now, if you have one, or the last job you 
had? Do you feel like you are a “good fit” for the job? That is, do you like the work and 
does the work match your skills? Research shows that we are happier and more pro-
ductive when our needs and skills fit the job requirements. If you would like to see 
whether or not you fit with your current (or last) job, complete Self-Assessment 9.2. 
You may find the results very interesting.
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Realistic Job Previews A realistic job preview (RJP) gives a candidate a picture of 
both positive and negative features of the job and the organization before he or she is 
hired. This recruiting technique is very effective at reducing turnover within 30–90 days 
of employment.50 For instance, hiring managers at the Hilton Baltimore demonstrate to 
housekeeping job applicants how to make a bed, then ask the applicants to do it them-
selves. With this realistic job preview, says Tishuana Hodge, regional director of HR, 
says, “We can see who is genuinely interested and physically up to the challenge.”51 

Assessing Your Person–Job Fit

This survey is designed to assess your job fit. If you are not cur-
rently working, consider a previous job when completing the 
survey. Please be prepared to answer these questions if your 
instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 9.2 in Connect.

1. What is your level of fit?

2. Whether you have high or low fit, what are the main 
causes for your level of fit? Explain.

3. What questions might you ask a future recruiter to ensure 
a higher level of person–job fit? Be specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 9.2  

EXAMPLE The Changing Job Market: Millennials, the Gig Economy,  
and the Episodic Career

Young adults (Millennials and Gen Z—those born between 
1981 and the mid-2000s) are said to be less focused on finding 
jobs that nourish the wallet than those that nourish the soul, 
less concerned with finding financial success than on making a 
difference, as we said at the start of Chapter 3. But will the 
economy and the job market cooperate?

“A lot of people are despairing about the future of America 
in different ways or about their ability to earn a good steady 
living,” says New York University professor and journalist Farai 
Chideya. “It’s a time of mixed opportunity.”52 

The Gig Economy. Most of the job growth among American 
workers during the past decade has been not in traditional jobs but 
rather among those who work as independent contractors, through 
temporary services or on-call, which rose 15.8% from 2005 to 
2015, according to one study.53 In this so-called gig economy, 
 organizations contract with independent workers—usually through 
their smartphones—for short-term engagements, and the burden of 
providing workers’ compensation, health insurance, and the like 
falls on the workers themselves rather than on the employer.54 

More than 5% of adults younger than 35 earned some 
 income from an online platform between October 2014 and 
September 2015, according to some research.55 Regardless of 
age, low-earning gig workers tend to provide direct labor, such 
as being on-demand drivers for Uber or furniture movers for 
TaskRabbit. Top-income gig earners make money mostly from 
their assets, as by renting their vacation homes through VRBO 
or selling craft merchandise through Etsy. 

Although the gig economy employs only 0.5% of the work-
force at present, Intuit predicts that by 2020 contingent workers 

will exceed 40% of American workers, and traditional full-time, 
full-benefit jobs will be harder to find.56 

The Episodic Career. Chideya, mentioned above, is the au-
thor of The Episodic Career: How to Thrive at Work in the Age 
of Disruption.57 Because of decades of wage stagnation, the 
effects of the Great Recession, and “an incredible sense that 
perhaps the future will not be better than the past,” she says, 
we have entered into the era of “the episodic career.”58 Surviv-
ing this challenge will require three qualities, she suggests:
•	 Emotional resilience: “The reality is that we’re living in a 

time where there’s more and more disruption in the work-
place and you absolutely have to roll with the punches,” 
she says.

•	 Understanding the job market: If the industry you’re con-
templating entering or are in is starting to go downhill, you 
should know it. You may have to “reboot” several times.

•	 Self-knowledge: You need to make a list of all the skills you 
have, including those you don’t use for work. “You’re not 
just the job you have now or the job you had five years 
ago,” says Chideya, “you’re a compilation of skills and 
 assets, which can be used in many contexts.”

YOUR CALL
What kind of good skills inventory could you bring to the job 
market? What networks are you keeping alive, including “the 
weaker ties and links in your network, . . . people on the fringes 
of your circle who live in completely different worlds,” who can 
be the most important in a job search?
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Selection: How to Choose the Best Person for the Job
Whether the recruitment process turns up a handful of job applicants or thousands, 
now you turn to the selection process, the screening of job applicants to hire the best 
candidate. Essentially, this becomes an exercise in prediction: How well will the can-
didate perform the job and how long will he or she stay?

Three types of selection tools are background information, interviewing, and em-
ployment tests.

1. Background Information: Application Forms, Resumes, and Reference 
Checks Application forms and resumes provide basic background information 
about job applicants, such as citizenship, education, work history, and certifications.

Unfortunately, a lot of resume information consists of mild puffery and even outra-
geous fairy tales—as many as 35% of resumes, by one estimate.59 It is risky to lie about 
your background information because it can be used later as a reason for terminating 
your employment. Nevertheless, lots of people try it. A 2015 survey of 2,500 hiring 
professionals reported that the most common lies found on resumes are about skill sets 
(62%), responsibilities (54%), employment dates (39%), job titles (31%), and academic 
degrees (28%).60 No wonder the business of background checks is booming.61 

PRACTICAL ACTIONWould You Lie Like This on Your Resume?

What kind of lies do people put on their resumes? Consider the 
following examples.

Lying about Education. Lying about education may be the 
most prevalent distortion (such as pretending to hold a degree 
or an advanced degree).62 A few years ago, RadioShack CEO 
David Edmondson achieved some notoriety and had to resign 
after a newspaper discovered he had falsely claimed on his 
 resume to hold degrees in psychology and theology.63 In 2012, 
Yahoo CEO Scott Thompson was revealed to not have earned a 
college degree in computer science, as claimed on his resume 
and on the company’s website.64 Automatic Data Processing of 
Roseland, New Jersey, which has studied employee back-
ground verification, reported that 41% of education records 
showed a difference between the information provided by an 
applicant and that provided by the educational institution.65

Lying about Employment Histories, Ages, Salaries, and Job 
 Titles. Another common fabrication includes creative attempts to 
cover gaps in employment history (although there are straightfor-
ward ways an applicant can deal with this, such as highlighting 
length of service instead of employment dates).66 Some people try 
to cover up taking years off from work to do child care, but it is 
better to explain than to hide these dates.67 People also lie about 

their ages for fear of seeming to be too experienced (hence ex-
pensive) or too old.68 As you might  expect, people also embellish 
their salary histories, job titles, and achievements on projects.

Lying about Criminal Background or Immigration Status. In 
2007, it came out that the foundation that runs online encyclope-
dia Wikipedia had neglected to do a basic background check 
before hiring Carolyn Doran as its chief operating officer; she 
had been convicted of drunken driving and fleeing the scene of 
a car accident.69 Now, more and more job seekers are seeking to 
legally clear their criminal records—to have their arrests or con-
victions expunged, when possible.70 Public efforts are also being 
made to remove hiring hurdles faced by felons trying to restart 
their lives, such as the National Reentry Resource Center.71 

In addition, as the number of illegal (undocumented) 
workers has risen, it has become incumbent on human 
 resource officers to verify U.S. citizenship.72 Use of E-Verify, the 
federal program that allows employers to quickly check the 
 legal status of potential employees, has taken a big jump.73 
Still, perhaps half of illegal workers slip by the system.74

YOUR CALL
What past events are you most worried potential employers will 
find out about you? What can you do to put them in a better light?

Many companies are finding conventional resumes not all that useful (because they 
don’t quantify an applicant’s accomplishments or are too full of fluff descriptors such as 
“outstanding” or “energetic”) and are increasingly relying on social networks such as 
LinkedIn, video profiles, or online quizzes to assess candidates.75 The federal govern-
ment, for instance, now scans security-clearance applicants’ posts on social  media.76 
Other firms are so inundated with resumes that they now have to use resume-filtering 
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software, causing applicants to learn to game the system by loading their  resumes with 
keywords from the job description.77 Some applicants try “stunt resumes,” such as those 
delivered by a stuffed carrier pigeon.78 College students often assemble e-portfolios, 
giant Web-based dossiers that showcase writing samples, class presentations, and other 
evidence of skills attractive to employers; unfortunately, says The Wall Street Journal, 
“few employers are actually looking at them.”79 

References are also a problem. Many employers don’t give honest assessments of 
former employees, for two reasons: (1) They fear that if they say anything negative, they 
can be sued by the former employee. (2) They fear if they say anything positive, and the 
job candidate doesn’t pan out, they can be sued by the new employer.80 Despite liability 
worries, HR recruiters know that if they get a former supervisor on the phone, they can 
find out a lot—such as the way he or she answers the question “Can you enthusiastically 
recommend this person?” or “What were this person’s strengths and weaknesses?”81

Many employers also like to check applicants’ credit references, although there is 
no evidence that people with weak credit scores are apt to be unqualified or dishonest 
employees.82 (Note: Prospective employers need to get written consent to run credit 
checks on job applicants.)83

PRACTICAL ACTION Applying for a Job? Here Are Some Mistakes to Avoid

There are several mistakes that job candidates often make in 
initial interviews. Here are some tips.84

Be Prepared—Very Prepared. Can you pronounce the name 
of the company with whom you’re interviewing? Of the person or 
people interviewing you? Do you understand the company and 
the position you’re interviewing for? Do you know the company’s 
competition? What new products or services are being offered? 
How about your reasons for leaving your present employer (or 
why you’re now unemployed)? What are your greatest strengths? 
Your weaknesses? What do you need to improve on to move 
ahead? Where do you want to be in five years, careerwise? 

Go online and read the company’s website. Search for any 
news articles written about the firm. Call the company and ask 
about pronunciation. Determine how your strengths fit directly into 
the context of what the prospective employer does. Also, when 
asked about your weaknesses, state how you recognized a weak-
ness, overcame a dilemma, and were improved by it. Take time to 
practice questions and answers, so you’ll sound confident.85

Dress Right and Pay Attention to Your Attitude. Is the com-
pany dress code “business casual”? That doesn’t mean you should 
dress that way (or the way you dress on campus) for the interview.

Dress professionally for the interview. Be aware of your atti-
tude as soon as you enter the building. Be on time. (Time your 
commute by doing a test run a day or so before the interview, 
and make sure you know the exact location of the interview.) If 
unforeseeable circumstances arise and cause you to be late, 
call to inform your interviewer. Be polite to the receptionist, and 
greet everyone who greets you. Turn off your cell-phone ringer.

Don’t Get Too Personal with the Interviewer. Don’t be over-
friendly and share too much, especially in the initial interview. 
Although the interviewer will try to make you feel comfortable, 
you should focus on the position. Rehearse questions to ask 

the interviewer, such as the challenges for the position in the 
future. Don’t make negative comments about your old com-
pany or boss. Rather, figure out the positives and convey what 
you learned and gained from your experience. If asked an inap-
propriate question (about age, marital status, whether you 
have children or plan to), politely state you don’t believe the 
question is relevant to your qualifications. Be enthusiastic; 
 enthusiasm is contagious. Incidentally, be sure to mention any 
organizational citizenship behavior, which scores well with 
 interviewers.86 After the interview, within 24 hours, send an  
e-mail (with no misspellings or faulty grammar) thanking the 
interviewer. If you think you messed up part of the interview, 
use the e-mail to smooth over your mistakes.87

Be Aware That Your Background and Social Networks Will 
Be Checked. Because it seems to be getting harder to distin-
guish honest job applicants from dishonest ones, companies 
now routinely check resumes or hire companies that do so.88 
Most employers conduct background checks—in fact, two-
thirds conduct criminal background checks, according to one 
study.89 Some may also ask for your SAT scores.90 Some have 
been known to scrutinize checking accounts.91

As mentioned earlier, if you are a Facebook, YouTube, or Twit-
ter user, be aware that employers now frequently use search 
engines to do continuous and stealthy background checks on 
prospective employees to see if they’ve posted any racy content. 
“Many job hunters,” says one report, “are . . . continuing to over-
look the dangers of posting provocative photos and other dubi-
ous content on social-media sites.”92 Checking your Facebook 
page is also a way employers can make an end run around dis-
crimination laws.93 Indeed, you may be asked in the interview for 
your Facebook user name and password so the interviewer can 
access your private settings—a practice whose legality is ques-
tionable but nevertheless being done by more companies.94 
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2. Interviewing: Unstructured, Situational, and Behavioral-Description The 
interview, which is the most commonly used employee-selection technique, may 
take place face to face, by videoconference, or—as is increasingly the case—via the 
Internet. (In-depth phone interviews of an hour or more are also frequently used.98 
However, face-to-face interviews have been perceived as being more fair and leading 
to higher job acceptance intentions than videoconferencing and telephone interviews.)99 
To help eliminate bias, interviews can be designed, conducted, and evaluated by a 
committee of three or more people. 

The most commonly used employee-selection technique, interviewing, takes three 
forms: unstructured interviews and two types of structured interviews.100

Unstructured Interview Like an ordinary conversation, an unstructured interview 
involves asking probing questions to find out what the applicant is like. There is no fixed 
set of questions asked of all applicants and no systematic scoring procedure. As a re-
sult, the unstructured interview has been criticized as being overly subjective and apt 
to be influenced by the biases of the interviewer. Equally important, it is susceptible to 
legal attack because some questions may infringe on non-job-related matters such as 
privacy, diversity, or disability.101 However, compared with the structured interview 
method, the unstructured interview has been found to provide a more accurate assess-
ment of an applicant’s job-related personality traits.102

Structured Interview Type 1: The Situational Interview The structured inter-
view involves asking each applicant the same questions and comparing their responses to 
a standardized set of answers.

In one type of structured interview, the situational interview, the interviewer focuses 
on hypothetical situations. Example: “What would you do if you saw two of your people 
arguing loudly in the work area?” The idea here is to find out if the applicant can 
handle difficult situations that may arise on the job.

Structured Interview Type 2: The Behavioral-Description Interview In the 
second type of structured interview, the behavioral-description interview, the interviewer 
explores what applicants have actually done in the past. Example: “What was the best 
idea you ever sold to a supervisor, teacher, peer, or subordinate?” This question (the 
U.S. Army asked it of college students applying for its officer training program) is 
designed to assess the applicants’ ability to influence others.

(More and more people are getting savvy about privacy and 
pruning their friend lists and removing unwanted comments on 
their social networks.)95 Some companies are slashing the time it 
takes to get new workers, as by skipping reference checks 
(which can lead to costly mistakes).96 Most of the time, however, 
the process of getting hired seems to be taking longer than 
ever—the average is about 23 days, though it can be as long as 

6–12 months—but while you’re waiting for the company’s 
 decision you should avoid the temptation of telephoning and 
 demanding to know your status.97

YOUR CALL
What kind of advice do you see here that you wish you’d fol-
lowed in the past?

PRACTICAL ACTIONThe Right Way to Handle an Interview: What the 
Employer Is looking For

Because hiring people who later have to be let go is such an 
expensive proposition, companies are now putting a great deal 
of emphasis on effective interviewing. The previous Practical 

Action box provided a few tips for job applicants, but here let 
us explain how the interview process is being conducted from 
the interviewer’s point of view.103
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Before the Interview: employers define their needs and 
 review applicants’ resumes. It’s been said that looking to hire 
somebody is like going to the supermarket; the employer needs 
to have a list and know what he or she needs. Thus, the HR de-
partment will write out (or be told) what skills, traits, and qualities 
the job requires that the company is trying to fill. The interviewer 
will also look at the applicant’s resume or application form to 
determine relevant experience, gaps, and discrepancies.

The interviewer prepares the questions to be asked. The 
interviewer should use a structured approach that asks all candi-
dates the same set of questions, so that their answers can be com-
pared. (This helps keep the company out of legal trouble, too, as in 
being accused of racial or gender bias.) In general, the questions 
should be designed to elicit the following types of information.
•	 What drawbacks does the applicant’s previous work 

 experience show? Examples: “Why are you leaving your 
current job, or why are you currently unemployed?”

•	 Does the applicant have the knowledge to do the job? 
Examples: “Give an example where you came up with a 
creative solution.” “How would you distinguish our product 
from competitors’?”

•	 Can the applicant handle difficult situations? Examples: 
“What is your greatest weakness?” “Tell me about a time 
when you dealt with an irate customer. How did you handle 
the situation and what was the outcome?”

•	 Is the applicant willing to cope with the job’s demands? 
Examples: “How do you feel about making unpopular 
 decisions?” “Are you willing to travel 30% of the time?”

•	 Will the applicant fit in with the organization’s culture? 
Examples: “Where do you see yourself in five years?” “How 
would your last supervisor describe you?” “How much 
 leeway did they give you in your previous job in charging 
travel expenses?”

Interviewers Often Follow a Three-Scene Interview 
 Scenario. The interview itself may follow a three-scene script.

•	 Scene 1: The first three minutes—small talk and “compati-
bility” test. The first scene is really a “compatibility test.” It 
takes about three minutes and consists of exchanging small 
talk, giving the interviewer a chance to establish rapport and 
judge how well the candidate makes a first  impression.

 Note: As many as four out of five hiring decisions are made 
within the first 10 minutes of an interview, according to 
some research. Thus, be aware that if you, the job appli-
cant, have immediately impressed the interviewer, he or 
she may spend more time talking than listening—perhaps 
even trying to sell you on the job rather than screen your 
qualifications.104

•	 Scene 2: The next 15–60 minutes—asking questions 
and listening to the applicant’s “story.” In the next 
scene, the interviewer will ask you the questions he or 
she previously wrote out (and answer those that you 
have). A good interviewer will allow you, the interviewee, 
to do 70%–80% of the talking, and he or she will take 
notes to remember important points. Be aware that the 
interviewer’s intuition can play a strong role in the hiring 
decision.

•	 Scene 3: The final two minutes—closing the interview 
and setting up the next steps. In the final minutes, the 
 interviewer will listen to determine whether the candidate 
expresses interest in taking the job.

After the Interview. After you have left, the interviewer will 
probably write a short report making some sort of quantitative 
score of your qualifications and indicating reasons for the 
 decision. If he or she decides to invite you back for a second 
interview (or pass you along to another interviewer), your refer-
ences will also be checked.

YOUR CALL
What additional questions would you like to be asked that 
would showcase you as the best candidate? How would you 
work what you want to say into the interview?

3. Employment Tests: Ability, Personality, Performance, Integrity, and 
 Others Employment selection tests used to consist of paper-and-pencil, perfor-
mance, and physical-ability tests. Now, however, employment tests are legally consid-
ered to consist of any procedure used in the employment selection decision process, even 
application forms, interviews, and educational requirements.105 Indeed, today applicants 
should expect just about anything, such as spending hours on simulated work tasks, 
performing role-playing exercises, or tackling a business case study.106

Probably the most common employment tests are the following.

Ability Tests Ability tests measure physical abilities, strength and stamina, mechan-
ical ability, mental abilities, and clerical abilities. Telephone operators, for instance, 
need to be tested for hearing, and assembly-line workers for manual dexterity. Intelli-
gence tests are also catching on as ways to predict future executive performance.107 
The military tests for physical qualifications, along with behavioral and educational 
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abilities (71% of 17- to 24-year-olds don’t qualify for military service, a surprisingly 
high figure).108 Corporate-event company Windy City Fieldhouse uses a test that mea-
sures attention to detail, asking takers to do such things as “do a count of the letter ‘l’ 
in a three-sentence paragraph to measure how carefully a respondent works,” accord-
ing to one account.109

Performance Tests Performance tests, or skills tests, measure performance on 
 actual job tasks—so-called job tryouts—as when computer programmers take a test on 
a particular programming language such as C++ or middle managers work on a small 
project.110 Some companies have an assessment center, in which management candi-
dates participate in activities for a few days while being assessed by evaluators.111

Personality Tests Personality tests measure such personality traits as adjustment, 
energy, sociability, independence, and need for achievement. Career-assessment 
tests that help workers identify suitable jobs tend to be of this type.112 One of the 
most  famous personality tests, in existence for 65-plus years, is the 93-question 
Myers–Briggs Type Indicator, with about 2.5 million tests given each year 
throughout the world. Myers–Briggs endures, observers say, “because it does a 
good job of pointing up differences between people, offers individuals a revealing 
glimpse of themselves, and is a valuable asset in team-building, improving com-
munication, and resolving personality-conflict.”113 However, this and other per-
sonality tests need to be interpreted with caution because of the difficulty of 
measuring personality characteristics and of making a legal defense if the results 
are challenged.114

EXAMPLEPersonality Tests: How a Sporting-Goods Chain Screens Job 
Applicants Online

More than 80% of midsize and large companies use personality 
and ability assessments for entry- and mid-level jobs, according 
to one executive at a global human resources consulting firm.115

Southwest Airlines, for instance, has found the Myers–
Briggs test helps build trust in developing teams.116 Hewlett-
Packard uses a personality test to see if employees are 
temperamentally suited to working alone at home—that is, 
telecommuting—and can handle limited supervision.117 At 
 Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta, personality tests are used to 
find employees who will be “nice people”—those with “the 
qualities of being nurturing, kind, and warm-hearted,” in the 
words of a human resources vice president.118

Online Personality Tests. At Finish Line, a nationwide chain 
of sporting-goods stores, store managers use the results of 
web-based personality tests developed by Unicru, of Beaverton, 
Oregon, to screen applicants for jobs as retail sales clerks. 
Candidates may apply through Unicru’s kiosks or computer 
phones, which are installed in the stores. One Finish Line store 
in Chicago screens as many as 70 applicants a week during the 
store’s preholiday season.

Unicru’s computer scores test takers according to how 
strongly they agree or disagree (on a four-point scale) with 
statements such as “You do not fake being polite” and “You 

love to listen to people talk about themselves.” High scores on 
attributes such as sociability and initiative reward applicants 
with a “green” rating that allows them to move on to an inter-
view with a human manager. Scores in the middle earn a “yel-
low,” and a lesser chance of landing a job; low-scoring “reds” 
are not considered.

Measurable Results. “The kinds of people who do well,” says 
Unicru psychologist David Scarborough, “obviously have to 
have good self-control. They have to be patient. They have to 
enjoy helping people. All those characteristics are quite mea-
surable.”119 Finish Line says that Unicru’s system has reduced 
turnover by 24%.

YOUR CALL
There are, by some estimates, around 2,500 cognitive and per-
sonality employment tests on the market, and it’s important 
that employers match the right test for the right purpose.120 
Moreover, tests aren’t supposed to have a disparate impact on 
a protected class of people, such as certain racial or ethnic 
groups.121 What questions would you want to ask about a per-
sonality test before you submitted yourself to it? (Note: Don’t 
try to psych the test. You might wind up being miserable in a 
job that doesn’t suit you.)
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Integrity Tests Integrity tests assess attitudes and experiences related to a person’s 
honesty, dependability, trustworthiness, reliability, and prosocial behavior.122 The tests 
are designed to identify people likely to engage in inappropriate, antisocial, or dishon-
est workplace behavior. Typically, integrity tests ask direct questions about past expe-
riences related to ethics and integrity. You might be asked, for example, “What is the 
most you have ever stolen? (a) $0; (b) $1–$200; (c) $201–$500; (d) more than $500.” 
Or interviewers may ask questions about preferences and interests from which infer-
ences may be drawn about future behavior—so-called covert tests, where the answers 
give a sense of the person’s conscientiousness, emotional maturity, and so on.123

Other Tests The list of employment testing techniques has grown to include—in 
appropriate cases—drug testing, polygraph (lie detectors), genetic screening, and even 
(a questionable technique) handwriting analysis.124 Human resource professionals 
need to be aware, incidentally, that there are a variety of products available on the In-
ternet to help employees beat many kinds of drug tests.125 Recently, however, the hair 
test (of hair follicles) has begun to find favor, since it’s said to be able to detect a pat-
tern of repetitive drug use over a period of up to 90 days.126 Even so, failure to pass 
illicit drug tests has been edging up (from 4.3% in 2013 to 4.7% in 2014), according to 
one compiler of employer-testing data.127 

Reliability and Validity: Are the Tests Worth It? With any kind of test, an im-
portant legal consideration is the test’s reliability—the degree to which a test measures 
the same thing consistently—so that an individual’s score remains about the same over 
time, assuming the characteristics being measured also remain the same.

Another legal consideration is the test’s validity—the test measures what it purports to 
measure and is free of bias. If a test is supposed to predict performance, then the indi-
vidual’s actual performance should reflect his or her score on the test. Using an invalid 
test to hire people can lead to poor selection decisions. It can also create legal prob-
lems if the test is ever challenged in a court of law.

Geeks, Robots, and People Analytics: How Hiring Is Being Changed “Recruit-
ment decision making is rife with behavioral biases,” says Kate Glazebrook, a principal 
advisor to the London-based company Behavioral Insights Team, “but most organiza-
tions haven’t embedded any of that knowledge of best practice into what they do.”128 

That is now changing with the rise of “talent analytics” or “people analytics,” as engi-
neers, statisticians, and computer scientists (“geeks,” in a word) begin applying analytics 
and robotics to HR.129 For instance, some companies use automated recruiters to canvass 

the Web for ideal employees, based on 
an algorithm (computerized step-by-
step operations) that applies the same 
job-fit criteria to applicants that manag-
ers use to rate their best employees.130 
As mentioned earlier, other companies 
have robots scanning resumes, looking 
for the right keywords—and with great 
success. For instance, a study of 300,000 
hires for low-skill service-sector jobs 
(data entry, phone answering) found that 
workers picked by an algorithm tended 
to stay in the job 8% longer and were 
more productive than those picked by a 
hiring manager.131 We suspect that the 
use of talent analytics and Big Data 
will continue to grow throughout many 
 aspects of HR management. ●

No drugs. Many jobs, such as 
those in warehousing and 
trucking, require that job 
applicants take a drug test to 
see if they test positive for 
marijuana, heroin, and other 
opioid drugs. However, many 
potential applicants simply 
skip tests they think they 
cannot pass. Would this be a 
concern for you? © Cultura/
Getty Images RF
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Do we work only for a paycheck? Many people do, of course. But money is only one 
form of compensation.

Compensation has three parts: (1) wages or salaries, (2) incentives, and (3) benefits. In 
different organizations one part may take on more importance than another. For in-
stance, in some nonprofit organizations (education, government), salaries may not be 
large, but health and retirement benefits may outweigh that fact. In a high-technology 
start-up, the salary and benefits may actually be somewhat humble, but the promise of 
a large payoff in incentives, such as stock options or bonuses, may be quite attractive. 
Let’s consider these three parts briefly. (We expand on them in Chapter 12, when we 
discuss ways to motivate employees.)

Wages or Salaries
Base pay consists of the basic wage or salary paid employees in exchange for doing their 
jobs. The basic compensation is determined by all kinds of economic factors: the pre-
vailing pay levels in a particular industry and location, what competitors are paying, 
whether the jobs are unionized, if the jobs are hazardous, what the individual’s level is 
in the organization, and how much experience he or she has.

Incentives
To attract high-performing employees and to induce those already employed to 
be more productive, many organizations offer incentives, such as commissions, 
bonuses, profit-sharing plans, and stock options. We discuss these in detail in 
Chapter 12.

9.3 Managing an Effective Workforce: Compensation  
and Benefits
What are the various forms of compensation?

THE BIG PICTURE
Managers must manage for compensation—which includes wages or salaries, incentives, and benefits.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Stock options. Companies like to offer favored employees  
stock options rather than higher salaries as benefits. Not only do 
employees place a high value on options, but companies can issue 
as many as they want without hurting corporate profits because, 
under present accounting rules, they don’t have to count the 
options’ value as an expense. However, some critics believe that 
making stock options a big part of CEO compensation does not 
spur better performance. When the stock is up, the CEO benefits. 
When the stock is down, he or she doesn’t really lose money but 
rather just makes less money. © Comstock Images RF
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PRACTICAL ACTION Why Rewards May Fail to Motivate

Incentive compensation plans, ranging from cash awards and 
gifts to profit sharing and stock ownership, are intended to re-
cruit top performers and to spur their best efforts once they are 
hired. Despite the huge investments of time and money, such 
incentives do not achieve their desired results. Here are eight 
possible reasons:132

•	 “I don’t work just for the money.” Sometimes there is too 
much emphasis on monetary rewards.

•	 “They don’t care what I do.” There may be the absence 
of an “appreciation effect.”

•	 “It’s no more than what I deserve.” The benefits may be 
extensive, but employees feel they are entitled to them 
just as part of the job.

•	 “Let’s see how little work we can get away with.” The 
rewards may have the unintended consequence of produc-
ing nonproductive, even counterproductive, work behavior. 
(Example: Albuquerque, New Mexico, city officials decided 
to pay trash truck crews for eight hours regardless of time 
spent, so as to encourage quick completion of the work 
and lower overtime costs. However, the policy only led 
crews to work fast and cut corners, missing pickups, 
speeding and causing accidents, and generating extra 
dump fees for overloading vehicles.)133

•	 “Why bother? It takes forever to get paid.” There is too 
long a delay between performance and rewards.

•	 “Another $25 gift card? Who needs it?” There are too 
many one-size-fits-all rewards.

•	 “A half day off on Friday—so what.” Managers use one-
shot rewards with a short-lived motivational impact.

•	 “There they go again. . . .” Management continues to use 
demotivating practices such as layoffs, across-the-board 
pay cuts, and excessive compensation for executives but 
not workers.134

Five keys to a successful incentive-pay plan are the 
 following:135

 1. Simplicity. Does the plan pass the simplicity test? Can 
you explain it on an elevator ride?

 2. Clear goals. Are the goals clear? Are the goals fully sup-
ported by management?

 3. Realistic goals. Are the goals realistic—that is, neither 
too difficult nor too easy to achieve?

 4. Consistency with present goals. Is the plan in line with 
the organization’s present goals? Company goals change. 
Few organizations have the same business objective for 
more than five to seven years.

 5. Regular communication. Do managers regularly com-
municate with employees about the plan? People want a 
scorecard.

Benefits
Benefits, or fringe benefits, are additional nonmonetary forms of compensation designed 
to enrich the lives of all employees in the organization, which are paid all or in part by 
the organization. We discuss benefits in more detail in Chapter 12, but examples are 
many: health insurance, dental insurance, life insurance, disability protection, retire-
ment plans, holidays off, accumulated sick days and vacation days, recreation options, 
country club or health club memberships, family leave, discounts on company mer-
chandise, counseling, credit unions, legal advice, and education reimbursement. For 
top executives, there may be “golden parachutes,” generous severance pay for those 
who might be let go in the event the company is taken over by another company.

Benefits are no small part of an organization’s costs. In December 2015, private indus-
try spent an average of $31.70 per hour worked in employment compensation, of which 
wages and salaries accounted for 68.7% and benefits for the remaining 31.3%.136 ●

Communication is everything. Human resource managers 
need to keep these questions in mind: What good does it do a 
company to have attractive incentive plans if employees don’t 
understand them? Will an employee exert the extra effort in 
pursuit of rewards if he or she doesn’t know what the rewards 
are? © ColorBlind Images/Blend Images RF
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On your first day of work at a new job, you will probably have to fill out a bunch of 
forms. (Don’t forget to take your documentation—driver’s license, Social Security 
card, perhaps passport—so you’ll get the paperwork right and be paid on time.) After 
that, the process of orientation begins.

 Today when a hire is made, companies often perform what is known as onboard-
ing, programs that help employees to integrate and transition to new jobs by making 
them  familiar with corporate policies, procedures, cultures, and politics by clarifying 
work-role expectations and responsibilities.137 Thus, a company may roll out a wel-
come by assigning “buddies,” providing detailed orientations, even sending goody 
baskets, to bring rookies up to speed quickly and give them a fast introduction to 
company culture.138

This is because, as we said, the emphasis is on “human capital.” Only a third to half 
of most companies’ stock-market value is accounted for by hard assets such as prop-
erty, plant, and equipment, according to a Brookings Institution report. Most of a 
firm’s value is in such attributes as patents, processes, and—important to this discussion—
employee or customer satisfaction.139 The means for helping employees perform their 
jobs are orientation, training, and development.

9.4 Orientation, Training, and Development
Once people are hired, what’s the best way to see that they do what they’re  
supposed to do?

THE BIG PICTURE
Three ways newcomers are helped to perform their jobs are through orientation, to fit them into the job and 
organization; training, to upgrade the skills of technical and operational employees; and development, to 
upgrade the skills of professionals and managers.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Group training. In large 
companies, orientation and 
ongoing training are often 
conducted in group sessions 
led by a presenter while the 
employees follow along. Do 
you see any problems with this 
approach? © Rawpixel.com/
Shutterstock RF
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Orientation: Helping Newcomers Learn the Ropes
The finalist candidate is offered the job, has accepted it, and has started work. Now he 
or she must begin, in that old sailor’s phrase, to “learn the ropes.” This is the start of 
orientation, helping the newcomer fit smoothly into the job and the organization.

Helping New Employees Get Comfortable: The First Six Months “How well 
will I get along with other employees?” “What if I screw up on a project?” Going 
into a new job can produce a lot of uncertainty and anxiety. In part this is because, 
depending on the job, it may take 2–24 months for an average employee to be fully 
productive.140  

The first six months on a job can be critical to how one performs over the long haul, 
because that’s when the psychological patterns are established. Thus, employers have 
discovered that it’s far better to give newcomers a helping hand than to let them learn 
possibly inappropriate behavior that will be hard to undo later.141

The Desirable Characteristics of Orientation Like orientation week for new 
college students, the initial socialization period is designed to give new employees the 
information they need to be effective. In a large organization, orientation may be a 
formal, established process. In a small organization, it may be so informal that em-
ployees find themselves having to make most of the effort themselves.

Following orientation, the employee should emerge with information about three mat-
ters (much of which he or she may have acquired during the job-application process):

■ The job routine. At minimum, the new employee needs to have learned 
what is required in the job for which he or she was hired, how the work 
will be evaluated, and who the immediate coworkers and managers are. 
This is basic.

■ The organization’s mission and operations. Certainly all managers need to 
know what the organization is about—its purpose, products or services, 
 operations, and history. And it’s now understood that low-level employees 
perform better if they, too, have this knowledge.

■ The organization’s work rules and employee benefits. A public utility’s HR 
department may have a brochure explaining formalized work rules, overtime 
requirements, grievance procedures, and elaborate employee benefits. A tech-
nology start-up may be so fluid that many of these matters will not have been 
established yet. Even so, there are matters of law (such as those pertaining to 
sexual harassment) affecting work operations that every employee should be 
made aware of.

Training and Development: Helping People 
Perform Better
Companies with high-impact learning programs delivered profit growth three times 
greater than competing firms during a recent four-year period, according to one busi-
ness learning analyst. “Why is this?” he asks. “Simply put—if you can keep your em-
ployees current and skilled, you can evolve and perform better than your 
competitors.”142 In addition, because 70% of employees say they are dissatisfied with 
career growth opportunities at their companies, training programs can keep people 
engaged with their work—and not looking for jobs elsewhere.143 Unfortunately, this 
message hasn’t caught up with a lot of employers: A 2015 manpower shortage survey 
found only 20% of businesses offer training to their employees.144 
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HR professionals distinguish between training and development.
■ Training—upgrading skills of technical and operational employees. 

 Electronics technicians, data processors, computer network administrators, 
and X-ray technicians, among many others, need to be schooled in new knowl-
edge as the requirements of their fields change. Training, then, refers to educat-
ing technical and operational employees in how to better do their current jobs.

■ Development—upgrading skills of professionals and managers. Accoun-
tants, nurses, lawyers, and managers of all levels need to be continually edu-
cated in how to do their jobs better not just today but also tomorrow. 
Development is educating professionals and managers in the skills they need to 
do their jobs in the future.

Typical areas for which employee training and development are given are customer 
service, safety, leadership, computer skills, quality initiatives, communications, human 
relations, ethics, diversity, and sexual harassment.

The Different Types of Training or Development There are all kinds of training 
and development methods, and their effectiveness depends on whether facts or skills 
are being taught. If people are to learn facts—such as work rules or legal matters— 
lectures, videotapes, and workbooks are effective. If people are to learn skills—such as 
improving interpersonal relations or the use of new tools—then techniques such as 
discussion, role-playing, and practice work better.

Another way to categorize training methods is to distinguish on-the-job from 
 off-the-job methods.

■ On-the-job training. This training takes place in the work setting while em-
ployees are performing job-related tasks. Four major training methods are 
coaching, training positions, job rotation, and planned work activities.

■ Off-the-job training. This training consists of classroom programs, work-
books, videos, and games and simulations. Today, of course, lots of off-the-
job training consists of technology-enhanced learning—online learning, or 
e-learning (for electronic learning).145 A relatively new approach is micro-
learning, or bite-size learning, which segments learning into bite-size content, 
enabling a student to master one piece of learning before advancing to anything 
else. Most microlearning mixes video and interactive lessons that take under 
five minutes to complete and include a quiz.146 

4. Implementation
How should training
be e�ected?

3. Selection
Which training
methods should be
used?

5. Evaluation
Is the training
working?

2. Objectives
What should
training achieve?

1. Assessment
Is training needed?

FIGURE 9.2 Five steps in the training process

Of course, in hiring, an employer always tries to get people whose qualifications 
match the requirements of the job. Quite often, however, there are gaps in what new 
employees need to know. These gaps are filled by training. The training process in-
volves five steps, as shown below. (See Figure 9.2.)
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EXAMPLE Technology-Enhanced Learning: Getting Ahead through Microlearning

How do you train workers who are constantly distracted by 
smartphones, social media, and on-demand entertainment? 

 For some companies, writes former Wall Street Journal 
 reporter Lora Kolodny, “the answer is short digital learning ses-
sions that are available at employees’ convenience.”147 This 
kind of on-demand, bite-size learning—short lessons transmit-
ted via microlearning apps and websites—has become a princi-
pal method of training now that the average attention span in 
North America has dropped from 12 seconds in 2000 to 8 sec-
onds in 2015. Microlearning is one form of technology- 
enhanced learning, also known as online or e-learning.

The Surge in E-Learning. E-learning 
has also become a well-established 
fact in company training. According to 
a 2015 survey, although instructor-
led classrooms were still the domi-
nant training method, at about 46% of 
total student hours, 26.5% of training 
was delivered by online or computer-
based technologies, 1.8% by mobile 
devices, and 31.9% by blended tech-
niques.148 The benefits of e-learning 
in general and microlearning in par-
ticular are that no transportation is 

needed and you can follow a flexible schedule and often work 
at your own pace.

Possible Drawbacks. However, microlearning has some draw-
backs. “Micro-learning is not useful when people need to 
 acquire/learn complex skills, processes, or behaviors,” says one 
critic. Imagine, she says, learning a musical instrument, project 
management, sales, teamwork management, or any software 
tool in only 4.5 minutes a day.149 Microlearning, she believes, is 
probably best used for reinforcement rather than for skill build-
ing. Stanford University neuroscientist Priya Rajasethupathy also 

agrees that microlearning is effective 
but limited, with bite-size lessons not 
likely to carry emotional weight—an im-
portant component of learning—for stu-
dents compared to practicing something 
learned in a workshop or classroom.150 

YOUR CALL
Neuroscientists are finding out that the 
human brain is a “social animal” that 
needs interaction with others.151 How 
do you think this fact relates to e-learn-
ing? Do you think you learn better in a 
classroom rather than online?

Off-the-job training. How does receiving feedback 
from an instructor affect your retention of knowledge? 
© stevecoleimages/Getty Images RF

What If No One Shows Up? Many employers offer employee training, whether 
internal or external, or funding to attend seminars. But research has shown that a sur-
prisingly high percentage of employees simply don’t know about it. For instance, while 
92% of employers in one survey offered funding to attend seminars and trade shows, 
only 28% of employees were aware the funding existed.152 Clearly, then, employers 
need to find out whether the training offered fits with the majority of employee devel-
opment goals.

You now have learned about the different HR programs and practices, such as 
 recruiting, training, and compensation. Do careers in these fields interest you? Not 
everyone is suited for HR work, but it is very rewarding for some. The following self-
assessment will help you decide whether or not a career in HR fits for you. ●

Is a Career in HR Right for You?

This survey is designed to assess your skills and interests and 
determine if a career in human resources is right for you. 
Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 9.3 in Connect.

1. Are you suited for a career in human resources? Which 
specific aspect of human resources do you prefer?

2. Look at the top two areas of HR for which you tested as 
being best suited. Look over the descriptions of these 
fields and then identify what skills you need to have to 
be successful.

3. Even if you do not pursue a career in HR, which skills do 
you feel you should continue to develop? Explain.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 9.3  
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Want to know how well your managers think you’re doing at work? Be prepared to 
be disappointed: 60% of employees say they don’t get adequate feedback, accord-
ing to a 2015 study, and 43% say they don’t get enough feedback to improve per-
formance.153 Feedback about how you’re doing in your job is part of performance 
management.

Performance Management in Human Resources
No doubt you’ve had the experience at some point of having a sit-down with a 
 superior, a boss or a teacher, who told you how well or poorly you were doing—a 
performance appraisal. A performance appraisal is a single event, as we discuss 
later in this section. Performance management, by contrast, is a powerful ongoing 
activity that has produced such spectacular results as 48% higher profitability, 
22% higher productivity, 30% higher employee engagement scores, and 19% lower 
turnover.154 

Performance management is defined as a set of processes and managerial behav-
iors that involve defining, monitoring, measuring, evaluating, and providing conse-
quences for performance expectations.155 It consists of four steps: (1) define 
performance, (2) monitor and evaluate performance, (3) review performance, and 
(4) provide consequences. (See Figure 9.3.)

9.5 Performance Appraisal
How can I assess employees’ performance more accurately and give more effective 
feedback?

THE BIG PICTURE
Performance appraisal, assessing employee performance and providing them feedback, may be objective or sub-
jective. Appraisals may be by peers, subordinates, customers, or oneself. Feedback may be formal or informal.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Step 1: Define Performance
Set goals and communicate
performance expectations.

Step 3: Review Performance
Deliver feedback and

coaching.

Step 4: Provide Consequences
Administer valued rewards and

appropriate punishment.

Step 2: Monitor & Evaluate
Performance

Measure and evaluate progress
and outcomes.

FIGURE 9.3 
Performance management: 
four steps 
Source: Adapted from A. J. 
Kinicki, K. J. L. Jacobson, S. J. 
Peterson, and G. E. Prussia, 
“Development and Validation of 
the Performance Management 
Behavior Questionnaire,” 
Personnel Psychology, Vol. 66 
(2013), pp. 1–45.
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EXAMPLE Performance Management: How Domino’s Pizza Built a  
Billion-Dollar Business

The founder of Domino’s Pizza, Tom Monaghan, grew the busi-
ness, which he later sold for $1 billion, by using performance 
management, as follows:156

1. Define Performance. In order to meet Domino’s prom-
ise of delivering customers a pizza within 30 minutes or 
no payment required, Monaghan made clear to his em-
ployees in his performance expectations the importance 
of speed, even showing employees how to run out the 
door.

2. Monitor and Evaluate Performance. Domino’s employ-
ees filled out a form showing they understood what was 
expected of them; then every one of them met with 
their manager and listed goals for the month and action 
plans for achieving them. Employees also described 
what the manager was supposed to do for them to 
 support their efforts.

3. Review Performance. Employees met with their manag-
ers every three months to review their performance, and 

managers met with their own superiors once a month to 
do the same.

4. Provide Consequences. Monaghan is a big believer in re-
warding performance and retaining talent. Thus, Domino’s 
store managers received not only salaries but also 30% of 
profits. To retain talent, Monaghan rewarded franchisees 
 (individual store owners who had purchased the right to use 
the Domino’s trademark and business model) by encourag-
ing them to develop their managers into store owners them-
selves, for which the original franchisees were rewarded 
with a percentage of the earnings from the new store.

YOUR CALL
In your current job—being a student—how effective do you 
think the Domino’s approach to performance management 
could be in helping you excel at college? Whom would you des-
ignate as your “manager,” how often would you meet, and 
what kind of goals and action plans would you set?

Performance management, which is often exerted through an organization’s manag-
ers and human resources policies and practices, is a powerful means for improving 
individual, group, and organizational effectiveness.157

Performance Appraisals: Are They Worthwhile?
A performance appraisal, or performance review, consists of (1) assessing an employee’s 
performance and (2) providing him or her with feedback. Unlike performance manage-
ment, which is an ongoing, interactive process between managers and employees, a 
performance appraisal is often dictated by a date on the calendar rather than need and 
is a “one-sided, boss-dominated” assessment that comes down to whether your supe-
rior “likes” you, according to some critics.158

No wonder, then, that so many performance reviews are worthless, in the opinion of 
UCLA management professor Samuel Culbert, coauthor of Get Rid of the Performance 
Review!159 One worldwide survey of 1,300 workers also revealed that 7 in 10 people 
believed that their managers did not remain calm and constructive when discussing per-
formance. This is why 20% of the respondents dreaded having difficult conversations 
with their boss.160 Management expert W. Edwards Deming (see Chapter 2) felt that such 
reviews were actually harmful because people remember only the negative parts.161 
Ninety-five percent of managers in one study declared they were dissatisfied with their 
performance review/management systems.162 “The best kind of performance review is 
no performance review,” says psychologist Aubrey Daniels, who coined the term “per-
formance management.”163 It thus is no surprise that some firms (about 12% of Fortune 
1000 companies in 2014) have scrapped the practice altogether.164 Nevertheless, let us 
take a look at performance appraisals, since they are still used frequently.

Two Kinds of Performance Appraisal:  
Objective and Subjective
There are two ways to evaluate an employee’s performance—objectively and subjectively.
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“Here’s the deal . . .” One of 
the most important tasks of being 
a manager is giving employees 
accurate information about their 
work performance. Which would 
you be more comfortable giving—
objective appraisals or subjective 
appraisals? © Asia Images Group/
Getty Images RF

1. Objective Appraisals Objective appraisals, also called results appraisals, are 
based on facts and are often numerical. In these kinds of appraisals, you would keep 
track of such matters as the numbers of products the employee sold in a month, cus-
tomer complaints filed against an employee, miles of freight hauled, and the like.

There are two good reasons for having objective appraisals:
■ They measure results. It doesn’t matter if two appliance salespeople have 

completely different personal traits (one is formal, reserved, and patient; the 
other is informal, gregarious, and impatient) if each sells the same number of 
washers and dryers. Human resource professionals point out that, just as in 
business we measure sales, profits, shareholder value, and other so-called 
metrics, it is likewise important to measure employee performance, benefit 
costs, and the like as an aid to strategy.165

■ They are harder to challenge legally. Not being as subject to personal bias, 
objective appraisals are harder for employees to challenge on legal grounds, 
such as for age, gender, or racial discrimination.

We discussed an objective approach in Chapter 5 under management by objectives 
(MBO), which can encourage employees to feel empowered to adopt behavior that will 
produce specific results. MBO, you’ll recall, is a four-step process in which (1) managers 
and employees jointly set objectives for the employee, (2) managers develop action plans, 
(3) managers and employees periodically review the employee’s performance, and (4) the 
manager makes a performance appraisal and rewards the employee according to results. 
For example, an objective for a copier service technician might be to 
 increase the number of service calls 15% during the next three months.

2. Subjective Appraisals Few employees can be adequately 
measured just by objective appraisals—hence the need for subjective 
appraisals, which are based on a manager’s perceptions of an employee’s 
(1) traits or (2) behaviors.

■ Trait appraisals. Trait appraisals are ratings of such subjec-
tive attributes as “attitude,” “initiative,” and “leadership.” 
Trait evaluations may be easy to create and use, but their va-
lidity is questionable because the evaluator’s personal bias 
can affect the ratings.

■ Behavioral appraisals. Behavioral appraisals measure spe-
cific, observable aspects of performance—being on time for 
work, for instance—although making the evaluation is still 
somewhat subjective. An example is the behaviorally anchored 
rating scale (BARS), which rates employee gradations in perfor-
mance according to scales of specific behaviors. For example, a 
five-point BARS rating scale about attendance might go from 
“Always early for work and has equipment ready to fully as-
sume duties” to “Frequently late and often does not have equip-
ment ready for going to work,” with gradations in between.

Who Should Make Performance Appraisals?
If one of your employees was putting on a good show of solving problems that, it turned 
out, she had actually created herself so that she could be an “office hero” and look good, 
how would you know about it? (This phenomenon has been dubbed “Munchausen— 
pronounced mun-chow-zen—at work” because it resembles the rare psychological disorder 
in which sufferers seek attention by making up an illness.)166 Most performance appraisals 
are done by managers; however, to add different perspectives, sometimes appraisal infor-
mation is provided by other people knowledgeable about particular employees.
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Peers, Subordinates, Customers, and Self Among additional sources of information 
are coworkers and subordinates, customers and clients, and the employees themselves.

■ Peers and subordinates. Coworkers, colleagues, and subordinates may well 
see different aspects of your performance. Such information can be useful for 
development, although it probably shouldn’t be used for evaluation. (Many 
managers will resist soliciting such information about themselves, of course, 
fearing negative appraisals.)

■ Customers and clients. Some organizations, such as restaurants and hotels, 
ask customers and clients for their appraisals of employees. Publishers ask 
authors to judge how well they are doing in handling the editing, production, 
and marketing of their books. Automobile dealerships may send follow-up 
questionnaires to car buyers.

■ Self-appraisals. How would you rate your own performance in a job, know-
ing that it would go into your personnel file? Probably the bias would be to-
ward the favorable. Nevertheless, self-appraisals help employees become 
involved in the whole evaluation process and may make them more receptive 
to feedback about areas needing improvement.

360-Degree Assessment: Appraisal by Everybody We said that performance 
appraisals may be done by peers, subordinates, customers, and oneself. Sometimes all 
these may be used in a technique called 360-degree assessment.

In a “theater in the round,” the actors in a dramatic play are watched by an audience on 
all sides of them—360 degrees. Similarly, as a worker, you have many people watching 
you from all sides. Thus has arisen the idea of the 360-degree assessment, or 360-degree 
feedback appraisal, in which employees are appraised not only by their managerial superiors 
but also by peers, subordinates, and sometimes clients, thus providing several perspectives.

Typically, an employee chooses evaluators from 6 to 12 other people to make evalu-
ations, who then fill out anonymous forms, the results of which are tabulated by com-
puter. Or using a Facebook-style program such as Performance Multiplier or 
Twitter-like software called Rypple, employees can solicit evaluations through social 
networking–style systems.167 The employee then goes over the results with his or her 
manager and together they put into place a long-term plan for performance goals.

All told, collecting performance information from multiple sources helps the person 
being evaluated get a broad view of his or her performance, and it highlights any bi-
ases and perceptual errors that are occurring. Finally, using multiple raters also makes 
it much more difficult for managers to unfairly favor or punish particular employees. 

Forced Ranking: Grading on a Curve To increase performance, an estimated 
60% of Fortune 500 companies (such as General Electric, Ford, Cisco, and Intel) have 
some variant of performance review systems known as forced ranking (or “rank and 
yank”) systems.168 In forced ranking performance review systems, all employees within a 
business unit are ranked against one another and grades are distributed along some sort 
of bell curve—just like students being graded in a college course. Top performers (such 
as the top 20%) are rewarded with bonuses and promotions; the worst performers (such 
as the bottom 20%) are given warnings or dismissed. 

This type of performance review system is rapidly losing favor, with presently about 
27% (down from 44% in 2013) of Fortune 1000 companies measuring the performance 
of some part of their workforce using a forced ranking (also known as “stacked rank-
ing,” “rank and yank,” or “rack and whack”) system.169 Another survey found that 200 
mostly mid- to large-size companies still use the system.170

Proponents of forced ranking say it encourages managers to identify and remove poor 
performers and structures a predetermined compensation curve, which enables them to 
reward top performers. However, opponents contend that the system eventually gets rid 
of talented as well as untalented people.171 There may also be legal ramifications, as 
when employees file class-action lawsuits alleging that the forced ranking methods had 
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a disparate effect on particular groups of employees.172 In addition,  numeric ratings, 
rankings, and formal evaluations without positive feedback may  produce the opposite of 
their intended results—namely, create a culture of reduced performance, according to 
recent neurological and psychological research.173 

Finally, forced ranking systems—originally conceived at the turn of the 20th cen-
tury to measure the performance of manual laborers and factory workers—seem inap-
propriate today, when over 70% of workers are employed in service or 
knowledge-intensive jobs in which skills, attitudes, and abilities are hard to evaluate 
along a bell curve. Forced ranking is particularly damaging at talent-intensive compa-
nies, in the opinion of Lisa Barry of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu. “Regardless of 
whether they work for banks or software companies, technology professionals are ex-
pected to innovate, work effectively in teams, and adapt to an ever-accelerating rate of 
change,” she points out. “They need incentives to collaborate and be creative, yet 
forced ranking typically produces the opposite behavior.”174 Even General Electric, 
famously known for “rank and yank” performance reviews under former CEO Jack 
Welch, has replaced its five-category ratings system (from “role model” to “unsatisfac-
tory”) with a mobile app to help employees share feedback.175 

Effective Performance Feedback
The whole point of performance appraisal, of course, is to stimulate better job perfor-
mance. But, says Lawrence Bossidy, former CEO of AlliedSignal, the typical appraisal is 
often three pages long and filled with vague, uncommunicative language and is useless to 
ensure that improvement happens.176 Bossidy recommends an appraisal take up half a page 
and cover just three topics: what the boss likes about your performance, what you can im-
prove, and how you and your boss are going to make sure that improvement happens.

Bossidy’s suggestions are much in the spirit of recent thinking, in which more com-
panies are choosing a qualitative approach to employee appraisals.177 Now managers are 
trained on how to coach and regularly check in with employees, giving them continu-
ous, real-time feedback and solutions, the cornerstone of performance management. To 
help increase employee performance, a manager can use two kinds of appraisals— 
formal and informal.

1. Formal Appraisals Formal appraisals are conducted at specific times throughout the 
year and are based on performance measures that have been established in advance. An 
emergency medical technician might be evaluated twice a year by his or her manager, us-
ing objective performance measures such as work attendance time sheets and more sub-
jective measures such as a behaviorally anchored rating scales (BARS) to indicate the 
employee’s willingness to follow emergency procedures and doctors’ and nurses’ orders.

As part of the appraisal, the manager should give the employee feedback, describ-
ing how he or she is performing well and not so well and giving examples. Managers 
are sometimes advised to keep diaries about specific incidents so they won’t have to 
rely on their memories (and so that their evaluations will be more lawsuit-resistant). 
Facts should always be used rather than impressions.

2. Informal Appraisals Formal appraisals are the equivalent of a student receiving 
a grade on a midterm test and a grade on a final test—weeks may go by during which 
you are unaware of how well you’re doing in the course. Informal appraisals are the 
equivalent of occasional unscheduled pop quizzes and short papers or drop-in visits to 
the professor’s office to talk about your work—you have more frequent feedback about 
your performance. Informal appraisals are conducted on an unscheduled basis and con-
sist of less rigorous indications of employee performance.

As a manager, you may not feel comfortable about critiquing your employees’ perfor-
mance, especially when you have to convey criticism rather than praise. Nevertheless, 
giving performance feedback is one of the most important parts of the manager’s job.

Some suggestions for improvement appear in the table. (See Table 9.2.) ●

TABLE 9.2 

How to Give Performance 
Feedback to Employees

Think of yourself as a coach, as 
though you were managing a 
team of athletes.

•	 Take a problem-solving 
approach, avoid criticism,  
and treat employees with 
respect. Recall the worst boss 
for whom you ever worked. 
How did you react to his or her 
method of giving feedback? 
Avoid criticism that might be 
taken personally. 

  Example: Don’t say, 
“You’re picking up that bag  
of cement wrong” (which 
criticizes by using the word 
wrong). Say, “Instead of 
bending at the waist, a good 
way to pick up something 
heavy is to bend your knees. 
That’ll help save your back.”

•	 Be specific in describing  
the employee’s present 
performance and in the 
improvement you desire. 
Describe your subordinate’s 
current performance in 
specific terms and 
concentrate on outcomes 
that are within his or her 
ability to improve. 

  Example: Don’t say, 
“You’re always late turning 
in your sales reports.” Say, 
“Instead of making calls on 
Thursday afternoon, why 
don’t you take some of the 
time to do your sales reports 
so they’ll be ready on Friday 
along with those of the other 
sales reps.”

•	 Get the employee’s input. In 
determining causes for a 
problem, listen to the 
employee and get his or her 
help in crafting a solution. 

  Example: Don’t say, 
“You’ve got to learn to get 
here by 9:00 a.m. every 
day.” Say, “What changes  
do you think could be made 
so that your station is 
covered when people start 
calling at 9:00?”
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“The unemployment rate is an abstraction, an aggregation of bodiless data,” writes 
journalist/novelist Walter Kirn, “but losing a job is a lived experience, written on the 
nerves. . . . Some blame themselves and some blame everybody. Still others, not know-
ing whom to blame, explode.”178

Among the major—and most difficult—decisions you will make as a manager are 
those about employee movement within an organization: Whom should you let go? 
promote? transfer? discipline? All these matters go under the heading of employee 
 replacement. And, incidentally, any time you need to deal with replacing an employee 
in a job, that’s a time to reconsider the job description to see how it might be made 
more effective for the next person to occupy it.

As regards replacement, HR specialists distinguish between turnover (employee 
is replaced) and attrition (employee is not replaced), both of which occur when an 
employee leaves the company. Turnover occurs when an employee abandons, re-
signs, retires, or is terminated from a job, and the employer seeks to replace him or 
her.  Attrition occurs when an employee retires or when the company eliminates his 
or her job, and the employer leaves the vacancy unfilled.179 You’ll have to deal with 
replacement whenever an employee quits, retires, becomes seriously ill, or dies. Or 
you may initiate the replacement action by promoting, transferring, demoting, laying 
off, or firing.180 

Promotion: Moving Upward
Promotion—moving an employee to a higher-level position—is the most obvious way 
to recognize that person’s superior performance (apart from giving raises and  bonuses). 
Three concerns are the following.

Fairness It’s important that promotion be fair. The step upward must be deserved. 
It shouldn’t be for reasons of nepotism, cronyism, or other kind of favoritism.

Nondiscrimination The promotion cannot discriminate on the basis of race, eth-
nicity, gender, age, or physical ability.

Others’ Resentments If someone is promoted, someone else may be resentful 
about being passed over. As a manager, you may need to counsel the people left behind 
about their performance and their opportunities in the future. In fact, if you are passed 
over yourself, it is important not to let your anger build. Instead, you should gather 
your thoughts, then go in and talk to your boss and find out what qualities were lack-
ing, suggests one report. You should also create a career action plan and look for ways 
to improve your knowledge, skills, and abilities.181

9.6 Managing Promotions, Transfers, Disciplining,  
and Dismissals
What are some guidelines for handling promotions, transfers, disciplining,  
and dismissals?

THE BIG PICTURE
As a manager, you’ll have to manage employee replacement actions, as by promoting, transferring, 
 demoting, laying off, or firing.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Transfer: Moving Sideways
Transfer is movement of an employee to a different job with similar responsibility. It 
may or may not mean a change in geographical location (which might be part of a 
promotion as well).

Employees might be transferred for four principal reasons: (1) to solve organi-
zational problems by using their skills at another location; (2) to broaden their 
experience in being assigned to a different position; (3) to retain their interest and 
motivation by being presented with a new challenge; or (4) to solve some  employee 
problems, such as personal differences with their bosses. In 2015, top Volkswagen 
managers considered implementing a mandatory rotation of key executives to new 
positions in order to disrupt what they perceived was “a culture of tolerance for 
breaking rules [that was] at the heart of its emissions crisis,” according to 
The Wall Street Journal.182

Disciplining and Demotion: The Threat  
of Moving Downward
Poorly performing employees may be given a warning or a reprimand and then 
disciplined. That is, they may be temporarily removed from their jobs, as when a 
police officer is placed on suspension or administrative leave—removed from his 
or her regular job in the field and perhaps given a paperwork job or told to stay 
away from work.

Alternatively, an employee may be demoted—that is, have his or her current re-
sponsibilities, pay, and perquisites taken away, as when a middle manager is demoted 
to a first-line manager. (Sometimes this may occur when a company is downsized, re-
sulting in fewer higher-level management positions.)

Dismissal: Moving Out of the Organization
Dismissals are of three sorts: layoffs, downsizings, and firings. We will also describe exit 
interviews and nondisparagement agreements, which often go along with dismissals.

Layoffs The phrase being laid off tends to suggest that a person has been dismissed 
temporarily—as when a carmaker doesn’t have enough orders to justify keeping its 
production employees—and may be recalled later when economic conditions improve. 
Layoffs are cited by many companies (recently Nordstrom, Sprint, and American 
 Express) as needed to improve profitability, although research suggests they do not, in 
fact, improve profits.183 

Downsizings A downsizing is a permanent dismissal; there is no rehiring later. An 
automaker discontinuing a line of cars or on the path to bankruptcy might permanently 
let go of its production employees.

Firings The phrase being fired, with all its euphemisms and synonyms—being “ter-
minated,” “separated,” “let go,” “sacked,” “axed,” “canned”—tends to mean that a 
person was dismissed permanently “for cause”: absenteeism, sloppy work habits, fail-
ure to perform satisfactorily, breaking the law, and the like. (A CEO “never gets fired,” 
comments one writer dryly; rather, he or she leaves “to pursue other opportunities” or 
“spend more time with the family.”)184

It used to be that managers could use their discretion about dismissals. Today, 
however, because of the changed legal climate, steps must be taken to avoid employees 
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PRACTICAL ACTION The Right Way to Handle a Dismissal

“Employment at will” is the governing principle of employ-
ment in the great majority of states, which means that anyone 
can be dismissed at any time for any reason at all—or for no 
reason. Exceptions are whistle-blowers and people with em-
ployment contracts. Civil-rights laws also prohibit organiza-
tions’ dismissing people for their gender, skin color, or physical 
or mental disability.189

Four suggestions for handling a dismissal follow.

Give the Employee a Chance First. If you’re dealing with 
someone who has a problem with absenteeism, alcohol/drug 
dependency, or the like, articulate to that employee what’s 
wrong with his or her performance; then set up a plan for im-
provement (which might include counseling). Or if you’re deal-
ing with an employee who has a bad cultural or personality fit 

with the company—a buttoned-down, by-the-book style, say, 
that’s at odds with your flexible, fast-moving organization—
have a conversation and give the employee time to find a job 
elsewhere.190

Don’t Delay the Dismissal, and Make Sure It’s Completely 
Defensible. If improvements aren’t forthcoming, don’t carry 
the employee along because you feel sorry for him or her. Your 
first duty is to the performance of the organization. Make sure, 
however, that you’ve documented all the steps taken in ad-
vance of the dismissal. Also be sure that the steps taken follow 
the law and all important organizational policies.191

Be Aware How Devastating a Dismissal Can Be—Both to 
the Individual and to Those Remaining. To the person 

suing for “wrongful termination.” That is, an employer has to carefully document the 
reasons for dismissals. You also need to take into account the fact that survivors in 
the company can suffer just as much as, if not more than, their colleagues who were 
let go.185

Incidentally, in terms of your own career, be aware that dismissals rarely come as a 
surprise. Most bosses are conflict-averse, and you may see the handwriting on the wall 
when your own manager begins to interact with you less.186

In some industries, such as those in information technology, “treating workers as if 
they are widgets to be used up and discarded is a central part of the revised relation-
ship between employers and employees,” in the view of one former employee of a 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, “digital sweatshop.”187 Start-ups are also quick to fire if 
new hires don’t measure up quickly.188 

The Practical Action box below offers some suggestions for handling dismissals.

Fired. Being fired can be one of the most stressful events of one’s life—
more than the death of a close friend, separation from one’s spouse over 
marital problems, or an injury requiring hospitalization. Some people who 
have been let go from their jobs suffer major health consequences. If you 
as a manager ever had to fire someone, what would you do to try to soften 
the blow? © Vgstockstudio/Shutterstock RF
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Exit Interview and Nondisparagement Agreement An exit interview is a formal 
conversation between a manager and a departing employee to find out why he or she is 
leaving and to learn about potential problems in the organization. For example, one com-
pany looked at the exit interviews of four employees and learned they all told the same 
story: their manager “lacked critical leadership skills, such as showing appreciation, 
engendering commitment, and communicating vision and strategy,” according to one 
article. Moreover, “the organization was promoting managers on the basis of technical 
rather than managerial skill.”196 

A departing employee may want to pound the desk during an exit interview and 
shout about all that went wrong, but that’s not a good idea. “The last impression is the 
one people remember,” suggests a Wall Street Journal article. “A graceful exit can 
burnish an employee’s reputation and shore up valuable relationships. A bad one can 
do serious damage to both.”197 

A nondisparagement agreement is a contract between two parties that prohibits one 
party from criticizing the other; it is often used in severance agreements to prohibit for-
mer employees from criticizing their former employers. Employees who are laid off or 
whose jobs have been eliminated are often obliged to sign nondisparagement agree-
ments in return for receiving severance pay—pay an employer may give a worker 
who leaves, such as the equivalent of two weeks of salary for each year he or she was 
employed. A nondisparagement clause at Abbott Laboratories in Libertyville, 
 Illinois, reads “You agree to make every effort to maintain and protect the reputation 
of Abbott and its products and agents.” However, some former Abbott employees say 
the provision “stopped them from speaking openly with elected officials or appear-
ing at congressional hearings” about what they say was the misuse of temporary 
work visas (H-1B visas) to replace American workers with foreign-born workers, 
according to one account.198 ●

 being let go, the event can be as much of a blow as a di-
vorce or a death in the family. Dismissals can also adversely 
affect those remaining with the company. This is what psy-
chiatrist Manfred Kets de Vries calls layoff survivor sickness, 
which is characterized by anger, depression, fear, guilt, risk 
aversion, distrust, vulnerability, powerlessness, and loss of 
motivation. Indeed, a five-year study by Cigna and the 
American Management Association found an enormous in-
crease in medical claims, particularly for stress-related ill-
nesses, not only among those dismissed but among 
continuing employees as well.192

Offer Assistance in Finding Another Job. Dismissing a long-
standing employee with only a few weeks of severance pay 
hurts not only the person let go but also the organization itself, 
as word gets back to the employees who remain, as well as to 
outsiders who might be prospective employees. Knowledge-
able employers offer assistance in finding another job.

“The best demonstration that a company’s values are 
real,” says management scholar Rosabeth Moss Kanter, “is 
to act on them today even for people who will not be around 
tomorrow. A company, like a society, can be judged by how it 
treats its most vulnerable. . . . Bad treatment of departing 

employees can destroy the commitment of those who 
stay.”193

On this score, current thinking is that the best day to lay 
people off is not Friday (the traditional day, when often man-
agers didn’t want to deal with other employees’ reactions) and 
not Monday (when leaders may not have time to prepare for 
the aftermath) but rather the middle of the week, which gives 
former employees a chance to look for work before the week 
is over.194 

Getting Yourself Back Together after a Job Loss. “Losing a 
job can be a blow to your confidence and pride,” says writer 
Debra Auerbach. But you can put yourself back on your feet 
more quickly, she suggests, if you take the following steps: 
Take time to grieve, as in taking a week to process what 
 happened—but don’t take much longer than that. Assess your 
finances, accept any assistance or outplacement counseling 
from your previous employer, set a daily schedule that keeps 
you from feeling adrift, start networking by getting referrals 
from former clients or vendors, add to your skills, and find a 
support group that will “cheer you through each [new job] pos-
sibility and lament each dead end.”195 
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Laws underlie all aspects of the human resource process discussed so far. Whatever 
your organization’s human resource strategy, in the United States (and in U.S. divi-
sions overseas) it has to operate within the environment of the American legal system. 
Four areas you need to be aware of are as follows. Some important laws are summa-
rized in the table opposite. (See Table 9.3.)

1. Labor Relations
The earliest laws affecting employee welfare had to do with unions, and they can still 
have important effects. Legislation passed in 1935 (the Wagner Act) resulted in the 
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), which enforces procedures whereby employees 
may vote to have a union and for collective bargaining. Collective bargaining consists of 
negotiations between management and employees about disputes over compensation, 
benefits, working conditions, and job security.

A 1947 law (the Taft-Hartley Act) allows the president of the United States to pre-
vent or end a strike that threatens national security. (We discuss labor-management 
issues further in Section 9.8.)

2. Compensation and Benefits
The Social Security Act in 1935 established the U.S. retirement system. The passage 
of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 established minimum living standards for workers 
engaged in interstate commerce, including provision of a federal minimum wage (cur-
rently $7.25 an hour; 29 states have higher minimums, 5 states do not have minimums) 
and a maximum workweek (now 40 hours, after which overtime must be paid), along 
with banning products from child labor. Salaried executive, administrative, and profes-
sional employees are exempt from overtime rules.

Proponents of a $15 minimum wage say it would help people pay their bills, be-
cause existing minimum wages have not kept up with inflation, and it would create a 
fairer working environment, since different states now pay wildly different minimums. 
Detractors say that higher wages would produce job losses, hurt low-skilled workers, 
have little effect on reducing poverty, and result in higher prices to consumers.199 

3. Health and Safety
From miners risking tunnel cave-ins to cotton mill workers breathing lint, industry has 
always had dirty, dangerous jobs. Beginning with the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act (OSHA) of 1970, a body of law has grown that requires organizations to provide 
employees with nonhazardous working conditions (most recently augmented by an 
update to the Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976).200 Later laws extended health 
coverage, including 2010 health care reform legislation, which requires employees 
with more than 50 employees to provide health insurance.201 (More than 60% of 
working-age Americans who signed up for Medicaid or a private health plan through 
the Affordable Care Act get health care they previously couldn’t get.)202 

9.7 The Legal Requirements of Human Resource 
Management
To avoid exposure to legal liabilities, what areas of the law do I need to be aware of?

THE BIG PICTURE
Four areas of human resource law any manager needs to be aware of are labor relations, compensation and 
benefits, health and safety, and equal employment opportunity.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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TABLE 9.3
Some Important Recent U.S. Federal Laws and Regulations Protecting Employees

YEAR LAW OR REGULATION PROVISIONS

Labor Relations

1974 Privacy Act  Gives employees legal right to examine letters of reference 
concerning them

1986 Immigration Reform & Control Act  Requires employers to verify the eligibility for employment of all their 
new hires (including U.S. citizens)

2003 Sarbanes-Oxley Act  Prohibits employers from demoting or firing employees who raise 
accusations of fraud to a federal agency

Compensation and Benefits

1974 Employee Retirement Income Sets rules for managing pension plans; provides federal insurance to  
 Security Act (ERISA)  cover bankrupt plans

1993 Family & Medical Leave Act   Requires employers to provide 12 weeks of unpaid leave for medical 
and family reasons, including for childbirth, adoption, or family 
emergency

1996 Health Insurance Portability &  Allows employees to switch health insurance plans when changing jobs  
 Accountability Act (HIPPA) and receive new coverage regardless of preexisting health conditions;  
  prohibits group plans from dropping ill employees

2007 Fair Minimum Wage Act Increased federal minimum wage to $7.25 per hour on July 24, 2009

Health and Safety

1970 Occupational Safety & Health Establishes minimum health and safety standards in organizations 
 Act (OSHA)

1985 Consolidated Omnibus Budget Requires an extension of health insurance benefits after termination 
 Reconciliation Act (COBRA)

2010 Patient Protection &  Employers with more than 50 employees must provide health insurance 
 Affordable Care Act

Equal Employment Opportunity

1963 Equal Pay Act Requires men and women be paid equally for performing equal work

1964, amended 1972 Civil Rights Act, Title VII  Prohibits discrimination on basis of race, color, religion, national origin, 
or sex

1967, amended Age Discrimination in  Prohibits discrimination in employees over 40 years old; restricts 
1978 and 1986  Employment Act (ADEA) mandatory retirement

1990 Americans with Disabilities Act Prohibits discrimination against essentially qualified employees with  
 (ADA)  physical or mental disabilities or chronic illness; requires “reasonable  
  accommodation” be provided so they can perform duties

1991 Civil Rights Act  Amends and clarifies Title VII, ADA, and other laws; permits suits against 
employers for punitive damages in cases of intentional discrimination
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4. Equal Employment Opportunity
The effort to reduce discrimination in employment based on racial, ethnic, and reli-
gious bigotry and gender stereotypes began with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964. This established the Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Commission, whose job 
is to enforce antidiscrimination and other employment-related laws. Title VII applies to 
all organizations or their agents engaged in an industry affecting interstate commerce 
that employs 15 or more employees. Contractors who wish to do business with the 
U.S. government (such as most colleges and universities, which receive federal funds) 
must be in compliance with various executive orders issued by the president covering 
antidiscrimination. Later laws prevented discrimination against older workers and peo-
ple with physical and mental disabilities.203

Workplace Discrimination, Affirmative Action,  
Sexual Harassment, and Bullying
Three important concepts covered by EEO laws are workplace discrimination, affir-
mative action, and sexual harassment, which we discuss in this section. We also con-
sider bullying, which is not covered by EEO laws.

Workplace Discrimination A large gap exists in perceptions between the sexes as 
to whether men or women have more opportunities for advancement. In a survey of 
1,834 business professionals worldwide, 66% of men said opportunities to move to top 
management were gender neutral, compared with 30% of women who stated that.204 
(In actuality, only 4.2% of CEOs at S&P 500 companies were women.205 Just 21 CEOs 
of the Fortune 500 companies were women in 2016, down from 24 in 2014.)206

Workplace discrimination occurs when people are hired or promoted—or denied hiring 
or promotion—for reasons not relevant to the job, such as skin color or eye shape, gender, 
religion, national origin, and the like. Two fine points to be made here are that (1) al-
though the law prohibits discrimination in all aspects of employment, it does not re-
quire an employer to extend preferential treatment because of race, color, religion, and 
so on and (2) employment decisions must be made on the basis of job-related criteria.

There are two types of workplace discrimination:
■ Adverse impact: Adverse impact occurs when an organization uses an employ-

ment practice or procedure that results in unfavorable outcomes to a protected 
class (such as Hispanics) over another group of people (such as non-Hispanic 
whites). For example, requiring workers to have a college degree can inadver-
tently create adverse impact against Hispanics because fewer Hispanics grad-
uate from college than whites. This example would not be a problem, however, 
if a college degree was required to perform the job.

■ Disparate treatment: Disparate treatment results when employees from pro-
tected groups (such as disabled individuals) are intentionally treated differently. 
An example would be making a decision to give all international assignments 
to people with no disabilities because of the assumption that they won’t need 
any special accommodations related to travel.

When an organization is found to have been practicing discrimination, the people 
discriminated against may sue for back pay and punitive damages. In 2015, among 
complaints to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the most fre-
quently cited basis for charges of discrimination was retaliation (44.5%), followed by 
race discrimination (34.7%); sex discrimination, including sexual harassment and 
pregnancy discrimination (29.5%); and discrimination based on disability (30.2%).207 

 In recent years, pay discrepancies between women and men improved slightly, but 
as of 2014 women overall still earned only 79 cents to every $1 for a man, according to 
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a Wall Street Journal analysis, or 83 cents, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.208 In 
some occupations, such as financial managers, women earn as little as 67 cents to a 
man’s dollar, but among dental hygienists, travel agents, and lodging managers, the 
pay is equal between men and women. In other words, the gap widens in higher-paying 
occupations such as business, medicine, and law. American women in elite jobs earn 
well below men, with doctors, compensation managers, and personal financial advi-
sors showing the greatest earnings differences.209 

Women are more likely to suffer from depression and anxiety compared to men, and 
one study suggests an important reason: American women make significantly less 
money than their male counterparts, besides having to assume greater responsibility in 
child care and housework.210 

EXAMPLEGender Discrimination: Silicon Valley and the “Brogrammer” Culture

Since 1997, women have started 608 new businesses every 
day, making up 30% of all U.S. businesses and providing one 
out of seven jobs among privately owned firms.211 Moreover, 
venture capital firms that invested in women-led companies 
during the decade 2000–2010 outperformed those that 
didn’t.212 Women-led venture-backed companies earn 12% 
more revenue than male-led companies.213 

Women in Tech. Despite such achievements, women are 
 significantly underrepresented among the tech companies of 
Silicon Valley, long a male stronghold. Google’s global staff is 
only 30% female, Facebook’s 31%, and Yahoo’s 38%.214 In 
part, suggests one writer, women may not be going into tech to 
begin with because so many are brought up to assume that 
girls are not good at science or math and so do not see them-
selves as computer scientists.215

Frat-Boy Behavior. Lack of gender diversity doesn’t neces-
sarily result in a culture of sexism and sexual harassment. But 
sometimes it is exceedingly so. Sexist attitudes start in 
 computer science classes, women say, and are reinforced by 
the tech industry’s “brogrammer” (“bro” + “programmer”) 
 fraternity-house attitudes and behavior of some male software 
engineers and executives.216 “Bro culture” also is said to lock 
many minorities out.217 

YOUR CALL
Recently, regulators, venture capitalists, tech companies, and 
women themselves have been making serious efforts to achieve 
more diversity in the tech sector.218 Still, do you see sexist and 
demeaning behavior in the culture of your campus, which you 
worry you might encounter later in a future workplace?

Affirmative Action Affirmative action focuses on achieving equality of opportunity 
within an organization. It tries to make up for past discrimination in employment by 
actively finding, hiring, and developing the talents of people from groups traditionally 
discriminated against. Steps include active recruitment, elimination of prejudicial 
questions in interviews, and establishment of minority 
hiring goals. It’s important to note that EEO laws do not 
allow the use of hiring quotas.219

Affirmative action has created tremendous opportuni-
ties for women and minorities, but it has been resisted 
more by some white males who see it as working against 
their interests.220 Affirmative action plans are more suc-
cessful when employees view them as being fair and eq-
uitable and when whites are not prejudiced against 
people of color.221 In addition, research shows that 
women and minorities hired on the basis of affirmative 
action felt stigmatized as unqualified and incompetent.222

Sexual Harassment Sexual harassment consists of 
unwanted sexual attention that creates an adverse work 
environment. This means obscene gestures, sex-stereotyped 
jokes, sexually oriented posters and graffiti, suggestive 
remarks, unwanted dating pressure, physical nonsexual 

Sexual harassment. If this woman is unaware of the man ogling her legs, 
does that make his behavior acceptable? Or does it still contribute to an 
offensive work environment? © Phanie/Superstock
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contact, unwanted touching, sexual propositions, threatening punishment unless sexual 
favors are given, obscene phone calls, and similar verbal or physical actions of a sexual 
nature.223 The harassment may be by a member of the opposite sex or a member of the 
same sex, by a manager, by a coworker, or by an outsider.224 If the harasser is a man-
ager or an agent of the organization, the organization itself can be sued, even if it had 
no knowledge of the situation.225

Two Types of Sexual Harassment There are two types of sexual harassment, 
both of which violate Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. 

In the quid pro quo harassment type, the person to whom the unwanted sexual at-
tention is directed is put in the position of jeopardizing being hired for a job or obtain-
ing job benefits or opportunities unless he or she implicitly or explicitly acquiesces. 

More typical is the hostile environment type, in which the person being sexually 
harassed doesn’t risk economic harm but experiences an offensive or intimidating 
work environment. According to one survey, 38% of women said they had heard sex-
ual innuendos, wisecracks, or taunts at the office.226 Anti-female remarks are particu-
larly prevalent on social media.227

The table below presents some guidelines for preventing sexual harassment. (See 
Table 9.4.)

•	 Don’t suggest sexual favors for rewards related to work or promotion.

•	 Don’t do uninvited touching, patting, or hugging of others’ bodies—especially if they wince, frown,  
or pull away.

•	 Don’t make sexually suggestive jokes, demeaning remarks, slurs, or obscene gestures or sounds.

•	 Don’t display sexual pictures in your workplace or write notes of a sexual nature.

•	 Don’t laugh at others’ sexually harassing words or behaviors.

TABLE 9.4
Preventing Sexual 
Harassment

What Managers Can Do To help prevent harassment from occurring, managers 
can make sure their companies have an effective sexual harassment policy in place. 
The policy should be shown to all current and new employees, who should be made to 
understand that sexual harassment will not be tolerated under any circumstances. A 
formal complaint procedure should be established, which should explain how charges 
will be investigated and resolved. Supervisors should be trained in Title VII require-
ments and the proper procedures to follow when charges occur. If charges occur, they 
should be investigated promptly and objectively, and if substantiated, the offender 
should be disciplined at once—no matter what his or her rank in the company.

Bullying If college professors can be bullied, can’t anyone?
For years, mathematics professor Bill Lepowsky experienced abusive behavior at 

the San Francisco Bay Area community college where he taught. It began with a group 
of managers spreading rumors and false accusations that threatened his job—for in-
stance, saying he was holding class in the wrong classroom and was skipping impor-
tant meetings (meetings he actually wasn’t supposed to attend). It was emotionally 
draining—like “being a soldier in a foxhole with shells exploding,” he said—and took 
time and focus away from his job. It didn’t end until his tormentors left the college.228

The Meaning of Mean Bullying is repeated mistreatment of one or more persons by one 
or more perpetrators; it is abusive physical, psychological, verbal, or nonverbal behavior that 
is threatening, humiliating, or intimidating. “People have only thought about  bullying related 
to children,” says one expert, “but the fact is that right now adult bullying is rampant.”229
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Indeed, bullying on the job has been experienced by 
27% of employees, according to one survey; 37%, ac-
cording to another; and 51%, according to yet another.230 
Bullying by supervisors that takes the form of forcing 
long hours on workers or yelling and behaving in a 
threatening way is more apt to occur in small businesses 
(50 or fewer employees), where the education level of 
bosses is often less high than in larger firms and where 
one person’s bad behavior may have greater influence.231 

Bullies can be male or female, although the majority 
(about 60%) are men and most are bosses. Women tend 
to be bullied more than men. Bullying can occur between 
colleagues, managers, and employees. Bullying on the 
job may be physically aggressive, such as pushing, 
pinching, or cornering someone. However, it is more apt 
to be verbal, including shouting, swearing, and name 
calling. Or it may be relational, including malicious gos-
sip, rumors, and lies that may cause someone to feel iso-
lated or cut off. Bullying through technology 
(cyberbullying), such as Facebook, Twitter, or e-mail, 
accounts for about one in five incidents.232

The Effects of Bullying Unfortunately, many work-
place bullies are quite charming and manipulative and so 
receive positive evaluations from their supervisors and 
achieve high levels of career success, according to one 
dispiriting study.233 “If people are politically skilled, they can do bad things really 
well,” says one of the study authors.234 Of course, that doesn’t make this behavior 
right. Indeed, bullying can devastate a workplace.235

Bullying, says Gary Namie, director of the Workplace Bullying Institute, can be 
especially damaging in work sites where the bullied may be trapped in close proximity 
to their bully.236 Bullied employees are less satisfied at work, more likely to spend time 
gossiping and not putting in their full effort, and more likely to quit.237 Victims also 
tend to experience stress-related health problems, such as anxiety, panic attacks, de-
pression, even suicide.238

The table below presents some guidelines for combating bullying. (See Table 9.5.) ●

Bullying. A surprisingly common activity, bullying is apt to be verbal, 
involving shouting and name calling, or relational, including spreading 
malicious rumors and lies. In some cases, however, it can be physically 
aggressive, involving pinching or pushing. Perhaps as many as half of all 
employees have experienced some sort of bullying on the job. Have you? 
What did you do about it? © Jetta Productions/The Image Bank/Getty Images

•	 Recognize the mistreatment as bullying: Don’t blame yourself.

•	 Get others on your side: Don’t become socially isolated.

•	 Don’t strike back: It might get you fired. Ask to be treated with fairness and respect.

•	 Stay calm and confident: Don’t feed the bully’s sense of power by showing fear.

•	 Avoid being alone with the bully: Make sure someone can hear your interactions. Or record them 
on your smartphone.

•	 Document the events—and be truthful: When reporting bullying to supervisors, give them the 
FACTS, not just the emotional effects. Save examples of online bullying, notes, and other physical 
evidence. Remember, the bully will probably deny your accusations.

Sources: A. Bruzzese, “Workplace Becomes New Schoolyard for Bullies,” USA Today, August 24, 2011, http://
usatoday30.usatoday.com/money/jobcenter/workplace/bruzzese/2011-08-24-bully-bosses-overtake-workplace_n.
htm (accessed June 6, 2016); K. V. Brown, “Far beyond School Playground, Bullying Common in Workplace,” San 
Francisco Chronicle, November 6, 2011, pp. A1, A10; and Robert Half International, “6 Tips for Dealing with the 
Office Bully,” The Arizona Republic, November 29, 2015, p. 4E. 

TABLE 9.5
Beating Back the Bully
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Starting in 1943, James Smith worked his way up from washing dishes in the galley 
of a passenger train’s dining car to waiter, earning tips on top of his wages of 36 cents 
an hour. The union job with the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, the first 
 African American union, enabled him to go to college, and when he left the railroad 
he was hired as a civil engineer for the city of Los Angeles. “His story,” says one 
report, “is emblematic of the role the railroads and a railroad union played in build-
ing a foundation for America’s black middle class.”239 Unions also helped to grow 
the American (and European) middle classes in general, bringing benefits to all, 
 organized or not.

Labor unions are organizations of employees formed to protect and advance their 
members’ interests by bargaining with management over job-related issues. The union 
movement is far less the powerhouse that it was in the 1950s—indeed, its present 
membership is the lowest since 1916—but it is still a force in many sectors of the 
economy. (See Table 9.6, left.) Nearly half (48%) of Americans hold a favorable view 
of unions, while 39% hold an unfavorable view.240 

How Workers Organize
When workers in a particular organization decide to form a union, they first must get 
each worker to sign an authorization card, which designates a certain union as the 
workers’ bargaining agent. When at least 30% of workers have signed cards, the union 
may ask the employer for official recognition. 

Usually the employer refuses, at which point the union can petition the National 
Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to decide which union should become the bargaining 
unit that represents the workers, such as the Teamsters Union, United Auto Workers, 
American Federation of Teachers, or Service Employees International Union, as ap-
propriate. (Some workers, however, are represented by unions you would never guess: 
Zookeepers, for instance, are represented by the Teamsters, which mainly organizes 
transportation workers. University of California, Berkeley, graduate student instructors 
are represented by the United Auto Workers.) An election is then held by the NLRB, 
and if 50% or more of the votes cast agree to unionization, the NLRB certifies the 
union as the workers’ exclusive representative. 

How Unions and Management Negotiate a Contract
Once a union is recognized as an official bargaining unit, its representatives can then 
meet with management’s representatives to do collective bargaining—to negotiate pay 
and benefits and other work terms.

When agreement is reached with management, the union representatives take the 
collective bargaining results back to the members for ratification—they vote to accept 
or reject the contract negotiated by their leaders. If they vote yes, the union and man-
agement representatives sign a negotiated labor-management contract, which sets the 
general tone and terms under which labor and management agree to work together 
during the contract period.

9.8 Labor-Management Issues
What are the principal processes and issues involved in organizing labor unions?

THE BIG PICTURE
We describe the process by which workers get a labor union to represent them and how unions and man-
agement negotiate a contract. This section also discusses the types of union and nonunion workplaces and 
right-to-work laws. It covers issues unions and management negotiate, such as compensation, cost-of-living 
adjustments, two-tier wage systems, and givebacks. It concludes by describing mediation and arbitration.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Who’s in a union (2015)?

•	 11.1% of full-time U.S. 
workers—down from 
35.5% in 1945

•	 6.7% of private-sector 
workers (7.6 million)

•	 35.2% of public-sector 
workers (7.2 million)

•	 Most members,  
public sector: local 
government (41.3%), 
including teachers, 
police officers, and 
firefighters 

•	 Most members, private 
sector: utilities (21.4%), 
transportation and 
warehousing (18.9%), 
educational  
services (13.7%), 
telecommunications 
(13.3%), construction 
(13.2%)

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
“Union Members Summary,” 
Economic News Release, January 
28, 2016; www .bls.gov/news.
release/union2.nr0 .htm (accessed 
June 6, 2016).

TABLE 9.6
Snapshot of Today’s U.S. 
Union Movement
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The Issues Unions and Management Negotiate About
The key issues that labor and management negotiate are compensation, employee ben-
efits, job security, work rules, hours, and safety matters. However, the first issue is 
usually union security and management rights.

Union Security and Types of Workplaces A key issue is, Who controls hiring policies 
and work assignments—labor or management? This involves the following matters:

■ The union security clause. The basic underpinning of union security is the union 
security clause, the part of the labor-management agreement that states that em-
ployees who receive union benefits must join the union, or at least pay dues to it. In 
times past, a union would try to solidify the union security clause by getting man-
agement to agree to a closed shop agreement—which is illegal today—in which a 
company agreed it would hire only current union members for a given job.

■ Types of unionized and nonunionized workplaces. The four basic kinds of work-
places are closed shop, union shop, agency shop, and open shop. (See Table 9.7.)

TABLE 9.7
Four Kinds of Workplace Labor 
Agreements

WORKPLACE DEFINITION STATUS

Closed shop Employer may hire only workers for a  Illegal 
 job who are already in the union. 

Union shop Workers aren’t required to be union  Not allowed in 22 states 
 members when hired for a job but must  (right-to-work states) 
 join the union within a specified time.

Agency shop Workers must pay equivalent of union  Applies to public-sector 
 dues but aren’t required to join the  teachers in some states, 
 union. prohibited in others

Open shop Workers may choose to join or not join Applies in 22 states (right- 
 a union.  to-work states)

■ Right-to-work laws. Individual states are allowed (under the 1947 Taft- 
Hartley Act) to pass legislation outlawing union and agency shops. As a 
 result, 22 states have passed right-to-work laws, statutes that prohibit employees 
from being required to join a union as a condition of employment.

Business interests supporting such laws argue that forcing workers to join a union 
violates their rights and makes a state less attractive to businesses considering moving 
there. Union supporters say that states with such laws have overall lower wages and 
that all workers benefit from union gains, so everyone should be compelled to join.

The 22 work-to-right states are shown in the map on the next page. (See Figure 9.4.)

Compensation: Wage Rates, COLA Clauses, and Givebacks Unions strive to 
negotiate the highest wage rates possible, or to trade off higher wages for something else, 
such as better fringe benefits. Some issues involved with compensation are as follows:

■ Wage rates—same pay or different rates? Wage rates subject to negotiation 
include overtime pay, different wages for different shifts, and bonuses. In the 
past, unions tried to negotiate similar wage rates for unionized employees 
working in similar jobs for similar companies or similar industries. However, 
the pressure of competition abroad and deregulation at home has forced many 
unions to negotiate two-tier wage contracts, in which new employees are paid 
less or receive lesser benefits than veteran employees have.

  Example: In 2011, when automakers began to create new jobs, new union 
hires were offered about half the pay ($14 an hour) that autoworkers were 
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 getting before ($28). Such two-tier wage systems can be attractive to employers, 
who are able to hire new workers at reduced wages, but it also benefits veteran 
union members, who experience no wage reduction. However, among auto-
workers, at least, such contracts may be on the way out.241 One study found that 
the two-tier setup wasn’t, in fact, any more profitable for companies.242

■ Cost-of-living adjustment. Because the cost of living is always going up (at least 
so far), unions often try to negotiate a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) clause, 
which during the period of the contract ties future wage increases to increases in the 
cost of living, as measured by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’s consumer price 
index (CPI). (An alternative is the wage reopener clause, which allows wage rates 
to be renegotiated at certain stated times during the life of the contract. Thus, a 
10-year contract might be subject to renegotiation every 2 years.)

■ Givebacks. During tough economic times, when a company (or, in the case of 
public employee unions, a municipality) is fighting for its very survival, man-
agement and labor may negotiate givebacks, in which the union agrees to give 
up previous wage or benefit gains in return for something else. Usually the union 
seeks job security, as in a no-layoff policy.

Settling Labor-Management Disputes
Even when a collective-bargaining agreement and contract have been accepted by both 
sides, there may likely be ongoing differences that must be resolved. Sometimes differ-
ences lead to walkouts and strikes, or management may lock out employees. However, 
conflicts can be resolved through grievance procedures and mediation or arbitration.

Grievance Procedures A grievance is a complaint by an employee that management 
has violated the terms of the labor-management agreement. Example: An employee may 
feel he or she is being asked to work too much overtime, is not getting his or her fair 
share of overtime, or is being unfairly passed over for promotion. 

Grievance procedures are often handled initially by the union’s shop steward, an 
official elected by the union membership who works at the company and represents 
the interests of unionized employees on a daily basis to the employees’ immediate 

Right-to-work states

Non–right-to-work states

FIGURE 9.4 
States with right-to-work 
laws
What kind of state do you live 
in? (Alaska and Hawaii are  
non–right-to-work states.) 
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 supervisors. If this process is not successful, the grievance may be carried to the 
union’s chief shop steward and then to the union’s grievance committee, who deal with 
their counterparts higher up in management.

If the grievance procedure is not successful, the two sides may decide to try to re-
solve their differences by one of two ways—mediation or arbitration.

Mediation Mediation is the process in which a neutral third party, a mediator, listens to 
both sides in a dispute, makes suggestions, and encourages them to agree on a solution. 
Mediators may be lawyers or retired judges or specialists in various fields, such as 
conflict resolution or labor matters.

Arbitration Arbitration is the process in which a neutral third party, an arbitrator, listens 
to both parties in a dispute and makes a decision that the parties have agreed will be bind-
ing on them. Arbitrators are often retired judges. Many corporations, including recently 
tech start-ups, have vigorously embraced arbitration as a business tool with consumers 
and employees, and some for-profit colleges have even required it of their students, 
forbidding them from resolving their complaints through class-action suits (when a 
large number of plaintiffs with similar complaints band together to sue a company).243 
Critics, however, contend that forcing consumers to sign agreements that require arbi-
tration and prevent lawsuits has the effect of biasing resolutions in favor of business 
and constitutes a “privatization of the justice system.”244 

Leo Kanne, head of Local 440 for the United Food & Commercial Workers Interna-
tional Union in Denison, Iowa, home of a Smithfield meat-processing plant, says plant 
workers earn enough to take their children to Pizza Ranch or maybe Dairy Queen ev-
ery week and go on vacation once a year. “That’s all these people want,” he says. “No-
body is getting rich working in these plants.” Word that a Chinese company had 
acquired Smithfield had everyone worried. Would they cut costs and not honor past 
labor agreements?245 Considering these kinds of concerns, what is your feeling about 
labor unions? Self-Assessment 9.4 enables you to answer this question by assessing 
your general attitudes toward unions. ●

Assessing Your Attitudes toward Unions

This survey is designed to assess your attitude toward unions. 
Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 9.4 in Connect.

1. Where do you stand on your attitude toward unions—
positive, neutral, or negative?

2. What experiences or events in your life have led to your 
attitude toward unions? Describe. What do you think lies 
in the future for labor unions?

3. Why has there been growing dislike for unions in the 
United States?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 9.4  

New Ways to Advance Employee Interests From time to time, labor organiza-
tions take on new permutations. For instance, fast-food, construction, and contract work-
ers are now able to more easily unionize, following a National Labor Relations Board 
decision that recognizes that the modern U.S. economy increasingly relies on shift work 
and temporary employees.246 In 2015, carwash workers in Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
formed a workers committee (not a union), which is protected under the National Labor 
Relations Act from employer retaliation when employees are engaged in “concerted” 
activity to improve wages and conditions.247 In 2016, Uber started a guild for its drivers 
in New York, which would provide limited benefits and protections, but would stop short 
of unionization and would not allow drivers to turn to the National Labor Relations 
Board to intervene on issues.248 Finally, many employers are trying to advance work-
place democracy by giving employees the chance to vote (as through digital survey tools 
such as TinyPulse and Know Your Company) “on issues from hiring to holiday parties,” 
which, according to one report, “helps spark loyalty to the company.”249
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Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

9.1 Strategic Human Resource Management
•	 Human resource (HR) management consists of the 

activities managers perform to plan for, attract, 
develop, and retain an effective workforce. The 
purpose of the strategic human resource 
management process is to get the optimal work 
performance that will help realize the company’s 
mission and vision.

•	 Three concepts important to human resource 
management are (1) human capital, the economic 
or productive potential of employee knowledge; 
(2) knowledge workers, people whose occupations are 
principally concerned with generating or interpreting 
information, as opposed to manual labor; and (3) social 
capital, the economic or productive potential of strong, 
trusting, and cooperative relationships.

•	 Strategic human resource planning consists of 
developing a systematic, comprehensive strategy 
for (a) understanding current employee needs and 
(b) predicting future employee needs.

•	 Understanding current employee needs requires first 
doing a job analysis to determine, by observation 
and analysis, the basic elements of a job. Then a job 
description can be written, which summarizes what 
the holder of the job does and how and why he or 
she does it. Next comes the job specification, which 

describes the minimum qualifications a person must 
have to perform the job successfully.

•	 Predicting employee needs means a manager must 
become knowledgeable about the staffing an 
organization might need and the likely sources of 
staffing, perhaps using a human resource inventory 
to organize this information.

9.2 Recruitment and Selection: Putting the 
Right People into the Right Jobs

•	 Recruiting is the process of locating and attracting 
qualified applicants for jobs open in the 
organization. Recruiting is of two types: internal 
and external.

•	 Internal recruiting means making people already 
employed by the organization aware of job openings, 
as through job postings.

•	 External recruiting means attracting job applicants 
from outside the organization. A useful approach is 
the realistic job preview, which gives a candidate a 
picture of both positive and negative features of the 
job and organization before he or she is hired.

•	 The selection process is the screening of job 
applicants to hire the best candidates. Three  
types of selection tools are background information, 
interviewing, and employment tests.
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•	 Background information is ascertained through 
application forms, resumes, and reference checks.

•	 Interviewing takes three forms. (a) The unstructured 
interview involves asking probing questions to find out 
what the applicant is like. (b) The structured interview 
involves asking each applicant the same questions and 
comparing his or her responses to a standardized set of 
answers. The first type of structured interview is the 
situational interview, in which the interview focuses on 
hypothetical situations. (c) The second type of 
structured interview is the behavioral-description 
interview, in which the interviewer explores what 
applicants have actually done in the past.

•	 Employment tests are legally considered to consist 
of any procedure used in the employment selection 
decision process, but the most common tests are 
ability tests, personality tests, performance tests, and 
integrity tests. Some companies have assessment 
centers, in which management candidates participate 
in activities for a few days while being assessed in 
performance tests by evaluators.

•	 Other tests include drug testing, polygraphs, and 
genetic screening. With any kind of test, an important 
legal consideration is the test’s reliability, the degree 
to which a test measures the same thing consistently, 
and validity, whether the test measures what it 
purports to measure and is free of bias.

9.3 Managing an Effective Workforce: 
Compensation and Benefits

•	 Compensation has three parts: wages or salaries, 
incentives, and benefits.

•	 In the category of wages or salaries, the concept of 
base pay consists of the basic wage or salary paid 
employees in exchange for doing their jobs.

•	 Incentives include commissions, bonuses, profit-
sharing plans, and stock options.

•	 Benefits are additional nonmonetary forms of 
compensation, such as health insurance, retirement 
plans, and family leave.

9.4 Orientation, Training, and Development
•	 Companies often perform what is known as 

onboarding, programs that help employees to 
integrate and transition to new jobs by making  
them familiar with corporate policies, procedures, 
cultures, and politics by clarifying work-role 
expectations and responsibilities.

•	 Three ways in which newcomers are helped to 
perform their jobs are through orientation, training, 
and development.

•	 Orientation consists of helping the newcomer fit 
smoothly into the job and organization. Following 
orientation, the employee should emerge with 
information about the job routine, the organization’s 
mission and operations, and the organization’s work 
rules and employee benefits.

•	 Training must be distinguished from development. 
Training refers to educating technical and operational 
employees in how to do their current jobs better.

•	 Development is the term describing educating 
professionals and managers in the skills they need to 
do their jobs in the future. Both training and 
development may be effected through on-the-job 
training methods and off-the-job training methods.

9.5 Performance Appraisal
•	 Performance management is defined as a set of 

processes and managerial behaviors that involve 
defining, monitoring, measuring, evaluating, and 
providing consequences for performance expectations. 
It consists of four steps: (1) define performance,  
(2) monitor and evaluate performance, (3) review 
performance, and (4) provide consequences.

•	 Performance appraisal consists of assessing an 
employee’s performance and providing him or her 
with feedback. Appraisals are of two general  
types—objective and subjective.

•	 Two good reasons for having objective appraisals 
are that they measure results and they are harder to 
challenge legally. Objective appraisals are based on 
facts and are often numerical. An example is 
management by objectives.

•	 Subjective appraisals are based on a manager’s 
perceptions of an employee’s traits or behaviors. Trait 
appraisals are ratings of subjective attributes such as 
attitude and leadership. Behavioral appraisals measure 
specific, observable aspects of performance. Most 
performance appraisals are made by managers,  
but they may also be made by coworkers and 
subordinates, customers and clients, and employees 
themselves (self-appraisals). Sometimes all of these 
may be used, in a technique called the 360-degree 
assessment, in which employees are appraised not 
only by their managerial superiors but also by their 
peers, subordinates, and sometimes clients.

•	 In another evaluation technique, forced ranking 
performance review systems, all employees within a 
business unit are ranked against one another, and 
grades are distributed along some sort of bell curve.

•	 Performance feedback can be effected in two ways: 
(1) Formal appraisals are conducted at specific 
times throughout the year and are based on 
performance measures that have been established 
in advance. (2) Informal appraisals are conducted on 
an unscheduled basis and consist of less rigorous 
indications of employee performance.

9.6 Managing Promotions, Transfers, 
Disciplining, and Dismissals

•	 Managers must manage promotions, transfers, 
disciplining, and dismissals, which often involve 
replacing an employee with a new employee.

•	 As regards replacement, turnover must be 
distinguished from attrition. Turnover occurs when an 
employee abandons, resigns, retires, or is terminated 
from a job, and the employer seeks to replace him or 
her. Attrition occurs when an employee retires or 
when the company eliminates his or her job, and the 
employer leaves the vacancy unfilled.
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•	 In considering promotions, managers must be 
concerned about fairness, nondiscrimination, and 
other employees’ resentment.

•	 Transfers, or moving employees to a different job 
with similar responsibility, may take place in order to 
solve organizational problems, broaden managers’ 
experience, retain managers’ interest and motivation, 
and solve some employee problems.

•	 Poor-performing employees may need to be 
disciplined or demoted.

•	 Dismissals may consist of layoffs, downsizings, or 
firings.

•	 An exit interview is a formal conversation between a 
manager and a departing employee to find out why 
he or she is leaving and to learn about potential 
problems in the organization. A nondisparagement 
agreement is a contract between two parties that 
prohibits one party from criticizing the other; it is 
often used in severance agreements to prohibit 
former employees from criticizing their former 
employers.

9.7 The Legal Requirements of Human 
Resource Management

•	 Four areas of human resource law that any manager 
needs to be aware of are labor relations, 
compensation and benefits, health and safety, and 
equal employment opportunity.

•	 Labor relations are dictated in part by the National 
Labor Relations Board, which enforces procedures 
whereby employees may vote to have a union and 
for collective bargaining. Collective bargaining 
consists of negotiations between management and 
employees about disputes over compensation, 
benefits, working conditions, and job security.

•	 Compensation and benefits are covered by the 
Social Security Act of 1935 and the Fair Labor 
Standards Act, which established minimum wage and 
overtime pay regulations.

•	 Health and safety are covered by the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act of 1970, among other laws.

•	 Equal employment opportunity is covered by the 
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Commission, 
whose job it is to enforce antidiscrimination and 
other employment-related laws.

•	 Three important concepts covered by EEO are  
(a) discrimination, which occurs when people are 
hired or promoted—or denied hiring or promotion—

for reasons not relevant to the job, such as skin color 
or national origin; (b) affirmative action, which focuses 
on achieving equality of opportunity within an 
organization; and (c) sexual harassment, which 
consists of unwanted sexual attention that creates an 
adverse work environment and which may be of two 
types—the quid pro quo type, which may cause 
direct economic injury, and the hostile environment 
type, in which the person being harassed 
experiences an offensive work environment.

•	 Another area of concern, though not covered by EEO 
laws, is bullying, repeated mistreatment by one or 
more perpetrators. Bullying is abusive physical, 
psychological, verbal, or nonverbal behavior that is 
threatening, humiliating, or intimidating.

9.8 Labor-Management Issues
•	 Labor unions are organizations of employees formed 

to protect and advance their members’ interests by 
bargaining with management over job-related issues.

•	 Workers organize by signing authorization cards 
designating a certain union as their bargaining agent, 
and if enough cards are signed, the National Labor 
Relations Board will recognize the union as the 
bargaining unit. If 50% of workers agree, the NLRB 
certifies the union as the workers’ exclusive 
representative. In negotiating a contract in collective 
bargaining, workers in the union must ratify the 
contract, after which union and management sign a 
negotiated labor-management contract.

•	 Among the issues unions negotiate are the union 
security clause, which states that workers must join 
the union or at least pay benefits to it.

•	 The four types of workplaces are closed shop (now 
illegal), union shop, agency shop, and open shop. 
Twenty-two states have right-to-work laws that 
prohibit employees from being required to join a 
union as a condition of employment.

•	 Unions also negotiate wage rates, including two-tier 
wage contracts, with newer employees being paid 
less, and cost-of-living (COLA) adjustments giving 
wages that increase with the cost of living. 
Sometimes unions must negotiate givebacks, in 
which employees give up previous wage or benefit 
gains in return for something else.

•	 To avoid strikes, labor-management disputes may be 
resolved through grievance procedures or through 
mediation or arbitration.

 1. What is human resource management and its 
purpose, and what are the three concepts important 
to it?

 2. What is performance management, and what are the 
four steps in it?

 3. Explain the two steps in strategic human resource 
planning.

 4. What are the two types of recruiting, and how do 
the three types of selection tools work?

 5. Differentiate among the three types of compensation.

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?
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 6. Describe orientation, training, and development.
 7. Explain the difference between objective and 

subjective performance appraisals, and describe 
360-degree assessment, forced ranking, and formal 
versus informal performance feedback.

 8. What are the four areas of human resource law a 
manager needs to be aware of?

 9. Explain the concepts of discrimination, affirmative 
action, sexual harassment, and bullying.

 10. What are the principal labor-management issues?

Google’s Success Builds from Its Progressive 
Approach toward Human Resource Management 
Google, which is owned by Alphabet Inc., was rated as 
the number one place to work by Fortune seven times 
between 2006 and 2016. The company employs over 
61,000 people in over 70 offices in more than 40 coun-
tries, and it generated $75 billion in revenue in 2015, 
with $23 billion in operating profit.250 

Google’s success is partly a function of its progres-
sive approach to human resource management. People 
Operations, or POPS, is the name of Google’s HR de-
partment. The department is headed by Laszlo Bock, 
and it relies on people analytics to determine many of 
its HR programs, policies, and procedures. Prasad 
Setty, the leader of the POPS “people analytics group” 
said that “what we try to do is bring the same level of 
rigor to people decisions that we do to engineering de-
cisions. Our mission is to have all people decisions be 
informed by data.”251 Consider how POPS responded 
to a high turnover rate among women.

Bock sent his team to study the causes of female 
turnover. The research revealed that the problem per-
tained to new mothers, not women in general. Women 
having babies were quitting at twice Google’s average 
rate of turnover. One potential reason for this was 
the company’s maternity leave policy, which allowed 
12 weeks of paid time off. Google decided to see what 
would happen if it changed this policy. New mothers 
were given five months off at full pay, and they can 
use it in any way they wish. The change was a success. 
The quit rate for new mothers dropped 50% and 
equaled the average for the remainder of the company. 
Results from Googlegeist—the company’s annual em-
ployee survey—further showed that employees’ happi-
ness had increased as well.252

Let’s consider some of the other human resources 
practices used by Google.

Hiring 
Historically, Google’s interview process was known 
for being one of the most difficult in the high-technol-
ogy industry. Candidates frequently were asked “noto-
riously impossible brainteaser interview questions.” 
Examples are “Model raindrops falling on a sidewalk 

(sidewalk is 1 meter and raindrops are 1 cm). How 
could we know when the sidewalk is completely wet?” 
and “If ads were removed from YouTube, how would 
you monetize it?”253

POPS did research on the hiring process partly be-
cause it was taking too long to hire people. The average 
time to hire was three or more months in 2005, with 
some people waiting six months to receive an offer. The 
average is now down to about five to six weeks, and 
clear hires are selected within three weeks.254 

Two of the big changes in the hiring process per-
tained to the number of interviews applicants went 
through and the structure of interviews. In the past, re-
cruits met with 12 or more people. Research by POPS 
demonstrated that there were diminishing returns after 
four interviews, which is the current standard. 

The structure of the selection process also was re-
vised to match what is known from HR research. 
Laszlo Bock described the selection process as “com-
bining behavioral and situational structured interviews 
with assessments of cognitive ability, conscientious-
ness, and leadership. To help interviewers, we’ve de-
veloped an internal tool called qDroid, where an 
interviewer picks the job they are screening for, checks 
the attributes they want to test, and is emailed an inter-
view guide with questions designed to predict perfor-
mance for that job. This makes it easy for interviewers 
to find and ask great interview questions.”255

Training 
Google does not follow tradition when it comes to 
training. For one, about 55% of the company’s official 
training classes are taught by Googlers. These classes 
are called “Googler to Googler.” The company be-
lieves that employees learn more when they are taught 
by fellow employees. One manager noted that “telling 
your employees that you want them to learn is differ-
ent than asking them to promote that culture them-
selves. Giving employees teaching roles . . . makes 
learning part of the way employees work together 
rather than something HR is making them do.”256 

The company does not rely on traditional class-
room-style teaching. It replaces this with approaches 
that are suited for the needs of Google employees. One 
example is the weekly program called “Product 

Management in Action
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Employees and their managers also select a group 
of peers to conduct semi-annual evaluations. Peers are 
asked to “list one thing the person they’re reviewing 
should do more of and one thing the employee could 
do differently to have a greater impact on the com-
pany.” Once this feedback is received, groups of man-
agers come together to review the peer ratings. The 
goal of these meetings is to reduce rater bias and pro-
vide more accurate evaluations.

The final stage of the cycle entails making pay deci-
sions. These decisions are made about a month after 
the annual performance reviews are conducted. Em-
ployees, of course, receive feedback at every stage of 
the process.260 

FOR DISCUSSION

 1. What is it about Google’s human resource practices 
and procedures that make it an attractive company to 
work for? Explain.  

 2. To what extent are Google’s hiring procedures 
 consistent with recommendations proposed in this 
chapter? Discuss your logic.

 3. How would you describe Google’s approach toward 
training its employees?  

 4. To what extent does Google follow the performance 
management process depicted in Figure 9.3? 

 5. Do you see any downside to the performance man-
agement approach used at Google? Explain your 
 rationale.

 6. What is your key takeaway from this case?

 Spotlight.” It is a dial-in conference call that is run like 
a talk show. “A moderator interviews a product man-
ager about a particular new feature, as sales agents 
across the country, and around the world, listen in. 
Sometimes there are also slides or video to follow 
along with online, and the agents get to ask questions 
via chat.”257

Google also offers quarterly classes that dig deeper 
into various topics. One example is Sales Pro, “which 
takes a deep dive into one particular strategic issue, 
like display advertising or the mobile business. The 
soup-to-nuts program takes about six hours, but rather 
than delivering it all in one fell swoop, or even through 
a series of hour-long, do-it-yourself modules, Google 
breaks the information into bite-sized chunks lasting 
no more than seven minutes each.”258 This enables em-
ployees to download the modules when and where 
they want. 

To make training stick, the company follows classes 
with online games to help employees master this 
knowledge. “Leaderboards foster friendly competition. 
And quizzes following each training make sure the 
agents are absorbing the new information.”259

Performance Management 
The performance management process begins with 
setting objectives and key results, known as OKRs. 
OKRs consist of a goal, which is established by the 
employee, and an associated set of key results that 
guide the employee in achieving the goal. Managers 
rate an employee’s performance on a five-point scale 
anchored from “needs improvement” to “superb.” 

Should Noncompete Agreements Be Legal? 
This challenge involves the human resource policy of 
asking new hires to sign a noncompete agreement. 
Noncompete agreements specify “in contract law un-
der which one party (usually an employee) agrees not 
to enter into or start a similar profession or trade in 
competition against another party (usually the em-
ployer).” In other words, the agreement prohibits the 
person signing it from working with another company 
that could be viewed as a competitor. The concept was 
born from the idea that an “employee might begin 
working for a competitor or starting a business, and 
gain competitive advantage by exploiting confidential 
information about their former employer’s operations 
or trade secrets, or sensitive information such as cus-
tomer/client lists, business practices, upcoming prod-
ucts, and marketing plans.”261

Arthur Valdez was sued by Amazon.com Inc. for 
violating a noncompete agreement. Valdez was a 
 supply-chain and logistics executive for Amazon who 
was hired by Target. Target clearly competes against 
Amazon, and Valdez’s agreement required an 
18-month lag before taking a position with similar re-
sponsibilities. According to The Wall Street Journal, 
Amazon claims that “Mr. Valdez’s new post will nec-
essarily involve ‘the disclosure and use of Amazon’s 
confidential and proprietary information to Amazon’s 
detriment and Target’s advantage.’” Target denies that 
it wants confidential information about Amazon and 
says “this suit is without merit.”262 This same issue has 
snagged quite a few new college graduates.

Stephanie Russell-Kraft signed a noncompete 
agreement at her first full-time job in journalism. She 
worked for Law360, a legal newswire. She told The 

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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Wall Street Journal that she was given the document, 
along with tax and benefit forms, on the first day of 
work. She was not given a copy and did not really un-
derstand the impact of signing the form. She forgot 
about it and “didn’t hear a single word about it over 
the course of the next two years, during which time 
many colleagues left to cover the same beat at com-
peting news outlets without any issue,” she said.263

After leaving Law360, Russell-Kraft took a better 
job at Thomson Reuters. Her excitement with the new 
job was dashed a few weeks later when the company 
asked her to leave because of the noncompete agree-
ment with Law360. Law360 contacted Reuters and in-
formed the company about the details in the noncompete 
agreement. Reuters let her go because she had checked 
a box on her application indicating that she was not sub-
ject to a noncompete agreement. Russell-Kraft told The 
Wall Street Journal that “she has since disclosed the 
agreement to prospective employers, who have said they 
wouldn’t hire her because of it.”264 She is now looking 
for work in a different industry.

The use of noncompete agreements has extended to 
lower-level jobs. Sandwich chain Jimmy John’s, for 

example, requires employees to sign an agreement 
that prohibits them from working at other sandwich 
shops for two years.265

The use of noncompete agreements is increasing, 
and their legality varies by state. About 12% of 
American workers have signed such agreements.

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
Should companies be allowed to force employees to 
sign noncompete agreements?

 1. Of course. Every company needs to protect its pro-
prietary and confidential information.  

 2. With moderation. I agree that it makes sense to pro-
tect proprietary information like formulas, equa-
tions, trade secrets, and intellectual property for 
certain occupations or industries. But this should 
not apply to all jobs, such as working in a sand-
wich shop.

 3. No. They should be against the law because they pro-
hibit people from finding employment.

 4. Invent other options. Explain.
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10.1 The Nature of Change in 

Organizations
Major Question: Since 
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about it?

10.2 Types and Models of 
Change
Major Question: What are 
three types of change, 
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10.5 The Threat of Change: 
Managing Employee Fear 
and Resistance
Major Question: How are 
employees threatened 
by change, and how can 
I help them adjust?

Organizational Change  
and Innovation
Lifelong Challenges for the  
Exceptional Manager



Business writer Tom Peters’s bottom-line hypothesis is that 
“nobody has a sweet clue what they’re doing.” Therefore, 
says the author of In Search of Excellence, “you better be 
trying stuff at an insanely rapid pace.” Living in today’s Dis-
continous Times, or “a brawl with no rules,” means that we 
must be relentless in our experimentation—“it’s do or die.”1 
 Dealing with change is an ongoing challenge for  every 
manager. “A leader’s job is less about getting through the 
current storm,” says Martin McGuinn, past CEO of Mellon 
Financial Corp., “and more about enabling people to nav-
igate the ongoing series of storms.”2 
 Managing for innovation and change takes a careful 
hand, because many organizations are stymied by fear 
of failure and by internal politics.3 “Even when their 
jobs depend on adopting and inventing new maneu-
vers,” says columnist Carol Hymowitz, “most workers 
hold fast to old ones. The majority either are over-
whelmed when asked to do things differently or be-
come entrenched, clinging harder to the past.”4 
 Some ways to deal with change and innovation 
 include the following.5 

Allow Room for Failure
“The more ideas you create,” says Adam Grant, author 
of Originals, “the more variety you have. Some of 
those ideas are going to be blind alleys or random 
walks in bad  directions.”6 At Intuit, the software com-
pany famous for  TurboTax and QuickBooks, if some-
body has an idea, people are not allowed to stomp on 
it. “It’s more important to get the stupidest idea out 
there and build on it than not to have it in the first 
place,” says an Intuit psychologist.7 

Give One Consistent Explanation for the Change
When a company is undergoing change, myriad ru-
mors will fly and employees will be uneasy; you and 
the managers who report to you need to give one con-
sistent explanation. In McGuinn’s case, the explanation 

for overhauling Mellon Bank’s retail division was “We 
want to be the best retailer in financial services.”

Look for Opportunities in Unconventional Ways
Most “new” products and services are really knockoffs 
or marginal variations of the things already on the mar-
ket and hence are doomed to failure, says Robert Coo-
per, professor of marketing at Ontario’s McMaster 
University. This doesn’t mean, of course, that there isn’t 
room for leveraging existing products with utterly un-
original ideas. But most people are blinded by the limits 
of conventional wisdom and their own experience and 
fail to see huge potential markets in unconventional 
concepts. Try this advice from a Yale entrepreneurship 
instructor: Write down every hassle you encounter dur-
ing the day. “At the end of the month, you will have 20 
business ideas,” he says, “and some of them will work.”8 

Have the Courage to Follow Your Ideas
This may be the hardest job of all—trying to convince 
 others that your ideas for change are feasible, especially 
if the ideas are radical. This may mean working to gain 
 allies within the organization, standing up to intimidating 
competitors inside and out, and perhaps being prepared 
to follow a lonely course for a long time.

The Agility Factor
A few large companies consistently outperform their peers 
over long periods of time, even in the face of significant 
business changes. What do they have in common? Agility. 
“They adapt to business change more quickly and reliably 
than their competitors,” says a Booz & Company study.9 
“They have found a way to turn as quickly as speedboats 
when necessary.” Can you take lessons from this?

For Discussion What do you think agility requires? If 
you were going to instill a culture of innovation in a com-
pany you worked for, what kinds of things would you do?

THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

Managing for Innovation and Change: How Important Is the 
Agility Factor?

In this chapter, we consider the nature of change in organizations, including the two types of change—

reactive and proactive—and the forces for change originating outside and inside the organization. 

Next we explore types and models of change. We then describe organizational development, a set of 

techniques for implementing planned change. We then discuss how you can manage employee fear 

and resistance. Finally, we discuss how to promote innovation within an organization.

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST
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“Every journey starts with fear. . . . Do you know what fear stands for? False Evidence 
Appearing Real.”10 

Of course, not every fear rests on false evidence—often the evidence is very real 
indeed. But in an age of discontinuous change, we are all having to make our own new 
journeys. “There is a need to retool yourself,” says the CEO of AT&T, “and you should 
not expect to stop.”11 

Fundamental Change: What Will You Be Called  
On to Deal With?
“It is hard to predict, especially the future,” physicist Niels Bohr is supposed to have 
quipped.

But it is possible to identify and prepare for the future that has already happened, in 
the words of management theorist Peter Drucker.12Among the trends: Today’s digitally 
savvy kids will grow up and continue to be early adopters of new technology. Women 
will be a dominant force in the global marketplace. More people will move from rural 
to urban areas. Social networks will replace traditional institutions in driving change. 
Consumers will grow more informed, changing the power balance in the marketplace. 
A rising developing-world middle class will fuel global consumer spending. Spending 
on health and wellness will soar. Starting a new business will become easier. Niche 
markets will flourish. Cloud computing will do away with the brick-and-mortar office. 
Data will be critical for competitive advantage. Smart machines will get smarter.13 

 There are also some supertrends specifically shaping the future of business: (1) The 
marketplace is becoming more segmented; (2) competitors offering specialized solutions 
require we get our products to market faster; (3) some companies are unable to survive 
disruptive innovation; (4) offshore suppliers are changing the way we work; and 
(5) knowledge, not information, is becoming the new competitive advantage.14  

1. The Marketplace Is Becoming More Segmented and Moving toward More 
Niche Products In the recent past, managers could think in terms of mass 
 markets—mass communication, mass behavior, and mass values. Now we have 
 “demassification,” with customer groups becoming segmented into smaller and more 
specialized groups responding to more narrowly targeted commercial messages.

“Our culture and economy are increasingly shifting away from a focus on a rela-
tively small number of hits (mainstream products and markets) . . . and moving toward 
a huge number of niches,” says Chris Anderson of Wired magazine. “In an era without 
the constraints of physical shelf space and other bottlenecks of distribution, narrowly 
targeted goods and services can be as economically attractive as mainstream fare.”15 
Thus, he says, “the future of business is selling less of more.”

Example: In the Internet Age, retailers like Amazon and Apple are not constrained 
by physical shelf space and can offer consumers a much wider variety of products, yet 
small sales, one or two rather than millions of items at a time, can produce big profits.

10.1 The Nature of Change in Organizations
Since change is always with us, what should I understand about it?

THE BIG PICTURE
Two types of change are reactive and proactive. Forces for change may consist of forces outside the 
 organization—demographic characteristics; technological advancements; shareholder, customer, and 
market changes; and social and political pressures. Or they may be forces inside the organization— 
human resources concerns and managers’ behavior.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Virgin train. A brainchild of British 
multiple entrepreneur Richard 
Branson, Virgin Trains was 
launched in 1997 to provide long-
distance passenger services in 
the United Kingdom. Among 
Branson’s many companies, 
perhaps 400 derivatives in all: 
Virgin Records, Virgin Mobile, 
Virgin Cola, Virgin Vodka, Virgin 
Car, and Virgin Galactic (for space 
tourism). Branson is quick to enter 
a new industry but also quick to 
get out if it isn’t profitable. 
Branson’s entrepreneurial 
approach: “Think, what’s the most 
amazing way to do it?” ©Alvey & 
Towers Picture Library/Alamy

2. More Competitors Are Offering Targeted Products, Requiring 
Faster Speed-to-Market Companies that take too long to com-
mercialize their products may fail to capitalize on a narrow window of 
opportunity before competitors swoop in and pass them by,” points out 
a Forbeswriter.16 Some of these competitors may be in and out of a 
market in a matter of days or months—like pop-up stores, “here today, 
gone tomorrow” retailers, such as those selling Halloween products.

Example: Virgin Group Ltd., headed by Sir Richard Branson, is 
known mainly for its music and airline businesses, but it has entered 
around 400 new businesses, one after the other—mobile phones, credit 
cards, hotels, games, trains, and most recently foot races and cruise 
ships—and very quickly. Virgin Comics, started in 2006, aimed at 
 India’s multibillion-dollar comics market, went from idea to public announcement in less 
than 11 months. In mid-2008, it restructured and changed its name to Liquid Comics.

3. Some Traditional Companies May Not Survive Radical Change In The In-
novator’s Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail, Clayton M. 
Christensen, a Harvard Business School professor, argues that when successful com-
panies are confronted with a giant technological leap that transforms their markets, all 
choices are bad ones.

Indeed, he thinks, it’s very difficult for an existing successful company to take full 
advantage of a technological breakthrough such as digitalization—what he calls dis-
ruptive innovation, a process by which a product or service takes root initially in simple 
applications at the bottom of a market and then relentlessly moves up market, eventually 
displacing established competitors.17 Some companies that have the resources to sur-
vive disruption—to build “the next big thing”—often fail to do so.18 

Lower-level managers are rarely rewarded for telling powerful senior executives 
that a competitive advantage is fading away, adds Columbia Business School professor 
Rita Gunther McGrath. “Better to shore up an existing advantage for as long as possi-
ble, until the pain becomes so obvious there is no choice. That’s what happened at . . . 
Nokia, Kodak, and a host of other firms that got themselves into terrible trouble.”19

EXAMPLERadical Change: The Decline of Radioshack

Electronics retailer RadioShack, which once sold electronic parts, 
including the first mass-produced personal computer (the TRS-80), 
in the 1980s failed to spot up-and-coming competition from Ama-
zon, as well as undertook confused marketing strategies and a 
poor mix of inventory.20 The chain’s demise also coincided with the 
decline of free time that once had allowed electronic hobbyists to 
flourish (a loss of 181 hours a year between 1979 and 2007).

From Computers to Cell Phones and E-Commerce. Told that 
computers weren’t a money maker, RadioShack stopped mak-
ing them in 1993 and turned to cell phones. Unfortunately, 
signing up phone customers took about 45 minutes each, tying 
up store employees. In the late 1990s, the chain’s website 
didn’t allow consumers to shop, at the same time Best Buy and 
Walmart were running e-commerce sites.

Weird Marketing, Small Inventory, Missing the Maker Move-
ment. For a time the company tried a marketing campaign, 
widely ridiculed, in which it tried to seem cool by referring to 

itself as “The Shack.” In addition, its stores, never the size of 
big box competitors, were limited by store space, which re-
stricted their inventory. Finally, while it was trying to sell mobile 
phones and remote-controlled cars, the chain missed stocking 
the kind of inventory that would appeal to the burgeoning 
Maker movement—the do-it-yourselfers wanting to build 
homemade robots and other tech projects.

YOUR CALL
In March 2015, RadioShack filed for bankruptcy. “I wouldn’t even 
call this failure. I’d call it an assisted suicide,” said one marketing 
professor.21 It’s always easy in retrospect to find the faults of a 
failed enterprise, although RadioShack’s demise is “like tracing the 
steps and doings of a drunk person,” says one former employee.22 
As you consider the disruptive effects of technology on a host of 
other industries, what kind of strategy do you think they should 
embrace? How, for instance, would you advise the owner of an 
automobile body shop whose business in the next few years might 
be imperiled by the accident-free driving of self-driving cars?23 
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4. China, India, and Other Offshore Suppliers Are Changing the Way We 
Work As we said in Chapter 2, globalization and outsourcing are transforming 
whole industries and changing the way we work. China, India, Mexico, the Philip-
pines, and other countries possess workers and even professionals willing to work 
twice as hard for half the pay, giving American businesses substantial labor sav-
ings. While unquestionably some American jobs are lost, others become more pro-
ductive, with some engineers and salespeople, for example, being liberated from 
routine tasks so that they can spend more time innovating and dealing with 
customers.

Example: Querétaro is not a place students would probably go for spring break, but 
it has become known for something not normally associated with Mexico: aircraft 
construction. American aircraft makers from Bombardier to Cessna Aircraft to Hawker 
Beechcraft have various kinds of subassembly work there, where wages are lower but 
skill levels are not.24 

But if some manufacturing jobs have moved cross-border, dozens of foreign 
manufacturers in aerospace, chemicals, and other industries are bringing jobs to 
the United States. British-based Rolls-Royce, for instance, makes engine parts in 
Virginia. Siemens, a German company, makes power-plant turbines in North Caro-
lina.25 In addition, in 2015, the United States added roughly as many jobs due to 
foreign investment and American companies returning from offshore as it lost to 
offshoring.26

Overseas firms also now look to the United States for talented workers in technol-
ogy, finance, and research.27

5. Knowledge, Not Information, Is Becoming the New Competitive Advan-
tage “Information is rapidly becoming a profitless commodity, and knowledge is 
becoming the new competitive advantage,” says San Diego management consultant 
Karl Albrecht.28 

That is, as information technology does more of the work formerly done by hu-
mans, even in high-tech areas (such as sorting data for relevance), many low-level 
employees previously thought of as knowledge workers are now being recognized 
as “data workers,” who contribute very little added value to the processing of in-
formation. Unlike routine information handling, knowledge work is analytic and 
involves problem solving and abstract reasoning—exactly the kind of thing re-
quired of skillful managers, professionals, salespeople, and financial analysts. The 
rise of knowledge workers is accelerating despite the threat of automation, and 
indeed the number of people in knowledge-work jobs—nonroutine cognitive 
 occupations—has more than doubled in the last 30 years, and shows no sign of 
slowing down.29 

 Example: Middle-skill jobs like bookkeeping, clerical work, and repetitive assembly- 
line work are being rapidly taken over by automation, according to MIT economist 
David Autor. But higher-paying knowledge-work jobs, which require creativity and 
problem solving—often aided by computers—have grown rapidly, as have lower-
skilled jobs that are resistant to automation.30 

Two Types of Change: Reactive  
versus Proactive
Most CEOs, general managers, and senior public-sector leaders agree that incremental 
changes are no longer sufficient in a world that is operating in fundamentally different 
ways. Life in general, they say, is becoming more complex, and the firms that are able 
to manage that complexity are the ones that will survive in the long term.31 Clearly, we 
are all in for an interesting ride.
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As a manager, you will typically have to deal with two types of change: reactive and 
proactive.

1. Reactive Change: Responding to Unanticipated Problems and Opportu-
nities When managers talk about “putting out fires,” they are talking about 
reactive change, making changes in response to problems or opportunities as they 
arise. 

U.S. public health authorities went to reactive-change high alert when measles, de-
clared eliminated in 2000 because of widespread vaccination, came back with a ven-
geance in 2015 after being initiated by an infected international visitor to Disneyland 
in southern California.32 The virus rapidly spread among American adults and children 
who had refused to be vaccinated (“anti-vaxxers”), a growing population concerned 
about a famous British medical study that claimed to link the measles vaccine with 
autism (complex disorders of brain development).33 “The study was not only spectacu-
larly wrong,” writes pediatrics professor and vaccine expert Paul Offit, “but also 
fraudulent.”34 Nevertheless, misinformed U.S. parents opted out of vaccinations at a 
rate of 6% a year between 1991 and 2006, some swayed by passionate celebrities such 
as former Playboy model Jenny McCarthy.35 

EXAMPLEReactive Change: The BP Gulf of Mexico Blowout

Crises can happen quickly and without warning, and many 
companies have shown they don’t deal with them well, as hap-
pened with Toyota’s and GM’s slow reactions in recalling defec-
tive vehicles. But for oil giant BP (formerly British Petroleum), 
the crisis was catastrophic—both for itself and most certainly 
for the United States.36

Crisis in the Gulf of Mexico. In April 2010, an explosion on 
the BP drilling platform Deepwater Horizon in the Gulf of 
Mexico led to sinking of the rig, the loss of 11 lives, and the 
largest oil spill ever to happen in U.S. waters. Oil wells have 
emergency shutoff valves called blowout preventers, which 
can be triggered from the rig. The Deepwater Horizon, which 
floated 5,000 feet above the ocean floor, was equipped with 
this device, which nearly always works when wells surge out 
of control. However, it failed to operate on the day of the 
Gulf accident.
 And what the rig did not have was a backup shutoff switch, 
a remote-control device that carries an acoustic signal through 
the water that can be activated as a last resort. Such acoustic 
backup triggers, which cost about $500,000, are not man-
dated by U.S. regulators, but they also haven’t been tested un-
der real-world conditions, because major offshore oil-well 
blowouts are so rare. (Even so, Norway and Brazil require 

them, and some major oil companies, such as Royal Dutch 
Shell, carry them even when not mandated.)

BP Reacts. As 2.5 million gallons of oil a day leaked from the 
open wellhead, the question was asked: Why wasn’t BP pre-
pared for such an accident? Eventually they capped the leak, 
but in the aftermath BP pled guilty to federal felony charges 
and environmental-law violations and was forced to sell almost 
$40 billion in assets to meet its liabilities, a move that cut its 
number of wells and platforms in half.37 In the six years follow-
ing, BP tried to settle with thousands of Gulf victims, from 
shrimpers to hotel owners—and deal with many dubious claims 
of businesses hundreds of miles from the Gulf, including a 
 Florida escort service.38 In 2016, a federal judge approved a 
$20 billion settlement to end the years of litigation. BP has 
 reportedly set aside nearly $54 billion to cover the costs asso-
ciated with the disaster.39 

YOUR CALL
The BP blowout happened 21 years after the tanker Exxon 
Valdez’s catastrophic 1989 oil spill in the Gulf of Alaska, the 
effects of which are still being felt. Wasn’t that enough time 
for oil companies to plan for major accidents? What should 
BP have done?

2. Proactive Change: Managing Anticipated Problems and Opportuni-
ties In contrast to reactive change, proactive change, or planned change, involves 
making carefully thought-out changes in anticipation of possible or expected problems 
or opportunities.40
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Assessing Your Attitudes toward Change at Work

The following survey was designed to assess your attitudes toward 
change at work. Please be prepared to answer these questions 
if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 10.1 in Connect.

1. Where do you stand when it comes to your attitude 
toward change? Are you surprised by the results?

2. Based on your three lowest scoring survey items, how 
might you foster a more positive attitude toward change? 
Be specific.

3. What types of questions might a recruiter ask you 
during an interview to assess your attitude toward 
change? What would be your response to these 
questions?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 10.1  

The Forces for Change outside and inside the 
Organization
How do managers know when their organizations need to change? The answers aren’t 
clear-cut, but you can get clues by monitoring the forces for change—both outside and 
inside the organization. (See Figure 10.1, opposite page.)

EXAMPLE Proactive Change: Disney World Gets Out Front with Its MagicBand

Even big companies in the constantly changing landscape of 
 California’s Silicon Valley are nervous. “Everyone is trying to posi-
tion themselves for the new style of information technology,” says 
Hewlett-Packard CEO Meg Whitman. “The fittest will survive.”41

The Game Changer. Across the country in Orlando, Florida, 
however, the Walt Disney Company has been taking a giant 
proactive stride: investing $1 billion into a wearable technol-
ogy designed to revolutionize the way visitors spend money 
at Walt Disney World. It begins with the MyMagic+ vacation-
planning system, which features a website (“My Disney Expe-
rience”) and data-collecting wristbands (“MagicBands”) that 
interact with scanners throughout the 40-square-mile theme 
park. The electronic band can digitally carry everything a 
guest might need—“park tickets, photos, coupons, even 
money,” says one description.42  
 “Because it is a reservation system, it is a game changer,” 
says a professor who teaches theme-park management. 
“Now you can plan your vacation and your ride sequence well 
ahead of your trip.”43 For instance, you can “prebook front-of-
the-line access to three rides, parades, or [Disney cartoon] 
character meet-and-greets,” says writer Brooks Barnes. To 
buy food and merchandise, you just stand at the register and 

swipe your wristband. The MagicBand also functions as a ho-
tel room key, parking claim, and VIP access (so that Disney 
employees will greet you by name). Says Barnes, “Disney 
thinks people will spend more money and time at the [park] if 
they find it easier to navigate.”44

Onward to Phones. During testing of the system, Disney 
found it could accommodate 3,000 additional daily guests and 
that use of the FastPass reservation system had increased 
40%, freeing people from standing in line and increasing their 
number of experiences. Today, however, much of what the 
bracelets do can be done with cell phones, and indeed it was 
decided when the Shanghai Disney Resort opened in June 
2016 it would not use the bands.45 

YOUR CALL
Disney plans for the technology will give people the flexibility 
to visit multiple Disney parks in a single day and keep them 
from going to competing central Florida parks, such as Univer-
sal Orlando Resort. 
 Do you think Disney is onto something? Could the technol-
ogy be applied to zoos, Las Vegas resorts, and other venues, 
as the company hopes? How? What about Disney cruise ships?

As we’ve stated, change can be hard, and the tools for survival are flexibility and 
adaptability. We also know that organizations like to hire people who are flexible and 
willing to accept change. How well do you think you fare in this regard? You can find 
out by taking Self-Assessment 10.1.
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Forces Originating outside the Organization External forces consist of four 
types, as follows.

1. Demographic Characteristics Earlier we discussed the demographic changes 
occurring among U.S. workers, with the labor force becoming more diverse. Example: 
For the first time since 1880, Americans ages 18 to 34 (Millennials) are more likely to 
be living with their parent(s) than in a household shared with a spouse or partner.46 
How might this affect their spending habits?

2. Technological Advancements Technology is not just computer technology; it is 
any machine or process that enables an organization to gain a competitive advantage in 
changing materials used to produce a finished product. 

“We stand on the brink of a technological revolution that will fundamentally 
alter the way we live, work, and relate to one another,” writes Klaus Schwab, ex-
ecutive chairman of the World Economic Forum. “In its scale, scope, and com-
plexity, the transformation will be unlike anything humankind has experienced 
before.”47 This is the Fourth Industrial Revolution, characterized by “a fusion of 
technologies that is blurring the lines between the physical, digital, and biological 
spheres.” 

 Example: The First Industrial Revolution (1784) used water and steam to mecha-
nize production, the Second (1870) used electric power to create mass production, 
and the Third (1969) used electronics and information technology to automate pro-
duction. The Fourth, which is now ongoing and is disrupting nearly every industry in 
every country, is characterized by billions of people connected by mobile devices 
with unprecedented processing power, storage capacity, and access to knowledge—

Demographic characteristics
• Age
• Education
• Skill level
• Gender
• Immigration

Technological advancements
• Manufacturing automation
• Information technology

Shareholder, customer, & market changes
• Changing customer preferences
• Domestic & international competition
• Mergers & acquisitions

Social & political pressures
• War
• Values
• Leadership

Outside Forces

Human resources concerns
• Unmet needs
• Job dissatisfaction
• Absenteeism & turnover
• Productivity
• Participation/suggestions

Managers’ behavior
• Conflict
• Leadership
• Reward systems
• Structural reorganization

Inside Forces

THE NEED FOR CHANGE
FIGURE 10.1 
Forces for change outside 
and inside the organization 
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3. Shareholder, Customer, and Market Changes Shareholders have begun to 
be more active in pressing for organizational change. Example: Some shareholders 
may form a B corporation, or benefit corporation, in which the company is legally required 
to adhere to socially beneficial practices, such as helping consumers, employees, or the 
environment. The largest B corp is Brazilian cosmetics manufacturer Natura, with $3 
billion U.S. in annual revenues.52 

Customers are also becoming more demanding, being more inclined to take their 
business elsewhere if they do not get what they want from a given company. 

Example: Millennials have been found to be more focused on app-based shopping 
options, like those offered by Starbucks, where many customers can preorder their 
beverages through their phones before picking them up. Millennials also prefer spe-
cialty stores to department stores, so stores like Macy’s have been trying out “stores 
within a store.”53 

EXAMPLE From Ride Sharing to Self-driving Cars: Uber, Lyft, and the Upending 
of Transportation

“We think there’s going to be more change in the world of 
mobility in the next five years than there has been in the last 
50,” said General Motors president Dan Ammann in January 
2016. The occasion was the announcement of GM’s 
$500-million investment in Lyft, the ride-sharing service that 
is a competitor to Uber.48

TNCs. Just as technology has allowed the lodging-sharing 
service Airbnb (discussed in Chapter 1) to take business from 
hotels, so smartphones and apps have enabled on-demand 
“transportation network companies” (TNCs) such as Uber and 
Lyft to challenge the traditional taxi cab industry—and to 
threaten other existing transportation arrangements. In cities 
from San Francisco to Shanghai, Uber, for instance, lets riders 
hail drivers in their personal cars by using a smartphone app to 
rent a car and driver on demand and by the minute. 

Self-driving Cars. Lyft president John Zimmer has said 
that he believes that individual car ownership will fade in 
favor of autonomous vehicles—self-driving cars or robot 
cars—that are run through a network, and clearly GM 
agrees. GM and Lyft will begin co-developing an on- demand 
network of self-driving cars as well as other car-sharing ser-
vices. These are areas in which there has also been recent 
enormous interest—and investment—from competitors 
ranging from Tesla to Toyota, Ford to Fiat, and Google to 
Apple.49 Initial efforts will probably be in self-driving taxis, 
buses, and big-rig trucks.50 The U.S. government has pro-

posed investing $4 billion for self-driving cars, with the aim 
of ending human error in driving, which can be fatal.51 

YOUR CALL 
Clearly transportation is coming in for severe technological dis-
ruption in the coming years. But how safe do you think self-
driving cars have to be before they can be deployed on the 
highway? How will self-driving cars affect the insurance indus-
try? Will your costs for car insurance go up or down?

A world changer? A self-driving car traverses a parking 
lot at Google’s headquarters in Mountain View, 
California, in early 2016. What do you think are the 
chances for self-driving cars realizing the high hopes 
predicted for them? ©Noah Berger/AFP/Getty Images

joined by emerging technology breakthroughs in such fields as artificial intelligence, 
robotics, autonomous vehicles, 3-D printing, nanotechnology, quantum computing, 
and biotechnology.
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The global economy continues to influence the way U.S. companies have to do 
business.54 Perhaps the most momentous recent example occurred in June 2016, when 
voters in the United Kingdom voted for a British exit (“Brexit”) from the European 
Union, setting off shockwaves around the world and causing stock markets to fall off a 
cliff. Among the possible long-term results were trade restrictions harmful to Britain, 
a deep recession, the separation of Scotland and Northern Ireland from the U.K., and 
other countries trying to leave the EU.55 

Another example: Recently, Apple Inc. received 25% of its revenue from China. 
Imagine the shock to the company, then, when the major city of Beijing banned sales 
of Apple’s iPhones 6 and 6 Plus, on the grounds that their design might have been 
lifted from that of a local Chinese-made phone. Earlier, Apple’s online book and 
movie sales were shut down by Chinese censors.56 

4. Social and Political Pressures Social events can create great pressures. 
Example: Poor diet choices, such as reliance on sugary sodas, have led to nearly 

70% of U.S. adults being overweight or obese, which in turn has produced an epidemic 
of type 2 diabetes. Soda tax proposals have failed in more than 30 cities and states in 
recent years, mainly because they are promoted for health reasons, and “Americans 
generally reject other people telling them what’s healthy for them,” as one report 
notes.57 In 2016, the Philadelphia city council passed such an ordinance—despite a 
multimillion-dollar campaign against it by the beverage industry—because backers 
argued that the tax money would be used not to discourage sugar consumption but to 
pay for popular programs such as universal pre-kindergarten and improvements to 
parks and libraries.

Forces Originating inside the Organization Internal forces affecting organiza-
tions may be subtle, such as low job satisfaction, or more dramatic, such as constant 
labor-management conflict. Internal forces may be of the two following types: human 
resources concerns and managers’ behavior.

1. Human Resources Concerns Is there a gap between the employees’ needs and 
desires and the organization’s needs and desires? Job dissatisfaction—as expressed 
through high absenteeism and turnover—can be a major signal of the need for change. 
Organizations may respond by addressing job design, reducing employees’ role con-
flicts, and dealing with work overload, to mention a few matters.

Example: After Foxconn’s Chinese facilities had problems with employee sui-
cides, other Chinese companies like Pegatron implemented HR policies and prac-
tices to reduce employee work hours and overtime. Pegatron, which operates an 
iPhone assembly facility outside Shanghai, requires employees to scan ID cards, use 
face scanners, and walk through turnstiles in order to monitor compliance with new 
overtime regulations.58 

2. Managers’ Behavior Excessive conflict between managers and employees or 
between a company and its customers is another indicator that change is needed. Per-
haps there is a personality conflict, so that an employee transfer may be needed. Or 
perhaps some interpersonal training is required.

Example: Facebook’s leadership decided to respond to tech blog Gizmodo’s 
conclusion that “curators of Facebook’s ‘trending topics’ feature suppressed news 
about conservative events and from conservative sources,” according to The Wall 
Street Journal. The company is now training employees “to identify and check 
their political leanings.”59 ●
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As we mentioned in Section 10.1, change may be forced upon an organization—reac-
tive change, requiring you to make adjustments in response to problems or opportuni-
ties as they arise. Or an organization may try to get out in front of changes—proactive 
change, or planned change, which involves making carefully thought-out changes in 
anticipation of possible problems or opportunities.

As a manager, particularly one working for an American organization, you may be 
pressured to provide short-term, quick-fix solutions. But when applied to organiza-
tional problems, this approach usually doesn’t work: Quick-fix solutions have little 
staying power.

What, then, do we need to understand in order to effectively manage organizational 
change? In this section, we discuss the following:

■ Three kinds of change.
■ Lewin’s change model.
■ The systems approach to change.

Three Kinds of Change: From Least  
Threatening to Most Threatening
Whether organizational change is administrative or technological, it can be adaptive, 
innovative, or radically innovative, depending on (1) the degree of complexity, cost, 
and uncertainty and (2) its potential for generating employee resistance.60

Least Threatening: Adaptive Change—“We’ve Seen Stuff Like This Before”  
Adaptive change is reintroduction of a familiar practice—the implementation of a kind of 
change that has already been experienced within the same organization. This form 
of change is lowest in complexity, cost, and uncertainty. Because it is familiar, it is the 
least threatening to employees and thus will create the least resistance.

For example, during the annual Labor Day sale, a department store may ask its sales 
employees to work 12 hours a day instead of the usual 8. During tax-preparation time, 
the store’s accounting department may imitate this same change in work hours. Al-
though accounting employees are in a different department from sales employees, it’s 
expected they wouldn’t be terribly upset by the temporary change in hours, since 
they’ve seen it in effect elsewhere in the store.

Somewhat Threatening: Innovative Change—“This Is Something New for 
This Company” Innovative change is the introduction of a practice that is new to the 
organization. This form of change involves moderate complexity, cost, and uncertainty. 
It is therefore apt to trigger some fear and resistance among employees.

For example, should a department store decide to adopt a new practice of competi-
tors by staying open 24 hours a day, requiring employees to work flexible schedules, it 
may be felt as moderately threatening.

10.2 Types and Models of Change
What are three types of change, and how is Lewin's approach designed to handle change?

THE BIG PICTURE
This section discusses the three types of change, from least threatening to most threatening: adaptive, in-
novative, and radically innovative. It also describes Lewin’s three-stage change model: unfreezing, chang-
ing, and refreezing. Finally, it describes the systems approach to change: inputs, target elements of 
change, and outputs.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Very Threatening: Radically Innovative Change—“This Is a Brand-New Thing 
in Our Industry” Radically innovative change involves introducing a practice that is 
new to the industry. Because it is the most complex, costly, and uncertain, it will be felt 
as extremely threatening to managers’ confidence and employees’ job security and 
may well tear at the fabric of the organization.61

For example, Amazon is currently testing a new delivery system called Prime Air in 
Canada, the United Kingdom, and the Netherlands. The program uses drones to carry 
packages up to 5 pounds in 30 minutes or less. The goal is to safely operate the drones 
for a distance of 10 miles or more beyond the line of sight.62 

Imagine the implications of companies using drones to distribute products. 

Lewin’s Change Model: Unfreezing,  
Changing, and Refreezing
Most theories of organizational change originated with the landmark work of social 
psychologist Kurt Lewin. Lewin developed a model with three stages—unfreezing, 
changing, and refreezing—to explain how to initiate, manage, and stabilize planned 
change.63 (See Figure 10.2.)

Changing
New information,
models, &
procedures

New information,
models, &
procedures

Refreezing
Support &
reinforce the
change

Unfreezing
Create the
motivation
to change

FIGURE 10.2
Lewin’s model of change 

1. “Unfreezing”: Creating the Motivation to Change In the unfreezing stage, 
managers try to instill in employees the motivation to change, encouraging them to let 
go of attitudes and behaviors that are resistant to innovation. For this “unfreezing” to 
take place, employees need to become dissatisfied with the old way of doing things. 
Managers also need to reduce the barriers to change during this stage.

Example: Wireless handheld computers—personal digital assistants (PDAs)—are 
becoming established tools for health professionals, who use them to access patient 
records in hospital information systems. How well have they been accepted? Studies 
exploring nurses’ perceptions about using PDAs in their daily patient practice found 
initial resistance, with some nurses concerned about the cost and short technological 
life cycle of these devices—the unfreezing stage.64

2. “Changing”: Learning New Ways of Doing Things In the changing stage, 
employees need to be given the tools for change: new information, new perspectives, 
new models of behavior. Managers can help here by providing benchmarking results, 
role models, mentors, experts, and training. It’s advisable, experts say, to convey the 
idea that change is a continuous learning process, not just a one-time event.65

Example: In the changing stage, nurses learning PDAs were allowed to continue 
their manual patient-charting systems while learning the PDA-accessible versions, 
but only for a limited time to avoid adding to their already heavy workloads. They 
were assisted with educational programs to help them learn and implement the 
new technology, programs that also stressed the need to protect confidential 
 patient records.
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3. “Refreezing”: Making the New Ways Normal In the refreezing stage, em-
ployees need to be helped to integrate the changed attitudes and behavior into their 
normal ways of doing things. Managers can assist by encouraging employees to  exhibit 
the new change and then, through additional coaching and modeling, by reinforcing 
the employees in the desired change, as we’ll discuss in Section 10.5.

Example: In the refreezing stage, as hospitals eliminated barriers that precluded the 
use of wireless networks, nurses learned to appreciate the usefulness of having a 
widely pervasive and portable technology, with its easier access to drug and diagnostic/
laboratory reference applications and improved communications.

A Systems Approach to Change
Change creates additional change—that’s the lesson of systems theory. Promoting 
someone from one group to another, for instance, may change the employee interac-
tions in both (as from cordial to argumentative, or the reverse). Adopting a team-based 
structure may require changing the compensation system to pay bonuses based on 
team rather individual performance. A systems approach to change presupposes that 
any change, no matter how small, has a rippling effect throughout an organization.

A system,you’ll recall from Chapter 2, is a set of interrelated parts that operate to-
gether to achieve a common purpose. The systems approach can be used to diagnose 
what to change and determine the success of the change effort.

The systems model of change consists of three parts: (1) inputs, (2) target elements 
of change, and (3) outputs. (See Figure 10.3.) 

“Why should we change,
& how willing & able are
we to change?”

Inputs are the
organization’s....
• Mission statement
• Vision statement
• Strategic plan
• Analysis of
 organization’s
 readiness for
 change

Inputs

“Which levers can we pull that will produce
the change we want?”
The four target elements (or “levers”) that
managers may use to diagnose problems
and e�ect solutions are:
1. People—knowledge, ability, attitudes,
 motivation, behavior
2. Organizational arrangements—policies,
 procedures, roles, structure, rewards,
 physical setting
3. Methods—processes, workflow,
 job design, technology
4. Social factors—organizational culture,
 group processes, interpersonal
 interactions, communication, leadership

Two important notes:
• Any change made in each and every
 target element will ripple across the
 entire organization.
• Consequently, all organizational change
 ultimately a�ects the people in it and
 vice versa.

Target Elements of Change

“What do we want from
the change?”
Change may be designed
to occur at the level of....
• The organization
• The group
• The individual

....or all three

Outputs

FEEDBACK

FIGURE 10.3
Systems model of change

Source: Based on A. Kinicki and M. Fugate, Organizational Behavior: A Practical, Problem-Solving Approach (New York: McGraw-Hill Education, 2016),  
Figure 16.4, p. 567, which was adapted from D. R. Fuqua and D. J. Kurpius, “Conceptual Models in Organizational Consultation,” Journal of Counseling  
and Development, July-August 1993, pp. 602–618; and D. A. Nadler and M. L. Tushman, “Organizational Frame Bending: Principles for Managing 
Reorientation,” Academy of Management Executive, August 1989, pp. 194–203.
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Inputs: “Why Should We Change, and How Willing and Able Are We to 
Change?” “Why change?” A systems approach always begins with the question 
of why change is needed at all—what the problem is that needs to be solved. (Ex-
ample: “Why change? Because our designers are giving us terrible products that we 
can’t sell.”) 

Whatever the answer, the systems approach must make sure the desired changes 
align with the organization’s mission statement, vision statement, and strategic plan—
subjects we discussed in Chapter 5:66 

■ Mission statement: This expresses the organization’s reason for being 
(Southwest Airlines: “To give people the freedom to fly”).

■ Vision statement: This expresses what the organization wishes to become 
(Amazon: “To be earth’s most customer-centric company, to build a place 
where people can come to find and discover anything they might want to buy 
online”).

■ Strategic plan: This sets the long-term goals and direction for an organiza-
tion, based on the mission and vision statements (Example: “To increase rev-
enue from existing and new customers rather than from acquiring other 
companies; thus, we intend to increase product quality and customer satisfac-
tion so customers are more attracted to our merchandise”). A good plan, 
you’ll recall from Chapter 6, reflects an analysis of the company’s strengths, 
weakness, opportunities, and threats (SWOT).

A second question is “How willing and able are management and employees to 
make the necessary change?” Readiness for change is defined as the beliefs, atti-
tudes, and intentions of the organization’s staff regarding the extent of the changes 
needed and how willing and able they are to implement them.67 Readiness has four 
components: (1) how strongly the company needs the proposed change, (2) how 
much the top managers support the change, (3) how capable employees are of 
 handling it, and (4) how pessimistic or optimistic employees are about the conse-
quences of the result. 

Self-Assessment 10.2 will help you gauge your readiness for change. You can also 
use it to measure the readiness of an organization to which you belong.

What Is Your Readiness for Change?

If your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 10.2 in Con-
nect, think of a change at school, work, or another area of your 
life. Take Self-Assessment 10.2 to learn the extent of your 
readiness for change, or that of the organization in which the 
change needs to occur.

1. Of the four components, which is the lowest?

2. How do you think this result will affect the success of the 
particular change? Be specific.

3. Who seems to be most ready, you (components 1 and 2) 
or the organization (components 3 and 4)?

4. Given what the readiness measure tells you, what do you 
recommend to improve your and your organization's 
readiness?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 10.2 

Target Elements of Change: “Which Levers Can We Pull That Will Produce 
the Change We Want?” The target elements of change represent four levers that 
managers may use to diagnose problems (such as “Our designers are too inbred and 
don’t look outside the company for ideas”) and identify solutions (such as “We need 
new managers and new blood in the Design Group”).
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As Figure 10.3 shows, the four target elements of change (the four levers) are

 1. People—their knowledge, ability, attitudes, motivation, and behavior.
 2. Organizational arrangements—such as policies and procedures, roles, struc-

ture, rewards, and physical setting.
 3. Methods—processes, work flow, job design, and technology.
 4. Social factors—culture, group processes, interpersonal interactions, commu-

nication, and leadership.

Two things are important to realize: 
■ Any change made in each and every target element will ripple across the 

entire organization. For example, if a manager changes a system of rewards 
(part of the organizational arrangements) to reinforce team rather than indi-
vidual performance, that change is apt to affect organizational culture (one of 
the social factors).

■ All organizational change ultimately affects the people in it and vice 
versa. Thus, organizational change is more likely to succeed when man-
agers carefully consider the prospective impact of a proposed change on 
the employees.

Outputs: “What Results Do We Want from the Change?” Outputs represent 
the desired goals of a change, which should be consistent with the organization’s stra-
tegic plan. Results may occur at the organizational, group, or individual level (or all 
three) but will be most difficult to effect at the organizational level, since changes will 
mostly likely affect a wide variety of target elements. 

Feedback: “How Is the Change Working and What Alterations Need to Be 
Made?” Not all changes work out well, of course, and organizations need to moni-
tor their success. This is done by comparing the status of an output such as employee 
or customer satisfaction before the change to the same measurable output sometime 
after the change has been implemented. 

Force-Field Analysis: “Which Forces Facilitate Change and Which Resist 
It?” In most change situations being considered, there are forces acting for and 
against the change. Force-field analysis is a technique to determine which forces could 
facilitate a proposed change and which forces could act against it. The first step is to 
identify the positive forces (called thrusters) and the negative forces (called counter-
thrusters). The second step is to remove the negative forces and then, if necessary, in-
crease the positive forces. Although this may sound simple, it can be tricky to identify 
the forces at work. 

Example: In late 2015, Procter & Gamble (P&G), maker of such household sta-
ples as Tide, Crest, and Gillette, reported that sales abroad were shrinking. Among 
the negative forces were the following: In countries overseas, the company had too 
many unprofitable products; smaller, nimbler rivals were taking away business; and 
currency fluctuations had made pricing difficult. Among the positive forces were 
these: P&G had extensive market data about customer needs, a strong enough finan-
cial position that it could forgo revenue in the short term, and an experienced man-
agement team that was ready to change. By exiting nearly 100 brands, narrowing its 
focus to 65 core brands, and forgoing sales in the short run, P&G could improve its 
profitability later. Thus, for example, in Mexico, the company shifted from selling 
cheap tissues to higher-priced variations, a move that cut sales but made the business 
more profitable.68 ●
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Organizational development (OD) is a set of techniques for implementing planned 
change to make people and organizations more effective. Note the inclusion of people 
in this definition. OD focuses specifically on people in the change process. (Some 
scholars apply the term “organizational development” to techniques designed to im-
prove organizational effectiveness and the term “change management” to techniques 
designed to improve people effectiveness—techniques that will help them, in one 
definition, to adopt “new mindsets, policies, practices, and behaviors to deliver orga-
nizational results.”)69

Often OD is put into practice by a person known as a change agent, a consultant with 
a background in behavioral sciences who can be a catalyst in helping organizations deal 
with old problems in new ways.

What Can OD Be Used For?
OD can be used to address the following three matters.

1. Managing Conflict Conflict is inherent in most organizations. Sometimes an 
OD expert, perhaps in the guise of an executive coach, can help advise on how to im-
prove relationships within the organization. 

Example: Difficult coworkers—“jerks at work”—can damage others’ job perfor-
mance and hurt a company’s bottom line. Such “de-energizers” spread a dark cloud over 
everyone and leave you feeling deflated and depleted, says business professor Gretchen 
Spreitzer, who has done research in this area.70 An organizational behavior specialist 
might be brought in to help buffer workers from the de-energizers by showing them how 
to limit interactions, make sure their own work is meaningful, and increase the time they 
spend with people who make them feel good, among other activities.

2. Revitalizing Organizations Information technology is wreaking such change 
that nearly all organizations these days are placed in the position of having to adopt 
new behaviors in order to resist decline. OD can help by opening communication, fos-
tering innovation, and dealing with stress.

Example: For IBM, confronting the relentless advance of digital technology means 
confronting the question “Can you grow in the new businesses faster than your older, 
lucrative businesses decline?” The company is responding by hiring thousands of de-
signers to challenge IBM’s conventional thinking (such as coming up with a product 
idea and trying to sell to the customers) with new thinking (such as identifying users’ 
needs as a starting point).71 

3. Adapting to Mergers Mergers and acquisitions are associated with increased 
anxiety, stress, absenteeism, turnover, and decreased productivity.72 What is the orga-
nizational fit between two disparate organizations, such as American Airlines and U.S. 
Airways, which merged in 2014? OD experts are often called upon in such situations 
to help integrate two firms with varying cultures, products, and procedures.

10.3 Organizational Development: What It Is, What It Can Do
What are the uses of OD, and how effective is it?

THE BIG PICTURE
Organizational development (OD) is a set of techniques for implementing change, such as managing conflict, 
revitalizing organizations, and adapting to mergers. OD has three steps: diagnosis, intervention, and evalua-
tion. Four factors have been found to make OD programs effective.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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How OD Works
Like physicians, OD managers and consultants follow a medical-like model. (Or to use 
our more current formulation, they follow the rules of evidence-based management.) 
They approach the organization as if it were a sick patient, using diagnosis, interven-
tion, and evaluation—“diagnosing” its ills, “prescribing” treatment or intervention, 
and “monitoring” or evaluating progress. If the evaluation shows that the procedure is 
not working effectively, the conclusions drawn are then applied (via a feedback loop) 
to refining the diagnosis, and the process starts again. (See Figure 10.4.)

1. Diagnosis
What is the
problem?

2. Intervention
What shall we do
about it?

3. Evaluation
How well has
the intervention
worked?worked?

Feedback
How can the 
diagnosis be
further refined?

FIGURE 10.4
The OD process 
Sources: Adapted from W.L. 
French and C.H. Bell Jr., 
Organization Development: 
Behavioral Interventions for 
Organizational Improvement 
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice 
Hall. 1978); and E. G Huse and T. 
G. Cummings, Organizational 
Development and Change, 3rd ed. 
(St. Paul: West, 1985).

1. Diagnosis: What Is the Problem? To carry out the diagnosis, OD consultants or 
managers use some combination of questionnaires, surveys, interviews, meetings, records, 
and direct observation to ascertain people’s attitudes and to identify problem areas.

2. Intervention: What Shall We Do about It? “Treatment,” or intervention, is the 
attempt to correct the diagnosed problems. Often this is done using the services of an 
OD consultant who works in conjunction with management teams. Some OD activities 
for implementing planned change are communicating survey results to employees to 
engage them in constructive problem solving, observing employee communication 
patterns and teaching them skills to improve them, helping group members learn to 
function as a team, stimulating better cohesiveness among several work groups, and 
improving work technology or organizational design.

3. Evaluation: How Well Has the Intervention Worked? An OD program 
needs objective evaluation to see if it has done any good. Answers may lie in hard data 
about absenteeism, turnover, grievances, and profitability, which should be compared 
with earlier statistics. The change agent can use questionnaires, surveys, interviews, 
and the like to assess changes in employee attitudes.

4. Feedback: How Can the Diagnosis and Intervention Be Further Refined? If 
evaluation shows that the diagnosis was wrong or the intervention was not effective, the 
OD consultant or managers need to return to the beginning to rethink these two steps.

EXAMPLE Organizational Development: Using OD to Make Money in the 
Restaurant Business

“Restaurants are so focused on the day-to-day business,” says 
Eli Chait, “that they don’t have time to grow the business.”73

 If you own or manage a restaurant, how can you improve 
your chances? You could hire a change agent such as Chait, 
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The Effectiveness of OD
Among organizations that have practiced organizational development are American 
Airlines, B.F. Goodrich, General Electric, Honeywell, ITT, Procter & Gamble, Pru-
dential, Texas Instruments, and Westinghouse Canada—companies covering a variety 
of industries.

Research has found that OD is most apt to be successful under the fol-
lowing circumstances.

1. Multiple Interventions OD success stories tend to use multiple in-
terventions. Goal setting, feedback, recognition and rewards, training, par-
ticipation, and challenging job design have had good results in improving 
performance and satisfaction.78 Combined interventions have been found 
to work better than single interventions.79

2. Management Support OD is more likely to succeed when top man-
agers give the OD program their support and are truly committed to the change 
process and the desired goals of the change program.80 Using employee feed-
back during the change process is one way to demonstrate this support.81

3. Goals Geared to Both Short- and Long-Term Results Change 
programs are more successful when they are oriented toward achieving 
both short-term and long-term results. Managers should not engage in or-
ganizational change for the sake of change. Change efforts should produce 
positive results.82

4. OD Is Affected by Culture OD effectiveness is affected by cross-
cultural considerations. Thus, an OD intervention that worked in one country 
should not be blindly applied to a similar situation in another country.83 ●

Team building. One technique for implementing 
change is team building. Teams are often diverse 
in gender, age, ethnicity, and educational 
background and experience. Would you prefer  
to work with a highly diverse team of people? 
©BananaStock/PictureQuest/Getty Images RF

now 28, who co-founded San Francisco–based Copilot Labs, a 
restaurant marketing analytics company, not long after gradu-
ating from the University of California, Berkeley.

Diagnosis: “What Is the Problem?” Organizational develop-
ment is often focused on “big wins” (such as merging two com-
panies), but it can also be used in a small business like a 
restaurant where small or incremental wins are important. 
Thus, an owner might want to know “Which is more effective—
promoting our happy hours or promoting our daily deals?” (A 
“happy hour” is a period, such as 5 to 7 p.m., when drinks are 
served at reduced prices or with free snacks. “Daily deals” are 
meals served at discounted prices, such as two meals for the 
price of one for a particular menu item; such deals are fre-
quently promoted by Groupon and similar marketing services.)

Intervention: “What Shall We Do about It?” Analyzing sales 
data over 19 months for one restaurant, Copilot found that, in 
Chait’s words, “happy hour contributes specifically to the hours 
of the day that are otherwise the slowest, driving critical off-peak 
[customer] traffic that is so important to restaurants. The deal 
traffic, however, is distributed across several periods of time, 
many of which are already busy,” making it less effective.74

Evaluation: “How Well Has the Intervention 
Worked?” The outcome would seem to be foreshadowed 
by Copilot’s research, but it would be up to the change agent 
to evaluate an activity’s success when put into practice. 
There are all kinds of factors, after all, that can affect restau-
rant traffic. For instance, more data don't always translate 
into better customer service.75 Some days are busier than 
others (Valentine’s Day—busy; Super Bowl Sunday—not 
busy; Mother’s Day—depends on the restaurant), when a 
promotion wouldn’t be effective.76

Feedback: “How Can the Diagnosis and Intervention Be 
Further Refined?” Depending on the results of evaluation—
namely, the profitability of the process according to the kind 
of promotions—the change agent might feel the diagnosis 
and intervention deserve a revisit. And the process would 
start over.

YOUR CALL
One of the latest trends in business is “hyperlocal marketing”—
building a large, dedicated, loyal base of local customers.77 Do 
you think an organizational development approach can be 
helpful to this effort?
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If invention is creating or making up something new and creativity is the act of developing 
new and imaginative ideas into reality, innovation is something else. Innovation, as 
we’ve said earlier in the book, is the activity of creating new ideas and converting them 
into useful applications—specifically, new goods and services.

“You need creativity and invention,” says Procter & Gamble's former CEO A. G. 
Lafley, “but until you can connect the creativity to the customer in the form of a 
product or service that meaningfully changes their lives, I would argue you don’t 
have innovation.”84 The spirit of innovation is essential to keeping an organization 
vital and maintaining a competitive advantage. Otherwise, the innovation will come 
from your competitors, forcing you to scramble to catch up—if you can.

Innovation is more likely to occur when organizations have the proper culture, re-
sources, and reward systems to support it. We now take a closer look into innovation 
and how it can be encouraged within organizations.

How Does Failure Impede Innovation?
“You learn more from failure than you do from success,” says Lafley, “but the key is 
to fail early, fail cheaply, and don’t make the same mistake twice.”85 Lafley, who dou-
bled sales and quadrupled profits for P&G, admits to having had “my fair share of 
failure. But you have to get past the disappointment and blame and really understand 
what happened and why it happened.”86

Lafley is comfortable with the idea of learning from failure, but many people 
are not. They’re reluctant to experiment, they blame others, and they refuse to rec-
ognize that not all failures are of equal seriousness. All of these can detract from 
an organization’s ability to learn from its mistakes, as the table below indicates. 
(See Table 10.1.)

10.4 Promoting Innovation within the Organization
What do I need to know to encourage innovation?

THE BIG PICTURE
Innovation may be a product innovation or a process innovation, a core (incremental) innovation or a trans-
formational (radical) innovation. Two myths about innovation are that it happens in a “Eureka!” moment and 
that it can be systematized. Ways to encourage innovation are by providing the organizational culture, the 
people, the resources, and the reward system. To make innovation happen, you need to recognize problems 
and opportunities, gain allies, overcome employee resistance, and execute well.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

TABLE 10.1
Factors That Reduce an 
Organization’s Ability to Learn 
from Failure

EMPLOYEES . . .

 1. Play the “blame game,” blaming an individual when failures are due to internal or external matters

 2. Suffer “self-serving bias”

 3. Don’t recognize failures are not created equal; some may be preventable, some uncontrollable

 4. Are afraid to discuss failures and take risks; the company isn’t a learning organization

 5. Are reluctant to experiment

Source: Adapted from A. C. Edmondson, “Strategies for Learning from Failure,” Harvard Business Review, April 2011, 
pp. 151–176. 
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Two Myths about Innovation
Two myths about innovation that need to be dispelled are the following.

Myth No. 1: Innovation Happens in a “Eureka!” Moment Many people think 
that innovation often happens like a bolt from the blue. In this view, innovation hap-
pens as a “Eureka!” or “Aha!” moment of discovery, like the instant revelation about 
the law of gravity supposedly experienced by Sir Isaac Newton under a tree when an 
apple fell on his head. Most of the time, however, innovation is the product of hard 
work and dedication, “forged by a mixed bag of coworkers from up, down, and across 
an organization, sitting and wrangling it out in the trenches,” in the words of Jack and 
Suzy Welch.87

Myth No. 2: Innovation Can Be Systematized Lots of people also believe that 
innovation can be systematized—made a codified and standardized process that can be 
designed to always yield fruitful results. Obviously, if this could be done, many 
 companies would be doing it. The problem with innovation, however, is that there are 
too many challenges associated with it, which makes success unpredictable, although 
it’s possible to establish cultural and other conditions (as discussed next) that increase 
the likelihood of a payoff.

The Seeds of Innovation: Starting Point for 
Experimentation and Inventiveness
Former Microsoft employee Scott Berkun, author of The Myths of Innovation, has 
identified six seeds of innovation, the starting point for organizational innovation. They 
are as follows:88

 1. Hard work in a specific direction. Most innovations come from dedicated 
people diligently working to solve a well-defined problem, hard work that can 
span many years.

  Example: This was certainly the case with Boeing’s long endeavor to build 
and fly the Dreamliner.

 2. Hard work with direction change. Innovations frequently occur when peo-
ple change their approach to solving a problem. In other words, hard work 
closes some doors and opens others. 

  Example: Supergerms have developed that resist traditional antibacterial 
treatments. But researchers exploring whether garments might be developed 
that clean themselves are also testing whether minute flecks of silver and 
copper embedded in cotton fabric might not only repel dirt but also degrade 
superbugs.89 

 3. Curiosity. Innovations can begin when people are curious about something of 
interest to them, which leads to experimentation and inventiveness.

  Example: The GoPro camera was invented by a surfer, Nick Woodman, who 
wondered if there was a way to capture video of his amazing rides. His wear-
able camera captured new angles never before recorded on film.90 

 4. Wealth and money. Innovations frequently occur because an organization or 
an individual simply wants to make money. Being near bankruptcy, for in-
stance, drove Fiat, the Italian auto company, to look for innovative ways to 
cut costs and grow its market share in the United States. This is why Fiat 
took a stake in Chrysler in return for imparting its knowledge of small-car 
technology.91

   Example: Because its old Windows software licensing business model is 
fading, Microsoft has been trying to move into other businesses, such as cloud 
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and mobile computing. As a result, in 2016 it acquired the professional social 
network LinkedIn Corp. in a deal that, as one writer says, “attempts to put 
 itself at the center of people’s business lives.” Microsoft “largely missed out 
on the consumer Web boom dominated by the likes of Google and Facebook,” 
and with this new deal it hopes to pull ahead in the social tools race—in this 
case, with social tools for professionals.92 

 5. Necessity. Many innovations grow from the desire to achieve something or to 
complete a task that is needed to accomplish a broader goal.

  Example: Microsoft took an employee-driven grassroots idea called the 
 “Microsoft Garage,” which draws on engineers, marketers, testers, or employ-
ees in other disciplines, and “we all can come together with ideas, make things 
and fail, learn and try again,” says senior quality manager Todd Rawlings.93 
The ideas “come from people’s passions or start from problems.” The purpose 
of The Garage is to make sure Microsoft stays on the cutting edge in innova-
tion, certainly a necessity for a technology company.

 6. Combination of seeds. Many innovations occur as a result of multiple factors. 
Example: “Innovation these days is in dire need of some innovations,” says 
business reporter Thomas Lee. Companies seeking breakthroughs “use the 
same mind-numbing mush of clichés to encourage creativity: hackathons, in-
novation centers, white boards, prizes, etc.”94 San Jose software maker Adobe 
Systems (maker of PhotoShop) is trying something else: Called Kickbox, the 
approach “is something of a game that allows any of its employees to develop 
an idea—whether or not the idea is related to the employee’s expertise or 
regular work responsibility,” Lee says. Employees who enter Kickbox get a 
prepaid $1,000 debit card to spend to validate the idea, and they do not need 
to get managers to okay the project before proceeding. In addition, they can 
try the idea out with actual customers.

Types of Innovation: Product or Process,  
Core or Transformational
Innovations may be of the following two types.

Product versus Process Innovations As a manager, you may need to improve 
your organization’s product or service itself; this is generally a technological innova-
tion. Or you may need to improve the process by which the product or service is cre-
ated, manufactured, or distributed; this is generally a managerial innovation.

More formally, a product innovation is a change in the appearance or the performance 
of a product or a service or the creation of a new one. A process innovation is a change in 
the way a product or service is conceived, manufactured, or disseminated.

Today, innovation is about much more than new products. It is about reinvent-
ing business processes and building entirely new markets that meet untapped cus-
tomer needs.

Core versus Transformational Innovations An innovation may be small or 
large, incremental or radical. The difference is in modifying versus replacing existing 
products or services. That is, you might have core innovations—the optimizing of prod-
ucts or services for existing customers, as when Procter & Gamble modified a liquid 
detergent to make it available as a concentrated powder in a pouch. Or you might have 
transformational innovations—the invention of breakthrough products or services that 
don’t exist yet and that are aimed at creating brand new markets and customers. Example: 
Alphabet, Google’s parent, is experimenting with sending off high-altitude balloons, 
such as one launched into Sri Lankan airspace, in an ambitious plan to beam high-
speed Internet to remote areas.95 
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How Companies Can Foster Innovation:  
Seven Components
If you’re going to not just survive but prevail as a manager, you need to know how to 
make innovation happen within an organization. Here we offer an innovation system, 
which is defined as “a coherent set of interdependent processes and structures that dic-
tates how the company searches for novel problems and solutions, synthesizes ideas into 
a business concept and product designs, and selects which projects get funded.”103 The 
components of the innovation system are shown on next page.104 (See Table 10.2.)

PRACTICAL ACTIONWhat Makes a Successful Start-up?

According to the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, which 
works to further understanding of entrepreneurship, the vast 
majority of entrepreneurs (called replicative entrepreneurs) are 
those with small businesses that replicate, or duplicate, prod-
ucts and services already in existence, such as restaurants and 
dry cleaners. Less common are those entrepreneurs (innova-
tive entrepreneurs) who pioneer never-seen-before products 
and services or production methods, such as eBay.96

Entrepreneurship: Exploiting Niche Opportunities. Some 
replicative entrepreneurs, however, simply do things better 
and faster. One economist, Amar V. Bhidé (pronounced “Beh-
dee”),  suggests that many successful entrepreneurs start out 
not by having radical ideas but by making a small modification 
in what somebody else is doing.97 Indian drugmakers, for in-
stance, are now targeting niche markets by developing new 
treatments for ailments that were ignored by big American and 
European pharmaceutical companies.98 

That is, replicative entrepreneurs see a niche opportunity—
one in which the company they are working for is already 
 involved, or a supplier or customer is involved. “And the person 
jumps [into a new business] with very little preparation and anal-
ysis,” says Bhidé, “but with direct firsthand knowledge of the 
profitability of that opportunity—and pretty much does what 
somebody else is already doing, but does it better and faster.”

And “better and faster” seems to be the main difference. Usu-
ally, such entrepreneurs don’t have anything in the way of technol-
ogy or concept that differentiates them from other businesses. 
“They just work harder, hustle for customers, and know that 
the opportunity may not last for more than six or eight months,” 
says Bhidé. “But they expect to make a reasonable return on 
those six to eight months. And along the way they’ll figure out 
something else that will keep the business going.”

Tolerance for Ambiguity. Another quality of entrepreneurs is 
“a tolerance for ambiguity,” Bhidé says. They are willing to 
jump into things when it’s hard to even imagine what the pos-
sible outcomes will be, going ahead in the absence of informa-
tion, very much capital, or even a very novel idea.

An example of a start-up that fits these criteria is Build-a-Bear 
Workshop, which offers mall customers a make-your-own stuffed 
animal experience, choosing from models of teddy bears, bun-
nies, dogs, and the like, then adding “a unique personality” from 
hundreds of teddy bear–sized outfits and accessories.

The idea came to Maxine Clark, a former department store 
executive, in 1997, when she was shopping with a friend who 
collected Ty Beanie Babies. When they couldn’t find anything 
new, the friend said, “We could make one.” Says Clark, “Her 
words gave me the idea to create a company that would 
 allow people to create their own customized stuffed ani-
mals. . . . Build-a-Bear Workshop would be like a theme park 
factory in a mall.”

There were no formal focus groups, but from the beginning 
she relied on children for advice. “Kids have insights and offer 
inspiration by looking at the world differently,” says Clark.99

The Illusions of Entrepreneurship. Think you’d like to create a 
start-up yourself and make yourself rich? “One-third of new ven-
tures close within two years, half within five years,” says a Bloom-
berg Businessweek writer. “Only one in four is still around 15 
years after opening day.”100 The biggest myth, says Case Western 
professor Scott Shane, is that entrepreneurs believe “the growth 
and performance of their start-ups depends more on their entre-
preneurial talent than on the businesses they choose.”101

Over a 20-year period, he found, about 4% of all the start-
ups in the computer and office equipment industry made Inc. 
magazine’s Inc. 500 list of America’s fastest-growing compa-
nies. But only about 0.005% of start-ups in the hotel and motel 
industries made that list, and 0.007% of start-ups in eating and 
drinking establishments. “So that means the odds that you 
make the Inc. 500,” Shane says, “are 840 times higher if you 
start a computer company than if you start a hotel or motel.”102

YOUR CALL
Suppose you want to be your own boss. What “better and 
faster” niche opportunity do you see? Assuming it’s not a com-
puter company that you’re starting, what do you think your 
chances are of being successful?
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1. Create an Innovation Strategy A successful innovation effort requires an in-
novation strategy by which a company integrates its innovation activities into its busi-
ness strategies. This effort will encourage top managers to invest resources in 
innovation and employees to commit to it.105  

Example: Corning makes everything from glassware to specialized components for 
electronic displays, life sciences instruments, and telecommunications systems. The 
company's business strategy is to sell key components that will improve the perfor-
mance of its customers’ complex system products. To execute this strategy, Corning 
has launched innovation efforts by investing heavily in long-term research to put itself 
at the leading edge of glass and materials science.106 

2. Get Commitment from Top Managers Strategic goals are unlikely to be 
achieved without the commitment of top managers. 

Example: PepsiCo CEO Indra Nooyi is driving innovation by prioritizing design, as 
expressed in her hiring of the company’s first-ever chief design officer, Mauro  Pircini, 
formerly of 3M. Nooyi gave Pircini what he asked for—“resources, a design studio, 
and a seat at the [top decision makers’] table.” Now, she says, “our teams are pushing 
design through the entire system, from product creation, to packaging and labeling, to 
how a product looks on the shelf, to how consumers interact with it.”107 

3. Foster an Innovative Culture and Climate Innovation requires a corporate 
culture and climate that permit experimentation, risk taking, and tolerance for failure.108 
An organizational culture, as we said in Chapter 8, is defined as the set of shared, taken-
for-granted, implicit assumptions that a group holds and that determines how it per-
ceives, thinks about, and reacts to its various environments. An organizational culture 
that doesn’t just allow but celebrates failure is vital in fostering innovation. Most new 
ideas will fail. Only a few will be successful. But as Pixar president Ed Catmull says, 
“Mistakes aren’t a necessary evil. They aren’t evil at all. They are an inevitable conse-
quence of doing something new . . . and should be seen as valuable.”109 

Example: After Extended Stay America went through bankruptcy, employees suf-
fered from job insecurity and were loath to make decisions that might cost the com-
pany money. New CEO Jim Donald told them they needed to take calculated risks and 
generate daring ideas to improve customer service and profitability. To encourage 
them to let go of fear of failure, Donald distributed Monopoly-style “Get Out of Jail 
Free” cards to the 9,000 employees, which they could turn in “when they took a big 
risk on behalf of the company—no questions asked.” A few results: A California hotel 
manager used her “Get Out of Jail” card to justify grabbing 20 guest business cards 
from a fishbowl in the lobby of a rival hotel as a way of finding prospective customers. 
A New Jersey manager used it to try cold-calling a movie-production company filming 
in the area, leading to the crew’s booking $250,000 in accommodations at her hotel.110 

If an organization doesn’t encourage this kind of risk taking, that organization won’t 
become a superstar in innovation. The top 15 superstars for 2016 designated by Fast 
Company magazine are shown in the table at left. (See Table 10.3.)

TABLE 10.2
Creating an Innovation 
System: Seven Parts

 1. Create an innovation strategy.

 2. Get commitment from top managers.

 3. Foster an innovation culture and climate. 

 4. Establish the required structure and processes.

 5. Obtain the necessary human capital. 

 6. Institute the necessary human resource policies, practices, and procedures.

 7. Obtain the appropriate resources.

TABLE 10.3
Top Organizations in 2016 
Whose Cultures Strongly 
Encouraged Innovation

Buzzfeed (news) 

Facebook 

CVS Health 

Uber 

Netflix 

Amazon

Apple

Alphabet

Black Lives Matter (race)

Taco Bell

Robinhood (stock trading)

Universal Studios

Huawei (smartphones)

Cyanogen (free Android)

inMobi (mobile ads)

Source: Data from “The World’s 
Most Innovative Companies 2016,” 
Fast Company, February 16, 2016.
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4. Establish the Required Structure and Processes Organizational structure 
and internal processes can promote innovation if they foster collaboration, cross-func-
tional communication, and agility. In particular, organic structures (described in Chap-
ter 8) are often better suited than mechanistic ones for innovation.  

Example: Juniper Networks, a leader in computer network integration, concluded 
that its formal organizational structure didn’t lead to the kinds of rich interactions and 
conversations that made innovation thrive. “We were not integrating diverse expertise 
and experience across engineering, infrastructure, and sales teams the way we could 
when we were a small company,” says Vince Molinaro, executive vice president of 
worldwide sales. Accordingly, Juniper changed its structure.111

5. Obtain the Necessary Human Capital Human capital, we said (see Chapter 9), 
is the economic or productive potential of employee knowledge, experience, and ac-
tions. Some employee characteristics that help organizations innovate are creativity, 
creative-thinking skills, intrinsic motivation, and international work experience, as 
well as the quality of the relationship between managers and employees.112 Research 
also shows that work teams are more creative when team members have different sets 
of knowledge and experience.113 

Example: General Electric has hired hundreds of software engineers to develop its 
analytic and Big Data capabilities, with the strategic goal of becoming a top-10 soft-
ware company by 2020.114

6. Institute Necessary Human Resource Policies, Practices, and Procedures Com-
panies that are able to make human resource policies, practices, and procedures con-
sistent with, and reinforcing of, the other five components we just described are more 
likely to be innovative and to have higher financial performance.115 

Example: Bringing people together from different disciplines to train and to brain-
storm ideas can foster the collaboration needed for innovation. For instance, the 
 University of Michigan's Biointerfaces Institute tries to locate materials scientists, 
chemical engineers, biomechanical engineers, and medical researchers near each other. 
The resulting collaborations produced a blood test that is able to both capture and cul-
ture cancer cells for faster cancer diagnoses.116 

7. Obtain the Appropriate Resources If top managers want innovation, they 
must dedicate resources to its development, whether people, dollars, time, energy, 
knowledge, focus, or all of these. 

Example: To help employees be innovative, Heineken spent $2 million on training 
employees in beer basics.117 

EXAMPLEAchieving Success through Innovation and Collaboration:  
Tesla's Culture of Openness

Who are the greatest innovators? For three years, it was Apple, 
Google, and Amazon atop Booz & Co.’s annual 1,000 global 
“Most Innovative Companies” list. Then in 2015, Amazon 
dropped from third to fifth place, and electric carmaker Tesla 
 Motors of Palo Alto, California, rose to claim the new third spot.118 

Most of the top five companies on the “Most Innovative” list 
are information technology and electronics companies (Apple, 
Google, Samsung, and Amazon). And they are the biggest spend-
ers on research and development. (Google, for instance, spent 
$9.8 billion in 2015; Samsung spent $14.1 billion.) Tesla spent a 
mere half a billion dollars on R&D, yet it not only became No. 3 
on the Booz & Co. list, it was also named to No. 1 on Forbes 

magazine’s 2015 “World’s Most Innovative Companies” list and 
No. 4 on MIT Technology Review’s “50 Smartest Companies 
2016” list, and the Tesla Model S luxury electric car was named 
No. 1 on Consumer Reports’s list of best cars for 2015.119 

Disrupting Mobility. Tesla was founded in 2003 by South 
 Africa–born Elon Musk, currently “the most well-known innovative 
business leader in America,” according to one technology ob-
server.120 Earlier, in 1998, Musk disrupted e-commerce by creating 
PayPal, the widely deployed and secure payment  system. In 2002, 
he developed SpaceX for launching rockets and spacecraft, with 
the idea of enabling people to live on other planets. (Musk himself 
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wants to “die on Mars.”) He has also outlined a high-speed transit 
system called Hyperloop, designed to go the 400 miles from Los 
Angeles to San Francisco in 35 minutes. With Tesla, says one re-
port, “Musk is focused on disrupting mobility.”121  

A Tech Company That Makes Cars. Tesla is closer to being a 
technology company than a traditional automobile company, or 
“a tech company that happens to make cars.”122 By being born 
into the San Francisco–to–San Jose corridor of tech innovation 
known as Silicon Valley, it learned to design and build its vision 
of mobility by drawing on ideas and employees from leading 
technology companies of the area. For instance, at a time when 
traditional car builders took four years to complete a model 
change, Tesla was able to have an immediate competitive 
 advantage by deploying over-the-air software updates to up-
grade features or address recall problems in short order. And 
because Tesla sells cars directly to customers, rather than 
through third-party dealers, the changes could be made imme-
diately.123 (Some of the automatic updates may enable Teslas 
to become self-driving at some point.)124

By avoiding the path of the traditional automotive industry, 
Tesla also avoided being constrained by its traditional thought 
processes—as shown by the fact that a Tesla automobile has a 
“frunk”—a trunk in the front—with the battery located under-
neath the seats, whereas other electric cars reflected the design 
of combustion-engine vehicles.125 In addition, Tesla avoided the 
customary path of new carmakers of going after the low-end, 
price-sensitive customers with cheaper technology; instead, it 
targeted the high-end buyers capable of spending thousands of 
dollars on a car that was a sexy status symbol and fun to drive. 
“While Toyota was busy making something affordable that com-
peted with other vehicles in its class,” pointed out one report, 
“Tesla Motors claimed the elite niche of luxury sports cars and 

catapulted ahead with an entirely new game.”126 And all this with 
no marketing department. 

Innovation and Collaboration. The culture of Tesla has been 
described by writer Jacqueline Zhou as being “innovative and 
collaborative.”127 Four tips she offers for “going Tesla” and cre-
ating an open culture to support innovation are the following.

 1. Share information. In many companies, employees  often 
withhold information, even between teams in the same 
department. Tesla has removed all such “knowledge si-
los.” “The more you share,” says Zhou, “the more others 
will share with you. This increases efficiency by reducing 
redundancies in work between teams.”

 2. Don’t immediately dismiss new ideas. “By avoiding im-
mediately dismissing ideas, you are showing those in 
your community that ideas are valued and considered 
even if they cannot be immediately implemented,” says 
Zhou. “Others will be more willing to share ideas if they 
know that their ideas matter.”

 3. Help others without expecting anything back. “When 
someone comes to you for help, you should always say yes, if 
you can. In the end people will be more willing to help you.”

 4. Credit others. “We rarely accomplish things on our own, 
and if we can show appreciation for the help that we’ve 
been given, it shows that we value the collaboration.”

YOUR CALL
Tesla’s innovative, collaborative culture even extends to mak-
ing its patents available to the rest of the industry, in hopes that 
other companies will join the expansion of electric vehicles. 
What other components of an innovation system have been 
used by Tesla?

Executing Well What finally will make or break an organization’s attempts at 
bringing new products and services to market is execution—the process, as we stated 
back in Chapter 6, of discussing hows and whats and of using questioning, analysis, 
and follow-through to achieve the results promised and ensure accountability.128 Exe-
cution requires organizations to effectively manage people, groups, and organizational 
processes and systems in the pursuit of innovation. 

In the end, then, the innovation process must be managed. This is what is precisely 
what is done at Apple, Google, and other top innovative companies. 

Research tells us that companies are unlikely to innovate unless the culture and 
climate support it. How would you know if a potential employer had an innovative 
climate? You can find out by completing Self-Assessment 10.3. ●

How Innovative Is the Organizational Climate?

The following survey was designed to assess the innovation climate 
of your organization. Please be prepared to answer these questions 
if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 10.3 in Connect.

1. To what extent does the company have an innovative climate? 

2. Based on your survey scores, what advice would you give 
to management if they wanted to increase innovation? Be 
specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 10.3  
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As we mentioned in Section 10.1, change may be forced upon an organization— 
reactive change, requiring you to make changes in response to problems or opportuni-
ties as they arise. Or an organization may try to get out in front of changes—proactive 
change, or planned change, which involves making carefully thought-out changes in 
anticipation of possible problems or opportunities.

What, then, are effective ways to manage organizational change and employees’ 
fear and resistance to it? In this section, we discuss the following:

■ The causes of resistance to change.
■ Why employees resist change.

The Causes of Resistance to Change
Resistance to change is an emotional/behavioral response to real or imagined threats to 
an established work routine. Resistance can be as subtle as passive resignation and as 
overt as deliberate sabotage. As you will learn, change experts believe that resistance 
does not primarily reside within the individual but instead is a result of the context in 
which change occurs.129 

Resistance can be considered to be the interaction of three causes. (See Figure 10.5.) 
They are

 1. Employee characteristics
 2. Change agent characteristics
 3. The change agent–employee relationship.

For example, an employee’s resistance is partly based on his or her perception of 
change, which is influenced by the attitudes and behaviors exhibited by the change agent 
and the level of trust between the change agent and the employee.

10.5 The Threat of Change: Managing Employee Fear and 
Resistance
How are employees threatened by change, and how can I help them adjust?

THE BIG PICTURE
This section discusses the causes of resistance to change and the reasons employees fear change.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Change agent 
characteristics

Employee 
characteristics

Resistance to 
change

Change 
agent–employee 

relationship

FIGURE 10.5
A model of resistance to 
change 
Source: Adapted from R. Kreitner 
and A. Kinicki. Organizational 
Behavior, 9th ed. (Burr Ridge, IL: 
McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2010), p. 549. 
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Let us consider these three sources.

1. Employee Characteristics The characteristics of a given employee consist of his 
or her individual differences (discussed in Chapter 11), actions and inactions, and per-
ceptions of change. The next section discusses a variety of employee characteristics re-
lated to resistance to change. One of them involves a person’s level of adaptability or 
flexibility.130 How adaptable are you? You can find out by taking Self-Assessment 10.4.

How Adaptable Are You?

The following survey was designed to assess your level of 
adaptability. Please be prepared to answer these questions 
if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 10.4 in 
 Connect. 

1. What is your level of adaptability? Are you surprised by 
the results?

2. Based on your scores, identify three things you can do to 
increase your level of adaptability. Explain.

3. Why would recruiters prefer to hire adaptable people?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 10.4 

2. Change Agent Characteristics The characteristics of the change agent—the 
individual who is a catalyst in helping organizations change—also consist of his or her 
individual differences, experiences, actions and inactions, and perceptions of change. 
Such characteristics that might contribute to employee resistance to change include lead-
ership style, personality, tactfulness, sense of timing, awareness of cultural traditions or 
group relationships, and ability to empathize with the employee’s perspective.131

3. Change Agent–Employee Relationship As you might expect, resistance to 
change is reduced when change agents and employees have a trusting relationship—
faith in each other’s intentions. Mistrust, on the other hand, encourages secrecy, which 
begets deeper mistrust, and can doom an otherwise well-conceived change.132

Ten Reasons Employees Resist Change
Whether changes are adaptive, innovative, or radically innovative, employees may resist 
change for all kinds of reasons. Ten of the leading reasons for not accepting change are 
as follows.133

1. Individuals’ Predisposition toward Change How people react to change de-
pends a lot on how they learned to handle change and ambiguity as children. One per-
son’s parents may have been patient, flexible, and understanding, and from the time the 
child was weaned she may have learned there were positive compensations for the loss of 
immediate gratification. Thus, she will associate making changes with love and approval. 
Another person’s parents may have been unreasonable and unyielding, forcing him to do 
things (piano lessons, for example) that he didn’t want to do. Thus, he will be distrustful 
of making changes because he will associate them with demands for compliance.134

2. Surprise and Fear of the Unknown When radically different changes are in-
troduced without warning—for example, without any official announcements—the of-
fice rumor mill will go into high gear, and affected employees will become fearful of 
the implications of the changes. It is essential for change leaders to explain the ratio-
nale for change, to educate people about the personal implications of change, and to 
garner commitment to change.135  

3. Climate of Mistrust Trust involves reciprocal faith in others’ intentions and 
behavior. Mistrust encourages secrecy, which causes deeper mistrust, putting even 
well-conceived changes at risk of failure. Managers who trust their employees make 
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the change process an open, honest, and participative affair. All told, employees who 
feel fairly treated by managers during change are less likely to resist.136 

4. Fear of Failure Intimidating changes on the job can cause employees to doubt 
their capabilities. Self-doubt erodes self-confidence and cripples personal growth and 
development.

5. Loss of Status or Job Security Administrative and technological changes that 
threaten to alter power bases or eliminate jobs—as often happens during corporate restruc-
turings that threaten middle-management jobs—generally trigger strong resistance.

6. Peer Pressure Even people who are not themselves directly affected by im-
pending changes may actively resist in order to protect the interests of their friends and 
coworkers.

7. Disruption of Cultural Traditions or Group Relation-
ships Whenever individuals are transferred, promoted, or reas-
signed, it can disrupt existing cultural and group relationships.

Example: Traditionally, Sony Corp. promoted insiders to new po-
sitions. When an outsider, Howard Stringer, was named as the next 
chairman and CEO and six corporate officers were asked to resign, 
creating a majority board of foreigners, the former CEO, Nobuyuki 
Idei, worried the moves might engender strong employee resis-
tance.137 

8. Personality Conflicts Just as a friend can get away with tell-
ing us something we would resent hearing from an adversary, the 
personalities of change agents can breed resistance.

9. Lack of Tact or Poor Timing Introducing changes in an in-
sensitive manner or at an awkward time can create employee resis-
tance. Employees are more apt to accept changes when managers 
effectively explain their value, as, for example, in demonstrating 
their strategic purpose to the organization.

10. Nonreinforcing Reward Systems Employees are likely to 
resist when they can’t see any positive rewards from proposed 
changes, as, for example, when one is asked to work longer hours 
without additional compensation.

Where do you stand on change? Do you tend to accept and em-
brace change, or do you have tendencies to resist it? The following 
self-assessment will provide feedback on your attitudes toward 
change. If your scores indicate resistance, you should consider what 
can be done to move your attitudes in a more positive direction. ●

Assessing Your Resistance to Change

The following survey was designed to assess your resis-
tance to change. Please be prepared to answer these ques-
tions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 10.5 in 
Connect.

1. Are you more or less willing to accept change? Discuss.

2. Based on your scores, identify three things you can do to 
lower your resistance to change. These changes may involve 
new thoughts or beliefs or the display of new behaviors.

3. What questions might a recruiter ask during an interview 
to determine whether or not you tend to resist change? 
What would be your answers?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 10.5 

Change is hard. Lots of people don’t like change. Among 
the reasons are one’s individual predisposition toward 
change, surprise and fear of the unknown, mistrust, loss 
of status or job security, and poor timing. Do some of 
these reasons seem particularly to apply to you? When 
was the last time you had to wrestle with momentous 
changes? ©Lev Dolgachov/Alamy RF
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adaptive change 334
B corporation 332
change agent 339
core innovations 344
creativity 342
disruptive innovation 327
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innovative change 334
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technology 331
transformational innovations 344

Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

10.1 The Nature of Change in Organizations
•	 Among supertrends shaping the future of 

business: (1) The marketplace is becoming 
more segmented and moving toward more 
niche products. (2) More competitors are offering 
targeted products, requiring faster speed-to-
market. (3) Some traditional companies may not 
survive radical change. (4) China, India, and other 
offshore suppliers are changing the way we work. 
(5) Knowledge, not information, is becoming the 
new competitive advantage.

•	 Two types of change are reactive and proactive. 
Reactive change is making changes in response to 
problems or opportunities as they arise. Proactive 
change involves making carefully thought-out 
changes in anticipation of possible or expected 
problems or opportunities.

•	 Forces for change may consist of forces outside 
the organization or inside it. (1) External forces 
consist of four types: demographic characteristics; 
technological advancements; shareholder, 
customer, and market changes; and social and 
political pressures. (2) Internal forces may be of 
two types: human resources concerns and 
managers’ behavior.

10.2 Types and Models of Change
•	 Whether organizational change is administrative 

or technological, it can be adaptive, innovative, or 
radically innovative, depending on (1) the degree 
of complexity, cost, and uncertainty and (2) its 
potential for generating employee resistance.

•	 Adaptive change, the least threatening, is 
reintroduction of a familiar practice. Innovative 
change is the introduction of a practice that is new 
to the organization. Radically innovative change, 
the most threatening, involves introducing a 
practice that is new to the industry.

•	 Kurt Lewin’s change model has three stages—
unfreezing, changing, and refreezing—to explain 
how to initiate, manage, and stabilize planned 
change. (1) In the unfreezing stage, managers try 

to instill in employees the motivation to change. 
(2) In the changing stage, employees need to be 
given the tools for change, such as new information. 
(3) In the refreezing stage, employees need to be 
helped to integrate the changed attitudes and 
behavior into their normal behavior.

•	 A systems approach to change consists of three 
parts: inputs, target elements of change, and 
outputs, plus a feedback loop. (1) Inputs answer 
two questions: Why should we change? How 
willing and able are we to change? To answer the 
first question requires the organization’s mission 
statement, vision statement, and strategic plan. To 
answer the second question requires knowing an 
organization’s readiness for change—the staff’s 
beliefs, attitudes, and intentions as to the extent 
of the changes needed and how willing and able 
they are to implement them. (2) Target elements 
of change represent the four levers that 
managers need to use to diagnose problems—
people, organizational arrangements, methods, 
and social factors. (3) Outputs represent the 
desired goals of change, which should be 
consistent with the organization’s strategic plan. 
(4) There is a feedback loop to determine how 
the change is working and what alterations need 
to be made.

•	 Force-field analysis is a technique to determine 
which forces could facilitate a proposed change 
and which forces could act against it.

10.3 Organizational Development:  
What It Is, What It Can Do

•	 Organizational development (OD) is a set of 
techniques for implementing planned change to 
make people and organizations more effective. 
Often OD is put into practice by a change agent, 
a consultant with a background in behavioral 
sciences who can be a catalyst in helping 
organizations deal with old problems in new ways. 
OD can be used to manage conflict, revitalize 
organizations, and adapt to mergers.
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•	 The OD process follows a three-step process: 
(1) Diagnosis attempts to ascertain the problem. 
(2) Intervention is the attempt to correct the 
diagnosed problems. (3) Evaluation attempts to 
find out how well the intervention worked.

•	 Four factors that make OD work successfully are 
(1) multiple interventions are used; (2) top 
managers give the OD program their support; 
(3) goals are geared to both short- and long-term 
results; and (4) OD is affected by culture.

10.4 Promoting Innovation within the 
Organization

•	 Invention is creating or making up something  
new. Creativity is the act of developing new or 
imaginative ideas into reality. Innovation, by 
contrast, is the activity of creating new ideas and 
converting them into useful applications—
specifically, new goods and services.

•	 Two myths about innovation are (1) innovation 
happens in a “Eureka!” moment and (2) innovation 
can be systematized.

•	 The starting point for organizational innovation 
involves the six seeds of innovation: (1) Innovation 
comes from dedicated people working to solve a well-
defined problem; (2) innovations often occur when 
people change their approach to solving a problem; 
(3) innovations can begin when people are curious 
about something of interest to them; (4) innovation 
happens because an organization wants to make 
money; (5) many innovations grow from the desire 
to achieve something or complete a task that is 
needed to accomplish a broader goal; and (6) many 
innovations occur as a result of multiple factors.

•	 Innovations may be a product innovation or a 
process innovation. A product innovation is a change 
in the appearance or performance of a product or 
service or the creation of a new one. A process 
innovation is a change in the way a product or 
service is conceived, manufactured, or disseminated.

•	 Innovations may also be core innovations, the 
optimizing of products or services for existing 
customers, or transformational innovations, the 
invention of breakthrough products or services 
that don’t exist yet and that are aimed at creating 

brand new markets and customers. Innovation 
doesn’t happen as a matter of course. 

•	 Companies can foster innovation through 
an innovation system, a coherent set of 
interdependent processes and structures that 
dictates how the company searches for novel 
problems and solutions, synthesizes ideas into 
a business concept and product designs, and 
selects which projects get funded. Seven 
components for creating an innovation system 
are (1) create an innovation strategy; (2) get 
commitment from top managers; (3) foster an 
innovative culture and climate; (4) establish the 
required structure and processes; (5) obtain the 
necessary human capital; (5) institute necessary 
human resource policies, practices, and 
procedures; and (7) obtain the appropriate 
resources.

•	 What finally will make or break an organization’s 
attempts at bringing new products and services 
to market is execution—discussing hows and whats, 
of using questioning, analysis, and follow-through 
to achieve the results promised and ensure 
accountability. Execution requires organizations to 
effectively manage people, groups, and 
organizational processes and systems in the pursuit 
of innovation.

10.5 The Threat of Change: Managing 
Employee Fear and Resistance

•	 Resistance to change is an emotional/behavioral 
response to real or imagined threats to an 
established work routine. Resistance can be 
considered to be the interaction of three causes: 
(1) employee characteristics, (2) change-agent 
characteristics, and (3) the change agent–employee 
relationship.

•	 Ten reasons employees resist change are as follows: 
(1) individuals’ predisposition toward change; 
(2) surprise and fear of the unknown; (3) climate of 
mistrust; (4) fear of failure; (5) loss of status or job 
security; (6) peer pressure; (7) disruption of cultural 
traditions or group relationships; (8) personality 
conflicts; (9) lack of tact or poor timing; and 
(10) nonreinforcing reward systems.

 1. What are the two principal types of change?
 2. Describe the four kinds of external forces of change 

and two kinds of internal forces of change.
 3. Organizational change ranges along a continuum of 

what three levels of threat?
 4. How does Kurt Lewin’s model of change work?
 5. What is the organizational development  

process?

 6. What’s the difference between a product innovation 
and a process innovation?

 7. Explain four ways to encourage innovation to happen.
 8. What are four steps for fostering innovation?
 9. Employee resistance can be considered to be the 

interaction of what three causes?
 10. There are 10 reasons employees resist change. What 

are some of them?

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?
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J.C. Penney Is Effectively Navigating Strategic 
and Managerial Change 
J.C. Penney was founded in 1902. It began as a Wyoming 
dry goods store and grew to be one of the largest de-
partment stores and catalogue retailers. Given the 
growth of Internet shopping, Penney’s sales, along with 
those of other big retailers, began to fall in the 2000s. 
The company hired former Apple retail store executive 
Ron Johnson as CEO in 2011 to turn things around.

Johnson’s vision was to make Penney hipper, and he 
changed long-held strategies and management prac-
tices that defined the company’s culture and identity. 
One of his first actions was to fire 600 employees at 
corporate headquarters. He continued to cut costs over 
the next two years by firing 19,000 store employees. 
This created a toxic environment in which people 
feared for their jobs, and morale plunged.138

Johnson replaced most of the company’s top execu-
tives with people from Apple, who brought with them 
a culture that clashed with that of Penney. These exec-
utives decided to eliminate Penney’s long-standing 
strategies regarding discounting and promotional pric-
ing. He then converted stores toward a boutique shop 
image and dropped many private label brands driving 
Penney’s past sales.139 Existing employees did not 
completely buy in to these top down strategies, creat-
ing resistance to change.

According to Fortune, “The makeover bombed, 
sales plummeted, and some 40,000 jobs were elimi-
nated” during Johnson’s tenure as CEO. Further, “the 
chain’s inventory management and e-commerce opera-
tions were in chaos, and Penney ended up with some 
$5 billion in long-term debt.”140 Johnson was fired 
in 2013, and the company hired former CEO, Myron 
Ullman, as interim CEO. 

New Leadership
Ullman immediately brought back Penney’s promo-
tional pricing strategy and the private label brands. 
Cost cutting, however, continued as the company was 
near bankruptcy.

J.C. Penney hired Marvin Ellison as the new CEO in 
November 2014. He had 12 years of senior management 
experience at Home Depot and was responsible for 
Home Depot’s very successful omnichannel strategy. 
Omnichannel strategies integrate different methods of 
shopping (e.g., online, in-store, catalogues, phone) into 
a consolidated sales approach. Penney has adopted an 
omnichannel growth strategy to fuel sales.141 

One condition of Ellison’s hiring was that he would 
spend a year as president under Ullman. Penney 

wanted Ellison to learn the business and understand 
the company’s culture. The two men conducted more 
than 60 employee town hall meetings and visited 100 
stores. They also traveled the world, visiting vendors 
and partners, so that Ellison could learn more about 
apparel factories, sourcing, and merchandising.

These face-to-face interactions were instrumental to 
Ellison as he was looking for disconnects between cor-
porate strategy and store operations. One example in-
volved seeing senior management in stores wearing 
designer clothes that store employees or customers 
could not afford. Ellison created a policy requiring ex-
ecutives to wear J.C. Penney clothes when visiting 
stores, along with the same name tags worn by store 
employees.142 

New Strategies and Goals 
Ellison and his management team established a goal of 
$1.2 billion in Ebitda, which stands for “earnings be-
fore interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization,” 
for 2017. This goal is double what the company earned 
in 2015. To accomplish this goal, Ellison established 
several strategies and action plans:
 • Hiring experienced senior executives to lead efforts 

in e-commerce, supply chain, information technol-
ogy, and marketing.

 • Creating internal promotion opportunities for employ-
ees and involving them with implementation decisions.

 • Opening 60 more Sephora cosmetic shops inside the 
stores.

 • Redesigning the center court areas of the stores, 
where the stores experience high traffic volume and 
sell high-margin products like jewelry,  sunglasses, 
and accessories.

 • Investing in technology—the company committed 
29% of its capital expense budget to technology.

 • Expanding the number of private label clothing 
brands.

 • Reducing the number of out-of-stock items by 
 improving inventory management.

 • Using data analytics and Big Data to determine prod-
ucts desired by customers.

 • Reducing the company’s dependence on weather-
sensitive categories such as apparel and experimenting 
with selling appliances—this is a new product line—
in 22 stores.

 • Implement a program that ensures customers can buy 
online and pick up in the store on the same day.143

Are the Changes Working?
Gross margins have increased and general adminis-
trative expenses have gone down 10% in each of the 

Management in Action
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last two years. Sales increased more than 3% in both 
2014 and 2015, but the company is still not making a 
profit.144 The company also paid off a half billion 
dollars of debt in 2015, with plans to do the same 
in 2016.145

A reporter from CNBC asked Ellison if he was wor-
ried about the generic decrease in mall traffic. He said, 
“Mall traffic is down. Our conversion and our point of 
sale transactions are up. So we’re becoming a destina-
tion in the malls we’re in. Although traffic is down, 
our traffic is up relative to the mall and our point of 
sale conversion, which is the most important measure-
ment, is actually up versus last year.”146

FOR DISCUSSION
 1. Which forces for change are driving the changes at 

J.C. Penney? Explain.
 2. Describe how Marvin Ellison is using Lewin’s 

change model. Be specific.  
 3. To what extent is J.C. Penney following the four 

steps for fostering innovation? Explain.
 4. Use the model of resistance to change (Figure 10.5) 

to explain why employees resisted Ron Johnson’s 
strategic changes.

 5. Do you think that the company’s strategies will 
help it achieve the 2017 Ebitda goal? Discuss your 
rationale.

Did L’Oreal Go Too Far in Firing Its Patent 
Lawyer?
Patents give companies competitive advantage. They 
create legal protection for products and can be used 
for marketing purposes. They are most frequently pur-
sued by innovative firms, particularly in the high-
technology industry. For example, IBM, Samsung, 
and Canon received the top three number of patents in 
the United States in 2015, 2014, and 2013.147 There 
were 300,678 patents issued by the United States 
 Patent and Trademark Office in 2014.148

This challenge deals with L’Oreal’s firing of  Steven 
Trzaska. Trzaska was a patent lawyer in charge of a 
team that examined L’Oreal researchers’ work to de-
termine if it contained patentable work product. The 
team submitted patent applications when appropriate. 

The company spends about $1 billion a year on re-
search and development while employing 4,000 peo-
ple in research labs around the world. L’Oreal is 
clearly committed to innovating its product offerings. 

Trzaska filed a lawsuit against the company, claim-
ing that he was let go for “refusing to make filings for 
dubious inventions just so the company could fill an 
annual quota.” He said that L’Oreal “ordered him to 
apply for at least 40 patents last year to help fill a 
companywide global quota of 500 applications. The 
company sought to post on its cosmetics packaging 
that the contents were ‘patent pending,’ thus increas-
ing their allure to consumers, according to the law-
suit.”149 The company denies the charges and plans to 
vigorously fight them.

The U.S. patent office is trying to enhance the eval-
uation process because it feels many applications cover 
vague ideas that are not real inventions. Trzaska said 
the company was interested in improving the quality of 
its applications, but “a review by an outside organization 

had found ‘the vast majority of its inventions were of 
low or poor quality,’” according to the lawsuit. This in 
turn led L’Oreal researchers to submit fewer ideas for 
potential application, and an increase in the number 
rejected by Trzaska’s team. All told, this led to a re-
duction in submitted applications and a reduced 
chance to achieve the company’s global patent goals.

The lawsuit claims that Trzaska was fired “for his 
refusal to draft and file patent applications for pro-
posed inventions which were not patentable” and for 
his failure to allow his team members to file such ap-
plications.150

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
How would you rule if you were a judge evaluating 
this case?

 1. I would side with the company. It’s not Trzaska’s 
job to be a gatekeeper. Let the U.S. patent office 
make these decisions. His role is to help the com-
pany acquire patents for its products, and he was 
jeopardizing future sales by taking an unduly hard 
stance about patentable work product. Further, the 
company’s goal pertained to submitting 500 appli-
cations, not to the number of submissions that were 
accepted.

 2. I would side with Trzaska. He demonstrates a qual-
ity stance on the submission of patent applications. 
The company should focus on the quality of ideas 
submitted by researchers rather than the work of 
 Trzaska’s team. What is Trzaska supposed to do 
when people submit poor ideas?

 3. I’m not sure who is right or wrong, but I don’t like 
the idea of setting firm goals for innovation such as 
the number of patent applications submitted.

 4. Invent other options.

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

Managing Individual 
Differences and Behavior
Supervising People as People

11
11.1 Personality and Individual 

Behavior
Major Question: In the 
hiring process, do 
employers care about 
one’s personality and 
individual traits?

11.2 Values, Attitudes,  
and Behavior
Major Question: How do 
the hidden aspects of 
individuals—their values 
and attitudes—affect 
employee behavior?

11.3 Perception and Individual 
Behavior
Major Question: What 
are the distortions in 
perception that can 
cloud one’s judgment?

11.4 Work-Related Attitudes 
and Behaviors Managers 
Need to Deal With
Major Question: Is it 
important for managers 
to pay attention to 
employee attitudes?

11.5 The New Diversified 
Workforce
Major Question: What 
trends in workplace 
diversity should 
managers be aware of?

11.6 Understanding Stress and 
Individual Behavior
Major Question: What 
causes workplace stress, 
and how can it be 
reduced?



THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

The Mythical Millennials: Are They Really Different from  
Gen Xers and Baby Boomers?

This first of five chapters on leadership discusses how to manage for individual differences and behav-

iors. We describe personality and individual behavior; values, attitudes, and behavior; and specific 

work-related attitudes and behaviors managers need to be aware of. We next discuss distortions in 

perception, which can affect managerial judgment. Finally, we consider what stress does to individuals.

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

Are the 75 million so-called Millennials, now the largest 
demographic group, born between 1981 and 1997, 
really so different from earlier generations (the Baby 
Boomers, born 1946–1964, and Gen Xers, 1965–1980)? 
Do they need to be managed in different ways? 

“The word Millennial right now is sexy,” says talent de-
velopment consultant Jessica Kriegel, “and it gets clicks, 
and that’s why people use it.”1 But no generation is a 
monolithic block. “Pigeonholing workers into categories 
is nothing new,” says New York Times  columnist Farhad 
Manjoo, “and it’s rarely helpful in  running a workplace.”2

You see all kinds of generalizations made about 
 Millennials. Some examples follow.

Tech-Savvy, Entitled, . . . and Swayed by Free Food?
Tech-savvy. Entitled. Innovative. These are three con-
notations of the word Millennial, says Kriegel—and 
they aren’t necessarily true.3 Another three attributes, 
according to one self-described Millennial expert: “First, 
they expect work to be meaningful. Second, they crave 
frequent feedback. Third, they despise voicemail.”4 Strip 
out numbers from internal presentations, advises con-
sultant Lisa McLeod, because Millennials find stories 
more compelling than figures.5 Other advice: Make 
full use of their skills. Respect their desire for work–life 
 balance. Let them work flexible or fewer hours. And, of 
course, it never hurts to provide free food at work.6 But 
these aren’t generation specific. Wouldn’t the Boomers 
and Gen Xers want all these as well?7

 It is not true, as a report from the IBM Institute for 
Business Values points out, that Millennials’ career goals 
are different from those of older generations, that they 
want acclaim and think everyone should get a trophy, 
that they do everything online, that they can’t make a de-
cision without inviting everyone to weigh in, and that they 
are likely to leave if a job doesn’t fulfill their passions.8

How to Manage Millennials
Of course, there are some differences among the gen-
erations. For instance, Millennials are more racially and 

ethnically diverse. Many are burdened by financial 
hardships. A great many are forced to live with their 
parents for financial reasons and are unable, because 
of student-loan debt, to buy their own homes.9 

 Do these factors bear on the following advice 
about how to manage Millennials in the workplace?

•	 Allow them independent decision making and 
expression. Millennials are impatient, skeptical, 
blunt, and expressive, it’s said, but they are used 
to adapting and making decisions. Show 
appreciation for their individuality and let them 
participate in decision making.

•	 Train them and mentor them. Millennials are 
reputedly strongly attracted to education and 
training, the best kind not being classroom training 
but forms of independent learning. At the same 
time, they should be given the chance to create 
long-term bonds with mentors.

•	 Give them constant feedback and recognition. 
Millennials need to know they are making an 
impact and need to be recognized for their 
workplace contributions. Thus, supervisors should 
show them how their work contributes to the 
bottom line.

•	 Provide them with access to technology. To 
attract and retain Millennial employees, companies 
need to provide the newest and best technology.

•	 Create customized career paths. Millennials 
would most like to be self-employed, but few are 
able to do it because of high start-up costs. 
Employers can reinforce these employees’ sense 
of control by providing them with a realistic 
account of their progress and their future within 
the organization.

For Discussion As a worker, you might hope to be 
led by someone who would follow the preceding 
 suggestions. Do you think this advice applies only to 
Millennials or would it work for all employees? 
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In this and the next four chapters we discuss the third management function (after 
planning and organizing)—namely, leading. Leading, as we said in Chapter 1, is 
 defined as motivating, directing, and otherwise influencing people to work hard to 
achieve the organization’s goals.

How would you describe yourself? Are you outgoing? aggressive? sociable? tense? 
passive? lazy? quiet? Whatever the combination of traits, which result from the inter-
action of your genes and your environment, they constitute your personality. More 
formally, personality consists of the stable psychological traits and behavioral  attributes 
that give a person his or her identity.10 As a manager, you need to understand personality 
attributes because they affect how people perceive and act within the organization.11

The Big Five Personality Dimensions
In recent years, the many personality dimensions have been distilled into a list of 
 factors known as the Big Five.12 The Big Five personality dimensions are (1) extroversion, 
(2) agreeableness, (3) conscientiousness, (4) emotional stability, and (5) openness to 
 experience.

■ Extroversion. How outgoing, talkative, sociable, and assertive a person is.
■ Agreeableness. How trusting, good-natured, cooperative, and soft-hearted 

one is.
■ Conscientiousness. How dependable, responsible, achievement-oriented, and 

persistent one is.
■ Emotional stability. How relaxed, secure, and unworried one is.
■ Openness to experience. How intellectual, imaginative, curious, and broad-

minded one is.

Current estimates are that approxi-
mately 76% of organizations with 
more than 100 employees now use 
some sort of pre- or post-hiring as-
sessment, including personality tests,13 
spending more than $500 million an-
nually on such services.14 Companies 
use these tests, believing that hiring 
decisions will be more accurate and 
predictive of high performers. But are 
they? We’ll discuss this shortly. Di-
mensions in the Big Five have been as-
sociated with performance, leadership 
behavior, turnover, creativity, and 
workplace safety.15 Do you wonder if 
your personality has affected your be-
havior at work? 

11.1 Personality and Individual Behavior
In the hiring process, do employers care about one’s personality and individual traits?

THE BIG PICTURE
Personality consists of stable psychological and behavioral attributes that give you your identity. We describe 
five personality dimensions and five personality traits that managers need to be aware of to understand 
workplace behavior.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Sociable and assertive. Does it 
take a certain kind of personality 
to be a good salesperson? Have 
you ever known people who 
were quiet, unassuming, even 
shy but who were nevertheless 
very persistent and persuasive—
that is, good salespeople?
© Blend Images/Alamy RF
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Where do you think you stand in terms of the Big Five? You can find out by com-
pleting Self-Assessment 11.1.

Where Do You Stand on the Big Five Dimensions 
of Personality?

This survey is designed to assess your personality, using the Big 
Five index. Please be prepared to answer these questions if 
your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 11.1 in  Connect.

1. What is your personality profile, according to the 
Big Five?

2. Which of the Big Five is most likely going to help you 
achieve good grades in your classes and gain 
employment after graduation?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 11.1 

The Proactive Personality A person who scores well on the Big Five dimension of 
conscientiousness is probably a good worker. He or she may also be a proactive personality, 
someone who is more apt to take initiative and persevere to influence the  environment. Re-
search reveals that proactive people tend to be more satisfied with their job and committed 
to their employer, as well as produce more work, than nonproactive individuals.16

Do Personality Tests Work for the Workplace? Personality tests are more com-
monly used to hire managers than entry-level employees (80% and 59% of the time, 
respectively).17 Nevertheless, many experts conclude personality tests are not a valid 
predictor of job performance.18 One explanation for this finding is that test takers don’t 
describe themselves accurately, instead guessing answers that might make them look 
better. Another is that companies use “off-the-shelf” tests possessing limited validity. 
You should avoid administering such tests. To overcome these limitations, companies 
like Pymetrics and Knack use games to assess cognitive ability and decision making. 
Other companies are looking toward genetic testing.19 

The table below will help managers avoid abuses and discrimination lawsuits when using 
personality and psychological testing for employment decisions.20 (See Table 11.1.)

TABLE 11.1
Cautions about Using 
Personality Tests in the 
Workplace

•	 Use professionals. Rely on reputable, licensed psychologists for selecting and overseeing the 
administration, scoring, and interpretation of personality and psychological tests. This is 
particularly important, since not every psychologist is expert at these kinds of tests.

•	 Don’t hire on the basis of personality test results alone. Supplement any personality test data with 
information from reference checks, personal interviews, ability tests, and job performance records. 
Also avoid hiring people on the basis of specified personality profiles. As a case in point, there is 
no distinct “managerial personality.”

•	 Be alert for gender, racial, and ethnic bias. Regularly assess any possible adverse impact of personality 
tests on the hiring of women and minorities. This is truly a matter of great importance, since you don’t 
want to find your company (or yourself) embroiled in a lawsuit at some point downstream.

•	 Graphology tests don’t work, but integrity tests do. Personality traits and aptitudes cannot be 
inferred from samples of people’s penmanship, as proponents of graphology tests claim. However, 
dishonest job applicants can often be screened by integrity tests, since dishonest people are 
reportedly unable to fake conscientiousness, even on a paper-and-pencil test.

Core Self-Evaluations
A core self-evaluation represents a broad personality trait comprising four positive individual 
traits: (1) self-efficacy, (2) self-esteem, (3) locus of control, and (4) emotional stability. Manag-
ers need to be aware of these personality traits so as to understand workplace behavior.
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1. Self-Efficacy: “I Can/Can’t Do This Task” Self-efficacy is the belief in one’s 
personal ability to do a task. This is about your personal belief that you have what it 
takes to successfully complete a specified task.

Have you noticed that those who are confident about their ability tend to succeed, 
whereas those preoccupied with failure tend not to? Indeed, high expectations of self-
efficacy have been linked with all kinds of positives: not only success in varied physi-
cal and mental tasks but also reduced anxiety and increased tolerance for pain.21 One 
study found that the sales performance of life-insurance agents was much better among 
those with high self-efficacy.22 A meta-analysis involving 21,616 people also found 
significant positive correlation between self-efficacy and job performance.23 Low self-
efficacy is associated with learned helplessness, the debilitating lack of faith in one’s 
ability to control one’s environment.24

Self-efficacy. Former Marine Corps Staff Sgt. Charlie Linville, 30, shown here (left) with his climbing partner, Tim 
Medvetz. Linville reached the 29,029-foot summit of Mt. Everest in May 2016, becoming the first combat-wounded 
veteran to do so. He had already conquered some of the highest peaks in the world on one leg. He was injured while 
defusing bombs in Afghanistan in 2011, when an explosive device detonated, leading to the amputation of his right 
leg below the knee. Do you have a personal belief that you can succeed at great things? © Niranjan Shrestha/AP Photo

Among the implications for managers are the following:
■ Assign jobs accordingly. Complex, challenging, and autonomous jobs tend 

to enhance people’s perceptions of their self-efficacy. Boring, tedious jobs 
generally do the opposite.

■ Develop self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is a quality that can be nurtured. 
 Employees with low self-efficacy need lots of constructive pointers and 
positive feedback.25 Goal difficulty needs to match individuals’ perceived 
self-efficacy, but goals can be made more challenging as performance 
 improves.26 Small successes need to be rewarded. Employees’ expecta-
tions can be improved through guided experiences, mentoring, and role 
modeling.27

2. Self-Esteem: “I Like/Dislike Myself” How worthwhile, capable, and acceptable 
do you think you are? The answer to this question is an indicator of your self-esteem, 
the extent to which people like or dislike themselves, their overall self-evaluation.28 
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Research offers some interesting insights about how high or low self-esteem can affect 
people and organizations.

■ People with high self-esteem. Compared with people with low self-esteem, 
people with high self-esteem are more apt to handle failure better, to empha-
size the positive, to take more risks, and to choose more unconventional 
jobs.29 However, when faced with pressure situations, high-self-esteem people 
have been found to become egotistical and boastful.30 Some have even been 
associated with aggressive and violent behavior.

■ People with low self-esteem. Conversely, low-self-esteem people confronted 
with failure have been found to have focused on their weaknesses and to have 
had primarily negative thoughts.31 Moreover, they are more dependent on 
 others and are more apt to be influenced by them and to be less likely to take 
independent positions.

Self-esteem varies around the world. A survey of 13,000 students from 31 countries 
showed that self-esteem and life satisfaction were moderately related. The relationship 
was stronger in individualistic countries (United States, Canada, New Zealand) than 
collectivist cultures (Korea and Japan).32 

Can self-esteem be improved? According to one study, “low self-esteem can be 
raised more by having the person think of desirable characteristics possessed rather 
than of undesirable characteristics from which he or she is free.”33 Some ways in which 
managers can build employee self-esteem are shown below. (See Table 11.2.)

TABLE 11.2
Some Ways That Managers 
Can Boost Employee  
Self-Esteem

•	 Reinforce employees’ positive attributes and skills.

•	 Provide positive feedback whenever possible.

•	 Break larger projects into smaller tasks and projects.

•	 Express confidence in employees’ abilities to complete their tasks.

•	 Provide coaching whenever employees are seen to be struggling to complete tasks.

3. Locus of Control: “I Am/Am Not the Captain of My Fate” As we discussed 
briefly in Chapter 1, locus of control indicates how much people believe they control 
their fate through their own efforts. If you have an internal locus of control, you believe 
you control your own destiny. If you have an external locus of control, you believe 
external forces control you.

Research shows internals and externals have important workplace differences. 
 Internals exhibit less anxiety, greater work motivation, and stronger expectations that 
effort leads to performance. They also obtain higher salaries.34 Most importantly, one’s 
internal locus of control can be improved by providing more job autonomy.35

These findings have two important implications for managers:
■ Expect different degrees of structure and compliance for each type. Em-

ployees with internal locus of control will probably resist close managerial 
supervision. Hence, they should probably be placed in jobs requiring high ini-
tiative and lower compliance. By contrast, employees with external locus of 
control might do better in highly structured jobs requiring greater compliance.

■ Employ different reward systems for each type. Since internals seem to 
have a greater belief that their actions have a direct effect on the consequences 
of that action, internals likely would prefer and respond more productively to 
incentives such as merit pay or sales commissions. (We discuss incentive 
compensation systems in Chapter 12.)
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4. Emotional Stability: “I’m Fairly Secure/Insecure When Working under 
Pressure” Emotional stability is the extent to which people feel secure and un-
worried and how likely they are to experience negative emotions under pressure. 
 People with low levels of emotional stability are prone to anxiety and tend to view 
the world negatively, whereas people with high levels tend to show better job 
performance.

Emotional Intelligence: Understanding Your 
Emotions and the Emotions of Others
Emotional intelligence (EI or EQ) has been defined as “the ability to carry out accu-
rate reasoning about emotions and the ability to use emotions and emotional knowl-
edge to enhance thought.”36 Said another way, emotional intelligence is the ability to 
monitor your and others’ feelings and to use this information to guide your thinking and 
actions. The trait of emotional intelligence was first introduced in 1909. Since that time 
some claim it to be the secret elixir to happiness and higher performance. Are you 
curious if research supports such lofty conclusions?

What Do We Know about EI? Recent research underscores the importance of de-
veloping higher EI, but it does not confirm its lofty expectations. EI was moderately 
associated with (1) better social relations, well-being, and satisfaction across all ages 
and contexts, (2) higher creativity, (3) better emotional control, (4) conscientiousness 
and self-efficacy, and (5) self-rated performance. Interestingly, EI was not found to be 
a driver of supervisory ratings of performance.37 Daniel Goleman, a psychologist who 
popularized the trait of EI, concluded that EI is composed of four key components: 
self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, and relationship management.38 
(See Table 11.3.)

TABLE 11.3
The Traits of Emotional 
Intelligence

 1. Self-awareness. The most essential trait. This is the ability to read your own emotions and gauge your 
moods accurately, so you know how you’re affecting others.

 2. Self-management. This is the ability to control your emotions and act with honesty and integrity in 
reliable and adaptable ways. You can leave occasional bad moods outside the office.

 3. Social awareness. This includes empathy, allowing you to show others that you care, and 
organizational intuition, so you keenly understand how your emotions and actions affect others.

 4. Relationship management. This is the ability to communicate clearly and convincingly, disarm 
conflicts, and build strong personal bonds.

Sources: For a current review, see D. Joseph, J. Jin, D. Newman, and E. O’Boyle, “Why Does Self-Reported Emotional 
Intelligence Predict Job Performance? A Meta-Analytic Investigation of Mixed EI,” Journal of Applied Psychology, 
March 2015, pp. 298–342. See the box titled “Get Happy Carefully” in D. Goleman, R. Boyatzis, and A. McKee, 
“Primal Leadership: The Hidden Driver of Great Performance,” Harvard Business Review, Special Issue: Breakthrough 
Leadership, December 2001, p. 49.

Can You Raise Your EI? Is there any way to raise your own emotional intelligence, 
to sharpen your social skills? Although parts of EI represent stable traits that are not 
readily changed, other aspects, such as using empathy, can be developed.39 Two sug-
gestions for improvement are as follows:

■ Develop awareness of your EI level. Becoming aware of your level of emo-
tional intelligence is the first step. The self-assessment on following page can 
be used for this purpose. (Some companies use the Personal Profile Analysis 
during the hiring process to provide insights into a person’s EI.)40
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■ Learn about areas needing improvement. The next step is to learn more 
about those EI aspects in which improvement is needed. For example, to 
 improve your skills at using empathy, find articles on the topic and try to im-
plement their recommendations. One such article suggests that empathy in 
communications is enhanced by trying to (1) understand how others feel about 
what they are communicating and (2) gaining appreciation of what people 
want from an exchange.41

EXAMPLEEmotional Intelligence: Does Empathy Work Better Than Self-interest?

When JetBlue identifies candidates for flight attendants, it 
not only uses psychological assessments, structured inter-
views, and the like, it also looks for the nicest people—and 
then something else: Using customer data analysis, it found 
that “being helpful trumps being nice,” as two JetBlue exec-
utives observed. Indeed, “being helpful even balances out 
the effect of somebody who is not so nice.”42 As a result of 
policies developed out of these insights—both reflections of 
emotional intelligence—customer feedback became more 
positive.

Is Compassion Good for the Bottom Line? A man named 
Drake, described as a “happy, generous, and other-focused 
person, . . . always interested in helping others whenever he 
can,” joined banker Bear Stearns, whose managers treated 
junior staff abusively, furthering an atmosphere of cut-throat 

competition. Drake was determined to follow his own values 
and as a senior staffer treated junior bankers with com-
passion and respect, as well as giving them more opportuni-
ties. As a result of one deal in which he gave a junior analyst 
much responsibility, she pitched a deal that turned out to be 
the most profitable of the year—catching the eye of senior 
management.43

YOUR CALL
Providing support for one another, including offering kindness 
and compassion when others are struggling. Inspiring one an-
other at work. Avoiding blame and forgiving mistakes. Have 
you observed these expressions of EQ in a business situation? 
Do you think they pay off in a happier and even productive 
workplace?44

Both research and our experience suggest that your emotional intelligence can help 
or hurt your career. Would you like to know where you stand and what you might do to 
improve your level of emotional intelligence? ●

What Is Your Level of Emotional Intelligence?

The following survey is designed to assess your emotional 
intelligence. Please be prepared to answer these questions 
if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 11.2 in 
 Connect.

1. How do you stand on the five dimensions of emotional 
intelligence?

2. Use the scores from the items to identify your strengths 
and liabilities.

3. Identify two things you might focus on to enhance your 
emotional intelligence.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 11.2
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If you look at a company’s annual report or at a brochure from its corporate communi-
cations department, you are apt to be given a picture of its formal aspects: Goals. 
Policies. Hierarchy. Structure.

Could you exert effective leadership if the formal aspects were all you knew about 
the company? What about the informal aspects? Values. Attitudes. Personalities. 
 Perceptions. Conflicts. Culture. Clearly, you need to know about these hidden, “messy” 
characteristics as well. (See Figure 11.1, left.)

Organizational Behavior: Trying to Explain 
and Predict Workplace Behavior
The informal aspects are the focus of the interdisciplinary field known as organiza-
tional behavior (OB), which is dedicated to better understanding and managing people at 
work. In particular, OB tries to help managers not only explain workplace behavior but 
also predict it, so that they can better lead and motivate their employees to perform 
productively. OB looks at two areas:

■ Individual behavior. This is the subject of this chapter. We discuss such indi-
vidual attributes as values, attitudes, personality, perception, and learning.

■ Group behavior. This is the subject of later chapters, particularly Chapter 13, 
where we discuss norms, roles, and teams.

Let’s begin by considering individual values, attitudes, and behavior.

Values: What Are Your Consistent Beliefs 
and Feelings about All Things?
Values are abstract ideals that guide one’s thinking and behavior across all situations.45 
Lifelong behavior patterns are dictated by values that are fairly well set by the time 
people are in their early teens. After that, however, one’s values can be reshaped by 
significant life-altering events, such as having a child, undergoing a business failure, or 
surviving the death of a loved one, a war, or a serious health threat.

From a manager’s point of view, it’s helpful to know that values represent the ideals 
that underlie how we behave at work. Ideals such as concern for others, self-enhancement, 
independence, and security are common values in the workplace.46 Managers who 
understand an employee’s values are better suited to assign them to meaningful proj-
ects and to help avoid conflicts between work activities and personal values.47

Attitudes: What Are Your Consistent Beliefs 
and Feelings about Specific Things?
Values are abstract ideals—global beliefs and feelings—that are directed toward all 
objects, people, or events. Values tend to be consistent both over time and over related 
situations.

11.2 Values, Attitudes, and Behavior
How do the hidden aspects of individuals—their values and attitudes— 
affect employee behavior?

THE BIG PICTURE
Organizational behavior (OB) considers how to better understand and manage people at work. In this 
 section, we discuss individual values and attitudes and how they affect people’s actions and judgments.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Formal
Goals
Policies
Hierarchy
Structure

The
Organization

Informal
Values
Attitudes
Personalities
Perceptions
Conflicts
Culture

FIGURE 11.1 Formal 
and informal aspects of an 
organization
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By contrast, attitudes are beliefs and feelings that are directed toward specific 
 objects, people, or events. More formally, an attitude is defined as a learned predisposition 
toward a given object.48 It is important for you to understand the components of atti-
tudes because attitudes directly influence our behavior.49

Example: Job satisfaction is moderately associated with performance and strongly 
related to turnover.50 Unhappy workers are less likely to demonstrate high perfor-
mance, while happy workers are less likely to quit. This is why it is important for 
managers to track employees’ attitudes and to understand their causes. For example, 
Earls, a Canadian chain of 65 restaurants with as many as 8,000 employees, has truly 
adopted this recommendation. The company sends short surveys measuring workplace 
attitudes to employees’ mobile devices every three months. According to The Wall 
Street Journal, Earls does this because management has concluded that “the compo-
nents of engagement—employee happiness and commitment to the business—are 
 exactly what drives sales, and therefore the bottom line.”51 

The Three Components of Attitudes: Affective, Cognitive, and Behavioral  
 Attitudes have three components—affective, cognitive, and behavioral.52

■ The affective component—“I feel.” The affective component of an attitude 
consists of the feelings or emotions one has about a situation. How do you feel 
about people who talk loudly on cell-phones in restaurants? If you feel 
 annoyed or angry, you’re expressing negative emotions, or affect. (If you’re 
indifferent, your attitude is neutral.)

■ The cognitive component—“I believe.” The cognitive component of an  attitude 
consists of the beliefs and knowledge one has about a situation. What do you 
think about people in restaurants talking on cell-phones? Is what they’re doing 
inconsiderate, acceptable, even admirable (because it shows they’re produc-
tive)? Your answer reflects your beliefs or ideas about the situation.

■ The behavioral component—“I intend.” The behavioral component of an 
attitude, also known as the intentional component, is how one intends or expects 
to behave toward a situation. What would you intend to do if a person talked 
loudly on a cell-phone at the table next to you? Your action may reflect your 
negative or positive feelings (affective), your negative or positive beliefs (cog-
nitive), and your intention or lack of intention to do anything (behavioral).

All three components are often manifested at any given time. For example, if you 
call a corporation and get one of those telephone-tree menus (“For customer service, 
press 1 . . .”) that never seem to connect you to a human being, you might be so irri-
tated that you would say

■ “I hate being given the runaround.” [affective component—your feelings]
■ “That company doesn’t know how to take care of customers.” [cognitive 

 component—your perceptions]
■ “I’ll never call them again.” [behavioral component—your intentions]

When Attitudes and Reality Collide: Consistency and Cognitive Dissonance One 
of the last things you want, probably, is to be accused of hypocrisy—to be criticized 
for saying one thing and doing another. Like most people, you no doubt want to main-
tain consistency between your attitudes and your behavior.

But what if a strongly held attitude bumps up against a harsh reality that contradicts 
it? Suppose you’re extremely concerned about getting AIDS, which you believe you might 
get from contact with body fluids, including blood. Then you’re in a life-threatening auto 
accident in a third-world country and require surgery and blood transfusions—including 
transfusions of blood from (possibly AIDS-infected) strangers in a blood bank. Do you 
reject the blood to remain consistent with your beliefs about getting AIDS?

In 1957, social psychologist Leon Festinger proposed the term cognitive disso-
nance to describe the psychological discomfort a person experiences between his or her 

Leon Festinger. In 1957, the 
psychologist and his associates 
penetrated a cult whose 
members predicted that most 
people on earth would perish in 
a cataclysmic event, except for a 
handful who would be rescued 
by aliens in a flying saucer. 
Festinger found himself standing 
with cult members on a hilltop, 
awaiting the event, which, of 
course, did not happen. Later  
he proposed the term cognitive 
dissonance to explain how they 
rationalized the failure of their 
prophecy. Have you observed 
people employing this 
mechanism when the surefire 
thing they predicted did not 
occur? © New School for Social 
Research/AP Photo
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cognitive attitude and incompatible behavior.53 Because people are uncomfortable with 
inconsistency, Festinger theorized, they will seek to reduce the “dissonance,” or 
 tension, of the inconsistency. How they deal with the discomfort, he suggested, 
 depends on three factors:

■ Importance. How important are the elements creating the dissonance? Most 
people can put up with some ambiguities in life. For example, many drivers 
don’t think obeying speed limits is very important, even though they profess 
to be law-abiding citizens. People eat greasy foods, even though they know 
that ultimately those foods may contribute to heart disease.

■ Control. How much control does one have over the matters that create disso-
nance? A juror may not like the idea of voting the death penalty but believe 
that he or she has no choice but to follow the law in the case. A taxpayer may 
object to his taxes being spent on, say, special-interest corporate welfare for a 
particular company but not feel that he can withhold taxes.

■ Rewards. What rewards are at stake in the dissonance? You’re apt to cling to 
old ideas in the face of new evidence if you have a lot invested emotionally or 
financially in those ideas. If you’re a police officer who worked 20 years to 
prove a particular suspect guilty of murder, you’re not apt to be very accepting 
of contradictory evidence after all that time.

The Practical Action box below provides an example of three key methods Festinger 
suggested to reduce cognitive dissonance.

PRACTICAL ACTION Methods for Reducing Cognitive Dissonance

Suppose Juanita has a positive attitude about helping others. 
One day her boss asks her to work on a special project for an 
important new client—and it must get done in two months. The 
project represents significant revenue, and her boss even 
promises a bonus for successfully completing it on time. Juanita 
would like to use the bonus to purchase a new car. The rub is 
that two of her peers have also come to her, seeking help on 
their project. Juanita believes she is well suited to help them, 
given her past experience, but she feels it would take time 
away from completing her special project. Should she make 
time to help her peers or focus solely on the special project?

Festinger suggested three key ways Juanita can reduce the 
cognitive dissonance associated with her current situation:

•	 Change your attitude or behavior or both. Juanita could 
either (a) tell herself that she can’t help her peers because 

the special project is too important for the company or 
(b) schedule extra time each day or week to help her 
peers.

•	 Belittle the importance of the inconsistent behavior. 
Juanita could belittle (in the sense of “make small”) the 
 belief that she needs to help peers every time they ask  
for assistance.

•	 Find consonant elements that outweigh dissonant 
ones. Juanita could tell herself that she can’t help 
 because the company needs the revenue and she  
needs the bonus.

YOUR CALL
Have you found yourself in a similar dilemma? Which solution 
seemed to work best—or would work best—in your case?

Behavior: How Values and Attitudes Affect People’s 
Actions and Judgments
Values (global) and attitudes (specific) are generally in harmony, but not always. For 
example, a manager may put a positive value on helpful behavior (global) yet may 
have a negative attitude toward helping an unethical coworker (specific). Together, 
however, values and attitudes influence people’s workplace behavior—their actions and 
judgments. ●
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EXAMPLEHow Values and Attitudes Affect Behavior: Thinking beyond Profit to 
Create Value for Society

As a manager, would you think most employees would agree 
that innovation is beneficial—that the original Silicon Valley firms 
prospered because they were constantly creating new products 
and services? Employees may have the value, then, that innova-
tion is good—that it leads to productivity and profitability.

However, what if employees think that a company’s pur-
pose is to be solely a money-making machine? They might 
have the attitude that social innovation is unnecessary, even 
discouraged.

The Thinking behind Great Companies. Great companies, 
suggests Rosabeth Moss Kanter of Harvard Business School, 
have broader values—and attitudes. Firms such as IBM, 
 PepsiCo, and Procter & Gamble, she says, “work to make 
money, of course, but in their choices of how to do so, they 
think about building enduring institutions. . . . Society and peo-
ple are not afterthoughts or inputs to be used and discarded 
but are core to their purpose.”54 Balancing public interest with 
financial interest means that CEOs must expand their invest-
ments beyond profit-maximizing activities such as marketing 
and research and development and include employee empow-
erment, emotional engagement, values-based leadership, and 
related social contributions.

Ways of Creating Value. “Affirming purpose and values 
through service is a regular part of how great companies 

 express their identities,” Kanter believes. Thus, JPMorgan 
Chase has The Fellowship Initiative, a program to help young 
American men of color achieve academic and professional 
success. Coca-Cola invests in small African mango planta-
tions to help farmers in Africa gain livelihoods. Microsoft part-
ners with nonprofit NETHope to create apprenticeships in 
information technology in Kenya. Gap Inc. has a program for 
teaching health awareness and literacy to women garment 
workers in Cambodia and India. The Disney Company pro-
vides conservation grants to protect wildlife.55 In West Africa, 
Procter & Gamble set up Pampers mobile clinics to reduce 
infant mortality by having health care professionals teach 
postnatal care, examine babies, and hand out Pampers dia-
pers. “The emotional tugs for P&G employees are strong,” 
says Kanter; “they feel inspired by the fact that their product 
is at the center of a mission to save lives.”

YOUR CALL
Where do you think the inspiration for giving a firm a motivat-
ing purpose and values beyond making money should come 
from? Does it have to come from a company’s leaders? Do you 
think it could begin as voluntary activity, as with employees 
finding each other through company chat rooms and sharing 
ideas in their free time?

Creating value. The Nature Conservancy Disney 
Wilderness Preserve, consisting of 11,500 acres 
near Orlando, Florida, was created by the 
Disney Company to protect more than  
1,000 species of plants and animals. It’s 
considered the “secret Disney park,” because 
few people know about it. 
© Ian Dagnall/Alamy
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If you were a smoker, which warning on a cigarette pack would make you think more 
about quitting? “Smoking seriously harms you and others around you”? A blunt 
“Smoking kills”? Or a stark graphic image showing decaying teeth?

This is the kind of decision public health authorities in various countries are wres-
tling with. (One study found that highly graphic images about the negative effects of 
smoking had the greatest impact on smokers’ intentions to quit.)56 These officials, in 
other words, are trying to decide how perception might influence behavior.

The Four Steps in the Perceptual Process
Perception is the process of interpreting and understanding one’s environment. The process 
of perception is complex, but it can be boiled down to four steps.57 (See Figure 11.2.)

11.3 Perception and Individual Behavior
What are the distortions in perception that can cloud one’s judgment?

THE BIG PICTURE
Perception, a four-step process, can be skewed by five types of distortion: stereotyping, implicit bias, the 
halo effect, the recency effect, and causal attribution. We also consider the self-fulfilling prophecy, which 
can affect our judgment as well.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

1. Selective
attention
“Did I notice
something?”

2. Interpretation
& evaluation
“What was it I
noticed & what
does it mean?”

3. Storing in
memory
“Remember it
as an event,
concept, person,
or all three?”

4. Retrieving
from memory
to make
judgments &
decisions
“What do I recall
about that?”

FIGURE 11.2 The four steps in the perceptual process

In this book, we are less concerned about the theoretical steps in perception than in 
how perception is distorted, since this has considerable bearing on the manager’s 
 judgment and job. In any one of the four stages of the perception process, misunder-
standings or errors in judgment can occur. Perceptual errors can lead to mistakes that 
can be damaging to yourself, other people, and your organization.

Five Distortions in Perception
Although there are other types of distortion in perception, we will describe the follow-
ing: (1) stereotyping, (2) implicit bias, (3) the halo effect, (4) the recency effect, and 
(5) causal attribution.

1. Stereotyping: “Those Sorts of People Are Pretty Much the Same” If 
you’re a tall African American man, do people make remarks about basketball play-
ers? If you’re of Irish descent, do people believe you drink a lot? If you’re Jewish, do 
people think you’re money-oriented? If you’re a woman, do people think you’re 
 automatically nurturing? All these are stereotypes. Stereotyping is the tendency to 
 attribute to an individual the characteristics one believes are typical of the group to which 
that individual belongs.58
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Principal areas of stereotyping that should be of concern to you as a manager are 
(1) sex-role stereotypes, (2) age stereotypes, and (3) race/ethnicity stereotypes. (People 
with disabilities, discussed in Section 11.5, are also apt to be stereotyped.)

Sex-Role Stereotypes A sex-role stereotype is the belief that differing traits and 
abilities make males and females particularly well suited to different roles. Thus, for 
example, people tend to prefer male bosses (33%) to female bosses (20%) in a new job, 
according to a recent Gallup poll, even though the public generally views women as 
being every bit as capable as men at being leaders, according to Pew Research.59 
 (Reverse bias can occur when managers fighting bias against women overdo it and 
discriminate against men.)60

A summary of research revealed that
■ Men were preferred for male-dominated jobs (such as firefighter), but there 

was no preference for either gender in female-dominated jobs (such as nurse). 
■ Women have a harder time than men in being perceived as effective leaders. 

(The exception: Women were seen as more effective when the organization 
faced a crisis and needed a turnaround.)

■ Women of color are more negatively affected by sex-role stereotypes than are 
white women or men in general.61 

Age Stereotypes Another example of an inaccurate stereotype is the belief that 
older workers are less motivated, more resistant to change, less trusting, less healthy, 
and more likely to have problems with work–life balance. A recent study refuted all 
these negative beliefs about age.62 Unfortunately, these stereotypes likely fuel bias 
against older employees. A 2013 survey of 1,500 older workers, for example, showed 
that 92% considered bias against them “very” or “somewhat” commonplace.63

Race/Ethnicity Stereotypes Studies of race-based stereotypes have demonstrated 
that people of color experienced more perceived discrimination and less psychological 
support than whites.64 Perceived racial discrimination was also associated with more 
negative work attitudes, physical health, psychological health, and organizational citi-
zenship behavior.65

2. Implicit Bias: “I Really Don’t Think I’m Biased, but I Just Have a Feeling 
about Some People” More than 85% of Americans consider themselves to be un-
prejudiced, but researchers conclude that most hold some degree of implicit racial bias.66

Explicit bias reflects attitudes or beliefs endorsed at a conscious level—for exam-
ple, “I don’t let any teenage black men wearing hoodies come into my store; they 
might hold me up.” Implicit bias is the attitudes or beliefs that affect our understanding, 
actions, and decisions in an unconscious manner—for example, from several New York 
City police officers, “We had to shoot him, he seemed to be reaching for a gun.” (This 
was the 1999 shooting of Guinean immigrant Amadou Diallo, who was killed when 
police fired 41 rounds as he pulled out his wallet.)67

Implicit bias has come more into the forefront of public discussion with the rise 
in the number of deaths of African Americans at the hands of the police in Ferguson, 
Missouri; in Cleveland; and on Staten Island in New York, among other places (as 
well as the 2016 shooting of several white police officers by an African American 
male in Dallas).68 But implicit bias also operates on more subtle levels: In one fa-
mous study, social scientists sent thousands of resumes with identical content to 
employers with job openings and measured which received callbacks for interviews. 
On some resumes, some stereotypically African American names were used (such as 
“Jamal”) and on others stereotypically white names were used (like “Brendan”). The 
same resume was roughly 50% more likely to result in callback for an interview if it 
had a “white” name.69
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If changing explicit bias is difficult, taking steps to root out implicit bias is even harder. 
Nevertheless, police departments, in particular, are taking great steps forward, requiring 
intergroup contact, positive feedback, clear norms of behavior, and similar matters.70

3. The Halo Effect: “One Trait Tells Me All I Need to Know” We often use 
faces as markers for gender, race, and age, but face and body characteristics can lead 
us to fall back on cultural stereotypes. For example, height has been associated with 
perceptions of prosperity—high income—and occupational success. Excess weight 
can be stereotypically associated with negative traits such as laziness, incompetence, 
and lack of discipline.71 These examples illustrate the halo effect, in which we form an 
impression of an individual based on a single trait. (The phenomenon is also called the 
horn-and-halo effect, because not only can a single positive trait be generalized into an 
array of positive traits but the reverse is also true.)

As if we needed additional proof that life is unfair, it has been shown that attractive 
people generally are treated better than unattractive people. Attractive members of 
Congress get more TV coverage, and attractive political candidates win more often.72 
Attractive students have higher expectations by teachers in terms of academic achieve-
ment.73 Attractive employees are generally paid higher salaries than unattractive ones 
are, and attractive CEOs are paid more than less appealing CEOs.74 (Male CEOs also 
tend to be taller—6 feet compared to an average man’s 5-feet-10.5 inches, in one 
Swedish study.)75 Clearly, however, if a manager fails to look at all of an individual’s 
traits, he or she has no right to complain if that employee doesn’t work out.

EXAMPLE The Halo Effect: Do Good Looks Make People Richer and Happier?

Are attractive employees paid more than ordinary (or unattract-
ive) people for the same work? Are they happier? That would 
seem to be the case, according to a study involving more than 
25,000 people worldwide.76

$250,000 More. Five large surveys conducted from 1971 
to 2009 in the United States, Britain, and Germany found 
that beautiful people earn an extra $250,000 during their 
careers than the least attractive people. In addition, says 
University of Texas economist Daniel Hamermesh, leader of 
the study, the best-looking people are more likely to remain 
employed, get promoted, find a higher-earning (and better-
looking) spouse, and even get better deals on home loans.77 
Hamermesh is also author of Beauty Pays: Why Attractive 
People Are More  Successful.78 “In economic terms, beauty 
is scarce. People  distinguish themselves and pay attention 
to beauty,” he says. “Companies realize that hiring better-
looking people helps in various ways. In every market, 
whether it’s jobs or marriage, beauty matters.”79 The result 
of all this is that beautiful people are generally happier peo-
ple than ordinary folks. “The majority of beauty’s effect on 
happiness works through its impact on economic out-
comes,” says Hamermesh.80

Do Good Looks Produce Confident Communicators?  
Another study produces additional insights:81

•	 Although beautiful people are no better than ordinary 
people at solving puzzles such as mazes, they are more 

self-confident about their abilities. “Being good looking,” 
says one article about the study, “seems to be strongly 
 associated with self-confidence, a trait that is apparently 
attractive to employers.”82

•	 When study subjects pretending to be employers looked 
only at resumes, physical appearance had no effect on 
their judgments, as you might expect. When photos, in- 
person interviews, and even phone interviews were involved, 
employers showed higher estimates for beautiful people’s 
productivity—especially when they had face-to-face inter-
views but even with telephone-only interviews, the result, 
apparently, of the effect of self-confidence that came 
across on the phone.

•	 Good-looking people are good communicators, which also 
contributes to employers’ positive perceptions.

The Halo Misperception. In sum, “Employers (wrongly) 
 expect good-looking workers to perform better than their less-
attractive counterparts under both visual and oral interaction,” 
said the researchers, “even after controlling for individual 
worker characteristics and worker confidence.”83

YOUR CALL
Are you influenced in your judgment of people by how attrac-
tive they are? Do you think as a manager you could look 
 beyond people’s physical appearance to be a good judge of 
their competence? Why?
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4. The Recency Effect: “The Most Recent Impressions Are the Ones That 
Count” The recency effect is the tendency to remember recent information better than 
earlier information, perhaps because when you activate your recall, the later recollec-
tions are still present in working memory.84 You see this misperception often operating 
among investors (even professionals), who are more likely to buy a stock if they see 
something about it in the news or if it has a high one-day return.85

Handsomely compensated. Attractive employees are generally paid better than unattractive ones are. Why do you 
think that is? Do you think it’s inevitable? © Monkey Business Images/Shutterstock RF

EXAMPLEThe Recency Effect: Performance Reviews, Student Evaluations, and 
Investment Decisions

Not just a few employees have had the experience of making 
some mistake happen recently, and then it ends up being “the 
entire topic of your performance review even if you’ve done a 
great job the rest of the year,” as one writer points out.86 This is 
just one example of the recency effect in action. 

Another is when students do their own “performance 
 reviews”—do student course evaluations of their professors. 
Here, too, their ratings may be affected by course activities 
that are closer to the time of the formal appraisal.87 

The recency effect appears quite frequently among stock 
market investors. “People extrapolate what just happened into 
more of the same,” says one wealth fund manager.88 That is, 

people leap into holdings that are doing well and cash out in-
vestments that are doing poorly, forgetting that at some point 
the trends will be reversed. 

YOUR CALL
Why does the recency effect occur? Like other habits, it 
makes things easier, says one financial planner. “Because 
it’s easier, we’re inclined to use our recent experience as 
the baseline for what will happen in the future.”89 What 
decision(s) would you admit to making in which you were 
influenced by the recency effect?

5. Causal Attributions Causal attribution is the activity of inferring causes for ob-
served behavior. Rightly or wrongly, we constantly formulate cause-and-effect explana-
tions for our own and others’ behavior. Attributional statements such as the following 
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are common: “Joe drinks too much because he has no willpower, but I need a few 
drinks after work because I’m under a lot of pressure.”

Even though our causal attributions tend to be self-serving and are often invalid, it’s 
important to understand how people formulate attributions because they profoundly 
affect organizational behavior. For example, a supervisor who attributes an employee’s 
poor performance to a lack of effort might reprimand that person. However, training 
might be deemed necessary if the supervisor attributes the poor performance to a lack 
of ability.

As a manager, you need to be alert to two attributional tendencies that can distort 
one’s interpretation of observed behavior—the fundamental attribution bias and the 
self-serving bias.

■ Fundamental attribution bias. In the fundamental attribution bias, people 
attribute another person’s behavior to his or her personal characteristics rather 
than to situational factors.

  Example: A study of manufacturing employees found that top managers 
 attributed the cause of industrial back pain to individuals, whereas workers 
attributed it to the environment.90

■ Self-serving bias. In the self-serving bias, people tend to take more personal 
responsibility for success than for failure.

  Example: Europeans blamed Wall Street for the 2010 economic collapse in 
Greece. However, a Wall Street Journal article points out that a close look at 
Greece’s finances “over the nearly 10 years since it adopted the euro shows 
not only that Greece was the principal author of its debt problems, but also 
that fellow European governments repeatedly turned a blind eye to its flouting 
of rules.”91

The Self-Fulfilling Prophecy,  
or Pygmalion Effect
The self-fulfilling prophecy, also known as the Pygmalion (“pig-mail-yun”) effect, describes 
the phenomenon in which people’s expectations of themselves or others lead them to be-
have in ways that make those expectations come true.

Expectations are important. An example is a waiter who expects some poorly 
dressed customers to be stingy tippers, who therefore gives them poor service 
and so gets the result he or she expected—a much lower tip than usual. Research 
has shown that by raising managers’ expectations for individuals performing a 
wide variety of tasks, higher levels of achievement and productivity can be 
achieved.92

The lesson for you as a manager is that when you expect employees to perform 
badly, they probably will, and when you expect them to perform well, they probably 
will. (In the G. B. Shaw play Pygmalion, a speech coach bets he can get a lower-class 
girl to change her accent and her demeanor so that she can pass herself off as a duch-
ess. In six months, she successfully “passes” in high society, having assumed the at-
tributes of a woman of sensitivity and taste.)

Research in a variety of industries and occupations shows that the effect of the self-
fulfilling prophecy can be quite strong.93 That is, managerial expectations powerfully 
influence employee behavior and performance. Among the things managers can do to 
create positive performance expectations: Recognize that everyone has the potential to 
increase his or her performance. Introduce new employees as if they have outstanding 
potential. Encourage employees to visualize the successful execution of tasks. Help 
them master key skills.94 ●
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“Keep the employees happy,” we often hear. It’s true that attitudes are important, the reason 
being that attitudes affect behavior. But is keeping employees happy all that managers need 
to know to get results? We discuss motivation for performance in the next chapter. Here, let 
us consider what managers need to know about key work-related attitudes and behaviors.

Three types of attitudes managers are particularly interested in are (1) employee 
engagement, (2) job satisfaction, and (3) organizational commitment.

1. Employee Engagement: How Connected  
Are You to Your Work?
Research on job involvement has evolved into the study of an individual difference called 
employee engagement, defined as an individual’s involvement, satisfaction, and enthusiasm 
for work.95 Engaged employees are expected to have feelings of urgency, intensity, and 
enthusiasm, as well as focus, which make them more committed to their employer and to 
put more effort into their jobs.96 In other words, such employees “give their all” at work.

The U.S. workforce displays above-average global levels of engagement, according to 
consulting firm Aon Hewitt. The firm’s 15-year study of engagement shows worldwide 
levels at 62% in comparison to a North American rate of 66%. This bodes well for the U.S. 
workforce because highly engaged employees can achieve 12% higher customer satisfac-
tion/loyalty, 18% more productivity, and 12% greater profitability.97 Other recent academic 
studies similarly showed a positive relationship between employee engagement, perfor-
mance, and physical and psychological well-being and corporate-level financial perfor-
mance and customer satisfaction.98 Engaged employees tend to be positive or optimistic, 
proactive, and conscientious and to possess high levels of human and social capital.

Employees are also more likely to become engaged when an organization has the 
kind of culture that promotes employee development, recognition, and trust between 
management and employees.99 Job security and feelings of psychological safety (when 
employees feel free of fear in trying new ideas) also propel job engagement.100

Do you want to achieve higher grades in your classes? If yes, you will find that be-
ing engaged in your studies will help. You can determine your level of engagement 
with your studies by completing Self-Assessment 11.3. Results can be used to develop 
an engagement improvement plan.

11.4 Work-Related Attitudes and Behaviors Managers  
Need to Deal With
Is it important for managers to pay attention to employee attitudes?

THE BIG PICTURE
Attitudes are important because they affect behavior. Managers need to be alert to the key work-related 
 attitudes having to do with engagement, job satisfaction, and organizational commitment. Among the types 
of employee behavior they should attend to are their on-the-job performance and productivity, absenteeism 
and turnover, organizational citizenship behaviors, and counterproductive work behaviors.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

To What Extent Are You Engaged in Your Studies?

The following survey was designed to assess your level of en-
gagement in your studies. Please be prepared to answer these 
questions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 11.3 
in Connect.

1. What is your level of engagement?

2. Find your three lowest-rated items. Based on the content 
of these items, what can you do to improve your level of 
engagement? Hint: Doing this requires you to identify the 
cause of the low ratings for each item.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 11.3 
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2. Job Satisfaction: How Much Do You  
Like or Dislike Your Job?
Job satisfaction is the extent to which you feel positive or negative about various aspects 
of your work. Most people don’t like everything about their jobs. Their overall satisfac-
tion depends on how they feel about several components, such as work, pay, promo-
tions, coworkers, and supervision.101 Among the key correlates of job satisfaction are 
stronger motivation, job involvement, organizational commitment, and life satisfaction 
and less absenteeism, tardiness, turnover, and perceived stress.102

Reportedly only 48.3% of U.S. workers were satisfied with their jobs in 2015, down 
from 61.1% in 1987, according to a study of 5,000 households.103 But another survey 
found that employee job satisfaction in 2015 was 88%, up from a low of 77% in 
2002.104 Job satisfaction today is much better, of course, than in the aftermath of the 
Great Recession. Then Americans were forced to work longer hours and often for the 
same or less pay, and many struck back by suing employers for violating wage-and-
hour laws, as by forcing them to work off the clock or without overtime pay.105

But what is the relationship between job satisfaction and job performance—does 
more satisfaction cause better performance or does better performance cause more 
satisfaction? This is a subject of much debate among management scholars.106 One 
comprehensive study found that (1) job satisfaction and performance are moderately 
related, meaning that employee job satisfaction is a key work attitude managers should 
consider when trying to increase performance; but (2) the relationship between satis-
faction and performance is complex and it seems that both variables influence each 
other through a host of individual differences and work-environment characteristics.107

How satisfied are you with the job you are in now, if you have one, or the last job 
you had? 

How Satisfied Are You with Your Present Job?

The following survey was designed to assess how satisfied 
you are with your current job, or a previous job, if you’re not 
presently working. Please be prepared to answer these ques-
tions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 11.4 in 
Connect.

1. What is your level of satisfaction with recognition, 
compensation, and supervision?

2. If you have low to medium satisfaction with any aspect  
of the job, identify what can be done to increase your job 
satisfaction. Be sure to consider what you can do, what your 
boss might do, or what the organization might do. Be specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 11.4 

3. Organizational Commitment: How Much Do You 
Identify with Your Organization?
Organizational commitment reflects the extent to which an employee identifies with an 
organization and is committed to its goals. For instance, some managers question 
whether mothers with children can be fully committed to their jobs, although one sur-
vey found that only 4% of more than 2,612 women said that their bosses think that they 
are not as committed to their jobs because they have children.108 Research shows a 
significant positive relationship between organizational commitment and job satisfac-
tion, performance, turnover, and organizational citizenship behavior—discussed in the 
next section.109 Thus, if managers are able to increase job satisfaction, employees may 
show higher levels of commitment, which in turn can elicit higher performance and 
lower employee turnover.110
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Important Workplace Behaviors
Why, as a manager, do you need to learn how to manage individual differences? The 
answer, as you might expect, is so that you can influence employees to do their best 
work. Among the types of behavior are (1) performance and productivity, (2) absenteeism 
and turnover, (3) organizational citizenship behaviors, and (4) counterproductive work 
behaviors.

1. Evaluating Behavior When Employees Are Working: Performance and 
 Productivity Every job has certain expectations, but in some jobs performance and 
productivity are easier to define than in others. How many contacts should a telemar-
keting sales rep make in a day? How many sales should he or she close? Often a job of 
this nature will have a history of accomplishments (from what previous job holders 
have attained), so that it is possible to quantify performance behavior.

However, an advertising agency account executive han-
dling major clients such as a carmaker or a beverage manu-
facturer may go months before landing this kind of big 
account. Or a researcher in a pharmaceutical company may 
take years to develop a promising new prescription drug.

In short, the method of evaluating performance must 
match the job being done.

2. Evaluating Behavior When Employees Are Not 
Working: Absenteeism and Turnover Should you 
be suspicious of every instance of absenteeism? Of course, 
some absences—illness, death in the family, or jury duty, 
for example—are legitimate. However, a lot of no-show 
behavior is related to job dissatisfaction.111 One study of 
700 managers found that 20% called in sick simply because 
they didn’t feel like going to work that day. The top three 
reasons for employees taking bogus sick days are for doing 
personal errands, catching up on sleep, and relaxing.112

Absenteeism may be a precursor to turnover, which, as we saw in Chapter 9, is 
when an employee abandons, resigns, retires, or is terminated from a job. Every orga-
nization experiences some turnover, as employees leave for reasons of family, better 
job prospects, or retirement. However, except in low-skill industries, a continual 
 revolving door of new employees is usually not a good sign, since replacement and 
training are expensive.113 For a high-turnover, low-paying job (under $30,000 a year), 
the Center for American Progress estimates that the costs to replace an employee is 
16% of salary; for a mid-range position ($30,000–$50,000 a year), it is 20%; and for a 
highly educated executive position (such as $100,000 a year), it is 213%.114

Experience demonstrates five practical ways to reduce turnover: (1) Base hiring 
decisions on the extent to which an applicant’s values fit the organization’s values. 
(2) Provide post-hiring support, which is referred to as onboarding. As we men-
tioned in Chapter 9, onboarding programs help employees to integrate and transition 
to new jobs by making them familiar with corporate policies, procedures, culture, 
and politics by clarifying work-role expectations and responsibilities.115 (3) Focus on 
enhancing employee engagement. (4) Incorporate realistic job previews (RJPs, dis-
cussed in Chapter 9) into the hiring process. (5) Offer employees benefits, such as 
flexible work hours (discussed in Chapter 12), that meet their needs and values.116

3. Evaluating Behavior That Exceeds Work Roles: Organizational Citizenship 
Behaviors Organizational citizenship behaviors are those employee behaviors that 
are not directly part of employees’ job descriptions—that exceed their work-role require-
ments. Examples, according to one description, include “such gestures as constructive 

Thriving employees. 
Zingerman’s, an Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, community of food-
related businesses, encourages 
employees to thrive through 
such devices as sharing 
information and experimenting 
with ways to solve problems on 
their own. Employees with high 
job satisfaction can help 
organizations grow. Courtesy of 
Zingerman’s Community of 
Businesses
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statements about the department, expression of personal interest in the work of others, 
suggestions for improvement, training new people, respect for the spirit as well as the 
letter of housekeeping rules, care for organizational property, and punctuality and 
 attendance well beyond standard or enforceable levels.”117 Research demonstrates a 
significant and moderately positive correlation between organizational citizenship 
 behaviors and job satisfaction, productivity, efficiency, and customer satisfaction.118

4. Evaluating Behavior That Harms the Organization: Counterproductive 
Work Behaviors The flip side of organizational citizenship behaviors would seem 
to be what are called counterproductive work behaviors (CWB), types of behavior that 
harm employees and the organization as a whole. Such behaviors may include absentee-
ism and tardiness, drug and alcohol abuse, and disciplinary problems but also extend 
beyond them to more serious acts such as accidents, sabotage, sexual harassment, 
 violence, theft, and white-collar crime.119 Some 96% of workers say they have experi-
enced uncivil behavior, and 98% have witnessed it.120

Clearly, if an employee engages in some kind of CWB, the organization needs to 
respond quickly and appropriately, defining the specific behaviors that are unaccept-
able and the requirements for acceptable behavior.121 It is more desirable, however, to 
take preventive measures. One way is to screen for CWB during the hiring process. 
For instance, it’s been found that applicants scoring higher on cognitive ability (intel-
ligence) tests are less likely to be involved in violence and property damage after they 
are hired.122 Employees are also less likely to engage in CWB if they have satisfying 
jobs that offer autonomy or that don’t require them to supervise too many people.123 ●

EXAMPLE The Toxic Workplace: “Rudeness Is Like the Common Cold”

Incivility. Rudeness. Jerks at work. They’re all forms of CWB, 
and they’re the bane of the office.

“Nothing is more costly to an organization’s culture than a 
toxic employee,” says management professor Christine Porath, 
a researcher in this area. “Rudeness is like the common cold—
it’s contagious, spreads quickly, and anyone can be a car-
rier.”124 Researcher Trevor Foulk concurs. “If someone is rude 
to me” he says, “it is likely that in my next interaction I will be 
rude to whomever I am talking to. You respond to their rude-
ness with your own rudeness.”125

Sapping Energy and Productivity. Difficult coworkers are 
“de-energizers” who spread their dispiriting attitude to others, 
says Gretchen Spreitzer, also a management professor (and 
Porath’s co-author). “They leave you feeling depleted, fatigued, 
and exhausted.”126 The more one has to interact with a de- 
energizer, the lower one’s own performance.127

The incivility may be expressed by fellow employees’ snippy 
remarks, eye-rolling, or chastising of another employee for  being 
late. Toxic bosses may demoralize employees by such actions as 
“walking away from a conversation because they lose interest; an-
swering calls in the middle of meetings without leaving the room; 
openly mocking people by pointing out their flaws or personality 
quirks in front of others,” and similar incivilities, says Porath.128

The Price of Incivility. People who engage in negative and 
harmful behavior can hurt an organization’s bottom line, say 

the authors of the study “Toxic Workers.”129 In fact, “avoiding a 
toxic employee can save a company more than twice as much 
as bringing on a star performer—specifically, avoiding a toxic 
worker was worth about $12,500 in turnover costs,” says one 
writer reporting on the study.130

A paper by Porath and Christine Pearson says the costs of 
incivility are diminishing creativity, deteriorating performance 
and team spirit, and fleeing customers. “Employees are less 
creative when they feel disrespected, and many get fed up and 
leave,” they write. “About half deliberately decrease their effort 
or lower the quality of their work. And incivility damages cus-
tomer relationships.”131

Spotting the Toxic Office. You’ll know you’re working in a 
toxic office when you see employees “congregate in hush-hush 
circles around cubicles after meetings to put a negative spin on 
what just transpired,” says one report. Or when managers with-
hold information or employees feel it’s not safe to offer their 
ideas, creativity, or inputs. And you’ll know it’s really time to 
update your resume when people around you start breaking 
down and experiencing health issues.132

YOUR CALL
If you were working in a toxic workplace and had to stay 
there for a while, what would you do to try to make things 
better?
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Might you hold a few preconceptions that are worth examining? Here’s a reality check:
■ Assumption: Illegal immigrants dramatically impact the U.S. economy. 

No, says the Pew Research Center. Undocumented immigrants represent only 
about 5.1% of the civilian workforce.133

■ Assumption: Customer bias favoring white men has just about disap-
peared. Unfortunately not, suggests a study of college students, which found 
that people give higher ratings for customer satisfaction to white men than to 
women and members of minorities.134

■ Assumption: Young workers earn less than they used to. Yes, evidently. 
The wages for young college graduates dropped an average of 2.5% between 
2000 and 2015.135

The United States is becoming more diverse in its ethnic, racial, gender, and age 
makeup—more nonwhite, more single, more working parents, and so on—and the 
consequences are not always what you would expect.

In the view of Scott E. Page, professor of complex systems, political science, and 
economics at the University of Michigan, diversity and variety in staffing produce or-
ganizational strength.136 “Diverse groups of people bring to organizations more and 
different ways of seeing a problem,” he told an interviewer, “and, thus, faster/better 
ways of solving it. . . . There’s certainly a lot of evidence that people’s identity 
groups—ethnic, racial, sexual, age—matter when it comes to diversity in thinking.”137

Diversity may have its benefits, but it can also be an important management chal-
lenge. Let’s consider this.

How to Think about Diversity: Which Differences  
Are Important?
Diversity represents all the ways people are unlike and alike—the differences and similari-
ties in age, gender, race, religion, ethnicity, sexual orientation, capabilities, and socioeco-
nomic background. Note here that diversity is not synonymous with differences. Rather, 
it encompasses both differences and similarities. This means that as a manager you 
need to manage both simultaneously.

To help distinguish the important ways in which people differ, diversity experts Lee 
Gardenswartz and Anita Rowe have identified a “diversity wheel” consisting of four 
layers of diversity: (1) personality, (2) internal dimensions, (3) external dimensions, 
and (4) organizational dimensions. (See Figure 11.3, next page.)

Let’s consider these four layers:

Personality At the center of the diversity wheel is personality. It is at the center 
because, as we said in Section 11.1, personality is defined as the stable physical and 
mental characteristics responsible for a person’s identity.

Internal Dimensions Internal dimensions of diversity are those human differences 
that exert a powerful, sustained effect throughout every stage of our lives: gender, age, 

11.5 The New Diversified Workforce
What trends in workplace diversity should managers be aware of?

THE BIG PICTURE
One of today’s most important management challenges is working with stakeholders of all sorts who vary 
widely in diversity—in age, gender, race, religion, ethnicity, sexual orientation, capabilities, and socioeco-
nomic background. Managers should also be aware of the differences between internal and external 
 dimensions of diversity and barriers to diversity.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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ethnicity, race, sexual orientation, and physical abilities.138 These are referred to as the 
primary dimensions of diversity because they are not within our control, for the most 
part. Yet they strongly influence our attitudes, expectations, and assumptions about 
other people, which in turn influence our own behavior.

What characterizes internal dimensions of diversity is that they are visible and salient 
in people. And precisely because these characteristics are so visible, they may be associ-
ated with certain stereotypes—for instance, that black people work in menial jobs.

Example: In a 2014 television interview, President Barack Obama recalled how, while 
waiting outside a restaurant after dinner, he had been handed car keys to fetch a vehicle 
from valet parking. Michelle Obama recounted while, as First Lady and on a trip to a 
 Target store, she was asked by another shopper to help get something off a high shelf. (She 
added, “These incidents in the black community, this is the regular course of life.”)139

External Dimensions External dimensions of diversity include an element of choice; 
they consist of the personal characteristics that people acquire, discard, or modify through-
out their lives: educational background, marital status, parental status, religion, income, 
geographic location, work experience, recreational habits, appearance, and personal 
habits. They are referred to as the secondary dimensions of diversity because we have 
a greater ability to influence or control them than we do internal dimensions.

Organizational Dimensions 
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FIGURE 11.3 The diversity wheel
Four layers of diversity

Source: From Diverse Teams at Work by Lee Gardenswartz and Anita Rowe. Copyright 2003, Society for Human Resource 
Management, Alexandria, VA.
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These external dimensions also exert a significant influence on our perceptions, behav-
ior, and attitudes. If you are not a believer in the Muslim religion, for example, you may not 
perceive the importance of some of its practices—as did Abercrombie and Fitch subsidiary 
Hollister, which told college student Hani Khan that she had to remove her hijab (Islamic 
headscarf) to work at its San Mateo, California, store, then fired her when she refused. The 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission sued the company in 2011 on Khan’s behalf, 
on the grounds that a headscarf did not affect her job performance.140

Organizational Dimensions Organizational dimensions include management status, 
union affiliation, work location, seniority, work content, and division or department.

Trends in Workforce Diversity
How is the U.S. workforce apt to become more diverse in the 21st century? Let’s exam-
ine five categories on the internal dimension—age, gender, race/ethnicity, sexual orien-
tation, and physical/mental abilities—and one category on the external dimension, 
educational level.

Age: More Older People in the Workforce The most significant demographic 
event, the late Peter Drucker suggested, “is that in the developed countries the number 
and proportion of younger people is rapidly shrinking. . . . Those shrinking numbers of 
younger people will have to both drive their economies and help support much larger 
numbers of older people.”141 Particularly in Europe and Northeast Asia, and to a lesser 
extent in the United States, an aging population is “a 
looming economic and social burden,” says a recent Pew 
Research Center report.142

Because the median age of Americans is currently 
37.8 years—the oldest in our history—it seems clear that 
managers will probably be dealing with an older work-
force (indeed, 38% of employees now are older than their 
boss).143 Many such employees, whether by choice or by 
necessity, will continue working.144 At 95 years old, Harriett 
Clopper, for instance, was still driving herself to work to 
her job as a greeter at a McDonald’s in Hagerstown, 
Maryland—something she’d been doing for 20 years.145

 In the United States, workers 55 and older are ex-
pected to make up a full one-quarter of the labor force in 
2024 (up from 21.7% in 2014). Young workers, those 
ages 16–24, are projected to decline to 11.3% of the 
 labor force in 2024 (down from 13.7% in 2014). The in-
betweeners, those ages 25–54, will probably account for 
about two-thirds (64%) of the workforce in 2024.146

Do you have much experience being around older people? How do you feel about 
the idea of working with them? To find out, try Self-Assessment 11.5.

Diversity enriches. A diverse population in a company can provide ideas, 
experience, and points of view that strengthen the business culture. 
What has been your experience, if any, with a diverse workplace?  
© The Businessman/Alamy RF

What Are Your Attitudes about Working with 
Older Employees?

The following survey was designed to assess your attitudes 
about working with older employees. Please be prepared to 
answer these questions if your instructor has assigned Self-
Assessment 11.5 in Connect.

1. What is the quality of your relationships with older 
employees? How about your satisfaction with working 
with older people?

2. How might the quality of relationships with older 
employees affect your performance and promotability?

3. To what extent might your satisfaction with working with 
older people impact your performance and promotability?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 11.5 
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Gender: More Women Working Since the 1960s, women have been flooding 
into the workplace in great numbers, making up 46.8% of the labor force in 2014 and 
expected to increase to 47.2% in 2024, whereas men are expected to decline from 
53.2% to 52.8% in the same period.147 In addition, more and more businesses are 
now owned by women—between 2007 and 2016, the number of women-owned 
firms increased by 45%, compared to just a 9% increase among all businesses.148 
Finally, women are gaining some ground in the top rungs of business. In 2016, 
women held 21 (4.2%) of CEO positions at S&P 500 companies, and the same num-
ber (21, or 4.2%) of Fortune 500 companies (up from 15 in 2009, but down from 
24 women CEOs in 2014).149

But if pay discrepancies between women and men have improved slightly, as of 
2014 (as we noted in Chapter 9) women overall still earned only 79 cents to every $1 
for a man, according to a Wall Street Journal analysis, or 83 cents, according to the 
U.S. Census Bureau.150 Traditionally, women have earned roughly the same pay as 
men only in jobs paying $25,000–$30,000 a year, but the farther up the pay scale and 
the higher the education level, the wider the earnings gap. For every dollar a man 
earns, a woman earns the following: cashier—92 cents; registered nurse—91 cents; 
administrative assistant—87 cents. For professionals, however, a woman earns pro-
portionately less: psychologist—77 cents; lawyer or judge—75 cents; physician or 
surgeon—68 cents.151

The obstacles to women’s progress are known as the glass ceiling—the metaphor for 
an invisible barrier preventing women and minorities from being promoted to top executive 
jobs. For instance, in one recent survey of Fortune 500 companies, females accounted 
for only 14.6% of executive-officer positions.152

What factors are holding women back? Three that are mentioned are negative 
 stereotypes, lack of mentors, and limited experience in line or general management.153 
Among the strategies suggested for fighting gender discrimination: getting more 
women on boards, increasing the diversity of the applicant pool, evaluating work 
 assignments to ensure they are fairly distributed, making everyone’s salary public, and 
helping with work/life management.154

Interestingly, however, peers, managers, direct reports, and judges/trained ob-
servers rated women executives as more effective than men. Men also rated them-
selves as more effective than women evaluated themselves.155 Indeed, one study, 
by Catalyst, an advocacy group for women in business, found that companies 
with more women executives have better financial performance.156 In Chapter 9 
we mentioned that venture capital firms that invested in women-led companies 
during the decade 2000–2010 outperformed those that didn’t.157 We discuss 
women in leadership further in Chapter 14 and women and communication in 
Chapter 15.

Race and Ethnicity: More People of Color in the Workforce The non-Hispanic 
white population is projected to peak in 2024, then to slowly decrease. Whites 
are projected to change from 77.5% in 2014 to 68.5% in 2060, African Americans 
from 13.2% to 14.3%, Asians from 5.4% to 9.3%, Hispanics or Latinos from 17.4% 
to 28.6%, and American Indian/Alaskan Native from 1.2% to 1.5%.158 We already 
mentioned that people of color have hit the glass ceiling, with whites holding 
more of the managerial and professional jobs. In addition, there are two other 
trends that show that American businesses need to do a lot better by minority 
populations.

First, minorities tend to earn less than whites. Median household income in 2014 
was $35,398 for African Americans and $42,491 for Hispanics. It was $60,256 for 
non-Hispanic whites. (Asians had the highest median income, at $75,297.)159

Second, a number of studies have shown that minorities experienced more per-
ceived discrimination, racism-related stress, and less psychological support than 
whites did.160
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Sexual Orientation: LGBT People Become More Visible A May 2015 Gallup 
survey found that the American public thinks that, on average, 23% of Americans are 
gay or lesbian—wildly off the mark from the 3.8% of the adult population who self-
identified as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender (LGBT) in another Gallup poll four 
months earlier.161 Regardless, Americans have become far more tolerant of gay and 
lesbian behavior, with 63% in 2015 saying they found LGBT relations “morally ac-
ceptable” (up from 38% in 2002) and 60% favoring legalized same-sex marriage (up 
from 35% in 1999).162

Despite the changing social and legal landscape, however, over half (53%) of LGBT 
workers nationwide said they hide who they are at work, according to a 2014 report.163 
LGBT workers report higher levels of stress compared with other workers, stress that 
can be alleviated with LGBT-supportive workplace policies.164 Finally, gay and bi-
sexual male workers were found to earn 10%–32% less than equally qualified hetero-
sexual counterparts.165

By now the vocabulary surrounding LGBT issues has changed considerably. 
For instance, transgender is an umbrella term for people whose sense of their gender 
differs from what is expected based on the sex characteristics with which they are 
born.166 That is, these are the estimated 0.03% of Americans who feel their bodies 
and genders do not match, that the gender label they received at birth does not 
fit.167 These are people who don’t feel distinctly male or female and who use labels 
that describe a sense of gender that’s neither “man” nor “woman”—labels such as 
gender fluid and nonbinary. 

Indeed, with such distinctions, “LGBT” isn’t considered inclusive enough to 
suit many people today, and the rubric has been expanded to LGBTQ, or even 
 LGBTQQIAP, in which the different letters stand for different things. “Q,” for in-
stance, can stand for “Queer,” but it can also stand for “Questioning.” “I” stands 
for “Intersex.” “A” can stand for “Ally,” but it can also stand for “Asexual,” charac-
terized by the absence of sexual attraction.168 “P” stands for “Pansexual.” These 
are not just academic issues, as one can see in the way authorities are having to 
rethink how men’s and women’s bathrooms and locker rooms should accommodate 
transgender people.169

How important is the issue of sexual orientation? Once again, if managers are con-
cerned about hiring and keeping workplace talent, they shouldn’t ignore the motiva-
tion and productivity of 3.8% of the workforce. Many employers are recognizing this: 
88% of Fortune 500 companies include sexual orientation in their nondiscrimination 
policies, and more than 60% offer domestic partner health benefits for same-sex cou-
ples, according to the Human Rights Campaign.170 

No doubt things will change further, since the U.S. Supreme Court made it clear in 
June 2015 that marriage is no longer solely a legal union between a man and a woman. 
“The right to marry is a fundamental right inherent in the liberty of the person,”  Justice 
Anthony Kennedy wrote (in Obergefell v. Hodges) in support of the majority ruling 
that states may not refuse to marry same-sex couples. “Under the Due Process and 
Equal Protection Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment couples of the same sex may 
not be deprived of that right and that liberty.”171 

People with Differing Physical and Mental Abilities About 20% of civilian, 
noninstitutionalized Americans have a physical or mental disability, according to the 
U.S. Census Bureau.172 Since 1992 we have had the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA), which prohibits discrimination against the disabled and requires organizations to 
reasonably accommodate an individual’s disabilities.173

Even so, disabled people have difficulty finding work. The Census Bureau found 
less than half (41.1%) of disabled people ages 21–64 were employed, compared to 
79.1% of abled people.174 Here, too, is a talent pool that managers will no doubt find 
themselves tapping into in the coming years. (Disability studies, incidentally, has 
 become a hot subject on college campuses.)175

Disability. Everyone recognizes 
the wheelchair as signifying that 
a person is disabled, but other 
disabilities are not easily 
identified—and may not invite 
understanding. Do you think that 
mental disabilities, for example, 
should be accommodated in 
employment? If you were subject 
to mood swings, would you think 
that would prevent you from 
doing your job effectively?  
© Scott T. Baxter/Getty Images RF
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Educational Levels: Mismatches between Education and Workforce 
Needs Two important mismatches between education and workplace are these:

■ College graduates may be in jobs for which they are overqualified. Al-
most half a million college graduates are working minimum-wage jobs—
260,000 with bachelor’s degrees, 200,000 with associates degrees.176 In other 
words, a great many college graduates are underemployed—working at jobs 
that require less education than they have–for example, in 2014, 16.3% of all 
workers who worked in restaurants and bars in the United States had a bach-
elor’s degree or higher, compared to 14.2% in 2000.177

■ High-school dropouts and others may not have the literacy skills needed 
for many jobs. A recent study found that 7% of all people in the United States 
between the ages of 16 and 24 had dropped out of high school in 2014.178 Men 
make up 55% of such dropouts. If, as has been alleged, more than two-thirds 
of the American workforce reads below ninth-grade level, that is a problem 
for employers, because about 70% of the on-the-job reading materials are 
written at or above that level.179

Barriers to Diversity
Some barriers are erected by diverse people themselves. In the main, however, most 
 barriers are put in their paths by organizations.180 When we speak of “the organization’s 
barriers,” we are, of course, referring to the people in the organization—especially those 
who may have been there for a while—who are resistant to making it more diverse.

Resistance to change in general is an attitude that all managers come up against 
from time to time, and resistance to diversity is simply one variation. It may be ex-
pressed in the following six ways.

1. Stereotypes and Prejudices Ethnocentrism is the belief that one’s native coun-
try, culture, language, abilities, or behavior is superior to those of another culture. (An 
 example was the “Linsanity,” or surprised enthusiasm, expressed by sports fans in 
2012 over pro basketball player Jeremy Lin, a Harvard-educated economics graduate 
of Chinese descent, who defied racial stereotypes by scoring at least 23 points—in one 
case, 38 points—in his first four games with the New York Knicks. Before Lin, many 
people assumed that blacks and whites were better basketball players than Asian 
Americans.)181 When differences are viewed as being weaknesses—which is what 
many stereotypes and prejudices ultimately come down to—this may be expressed as 
a concern that diversity hiring will lead to a sacrifice in competence and quality.

2. Fear of Discrimination against Majority Group Members Some employees 
are afraid that attempts to achieve greater diversity in their organization will result in 
bias against the majority group—that more black or Asian employees will be pro-
moted to fire captain or police lieutenant, for example, over the heads of supposedly 
more qualified whites.

3. Resistance to Diversity Program Priorities Some companies, such as 
 PepsiCo, IBM, and Deloitte & Touche, have taken aggressive diversity approaches, 
such as offering special classes teaching tolerance for diversity and seminars in how to 
get along.182 Some employees may see diversity programs as distracting them from the 
organization’s “real work.” In addition, they may be resentful of diversity-promoting 
policies that are reinforced through special criteria in the organization’s performance 
appraisals and reward systems.

4. A Negative Diversity Climate Diversity climate is a subcomponent of an organiza-
tion’s overall climate and is defined as the employees’ aggregate “perceptions about the 
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Woman manager. On the job 
she might be a high-powered 
manager of scores of people, 
but at home she may still be 
expected to be the principal 
manager of an important few—
the children. © Liam Norris/Getty 
Images RF

 organization’s diversity-related formal structure characteristics and informal values.”183 Diver-
sity climate is positive when employees view the organization as being fair to all types of 
employees, which promotes employee loyalty and overall firm performance.184 It also 
 enhances psychological safety. Psychological safety reflects the extent to which people feel 
free to express their ideas and beliefs without fear of negative consequences.185

5. Lack of Support for Family Demands In 2015, there were over 34.3 million 
married couples with children under 18 in the United States. In 60.6% of such families, 
both parents worked; in 20.8%, only the father worked; and in 5.3%, only the mother 
worked.186 But more and more women are moving back and forth between being at-
home mothers and in the workforce, as economic circumstances dictate.187 Yet in a 
great many households, it is still women who primarily take care of children, as well 
as other domestic chores. When organizations aren’t supportive in offering flexibility 
in hours and job responsibilities, these women may find it difficult to work evenings 
and weekends or to take overnight business trips.

6. A Hostile Work Environment for Diverse Employees Hostile work environ-
ments are characterized by sexual, racial, and age harassment and can be in violation 
of Equal Employment Opportunity law, such as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.188 
Whether perpetrated against women, men, older individuals, or LGBTQ people, 
 hostile environments are demeaning, unethical, and appropriately called “work envi-
ronment pollution.” A recent example involved former Fox anchor Gretchen Carlson. 
She filed a complaint saying she was fired because she refused to sleep with Fox News 
CEO Roger Ailes. Data from the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
revealed that almost half of its 30,000 harassment complaints received in 2015 
 involved sex.189 You certainly won’t get employees’ best work if they believe the work 
environment is hostile toward them. ●
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Stress is the tension people feel when they are facing or enduring extraordinary demands, 
constraints, or opportunities and are uncertain about their ability to handle them effectively.190 
Stress is the feeling of tension and pressure; the source of stress is called a stressor.

A 2015 study by the American Psychological Association found that parents, 
younger generations, and those living in households making less than $50,000 per year 
report higher levels of stress than Americans overall, especially when it comes to 
money. Those who have particularly high stress about money are more likely to say 
they engage in unhealthy behaviors to manage their stress.191

There’s no question that work is stressful. The 2015 study found that the top two 
sources of stress are money (67%) and work (65%). More adults are also reporting 
“extreme stress,” with 24% saying they were highly stressed in 2015 compared to 18% 
a year earlier. Commonly cited causes of work stress include low salaries (54%), lack 
of opportunities for growth or advancement (53%), lack of recognition (53%), and 
 dissatisfaction with their employer’s work–life balance practices (43%).192

The Toll of Workplace Stress
The American Institute of Stress estimates that workplace stress costs the U.S. 
 economy over $300 billion a year in health care, missed work, and stress-reduction 
treatment.193 Stress can cause conflicts at work, make you fatigued all the time, and 
generate problems like insomnia, backaches, headaches, and chest pain.194

Work stress can also, as you might guess, put managers at risk. Men who suppress 
anger at work are two to five times more likely to suffer heart attacks or die from heart 
disease as those who express their “desk rage.”195 Losing one’s job is, as you might 
imagine, a very stressful event, being associated with decreased psychological and 
physical well-being.196 A Yale study found that layoffs more than doubled the risk of 
heart attack and stroke among older workers.197

Workplace stress diminishes positive emotions, job satisfaction, organizational 
commitment, and job performance and increases alcohol and illicit drug use, sleep-
lessness, overeating, and job turnover.198 Indeed, historically researchers have gener-
ally believed that there is an inverted U-shaped relationship between stress and 
performance. That is, low levels of stress lead to low performance (because people are 
not “charged up” to perform), but high levels of stress also lead to an energy-sapping 
fight-or-flight response that produces low performance. Optimal performance, accord-
ing to this hypothesis, results when people are subjected to moderate levels of stress.

How Does Stress Work?
Stress has both physical and emotional components. Physically, according to Canadian 
researcher Hans Selye, considered the father of the modern concept of stress, stress is 
“the nonspecific response of the body to any demand made upon it.”199 Emotionally, 
stress has been defined as the feeling of being overwhelmed, “the perception that 
events or circumstances have challenged, or exceeded, a person’s ability to cope.”200

11.6 Understanding Stress and Individual Behavior
What causes workplace stress, and how can it be reduced?

THE BIG PICTURE
Stress is what people feel when enduring extraordinary demands or opportunities and are not sure how to 
handle them. There are six sources of stress: individual differences, individual task, individual role, group, 
 organizational, and nonwork demands. We describe some consequences of stress and three ways to reduce 
it in the organization.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Stressors can be hassles, or simple irritants, such as misplacing or losing things, 
having concerns about one’s physical appearance, and having too many things to do. 
Or they can be crises, such as sudden occasions of overwhelming terror—a horrible 
auto accident, an incident of childhood abuse. Or they can be strong stressors, which 
can dramatically strain a person’s ability to adapt—extreme physical discomfort, such 
as chronic severe back pain.

Stressors can be both negative and positive. That is, one can understand that being 
fired or being divorced can be a great source of stress, but so can being promoted or 
getting married. As Selye writes, “It is immaterial whether the agent or the situation 
we face is pleasant or unpleasant; all that counts is the intensity of the demand for ad-
justment and adaptation.”201 In addition, Selye distinguished between bad stress (what 
he called “distress”), in which the result of the stressor can be anxiety and illness, and 
good stress (“eustress,” pronounced yu stress), which can stimulate a person to better 
coping and adaptation, such as performing well on a test.202 In this discussion, how-
ever, we are mainly concerned with how stress negatively affects people and their 
performance.

EXAMPLEGood Stress: Is Being a Worrywart a Benefit?

Worrying about possible upcoming bad news, such as maybe a 
dismal grade in a course? That’s stressful, of course. But such 
worrying can also be beneficial—depending on how you 
 handle it. 

Awaiting Important News. A study of law school graduates 
waiting to hear of high-stakes results (“Did I pass the California 
bar exam?”) found those who tried coping techniques (exer-
cise, work, binge-watching TV, talking with friends) failed “mis-
erably at suppressing distress,” says a report of the study. But 
for those who actively worried, when the news arrived, “the 
worriers were more elated than their relaxed peers, if it was 
good; if bad, the worriers were better prepared.”203 Of three 
strategies of waiting—distracting oneself and trying not to 
freak out, looking for a silver lining to failure, and anticipating 
the possibility of failure—the third one, called “defensive pes-
simism,” worked best.204 

Does Worrying Lead to Better Performance? “Constructive 
worry enables you to develop an adversity plan, in the sense 
that you’re worrying about all the things that could go wrong 
and how you’re going to fix them,” says psychologist Gregg 
Steinberg. “This can prepare you very well for whatever might 
come”—tough questions in a job interview, for instance, or 
criticism of your work by your boss.205 It’s important, however, 
that you not ruminate over things you can’t control.

YOUR CALL
Some jobs are better than others for worrywarts—particularly if 
they also have a “realistic, detail-focused mindset,” according to 
one report—among them engineering, computer science, and 
accounting.206 An actuarial accountant looking for negligence by 
clients, for instance, will be better motivated by worrying to pay 
more attention to the evidence—and thus do a better job. How 
about you? Do you sweat the small stuff? Maybe you should.

The Sources of Job-Related Stress
There are six sources of stress on the job: (1) demands created by individual differ-
ences, (2) individual task demands, (3) individual role demands, (4) group demands, 
(5) organizational demands, and (6) nonwork demands.

1. Demands Created by Individual Differences: The Stress Created by 
 Genetic or Personality Characteristics Some people are born worriers, those 
with a gene mutation (known as BDNF) that Yale researchers identify with people 
who chronically obsess over negative thoughts.207 Others are impatient, hurried, 
 deadline-ridden, competitive types with the personality characteristic known as Type A 
behavior pattern, meaning they are involved in a chronic, determined struggle to accom-
plish more in less time.208 Type A behavior has been associated with increased perfor-
mance in the work of professors, students, and life insurance brokers.209 However, it also 
has been associated with greater cardiovascular activity and higher blood pressure, as 
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well as to heart disease, especially for individuals who showed strong 
feelings of  anger, hostility, and aggression.210

2. Individual Task Demands: The Stress Created by the Job 
 Itself Some occupations are more stressful than others.211 Being a retail 
store manager, for instance, can be quite stressful for some people.212 But 
being a home-based blogger, paid on a piecework basis to generate news 
and comment, may mean working long hours to the point of exhaustion.213 

Jobs that require “emotional labor”— pretending to be cheerful or smiling 
all the time, no matter how you feel—can be particularly demanding.214

Low-level jobs can be more stressful than high-level jobs because em-
ployees often have less control over their lives and thus have less work 
satisfaction. Being a barista, day care teacher, hotel concierge, or purchas-
ing agent, which don’t usually pay very well, can be quite stressful.215

3. Individual Role Demands: The Stress Created by Others’ 
 Expectations of You Roles are sets of behaviors that people expect 
of occupants of a position. Stress may come about because of role over-
load, role conflict, and role ambiguity.

■ Role overload. Role overload occurs when others’ expectations 
exceed one’s ability. Example: If you as a student are carrying a 
full course load plus working two-thirds time plus trying to have 
a social life, you know what role overload is—and what stress is. 
Similar things happen to managers and workers.

■ Role conflict. Role conflict occurs when one feels torn by the 
different expectations of important people in one’s life. Ex-
ample: Your supervisor says the company needs you to stay 
late to meet an important deadline, but your family expects 
you to be present for your child’s birthday party.

■ Role ambiguity. Role ambiguity occurs when others’ expectations are un-
known. Example: You find your job description and the criteria for promotion 
vague, a complaint often voiced by newcomers to an organization.

4. Group Demands: The Stress Created by Coworkers and Managers Even 
if you don’t particularly care for the work you do but like the people you work with, 
that can be a great source of satisfaction and prevent stress. When people don’t get 
along, that can be a great stressor. Alternatively, even if you have stress under control, 
a coworker’s stress might bother you, diminishing productivity.216

In addition, managers can create stress for employees. People who have bad manag-
ers are five times more likely to have stress-induced headaches, upset stomachs, and 
loss of sleep.217

5. Organizational Demands: The Stress Created by the Environment and 
Culture The physical environments of some jobs are great sources of stress: poultry 
processing, asbestos removal, coal mining, fire fighting, police work, ambulance driv-
ing, and so on. Even white-collar work can take place in a stressful environment, with 
poor lighting, too much noise, improper placement of furniture, and no privacy.218

An organizational culture that promotes high-pressure work demands on employees 
will fuel the stress response.219 The pace of information technology certainly adds to 
the stress. “For example,” says Michael Patsalos-Fox, chairman of the Americas  region 
for consulting firm McKinsey & Company, “you used to have media companies and 
you used to have telecom [telecommunications] companies, right? . . . The problem is 
that they are encroaching on each other. The onset of a lot of technologies is blurring 
the boundary between industries that were quite separate, creating opportunities for 
industries to attack each other.”220 Such rapidly changing technologies and financial 
pressures are what keep top executives awake at night.

Stressful No. 7. Many jobs are 
stressful, some because 
people’s lives are at stake 
(military personnel, firefighters, 
police officers), some because 
they are highly deadline-driven 
(event coordinators, public 
relations executives). Senior 
corporate executives ranked 
No. 7 on CareerCast’s 2014 list 
of 10 most stressful jobs. If you 
hate stress, what kind of job 
should you have? © Comstock/
PunchStock RF
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6. Nonwork Demands: The Stresses Created by Forces outside the Organi-
zation As anyone knows who has had to cope with money problems, divorce, sup-
port of elderly relatives, or other serious nonwork concerns, the stresses outside one’s 
work life can have a significant effect on work. Even people with ordinary lives can 
find the stress of coping with family life rugged going.

The Consequences of Stress
Positive stress is constructive and can energize you, increasing your effort, 
creativity, and performance. Negative stress is destructive, resulting in 
poorer-quality work, dissatisfaction, errors, absenteeism, and turnover.

Symptoms of Stress Negative stress reveals itself in three kinds of 
symptoms:

■ Physiological signs. Lesser physiological signs are sweaty palms, 
restlessness, backaches, headaches, upset stomach, and nausea. 
More serious signs are hypertension and heart attacks.

■ Psychological signs. Psychological symptoms include forgetfulness, bore-
dom, irritability, nervousness, anger, anxiety, hostility, and depression.221

■ Behavioral signs. Behavioral symptoms include sleeplessness, changes in 
eating habits, and increased smoking/alcohol/drug abuse. Stress may be 
 revealed through reduced performance and job satisfaction.

Burnout “When you keep investing more energy and the return remains low, that’s 
when you burn out,” suggests Michael Staver, founder of an executive training 
company.222

Burnout is a state of emotional, mental, and even physical exhaustion, expressed as 
listlessness, indifference, or frustration. The Maslach Burnout Inventory lists 22 ele-
ments, including emotional exhaustion, cynicism or depersonalization, and reduced 
personal efficacy.223 Clearly, the greatest consequence of negative stress for the orga-
nization is reduced productivity. Overstressed employees are apt to call in sick, miss 
deadlines, take longer lunch breaks, and show indifference to performance. However, 
some may put in great numbers of hours at work without getting as much accom-
plished as previously.224

Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Have an employee who’s often late? Who 
 frequently calls in sick on Mondays? Who is somewhat sloppy? Whose memory is 
slipping?225 Maybe he or she is afflicted with alcoholism, a chronic, progressive, and 
potentially fatal disease characterized by a growing compulsion to drink. Alcoholics 
come from every occupation and social class, from students to college professors to 
priests to airline pilots. Alcoholism may not interfere with a person’s job in an obvious 
way until it shows up in absenteeism, accidents, slipshod work, or significant use of a 
company’s medical benefits. 

As is well known, there is an epidemic of drug abuse and drug overdose 
deaths across America.226 Alcohol is the most common drug of abuse, but the mis-
use of  others may also affect a person’s productivity—legal drugs, such as tran-
quilizers or opioids, or illegal drugs such as marijuana, methamphetamine, 
cocaine, or heroin. 

If you as a manager think you might be dealing with an employee with a sub-
stance-abuse problem, it’s suggested you not try to make accusations but firmly 
point out that productivity is suffering and that it’s up to the subordinate to do 
something about it. While not doing any counseling yourself, you can try steering 
the employee to the  human resources department, which may have an employee 
 assistance program to help employees overcome personal problems affecting their 
job performance.

De-stressing. Experts say that 
exercise can be a tremendous 
stress reliever. Many companies 
maintain physical-fitness 
centers not only as an employee 
perk but also because they 
realize that exercise helps to 
improve stamina and endurance 
while reducing tension.  
© Ariel Skelley/Blend Images RF
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Incidentally, although many people swear by 12-step programs, such as that offered 
by Alcoholics Anonymous, an examination of several studies found that such pro-
grams were no more and no less successful than any other interventions in reducing 
alcohol dependence and alcohol-related problems.227

Reducing Stressors in the Organization
There are all kinds of buffers, or administrative changes, that managers can make to re-
duce the stressors that lead to employee burnout.228 Examples: Extra staff or equipment 
at peak periods. Increased freedom to make decisions. Recognition for accomplish-
ments. Time off for rest or personal development. Assignment to a new position. Three- 
to five-day employee retreats at off-site locations for relaxation and team-building 
activities. Sabbatical leave programs to replenish employees’ energy and desire to work.

Some general organizational strategies for reducing unhealthy stressors are the 
following:229

■ Roll out employee assistance programs. Employee assistance programs 
(EAPs) include a host of programs aimed at helping employees to cope with 
stress, burnout, substance abuse, health-related problems, family and marital is-
sues, and any general problem that negatively influences job performance.230

■ Recommend a holistic wellness approach. A holistic wellness program fo-
cuses on self-responsibility, nutritional awareness, relaxation techniques, physical 
fitness, and environmental awareness. This approach goes beyond stress reduc-
tion by encouraging employees to try to balance physical, mental, and social 
well-being by accepting personal responsibility for developing and adhering 
to a health promotion program. For instance, if you’re too stressed to exercise, 
you might try some meditation.231 (In India, well-off urban professionals 
 relieve stress by chanting Buddhist mantras.)232 

■ Create a supportive environment. Job stress often results because employ-
ees work under poor supervision and lack freedom. Wherever possible, it’s 
better to keep the organizational environment less formal, more personal, and 
more supportive of employees. Mentors can also help reduce stress.233

■ Make jobs interesting. Stress also results when jobs are routinized and boring. 
It’s better to try to structure jobs so that they allow employees some freedom.

■ Make career counseling available. Companies such as IBM make career 
planning available, which reduces the stress that comes when employees don’t 
know what their career options are and where they’re headed. ●

Good times—for now. Office stress can certainly 
lead to “a few drinks after work” becoming a 
regular pastime—and then almost a necessity, for 
some people. More than 30% of American adults 
have abused alcohol or suffered from alcoholism at 
some point in their lives. Those who get treatment 
first receive it, on average, at about age 30—eight 
years after they develop their dependency on 
drinking. Only 24% of alcoholics, however, receive 
any treatment at all. Do you find alcohol helps 
relieve your stress? Are you concerned about it?  
© Image Source/Getty Images RF
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Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

11.1 Personality and Individual Behavior
•	 Personality consists of the stable psychological 

traits and behavioral attributes that give a person 
his or her identity. There are five personality 
dimensions and five personality traits that 
managers need to be aware of to understand 
workplace behavior.

•	 The Big Five personality dimensions are extroversion, 
agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, 
and openness to experience. Extroversion, an 
outgoing personality, is associated with success for 
managers and salespeople. Conscientiousness, or a 
dependable personality, is correlated with successful 
job performance. A person who scores well on 
conscientiousness may be a proactive personality, 
someone who is more apt to take initiative and 
persevere to influence the environment.

•	 A core self-evaluation represents a broad personality 
trait comprising four positive individual traits: (1) Self-
efficacy is the belief in one’s personal ability to do a 
task. Low self-efficacy is associated with learned 
helplessness, the debilitating lack of faith in one’s 
ability to control one’s environment. (2) Self-esteem 
is the extent to which people like or dislike 
themselves. (3) Locus of control indicates how much 
people believe they control their fate through their 
own efforts. (4) Emotional stability is the extent to 
which people feel secure and unworried and how 
likely they are to experience negative emotions 
under pressure.

•	 Emotional intelligence is defined as the ability to 
monitor your and others’ feelings and use this 
information to guide your thinking and actions.

11.2 Values, Attitudes, and Behavior
•	 Organizational behavior (OB) is dedicated to better 

understanding and managing people at work. OB 
looks at two areas: individual behavior (discussed in 
this chapter) and group behavior (discussed in later 
chapters).

•	 Values must be distinguished from attitudes and from 
behavior. Values are abstract ideals that guide one’s 
thinking and behavior across all situations.

•	 Attitudes are defined as learned predispositions toward 
a given object. Attitudes have three components. The 
affective component consists of the feelings or 
emotions one has about a situation. The cognitive 
component consists of the beliefs and knowledge one 
has about a situation. The behavioral component is how 
one intends or expects to behave toward a situation.

•	 When attitudes and reality collide, the result may be 
cognitive dissonance, the psychological discomfort a 
person experiences between his or her cognitive 
attitude and incompatible behavior. Cognitive 
dissonance depends on three factors: importance, 
control, and rewards. The ways to reduce cognitive 
dissonance are to change your attitude and/or your 
behavior, belittle the importance of the inconsistent 
behavior, or find consonant elements that outweigh 
the dissonant ones.
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consist of the personal characteristics that people 
acquire, discard, or modify throughout their lives: 
personal habits, educational background, religion, 
income, marital status, and the like.

•	 By now the vocabulary surrounding LGBT issues has 
changed considerably. Transgender is an umbrella term 
for people whose sense of their gender differs from 
what is expected based on the sex characteristics with 
which they are born. LGBT isn’t considered inclusive 
enough to suit many people today, and the rubric has 
been expanded to LGBTQ, in which “Q” can stand for 
“Queer” or for “Questioning.”

•	 There are five categories in the internal dimension and 
one category in the external dimension in which the 
U.S. workforce is becoming more diverse: (1) age,  
(2) gender, (3) race and ethnicity, (4) sexual orientation, 
(5) physical/mental abilities, and, on the external 
dimension, (6) educational level.

•	 There are six ways in which employees and 
managers may express resistance to diversity:  
(1) Some express stereotypes and prejudices  
based on ethnocentrism, the belief that one’s native 
country, culture, language, abilities, or behavior is 
superior to that of another country. (2) Some 
employees are afraid of discrimination against 
majority group members. (3) Some employees see 
diversity programs as distracting them from the 
organization’s supposed “real work.” (4) There  
may be a negative diversity climate, defined as the 
employees’ aggregate perceptions about the 
organization’s diversity-related formal structure 
characteristics and informal values and their feelings 
of psychological safety, the extent to which they  
feel free to express ideas without negative 
consequences. (5) Organizations may not  
be supportive of flexible hours and other matters  
that can help employees cope with family demands.  
(6) Organizations may show lack of support for 
career-building steps for diverse employees.

11.6  Understanding Stress and Individual 
Behavior

•	 Stress is the tension people feel when they are facing 
or enduring extraordinary demands, constraints, or 
opportunities and are uncertain about their ability to 
handle them effectively. Stress is the feeling of tension 
and pressure; the source of stress is called a stressor.

•	 There are six sources of stress on the job: (1) Demands 
created by individual differences may arise from a 
Type A behavior pattern, meaning people have the 
personality characteristic that involves them in a 
chronic, determined struggle to accomplish more in 
less time. (2) Individual task demands are the stresses 
created by the job itself. (3) Individual role demands are 
the stresses created by other people’s expectations of 
you. Roles are sets of behaviors that people expect of 
occupants of a position. Stress may come about 
because of role overload, role conflict, or role ambiguity. 
(4) Group demands are the stresses created by 
coworkers and managers. (5) Organizational demands 

•	 Together, values and attitudes influence people’s 
workplace behavior—their actions and judgments.

11.3 Perception and Individual Behavior
•	 Perception is the process of interpreting and 

understanding one’s environment. Four types of 
distortion in perception are (1) stereotyping, the 
tendency to attribute to an individual the characteristics 
one believes are typical of the group to which that 
individual belongs; (2) implicit bias, which refers to the 
attitudes or beliefs that affect our understanding, 
actions, and decisions in an unconscious manner;  
(3) the halo effect, the forming of an impression of an 
individual based on a single trait; (4) the recency effect, 
the tendency to remember recent information better 
than earlier information; and (5) causal attribution, 
the activity of inferring causes for observed behavior. 
Two attributional tendencies that can distort one’s 
interpretation of observed behavior are the 
fundamental attribution bias, in which people attribute 
another person’s behavior to his or her personal 
characteristics rather than to situational factors, and the 
self-serving bias, in which people tend to take more 
personal responsibility for success than for failure.

•	 The self-fulfilling prophecy (Pygmalion effect) describes 
the phenomenon in which people’s expectations of 
themselves or others lead them to behave in ways 
that make those expectations come true.

11.4  Work-Related Attitudes and Behaviors 
Managers Need to Deal With

•	 Managers need to be alert to work-related attitudes 
having to do with (1) employee engagement, an 
individual’s involvement, satisfaction, and enthusiasm 
for work; (2) job satisfaction, the extent to which you 
feel positive or negative about various aspects of 
your work; and (3) organizational commitment, 
reflecting the extent to which an employee identifies 
with an organization and is committed to its goals.

•	 Among the types of behavior that managers need 
to influence are (1) performance and productivity; 
(2) absenteeism, when an employee doesn’t show 
up for work, and turnover, when employees leave 
their jobs; (3) organizational citizenship behaviors, 
those employee behaviors that are not directly part 
of employees’ job descriptions—that exceed their 
work-role requirements; and (4) counterproductive 
work behaviors, behaviors that harm employees 
and the organization as a whole.

11.5 The New Diversified Workforce
•	 Diversity represents all the ways people are alike and 

unlike—the differences and similarities in age, 
gender, race, religion, ethnicity, sexual orientation, 
capabilities, and socioeconomic background.

•	 There are two dimensions of diversity: (1) Internal 
dimensions of diversity are those human 
differences that exert a powerful, sustained effect 
throughout every stage of our lives: gender, 
ethnicity, race, physical abilities, age, and sexual 
orientation. (2) External dimensions of diversity 
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•	 There are buffers, or administrative changes, that 
managers can make to reduce the stressors that 
lead to employee burnout, such as adding extra 
staff or giving employees more power to make 
decisions. Some general organizational strategies 
for reducing unhealthy stressors are to roll out 
employee assistance programs, recommend a 
holistic wellness approach, create a supportive 
environment, make jobs interesting, and make 
career counseling available.

are the stresses created by the environment and 
culture of the organization. (6) Nonwork demands are 
the stresses created by forces outside the organization, 
such as money problems or divorce.

•	 Positive stress can be constructive. Negative stress 
can result in poor-quality work; such stress is 
revealed through physiological, psychological, or 
behavioral signs. One sign is burnout, a state of 
emotional, mental, and even physical exhaustion. 
Stress can lead to alcohol and other drug abuse.

 1. What are the Big Five personality dimensions?
 2. What are four personality traits managers need to be 

aware of to understand workplace behavior?
 3. How is emotional intelligence defined?
 4. How do you distinguish values from attitudes and 

behavior?
 5. What is the process of perception?
 6. What are five types of distortion in perception, and 

what is the Pygmalion effect?

 7. What are three work-related attitudes managers need 
to be conscious of?

 8. What are four types of behavior that managers need 
to influence?

 9. Explain the two dimensions of diversity.
 10. What are six sources of stress on the job?

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

Individual Differences, Values, Attitudes, and 
Diversity at Facebook 
Mark Zuckerberg, co-founder and creator of Facebook, 
is now its CEO. He was born in 1984 to well-educated 
parents: His mom was a psychiatrist and dad a dentist. 
He went to an exclusive preparatory school and was 
captain of the fencing team. He liked the classics and 
writing. He also had passion and skill for working with 
computers at a very young age.

Zuckerberg created his first messaging program us-
ing Atari BASIC around age 12. His family used it to 
communicate, and his dad used it in his dental office. 
He entered Harvard in 2002 and quickly became 
known as a skilled software developer. Zuckerberg 
 developed computer skills at Harvard working on proj-
ects like CourseMatch, Facemash, and Harvard Con-
nection. The Harvard Connection experience  resulted 
in the famous lawsuit between the founders of Harvard 
Connection and Zuckerberg: Zuckerberg settled for 
around $65 million. He started the core of Facebook 
from his dorm room and left Harvard in 2004 to work 
full-time on Facebook.234 

In 2016, there were more than 1.65 billion active 
Facebook users. This represents a 15% increase year 
over year. The most common demographic of users is 

age 25–34 (29.7%). There are over 300 million photos 
posted daily and over 4.5 million daily likes. The com-
pany’s revenue grew from $7.8 billion in 2013 to over 
$17 billion in 2015. Facebook is clearly the largest, 
and potentially most influential, social media site on 
the planet.235 

Zuckerberg’s Personal Characteristics
Zuckerberg, or Zuck, as known to most of his acquain-
tances, is pale, medium build, and about five feet eight. 
He stands erect and generally dresses in T-shirts, jeans, 
and sneakers. “His affect can be distant and disorient-
ing, a strange mixture of shy and cocky,” according to 
a New Yorker writer. “When he’s not  interested in what 
someone is talking about, he’ll just look away and say, 
‘Yeah, yeah.’” He’s known to come across as flip and 
condescending, but “face to face he is often charm-
ing,” says the writer.236

Zuckerberg does not prefer speaking to the press or 
participating in public appearances. He is highly 
 motivated and turned down offers to sell Facebook for 
billions in the early 2000s because he wanted to keep 
running and growing the company. Founding and 
growing the company demonstrates intelligence and 
risk taking. It certainly took courage to drop out of 
Harvard to pursue a dream.237

Management in Action
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He’s generous and believes in equality, world peace, 
and happiness. In 2013, “he donated $100 million to 
the failing Newark Public School system in New 
 Jersey” and “signed the ‘Giving Pledge,’ promising to 
donate at least 50 percent of his wealth to charity over 
the course of his lifetime.”238 

Zuckerberg is driven to achieve and has high expec-
tations of others. He stated, “Move fast and break 
things. Unless you are breaking stuff, you are not mov-
ing fast enough.” He also cares about building some-
thing that improves the lives of others. “And if you can 
make something that makes people’s life better, then 
that’s something that’s really good,” he said.239 

Facebook’s Mission, Values, and Culture
Zuckerberg did not start Facebook to make money. 
Rather, he was pursuing a social mission “to make 
the world more open and connected.” In Facebook’s 
IPO letter, Zuckerberg wrote, “Facebook aspires to 
build the services that give people the power to share 
and help them once again transform many of our core 
institutions and industries. . . . We don’t build ser-
vices to make money; we make money to build better 
services.”240

Facebook’s five core values include the following: 
focus on impact, move fast, be bold, be open, and build 
social value.241 These values compose the core of 
Facebook’s culture, which Zuckerberg refers to as the 
“Hacker Way.” 

Zuckerberg described the hacker way as “an ap-
proach to building that involves continuous improve-
ment and iteration. Hackers believe that something can 
always be better, and that nothing is ever complete. . . . 
Hacker culture is also extremely open and merito-
cratic. Hackers believe that the best idea and imple-
mentation should always win—not the person who is 
lobbying for an idea or the person who manages the 
most people.”242

The company encourages this culture by conducting 
hackathons every few months. People build and share 
prototypes at these sessions. At the end, the best ideas 
are selected for further development. 

Employees are happy with Facebook’s culture and 
work environment, according to a survey conducted by 
jobs site Payscale. Ninety-six percent of employees re-
ported high satisfaction, and 44% had high stress. 
These results are better than those from peer compa-
nies like Google, Apple, Amazon, and Tesla.243 

Facebook Lacks Diversity 
Managing diversity is a hot topic among technology 
companies. This is an outgrowth of the demographic 
composition of people working in this industry. 
Rather than hide from this profile, companies have 
started to display transparency by publishing their di-
versity profiles.

Facebook’s diversity report showed 68% male and 
32% female. Ethnicity data for its U.S. workforce re-
vealed 55% white, 36% Asian, 4% Hispanic, 3% two or 
more races, and 2% black. This pattern is similar to those 
of Google and Apple. Google’s diversity report showed 
70% male and U.S. workforce diversity of 61% white, 
30% Asian, 4% two or more races, 3% Hispanic, and 2% 
black. Apple’s U.S. demographics found 30% female and 
55% white, 15% Asian, 11% Hispanic, 7% black, 2% two 
or more races, 1% other, and 9% undeclared.244

Facebook executives acknowledge that the work-
force is not overly diverse and committed to improving 
its demographic profile. Maxine Williams, global di-
rector of diversity, commented that “diversity is cen-
tral to Facebook’s mission of creating a more open and 
connected world: it’s good for our products and for our 
business. Cognitive diversity, or diversity of thought, 
matters because we are building a platform that cur-
rently serves 1.4 billion people around the world. It’s 
vital for us to have a broad range of perspectives, in-
cluding people of different genders, races, ages, sexual 
orientations, characteristics and points of view.”245

Facebook has initiated a number of programs aimed 
at improving its demographic profile. They include the 
following:

 1. Diverse slate approach. This pilot program ensures 
that every job opening considers at least one candi-
date from an underrepresented group.

 2. Facebook University. This program invites college 
freshmen with exceptional talent from underrepre-
sented groups to work on summer projects with 
Facebook mentors.

 3. Managing Bias training course. This course 
 educates employees about stereotypes and implicit 
biases.

 4. Computer Science & Engineering Lean In 
 Circles. This program partners with LeanIn.org, 
LinkedIn, and The Anita Borg Institute to create a 
community of support for women and some men as 
they pursue technology and engineering careers.246

FOR DISCUSSION
 1. How would you evaluate Zuckerberg in terms of the 

Big Five personality dimensions?
 2. How would you evaluate Zuckerberg in terms of core 

self-evaluations and emotional intelligence? Explain.
 3. How will Facebook’s mission, values, and culture 

 affect the three components of employees’ attitudes 
and workplace behavior?

 4. What are your thoughts about Facebook’s diversity 
statistics? Explain.

 5. Are you concerned that 44% of Facebook’s employ-
ees are experiencing high stress? Explain.
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Should Airlines Accommodate Oversized 
People?
Traveling on an airplane can be extra difficult for 
overweight and tall people. Boeing’s 757 standard 
seat width is 17 inches, while Airbus’s 319s is 17.2 
inches wide.247 Given individual differences in hip 
width, this can be a problem, particularly for women. 
This issue was investigated by the Civilian American 
and European Surface Anthropometry Resource Proj-
ect (Caesar). The project was funded by a consortium 
of companies.

The Caesar project measured over 4,000 people 
from the United States and Europe and uncovered the 
following: “The hip breadth of men in the 95th per-
centile of the population, i.e., on the very big side, 
measures 17.6 inches.” This means that 95% of all 
men can fit into a standard Airbus seat. In contrast, 
females face a different situation. According to 
 Caesar’s report, “the hip breadth of women in the 90th 
percentile is 19.2 inches, and those in the 95th percen-
tile have hips measuring 22.4 inches.”248 The core 
skeletal system is the reason for the difference be-
tween men and women. Females simply have a larger 
pelvis than men.

Do you think airlines should accommodate people 
with larger hips? Although there are not any regula-
tions in the United States to accommodate people, 
New York senator Charles Schumer wants the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) to establish minimum 
seat size standards. Some people believe that forcing 
airlines to establish bigger, standard seat sizes ulti-
mately increases fares. Industry group Airlines for 
America opposes the idea. “The group notes that the 
FAA should regulate seat size for safety, but should 
not substitute its judgments for market forces on what 
people are willing to pay.”249

Seat pitch, the distance between seat backs, also 
is  decreasing. This makes for less leg room for all 
people. The typical seat pitch in Economy class is 
29–32 inches, with a range of 29–36.250

The trends are clear. In general, airlines are adding 
seats while decreasing seat width and pitch. These 
changes clearly impact taller, wider, and heavier indi-
viduals. Somoa Air is resolving this issue by charg-
ing fees based on passengers’ weight. Does this seem 
ethical? 

The question to consider is whether seat width and 
pitch should be regulated or determined by market 
forces.

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE

 1. I recommend creating a national standard for seat 
width based on the average hip size of men and 
women. I would also standardize seat pitch so that it 
accommodates the average height of men and 
women. Once this is done, I would charge passen-
gers a special fee for more space.

 2. Let market forces determine the design of airplanes 
and fares. The government should stay out of this is-
sue. For example, Bombardier’s CS100 expanded 
seat width to 18.5 inches and included 19 inches for 
the middle seat. The airline maker did this to com-
pete with smaller seats offered in planes made by 
Airbus and Boeing.251 

 3. Because women on average have larger hip breadth 
than men, it is not fair to base fees on the size of a 
seat. This would disadvantage women. I would stan-
dardize seat width based on the average size of 
women. People can pay extra fees if they want addi-
tional seat width or pitch. 

 4. Invent other options.

Legal/Ethical Challenge



Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

12.1 Motivating for 
Performance
Major Question: What’s the 
motivation for studying 
motivation?

12.2 Content Perspectives on 
Employee Motivation
Major Question: What kinds 
of needs motivate 
employees?

12.3 Process Perspectives on 
Employee Motivation
Major Question: Is a good 
reward good enough? 
How do other factors 
affect motivation?

12.4 Job Design Perspectives 
on Motivation
Major Question: What’s the 
best way to design 
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THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

Managing for Motivation: Scrapping  
the Traditional 9-to-5 Job?

This chapter discusses motivation from four perspectives: content (theories by Maslow, 

 McClelland, Deci and Ryan, and Herzberg); process (equity, expectancy, and goal-setting theories); 

job design; and reinforcement. We then consider rewards for motivating performance.

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST

Punch in at 9:00, punch out at 5:00—does it have to 
be that way?

Perhaps not. Companies are becoming more open 
to hiring freelancers, independent contractors, and 
others in “the gig economy” who (with freedom to 
choose affordable health insurance plans) are able to 
designate their own hours.1 Indeed, a great deal of 
the job growth in the past decade has been among 
temporary and contract workers.2 

Prizing Flexibility
In addition, employers have become attuned to the 
idea of a flexible workplace, in which employees— 
especially Millennials, who prize flexibility, convenience, 
and more options in their lives—are encouraged to set 
their own schedules, work remotely, and be judged by 
their performance.3

The top benefits organizations saw in their work flex 
programs, according to a 2015 study, were improved 
employee satisfaction (87%), increased productivity 
(71%), and retention of current talent (65%).4 Several 
studies have found that employees with flexible work 
arrangements are healthier, happier, more productive, 
more positive about their work, and less likely to 
change jobs.5 

Among the types of alternative work schedules 
available are the following:

•	 Part-time work—less than 40 hours. Part-time 
work has spread beyond clerical help and 
programmers to market researchers, lawyers, and 
even part-time top executives.6 

•	 Flextime hours—flexible working hours. Flextime 
workers may start and finish an hour earlier or an 

hour later, but they usually make themselves 
available at core hours for meetings and 
consultations. (Men, unfortunately, have been 
more likely than women to be granted a flexible 
schedule.)7

•	 “4/10” workweek—four 10-hour days per week. 
Allows employees three consecutive days off, 
providing more leisure and less commuting time. 
(But meetings and consultations may remain a 
problem.)

•	 Job sharing—two people split the same job. Each 
person may work half the same day or work 
alternate days or weeks. Absences may create 
communication problems with coworkers or 
customers. (Today only 18% of employers in one 
survey allowed two workers to job share, down 
from 29% in 2008.)8

•	 Telecommuting—working at home all or part 
time. Employees keep in touch with employers 
and coworkers by email, text, and phone. 
The advantages to employers are increased 
productivity because telecommuters 
experience less distraction at home and can 
work flexible hours.9 (Today 37% of U.S. 
workers say they have telecommuted, four 
times greater than the 9% found in 1995.)10 
Working from home can make you happier, 
but face time at the office has value as well.11 

For Discussion For what you’re doing at this point in 
your life, which of these possibilities would suit you best, 
and why? Would it be workable for your employer if all 
your coworkers did it as well?
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12.1 Motivating for Performance
What’s the motivation for studying motivation?

THE BIG PICTURE
Motivation is defined as the psychological processes that arouse and direct people’s goal-directed behavior. 
The model of how it works is that people have certain needs that motivate them to perform specific behav-
iors for which they receive rewards, both extrinsic and intrinsic, that feed back and satisfy the original need. 
The four major perspectives on motivation are content, process, job-design, and reinforcement.

?
What would make you rise a half hour earlier than usual to ensure you got to work on 
time—and to perform your best once there? 

Among the possible inducements (such as those offered by SAS, Google, and Sales-
force): free snacks and free meals, on-site laundry, Friday afternoons off, child care 
assistance, freedom to paint your walls, tuition reimbursement, career counseling, and 
having your dog at work. How about repayment of your student loan—there’s a big 
one! (But only 3% of companies offer it.)12 How about getting paid to live near your 
job? (Housing subsidies are sometimes offered to attract new hires to high-rent areas 
like Silicon Valley.)13 

Whether employment rates are high or low, there are always companies, industries, 
and occupations in which employers feel they need to bend over backward to retain 
their human capital.

Motivation: What It Is, Why It’s Important
Why do people do the things they do? The answer is this: They are mainly motivated 
to fulfill their wants and needs.

What Is Motivation and How Does It Work? Motivation may be defined as the 
psychological processes that arouse and direct goal-directed behavior.14 Motivation is 
difficult to understand because you can’t actually see it or know it in another person; it 
must be inferred from one’s behavior. Nevertheless, it’s imperative that you as a man-
ager understand the process of motivation if you are to guide employees in accom-
plishing your organization’s objectives.

The way motivation works actually is complex, the result of multiple personal and 
contextual factors. (See Figure 12.1.) 

MAJOR 
QUESTION

• Organizational culture
• Cross-cultural values
• Physical environment 
• Rewards and reinforcement
• Group norms
• Communication technology
• Leader behavior
• Organizational design
• Organizational climate
• Job design

Contextual factors

• Personality
• Ability
• Core self-evaluations
• Emotions
• Attitudes
• Needs
• Values 
• Work attitudes

Personal factors

  Motivation & employee engagement

FIGURE 12.1
An integrated model of 
motivation 
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The individual personal factors that employees bring to the workplace range from 
personality to attitudes, many of which we described in Chapter 11. The contextual 
factors include organizational culture, cross-cultural values, the physical environment, 
and other matters we discuss in this chapter and the next. Both categories of factors 
influence an employee’s level of motivation and engagement at work.

However, motivation can also be expressed in a simple model—namely, that people 
have certain needs that motivate them to perform specific behaviors for which they 
receive rewards that feed back and satisfy the original need. (See Figure 12.2, below.)

Unfulfilled need
Desire is created

to fulfill a need—as
for food, safety,

recognition.

Behaviors
You choose a type

of behavior you
think might satisfy

the need.

Rewards
Two types of

rewards satisfy
needs—extrinsic

or intrinsic.

Motivation
You search for
ways to satisfy

the need.

Feedback Reward informs you whether behavior worked and should be used again.

Yo

th
r

ne

FIGURE 12.2 A simple model of motivation 

For example, as an hourly worker you desire more money (need), which impels you 
(motivates you) to work more hours (behavior), which provides you with more money 
(reward) and informs you (feedback loop) that working more hours will fulfill your 
need for more money in the future.

Rewards (as well as motivation itself) are of two types—extrinsic and intrinsic.15 
Managers can use both to encourage better work performance.

■ Extrinsic rewards—satisfaction in the payoff from others. An extrinsic 
 reward is the payoff, such as money, a person receives from others for performing 
a particular task. An extrinsic reward is an external reward; the payoff comes 
from pleasing others.

  Example: The Air Force is offering a bonus to drone pilots if they extend 
their commitment to remain in the military. These pilots can earn $15,000 a 
year by extending for either five or nine years, and they have the option to 
receive half the total bonus up front. The Air Force is doing this because the 
demand for drone pilots exceeds the supply.16   

  Another example: Companies are trying to reduce health care costs by pay-
ing employees to lose weight.17 (Some firms are asking their employees to 
pay higher insurance premiums to spur them to take off pounds, but that has 
not been found to be a strong enough motivation. “Financial incentives can 
work well—if they are separated from insurance premiums,” suggests one 
team of researchers.)18

■ Intrinsic rewards—satisfaction in performing the task itself. An intrinsic 
reward is the satisfaction, such as a feeling of accomplishment, a person receives 
from performing the particular task itself. An intrinsic reward is an internal 
 reward; the payoff comes from pleasing yourself.

  Example: When Debbie Feit, a senior copywriter at MARS, a Southfield, 
Michigan–based marketing agency, was given a month-long paid sabbatical at 
a charitable organization of her choice, she chose to donate her time writing 
marketing materials and completing grant applications for children’s mental 
health organizations. “MARS could have just sent money to the organization,” 
Feit says, “but instead they also devoted my time to something I felt passion-
ate about. I was very touched by the experience.”19 
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We all are motivated by a combination of extrinsic and intrinsic rewards. Which 
type of reward is more valuable to you? Answering this question can help you generate 
self-motivation and higher performance. 

Are You More Interested in Extrinsic or Intrinsic 
Rewards?

The following survey was designed to assess extrinsic and 
 intrinsic motivation. Please be prepared to answer these ques-
tions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 12.1 
in Connect.

1. What is more important to you, extrinsic or intrinsic 
rewards? Are you surprised by the results?

2. How can you use the results to increase your motivation 
to obtain good grades in your classes?

3. If you were managing someone like yourself, what would 
you do to increase the individual’s motivation?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 12.1  

Why Is Motivation Important? It seems obvious that organizations would want to 
motivate their employees to be more productive. But motivation also plays a role in 
influencing a host of outcomes, including employee engagement, organizational citi-
zenship, absenteeism, and service quality.20 In order of importance, you as a manager 
want to motivate people to:

 1. Join your organization. You need to instill in talented prospective workers 
the desire to come to work for you.

 2. Stay with your organization. Whether you are in good economic times or 
bad, you always want to be able to retain good people.

 3. Show up for work at your organization. In many organizations, absentee-
ism and lateness are tremendous problems.

 4. Be engaged while at your organization. Engaged employees produce higher-
quality work and better customer service.

 5. Do extra for your organization. You hope your employees will perform 
extra tasks above and beyond the call of duty (be organizational “good 
citizens”).

The Four Major Perspectives on  
Motivation: Overview
There is no theory accepted by everyone as to what motivates people. In this chapter, 
therefore, we present the four principal perspectives. From these, you may be able to 
select what ideas seem most workable to you. The four perspectives on motivation are 
(1) content, (2) process, (3) job design, and (4) reinforcement, as described in the 
 following four main sections. ●
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Content perspectives, also known as need-based perspectives, are theories that 
 emphasize the needs that motivate people. Content theorists ask, “What kind of 
needs motivate employees in the workplace?” Needs are defined as physiological or 
psychological deficiencies that arouse behavior. They can be strong or weak, and, 
because they are influenced by environmental factors, they can vary over time and 
from place to place.

In addition to McGregor’s Theory X/Theory Y (see Chapter 2), content perspec-
tives include four theories:

■ Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory.
■ McClelland’s acquired needs theory.
■ Deci and Ryan’s self-determination theory.
■ Herzberg’s two-factor theory.

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs Theory: Five Levels
In 1943, one of the first researchers to study motivation, Brandeis University psychol-
ogy professor Abraham Maslow (mentioned previously in Chapter 2), put forth his 
hierarchy of needs theory, which proposes that people are motivated by five levels 
of  needs: (1) physiological, (2) safety, (3) love, (4) esteem, and (5) self-actualization.21 
(See Figure 12.3.)

12.2 Content Perspectives on Employee Motivation
What kinds of needs motivate employees?

THE BIG PICTURE
Content perspectives are theories emphasizing the needs that motivate people. Needs are defined as physi-
ological or psychological deficiencies that arouse behavior. The content perspective includes four theories: 
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, McClelland’s acquired needs theory, Deci and Ryan’s self-determination theory, 
and Herzberg’s two-factor theory.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Self-
actualization

Esteem

Love

Safety

5. Self-actualization need—the highest level need:  Need for self-fulfillment: increasing competence, using
    abilities to the fullest. Workplace example: sabbatical leave to further personal growth.

4. Esteem need: Need for self-respect, status, reputation, recognition, self-confidence. Workplace examples:
    bonuses, promotions, awards.

3. Love need: Need for love, friendship, a�ection. Workplace examples: o�ce parties, company softball teams,
    management retreats.  

2. Safety need: Need for physical safety, emotional security, avoidance of violence. Workplace examples: health
    insurance, job security, work safety rules, pension plans satisfy this need. 

1. Physiological need—the most basic human physical need: Need for food, clothing, shelter, comfort, self-
    preservation. Workplace example: these are covered by wages.

Physiological

FIGURE 12.3
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
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The Five Levels of Needs In proposing this hierarchy of five needs, ranging from 
basic to highest level, Maslow suggested that needs are never completely satisfied. 
That is, our actions are aimed at fulfilling the “deprived” needs, the needs that remain 
unsatisfied at any point in time. Thus, for example, once you have achieved safety (se-
curity), which is the second most basic need, you will then seek to fulfill the third most 
basic need—love (belongingness).

EXAMPLE The “Chief Emotion Officer”: A Hotel CEO Applies Maslow’s Hierarchy 
to Employees, Customers, and Investors

Chip Conley is CEO and founder of boutique hotel company Joie 
de Vivre (JDV), whose mission statement is “creating opportuni-
ties to celebrate the joy of life.” In Peak: How Great Companies 
Get Their Mojo from Maslow, he describes how JDV used 
Maslow’s theory to motivate the business’s three key stakeholders—
employees, customers, and investors—by tapping into the power 
of self-actualization to create peak performance.22

Leaders act as CEOs—“Chief Emotion Officers”—says Conley.23 
Drawing on the notion that emotions are just as contagious as 
the flu virus, Conley believes that you can spread positive 
 emotions in the same way. Thus, for example, every senior 
management meeting ends with a leader describing someone 
in the organization who has done outstanding work, and then 
an executive is dispatched to thank that person.24

Motivating Employees. Applying the Maslow pyramid to em-
ployees, says Conley, “the basic need that a job satisfies is money. 
Toward the middle are needs like recognition for a job well done, 
and at the top are needs like meaning and creative expression.”25 

Thus, housekeepers, who represent half of a hotel’s work-
ers, would be gathered in small groups and asked what the 
hotels would look like if they weren’t there each day. Following 
their answers (unvacuumed carpets, piled-up trash, bathrooms 
filled with wet towels), they were then asked to come up with 
alternative names for housekeeping. Some responses: “seren-
ity keepers,” “clutter busters,” “the peace-of-mind police.” 

From this exercise, workers developed a sense of how the 
customer experience would not be the same without them.26 

And that, says Conley, “gets to a sense of meaning in your 
work that satisfies that high-level human motivation.” Address-
ing the highest-level need gives employees “a sense that the 
job helps them become the best people they can be.”27

Motivating Customers. Many hotels offer clean, safe accom-
modations. JDV designs each of its 30 hotels to “flatter and vin-
dicate a different category of customers’ distinct self-image,” 
says Conley. Thus, in San Francisco, the Hotel Rex’s tweedy 
 décor and Jack London touches appeal to urbane literary types. 
The corridors feature quotes by novelists John Steinbeck and 
Dashiell Hammett, the bar is called the Vicious Circle (a refer-
ence to the famed New York Algonquin literary hangout), and the 
lobby is stuffed with books and 1920s art.28 The Vitale’s fitness-
conscious services and minimalist design target “the kind of 
bourgeois bohemian who might like Dwell Magazine.”29

Motivating Investors. Although most investors focus on a 
 “returns-driven relationship” (bottom of the pyramid), some have 
higher motivations. They are driven not by the deal “but rather [by] 
an interesting, worthwhile deal,” which JDV attempts to provide.30

YOUR CALL
Part of the appeal of Maslow’s hierarchy, says social psycholo-
gist Douglas Kenrick of Arizona State University, is that the 
pyramid “captures a complicated idea in a very simple way.”31 
Do you agree? How do you think managers at large can use 
this theory?  

Using the Hierarchy of Needs Theory to Motivate Employees Research does 
not clearly support Maslow’s theory, although it remains popular among managers. 
Still, the importance of Maslow’s contribution is that he showed that workers have 
needs beyond that of just earning a paycheck. To the extent the organization permits, 
managers should first try to meet employees’ level 1 and level 2 needs, of course, so 
that employees won’t be preoccupied with them. Then, however, they need to give 
employees a chance to fulfill their higher-level needs in ways that also advance the 
goals of the organization.32

McClelland’s Acquired Needs Theory: Achievement, 
Affiliation, and Power
David McClelland, a well-known psychologist, investigated the needs for affiliation 
and power and as a consequence proposed the acquired needs theory, which states that 
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three needs—achievement, affiliation, and power—are major motives determining people’s 
behavior in the workplace.33 McClelland believes that we are not born with our needs; 
rather, we learn them from the culture—from our life experiences.

The Three Needs Managers are encouraged to recognize three needs in them-
selves and others and to attempt to create work environments that are responsive to 
them. The three needs, one of which tends to be dominant in each of us, are as follows. 
(See Figure 12.4, right.)

■ Need for achievement—“I need to excel at tasks.” This is the desire to ex-
cel, to do something better or more efficiently, to solve problems, to achieve 
excellence in challenging tasks.

■ Need for affiliation—“I need close relationships.” This is the desire for 
friendly and warm relations with other people.

■ Need for power—“I need to control others.” This is the desire to be respon-
sible for other people, to influence their behavior or to control them.34

McClelland identifies two forms of the need for power—personal and institutional.
The negative kind is the need for personal power, as expressed in the desire to 

dominate others, and involves manipulating people for one’s own gratification.
The positive kind, characteristic of top managers and leaders, is the desire for 

institutional power, as expressed in the need to solve problems that further organi-
zational goals.

Research tells us that your performance will vary along the lines of the three ac-
quired needs. Where do you think you stand in terms of being motivated by these three 
needs? You can find out by completing Self-Assessment 12.2.

A “well-balanced”
individual: achievement,
a
liation, and power
are of equal size.

A “control freak”
individual: achievement
is normal, but a
liation is
small and power is large.

Ach.

Power

A�.

Ach.

Power

A�.

FIGURE 12.4 
McClelland’s three needs 

Assessing Your Acquired Needs

The following survey was designed to assess your motivation in 
terms of acquired needs. Please be prepared to answer these 
questions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 12.2 
in Connect.

1. What is the order of your most important needs? Are you 
surprised by this result?

2. Given that achievement and power needs are associated 
with career advancement, how might you increase these 
two need states?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 12.2  

Using Acquired Needs Theory to Motivate Employees You can apply ac-
quired needs theory by appealing to the preferences associated with each need when 
you (1) set goals, (2) provide feedback, (3) assign tasks, and (4) design the job.35 Let’s 
consider how you can apply this theory.36

Need for Achievement People motivated by the need for achievement prefer work-
ing on challenging, but not impossible, tasks or projects. They like situations in which 
good performance relies on effort and ability rather than luck, and they like to be re-
warded for their efforts. High achievers also want to receive a fair and balanced amount 
of positive and negative feedback. This enables them to improve their performance.

Need for Power If you, like most effective managers, have a high need for power, 
that means you enjoy being in control of people and events and being recognized for 
this responsibility. Accordingly, your preference would probably be for work that al-
lows you to control or have an effect on people and be publicly recognized for your 
accomplishments.
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Need for Affiliation If you tend to seek social approval and satisfying personal re-
lationships, you may have a high need for affiliation. In that case, you may not be the 
most efficient manager because at times you will have to make decisions that will 
make people resent you. Instead, you will tend to prefer work, such as sales, that 
 provides for personal relationships and social approval.

Deci and Ryan’s Self-Determination Theory: 
Competence, Autonomy, and Relatedness
Developed by Edward Deci (pronounced “Dee-see”) and Richard Ryan, psycholo-
gists at the University of Rochester, self-determination theory assumes that people are 
driven to try to grow and attain fulfillment, with their behavior and well-being influenced by 
three innate needs: competence, autonomy, and relatedness.37

Focus on Intrinsic Motivation Self-determination theory focuses primarily on in-
trinsic motivation and rewards (such as feeling independent) rather than on extrinsic 
motivation and rewards (such as money or fame). Intrinsic motivation is longer lasting 
than extrinsic motivation and has a more positive impact on task performance.38

The Three Innate Needs To achieve psychological growth, according to the the-
ory, people need to satisfy the three innate (that is, inborn) needs of competence, 
 autonomy, and relatedness:

 1. Competence—“I want to feel a sense of mastery.” People need to feel qual-
ified, knowledgeable, and capable of completing a goal or task and to learn 
different skills.

 2. Autonomy—“I want to feel independent and able to influence my envi-
ronment.” People need to feel they have freedom and the discretion to deter-
mine what they want to do and how they want to do it.

 3. Relatedness—“I want to feel connected to other people.” People need to 
feel a sense of belonging, of attachment to others.

Using Self-Determination Theory to Motivate Employees Managers can ap-
ply this theory by engaging in leader behavior that fosters the experience of compe-
tence, autonomy, and relatedness.39 Following are some specific suggestions:

■ Competence. Managers can provide tangible resources, time, contacts, and 
coaching to improve employee competence, making sure that employees 
have the knowledge and information they need to perform their jobs. 
 Example: At Hindustan Unilever, senior managers are expected to spend 
30% to 40% of their time in grooming people below them. Executives also 
change roles every two or three years, so they are always learning different 
aspects of the business.40 

■ Autonomy. To enhance feelings of autonomy, managers can develop trust 
with their employees and empower them by delegating meaningful tasks to 
them. Example: Best Buy’s corporate employees work in a “Results Only 
Work Environment” (ROWE), which means that no one in the company cares 
where, when, or how you work, only what you accomplish.41 

■ Relatedness. Many companies, such as Sacramento-based Nugget Market, 
use camaraderie to foster relatedness. Example: Reporter Jeremy McCarthy 
reported being at an Apple Store “when every employee in the store broke 
into a standing ovation for ten minutes to celebrate the transfer of one of their 
colleagues to a new store.” He goes on: “For her the ‘relatedness’ score must 
have been through the roof as they all lined up to give her a hug and cheer her 
on for her next role.”42  
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Are you feeling motivated in this course? To what extent does the instructor for this 
course satisfy your needs for competence, autonomy, and relatedness? You can find 
out by taking Self-Assessment 12.3.

Assessing Your Needs for Self-Determination

The following survey was designed to assess the extent to 
which an instructor is satisfying your needs for self- 
determination. Please be prepared to answer these ques-
tions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 12.3 
in Connect.

1. Are your needs being met? Do the results make sense in 
terms of your level of motivation in this course?

2. Based on the results, identify two things you might do to 
increase your motivation.

3. Based on the results, identify two things your instructor 
might do to increase your motivation.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 12.3  

Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory: From Dissatisfying 
Factors to Satisfying Factors
Frederick Herzberg arrived at his needs-based theory as a result of a landmark study 
of 203 accountants and engineers who were interviewed to determine the factors re-
sponsible for job satisfaction and dissatisfaction.43 Job satisfaction was more frequently 
associated with achievement, recognition, characteristics of the work, responsibility, 
and advancement. Job dissatisfaction was more often associated with working condi-
tions, pay and security, company policies, supervisors, and interpersonal relationships. 
The result was Herzberg’s two-factor theory, which proposed that work satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction arise from two different factors—work satisfaction from motivating factors 
and work dissatisfaction from hygiene factors.

Hygiene Factors versus Motivating Factors In Herzberg’s theory, the hygiene 
factors are the lower-level needs, and the motivating factors are the higher-level needs. 
The two areas are separated by a zone in which employees are neither satisfied nor 
 dissatisfied. (See Figure 12.5, next page.)

How much do you want? Would a big desk in a 
big office with a view represent the tangible 
realization of managerial success for you? 
Would this be a motivation that would make you 
feel satisfied? © Baris Simsek/Getty Images RF
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■ Hygiene factors—“Why are my people dissatisfied?” The lower-level 
needs, hygiene factors, are factors associated with job dissatisfaction—such as 
salary, working conditions, interpersonal relationships, and company policy—all of 
which affect the job context in which people work.

  We believe you can satisfy and motivate people by providing good hygiene 
factors. The Container Store, regularly rated as one of the top companies to 
work for by Fortune (No. 27 in 2016), is a good example. The company pays 
retail hourly salespeople roughly double the industry average, approximately 
$50,000 a year in 2014.44 Its rate of employee turnover, about 5.7%, is over-
whelmingly lower than the industry average of 74.9%.45  

■ Motivating factors—“What will make my people satisfied?” The higher-
level needs, motivating factors, or simply motivators, are factors associated with job 
satisfaction—such as achievement, recognition, responsibility, and advancement—
all of which affect the job content or the rewards of work performance. Motivating 
 factors—challenges, opportunities, recognition—must be instituted, Herzberg 
believed, to spur superior work performance.

  An example of a motivating factor would be to give workers more control 
over their work. When Southwest Airlines decided not to charge passengers 
for shipping their luggage (though many competitors had long done so), one 

Motivating factors:
“What will make my people satisfied?”
Achievement
Recognition
The work itself
Responsibility
Advancement & growth

Hygiene  factors:
“What will make my people dissatisfied?”
Pay & security
Working conditions
Interpersonal relationships
Company policy
Supervisors

No satisfaction Satisfaction

Dissatisfaction No dissatisfaction

Neutral area: neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

FIGURE 12.5 
Herzberg’s two-factor 
theory: satisfaction versus 
dissatisfaction 
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reason was to avoid turning flight attendants into baggage handlers, as pas-
sengers tried to stuff more and more carry-on luggage into overhead bins—
which would have made the flight attendants unhappy and in turn made 
passengers unhappy. “We want our employees to feel that their job [is] a call-
ing,” said Southwest CEO Garry Kelly. “And the people who most have to 
feel that way are the ones closest to the customer.”46

Using Two-Factor Theory to Motivate Employees During the Great Recession, 
with fewer jobs available, many people felt they were stuck in jobs they disliked—only 
39% said they were happy with their positions in 2009, according to a survey by the 
Conference Board.47 In 2015, the survey found better results—49.63% of American 
workers said they were satisfied with their jobs.48 Another study, however, finds that 
88% of U.S. employees report overall satisfaction with their current job, with the im-
portant parts being compensation/pay (by 60%), job security (59%), and opportunities 
to use skills/abilities (also 59%).49

There will always be some employees who dislike their jobs, but the basic lesson 
of Herzberg’s research is that you should first eliminate dissatisfaction (hygiene fac-
tors), making sure that working conditions, pay levels, and company policies are 
reasonable. You should then concentrate on spurring motivation by providing 
 opportunities for achievement, recognition, responsibility, and personal growth 
 (motivating factors).

Positive hygiene factors include allowing pets at work; offering video game ar-
cades, fitness classes, and intramural sports (volleyball, soccer); and providing a li-
brary of free movies, books, and magazines.50 If you work at Google, you could also 
have a college reimbursement plan, legal aid, and travel assistance—and if you die, the 
company will pay your family half your salary for a decade.51

The four needs theories are compared below. (See Figure 12.6.) Note how acquired 
needs theory (McClelland) and self-determination theory (Deci and Ryan) focus only 
on higher-level needs. ●

Deci & Ryan

Higher-level
needs

Lower-level
needs

Maslow

Self-actualization

Esteem

Safety

Physiological

Deci & Ryan

Competence

Autonomy

Relatedness

Achievement

Power

A�liation

McClelland Herzberg

Motivating factors

Hygiene factors

Love

FIGURE 12.6 A comparison of needs and satisfaction theories: Maslow hierarchy of 
needs, McClelland acquired needs, Deci and Ryan self-determination, and Herzberg  
two-factor 
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Process perspectives are concerned with the thought processes by which people decide 
how to act—how employees choose behavior to meet their needs. Whereas need-based 
perspectives simply try to understand employee needs, process perspectives go further 
and try to understand why employees have different needs, what behaviors they select 
to satisfy them, and how they decide if their choices were successful.

In this section we discuss three process perspectives on motivation:
■ Equity/justice theory
■ Expectancy theory
■ Goal-setting theory

Equity/Justice Theory: How Fairly Do You Think 
You’re Being Treated in Relation to Others?
Fairness—or, perhaps equally important, the perception of fairness—can be a big is-
sue in organizations. For example, if, as a salesperson for Target, you received a 10% 
bonus for doubling your sales, would that be enough? What if other Target salespeople 
received 15%?

Equity theory is a model of motivation that explains how people strive for fairness and 
justice in social exchanges or give-and-take relationships. Pioneered by psychologist 
J. Stacey Adams, equity theory is based on the idea that employees are motivated to 
see fairness in the rewards they expect for task performance and are motivated to 
 resolve feelings of injustice.52 We will discuss Adams’s ideas and their application, 
then discuss the extension of equity theory into what is called justice theory. We con-
clude by discussing how to motivate employees with both equity and justice theory.

Equity theory is based on cognitive dissonance (see Chapter 11), the psychological 
discomfort people experience between their cognitive attitude and incompatible 
 behavior—a discomfort that, it’s suggested, motivates them to take action to maintain 
consistency between their beliefs and their behavior. Accordingly, when we are victim-
ized by unfair social exchanges (“I was way overcharged for that car repair!”), our 
 resulting cognitive dissonance prompts us to correct the situation—whether it’s 
slightly changing our attitude or behavior (“That shop is going to get my worst rating 
on Yelp”) or, at the extreme, committing sabotage or workplace violence.

Example: The typical American believes a CEO earns $1 million in annual pay, 
whereas the actual median compensation is about $10.3 million. Regardless, most 
Americans (74%) believe that CEOs are paid too much relative to the average worker.53  
How, then, might employees respond to knowing that the average pay for CEOs in 
2015 was about 210 times the average worker’s pay, up from 181 times in 2009?54  
Some experts suggest that such imbalances are partly responsible for the $600 billion 
that is stolen annually in U.S. workplaces, or roughly $4,500 per employee.55  

The Elements of Equity Theory: Comparing Your Inputs and Outputs with 
Those of Others The key elements in equity theory are inputs, outputs (rewards), 
and comparisons. (See Figure 12.7, opposite page.)

12.3 Process Perspectives on Employee Motivation
Is a good reward good enough? How do other factors affect motivation?

THE BIG PICTURE
Process perspectives, which are concerned with the thought processes by which people decide how to act, 
have three viewpoints: equity/justice theory, expectancy theory, and goal-setting theory.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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■ Inputs—“What do you think you’re putting into the job?” The inputs that 
people perceive they give to an organization are their time, effort, training, 
experience, intelligence, creativity, seniority, status, and so on.

■ Outputs or rewards—“What do you think you’re getting out of the job?” 
The outputs are the rewards that people receive from an organization: pay, 
benefits, praise, recognition, bonuses, promotions, status perquisites (corner 
office with a view, say, or private parking space), and so on.

■ Comparison—“How do you think your ratio of inputs and rewards com-
pares with those of others?” Equity theory suggests that people compare the 
ratio of their own outcomes to inputs against the ratio of someone else’s out-
comes to inputs. When employees compare the ratio of their inputs and out-
puts (rewards) with those of others—whether coworkers within the 
organization or even other people in similar jobs outside it—they then make a 
judgment about fairness. Either they perceive there is equity, and so they are 
satisfied with the ratio and don’t change their behavior, or they perceive there 
is inequity, and so they feel resentful and act to change the inequity.56

Using Equity Theory to Motivate Employees Adams suggests that employees 
who feel they are being underrewarded will respond to the perceived inequity in one or 
more negative ways, as by reducing their inputs (“I’m just going to do the minimum 
required”), trying to change the outputs or rewards they receive (“If they won’t give me 
a raise, I’ll just take stuff”), distorting the inequity (“They’ve never paid me what I’m 
worth”), changing the object of comparison (“They think I don’t work as hard as Bob? 
He’s a slacker compared to Sid”), or leaving the situation (“I’m outta here!”). By con-
trast, employees who think they are treated fairly are more likely to support organiza-
tional change, more apt to cooperate in group settings, and less apt to turn to arbitration 
and the courts to remedy real or imagined wrongs.

My inputs
“What does it
seem like I am
putting into the

job?”: time,
e�ort, training, etc.

My outputs
“What does it
seem like I am
getting out of
the job?”: pay,

benefits, praise, etc.

Comparison
“How does it seem the ratio of my inputs and
outputs compares with the ratio of theirs? Are

they fair (equity) or unfair (inequity)?”

Their inputs
“What does it

seem like they are
putting into the

job?”: time,
e�ort, training, etc.

Their outputs
“What does it

seem like they are
getting out of the
job?”: pay, bene-
fits, praise, etc.

Equity is
perceived

“I’m satisfied and
so I won’t

change my
behavior.”

Inequity is
perceived

“I’m dissatisfied
and so I will
change my
behavior.”

My inputs are compared
with other employees’

inputs.

My outputs (rewards) are
compared with other
employees’ outputs.

FIGURE 12.7
Equity theory 
How people perceive they are 
being fairly or unfairly 
rewarded. 
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The Elements of Justice Theory: Distributive, Procedural, and Interac-
tional Beginning in the later 1970s, researchers in equity theory began to expand 
into an area called organizational justice, which is concerned with the extent to which 
people perceive they are treated fairly at work. Three different components of organi-
zational justice have been identified: distributive, procedural, and interactional.57 

■ Distributive justice—“How fairly are rewards being given out?” Distribu-
tive justice reflects the perceived fairness of how resources and rewards are 
 distributed or allocated. 

■ Procedural justice—“How fair is the process for handing out rewards?” 
Procedural justice is defined as the perceived fairness of the process and proce-
dures used to make allocation decisions. 

■ Interactional justice—“How fairly am I being treated when rewards are 
given out?” Interactional justice relates to the “quality of the interpersonal treat-
ment people receive when procedures are implemented,” in one definition.58 
This form of justice is not about how decision making or procedures are per-
ceived but rather with whether people themselves believe they are being 
treated fairly when decisions are implemented. Fair interpersonal treatment 
necessitates that managers communicate truthfully and treat people with 
courtesy and respect.

Measuring Perceived Fair Interpersonal 
Treatment

The following survey was designed to assess the extent to 
which you are experiencing fair interpersonal treatment at 
work. Please be prepared to answer these questions if your 
instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 12.4 in Connect.

1. Are you being treated equitably?

2. Based on examining the three lowest scoring items, what 
could your manager do to improve your perceptions of 
equity?

3. What can you do to increase your perceptions of fair 
interpersonal treatment? 

SELF-ASSESSMENT 12.4  

Using Equity and Justice Theories to Motivate Employees Employees often 
may feel quite strongly about what they perceive to be an inequitable or unjust work 
situation. Often the source of their frustration is pay; one Gallup poll revealed that 51% 
of Americans felt they were underpaid.59 

 Your knowledge of equity and justice theories will allow you to hear out and better 
understand employee concerns. As an employee yourself, you can motivate other 
workers by clearly understanding and communicating their opportunities to improve 
their situations. You can communicate reasonable expectations and make sure objec-
tive measures for rewards are well understood. 

Five practical lessons can be drawn from equity and justice theories, as follows.

1. Employee Perceptions Are What Count No matter how fair management 
thinks the organization’s policies, procedures, and reward system are, each employee’s 
perception of the equity of those factors is what counts. 

Example: Financial services corporation Morgan Stanley decided to pay 2012 
bonuses in four equal installments, starting in May 2013 and going through January 
2016. “Employees who quit or are laid off before the payments,” reported The Wall 
Street Journal, “stand to lose their deferred compensation unless they negotiate a 
separate deal with the company.”60 Executives at the company think that this is a 
good way to reduce risky behavior. Employees, however, think it is unfair. What do 
you think? 
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2. Employees Want a Voice in Decisions That Affect Them Managers benefit 
by allowing employees to participate in making decisions about important work out-
comes. In general, employees’ perceptions of procedural justice are enhanced when 
they have a voice in the decision-making process. Voice is defined as “employees’ 
 upward expression of challenging but constructive opinions, concerns, or ideas on work-
related issues to their managers.”61

Managers are encouraged to seek employee input on organizational changes that are 
likely to affect the workforce, but many managers are reluctant to follow this recom-
mendation, according to a recent study. Moreover, employees were evaluated more 
negatively when they engaged in challenging forms of voice. Managers also were less 
likely to use these employees’ ideas.62 The lesson here: Be careful when you challenge 
your boss’s decisions.

3. Employees Should Be Given an Appeals Process Employees who are given 
the opportunity to appeal decisions that affect their welfare enhance the perceptions of 
distributive and procedural justice.

4. Leader Behavior Matters Employees’ perceptions of justice are strongly influ-
enced by the leadership behavior exhibited by their managers (leadership is discussed 
in Chapter 14). Thus, it is important for managers to consider the justice-related impli-
cations of their decisions, actions, and public communications. 

Example: Employees at Honeywell, a multinational conglomerate, felt better about 
being asked to take furloughs—unpaid leave, while remaining employed—when they 
learned that their CEO and chairman, David Cole, did not take his $4 million bonus 
during the time employees were furloughed.63 

5. A Climate for Justice Makes a Difference Managers need to pay attention to 
the organization’s climate for justice. For example, an aggregation of 38 research studies 
demonstrated that an organization’s climate for justice was significantly related to team per-
formance.64 Researchers also believe a climate of justice can significantly influence the type 
of customer service provided by employees. In turn, this level of service is likely to influ-
ence customers’ perceptions of “fair service” and their subsequent loyalty and satisfaction.

The discussion of equity/justice theory has important implications for your own 
career. For example, you could work to resolve negative inequity by asking for a raise 
or a promotion (raising your outputs) or by working fewer hours or exerting less effort 
(reducing inputs). You could also resolve the inequity cognitively, by adjusting your 
perceptions as to the value of your salary or other benefits (outcomes) or the value of 
the actual work done by you or your coworkers (inputs). 

Expectancy Theory: How Much Do You Want and 
How Likely Are You to Get It?
Introduced by Victor Vroom, expectancy theory suggests that people are motivated by 
two things: (1) how much they want something and (2) how likely they think they are to get 
it.65 In other words, assuming they have choices, people will make the choice that 
promises them the greatest reward if they think they can get it.

The Three Elements: Expectancy, Instrumentality, and Valence What deter-
mines how willing you (or an employee) are to work hard at tasks important to the 
success of the organization? The answer, says Vroom, is that you will do what you can 
do when you want to.

Your motivation, according to expectancy theory, involves the relationship between your 
effort, your performance, and the desirability of the outcomes (such as pay or recognition) of 
your performance. These relationships, which are shown in the following drawing, are af-
fected by the three elements of expectancy, instrumentality, and valence. (See Figure 12.8.)
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1. Expectancy—“Will I Be Able to Perform at the Desired Level on a 
Task?” Expectancy is the belief that a particular level of effort will lead to a particular 
level of performance. This is called the effort-to-performance expectancy.

Example: If you believe that putting in more hours working at Target selling clothes will 
result in higher sales, then you have high effort-to-performance expectancy. That is, you 
believe that your efforts will matter. You think you have the ability, the product knowledge, 
and so on so that putting in extra hours of selling can probably raise your sales of clothes.

2. Instrumentality—“What Outcome Will I Receive If I Perform at This 
Level?” Instrumentality is the expectation that successful performance of the task will 
lead to the outcome desired. This is called the performance-to-reward expectancy.

Example: If you believe that making higher sales will cause Target to give you a bo-
nus, then you have high performance-to-reward expectancy. You believe that, if you can 
achieve your goals, the outcome will be worthwhile. This element is independent of the 
previous one—you might decide you don’t have the ability to make the extra sales, but if 
you did, you’d be rewarded. (For instance, lately, because of the public’s concern about 
the quality of the educational system in the United States, school boards and politicians 
are implementing programs that tie teachers’ pay to student performance.)66

3. Valence—“How Much Do I Want the Outcome?” Valence is value, the impor-
tance a worker assigns to the possible outcome or reward.

Example: If you assign a lot of importance or a high value to Target’s prospective 
bonus or pay raise, then your valence is said to be high.

For your motivation to be high, you must be high on all three elements—expectancy, 
instrumentality, and valence. If any element is low, your motivation goes down. Your 
effort-to-performance expectancy might be low, for instance, because you doubt 
 making an effort will make a difference (because retail clothing selling has too much 
competition). Or your performance-to-reward expectancy might be low because you 
don’t think Target is going to give you a bonus for being a star at selling. Or your 
 valence might be low because you don’t think the bonus or raise is going to be high 
enough to justify working evenings and weekends.

Using Expectancy Theory to Motivate Employees The principal problem with 
expectancy theory is that it is complex. Even so, the underlying logic is understandable, 
and research seems to show that many managers are not following its principles.67

When attempting to motivate employees, managers should ask the following questions:
■ What rewards do your employees value? As a manager, you need to get to 

know your employees and determine what rewards (outcomes) they value, 
such as pay raises or recognition.

Performance
. . . a particular
level of task

performance, . . .

E�ort
I exert an
e�ort . . .

Outcomes
. . . certain
outcomes

(e.g., pay or
recognition)

Expectancy
“Will I be able to
perform at the
desired level
on a task?”

Valence
“How much do I

want the
outcome?”

Instrumentality
“What outcome
will I receive if I
perform at this

level?”

. . . in order 
to achieve . . .

. . . so that I
can realize . . .

FIGURE 12.8 
Expectancy theory: the major 
elements 
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■ What are the job objectives and the performance level you desire? You 
need to clearly define the performance objectives and determine what perfor-
mance level or behavior you want so that you can tell your employees what 
they need to do to attain the rewards.

■ Are the rewards linked to performance? You want to reward high perfor-
mance, of course. Thus, employees must be aware that X level of performance 
within Y period of time will result in Z kinds of rewards. In a team context, 
however, research shows that it is best to use a combination of individual and 
team-based rewards.68

■ Do employees believe you will deliver the right rewards for the right per-
formance? Your credibility is on the line here. Your employees must believe 
that you have the power, the ability, and the will to give them the rewards you 
promise for the performance you are requesting.

EXAMPLEReducing the F’s: Applying Expectancy Theory to Failing Students

“A highly skilled CEO is hard to find,” observes a business writer. 
“Highly paid CEOs, however, are everywhere you look.”69

Indeed, the mass media are full of stories about top manag-
ers who don’t produce results but are still rewarded (such as 
the Staples executives who didn’t make their 2013 goals but 
received a special bonus anyway—“for effort”).70 Where’s the 
inducement to deliver superior performance when you’re go-
ing to be rewarded anyway?71

Maybe we can learn from high school.

Fewer F’s. As a principal in Arizona high schools, Dr. Tim Rich-
ard has used a motivational program called Celebration/Reme-
diation to improve the grades of students. For instance, at 
3,000-student Westwood High School in Mesa, which had 1,200 
failing pupils, the number of students with F grades dropped to 
900 within the first few months. At Poston Butte High School, the 
number of students with one or more F’s was reduced from 555 
to 262 in nine weeks. “Once we changed the culture by bringing 
on Celebration/Remediation . . . ,” Richard said, “the kids have 
completely embraced it.”72 (Poston Butte also rewards students 
who pass all their classes with an early release from school.)

Celebration or Remediation? At Westwood, the program 
works like this: “Students are allowed to go outside and have 

fun with their friends for 28 minutes on four mornings a week,” 
Richard told The Arizona Republic. “But those who have even 
one F must stay inside for ‘remediation’—28 minutes of extra 
study, help from peer tutors, or meetings with teachers.”73

Richard believes the key to motivating students is to link a 
highly valued reward—socializing with friends outside—with 
grades. Socializing includes not only hanging out but also eat-
ing snacks, playing organized games, and listening and danc-
ing to music. “You really appreciate celebration after you have 
been in remediation,” said Ivana Baltazar, a 17-year-old senior 
who raised her grade in economics from an F to a B after 
 receiving help through the program.

YOUR CALL
The tricky part, observes Westwood student tutor Joseph 
Leung, is addressing expectancy—“getting people out of the 
mindset that they can’t succeed. . . . A lot of times they just 
haven’t done their homework. I try to help them understand 
that the difference between a person passing and failing is 
their work ethic.” For top executives in business, expectancy 
doesn’t seem to be a problem; rather, it’s instrumentality and 
valence. How could you apply Richard’s program to reward 
performance in business?

Goal-Setting Theory: Objectives Should Be Specific 
and Challenging but Achievable
We have been considering the importance of goal setting since first introducing the 
topic in Chapter 5. Goal-setting theory suggests that employees can be motivated by 
goals that are specific and challenging but achievable. According to psychologists  Edwin 
Locke and Gary Latham, who developed the theory, it is natural for people to set and 
strive for goals; however, the goal-setting process is useful only if people understand 
and accept the goals.
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The Four Motivational Mechanisms of Goal-Setting Theory Goal setting 
helps motivate you by doing the following:

1. It Directs Your Attention Goal setting directs your attention toward goal- 
relevant tasks and away from irrelevant ones.

2. It Regulates the Effort Expended The effort you expend is generally propor-
tional to the goal’s difficulty.

3. It Increases Your Persistence Goal setting makes obstacles become challenges 
to be overcome, not reasons to fail.

4. It Fosters Use of Strategies and Action Plans The use of strategies and ac-
tion plans make it more likely that you will realize success.

Some Practical Results of Goal-Setting Theory A goal is defined as an objec-
tive that a person is trying to accomplish through his or her efforts. Goal-setting ex-
perts Locke and Latham proposed the following recommendations when implementing 
a goal-setting program.74 To result in high motivation and performance, according to 
recent research, goals must have a number of characteristics, as follows.

1. Goals Should Be Specific Goals that are specific and difficult lead to higher 
performance than general goals like “Do your best” or “Improve performance.” This is 
why it is essential to set specific, challenging goals. Goals such as “Sell as many cars 
as you can” or “Be nicer to customers” are too vague. Instead, goals need to be 
 specific—usually meaning quantitative, as in “Boost your revenues 25%” and “Cut 
absenteeism by 10%.”75

2. Certain Conditions Are Necessary for Goal Setting to Work People must 
have the ability and resources needed to achieve the goal, and they need to be commit-
ted to the goal.

3. Goals Should Be Linked to Action Plans An action plan outlines the activi-
ties or tasks that need to be accomplished in order to obtain a goal and reminds us 
of what we should be working on. Both individuals (such as college students) and 
organizations are more likely to achieve their goals when they develop detailed 
action plans.76

Example: Teams of employees at Tornier, a medical device manufacturer in Am-
sterdam, meet every 45, 60, or 90 days to create action plans for completing their 
goals. Implementation of the plans can take between 6 and 18 months, depending on 
the complexity of the goal.77

4. Performance Feedback and Participation in Deciding How to Achieve 
Goals Are Necessary but Not Sufficient for Goal Setting to Work Feedback 
and participation enhance performance only when they lead employees to set and com-
mit to a specific, difficult goal. 

Example: Take Jim’s Formal Wear, a tuxedo wholesaler in Illinois. “Once a week,” 
says one report, “employees meet with their teams to discuss their efforts and what 
changes should be made the next week. Employees frequently suggest ways to improve 
efficiency or save money, such as reusing shipping boxes and hangers.”78 Goals lead to 
higher performance when you use feedback and participation to stay focused and com-
mitted to a specific goal. Some of the preceding recommendations are embodied in the 
advice we presented in Chapter 5—namely, that goals should be SMART: Specific, 
Measurable, Attainable, Results-oriented, and having Target dates. ●
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About half of workers reported in a recent year that their current job was stagnant.79 Is 
there anything that can be done about this?

Job design is (1) the division of an organization’s work among its employees and (2) the 
application of motivational theories to jobs to increase satisfaction and performance. 
There are two different approaches to job design—one traditional, one modern—that 
can be taken in deciding how to design jobs. The traditional way is fitting people to 
jobs; the modern way is fitting jobs to people.80

Fitting People to Jobs
Fitting people to jobs is based on the assumption that people will gradually adapt to 
any work situation. Even so, jobs must still be tailored so that nearly anyone can do 
them. This is the approach often taken with assembly-line jobs and jobs involving rou-
tine tasks. For managers the main challenge becomes “How can we make the worker 
most compatible with the work?”

One technique is scientific management, the process of reducing the number of 
tasks a worker performs. When a job is stripped down to its simplest elements, it 
enables a worker to focus on doing more of the same task, thus increasing employee 
efficiency and productivity. This may be especially useful, for instance, in design-
ing jobs for mentally disadvantaged workers, such as those jobs run by Goodwill 
Industries. However, research shows that simplified, repetitive jobs lead to job dis-
satisfaction, poor mental health, and a low sense of accomplishment and personal 
growth.81

Fitting Jobs to People
Fitting jobs to people is based on the assumption that people are underutilized at work 
and that they want more variety, challenges, and responsibility. This philosophy, an 
outgrowth of Herzberg’s theory, is one of the reasons for the popularity of work teams 
in the United States. The main challenge for managers is “How can we make the work 
most compatible with the worker so as to produce both high performance and high job 
satisfaction?” 

Two techniques for this type of job design are (1) job enlargement and (2) job 
enrichment.

Job Enlargement: Putting More Variety into a Job The opposite of scientific 
management, job enlargement consists of increasing the number of tasks in a job to in-
crease variety and motivation. For instance, the job of installing flat screens in television 
sets could be enlarged to include installation of the circuit boards as well.

12.4 Job Design Perspectives on Motivation
What’s the best way to design jobs—adapt people to work or work to people?

THE BIG PICTURE
Job design, the division of an organization’s work among employees, applies motivational theories to jobs to 
increase performance and satisfaction. The traditional approach to job design is to fit people to the jobs; the 
modern way is to fit the jobs to the people, using job enrichment and approaches that are based on Herzberg’s 
landmark two-factor theory, discussed earlier in this chapter. The job characteristics model offers five job 
 attributes for better work outcomes.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Although proponents claim job enlargement can improve employee satisfaction, 
motivation, and quality of production, research suggests job enlargement by itself 
won’t have a significant and lasting positive effect on job performance. After all, work-
ing at two boring tasks instead of one doesn’t add up to a challenging job. Instead, job 
enlargement is just one tool of many that should be considered in job design.82

Job Enrichment: Putting More Responsibility and Other Motivating Factors 
into a Job Job enrichment is the practical application of Frederick Herzberg’s two-
factor motivator-hygiene theory of job satisfaction.83 Specifically, job enrichment 
 consists of building into a job such motivating factors as responsibility, achievement, 
 recognition, stimulating work, and advancement.

However, instead of the job-enlargement technique of simply giving employees ad-
ditional tasks of similar difficulty (known as horizontal loading), with job enrichment 
employees are given more responsibility (known as vertical loading).

Intuit, for example, encourages employees “to spend 10% of their working time on 
projects and ideas of their own, even if they are not related to their assignments.” The 
company has found that this practice has led to the creation of several successful new 
products.84

The Job Characteristics Model: Five Job Attributes 
for Better Work Outcomes
Developed by researchers J. Richard Hackman and Greg Oldham, the job character-
istics model of design is an outgrowth of job enrichment.85 The job characteristics 
model consists of (a) five core job characteristics that affect (b) three critical psychological 
states of an employee that in turn affect (c) work outcomes—the employee’s motivation, 
performance, and satisfaction. The model is illustrated below. (See Figure 12.9.)

Skill variety

Five core
job characteristics

Task identity

Task significance

Autonomy

Feedback

Contingency factors

Experienced
meaningfulness of

work

Experienced
responsibility for
work outcomes

Knowledge of
actual results
of the work

High work
motivation

High work
performance

High work
satisfaction

Low absenteeism
& turnover

Degree to which individuals want personal and psychological development:
 •  Knowledge & skill
 •  Desire for personal growth
 •  Context satisfactions

Work outcomes
Three

psychological states

FIGURE 12.9 The job characteristics model
Source: From J. Richard Hackman and Greg R. Oldham, Work Redesign, le ©1980. Reproduced by permission of 
Pearson Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, New Jersey.
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Five Job Characteristics The five core job characteristics are skill variety, task 
identity, task significance, autonomy, and feedback, as follows.

1. Skill Variety—“How Many Different Skills Does Your Job Require?” Skill 
variety describes the extent to which a job requires a person to use a wide range of 
 different skills and abilities.

Example: The skill variety required by an executive chef is higher than that for a 
coffeehouse barista.

Skill variety. Being a symphony 
conductor—or an airline pilot, a 
building contractor, a physician, or 
a watch maker—requires a greater 
number of skills than, say, driving a 
truck. Do highly skilled employees 
typically make good managers? What 
skills do airline pilots have that would 
make them effective managers in 
other kinds of work?  
© Alenavlad/Shutterstock RF

2. Task Identity—“How Many Different Tasks Are Required to Complete the 
Work?” Task identity describes the extent to which a job requires a worker to per-
form all the tasks needed to complete the job from beginning to end.

Example: The task identity for a craftsperson who goes through all the steps to 
build a stained-glass church window is higher than it is for an assembly-line worker 
who installs just the windshields on cars.

3. Task Significance—“How Many Other People Are Affected by Your Job?”  
Task significance describes the extent to which a job affects the lives of other people, 
whether inside or outside the organization.

Example: A technician who is responsible for keeping a hospital’s electronic equip-
ment in working order has higher task significance than a person wiping down cars in 
a carwash.

4. Autonomy—“How Much Discretion Does Your Job Give You?” Autonomy 
describes the extent to which a job allows an employee to make choices about schedul-
ing different tasks and deciding how to perform them.

Example: College-textbook salespeople have lots of leeway in planning which cam-
puses and professors to call on. Thus, they have higher autonomy than do toll-takers on 
a bridge, whose actions are determined by the flow of vehicles.

5. Feedback—“How Much Do You Find Out How Well You’re Doing?” Feed-
back describes the extent to which workers receive clear, direct information about how 
well they are performing the job.

Example: Professional basketball players receive immediate feedback on how many 
of their shots are going into the basket. Engineers working on new weapons systems 
may go years before learning how effective their performance has been.

How the Model Works According to the job characteristics model, these five 
core characteristics affect a worker’s motivation because they affect three critical 
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psychological states: meaningfulness of work, responsibility for results, and knowl-
edge of results. (Refer to Figure 12.9 again.) In turn, these positive psychological 
states fuel high motivation, high performance, high satisfaction, and low absentee-
ism and turnover.

One other element—shown at the bottom of Figure 12.9—needs to be discussed: 
contingency factors. This refers to the degree to which a person wants personal and 
psychological development. Job design works when employees are motivated; to be 
so, they must have three attributes: (1) necessary knowledge and skill, (2) desire for 
personal growth, and (3) context satisfactions—that is, the right physical working 
 conditions, pay, and supervision.

Job design works. But keep in mind that it is not for everyone. It is more likely to 
work when people have the required knowledge and skills, when they want to develop, 
and when they are satisfied with their jobs.

Applying the Job Characteristics Model There are three major steps to follow 
when applying the model.

■ Diagnose the work environment to see whether a problem exists. Hack-
man and Oldham developed a self-report instrument for managers to use 
called the job diagnostic survey. This will indicate whether an individual’s 
so-called motivating potential score (MPS)—the amount of internal work 
 motivation associated with a specific job—is high or low.

■ Determine whether job redesign is appropriate. If a person’s MPS is low, 
an attempt should be made to determine which of the core job characteristics 
is causing the problem. You should next decide whether job redesign is ap-
propriate for a given group of employees. Job design is most likely to work in 
a participative environment in which employees have the necessary knowl-
edge and skills.

■ Consider how to redesign the job. Here you try to increase those core job 
characteristics that are lower than national norms.

Example: Employers want to save on health costs by helping employees with diabe-
tes, heart disease, and similar chronic conditions avoid emergency room visits and 
hospital admissions.86 However, since primary care doctors, who could help patients 
manage their conditions (as by reminding diabetics to monitor their blood-glucose 
levels daily), are paid less than physicians in other specialties, the system has turned 
such doctors “into little chipmunks on a wheel, pumping out patients every five min-
utes,” as one observer described it.87 

The proposed solution? Redesign the job by rewarding primary care doctors for 
spending more time with patients.88 (Some perils to avoid: complex compensation de-
signs, poor alignment of goals, and lack of defined, actionable measures, all of which 
can lead to unintended consequences and failure.)89 ●
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Reinforcement evades the issue of people’s needs and thinking processes in relation to 
motivation, as we described under the need-based and process perspectives. Instead, 
the reinforcement perspective, which was pioneered by Edward L. Thorndike and  
B. F. Skinner, is concerned with how the consequences of a certain behavior affect 
that behavior in the future.90

Skinner was the father of operant conditioning, the process of controlling behavior 
by manipulating its consequences. Operant conditioning rests on Thorndike’s law of 
effect, which says behavior with favorable consequences tends to be repeated, while 
 behavior with unfavorable consequences tends to disappear.91

From these underpinnings has come reinforcement theory, which attempts to 
 explain behavior change by suggesting that behavior with positive consequences tends 
to be repeated, whereas behavior with negative consequences tends not to be repeated. 
The use of reinforcement theory to change human behavior is called behavior 
 modification.

The Four Types of Reinforcement: Positive, Negative, 
Extinction, and Punishment
Reinforcement is anything that causes a given behavior to be repeated or inhibited, 
whether praising a child for cleaning his or her room or scolding a child for leaving a 
tricycle in the driveway. 

There are four types of reinforcement: (1) positive reinforcement, (2) negative rein-
forcement, (3) extinction, and (4) punishment. (See Figure 12.10, next page.)

Positive Reinforcement: Strengthens Behavior Positive reinforcement is the 
use of positive consequences to strengthen a particular behavior.

Example: A supervisor who has asked an insurance salesperson to sell more pol-
icies might reward successful performance by saying, “It’s great that you exceeded 
your sales quota, and you’ll get a bonus for it. Maybe next time you’ll sell even 
more and will become a member of the Circle of 100 Top Sellers and win a trip to 
Paris as well.” Note the rewards: praise, more money, recognition, awards. Presum-
ably this will strengthen the behavior and the sales rep will work even harder in the 
coming months.

Negative Reinforcement: Also Strengthens Behavior Negative reinforcement 
is the process of strengthening a behavior by withdrawing something negative.

Example: A supervisor who has been nagging a salesperson might say, “Well, so 
you exceeded your quota” and stop the nagging. Note the neutral statement; there is no 
praise but also no longer any negative statements. This could cause the sales rep to 
maintain his or her existing behavior.

12.5 Reinforcement Perspectives on Motivation
What are the types of incentives I might use to influence employee behavior?

THE BIG PICTURE
Reinforcement theory suggests behavior will be repeated if it has positive consequences and won’t be if it 
has negative consequences. There are four types of reinforcement: positive reinforcement, negative rein-
forcement, extinction, and punishment. This section also describes how to use some reinforcement tech-
niques to modify employee behavior.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Extinction: Weakens Behavior Extinction is the weakening of behavior by ignoring 
it or making sure it is not reinforced.

Example: A supervisor might tell a successful salesperson, “I know you exceeded 
your sales-goal quota, but now that our company has been taken over by another firm, 
we’re not giving out bonuses anymore.” Presumably this will weaken the salesperson’s 
efforts to perform better in the future.

Punishment: Also Weakens Behavior Punishment is the process of weakening 
behavior by presenting something negative or withdrawing something positive.

Example: The U.S. Department of Transportation now fines airlines up to $27,500 
per passenger for planes left on the tarmac for more than three hours. This policy re-
duced reported cases from 535 to 12 in the first year it was implemented.92

Increases
chances behavior
will be repeated 
“I’ll keep up the

faster pace.”

Increases
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will be repeated 
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FIGURE 12.10 
Four types of reinforcement 
These are different ways of 
changing employee behavior.

EXAMPLE Reinforcement: How Do You Tie CEO Pay to Performance?

Earlier we mentioned the problem of CEOs who don’t pro-
duce results but are still rewarded with special bonuses 
 anyway. However, some boards of directors are now trying 
to tie CEO compensation to actual performance. Consider 
the following.

Better Food Safety? In 2016, Chipotle Mexican Grill, 
which  had suffered from a series of illness outbreaks 
thought to originate in its restaurants’ food-safety practices, 
decided to tie the future compensation of its executives 
 directly to the company’s share price performance.93 
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Using Reinforcement to Motivate Employees
The following are some guidelines for using two types of reinforcement—positive 
 reinforcement and punishment.

Positive Reinforcement There are several aspects of positive reinforcement, 
which should definitely be part of your toolkit of managerial skills:

■ Reward only desirable behavior. You should give rewards to your employ-
ees only when they show desirable behavior. Thus, for example, you should 
give praise to employees not for showing up for work on time (an expected 
part of any job) but for showing up early.

■ Give rewards as soon as possible. You should give a reward as soon as 
possible after the desirable behavior appears. Thus, you should give 
praise to an early-arriving employee as soon as he or she arrives, not later 
in the week.

■ Be clear about what behavior is desired. Clear communication is every-
thing. You should tell employees exactly what kinds of work behaviors are 
desirable, and you should tell everyone exactly what he or she must do to earn 
rewards.

■ Have different rewards and recognize individual differences. Recognizing 
that different people respond to different kinds of rewards, you should have 
different rewards available. Thus, you might give a word of praise verbally to 
one person, text or e-mail a line or two to another person, or send a hand-
scrawled note to another.

Punishment Unquestionably there will be times when you’ll need to threaten or 
administer an unpleasant consequence to stop an employee’s undesirable behavior. 
Sometimes it’s best to address a problem by combining punishment with positive rein-
forcement. Some suggestions for using punishment are as follows.

■ Punish only undesirable behavior. You should give punishment only when 
employees show frequent undesirable behavior. Otherwise, employees may 
come to view you negatively, as a tyrannical boss. Thus, for example, you 
should reprimand employees who show up, say, a half hour late for work but 
not 5 or 10 minutes late.

 However, some critics question whether this is a fair 
 arrangement, saying that it might be better to base com-
pensation on improvements in food safety rather than on 
stock price alone.94 

Realizing Environmental Goals? At Intel and other com-
panies, executive compensation is being tied to corporate 
 sustainability goals, including reduction in energy costs and 
consumption. “Sustainability has slowly moved into the realm 
of finance and corporate oversight,” says a Forbes writer, “as 
energy, carbon emissions, water, and waste have become 
 financial assets in terms of reduced cost, risk mitigation, and 
new lines of revenue.”95 However, not everyone is convinced 
tying CEO pay to sustainability is a slam dunk. For publicly 

traded companies that live and die by their quarterly earnings, 
this kind of long-term plan “is a tough nut to crack,” says one 
experienced observer.96

YOUR CALL
You can understand how increasing executive compensation 
can easily be based on performance—if the only indicator of 
performance is the company’s higher stock price. But what if 
what is really wanted is something other than money, such as 
food safety or better environmental practices? One study, in 
fact, found a link between lavish stock option grants to execu-
tives and serious product recalls.97 What’s missing, in your 
opinion? (To get some clarity, read on.)
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■ Give reprimands or disciplinary actions as soon as possible. You should 
mete out punishment as soon as possible after the undesirable behavior oc-
curs. Thus, you should give a reprimand to a late-arriving employee as soon 
as he or she arrives.

■ Be clear about what behavior is undesirable. Tell employees exactly 
what kinds of work behaviors are undesirable and make any disciplinary 
action or reprimand match the behavior. A manager should not, for exam-
ple, dock an hourly employee’s pay if he or she is only 5 or 10 minutes late 
for work.

■ Administer punishment in private. You would hate to have your boss chew 
you out in front of your subordinates, and the people who report to you also 
shouldn’t be reprimanded in public, which would lead only to resentments 
that may have nothing to do with an employee’s infractions.

■ Combine punishment and positive reinforcement. If you’re reprimanding 
an employee, be sure to also say what he or she is doing right and state what 
rewards the employee might be eligible for. For example, while reprimanding 
someone for being late, say that a perfect attendance record over the next few 
months will put that employee in line for a raise or promotion. ●

Punishment. What do you feel if you see a police car with lights and siren coming up behind you? Would getting a 
$260 speeding ticket change your behavior? What if it happened several times? Yet consider also other, presumably 
stronger forms of governmental punishment that are supposed to act as deterrents to bad behavior. Does the 
possibility of the death penalty really deter homicides? Why or why not? © Brand X Pictures RF
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Here let us consider the principal tools found in the modern workplace to motivate 
employees to perform—and to perform at the height of their abilities. We begin with 
various forms of compensation. We then address nonmonetary incentives: employees’ 
(1) need for work–life balance, (2) need to expand their skills, (3) need for a positive 
work environment, and (4) need to matter—to find meaning in their work.

Would you, as a young professional, be willing to take a $7,600 pay cut for a better 
quality of work life? 

 That’s what most Millennial professionals said, in a recent study by Fidelity Invest-
ments.98 Most said they wouldn’t mind taking a hefty pay cut “if it meant improved 
work–life balance, career development, company culture, and purposeful work,” 
 according to one report.99 

Is Money the Best Motivator?
Whatever happened to good old money as a motivator?

Most workers rate having a caring boss higher than they value monetary benefits, 
according to several surveys.100  For 30 years, the Great Place to Work Institute has 
determined that the bedrock features of a great workplace consist of three things: 
“pride, camaraderie, and trust in leaders”—that is, pride in the company, camaraderie 
with colleagues, and trust in management.101 Clearly, then, motivating doesn’t just 
 involve dollars.

Motivation and Compensation
Most people are paid an hourly wage or a weekly or monthly salary. Both of these are 
easy for organizations to administer, of course. But by itself a wage or a salary gives an 
employee little incentive to work hard. Incentive compensation plans try to do so, al-
though no single plan will boost the performance of all employees. (Indeed, a Wall 
Street Journal analysis found that none of 2015’s highest-paid CEOs ran one of the 10 
best-performing companies. Only three of those executives headed a firm ranked 
among the top 10% in total shareholder return.)102

Characteristics of the Best Incentive Compensation Plans In accordance 
with most of the theories of motivation we described earlier, for incentive plans to 
work, certain criteria are advisable, as follows. (1) Rewards must be linked to perfor-
mance and be measurable. (2) The rewards must satisfy individual needs. (3) The re-
wards must be agreed on by manager and employees. (4) The rewards must be 
believable and achievable by employees.

12.6 Using Compensation, Nonmonetary Incentives, and 
Other Rewards to Motivate: In Search of the Positive 
Work Environment
How can I use compensation and other rewards to motivate people?

THE BIG PICTURE
Compensation, the main motivator of performance, includes pay for performance, bonuses, profit shar-
ing, gainsharing, stock options, and pay for knowledge. Other, nonmonetary incentives address needs 
that aren’t being met, such as work–life balance, growth in skills, positive work environment, and 
meaning in work. 

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Popular Incentive Compensation Plans In what way would you like to be re-
warded for your efforts? Some of the most well-known incentive compensation plans 
are pay for performance, bonuses, profit sharing, gainsharing, stock options, and pay 
for knowledge.

■ Pay for performance. Also known as merit pay, pay for performance bases 
pay on one’s results. Thus, different salaried employees might get different pay 
raises and other rewards (such as promotions) depending on their overall job 
performance.103

  Examples: One standard pay-for-performance plan is payment according to 
a piece rate, in which employees are paid according to how much output they 
produce, as is often used with farm workers picking fruits or vegetables. An-
other is the sales commission, in which sales representatives are paid a percent-
age of the earnings the company made from their sales, so that the more they 
sell, the more they are paid.104

■ Bonuses. Bonuses are cash awards given to employees who achieve specific 
performance objectives.

  Example: The department store Nieman Marcus pays its salespeople a per-
centage of the earnings from the goods they sell.

  Unfortunately, the documents that most companies file (proxy documents 
to the Securities and Exchange Commission) to explain what specific targets 
executives had to meet to earn their bonuses are not very clear, being couched 
mainly in legalese.105

■ Profit sharing. Profit sharing is the distribution to employees of a percentage of 
the company’s profits.

  Example: In one T-shirt and sweatshirt manufacturing company, 10% of 
pretax profits are distributed to employees every month, and more is given out 
at the end of the year. Distributions are apportioned according to such criteria 
as performance, attendance, and lateness for individual employees.

■ Gainsharing. Gainsharing is the distribution of savings or “gains” to groups of 
employees who reduced costs and increased measurable productivity. Gainshar-
ing has been applied in a variety of industries, from manufacturing to nonprofit, 
and is said to be used in more than a quarter of Fortune 1,000 companies, as well 
as many small to mid-size businesses.106 In one version (the so-called Scanlon 
plan), a portion of any cost savings, usually 75%, is distributed to employees.

  Example: In a recent year, Indianapolis-based Mike’s Carwash paid out 
$569,000 in gainsharing to 437 employees in 37 locations who had been chal-
lenged to beat targets set at the corporate level. Employees averaged $1.25 
extra per hour.107 Gainsharing has also been used to get truck drivers to ease 
off the accelerator in order to achieve fleet sustainability goals to increase fuel 
economy and decrease greenhouse gas emissions.108

■ Stock options. With stock options, certain employees are given the right to buy 
stock at a future date for a discounted price. About 20% of the U.S. workforce 
outside the government participate in some sort of employee stock ownership 
program.109 The motivator here is that employees holding stock options will sup-
posedly work hard to make the company’s stock rise so that they can obtain it at 
a cheaper price. Along with its other benefits, by giving stock options to all em-
ployees who work 20 or more hours a week, Starbucks Corp. has been able to 
hold its employee turnover rate to about 65% per year (25% for managers) com-
pared to 150%–400% for employees at chain retailers (50% for managers).110

■ Pay for knowledge. Also known as skill-based pay, pay for knowledge ties em-
ployee pay to the number of job-relevant skills or academic degrees they earn.111

  Example: The teaching profession is a time-honored instance of this incen-
tive, in which elementary and secondary teachers are encouraged to increase 
their salaries by earning further college credit. However, firms such as FedEx 
also have pay-for-knowledge plans.
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Nonmonetary Ways of Motivating Employees
Employees who can behave autonomously, solve problems, and take the initiative are apt 
to be the very ones who will leave if they find their own needs aren’t being met—namely, 
(1) the need for work–life balance, (2) the need to expand their skills, (3) the need for a 
positive work environment, and (4) the need to matter—to find meaning in their work.

The Need for Work–Life Balance For more than half of men and women in a 2013 
Accenture survey, work–life balance was the key determinant of career success—ahead of 
money, recognition, autonomy, or making a difference.113 In another survey, 46% of em-
ployees said work–life balance was the thing they valued most when looking for a new job 
(second only to salary, cited by 57%). According to Pew Research, Millennials in particu-
lar are apt to say the most important things in life are “being a good parent” (52%) and 
“having a successful marriage” (30%), rather than “having a high-paying career” (15%).114

As mentioned, most Millennial professionals said they wouldn’t mind taking a big 
pay cut if it meant improved work–life balance, career development, and purposeful 
work.115 A Gallup poll finds they want good jobs, with regular paychecks from em-
ployers, and they want to be engaged in those jobs, but they want to be able to talk to 
their managers about non-work-related issues.116

Among the employer offerings designed to cater to the desire for work–life balance (at 
least for some employees) are work–life benefits, flex-time, and vacation/sabbatical time: 

■ Work–life benefits. Work–life benefits are employer-sponsored benefit pro-
grams or initiatives designed to help all employees balance work life with home 
life.117 The purpose of such benefits is to remove barriers that make it hard for 
people to strike a balance between their work and personal lives, such as 
 allowing parents time off to take care of sick children. The worst obstacles to 
work–life balance, according to one survey, are bad bosses—defined as 
 “demanding, overbearing, and mean.” Constant work beyond standard busi-
ness hours and inflexible scheduling tied for second. Third were incompetent 
colleagues and long commutes.118

  Work–life benefits include helping employees with day care costs or even 
establishing on-site centers; offering domestic-partner benefits; giving job- 
protected leave for new parents; and providing technology such as mobile phones 
and laptops to enable parents to work at home.119 (Unfortunately, the workplace 
culture often tends to discourage paid leave for parents, particularly fathers.)120

  How good are U.S. employers at making work–life benefits available? The 
United States actually ranks fairly low on this feature—29 out of 36 on a list 
of countries with the best work–life balance.121 And although two-thirds 
(67%) of HR professionals think their employees have a balanced work life, 
according to one survey, among employees themselves nearly half (45%) still 
crave more time each week for personal activities.122

Motivation as a small business owner. Pizza chef Tony Gemignani demonstrates 
the proper technique for making pizza. Gemignani, who worked in and studied 
many U.S. pizza parlors, was inspired by a 2000 visit to Italy to learn how to make 
award-winning char-spotted, soft-centered Neapolitan pizza, a learning process 
that took seven years and involved grinding his own sausage and pulling his own 
mozarella. Opening his own restaurant in 2009 showed that he had read the market 
correctly for American public taste and love of choices. Coupling good food with a 
flair for the dramatic (restaurant decor featuring metal sculptures resembling tribal 
tattoos, for instance), Gemignani and his partners opened Pizza Rock, which now 
has several California and Nevada stores.112 For some people, like Gemignani, 
the only way to merge motivation and compensation is to own and manage 
their own business. What factors or incentives motivate you to work hard?  
© Eric Risberg/AP Photo
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■ Flex-time. By flex-time, we do not mean the so-called on-call schedules once 
practiced by Abercrombie & Fitch, Williams-Sonoma, and other stores that 
required workers to be on call for shifts that could be canceled with little notice—
schedules that demoralized employees and hurt children’s well-being.123 
Rather, we are talking about the flexible workplace—including part-time 
work, flex-time, a compressed workweek, job sharing, and telecommuting—
discussed in the Manager’s Toolbox at the start of this chapter. 

  In one flex-time experiment, in which employees were told they could 
work wherever and whenever they chose as long as projects were completed 
on time and goals were met, such employees not only met their goals (as well 
as did a control group) but were sleeping better, less stressed, and less inter-
ested in leaving the organization a year later.124

■ Vacations and sabbaticals. It used to be a badge of honor for Citigroup’s 
junior bankers to put in 100-hour work weeks. Now, says CEO Michael 
 Corbat, “I want people to have family lives, personal lives.” Recently, the 
bank unveiled a program that lets young employees take a long sabbatical—
an extended vacation—during which the Citigroup volunteers are paid 60% of 
their salary, and take a year off to do charitable work helping, say, businesses 
develop growth plans in Kenya.125

  Tech companies like Apple and Genentech certainly understand that in a 
climate of 80-hour work weeks people need to recharge themselves. But even 
The Cheesecake Factory offers employees with at least five years of service 
sabbaticals of up to three weeks, with additional ones every five years there-
after. (One employee planned to hike the 220-mile John Muir Trail in California 
from Yosemite to Mt.Whitney.)126

  About 4% of American corporations, most of them technology firms, offer 
unlimited paid time off.127 Whatever the arrangement, the aim, of course, is to 
enable employees to reenergize themselves but also, it is hoped, to cement 
their loyalty to the organization.128 (Ironically, however, most employees with 
unlimited time off are unlikely to use much of it—and if they quit or get fired, 
they will not get a payout for unused vacation days.) 

Balancing work with life. Work factors 
don’t always allow for life factors—sick 
children, school appointments, family 
emergencies, problems with aging 
parents, medical appointments, and 
other personal matters. People around 
the world are urging employees to ease 
the single-minded focus on jobs by 
introducing more flexibility and balance 
into their lives—work–life balance. What 
are the top three nonwork concerns 
that you might have to deal with that 
you hope your employer might 
accommodate for you?  
© Paul Bradbury/Getty Images RF
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The Need to Expand Skills As mentioned in Chapter 9, 70% of employees say 
they are dissatisfied with career growth opportunities at their companies, and training 
programs can keep them engaged with their work.129 Young workers in particular, hav-
ing watched their parents undergo downsizing, are apt to view a job as a way of gain-
ing skills that will enable them to earn a decent living in the future. Employers have 
another point of view: They see it as developing human capital, which, as we saw in 
Chapter 9, is the economic or protective potential of employee knowledge, experience, 
and actions. 

Learning opportunities can take three forms:
■ Studying coworkers. Managers can see that workers are matched with 

 coworkers from whom they can learn, allowing them, for instance, to 
“shadow” (watch and imitate) workers in other jobs or be in interdepartmental 
task forces. 

■ Tuition reimbursement. There can also be tuition reimbursement for part-
time study at a college or university.130

■ Training. About 30% of small companies, 41% of midsize companies, and 
29% of large companies offer some sort of training, according to a 2015 train-
ing industry report.131 Although instructor-led classrooms are still the domi-
nant training method, we pointed out earlier that at about 46% of total student 
hours, 26.5% of training was delivered by online or computer-based technolo-
gies, 1.8% by mobile devices, and 31.9% by blended techniques.132 

The Need for a Positive Work Environment Wanting to work in a positive envi-
ronment begins with the idea of well-being. Well-being is the combined impact of five 
elements—positive emotions, engagement, relationships, meaning, and achievement 
(PERMA), according to renowned psychologist Martin Seligman.133 There is one essen-
tial consideration to remember about these elements: We must pursue them for their 
own sake, not as a means to obtain another outcome. In other words, well-being comes 
about by freely pursuing one or more of the five elements in PERMA.

Flourishing represents the extent to which our lives contain PERMA. When we flour-
ish, our lives result in “goodness . . . growth, and resilience.”134 We should all strive to 
flourish because of its association with other positive outcomes, like lower cardiovas-
cular risk, lower levels of inflammation, longer life, better sleep, and positive mental 
health.135 Unfortunately, many people are not flourishing. For example, a recent survey 
of 160,000 people around the world revealed that 33% reported above-average stress.136 
U.S. data further showed that a majority of people lose sleep because of work-related 
stress and many people are abusing painkillers to combat it. Painkiller abuse costs 
employers about $25.5 billion a year in absenteeism and lost productivity.137

 By contrast, positive emotions broaden your perspective about how to overcome 
challenges in your life—joy, for instance, is more likely to lead you to envision 
creative ideas during a brainstorming session. Positive emotions also build on 
themselves, resulting in a spreading of positive emotions within yourself and those 
around you.138

 What is it that employers can do to create a positive work environment? Elsewhere 
in the book we have touched on such matters as employee engagement, social support, 
and recognition for achievement. Here let us discuss just two other factors: (1) sur-
roundings and (2) an understanding boss.

■ Surroundings. The cubicle, according to new research, is stifling the creativ-
ity and morale of many workers, and the bias of modern-day office designers 
for open spaces and neutral colors is leading to employee complaints that their 
workplaces are too noisy or too bland. Some businesses, such as advertising 
giant Grey Group in New York, have even moved beyond cubicles to com-
pletely open offices, which at Grey required a business psychologist to hold 
“space therapy” sessions to ease employee concerns.139
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  “The key to successful workspaces is to empower individuals by giving 
them choices that allow control over their work environment,” says a Harvard 
Business Review article.140 That’s especially key when it comes to keeping 
employees happy.

EXAMPLE Successful Workspaces

As we said, the traditional private office has yielded to cubicles 
and more recently to open-plan offices with few or no walls. 
(Indeed, Facebook hired a world-famous architect to design an 
office that is a single room stretching 10 acres and accommo-
dating several thousand engineers.)141

Distractions or Performance? Although crowding people to-
gether can promote cooperative behavior, it also, of course, 
leads to lack of privacy and increased distractions, which can 
stifle creativity, dampen morale, and lead to diminished indi-
vidual and organizational performance.142

“There is no such thing as something that works for ev-
erybody,” says Alan Hedge, a professor of environmental 
analysis at Cornell University.143 An 8-foot-by-8-foot cubicle 
may not be a good visual trigger for human brains, and com-

panies wanting to improve creativity and productivity may 
need to think about giving office employees better things to 
look at.144

YOUR CALL
Although 70% of today’s organizations have open-plan offices, 
other designs are now being tried that go beyond the “open” 
and “closed” models and can balance people’s wishes for 
 privacy against the competing desire for collaboration.145 
“The emerging trend is the hybrid approach,” says one work-
place strategist, “which includes about a 15% to 30% closed 
plan with a variety of other work areas to supplement just 
sitting at a desk.”146 What kind of office surroundings would 
work best for you?

■ Thoughtful bosses. It’s said that “people don’t leave jobs, they leave man-
agers,” points out a Forbes writer, citing evidence of a survey from the 
United Kingdom in which 42% of 1,374 employees left a job because of a 
bad boss and almost a third felt their present boss was a bad manager.147 A 
Gallup study also found that about 50% of the 7,200 adults surveyed left a 
job “to get away from their manager.”148 Some of these employees were well 
paid, but is this enough?

PRACTICAL ACTION Thoughtfulness: The Value of Being Nice

“Feeling cared for by one’s supervisor has a more significant 
impact on people’s sense of trust than any other behavior by a 
leader,” says one article summarizing the results of a global 
workforce study. “Employees who say they have more support-
ive supervisors are 1.3 times as likely to stay with the organiza-
tion and are 67% more engaged.”149

 A study by McKinsey & Company, a global management 
consulting firm, found that nonfinancial incentives such as 
praise and commendation from one’s immediate management 
(which 67% of those surveyed thought extremely or very effec-
tive) and attention from leaders (by 63%) were better motiva-
tors than three financial incentives: performance-based cash 
bonuses (60%), increase in base pay (52%), and stock or stock 
options (35%).150

What the Managers Should Do
The co-founder of one start-up, James Lintern of software 
maker RotaCloud, suggests you need to learn to look for dis-
gruntled employees (those who moan a lot, feign ignorance or 
innocence, or simply stay quiet and stop working) and then 
speak with them privately but professionally and provide 
 support, if necessary.151

Giving Praise
“Being nice” to employees means, for example, giving per-
sonal and frequent praise, writing celebratory emails to super-
visors (and copying the employee), giving public recognition, 
and writing handwritten thank-you notes. You might even 
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The Need to Matter—Finding Meaning in Work Workers now want to be with 
an organization that allows them to feel they matter. They want to commit to their pro-
fession or fellow team members rather than have to profess a blind loyalty to the cor-
poration.154 In particular, employees of small firms (under 1,000 people) “want to feel 
their ideas and efforts materially contribute to the success of their employers,” accord-
ing to one survey.155

 World War II concentration camp survivor Viktor Frankl, author of Man’s 
Search for Meaning, strongly believed that “striving to find a meaning in one’s life 
is the primary motivational force” for people.156 In other words, it is the drive to 
find meaning in our lives that instills in us a sense of purpose and motivation to 
pursue goals. 

Meaningfulness, then, is the sense of “belonging to and serving something that you 
believe is bigger than the self.”157 What follows are three suggestions for building mean-
ing into your life.

 1. Identify activities you love doing. Try to do more of these activities or find 
ways to build them into your work role. 

   Example: Employees at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital in Memphis 
embody this suggestion. They truly enjoy participating in the St. Jude Mara-
thon weekend because it raises money for the children being treated at the 
hospital. One employee, a cancer survivor, commented, “Each year it pro-
vides me with another opportunity to give back so that we can help countless 
other children have anniversaries of their own.”158

 2. Find a way to build your natural strengths into your personal and work 
life. Want to be more engaged with your school, work, and leisure activities? 
Take the time to list your highest strengths, your weaknesses, which strengths 
you use on a daily basis—and find what you can do to incorporate your 
strengths into your school, work, and leisure activities.

 3. Go out and help someone. Research shows that people derive a sense 
of meaningfulness from helping others, that it creates an upward spiral of 
positivity.159

   Example: Salesforce.com encourages this result by giving employees six 
paid days a year to volunteer. All told, company employees logged over 1 million 
volunteer hours in 2015.160 ●

 imitate that former KFC president who recognized valued em-
ployees by giving away floppy rubber chickens and $100.152

 It’s important, of course, that praise be effective. One busi-
ness writer points out that managers often undermine the 
power of recognition by (1) withholding it altogether (so as not 
to accidentally favor or ignore anyone), (2) spreading praise 
100% evenly across a team, and (3) mindlessly crediting 
groups at the expense of individuals.153

YOUR CALL
What are the top three things you’d like to see in a thought-
ful boss? Would you rather work for someone who is “nice” 
but lacking in other qualities (decisiveness, leadership)? 
Or  would you prefer to report to someone who seems to 
be indifferent to your feelings and never listens to you but 
is running a successful operation that’s giving you a good 
paycheck?
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Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

12.1 Motivating for Performance
•	 Motivation is defined as the psychological 

processes that arouse and direct goal-directed 
behavior.

•	 In a simple model of motivation, people have 
certain needs that motivate them to perform 
specific behaviors for which they receive rewards 
that feed back and satisfy the original need.

•	 Rewards are of two types: (1) An extrinsic reward 
is the payoff, such as money, a person receives 
from others for performing a particular task. (2) An 
intrinsic reward is the satisfaction, such as a feeling 
of accomplishment, that a person receives from 
performing the particular task itself.

•	 As a manager, you want to motivate people to do 
things that will benefit your organization—join it, 
stay with it, show up for work at it, perform better 
for it, and do extra for it.

•	 Four major perspectives on motivation are 
(1) content, (2) process, (3) job design, and 
(4) reinforcement.

12.2 Content Perspectives on Employee 
Motivation

•	 Content perspectives or need-based 
perspectives emphasize the needs that 
motivate people. Needs are defined as 

physiological or psychological deficiencies 
that arouse behavior.

•	 Besides the McGregor Theory X/Theory Y 
(Chapter 2), need-based perspectives include 
(1) the hierarchy of needs theory, (2) the acquired 
needs theory, (3) the self-determination theory, 
and (4) the two-factor theory.

•	 The hierarchy of needs theory proposes that 
people are motivated by five levels of need: 
physiological, safety, love, esteem, and self-
actualization needs.

•	 The acquired needs theory states that three 
needs—achievement, affiliation, and power—are 
major motives determining people’s behavior in 
the workplace.

•	 The self-determination theory assumes that people 
are driven to try to grow and attain fulfillment, with 
their behavior and well-being influenced by three 
innate needs: competence, autonomy, and 
relatedness.

•	 The two-factor theory proposes that work 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction arise from two 
different factors: work satisfaction from so-called 
motivating factors, and work dissatisfaction from 
so-called hygiene factors.

•	 Hygiene factors, the lower-level needs, are factors 
associated with job dissatisfaction—such as salary 
and working conditions—which affect the 
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environment in which people work. Motivating 
factors, the higher-level needs, are factors 
associated with job satisfaction—such as 
achievement and advancement—which affect 
the rewards of work performance.

12.3 Process Perspectives on Employee 
Motivation

•	 Process perspectives are concerned with the 
thought processes by which people decide how 
to act. Three process perspectives on motivation 
are (1) equity theory, (2) expectancy theory, and 
(3) goal-setting theory.

•	 Equity theory focuses on employee perceptions as 
to how fairly they think they are being treated 
compared with others.

•	 The key elements in equity theory are inputs, 
outputs (rewards), and comparisons. (1) With inputs, 
employees consider what they are putting into the 
job in time, effort, and so on. (2) With outputs or 
rewards, employees consider what they think 
they’re getting out of the job in terms of pay, 
praise, and so on. (3) With comparison, employees 
compare the ratio of their own outcomes to inputs 
against the ratio of someone else’s outcomes 
to inputs.

•	 Equity theory has expanded into an area 
called organizational justice, which is concerned 
with the extent to which people perceive they 
are treated fairly at work. Three different 
components of organizational justice have 
been identified. Distributive justice reflects the 
perceived fairness of how resources and 
rewards are distributed or allocated. Procedural 
justice is defines as the perceived fairness of 
the process and procedures used to make 
allocation decisions. Interactional justice relates 
to the quality of the interpersonal treatment 
people receive when procedures are 
implemented.

•	 Five practical lessons of equity and justice theories 
are that employee perceptions are what count, 
employee participation helps, having an appeal 
process helps, leader behavior matters, and a 
climate for justice makes a difference.

•	 Expectancy theory suggests that people are 
motivated by how much they want something 
and how likely they think they are to get it. 
The three elements affecting motivation are 
expectancy, instrumentality, and valence. 
(1) Expectancy is the belief that a particular 
level of effort will lead to a particular level of 
performance. (2) Instrumentality is the expectation 
that successful performance of the task will lead 
to the outcome desired. (3) Valence is the value, 
the importance a worker assigns to the possible 
outcome or reward.

•	 When attempting to motivate employees, 
according to the logic of expectancy theory, 
managers should ascertain what rewards 
employees value, what job objectives and 
performance level they desire, whether there 
are rewards linked to performance, and 
whether employees believe managers will 
deliver the right rewards for the right 
performance.

•	 Goal-setting theory suggests that employees 
can be motivated by goals that are specific 
and challenging but achievable and linked to 
action plans.

•	 In addition, the theory suggests that goals should 
be set jointly with the employee, be measurable, 
and have a target date for accomplishment and 
that employees should receive feedback and 
rewards.

12.4 Job Design Perspectives on Motivation
•	 Job design is, first, the division of an organization’s 

work among its employees and, second, the 
application of motivational theories to jobs to 
increase satisfaction and performance.

•	 Two approaches to job design are fitting people 
to jobs (the traditional approach) and fitting jobs 
to people.

•	 Fitting jobs to people assumes people are 
underutilized and want more variety. Two 
techniques for this type of job design include  
(1) job enlargement, increasing the number of 
tasks in a job to increase variety and motivation, 
and (2) job enrichment, building into a job 
such motivating factors as responsibility, 
achievement, recognition, stimulating work, 
and advancement.

•	 An outgrowth of job enrichment is the job 
characteristics model, which consists of (a) five 
core job characteristics that affect (b) three critical 
psychological states of an employee that in turn 
affect (c) work outcomes—the employee’s 
motivation, performance, and satisfaction.

•	 The five core job characteristics are (1) skill 
variety—how many different skills a job requires; 
(2) task identity—how many different tasks are 
required to complete the work; (3) task 
significance—how many other people are 
affected by the job; (4) autonomy—how much 
discretion the job allows the worker; and 
(5) feedback—how much employees find out 
how well they’re doing.

•	 These five characteristics affect three critical 
psychological states: meaningfulness of work, 
responsibility for results, and knowledge of 
results.

•	 Three major steps to follow when applying the job 
characteristics model are (1) diagnose the work 
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environment to see if a problem exists, (2) determine 
whether job redesign is appropriate, and (3) consider 
how to redesign the job.

12.5 Reinforcement Perspectives  
on Motivation

•	 Reinforcement theory attempts to explain behavior 
change by suggesting that behavior with positive 
consequences tends to be repeated whereas 
behavior with negative consequences tends not to 
be repeated. Reinforcement is anything that causes 
a given behavior to be repeated or inhibited. The 
theory rests on Thorndike’s law of effect, which 
says behavior with favorable consequences tends 
to be repeated, while behavior with unfavorable 
consequences tends to disappear. The use of 
reinforcement theory to change human behavior 
is called behavior modification.

•	 There are four types of reinforcement. (1) Positive 
reinforcement is the use of positive consequences 
to strengthen a particular behavior. (2) Negative 
reinforcement is the process of strengthening a 
behavior by withdrawing something negative. 
(3) Extinction is the weakening of behavior by 
ignoring it or making sure it is not reinforced. 
(4) Punishment is the process of weakening 
behavior by presenting something negative or 
withdrawing something positive.

•	 In using positive reinforcement to motivate 
employees, managers should reward only 
desirable behavior, give rewards as soon as 
possible, be clear about what behavior is desired, 
and have different rewards and recognize 
individual differences.

•	 In using punishment, managers should punish 
only undesirable behavior, give reprimands or 
disciplinary actions as soon as possible, be clear 
about what behavior is undesirable, administer 
punishment in private, and combine punishment 
and positive reinforcement.

12.6 Using Compensation and Other Rewards 
to Motivate

•	 Compensation is only one form of motivator. For 
incentive compensation plans for work, rewards 
must be linked to performance and be measurable; 
they must satisfy individual needs; they must be 
agreed on by manager and employee; and they 
must be perceived as being equitable, believable, 
and achievable by employees.

•	 Popular incentive compensation plans are the 
following. (1) Pay for performance bases pay 
on one’s results. One kind is payment according 
to piece rate, in which employees are paid 
according to how much output they produce. 
Another is the sales commission, in which sales 
representatives are paid a percentage of the 
earnings the company made from their sales. 
(2) Bonuses are cash awards given to employees 
who achieve specific performance objectives. 
(3) Profit sharing is the distribution to employees 
of a percentage of the company’s profits. 
(4) Gainsharing is the distribution of savings or 
“gains” to groups of employees who reduced 
costs and increased measurable productivity. 
(5) Stock options allow certain employees to buy 
stock at a future date for a discounted price. 
(6) Pay for knowledge ties employee pay to the 
number of job-relevant skills or academic degrees 
they earn.

•	 There are also nonmonetary ways of compensating 
employees. Some employees will leave because 
they feel the need for work–life balance, the need 
to expand their skills, and the need to matter. To 
retain such employees, nonmonetary incentives 
have been introduced, such as the flexible 
workplace.

•	 Other incentives that keep employees from leaving 
are thoughtfulness by employees’ managers,  
work–life benefits such as day care, attractive 
surroundings, skill-building and educational 
opportunities, and work sabbaticals.

 1. What is motivation, and how does it work?
 2. What are the two principal types of rewards?
 3. What are the four major perspectives on motivation?
 4. Briefly describe the four content perspectives 

discussed in this chapter: hierarchy of needs theory, 
acquired needs theory, self-determination theory, 
and two-factor theory.

 5. What are the principal elements of the three process 
perspectives: equity theory, expectancy theory, and 
goal-setting theory?

 6. What is the definition of job design, and what are 
two techniques of job design?

 7. Describe the five job attributes of the job 
characteristics model.

 8. What are the four types of reinforcement?
 9. What are six incentive compensation plans?
 10. Discuss some nonmonetary ways of motivating 

employees.

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?
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Acuity Insurance and the Container Store Focus 
on Employee Motivation 
Acuity Insurance and the Container Store were 
ranked as the 2nd and 14th Best Place to Work by 
Fortune in 2016. Both companies put a premium 
on  attracting, retaining, and developing great 
 workers, resulting in an engaged and motivated 
workforce. 

Acuity Insurance 
Acuity is a property and casualty insurer headquar-
tered in Sheboygan, Wisconsin. The company gener-
ated over $2 billion in revenue in 2015 through 1,000 
independent agencies in 24 states. There are 1,110 em-
ployees in the U.S.161

About 98% of employees reported to Fortune in 
2016 that the company has unique benefits, effectively 
contributes to its local communities, and celebrates 
special events with employees. These employees in 
turn noted that facilities contributed to a good working 
environment. 

Acuity employs a variety of programs to motivate 
employees. They include the following:162

 • The Magic Happens Gossip Line: The company 
recognizes 20 to 30 employees each month through 
the Magic Happens program. The program begins by 
posting any positive feedback from customers, 
agents, or colleagues outside the local cafeteria. 
Next, one employee is drawn from this list and the 
positive feedback is shared over voice mail to all em-
ployees throughout the company. This employee also 
receives a $100 cash gift card.

 • Lunch with an Officer: This program is used to fos-
ter open communication. Groups of 10 to 15 employ-
ees are invited to have lunch with an officer of the 
executive team every few months. Employees are 
asked to provide feedback or suggestions for improv-
ing any aspect of the company. Employees also 
spend time getting to know each other.

 • Wellness programs: The company built a 
9,800-square-foot fitness center that offers classes at 
no cost to employees. The facility is open 24/7 and 
includes massage therapists on-site three days per 
week. In addition to providing opportunities to par-
ticipate in local races or athletic events, Acuity hosts 
a Weight Watchers at Work program. The company 
reimburses 25% of the cost when an employee 
 attends 50% of the meetings.

 • 5 Year Club: “All employees who have been with 
ACUITY for fewer than five years are invited to spe-
cial social events that range from happy hours and 
kayaking trips to bean bag tournaments, NCAA 
March Madness competitions, and other events that 
encourage our employees to get out and explore the 
community of Sheboygan.”163

 • Generous benefits: In addition to perks like free 
snacks during the day, subsidized daily lunches, 
dry cleaning service, free beverages during the 
day, on-site package/mailing service, and banking 
services, Acuity pays 85% of health coverage for 
employees and their dependents. The company’s 
401(k) “program features an 8% contribution to all 
employee accounts, regardless of their personal 
contributions. Employees benefit from a profit-
sharing bonus as well. . . . Employees have re-
ceived a 10% total contribution to their 401 (k) on 
behalf of the company.”164

The Container Store 
The Container store, founded in 1978, strives to pro-
vide “a differentiated shopping experience offering 
customers innovative, time and space saving solu-
tions coupled with astonishing customer service 
from happy, well trained, well paid salespeople.” 
The company has 4,281 employees working at 
73 U.S. sites. Worldwide revenues were $781.88 mil-
lion in 2015.165

Kip Tindell, founder and former CEO, told 
The  Wall Street Journal that the company was 
grown  around the core principle that “one great 
 person can easily do the business productivity of 
three good people.” This belief has led the company 
to pay employees 50%–100% above industry aver-
age. For example, the average salesperson at The 
Container Store makes $48,000 per year. In contrast 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that the aver-
age earnings for retail sales people in the U.S. in 
2013 was $31,096. He also said that “We give big 
annual increases each year because we believe in 
keeping people mildly tickled about their rate of 
 increase. We really and truly believe in paying ac-
cording to contribution.”166 Annual raises range 
from 0$ to 8%.

Annual raises are given after an employee and 
manager follow a two-step process. The first step 
 entails having the focal manager and employee com-
plete a formal written review using the same form. 
The two then meet for a few hours to review their 

Management in Action
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evaluations and arrive at a final consensus. Managers 
ultimately rank their employees in terms of contribu-
tion and pay. The idea is to ensure that someone’s 
contribution matches his or her pay in a work unit. 
For example, if an employee is ranked third in contri-
bution, then the goal is to provide raises that result in 
the person being number three in pay. This can take a 
few years to catch up.167

The company also tries to increase employees’ 
competence and performance by providing over 
260 hours of training in the first year of employment. 
Employees then receive an additional 170 hours of 
training per year.168

Part-time workers, who represent about 70% of the 
workforce, also get health benefits. The company 
matches employees’ contributions to a 401(k) account 
up to 4% of pay. There have not been any company-
wide layoffs.

Over 90% of employees reported to Fortune in 
2016 that the company has great atmosphere, rewards, 
communication, and bosses. Ninety-five percent also 

noted people care about each other there and they are 
proud to tell others about working at the company.169 
These positive attitudes help explain the low annual 
turnover rate of 10%: The retail industry averages 
100% per year.170

FOR DISCUSSION
 1. To what extent are Acuity’s and The Container 

Store’s approaches toward motivation consistent 
with need theories of motivation? Discuss.

 2. To what extent is The Container Store’s pay and 
reward system consistent with equity theory? 
 Explain.

 3. To what extent is The Container Store’s approach 
 toward rewards consistent with expectancy theory? 
Explain.

 4. How do Acuity and The Container Store use princi-
ples associated with the Job Characteristics Model to 
motivate employees? Specifically describe.

 5. What are the key lessons learned from this case?

Should College Athletes Be Paid to Perform?
Do you think a college athlete’s motivation to perform 
is a function of pay? College athletes cannot be paid 
because of rules established by the National Colle-
giate Athletic Association (NCAA). This governing 
body believes that college athletes are amateurs and 
created rules barring them from being paid. The 
NCAA believes that athletes should not receive any 
direct compensation because they receive benefits 
such as athletic scholarships, medical care, academic 
support services, and first-class training. If we assume 
that these benefits constitute the pay received for 
playing college sports, then players are certainly moti-
vated by something other than money. But is this fair 
or ethical?

Consider that the NCAA also refused to pay col-
lege athletes for the use of their likeness in licensing 
agreements. This led to a lawsuit in 2009 by Ed 
O’Bannon, a former University of California at Los 
Angeles basketball player. His image was used in 
video games, yet he received nothing from the profits. 
He filed an antitrust suit against the NCAA, and a fed-
eral judge ruled in his favor in August 2014. The 
judge concluded that basketball and football players 
can earn “a limited share of the revenues generated 

from the use of their names, images, and likeness in 
addition to a full grant-in-aid.”171 

Some people believe that universities and the 
NCAA are unfairly benefiting from the talent and 
dedication of college athletes. As one New York Times 
reporter stated, “the N.C.A.A. and the college sports 
establishment exploit the players who generate bil-
lions that the grown-ups pocket.”172 Consider the rev-
enue generated by the 64 schools in the major five 
conferences (the ACC, Big 10, Big 12, Pac 12, and 
SEC) during the 2103–2014 academic year. They 
earned a combined $2.8 billion.173

The NCAA claims that its member institutions 
 cannot afford to pay athletes because most universi-
ties do not make a profit from their athletic programs. 
The Huffington Post investigated this finding with the 
help of five sports economists. The economists noted 
that universities spend revenue from college sports as 
soon as they get it, and this is why they are not mak-
ing a profit. They proposed that prudent budgetary 
management would change the profitability of ath-
letic programs. They also concluded that universities 
could pay athletes by simply reallocating sports 
 revenue from one category such as coaches salaries to 
students.174

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
Is it fair that college athletes don’t get paid for per-
forming a sport?

 1. Yes. I agree with the NCAA. Athletes receive plenty 
of benefits such as scholarships, medical coverage, 
and world-class training.

 2. No. The athletes risk personal injury and they spend 
lots of time practicing instead of studying, which can 
impact their nonathletic marketability upon gradua-
tion. Athletes deserve to be paid.

 3. No, but doing so would create havoc with college 
sports. It would mean that players in every sport 
would need to be paid. This would likely lead to the 
cancellation of low revenue sports like volleyball, 
swimming, golf, and gymnastics. I would pay ath-
letes for the use of their likenesses in games and 
marketing, but no direct compensation for playing 
the sport.

 4. Invent another option.



Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

13.1 Groups versus Teams
Major Question: How is one 
collection of workers 
different from any other?

13.2 Stages of Group and Team 
Development
Major Question: How does 
a group evolve into a 
team?

13.3 Building Effective Teams
Major Question: How can I 
as a manager build an 
effective team?

13.4 Managing Conflict
Major Question: Since 
conflict is a part of life, 
what should a manager 
know about it in order to 
deal successfully with it?

Groups and Teams
Increasing Cooperation,  
Reducing Conflict13



THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

Reaching across Time and Space: The Challenge  
of Managing Virtual Teams
Josh Steimle is the founder of MWI, a digital marketing 
firm based in Salt Lake City, Utah. With team members 
in Washington, Texas, Utah, Illinois, Arizona, and now 
Hong Kong, Steimle recently abandoned the idea of 
maintaining a central office space, and MWI now oper-
ates as a virtual-team organization.1 Virtual teams are 
groups of people who collaborate seamlessly across 
time and space with the help of a wide array of com-
munication technologies. 

Not every firm has gone as far as MWI in relying on 
virtual workers, but many managers agree with Steimle 
that a big advantage of using virtual teams is that it’s 
now possible to hire the best people no matter where 
they live. Here are some tips for managing virtual 
 employees, from those who are doing it successfully.2 

1. Hire selectively, choosing people with proven 
work experience and personal maturity. You want 
to feel comfortable that they can handle their work 
without the constant in-person contact that comes with 
working in the office.

2. Check in regularly—some managers recommend 
very brief daily meetings—but resist the urge to 
micromanage. “Have a regular video call to assess 
how they’re doing—it’s important to have face-to-face 
connection,”3 says Leah Mason, director of operations 
at Four Kitchens.

3. Set clear objectives that focus on results. “Let 
people work when they’re most productive and judge 
them on output not hours,”4 says Alex Turnbull, CEO 
and co-founder of Groove.

4. Take advantage of appropriate communication 
and work-sharing technology. You can use  
intranets, scheduling software, Skype, chatrooms,  
online  agendas, wikis, Google Docs, Dropbox, and 
 WorldTimeBuddy.

5. Set up small teams to help people develop 
 coworker relationships and get the work done.  
Says Ben Welch-Bolen, CEO and co-owner of World 
Wide Web Hosting, “We’ve found that a small team 
structure works best—where they all get to know each 
other and can’t disappear into a group.”5

6. Share the praise and attention. Make an effort to 
pay attention to all employees, particularly those work-
ing virtually. You want distributed workers to feel like 
they belong to an entire work unit.

For Discussion What do you feel might be the great-
est difficulties of always working online with numerous 
people you never see? How would you try to avoid or 
solve these difficulties?

In this chapter, we consider groups versus teams and discuss different kinds of teams. We 

 describe how groups evolve into teams and discuss how managers can build effective teams. 

We also consider the nature of conflict, both good and bad.

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST
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Over a quarter century ago, management philosopher Peter Drucker predicted that fu-
ture organizations would not only be flatter and information-based but also organized 
around teamwork—and that has certainly come to pass.6

In fact, your ability to work well as a team member can affect your job opportunities 
and success, as well as influencing the kind of employers that might appeal to you. 
Jenny Gottstein is director of games at The Go Game, a company that builds interac-
tive games to promote team-building in large organizations including Facebook, 
Google, and American Express. “We’re seeing companies use their strong corporate 
culture as a bargaining chip to recruit the best and brightest talent. When applying for 
jobs, millennial employees are not only assessing their salary and benefits, but also 
whether or not they relate to the working environment, and enjoy rolling up their 
sleeves next to their peers. As a result of this culture shift, team-building is being used 
as a marketing and recruitment tool.”7 

When you take a job in an organization, the chances are you won’t be working 
alone. You’ll be working with others in situations requiring teamwork.

The argument for promoting diversity suggested by scholar Scott E. Page (see 
Chapter 3)—namely, that different kinds of people “bring to organizations more 
and different ways of seeing a problem and, thus, faster/better ways of solving 
it”—is also a principal strength of teams.8 However, teamwork is now the corner-
stone of progressive management for many other reasons, as the table below 
shows. (See Table 13.1.)

13.1 Groups versus Teams
How is one collection of workers different from any other?

THE BIG PICTURE
Teamwork promises to be a cornerstone of future management. A team is different from a group. A group 
typically is management-directed, a team self-directed. Groups may be formal, created to do productive 
work, or informal, created for friendship. Work teams engage in collective work requiring coordinated effort. 
Other types of teams are project teams, cross-functional teams, self-managed teams, and virtual teams.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

THE IMPROVEMENTS EXAMPLE

Increased productivity  At one GE factory, teamwork resulted in a workforce that was 20% more productive 
than comparable GE workforces elsewhere.

Increased speed  Guidant Corp., maker of lifesaving medical devices, halved the time it took to get 
products to market.

Reduced costs Boeing used teamwork to develop the 777 at costs far less than normal.

Improved quality  Westinghouse used teamwork to improve quality performance in its truck and trailer 
division and within its electronic components division.

Reduced destructive internal competition  Men’s Wearhouse fired a salesman who wasn’t sharing walk-in customer traffic, and 
total clothing sales volume among all salespeople increased significantly.

Improved workplace cohesiveness  Cisco Systems told executives they would gain or lose 30% of their bonuses based on 
how well they worked with peers and in three years had record profits.

TABLE 13.1 Why Teamwork Is Important
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Groups and Teams: How Do They Differ?
Aren’t a group of people and a team of people the same thing? By and large, no. One 
is a collection of people, the other a powerful unit of collective performance. One is 
typically management-directed, the other self-directed.

Consider the differences, as follows.

What a Group Is: A Collection of People Performing as Individuals A group 
is defined as (1) two or more freely interacting individuals who (2) share norms, (3) share 
goals, and (4) have a common identity.9 A group is different from a crowd, a transitory 
collection of people who don’t interact with one another, such as a crowd gathering on 
a sidewalk to watch a fire. And it is different from an organization, such as a labor 
union, which is so large that members also don’t interact.

An example of a work group would be a collection of 10 employees meeting to ex-
change information about various companies’ policies on wages and hours.

What a Team Is: A Collection of People with Common Commitment McKinsey 
& Company management consultants Jon R. Katzenbach and Douglas K. Smith say it 
is a mistake to use the terms group and team interchangeably. Successful teams, they 
say, tend to take on a life of their own. Thus, a team is defined as a small group of people 
with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, performance goals, 
and approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable.10 “The essence of a 
team is common commitment,” say Katzenbach and Smith. “Without it, groups perform 
as individuals; with it, they become a powerful unit of collective performance.”11

An example of a team is a collection of 2–10 employees who are studying industry 
pay scales, with the goal of making recommendations for adjusting pay grades within 
their own company.

Xero, an award-winning maker of accounting software for small businesses, relies 
on motivation to help its employee teams keep sight of their common commitment in 
the midst of the company’s rapid global growth. “Clearly defining your purpose, com-
municating it effectively, and empowering your employees is one of the purest ways to 
motivate a team,” says CEO Rod Drury.12 

 How do you feel about working in teams? To find out, try Self-Assessment 13.1.

Attitudes toward Teamwork

The following survey was designed to assess your attitude to-
ward teamwork. Please be prepared to answer these questions 
if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 13.1 in Connect.

1. What is your attitude toward teamwork?

2. If you do not have a positive teamwork attitude, consider 
the reason and identify what you might do to foster a 
more positive attitude.

3. Develop three potential questions that a recruiter might 
ask to determine if you are positively disposed to 
teamwork. Now answer the questions.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 13.1  

Formal versus Informal Groups
Groups can be either formal or informal.13

■ Formal groups—created to accomplish specific goals. A formal group is a 
group assigned by organizations or its managers to accomplish specific goals. A 
formal group may be a division, a department, a work group, or a committee. 
It may be permanent or temporary. In general, people are assigned to them 
according to their skills and the organization’s requirements.
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■ Informal groups—created for friendship. An informal group is a group formed by 
people whose overriding purpose is getting together for friendship or a common inter-
est. An informal group may be simply a collection of friends who hang out with 
one another, such as those who take coffee breaks together, or it may be as orga-
nized as a prayer breakfast, a bowling team, a service club, a company “alumni 
group” (for example, former Apple employees), or other voluntary organization.

What’s important for you as a manager to know is that informal groups can advance 
or undercut the plans of formal groups. The formal organization may make efforts, say, 
to speed up the plant assembly line or to institute workplace reforms. But these at-
tempts may be sabotaged through the informal networks of workers who meet and 
gossip over lunch pails and after-work beers.14

However, interestingly, informal groups can also be highly productive—even more 
so than formal groups.

EXAMPLE Informal Groups and Informal Learning: Sharing Knowledge in the 
Lunchroom and on Social Media

As a manager, what would you think if you saw employees 
making brief conversation near the lunchroom coffeepot? “The 
assumption was made that this was chitchat, talking about 
their golf game,” said a training director at the Siemens Power 
Transmission and Distribution plant in Wendell, North Carolina, 
where managers worried about workers gathering so often in 
the cafeteria. “But there was a whole lot of work activity.”15

Workplace Learning: Mostly Informal. And indeed research 
has found that 70% of workplace learning is informal.16 With this 
knowledge, Siemens managers alerted 
supervisors about the informal meet-
ings and even placed overhead projec-
tors and empty pads of paper in the 
lunchroom to facilitate the exchange of 
information. Employees at Ed Doherty’s 
Panera Bread restaurants learn about 
customer service and company culture 
from storytelling. In one often re-
counted incident, a customer drove to 
a store during a blizzard to place an 
order. He inadvertently left his food 
there by mistake and called the store 
to inform the manager. “The store was 
about to close as the snow piled up, so 
the manager decided to deliver the or-
der to the customer’s house.”17

The Peer-to-Peer Web. What about when employees are 
in  far-flung places? “Sales reps are out in the field and 
they’re kind of on islands,” pointed out an Indianapolis 
 software-firm executive. “It’s a challenge to keep everyone 
connected.”18 So when the 75 reps started overwhelming 
the sales-support staff with questions about product details 
and client information, the company created a website on 
which the reps could post and answer questions in an 
 informal peer-to-peer learning setting. (Incidentally, to do 
parts of their jobs, 47% of business technology users at 

North American and European com-
panies use websites that are not 
sanctioned by their corporate infor-
mation technology department, ac-
cording to one study.)19

YOUR CALL
Can games (such as the online 
 multiplayer game Second Life) or 
other social media (Facebook, 
 Twitter) be used to foster informal 
workplace collaboration? How about 
allowing employees to BYOD—
“bring your own device” to work, 
such as their own smartphone or 
tablet?20

Talking it out. Ever worked in a job in which you got a 
lot of informal training through conversations over 
coffee? Could this be done with social networking?  
© BananaStock/Jupiterimages RF

Types of Teams
Different types of teams have different characteristics. We can differentiate some typi-
cal teams according to their

 1. Purpose.
 2. Duration.
 3. Level of member commitment.
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Work Teams A company’s audit team and a professional sports team have several 
things in common. Like all work teams, they have a clear purpose that all members 
share. These teams are usually permanent, and members must give their complete 
commitment to the team’s purpose in order for the team to succeed. 

Project Teams If you have ever completed a team project for a class, you have 
been part of a project team. Project teams at work are assembled to solve a particular 
problem or complete a specific task, such as brainstorming new marketing ideas for 
one of the company’s products. Members can meet just once or work together for 
many years, depending on the nature of the assignment, and they may meet virtually 
or face to face. They can come from the same or different departments or functional 
areas, and while serving on the project team, they continue to fulfill their primary 
responsibilities.

Cross-Functional Teams Cross-functional teams are designed to include members 
from different areas within an organization, such as finance, operations, and sales. Cross-
functional teams can serve any purpose, they can be work teams or project teams, and 
their assignment can be long- or short-term. Brian Walker, CEO of furniture maker 
Herman Miller, described how his company uses cross-functional teams to work on 
new-product design:

“We’re big believers in putting teams together. . . . We’re very willing to move 
folks around between departments. In our design process, for example, we de-
liberately create tension by putting together a cross-functional team that in-
cludes people from manufacturing, finance, research, ergonomics, marketing 
and sales. The manufacturing guys want something they know they can make 
easily and fits their processes. The salespeople want what their customers have 
been asking for. The tension comes from finding the right balance, being will-
ing to follow those creative leaps to the new place, and convincing the organi-
zation it’s worth the risk.”21

Self-Managed Teams Self-managed teams are defined as groups of workers who 
are given administrative oversight for their task domains. Experts estimate about 80% of 
Fortune 1,000 and 81% of manufacturing firms use self-managed teams.22 They are 
expected to foster increased productivity and employee quality of work life because 
employees are delegated greater authority and granted increased autonomy.23

The most common chores of today’s self-managed teams are work scheduling and 
customer interaction, and the least common are hiring and firing. Most self-managed 

Working as a team. This group of 
employees seems to be acting like  
a team. We see everyone actively 
focused on the task at hand. Have you 
experienced the difference in working 
for a group verse a team? How would 
you describe the key differences?  
© Gregory Kramer/Getty Images RF
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teams are also found at the shop-floor level in factory settings, although some experts 
predict growth of the practice in service operations and even management ranks. Self-
managed teams have been found to have a positive effect on productivity and attitudes 
of self-responsibility and control, although there is no significant effect on job satis-
faction and organizational commitment.24 

Research also shows self-managed teams are most effective when some guidance is 
provided by a leader and when the team has supportive technology.25 Although these 
conclusions don’t qualify as a sweeping endorsement of self-managed teams, experts 
expect a trend toward such teams in North America because of a strong cultural bias in 
favor of direct participation. 

Virtual Teams Virtual teams work together over time and distance via electronic me-
dia to combine effort and achieve common goals. Given technological advances, they are 
growing in popularity. A recent survey revealed 66% of multinational companies rely 
on them.26 

Advocates say virtual teams are very flexible and efficient because they are 
driven by information and skills, not by time and location. People with needed in-
formation and/or skills can be team members, regardless of where or when they 
actually do their work.27 Nevertheless, virtual teams have pros and cons like every 
other type of team.

Virtual teams and distributed workers present many potential benefits: reduced real 
estate costs (limited or no office space); ability to leverage diverse knowledge, skills, 
and experience across geography and time (you don’t have to have an SAP expert in 
every office); ability to share knowledge of diverse markets; and reduced commuting 
and travel expenses. The flexibility often afforded by virtual teams also can reduce 
work–life conflicts for employees, which some employers contend makes it easier for 
them to attract and retain talent.28

Virtual teams have challenges, too. It is more difficult for them than for face-to-
face teams to establish team cohesion, work satisfaction, trust, cooperative behav-
ior, and commitment to team goals.29 Thus, virtual teams should be used with 
caution. It should be no surprise that building team relationships is more difficult 
when members are geographically distributed. This hurdle and time zone differ-
ences are challenges reported by nearly 50% of companies using virtual teams. 
Members of virtual teams also reported being unable to observe the nonverbal cues 
of other members and a lack of collegiality.30 These challenges apply to virtual 
teams more generally, as does the difficulty of leading such teams.31 When virtual 
teams cross country borders, cultural differences, holidays, and local laws and cus-
toms also can cause problems.

Working virtually. Technology 
not only allows people to 
communicate where, when, and 
with whom they wish, but it also 
allows many people and 
organizations to work without 
offices. What are the advantages 
and disadvantages for you 
personally of telecommuting and 
virtual work? © Image Source/
Getty Images RF
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PRACTICAL ACTIONBest Practices for Virtual Teams 

We put together a collection of best practices to help focus 
your efforts and accelerate your success as a member or 
leader of a virtual team.32

 1. Adapt your communications. Learn how the various 
 remote workers function, including their preferences for 
e-mail, texts, and phone calls. It often is advisable to 
have regularly scheduled calls (via Skype). Be strategic 
and talk to the right people at the right times about the 
right topics. Don’t just blanket everybody via e-mail— 
focus your message. Accommodate the different time 
zones in a fair and consistent manner.

 2. Share the love. Use your company’s intranet or other 
technology to keep distributed workers in the loop. 
 Acknowledging birthdays and recognizing accomplish-
ments are especially important for those who are not 
 regularly in the office. Newsletters also can help and 
serve as a touch point and vehicle for communicating 
best practices and success stories.

 3. Develop productive relationships with key people on 
the team. This may require extra attention, communica-
tion, and travel, but do what it takes. Key people are the 
ones you can lean on and the ones who will make or 
break the team assignment.

 4. Be a good partner. Often members of virtual teams are 
not direct employees of your employer but are indepen-
dent contractors. Nevertheless, your success and that of 

your team depend on them. Treat them like true partners 
and not hired help. You need them and presumably they 
need you.

 5. Be available. Managers and remote workers all need to 
know when people can be reached, where, and how. Let 
people know and make yourself available.

 6. Document the work. Because of different time zones, 
some projects can receive attention around the clock, as 
they are handed off from one zone to the next. Doing this 
effectively requires that both senders and receivers 
clearly specify what they have completed and what they 
need in each transfer.

 7. Provide updates. Even if you are not the boss, or your 
boss doesn’t ask for them, be sure to provide regular up-
dates on your progress to the necessary team members.33

 8. Select the right people. “The best virtual workers tend 
to be those who thrive in interdependent work relation-
ships . . . [and] are self-reliant and self-motivated. . . . 
 Virtual work requires independent thought and willing-
ness to take initiative. Those who tend to struggle in 
 virtual team situations are people who wait for instruc-
tions and want to be told what to do.”34

 9. Use your communication skills. Because so much com-
munication is written, virtual team members must have 
excellent communication skills and write well in-easy-to-
understand and to-the-point language.

Researchers and consultants agree about one aspect of virtual teams—there is no 
substitute for face-to-face contact. Meeting in person is especially beneficial early in 
virtual team development, and team leaders are encouraged to meet even more fre-
quently with key members.35 Face-to-face interactions can be as simple as lunch, 
 water-cooler conversations, social events, or periodic meetings. Whatever the case, 
such interactions enable people to get familiar with each other and build credibility, 
trust, and understanding. This reduces misunderstandings and makes subsequent 
 virtual interactions more efficient and effective, and it increases job performance and 
reduces conflict and intentions to quit.36

Face-to-face interactions enable people to get real-time feedback, forge meaning-
ful and real connections, and get a better sense of what others actually think and 
feel.37 Moreover, virtual teams cannot succeed without some additional and old-
fashioned factors, such as effective decision making, good communication, training, 
a clear mission and specific objectives, effective leadership, schedules, and dead-
lines.38 Underlying many of these is one of the truly essential elements to effective 
teams of all types—trust. ●
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Tuckman’s Five-Stage Model
Managers often talk of products and organizations going through stages of develop-
ment, from birth to maturity to decline. Groups and teams go through the same thing. 
One theory proposes five stages of development: forming, storming, norming, per-
forming, adjourning.39 (See Figure 13.1.)

Let us consider these stages in which groups may evolve into teams—bearing in 
mind that the stages often aren’t of the same duration or intensity or even necessarily 
always in this sequence.

Stage 1: Forming—“Why Are We Here?” The first stage, forming, is the process 
of getting oriented and getting acquainted. This stage is characterized by a high degree 
of uncertainty as members try to break the ice and figure out who is in charge and 
what the group’s goals are. For example, if you were to become part of a team that is 
to work on a class project, the question for you as an individual would be “How do I fit 
in here?” For the group, the question is “Why are we here?”40

At this point, mutual trust is low, and there is a good deal of holding back to 
see who takes charge and how. Conflict at this stage may actually be beneficial, 
leading to increased creativity.41 At this juncture, if the formal leader (such as the 
class instructor or a supervisor) does not assert his or her authority, an emergent 
leader will eventually step in to fill the group’s need for leadership and direction. 
During this stage, leaders should allow time for people to become acquainted and 
to socialize. 

Stage 2: Storming—“Why Are We Fighting over Who’s in Charge and Who 
Does What?” The second stage, storming, is characterized by the emergence of indi-
vidual personalities and roles and conflicts within the group. For you as an individual, the 
question is “What’s my role here?” For the group, the issue is “Why are we fighting 
over who’s in charge and who does what?” This stage may be of short duration or pain-
fully long, depending on the goal clarity and the commitment and maturity of the 
members.

This is a time of testing. Individuals test the leader’s policies and assumptions as 
they try to determine how they fit into the power structure. Subgroups take shape, and 
subtle forms of rebellion, such as procrastination, occur. Many groups stall in stage 2 
because power politics may erupt into open rebellion.

In this stage, the leader should encourage members to suggest ideas, voice disagree-
ments, and work through their conflicts about tasks and goals.

Stage 3: Norming—“Can We Agree on Roles and Work as a Team?” In the 
third stage, norming, conflicts are resolved, close relationships develop, and unity and 
harmony emerge. For individuals, the main issue is “What do the others expect me to 
do?” For the group, the issue is “Can we agree on roles and work as a team?” Note, 
then, that the group may now evolve into a team.

13.2 Stages of Group and Team Development
How does a group evolve into a team?

THE BIG PICTURE
Groups can evolve into teams by going through five stages of development: forming, storming, norming, 
performing, and adjourning. They can also develop if they are forced to change in response to a crisis. We’ll 
look at both these processes.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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FIGURE 13.1
Five stages of group and 
team development
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Teams set guidelines related to what members will do together and how they will do 
it. The teams consider such matters as attendance at meetings, being late, and missing 
assignments as well as how members treat one another.

Groups that make it through stage 2 generally do so because a respected member 
other than the leader challenges the group to resolve its power struggles so some-
thing can be accomplished. Questions about  authority are resolved through unemo-
tional, matter-of-fact group discussion. A feeling of team spirit is experienced 
because members believe they have found their proper roles. Group cohesiveness, a 
“we feeling” binding group members together, is the principal by-product of stage 3.42 
(We discuss cohesiveness next, in Section 13.3.)

This stage generally does not last long. Here the leader should emphasize unity and 
help identify team goals and values.

Stage 4: Performing—“Can We Do the Job Properly?” In performing, mem-
bers concentrate on solving problems and completing the assigned task. For individuals, 
the question here is “How can I best perform my role?” For the group/team, the issue 
is “Can we do the job properly?” During this stage, the leader should allow members 
the empowerment they need to work on tasks.

Turning teamwork into action. This 
group of students is participating in  
a science fair in Athens, Greece.  
The group clearly is in the performing 
stage of group development. Does 
it appear that all participants are 
equally engaged in dealing with the 
task at hand? If you were a member 
of this group, what would you do to 
motivate all members to actively 
participate in completing the task? 
© Melanie Stetson Freeman/AP Photo

Stage 5: Adjourning—“Can We Help Members Transition Out?” In the final 
stage, adjourning, members prepare for disbandment. Having worked so hard to get 
along and get something done, many members feel a compelling sense of loss. For the 
individual, the question now is “What’s next?” For the team, the issue is “Can we help 
members transition out?”

The leader can help ease the transition by rituals celebrating “the end” and “new 
beginnings.” Parties, award ceremonies, graduations, or mock funerals can provide the 
needed punctuation at the end of a significant teamwork project. The leader can em-
phasize valuable lessons learned in group dynamics to prepare everyone for future 
group and team efforts. 

Is Tuckman’s Model Accurate? Although research does not support the notion 
that groups can’t perform until the performing stage, both academics and practitio-
ners agree that groups have a life cycle.43 Research also tells us that high-performing 
teams successfully navigating the process of group or team development tend to 
display productive energy toward getting things done.44 Do your current teams 
at work or school display this productive energy? You can find out by completing 
Self-Assessment 13.2. 
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Punctuated Equilibrium
Groups don’t always follow the distinct stages of Tuckman’s model. In another type of 
group development, called punctuated equilibrium, they establish periods of stable func-
tioning until an event causes a dramatic change in norms, roles, and/or objectives. The 
group then establishes and maintains new norms of functioning, returning to equilibrium. 
(See Figure 13.2.) Punctuated equilibrium often occurs in the wake of unexpected 
change. When in June 2016 a slim majority of voters in the UK voted in favor of leav-
ing the European Union, for example, the remaining 27 member countries faced major 
changes in the economic and political stability of the 23-year-old economic and trade 
group. Alterations in the way they trade, share resources, and maintain peaceful bor-
ders are expected to develop over many years as the EU remakes itself following the 
loss of one of Europe’s largest economies. In the world of retailing, Walmart’s low-
price approach was a change that revolutionized an industry. Companies and teams 
that can adapt will realize tremendous new opportunities, but those that don’t often 
find themselves obsolete. Punctuated equilibrium can drive significant change, devel-
opment, and opportunity. ●
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FIGURE 13.2
Punctuated equilibrium

Assessing Your Team’s Productive Energy

The following survey was designed to assess your team’s pro-
ductive energy. Please be prepared to answer these questions 
if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 13.2 in Connect.

1. To what extent does the team display productive energy? 
Are you surprised by the results?

2. Based on your survey scores, what can be done to 
improve the level of energy being displayed by the team? 
Be specific.

3. What would the survey suggest that you should do 
next time you are the leader of a work or school  
project team?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 13.2 
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“What is a high-performance team?” Current research and practice suggest seven 
 attributes: shared leadership, shared accountability, sense of common purpose, trust 
and open communication, clear role expectations, early conflict resolution, and col-
laboration.45 Thus, as a future manager, the first thing you have to realize is that build-
ing a high-performance team is going to require some work. But the payoff will be a 
stronger, better-performing work unit.46

The most essential considerations in building a group into an effective team are 
(1) collaboration, (2) trust, (3) performance goals and feedback, (4) motivation 
through mutual accountability and interdependency, (5) composition, (6) roles, and 
(7) norms. 

1. Collaboration—the Foundation of Teamwork
Human collaboration has a long history, with some hunter-gatherers in Tanzania—
who live much as humans did about 10,000 years ago—linked in social networks very 
much like ours (without the cell phones and other connections, of course). Indeed, 
unlike other animals, such as chimpanzees and monkeys, humans are able to build 
 bigger and better tools by sharing knowledge and learning from one another—in short, 
by collaborating. 

Collaboration is the act of sharing information and coordinating efforts to achieve a 
 collective outcome. As you might expect, teams are more effective when members 
collaborate.47 Collaboration is the secret sauce enabling teams to produce more 
than the sum of their parts.48 Many factors can influence collaboration, including 
how teams are rewarded.49 For example, Whole Foods reinforces teamwork in 
its  team-based structure by focusing rewards on team rather than individual 
 performance.50

A recent and exhaustive survey by Google was aimed at discovering what made the 
best of its hundreds of work teams successful. The researchers found that the compa-
ny’s highest-performing teams shared two characteristic behaviors: (1) Everyone on 
the team spoke in about equal proportion, meaning that no one hogged the floor or 
held comments back, and (2) members were very good at interpreting other members’ 
feelings based on their tone of voice and nonverbal cues. These characteristics led to 
unusually high levels of collaboration and success.51 

2. Trust: “We Need to Have Reciprocal Faith  
in Each Other”
Trust is defined as reciprocal faith in others’ intentions and behaviors.52 The word recipro-
cal emphasizes the give-and-take aspect of trust—that is, we tend to give what we get: 
Trust begets trust, distrust begets distrust. Trust is based on credibility—how believ-
able you are based on your past acts of integrity and follow-through on your promises. 

13.3 Building Effective Teams
How can I as a manager build an effective team?

THE BIG PICTURE
To build a group into a high-performance team, managers must consider matters of collaboration, trust, 
performance goals and feedback, motivation through mutual accountability and interdependence, team 
composition, roles, and norms. ?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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As you might expect, research supports a positive relationship between team members’ 
trust and team performance.53

“The best way to engage employees is to build a culture of trust,” says Jenny 
 Gottstein of The Go Game. “A team that trusts each other and respects everyone’s 
contribution can make significant cognitive leaps when innovating or problem- 
solving.”54 

3. Performance Goals and Feedback
As an individual, you no doubt prefer to have measurable goals and to have feedback 
about your performance. The same is true with teams. Teams are not just collections of 
individuals. They are individuals organized for a collective purpose. That purpose 
needs to be defined in terms of specific, measurable performance goals with continual 
feedback to tell team members how well they are doing.55

The importance of trust. David 
A. Ferucci (center), with two IBM 
colleagues, led a team of artificial 
intelligence researchers that 
programmed a computing 
system named Watson to 
compete on the game show 
Jeopardy, whose host, Alex 
Trebeck, is shown in 2011 
talking about the upcoming 
event. Watson beat the previous 
(human) grand champions. All 
successful teams operate within 
a climate of trust. (left): © Suzanne 
DeChillo/The New York Times/
Redux Pictures; (right):  
© Seth Wenig/AP Photo

Cooperation and collaboration. 
A crew swarms over a car driven 
by A. J. Allmendinger during a pit 
stop in the NASCAR 2014 Sprint 
Cup All-Star Race at Watkins Glen, 
New York. Cereal maker General 
Mills was able to cut the time 
workers changed a production 
line for a Betty Crocker product 
from 4.5 hours to just 12 minutes 
by adapting ideas in efficiency 
and high performance from a 
NASCAR pit crew working at 
blinding speed. © Bob Jordan/
AP Photo
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An obvious example is the teams you see on television at Indianapolis or Daytona 
Beach during automobile racing. When the driver guides the race car off the track to 
make a pit stop, a team of people quickly jack up the car to change tires, refuel the 
tank, and clean the windshield—all in a matter of seconds. The performance goal is to 
have the car back on the track as quickly as possible. The number of seconds of elapsed 
time—and the driver’s place among competitors once back in the race—tells the team 
how well they are doing.

4. Motivation through Mutual Accountability  
and Interdependence
Do you work harder when you’re alone or when you’re in a group? When clear perfor-
mance goals exist, when the work is considered meaningful, when members believe 
their efforts matter, and when they don’t feel they are being exploited by others—this 
kind of culture supports teamwork.56 Being mutually accountable to other members of 
the team rather than to a supervisor makes members feel mutual trust and commitment—
a key part in motivating members for team effort. Mutual accountability is fostered by 
having team “members share accountability for the work, authority over how goals are 
met, discretion over resource use, and ownership of information and knowledge related 
to the work.”57

Do you like it when your performance is contingent on someone else’s efforts? 
Your answer reflects your experience with team member interdependence. Team 
 member interdependence reveals the extent to which team members rely on common 
task-related team inputs, such as resources, information, goals, and rewards, and the 
amount of interpersonal interactions needed to complete the work.58 A recent study 
of over 7,000 teams showed that interdependence affects team functioning, which 
in turn influences team performance.59 The key takeaway from this study is rein-
forcement of the need for team leaders to monitor the quality of team member 
 interdependence. 

5. Team Composition 
Team composition reflects the collection of jobs, personalities, values, knowledge, experi-
ence, and skills of team members. The concept is related to our discussion of workforce 
diversity in Chapter 11. You learned that diversity is good for business and that it must 
be effectively managed. The same is true for team composition.60

For example, a recent study examining the characteristics of effective teams at 
Cisco found that one of the top three such qualities was members’ conviction that their 
values were shared.61 This is a feeling you’ve probably experienced as a member of a 
team or club built around common interests.

The most important idea to remember is that team member composition should fit 
the responsibilities of the team. Fit enhances effectiveness and misfit impedes it.62 
Let’s consider a few examples.

Teams perform better when members have a high tolerance for uncertainty (a 
personality trait) during the early stages of team development (forming and storm-
ing). This same finding applies to self-managed and virtual teams, due to their rela-
tive lack of imposed direction and face-to-face communication.63 Team research also 
shows that teams with members who possess high levels of openness or emotional 
stability deal with task conflict better than those without these composition charac-
teristics.64  Finally, in the university context, top management teams (presidents, vice 
presidents, and chancellors) who were more diverse in terms of educational and dis-
ciplinary backgrounds generated more funding for research and improved school 
reputations.65
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6. Roles: How Team Members  
Are Expected to Behave
Roles are socially determined expectations of how individuals should behave in a specific 
position. As a team member, your role is to play a part in helping the team reach its 
goals. Members develop their roles based on the expectations of the team, of the 
organization, and of themselves, and they may do different things. You, for instance, 
might be a team leader. Others might do some of the work tasks. Still others might 
communicate with other teams.66

Two types of team roles are task and maintenance. (See Table 13.2.)

TABLE 13.2 
Task and Maintenance Roles

TASK ROLES DESCRIPTION

Initiator Suggests new goals or ideas

Information seeker/giver Clarifies key issues

Opinion seeker/giver Clarifies pertinent values

Elaborator  Promotes greater understanding through examples or 
exploration of implications

Coordinator Pulls together ideas and suggestions

Orienter Keeps group headed toward its stated goal(s)

Evaluator  Tests group’s accomplishments with various criteria such as 
logic and practicality

Energizer Prods group to move along or to accomplish more

Procedural technician  Performs routine duties (handing out materials or rearranging 
seats)

Recorder  Performs a “group memory” function by documenting 
discussion and outcomes

 MAINTENANCE ROLES  DESCRIPTION

Encourager  Fosters group solidarity by accepting and praising various 
points of view

Harmonizer Mediates conflict through reconciliation or humor

Compromiser Helps resolve conflict by meeting others halfway

Gatekeeper Encourages all group members to participate

Standard setter Evaluates the quality of group processes

Commentator Records and comments on group processes/dynamics

Follower Serves as a passive audience

Adapted from discussion in K. D. Benne and P. Sheats, “Functional Roles of Group Members,” Journal of Social Issues, 
Spring 1948, 41–49.
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Task Roles: Getting the Work Done A task role, or task-oriented role, consists of 
behavior that concentrates on getting the team’s tasks done. Task roles keep the team 
on track and get the work done. If you stand up in a team meeting and say, “What is the 
real issue here? We don’t seem to be getting anywhere,” you are performing a task role.

Examples: Coordinators, who pull together ideas and suggestions; orienters, who 
keep teams headed toward their stated goals; initiators, who suggest new goals or 
ideas; and energizers, who prod people to move along or accomplish more are all play-
ing task roles.

Maintenance Roles: Keeping the Team Together A maintenance role, or 
 relationship-oriented role, consists of behavior that fosters constructive relationships 
among team members. Maintenance roles focus on keeping team members. If someone 
at a team meeting says, “Let’s hear from those who oppose this plan,” he or she is play-
ing a maintenance role.

Examples are encouragers, who foster group solidarity by praising various view-
points; standard setters, who evaluate the quality of group processes; harmonizers, 
who mediate conflict through reconciliation or humor; and compromisers, who help 
resolve conflict by meeting others “halfway.”

7. Norms: Unwritten Rules for Team Members
Norms are more encompassing than roles. Norms are general guidelines or rules of be-
havior that most group or team members follow. Norms point out the boundaries be-
tween acceptable and unacceptable behavior.67 Although some norms can be made 
explicit, typically they are unwritten and seldom discussed openly; nevertheless, they 
have a powerful influence on group and organizational behavior.

Why Norms Are Enforced: Four Reasons Norms tend to be enforced by group 
or team members for four reasons:68

■ To help the group survive—“Don’t do anything that will hurt us.” Norms 
are enforced to help the group, team, or organization survive.

  Example: The manager of your team or group might compliment you be-
cause you’ve made sure it has the right emergency equipment.

■ To clarify role expectations—“You have to go along to get along.” Norms 
are also enforced to help clarify or simplify role expectations.

  Example: At one time, new members of Congress wanting to buck the 
system by which important committee appointments were given to those with 
the most seniority were advised to “go along to get along”—go along with the 
rules in order to get along in their congressional careers.

■ To help individuals avoid embarrassing situations—“Don’t call attention 
to yourself.” Norms are enforced to help group or team members avoid em-
barrassing themselves.

  Examples: You might be ridiculed by fellow team members for dominating 
the discussion during a report to top management (“Be a team player, not a 
show-off”). Or you might be told not to discuss religion or politics with cus-
tomers, whose views might differ from yours.

■ To emphasize the group’s important values and identity—“We’re known 
for being special.” Finally, norms are enforced to emphasize the group’s, 
team’s, or organization’s central values or to enhance its unique identity.

  Examples: Nordstrom’s department store chain emphasizes the great 
lengths to which it goes in customer service. Some colleges give an annual 
award to the instructor whom students vote best teacher.
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Putting It All Together 
Thus far in this chapter we have considered the things that make groups and teams 
both effective and ineffective. We hope you understand creating and leading a high 
performance team takes planning and skill. The first step in improving a team’s perfor-
mance, however, involves an assessment of its effectiveness. 

So how can you determine whether a team is effective? A group’s output surely is 
one indicator, but there are others that are more “process-oriented.” You can get an 
idea of these process-oriented indicators by taking Self-Assessment 13.3. ●

PRACTICAL ACTION How to Build a High-Performing Team

High-Performing Teams at Cisco. Francine Katsoudas is 
the senior vice president and chief people officer at Cisco. Her 
top suggestions for building a high-performing team, based on 
a recent survey by the company, are the following:69 

•	 Focus on team members’ individual strengths.
•	 Let every member know his or her values are shared.
•	 Building on the first two suggestions, ensure a psychologi-

cally safe work environment characterized by trust.

Practicing Camaraderie. Mike Tomlin, head coach of the 
Pittsburgh Steelers, advises letting team members periodically 
spend time together having fun. Each year the Steelers spend 
a day together, playing arcade games at Dave and Buster’s and 
acting like kids to build camaraderie.70

Taking Risks and Coming Together. Finally, the team that 
put together the Volt, GM’s new electric car, says team success 
comes from the ability to take risks. With low production numbers, 
the team faced only moderate expectations and was able to work 
with fewer supplies, manage just one production plant, bend a few 
rules, and develop fast and nimble strategies for getting the job 
done. Exceeding their original mileage goal for the car, says chief 
engineer Andrew Farah, was “less about authority and more about 
cooperating and figuring out how to take on risk.”71 

YOUR CALL
How well do you think an organization could incorporate all the 
suggestions listed here for creating high-performance teams? 
What other strategies do you think contribute to outstanding 
team results?

Assessing Team Effectiveness 

The following survey was designed to assess the overall effec-
tiveness of a team’s internal processes. Please be prepared to 
answer these questions if your instructor has assigned Self-
Assessment 13.3 in Connect.

1. How effective is the team?

2. What aspects of the team’s internal processes are most in 
need of positive development?

3. Based on your survey scores, what are three 
recommendations for improving the team’s internal 
processes? Be specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 13.3 
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Mistakes, pressure-cooker deadlines, increased workloads, demands for higher 
productivity, and other kinds of stress—all contribute to on-the-job conflict.72 
Most people envision conflict as meaning shouting and fighting, but as a manager 
you will encounter more subtle, nonviolent forms: opposition, criticism, argu-
ments. Thus, a definition of conflict seems fairly mild: Conflict is a process in which 
one party perceives that its interests are being opposed or negatively affected by 
 another party.73

Conflict is a natural aspect of life. A place to begin our discussion of conflict is for 
you to learn about your tendencies for conflicts with others. Do you see yourself as 
easy to get along with and relatively conflict free, which may be true? Let’s consider 
your self-perceptions by completing Self-Assessment 13.4. 

13.4 Managing Conflict
Since conflict is a part of life, what should a manager know about it in order to deal 
successfully with it?

THE BIG PICTURE
Conflict, an enduring feature of the workplace, is a process in which one party perceives that its interests are 
being opposed or negatively affected by another party. Conflict can be negative (bad) or functional (good). 
Indeed, either too much or too little conflict can affect performance. This section identifies four sources of 
conflict in organizations and describes four ways to stimulate constructive conflict.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Interpersonal Conflict Tendencies 

If your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 13.4 in Con-
nect, you will learn how well you get along with others at work 
and/or school.

1. Does your score match your perception of yourself?

2. The assessment measures how well you get along with 
others and how they treat you; both are sources of 
conflict. If you were to improve the measure, what other 
factors do you think should be included?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 13.4 

The Nature of Conflict: Disagreement Is Normal
Conflict is simply disagreement, a perfectly normal state of affairs. Conflicts may take 
many forms: between individuals, between an individual and a group, between groups, 
within a group, and between an organization and its environment.

Although all of us might wish to live lives free of conflict, it is now recognized that 
certain kinds of conflict can actually be beneficial. Let us therefore distinguish 
 between dysfunctional conflict (bad) and functional conflict (good).

■ Dysfunctional conflict—bad for organizations. From the standpoint of the 
organization, dysfunctional conflict is conflict that hinders the organization’s per-
formance or threatens its interests. As a manager, you need to do what you can 
to remove dysfunctional conflict, sometimes called negative conflict.

■ Functional conflict—good for organizations. The good kind of conflict 
is  functional conflict, which benefits the main purposes of the organization 
and serves its interests.74 There are some situations in which this kind of 
conflict—also called constructive conflict or cooperative conflict—is con-
sidered advantageous.
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 EXAMPLE Dysfunctional and Functional Conflict: Do Nasty Bosses  
Get Better Performance?

A recent study by Career Builder found that 45% of workplace 
bullies are bosses, and an additional 25% are higher execu-
tives (the rest are peers). Their behavior ranges from threats, 
humiliation, and intimidation to taking credit for other people’s 
work and even committing acts of workplace sabotage.75 

Unfortunately, this kind of tyranny is very common. Re-
search conducted by the Workplace Bullying Institute estimates 
that 27% of the U.S. workforce has been bullied. Another 21% 
has witnessed bullying. All told, then, nearly half the U.S. work-
force has been exposed to bullying. Interestingly, the majority 
of bullies are men (about 60%), and women are bullied more 
than men.76 

Abuse Flows Downhill. Does such negative conflict get 
 results? Surprisingly, often it does. One study of 373 randomly 
chosen employees found that, although some reacted to 
 abusive bosses by doing little or nothing, others performed 
better—in part, it’s speculated, to make themselves look good 
and others look worse.77

Yet other research shows that abuse flows downhill, and 
when supervisors feel they have been unjustly treated, they 
may vent their resentment by abusing those who report to 
them. Subordinates generally cope either through avoidance 
or, less commonly, through confrontation and are in any case 

less inclined to feel committed to their organizations, to speak 
unfavorably about their companies to outsiders, and to seek 
jobs elsewhere.78

The “No-Jerk Rule.” When Stanford organizational psycholo-
gist Robert Sutton published a short essay in which he urged 
more civility in organizations by steady application of what he 
calls “the no-jerk rule” (although he used a far stronger word 
than “jerk”), he elicited more e-mails than he had received on 
any other subject, showing the topic had touched a nerve.79

Options for dealing with a bullying boss include docu-
menting the incidents to be sure there is a pattern of abusive 
behavior, investigating your organization’s policy on bullying 
and any consequences for the bully, and reporting offensive 
behavior to a higher-level executive. You can try not to react 
in the moment, to avoid giving the bully the satisfaction he 
or she seeks, or you can speak out as calmly and rationally 
as you can.80 

YOUR CALL
Have you ever worked for jerks (otherwise known, as Sutton 
puts it, as “tyrants, bullies, boors, destructive narcissists, 
and psychologically abusive people”)? How did you respond 
to them?

The jerk. Ever worked for an angry boss? How did you deal with the situation? Have there been circumstances in 
which people working for you might have called you a jerk (or worse)? What should you have done differently?  
© John Lund/Nevada Wier/Blend Images/Corbis RF
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Can Too Little or Too Much Conflict Affect 
Performance?
It’s tempting to think that a conflict-free work group is a happy work group, as indeed 
it may be. But is it a productive group? In the 1970s, social scientists specializing in 
organizational behavior introduced the revolutionary idea that organizations could 
 suffer from too little or too much conflict. Neither scenario is good.

■ Too little conflict—indolence. Work groups, departments, or organizations 
that experience too little conflict tend to be plagued by apathy, lack of creativ-
ity, indecision, and missed deadlines. The result is that organizational perfor-
mance suffers.

■ Too much conflict—warfare. Excessive conflict, on the other hand, can 
erode organizational performance because of political infighting, dissatisfac-
tion, lack of teamwork, and turnover. Workplace aggression and violence are 
manifestations of excessive conflict.81

Thus, it seems that a moderate level of conflict can induce creativity and  initiative,82 
thereby raising performance, as shown in the diagram below. (See Figure 13.3.)83 As 
you might expect, however, what constitutes “moderate” will vary among managers.
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FIGURE 13.3
The relationship between 
intensity of conflict and 
performance outcomes
Too little conflict or too much 
conflict causes performance 
to suffer.
Source: Derived from L. D. Brown, 
Managing Conflict at Organizational 
Interfaces (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 
Prentice-Hall, 1983).

Four Kinds of Conflict: Personality, Intergroup,  
Cross-Cultural, and Work–Family
There are a variety of sources of conflict—so-called conflict triggers. Four of the prin-
cipal ones are (1) between personalities, (2) between groups, (3) between cultures, and 
(4) between work and family responsibilities. By understanding these, you’ll be better 
able to take charge and manage the conflicts rather than letting the conflicts take you 
by surprise and manage you.

1. Personality Conflicts: Clashes Because of Personal Dislikes or 
 Disagreements We’ve all had confrontations, weak or strong, with people because 
we disagreed with them or disliked their personalities, such as their opinions, their 
behavior, their looks, whatever. Personality conflict is defined as interpersonal opposi-
tion based on personal dislike or disagreement. Such conflicts often begin with instances 
of workplace incivility, or employees’ lack of regard for each other, which, if not cur-
tailed, can diminish job satisfaction and team work engagement.84 Unfortunately, per-
sonality conflicts are quite common. Recent research reports that 98% of employees 
reported experiencing some form of incivility, and 50% said they had been treated 
rudely at least once a week!
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2. Intergroup Conflicts: Clashes among Work Groups, Teams, and Departments  
The downside of collaboration, or the “we” feeling discussed earlier, is that it can 
translate into “we versus them.” This produces conflict among work groups, teams, 
and departments within an organization.

Some ways in which intergroup conflicts are expressed are as follows:
■ Inconsistent goals or reward systems—when people pursue different 

 objectives. It’s natural for people in functional organizations to be pursuing 
different objectives and to be rewarded accordingly, but this means that con-
flict is practically built into the system.

■ Ambiguous jurisdictions—when job boundaries are unclear. “That’s not 
my job and those aren’t my responsibilities.” “Those resources belong to me 
because I need them as part of my job.” When task responsibilities are un-
clear, that can often lead to conflict.

■ Status differences—when there are inconsistencies in power and influence. 
It can happen that people who are lower in status according to the organiza-
tion chart actually have disproportionate power over those theoretically above 
them, which can lead to conflicts.

3. Multicultural Conflicts: Clashes between Cultures With cross-border 
mergers, joint ventures, and international alliances common features of the global 
economy, there are frequent opportunities for clashes between cultures. Often success 
or failure, when business is being conducted across cultures, arises from dealing with 
differing assumptions about how to think and act.

One study of 409 expatriates (14% of them female) working for U.S. and 
 Canadian multinational firms in 51 countries identified nine specific ways to 
 facilitate interaction with host-country nationals, the results of which are shown at 
left. (See Table 13.3.) Note that “Be a good listener” tops the list—the very thing 
lacking in so many U.S. managers, who are criticized for being blunt to the point 
of insensitivity.88

4. Work–Family Conflicts Work–family conflict occurs when the demands or pres-
sures from work and family domains are mutually incompatible.89 Work and family can 

EXAMPLE “What We’ve Got Here Is a Failure to Communicate”:  
The Plight of the Tongue-Tied

Miscommunication happens for all kinds of reasons—sometimes 
because there is no communication at all.

Clamming Up in Small Groups. Some people simply clam 
up in small-group settings, often because they think others 
are smarter or of higher status. Becoming tongue-tied this 
way seems to be more common in women and in people 
with higher IQs, according to a Virginia Tech study.85 The 
 researchers speculate they are “more attuned to group 
 social dynamics, subconsciously worrying about their perfor-
mance and evaluating themselves in relation to others,” says 
one report.86

Ways to Cope. If speaking up is hard for you to do in small 
groups, you can take comfort that the people who froze the 

most in the study were actually the smartest. Otherwise, you 
can cope by preparing before the meeting (practice your deliv-
ery and bring notes), telling the person running the meeting 
beforehand that you have some points and would like the op-
portunity to be called upon, or joining with a more outgoing or 
higher-status member in the group who can bring up your 
points and then toss you an opening.87

YOUR CALL
Do you tend to go silent during some small-group settings or 
social situations? Perhaps it’s not that you’re shy but rather an 
introvert and want to collect your thoughts before speaking—
hard to do in the company of extroverts who “think out loud.” 
Could any of this advice work for you?

TABLE 13.3
Ways to Build Cross-Cultural 
Relationships

 1. Be a good listener.

 2. Be sensitive to others’ 
needs.

 3. Be cooperative, not overly 
competitive.

 4. Advocate inclusive 
(participative) leadership.

 5. Compromise rather than 
dominate.

 6. Build rapport through 
conversations.

 7. Be compassionate and 
understanding.

 8. Avoid conflict by 
emphasizing harmony.

 9. Nurture others (develop 
and mentor).

Source: Adapted from R. L. Tung, 
“American Expatriates Abroad: 
From Neophytes to Cosmopolitans,” 
Journal of World Business, Summer 
1998, table 6, p. 136.
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conflict in two ways: Work responsibilities can interfere with family life, and family 
demands can interfere with work responsibilities.90

For instance, an employee who is caring for an aging mother skips a department 
meeting to take his mother to a doctor’s appointment (family interferes with work). 
Perhaps another day he works late to finish a report on time and has to reschedule his 
mother’s follow-up appointment (work interferes with family).

Both these types of conflicts matter, because their effects spill over both at home 
and at work, as Table 13.4 shows. Research also tells us that work interferes with 
family far more often than family does with work and is the more serious problem of 
the two.91

TABLE 13.4 
Negative Consequences of 
Conflicts among Work, Family, 
and Other Life Domains

WORK FAMILY OUTCOMES 
INTERFERES INTERFERES LINKED TO LIFE 
WITH FAMILY WITH WORK MORE GENERALLY

Job satisfaction Marital satisfaction Life satisfaction

Intentions to quit Family satisfaction Health problems

Absenteeism Family-related strain Depression

Job performance Family-related performance Substance use/abuse

Source: Adapted from F. T. Amstad, L. L. Meier, U. Fasel, A. Elfering, and N. K. Semmer, “A Meta-Analysis of Work-Family 
Conflict and Various Outcomes with a Special Emphasis on Cross-Domain versus Matching Domain Relations,” 
Journal of Occupational Health Psychology, 2011, Vol. 16, No. 2, 151–169.

PRACTICAL ACTIONIdentifying Companies with Good Work–Family Balance 

What do you want in a job? A recent report by consulting firm 
Deloitte shows that Millennials value their personal lives more 
highly than they do organizational goals or corporate reputa-
tions. It’s not surprising, then, that good work–life balance was 
the quality Millennials wanted most in a job; flexible hours and 
a sense of meaning were close behind.92 

The job search site Indeed.com recently compiled a list of 
the top 25 companies for good work–life balance.93 Among 
them were Colgate-Palmolive, Wegmans supermarket chain, 
the brokerage Coldwell Banker, H&R Block, Google, Nokia, 
Philips Electronics, Johnson & Johnson, Disney, Prudential Fi-
nancial, and the YWCA. A study of the worst employers to work 
for, in which poor work–life balance featured heavily, was 
based on data from Glassdoor, the employer rating site.94 
Leading this list were companies including CVS, Dollar General, 
DISH Network, Sears, Xerox, Forever 21, and Kmart. 

If you are more interested in scoping out a particular ca-
reer’s potential for work–life balance than an individual em-
ployer’s, a study by GOBankingRates95 found that the 
professions where work–life balance is most respected include 
data scientists, graphic designer, elementary school teacher, 

social media manager, hair stylist, and dietitian. However, 
some experts say working long hours indicates people really 
love their jobs. In that light, consider these careers in which 
work–life balance takes a back seat: surgeon, lawyer, massage 
therapist, nurse, general manager, firefighter, airline pilot, and 
journalist. 

If you’re wondering how to find out where a company 
stands on work–life balance before you take the job, here’s a 
tip: Schedule your job interview early in the morning or late in 
the day and observe how many people are at their desks out-
side normal working hours.96 

YOUR CALL
Some companies say it’s the employee’s responsibility to keep 
his or her work and life in an appropriate balance, and some 
employees who don’t have children feel workplace policies 
meant to offer flexibility to parents of young children are unfair, 
since everyone can’t take advantage of them. Do you think 
such policies are fair? Are they necessary? If you agree that 
employees should take charge of their own work–life balance, 
how should they do so? 
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How to Stimulate Constructive Conflict
As a manager you are being paid not just to manage conflict but even to create some, 
where it’s constructive and appropriate, in order to stimulate performance. Construc-
tive conflict, if carefully monitored, can be very productive under a number of circum-
stances: when your work group seems afflicted with inertia and apathy, resulting in 
low performance; when there’s a lack of new ideas and resistance to change; when 
there seem to be a lot of yes-men and yes-women (expressing groupthink) in the work 
unit; when there’s high employee turnover; or when managers seem unduly concerned 
with peace, cooperation, compromise, consensus, and their own popularity rather than 
in achieving work objectives.

The following four strategies are used to stimulate constructive conflict.

1. Spur Competition among Employees Competition is, of course, a form of 
conflict, but competition is often healthy in spurring people to produce higher results. 
Thus, a company will often put its salespeople in competition with one another by of-
fering bonuses and awards for achievement—a trip to a Caribbean resort, say, for the 
top performer of the year.

2. Change the Organization’s Culture and Procedures Competition may 
also be established by making deliberate and highly publicized moves to change 
the corporate culture—by announcing to employees that the organization is now 
going to be more innovative and reward original thinking and unorthodox ideas. 
Procedures, such as paperwork sign-off processes, can also be revamped. Results 
can be reinforced in visible ways through announcements of bonuses, raises, and 
promotions.

3. Bring In Outsiders for New Perspectives Without “new blood,” organiza-
tions can become inbred and resistant to change. This is why managers often bring in 
outsiders—people from a different unit of the organization, new hires from competing 
companies, or consultants. With their different backgrounds, attitudes, or management 
styles, these outsiders can bring a new perspective and can shake things up.

4. Use Programmed Conflict: Devil’s Advocacy and the Dialectic Method  
Programmed conflict is designed to elicit different opinions without inciting people’s per-
sonal feelings. Sometimes decision-making groups become so bogged down in details 
and procedures that nothing of substance gets done. The idea here is to get people, 
through role-playing, to defend or criticize ideas based on relevant facts rather than on 
personal feelings and preferences.

Top employee. Companies frequently 
stimulate constructive competition 
among employees to produce better 
performance. Top salespeople, for 
instance, may be rewarded with a trip 
to a resort. Do you think you would do 
well in a company that makes you 
compete with others to produce 
higher results? © Tony Tallec/Alamy RF
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The method for getting people to engage in this debate of ideas is to do disciplined 
role-playing, for which two proven methods are available: devil’s advocacy and the 
dialectic method. These two methods work as follows:

■ Devil’s advocacy—role-playing criticism to test whether a proposal is workable. 
Devil’s advocacy is the process of assigning someone to play the role of critic to 
voice possible objections to a proposal and thereby generate critical thinking 
and reality testing.

  Periodically role-playing devil’s advocate has a beneficial side effect in 
that it is great training for developing analytical and communicative skills. 
However, it’s a good idea to rotate the job so no one person develops a 
negative reputation.

■ The dialectic method—role-playing two sides of a proposal to test whether it 
is workable. Requiring a bit more skill training than devil’s advocacy does, 
the dialectic method is the process of having two people or groups play opposing 
roles in a debate in order to better understand a proposal. After the structured 
debate, managers are more equipped to make an intelligent decision.97

Five Basic Behaviors to Help You Better  
Handle Conflict
Whatever kind of organization you work for, you’ll always benefit from knowing how 
to manage conflict. There are five basic behaviors that enable you to work on disagree-
ments and keep them from flaring into out-of-control personality conflicts: openness, 
equality, empathy, supportiveness, and positiveness.98

1. Openness State your views openly and honesty, not trying to disguise the real 
object of your disagreement. Look at the conflict as a way to better understand the 
situation and find a solution. Concentrate on identifying the problem and taking a 
problem-solving approach.

2. Equality Treat the other’s status and ideas as equal to yours, allowing that person 
time to completely express his or her opinions. Evaluate all ideas fairly and logically, 
without regard to ownership.

3. Empathy Try to experience the other person’s feelings and point of view, showing 
you are truly listening by using such expressions as “I appreciate how you feel. . . .”

4. Supportiveness Let the other person know you want to find a resolution that 
will benefit you both. Describe the specifics you have difficulty understanding, with-
out evaluating or judging them. Support the other person’s position when it makes 
sense to do so.

5. Positiveness Be positive about the other person and your relationship. Express 
your willingness to work toward a resolution that will be feasible for everyone.

Before beginning to try to adopt these behaviors preparatory to dealing with a dis-
pute, you should also try to be aware of your customary conflict-handling style. 

Dealing with Disagreements:  
Five Conflict-Handling Styles
Even if you’re at the top of your game as a manager, working with groups and teams of 
people will now and then put you in the middle of disagreements, sometimes even 
destructive conflict. How can you deal with it?
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There are five conflict-handling styles, or techniques, a manager can use for han-
dling disagreements with individuals: avoiding, accommodating, forcing, compromis-
ing, and problem solving.99

Avoiding—“Maybe the Problem Will Go Away” Avoiding is ignoring or sup-
pressing a conflict. Avoidance is appropriate for trivial issues, when emotions are high 
and a cooling-off period is needed, or when the cost of confrontation outweighs the 
benefits of resolving the conflict. It is not appropriate for difficult or worsening 
problems.

The benefit of this approach is that it buys time in unfolding and ambiguous situa-
tions. The weakness is that it provides only a temporary fix and sidesteps the underly-
ing problem.

Accommodating—“Let’s Do It Your Way” An accommodating manager is also 
known as a “smoothing” or “obliging” manager. Accommodating is allowing the de-
sires of the other party to prevail. As one writer describes it, “An obliging [accommo-
dating] person neglects his or her own concern to satisfy the concern of the other 
party.”100 Accommodating may be an appropriate conflict-handling strategy when it’s 
possible to eventually get something in return or when the issue isn’t important to you. 
It’s not appropriate for complex or worsening problems.

The advantage of accommodating is that it encourages cooperation. The weak-
ness is that once again it’s only a temporary fix that fails to confront the underlying 
problem.

Forcing—“We Have to Do It My Way” Also known as “dominating,” forcing is 
simply ordering an outcome, when a manager relies on his or her formal authority and 
power to resolve a conflict, but the needs of the other party are largely ignored. Forc-
ing is appropriate when an unpopular solution must be implemented and when it’s not 
important that others be committed to your viewpoint.

The advantage of forcing is speed: It can get results quickly. The disadvantage is 
that in the end it doesn’t resolve personal conflict—if anything, it aggravates it by 
breeding hurt feelings and resentment.

Compromising—“Let’s Split the Difference” In compromising, both parties 
give up something in order to gain something. Compromise is appropriate when both 
sides have opposite goals or possess equal power. But compromise isn’t workable 
when it is used so often that it doesn’t achieve results—for example, continual failure 
to meet production deadlines. Compromise, says one writer, sometimes represents 
“the mistaken idea that any agreement is better than no agreement.”101

The benefit of compromise is that it is a democratic process that seems to have no 
losers. However, since so many people approach compromise situations with a win–
lose attitude, they may be disappointed and feel cheated.

Collaborating—“Let’s Cooperate to Reach a Win–Win Solution That Benefits 
Both of Us” Problem solving, or integrating, is about collaboration. In this style, 
the manager strives to confront the issue and cooperatively identify the problem, gen-
erating and weighing alternatives and selecting a solution. Problem solving is appro-
priate for complex issues plagued by misunderstanding. It is inappropriate for resolving 
conflicts rooted in opposing value systems.

The strength of problem solving is its longer-lasting impact because it deals with 
the underlying problem, not just its symptoms. Its weakness is that it’s very time- 
consuming. Nevertheless, problem solving is usually the best approach for dealing 
with groups and teams of people.
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PRACTICAL ACTIONWringing Creativity from Conflict 

What if your group is experiencing workplace conflict and is 
stuck for creative solutions to a problem? Can conflict help you 
find your way out? Some experts say conflict can indeed drive 
creativity. Here are some suggestions for doing just that.102

Ask the Right Questions about the Problem. Sometimes 
conflict distorts what the group’s real task is. Test your assump-
tions and make sure you’ve correctly framed the issue before 
the group.

Actively Draw Input from All Members. If someone hasn’t 
spoken up yet, or someone’s ideas are often disregarded be-
cause they are a little off the wall, make sure those members 
have a chance to speak. When they get a hearing, others will 
chime in, too.

Work with the Resources You Have. The great American 
conductor and composer Leonard Bernstein once said, “To 

achieve great things, two things are needed: a plan, and not 
quite enough time.”103 

Keep a Dialogue Going, Not a Debate. A debate has only 
two sides; you want to hear as many sides and ideas as possi-
ble. To avoid polarizing a discussion and forcing group mem-
bers to face off, check your emotions.

Reward Nonconformity. The unusual, the offbeat, the “we 
never tried that before” ideas can lead you to creative solutions. 
Sir Ken Robinson, an expert on creativity, says, “If you’re not pre-
pared to be wrong, you’ll never come up with anything original.”104

Don’t Try Too Hard to Smooth the Way between Group 
Members. When group members have to work out their 
own interpersonal differences, they often come up with more 
genuine ways of doing so that can fire up their creativity in 
other areas.

What Is Your Conflict-Management Style?

The following exercise is designed to determine your conflict- 
handling style. Please be prepared to answer these ques-
tions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 13.5  
in Connect.

1. Were you surprised by the results? Why or why not? 
Explain.

2. Were the scores for your primary and backup conflict-
handling styles relatively similar, or was there a large 
gap? What does this imply? Discuss.

3. Is your conflict-handling style one that can be used in 
many different conflict scenarios? Explain.

4. What are some skills you can work on to become more 
effective at handling conflict?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 13.5 
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adjourning 443
collaboration 445
conflict 451
cross-functional teams 439
devil’s advocacy 457
dialectic method 457
dysfunctional conflict 451
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work–family conflict 454

Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

13.1 Groups versus Teams
•	 Groups and teams are different—a group is typically 

management-directed, a team self-directed. A group 
is defined as two or more freely interacting individuals 
who share collective norms, share collective goals, 
and have a common identity. A team is defined as a 
small group of people with complementary skills who 
are committed to a common purpose, performance 
goals, and approach for which they hold themselves 
mutually accountable.

•	 Groups may be either formal, established to do 
something productive for the organization and 
headed by a leader, or informal, formed by people 
seeking friendship with no officially appointed leader.

•	 Teams are of various types, but one of the most 
important is the work team, which engages in 
collective work requiring coordinated effort. A project 
team may also be a cross-functional team, staffed 
with specialists pursuing a common objective.

•	 Three other types of teams are continuous 
improvement teams, consisting of small groups of 
volunteers or workers and supervisors who meet 
intermittently to discuss workplace and quality-
related problems; self-managed teams, defined 
as groups of workers given administrative oversight 
for their task domains; and virtual teams, which 
work together over time and distance via 
electronic media to combine effort and achieve 
common goals.

13.2 Stages of Group and Team Development
•	 A group may evolve into a team through five stages. 

(1) Forming is the process of getting oriented and 
getting acquainted. (2) Storming is characterized by 
the emergence of individual personalities and roles 
and conflicts within the group. (3) In norming, 
conflicts are resolved, close relationships develop, 
and unity and harmony emerge. (4) In performing, 
members concentrate on solving problems and 

completing the assigned task. (5) In adjourning, 
members prepare for disbandment.

•	 A group can also develop by means of punctuated 
equilibrium, in which it establishes periods of stable 
functioning until an event causes a dramatic change 
in norms, roles, and/or objectives. The group then 
establishes and maintains new norms of functioning, 
returning to equilibirum. 

13.3 Building Effective Teams
•	 There are seven considerations managers must 

take into account in building a group into an 
effective team. (1) They must ensure individuals are 
collaborating, or systematically integrating their 
efforts to achieve a collective objective. (2) They 
must establish a climate of trust, or reciprocal faith 
in others’ intentions and behaviors. (3) They must 
establish measurable performance goals and have 
feedback about members’ performance. 

•	 (4) They must motivate members by making them 
mutually accountable to one another. (5) They must 
consider team composition. Diversity is good for 
business and must be effectively managed. The 
most important idea to remember is that team 
member composition should fit the responsibilities 
of the team. 

•	 (6) They must consider the role each team member 
must play. A role is defined as the socially determined 
expectation of how an individual should behave in a 
specific position. Two types of team roles are task 
and maintenance. A task role consists of behavior 
that concentrates on getting the team’s tasks done. 
A maintenance role consists of behavior that fosters 
constructive relationships among team members.

•	 (7) They must consider team norms, the general 
guidelines or rules of behavior that most group or 
team members follow. Norms tend to be enforced by 
group or team members for four reasons: to help the 
group survive, to clarify role expectations, to help 
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individuals avoid embarrassing situations, and to 
emphasize the group’s important values and identity.

13.4 Managing Conflict
•	 Conflict is a process in which one party perceives 

that its interests are being opposed or negatively 
affected by another party. Conflict can be 
dysfunctional, or negative. However, constructive, 
or functional, conflict benefits the main purposes 
of the organization and serves its interests. Too 
little conflict can lead to indolence; too much 
conflict can lead to warfare.

•	 Four devices for stimulating constructive conflict 
are (1) spurring competition among employees, 
(2) changing the organization’s culture and 

procedures, (3) bringing in outsiders for new 
perspectives, and (4) using programmed conflict to 
elicit different opinions without inciting people’s 
personal feelings.

•	 Two methods used in programmed conflict are 
(1) devil’s advocacy, in which someone is assigned 
to play the role of critic to voice possible objections 
to a proposal, and (2) the dialectic method, in which 
two people or groups play opposing roles in a 
debate in order to better understand a proposal. 
There are five basic behaviors that enable you to 
work on disagreements and keep them from flaring 
into out-of-control personality conflicts: openness, 
equality, empathy, supportiveness, and 
positiveness.

 1. How do groups and teams differ?
 2. What’s the difference between formal groups and 

informal groups?
 3. Describe four types of work teams.
 4. What are the stages of group and team development?
 5. Explain the nine most essential considerations in 

building a group into an effective team.
 6. How do functional and dysfunctional conflict differ?

 7. What are four types of conflict?
 8. How would you go about stimulating constructive 

conflict?
 9. What are devil’s advocacy and the dialectic 

method?
 10. What are five basic behaviors to help you better 

handle conflict?

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

Teamwork Is a Driver of Success at  
Whole Foods Market 
Whole Foods Market was established in 1980. In 2015 
it had grown to 413 store locations and 91,000 em-
ployees in the United States, Canada, and the United 
Kingdom. The company is the first certified organic 
grocer in the U.S. Whole Foods “only sells products 
that meet its self-created quality standards for being 
‘natural’, which the store defines as: minimally pro-
cessed foods that are free of hydrogenated fats as well 
as artificial flavors, colors, sweeteners, preservatives, 
and many others as listed on their online ‘Unaccept-
able Food Ingredients’ list.”105 

Whole Foods was rated as the 75th best place to 
work in 2016 by Fortune. This rating is partly a func-
tion of the company’s commitment to teams and an 
egalitarian culture. For example, the company has a 
policy capping executive salaries at no more than 19 
times the average worker.106 

Organizational Culture 
Whole Foods creates competitive advantage through 
its quality products, service, and organizational cul-
ture. An organization’s culture is driven by its mission 
and values. Whole Foods is clearly a mission-driven 
company. Its managerial practices and procedures are 
guided by its purpose statement and core values. The 
company’s purpose statement is “With great courage, 
integrity, and love—we embrace our responsibility to 
co-create a world where each of us, our communities 
and our planet can flourish. All the while, celebrating 
the sheer love and joy of food.”107 You can see the 
theme of collaboration and teamwork in this purpose 
statement. 

The theme of collaboration and teamwork also 
shows up when considering Whole Foods’s core val-
ues. They include the following: sell the highest qual-
ity natural and organic products available; satisfy, 
delight, and nourish our customers; support team 

Management in Action
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member excellence and happiness; create wealth 
through profits and growth; serve and support our 
 local and global communities; practice and advance 
environmental stewardship; create ongoing win–win 
partnerships with our suppliers; and promote the 
health of our stakeholders through healthy eating 
 education.108 

The culture at Whole Foods focuses on team-based 
activities and transparency. All employees are en-
couraged to participate in monthly team and store 
meetings, as well as hiring decisions. According to 
one business writer, the company “integrates the 
principle of transparency. The company aims to keep 
stakeholders informed. Whole Foods Market pro-
vides financial reports not just to investors but also to 
employees. Employees use this information to under-
stand the firm’s situation.”109 The company also 
makes its annual individual compensation report 
available for all to see. 

Structure, Hiring, and Rewards 
Each store is structured around 8 to 10 semi- 
autonomous teams. Each teach represents a depart-
ment or section of the store such as produce, meat, 
prepared foods, and checkout. The teams are given 
autonomy and empowerment. Tom Neal, the store 
team leader in Glastonbury, England, commented 
that “workers are empowered and encouraged to 
learn about the products, resolve problems and take 
part in the company’s growth.” As examples, he 
noted that “if there’s a new kind of cheese, everyone 
gets information on it and they all try it. We’re 
 always trying to bring in new kinds of produce. 
When the first crop of peaches comes in from 
 Georgia, we all try it so that when the customer 
comes by you can say, ‘I’d give ’em a week,’ or 
‘They’re comin’ in nice this year.’”110 

Teamwork extends behind the stores. Regional 
presidents are considered a team, and founder John 
Mackey is co-CEO. 

The hiring process revolves around team input. 
“New associates undergo a 60-day process that  involves 
a variety of interviews, including phone interviews, 
one-to-one interviews with store leaders, and panel in-
terviews with teams built from recruiters, managers, 
and select employees.” Once hired, store managers pro-
visionally assign the employee to a team, but only on a 
trial basis. “After the trial period, the existing team 
votes on whether to fully vest the new associate. It 
takes a two-thirds majority vote from the team to be-
come an employee. The voting step is required, but the 
method is left up to the team. New associates who don’t 
get voted in are off the team and must either find a new 
team—repeating the trial period—or leave the com-
pany.”111 This process is used for all employees. 

Teams are also the basic unit of measurement for 
performance and rewards. All teams are given “their 
profit per labor-hour every four weeks, as well as their 
historical performance, the performance of other 
teams in their store, and the performance of similar 
teams in other stores.”112 Teams ultimately compete 
against other teams and themselves as one method to 
improve performance. Bonuses also are based on team 
data. The greater the increase in a team’s performance 
gains, the more team members receive in bonus pay.113

FOR DISCUSSION
 1. Are the department teams at Whole Foods more of a 

group or a team? Explain your rationale.
 2. What does Whole Foods do to promote collaboration 

and cohesiveness among their teams?
 3. What are the pros and cons to the company’s hiring 

and rewards process? Discuss. 
 4. The text discussed seven considerations for build-

ing a group into an effective team. To what extent 
has Whole Foods effectively implemented these 
considerations? 

 5. What is your biggest takeaway about teams based on 
this case?

When Employees Smoke Marijuana Socially:  
A Manager’s Quandary
This challenge involves conflict that may occur among 
coworkers as a result of ethical considerations. 

You work in a state where it is illegal to smoke 
marijuana, and your employer has a zero-tolerance 
policy regarding the use of drugs. You also are a 
 supervisor at a telephone call center and have very 

positive relationships with members of your work 
team and your manager. A friend of yours, Christina, 
is also a supervisor, and her younger brother, Blake, is 
a member of your work team.

Christina invites you to her birthday party at her 
home, and you happily agree to attend. During the 
party, you walk out to the backyard to get some fresh 
air and notice that Blake and several other  employees 

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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of your company are smoking marijuana: None of 
these individuals have prescriptions for medical mari-
juana. You have been told on several occasions by 
members of your own work team that these same indi-
viduals have used marijuana at other social events.

Although Blake is a member of your work team, 
his friends are not. You don’t really feel any need to 
tell management about these people smoking pot be-
cause you have never noticed their being impaired at 
work. At the same time, you feel conflicted because 
your employer takes a hard stand against the use of 
any drugs. If the company found out that you knew 
about their smoking, it would adversely affect your 
career. The company expects managers to act with 
honesty and integrity and to be forthright with senior 
management. 

You are experiencing even more conflict between 
your values and those of your employer because Blake 
applied for a promotion to a supervisory position. 
 Although he is a good worker, you wonder if his 
smoking marijuana might affect his judgment. More 

importantly, the vice president of human resources 
just requested a recommendation from you regarding 
Blake’s promotion.

SOLVING THE DILEMMA
As a supervisor, what would you do?

 1. I would not tell the vice president of human re-
sources about Blake’s drug use. He’s doing a good 
job and I have not seen any impairment.

 2. I would tell the vice president of human resources 
about the incident in which I observed Blake smok-
ing marijuana. I need to honor the company’s direc-
tives about a zero-tolerance policy on drug use.

 3. I would talk to Blake. I would explain my predica-
ment and then ask him about the frequency of his 
drug use. If Blake promised to stop smoking mari-
juana, I would not tell the vice president of human 
resources about the incident.

 4. Invent other options. Discuss.
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Someday maybe you can afford to have a personal 
 career coach—the kind long used by sports and enter-
tainment figures and now adopted in the upper ranks 
of business. Until then, you can consider more widely 
available advice about networking strategies, image 
management, and career growth. Women in particular 
tend to overlook career planning in favor of getting 
 immediate tasks done. Here are a few suggestions 
for avoiding that trap.1

Take Charge of Your Own Career
Because you, not others, are in charge of your 
 career, and because it’s an ongoing process, you 
should  develop a career plan and base your choices 
on that plan. As Yogi Berra once said, “If you don’t 
know where you’re going, you’ll end up somewhere 
else.” When considering a new job or industry, find 
out how that world really works. Research the 
 companies you want to work for; find out their 
 corporate “style” or  culture by talking to their 
 employees.

Anticipate and Embrace Change
Learn to analyze, anticipate, and adapt to new 
 circumstances in the world and in your own life. 
For instance, as technology changes the rules, 
 embrace the new rules rather than clinging to the 
old. Those who are able to adapt nimbly to new 
 environments and  circumstances—and who can 
lead others along new paths—are increasingly 
 valuable to employers. 

Keep Learning
Try taking a brief course in a new work-related area. 
It might be enough to qualify you to ask for a role in a 
new or special project with high visibility, and if you 
 enjoy your new knowledge you can pursue it further. 
Employers continue to value people with both special-
ized and generalized skills. Don’t underestimate the 
value of picking up other talents as well, such as 
 fluency in a second or third language.

Develop Your People and Problem-Solving Skills
“People rise in organizations because of their hard 
skills and fall due to a dearth of soft skills.”2 This explains 
why many organizations weigh soft skills so heavily 
when hiring for top positions. The most sought-after 
skills for business school graduates are problem solv-
ing, leadership, and communication.3 These skills also 
are the most difficult to find.

Know Your Own Value
Be sure you can articulate what you contribute to your 
organization. What makes your input unique? What 
does this suggest about your future with your current 
industry or employer? Says executive coach Bonnie 
Marcus, “The first step to developing your own authen-
tic leadership style is to recognize the value you bring 
to an organization and be confident that your talent 
and experience benefits the company.”

For Discussion Which of these five rules do you think 
is most important—and why?

THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

Advancing Your Career: Staying Ahead in  
the Workplace of Tomorrow

FORECAST What’s Ahead in This Chapter

How do leaders use their power and influence to get results? This chapter considers this ques-

tion. We discuss the sources of a leader’s power and how leaders use persuasion to influence 

people. We then consider the following approaches to leadership: trait, behavioral, situational, 

transformational, and three additional perspectives.
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Leadership. What is it? Is it a skill anyone can develop? How important is it to organi-
zational success?

Leadership is the ability to influence employees to voluntarily pursue organizational 
goals.4 Although not everyone is suited to being a good leader, evidence shows that 
people can be trained to be more effective leaders. In response, more companies are 
using management development programs to build a pipeline of leadership talent. 
 Total U.S. spending by organizations for leadership training was $61.8 billion in 2014 
and $70.6 billion in 2015.5 

Effective leadership matters! A recent study spanning 60 years and more than 18,000 
firm-years showed that CEO behavior significantly impacted organizational perfor-
mance.6 Don’t take this study to mean effective leadership only matters at the top. Other 
research reinforces the value of fostering effective leadership at all organizational levels. 

Let’s begin our study of leadership by considering the role of power and influence 
skills and the difference between leading and managing.

Five Sources of Power
Power is the ability to marshal human, informational, and other resources to get something 
done. Defined this way, power is all about influencing others. The more influence you 
have, the more powerful you are, and vice versa. 

14.1 The Nature of Leadership: The Role of Power  
and Influence
How do effective leaders use power and influence?

THE BIG PICTURE
Leadership skills are needed to create and communicate a company’s vision, strategies, and goals as well 
as to execute on these plans and goals. This section highlights the way successful managers use power 
and influence to achieve these ends and describes five sources of power and nine influence tactics they 
use to lead others. Leaders use the power of persuasion to get others to follow them. Five approaches to 
leadership are described in the next five sections.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Global leaders. Leadership 
impacts the security, 
sustainability, and well-being of 
our planet. These leaders of the 
Group of 20 major economies 
clearly impact our lives in many 
ways. The purpose of the meeting 
taking place here was to 
determine how advanced and 
emerging economies can create 
mutually beneficial growth 
strategies. © Kyodo News/Getty 
Images
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To really understand leadership, we need to understand the concept of power and 
authority. Authority is the right to perform or command; it comes with the job. In con-
trast, power is the extent to which a person is able to influence others so they respond 
to orders.

People who pursue personalized power—power directed at helping oneself—as a way 
of enhancing their own selfish ends may give the word power a bad name. However, there 
is another kind of power, socialized power—power directed at helping others. This is the 
kind of power you hear in expressions such as “My goal is to have a powerful impact 
on my community.”7

Within organizations there are typically five sources of power leaders may draw on: 
legitimate, reward, coercive, expert, and referent.

1. Legitimate Power: Influencing Behavior Because of One’s Formal Position  
Legitimate power, which all managers have, is power that results from managers’ formal 
positions within the organization. All managers have legitimate power over their em-
ployees, deriving from their position, whether it’s a construction boss, ad account 
 supervisor, sales manager, or CEO. This power may be exerted both positively or 
negatively—as praise or as criticism, for example.

2. Reward Power: Influencing Behavior by Promising or Giving Rewards  
Reward power, which all managers have, is power that results from managers’ authority to 
reward their subordinates. Rewards can range from praise to pay raises, from recogni-
tion to promotions.

Example: GoFanbase, a company that helps other firms manage social media, of-
fers employees a $20 “idea bounty” if they present ideas in meetings that their peers 
agree are worthwhile and the founder approves. Unlimited vacation time and paid time 
off for volunteering are other, increasingly popular incentives.8 

3. Coercive Power: Influencing Behavior by Threatening or Giving Punishment  
Coercive power, which all managers have, results from managers’ authority to punish their 
subordinates. Punishment can range from verbal or written reprimands to demotions to 
terminations. In some lines of work, fines and suspensions may be used. Coercive 
power has to be used judiciously, of course, since a manager who is seen as being 
 constantly negative will produce a lot of resentment among employees. Before Alan 
Mulally took over at Ford Motor Co., for instance, the expectation fostered by a culture 
of blame at the firm was that any manager who had bad news to report would be fired. 
Mulally’s corrective action was to say a manager had a problem, not that he or she was 
the problem.9 

4. Expert Power: Influencing Behavior Because of One’s Expertise Expert 
power is power resulting from one’s specialized information or expertise. Expertise, or 
special knowledge, can be mundane, such as knowing the work schedules and as-
signments of the people who report to you. Or it can be sophisticated, such as having 
computer or medical knowledge. Secretaries may have expert power because, for 
example, they have been in a job a long time and know all the necessary contacts. 
CEOs may have expert power because they have strategic knowledge not shared by 
many others.

5. Referent Power: Influencing Behavior Because of One’s Personal Attraction  
Referent power is power deriving from one’s personal attraction. As we will see later 
in this chapter (under the discussion of transformational leadership, Section 14.5), 
this kind of power characterizes strong, visionary leaders who are able to persuade 
their followers by dint of their personality, attitudes, or background. Referent power 
may be associated with managers, but it is more likely to be characteristic of 
leaders.
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Now that you’ve learned about the five bases of power, complete Self-Assessment 14.1 
to identify which bases you prefer to use. Answering the associated questions will help 
you understand how the various forms of power can both help and hurt you when try-
ing to influence others.

What Kind of Power Do I Prefer? 

If your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 14.1 in Con-
nect, you will learn which bases of power you prefer to use. 

1. Which of the five bases of power do you prefer to use?

2. Describe how this form of power helps you at school, at 
work, and in social situations.

3. Which of the five bases is your least preferred? What are 
the implications for you at school, at work, and in social 
situations?

4. What two specific things can you do to increase your 
expert power? Two things to increase your referent 
power?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 14.1 

Common Influence Tactics
Influence tactics are conscious efforts to affect and change behaviors in others. The nine 
most common ways people try to get their bosses, coworkers, and subordinates to do 
what they want are listed in Table 14.1, beginning with the most frequently used.

These are considered generic influence tactics because they characterize social in-
fluence as we use it in all directions. Research has also shown this ranking to be fairly 
consistent regardless of whether the direction of influence is downward, upward, 
or lateral.

Hard versus Soft Tactics Some refer to the first five influence tactics—rational 
persuasion, inspirational appeals, consultation, ingratiation, and personal appeals—as 
“soft” tactics because they are friendlier than, and not as coercive as, the last four 
 tactics—exchange, coalition, pressure, and legitimating tactics, which are “hard” tactics 
because they exert more overt pressure.

Influence tactics. In mid-2015 
Taylor Swift asserted her 
immense power and influence 
and successfully changed one of 
Apple’s policies. Before the launch 
of Apple Music, the company said it 
intended not to compensate 
musicians for their music used 
during the free trial of its new 
subscription service. Swift, who 
often speaks on behalf of other 
musicians, threatened to withhold 
her new album from Apple, now the 
largest single retailer of music. She 
said, “We don’t ask for free 
iPhones. Please don’t ask us to 
provide you with our music for no 
compensation.” Apple quickly 
changed its policy and 
compensated musicians for the use 
of their work during the free trial 
and since. Which tactics (and bases 
of power) did Swift use to influence 
Apple? © Mike Coppola/Getty Images
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Which Influence Tactics Do You Prefer? When you read the list of tactics, each 
probably meant something to you. Which do you most commonly use? Knowing the 
answer can help you better choose the appropriate tactic for any given situation and 
thus increase the chance of achieving your desired outcome. The next step to realizing 
these benefits is to complete Self-Assessment 14.2.

INFLUENCE TACTIC DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

1. Rational persuasion Trying to convince someone  
with reason, logic, or facts 

As CEO, Allan Mullally reversed the negative meeting culture at Ford 
Motor Co.—and its financial fortunes—by encouraging open and 
honest discussion and collaboration focused on finding solutions 
rather than placing blame.10 

2. Inspirational appeals Trying to build enthusiasm by 
appealing to others’ emotions, 
ideals, or values 

The late Steve Jobs’s understanding that people want to fulfill their 
dreams, not just purchase products, continues to inform every design 
and marketing decision at Apple, the company he founded.11 

3. Consultation Getting others to participate in 
planning, decision making, and 
changes 

“I end up asking a lot of questions,” says Nike’s CEO, Mark Parker. 
Known for encouraging and seeking ideas from even junior members 
of management, Parker deliberately avoids a micro managing style.12 

4. Ingratiation Getting someone in a good 
mood prior to making a request 

This is being friendly and helpful and using praise, flattery, or humor. 
A particular form of ingratiation is “brown nosing.”13

5. Personal appeals Referring to friendship and 
loyalty when making a request, 
asking a friend to do a favor 

Employees who volunteer might make a personal appeal to colleagues 
to donate time, clothing, or money to a cause.14

6. Exchange Making explicit or implied 
promises and trading favors 

Leaders must be careful not to allow favoritism and coercion to 
evolve, however.15 

7. Coalition tactics Getting others to support your 
efforts to persuade someone 

Cory Booker, U.S. Senator from New Jersey, credits coalition 
leadership with the economic revival of Newark during his past job 
as mayor: “None of these accomplishments happened because of 
one individual’s effort. They happened because, in Newark, we 
brought together new coalitions of grassroots neighborhood groups 
and elected leaders, nonprofits and business groups, labor unions 
and leaders in the capital markets, developers and philanthropists. 
I am proud of the unity that was forged in Newark—it’s proof, to me, 
that people will rally around bold goals and, in turn, achieve 
significant progress.”16 

8. Pressure Demanding compliance or 
using intimidation or threats 

Chinese philosopher Lao-Tzu wrote, “The highest type of ruler is one 
of whose existence the people are barely aware. Next comes one 
whom they love and praise. Next comes one whom they fear. Next 
comes one whom they despise and defy.”17 

9. Legitimating tactics Basing a request on authority 
or right, organizational rules or 
policies, or explicit/implied 
support from superiors 

The assertive style of Jeb Bush, former governor of Florida and a 
one-time contender for the Republican presidential nomination, 
was based on his deep understanding of the use of executive 
authority.18

TABLE 14.1 Nine Common Influence Tactics

See D. Kipnis, S. Schmidt, and I. Wilkinson, “Intraorganizational Influence Tactics: Exploration in Getting One’s Way,” Journal of Applied Psychology, August 
1980, pp. 440–452; and Table 1 in G. Yukl, C. M. Falbe, and J. Y. Youn, “Patterns of Influence Behavior for Managers, Group & Organization Management, 
March 1993, pp. 5–28.
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Match Tactics to Influence Outcomes
Research and practice provide some useful lessons about the relative effectiveness of 
influence tactics.

■ Rely on the core. Core influence tactics—rational persuasion, consultation, 
collaboration, and inspirational appeals—are most effective at building 
commitment. 

■ Be authentic. Don’t try to be someone else. Be authentic to your values 
and beliefs.

■ Consult rather than legitimate. Some employees are more apt to accept 
change when managers rely on a consultative strategy and are more likely to 
resist change when managers use a legitimating tactic.

■ “Glad handing” is not a good long-term strategy. Ingratiation improved 
short-term sales goal achievement but reduced it in the long term in a study of 
salespeople. Glad handing may help today’s sales but not tomorrow’s.

■ Be subtle. Subtle flattery and agreement with the other person’s opinion (both 
forms of ingratiation) were shown to increase the likelihood that executives 
would win recommendation to sit on boards of directors.

■ Learn to influence. Research with corporate managers of a supermarket 
chain showed that influence tactics can be taught and learned. Managers who 
received 360-degree feedback on two occasions regarding their influence tac-
tics showed an increased use of core influence tactics.

You’ll need to understand and effectively apply a range of influence tactics to be 
effective. But you can learn and improve influence tactics to move resisters to compli-
ance and move those who are compliant to commitment. 

What Is the Difference between Leading  
and Managing? 
Bernard Bass, a leadership expert, concluded that “leaders manage and managers lead, 
but the two activities are not synonymous.”19 Broadly speaking, managers typically 
perform functions associated with planning, investigating, organizing, and control, and 
leaders focus on influencing others. Leaders inspire others, provide emotional support, 
and try to get employees to rally around a common goal. Leaders also play a key role 
in creating a vision and strategic plan for an organization. Managers, in turn, are 
charged with implementing the vision and plan. We can draw several conclusions from 
this division of labor.

First, good leaders are not necessarily good managers, and good managers are not 
necessarily good leaders. Second, effective leadership requires effective managerial 
skills at some level. For example, United’s former CEO, Jeff Smisek, resigned due to 
managerial deficiencies that produced labor problems, poor customer service, and 
poor financial results.20 In contrast, both Tim Cook, CEO of Apple, and Mary Dillon, 

Which Influence Tactics Do I Use? 

If your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 14.2 in Con-
nect, you will learn which of the nine influence tactics you use 
and in what order of frequency.

1. Is your rational persuasion score the highest? Regardless, 
give some specific examples of ways you use this tactic.

2. Which tactic is your least preferred (lowest score)? 
Provide examples of situations when and how you may 
use this tactic.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 14.2 
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CEO of Ulta Beauty, are recognized for their use of good managerial skills when im-
plementing corporate strategies.21

Do you want to lead others or understand what makes a leader tick? Then take 
the following self-assessment. It provides feedback on your readiness to assume a 
leadership role and can help you consider how to prepare for a formal leadership 
position.

Assessing Your Readiness to Assume 
the Leadership Role

The following survey was designed to assess your readiness 
to assume the leadership role. Please be prepared to answer 
these questions if your instructor has assigned Self- 
Assessment 14.3 in Connect.

1. What is your level of readiness? Are you surprised by 
the results?

2. Looking at the three highest- and lowest-rated items in 
the survey, what can you do to increase your readiness 
to lead? Think of specific actions you take right now.

3. Do you think your readiness to lead will change over 
time? Explain your rationale.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 14.3 

Leadership E�ectiveness

Power and Influence

Situational Factors

Traits, Gender, and Skills

       Leader Behaviors
• Task-oriented
• Relationship-oriented
• Passive
• Transformational

FIGURE 14.1  
An integrated model of 
leadership

Moreover, Figure 14.1 shows that the relationship between leader behavior and 
leadership effectiveness is affected by two other considerations: power and influ-
ence and situational factors. For example, people with more power and strong 
 influence skills are better suited to execute the four types of leader behavior in a 
more effective manner. Similarly, you will be more effective if you exhibit the four 
leader behaviors at the right time. Different situations call for different leader 
 behaviors. This chapter helps you understand when to change your leadership style 
and behavior. ●

An Integrated Model of Leadership
Figure 14.1 provides an overview of what you will learn in this chapter. It presents 
an integrated model of leadership. Starting at the far right of the model, you see that 
leadership effectiveness is the outcome we want to explain. The center of the model 
shows this outcome is influenced by four types of leadership behavior: task-oriented, 
relationship-oriented, passive, and transformational. In turn, our ability to effectively 
engage in these leader behaviors is affected by traits, gender, and leadership skills (the 
left side of the model). 
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Consider a leader dubbed “CEO of the Decade” in 2009 by Fortune magazine for 
10 years of achievements in the fields of music, movies, and mobile phones, not to 
mention computing. “Remaking any one business is a career-defining achievement,” 
wrote Fortune editor Adam Lashinsky; “four is unheard of.”22

That leader was, of course, the late Steve Jobs of Apple. Did he have distinctive 
personality traits that might teach us something about leadership? Perhaps he did. He 
seemed to embody the traits of (1) dominance, (2) intelligence, (3) self-confidence, 
(4) high energy, and (5) task-relevant knowledge.

These are the five traits that researcher Ralph Stogdill in 1948 concluded were 
typical of successful leaders.23 Stogdill is one of many contributors to trait approaches 
to leadership, which attempt to identify distinctive characteristics that account for the 
 effectiveness of leaders.24

Positive Task-Oriented Traits and Positive/Negative 
Interpersonal Attributes
Traits play a central role in how we perceive leaders, and they ultimately affect leader-
ship effectiveness.25 This is why researchers have attempted to identify a more complete 
list of traits that differentiate leaders from followers. Table 14.2 shows an expanded list 
of both positive and negative interpersonal attributes often found in leaders.26

14.2 Trait Approaches: Do Leaders Have Distinctive Traits 
and Personal Characteristics?
What does it take to be a successful leader?

THE BIG PICTURE
Trait approaches attempt to identify distinctive characteristics that account for the effectiveness of leaders. 
We describe (1) positive task-oriented traits and positive/negative interpersonal attributes (narcissism, 
 Machiavellianism, psychopathy) and (2) some results of gender studies.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Leadership at TOMS. Texas 
native Blake Mycoskie is the 
founder of TOMS shoes and 
several other global businesses 
based on his “One for one”® 
premise: that every purchase, 
whether of shoes, eye wear, 
coffee, or a handbag, should 
help someone in need. Among 
other achievements, his 
companies have donated 
60 million pairs of shoes, 
restored eyesight to almost half 
a million people, and provided 
safe water and childbirth 
services to thousands.31 What 
positive leadership traits do 
you think Mycoskie possesses? 
© Zuma Press, Inc/Alamy.
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TABLE 14.2
Key Task-Oriented Traits and 
Interpersonal Attributes

 
POSITIVE TASK-ORIENTED TRAITS

POSITIVE/NEGATIVE 
INTERPERSONAL ATTRIBUTES

• Intelligence • Extraversion (+)

• Conscientiousness • Agreeableness (+)

• Open to experience • Emotional intelligence (+)

• Emotional stability • Narcissism (−)

• Positive affect • Machiavellianism (−)

• Psychopathy (−)

We have discussed most positive interpersonal attributes elsewhere, but we need to 
describe the negative, or “dark side,” traits of some leaders: narcissism, Machiavellian-
ism, and psychopathy.27

■ Narcissism is defined as having “a self-centered perspective, feelings of superior-
ity, and a drive for personal power and glory.”28 Narcissists have inflated views 
of themselves, seek to attract the admiration of others, and fantasize about 
being in control of everything. Although passionate and charismatic, narcis-
sistic leaders may provoke counterproductive work behaviors in others, such 
as strong resentments and resistance.29

■ Machiavellianism. Inspired by the pessimistic beliefs of Niccolò Machiavelli, a 
philosopher and writer (The Prince) in the Italian Renaissance, Machiavellianism 
(pronounced “mah-kyah-vel-yahn-izm”) displays a cynical view of human nature and 
condones opportunistic and unethical ways of manipulating people, putting results 
over principles. This view is manifested in such expressions as “All people lie to 
get what they want” and “You have to cheat to get ahead.” Like narcissism, 
 Machiavellianism is also associated with counterproductive work behaviors, 
 especially as people begin to understand that they are being coldly manipulated.

■ Psychopathy. Psychopathy (“sigh-kop-a-thee”) is characterized by lack of 
 concern for others, impulsive behavior, and a dearth of remorse when the psycho-
path’s actions harm others. Not surprisingly, a person with a psychopathic 
personality can be a truly toxic influence in the workplace.

If you have a propensity for any of these, you need to know that the expression of 
“dark side” traits tends to result in career derailment—being demoted or fired.30

Do Women and Men Display 
Similar Leadership Traits?
The increase in the number of of women in the 
workforce has generated much interest in under-
standing the similarities and differences between 
female and male leaders. Research reveals the 
following four conclusions:

 1. Men were observed to display more task 
leadership and women more relationship 
leadership.33

Leadership at Turing 
Pharmaceuticals. Martin 
Shkreli (seated, center), founder 
and former CEO of Turing 
Pharmaceuticals, tried to build a 
business strategy of purchasing 
the rights to inexpensive but life-
saving prescription drugs and 
raising their prices to dizzying 
heights. Public response was 
swift and devastatingly negative; 
meanwhile, Shkreli has pleaded 
not guilty to fraud charges 
associated with other firms he 
managed.32 Do you think he 
possesses any dark-side traits? 
© Tom Williams/CQ Roll Call/
Newscom
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 2. Women used a more democratic or participative style than men, and men used 
a more autocratic and directive style.34

 3. Female leadership was associated with more cohesion, cooperative learning, 
and participative communication among team members.35

 4. Peers, managers, direct reports, and judges/trained observers rated women 
 executives as more effective than men. Men also rated themselves as more 
effective than women evaluated themselves.36

EXAMPLE Great Leaders Worldwide

Canada’s Justin Trudeau. Although he is the son of an ear-
lier and long-time prime minister, Canada’s popular new 
leader Justin Trudeau came to politics by an unusual route. 
He has been a teacher, a bouncer, the leader of a nonprofit 
organization, and even an occasional actor. As prime minis-
ter he has won praise for championing the rights of women 
and Canada’s indigenous population (his cabinet is 50% 
women and includes an openly gay politician, a member 
who is blind, Sikhs, and Aboriginals), for highlighting his role 
as a husband and father, and for leading the country with 
grace and skill. His humility, optimism, and willingness to ad-
mit mistakes and open dialogues with those who disagree 
with him reflect a high degree of emotional intelligence. As 
one Canadian observer says of Trudeau, “The very skills the 
prime minister honed as a teacher and third-sector leader 
are key to his ability to motivate and react with agility—not 
just his caucus but Canadians and other global leaders. The 
successful teacher and senior leader has an ability to parse 
diverse threads, read situations, motivations, and personali-

ties, and respond in real time. An increasingly  in-demand 
skill amidst huge change.”37 

Germany’s Angela Merkel. Angela Merkel, long-time chan-
cellor of Germany, grew up in the Communist-controlled sector 
of a divided country struggling to overcome the horrors of 
World War II and its disastrous defeat. A chemist by training 
who also served as environmental minister, she is now the 
longest-term leader in Europe and one of the most powerful 
women on the planet. Her generally cautious and low-key 
 approach has helped her lead her re-unified country through 
globalization, enormous economic and technological change, 
and a worldwide financial crisis. More recently this disciplined 
realist has also taken the lead in offering shelter to more than 
1 million Muslim and other refugees who have crossed 
 Germany’s border.

Though some are critical of her humane and generous 
stance and even suggest it could lead to her political downfall, 
Merkel herself says, “In many regions war and terror prevail. 

Sheryl Sandberg. Named in 2014 
the ninth most powerful woman in 
the world by Forbes and the 10th 
most powerful woman in business 
by Fortune, Sandberg is the chief 
operating officer (COO) and business 
face of Facebook. She’s also a 
passionate advocate for women 
achieving more top corporate 
leadership jobs. As she told a 
Barnard College graduating class, 
“A world where men ran half our 
homes and women ran half our 
institutions would be just a much 
greater world.” © Bloomberg/ 
Getty Images
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States disintegrate. For many years we have read about this. We 
have heard about it. We have seen it on TV. But we had not yet 
sufficiently understood that what happens in Aleppo and Mosul 
can affect Essen or Stuttgart. We have to face that now.”38 

YOUR CALL
What leadership traits do you think Justin Trudeau exhibits? 
What leadership traits does Angela Merkel seem to have? Which 
do they share, and how do they differ? What might  account for 
any differences?

Justin Trudeau. Prime Minister of Canada Justin Trudeau (in green) 
participates in a Pride Parade in Vancouver, Canada. © Sergei Bachlakov/
Shutterstock RF

Angela Merkel. Federal Chancellor of Germany Angela Merkel. 
© Thomas Frey/imageBROKER/Alamy

TABLE 14.3
Four Basic Skills for Leaders

Source: Adapted from T. V. 
Mumford, M. A. Campion, and  
F. P. Morgeson, “Leadership 
Skills Strataplex: Leadership 
Skill Requirements across 
Organizational Levels,” Leadership 
Quarterly, 2007, 154–166.

WHAT LEADERS NEED AND WHY

Cognitive abilities to identify 
problems and their causes in 
rapidly changing situations

Leaders must sometimes devise effective solutions in short 
time spans with limited information. One situation requiring 
quick action that many managers will likely face is a data 
breach. Says Ralph de la Vega, president & CEO, AT&T Mobile  
& Business Solutions, “There are only two kinds of companies 
today . . . those that have experienced a data breach and  
those that will be breached.”39

Interpersonal skills to 
influence and persuade others

Leaders need to work well with diverse people. Alan Colberg, 
president and CEO of Assurant, says civility is one of a handful of 
key interpersonal skills in every career. The others he cites are the 
abilities to build relationships, conscientiousness, and integrity.40

Business skills to maximize the 
use of organizational assets

Leaders increasingly need business skills as they advance up 
through an organization. Three valuable but often-overlooked 
skills that most people can develop with a little effort are 
mindfulness, curiosity, and optimism.41

Strategic skills to draft an 
organization’s mission, vision, 
strategies, and implementation 
plans

Strategic skills matter most for individuals in the top ranks in 
an organization. Entrepreneurs may have their strategic skills 
tested on a regular basis. Sara Blakely’s father regularly asked 
her, “What have you failed at this week?” After repeated 
setbacks, she eventually came up with the line of slimming 
intimate wear she called Spanx.42

Are Knowledge and Skills Important? 
Knowledge and skills are extremely important! A team of researchers identified four 
basic skills leaders need. (See Table 14.3.)
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So What Do We Know about Leadership Traits? 
Trait theory offers us four conclusions.

 1. We cannot ignore the implications of leadership traits. Traits play a central 
role in the way we perceive leaders, and they do ultimately affect leadership 
effectiveness. For instance, focus, confidence, transparency, and integrity 
were among the top traits listed in a survey of current business leaders, along 
with patience, openness, and generosity.43 

   More specifically, many companies attempt to define leadership traits im-
portant for their context. The Cardiac Rhythm Disease Management Group 
within Medtronic Inc., for example, identified nine types of traits and skills 
necessary for leaders (such as giving clear performance feedback and being 
courageous). The company then designed a leadership development program 
to help its employees learn and apply these traits.44

 2. The positive and “dark triad” traits suggest the qualities you should cul-
tivate and avoid if you want to assume a leadership role in the future. 
Elon Musk, founder of electric car manufacturer Tesla, is widely admired for 
his vision and daring but admits to being a micro manager to an extreme de-
gree. Limiting employees’ freedom in this way is generally viewed as a nega-
tive quality in a leader.45 Personality tests and other trait assessments can help 
evaluate your strengths and weaknesses on these traits. The website for this 
book contains a host of tests you can take for this purpose. 

 3. Organizations may want to include personality and trait assessments in 
their selection and evaluation processes. For example, Cisco’s UK leader, 
Vice President Eleanor Cavanagh-Lomas, uses “data analytics,” an algorithm 
designed to assess her management team’s individual strengths based on a 
brief multiple-choice self-assessment test. The app suggests how each person 
works best and how to motivate him or her.46 

 4. A global mind-set is an increasingly valued task-oriented trait. As more 
companies expand their international operations and hire more culturally di-
verse people for domestic operations in the United States, they want to en-
hance employees’ global mind-set.47 A global mind-set is your belief in your 
ability to influence dissimilar others in a global context. For an illustration, see 
the Example box. ●

EXAMPLE Multicultural Leadership

When she was in her early 20s, Ava Brown struggled to start 
a teaching career in the UK and soon returned to her native 
Jamaica, where she continued working while enrolled in a dis-
tance-learning MBA program. Now in her 30s, she is back in 
the UK, as a global business development manager for IHS 
Global in London. Of the differences between leadership styles 
in Jamaica and the UK, Brown says, “The thing about England 
is that it’s very multicultural. You’re dealing with people from 
different cultures and you’ve got to think about a lot of other 
factors when you’re managing them. I find the management 
style here in the UK is a bit more consultative. There’s more 
staff involvement. It’s certainly very different from when I was 
managing people in Jamaica. . . . My advice on leadership is 
deal with people from different cultures as individuals. Respect 

people and also understand that at the end of the day we’re 
humans first. I think that’s what counts. If you can do that then 
that takes care of it all.”48 

Experts agree with Brown that respect for individuals truly 
matters in developing a global mind-set. Building trust, empa-
thizing, and fostering openness and team identity by making 
time for regular face-to-face communication all pave the way 
for cross-cultural understanding.49

YOUR CALL
What positive leadership traits and attributes do you think Ava 
Brown possesses? How do you think they contribute to her 
ability to manage people in cultures as different as Jamaica’s 
and the United Kingdom’s? 
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Maybe what’s important to know about leaders is not their personality traits but rather 
their patterns of behavior. This is the line of thought pursued by those interested in 
behavioral leadership approaches, which attempt to determine the unique behaviors dis-
played by effective leaders. These approaches can be divided into four categories:

■ Task-oriented behavior.
■ Relationship-oriented behavior.
■ Passive behavior.
■ Transformational behavior (discussed in Section 14.5).

Task-Oriented Leader Behaviors: Initiating-Structure 
Leadership and Transactional Leadership
The primary purpose of task-oriented leadership behaviors is to ensure that people, 
equipment, and other resources are used in an efficient way to accomplish the mission of 
a group or organization.50 Examples of task-oriented behaviors are planning, clarifying, 
monitoring, and problem solving. However, two kinds are particularly important: 
(1) initiating-structure leadership and (2) transactional leadership.51

14.3 Behavioral Approaches: Do Leaders Show Distinctive 
Patterns of Behavior?
Do effective leaders behave in similar ways?

THE BIG PICTURE
Behavioral leadership approaches try to determine unique behaviors displayed by effective leaders. These 
approaches can be divided into four categories, the first three of which are discussed in this section: (1) task-
oriented behavior, (2) relationship-oriented behavior, (3) passive behavior, and (4) transformational behavior 
(discussed in Section 14.5).

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Men of steel. What kind of leadership 
behavior is appropriate for directing 
these kinds of workers—the kind that 
directs them how to complete the 
task or the kind that develops good 
worker–boss relationships? © Steve 
Dunwell/Getty Images
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Initiating-Structure Leadership: “Here’s What We Do to Get the Job Done”  
Initiating-structure leadership is leader behavior that organizes and defines—that is, “initi-
ates the structure for”—what employees should be doing to maximize output. Clearly, this 
is a very task-oriented approach.

Example: The Seattle-based Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is the largest 
philanthropic foundation in the world, dedicated to relieving poverty and enhancing 
health care and educational opportunities with an annual endowment of nearly 
$40 billion. The organization holds regular “failure fests,” at which employees, re-
lieved of the fear of failure, are free to discuss missteps and uncover ways to learn 
from them. Each future initiative can then benefit from lessons learned on what to 
do and what not to do.52 

Transactional Leadership: “Here’s What We Do to Get the Job Done, and 
Here Are the Rewards” As a manager, your power stems from your ability 
to provide rewards (and threaten reprimands) in exchange for your subordinates’ 
doing the work. When you do this, you are performing transactional leadership, 
 focusing on clarifying employees’ roles and task requirements and providing re-
wards and punishments contingent on performance. As with initiating-structure lead-
ership, transactional leadership also encompasses setting goals and monitoring 
progress.53

Example: Chicago-based ThoughtWorks, a software developer, employs 40 sales 
representatives. When the company was founded in 1993, CEO Craig Gorsline deter-
mined that the sales reps’ roles and task requirements were to explain software pricing 
and policies, as well as close sales and do customer hand holding. The rewards paid to 
reps consisted of commissions on the revenue they generated, a common method of 
compensation in sales.

Recently, ThoughtWorks executives decided this transactional model had to be 
changed. Customers now use the Internet to compare pricing and policies. Moreover, 
paying sales commissions ran the risk of such negative behaviors as, according to The 
New York Times, “focusing on an individual’s profit over the company’s, emphasizing 
short-term outcomes, and encouraging competition among sales representatives.”54 
The new world demanded reps who could do what was right for the customer rather 
than themselves. Accordingly, ThoughtWorks abolished commissions in favor of pay-
ing reps a straight salary—a move many favored because it guaranteed them a steady 
paycheck.

Initiating-structure leadership has a moderately strong positive relationship with 
leadership effectiveness, according to research.55 Transaction leadership also has a 
positive association with leader effectiveness and group performance.56

Relationship-Oriented Leader Behavior: 
Consideration, Empowerment, Ethical Leadership, 
and Servant Leadership
Relationship-oriented leadership is primarily concerned with the leader’s interactions with 
his or her people. The emphasis is on enhancing employees’ skills and creating positive 
work relationships among coworkers and between the leader and the led. Such leaders 
often act as mentors, providing career advice, giving employees assignments that will 
broaden their skills, and empowering them to make their own decisions.57

There are four kinds of relationship-oriented behaviors:
■ Consideration
■ Empowering leadership
■ Ethical leadership
■ Servant leadership
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Consideration: “The Concerns and Needs of My Employees Are Highly 
Important” Consideration is leader behavior that is concerned with group members’ 
needs and desires and that is directed at creating mutual respect or trust. This is an 
 important type of behavior to use in addition to task leadership because it promotes 
social interactions and identification with the team and leader. Considerate leader be-
havior has a moderately strong positive relationship with measures of leadership 
effectiveness.58

The most effective leaders use different blends of task behavior and consideration 
when interacting with others. To what extent do you think you do this when interact-
ing with school or work colleagues? You can answer this question by taking Self-
Assessment 14.4.

Assessing Your Task- and Relationship-Oriented 
Leader Behavior 

The following survey was designed to evaluate your own leader 
behavior. Please be prepared to answer these questions if your 
instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 14.4 in Connect.

1. Do you prefer to use task or relationship leadership? Why 
do you think this is the case?

2. Look at the items for the two lowest scored items for 
initiating structure and consideration and then identify 
how you can increase the extent to which you display 
both types of leadership.

3. When would it be most important to display initiating 
structure and consideration? Explain your rationale.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 14.4 

Empowering Leadership: “I Want My Employees to Feel They Have Control 
over Their Work” Empowering leadership represents the extent to which a leader 
creates perceptions of psychological empowerment in others. Psychological empower-
ment is employees’ belief that they have control over their work. Such psychological 
 empowerment is expected to drive intrinsic motivation, creativity, and performance.59 
Let’s see how this process works.

Increasing employee psychological empowerment requires four kinds of 
 behaviors—leading for (1) meaningfulness, (2) self-determination, (3) competence, 
and (4) progress.

■ Leading for meaningfulness: inspiring and modeling desirable behaviors. 
Managers lead for meaningfulness by inspiring their employees and modeling 
desired behaviors. Example: Employees may be helped to identify their pas-
sions at work by the leader’s creating an exciting organizational vision that 
employees can connect with emotionally. Employees at drug maker Millen-
nium, for example, are inspired by the company’s vision to cure cancer.60

■ Leading for self-determination: delegating meaningful tasks. Managers 
can lead for employee self-determination by delegating meaningful tasks to 
them. “Delegating is essential,” says Gail Evans, an executive vice president 
at Atlanta-based CNN. “If you refuse to let your staff handle their own proj-
ects, you’re jeopardizing their advancement—because they aren’t learning 
new skills and adding successes to their resume.”61

■ Leading for competence: supporting and coaching employees. It goes 
without saying that employees need to have the necessary knowledge to per-
form their jobs. Accomplishing this goal involves managers’ supporting and 
coaching their employees. Assigning a challenging task will help to fuel 
workers’ intrinsic motivation and self-efficacy.62

■ Leading for progress: monitoring and rewarding employees. Managers 
lead for progress by monitoring and rewarding others. We discussed how to 
do this in Chapter 12.
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Ethical Leadership: “I Am Ready to Do the Right Thing” Ethical leadership 
represents normatively appropriate behavior that focuses on being a moral role model. 
This includes communicating ethical values to others, rewarding ethical behavior, and 
treating followers with care and concern.63

Ethical leadership is clearly driven by personal factors related to our beliefs 
and  values. It also has a reciprocal relationship with an organization’s culture 
and  climate. In other words, an ethical culture and climate promote ethical 
 leadership, and ethical leadership in turn promotes an ethical culture and climate. 
Such leadership is positively related to employee job satisfaction, organizational 
commitment, organizational citizenship behavior, motivation, and task perfor-
mance.64 It also is negatively associated with job stress, counterproductive work 
behavior, and intentions to quit.65 It appears that ethical leadership has many posi-
tive benefits.

EXAMPLE An Empowering and Ethical Leader

Jeff Booth is the co-founder of a Canadian company 
that  helps customers buy home-improvement products 
 online. Build Direct currently has 315 employees and over 
$150 million in revenue; both figures have been growing 
fast. The company has twice won awards based on em-
ployee engagement, a quality Booth encourages with his 
explicit focus on empowering his teams. Employees lead 
and participate in regular “fireside chats,” social com-
mittees, charitable giving, and decisions about the com-
pany’s future.

Booth’s leadership advice is as follows:

 1. Lead by example. “To be a successful leader,” he says, 
“I believe your actions must align with who you are. If 
you believe and trust in who you are, your employees 
will too. Then leading becomes easy. What’s more, you’ll 
attract the people that will comfortably follow your 
 authentic example.”

 2. Stick with your message. “Believe in your decisions, 
give people the time to adjust and process the change, 
and then help them find ways to adapt.”

 3. Hear what people aren’t saying. “Active investigation” 
of what’s going on below the surface will allow leaders 
to uncover and resolve the real issues.

 4. See things from employees’ perspectives. “A strong 
leader is empathetic. You must walk in another’s 
shoes to truly understand her perspective. Only then 
can you begin to address challenges and move 
 towards helping that person grow and achieve 
great things.”

 5. Prioritize the success of others. “A great leader works 
for his team. Empowering people means genuinely 
 committing to their success, not your own.”66

YOUR CALL
How are Booth’s guidelines both ethical and empowering? 
Which of his leadership actions allow employees to feel they 
have control over their work, which demonstrate an ethical 
 belief system, and how do they interconnect to make his com-
pany successful?

Servant-Leadership: “I Want to Serve My Subordinates and the Organiza-
tion, Not Myself” The term servant-leadership, coined by Robert Greenleaf in 
1970, reflects not only his onetime background as a management researcher for AT&T 
but also his views as a lifelong philosopher and devout Quaker.67 Servant-leadership 
focuses on providing increased service to others—meeting the goals of both followers and 
the organization—rather than to oneself.

Servant-leadership is not a quick-fix approach to leadership. Rather, it is a long-
term approach to life and work. Ten characteristics of the servant leader are shown 
opposite. (See Table 14.4.) One can hardly go wrong by trying to adopt these 
 characteristics.
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TABLE 14.4
Ten Characteristics of 
the Servant Leader

 1. Focus on listening

 2. Ability to empathize with others’ feelings

 3. Focus on healing suffering

 4. Self-awareness of strengths and weaknesses

 5. Use of persuasion rather than positional authority to influence others

 6. Broad-based conceptual thinking

 7. Ability to foresee future outcomes

 8. Believe they are stewards of their employees and resources

 9. Commitment to the growth of people

 10. Drive to build community within and outside the organization

Source: From L. C. Spears, “Introduction: Servant-Leadership and the Greenleaf Legacy,” in L. C. Spears, ed., Reflections 
on Leadership: How Robert K. Greenleaf’s Theory of Servant-Leadership Influenced Today’s Top Management 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1995), pp. 1–14.

EXAMPLEServant-Leadership: Leaders Who Work for the Led

Who are some successful servant leaders?

A Listener First. Mike DeFrino defines servant-leadership as 
“the ability to both serve and lead and to do so without expect-
ing anything back.” DeFrino is the CEO of Kimpton Hotels & 
Restaurants, and because he believes that “most of the intelli-
gence in the organization is much closer to the ground than the 
corner office,” around his employees he is a dedicated listener 
rather than a talker.68 

An Advocate for the Public Good. Starbucks CEO Howard 
Schultz is not running for president, but he is not afraid to say 
the United States deserves a servant leader and that publicly 

owned companies, too, should “use our scale for good.”69 Part 
of his effort to promote that “good” is to provide generous em-
ployee benefits, even for part-timers, including full health care 
coverage, stock options, and fully paid community college de-
grees for all. Schultz has also promised to provide 100,000 
jobs and internships for young people and to hire 10,000 mili-
tary veterans.70 

YOUR CALL
Understandably, servant-leadership is popular with employees. 
Can you think of situations in which this kind of leadership role 
would not be appropriate?

Employees whose manager displays the characteristics shown in Table 14.4 are 
likely to be happier, more productive, more creative, and more willing to go above and 
beyond their customary duties.71 The following self-assessment measures the extent to 
which you possess a serving orientation. Results from the assessment will enhance 
your understanding of what it takes to really be a servant leader. 

Assessing Your Servant Orientation 

The following survey is designed to assess the extent to which 
you possess a servant orientation. Please be prepared to an-
swer these questions if your instructor has assigned Self-
Assessment 14.5 in Connect.

1. To what extent do you possess a servant orientation? Are 
you surprised by the results?

2. How might you demonstrate more servant-leadership in 
your teams at work or school? Be specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 14.5 
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Passive Leadership: The Lack of Leadership Skills
Passive leadership is a form of leadership behavior characterized by a lack of leadership 
skills. For example, in the type of passive leadership called the management-by-exception 
style, managers do not intervene until problems are brought to their attention or until 
the problems become serious enough to demand action.72

Another passive type is laissez-faire leadership, a form of “leadership” characterized 
by a general failure to take responsibility for leading. Not taking responsibility can hardly 
be considered leadership (although it often seems to be manifested by CEOs whose 
companies get in trouble, as when they say, “I had no idea about the criminal behavior 
of my subordinates”). Interestingly, laissez-faire (“lay-zay fair”) leadership is seen 
more in men than women.73

Examples of laissez-faire leadership are seen in various kinds of failure—failing to 
deal with conflict, to coach employees on difficult assignments, to help set perfor-
mance goals, to give performance feedback, to deal with bullying, and so on. This 
passive leadership has a huge negative impact on employee perceptions of leaders—
outweighing their positive perceptions of contributions by initiating structure, transac-
tional, and consideration forms of leadership.74

Passive leadership. Do you 
really hate to get involved in 
conflict, like the man looking 
out the window? Passive 
leadership like this does not 
lead to positive outcomes.  
Have you ever been managed 
by a passive leader? Where you 
happy in this situation?  
© Digital Vision RF

Some Practical Implications of  
the Behavioral Approaches
Two key conclusions we may take away from the behavioral approaches are the 
 following:

 1. A leader’s behavior is more important than his or her traits. It is important 
to train managers on the various forms of task and relationship leadership.

 2. There is no one best style of leadership. How effective a particular leader-
ship behavior is depends on the situation at hand. ●
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Perhaps leadership is not characterized by universally important traits or behaviors. 
There is no one best style that will work in all situations. This is the point of view of 
proponents of the situational approach (or contingency approach) to leadership, who 
 believe that effective leadership behavior depends on the situation at hand. That is, as 
situations change, different styles become appropriate.

Let’s consider two situational approaches: (1) the contingency leadership model by 
Fiedler and (2) the path–goal leadership model by House.

1. The Contingency Leadership Model:  
Fiedler’s Approach
The oldest model of the contingency approach to leadership was developed by Fred 
Fiedler and his associates in 1951.75 The contingency leadership model determines if a 
leader’s style is (1) task-oriented or (2) relationship-oriented and if that style is effective for 
the situation at hand. Fiedler’s work was based on 80 studies 
conducted over 30 years.

Two Leadership Orientations: Tasks versus Relation-
ships Are you task-oriented or relationship-oriented? 
That is, are you more concerned with task accomplishment 
or with people?

To find out, you or your employees would fill out a 
questionnaire (known as the least preferred coworker, or 
LPC, scale), in which you think of the coworker you least 
enjoyed working with and rate him or her according to an 
eight-point scale of 16 pairs of opposite characteristics (such 
as friendly/unfriendly, tense/relaxed, efficient/inefficient). 
The higher the score, the more the relationship-oriented the 
respondent; the lower the score, the more task-oriented.

The Three Dimensions of Situational Control Once 
the leadership orientation is known, then you determine 
situational control—how much control and influence a 
leader has in the immediate work environment.

There are three dimensions of situational control: leader-
member relations, task structure, and position power.

■ Leader-member relations—“Do my subordi-
nates accept me as a leader?” This dimension, 
the most important component of situational con-
trol, reflects the extent to which a leader has or 
doesn’t have the support, loyalty, and trust of the 
work group.

14.4 Situational Approaches: Does Leadership  
Vary with the Situation?
How might effective leadership vary according to the situation at hand?

THE BIG PICTURE
Effective leadership behavior depends on the situation at hand, say believers in two contingency approaches: 
Fiedler’s contingency leadership model and House’s path–goal leadership model.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Contingency leadership. What 
type of leadership would be 
most effective for this employee 
working at a small, owner-
operated grocery store? Do you 
think she needs more or less 
task leadership? Why? © Jeff 
Greenberg 4 of 6/Alamy
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■ Task structure—“Do my subordinates perform unambiguous, easily un-
derstood tasks?” This dimension refers to the extent to which tasks are rou-
tine, unambiguous, and easily understood. The more structured the jobs, the 
more influence a leader has.

■ Position power—“Do I have power to reward and punish?” This dimen-
sion refers to how much power a leader has to make work assignments and 
reward and punish. More power equals more control and influence.

For each dimension, the amount of control can be high—the leader’s decisions 
will produce predictable results because he or she has the ability to influence work 
outcomes. Or it can be low—he or she doesn’t have that kind of predictability or influ-
ence. By combining the three different dimensions with different high/low ratings, we 
have eight different leadership situations. These are represented in the diagram below. 
(See Figure 14.2.)

Situational
Control

Situation 1 11 111 1V V V1 V11 V111

Leader-member
relations

Good Good Good Good Poor Poor Poor

Low High High Low

Weak Strong Weak Strong

Poor

Low

Weak

High High Low

Strong Weak Strong

Task structure

Position power

Optimal
Leadership

Style

Task-
Motivated
Leadership

Relationship-
Motivated
Leadership

Task-
Motivated
Leadership

High-Control
Situations

Moderate-Control
Situations

Low-Control
Situations

FIGURE 14.2 Representation of Fiedler’s contingency model

Source: Adapted from F. E. Fiedler, “Situational Control and a Dynamic Theory of Leadership,” in Managerial Control and Organizational 
Democracy, ed. B. King, S. Streufert, and F. E. Fiedler (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1978), p. 114.

Which Style Is Most Effective? Neither leadership style is effective all the time, 
Fiedler’s research concludes, although each is right in certain situations.

■ When task-oriented style is best. The task-oriented style works best in either 
high-control or low-control situations.

  Example of a high-control situation (leader decisions produce predictable 
 results because he or she can influence work outcomes): Suppose you were 
supervising parking-control officers ticketing cars parked illegally in expired 
meter zones, bus zones, and the like. You have (1) high leader-member rela-
tions because your subordinates are highly supportive of you and (2) high task 
structure because their jobs are clearly defined. (3) You have high position 
control because you have complete authority to evaluate their performance and 
dole out punishment and rewards. Thus, a task-oriented style would be best.

  Example of a low-control situation (leader decisions can’t produce predict-
able results because he or she can’t really influence outcomes): Suppose you 
were a high school principal trying to clean up graffiti on your private-school 
campus, helped only by students you can find after school. You might have 
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(1) low leader-member relations because many people might not see the need 
for the goal. (2) The task structure might also be low because people might 
see many different ways to achieve the goal. And (3) your position power 
would be low because the committee is voluntary and people are free to leave. 
In this low-control situation, a task-oriented style would also be best.

■ When relationship-oriented style is best. The relationship-oriented style 
works best in situations of moderate control.

  Example: Suppose you were working in a government job supervising a 
group of firefighters fighting wildfires. You might have (1) low leader-member 
relations if you are promoted over others in the group but (2) high task 
structure, because the job is fairly well defined. (3) You might have low posi-
tion power, because the rigidity of the civil-service job prohibits you from 
doing much in the way of rewarding and punishing. Thus, in this moderate-
control situation, relationship-oriented leadership would be most effective.

What do you do if your leadership orientation does not match the situation? Then, 
says Fiedler, it’s better to try to move leaders into suitable situations rather than try to 
alter their personalities to fit the situations.76

2. The Path–Goal Leadership Model:  
House’s Approach
A second situational approach, advanced by Robert House in the 1970s and revised by 
him in 1996, is the path–goal leadership model, which holds that the effective leader makes 
available to followers desirable rewards in the workplace and increases their motivation by 
clarifying the paths, or behavior, that will help them achieve those goals and providing them 
with support. A successful leader thus helps followers by tying meaningful rewards to 
goal accomplishment, reducing barriers, and providing support, so as to increase “the 
number and kinds of personal payoffs to subordinates for work-goal attainment.”77

Numerous studies testing various predictions from House’s original path–goal theory 
provided mixed results.78 As a consequence, he proposed a new model, a graphical 
version of which is shown below. (See Figure 14.3.)

1  . . . influenced by the two contingency
factors of  2  employee characteristics
and  3  environmental factors . . .

. . . in determining  4  the most
e�ective leadership.

3  Environmental factors
• Task structure
• Work group dynamics

• Locus of control
• Task ability
• Need for achievement
• Experience
• Need for path–goal clarity

2  Employee
characteristics

• Path–goal clarifying
• Achievement-oriented
• Work facilitation
• Supportive
• Interaction facilitation
• Group-oriented
 decision making
• Representation &
 networking
• Value-based

• Employee motivation
• Employee satisfaction
• Employee performance
• Leader acceptance
• Interaction facilitation
• Work-unit performance

4  Leadership
e�ectiveness

1   Leader behaviors

Leader behaviors are . . .

FIGURE 14.3
General representation of 
House’s revised path–goal 
theory
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What Determines Leadership Effectiveness: Employee Characteristics and 
Environmental Factors Affect Leader Behavior Two contingency factors, or 
variables—employee characteristics and environmental factors—cause some leader-
ship behaviors to be more effective than others.

■ Employee characteristics. Five employee characteristics are locus of control 
(described in Chapter 11), task ability, need for achievement, experience, and 
need for path–goal clarity.

■ Environmental factors. Two environmental factors are task structure (inde-
pendent versus interdependent tasks) and work group dynamics.

■ Leader behaviors. Originally, House proposed that there were four leader 
behaviors, or leadership styles—directive (“Here’s what’s expected of you and 
here’s how to do it”), supportive (“I want things to be pleasant, since every-
one’s about equal here”), participative (“I want your suggestions in order to 
help me make decisions”), and achievement-oriented (“I’m confident you can 
accomplish the following great things”). The  revised theory expands the num-
ber of leader behaviors from four to eight. (See Table 14.5, below.)

TABLE 14.5 Eight Leadership Styles of the Revised Path–Goal Theory

Source: Adapted from R. J. House, “Path–Goal Theory of Leadership: Lessons, Legacy, and a Reformulated Theory,” Leadership Quarterly, Autumn 1996, 
pp. 323–352.

STYLE OF LEADER BEHAVIORS DESCRIPTION OF BEHAVIOR TOWARD EMPLOYEES

1.  Path–goal clarifying  
(“Here’s what’s expected of you and here’s 
how to do it.”)

Clarify performance goals. Provide guidance on how employees can complete 
tasks. Clarify performance standards and expectations. Use positive and negative 
rewards contingent on performance.

2.  Achievement-oriented  
(“I’m confident you can accomplish the 
following great things.”)

Set challenging goals. Emphasize excellence. Demonstrate confidence in 
employee abilities.

3.  Work facilitation  
(“Here’s the goal, and here’s what I can do 
to help you achieve it.”)

Plan, schedule, organize, and coordinate work. Provide mentoring, coaching, 
counseling, and feedback to assist employees in developing their skills. Eliminate 
roadblocks. Provide resources. Empower employees to take actions and make 
decisions.

4.  Supportive  
(“I want things to be pleasant, since 
everyone’s about equal here.”)

Treat as equals. Show concern for well-being and needs. Be friendly and 
approachable.

5.  Interaction facilitation  
(“Let’s see how we can all work together to 
accomplish our goals.”)

Emphasize collaboration and teamwork. Encourage close employee relationships 
and sharing of minority opinions. Facilitate communication; resolve disputes.

6.  Group-oriented decision making  
(“I want your suggestions in order to help 
me make decisions.”)

Pose problems rather than solutions to work group. Encourage members to 
participate in decision making. Provide necessary information to the group for 
analysis. Involve knowledgeable employees in decision making.

7.  Representation and networking  
(“I’ve got a great bunch of people working 
for me, whom you’ll probably want to meet.”)

Present work group in positive light to others. Maintain positive relationships 
with influential others. Participate in organization-wide social functions and 
ceremonies. Do unconditional favors for others.

8.  Value-based  
(“We’re destined to accomplish great things.”)

Establish a vision, display passion for it, and support its accomplishment. 
Communicate high performance expectations and confidence in others’ abilities to 
meet their goals. Give frequent positive feedback. Demonstrate self-confidence.
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Thus, for example, employees with an internal locus of control are more likely 
to prefer achievement-oriented leadership or group-oriented decision making 
 (formerly participative) leadership because they believe they have control over 
the work environment. The same is true for employees with high task ability and 
experience.

Employees with an external locus of control, however, tend to view the environment 
as uncontrollable, so they prefer the structure provided by supportive or path–goal 
clarifying (formerly directive) leadership. The same is probably true of inexperienced 
employees.

Besides expanding the styles of leader behavior from four to eight, House’s revision 
of his theory also puts more emphasis on the need for leaders to foster intrinsic motiva-
tion through empowerment. Finally, his revised theory stresses the concept of shared 
leadership, the idea that employees do not have to be supervisors or managers to 
 engage in leader behavior but rather may share leadership among all employees of 
the organization.

Does the Revised Path–Goal Theory Work? There have not been enough 
 direct tests of House’s revised path–goal theory using appropriate research methods 
and statistical procedures to draw overall conclusions. Research on transforma-
tional leadership, however, which is discussed in Section 14.5, is supportive of the 
revised model.79

Although further research is needed on the new model, it offers three important 
implications for managers:80

■ Use more than one leadership style. Effective leaders possess and use more 
than one style of leadership. Thus, you are encouraged to study the eight 
styles offered in path–goal theory so that you can try new leader behaviors 
when a situation calls for them.

Co-leaders. David Byttow (left) and Chrys Bader are co-founders of San Francisco–based Secret, an app that allows 
people to share messages anonymously with their friends. Which of the eight path-goal leadership styles would you 
expect to find dominating this organization? © David Paul Morris/Bloomberg/Getty Images
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PRACTICAL ACTION Applying Situational Theories

How can you make situational theories work for you? A team of 
researchers proposed a general strategy managers can use 
across a variety of situations. It has five steps.81 We explain 
how to implement the steps by using the examples of a head 
coach of a sports team and sales manager.
•	 Step 1: Identify important outcomes. Managers must first 

identify the goals they want to achieve. For example, the 
head coach may have games to win or wish to avoid injury 
to key players, whereas a sales manager’s goal might be to 
increase sales by 10 percent or reduce customers’ com-
plaints by half.

•	 Step 2: Identify relevant leadership behaviors. Next 
managers need to identify the specific types of behaviors 
that may be appropriate for the situation at hand. The list in 
Table 14.5 is a good starting point. A head coach in a cham-
pionship game, for instance, might focus on achievement-
oriented and work-facilitation behaviors. In contrast, a sales 
manager might find path-goal–clarifying, work-facilitation, 
and supportive behaviors more relevant for the sales team. 
Don’t try to use all available leadership behaviors. Rather, 
select the one or two that appear most helpful.

•	 Step 3: Identify situational conditions. Fiedler and House 
both identify a set of potential contingency factors to con-
sider, but there may be other practical considerations. For 
example, a star quarterback on a football team may be in-
jured, which might require the team to adopt a different 

strategy for winning the game. Similarly, the need to man-
age a virtual sales team with members from around the 
world will affect the types of leadership most effective in 
this context.

•	 Step 4: Match leadership to the conditions at hand. 
There are too many possible situational conditions for us to 
provide specific advice. This means you should use your 
knowledge about organizational behavior to find the best 
match between your leadership styles and behaviors and 
the situation at hand. The coach whose star quarterback is 
injured might use supportive and values-based behaviors 
to instill confidence that the team can win with a different 
quarterback. Our sales manager also might find it useful  
to use the empowering leadership associated with work-
facilitation behaviors and avoid directive leadership. 

•	 Step 5: Decide how to make the match. Managers can 
use guidelines from either contingency theory or path-goal 
theory: change the person in the leadership role or change 
his or her behavior. It is not possible to change the head 
coach in a championship game. This means the head 
coach needs to change his or her style or behavior to meet 
the specific challenge. In contrast, the organization em-
ploying the sales manager might move him or her to an-
other position because the individual is too directive and 
does not like to empower others. Or the sales manager 
could change his or her behavior, if possible.

■ Help employees achieve their goals. Leaders should guide and coach em-
ployees in achieving their goals by clarifying the path and removing obstacles 
to accomplishing them.

■ Modify leadership style to fit employee and task characteristics. A small 
set of employee characteristics (ability, experience, and need for indepen-
dence) and environmental factors (task characteristics of autonomy, variety, 
and significance) are relevant contingency factors, and managers should mod-
ify their leadership style to fit them. ●
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We have considered the major traditional approaches to understanding leadership—the 
trait, behavioral, and situational approaches. But newer approaches seem to offer 
something more by trying to determine what factors inspire and motivate people to 
perform beyond their normal levels.

One recent approach proposed by Bernard Bass and Bruce Avolio, known as 
 full-range leadership, suggests that leadership behavior varies along a full range of 
leadership styles, from passive (laissez-faire) “leadership” at one extreme, through 
transactional leadership, to transformational leadership at the other extreme.82 As we 
stated, passive leadership is not leadership, but transactional and transformational 
leadership behaviors are both positive aspects of being a good leader.83 We consid-
ered transactional leadership in Section 14.3. Here let’s consider transformational 
leadership.

Transformational Leaders
Transformational leadership transforms employees to pursue organizational goals 
over self-interests. Transformational leaders, in one description, “engender trust, 
seek to develop leadership in others, exhibit self-sacrifice, and serve as moral 
agents, focusing themselves and followers on objectives that transcend the more 
immediate needs of the work group.”84 Whereas transactional leaders try to get 
people to do ordinary things, transformational leaders encourage their people to 
do exceptional things—significantly higher levels of intrinsic motivation, trust, 
commitment, and loyalty—that can produce significant organizational change 
and results.

Transformational leaders are influenced by two factors:
■ Individual characteristics. The personalities of such leaders tend to be more 

extroverted, agreeable, proactive, and open to change than nontransforma-
tional leaders. (Female leaders tend to use transformational leadership more 
than male leaders do.)85

■ Organizational culture. Adaptive, flexible organizational cultures are 
more likely than are rigid, bureaucratic cultures to foster transformational 
leadership.

The Best Leaders Are Both Transactional  
and Transformational
It’s important to note that transactional leadership is an essential prerequisite to 
 effective leadership, and the best leaders learn to display both transactional and trans-
formational styles of leadership to some degree. Indeed, research suggests that trans-
formational leadership leads to superior performance when it “augments,” or adds to, 
transactional leadership.86

14.5 The Uses of Transformational Leadership
What does it take to truly inspire people to perform beyond their normal levels?

THE BIG PICTURE
Four key behaviors of transformational leaders in affecting employees are they inspire motivation, inspire 
trust, encourage excellence, and stimulate them intellectually.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Four Key Behaviors of Transformational Leaders
Whereas transactional leaders are dispassionate, transformational leaders excite  passion, 
inspiring and empowering people to look beyond their own interests to the interests of 
the organization. They appeal to their followers’ self-concepts—their  values and per-
sonal identity—to create changes in their goals, values, needs, beliefs, and aspirations.

Transformational leaders have four key kinds of behavior that affect followers.87

1. Inspirational Motivation: “Let Me Share a Vision That Transcends Us All”  
Transformational leaders have charisma (“kar-riz-muh”), a form of interpersonal attraction 
that inspires acceptance and support. At one time, charismatic leadership—which was 
assumed to be an individual inspirational and motivational characteristic of particular lead-
ers, much like other trait-theory characteristics—was viewed as a category of its own, 
but now it is considered part of transformational leadership.88 Someone with charisma, 
then, is presumed to be more able to persuade and influence people than someone 
without charisma.

A transformational leader inspires motivation by offering an agenda, a grand de-
sign, an ultimate goal—in short, a vision, “a realistic, credible, attractive future” for 
the organization, as leadership expert Burt Nanus calls it.89 This form of transforma-
tional leadership is more effective when leaders communicate their visions in abstract, 
far-reaching, and timeless messages, and when they establish specific, challenging 
goals to accompany the vision.90

Examples: Civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. had a vision—a “dream,” as 
he put it—of racial equality. Candy Lightner, founder of Mothers Against Drunk Driv-
ing, had a vision of getting rid of alcohol-related car crashes. Apple Computer’s Steve 
Jobs had a vision of developing an “insanely great” desktop computer. To recruit John 
Scully, who was CEO of Pepsi at the time, Jobs asked, “Do you want to sell sugared 
water the rest of your life, or do you want a chance to change the world?”91 

2. Idealized Influence: “We Are Here to Do the Right Thing” Transforma-
tional leaders are able to inspire trust in their followers because they express their in-
tegrity by being consistent, single-minded, and persistent in pursuit of their goal. Not 

Martin Luther King Jr. Civil rights 
leader Martin Luther King was an 
inspiration to millions of people. 
Here he is addressing people 
during the March on Washington 
at the Lincoln Memorial. This is 
where he gave his famous “I 
Have a Dream” speech. Do you 
think charismatic business 
leaders like King are able to be 
more successful than more 
conventional and conservative 
managers? © Agence France 
Presse/Central Press/Getty Images
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only do they display high ethical standards and act as models of desirable values, but 
they are also able to make sacrifices for the good of the group.

Example: Pope Francis, current leader of the Roman Catholic Church, challenges 
believers of all faiths to question old assumptions and to open their minds and hearts to 
those who are different from them. His mission is clear, and he expresses it  powerfully.92 

3. Individualized Consideration: “You Have the Opportunity Here to Grow 
and Excel” Transformational leaders don’t just express concern for subordinates’ 
well-being. They actively encourage them to grow and to excel by giving them chal-
lenging work, more responsibility, empowerment, and one-on-one mentoring.

Example: Google discovered that one of the most essential characteristics of good 
leaders is the ability to get out of their subordinates’ way. Simply by being consistent, 
even predictable, in their own behavior, such managers empower their people with 
enormous freedom to be creative and excel.93 

4. Intellectual Stimulation: “Let Me Describe the Great Challenges We Can 
 Conquer Together” These leaders are gifted at communicating the organization’s 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats so that subordinates develop a new sense 
of purpose. Employees become less apt to view problems as insurmountable or “that’s not 
my department.” Instead they learn to view them as personal challenges that they are re-
sponsible for overcoming, to question the status quo, and to seek creative solutions.

Example: John Mackey, CEO and co-founder of Whole Foods, feels the organic 
food industry hasn’t gone far enough to address social issues like responsible use of 
water and energy and fair labor standards for migrant workers. So he instituted a rating 
system to measure such practices, believing Whole Foods should play a role in point-
ing out and correcting gaps. Organic farmers protested the new system, calling it ex-
pensive and burdensome, but Mackey made only a few changes to it. “I am absolutely 
a contrarian,” he said of his decision. “You need dissonance, and you need someone 
who is challenging things. Otherwise you get stuck.”94

EXAMPLEThe Superior Performance of Both a Transactional and 
Transformational Leader: PepsiCo’s CEO, Indra Nooyi

PepsiCo’s Indra Nooyi, the company’s first female CEO, ranks in 
the top 15 of Forbes’s list of the 100 most powerful women in 
the United States.95 

An Early Lesson in Task Performance. As a young girl growing 
up in India, Nooyi competed against her sister every day as their 
mother asked them each to imagine herself a different world 
leader, deliver a campaign speech, and then wait to see which had 
won her mother’s “vote.” This “incredibly formative experience” 
taught Nooyi that she could become anything she wanted to be.96 

Long Term: Healthier Food. Nooyi, says Howard Schultz, CEO 
of Starbucks, which has a joint-venture partnership with 
 PepsiCo, was “way ahead of her competitors in moving the 
company toward healthier products. She pushed for PepsiCo to 

buy Quaker Oats and Tropicana, and . . . PepsiCo removed trans 
fats from its products well before most other companies did.”97

Short Term: Stay Profitable. However, in remaking PepsiCo 
over the long term so that it sells less fat and sugar, Nooyi has 
also run up against the other goal for a public company—
short-term results, or “maximizing shareholder value.” 
 Although profits are up overall, earnings in some of the com-
pany’s overseas markets are down because of continued eco-
nomic instability, higher input costs, and inflation.98 

YOUR CALL
Which of the four key transformational leader behaviors did 
Nooyi display? What other types of leader behavior are evident 
in this example? 

Have you worked for a transformational leader? The following self-assessment 
measures the extent to which a current or former manager used transformational leader-
ship. Taking the assessment provides a good idea about the specific behaviors you 
need to exhibit if you want to lead in a transformational manner.
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Implications of Transformational Leadership 
for Managers
The research shows that transformational leadership yields many positive outcomes. 
For example, it is positively associated with (1) measures of organizational effective-
ness;99 (2) measures of leadership effectiveness and employee job satisfaction;100 
(3) more employee identification with their leaders and with their immediate work 
groups;101 (4) commitment to organizational change;102 and (5) higher levels of intrin-
sic motivation, group cohesion, work engagement, setting of goals consistent with 
those of the leader, and proactive behavior.103 Emloyees also are less likely to quit 
when their manager displays transformational leadership.104

Besides the fact that, as we mentioned, the best leaders are both transactional and 
transformational, there are three important implications of transformational leadership 
for managers, as follows.

1. It Can Improve Results for Both Individuals and Groups You can use the four 
types of transformational behavior just described to improve results for individuals—
such as job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and performance. You can also 
use them to improve outcomes for groups—an important matter in today’s organiza-
tion, where people tend not to work in isolation but in collaboration with others.

2. It Can Be Used to Train Employees at Any Level Not just top managers but 
employees at any level can be trained to be more transactional and transformational.105 
This kind of leadership training among employees should be based on an overall cor-
porate philosophy that constitutes the foundation of leadership development.

3. It Requires Ethical Leaders While ethical transformational leaders enable em-
ployees to enhance their self-concepts, unethical ones select or produce obedient, de-
pendent, and compliant followers. 

To better ensure positive results from transformational leadership, top managers 
should follow the practices shown below. (See Table 14.6.) ●

Assessing Your Boss’s Transformational Leadership

Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 14.6 in Connect.

1. What could your manager have done to be more 
transformational?

2. What three behaviors can you exhibit to increase your 
application of transformational leadership?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 14.6 

TABLE 14.6
The Ethical Things Top 
Managers Should Do to Be 
Effective Transformational 
Leaders

Source: These recommendations were derived from J. M. Howell and B. J. Avolio, “The Ethics of Charismatic 
Leadership: Submission or Liberation?” The Executive, May 1992, pp. 43–54.

•	 Employ a code of ethics. The company should create and enforce a clearly stated code of ethics.

•	 Choose the right people. Recruit, select, and promote people who display ethical behavior.

•	 Make performance expectations reflect employee treatment. Develop performance expectations 
around the treatment of employees; these expectations can be assessed in the performance-
appraisal process.

•	 Emphasize value of diversity. Train employees to value diversity.

•	 Reward high moral conduct. Identify, reward, and publicly praise employees who exemplify high 
moral conduct.
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Two additional kinds of leadership deserve discussion: (1) the leader–member 
 exchange (LMX) model of leadership and (2) leading with humility.

Leader–Member Exchange (LMX) Leadership: Having 
Different Relationships with Different Subordinates
Proposed by George Graen and Fred Dansereau, the leader–member exchange (LMX) 
model of leadership emphasizes that leaders have different sorts of relationships with 
 different subordinates.106 Unlike other models we’ve described, which focus on the be-
haviors or traits of leaders or followers, the LMX model looks at the quality of rela-
tionships between managers and subordinates. Also, unlike other models, which 
presuppose stable relationships between leaders and followers, the LMX model as-
sumes each manager–subordinate relationship is unique.

In-Group Exchange versus Out-Group Exchange The unique relationship, 
which supposedly results from the leader’s attempt to delegate and assign work roles, 
can produce two types of leader–member exchange interactions.107

■ In-group exchange: trust and respect. In the in-group exchange, the rela-
tionship between leader and follower becomes a partnership characterized by 
mutual trust, respect and liking, and a sense of common fates. Subordinates 
may receive special assignments and special privileges.

■ Out-group exchange: lack of trust and respect. In the out-group exchange, 
leaders are characterized as overseers who fail to create a sense of mutual 
trust, respect, or common fate. Subordinates receive less of the manager’s 
time and attention than those in in-group exchange relationships.

What type of exchange do you have with your manager? The quality of the relation-
ship between you and your boss matters. Not only does it predict your job satisfaction 
and happiness, but it also is related to turnover. You can assess the quality of the rela-
tionship with a current or former boss by completing Self-Assessment 14.7.

14.6 Three Additional Perspectives
If there are many ways to be a leader, which one would describe me best?

THE BIG PICTURE
Two other kinds of leadership are the leader–member exchange model, which emphasizes that leaders 
have different sorts of relationships with different subordinates, and leading with humility, grounded in the 
belief that something exists that is greater than ourselves. A third perspective is the role of followers in the 
leadership process.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Assessing Your Leader–Member Exchange

The following survey was designed to assess the quality of your 
leader–member exchange. Please be prepared to answer these 
questions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 14.7 
in Connect.

1. Where do you stand on the different dimensions underlying 
leader–member exchange? Are you surprised by the results?

2. Do you think the quality of your leader–member 
exchange is impacting your job satisfaction or 
performance? Explain.

3. Based on your survey scores, how might you improve 
the quality of your relationship with your boss? Be 
specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 14.7 
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Is the LMX Model Useful? Yes! Consider that a high LMX is associated with 
 individual-level behavioral outcomes like task performance, turnover, organizational 
citizenship, counterproductive behavior, and attitudinal outcomes such as organiza-
tional commitment, job satisfaction, and justice.108 Differential treatment of team 
members (due to LMXs of different quality) also leads to negative outcomes.109 For 
example, a team of researchers found that differential treatment among members of 
soccer, hockey, and basketball teams led to negative team atmospheres, which in turn 
promoted poor perceptions of team performance.110 

The Power of Humility 
Humility is a relatively stable trait grounded in the belief that “something greater than 
the self exists.”111 Although some think it is a sign of weakness or low self-esteem, 
nothing could be further from the truth.

Lazlo Bock. Google’s former 
senior vice president of People 
Operations, Lazlo Bock, is a 
strong believer in the power of 
humility. He was instrumental in 
getting Google to consider 
humility as a trait to be 
assessed during the recruiting 
process. ChrisGoodney/
Bloomberg/Getty Images

Humble leaders tend to display five key qualities valued by employees: high 
self-awareness, openness to feedback, appreciation of others, low self-focus, 
and  appreciation of the greater good.112 Lazlo Bock, Google’s former senior 
vice president of People Operations, said humility is one of the traits he’s look-
ing for in new hires. He concluded that “it is not just humility in creating space 
for others to contribute, ‘it’s intellectual humility. Without humility, you are un-
able to learn.”113

Although the scientific study of humility is relatively new, it has shown proven 
benefits for this trait. A Catalyst study of 1,500 workers in Australia, China,  Germany, 
India, Mexico, and the United States revealed that employees felt included in their 
work teams when the boss was humble.114 Another study conducted in China 
 demonstrated cascading positive effects of CEO humility across two organizational 
levels. CEO humility positively influenced employee engagement, commitment, and 
 performance.115

What can we conclude about humility in the context of managing others? First, try 
to be more humble by changing the focus of your accomplishment from “me” to “we.” 
Share credit with others, but by all means be authentic. Don’t try to fake humility.116 
Second, a humble style is better than an arrogant or complacent one.117 Third, an orga-
nization’s culture can promote humility. Employee-owned construction company 
TDIndustries does so with its agreed-upon set of cultural norms: “No rank in the room, 
everyone participates—no one dominates, and listen as an ally.” Employees also strive 
to be on a first-name basis with everyone.118
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Followers: What Do They Want, How Can  
They Help?
Is the quality of leadership dependent on the qualities of the followers being led? So it 
seems. Leaders and followers need each other, and the quality of the relationship deter-
mines how we behave as followers.119

What Do Followers Want in Their Leaders? Research shows that followers seek 
and admire leaders who create feelings of 

■ Significance. Such leaders make followers feel that what they do at work is 
important and meaningful.

■ Community. These leaders create a sense of unity that encourages followers to 
treat others with respect and to work together in pursuit of organizational goals.

■ Excitement. The leaders make people feel energetic and engaged at work.120

What Do Leaders Want in Their Followers? Followers vary, of course, in their 
level of compliance with a leader, with helpers (most compliant) showing deference to 
their leaders, independents (less compliant) distancing themselves, and rebels (least 
compliant) showing divergence.121

Leaders clearly benefit from having helpers (and, to some extent, independents). 
They want followers who are productive, reliable, honest, cooperative, proactive, and 
flexible. They do not want followers who are reluctant to take the lead on projects, fail 
to generate ideas, are unwilling to collaborate, withhold information, provide inaccu-
rate feedback, or hide the truth.122

We give some suggestions on how to be a better follower—and enhance your own 
career prospects—in the Practical Action box below. ●

PRACTICAL ACTIONHow to Be a Good Leader by Being a Good Follower

Changing business culture and the increasing power of tech-
nology have shifted the relationship between leaders and fol-
lowers. Good followers today don’t simply follow. They are 
empowered to let leaders know when things are going in the 
wrong direction.

Here’s how you can become an intelligent follower. These 
same skills can make you a good leader, too.123 

 1. Understand what motivates people. Learn about what 
coworkers, customers, and bosses want, and what drives 
them to do their best work (or to prevent others from 
working well). It sounds obvious, but don’t overlook the 
value of asking your boss how you can best communicate 
with each other and how often.

 2. Choose your battles. You can’t win at everything, but 
you can choose where to invest your time and energy. 
Learn how to get along with coworkers, subordinates, 
and bosses who are similar to you as well as with those 
who are different.

 3. Be brave. Don’t be afraid to tell your boss—diplomatically—
when you think he or she may be wrong, and to offer 

 intelligent alternatives. Helpful feedback is always valu-
able, and remember to be supportive when things are 
going well.

 4. Work collaboratively. Being a good team player, meet-
ing your goals, and letting the team take credit when ap-
propriate can go a long way toward bringing out the best 
in others, including your boss when you are in a follower 
role. Also keep your boss informed; no one likes being 
caught by surprise.

 5. Think critically. Develop your ability to ask the right 
questions, raise intelligent challenges, and maintain your 
own competence and motivation.

YOUR CALL
Although it’s always in your and the leader’s best interest if 
you become a good follower, sometimes the two of you may 
differ so completely in habits, dislikes, and so on that you 
may simply have to look for opportunities outside your pres-
ent work situation. Do you think you’ve been a good follower 
in past jobs?
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Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

14.1  The Nature of Leadership: The Role of 
Power and Influence

•	 Leadership is the ability to influence employees to 
voluntarily pursue organizational goals. Power is the 
ability to marshal human, informational, and other 
resources to get something done. 

•	 To understand leadership, we must understand 
authority and power. Authority is the right to 
perform or command; it comes with the manager’s 
job. People may pursue personalized power, power 
directed at helping oneself, or, better, they may 
pursue socialized power, power directed at 
helping others.

•	 Within an organization there are typically five 
sources of power leaders may draw on; all 
managers have the first three. (1) Legitimate 
power is power that results from managers’ formal 
positions within the organization. (2) Reward power 
is power that results from managers’ authority to 
reward their subordinates. (3) Coercive power 
results from managers’ authority to punish their 
subordinates. (4) Expert power is power resulting 
from one’s specialized information or expertise. 
(5) Referent power is power deriving from one’s 
personal attraction.

•	 There are nine influence tactics for trying to get 
others to do something you want, ranging from 
most used to least used tactics as follows: rational 
persuasion, inspirational appeals, consultation, 
ingratiating tactics, personal appeals, exchange 
tactics, coalition tactics, pressure tactics, and 
legitimating tactics.

•	 Four principal approaches or perspectives on 
leadership, as discussed in the rest of the chapter, 
are (1) trait, (2) behavioral, (3) situational, and  
(4) transformational.

14.2  Trait Approaches: Do Leaders Have 
Distinctive Traits and Personal 
Characteristics?

•	 Trait approaches to leadership attempt to identify 
distinctive characteristics that account for the 
effectiveness of leaders. We describe (1) positive 
task-oriented traits and positive/negative interpersonal 
attributes (narcissism, Machiavellianism, and 
psychopathy) and (2) some results of gender studies.

•	 Four positive task-oriented traits are (1) intelligence, 
(2) consciousness, (3) openness to experience, and 
(4) emotional stability. These traits in turn can be 
expanded into a list of both positive and negative 
interpersonal attributes often found in leaders. 
Among the positive attributes are extraversion, 
agreeableness, and communication skills. Among the 
negative attributes are narcissism, Machiavellianism, 
and psychopathy.

•	 Men were observed to display more task leadership 
and women more relationship leadership. Women 
used a more democratic or participative style than 
men, and female leadership was associated with 
more cohesion, cooperative learning, and participative 
communication among team members. Peers, 
managers, direct reports, and judges/trained 
observers rated women executives as more  
effective than men. 

14.3  Behavioral Approaches: Do Leaders Show 
Distinctive Patterns of Behavior?

•	 Behavioral leadership approaches try to determine 
the unique behaviors displayed by effective 
leaders. Four categories are task-oriented behavior, 
relationship-oriented behavior, passive behavior, 
and transformational behavior (discussed in 
Section 14.5).
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•	 Task-oriented behaviors are those that ensure that 
people, equipment, and other resources are used in 
an efficient way to accomplish the mission of a group 
or organization. Two types of task-oriented behaviors 
are (1) initiating-structure leadership, leader behavior 
that organizes and defines what employers should 
be doing to maximize output, and (2) transactional 
leadership, which focuses on clarifying employees’ 
roles and task requirements and providing rewards 
and punishments contingent on performance.

•	 Relationship-oriented leadership is primarily concerned 
with the leader’s interaction with his or her people. 
There are four kinds of relationship-oriented behaviors: 
(1) consideration, (2) empowering leadership, 
(3) ethical leadership, and (4) servant leadership.

•	 Consideration is leader behavior that is concerned 
with group members’ needs and desires and that is 
directed at creating mutual respect or trust.

•	 Empowering leadership represents the extent to 
which a leader creates perceptions of psychological 
empowerment in others. Psychological 
empowerment is employees’ belief that they have 
control over their work. Increasing employee 
psychological empowerment requires four kinds of 
behaviors—leading for (a) meaningfulness, (b) self-
determination, (c) competence, and (d) progress. 
Leading for meaningfulness is inspiring and modeling 
desirable behaviors. Leading for self-determination is 
delegating meaningful tasks. Leading for competence 
is supporting and coaching employees. Leading for 
progress is monitoring and rewarding employees. 
One technique used to empower employees is 
participative management (PM), the process of 
involving employees in setting goals, making 
decisions, solving problems, and making changes 
in the organization.

•	 Ethical leadership represents normatively appropriate 
behavior that focuses on being a moral role model. 
This includes communicating ethical values to others, 
rewarding ethical behavior, and treating followers 
with care and concern.

•	 Servant-leadership focuses on providing increased 
service to others—meeting the goals of both 
followers and the organization—rather than to 
oneself.

•	 Passive leadership is a form of leadership behavior 
characterized by a lack of leadership skills. One type 
of passive leadership is laissez-faire leadership, a 
form of “leadership” characterized by a general 
failure to take responsibility for leading.

•	 Two conclusions that may be drawn from behavioral 
approaches are that (1) a leader’s behavior is more 
important than his or her traits and (2) there is no one 
best style of leadership.

14.4  Situational Approaches: Does Leadership 
Vary with the Situation?

•	 Proponents of the situational approach (or 
contingency approach) to leadership believe that 
effective leadership behavior depends on the 

situation at hand—that as situations change, different 
styles become effective. Two contingency approaches 
are described: the Fiedler contingency leadership 
model and the path–goal leadership model.

•	 The Fiedler contingency leadership model determines 
if a leader’s style is task-oriented or relationship-oriented 
and if that style is effective for the situation at hand. 
Once it is determined whether a leader is more oriented 
toward tasks or toward people, then it’s necessary to 
determine how much control and influence a leader 
has in the immediate work environment.

•	 The three dimensions of situational control are 
leader-member relations, which reflect the extent to 
which a leader has the support of the work group; 
the task structure, which reflects the extent to which 
tasks are routine and easily understood; and position 
power, which reflects how much power a leader has 
to reward and punish and make work assignments.

•	 For each dimension, the leader’s control may be high 
or low. A task-oriented style has been found to work 
best in either high-control or low-control situations; 
the relationship-oriented style is best in situations of 
moderate control.

•	 The House path–goal leadership model, in its revised 
form, holds that the effective leader clarifies paths 
through which subordinates can achieve goals and 
provides them with support. Two variables, employee 
characteristics and environmental factors, cause 
one or more leadership behaviors—which House 
expanded to eight from his original four—to be more 
effective than others.

14.5 The Uses of Transformational Leadership
•	 Full-range leadership describes leadership along a 

range of styles (from passive to transactional to 
transformational), with the most effective being 
transactional/transformational leaders.

•	 Transformational leadership transforms employees 
to pursue goals over self-interests. Transformational 
leaders are influenced by two factors: (1) Their 
personalities tend to be more extroverted, agreeable, 
and proactive. (2) Organizational cultures are more 
apt to be adaptive and flexible.

•	 The best leaders are both transactional and trans-
formational. Four key behaviors of transformational 
leaders in affecting employees are they inspire 
motivation, inspire trust, encourage excellence, and 
stimulate them intellectually.

•	 Transformational leadership has three implications. 
(1) It can improve results for both individuals and 
groups. (2) It can be used to train employees at any 
level. (3) It can be used by both ethical or unethical 
leaders.

14.6 Three Additional Perspectives
•	 Two additional kinds of leadership are (1) the leader–

member exchange model and (2) leading with humility, 
grounded in the belief that something exists that is 
greater than ourselves. A third perspective is the role 
of followers in the leadership process.
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•	 The leader–member exchange (LMX) model 
of leadership emphasizes that leaders have 
different sorts of relationships with different 
subordinates.

•	 Humble leaders tend to display five key qualities 
valued by employees: high self-awareness, openness 
to feedback, appreciation of others, low self-focus, 
and appreciation of the greater good.

•	 Whatever their type, leaders need followers who 
vary in compliance from helpers to independents to 
rebels. Leaders want followers who are productive, 
reliable, honest, cooperative, proactive, and flexible. 
They do not want followers who are reluctant to take 
the lead on projects, fail to generate ideas, are 
unwilling to collaborate, withhold information, provide 
inaccurate feedback, or hide the truth.

 1. What is the difference between being a manager and 
being a leader?

 2. What are five sources of power?
 3. In brief, what are five approaches to leadership 

described in this chapter?
 4. What are some positive task-oriented traits and 

positive/negative interpersonal attributes?
 5. Explain the two types of task-oriented behavior.

 6. Describe the three types of relationship-oriented 
behaviors.

 7. Briefly discuss the two types of situational 
leadership approaches.

 8. What are key constituents of transformational 
leadership?

 9. Explain how the leader–member exchange (LMX) 
model works.

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

Mary Barra’s Leadership Guides General Motors 
through a Crisis and toward Profitability 
Mary Barra became the first female CEO of General 
Motors (GM) in December 2013. Her predecessor, 
Dan Akerson, commented that “Mary was not picked 
because of her gender. Mary is one of the most gifted 
executives I’ve met in my career. She was picked 
for her talent.”124 Barra’s effective leadership since 
that time resulted in her being promoted to chairper-
son of the board in 2016. The company’s net income 
grew from $5,346 million in 2013 to $9,687 million 
in 2015.125

Barra started her career at General Motors at 18. 
She earned an engineering degree from the General 
Motors Institute and then an MBA from Stanford. 
She also developed a wide breadth of experience 
and skills by working in a variety of positions at 
GM: “Plant Manager, Detroit Hamtramck Assem-
bly; Executive Vice President of Global Product 
 Development, Purchasing and Supply Chain; Vice 
President of Global Manufacturing Engineering; 
Executive Director of Competitive Operations 

 Engineering; and Vice President of Global Human 
Resources.”126 

Barra’s Early Time as CEO: The Ignition 
Switch Crisis 
GM was focusing on overcoming its 2009 bankruptcy 
and around $18 billion in losses when Barra became 
CEO. Then in February 2014 the company started a 
recall of 30 million cars containing defective ignition 
switches that had led to 275 injuries and 124 deaths. 
Although the causes of the defects occurred long be-
fore Barra was appointed CEO, it fell to her to deal 
with the aftermath.

Barra was called before four congressional hear-
ings and had to set up a $400-million victim- 
compensation fund. An internal report by U.S. 
Attorney Anton Valukas revealed that GM “knew 
about the switch problem since 2001, but because 
of silence and blame games, led to no action to rec-
tify the problem,” according to Fortune. The com-
pany settled with the U.S. Justice Department for 
$900 million.127

Management in Action
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Fortune magazine called Barra the crisis manager 
of the year in 2014 for her handling of this crisis. 
Fortune reporter Ben Geier stated, “Somehow, though, 
even as GM has seen its reputation raked over the 
coals, Barra has come out more admired and more 
likely to be emulated than ever.” Geier concluded 
Barra created this image by “a simple combination of 
honesty, humbleness, and a seemingly sincere desire to 
fundamentally change the errors that led to the prob-
lems she faced.”128 Barra told employees at a town hall 
meeting, “I never want to put this behind us. . . . I want 
to put this painful experience permanently in our col-
lective memories.” She also “apologized publicly and 
profusely, visited the families of victims, and set up a 
compensation fund for them before any legal liability 
had been established.”129

History tells us that Barra displayed two essential 
leader behaviors while handling this crisis. First, she 
was honest. She stated publicly, “The mistakes that 
led to the ignition-switch recall should never have 
happened,”130 and “I will not rest until these prob-
lems are resolved.”131 Second, she committed to 
making organizational change. She fired 15 people 
who were deeply involved with the original cause of 
the problem and created the “Speaking for Safety” 
program, which encouraged employees to act as 
whistle-blowers. Barra also attempted to institute 
culture change.132 

The change focused on getting leaders and employ-
ees to demonstrate four key behaviors: ownership, can-
didness, accountability, and improvement. Barra 
started by telling the top 17 people who run the com-
pany to demonstrate these behaviors. She believes 
change gains momentum when people observe senior 
leaders modeling the desired behaviors. For example, 
she plans to model accountability by being more impa-
tient when others do not hit their goals and plans. She 
feels this is needed because she was too “nice” in the 
past.133 She modeled improvement by establishing a 
global product development organization responsible 
for ensuring that technical issues are handled quickly. 
Barra noted, “This new way of developing vehicles 
will provide the highest levels of safety, quality, and 
customer service.”134

Barra Displays a Variety of Leader Behaviors 
Barra is described as humble, collaborative, and 
 inclusive. She prefers an environment in which 
 employees feel safe to voice their opinions. An 
 Industry Week reporter noted that “once she receives 
diverse input she gauges the efficacy of all ideas 
and provides feedback. Co-workers and mentors 
have praised Barra’s listening skills and her 
 approachability.”135 

Barra likes giving others credit rather than steal-
ing the limelight, and she is passionate about 
cars. She actively seeks feedback from the board of 
directors and her team. Although she is inclusive, 
people note that she is not afraid to make hard deci-
sions. Barra told a reporter from the Los Angeles 
Times, “At the end of the day, the decision has to be 
made. If we don’t have complete unanimity, I have 
no qualms about making it. I want tension in a con-
structive way to make sure we evaluate things from 
every angle.”136

Barra is organized and task-oriented. For example, 
“GM’s product development process was in disarray 
when Barra took over as product chief in 2011. There 
were 30 different platforms, and inefficiency and poor 
quality ran rampant. Barra immediately set to work, 
rationalizing the product line, improving quality and 
efficiency, and better aligning the product with cus-
tomer needs.”137

Barra told an audience at the Catalyst Awards that 
one of her main leadership objectives is to create a 
happy and productive workforce. She is trying to 
do  this by modeling work–life balance. “General 
 Motors—or any company—will take from you 24/7 
and not feel bad,” Barra said. “It’s a company. 
There’s always something new. There’s always a pri-
ority.” Barra and her leadership team strive to re-
spect employees’ activities and responsibilities 
outside work. Her feeling is “We need to find the op-
portunity not to do everything, but to do the impor-
tant things.”138

One Piece of Advice
Barra was asked to provide one piece of leadership 
  advice at a conference. She said, “Do something you’re 
passionate about, do something you love. Life’s too 
short.”139

FOR DISCUSSION
 1. What sources of power and influence tactics were 

displayed by Mary Barra? Provide examples. 
 2. Use Table 14.1 to evaluate the extent to which Barra 

displays the key positive and negative attributes 
found in leaders. Explain your rationale.

 3. Which task- and relationship-oriented behaviors 
were exhibited by Barra? Cite examples. 

 4. Which of the four types of transformational leader-
ship behavior were displayed by Barra? Provide 
 examples.

 5. Did Barra demonstrate any of the five qualities 
 associated with humble leadership? Explain. 

 6. What did you learn about leadership from this case?
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Jail or a Settlement: Which Is More Appropriate 
for the Leaders of an Alleged Charity Scam? 
This challenge seeks your view of the consequences 
the courts or federal agencies should level against 
leaders who orchestrated an alleged charity scam. It 
all began when James T. Reynolds Sr. started the 
Cancer Fund of America in 1987. 

Reynolds expanded the organization into four sepa-
rate groups—the other three were Cancer Support 
Services, Children’s Cancer Fund of America, and the 
Breast Cancer Society. These organizations were run 
by Reynolds, members of his family, and people from 
his church congregation in Knoxville, Tennessee.

The charities raised about $200 million, and a fed-
eral lawsuit alleges they scammed consumers of some 
portion of $187 million.140

The New York Times reported the charities’ claim of 
spending “100 percent of proceeds on services like 
hospice care, transporting patients to and from chemo-
therapy sessions and buying pain medications for chil-
dren.” The lawsuit states, “These were lies,” and that 
the charities spent about only 3% on cancer patients.

Where did the money go? NBC News noted that 
“85 percent of the more than $187 million the four 
groups raised went to professional fundraisers. Oper-
ators used much of the remaining donations to cover 
their salaries and personal expenses, including trips 
to Disney World, concert tickets and date site mem-
berships.”141 The Times reported that other expendi-
tures included meals at Hooters, products from 
Victoria’s Secret, jet ski joy rides, and cruises to the 
Caribbean.142

The Federal Trade Commission, along with attor-
neys general in all 50 states, filed a lawsuit against 
the four charities, claiming they had violated federal 
and state laws. To date, Children’s Cancer Fund of 
America and the Breast Cancer Society have arrived 
at a settlement and have been dissolved. Three of the 
organization’s top executives—Rose Perkins, James 

Reynolds II, and Kyle Effler—settled charges against 
them. “They will be banned from fundraising, charity 
management and oversight of charitable assets. 
 Judgments against the groups and their executives 
 total $137 million” and will be redistributed to cancer 
patients.143 The FTC doubts that the full amount of 
fraudulently spent funds is collectible, because de-
fendants’ bank accounts have insufficient money to 
cover it.

A lawsuit is continuing against James Reynolds Sr. 
and Cancer Funds of America Inc. and Cancer Support 
Services Inc.

Rather than admitting any wrongdoing, James T. 
Reynolds II sent a letter to supporters stating that nei-
ther the organization nor any of its officers and direc-
tors were found guilty of any allegations. He goes on 
to say that “it does not help those who we seek to 
serve, and those who remain in need, for us to engage 
in a highly publicized, expensive and distracting legal 
battle around our fundraising practices.”144 

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
Do you think James T. Reynolds II and his friends 
got off easy? What is your feeling about James 
Reynolds Sr.?

 1. I don’t think the three executives who settled with 
the government are being punished to the full extent. 
They won’t be able to pay back the fraud because 
they spent the money, and they are not going to jail. I 
think these people need to go to jail. 

 2. The settlements are a done deal. However, James 
Reynolds Sr. is the senior leader of this alleged fraud 
and he needs to go jail. 

 3. In general, I am fine with making settlements like 
this. It could be that the government has a weak case 
and a settlement is better than nothing. 

 4. Invent another option.

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

15.1 The Communication 
Process: What It Is,  
How It Works
Major Question: What do I 
need to know about the 
communication process 
to be an effective 
communicator?

15.2 How Managers Fit into the 
Communication Process
Major Question: How can  
I use the different 
channels and patterns of 
communication to my 
advantage?

15.3 Barriers to Communication
Major Question: What are 
the important barriers  
I need to be aware of,  
so I can improve my 
communication skills?

15.4 Social Media and 
Management
Major Question: How do 
contemporary managers 
use social media to 
communicate more 
effectively?

15.5 Improving Communication 
Effectiveness
Major Question: How can I 
be a better listener, 
writer, and speaker?

Interpersonal and Organizational 
Communication
Mastering the Exchange of Information

15



THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

Communication Counts in Landing a Job
As a job seeker, you are responsible for proving you’re 
the best candidate for the job. Here are some tips for 
communicating that message effectively. 
• Be an active participant. Don’t wait to be asked 

questions. You can use small talk to get things 
started, but be brief. You can also use your key selling 
points to guide the conversation, and even state 
them upfront, saying, “I’d like to cover A, B, and C.”

• Pick your selling points. Focus on only your top 
two or three selling points. If you have little work 
experience, focus on personal qualities. If you 
have experience, highlight significant 
achievements.

• Substantiate. Provide evidence (such as stories or 
data) to illustrate your selling points. Use action 
words to describe your achievements, like 
“created” and “organized.”

• Describe what’s in it for them. Explain why you’re 
a good match for the job and what you can 
contribute to the company or the team.

• Be sure you’ve done your homework. Thoroughly 
research the company and people so you can ask 
intelligent and interested questions about its 
current and future goals.

• Anticipate challenging questions. Expect to be 
asked what your weaknesses are. The best way to 
answer is to briefly describe a challenge, the way 
you overcame it, and how it helped you grow.

Remember that the way you communicate your 
strengths in a job interview can be just as important as 
the things you say. 
• Smile. It’s one of the easiest ways to win people 

over.
• Express your interest physically and behaviorally. 

Sit erect in your chair and lean forward at times to 
convey interest. State your willingness to tackle all 
parts of the job; don’t assume that will be taken for 
granted just because you applied for the job.

• Slow down. Making an effort to adopt a normal 
speed when you speak will both calm you down 
and make you seem more relaxed. 

• Make eye contact. Don’t stare into the other 
person’s eyes, but don’t avoid them, either. In a 
group interview, make eye contact with all 
participants.

• Close with a handshake. End the interview with a 
“thank you” and a firm handshake.

• Follow up. At the end of the interview, ask when 
the interviewer would like you to follow up. Then 
drop him or her a note of thanks.1 

For Discussion How good are you at preparing for 
and rehearsing for a job interview? How good are you 
at listening? How do you think you appear to other 
people in an important interaction?

This chapter describes the process of transferring information and understanding from one 

 person to another. It also describes several communication barriers—physical, personal, cross-

cultural, nonverbal, and gender differences. It shows how you can use different channels and 

patterns of communication, both formal and informal, to your advantage. It discusses how star 

managers use information technology to communicate more effectively. Finally, we talk about 

how to be a better listener, writer, and speaker.

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST 
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How good a communicator do you think you are? A survey of 
400 U.S. employers and 613 college students revealed that 
more than 80% of employers and 75% of students  believe oral 
and written communication skills are important for workplace 
success. However, while more than 60% of students reported 
they were skilled in oral and written communication, only 
27% of employers endorsed this  conclusion.2 

Communication Defined:  
The Transfer of Information  
and Understanding
Researchers have begun to examine communication as a form 
of social information processing, in which receivers interpret 
messages by  cognitively processing them. This work has led 
to development of a perceptual model of communication that 
depicts it as a process in which receivers create meaning in 
their own minds.3 

Communication—the transfer of information and under-
standing from one person to  another—is an activity that you 
as a manager will have to do a lot of. The fact that manag-
ers do a lot of communicating doesn’t mean they’re neces-
sarily good at it—that is, that they are efficient or effective. 
You are an efficient communicator when you can transmit 
your message accurately in the least time. You are an effec-
tive communicator when your intended message is accu-
rately understood by the other person. Thus, you may well 
be  efficient in sending a group of people a reprimand by 
e-mail. But it may not be effective if it makes them angry 
so that they can’t  absorb its meaning.

How the Communication Process Works
Communication has been said to be a process consisting of “a sender transmitting 
a message through media to a receiver who responds.”4 A diagram of this commu-
nication process is shown on next page. (See Figure 15.1.) Let’s take a look at its 
different parts.

15.1 The Communication Process: What It Is, How It Works
What do I need to know about the communication process to be an effective communicator?

THE BIG PICTURE
Communication is the transfer of information and understanding from one person to another. The process 
 involves sender, message, and receiver; encoding and decoding; the medium; feedback; and “noise,” or 
 interference. Managers need to tailor their communication to the appropriate medium (rich or lean) for the 
appropriate situation.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Everything’s clicking. Today some people can work almost 
anywhere, even more so as laptops, tablets, and cell phones have 
become such versatile instruments, permitting Internet and e-mail 
access, text messaging, and access to huge databases. Do you 
think our ability to work outside traditional offices because of 
today’s technology will negatively affect the communication process 
and employee camaraderie? © Erik Isakson/Tetra Images/Alamy RF
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Sender, Message, and Receiver The sender is the person wanting to share 
 information—called a message—and the receiver is the person for whom the message is 
intended, as follows.

Sender → Message → Receiver

Encoding and Decoding Of course, the process isn’t as simple as just sender/ 
message/receiver. If you were an old-fashioned telegraph operator using Morse code to 
send a message over a telegraph line, you would first have to encode the message, and 
the receiver would have to decode it. But the same is true when you are sending the 
message by voice to another person in the same room and have to decide what lan-
guage to speak in and what terms to use, and when you are texting a friend and can 
choose your words, your abbreviations and even an emoji or two.

Encoding is translating a message into understandable symbols or language. Decoding 
is interpreting and trying to make sense of the message. Thus, the communication 
 process is now

Sender [Encoding] → Message → [Decoding] Receiver

The Medium The means by which you as a communicator send a message is im-
portant, whether it is typing a text or an e-mail, hand-scrawling a note, or communicat-
ing by voice in person or by phone or videoconference. This means is the medium, the 
pathway by which a message travels:

Sender [Encoding] → Message [Medium] Message → [Decoding] Receiver

Feedback “Flight 123, do you copy?” In the movies, that’s what you hear the flight 
controller say when radioing the pilot of a troubled aircraft to see whether he or she 
received (“copied”) the previous message. And the pilot may radio back, “Roger, 

Did you
finish your
assignment?

1. Sender encodes
 message, selects
 medium (e.g.,
 telephone).

What assign-
ment do you
mean?

3. Receiver decodes
 the message,
 decides if feedback
 needed.

2. Message is transmitted
 through a medium (e.g.,
 telephone).

3 Rec

mean?

4. Receiver expresses
 reaction, or feedback,
 through a medium.

Noise!
(e.g., static, slurring)

FIGURE 15.1 The communication process 
“Noise” is not just noise or loud background sounds but any disturbance that interferes with transmission—static, fadeout, distracting facial 
expressions, an uncomfortable meeting site, competing voices, and so on. 
(left): © Fuse/Getty Images RF; (right): © Image Source/Getty Images RF
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Houston, I copy.” This acknowledgment is an example of feedback, whereby the 
 receiver expresses his or her reaction to the sender’s message.

Sender   [Encoding]            Message   [Medium]   Message           [Decoding]   Receiver

Message[Feedback]

Feedback is essential in communication so that the person sending the message can 
know whether the receiver understood it in the same way the sender intended—and 
whether he or she agrees with it. It is an essential component of communication 
 accuracy and can be facilitated by paraphrasing. Paraphrasing occurs when people 
 restate in their words the crux of what they heard or read. It clarifies that a message was 
accurately understood. If you want to ensure that someone understands something you 
said, ask him or her to paraphrase your message.

Noise Unfortunately, the entire communication process can be disrupted at several 
different points by noise—any disturbance that interferes with the transmission of a 
 message. Noise can occur in the medium, of course, in the form of static in a radio 
transmission, fadeout on a cell phone, or loud music when you’re trying to talk in a 
restaurant. Or it can occur in the encoding or decoding, as when people from different 
cultures stumble over each other’s languages. One of your authors—Angelo Kinicki—
was consulting in Asia and found, for instance, that his suggestion that Asian managers 
“touch base” with their colleagues drew blank looks. We discuss cross-cultural barri-
ers to communication later in the chapter.

Even within the same culture, we can encounter semantic problems (problems that 
revolve around the meaning of words). When a supervisor tells you, “We need to get 
this done right away,” what does it mean? Does “We” mean just you? You and your 
coworkers? Or you, your coworkers, and the boss? Does “right away” mean today, 
 tomorrow, or next week? 

Another language barrier is jargon. Jargon is terminology specific to a particular pro-
fession or group. (Example: “The HR VP wants the RFP to go out ASAP.” Translation: 
“The vice president of human resources wants the request for proposal to go out as 
soon as possible.”) Buzzwords are designed to impress rather than inform. (Example: 
“Could our teams interface on the ad campaign that went viral, and then circle back 
with the boss?”)5 Noise also occurs in nonverbal communication  (discussed later in 
this chapter), when our physical movements and our words send different messages.

EXAMPLE Secrecy and Silence

The recent revelation that about 11 million Jettas, Beetles, 
Golfs, and other Volkswagen cars were equipped at the factory 
with the means to cheat a federal emissions test has dragged 
down the high-flying company’s fortunes. CEO Martin Winter-
korn resigned, and Mattias Mueller has taken his place. Mueller 
blames the company’s insular character and what some have 
called a “culture of silence” for preventing employees at many 
levels from speaking out about a clear violation of the law that 
went on for about 10 years.

Volkswagen is conducting its own internal investigation of 
the cheating scandal, but it seems clear that several high- 
ranking executives knew employees had decided to install the 
emissions software, to cover up the fact that they could not 

meet standards set by the Environmental Protection Agency. 
Prosecutors in Germany, where the company is headquartered, 
say Winterkorn received a memo about “irregularities” in the 
cars’ emissions at least a year before a U.S. nonprofit group 
discovered what was going on. Whether he read it has not 
been made clear.6 

Secrecy was an operational mandate at Theranos, Inc., a 
biomedical testing company founded by CEO Elizabeth 
Holmes. Different departments had separate key cards for 
entry, and the company’s chemists and engineers were dis-
couraged from discussing their work, even with one another. 
The resulting “silo” effect prevented staff from collaborating 
to solve problems with the company’s blood-testing products, 
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Selecting the Right Medium for Effective 
Communication
All kinds of communications tools are available to managers, ranging from one-to-one 
face-to-face conversation all the way to use of the mass media. However, managers need to 
know how to use the right tool for the right condition—when to use e-mail or when to meet 
face-to-face, for example. Should you congratulate a team for exceeding its goals by ad-
dressing the group in person, sending an e-mail, posting an announcement near the office 
coffee machine—or all three? What medium would you select for delivering a reprimand?

All media have their own advantages and disadvantages, and there are a few differ-
ent criteria to consider when choosing the right medium.8 For instance, texts and 
tweets require the writer to be brief and precise, and like e-mails (which should also be 
brief), they provide a record of the communication that in-person and phone commu-
nication don’t. They can also be sent almost without regard to time-zone differences. 
But unlike voice, video call, and in-person messages, written communications often 
fail to convey nuances of meaning through tone of voice and body language, and thus 

YOUR CALL
In terms of the communications process modeled in Figure 15.1, 
do you think a “culture of silence” can constitute a form of 
noise? What about the “silo” effect? At what other point or 
points in the communication model do you think silence and 
secrecy can interfere with communication? Where do they 
seem to have operated at Volkswagen and Theranos?

Elizabeth Holmes. Elizabeth Holmes, CEO of Theranos, 
speaking to Fortune’s Most Powerful Women Conference. The 
company received sanctions from the Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services, leading the company to close its laboratory 
operations. The company is now focusing on selling miniature 
medical testing machines. © Krista Kennell/Shutterstock RF

Martin Winterkorn. Dr. Martin Winterkorn resigned as Volkswagen’s 
CEO in September 2015 after the Environmental Protection Agency 
began investigating emission test issues. © Bernhard Classen/Alamy

which failed to live up to Holmes’s public claims that they 
would be innovative. 

As multiple investigations into the company began, 
Holmes continued to deny problems with Theranos products, 
keeping up the positive spin that had earned the company 
early praise. She falsely claimed that a 2015 product recall 
ordered by the FDA was voluntary and even gave allegedly 
inaccurate presentations to employees, failing to say that 
many Theranos products were only in the research stage. 
 Employees didn’t learn the extent of the company’s troubles 
until investigators’ reports were released to the press. Their 
confidence in Holmes waned, and the government’s Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Research recently shut the com-
pany’s flagship laboratory and banned Holmes from owning 
or running a lab for two years. Federal and SEC investigations 
and civil suits are ongoing.7 
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they can more easily be misinterpreted. Many a manager has discovered that a simple 
phone call can cut through layers of misinterpreted e-mails. 

We can generally categorize differences between communication media in terms of 
whether a given medium is rich or lean. What does this mean?

Is a Medium Rich or Lean in Information? Media richness indicates how well a 
particular medium conveys information and promotes learning. That is, the “richer” a 
medium is, the better it is at conveying information.9 The term media richness was 
proposed by respected organizational theorists Richard Daft and Robert Lengel as part 
of their contingency model for media selection.10

Types of media can be positioned along a continuum ranging from high to low 
 media richness, as follows:

High media richness
(Best for nonroutine,
ambiguous situations)

Low media richness
(Best for routine,
clear situations)

Face-to-face
presence

Video-
conferencing

Telephone Personal written
media (e-mail,
text messages,
memos, letters)

Impersonal written
media (newsletters,
fliers, general reports)

Face-to-face communication, also the most personal form of communication, is the 
richest. It allows the receiver of the message to observe multiple cues, such as body 
language and tone of voice. It allows the sender to get immediate feedback, to see how 
well the receiver comprehended the message. At the other end of the media richness 
scale, impersonal written media are just the reverse—only one cue and no feedback—
making them low in richness. 

As you might expect, people have preferences for the type of medium they like to 
use. For example, males and people with extroverted and agreeable personality charac-
teristics tend to use media high in richness. Contrary to stereotypes, age has no impact 
on media richness preference.11 What are your preferences?

Matching the Appropriate Medium to the Appropriate Situation In general, 
use the following guidelines.12

Rich Medium: Best for Nonroutine Situations and to Avoid Oversimplification A 
rich medium is more effective with nonroutine situations. Examples: In what way would 
you like your boss to inform you of a nonroutine change, like the introduction of a new 
employee benefit you can take advantage of? Via a memo tacked on the bulletin board (a 
lean medium)? Or via a face-to-face meeting or phone call (a rich medium)?

The danger of using a rich medium for routine matters (such as monthly sales re-
ports) is that it results in information overloading—the delivery of more information 
than necessary.

Lean Medium: Best for Routine Situations and to Avoid Overloading A lean 
medium is more effective in routine situations. Examples: In what manner would you as a 
sales manager like to get routine monthly sales reports from your 50 sales reps? Via time-
consuming phone calls (a somewhat rich medium)? Or via e-mails or text messages (a 
somewhat lean medium)? The danger of using a lean medium for nonroutine matters (such 
as an announcement of a company reorganization) is that it results in information oversim-
plification—it doesn’t provide enough of the information the receiver needs and wants.

E-mail and Facebook and Twitter messages (social media, discussed in Sec-
tion 15.4) vary in media richness, being leaner if they impersonally blanket a large 
audience and richer if they mix personal textual and video information that prompts 
quick conversational feedback.13 ●
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If you’ve ever had a low-level job in nearly any kind of organization, you know that 
there is generally a hierarchy of management between you and the organization’s pres-
ident, director, or CEO. If you had a suggestion that you wanted him or her to hear, 
you doubtless had to go up through management channels. That’s formal communica-
tion. However, you may have run into that top manager in the elevator. Or in the 
 restroom. Or in a line at the bank. You could have voiced your suggestion casually 
then. That’s informal communication.

Formal Communication Channels: Up, Down, 
Sideways, and Outward
Formal communication channels follow the chain of command and are recognized as 
official. The organization chart we described in Chapter 8 indicates how official 
communications—memos, letters, reports, announcements—are supposed to be 
routed.

Formal communication is of three types: (1) vertical—meaning upward and 
downward, (2) horizontal—meaning laterally (sideways), and (3) external—meaning 
outside the organization.

1. Vertical Communication: Up and Down the Chain of Command Vertical 
communication is the flow of messages up and down the hierarchy within the organi-
zation: bosses communicating with subordinates, subordinates communicating with 
bosses. As you might expect, the more management levels through which a message 
passes, the more it is prone to some distortion.

15.2 How Managers Fit into the Communication Process
How can I use the different channels and patterns of communication to my advantage?

THE BIG PICTURE
Formal communication channels follow the chain of command, which is of three types—vertical, horizontal, 
and external. Informal communication channels develop outside the organization’s formal structure. One 
type is the grapevine. Another, face-to-face communication, builds trust and depends heavily on managers’ 
effective listening skills.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Upward bound. How do you communicate 
with a manager two or three levels above 
you in the organization’s hierarchy? You can 
send a memo through channels. Or you can 
watch for informal opportunities like this 
when a manager heads for a cup of coffee. 
© Jacobs Stock Photography/Getty Images RF
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■ Downward communication—from top to bottom. Downward communication 
flows from a higher level to a lower level (or levels). In small organizations, top-
down communication may be delivered face-to-face. In larger organizations, it’s 
delivered via meetings, e-mail, official memos, and company publications.

■ Upward communication—from bottom to top. Upward communication 
flows from a lower level to a higher level(s). Often this type of communication is 
from a subordinate to his or her immediate manager, who in turn will relay it 
up to the next level, if necessary. Effective upward communication depends 
on an atmosphere of trust. No subordinate is going to want to be the bearer of 
bad news to a manager who is always negative and bad-tempered.

Types of downward and upward communication are shown below. (See Table 15.1.)

TABLE 15.1 Types of Downward and Upward Communication

Sources: Adapted from D. Katz and R. Kahn, The Social Psychology of Organizations (New York: Wiley, 1966); and E. Planty and W. Machaver, “Upward 
Communications: A Project in Executive Development,” Personnel Vol. 28 (1952), pp. 304–318.

Downward Communication 
Most downward communication involves one of the following kinds of information:
•	 Instructions related to particular job tasks. Example (supervisor to subordinate): “The store will close Monday for inventory. All 

employees are expected to participate.”
•	 Explanations about the relationship between two or more tasks. Example: “While taking inventory, employees need to see what things 

are missing. Most of that might be attributable to shoplifting.”
•	 Explanations of the organization’s policies, practices, and procedures. Example: “The human resources department sends an e-mail 

blast about new benefits or procedures for taking vacations.” 
•	 A manager’s feedback about a subordinate’s performance. Example: “You missed the project deadline by two days. What caused you 

to be late?”
•	 Attempts to encourage a sense of mission and dedication to the organization’s goals. Example: “Manager calls team meeting to discuss 

how the team is contributing to company’s strategic goals.” 

Upward Communication 
Most upward communication involves the following kinds of information:
•	 Reports of progress on current projects. Example: “We are three hours behind in taking inventory. What can we do to catch up?”
•	 Reports of unsolved problems requiring help from people higher up. Example: “We can’t make our merchandise count jibe with the 

stock reports.”
•	 New developments affecting the work unit. Example: “Two employees want to take vacation the same week. How would you like to 

handle this?”
•	 Suggestions for improvements. Example: “I don’t have the software needed to create the customer survey.”
•	 Reports on employee attitudes and efficiency. Example: “Our customer satisfaction scores have gone down over the last year. Let’s 

schedule a department meeting to create a plan of action.”

2. Horizontal Communication: Within and between Work Units Horizontal 
communication flows within and between work units; its main purpose is coordination. As 
a manager, you will spend perhaps as much as a third of your time in this form of 
 communication—consulting with colleagues and coworkers at the same level as you 
within the organization. In this kind of sideways communication, you will be sharing 
information, coordinating tasks, solving problems, resolving conflicts, and getting the 
support of your peers. Horizontal communication is encouraged through the use of 
meetings, committees, task forces, and matrix structures.

Horizontal communication can be impeded in three ways: (1) by specialization 
that makes people focus on only their jobs; (2) by rivalry between workers or work 
units, which prevents sharing of information; and (3) by lack of encouragement from 
management.
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3. External Communication: Outside the Organization External communica-
tion flows between people inside and outside the organization. This form of communica-
tion is increasingly important because organizations desire to communicate with other 
stakeholders—customers, suppliers, shareholders, or other owners—in pursuit of their 
strategic goals. Small business owners particularly rely on external communication to 
help grow their businesses. A recent study, for example, revealed that small business 
owners tended to seek input or counsel from two sources: peers in the same commu-
nity or online from a peer they had never met.14

Informal Communication Channels
Informal communication channels develop outside the formal structure and do not follow 
the chain of command—they are more spontaneous, can skip management levels, and 
can cut across lines of authority.

Two types of informal channels are (1) the grapevine and (2) face-to-face communication. 

The Grapevine The grapevine is the unofficial communication system of the informal 
organization, a network of in-person and online gossip and rumor. It is never silent and 
is not always accurate. But research shows that the grapevine delivers as much as 70% 
of all organizational communication, although only a little more than half of execu-
tives understand that the rumor mill is more active when official communication is 
lacking. In a recent series of interviews with 1,100 employees in a range of industries, 
almost half said that when official and unofficial communications conflict, they are 
more likely to believe the grapevine. Written or online company communications, 
such as e-mails and newsletters, edged out the grapevine, but only slightly; 51% of 
those interviewed said they trusted a newsletter more than rumor.15 

As public speaker and communications coach Carol Kinsey Goman says, “Social 
media has put the grapevine on steroids. You can’t outrun [the] rumor mill and you 
can’t kill it. The challenge is to understand how the grapevine works within your 
 organization—and how you can most effectively influence it.”16 

Face-to-Face Communication Despite the entrenched use of quick and efficient 
electronic communication in our lives, face-to-face conversation is still justifiably a 
major part of most people’s work day. Employees value authentic human contact with 
the boss and welcome the implication that their manager cares about them. Face time 
builds relationships and trust, shows respect for employees as individuals, and thus is 
highly motivating. Netflix CEO Reed Hastings doesn’t have an office at all. “I just had 
no need for it,” he says. “It is better for me to be meeting people all around the build-
ing.”17 And as one writer noted, while Millennials may spend a lot of time texting, a 
major reason is that they’re making plans to get together in person.18 

Some basic principles apply to making the most of face-to-face communication in 
the work environment.19 

 1. Make time for face-to-face. Rather than hoping to catch people at random, 
schedule time with individual employees, and make sure you’ll both be free of 
distractions (including cell phones) for the few minutes your interaction will 
take. This is not the moment to multi-task.

 2. Listen more and talk less. Listen not just to the words the other person is 
saying but also to the emotional content behind the words. Make eye contact 
and observe body language. This will help you be empathetic, a topic dis-
cussed in the last section of this chapter. When it’s your turn to speak, be 
brief. If your message is specific or factual, prepare your facts and outline 
your thoughts ahead of time. Expect questions and be prepared with answers.

 3. Deliver good news up front; lead in to bad. Happy tidings don’t require a 
long build-up. Bad news and controversial decisions, however, may go over 
better if you build up to them by explaining the situation, identifying factors 
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you can’t control, and giving the other side of the ar-
gument its due.

4.  Hold employee town hall meetings. For in-person 
meetings with groups of employees, “town hall” 
meetings, often held monthly or quarterly, usually 
consist of a presentation by managers and an open 
question-and-answer session. Be available for infor-
mal conversations with individuals afterwards. Town 
hall meetings are a great way for politicians to com-
municate with their constituents.20

5.  Use webcasts when you can’t be there. You can still 
achieve face time even if your employees work remotely. 
Use webcasts, video conferencing, or a social video por-
tal to keep communications direct and personal. If pos-
sible, try to make sure everyone has the same 
communication experience. That is, try to avoid having 
meetings that mix in-person and remote attendees. ●

A town hall meeting. U.S. President Barack Obama (left) and Facebook CEO 
Mark Zuckerberg (right) talk to Facebook employees at a town hall meeting 
at corporate headquarters in Palo Alto, California. Why would a president of 
the U.S. want to participate in such events? © Justin Sullivan/Getty Images

PRACTICAL ACTION How to Streamline Meetings

Managers spend a great deal of time in meetings—too much 
time, according to most. In fact, mid-level managers average 
more than 20 meetings a week,21 and workers reportedly judge 
nearly 50% of their meetings to be a waste of time.22 Productive 
meetings are short, held in convenient locations away from 
 distraction, and attended by only the people who will be most 
directly affected by decisions made or who can contribute most 
usefully to problem solutions. Here are some other ways to make 
sure the meetings you run or attend, whether virtually or in 
 person, are as brief and effective as possible.23 

What to Do as a Meeting Leader

 1. Set a clear goal and communicate it beforehand. 
 Before you call a meeting, ask yourself what specific task 
or tasks you want the meeting to accomplish. Write these 
down in the form of an agenda with time limits for each 
point, leaving brief time slots for attendees’ input and 
 discussion. At least a day beforehand, share the agenda 
with everyone invited to attend.

 2. Start and end on time. Respect other people’s time com-
mitments. Be the first in the meeting room and start when 
you said you would. Stick to the time limits you’ve al-
lowed for each agenda item, and keep your eye on the 
clock. Learn how to gently but firmly cut off unproductive 
discussion. (“Thanks for your contribution, Jay. Let’s 
quickly hear from one more person before we move on 
to the next point.”)

 3. Consider frequent, short meetings rather than infre-
quent, long ones. People focus better during meetings 
of an hour or less and feel more energized afterwards to 
accomplish the goals they’ve been assigned. They also 

find it easier to make time for short meetings than to give 
up an entire morning or afternoon. 

 4. Follow up. Within 24 hours of the meeting, clarify results 
and expectations by sending attendees a summary of 
 decisions made, tasks to be performed, and who is to 
perform them and when.

What to Do as a Meeting Participant

 1. Prepare. Respond promptly to the meeting invitation. 
Read the agenda (ask for one if you don’t receive it 
ahead of time), and be prepared with any facts or data 
you may be called upon to present. Turn off your cell 
phone or leave it behind. 

 2. Be on time. Showing up late is disrespectful and disrup-
tive. It can also make the meeting run over time if the 
leader decides to wait for you.

 3. Participate intelligently. Expect to contribute to the meet-
ing, but make sure your contributions are brief,  professional, 
and on point. Don’t start distracting side conversations with 
other participants; support the leader by focusing your 
 attention on him or her so the meeting can end on time.

 4. Follow up. If you came away from the meeting with a 
 to-do list, be sure you act on it in a timely way so the 
goals of the meeting can be achieved. You may even be 
able to avoid having to attend another meeting to go 
over the same agenda all over again.

YOUR CALL
What can you add to these suggestions to make meetings run bet-
ter? For more about running meetings, go to EffectiveMeetings.com 
(www.effectivemeetings.com).
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If you have ever been served the wrong drink because the server couldn’t hear you in a 
noisy bar, clicked on a broken web link, missed your boarding call because the air-
port’s public address system was full of static, or taken offense at a text you later found 
you misinterpreted, you’ve experienced a barrier to communication. Some barriers 
occur within the communication process itself, as shown below. (See Table 15.2.) 
We’ll look at several types—physical, personal, cross-cultural, nonverbal, and gender 
differences.

15.3 Barriers to Communication
What are the important barriers I need to be aware of, so I can improve my 
communication skills?

THE BIG PICTURE
We describe several barriers to communication. Physical barriers include sound, time, and space. Personal 
barriers include variations in communication skills, processing and interpreting information, trustworthiness 
and credibility, ego strength, listening skills, judging others, and generational considerations. Cross-cultural 
barriers are a greater challenge as more jobs include interactions with others around the globe. Nonverbal 
communication can present a barrier if it conflicts with the spoken message. Finally, gender differences can 
present barriers but can be overcome. 

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

TABLE 15.2 Some Barriers That Happen within the Communication Process

All it takes is one blocked step in the communication process for communication to fail. Consider the following.

•	 Sender barrier—no message gets sent. Example: If a manager has an idea but is afraid to voice it 
because he or she fears criticism, then obviously no message gets sent.

•	 Encoding barrier—the message is not expressed correctly. Example: If your vocabulary is 
lacking or English is not your first language, you may have difficulty expressing to a supervisor, 
coworker, or subordinate what it is you mean to say.

•	 Medium barrier—the communication channel is blocked. Example: When someone’s phone 
always has a busy signal or a computer network is down, these are instances of the communication 
medium being blocked.

•	 Decoding barrier—the recipient doesn’t understand the message. Example: You pulled an all-
nighter traveling back from spring break and today your brain is fuzzy and unfocused during class 
lectures. 

•	 Receiver barrier—no message gets received. Example: Because you were texting during a class 
lecture, you weren’t listening when the professor announced a new assignment due to tomorrow. 

•	 Feedback barrier—the recipient doesn’t respond enough. Example: You give some people street 
directions, but since they only nod their heads and don’t repeat the directions back to you, you 
don’t really know whether you were understood.

1. Physical Barriers: Sound, Time, Space
Try shouting at someone over the roar of earth-moving machinery on a construction 
site and you know what physical communication barriers are. Other such barriers are 
time-zone differences, telephone-line static, and crashed computers. Office design can 
be a physical barrier, too, if it isolates people in cubicles or surrounds them with noisy 
open space that makes conversation difficult. 
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Amazon hopes its new headquarters in downtown Seattle will be an enabler of com-
munication. The ambitious complex will consist of a collection of buildings centered 
around three high-tech greenhouses filled with 3,000 species of plants, many of which 
are endangered or even extinct in the wild. The greenhouse “spheres” will bring the 
outdoors in and offer treehouse-style meeting rooms, suspension bridges, walls made 
of vines, and an indoor creek. “The whole idea,” says the project’s lead architect, “was 
to get people to think more creatively.”24 

2. Personal Barriers: Individual Attributes That 
Hinder Communication
“Is it them or is it me?” How often have you wondered, when someone has shown a 
surprising response to something you said, how the miscommunication happened? 
Let’s examine seven personal barriers that contribute to miscommunication.

Variable Skills in Communicating Effectively Some people are simply better 
communicators than others. They have the vocabulary, the writing ability, the speaking 
skills, the facial expressions, the eye contact, the dramatic ability, the “gift of gab,” the 
social skills to express themselves in a superior way. But better communication skills 
can be learned.25 The final section in this chapter discusses a variety of ways you can 
improve your communication effectiveness. 

Variations in the Way We Process and Interpret Information Are you from a 
working-class or a privileged background? Are you from a particular ethnic group? 
Because communication is a perceptual process in which people use different frames 
of reference and experiences to interpret the world around them, they are selective 
about what things have meaning to them and what don’t. These differences affect what 
we say and what we think we hear.

What differentiates effective communicators, according to communications 
 expert Zamira Jones, is their understanding that ensuring the receiver’s correct inter-
pretation of the intended message is up to the sender. “Effective communication is 
defined by the receiver. If your receiver fails to understand your message, it is your 
fault, not theirs.”26 

Variations in Trustworthiness and Credibility Without trust between you and 
the other person, communication is apt to be flawed. Instead of communicating, both 
of you will be concentrating on defensive tactics, not the meaning of the message 
 being exchanged. In the end, low trust damages communication, which in turn reduces 
outcomes like job satisfaction, creativity, collaboration, and performance.27

The solution, says writer Martin Zwilling, is to work on relationships first. “When 
people are listening to someone with confidence and trust, there is a predisposition to 
hear the message and agree.”28 

Oversized Egos Our egos—our pride, our self-esteem, even arrogance—are a 
fourth barrier. Egos can cause political battles, turf wars, and the passionate pursuit of 
power, credit, and resources. They influence the way we treat each other and how 
 receptive we are to being influenced by others. 

Too much ego—the trait of narcissism—is a handicap, but so is too little. Some 
successful leaders and communicators are what one expert calls “productive narcis-
sists,” such as Bill Gates and Steve Jobs.29 But for most of us, a little perspective on 
our ego is in order. Most of the time, it’s not about us, and that’s a good thing.30 

Faulty Listening Skills Do you find your mind wandering over the course of a 
day? Do you forget people’s names shortly after meeting them? These are signs of 
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mindlessness. Mindlessness is a state of reduced attention. It is expressed in behavior that 
is rigid, or thoughtless.31 Life’s dynamics put all of us into occasional states of mindless-
ness. Our brains simply can’t keep up with all the stimuli we receive, according to noted 
psychiatrist Edward Hallowell. “Never in history has the human brain been asked to 
track so many data points,” Hallowell says. He believes overloading of our brains is a 
primary cause of poor listening and poor performance at school and work. “We’re sim-
ply expecting more of our brains than they have the energy to handle.”32

Another barrier to listening, ironically, is cell phones. If we’re looking at our screens 
all the time, how can we really be listening to those who are right before us?33 

Tendency to Judge Others’ Messages Some people assume the phrase “Black 
Lives Matter” is meant to imply that only black lives matter, while others believe the 
rejoinder “All Lives Matter” is intended to negate the value of black lives. In fact, 
 neither belief is true. The point is that we all have a natural tendency, according to 
psychologist Carl Rogers, to judge others’ statements from our own point of view 
 (especially if we have strong feelings about the issue).34

Generational Differences If you’ve tried to teach an older relative how to text or 
use Facebook, you may have some appreciation for how difficult it can be for older 
generations to adapt to new technologies. On the other hand, Senator Bernie Sanders, 
74, maintains an active Twitter feed with 2.2 million followers.35 

Younger people themselves differ in their use of and preferences for different 
forms of communication. For example, Patty Baxter, publisher at Metro Guide 
 Publishing in Halifax, Nova Scotia, urged her sales reps, all under 35, to use the 
phone rather than e-mail to reach potential clients. As you might expect, the reps 
preferred the convenience of e-mail, but sales were down without the personal touch 
of a phone call. 

In contrast, Kevin Castle, 32-year-old chief technology officer at Technossus in 
 Irvine, California, keeps his office phone in a cabinet, unplugged, believing that being 
respectful of others’ needs means e-mailing first before making a potentially intrusive 
phone call.36 

And for Brit Morin, CEO and founder of Brit + Co., a media and e-commerce plat-
form based in San Francisco, e-mail is outdated. Morin says, “Half my team doesn’t 
use email anymore. . . . The Gen X and older generations—they’re not adopting Slack 
[an internal communications platform] and they’re missing out on a lot of community 
and information that might be useful in their jobs.”37 

3. Cross-Cultural Barriers
Culture “encompasses the ideas, values, practices, and material objects that allow a 
group of people, even an entire society, to carry out their collective lives in relative order 
and harmony.”38

Because the norms and beliefs of our culture are so deeply ingrained in our thoughts 
and behaviors, culture naturally affects the way we communicate, both with those who 
share that culture and especially with those from other cultures. One obvious reason is 
that language differences often exist. For example, jokes and humor are very much 
linked to culture.39 One of your authors found that good American jokes don’t neces-
sarily get laughs in Europe, Asia, and Scandanavia. Even the United States and Great 
Britain, whose cultures share many elements, are often said to be “two countries 
 divided by a common language” (an ironic observation often attributed to the British 
playwright George Bernard Shaw).

Other causes of cultural differences that can impede communication are nonverbal 
signs and symbols (such as crossed fingers or thumbs-up, which mean very different 
things around the world), prejudice and bias, religious and other beliefs, and the ten-
dency to value our own culture above all others, called ethnocentrism.40 
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This barrier has been partially overcome via cross-cultural communication train-
ing.41 In Brooklyn, New York, for example, where the population of Chinese immi-
grants has increased 50% since 2000, Midwood Ambulance, a private ambulance 
company run by an Italian-American family, recently began hiring Chinese-speaking 
health care workers to staff three ambulances with lettering in Chinese and English on 
their sides. The response was so positive that three more ambulances have been  ordered. 
“The fact that I can speak their language was a tremendous help,” said Jason Lau, 
a medical technician who helped deliver a Chinese couple’s baby on the way to the 
hospital.42 Help with training is available from the American Ambulance Association, 
which just published its first handbook for cross-cultural communication. The hand-
book cites barriers to communication, key communication tips for EMTs and para-
medics, and cultural norms to be aware of.43

Cross-cultural training is particularly important for expatriates, or employees work-
ing abroad. Success in such assignments can hinge on the employee’s adaptability and 
cultural awareness. Preparation is the key. Says Scott T. Sullivan, executive vice presi-
dent of Brookfield Global Relocation Services, “Our research indicates that one of the 
top 5 causes of assignment failure is the inability to adapt, which can be substantially 
prevented with cultural training.”44 

4. Nonverbal Communication: How Unwritten 
and Unspoken Messages May Mislead
Nonverbal communication consists of messages sent outside of the written or  spoken word. 
We primarily express nonverbal communication through (1) eye contact, (2) facial 
 expressions, (3) body movements and gestures, and (4) touch.45 Some research suggests 
that about 55% of what we communicate is transmitted nonverbally.46 

1. Eye Contact Westerners use eye contact to signal the beginning and end of a 
conversation, to reflect interest and attention, and to convey both honesty and respect. 
Most people from Western cultures tend to avoid eye contact when conveying bad 
news or negative feedback. Asians, however, lower their eyes to show respect, while 
members of Latin cultures do so to show remorse.47 Interpreting these nonverbal com-
munications as evasive behavior will lead to misunderstanding.48 

2. Facial Expressions You’re probably used to thinking that smiling represents 
warmth, happiness, or friendship, whereas frowning represents dissatisfaction or anger. But 
people in some cultures are less openly demonstrative than people in the United States.49 
The Japanese, for example, feel those in the United States smile too much and too broadly. 
They themselves may smile, slightly, when angry or embarrassed, as well as when happy. 
Before the 2008 Beijing Olympics, to accommodate Western visitors, both Chinese and 
Russian officials at the Games were trained to smile more than they are accustomed to do.50 

Bored or tired? People’s behavior 
doesn’t always reflect what’s going on 
around them. It may reflect what’s 
going on inside of them. Perhaps this 
man on the right was up late the night 
before with a sick child or working to 
meet a project deadline. Even so, 
when speaking, you need to watch 
your audience for their reactions.  
© mediaphotos/Getty Images RF
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3. Body Movements and Gestures Open body positions, such as leaning 
slightly backward, express openness, warmth, closeness, and availability for com-
munication. Closed body positions, such as folded arms or crossed legs, represent 
defensiveness. Angling your body away from the other person generally makes you 
look disinterested.51 You can use these conclusions to improve relationships with 
others.

A recent experimental study demonstrated the power of using positive, defensive, 
or no hand gestures when communicating. Participants were shown a video of a leader 
giving a speech while displaying either positive (community hands—palms facing up, 
humility—hands clasped at waist level, and steepling—hands form a steeple with 
 fingertips touching), defensive (hands in pockets, crossed arms, hands clasped behind 
the back), or no hand gestures (keeping hands at one’s side). They then rated the extent 
to which they liked the leader and their positive emotions toward the person. Results 
showed that people had more positive reactions and emotions toward leaders employ-
ing positive hand gestures.52

But keep in mind that interpretations of body language can depend on context and 
culture. For instance, waving your hand with your palm facing away from you means 
“good-bye” in the United States but “come here” in Korea.53 

4. Touch Norms for touching vary significantly around the world. For example, 
kissing on the cheek, patting on the shoulder, and embracing may be appropriate in the 
U.S., but many people in Asia find these actions offensive.54

Western women tend to use touching of other women to show friendship or sympa-
thy, whereas men are less likely to touch other men and more likely to associate being 
touched with sexual behavior.55 Other cultures are often more conservative about the 
use of touch between men and women. 

The table below gives some suggestions for better nonverbal communication skills. 
(See Table 15.3.)

TABLE 15.3
Toward Better Nonverbal 
Communication Skills 

You can practice these skills by 
watching TV with the sound off 
and interpreting people’s 
emotions and interactions.

DO . . . DON’T . . .

Maintain eye contact Look away from the speaker

Lean toward the speaker Turn away from the speaker

Speak at a moderate rate Speak too quickly or slowly

Speak in a quiet, reassuring tone Speak in an unpleasant tone

Smile and show animation Yawn excessively

Occasionally nod your head in agreement Close your eyes

Be aware of your facial expressions Lick your lips, bite your nails, play with your hair

Source: Adapted from P. Preston, “Nonverbal Communication: Do You Really Say What You Mean?” Journal of 
Healthcare Management, March–April 2005, pp. 83–86.

5. Gender Differences 
Women and men process language in different parts of the brain, so perhaps it’s not 
surprising that gender differences in communication exist.56 A recent series of more 
than 100,000 interviews with male and female executives revealed some of these 
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TABLE 15.4 Gender and Communication Differences: How Do Men and Women Differ? 

COMMUNICATION  
CHARACTERISTIC MEN WOMEN

Taking credit Greater use of “I” statements (e.g., “I did this” Greater use of “We” statements, (e.g., “We 
 and “I did that”); more likely to boast about did this” and “We did that”); less likely to 
 their achievements boast about their achievements

Displaying confidence Less likely to indicate that they are  Mostly likely to indicate a lack of certainty 
 uncertain about an issue about an issue

Being polite More likely to appear certain and definitive Greater use of qualifiers and hedging

Focus of messaging Focused on self and more likely to mention Focused on other person and more 
 “Me” or “I” likely to mention “We” or “You”

Talking patterns More apt to interrupt women and talk over others Less apt to interrupt men and talk over others

Listening More likely to take in words and content, less More likely to hear words and the emotions 
 likely to use positive overlaps such as “Yea” behind them, more likely to use positive 
 or “I see” to demonstrate listening overlaps such as “I agree” or “That’s right” 
  to demonstrate listening

Nonverbal patterns Less expressive (e.g., smile less) and focus more More expressive (e.g., smile more) and 
 on words than nonverbal cues, less likely to touch skilled at deciphering nonverbal cues,  
  more likely to touch

Answering questions Quick and to the point Tend to provide more information than needed

Using emoticons Use emoticons more often to express sarcasm Use smiling and laughing emoticons more 
 and banter  than men

Source: Derived from A. Nelson and C.D. Brown, The Gender Communication Handbook (San Francisco, CA: Pfeiffer, 2012); and D. Tannen, You Just Don’t 
Understand: Women and Men in Conversation (New York: Ballantine Books, 1990).

 differences. For instance, women view questioning as their best 
contribution and use questions to spark ideas, build consensus, 
and show concern for others. Men think women ask too many 
questions. They tend to interpret them as barriers to progress or 
signs of overly controlling behavior.57 

Many women often feel excluded during meetings and discus-
sions, while about 90% of men feel women have equal opportuni-
ties to contribute. Both have a point; women prefer to be asked to 
participate, while men assume someone who doesn’t voluntarily 
speak up simply has nothing to say.58 

Because stress heightens different hormones in men and in 
women, men tend to withdraw and isolate themselves when 
problem solving, whereas women seek out others for support and 
can interpret men’s withdrawing as lack of caring.59 

Some possible general differences in communication 
 between genders are summarized below. (See Table 15.4.) 
Note, however, that these don’t apply in all cases, which would 
constitute stereotyping.

Exchange of views? Men and women have different 
communication styles. How effective do you think you are  
at communicating with the opposite sex? © Brand X Pictures/
PunchStock RF
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Deborah Tannen recommends that everyone become aware of how differing lin-
guistic styles affect our perceptions and judgments. A linguistic style is a person’s 
characteristic speaking patterns—pacing, pausing, directness, word choice, and use 
of questions, jokes, stories, apologies, and similar devices. For example, in a meet-
ing, regardless of gender, “those who are comfortable speaking up in groups, who 
need little or no silence before raising their hands, or who speak out easily without 
waiting to be recognized are more apt to be heard,” she says. “Those who refrain 
from talking until it’s clear that the previous speaker is finished, who wait to be 
recognized, and who are inclined to link their comments to those of others will do 
fine at a meeting where everyone else is following the same rules but will have a 
hard time getting heard in a meeting with people whose styles are more like the 
first pattern.”60 ●

EXAMPLE How Can Men and Women Communicate Better at Work? 

Are the communication differences between men and women 
an unbridgeable gap? Few experts think so. Here are some 
suggestions for both men and women to become more aware 
of gender differences and try closing the gap.61 

 1. Recognize hidden bias. Everyone has biases where gen-
der is concerned, including the notion that there are only 
two genders. Examining unacknowledged prejudices is 
the first step in overcoming them.

 2. Allow for different communication styles. There is no 
one “best” way for anyone to communicate. Men may 
 focus on “I” statements, while women may qualify their 
contributions, but these differences should not influence 
the group’s assessment of the value of the messages. 
Men can acknowledge that women are motivated to be 
inclusive, for instance, while women can recognize that 
it’s sometimes more important to men to just get the job 
done. It’s not usually personal.

 3. Remember that everyone wants to feel that his or her 
contribution matters. Listening is the most important 
communication skill. Being open-minded and attentive 
and avoiding snap judgments when others speak are 
good rules for all to follow. Really listening means you 
are not planning and rehearsing your response while the 
other person is still speaking.

 4. Step out of your comfort zone. Women can try being 
more assertive in groups and meetings, while men can 
be more willing to listen and interrupt less. Women can 
try taking an ad hoc approach to problem solving, while 
men can look for more overt ways to include others in 
the process while asking questions along the way. 

YOUR CALL
Do you think it is possible to adapt our preferred communica-
tion styles? Why or why not? How would this kind of adaptation 
improve communication at work?

The 2016 Presidential debates 
underscored communication 
differences between men and 
women. In this town hall debate at 
Washington University, Donald 
Trump regularly stood behind Hillary 
Clinton in this manner. What 
message was he sending by 
behaving in this regard? Trump 
clearly exhibited several of the male 
communication characteristics 
shown in Table 15.4 such as taking 
credit, displaying confidence, being 
less polite, talking patterns, and 
answering questions. Clinton 
similarly used the female 
characteristics pertaining to taking 
credit, focus of messaging, listening, 
and nonverbal patterns.  
© Pool/Getty Images
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Social media, which use web-based and mobile technologies to generate interactive dia-
logue with members of a network, are woven into every aspect of our lives. We begin 
our exploration of these technologies by documenting their general use. We then 
 examine the effects of social media on managerial and organizational effectiveness, 
review the downside of social media, discuss the key impacts of texting on manage-
ment and organizational behavior, and discuss the need for organizations to develop 
social media policies. 

Social Media Is Changing the Fabric of Our Lives 
The widespread use of social media is changing our personal lives and the very nature 
of how businesses operate and the principles of management. A recent survey of 9,200 
travelers across 31 countries, for example, provides insight into the impact of social 
media in our lives. Eighty-one percent reported that they would rather travel with their 
mobile devices than with a loved one.62 From a business perspective, Facebook’s new 
live streaming feature may not yet rival its main social media site in popularity, but it 
has already attracted small business users who compare its features and benefits with 
that of Periscope, a similar application from Twitter. Despite some differences, both 
channels allow business managers to reach and interact with customers in new ways.63 
Researchers suggest that application of such tools can increase a company’s brand 
awareness and sales.64 

Besides the business application of social media, it is affecting our lives in count-
less other ways. Consider, for example, when Republican representatives cut off the 
live television feed in the House at the end of a legislative session in June 2016. The 
Democrats who had been pressing for a vote on gun control legislation refused to leave 
the chamber and used Periscope to stream their impromptu sit-in via cell phone. They 
held their ground for about 36 hours as C-Span picked up the feed and the legislators’ 
protest went viral.65 And, with undoubtedly profound implications for law enforce-
ment, gun control, and race relations in the United States, Diamond Reynolds stunned 
the world in 2016 when she live-streamed on Facebook the fatal shooting by police of 
her boyfriend, Philandro Castile, who had been pulled over for a broken tail light and 
died in the emergency room. Within a few days the video had been viewed 3.2 million 
times on Reynolds’s page alone.66

What does data suggest about the use of social media? Figure 15.2 shows the usage 
of various social networks across all age groups. Although some differences across age 
cohorts exist, it appears all age groups use these tools, underscoring the need for man-
agers to use social media tools with employees of all ages.

15.4 Social Media and Management
How do contemporary managers use social media to communicate more effectively?

THE BIG PICTURE
We discuss social media and their use by employees and managers. We look at the impact of social media 
on managers’ and organizations’ effectiveness, including applications to recruiting, productivity, sales, in-
novation, and reputation management. We also consider the costs of social media use, such as the effects 
of cyberloafing and the need to manage e-mail, as well as growing concerns about security and privacy. 
We look at the use of texting in organizations, and finally at the implications for managers of setting social 
media policy.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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A recent survey of more than 3,500 professionals in France, Germany, Japan, Spain, 
the UK, and the United States documented their use of mobile devices at work. Results 
showed 

■ 60% check or send personal e-mail at least once a day.
■ 57% send personal text messages at least once a day.
■ 53% make personal voice calls at least once a day.
■ 50% check or use social media at least once a day.67 

It’s no wonder, then, that the communications capabilities of social media con-
tinue to grow and expand, and that managers need to keep up with their increasing 
potential. 

Moreover, those whose businesses are global, for instance, are using social me-
dial platforms to reach audiences in developing countries around the world. And it’s 
not just a matter of mastering Facebook or Twitter; in fact, some overseas govern-
ments actively block their citizens’ access to Western media channels. Instead, 
adapting to local conditions also means knowing, for instance, that “the largest so-
cial network in China is QQ, Orkut is widely used in India and Brazil, Kontakte is 
strong in Russia, Hi5 is the leading network in Peru, and Maktoob is the choice 
throughout the Arab world.”68 

Social Media and Managerial and 
Organizational Effectiveness
With their ease of use, speed, and potentially huge audiences, social media have in-
creasing application for managers’ and organizations’ effectiveness. We will look at 
social media use in employment recruiting, employee and employer productivity, 
sales, innovation, and corporate reputation.

18–24 25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65+

LinkedIn 14% 21% 22% 18% 16% 9%

45% 26% 13% 10% 6% 1%

28% 23% 17% 15% 7%10%

28% 25% 18% 13% 11% 6%

23% 26% 19% 15% 12% 4%

19% 22% 21% 18% 13% 7%

16% 25% 22% 18% 13% 70%

16% 22% 19% 18% 15% 10%

15% 26% 21% 17% 15% 7%Pinterest

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

Tumblr

Vine

Snapchat

Google+

US Data - Users Aged 18 and over - December 2014 FIGURE 15.2 
Age distribution at the top 
social networks
Source: M. Hoelzel, Business 
Insider Australia, June 3, 2015, 
“Social Network Demographics: 
Here’s who’s on Facebook, 
Snapchat, Instagram, and Other 
Top Social Networks Now,” http://
www.businessinsider.com.au/
update-a-breakdown-of-the 
-demographics-for-each-of-the 
-different-social-networks-2015 
-6?r=US&IR=T.
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Employment Recruiting About 82% of companies to-
day use social media for recruiting, especially for recruit-
ing “passive” job candidates, that is, those who aren’t 
actively looking for a new job. LinkedIn is the most popu-
lar (and effective) for this purpose, closely followed by 
Facebook and Twitter (see Figure 15.3), according to a 
study of 410 HR professionals.69 Most companies use 
more than one of these platforms, with far smaller per-
centages using Google, YouTube, and Pinterest.70 Nearly 
half of recruiters say they use texting to reach job candi-
dates and hiring managers alike.71 More than 70% of 
 recruiters agree that social media allows them to more  
easily find candidates with specific sets of skills. Says 
 Jeffery Giesener, CEO and founder of SourceMob, a 

 social recruiting company, “Today, with social being on mobile and with over 4 billion 
global profiles the appeal [of social recruiting] is so much broader and reaches all 
demographics.”72 

Craig Fisher, head of employer brand at software firm CA Technologies and CEO 
of TalentNet, agrees that it’s easier to find people with specific skill sets with social 
media tools. Managers should be savvy, however. Says Fisher, they should “keep good 
content flowing that is helpful to their social communities and avoid just ‘asking’ all 
the time, so that when candidates see these ads and check out the company, they see a 
helpful resource and interesting culture.”73

As you probably know, most company websites have a “Jobs” or “Employment” tab 
where interested job seekers can search and apply for open positions. Beyond this fairly 
simple interaction, job seekers can also customize their searches on job posting sites like 
Monster and Indeed.com and apply directly to the hiring firm, attaching resumes, writing 
samples, links to blogs and videos, and other pertinent information. Companies can also 
post jobs on industry-specific hosting and social networking platforms, like GitHub 
(software developers), Dribble (web designers),74 and Mediabistro (media profession-
als). More than 60,000 jobs are tweeted on Monster every day.75 And according to Career 
Builder’s website, 52% of companies check out potential hires’ social media pages, in-
cluding their sometimes unguarded profiles on Facebook and LinkedIn.76 
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FIGURE 15.3 Social media sources used for recruiting
Source: R. Maurer, “Survey: Employers Using Social Media to Find Passive 
Candidates,” https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-topics/talent 
-acquisition/Pages/Using-Social-Media-Find-Passive-Candidates.aspx, 
accessed July 2016.

PRACTICAL ACTION Building Your Professional Profile Online

Employers increasingly value the “full circle view” of job candi-
dates they can get by recruiting them online,77 and more than half 
check their social media profiles.78 Apparently, few are forgiving if 
they don’t like what they see, however.79 How can you ensure that 
the view of yourself you’re projecting is an attractive and positive 
one? Here are some tips for managing your online image.

 1. Regularly update your profile at LinkedIn and industry-
specific networking sites. Make sure you list up-to-the-
minute and accurate information about your current and 
recent jobs, and that your increasing level of experience 
or broadening set of skills is clear from your descriptions. 
Key words important to recruiters in your industry are as 
valuable here as they are on your resume.

 2. Follow the companies you hope will hire you. Use the 
Internet to research a small group of companies you want 
to work for, and then use social media and networking 

sites to follow them and find or ask for connections to 
people who work there. Adding these connections to 
your network demonstrates your interest in the firm.80 
 Effective networking takes time, so be patient.

 3. Participate in industry-related chat rooms and discus-
sion groups. If you are experienced and knowledgeable in 
a field and have something to offer, you can contribute 
positively to ongoing conversations that will raise your pro-
file and introduce your name to new connections. If you’re 
still learning the ropes, asking intelligent questions can still 
help your networking efforts. If you’re really an expert in a 
relevant field, consider starting an industry-specific blog.

 4. Edit your general online social presence. While you can 
and should sensibly limit those who can see your per-
sonal  information and candid photos online, your overall 
presence on Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and other 
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Social media can also lead to hiring discrimination (by revealing applicants’ reli-
gious affiliation, age, family composition, or sexual orientation). Says Craig Fisher of 
TalentNet, “anything that is public information is fair game in researching prospective 
candidates. When those candidates become applicants, the rules change a bit.” At the 
same time, “you just can’t use that information in consideration of employment if it is 
a protected characteristic.”82

Online or not, recruiting still requires a human touch. Instead of sending rejected 
applicants away unhappy, Virgin Media hopes to create $7 million in new business by 
converting them into customers. How? By using lessons learned in customer service to 
“story board” a memorable recruiting experience.83 

Employee Productivity While overuse of and even addiction to social media exist 
and can cause serious problems,84 there seems little doubt that social media tools at 
work, used appropriately, can make communication by and among employees more pro-
ductive. In fact, productivity is a driving force behind the use of all forms of technology 
at work, including social media. The key for employees, managers, and employers is to 
harness the speed and reach of social media to enhance individual performance.

Results like reduced turnover, higher performance, increased job satisfaction, and 
greater creativity and collaboration are common findings in research about the effects 
of social media.85 Employees who work remotely are particular beneficiaries of social 
media’s communications capabilities. Customized scheduling, organizing, networking, 
document sharing, messaging, and other digital communication options help relieve 
them of the need to commute, attend routine meetings, and be distracted by col-
leagues.86 Digital productivity tools that control e-mail, organize links and contacts, 
prioritize tasks, and even edit prose can help remote workers stay focused and orga-
nized so they can meet deadlines and enjoy work–life balance.87 

sites should still  reflect a reasonably mature and respon-
sible individual and  include nothing you’d be afraid to 
see in the newspaper. Think before you post anything, 
anywhere.81 After all, someday you may “friend” your 
 colleagues at your new job.

YOUR CALL
In which industry or industries would you look for 8 or 10 com-
panies you’d like to work for? What kind of online profile do 
you think recruiters at those companies would be looking for?

Work–life balance. Like this family, 
vacations are good for everyone. 
Research shows that everyone 
needs some down time. It also helps 
to give our electronic devices a 
break as well. © David Buffington/
Blend Images LLC RF
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At the same time, managers need to remember that employees don’t have to be in 
touch all the time, no matter how easy it is. There is plenty of evidence that everyone 
should unplug from e-mail and social media on a regular basis, if not during every 
evening, weekend, and vacation.88 Concerned that productivity was actually suffering, 
health care consulting firm Vynamic began discouraging employees from sending  
e-mails between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. Monday through Friday and all day on weekends. 
Job satisfaction is up since the change took place.89 

How often do you use social media while at work? Do you think it is helping or 
hindering your performance? You can find out by completing Self-Assessment 15.1.

To What Extent Are You Effectively Using Online 
Social Networking at Work?

The following survey was designed to assess how well you are 
using social networking in your job. Please be prepared to 
 answer these questions if your instructor has assigned Self-
Assessment 15.1 in Connect.

1. To what extent are social media helping or hurting your 
performance at work?

2. Based on your survey scores, what can you do to more 
effectively use social media at work? Be specific.

3. What policies might companies install to ensure that 
social media are used in a productive manner? Explain.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 15.1 

Employer Productivity Companies of all sizes and industries believe in the bene-
fits of social media. Procter and Gamble (P&G) spends more than any other U.S. 
company on advertising, and it now devotes more than a third of its US marketing 
budget to digital media. Marc Pritchard, Global Brand Officer, says, “Digital technol-
ogy . . . is enabling P&G to expand creativity with an unprecedented delivery machine 
that is constantly evolving. . . . This is why P&G is quickly shifting to a digital-first 
approach to building brands.”90 If used effectively, social media allow companies to 
reap many of the benefits listed in Table 15.5. 

TABLE 15.5 
Social Media Benefits for 
Employers

BENEFIT DESCRIPTION

Connect in real time over distance   Employees, customers, communities, suppliers, 
prospective talent, and many others can communicate 
as needed and while work is being completed.

Collaborate within and outside organization  Linking sources of knowledge is a means for realizing 
the potential of employee diversity and enhancing 
productivity. Social media are by definition a way of 
connecting people virtually, so their effective 
implementation benefits virtual teamwork.

Expand boundaries  Social networks can become critical means for 
organizational innovation and effectiveness, allowing 
them to utilize knowledge, skills, and experience of 
people outside (not employed by) the organization.

Adapted from L. McFarland and R. Ployhart, “Social Media: A Contextual Framework to Guide Research and 
Practice,” Journal of Applied Psychology, 2015, 1653–1677.

The essence of social media is connectivity. If deployed effectively, social media 
enable businesses to do the following:

■ Connect with key stakeholders. The use of social media allows you to connect 
in real time and over distances with many customers, suppliers, employees, 
potential talent, and other key stakeholders.
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■ Connect with varied sources of expertise inside the organization. We’ve 
seen such connectivity demonstrated in virtual teams, redefining conventional 
organizational boundaries and drawing on different sources of talent, knowl-
edge, and experience throughout the organization.

■ Connect with varied sources of expertise outside the organization. Social 
media can cross organizational boundaries and connect with outsiders to help 
in problem solving. An example is crowdsourcing, as we’ll see below. A 
 variant is crowdfunding, raising money via online sources.

On the other hand, if not managed effectively, social media can create many legal, 
financial, and human resource risks.91 For instance, each employee who plays 
 fantasy football loses about one hour a week of work time.92 The price tag for pro-
ductivity lost to fantasy football was $16 billion in 2015. That’s $1 billion a week 
during the football season.93

EXAMPLEControlling Social Media Tools

Slack is a real-time communications and collaboration tool for 
groups or communities, launched in 2013, that includes chat 
rooms, public and private messaging, and private groups. All 
its content is shareable and searchable. Slack has been ad-
opted by many companies (and private groups) and now has 
more than 15 million active users every day. It’s cloud-based 
and helps companies consolidate their internal communica-
tions in one place, relieving some of their reliance on e-mail.94

At LUSH, for example, a global producer of handmade 
soaps and cosmetics, reliance on e-mail for internal mes-
sages has dropped 75% since Slack was introduced. Given 
LUSH’s rapid growth, “it’s a struggle at times to maintain 
 consistent communication internally and with our global 
 network—Slack has filled that hole,” says Maddie Saunders, 
global planner for the firm. “It has improved communication 
between groups greatly.”95 

Some business users find, however, that as with any com-
munication channel, they need to set limits on its use to keep 
employees from being overwhelmed. One writer advises 
 enforcing a policy for creating consistent user names, dedi-
cating certain channels to messages about specific tasks or 
projects, giving some users “guest” status with limited  access 
(to protect others’ privacy or fine-tune employees’ focus), and 
setting up “do not disturb” hours to accommodate users in 
different time zones. Closed discussions can also be archived 
to reduce “clutter.”96 

YOUR CALL
 Are you familiar with Slack? Do you think the suggestions here 
would improve its effectiveness (or that of any other internal 
network) in an organizational environment? What other tips 
would you suggest?

Social Media and Innovation: Crowdsourcing If you are looking for an innovative 
solution to a problem, you might conclude that the more people you have thinking 
about the problem, the more potential ideas will be generated. That’s the idea behind 
crowdsourcing, using the Internet and social media to enlist a group outside the organiza-
tion for help solving a problem. The strategy has drawn a lot of attention, especially for 
its use in fundraising (crowdfunding) on such sites as Kickstarter,97 but it has a mixed 
record of success. 

Some crowdsourcing efforts are organized as competitions, with teams volunteering 
to solve a problem by a certain deadline and win a cash prize. Netflix, for example, of-
fered $1 million to the team that could come up with an algorithm that would do a better 
job of recommending movies to customers than what the company was using at the time. 
A multinational team won with minutes to spare (but the company never implemented its 
solution).98 Some companies recruit temporary or contingent workers through crowd-
sourcing and pay them for their time and efforts whether or not they succeed.99 Critics 
say, however, that large groups of people working on a problem have been shown to 
produce only average results; they advise hiring real experts to get the job done.100 

Because more and more companies are exploring the use of social media to en-
hance the product development process, researchers are starting to quantitatively study 
its benefits. Although it is too soon to make a definitive conclusion, results from a 
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global study of the product development process in over 660 companies is enlighten-
ing. The researchers concluded “despite the promise, the expected positive results are 
frequently not realized in practice. . . . We believe that social media provides a game-
changing opportunity for companies that learn how to exploit it. But taking advantage 
of the opportunity requires more than having a Facebook presence with a loyal base of 
‘friends’ who say they ‘like’ you. In order to use social media for innovation, organiza-
tions need clear strategies and objectives.”101

Social Media and Sales and Brand Recognition Is it logical to expect that an 
“effective” social media presence generates customers and brand recognition? Yes, for 
the following reasons:

 1.  Social media can increase product/service awareness and generate customer 
inquiries.

 2.  Social media can enhance relationships with customers.
 3.  Social media can increase the ability to reach customers on a global scale.
 4.  For small or local businesses, social media can foster co-promotion of local 

businesses and the image of small businesses in the area.102 
 5.  Social media can foster consumers’ conversations about brands.103

Promoting green. This 2009 
Volkswagen AG Jetta TDI was 
named Green Car of the Year by the 
Green Car Journal in 2008. Do you 
think this designation helped 
promote sales of the vehicle? Would 
your answer change based on the 
emissions scandal confronting the 
company in 2015–2016? © Armando 
Arorizo/Bloomberg/Getty Images

Don’t assume that the mere use of social media automatically results in more sales 
and brand recognition. Recent research suggests that social media won’t create positive 
outcomes unless two conditions are present.104 First, the company must possess both 
competence in social media skills and technology and commitment in the form of 
dedicated resources. Second, a successful social media strategy requires consumers or 
customers with social media skills. If a company is selling a product or service to a 
segment of the market without such skills, the benefits will not be achieved.105

UnderArmour scored a big success with its “I Will What I Want” videos of  female 
athletes on YouTube, for example. These brief films were intended to “[empower] 
women of all shapes and sizes to get moving and not let anyone hold them back,” 
One notable entry in the series, drawing more than 7.5 million views, featured rising 
ballet star Misty Copeland, the first African American dancer to be promoted to 
principal dancer at  American Ballet Theater.106 TOMS Shoes was another social 
media winner, with an  Instagram campaign in which the socially conscious company 
promised to  donate one pair of shoes for every photo someone posted of their own 
bare feet. Almost 300,000 pairs were donated as a result of the drive.107 Also popular 
on Instagram is GoPro’s regular showcasing of user-generated content. Action- 
camera enthusiasts are invited to post their own photos for the company’s popular 
Photo of the Day opportunity.108 
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Social Media and Reputation Some companies have been very successful at us-
ing social media to build and protect their reputations online. The benefits are real.109 
Research with KLM Royal Dutch Airline showed that customers who engaged with 
the company online had more positive perceptions about its reputation.110 

One of the biggest dangers managers face is negative comments about the organiza-
tion posted by disgruntled customers or even employees. Some tips for defusing these 
and limiting the harm they can do are:111

 1. Create and enforce a social media policy for employees. We’ll discuss so-
cial media policies in more detail. At a minimum your policy should limit 
what employees can say on the organization’s web pages and ensure that all 
posted content meets the highest ethical standards. 

 2. Appoint experienced managers to monitor your social media presence and 
respond quickly and appropriately to negative posts. Vitamin Water waited 24 
hours before responding to customers voicing anger on Facebook about its new 
flavor.112 A Mississippi woman received an insensitive e-mail from her state rep-
resentative about her problems getting medical supplies for her diabetic child. She 
posted the legislator’s crass response on Facebook, where it went viral.113 A great 
deal of damage can occur online in a short time, and all of it in the public eye.

 3. Acknowledge there is a problem. Gracefully accepting that someone has a 
genuine issue with the organization, its product or service, or its posts—even 
if the problem is a misunderstanding on his or her part—can go a long way 
toward defusing bad feelings. If the organization is in error, the appropriate 
manager should say so and apologize.

 4. Take the conversation offline if necessary. If a customer refuses to be satis-
fied, take the conversation to a private sphere such as phone or e-mail. Not 
only will this keep it out of the public eye and prevent further damage to the 
brand but the individualized attention may also reduce the customer’s ire. 

A company’s reputation is affected by posts made by current and former employees. 
Sites like Glassdoor.com, for instance, allow people to publicly (and anonymously) 
rate their employers on criteria like salary, benefits, work–life balance, career advance-
ment possibilities, and even the quality of the employment interview. Firms that are 
confident they have happy employees can encourage them to spread the buzz about 
office parties, outings, and incentives and rewards on corporate websites, social me-
dia, and blogs, building the company’s image as a good place to work.114 

Downsides of Social Media
It’s fair to say the digital age and rise of social media have introduced almost as many 
difficulties as efficiencies into people’s lives. Some of these problems relate to cyber-
loafing, security breaches, privacy concerns, and the volume of e-mail.

Misty Copeland. Misty 
Copeland performing 
“Giselle” at the 
Metropolitan Opera House. 
© Hiroyuki Ito/Getty Images
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Biggest hack. Gary McKinnon 
arrives at the High Courts in London 
to appeal his extradition to the 
U.S. He is a Scottish systems 
administrator and was accused of 
conducting the biggest U.S. military 
hack of all time. The British 
government blocked his extradition 
order to the U.S. Do you think 
governments around the world 
should prosecute hackers like 
McKinnon to the fullest extent?  
© John Stillwell/PA Images/Alamy

Cyberloafing Lost productivity due to cyberloafing—using the Internet at work for 
personal use—is a primary concern for employers in their adoption of social media. 
Some studies put the cost at $85 billion per year and report that employees spend 
60%–80% of their time at work pretending to do actual or legitimate work.115 How do 
employees waste time on social media?

■ Fifty percent are talking on a cell phone or texting.
■ Thirty-nine percent are surfing the Internet.
■ Thirty-eight percent are on social media.
■ Twenty-three percent are sending personal e-mail.116 

Then there is shopping online while at work. A survey by CareerBuilder found that 
on average 47% of workers planned to shop online.117 

Software tools can reduce cyberloafing. One program developed by researchers at 
 Arizona State University restricts the websites employees are allowed to access from work, 
the length of time they are permitted to spend there, or both. The program “significantly” 
reduced cyberloafing at the company where it was installed. The lead researcher advises 
that managers engage employees in decisions about how to use such tools, however, both 
to make sure rules are fair and to make employees feel like “part of the conversation.”118 

Another consideration for managers is that most employees can and do bring their 
own devices to work and so are perfectly capable of bypassing controls installed on 
office computers. And, say some observers who think reports of cyberloafing’s extent 
are exaggerated, taking an online break from work might not be such a bad thing. It 
can reduce stress and improve concentration. The key, again, is fairness in setting and 
upholding policies about social media use, which we discuss below.119 

Security: Guarding against Cyberthreats Security is defined as a system of safe-
guards for protecting information technology against disasters, system failures, and unau-
thorized access that result in damage or loss. Security is a continuing challenge, with 
computer and cell-phone users constantly having to deal with threats ranging from mali-
cious software (malware) that tries to trick people into yielding passwords and personal 
information to viruses that can destroy or corrupt data.120 According to the Norton Cyber 
Crime Report for 2013, the cost per cybercrime victim shot up to $298, a 50% increase 
over 2012, with the total cost of those crimes amounting to $113 billion.121
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Hacking and human error by careless or improperly trained employees are part of the 
problem and will likely continue to be.122 A recent poll by the Organization of American 
States surveyed 575 respondents in North and South America and found that 40% had 
experienced efforts to shut down their networks.123 And in a demonstration of just how 
critical to an organization effective managers really are, internal attacks by disgruntled 
employees are one of the biggest security threats a business can face.124 

The key to protecting digital communication systems against fraud, hackers, iden-
tity theft, and other threats is prevention. The table below presents some ways to pro-
tect yourself. (See Table 15.6.) The federal government also offers valuable advice at 
the FCC’s website.125 

•	 Don’t use passwords that can be easily guessed. Use weird combinations of letters, numbers, and 
punctuation, and mix uppercase and lowercase, along with special characters such as !, #, and %.

•	 Don’t use the same password for multiple sites. Avoid using the same password at different sites, 
since if hackers or scammers obtain one account, they potentially have your entire online life.

•	 Don’t reveal sensitive information on social networking sites. Even people who set their profiles 
to Facebook’s strictest privacy settings may find sensitive information leaked all over the web.

•	 Be careful about free and illegal downloads. File-sharing programs often contain spyware, as do 
sites containing free and illegal songs, movies, and TV shows.

•	 Be mindful of liability issues. Employers routinely monitor employee e-mail for offensive 
messages or risky material that may expose them to lawsuits.

•	 Keep antivirus software updated. The antivirus software on your computer won’t protect you 
forever. Visit the antivirus software maker’s website and enable the automatic update features.

Source: Derived from B. K. Williams and S. C. Sawyer, Using Information Technology: A Practical Introduction, 11th ed. 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Education, 2015), pp. 94, 100, 101, 357, 478.

TABLE 15.6
Protecting against Security 
and Privacy Breaches on the 
Internet

Privacy: Keeping Things to Yourself Privacy is the right of people not to reveal 
information about themselves. Threats to privacy can range from name migration, as 
when a company sells its customer list to another company, to online snooping, to 
government prying and spying. A potentially devastating violation of privacy is iden-
tity theft, in which thieves hijack your name and identity and use your good credit rating to 
get cash or buy things. Many of the cautions in Table 15.6 apply here, too.

The most important thing to know about online and social media privacy is that noth-
ing posted is ever truly private.126 In some cases, Internet users are their own worst ene-
mies, posting compromising images and information about themselves on social 
networking sites that may be available to, say, potential employers. Others, like the 
 Mississippi representative mentioned previously whose unhelpful response to a constitu-
ent in need went viral, disastrously fail to think before they post. It has been said that if 
you wouldn’t want to see something on the front page of the newspaper, don’t post it.

As for privacy at work, monitoring of electronic communications is widespread. In 
most circumstances employers are permitted to monitor—that is, read—their employ-
ees’ e-mail and track their Internet use, and two-thirds of those in a recent survey said 
they did so.127 More than a quarter of all employers in the survey also said they had 
fired someone for “email misuse,” and more than 7 in 10 have disciplined employees 
for social media gaffes.128 And your privacy rights may be limited when you are using 
your employer’s computer and other equipment.129 Monitoring can become a source of 
bias, however, and determined employees can often get around monitoring tools and 
devices, sometimes weakening the organization’s security protocols in the process.130

The Need to Manage E-mail Employees tend to have a love–hate relationship 
with e-mail. We love that we can send and receive e-mail 24/7 from anywhere. But we 
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hate the fact that the average worker can receive hundreds of e-mails a day, and the fact 
that most of us can handle no more than a few dozen in that time. While texting, social 
networking, and other forms of electronic and digital communication have begun to 
reduce the dominance of e-mail, it’s predicted that the number of e-mail users world-
wide will continue to grow, reaching nearly 3 billion people (or one-third of the world’s 
population) by 2019. One reason is that so many other communications applications, 
as well as online shopping sites, require a valid e-mail address for access.131 

The table below provides some practical tips for handling e-mail. (See Table 15.7.)

•	 Turn off all noncritical notifications and unsubscribe from newsletters. An important first step 
is to reduce the amount of unnecessary e-mail you get. 

•	 Set aside one or two 15-minute periods each day to review e-mail. Don’t check it compulsively, 
and try not to read or send e-mails before or after work hours. About 40% of Gen X and Gen Y 
employees say they do so, but intrusions into off-work hours can disrupt work–life balance. 

•	 Treat all e-mail as confidential. See the discussion of privacy above. Also think twice about 
including other people in your message who may not need to read it. 

•	 Be brief and professional, and proofread (twice). Keep your message as short as possible and 
avoid spelling, grammatical, and other errors, especially in people’s names and titles. Save emojis 
for personal messages.

•	 Remember that not every topic belongs on e-mail. Complicated or controversial topics may be 
better discussed on the phone or in person to avoid misunderstandings.

Source: Money (Contributor), Forbes, April 7, 2015, “Why Checking Email After Work is Bad for Your Career—and 
Health,” http://fortune.com/2015/04/07/why-checking-email-after-work-is-bad-for-your-career-and-health-2/, 
accessed July 2016; A. Samuel “How I Tamed the Email Beast at Work,” Wall Street Journal, March 14, 2016,  
http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-i-tamed-the-email-beast-at-work-1457921533, accessed July 2016; A. Fridman, 
“How to Stop Email Distractions at Work,” Inc. June 23, 2016, http://www.inc.com/adam-fridman/how-to-stop-email 
-distractions-at-work.html, accessed July 2016; D. Ecker, “15 Clever Tips for Managing Email Overload at Work,” 
Redbooth, July 15, 2015 https://redbooth.com/blog/managing-email-overload, accessed July 2016. 

TABLE 15.7 
Tips for Better E-mail Handling

Managerial Implications of Texting
Common sense says that a colleague or customer standing in front of you or talking to 
you by phone or videoconference deserves your full and immediate attention, while the 
person texting you about your plans for the evening can wait. But texting does have some 
legitimate workplace applications. How can managers best make use of its capabilities?

Many feel that those who deal directly with customers should not be texting at 
work. A cashier, a crossing guard, a customer service rep, and a salesperson—not to 
mention a cab or bus driver—are good examples of employees whose phones should 
be tucked in a bag or a drawer at all times.132 At the same time, some very limited use 
of texting for personal reasons at work, in the right time and place, can be a big help in 
increasing work–life balance and relieving stress.133 

If texting is an integral part of your workplace communications—not least because 
it can reduce costs and eliminate the time phone customers spend waiting on hold134—
ideally it should be covered under the organization’s social media policy (discussed 
below). Who participates in or initiates group messages, for instance? How quickly are 
people expected to reply to texts? For what purposes can texts be sent, and to whom?

Here are a few tips for making the most of texting for work purposes:135

 1. As with all social media tools, strictly limit your use for personal reasons 
during the work day. It helps to let your friends and family know you will 
not respond while at work.

 2. Text only important messages. Avoid using texting for routine information, 
and make it clear in your message why it is urgent. As always, be brief. If you 
must deliver bad news, be courteous and do it over the phone or in person.
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 3. Avoid texting during meetings. Not only is it rude to text during a meeting; 
it’s likely the people you might need to text will be in the meeting with you, so 
there should be no problem leaving your phone behind.

 4. Don’t use abbreviations or emojis. Abbreviations like “omw” and “btw” 
look unprofessional in a business message and can confuse some readers. 
Save emojis for texts with family and friends.

 5.  As always, proofread. Read every message before sending, and be especially 
alert for potential miscommunication instigated by auto-correct features. 

Managerial Considerations in Creating  
Social Media Policies
The purpose of a social media policy at work is not to completely close off employees’ 
access to personal e-mails and texts or even to shopping websites. Many employees 
 already feel guilty if they need to deal with personal messages at work but say they 
would quit their job if their ability to do at least some personal tasks during the work day 
were restricted.136 And while as much as half of social media use during work hours may 
be taking place for non-work reasons, many employees do use social media for construc-
tive work purposes, such as making and nurturing professional connections and seeking 
solutions to problems from those both inside and outside the organization.137 

Social Media Policy A social media policy describes the who, how, when, and for 
what purposes of social media use, and the consequences for noncompliance. Such a 
policy can not only clarify expectations and relieve guilt but also prevent impulsive or 
abusive posts and messages that can damage an organization’s or an individual’s repu-
tation. The elements of an effective social media policy are outlined in Table 15.8.

TABLE 15.8 Seven Elements of an Effective Social Media Policy

ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Create safe channels for employees to  The key words here are safe and before. Conflicts happen, but managers and organizations 
air their concerns before going online.   should provide means by which employees’ concerns are reported and handled without 

retaliation so they don’t feel the need to take them to the Internet.

Clarify what is confidential.  Clearly explain what information employees can and cannot share online. Providing an approval 
process for the release of information may help, too.

Outline consequences for violations.  Make it known that employees can be held responsible for what they post (such as videos of 
undesirable behavior on the job or in company uniform), and list the consequences.

Discuss appropriate ways to engage It is typically a poor idea to have any and all employees responding to others’ comments about  
others online.   the company online. Instruct them to be polite and nonconfrontational, and then to notify the 

designated person to respond.

Explain what is considered illegal.  It is illegal to divulge proprietary information and to violate trademarks and copyrights. The 
organization is responsible for educating employees on these matters.

Align social media policy with the Your company’s social media policy is a great place to reaffirm what you want your company  
organization’s culture.  culture to be while conveying your stance on this serious topic.

Educate employees.  It’s not enough to have a social media policy; it is necessary to educate and train people about it 
and to embed it in social media practices. (One of the authors, for instance, could not locate a 
social media policy, or a person responsible for it, at his university.)

Adapted from A. Akitunde, “Employees Gone Wild: Eight Reasons You Need a Social Media Policy TODAY,” Open Forum, August 15, 2013, http://www 
.openforum.com/articles/employee-social-media-policy/, accessed September 9, 2013.
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The Example box below describes selected elements of several companies’ current 
social media policies.

EXAMPLE A Sampling of Social Media Policies

Here are selected provisions from some prominent companies’ 
social media policies.138 

At Adidas, employees may say in their posts that they work 
for the company but must label their personal posts as such. 
They are not permitted to post any sensitive information, such 
as about new products or pending legal actions.

Best Buy employees are prohibited from posting racial, 
 ethnic, sexual, religious, and physical disability slurs.

Hewlett-Packard “reserves the right to edit or amend any 
misleading or inaccurate content depicted in blog posts” and 
to “delete blog posts violating the code of conduct.”

GAP encourages caution when discussing topics like  politics 
and religion online and recommends fixing any goofs immedi-
ately. The company’s social media team is available to help in 
case of serious problems with a post.

Reporters at the Los Angeles Times are advised to ob-
serve “principles of integrity, professionalism, privacy and 

impartiality”139 in their posts and to verify any factually ques-
tionable content before posting. 

Intel asks employees to stick to what they know and to 
specify that their posts “don’t necessarily represent Intel’s 
 positions, strategies, or opinions.” It also requires them to 
 disclose their “former employee” status on their social media 
profiles once they have left the company.

YOUR CALL
One writer says that since employees today are unable to 
fully separate their personal posts from the reputation of 
their organization, each one is, in effect, “a mouthpiece, a 
critic, a supporter, a case in point, an endorsement, a walk-
ing billboard.”140 

Do you agree or disagree? Do you think having a social 
 media policy can effectively mitigate the dangers of allowing 
employees to fill these roles?

Assessing an Organization’s Social Media Readiness Consider the social 
 media readiness of an organization to which you belong. Self-Assessment 15.2 helps 
you assess leadership’s attitude toward social media, such as

■ How supportive management is of creating communities.
■ How well the culture fosters collaboration and knowledge sharing.
■ How widely social media is used to collaborate.

With this knowledge you can determine how well your own attitudes fit with those 
of the organization, and it may even unveil opportunities for you to improve the orga-
nization’s readiness. ●

Assessing Social Media Readiness 

Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 15.2 in Connect.

1. To what extent is the organization ready for capitalizing 
on social media? 

2. Based on the results, what recommendations would you 
make to management about improving the value of social 
media within the company? Be specific. 

SELF-ASSESSMENT 15.2 
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Given that research suggests managers spend more than 75% of their time communi-
cating, and that poor communication is estimated to cost organizations more than 
$9.3 billion annually,141 it’s no surprise that written and verbal communications skills 
are among the top five qualities employers look for most in college graduates. (Leader-
ship, teamwork, and problem-solving skills are the other three.)142 

How would you assess your communication skills? Do you think you are better than 
most? You can find out by completing the following self-assessment. If your score is 
lower than you prefer, find ideas for improving your interpersonal skills.

15.5 Improving Communication Effectiveness
How can I be a better listener, writer, and speaker?

THE BIG PICTURE
We describe how you can be a more effective listener, as in learning to concentrate on the content of a 
 message, communicating nondefensively, and employing empathy. We offer four tips for becoming a more 
effective writer. Finally, we discuss how to be an effective speaker, through three steps.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Assessing My Communication Competence 

This scale measures your communication competence. Please 
be prepared to answer these questions if your instructor has 
assigned Self-Assessment 15.3 in Connect.

1. Are you surprised by the results? Explain. 

2. Based on your scores, what are your top three strengths 
and your three biggest weaknesses? 

3. How might you use your strengths more effectively in 
your role as a student?

4. How might you improve on your weaknesses?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 15.3 

Let’s see how you can be more effective at the essential communication skills.

Nondefensive Communication
Using evaluative or judgmental comments such as “Your work is terrible” or 
“You’re always late for meetings” spurs defensiveness, which can lead to defensive 
communication—either aggressive, attacking, angry communication or passive, with-
drawing communication. The better alternative is nondefensive communication—
communication that is assertive, direct, and powerful.

You may be surprised to learn that defensiveness is often triggered by nothing 
more than a poor choice of words or nonverbal posture during interactions. In the 
language of behavior modification, these triggers are antecedents of defensiveness. 
For example, using absolutes like “always” or “never” is very likely to create a de-
fensive response. Try to avoid using absolutes because they are rarely true. You can 
instead increase your communication competence by avoiding the defensive ante-
cedents and employing the positive antecedents of nondefensive communication 
shown in Table 15.9.
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Some steps to achieving nondefensive communication are build relationships first, 
frame your message into terms that acknowledge the receiver’s point of view, free 
yourself of prejudice and bias, practice full disclosure, and pick a time and place con-
ducive to communicating and listening. Finally, avoid jargon.143 

Given that we want you to learn how to promote nondefensive communication, we 
encourage you to complete Self-Assessment 15.4. It assesses whether a current or past 
work environment is supportive of nondefensive communication.

TABLE 15.9 Antecedents of Defensive and Nondefensive Communication

 TOWARD DEFENSIVENESS TOWARD NONDEFENSIVENESS

STYLE EXAMPLE STYLE EXAMPLE

Evaluative “Your work is sloppy.” Descriptive “Your work was two days late.”

Controlling “You need to . . .” Problem solving  “What do you think are the causes of 
the missed deadline?”

Strategizing “I’d like you to agree with me  Straightforward “Vote your conscious at the meeting. 
 during the meeting so that we   You can agree or disagree with 
 can overcome any challenges.”   my proposal.”

Neutral “Don’t worry about missing the  Empathetic “I sense you are disappointed about  
 deadline. It’s no big deal.”   missing the deadline. Let’s figure out 
   how we can get back on schedule.” 

Superior “Listen to me, I’ve worked here   Equal “Let’s figure out the causes of  
 20 years.”  the missed deadline together.” 

Certain “We tried this idea in the past.  Honest and open Using I-messages: “I am angry  
 It just doesn’t work.”   about the way you spoke to the  
   customer because our department  
   looked unresponsive.”

Based on J. R. Gibb, “Defensive Communication,” Journal of Communication, 1961, 141–148; and “Reach Out: Effective Communication,” Sunday Business 
Post, April 14, 2013.

Does Your Organization Have a Supportive or 
Defensive Communication Climate?

The following survey was designed to assess the supportive 
and defensive communication climate of your organization. 
Please be prepared to answer these questions if your instruc-
tor has assigned Self-Assessment 15.4 in Connect.

1. Where does the work environment stand in terms of having 
a supportive or defensive communication climate?

2. Based on your survey scores, what advice would you give 
to management in order to promote a more supportive 
communication climate? Be specific.

3. Considering your project teams at school, what can you 
do to create a more supportive communication climate in 
these teams?

SELF-ASSESSMENT 15.4 

Using Empathy
Although researchers propose multiple types of empathy, the general consensus is that 
empathy represents the ability to recognize and understand another person’s feelings and 
thoughts.144 It is a reflective technique that fosters open communication. Empathy works 
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for managers because it is not the same thing as uncritically accepting others’ words and 
behavior; rather, it relies on a conscious effort to understand the emotional impact of our 
own words and behavior.145 According to Anand Mahindra, CEO of the Indian multina-
tional organization Mahindra Group, “true empathy is rooted in humility and the under-
standing that there are many people with as much to contribute in life as you.”146 

Being empathetic requires two key actions. The first is mindfulness. Empathy 
 necessitates that we place our attention on the feelings and emotions being displayed 
both verbally and nonverbally by others. The second action is to incorporate our 
 understanding of another person’s feelings and thoughts into our communications. 
This will lead us to use language that fits the receiver’s perspective. 

Using empathy. Does the sales 
representative on the right appear 
empathetic toward the customer’s 
complaint about returning an 
appliance? How might empathy  
be shown in this context?  
© allesalltag/Alamy

Empathy leads to more effective communication and interaction because people 
feel heard.147 It also sends the message that we care about others. Although women are 
often more empathetic, studies show that everyone can learn this skill with training 
and practice.148 In fact, medical students in the United States are increasingly being 
trained to use empathy when talking with patients, and the admissions test for medical 
school will now include questions designed to test applicants’ existing understanding 
of psychology and human behavior. “Empathy is a cognitive attribute, not a personal-
ity trait,” says Mohammadreza Hojat, a research professor of psychiatry at Jefferson 
Medical College.149 

Being an Effective Listener
“Listening is the single most important and underrated skill in business, in social 
 media, and in life. It’s something we can always improve on,” says Dave Kerpen, 
founder and CEO of social media software firm Likeable Local.150 Richard Branson, 
entrepreneurial founder and CEO of the Virgin Group, agrees. The lesson he learned 
from his father was “Listen more than you speak. Nobody learned anything by hearing 
themselves speak.”151 

Actively listening, truly listening, requires more than just hearing, which is 
merely the physical component. Active listening is the process of actively decoding 
and interpreting verbal messages. Active listening requires full attention and process-
ing of information, which hearing does not.
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There is general consensus that listening is a cor-
nerstone skill of communication competence. In stud-
ies that support this conclusion, active listening made 
receivers feel more understood. It also led people to 
conclude that their conversations were more helpful, 
sensitive, and supportive.152 Clearly, active listening 
yields positive outcomes. 

Unfortunately, many of us think we are good listen-
ers when evidence suggests just the opposite. For ex-
ample, researchers estimate that typical listeners retain 
only 20%–50% of what they hear.153

Why do you think we miss or lose so much of what 
we hear? One reason is that we have the cognitive 
 capacity to process words at a much higher rate than 
people speak. This means our cognitive processes are 
being underutilized, leading to daydreaming and dis-
tractions. Noise is another reason. A third reason, and 
one you can control, is your motivation to listen and 
your listening style. It takes effort to actively listen. 
You won’t be a better listener unless you are motivated 
to become one.

Understand Your Listening Style—or Styles You can improve your communi-
cation competence by understanding your typical listening style. There are four 
styles:154

 1. Active—I’m fully invested. Active listeners are “all in.” They are motivated 
to listen and give full attention when others are talking. They focus on what is 
being communicated and expend energy by participating in the discussion. 
They put their phone away, withhold judgment, and listen silently. They also 
use positive body language, such as leaning in or making direct eye contact, to 
convey their interest.155 

 2. Involved—I’m partially invested. Involved listeners devote only some of 
their attention and energy to listening. They reflect on what is being said and 
half-halfheartedly participate in the discussion. Their nonverbal cues can 
show interest and noninterest in the same conversation. If you tend to check 
your texts while having a meal with friends, you may be only an involved lis-
tener in the real-life interaction. Next time try having everyone put his or her 
phone in the center of the table until the check arrives.

 3. Passive—It’s not my responsibility to listen. Passive listeners are not 
equal partners in a speaking–listening exchange. They assume the speaker is 
responsible for the quality of the interaction and believe their role is to pas-
sively take in information. Passive listeners will display attentiveness, but 
they can fake it at times. Overall, they don’t expend much motivation or 
energy in receiving and decoding messages. Is this your listening style dur-
ing course lectures?

 4. Detached—I’m uninterested. Detached listeners tend to withdraw from the 
interaction. They appear inattentive, bored, distracted, and uninterested. They 
may start using mobile devices during the speaking–listening exchange. Their 
body language will reflect lack of interest, such as slumping and avoiding di-
rect eye contact. It is all too easy to tune out an unimaginative PowerPoint 
presentation during a meeting, for example.

Do you think you are an effective listener? Do you have a sense for what may be 
your bad listening habits? You can find out by completing Self-Assessment 15.5.

Understand me. What’s the recipe for effective listening—for really finding out 
what someone has to say? Probably it is listen, watch, write, think, question. 
What do you do to fight flagging concentration if you’re tired or bored? You 
suppress negative thoughts, ignore distractions about the speaker’s style of 
delivery or body language, and encourage the speaker with eye contact, an 
interested expression, and an attentive posture. This will make you more 
involved and interested in the subject matter. © Image Source/PunchStock RF
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Assessing Your Listening Style

The following survey was designed to assess the overall 
strength of your listening skills. Please be prepared to answer 
these questions if your instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 
15.5 in Connect.

1. Is your listening style detached, passive, or involved? 
Based on your survey scores, what can you do to 
become more of an involved listener? Be specific.

2. Think of two ways you can practice better listening in 
your teams at work or school. Be specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 15.5 

Concentrate on the Content of the Message Effective listening is a learned 
skill, so it takes energy and desire to develop it. Basically, however, it comes down to 
paying attention to the content of the message. Following are some suggestions for 
increasing your listening skills, which you can practice in your college lectures and 
seminars. (See Table 15.10.)

 1. Show respect. Give everyone the opportunity to explain his or her ideas without interrupting. Actively try to help the sender convey his 
or her message.

 2. Listen from the first sentence. Turn off your internal thoughts and whatever you were thinking about prior to the interaction.

 3. Be mindful. Stay in the moment and focus on the sender. Don’t try to figure out what the speaker is going to say or mentally compose 
your response.

 4. Keep quiet. You have two ears and one mouth; use them accordingly. Try to use the 80/20 rule: Your conversational partner should 
speak 80% of the time, and you should speak 20%.

 5. Ask good questions. Asking relevant questions clarifies what is being said and demonstrates that you are listening.

 6. Paraphrase and summarize. Paraphrasing amounts to repeating back to someone what you just heard that person say. Summarizing is 
used to integrate or consolidate an entire conversation. Both these techniques enhance communication accuracy because they help 
ensure you are correctly understanding the messages.

 7. Remember what was said. Either take notes or make an effort to log critical information into your mental computer.

 8. Involve your body. Use nonverbal cues to demonstrate interest and involvement.

Sources: Based on J. Keyser, “Active Listening Leads to Business Success,” T+D, July 2013, pp. 26–28; and B. Brooks, “The Power of Active Listening,” The 
American Salesman, December 2010, pp. 28–30. T. Bradberry, “7 Most Common Habits of the Best Listeners,” Inc., http://www.inc.com/travis-bradberry/7 
-things-great-listeners-do-differently.html, accessed July 2016.

TABLE 15.10 Tips for Effective Listening

Being an Effective Writer
Writing is an essential management skill, all the more so because e-mail and texting 
have replaced the telephone in so much of business communication. Taking a business 
writing class can be a major advantage. (Indeed, as a manager, you may have to iden-
tify employees who need writing training.) Following are some tips for writing 
 business communications more effectively. 

Start with Your Purpose Rather than building up to the point, if you are deliver-
ing routine or positive news you should start by telling your purpose and stating what 
you expect of the reader. Along the same lines, when e-mailing, make sure the subject 
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line clearly expresses your reason for writing. For instance, “Who is available Thursday 
afternoon?” does not inform the reader of your topic as well as “Davis project meeting 
moved to Thursday 3 p.m.” does.

Write Simply, Concisely, and Directly Short and sweet is the key.156 Keep your 
words simple and use short words, sentences, and phrases. Be direct instead of vague, 
and use active rather than passive voice. (Directness, active voice: “Please call a meet-
ing for Wednesday.” Vagueness, passive voice: “It is suggested that a meeting be called 
for Wednesday.”)

Know Your Audience Send your message to all who need the information it 
contains, but only to those people. Resist the urge to include everyone, and be 
 especially careful, in responding to messages, to think before you click “Reply 
All.” If you are feeling emotional as you write, don’t click “Send” at all but instead 
save your draft, take a break of at least a few hours, and go back to it later. Your 
feelings may have changed and your communication, and your relationships, will 
likely be better for it.

Don’t Show Ignorance of the Basics Texting has made many people more 
 relaxed about spelling and grammar rules. Although this is fine among friends, as a 
manager you’ll need to create a more favorable impression in your writing. Besides 
using spelling and grammar checkers, proofread your writing before sending it on. 
Check people’s names and titles in particular, and be especially aware that auto-correct 
features can make incorrect assumptions about what you meant to say.

Some other tips are shown at left. (See Table 15.11.)

Being an Effective Speaker
We speak in many different circumstances, from one-on-one conversations, to meet-
ings, to formal presentations. In terms of personal oral communication, most of the 
best advice comes under the heading of listening, since effective listening governs the 
amount and content of the talking you need to do.157 

The ability to talk to a room full of people—to make an oral presentation—is one of 
the greatest skills you can have. And in case you think you don’t have this skill, 
 “everyone has public speaking ability,” according to one writer for the London Speaker 
Bureau. It’s simply that some people are more practiced because they have the oppor-
tunity to use it more than others.158 

While 20% of working professionals in a recent survey said they take almost any 
steps to avoid public speaking, 70% agreed that the ability to make a skillful presenta-
tion was “critical” to their careers. And even more said they would like to be better at 
it.159 In fact, reports of how widespread fear of public speaking is are probably exag-
gerated; it’s likely that about 40%–45% of the population shares this fear.160 Some 
people find public speaking a stimulating challenge and an opportunity to burnish 
their professional skills and reputation.

However you feel or think you feel about public speaking, there is no doubt you’ll 
have to call upon your presentation skills during your career. You can find some good 
models in the many TED talks available online.161 And you can do away with a great 
deal of anxiety about speaking in public by knowing what and how to prepare. For 
instance, ask ahead of time about who the audience will be, how much time you will 
be allowed, what technology might be available for incorporating audio or visual ma-
terial, who else may be speaking, and whether there will be a question-and-answer 
session afterwards. Arrive early and check the room to be sure promised equipment is 
in place and working. As for the content of your presentation, Dale Carnegie’s classic 
advice still holds: (1) Tell them what you’re going to say. (2) Say it. (3) Tell them what 
you said.162 

DON’T . . .

 1. Begin an e-mail with 
“Hey.” “Hi” or “Hello”  
is more appropriate.

 2. Use abbreviations or 
emojis.

DO . . .

 3. Spell words correctly.

 4. Use complete sentences.

 5. Use proper capitalization 
and punctuation.

Source: Derived from J. R. Fine, 
“Enhancing Gen Y Communication 
Skills,” Society for Human Resource 
Management, March 13, 2009.  
G. Leibowitz, “6 Tips for Writing 
Emotionally Intelligent Emails,”  
Inc., http://www.inc.com/glenn 
-leibowitz/how-to-write-emotionally 
-intelligent-emails.html, accessed 
July 2016.

TABLE 15.11 
Five Rules for Business 
Writing, Both Online and 
Offline
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1. Tell Them What You’re Going to Say The introduction should take 5%–15% of 
your speaking time, and it should prepare the audience for the rest of the speech. Avoid 
jokes and such tired phrases as “I’m honored to be with you here today. . . .” Because 
everything in your speech should be relevant, be bold and go right to the point with a 
“grabber” such as a personal story or compelling comparison that attracts listeners’ 
attention and prepares them to follow you closely.163 For example:

“Good afternoon. You may not have thought much about identity theft, and 
neither did I until my identity was stolen—twice. Today I’ll describe how our 
supposedly private credit, health, employment, and other records are vulnera-
ble to theft and how you can protect yourself.”

2. Say It The main body of the speech takes up 75%–90% of your time. The most 
important thing to realize is that your audience won’t remember more than a few 
points, anyway. Choose them carefully and cover them as succinctly as possible.

Needless to say, your success rests largely on how 
well you deliver this part of the speech. Be sure you 
have done your homework. Speak about what you know 
best, understand your audience’s point of view and pre-
conceptions, and check and recheck your facts. These 
preparatory steps enhance your confidence and ensure 
you have credibility with your listeners.

When you practice this part of your presentation, be 
particularly attentive to transitions during the main 
body of the speech. Listening differs from reading in 
that the listener has only one chance to get your mean-
ing. Thus, be sure you constantly provide your listeners 
with guidelines and transitional phrases so they can see 
where you’re going. Example:

“There are five ways the security of your supposedly 
private files can be compromised. The first way is. . . . 
The second way takes place when. . . . ”

3. Tell Them What You Said The end might take 
5%–10% of your time. Many professional speakers con-
sider the conclusion to be as important as the introduc-
tion, so don’t drop the ball here. You need a solid, 
strong, persuasive wrap-up.

Use some sort of signal phrase that cues your listeners that you are heading into 
your wind-up. Examples:

“Let’s review the main points. . . .”
“In conclusion, what CAN you do to protect against unauthorized invasion of 
your private files? I point out five main steps. One. . . .”

Give some thought to the last thing you will say. It should be strongly upbeat, a call 
to action, a thought for the day, a little story, a quotation. Examples:

“I want to leave you with one last thought. . . .”
“Finally, let me close by sharing something that happened to me. . . .”
“As Albert Einstein said, ‘Imagination is more important than knowledge.’”

Then say, “Thank you,” and stop. ●

Predictor for success. Enjoying public speaking and being good at it are 
the top predictors of success and upward mobility. Do you think you could 
develop these skills? © Hill Street Studios/Blend Images/Alamy RF
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Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

15.1  The Communication Process: What It Is, 
How It Works

•	 Communication is the transfer of information and 
understanding from one person to another. The 
process involves sender, message, and receiver; 
encoding and decoding; the medium; feedback; and 
dealing with “noise.”

•	 The sender is the person wanting to share information. 
The information is called a message. The receiver is 
the person for whom the message is intended. 
Encoding is translating a message into understandable 
symbols or language. Decoding is interpreting and 
trying to make sense of the message. The medium is 
the pathway by which a message travels. Feedback is 
the process in which a receiver expresses his or her 
reaction to the sender’s message.

•	 The entire communication process can be disrupted 
at any point by noise, defined as any disturbance that 
interferes with the transmission of a message.

•	 For effective communication, a manager must select 
the right medium. Media richness indicates how well a 
particular medium conveys information and promotes 
learning. The richer a medium is, the better it is at 
conveying information. Face-to-face presence is the 
richest; an advertising flyer would be one of the 
lowest. A rich medium is best for nonroutine situations 
and to avoid oversimplification. A lean medium is best 
for routine situations and to avoid overloading.

15.2  How Managers Fit into the Communication 
Process

•	 Communication channels may be formal or informal.
•	 Formal communication channels follow the chain 

of command and are recognized as official. Formal 
communication is of three types: (1) Vertical 
communication is the flow of messages up and 
down the organizational hierarchy. (2) Horizontal 

communication flows within and between work 
units; its main purpose is coordination. (3) External 
communication flows between people inside and 
outside the organization.

•	 Informal communication channels develop outside 
the formal structure and do not follow the chain of 
command. Two aspects of informal channels are the 
grapevine and face-to-face communication. (1) The 
grapevine is the unofficial communication system of 
the informal organization. The grapevine is faster 
than formal channels, is always operating, but is not 
always accurate, (2) Face-to-face communication builds 
trust between managers and employees. Managers 
should set aside time for such communication and hone 
their listening skills.

15.3 Barriers to Communication
•	 Barriers to communication are of five types: (1) Physical 

barriers are exemplified by walls, background noise, 
and time-zone differences. (2) Personal barriers are 
individual attributes that hinder communication.  
(3) Cross-cultural barriers are more common in view of 
globalization. (4) Nonverbal barriers often arise in cross-
cultural communication and when verbal and nonverbal 
messages conflict. (5) Gender differences result in part 
from bias and assumptions that can be overcome.

•	 Nine personal barriers are (a) variable skills in 
communicating effectively, (b) variations in frames  
of reference and experiences that affect how 
information is interpreted, (c) variations in 
trustworthiness and credibility, (d) oversized egos,  
(e) faulty listening skills, (f) tendency to judge others’ 
messages, (g) inability to listen with understanding, 
(h) stereotypes (oversimplified beliefs about a certain 
group of people) and prejudices, and (i) nonverbal 
communication (messages sent outside of the written 
or spoken word, including body language).
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•	 Six ways in which nonverbal communication is 
expressed are through (1) eye contact, (2) facial 
expressions, (3) body movements and gestures,  
(4) touch, (5) setting, and (6) time.

15.4 Social Media and Management
•	 Social media contribute heavily to employee and 

employer productivity. They are widely used in 
employment recruiting and have applications in 
organizational innovation (via crowdsourcing), in 
sales, and in reputation management.

•	 Social media have costs as well. Cyberloafing—the 
personal use of computers and digital devices at 
work—costs organizations time and money. Security 
issues arise when careless or disgruntled employees 
put the organization’s online environment at risk. 
Everyone must take responsibility for ensuring the 
privacy of his or her own and the organization’s 
information and communication. Finally, controlling 
the flow of e-mail is a challenge for many.

•	 Texting’s organizational applications and use may be 
growing, but personal texts should be strictly limited 
during the workday.

•	 Managers should engage employees in the creation 
of fair and effective social media policy to ensure 

social media tools are consistently put to constructive 
work purposes.

15.5 Improving Communication Effectiveness
•	 People tend to favor only a few of five listening 

styles—appreciative, empathic, comprehensive, 
discerning, and evaluative. Active listening, the 
process of actively decoding and interpreting verbal 
messages, requires full attention and processing of 
information. To become a good listener, you should 
concentrate on the content of the message, not 
delivery; ask questions and summarize the 
speaker’s remarks; listen for ideas; resist 
distractions and show interest; and give the  
speaker a fair hearing.

•	 To become an effective writer, start with your 
purpose. Write simply, concisely, and directly. Know 
your audience, and follow basic spelling and 
grammar rules for appropriately formal 
communication.

•	 To become an effective speaker, study successful 
models, know your subject, and prepare and 
rehearse ahead of time. For the presentation itself, 
follow three simple rules. Tell people what you’re 
going to say. Say it. Tell them what you said.

 1. Explain the communications process.
 2. What are some common sources of noise in 

communication?
 3. Explain the differences between formal and informal 

communication channels.
 4. What are the five types of barriers to communication 

and examples of each?
 5. Explain how social media can contribute to 

employee productivity.

 6. How do social media make employers more productive?
 7. What are some of the costs of social media in 

organizations?
 8. Describe the managerial implications of texting at 

work.
 9. What should managers know about creating a social 

media policy?
 10. Explain the five listening styles and how to be a 

good listener.

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

Nokia Actively Uses Social Media to Communicate 
Nokia is a Finnish multinational communications and 
information technology company. It was founded in 
1865. In 2015, the company had 114,256 employees 
and four business groups: Nokia Networks, Nokia 
Technologies, Alcatel-Lucent, and Nokia Bell Labs. 
Total revenue in 2015 was 23.22 billion euros.164 

The company’s vision is to be an “innovation leader 
in the technologies that connect people and things.” 
Making this happens involves pursuing a strategy of 
“creating a new type of network that’s intelligent, effi-
cient, and secure, and advancing the technologies that 

tap its power through smart devices and sensors.”165 It is 
not surprising that Nokia would focus on using social 
media for its internal communications, given the com-
pany’s history, vision, and strategic focus.

Nokia created a Social Media Communications 
Team in 2008 to improve communications. The team’s 
goal is to “Encourage the use of social media inter-
nally to bring out the company’s unique authentic 
voice and to engage in social media externally on be-
half of Nokia, and contributing to product and service 
announcements by opening up a dialogue and driving 
online engagement.”166

Management in Action
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leaders’ insights into the company’s performance on a 
quarterly basis. The video is largely based on 
 professionally conducted recording and editing, but is of-
ten complemented by employee-generated video clips.”171

One example of less formal videos entailed manage-
ment’s requests of clips of employees who exemplify 
the company’s values. Over 100 video clips were cre-
ated. Johanna Komonen, Nokia’s communications man-
ager, commented that “Nokia is a very non-hierarchical 
company and I don’t think you could ask people to make 
videos that are honest unless they felt confident enough 
to know that it’s their video. We don’t tell anyone what 
to put in their video, they know that it’s their video and 
their views.”172

All told, this tool “acts as a hub through which 
Nokia’s employees can post, view and discuss work-
related videos. Employees are encouraged to keep the 
clips to only a few minutes or so in length, with even 
the professional shot Quarterly Business Review last-
ing only around eight minutes.”173 

Communication Doesn’t Stop with BlogHub 
and VideoHub
Other communication tools include the following:

	 •	 Live Meeting enables employees to ask questions 
online during presentations. Employees can also 
send text messages if they can’t be online during 
the presentation.

	 •	Road shows are used to educate employees about 
new products. “Regionally, mini product launches—
aka ‘mobility happy hours’ are held so employees 
can ask questions and become familiar with Nokia 
devices.”174

	 •	Video conferencing is used to communicate across 
geographical boundaries. Annual communications 
meetings are also accessible with this medium in 
 order to cut down on travel costs.

	 •	Electronic newsletters are used on daily, weekly, or 
monthly bases to communicate about important 
 topics and Nokia businesses and their initiatives.

	 •	Corporate intranet is used to communicate about 
 organizational charts and human resource benefits.

	 •	Flat Screen Displays are located around regional of-
fices and provide consistently streamed information 
about corporate issues, information, and real-time 
business metrics.175

Social Media Certification
Nokia has highly invested in its communication strat-
egy. To facilitate its success, the company developed a 
six-part social media certification. Employees must 
complete the process before actively using the social 
media tools. To be certified, employees must176

Nokia’s Communication Strategy
Nokia’s communication strategy entails a three-
pronged approach using social media: (1) build rela-
tionships, (2) improve products and services, and 
(3) demonstrate corporate values and leadership.167 
The two key tools being used in this pursuit are 
 BlogHub and VideoHub. 

BlogHub. Members of the Social Media team be-
lieve BlogHub is the most effective internal communi-
cation tool used at Nokia. According to Molly 
Schonthal, former team member in North America, 
“The BlogHub lowers barriers for employees to find 
conversations relevant to them.” BlogHub gives all 
employees a voice because communication spreads in 
all directions—horizontally, upward and downward. 
This contrasts with the top-down communication ap-
proach used in many companies. Schonthal concluded 
BlogHub provides a “dynamic community that is ruled 
by members, not executives.”168 

BlogHub enables employees to share ideas and up-
date others on what they are doing. This fosters col-
laboration and breaks down communication silos. It 
also provides valuable information to management. 
One blogger noted that “BlogHub is an effective way 
to gather employee feedback on various issues and 
track the conversations that are happening inside the 
company. One of the primary ways that is accom-
plished is via a voting mechanism, enabling employees 
to rate blog posts, with the most popular entries rising 
to the top.”169

Nokia Conversations is one specialized internal 
blog run by Phil Schwarzmann, its editor-in-chief. One 
feature focuses on telling employee stories about inter-
esting people or interesting aspects of someone’s job. 
For example, one story pertained to a 6ʹ11ʺ employee 
who played basketball for Notre Dame and now plays 
for a Finnish league. Other stories involve people who 
live the Nokia values of

	 •	Respect—treating each other with respect and work-
ing hard to earn it from others.

 •	Achievement—working with others to deliver superior 
results and win in the marketplace.

 •	Renewal—develop your skills and grow the business.
 •	Challenge—avoid complacency and question the status 

quo.170

VideoHub. This collaborative tool allows employ-
ees to post and share videos. It contains a combination 
of professionally produced corporate or marketing vid-
eos and employee-generated content. The company 
provides a network of trained employees who help em-
ployees create short videos. 

Videos of Nokia’s quarterly business reviews represent 
examples of formal videos. These videos feature “top 
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 1. Be prepared
 2. Be transparent
 3. Be smart
 4. Be nice
 5. Be yourself
 6. Be professional

FOR DISCUSSION

 1. To what extent is Nokia’s use of social media consis-
tent with recommendations about matching the rich-
ness of media to the situation at hand?

 2. How does Nokia’s use of social media tend to elimi-
nate barriers to communication? Explain.

 3. To what extent is Nokia experiencing any of the 
downsides to social media? Explain.

 4. What are the primary benefits of Nokia’s communi-
cation strategy? 

 5. What does this case teach you about interpersonal 
and organizational communication? Explain.

Was the Firing of Curt Schilling for His Social 
Media Post Fair?
Curt Shilling was a six-time professional baseball 
player All-Star. His career record was 216–146 and 
his performance in the postseason even better at 11–2. 
This level of performance clearly helped him land a 
job at ESPN. He started working for the network in 
2010, and he was fired after sharing a Facebook post 
in April 2016.

ESPN was a little lenient in allowing Schilling’s 
political leanings and related comments during his 
tenure, according to Alex Reimer, a Forbes reporter. 
ESPN did not discipline Schilling for “railing against 
the theory of evolution on Twitter or for saying in 
March that Hillary Clinton should be ‘buried under a 
jail’ if she shared classified information on her private 
email server.” ESPN did this despite informing all 
employees that they should avoid making political 
statements, according to Reimer.177 Reimer further 
wrote that “on the occasions Schilling was suspended, 
such as when he tweeted a meme [a meme is a cul-
tural item presented as an image or a phrase that is 
spread via the Internet, often in a humorous manner] 
comparing radical Muslims to Nazis, it was for his 
crassness rather than his politics.”178

Schilling’s ultimate firing was due to his sharing an 
anti-transgender image along with some commentary. 
The image “showed an overweight man wearing a wig 
and women’s clothing with parts of the T-shirt cut out to 
expose his breasts. It says: “LET HIM IN! to the rest-
room with your daughter or else you’re a narrow-

minded, judgmental, unloving racist bigot who needs to 
die.”179 He added his own comments about the rights of 
transgenders’ bathroom use that ESPN found offensive.

The New York Daily News reported that “Schilling’s 
remarks were in support of a North Carolina law that 
bars people in the state from using a bathroom other 
than the one for their biological gender.”180 According 
to The New York Times, ESPN issued a statement say-
ing they were an inclusive company and that Schil-
ling’s “conduct was unacceptable.”181

Schilling claims that he isn’t “transphobic or homo-
phobic and ‘wouldn’t care’ if his son wanted to be a 
woman.”182 He also commented, on a personal blog, 
that “let’s make one thing clear right upfront. If you 
get offended by ANYTHING in this post, that’s your 
fault, all yours.”183 Schilling, in turn, has been very 
critical of ESPN since his dismissal.

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
Do you think it was fair for ESPN to fire Curt 
 Schilling for expressing his views on social media? 

 1. No. ESPN was displaying political correctness rather 
than supporting one of its employees’ rights to 
 express his views about transgender bathroom rights. 
He should be reinstated.

 2. Yes. ESPN told its employees not to make political 
statements and Schilling clearly ignored this recom-
mendation. One needs to be very careful communi-
cating when employed in the broadcasting industry. 

 3. Invent other options.

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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Major Questions You Should Be Able to Answer

16 Control Systems and Quality 
Management
Techniques for Enhancing Organizational 
Effectiveness

16.1 Control: When Managers 
Monitor Performance
Major Question: Why  
is control such an 
important managerial 
function?

16.2 Levels and Areas of Control
Major Question: How do 
successful companies 
implement controls?

16.3 The Balanced Scorecard 
and Strategy Maps
Major Question: How can 
the balanced scorecard 
and strategy maps help 
me establish standards 
and measure 
performance?

16.4 Some Financial Tools for 
Control
Major Question: Financial 
performance is important 
to most organizations. 
What are the financial 
tools I need to know 
about?

16.5 Total Quality Management
Major Question: How do 
top companies improve 
the quality of their 
products or services?

16.6 Managing Control 
Effectively
Major Question: What are 
the keys to successful 
control, and what are the 
barriers to control 
success?

16.7 Managing for Productivity
Major Question: How do 
managers influence 
productivity?



How, as a manager, can you increase work productivity—
get better results with what you have to work with? In this 
chapter we discuss control techniques for achieving 
 better results. What are other ways for improving 
 productivity? Following are some suggestions.1

Establish Base Points, Set Goals,  
and Measure Results
To be able to tell whether your work unit is becoming 
more productive, you need to establish systems of mea-
surement. You can start by establishing the base point, 
such as the number of customers served per day, the 
quantity of products produced per hour, and the like. You 
can then set goals to establish new levels you wish to at-
tain and institute systems of measurement with which to 
ascertain progress. Finally, you can measure the results 
and modify the goals or work processes as necessary.

Use Technology and Social Media
Not only can technology enhance performance; for 
 instance, managers of virtual teams can hire the best-
qualified workers no matter where they are. It can also 
 offer new ways to measure and control results.2 During 
its “ice bucket” fund-raising challenge, the nonprofit ALS 
Association could easily track the number of Facebook 
videos posted (1.2 million) and related Twitter posts  
(2.2 million). The campaign raised $115 million after going 
 viral.3 Mobile apps can also serve as control mechanisms.4

Improve Match between Employees and Jobs
You can take steps to ensure the best fit between em-
ployees and their jobs, including improving employee 
selection, paying attention to training, redesigning 
jobs, and providing financial incentives that are tied to 
performance. Factors to look for in selection include 
cultural fit and training and experience.5 

Encourage Employee Involvement and Innovation
Companies improve performance by funding research 
and development (R&D) departments. Google spends 

more than 13% of its annual revenue on R&D.6 As a 
manager, you can encourage your employees, who are 
closest to the work process, to come up with sugges-
tions for improving their own operations. And, of course, 
you can give workers a bigger say in doing their jobs, 
allow employee flextime, and reward people for learn-
ing new skills and taking on additional responsibility.

Encourage Employee Diversity
By hiring people who are diverse in gender, age, race, 
ethnicity, and ability, you’re more likely to have a work-
force with different experiences, outlooks, values, and 
skills. Microsoft recently began a human resources effort 
specifically to hire people with autism and received hun-
dreds of resumes. “By adjusting our hiring practices, we 
are able to recruit from a new talent pool—a talent pool 
that is rich with mad skills,” said Jenny Lay-Flurrie, the 
company’s chief accessibility  officer. “We’re hiring these 
folks because they’re  amazingly talented individuals who 
are going to help us do amazing things at Microsoft.”7 

Redesign the Work Process
Some managers think performance can be enhanced 
through cost cutting, but this is not always the case. It 
may be that the work process can be redesigned to 
eliminate inessential steps or more directly attack a 
problem. To better select top managers as it grew, 
Uber changed its interview process to focus less on 
asking applicants about their past. Instead, its recruit-
ers had them describe, on the spot, how they would 
solve a realistic challenge the company might face.8 

For Discussion Some observers think the pressure 
on managers to perform will be even more intense 
than before, because the world is undergoing a trans-
formation on the scale of the industrial revolution  
200 years ago as we move further into an information-
based economy.9 In what ways do you think you’ll 
have to become a champion of adaptation?

The final management function, control, is monitoring performance, comparing it with goals, and 

taking corrective action as needed. We define managing for performance and explain its impor-

tance. We then identify six reasons for the need of management control, explain the steps in the 

control process, and describe three types of control managers use. Next we cover levels and ar-

eas of control and financial tools for control, as well as ways to control the supply chain and spe-

cial considerations for service organizations. We discuss the balanced scorecard and total quality 

management (TQM). We describe the four keys to successful control and five barriers to success-

ful control. We conclude by considering how to achieve higher productivity.

What’s Ahead in This ChapterFORECAST 

THE MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

Improving Productivity: Going beyond Control Techniques  
to Get the Best Results
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Control is making something happen the way it was planned to happen. Controlling is 
defined as monitoring performance, comparing it with goals, and taking corrective action 
as needed. Controlling is the fourth management function, along with planning, organiz-
ing, and leading, and its purpose is plain: to make sure that performance meets objectives.

■ Planning is setting goals and deciding how to achieve them.
■ Organizing is arranging tasks, people, and other resources to accomplish the 

work.
■ Leading is motivating people to work hard to achieve the organization’s 

goals.
■ Controlling is concerned with seeing that the right things happen at the right 

time in the right way.

All these functions affect one another and in turn affect an organization’s perfor-
mance and productivity. (See Figure 16.1.)

16.1 Control: When Managers Monitor Performance
Why is control such an important managerial function?

THE BIG PICTURE
Controlling is monitoring performance, comparing it with goals, and taking corrective action. This section 
 describes six reasons control is needed and four steps in the control process.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Planning
You set goals

& decide
how to
achieve
them.

Organizing
You arrange

tasks,
people,
& other

resources to
accomplish
the work.

Leading
You motivate

people to
work hard
to achieve

the organiza-
tion’s goals.

Controlling
You monitor

performance,
compare it
with goals,

& take
corrective
action as
needed.

For
e�ective

performance

FIGURE 16.1 Controlling for effective performance
What you as a manager do to get things done, with controlling shown in relation to the three other management functions. (These are not 
lockstep; all four functions happen concurrently.) 

Why Is Control Needed?
Lack of control mechanisms can lead to problems for both managers and companies. 
For example, in the wake of 11 reported deaths and dozens of injuries, more than 100 
million autos have been recalled in the United States and worldwide due to faulty air-
bags manufactured by Takata, a Japanese auto parts maker.10 As the company’s CEO 
resigned and the scope of the ongoing recall grew,11 The New York Times reported that 
faulty airbags continued to be installed in new U.S. cars, including Fiat Chrysler, 
 Toyota, Volkswagen, and Mitsubishi.12 Could greater control have helped avoid or 
 reduce the consequences of these situations? Of course. Control can save lives!
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There are six reasons control is needed.

1. To Adapt to Change and Uncertainty Markets shift. Consumer tastes change. 
New competitors appear. Technologies are reborn. New materials are invented. 
 Government regulations are altered. All organizations must deal with these kinds of 
environmental changes and uncertainties. Control systems can help managers antici-
pate, monitor, and react to these changes.

Example: Self-driving cars are in the testing stage at many companies around the 
world. Early indications, including the recent death of a driver in a collision on a 
Florida highway, suggest that autonomous cars are probably years away from becom-
ing a reality.13 But if successful, they are sure to bring changes in traffic patterns, 
safety regulations, road use and signage, insurance policies, auto design, and even car 
ownership patterns and customer expectations. As one writer predicts, “Driving is still 
going to be about the experience, but not the experience of driving.”14 

2. To Discover Irregularities and Errors Small problems can mushroom into big 
ones. Cost overruns, manufacturing defects, employee turnover, bookkeeping errors, 
and customer dissatisfaction are all matters that may be tolerable in the short run. But 
in the long run, they can bring about even the downfall of an organization.

Example: The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and Tesla 
Motors are both investigating the causes of the 2016 crash that killed the driver of a self-
driving Tesla car on a Florida highway. Tesla says the car’s camera, part of its beta-phase 
Autopilot system, failed to spot the white tractor-trailer crossing the driver’s path on a 
bright day. NHTSA wants to know why. The agency, which is  developing standards for 
self-driving cars, has also asked Tesla to share its reconstruction of the accident and has 
imposed a deadline to be enforced by the prospect of thousands of dollars in fines. If 
defects in the Autopilot system are found, a product recall could follow.15 

3. To Reduce Costs, Increase Productivity, or Add Value Control systems can 
reduce labor costs, eliminate waste, increase output, and increase product delivery 
cycles. In addition, controls can help add value to a product so that customers will be 
more inclined to choose them over rival products.

Example: Simple changes to an office environment can change employee attitudes 
and have a positive impact on productivity.16 The use of color, arrangement of space, 

Control matters. The National 
Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) concluded 
that the airbag recall from 14 
different automarkers is the largest 
and most complex in U.S. history. 
The airbags, which were made by 
Takata, involved car models from 
2002 through 2015. The purpose  
of management control system is to 
prevent mistakes, errors, and 
design flaws from reaching 
consumers. © Jochen Tack/Alamy
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type of seating and lighting, and presence or absence of music can all affect productivity, 
perhaps by as much as 20%. Control mechanisms to monitor the results of such changes 
can be as simple as periodic employee satisfaction surveys.17 

4. To Detect Opportunities and Increase Innovation Hot-selling products. 
Competitive prices on materials. Changing population trends. New overseas markets. 
Controls can help alert managers to innovative opportunities that might have otherwise 
gone unnoticed.18

Example: Uniqlo, the big Asian apparel retailer, is locked in competition for global 
market share with “fast fashion” clothiers Zara (from Spain), H&M (Sweden), and 
online stores. Like those at most businesses, Uniqlo managers look at a monthly metric 
called EBIDTA, earnings before interest, depreciation, taxes, and amortization, to 
gauge their success in each new market they enter.19 

5. To Provide Performance Feedback Can you improve without feedback? 
When a company becomes larger or when it merges with another company, it may find 
it has several product lines, materials-purchasing policies, customer bases, and worker 
needs that conflict with each other. Controls help managers coordinate these various 
elements by providing feedback.20

Example: Global companies like Pepsi-Cola must manage broad and diverse arrays 
of brands and products at locations around the world. To ensure the same high level of 
quality everywhere despite dealing with a virtual army of suppliers, Pepsi relies on an 
interlocking set of sustainability and quality control policies covering everything from 
ingredients to packaging. It must abide by regulations imposed by the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration and by agencies around the globe, including the European Food 
Safety Authority and Health Canada, for instance.21

6. To Decentralize Decision Making and Facilitate Teamwork Controls 
 allow top management to decentralize decision making at lower levels within the 
organization and to encourage employees to work together in teams. Facing a 
 possible shortage of doctors in some areas of medicine, for instance, health care 
professionals are anticipating a rise in teamwork, small group practices, and the 
delegation of some routine patient services to nurse practitioners.22 Controls, 
 including secure digital patient records, will be important in ensuring high-quality 
and personalized care.

The six reasons are summarized below. (See Figure 16.2.)

1. …adapt to
 change &
 uncertainty

Control
helps an

organization…

2. …discover
 irregularities
 & errors

3. …reduce costs,
 increase
 productivity,
 or add value

4. …detect
 opportunities                        

6. …decentralize
 decision making
 & facilitate
 teamwork

5. …to provide  
performance  
feedback

FIGURE 16.2
Six reasons control is needed
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Step 1.
Establish
standards.

Step 2.
Measure
performance.

Step 3.
Compare
performance
to standards.

Step 4.
Take
corrective
action, if
necessary.

Feedback

If yes, take
corrective
action;
perhaps
revise
standards.

If no,
continue
work
progress &
recognize
success.

FIGURE 16.3 Steps in the control process
Paying attention to the feedback is particularly important because of its dynamic nature.

Steps in the Control Process
Control systems may be altered to fit specific situations, but generally they follow the 
same steps. The four control process steps are (1) establish standards; (2) measure perfor-
mance; (3) compare performance to standards; and (4) take corrective action, if necessary. 
(See Figure 16.3.)

Let’s consider these four steps.

1. Establish Standards: “What Is the Outcome We Want?” A control standard, 
or performance standard or simply standard, is the desired performance level for a given 
goal. Standards may be narrow or broad, and they can be set for almost anything, 
 although they are best measured when they can be made quantifiable.

Nonprofit institutions might have standards for level of charitable contributions, 
number of students or volunteers retained, or degree of legal compliance. For-profit 
organizations might have standards of financial performance, employee hiring, manu-
facturing defects, percentage increase in market share, percentage reduction in costs, 
number of customer complaints, and return on investment. Service organizations may 
look at number of customers, clients, or patients served; time spent with each; and re-
sulting level of satisfaction. More subjective standards, such as level of employee sat-
isfaction, can also be set, although they may have to be expressed more quantifiably in 
terms of, say, reduced absenteeism and sick days and increased job applications.

One technique for establishing standards is to use the balanced scorecard, as we 
explain later in this chapter.

2. Measure Performance: “What Is the Actual Outcome We Got?” The 
 second step in the control process is to measure performance, such as by number of 
products sold, units produced, or cost per item sold.23

Example: Some performance goals may seem difficult to quantify and therefore 
measure, but the key is to make them concrete. For instance, “Be on time for all meet-
ings” and “Update your team members once a week on the status of your  project” are 
more measurable standards than “Be punctual” and “Keep everyone informed.”24

Performance data are usually obtained from three sources: (1) employee behavior 
and deliverables; (2) peer input or observations; and (3) personal observation, as when 
a manager takes a stroll on the factory floor to see what employees are doing.

As we’ve hinted, measurement techniques can vary for different industries, such as 
for manufacturing industries versus service industries. We discuss this further later in 
the chapter.
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3. Compare Performance to Standards: “How Do the Desired and Actual 
Outcomes Differ?” The third step in the control process is to compare measured 
performance against the standards established. Most managers are delighted with per-
formance that exceeds standards, which becomes an occasion for handing out bonuses, 
promotions, and perhaps offices with a view. For performance that is below standards, 
they need to ask: Is the deviation from performance significant? The greater the differ-
ence between desired and actual performance, the greater the need for action.

How much deviation is acceptable? That depends on the range of variation built in 
to the standards in step 1. In voting for political candidates, for instance, there is 
 supposed to be no range of variation; as the expression goes, “every vote counts.” In 
political polling, however, a range of 3%–4% error is considered an acceptable range 
of variation. In machining parts for the solar-powered space probe Juno, currently 
 orbiting Jupiter after a five-year journey, NASA engineers could tolerate a range of 
variation a good deal smaller than someone machining parts for a power lawnmower.

Control and space flight. The Juno 
space probe was built by Lockheed 
Martin and is operated by NASA. It 
began an orbit of Jupiter in July 2016 
and is expected to conduct a 
20 month scientific investigation. It 
uses very sophisticated equipment 
to measure the planet’s gravity  
field, magnetic field, and polar 
magnestosphere. This type of 
equipment requires high levels of 
accuracy. Source: NASA/JPL-Caltech

The range of variation is often incorporated in computer systems into a principle 
called management by exception. Management by exception is a control principle that 
states that managers should be informed of a situation only if data show a significant 
 deviation from standards.

4. Take Corrective Action, If Necessary: “What Changes Should We Make to 
Obtain Desirable Outcomes?” This step concerns feedback—modifying, if nec-
essary, the control process according to the results or effects. This might be a dynamic 
process that will produce different effects every time you put the system to use. There 
are three possibilities here: (1) Make no changes. (2) Recognize and reinforce positive 
performance. (3) Take action to correct negative performance.

When performance meets or exceeds the standards set, managers should give 
 rewards, ranging from giving a verbal “Job well done” to more substantial payoffs 
such as raises, bonuses, and promotions to reinforce good behavior.

When performance falls significantly short of the standard, managers should care-
fully examine the reasons and take the appropriate action. Sometimes the standards 
themselves were unrealistic, owing to changing conditions, in which case the standards 
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need to be altered. Sometimes employees haven’t been given the resources for achiev-
ing the standards. And sometimes the employees may need more attention from 
 management as a way of signaling that their efforts have been insufficient in fulfilling 
their part of the job bargain.

EXAMPLESteps in the Control Process: What’s Expected of UPS Drivers?

To help younger drivers train for successful careers, UPS worked 
with a U.S. Department of Labor financial grant and research 
gleaned from studying the way people who grew up with video 
games and smartphones learn. The result was a high-tech train-
ing center called Integrad®, which now operates in locations in 
seven different states. The program has so far trained more than 
7,500 drivers and more than 1,500 managers in “safe work 
methods, safe driving methods, customer service methods, train-
ing in using the handheld computer (DIAD—acronym for Delivery 
Information Acquisition Device) for recording delivery informa-
tion, proper package selection, and UPS history.”25  

Establishing Standards. UPS establishes standards for its 
drivers that project the number of miles driven, deliveries, and 
pickups. A typical day for a driver in Louisville, Kentucky, might 
include driving 60 miles to make 125 deliveries.26  

Measuring Performance. UPS managers get a constant 
stream of feedback about drivers’ performance from the DIAD 
device and from two onboard computer systems. ORION opti-
mizes the drivers’ routes, and Telematics relays information 
about how often drivers back up and whether they are wearing 
seat belts. “Everything the driver does is being measured,” 
says the company's business manager in Louisville.27 

Comparing Performance to Standards. UPS managers 
 compare a driver’s performance (miles driven and number of 
pickups and deliveries) with the standards that were set for his 
or her particular route. A range of variation may be allowed to 
take into account such matters as winter or summer driving or 
traffic conditions that slow productivity. 

Taking Corrective Action. When a UPS driver fails to perform 
according to the standards set for him or her, a supervisor then 
rides along and gives suggestions for improvement. If drivers are 
unable to improve, they are warned, then suspended, and then 
dismissed. Sometimes performance problems can be system-
wide, and then solutions must be as well. After unexpected 
 volume left the company with 1 million undelivered packages on 
Christmas Eve in 2013, the company invested $150 million in 
better preparing for the holiday rush and hired more than 
100,000 temporary employees, which proved to be too many 
and had a negative impact on fourth-quarter earnings.28 

YOUR CALL
The UPS controls were devised by industrial engineers based 
on experience. Do you think the same kinds of controls could 
be established for, say, filling out tax forms for H&R Block?

Types of Controls 
There are three types of control: feedforward, concurrent, and feedback. They vary 
based on the timing of when control takes place. 

Feedforward Control Feedforward control focuses on preventing future problems. 
It does this by collecting performance information about past performance and then 
planning to avoid pitfalls or roadblocks prior to starting a task or project.29 Nestle is a 
global food and nutrition company that uses feedforward control.

Nestle’s quality management system “starts on farms.” The company works with 
local farmers to improve “the quality of their produce and adopt environmentally sus-
tainable farming practices.” Doing this helps provide Nestle with high-quality raw 
materials, and it “enables farmers to protect or even increase their income,” according 
to corporate documents.30

Concurrent Control Concurrent control entails collecting performance information 
in real time. This enables managers to determine if employee behavior and organiza-
tional processes conform to regulations and standards. Corrective action can then 
be taken immediately when performance is not meeting expectations. For instance, 
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trucking companies use GPS tracking to monitor “where company vehicles go, 
when they get there and how fast they move between destinations. It helps manag-
ers plan more efficient routes and alerts drivers to adjust routes in the event of an 
accident ahead. It also encourages employees to stay on task rather than running 
personal errands.”31

Technology is typically used for concurrent control. Word-procesing software is a 
good example. It immediately lets us know when we misspell words or use incorrect 
grammar. Corporate online monitoring of our e-mail and Internet use is another 
 example of concurrent control.

Feedback Control This form of control is extensively used by supervisors and 
managers. Feedback control amounts to collecting performance information after a task or 
project is done. This information then is used to correct or improve future performance. 
Classic examples include receiving test scores a week after taking the test, receiving 
customer feedback after purchasing a product, receiving student ratings of a teaching 
performance weeks after teaching a class, rating the quality of a movie after watching 
it, and participating in a performance review at work.

The problem with feedback control is that it occurs too late. For instance, if an 
instructor is doing a bad job in the classroom, he or she needs to make changes 
right away. Learning 10 weeks later that his or her performance was ineffective 
does not help current students. The same is true when it comes to customer satisfac-
tion and quality. On the positive side, many people want feedback, and late is better 
than never. 

IBM recognized the limitations of providing feedback in annual performance 
reviews. The company scrapped its 10-year-old system, called Personal Business 
Commitments, and replaced it with one called Checkpoint. The new system  requires 
employees to set short-term goals, and managers provide quarterly feedback on 
their progress.32 ●

Small business. What type of control is 
most important for small businesses?  
Do you think employees in small 
companies, such as a garden pots 
store, need less control than 
employees in large companies?  
© Don Mason/Blend Images/Getty 
Images RF
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How are you going to apply the steps of control to your own management area? Let’s 
look at this in several ways: First, you need to consider the level of management at 
which you operate—top, middle, or first level. Second, you need to consider the areas 
that you draw on for resources—physical, human, information, and/or financial. 
 Finally, we look at the type of firm. If you manage a manufacturing firm, you will have 
supply chain issues that require controls at many points, while if your firm is a service 
provider, you still require controls, but of a different type.

Levels of Control: Strategic, Tactical, and Operational
There are three levels of control, which correspond to the three principal managerial 
levels: strategic planning by top managers, tactical planning by middle managers, and 
operational planning by first-line (supervisory) managers and team leaders.

1. Strategic Control by Top Managers Strategic control is monitoring performance 
to ensure that strategic plans are being implemented and taking corrective action as 
needed. Strategic control is mainly performed by top managers, those at the CEO and 
VP levels, who have an organizationwide perspective.33 

For example, former Ford Motor Company CEO Alan Mulally (who retired in 2014) 
brought the company back from the financial brink by instituting a weekly meeting with 
senior managers. Each manager presented a report on his or her areas, coded in green, 
yellow, or red to indicate whether business was on target or needed improvement.34

2. Tactical Control by Middle Managers Tactical control is monitoring perfor-
mance to ensure that tactical plans—those at the divisional or departmental level—are 
 being implemented and taking corrective action as needed. Tactical control is done 
mainly by middle managers, those with such titles as “division head,” “plant man-
ager,” and “branch sales manager.” Reporting is done on a weekly or monthly basis.

3. Operational Control by First-Line Managers Operational control is monitor-
ing performance to ensure that operational plans—day-to-day goals—are being imple-
mented and taking corrective action as needed. Operational control is done mainly by 
first-line managers, those with titles such as “department head” or “supervisor.” It also 
includes team leaders. Reporting is done on a daily basis.

Considerable interaction occurs among the three levels, with lower-level managers 
providing information upward and upper-level managers checking on some of the 
more critical aspects of plan implementation below them.

Six Areas of Control
The six areas of organizational control are physical, human, informational, financial, 
structural, and cultural.

1. Physical Area The physical area includes buildings, equipment, and tangible 
products.

16.2 Levels and Areas of Control
How do successful companies implement controls?

THE BIG PICTURE
This section describes three levels of control—strategic, tactical, and operational—and six areas of control: 
physical, human, informational, financial, structural (bureaucratic and decentralized), and cultural. We also 
look at the supply chain and special considerations for control mechanisms in service firms.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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Examples: Equipment controls monitor the use of computers, cars, HVAC equip-
ment, and other machinery. The speedometer in your car is a physical control. Qual-
ity controls ensure that products are being built according to certain acceptable 
standards. Inventory-management controls keep track of how many products are in 
stock, how many will be needed, and what their delivery dates are. If you have ever 
searched for a popular item on Amazon.com, for instance, you may have seen a 
notification like “Only 5 left in stock (more on the way).” The company’s sophisti-
cated inventory controls supply the information that makes these notifications pos-
sible. Lowe’s, a home improvement retailer, is experimenting with robot inventory 
checkers that roam the aisles, deftly avoiding shoppers while scanning product bar 
codes on the shelves.35 

2. Human Resources Area The controls used to monitor employees include 
personality tests and drug testing for hiring, performance tests during training, 
 performance evaluations to measure work productivity, and employee surveys to 
assess job satisfaction and leadership. Airbnb’s human resource function has ex-
panded its role and likely its control functions as well, as the following Example 
box describes.

EXAMPLE Airbnb Revolutionizes Human Resources

Mark Levy is the Global Head of Employee Experiences at 
Airbnb, the online company that brought sharing to the busi-
ness of finding a place to stay when traveling. Airbnb has more 
than 1 million listings in 34,000 cities around the world; they 
range from a fold-out couch in someone’s living room to a 
17-bedroom private chateau in France. The company’s innova-
tion was to use the Internet to put hosts and guests in touch. 

When Levy was hired, the company had a human resources 
department split into several functions reporting to one overall 
leader. Levy did not like this structure. He preferred a structure 
organized around “employee experiences,” to parallel the 
company’s existing customer experience group. Among the 
new function’s responsibilities are traditional HR concerns like 
 recruiting, development, and compensation benefits, but 
also “facilities, food, global citizenship,” and employee 
events and recognition. “Every aspect of creating the employee 

experience is focused on designing an extraordinary physical, 
emotional, intellectual, virtual, and aspirational experience for 
Airbnb employees.”

One HR innovation is the company’s use of storyboarding to 
map the ideal recruiting experience and ways in which recruit-
ers can serve as “the ideal host.” Another is using crowdsourc-
ing to poll employees on what new skills and knowledge they 
need to develop in their careers, instead of imposing career 
development from the top down. Airbnb’s goal is to refashion 
the workplace as “an experience.”36 

YOUR CALL
What traditional control functions does Airbnb’s Employee Ex-
perience Group fulfill? What new responsibilities has the group 
taken on? How can it measure its own performance in recreat-
ing “the workplace as an experience”?

3. Informational Area Production schedules, sales forecasts, environmental im-
pact statements, analyses of competition, and public relations briefings all are controls 
on an organization’s various information resources. Among the factors that will govern 
a decision about whether a high-speed passenger-rail line is to be built in Oregon, for 
instance, is an environmental impact statement being prepared by the state’s Depart-
ment of Transportation.37

4. Financial Area Are bills being paid on time? How much money is owed by cus-
tomers? How much money is owed to suppliers? Is there enough cash on hand to meet 
payroll obligations? What are the debt-repayment schedules? What is the advertising 
budget? Clearly, the organization’s financial controls are important because they can 
affect the preceding three areas. If Oregon’s high-speed rail line becomes a reality, one 
of the major tasks for project managers will be controlling the cost of building it, 
which estimates say could rise as high as $4.5 billion.38
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5. Structural Area How is the organization arranged from a hierarchical or struc-
tural standpoint?39 Two examples are bureaucratic control and decentralized control.

■ Bureaucratic control. Bureaucratic control is an approach to organizational 
control that is characterized by use of rules, regulations, and formal authority to 
guide performance. This form of control attempts to elicit employee compli-
ance, using strict rules, a rigid hierarchy, well-defined job descriptions, and 
administrative mechanisms such as budgets, performance appraisals, and 
compensation schemes (external rewards to get results). The foremost exam-
ple of use of bureaucratic control is the traditional military organization.

  Bureaucratic control works well in organizations in which the tasks are 
explicit and certain. While rigid, it can be an effective means of ensuring that 
performance standards are being met. However, it may not be effective if peo-
ple are looking for ways to stay out of trouble by simply following the rules, 
or if they try to beat the system by manipulating performance reports, or if 
they try to actively resist bureaucratic constraints.

■ Decentralized control. Decentralized control is an approach to organizational 
control that is characterized by informal and organic structural arrangements, the 
opposite of bureaucratic control. This form of control aims to get increased 
employee commitment, using the corporate culture, group norms, and work-
ers taking responsibility for their performance. Decentralized control is found 
in companies with a relatively flat organization.

6. Cultural Area The cultural area is an informal method of control. It influences 
the work process and levels of performance through the set of norms that develop as a 
result of the values and beliefs that constitute an organization’s culture. If an organiza-
tion’s culture values innovation and collaboration, as at many tech start-ups, for in-
stance, then employees are likely to be evaluated on the basis of how much they engage 
in collaborative activities and enhance or create new products.

Bureaucratic control. In businesses 
such as construction of large subdi-
visions, tasks are explicit and certain, 
and employees are expected to 
perform them the same way each 
time. However, a small contractor, 
such as one building custom 
houses, need not be bureaucratic. 
© MyLoupe/Universal Images Group/
UIG/Getty Images

Controlling the Supply Chain
The supply chain is the sequence of suppliers that contribute to creating and delivering a 
product, from raw materials to production to final buyers. Supply chains are a major cost 
center for most companies, and the way firms structure the distribution of their products 
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can have enormous financial impact. In recognition of this impact, companies are pay-
ing closer attention to the sourcing, shipping, and warehousing of their products and of 
the ingredients and component parts they require. Many organizations are creating spe-
cialized supply chain departments that look specifically at cost and quality control in 
these areas and the way they contribute to the cost and quality of finished products. 
Managing supply chain functions has become so important that some academic man-
agement departments now offer undergraduate and master’s degrees in supply chain 
management, including at Arizona State University, for example.

At Hostess Brands, a dramatic change in the way products are delivered to stores is 
credited with helping the snack food company recover from bankruptcy. Hostess used to 
follow the traditional model for perishable items, sending 8,000 of its own drivers out to 
deliver Twinkies and other products directly to store shelves. After declaring bankruptcy, 
however, the firm revamped its process and adopted a much less expensive distribution 
plan. Now it delivers goods only as far as retailers’ distribution centers, and retailers take on 
the job of stocking their own individual stores. After also drastically cutting the size of its 
workforce, the company recently took in revenues of $650 million under new ownership.40

At Target, with annual sales in the $75 billion range,41 the supply chain has evolved 
with advances in online shopping. Where the goal was once to deliver goods from sup-
pliers to regional warehouses in a straight line, now, says the company’s CIO, Mike 
McNamara, “All of our inventory is available to all our guests, all the time. We will 
ship from a point to a guest that makes the most economic sense, or gives the guest the 
shortest lead time. That means that the thing that was once linear is now a network.”42 

Amazon has been experimenting with using drones as “the delivery truck of the 
future.” The company hopes drones will someday be able to accurately deliver pack-
ages weighing up to five pounds (“the vast majority of the things we sell at Amazon”) 
within 30 minutes in both cities and rural areas. It warns that drones won’t become a 
reality anytime soon, however.43 

Control in Service Firms
Service providers, such as income-tax preparers, hospitals and dental practices, con-
sultants, accountants, hair and nail salons, stockbrokers, hotels, and airlines, differ 
from manufacturers in several ways. The most obvious is that service companies can-
not hold any inventory of their services, which are intangible; instead they provide 
these services only on demand. Your new haircut does not exist until you sit down in 
the stylist’s chair, for example. 

Another difference is that service firms usually develop a personal, if temporary, 
relationship with their client or customer. Your haircut or flu shot is provided only to 
you, in other words, and the seat you buy on a plane heading to Amsterdam can be 
filled only by you. Some services are highly perishable. If you don’t show up for your 
flight to Amsterdam, your ability to occupy that particular seat on that particular plane 
vanishes forever, along with your chance to sleep in the hotel room you reserved 
at your destination. The education you acquire in college is another example of the 
personal nature of service; that education is yours alone.44 

The U.S. service industry has grown considerably in the last few decades as a great 
deal of manufacturing activity has moved overseas. Before World War II, there were 
about two service-industry jobs for every manufacturing job in the United States. 
Today the ratio of service to manufacturing employment is almost seven to one.45 

Since services are provided by humans (for the most part), everything we have out-
lined in this chapter that relates to measuring and controlling employee behavior ap-
plies to the role of control in service organizations. Clearly, training and education 
affect the quality of any service. Health care organizations operate under high control 
standards, for example, as evidenced by the many years of education and training re-
quired to obtain a license to practice medicine or dentistry. The same holds for the 
practice of law. Ongoing training and certification are a form of control for airline pilots, 
tax accountants (CPAs), teachers, physical therapists, and personal trainers. ●
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Wouldn’t you, as a top manager, like to have displayed in easy-to-read graphics all the 
information on sales, orders, and the like assembled from data pulled in real-time from 
corporate software? The technology exists and it has a name: a dashboard, like the 
instrument panel in a car.

Bob Parsons, founder of GoDaddy, believed in dashboards. “Measure everything of 
significance. Anything that is measured and watched improves,” he said.46

Throughout this book we have stressed the importance of evidence-based 
 management—the use of real-world data rather than fads and hunches in making 
management decisions. When properly done, the dashboard is an example of the 
important tools that make this kind of management possible. The balanced score-
card is another.

The Balanced Scorecard: A Dashboard-like  
View of the Organization
Robert Kaplan is a professor of accounting at the Harvard Business School and 
a  leading authority on strategic performance measurement. David Norton is 
 co-founder of Balanced Scorecard Collaborative. Kaplan and Norton developed 
what they call the balanced scorecard, which gives top managers a fast but 
 comprehensive view of the organization via four indicators: (1) customer satisfaction, 
(2)  internal processes, (3) innovation and improvement activities, and (4) financial 
 measures.

“Think of the balanced scorecard as the dials and indicators in an airplane cock-
pit,” write Kaplan and Norton. For a pilot, “reliance on one instrument can be fatal. 
Similarly, the complexity of managing an organization today requires that managers 
be able to view performance in several areas simultaneously.”47 It is not enough, say 
Kaplan and Norton, to simply measure financial performance, such as sales figures 
and return on investment. Operational matters, such as customer satisfaction, are 
equally important.48

The Balanced Scorecard: Four “Perspectives” The balanced scorecard estab-
lishes (a) goals and (b) performance measures according to four “perspectives,” or 
areas—financial, customer, internal business, and innovation and learning. (See 
 Figure 16.4, next page.)

1. Financial Perspective: “How Do We Look to Shareholders?” Corporate 
 financial strategies and goals generally fall into two buckets: revenue growth and 
productivity growth. Revenue growth goals might focus on increasing revenue from 

16.3 The Balanced Scorecard and Strategy Maps
How can the balanced scorecard and strategy maps help me establish standards and 
measure performance?

THE BIG PICTURE
The balanced scorecard helps managers establish goals and measures for four strategic perspectives. 
A visual representation of the relationships among balanced scorecard perspectives is the strategy 
map. 

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION
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both new and existing customers. Equipment manufacturer John Deere, for  instance, 
is pursuing new revenue by developing software services that provide information 
and guidance to farmers in the field. It is doing this to offset a recent 5% decrease 
in revenue.49 Productivity metrics like revenue per employee or total output pro-
duced divided by number of employees are common organization-level goals. We 
can also measure productivity in terms of costs. For example, Bob Evans Farms, 
Inc., is closing 27 underperforming restaurants in an attempt to decrease costs and 
improve profitability.50

2. Customer Perspective: “How Do Customers See Us?” Many companies 
view customers as one of their most important constituents. The balanced 
 scorecard translates this belief into measures such as market share, customer 
 acquisition, customer retention, customer satisfaction/loyalty, product/service 
quality, response time (the time between order and delivery), and percentage of 
bids won.

4.  Innovation & Learning
Perspective

“Can we continue to improve 
and create value?”

Goals Measures

Goals Measures Goals Measures

Goals Measures

3.  Internal Business
Perspective

“At what must we excel?”

2.  Customer Perspective

“How do customers see us?”

1.  Financial Perspective

“How do we look to
shareholders?”

FIGURE 16.4 The balanced scorecard: Four perspectives

Source: Adapted from R. S. Kaplan and D. P. Norton, “The Balanced Scorecard—Measures That Drive Performance,” Harvard Business Review,  
January–February 1992, pp. 71–79.
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Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre, part of the University of Toronto Faculty of 
Medicine, has 1.2 million patient visits a year. The four “quality of care” goals in its 
balanced scorecard all relate to the ways in which its constituents—patients and partners—
experience the organization. The goals are:

■ Goal 1
 Improve the patient experience and outcomes through inter-professional, high 

quality care.
■ Goal 2
 Focus on the highest levels of specialized care in support of our Academic 

Health Sciences Centre definition.
■ Goal 3
 Work with system partners and government to build an integrated delivery 

system in support of our communities and our Academic Health Sciences 
Centre definition.

■ Goal 4
 Achieving excellence in clinical care associated with our strategic 

 priorities.51 

3. Internal Business Perspective: “What Must We Excel At?” The internal busi-
ness perspective focuses on “what the organization must excel at” to effectively meet 
its financial objectives and customers’ expectations. A team of researchers identified 
four critical high-level internal processes that managers are encouraged to measure 
and manage:

 1. Innovation.
 2. Customer service and satisfaction.
 3. Operational excellence, which includes safety and quality.
 4. Good corporate citizenship.52

These processes influence productivity, efficiency, quality, safety, and a host of 
other internal metrics. Companies tend to adopt continuous improvement programs in 
pursuit of upgrades to their internal processes. Consider how Citi modified its work-
flow processes to reduce costs. 

Example: Citi recently worked with commercial vehicle manufacturer Navistar to 
eliminate the need for thousands of paper checks it was sending its suppliers. The 
bank used its Citi Payment Exchange system to set up a secure, cloud-based accounts 
payable function for Navistar. Andrew Bernardi, cash operations director at Navistar, 
says the effect was to “convert more than 1,100 suppliers to electronic payments and 
eliminate more than 70,000 check payments handled by our A/P (accounts payable) 
group.” Since it can cost companies anywhere from $30 to $60 to process a single 
paper check, taking a large company’s payment process paperless can save millions of 
dollars a year.53 

4. Innovation and Learning Perspective: “Can We Continue to Improve and 
Create Value?” Learning and growth of employees are the foundation for all other 
goals in the balanced scorecard. The idea here is that capable and motivated employ-
ees, who possess the resources and culture needed to get the job done, will provide 
higher-quality products and services in a more efficient manner. Making this happen 
requires a commitment to invest in progressive human resource practices and technol-
ogy. Typical metrics in this perspective are employee satisfaction/engagement, em-
ployee retention, employee productivity, training budget per employee, technology 
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utilization, and organizational climate and culture. Many are tracked with employee 
surveys to gauge attitudes and opinions. 

To what extent is/was your current or past employer committed to the  innovation 
and learning of its employees? You can find out by completing Self-Assessment 16.1.

Assessing the Innovation and Learning 
Perspective of the Balanced Scorecard

The following survey was designed to assess the innovation 
and learning perspective of the balanced scorecard. Please be 
prepared to answer these questions if your instructor has as-
signed Self-Assessment 16.1 in Connect.

1. Where does the company stand in terms of commitment to 
innovation and learning? Are you surprised by the results?

2. Use the three highest and lowest scores to identify the 
strengths and weaknesses of this company’s commitment 
to innovation and learning.

3. Based on your answer to question 2, provide three 
suggestions for what management could do to improve 
its commitment to innovation and learning.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 16.1 

Strategy Mapping: Visual Representation of the Path 
to Organizational Effectiveness 
Have you ever worked for a company that failed to effectively communicate its  vision 
and strategic plan? If yes, then you know how it feels to be disengaged because you 
don’t know how your work contributes to organizational effectiveness. Kaplan and 
Norton recognized this common problem and developed a tool called a strategy map. 

A strategy map is a “visual representation of a company’s critical objectives and the 
crucial relationships among them that drive organizational performance.” Maps show rela-
tionships among a company’s strategic goals. This helps employees understand how 
their work contributes to their employer’s overall success.54 They also provide insight 
into how an organization creates value to its key constituents. For example, a map in-
forms others about the knowledge, skills, and systems that employees should possess 
(innovation and learning perspective) to innovate and build internal capabilities (inter-
nal business perspective) that deliver value to customers (customer perspective), which 
eventually creates higher shareholder value (financial perspective).

We created an illustrative strategy map in Figure 16.5. Starting with learning and 
growth, the arrows in the diagram show the logic that connects goals to internal 
 processes, to customers, to financial goals, and finally to the long-term goal of provid-
ing shareholder value. For example, you can see that organizational culture affects the 
internal process goals related to innovation, operational improvements, and good 
 corporate citizenship. This causal structure provides a strategic road map of how the 
company plans to achieve organizational effectiveness. 

You can also detect which of the four perspectives is most important by  counting 
the number of goals in each perspective. For this sample map, there are four, five, 
eight, and four goals for the financial, customer, internal processes, and learning and 
growth perspectives, respectively. You can also see that internal process goals affect 
eight other goals—count the number of arrows  coming from internal process goals. 
All told, the beauty of a strategy map is that it enables leaders to present a strategic 
road map to employees on one page. It also provides a clear statement about the crite-
ria used to assess organizational  effectiveness.

There is one final benefit to strategy maps. They serve as the starting point for any or-
ganization that wants to implement goal cascading or management by objectives. ●
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FIGURE 16.5 Sample strategy map for Dr Pepper Snapple Group

Financial
Goals

Long-Term Shareholder Value

Learning
and Growth
Goals 

Customer
Goals

Operational Excellence
• Reduce packaging
    expense
• Competitive pricing
    o
ers  

• Improve relationships
    with distributors
• Increase customer
    awareness  

Product Leadership
• Rollout soda with
    natural sweetener 

Internal
Process
Goals 

Innovation

• Expand low-and
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2014; M. Esterl, “How Dr Pepper Cuts Costs. And Then Cuts Costs Some More,” The Wall Street Journal, February 16, 2016, p R2; “Vision—Call to 
Breakthrough ACTION,” DrPepperSnappleGroup.com, accessed May 12, 2016.
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At some point in your career, you may very well be your own boss. That doesn’t mean 
you have to become a high-flying entrepreneur or found an amazing start-up. It simply 
means that in today’s “gig economy,” young workers are much more likely than ever 
before to join the approximately 53 million U.S. adults who work  on- demand as free-
lancers or independent contractors for at least part of their  working life.55 If this hap-
pens to be you, knowledge about financial tools will serve you well.

16.4 Some Financial Tools for Control
Financial performance is important to most organizations. What are the financial tools  
I need to know about?

THE BIG PICTURE
Financial controls are especially important. These include budgets, financial statements, and audits.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Financial control and contract 
employees. Five young coworkers 
meeting to discuss a project. One or 
more are likely freelancers given the 
increasing trend of companies hiring 
them. Hiring freelancers can save 
labor costs but it also can leave them 
feeling outside the normal comings 
and goings of the work environment. 
© Ingram Publishing RF

Hiring freelancers can save companies as much as a third of normal payroll costs, 
because most freelancers aren’t eligible for expensive employee benefits like paid time 
off, company medical coverage, and pensions.56 Nor do they experience the conve-
nience of having their income taxes automatically withheld from their pay. At the same 
time, however, freelancers enjoy the freedom to work from home, make their own 
hours, choose their assignments, work on multiple assignments in different industries, 
and, yes, be their own boss. That includes being responsible for managing their cash 
flow and business expenses, as well as for setting money aside to pay their own income 
taxes, both of which can be a challenge when income is seasonable, variable, or both.

With this in mind, you can probably appreciate how important it is for you to under-
stand the basics of financial controls. Whether as the manager of your own small “gig 
economy” business or as a manager on staff in an organization, you will need to mon-
itor finances and be sure revenues are covering costs.

There are a great many kinds of financial controls, but here let us look at the  following: 
budgets, financial statements, and audits. (Necessarily, this is merely an overview of this 
topic. Financial controls are covered in detail in other business courses.)

Budgets: Formal Financial Projections
A budget is a formal financial projection. It states an organization’s planned activities 
for a given period of time in quantitative terms, such as dollars, hours, or number 
of products. Budgets are prepared not only for the organization as a whole but also 
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for the divisions and departments within it. The point of a budget is to provide a 
yardstick against which managers can judge how well they are controlling monetary 
expenditures. 

Various software tools are also available to help you manage personal or freelance 
budgeting, such as QuickBooks and apps like Mint and Venmo.57 

Historically, managers have used three budget-planning approaches. Two of them—
the Planning Programming Budgeting System and Zero Base Budgeting—are no 
longer favored and are now infrequently used. The dominant approach today is incre-
mental budgeting.58

Incremental Budgeting Incremental budgeting allocates increased or decreased 
funds to a department by using the last budget period as a reference point; only incremen-
tal changes in the budget request are reviewed. One difficulty is that incremental bud-
gets tend to lock departments into stable spending arrangements; they are not flexible 
in meeting environmental demands. Another difficulty is that a department may en-
gage in many activities—some more important than others—but it’s not easy to sort 
out how well managers performed at the various activities. Thus, the department 
 activities and the yearly budget increases take on lives of their own.

Fixed versus Variable Budgets In general, we can identify two types of incre-
mental budgets: fixed and variable.

■ Fixed budgets—where resources are allocated on a single estimate of 
costs. Also known as a static budget, a fixed budget allocates resources on the 
basis of a single estimate of costs. That is, there is only one set of expenses; the 
budget does not allow for adjustment over time. For example, you might have 
a budget of $50,000 for buying equipment in a given year—no matter how 
much you may need equipment exceeding that amount. 

■ Variable budgets—where resources are varied in proportion with various 
levels of activity. Also known as a flexible budget, a variable budget allows 
the allocation of resources to vary in proportion with various levels of activity. 
That is, the budget can be adjusted over time to accommodate pertinent 
changes in the environment. For example, you might have a budget that allows 
you to hire temporary workers or lease temporary equipment if production 
exceeds certain levels. As a freelancer, you might set up your budget to allow 
for the unexpected, like the purchase of a second monitor for your laptop if 
you accept an assignment that requires it.

Financial Statements: Summarizing the 
Organization’s Financial Status
A financial statement is a summary of some aspect of an organization’s financial status. 
The information contained in such a statement is essential in helping managers main-
tain financial control over the organization.

There are two basic types of financial statements: the balance sheet and the income 
statement.

The Balance Sheet: Picture of Organization’s Financial Worth for a Specific 
Point in Time A balance sheet summarizes an organization’s overall financial worth—
that is, assets and liabilities—at a specific point in time.

Assets are the resources that an organization controls; they consist of current assets and 
fixed assets. Current assets are cash and other assets that are readily convertible to cash 
within one year’s time. Examples are inventory, sales for which payment has not been re-
ceived (accounts receivable), and U.S. Treasury bills or money market mutual funds. 
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Fixed assets are property, buildings, equipment, and the like that have a useful life that 
exceeds one year but that are usually harder to convert to cash. Liabilities are claims, or 
debts, by suppliers, lenders, and other nonowners of the organization against a company’s 
assets. If you are a member of the gig economy, the quarterly estimated federal and local 
taxes you will need to pay on your annual income are a financial liability of your business. 

The Income Statement: Picture of Organization’s Financial Results for a 
Specified Period of Time The balance sheet depicts the organization’s overall 
 financial worth at a specific point in time. By contrast, the income statement summa-
rizes an organization’s financial results—revenues and expenses—over a specified period 
of time, such as a quarter or a year.

You will need to understand an income statement if you end up self-employed or 
start a business. We created a sample profit and loss statement for a two-person opera-
tion consisting of an owner and one employee (see Table 16.1). The company is doing 
quite well with $204,357 of net income, computed by subtracting total expenses from 

TABLE 16.1
Sample Profit and Loss 
Statements

LACI, THE COMPUTER DOCTOR
PROFIT & LOSS

JANUARY 1 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2016

Income:  Jan 1–Dec 31, 16

  Sales  481,219.00
  Services Income    23,050.00

Total Income  504,269.00
  Parts and Materials   45,711.60

Gross Profit  458,557.40
Expenses:
  Bank Service Charges  150.00
  Charitable Donations  2,000.00
  Dues and Subscriptions  1,520.88
 Insurance:
  General Liability Insurance 1,925.00
  Workman’s Compensation Insurance     1,016.00

 Total Insurance Expense:  2,941.00
 Payroll Taxes:
  Payroll 941 13,992.76
  Federal Unemployment Tax 103.00
  State Unemployment Tax         210.00
Total Payroll Taxes:  14,305.76
 Payroll:
  Officer Wages 150,000.00
  Salary and Wages    49,896.50
Total Payroll:  199,896.50
  Accounting and Legal  1,402.75
 Automobile Expenses:
  Maintenance 140.16
  Gas 1,012.92
  License         828.31

 Total Automobile Expenses:  1,981.39
  Office Rent  24,000.00
  Office supplies  1,775.00
  Repairs and Maintenance  285.19
  Telephone and Internet  1,856.25
  Utilities      2,085.09
TOTAL EXPENSE:  254,199.81

NET INCOME:  204,357.59

Source: Angelo Kinicki
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gross profit. You can also see the types of expenses that confront any small business. 
You have expenses for insurance, payroll and payroll taxes, accounting, auto, rent, sup-
plies, and other expenses. 

Audits: External versus Internal
When you think of auditors, do you think of grim-faced accountants 
looking through a company’s books to catch embezzlers and other 
cheats? That’s one function of auditing, but besides verifying the 
accuracy and fairness of financial statements, the audit also is in-
tended to be a tool for management decision making. Audits are for-
mal verifications of an organization’s financial and operational systems.

You can imagine that audits of medium and large companies 
entail collecting, analyzing, and interpreting large amounts of in-
formation. Because of this, more and more companies are using 
data analytics to conduct audits; we discussed data analytics in 
Chapter 7. Regarding the use of analytics, one expert concluded, 
“The use of analytics in the audit process results in better audit 
planning, focus, and recommendations.”59 

Audits are of two types—external and internal. 

External Audits—Financial Appraisals by Outside Finan-
cial Experts An external audit is a formal verification of an orga-
nization’s financial accounts and statements by outside experts. The 
auditors are certified public accountants (CPAs) who work for an 
accounting firm (such as PricewaterhouseCoopers) that is inde-
pendent of the organization being audited. Their task is to verify 
that the organization, in preparing its financial statements and in 
determining its assets and liabilities, followed generally accepted 
accounting principles.60

Internal Audits—Financial Appraisals by Inside Financial 
Experts An internal audit is a verification of an organization’s 
 financial accounts and statements by the organization’s own profes-
sional staff. Their jobs are the same as those of outside experts—to 
verify the accuracy of the organization’s records and operating 
 activities. Internal audits also help uncover inefficiencies and thus 
help managers evaluate the performance of their control systems.

We would like to end this section on financial tools in a more 
personal manner by assessing your financial literacy. Self- 
Assessment 16.2 evaluates your knowledge in matters associ-
ated with interest-bearing accounts, investments, inflation, 
pensions, creditworthiness, and insurance. It’s a fun way to find 
out if your financial literacy is up to speed. ●

Accountants at the Academy Awards? Brie Larson on the left 
with Leonardo DiCaprio holding their Academy Awards in 2016. 
Every year since 1929 the secret ballots for Oscar nominees 
voted on by members of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences have been tabulated by accountants from the firm 
now known as PricewaterhouseCoopers. The accounting firm 
takes this event very seriously; secrecy is tight, and there is no 
loose gossip around the office water cooler. Two accountants 
tally the votes, stuff the winners’ names in the envelopes—
the ones that will be handed to award presenters during 
the Academy Awards—and then memorize the winners’ 
names, just in case the envelopes don’t make it to the show. 
Accounting is an important business because investors depend 
on independent auditors to verify that a company’s finances are 
what they are purported to be. © Helga Esteb/Shutterstock RF

Assessing Your Financial Literacy

The following survey was designed to assess your financial lit-
eracy. Please be prepared to answer these questions if your 
instructor has assigned Self-Assessment 16.2 in Connect.

1. Where do you stand in terms of financial literacy?

2. Look at the statements you got incorrect, and identify  
the specific aspects of financial knowledge that you may 
be lacking.

3. What can you do to improve your financial literacy?  
Be specific.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 16.2 
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In 2015, Midway USA, a fast-growing online retailer of equipment for hunting, shoot-
ing, and outdoor sports, became one of the rare two-time winners of the prestigious 
Baldrige Award. This award is “given by the President of the United States to busi-
nesses and to education, health care, and nonprofit organizations that apply and are 
judged to be outstanding in seven areas of performance excellence.” The seven areas 
are leadership; strategy; customers, analysis, and knowledge management; workforce; 
operations; and results.61 

Customer satisfaction is Midway’s No. 1 goal. Thus, the company, headquartered in 
Missouri, has incorporated customer data into its performance improvement system, 
and results are impressive. With more than 1.2 million active customers visiting its site, 
Midway has succeeded in earning a consistent customer approval rating of over 90%, 
beating out its top competitors for two years in a row. At the same time, Midway has 
boosted its employee satisfaction rating from 76% to 83% over the last 11 years, in part 
by asking employees to identify and prioritize what they need in order to achieve job 
satisfaction. Company managers are then able to help meet those requirements. Career 
development at the company is a given; more than 80 management positions are filled 
from within, because nearly 40% of its 350 employees participate in a formal leadership 
training program that includes mentoring and  attendance at strategy meetings.62 

Midway excels in managing its supply chain as well. It ships out inventory more 
 efficiently than 10 years ago (as measured by a statistic known as “inventory turns”) yet 
keeps up an in-stock rate for its products of almost 83%. The company’s seven-step 
strategy development process begins with a performance review and an analysis of its 

16.5 Total Quality Management
How do top companies improve the quality of their products or services?

THE BIG PICTURE
Total quality management (TQM) is dedicated to continuous quality improvement, training, and customer 
 satisfaction. Two core principles are people orientation and improvement orientation. Some techniques for 
improving quality are employee involvement, benchmarking, outsourcing, reduced cycle time, and statistical 
process control.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

Quality control at Midway. 
MidwayUSA is a privately held 
retailer of hunting and outdoor-
related products. It’s business 
requires the accurate application 
of management control systems. 
Here we see the outbound 
shipping lanes of a large system 
of conveyors the company uses 
to manage distribution of its 
products from the receiving 
docks to the UPS trucks. In 
order to maintain accuracy and 
efficiency, the company relies 
on a variety of tools associated 
with total quality management. 
© MidwayUSA
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strengths, weaknesses, challenges, and opportunities. Finally, Midway has  donated 
more than $100 million to charity since 2008, enforces waste recovery and recycling 
practices, helps send local children to conventions where they learn about environmen-
tal management, and runs a virtually paperless operation. No mail orders are accepted.63 

As we saw in Chapter 2, two strategies for ensuring quality are quality control, the strat-
egy for minimizing errors by managing each stage of production, and quality  assurance, 
focusing on the performance of workers and urging them to strive for “zero defects.”

Deming Management: The Contributions of  
W. Edwards Deming to Improved Quality
Previously, Frederick Taylor’s scientific management philosophy, designed to maxi-
mize worker productivity, had been widely instituted. But by the 1950s, scientific 
management had led to organizations that were rigid and unresponsive to both employ-
ees and customers. W. Edwards Deming’s challenge, known as Deming management, 
proposed ideas for making organizations more responsive, more democratic, and less 
wasteful. These included the following principles.

1. Quality Should Be Aimed at the Needs of the Consumer “The consumer is 
the most important part of the production line,” Deming wrote.64 Thus, the efforts of 
individual workers in providing the product or service should be directed toward meet-
ing the needs and expectations of the ultimate user.

2. Companies Should Aim at Improving the System, Not Blaming Workers  
Deming suggested that U.S. managers were more concerned with blaming problems 
on individual workers rather than on the organization’s structure, culture, technology, 
work rules, and management—that is, “the system.” By treating employees well, 
 listening to their views and suggestions, Deming felt, managers could bring about 
 improvements in products and services.

3. Improved Quality Leads to Increased Market Share, Increased Company 
Prospects, and Increased Employment When companies work to improve the 
quality of goods and services, they produce less waste, experience fewer delays, and are 
more efficient. Lower prices and superior quality lead to greater market share, which in 
turn leads to improved business prospects and consequently increased employment.

4. Quality Can Be Improved on the Basis of Hard Data, Using the PDCA Cycle  
Deming suggested that quality could be improved by acting on the basis of hard data. 
The process for doing this came to be known as the PDCA cycle, a Plan-Do-Check-Act 
cycle using observed data for continuous improvement of operations. (See Figure 16.6.) 
Like the steps in the control process in Figure 16.3, step 3 (“Check”) is a feedback 
step, in which performance is compared to goals. Feedback is instrumental to control.

Core TQM Principles: Deliver Customer Value and 
Strive for Continuous Improvement
Total quality management (TQM) is defined as a comprehensive approach—led by top 
management and supported throughout the organization—dedicated to continuous quality 
improvement, training, and customer satisfaction. In Chapter 2 we said there are four 
components to TQM:

 1. Make continuous improvement a priority.
 2. Get every employee involved.
 3. Listen to and learn from customers and employees.
 4. Use accurate standards to identify and eliminate problems.
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These may be summarized as two core principles of TQM—namely, (1) people orientation—
everyone involved with the organization should focus on delivering value to customers—
and (2) improvement orientation—everyone should work on continuously improving the 
work processes.65 Let’s look at these further.

1. People Orientation—Focusing Everyone on Delivering Customer Value  
Organizations adopting TQM value people as their most important resource—both 
those who create a product or service and those who receive it. Thus, not only are 
 employees given more decision-making power, so are suppliers and customers.

This people orientation operates under the following assumptions.
■ Delivering customer value is most important. The purpose of TQM is to 

focus people, resources, and work processes to deliver products or services 
that create value for customers. Toyota is a long-time practitioner of TQM; its 
Lexus plant in Georgetown, Kentucky, produces about half a million cars a 
year. The 750 employees who worked on the first Lexus line to be built in the 
United States received millions of hours of special sensory training “so they 
could see, hear, feel and smell what a Lexus should be.” Some repeatedly took 
apart and rebuilt a small fleet of cars to understand thousands of parts, and 
they studied with master craftsmen in Japan.66 The Example box on Kia 
 explains how the company focuses on this proposition.

■ People will focus on quality if given empowerment. TQM assumes that em-
ployees (and often suppliers and customers) will concentrate on making qual-
ity improvements if given the decision-making power to do so. The reasoning 
here is that the people actually involved with the product or service are in the 
best position to detect opportunities for quality improvements. In support of 
this conclusion, research shows lack of employee involvement as the biggest 
obstacle to successful TQM implementation.67

■ TQM requires training, teamwork, and cross-functional efforts. Employ-
ees and suppliers need to be well trained, and they must work in teams. Team-
work is considered important because many quality problems are spread 
across functional areas. For example, if cell-phone design specialists con-
ferred with marketing specialists (as well as customers and suppliers), they 
would find that the challenge of using a cell phone for older people is pushing 
11 tiny buttons to call a phone number.

1    PLAN desired and
important changes,
based on observed
data. Make pilot
test, if necessary.

3   CHECK or observe
what happened after
the change or during
the test.

4   ACT on lessons
learned, after study
of results. Determine
if predictions can be
made as basis for
new methods.

2   DO implement the
change or make a
small-scale test.

FIGURE 16.6
The PDCA cycle:  
Plan-Do-Check-Act
The four steps continuously 
follow each other, resulting in 
continuous improvement.
Source: From W. Edwards Deming. 
Out of the Crisis, Plan Do Study 
Act Cycle, page 88, © 2000 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, by permission  
of MIT Press.
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2. Improvement Orientation—Focusing Everyone on Continuously Improv-
ing Work Processes Although big schemes, grand designs, and crash programs 
have their place, the lesson of the quality movement from overseas is that the way to 
success is through continuous, small improvements. Continuous improvement is  defined 
as ongoing, small, incremental improvements in all parts of an organization—all products, 
services, functional areas, and work processes.

This improvement orientation focuses on increasing operational performance and 
makes the following assumptions.69

■ It’s less expensive to do it right the first time. TQM assumes that it’s better 
to do things right the first time than to do costly reworking. To be sure, creat-
ing high-quality products and services requires a costly investment in training, 
equipment, and tools, for example. But it is less expensive than dealing with 
poor quality and the poor customer relationships that result.

■ It’s better to make small improvements all the time. This is the assump-
tion that continuous improvement must be an everyday matter, that no im-
provement is too small, that there must be an ongoing effort to make things 
better a little bit at a time all the time. At Daimler, for instance, finished cars 
are packed so tightly together in storage yards that it’s difficult for workers to 
read the RFID (radio frequency identification) tags used to control inventory. 
That’s where drones come in, reading the tags quickly and inexpensively and 
at any hour when humans are not in the lot. The next small improvement? 
Smaller drones.70 

■ Accurate standards must be followed to eliminate small variations. TQM 
emphasizes the collection of accurate data throughout every stage of the work 
process. It also stresses the use of accurate standards (such as benchmarking) 

EXAMPLEKia Vaults to Highest Quality Rating

The small Korean automaker Kia Motors recently surprised 
car buyers and the entire auto industry by taking the No. 1 
spot in J.D. Power and Associates’s annual Initial Quality 
 Survey, the first time in 27 years that a non-luxury brand 
came in ahead of past winners like Porsche and Lexus as 
well as beating out closer competitors like Toyota and 
 Hyundai. “Ranking number one in the entire industry for ini-
tial quality is the result of Kia’s decade-long focus on crafts-
manship and continuous improvement, and reflects the voice 
of our customers, which is the ultimate affirmation,” said 
 Michael Sprague, chief operating officer and executive vice 
president of Kia Motors America.

Auto industry analysts say Kia’s accumulating quality im-
provements over the last few years have not gone unno-
ticed. Better interiors and higher-than-expected ride quality 
were cited, along with “top notch” quality for the price and 
a low incidence of problems in the first 90 days of owner-
ship (an industry standard in which Porsche has previously 
excelled).

Despite massive and widely reported airbag recalls that 
have affected many of the big automakers, Kia is not alone 
in achieving quality improvements, analysts say. According to 
Renee Stephens, J.D. Power’s vice president of U.S. automotive 

quality, “Tracking our data over the past several years, it has 
become clear that automakers are listening to the customer, 
identifying pain points and are focused on continuous im-
provement. Even as they add more content, including ad-
vanced technologies that have had a reputation for causing 
problems, overall quality continues to improve.”

Kia cites its focus on customers’ needs and the chal-
lenge to achieve “the highest possible level of customer 
satisfaction” as the guiding forces behind its “most strin-
gent quality controls.” It boasts having “one of the most 
state-of-the-art, ecologically compatible, and productive 
auto plants in Europe,” with high technology standards and 
efficient monitoring. Its head designer is an award winner, 
and many new Kia models have earned international design 
recognition—more “vivid evidence of our high standards.” 
The company also promises high fuel efficiency and an 
“EcoDynamics” label on some models that signifies reduced 
CO2 emissions.68 

YOUR CALL
What internal factors do you think account for Kia’s reaching 
the top of the J.D. Power survey? Have any external factors like 
improving competition played a role?
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to evaluate progress and eliminate small variations, which are the source of 
many quality defects.

■ There must be strong commitment from top management. Employees and 
suppliers won’t focus on making small, incremental improvements unless 
managers go beyond lip service to support high-quality work, as do the top 
managers at Ritz-Carlton, Amazon.com, and Ace Hardware.

Continuous improvement. 
Instead of making a walkway or 
street by laying bricks one at a 
time, how about using something 
like this? Dave Dyer of Swiss firm 
ABB Consulting points to this 
brick-laying machine as a great 
example of continuous 
improvement, one of the two 
core principles of TQM. The 
operators, he writes, “feed the 
bricks into the machine via 
gravity, there are no moving 
parts, and the path is laid as the 
machine moves. It’s amazing!” 
What examples of continuous 
improvement can you think of? 
© epa european pressphoto 
agency b.v./Alamy

EXAMPLE Kaizen Principles in Action

Herman Miller, the U.S. manufacturer of office equipment and 
chairs, has increased productivity 500% and quality 1,000% in 
the years since adopting Kaizen methods. The company’s re-
nowned Aeron chairs are now produced in 17 seconds, com-
pared to 82 before Kaizen.72 

At Studio 904, a Seattle hair salon, Kaizen principles led to 
a change in work flow so that everyone on staff can provide all 
styling services. Thus, customers no longer have to wait for 
each step during their visit to be performed by a dedicated styl-
ist who may be working with more than one client at a time.73 

Wagamama, a trendy UK restaurant chain expanding to the 
United States, saw early adoption of technology as the im-
provement identified by Kaizen principles. The company was 
years ahead of its competition in building an iPhone app and 

developing the Qkr! app, which allows customers to split the 
bill with friends by paying for specific menu items on their iOS 
and Android phones. Wagamama has issued wireless handheld 
devices to staff for taking diners’ orders and accepting pay-
ments and is now moving most of its tools to a cloud-based 
system.74 

YOUR CALL
Some recommended tips for implementing Kaizen methods in-
clude actively looking for unconventional ideas, thinking about 
how to do something instead of why it can’t be done, and 
avoiding both excuses and perfection.75 Do you think this is 
good advice for Herman Miller, Studio 904, and Wagamama? 
Why or why not?

Kaizen is a Japanese philosophy of small continuous improvement that seeks to 
 involve everyone at every level of the organization in the process of identifying 
 opportunities and implementing and testing solutions.71 It offers advantages for large 
and small companies alike, whether manufacturers or service firms, as the  Example 
box shows.
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Applying TQM to Services
Manufacturing industries provide tangible products (think jars of baby food); service 
industries provide intangible products (think child care services). Manufactured prod-
ucts can be stored (such as dental floss in a warehouse); services generally need to be 
consumed immediately (such as dental hygiene services). Services tend to require a 
good deal of people effort (although some services can be provided by machines, such 
as vending machines and ATMs). Finally, services are generally provided at locations 
and times convenient for customers; that is, customers are much more involved in the 
delivery of services than they are in the delivery of manufactured products.

One clear prerequisite for providing excellent service is effective training. Isadore 
Sharp, founder and chair of Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, recently experienced out-
standing room service while visiting one of the chain’s new facilities, in a location where 
few employees could have been expected to have prior experience of hospitality industry 
standards. When he asked the server where she had learned to perform so well, she replied, 
“They let me take everything home for me to practice with my family.”76 It takes more than 
training, however, to provide high-quality service (see the Practical Action box).77

PRACTICAL ACTIONWhat Makes a Service Company Successful? Four Core Elements

With services now employing more than 75% of U.S. workers, 
universities are bringing more research attention to what is be-
ing called “services science.” This is a field that uses manage-
ment, technology, mathematics, and engineering expertise to 
improve the performance of service businesses, such as retail-
ing and health care.78

Harvard Business School scholar Frances X. Frei has deter-
mined that a successful service business must make the right de-
cisions about four core elements and balance them effectively.79

The Offering: Which Features Are Given Top-Quality Treat-
ment? Which service attributes, as informed by the needs of 
customers, does the company target for excellence and which 
does it target for inferior performance? Does a bank, for exam-
ple, offer more convenient hours and friendlier tellers (excel-
lence) but pay less attractive interest rates (inferior performance)?

The Funding Mechanism: Who Pays for the Service? How 
should the company fund its services? Should it have the cus-
tomer pay for them? This can be done in a palatable way, as 
when Starbucks funds its stuffed-chair ambience by charging 
more for coffee. Or it can be done by making savings in service 
features, as when Progressive Casualty Insurance cuts down 
on frauds and lawsuits by deploying its own (rather than inde-
pendent) representatives to the scene of an auto accident.

Or should the company cover the cost of excellence with opera-
tional savings, as by spending now to save later or having the cus-
tomer do the work? Call centers usually charge for customer 
support, but Intuit offers free support and has product-development 
people, as well as customer-service people, field calls so that sub-
sequent developments in Intuit software are informed by direct 
knowledge of customer problems. Other companies, such as most 
gas stations, save money by having customers pump their own gas.

The Employee Management System: How Are Workers 
Trained and Motivated? Service companies need to think 
about what makes their employees able to achieve excellence 
and what makes them reasonably motivated to achieve excel-
lence. For instance, bank customers may expect employees to 
meet a lot of complex needs, but the employees aren’t able to 
meet these needs because they haven’t been trained. Or they 
aren’t motivated to achieve excellence because the bank 
hasn’t figured out how to screen in its hiring, as in hiring peo-
ple for attitude first and training them later versus paying more 
to attract highly motivated people.

The Customer Management System: How Are Customers 
“Trained”? Like employees, customers in a service business 
must also be “trained” as well, as the airlines have done with 
check-in. At Zipcar, the popular car-sharing service, the com-
pany keeps its costs low by depending on customers to clean, 
refuel, and return cars in time for the next user. In training cus-
tomers, service companies need to determine which custom-
ers they’re focusing on, what behaviors they want, and which 
techniques will most effectively influence customer behavior.

YOUR CALL
Pick a services company you’re familiar with, such as Domino’s, 
Starbucks, Amazon, REI, or the college bookstore. In inte-
grating the four core features just discussed, a service com-
pany needs to evaluate itself on the following: Are the 
decisions it makes in one area supported by those it makes 
in the other areas? Does the service model create long-term 
value for customers, employees, and shareholders? Is the 
company trying to be all things to all people or specific 
things to specific people? How do you think the company 
you picked rates?
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Perhaps you’re beginning to see how judging the quality of services is a different 
animal from judging the quality of manufactured goods, because it comes down to 
meeting the customer’s satisfaction, which may be a matter of perception. (After all, 
some hotel guests, restaurant diners, and supermarket patrons, for example, are more 
easily satisfied than others.)

Some people view college students as customers. Do you? For those schools that 
care about the quality of what they offer, it is important to assess student satisfaction 
with the college or university as a whole. If you are curious about your level of satis-
faction with your college or university, then complete Self-Assessment 16.3.

Assessing Your Satisfaction with Your College  
or University Experience

The following survey was designed to assess the extent to 
which you are satisfied with your college experience. Please 
be prepared to answer these questions if your instructor has 
assigned Self-Assessment 16.3 in Connect.

1. What is your level of satisfaction? Are you surprised by 
the results?

2. Based on your scores, identify three things that your 
college or university might do to improve student 
satisfaction. Be specific.

3. Are students really customers? Explain your rationale.

SELF-ASSESSMENT 16.3 

Some TQM Tools, Techniques, and Standards
Several tools and techniques are available for improving quality. We described bench-
marking in Chapter 10. Here we describe outsourcing, reduced cycle time, statistical 
process control, Six Sigma, and quality standards ISO 9000 and ISO 14000.

Outsourcing: Let Outsiders Handle It Outsourcing (discussed in detail in Chap-
ter 4) is the subcontracting of services and operations to an outside vendor. Usually, this 
is done to reduce costs or increase productivity.80 Outsourcing short-term and project 
work to freelance or contract workers in the so-called gig economy also saves compa-
nies many employee-related expenses.

Outsourcing is also being done by many state and local governments, which, under 
the banner known as privatization, have subcontracted traditional government services 
such as fire protection, correctional services, and medical services.

Reduced Cycle Time: Increasing the Speed of Work Processes Another 
TQM technique is the emphasis on increasing the speed with which an organization’s 
operations and processes can be performed. This is known as reduced cycle time, or 
reduction in steps in a work process, such as fewer authorization steps required to grant 
a contract to a supplier. The point is to improve the organization’s performance by 
eliminating wasteful motions, barriers between departments, unnecessary procedural 
steps, and the like.

At Ralph Lauren, a recent slowdown in sales and an increase in inventory 
prompted the company to look for ways to reduce production time for its high- 
fashion products from 15 months to 9, which will help it better match supply to 
 demand, reduce excess inventory, and lower the volume of goods that need to be 
sold at marked-down prices.81 

Bar-code scanners, not the type used at checkout counters to track inventory, are 
increasingly used to decrease the time it takes for employees to select, pack, and ship 
products. Exel Logistics, for example, found that bar-code scanners decreased the rate 
of assembling orders by 10%–20%.82
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Statistical Process Control: Taking Periodic Random Samples As the pages 
of this book were being printed, instruments called densitometers and colorimeters 
were used to measure ink density and trueness of color, taking samples of printed 
pages at fixed intervals. This is an ongoing check for quality control.

All kinds of products require periodic inspection during their manufacture: ham-
burger meat, breakfast cereal, flashlight batteries, wine, and so on. The tool often used 
for this is statistical process control, a statistical technique that uses periodic random 
samples from production runs to see if quality is being maintained within a standard range 
of acceptability. If quality is not acceptable, production is stopped to allow corrective 
measures.

Statistical process control is the technique that McDonald’s uses, for example, to 
make sure that the quality of its burgers is always the same, no matter where in the 
world they are served. Companies such as Intel and Motorola use statistical process 
control to ensure the reliability and quality of their products.

Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma: Data-Driven Ways to Eliminate Defects  
Sigma is the Greek letter statisticians use to define a standard deviation. In the 
 quality-improvement process known as Six Sigma, the higher the sigma, the fewer  
the deviations from the norm—that is, the fewer the defects. Developed by Motorola 
in 1985, Six Sigma has since been embraced by General Electric, Allied Signal, 
American  Express, 3M, and other companies.83 There are two variations, Six Sigma 
and Lean, Six Sigma.

■ Six Sigma. Six Sigma is a rigorous statistical analysis process that reduces de-
fects in manufacturing and service-related processes. By testing thousands of 
variables and eliminating guesswork, a company using the technique attempts 
to improve quality and reduce waste to the point where errors nearly vanish. In 
everything from product design to manufacturing to billing, the attainment of 
Six Sigma means there are no more than 3.4 defects per million products or 
procedures.84

  Six Sigma may also be thought of as a philosophy—to reduce variation in 
your company’s business and make customer-focused, data-driven decisions. 
The method preaches the use of Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and 
Control (DMAIC). Team leaders may be awarded a Six Sigma “black belt” for 
applying DMAIC.

■ Lean Six Sigma. More recently, companies are using an approach known as 
Lean Six Sigma, which focuses on problem solving and performance improvement—
speed with excellence—of a well-defined project.85

  3M Company’s latest five-year plan includes improvements to its supply 
chain and an increased focus on Lean Six Sigma in order to bring about 
“improved customer service, operational efficiencies, and an increased 
cash flow.”86

Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma may not be perfect, since they cannot compensate 
for human error or control events outside a company.87 Still, they let managers 
 approach problems with the assumption that there’s a data-oriented, tangible way to 
approach problem solving.

ISO 9000 and ISO 14000: Meeting Standards of Independent Auditors If 
you’re a sales representative for Du Pont, a U.S. chemical company, how will your 
overseas clients know your products have the quality they are expecting? If you’re a 
purchasing agent for an Ohio-based tire company, how can you tell whether the syn-
thetic rubber you’re buying overseas is adequate?

At one time, buyers and sellers simply had to rely on a supplier’s past reputation or 
personal assurances. In 1979, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), 
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based in Geneva, Switzerland, created a set of quality standards known as the 9000 
series. There are two such standards:

■ ISO 9000. The ISO 9000 series consists of quality-control procedures com-
panies must install—from purchasing to manufacturing to inventory to shipping—
that can be audited by independent quality-control experts, or “registrars.” The 
goal is to reduce flaws in manufacturing and improve productivity by adopt-
ing eight “big picture” Quality Management Principles:
■ Customer focus.
■ Leadership.
■ Involvement of people.
■ Process approach.
■ System approach to management.
■ Continual improvement.
■ Factual approach to decision making.
■ Mutually beneficial supplier relationships.88 

 Companies must document their ISO 9000 procedures and train their employ-
ees to use them. The ISO 9000 series of standards was expanded to include 
ISO 9001:2008. “ISO 9001 is the only standard within the ISO 9000 family 
that an organization can become certified against, because it is the standard 
that defines the requirements of having a Quality Management System.”89 
This global management standard is adopted by over 1 million companies in 
176 countries worldwide.90 

■ ISO 14000. The ISO 14000 series extends the concept, identifying standards for 
environmental performance. ISO 14000 dictates standards for documenting a 
company’s management of pollution, efficient use of raw materials, and 
 reduction of the firm’s impact on the environment.

Takeaways from TQM Research
TQM principles have been used by thousands of organizations through the years. 
 Although companies do not always use the tools, techniques, and processes as 
 suggested by experts, a team of researchers concluded that the far majority of TQM 
adopters follow its general principles, which in turn fosters improved operational per-
formance.91 Researchers also identified four key inhibitors to successfully implement-
ing TQM: (1) the failure to provide evidence supporting previous improvement 
activities, (2) the lack of a champion who is responsible for leading the implementa-
tion, (3) the inability to measure or track results of the program, and (4) the failure to 
develop a culture of quality or continuous learning.92 Managers need to overcome 
these roadblocks for TQM to deliver its intended benefits. ●
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How do you as a manager make a control system successful, and how do you identify 
and deal with barriers to control? We consider these topics next.

The Keys to Successful Control Systems
Successful control systems have a number of common characteristics: (1) They are 
strategic and results oriented. (2) They are timely, accurate, and objective. (3) They 
are realistic, positive, and understandable and they encourage self-control. (4) They 
are flexible.

1. They Are Strategic and Results Oriented Control systems support strategic 
plans and are concentrated on significant activities that will make a real difference 
to the organization. Thus, when managers are developing strategic plans for 
achieving strategic goals, that is the point at which they should pay attention to 
developing control standards that will measure how well the plans are being 
achieved.

Example: Companies whose strategies include a commitment to sustainable 
methods can be guided by standards set by the Sustainability Accounting Standards 
Board, which sets reporting guidelines for “[disclosing] sustainability performance 
information to stakeholders.”93

16.6 Managing Control Effectively
What are the keys to successful control, and what are the barriers to control success?

THE BIG PICTURE
This section describes four keys to successful control and five barriers to successful control.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Charity control. Laura Arrillaga-
Andreessen (shown here with 
husband Marc Andreessen, left, and 
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg at 
a 2012 conference in Sun Valley, 
Idaho) is a Stanford University 
professor of philanthropy who 
aims to make giving not only more 
effective and wide ranging but also 
more accessible to people of all 
ages and income levels, including 
Millennials. Part of her vision is to 
enable donations through mobile 
microfinancing and smartphone 
money transfers. Do you think 
philanthropic organizations should use 
the same type of control mechanisms 
as for-profit organizations? © Paul 
Sakuma/AP Photo
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2. They Are Timely, Accurate, and Objective Good control systems—like good 
information of any kind—should be

■ Timely—meaning when needed. The information should not necessarily be 
delivered quickly, but it should be delivered at an appropriate or specific time, 
such as every week or every month. And it certainly should be often enough 
to allow employees and managers to take corrective action for any deviations.

■ Accurate—meaning correct. Accuracy is paramount, if decision mistakes 
are to be avoided. Inaccurate sales figures may lead managers to mistakenly 
cut or increase sales promotion budgets. Inaccurate production costs may lead 
to faulty pricing of a product.

■ Objective—meaning impartial. Objectivity means control systems are im-
partial and fair. Although information can be inaccurate for all kinds of reasons 
(faulty communication, unknown data, and so on), information that is not ob-
jective is inaccurate for a special reason: It is biased or prejudiced. Control 
systems need to be considered unbiased for everyone involved so that they will 
be respected for their fundamental purpose—enhancing performance.

3. They Are Realistic, Positive, and Understandable and Encourage Self-
Control Control systems have to focus on working for the people who will have to 
live with them. Thus, they operate best when they are made acceptable to the organiza-
tion’s members who are guided by them.94 Thus, they should

■ Be realistic. They should incorporate realistic expectations. If employees feel 
performance results are too difficult, they are apt to ignore or sabotage the 
performance system.

■ Be positive. They should emphasize development and improvement. They 
should avoid emphasizing punishment and reprimand.

■ Be understandable. They should fit the people involved, be kept as simple as 
possible, and present data in understandable terms. They should avoid com-
plicated computer printouts and statistics.

■ Encourage self-control. They should encourage good communication and 
mutual participation. They should not be the basis for creating distrust be-
tween employees and managers.

4. They Are Flexible Control systems must leave room for individual judgment, so 
that they can be modified when necessary to meet new requirements.

Barriers to Control Success
Among the several barriers to a successful control system are the following.

1. Too Much Control Some organizations, particularly bureaucratic ones, try to 
exert too much control. They may try to regulate employee behavior in everything 
from dress code to timing of coffee breaks. This leads to micromanagement, which 
frustrates employees and may lead them to ignore or try to sabotage the control 
process.

Among the telltale signs that you (or your boss) might be a micromanager, someone 
who is unable to delegate tasks and decisions and insists on taking an inappropriately 
detailed focus on subordinates’ work, are

 1. Working excessive hours and weekends and skipping vacation.
 2. Checking everyone’s work because no one else can do things right.
 3. Needing to be copied on and approve everything.
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 4. Requiring others to continually check in and be constantly available.
 5. Having to hire new people all the time because turnover is so high.95 

Micromanagement is a form of overcontrol that is counterproductive for several 
reasons. Employees are more effective and achieve greater job satisfaction if they feel 
empowered to use their own judgment as far as possible to get the job done. And mi-
cromanagers can become bottlenecks who actually slow the flow of work and deci-
sions, if not stop it altogether. Some solutions, if you recognize yourself in this profile, 
are to start by delegating small decisions, recognizing that the worst-case scenario you 
likely imagine if you let go is probably not going to happen, and accepting that some 
degree of uncertainty is inevitable in management, and in life.96 

2. Too Little Employee Participation As highlighted by W. Edwards Deming, 
which was discussed in Chapter 2, employee participation can enhance productivity. 
Involving employees in both the planning and the execution of control systems can 
bring legitimacy to the process and heighten employee morale.

3. Overemphasis on Means Instead of Ends We said that control activities 
should be strategic and results oriented. They are not ends in themselves but the means 
to eliminating problems. Too much emphasis on accountability for weekly production 
quotas, for example, can lead production supervisors to push their workers and equip-
ment too hard, resulting in absenteeism and machine breakdowns. Or it can lead to 
game playing—“beating the system”—as managers and employees manipulate data to 
seem to fulfill short-run goals instead of the organization’s strategic plan.

4. Overemphasis on Paperwork A specific kind of misdirection of effort is man-
agement emphasis on getting reports done, to the exclusion of other performance ac-
tivity. Reports are not the be-all and end-all. Undue emphasis on reports can lead to 
too much focus on quantification of results and even to falsification of data.

5. Overemphasis on One Instead of Multiple Approaches One type or 
method of control may not be enough. By having multiple control activities and infor-
mation systems, an organization can have multiple performance indicators, thereby 
increasing accuracy and objectivity. A recent study found that control systems affect 
each other and thus must be integrated.97 ●

Temptation. Because legal gambling 
is a heavy cash business, casinos 
need to institute special controls 
against employee theft, including 
extensive human resource controls 
like a criminal background check 
and character, reference, and credit 
checks.98 An operational control 
casinos also implement is the “eye 
in the sky” closed-circuit camera 
over card and craps tables.  
© Stefan Huwiler/Rolf Nussbaumer 
Photography/Alamy
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In Chapter 1, we pointed out that as a manager in the 21st century you will operate 
in a complex environment in which you will need to deal with seven challenges—
managing for (1) competitive advantage, (2) diversity, (3) globalization, (4) informa-
tion technology, (5) ethical standards, (6) sustainability, and (7) your own happiness 
and life goals.

Within this dynamic world, you will draw on the practical and theoretical 
knowledge described in this book to make decisions about the four management 
functions of planning, organizing, leading, and controlling. The purpose is to get 
the people reporting to you to achieve productivity and realize results. This 
 process  is diagrammed below, pulling together the main topics of this book. 
(See Figure 16.7.)

16.7 Managing for Productivity
How do managers influence productivity?

THE BIG PICTURE
The purpose of a manager is to make decisions about the four management functions—planning, organiz-
ing, leading, and controlling—to get people to achieve productivity and realize results. Productivity is 
 defined by the formula of outputs divided by inputs for a specified period of time. Productivity matters 
 because it determines whether the organization will make a profit or even survive.

?
MAJOR 
QUESTION

You as a
manager...

Competitive
advantage

Diversity

Globalization

Information
technology

Ethical
standards

Sustainability

Happiness &
meaningfulness

... to achieve
productivity
and realize

results.

Planning

Organizing

Leading

Controlling

…make
decisions
about

the four
manage-
ment
functions…

a complex
environment
and…

…must
operate in

FIGURE 16.7
Managing for productivity 
and results

What Is Productivity?
Productivity can be applied at any level, whether for you as an individual, for the work 
unit you’re managing, or for the organization you work for. Productivity is defined by 
the formula of outputs divided by inputs for a specified period of time. Outputs are all 
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the goods and services produced. Inputs are not only labor but also capital, materials, 
and energy. That is,

Productivity = Outputs
Inputs

  or  Goods + Services
Labor + Capital + Materials + Energy

What does this mean to you as a manager? It means that you can increase overall 
productivity by making substitutions or increasing the efficiency of any one element: 
labor, capital, materials, energy. For instance, you can increase the efficiency of labor 
by substituting capital in the form of equipment or machinery, as in employing a back-
hoe instead of laborers with shovels to dig a hole.99 Or you can increase the efficiency 
of materials inputs by expanding their uses, as when lumber mills discovered they could 
sell not only boards but also sawdust and wood chips for use in gardens. Or you can 
increase the efficiency of energy by putting solar panels on a factory roof so the organi-
zation won’t have to buy so much electrical power from utility companies.

Why Increasing Productivity Is Important
The more goods and services that are produced and made easily available to us and for 
export, the higher our standard of living. Increasing the gross domestic product 
(GDP)—the total dollar value of all the goods and services produced in the United States—
depends on raising productivity, as well as on a growing workforce.

Table 16.2 shows the GDP for the U.S. and 11 other countries in 2005 and 2015. 
As you might expect, China showed the greatest increase over time, followed by 

TABLE 16.2 Global Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

Note: All numbers shown in Billion US Dollars.

Source: Knoema,GDP by Country, https://knoema.com/tbocwag/gdp-by-country-1980-2015?country+United%20
States, accessed July 20, 2016.

COUNTRY 2005 2015 %CHANGE

Brazil 2208.7 1772.6 −25%

Canada 1613.5 1552.4  −4%

China 6005.2 10,982.8 +45%

Denmark 319.8 295.0  −8%

France 2651.8 2421.6 −10%

Germany 3423.5 3357.6  −2%

India 1708.5 2090.7 +18%

Singapore 236.4 292.7 +19%

Sweden 488.4 492.6  +1%

United Kingdom 2403.0 2849.3 +16%

United States 14,964.4 17,947.0 +17%

Venezuela 294.5 239.6 −23%
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 India and the U.S. Some of this growth is due to increased investments in informa-
tion technology.100

The U.S. Productivity Track Record During the 1960s, productivity in the 
United States averaged a hefty 2.9% a year, then sank to a disappointing 1.5% right 
up until 1995. Because the decline in productivity no longer allowed the improve-
ment in wages and living standards that had benefited so many U.S. workers in the 
1960s, millions of people took second jobs or worked longer hours to keep from 
falling behind. From 1995 to 2000, however, during the longest economic boom in 
U.S. history, the productivity rate jumped to 2.5% annually, as the total output of 
goods and services rose faster than the total hours needed to produce them. From the 
business cycle peak in the first quarter of 2001 to the end of 2007, productivity grew 
at an annual rate of 2.7%.101 

Then came the recession year 2008, when it fell to 2%. Then, from the fourth quar-
ter of 2008 to the fourth quarter of 2009, productivity rose 5.4%—“a turnaround un-
precedented in modern history,” said Newsweek—it also rose an impressive 4.1% in 
2010.102 Recently, however, productivity has been declining globally, not only in de-
veloped economies such as the United States, Japan, and Europe but also in China, 
which had been growing rapidly for some time. Productivity has even been zero or 
negative in some countries. Gains in productivity are expected to remain small for the 
short term.103

Globalization, which has made national economies far more interconnected 
and dependent on one another, helps increase the ripple effects of any country’s 
economic downturns on its neighbors and trading partners. Climate change is 
also  affecting productivity as extreme weather becomes more common, bring-
ing  droughts, floods, and other uncommon events to areas unused to dealing 
with them.104 

Wind farms. This aerial view of 
a wind farm in Altamont Pass, 
California, is a great illustration 
of how the energy industry is 
changing in response to climate 
change. Wind farms consist of a 
group of turbines used to 
generate electricity. They are 
located on land and offshore. 
The largest onshore wind farms 
are located in Germany, and 
Europe leads the world in 
creating offshore wind energy. 
© Kim Steele/Getty Images RF

The Role of Information Technology As many industrialized countries continue 
to struggle with recovery from the 2008–2009 global financial crisis, wages have 
stagnated for most of their workers, even as productivity gains from information 
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 technology—automation and the Internet, shareware, cloud computing, and other 
communication technologies, for example—have slowed. Financial rewards for tech 
innovation have concentrated among a very few inventors and entrepreneurs, while 
wage gains even in the United States and the UK are stalled at about 1% a year, less in 
Germany, Italy, and Japan.105 

Some observers say the problem is not a lack of productivity growth but a mea-
surement error. New technologies are difficult to value, and new companies that 
charge users nothing and try to earn revenue from advertising (that users can 
sometimes avoid) are entering a new world we may be incorrectly assessing with 
old tools.106 

 In particular, many companies have implemented enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) software systems, information systems for integrating virtually all aspects of a busi-
ness, helping managers stay on top of the latest developments.

Managing Individual Productivity
Individual employees, managers, and organizations all share responsibility for increas-
ing individual productivity. Individuals contribute by proactively bringing their skills, 
energy, talents, and motivation to work on a daily basis. They also can increase pro-
ductivity by engaging in self-development and organizational citizenship. This is most 
likely to happen, however, when employees work for supportive and talented manag-
ers. This is where managers enter the productivity equation.

Managers need to bring their “best selves” to work just like any other employee. 
In addition, they can use many of the concepts, tools, and techniques discussed 
throughout this book to help develop their managerial and leadership skills. Mana-
gerial  behavior is a key input to individual productivity. We believe it is essential 
for managers to take a learning orientation toward their jobs. This implies that 
 managers will attempt to continuously improve their leadership skills. This might 
involve taking courses at a local college or university, enrolling in company spon-
sored training programs, obtaining advice from an executive coach or mentor, or 
reading relevant books. 

Organizations contribute to individual productivity by providing positive work 
environments and cultures that promote employee engagement, satisfaction, and 
flourishing. This ultimately involves investing in training and development for all 
employees. It also entails investing in resources people need to increase their pro-
ductivity. Companies can invest in information technology that helps people to re-
duce distractions and focus on completing tasks. Cloud computing tools, for 
example, are a way to reduce manual tasks, share responsibility, and eliminate most 
paperwork.107 ●
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We have come to the end of the book, our last chance to offer some suggestions to take 
with you that we hope will benefit you in the coming years. Following are some life 
lessons pulled from various sources that can make you a “keeper” in an organization 
and help you be successful.

■ Find your passion and follow it. Jane Chen is the founder and CEO of 
 Embrace Innovations, which markets to developing countries a line of inex-
pensive, portable incubators for premature babies. Chen’s inspiration is the 
great medieval and Renaissance cathedrals in Europe. Unlikely? Not really. 
These architectural wonders, which took generations to build, were created by 
people inspired to contribute to something greater than themselves, even if 
they would not live to see it.108 Find something that inspires you, that you love 
to do, and do it vigorously.

■ Encourage self-discovery, and be realistic. To stay ahead of the pack, 
you need to develop self-awareness, have an active mind, and be willing 
to grow and change. Legendary designer Diane von Furstenberg recalls 
the lesson she learned from early mistakes that reduced her control over 
her business and diluted her brand: “Your worst moments are your best 
souvenirs.”109 

■ Every situation is different, so be flexible. No principle, no theory will ap-
ply under all circumstances. Industries, cultures, supervisors, employees, and 
customers will vary. It’s not a sign of weakness to be willing to change some-
thing that isn’t working or to try something new.110 Justin Tobin, founder and 
president of consultancy firm DDG, credits his mother with teaching him that 
“experimentation leads to the discovery of a unique identity and that every-
thing in life and work is completely subjective. What one person likes, an-
other might not, and that’s not only okay, it’s encouraged inside innovative 
organizations.”111 

■ Fine-tune your soft skills—your people skills. Today we live and work 
in a team universe. Try getting feedback on your interpersonal skills 
from  friends, colleagues, and team members and develop a plan for 
 improvement. Even nonverbal communication is a people skill. Dave 
 Kerpen, CEO of Likeable Local, once made an important contact with 
someone who started a conversation with him at a crowded event because 
he was wearing distinctive orange shoes. Now Kerpen wears orange shoes 
every day.112 

■ Learn how to develop leadership skills. Every company should invest in the 
leadership development of its managers if it is to improve the quality of its 
future leaders. But you can also work to develop your own leadership skills. 
For instance, offer to help others, take the initiative when action is needed 
(sometimes called being a self-starter), and don’t be afraid to ask for more 
responsibility to demonstrate what you’re capable of.113 Another life lesson: If 
you set the bar high, even if you don’t reach it, you end up in a pretty good 
place—that is, achieving a pretty high mark.

 Epilogue: The Keys to Your Managerial Success
What are nine keys to personal managerial success?

THE BIG PICTURE
As we end the book, this section describes some life lessons to take away.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION
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■ Treat people as if they matter, because they do. If you treat employees, col-
leagues, and customers with dignity, they respond accordingly. Bryce Drew, 
head coach of the Valparaiso men’s basketball team, the Crusaders, says this 
about his players: “The person is more important than the result. We’re going 
to recruit families. We’re going to recruit players that want to be part of our 
family here. That’s how we live our daily life and that’s how we treat our 
team. I think when people sign on to come here, they know they’re coming to 
be more than basketball players. They’re coming to be cared for and develop 
into men.”114 

■ Draw employees and peers into your management process. The old top-
down, command-and-control model of organization is moving toward a flat-
tened, networked kind of structure. Managers now work more often with 
peers, where lines of authority aren’t always clear or don’t exist, so that one’s 
persuasive powers become key. Power has devolved to front-line employees 
who are closest to the customer and to small, focused, self-managed teams 
that have latitude to pursue new ideas. Ask them what they think are the best 
ways to get things done.115 

■ Keep your cool, and take yourself lightly. The more unflappable you ap-
pear in difficult circumstances, the more you’ll be admired by your bosses 
and coworkers. Having a sense of humor helps. There may be no more 
 serious workplace in the United States than the White House, but Presi-
dent Obama brought a gentle streak of wry humor to many informal occa-
sions.116 At the 2015 White House correspondents’ dinner, he quipped, 
“After the midterm elections, my advisers asked me, ‘Mr. President, do you 
have a bucket list?’ And I said, ‘I have something that rhymes with 
bucket.’”117 

■ Go with the flow, and stay positive. Life has its ebbs and flows. You’ll have 
good times and bad. During this journey, don’t focus too heavily on negative 
events and thoughts. Negative thoughts rob you of positive energy and your 
ability to perform at your best. In contrast, a positive approach toward life is 
more likely to help you flourish.118 

We wish you the very best of luck. And we mean it!

Angelo Kinicki
Brian K. Williams
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Key Terms Used in This Chapter

Key Points

16.1  Control: When Managers Monitor 
Performance

•	 Controlling is defined as monitoring performance, 
comparing it with goals, and taking corrective action 
as needed.

•	 There are six reasons that control is needed: (1) to 
adapt to change and uncertainty; (2) to discover 
irregularities and errors; (3) to reduce costs, increase 
productivity, or add value; (4) to detect opportunities; 
(5) to deal with complexity; and (6) to decentralize 
decision making and facilitate teamwork.

•	 There are four control process steps. (1) The first 
step is to set standards. A control standard is the 
desired performance level for a given goal. (2) The 
second step is to measure performance, based on 
written reports, oral reports, and personal observation. 
(3) The third step is to compare measured perfor-
mance against the standards established. (4) The 
fourth step is to take corrective action, if necessary, 
if there is negative performance.

16.2 Levels and Areas of Control
•	 In applying the steps and types of control, managers 

need to consider (1) the level of management at 
which they operate, (2) the areas they can draw on 
for resources, and (3) the style of control philosophy.

•	 There are three levels of control, corresponding to 
the three principal managerial levels. (1) Strategic 
control, done by top managers, is monitoring 
performance to ensure that strategic plans are being 
implemented. (2) Tactical control, done by middle 
managers, is monitoring performance to ensure that 
tactical plans are being implemented. (3) Operational 

control, done by first-level or supervisory managers, 
is monitoring performance to ensure that day-to-day 
goals are being implemented.

•	 Most organizations have six areas that they can 
draw on for resources. (1) The physical area 
includes buildings, equipment, and tangible 
products; these use equipment control, inventory-
management control, and quality controls. (2) The 
human resources area uses personality tests, drug 
tests, performance tests, employee surveys, and 
the like as controls to monitor people. (3) The 
informational area uses production schedules, sales 
forecasts, environmental impact statements, and the 
like to monitor the organization’s various resources. 
(4) The financial area uses various kinds of financial 
controls, as we discuss in Section 16.4. (5) The 
structural area uses hierarchical or other 
arrangements such as bureaucratic control, 
which is characterized by use of rules, regulations, 
and formal authority to guide performance, or 
decentralized control, which is characterized by 
informal and organic structural arrangements. 
(6) The cultural area influences the work process 
and levels of performance through the set of norms 
that develop as a result of the values and beliefs 
that constitute an organization’s culture.

16.3 The Balanced Scorecard and Strategy Maps
•	 To establish standards, managers often use the 

balanced scorecard, which provides a fast but 
comprehensive view of the organization via four 
indicators: (1) financial measures, (2) customer 
satisfaction, (3) internal processes, and (4) innovation 
and improvement activities.
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•	 The strategy map, a visual representation of the four 
perspectives of the balanced scorecard—financial, 
customer, internal business, and innovation and 
learning—enables managers to communicate their 
goals so that everyone in the company can 
understand how their jobs are linked to the overall 
objectives of the organization.

16.4 Some Financial Tools for Control
•	 Financial controls include (1) budgets, (2) financial 

statements, and (3) audits.
•	 A budget is a formal financial projection. The most 

important budget-planning approach is incremental 
budgeting, which allocates increased or decreased 
funds to a department by using the last budget period 
as a reference point; only incremental changes in the 
budget request are reviewed. Budgets are either 
fixed, which allocate resources on the basis of a 
single estimate of costs, or variable, which allow 
resource allocation to vary in proportion with various 
levels of activity.

•	 A financial statement is a summary of some aspect 
of an organization’s financial status. One type, the 
balance sheet, summarizes an organization’s overall 
financial worth—assets and liabilities—at a specific 
point in time. The other type, the income statement, 
summarizes an organization’s financial results—
revenues and expenses—over a specified period 
of time.

•	 Audits are formal verifications of an organization’s 
financial and operational systems. Audits are of two 
types. An external audit is formal verification of an 
organization’s financial accounts and statements by 
outside experts. An internal audit is a verification of 
an organization’s financial accounts and statements 
by the organization’s own professional staff.

16.5 Total Quality Management
•	 Much of the impetus for quality improvement came 

from W. Edwards Deming, whose philosophy, known 
as Deming management, proposed ideas for making 
organizations more responsive, more democratic, 
and less wasteful.

•	 Among the principles of Deming management are 
(1) quality should be aimed at the needs of the 
consumer; (2) companies should aim at improving the 
system, not blaming workers; (3) improved quality 
leads to increased market share, increased company 
prospects, and increased employment; and (4) quality 
can be improved on the basis of hard data, using the 
PDCA, or plan-do-check-act, cycle.

•	 Total quality management (TQM) is defined as a 
comprehensive approach—led by top management 
and supported throughout the organization—
dedicated to continuous quality improvement (such 
as through Kaizen), training, and customer satisfaction. 
The two core principles of TQM are people orientation 
and improvement orientation.

•	 In the people orientation, everyone involved with the 
organization is asked to focus on delivering value to 

customers, focusing on quality. TQM requires 
training, teamwork, and cross-functional efforts.

•	 In the improvement orientation, everyone involved 
with the organization is supposed to make ongoing, 
small, incremental improvements in all parts of the 
organization. This orientation assumes that it’s less 
expensive to do things right the first time, to do small 
improvements all the time, and to follow accurate 
standards to eliminate small variations.

•	 Several techniques are available for improving quality. 
(1) Outsourcing is the subcontracting of services and 
operations to an outside vendor. (2) Reduced cycle 
time consists of reducing the number of steps in a 
work process. (3) Statistical process control is a 
statistical technique that uses periodic random 
samples from production runs to see if quality is being 
maintained within a standard range of acceptability. 
(4) Six Sigma is a rigorous statistical analysis process 
that reduces defects in manufacturing and service-
related processes. (5) ISO 9000 consists of quality-
control procedures companies must install—from 
purchasing to manufacturing to inventory to shipping—
that can be audited by independent quality-control 
experts, or “registrars. ISO 14000 extends the 
concept to environmental performance.

16.6 Managing Control Effectively
•	 Successful control systems have four common 

characteristics: (1) They are strategic and results 
oriented. (2) They are timely, accurate, and objective. 
(3) They are realistic, positive, and understandable 
and they encourage self-control. (4) They are flexible.

•	 Among the barriers to a successful control system 
are the following: (1) Organizations may exert too 
much control. (2) There may be too little employee 
participation. (3) The organization may overemphasize 
means instead of ends. (4) There may be an 
overemphasis on paperwork. (5) There may be an 
overemphasis on one approach instead of multiple 
approaches.

16.7 Managing for Productivity
•	 A manager has to deal with six challenges—

managing for competitive advantage, diversity, 
globalization, information technology, ethical 
standards, sustainability, and his or her own 
happiness and meaningfulness.

•	 Managers must make decisions about the four 
management functions—planning, organizing, 
leading, and controlling—to get people to achieve 
productivity and realize results.

•	 Productivity is defined by the formula “outputs 
divided by inputs for a specified period of time.” 
Productivity matters because it determines whether 
the organization will make a profit or even survive.

•	 Much of productivity growth is thought to result 
from the implementation of information technology, 
including enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, 
though wages in most industrialized countries have 
not kept up. Productivity depends on control.
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 1. What is control, and what are six reasons control  
is needed?

 2. Explain the steps in the control process, and describe 
the three levels of control.

 3. Distinguish among the six areas of organizational 
control: physical, human, informational, financial, 
structural, and cultural.

 4. Explain the four indicators of the balanced scorecard, 
and state what a strategy map is.

 5. What are four mechanisms of success for measurement- 
managed firms and four barriers to effective 
measurement?

 6. Define incremental budgeting, and give some 
examples of types of budgets.

 7. Explain the following financial tools used for 
control: financial statement, balance sheet, 
income statement, and audits (both external 
and internal).

 8. Discuss total quality management, its two core 
principles, and the concept of continuous 
improvement.

 9. Explain the following TQM tools and techniques: 
reduced cycle time, the ISO 9000 series, the ISO 
14000 series, statistical process control, and Six 
Sigma and Lean Six Sigma.

 10. What is the formula for defining productivity?

Understanding the Chapter: What Do I Know?

Chipotle’s Operational Problems Make  
People Sick 
Steve Ells, Chipotle’s co-chief executive officer, 
founded the company in 1993. It has expanded to more 
than 1,900 locations and over 59,000 employees. 

Chipotle was built on the idea that is possible to de-
liver a fast-food experience relying on “high-quality 
raw ingredients, classic cooking techniques, and dis-
tinctive interior design.” In other words, fast-food 
 service would resemble a fine dining experience. This 
idea morphed into the marketing slogan “Food with 
Integrity.” Chipotle’s commitment reflects the company’s 
“devotion to finding the very best ingredients we can—
with respect for animals, farmers, and the environ-
ment.”119 Its marketing messages claimed that its fresh 
ingredients and naturally raised meat were better than 
those of competitors and better for all humanity. The 
goal was to position the fast-food chain as a healthy 
choice.

Healthy Choice?
Chipotle encountered a crisis in 2015. It began when 
234 customers and employees were infected with a 
norovirus at a Chipotle in Simi Valley, California, in 
August. According to the government’s Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), a “Norovirus 
is a very contagious virus that can infect anyone. You 
can get it from an infected person, contaminated food 
or water, or by touching contaminated surfaces. The 

virus causes your stomach or intestines or both to get 
inflamed. This leads you to have stomach pain, nau-
sea, and diarrhea and to throw up. These symptoms 
can be serious for some people, especially young chil-
dren and older adults.”120 The virus is often transmit-
ted when people fail to wash their hands after using 
the bathroom. 

Sixty-four more people became sick in August and 
September from salmonella-tainted tomatoes eaten at 
22 outlets in Minnesota; nine were hospitalized. In 
 November, norovirus was found again, this time in 
people eating at a Chipotle’s in Boston. One hundred 
forty Boston College students became ill, along with 
16 students and three health care professionals who 
came in contact with infected people. The source of 
this outbreak was a sick employee who was not sent 
home after reporting to work. 

Then 55 people were infected with the E. coli 
 bacteria in 11 states. The majority of cases were 
found in Oregon and Washington in October 2015, 
and 21 people were hospitalized. In December, the 
CDC verified that 5 more people in three states had 
contacted a different and rare type of E. coli. The 
common factor across the cases was eating a meal at 
a Chipotle Mexican Grill restaurant.121 All told, pub-
lic health officials estimate that about 500 people 
around the United States became sick after eating at 
Chipotle.122 

The inconsistency between the marketing theme of 
“Food with Integrity” and the food-related illnesses 

Management in Action
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tainted the company’s reputation and business results. 
Bloomberg Businessweek reported that Chipotle’s 
stock dropped 30% between August and December 
2015, and sales dropped 16% in November. 

Did Chipotle’s Supply Chain and Work 
Processes Contribute to the Problem?
Chipotle uses about 100 suppliers for its meals, as well 
as local farms from which the company prefers to get 
its fresh produce. Local farms are within 350 miles of 
a restaurant and contribute about 10% of the produce. 
Meats come from various sources in the United States 
and Australia. “Chipotle began importing beef from 
Australia two years ago because it could not find 
enough domestically raised grass-fed beef to meet 
growing demand,” said CEO Steve Ells.123 The com-
pany also employs high-end commissaries to prepare 
some food items. Bloomberg Businessweek noted the 
source(s) of E. coli came from somewhere in this sup-
ply chain.124 

According to CNN Money, “Neither Chipotle nor 
the CDC has been able to determine what specific 
food is the cause of the disease [E.coli]. The CDC said 
that ‘a common meal item or ingredient served at 
 Chipotle Mexican Grill restaurants in several states is 
a likely cause of this outbreak.’”125 The CDC also said 
Chipotle had been very cooperative during its investi-
gation, but “when a restaurant serves foods with sev-
eral ingredients that are mixed or cooked together and 
then used in multiple food items, it can be more diffi-
cult for epidemiologic studies to identify the specific 
ingredient that is contaminated.”126 

Although the company has standards and protocols 
in place for handling and processing food, some think 
Chipotle did not go far enough. A Forbes reporter con-
cluded that “Chipotle is a company so out of control 
and negligent that it repeatedly endangers the public.” 
He based this harsh conclusion partly on a statement 
the company made in a report to the Securities and Ex-
change Commission. Chipotle said, “We may be at a 
higher risk for food-borne illness outbreaks than some 
competitors.” The report also stated that these ill-
nesses were more likely “due to our use of fresh pro-
duce and meats rather than frozen, and our reliance 
on employees cooking with traditional methods 
rather than automation.” The reporter concluded by 
wondering “whether Chipotle’s ‘traditional methods’ 
include employees’ neglecting to wash their hands 
before preparing foods, which is how norovirus is 
usually spread.”127

The Company Makes Operational Changes
The company closed its stores in Oregon and Wash-
ington in November 2015 to determine the cause of the 
E. coli outbreak. CEO Ellis visited the Today show in 

December and “apologized to everyone who’d fallen 
ill, and announced a comprehensive food-safety pro-
gram that he said would far excel industry norms.” He 
never explained why the company had not instituted 
more rigorous safety standards, but he noted that Chi-
potle “will shift more food preparation out of restau-
rants and into centralized kitchens.”128

Before reopening the restaurants in Oregon and 
Washington, Chipotle took the following actions:129

 • Confirmed that no employees in these restaurants 
were sickened.

 • Expanded testing of fresh produce, raw meat, and 
dairy items before restocking restaurants.

 • Implemented additional safety procedures and audits 
in all its 2,000 restaurants to ensure that robust food 
safety standards were in place.

 • Worked closely with federal, state, and local govern-
ment agencies to ensure that robust food safety stan-
dards were in place.

 • Conducted additional deep cleaning and sanitization 
in all its closed restaurants (also to be done at all res-
taurants nationwide).

Chipotle went one step further by hiring Mansour 
Samadpour, head of IEH Laboratories & Consulting 
Group, to develop a broader and more extensive food 
safety program. Bloomberg Businessweek concluded 
that Samadpur’s plan includes “changes at every step 
of Chipotle’s system. More food will be prepared 
ahead of time, out of sight at commissaries, and trans-
ported to 19 distributions centers. . . . Produce will be 
screened for pathogens in small batches using what 
Chipotle calls high-resolution DNA-based tests.”130 
The company also instituted the following operational 
changes:131

 • Cheese will now arrive in restaurants pre-shredded.
 • Ingredients like onions will be macerated with lemon 

or lime juice to kill germs.
 • Sixty samples of every 2,000 pounds of steak will be 

tested before the meat is sent to stores.
 • Tomatoes, cilantro, and other ingredients will be 

chopped in centralized locations rather than in stores, 
so they can be tested.

What Next?
Chipotle is actively trying to attract former and new 
customers. The company is offering “burrito give-
aways and free chips with guacamole or salsa.” It also 
launched an advertising campaign including direct-
mail coupons. Company executives “described the 
early giveaways as a success and said the gap between 
free versus paid entrees had narrowed. The company 
also announced plans for more freebies.”132
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Operationally, the new safety standards will be too 
expensive for small, local farms to accommodate, 
leading to less use by Chipotle of local produce. A 
blogger noted that “the decision to move away from 
the chain’s preference for local produce, when avail-
able, for its burritos, salads and rice bowls is a sig-
nificant shift for the fast-casual chain, which has 
prided itself on providing fresher ingredients than its 
competitors.”133 

Time will tell whether the operational changes at 
Chipotle bring its customers back.

FOR DISCUSSION

 1. Which of the six reasons that control is needed are 
apparent in this case? Explain.

 2. What levels and areas of control were ineffectively 
used by Chipotle? Discuss.

 3. If you were charged with creating a balanced scorecard 
for Steve Ellis, what SMART goals (see Chapter 5), 
would you use as standards to assess performance in 
the four categories in your scorecard? Develop one 
SMART goal for each scorecard category.

 4. To what extent does Chipotle use the PDCA pro-
cess? Explain your rationale.

 5. Which of the keys to successful control systems are 
being used by Chipotle? Explain.

 6. What are the most important takeaways from this 
case? Discuss.

Is GPS Tracking of Employee Actions an 
Effective Form of Management Control?
More companies are using GPS apps to track the 
whereabouts of their employees. Companies claim 
such devices increase productivity and help locate 
employees in times of a crisis, such as the 2016 terror-
ist attack in Paris.134

For example, the city of Aurora, Colorado, installed 
tracking devices inside its sweepers and snowplows 
“to make sure they’re being used as taxpayers in-
tended. Management claims a 15% increase in produc-
tivity by having the tracking devices in the vehicles.135 
Driver Maria Coleman said, “It’s Big Brother. It’s 
watching you, making sure you do what you’re sup-
posed to do, but if you are doing what you’re supposed 
to be doing then you shouldn’t have a problem.” 

Companies also use tracking devices as part of 
their wellness program. The Wall Street Journal re-
ported that 40%–50% of companies with wellness 
programs use them to provide employees with feed-
back about their progress. In this application, how-
ever, tracking behavior is optional.136

The practice of tracking is now heading to the 
courts. Myrna Arias, a former sales executive for 
money-transfer company Intermex Wire Transfer, sued 
the company after she was fired for failing to use a 
Xora app that “contained a global positioning system 
function which tracked the exact location of the person 
possessing the smartphones on which it was installed.”

Arias’s boss, John Stubits, admitted that she would 
be tracked both on and off the clock. He “bragged 

that he knew how fast she was driving at specific mo-
ments ever since she had installed the app on her 
phone.”137 Arias agreed to use the app during work 
hours but thought it was an invasion of privacy dur-
ing nonwork hours. Stubits “told Arias she was re-
quired to keep her phone on ‘24/7’ to answer client 
calls.” Arias decided to de-install “the app to protect 
her privacy and was scolded by Stubits. A few weeks 
later, Intermex fired her.”138

SOLVING THE CHALLENGE
What would you do if you were the CEO of Intermex 
and in charge of deciding what do about the Arias 
case and the use of tracking employees?

 1. I appreciate the value of people flourishing at work, 
but this is a sales context and the company needs to 
be responsive to customer issues 24/7. I thus would 
fight the lawsuit and keep using the tracking device. 
Tracking employees during off hours is not an inva-
sion of privacy.

 2. People won’t flourish if the company doesn’t change its 
ways. I would settle the lawsuit but continue to monitor 
employees only during work hours. It’s an invasion of 
privacy to track people when they are not at work.

 3. Settle the lawsuit and continue to track employ-
ees 24/7. I would also make all current and new em-
ployees sign a waiver indicating that it is a job 
requirement to use the tracking device 24/7. People 
can leave if they don’t want to abide by the policy. 

 4. Invent other options.

Legal/Ethical Challenge
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Appendix

The Project Planner’s Toolkit
Flowcharts, Gantt Charts, and Break-Even 
Analysis

Major Question You Should Be Able to Answer
How can you use planning tools to enhance your performance and achieve 
utmost success?

THE BIG PICTURE
Three tools used in project planning, which was covered in Chapter 5, are flowcharts, Gantt charts, 
and break-even analysis.?

MAJOR 
QUESTION

Project planning may begin (in the definition stage) as a back-of-the-envelope kind of 
process, but the client will expect a good deal more for the time and money being 
 invested. Fortunately, there are various planning and monitoring tools that give the 
planning and execution of projects more precision. Three tools in the planner’s toolkit 
are (1) flowcharts, (2) Gantt charts, and (3) break-even analysis.

Tool #1: Flowcharts—for Showing Event Sequences 
and Alternate Decision Scenarios
A flowchart is a useful graphical tool for representing the sequence of events 
required to complete a project and for laying out “what-if” scenarios. Flow-
charts have been used for decades by computer programmers and systems analysts 
to make a graphical “road map,” as it were, of the flow of tasks required. These 
professionals use their own special symbols (indicating “input/output,” “magnetic 
disk,” and the like), but there is no need for you to make the process complicated. 
Generally, only three symbols are needed: (1) an oval for the “beginning” and “end,” 
(2) a box for a major activity, and (3) a diamond for a “yes or no” decision. (See 
Figure A.1, next page.)

Computer programs such as iGrafx’s ABC FlowCharter are available for construct-
ing flowcharts. You can also use the drawing program in word processing programs 
such as Microsoft Word.
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FIGURE A.1 Flowchart: website, print, or television?
Example of a flowchart for improving a company’s advertising.
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Benefits Flowcharts have two benefits:
■ Planning straightforward activities. A flowchart can be quite helpful for 

planning ordinary activities—figuring out the best way to buy textbooks or a 
car, for example. It is also a straightforward way of indicating the sequence of 
events in, say, thinking out a new enterprise that you would then turn into a 
business plan.
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■ Depicting alternate scenarios. A flowchart is also useful for laying out 
“what-if” scenarios—as in if you answer “yes” to a decision question you 
should follow Plan A, if you answer “no” you should follow Plan B.

Limitations Flowcharts have two limitations:
■ No time indication. They don’t show the amounts of time required to accom-

plish the various activities in a project. In building a house, the foundation 
might take only a couple of days, but the rough carpentry might take weeks. 
These time differences can’t be represented graphically on a flowchart 
( although you could make a notation).

■ Not good for complex projects. They aren’t useful for showing projects con-
sisting of several activities that must all be worked on at the same time. An 
example would be getting ready for football season’s opening game, by which 
time the players have to be trained, the field readied, the programs printed, the 
band rehearsed, the ticket sellers recruited, and so on. These separate activi-
ties might each be represented on their own flowcharts, of course. But to try 
to express them all together all at once would produce a flowchart that would 
be unwieldy, even unworkable.

Tool #2: Gantt Charts—Visual Time Schedules  
for Work Tasks
We have mentioned how important deadlines are to making a project happen. Unlike a 
flowchart, a Gantt chart can graphically indicate deadlines.

The Gantt chart was developed by Henry L. Gantt, a member of the school of 
scientific management (discussed in Chapter 2). A Gantt chart is a kind of 
time schedule—a specialized bar chart that shows the relationship between 
the kind of work tasks planned and their scheduled completion dates.  
(See Figure A.2, below.)

FIGURE A.2 Gantt chart for designing a website 
This shows the tasks accomplished and the time planned for remaining tasks to build a company website.
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FIGURE A.3 Break-even analysis

A number of software packages can help you create and modify Gantt charts on 
your computer. Examples are CA-SuperProject, Microsoft Project, Primavera Sure-
Trak Project Manager, and TurboProject Professional.

Benefits There are three benefits to using a Gantt chart:
■ Express time lines visually. Unlike flowcharts, Gantt charts allow you to 

 indicate visually the time to be spent on each activity.
■ Compare proposed and actual progress. A Gantt chart may be used to com-

pare planned time to complete a task with actual time taken to complete it, so 
that you can see how far ahead or behind schedule you are for the entire project. 
This enables you to make adjustments so as to hold to the final target dates.

■ Simplicity. There is nothing difficult about creating a Gantt chart. You express 
the time across the top and the tasks down along the left side. As Figure A.2 
shows, you can make use of this device while still in college to help schedule 
and monitor the work you need to do to meet course requirements and deadlines 
(for papers, projects, tests).

Limitations Gantt charts have two limitations:
■ Not useful for large, complex projects. Although a Gantt chart can express the 

interrelations among the activities of relatively small projects, it becomes cum-
bersome and unwieldy when used for large, complex projects. More sophisti-
cated management planning tools may be needed, such as PERT networks.

■ Time assumptions are subjective. The time assumptions expressed may be 
purely subjective; there is no range between “optimistic” and “pessimistic” of 
the time needed to accomplish a given task.

Tool #3: Break-Even Analysis—How Many Items 
Must You Sell to Turn a Profit?
Break-even analysis is a way of identifying how much revenue is needed to cover 
the total costs of developing and selling a product. Let’s walk through the computa-
tion of a break-even analysis, referring to the illustration. (See Figure A.3.) We assume 
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you are an apparel manufacturer making shirts or blouses. Start in the lower-right 
corner of the diagram on the previous page and follow the circled numbers as you read 
the descriptions below.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Fixed costs (green area): Once you start up a business, whether you sell anything or not, 
you’ll have expenses that won’t vary much, such as rent, insurance, taxes, and perhaps 
salaries. These are called fixed costs, expenses that don’t change regardless of your 
sales or output. Fixed costs are a function of time—they are expenses you have to pay 
out on a regular basis, such as weekly, monthly, or yearly. Here the chart shows the fixed 
costs (green area) are $600,000 per year no matter how many sales units (of shirts or 
blouses) you sell.

Variable costs (blue area): Now suppose you start producing and selling a product, such 
as blouses or shirts. At this point you’ll be paying for materials, supplies, labor, sales 
commissions, and delivery expenses. These are called variable costs, expenses that 
vary directly depending on the numbers of the product that you produce and sell. 
(After all, making more shirts will cost you more in cloth, for example.) Variable costs, 
then, are a function of volume—they go up and down depending on the number of 
products you make or sell. Here the variable costs (blue area) are relatively small if you 
sell only a few thousand shirts but they go up tremendously if you sell, say, 70,000 shirts.

Total costs (first right upward-sloping line—green plus blue area added together): The 
sum of the fixed costs and the variable costs equals the total costs (the green and blue 
areas together). This is indicated by the line that slopes upward to the right from 
$600,000 to $3,000,000.

Total sales revenue (second right upward-sloping line): This is the total dollars received 
from the sale of however many units you sell. The sales revenue varies depending on 
the number of units you sell. Thus, for example, if you sell 30,000 shirts, you’ll receive 
$1,800,000 in revenue. If you sell 40,000 shirts, you’ll receive somewhat more than 
$2,400,000 in revenue.

Break-even point (intersection of dashed lines): Finding this point is the purpose of this 
whole exercise. The break-even point is the amount of sales revenue at which there is 
no profit but also no loss to your company. On the graph, this occurs where the “Total 
sales revenues” line crosses the “Total costs” line, as we’ve indicated here where the 
dashed lines meet. This means that you must sell 30,000 shirts and receive $1,800,000 
in revenue in order to recoup your total costs (fixed plus variable). Important note: Here 
is where pricing the shirts becomes important. If you raise the price per shirt, you may be 
able to make the same amount of money (hit your break-even point) by selling fewer of 
them—but that may be harder to do because customers may resist buying at the higher 
price.

Loss (red area): If you fail to sell enough shirts at the right price (the break-even point), 
you will su�er a loss. Loss means your total costs exceed your total sales revenue. As 
the chart shows, here you are literally “in the red”—you’ve lost money.

Profit (black area): Here you are literally “in the black”—you’ve made money. All the 
shirts you sell beyond the break-even point constitute a profit. Profit is the amount by 
which total revenue exceeds total costs. The more shirts you sell, of course, the greater 
the profit.
 The kind of break-even analysis demonstrated here is known as the graphic 
method. The same thing can also be done algebraically.

Benefits Break-even analysis has two benefits:
■ For doing future “what-if” alternate scenarios of costs, prices, and sales. 

This tool allows you to vary the different possible costs, prices, and sales 
quantities to do rough “what-if” scenarios to determine possible pricing and 
sales goals. Since the numbers are interrelated, if you change one, the others 
will change also.
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■ For analyzing the profitability of past projects. While break-even analysis 
is usually used as a tool for future projects, it can also be used retroactively to 
find out whether the goal of profitability was really achieved, since costs may 
well have changed during the course of the project. In addition, you can use it 
to determine the impact of cutting costs once profits flow.

Limitations Break-even analysis is not a cure-all.
■ It oversimplifies. In the real world, things don’t happen as neatly as this 

model implies. For instance, fixed and variable costs are not always so 
readily distinguishable. Or fixed costs may change as the number of sales 
units goes up. And not all customers may pay the same price (some may 
get discounts).

■ The assumptions may be faulty. On paper, the formula may work per-
fectly for identifying a product’s profitability. But what if customers find 
the prices too high? Or what if sales figures are outrageously optimistic? 
In the marketplace, your price and sales forecasts may really be only good 
guesses.

EXAMPLE Break-Even Analysis: Why Do Airfares Vary So Much?

Why do some airlines charge four times more than others for a 
flight of the same distance?

There are several reasons, but break-even analysis enters 
into it.

United Airlines’s average cost for flying a passenger 1 mile 
in a recent year was 11.7 cents, whereas Southwest’s was 
7.7 cents. Those are the break-even costs. What they charged 
beyond that was their profit.

Why the difference? One reason, according to a study 
by the U.S. Department of Transportation, is that Southwest’s 
expenses are lower. United flies more long routes than 
short ones, so its costs are stretched out over more miles, 

making its costs for flying shorter routes higher than 
 Southwest’s.

Another factor affecting airfares is the type of passengers 
flying a particular route—whether they are high-fare-paying 
business travelers or more price-conscious leisure travelers. 
Business travelers often don’t mind paying a lot (they are reim-
bursed by their companies), and those routes (such as Chicago 
to Cincinnati) tend to have more first-class seats, which drives 
up the average price. Flights to vacation spots (such as Las 
 Vegas) usually have more low-price seats because people 
aren’t willing to pay a lot for pleasure travel. Also, nonstop 
flight fares often cost more than flights with connections.
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Stephens, Renee, 569
Stogdill, Ralph, 472
Streufert, S., 484
Stringer, Howard, 351
Strong, B. A., 212
Sullivan, John, 284
Sullivan, Scott T., 516
Sutton, Robert, 60, 212–213, 452
Swift, Taylor, 468
Swinburn, Peter, 256
Syse, Henrik, 97

Tannen, Deborah, 518, 519
Taylor, Frederick W., 45–46, 46
Tenbrunsel, Ann E., 17
Thakor, A. V., 246
Thompson, Klay, 215
Thompson, Scott, 287
Thorndike, Edward L., 417
Thornton, Kevin, 223
Tindell, Kip, 431
Tobin, Justin, 582
Tomlin, Mike, 450
Toyoda, Akio, 181
Trebeck, Alex, 446

Reardon, Kathleen Kelly, 245
Reilly, Ed, 26
Reimer, Alex, 543
Reinhard, Keith, 111
Renzi, Matteo, 141
Reynolds, Diamond, 520
Richard, Tim, 411
Rigas, John, 88
Rock, Chris, 81
Roedy, Bill, 111
Rogers, Carl, 515
Rometty, Virginia “Ginni,” 19, 32
Rossi, Patricia, 105
Rothaermel, F. T., 149
Rouhani, Hassan, 141
Rowe, Anita, 377, 378
Russell-Kraft, Stephanie, 322–323
Ryan, Richard, 402

Samadpour, Mansour, 587
Samuelson, Paul, 93
Sandberg, Sheryl, 475
Sanders, Bernie, 515
Sappintgton, Mike, 271
Saunders, Maddie, 525
Sawyer, S. C., 529
Scarborough, David, 291
Schein, Edgar, 242, 260
Schmidt, Chris, 67
Schmidt, Eric, 280
Schmidt, S., 469
Schott, Greg, 243
Schultz, Howard, 202–203, 481, 491
Schultz, Terry, 101–102
Schulze, Richard, 67
Schumer, Charles, 393
Schwab, Klaus, 331
Schwartz, Barry, 8
Schwarzmann, Phil, 542
Scully, John, 490
Seligman, Martin, 425
Selye, Hans, 384
Semmer, N. K., 455
Senge, Peter, 63
Setty, Prasad, 321
Shane, Scott, 30, 145, 345
Sharma, Anshu, 148
Sharma, V. K., 244
Shaw, G. B., 372
Sheats, P., 448
Shewart, Walter, 61
Shilling, Curt, 543
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ABB Consulting, 570
Abbott Laboratories, 307
AB Electrolux, 114
Abercrombie & Fitch, 424
Accor, 114
Ace Hardware, 570
Acer, 188
Acuity Insurance, 247, 431
Adam Opel AG, 120
Adams, J. Stacey, 406–407
Adelphia, 16, 88, 97
Adidas, 532
Adobe Systems, 344
The Adolphus, 78
ADT Ltd., 169
Aerospace Industrial Development, 270
AIG, 246
Airbnb, 11–12, 554
Air Canada, 6
Air Force, 397
Alaska Air, 6, 156
Alibaba, 38, 140
Allegiant, 156
Allergan, 110, 249
Allied Signal, 573
Alphabet, 344
Alphabet, Inc., 247, 264, 280, 321
Amazon, 21, 66–68, 77–78, 107, 148, 153–154, 

173, 208, 248, 554, 556, 570, 571
communication at, 514
delivery system, 335
noncompete agreements, 322

American Airlines, 156–157, 339, 341
American Express, 63, 573
American Federation of Teachers, 79
American Institute of Architects, 6
American Management Association, 26, 307
American Psychological Association, 384
Anheuser-Busch InBev, 109, 110, 110, 146
Anthem, 109
Aperian Global, 105
Apollo Group Management, 112
Apple Inc., 17, 19, 31, 63, 80, 112, 116, 117, 

147, 148, 153, 159–160, 164–165,  
265, 424

celebrity influence on, 468
Chinese ban of, 333
unlocking iPhones, 237–238

Arjowiggins Creative Papers, 224
Arnold Worldwide, 253
ArtLifting, 110
Association of American Colleges and 

Universities (AACU), 25
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, 96
Automatic Data Processing, 287
Automattic Inc., 270

Bain & Company, 171
Bank of America, 77, 109, 159
Barclays, 285
Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream, 72, 114
Bentley, 120
Berkshire Hathaway, 112, 204
Bessemer Trust, 172
Best Buy, 66–68, 402, 532
Better World Books, 72
B.F. Goodrich, 341
Bic, 188
Big Truck Brands, 30
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, 95, 478
BlackRock, 153
Blue Bell, 101–102
BlueCrew, 285
Bob Evans Farms, 558
Boeing Co., 206–207, 270
Booz & Company, 325
Borders, 146
Boston Consulting Group, 191

BP, 112, 226, 329
Brit + Co., 515
BuildDirect, 480
Burger King, 169
Business for Diplomatic Action (BDA), 111

Campbell Soup, 21
Canon, 355
Canyon Capital Advisors, 38
Capital One, 216
Cardiac Rhythm Disease Management Group, 476
Career Builder, 452, 528
Cargill, 136
Carmike Cinemas, 172
Cartier, 188
Catalyst, 380
CA Technologies, 522
Center for American Progress, 375
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC), 101, 586–587
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Research, 507
Cerberus, 109
Ceres, 185
Charter Communications, 109
Cheesecake Factory, 424
Chelsea Green, 188
Chesapeake Energy, 97–98
Chevron, 112, 153
Children’s Healthcare, 291
China Ocean Shipping Co., 184–185
Chipotle Mexican Grill, 418–419, 586–588
Church of Latter Day Saints, 112
Cigna, 109, 307
Cirque du Soleil, 190
Cisco Systems, 148, 153, 160, 450, 476
Citi, 559
Citigroup, 424
citizenM, 12
Civilian American and European Surface 

Anthropometry Resource Project  
(Caesar), 393

Clark Foam, 186
Coca-Cola, 94, 117, 153, 159, 164, 188, 367
Coca-Cola Company, 48
Coldwell Banker, 455
Colgate-Palmolive, 455
Comcast, 77
Commerce Department, 122
Compose, 285
ConAgra, 147
Conference Board, 405
Container Store, 280, 404, 431–432
Continental Lite, 173
Copilot Labs, 341
Corning, 346
Costco, 110, 140–141
Crédit Mobilier, 89
CVS, 110, 246, 455

Daimler, 236, 569
Dark Arts Consulting, 272
DaVita, 213
DDB Worldwide, 111
DDG, 582
Deliv Inc., 216
Dell, 109
Deloitte, 236
Deloitte & Touche, 382
Delphi Automotive, 190
Delta, 6, 156–157
Department of Commerce, 121
Department of Defense, 53
Department of Transportation, A6
Devereux Cleo Wallace, 285
Dick’s Sporting Goods, 214
Discogs.com, 217
Discovery Communications, 7
DISH Network, 77, 455

Disney Company, 330, 367, 455
Dollar General, 455
Domino’s Pizza, 300, 571
Dow Chemical, 95, 109
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), 226
Dunkin Brands, 217
Du Pont, 109, 573
Dynegy, 254

Earls, 365
eBay, 190
Ebitda, 354
Eddie Bauer, 109
Edward Jones, 280
Electronic Data Systems (EDS), 63
Embrace Innovations, 582
EMC, 109
EndoStim, 244
Enron, 16, 88, 97
Enterprise Rent-A-Car, 283
Environmental Defense Fund, 159
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),  

159–160, 235–236, 506
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 379
Et24.com, 110
Ethan Allen, 116
EthicalSystems.org, 17
Etsy, 286
Etsy Manufacturing, 187
European Food Safety Authority, 548
European Union, 85, 124–125, 141
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, 345
Exel Logistics, 572
Exelon, 17
Extended Stay America, 64, 346
Exxon Mobile, 112

Fabulus, 213
Facebook, 30, 144, 148, 151, 152, 284, 288, 

333, 512
values and attitudes at, 391–392
workplace design, 426

Fairlife LLC, 169
Fair Oaks Farm, 168–169
Federal Aviation Agency (FAA), 81, 207, 393
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), 237
Federal Reserve Bank, 266
Federal Trade Commission (FTC), 237
FedEx, 53
Fiat Chrysler, 114, 343
Fidelity Investments, 421
Finish Line, 291
Food and Drug Administration (FDA),  

102, 507, 548
Ford Motor Co., 30, 53, 112, 117, 153, 183, 

188, 188, 257, 266, 467
Forever 21, 455
Forrester Research, 13
Foursquare, 30
Foxconn, 210, 333
Frigidaire, 114
Frontier, 156

Galleon Group, 16
Gap Inc., 120, 367, 532
Geely, 120
Genentech, 109, 280, 424
General Electric, 80, 112, 117, 270, 303, 341, 

347, 573
General Motors, 4, 23–24, 82, 112, 120, 181, 

183, 235, 263, 332, 450
Gerber, 114
Get2Human.com, 6
Glassdoor, 38, 455, 527
GlaxoSmithKline, 254
Global Weather Corporation, 184
gloStream, 271
GoFanbase, 467
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NEC, 116
Nestlé, 114
NetApp, 280
Netflix, 58, 116, 190, 525
NETHope, 367
New Belgium Brewery, 76, 250
The Newspaper Guild, 79
New York Stem Cell Foundation, 22, 22
NextStepU.com, 58
Nieman Marcus, 422
Nike, 19, 159
Nokia, 455, 541–543
Nordstrom, 153
Nordstrom’s, 449
Norton, 528
Norwegian Cruise Line, 188
Novell, 113
Nugget Market, 402
Numi, 30

Occupational Safety and Health  
Administration, 91

Optinose, 243
Oracle, 113, 148
Organization of American States, 529
Oticon, 256

Pacific Gas & Electric, 17, 73–74
Pandora Internet Radio, 54
Panera Bread, 438
Patagonia, 151, 152–153
PayPal, 31
Pegatron, 333
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals 

(PETA), 81
PepsiCo, 117, 367, 382, 491, 548
PetroChina, 112
Pew Research Center, 83, 107, 218, 377,  

379, 423
Pfizer, 110
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, 248–249
Philips Electronics, 455
Phillips 66, 112
Pier 1, 78
Pixar, 31–32
Pizza Hut, 48
Pizza Rock, 423
PNM Resources, 17
Pod, 12
Polymetrics, 359
Polyvore, 253
Popsicle, 114
Poshmark, 110
PricewaterhouseCoopers, 565
Procter & Gamble, 159, 338, 341, 344, 367, 524
Prudential Financial, 455
Public Citizen, 124
Publix Supermarkets, 75
Purina, 114

Quistic, 163

RadioShack, 326
Ralph Lauren, 572
RealtyTrac, 217
REI, 571
Rite Aid, 110
The Rittenhouse, 78
Ritz-Carlton, 188, 570
Robert Half Management Resources, 111
Roche, 109
Rolls-Royce, 328
RotaCloud, 426
Rotten Robbie, 188
Royal Dutch Shell, 112

SABMiller, 109, 110, 110
SAC Capital Advisors, 89

Kimpton Hotels & Restaurants, 481
Kinko’s, 27
KLM Royal Dutch Airline, 527
Kmart, 109, 263, 455
Knack, 359
Kodak, 174–175
Kohl’s, 78, 160
Kraft Foods, 109

Lamborghini, 120
Land Rover, 120
Law360, 322–323
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 185
Levi Strauss, 17
Likeable Local, 582
LinkedIn, 284, 287, 344
Liquid Comics, 326
Litzky Public Relations, 58
LiveNation, 78, 109
Lockheed Martin, 550
L’Oreal, 355
Los Angeles Times, 532
Lucasfilm, 19
LUSH, 525
Lyft, 23–24, 332

Macy’s, 78, 214, 332
Management Innovation Lab, 59
Marriott, 78, 271
Marriott International, 215
MARS, 397
Mattel, 109, 147
Maverik, 188
McDonald’s, 48, 263, 573
McGraw-Hill Education, 112, 177
McKennson, 112
McKinsey & Co., 172, 426, 437
Medtronic, 169
Medtronic Inc., 476
Mellon Bank, 325
Merrill Lynch, 109
Messier-Dowty, 270
Metro Guide Publishing, 515
Miami Children’s Hospital, 250–251
Mic, 243
Microsoft, 80, 95, 113, 148, 159–160, 164, 215, 

344, 367
Midway USA, 566, 566–567
Midwood Ambulance, 516
Mike’s Carwash, 422
Mitsubishi, 270
MOD Restoration, 30
Mohawk Fine Papers, 17, 224
Molson Coors, 256
Monsanto, 89
Motel 6, 114
Mothers Against Drunk Driving, 81
Motorola, 113, 573
MSCI, 198–199
MTV Networks International, 111
MuleSoft, 243
MWI, 435

National Basketball Association, 215
National Collegiate Athletic Association 

(NCAA), 432
National Education Association, 79
National Football League, 79–80
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

(NHTSA), 182, 547, 547
National Intelligence Council, 128
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), 314
National Organization for Women, 81
National Reentry Resource Center, 287
National Rifle Association, 81
Natura, 332
Nature Conservancy, 95
Navistar, 559

The Go Game, 436
Goldman Sachs, 16, 153
Goodwill Industries, 413
Google, 38, 85, 148, 159, 164, 177, 212, 213, 

217, 264, 280, 311, 405, 445, 455
human resource management at, 321–322
leadership at, 491

Google News, 146
GoPro, 526
Great Place to Work Institute, 421
Green Toys, 190
Grey Group, 425
GrubHub Seamless, 147

Harley-Davidson, 190, 263
Harrah’s, 215
Hawker de Havilland, 270
The Hay-Adams, 78
Health Canada, 548
Hello Giggles, 110
Hello Hello Books, 173
Herman Miller, 570
Hewlett-Packard, 64, 113, 265, 532
Hilton, 12, 78
Hilton Baltimore, 286
Hilton Hotel, 151, 152
Hindustan Unilever, 402
Hitachi, 116
Hit Entertainment, 109
HJ Heinz, 109
H&M, 548
Hoku Materials, 79
Home Depot, 188, 190
Honeywell, 253, 341, 409
Hostess Brands, 556
Hotel Rex, 400
H&R Block, 455
Hukkster, 58
Hunks Hauling Junk, 246
Hyatt, 78

IBM, 19, 32, 113, 148, 210, 355, 382
IBM Institute for Business Values, 357
IEH Laboratories & Consulting Group, 587
IKEA, 117, 197–198, 249, 250
Indiana Automotive, 94
Indian Motorcycle Company, 190
Intel Corporation, 31, 148, 160, 532
Intermex Wire Transfer, 588
Internal Revenue Service (IRS), 91, 266
International Monetary Fund (IMF), 123–124
International Organization for Standardization 

(ISO), 573–574
International Red Cross, 112
International Trade Commission, 122
Intuit, 325
ITT, 341

J. C. Penny, 354–355
J. M. Smucker, 280
Jaguar, 120
Jeep, 114, 218
Jellybooks, 217
JetBlue, 6, 156, 217, 363
Jiffy Lube, 172
Jimmy John’s, 323
Jim’s Formal Wear, 412
John Deere, 558
Johnson Controls, 169
Johnson & Johnson, 455
Joie de Vivre (JDV), 400
Jos. A. Bank, 109
JPMorgan Case, 90, 367
Juniper Networks, 347
Justice Department, 237, 238

Kayak, 245
Kia Motors, 569
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Valve, Corp., 43
Vaseline, 114
Vauxhall Motor Cars Ltd., 120
Virgin America, 156
Virgin Group Ltd., 31, 326, 326
Virgin Media, 523
VoIP Supply, 58
Volkswagen, 77, 112, 120, 181, 183, 235–237, 

243, 305, 506–507, 526
Volvo, 120
Vynamic, 524

Wagamama, 570
Walgreens, 110
Walker & Company, 30
Walmart, 77, 78, 112, 140, 147, 159–160, 253
Warner Bros., 265
Wealthfront, 255
Wegmans Food Markets, 214, 280, 281, 455
Western Electric, 50
Westinghouse Canada, 341
Whirlpool, 117
White Dog Café, 72
Whole Foods Market, 109, 178, 217, 268–269, 

445, 491
teamwork at, 461–462

Wikipedia, 287
Wild Oats, 109
Williams-Sonoma, 424
Windy City Fieldhouse, 291
W.L. Gore & Associates, 43, 75, 276–277
Woo, 285
Workplace Bullying Institute, 452
World Bank, 123
WorldCom, 16, 88, 97
World Health Organization (WHO), 112
World Trade Organization (WTO), 81, 122, 123

Xero, 437
Xerox Corp., 64, 185, 455

Yahoo!, 37–38, 76, 148
Yelp, 30, 110
Yotel, 12
YouTube, 288
YWCA, 455

Zappos, 21, 255, 255, 256, 277
Zara, 548
Zendesk, 80
Zenefits, 243
Zipcar, 571
Zoosk, 80
ZTE, 122

Takata, 546
TalentNet, 522
Target, 110
TaskRabbit, 286
Tata, 120
Teamsters Union, 79
Teavana, 203
Technossus, 515
Teranos, Inc., 506
Terrible Herbst, 188
Tesla, 347–348
Tesla Motors, 31, 547
Texas Instruments, 113, 341
Thompson Reuters, 323
ThoughtWorks, 478
3M, 573
TicketMaster, 78, 109
Tiffany’s, 17, 120
Time Inc., 110
Time Warner, 188
Time Warner Cable, 109
Timex, 187, 188
TOMS, 110, 210, 472, 526
Tornier, 412
Toyota Motor Corp., 54, 112, 181–183,  

235, 568
Toys R Us, 120
Trader Joe’s, 147, 217
Treasury Department, 122
Triage Consulting Group, 254, 255
TubeMogul, 242–243
Tumblr, 37–38
Turnbull & Asser, 188
Turnitin.com, 89
Twitter, 38, 80, 178, 217, 284, 288
Tyco, 88, 97, 169
Tyco International, 16

Uber, 23, 30, 146, 248, 286,  
317, 332

UnderArmour, 526
Unicru, 291
Unilever, 72, 114, 402
Union Pacific, 109
Uniqlo, 548
United Airlines, A6
United Auto Workers, 79
United Continental, 156–157
United Nations, 95, 123, 136
Universal Information Services, 58
University College London, 108–109
UPS, 27, 216, 282, 283, 551
Urban Outfitters, 105
U.S. Airways, 339

Safeway, 109
Salesforce.com, 94, 217, 427
Samoz Air, 393
Sam’s Club, 140
Samsung, 355
SAS Institute, 74, 192, 213
Scripps Health, 281
Sears, 77, 78, 109, 214, 455
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), 

91, 587
Select Milk Products, 168–169
Sephora, 354
Service Employees International Union, 79
7-Eleven, 114
Seven & I Holdings, 114
Share Your Soles, 95
Shell, 85
Sherpa’s Pet Trading Co., 21
Shuddle, 149
Siemens, 328, 438
Silk Road, 16, 16
SinoPec Group, 112
Slack, 525
Smashburger, 30
Smithfield, 317
Smithsonian Institution, 177
SolarCity, 31
Sony Corp., 116, 351
SourceMob, 522
Southern Pacific, 109
Southwest Airlines, 6, 156, 156–157, 291,  

404–405, A6
SpaceX, 31, 247
Spirit, 156
Spotify, 80
SpringOwl Asset Management, 38
Sprint Airlines, 6, 77
St. Jude’s Research Hospital, 427
Starboard Value L/P, 37–38
Starbucks Coffee, 120, 147, 190, 202, 202–203, 

332, 422, 571
Starwood, 78, 79
State Grid, 112
Strategic Management Insight, 198
Strategic Management Society, 172
StubHub, 78
Stubits, John, 588
Studio 904, 570
Style Mafia, 110
Subaru, 94
Subway, 203
Sun Country, 156
Surtech, 186
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board, 575
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ABC Flow Chart software, A1
Ability tests, 290–291
Absenteeism When an employee doesn’t show 

up for work, 375
Accommodating, conflict and, 458
Accountability Describes expectation that 

managers must report and justify work 
results to the managers above them,  
19, 261, 263

Achievement needs, 401
Acquired needs theory Theory that states that 

there are three needs—achievement, 
affiliation, and power—that are the major 
motives determining people’s behavior in 
the workplace, 400–402, 401

Acquisitions. See Mergers and acquisitions
Action plans Course of action needed to 

achieve a stated goal, 155, 161, 412
Active listening The process of actively 

decoding and interpreting verbal messages, 
35, 535–536

ADA. See Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Adaptive change Reintroduction of a familiar 

practice, 334
ADEA. See Age Discrimination in Employment 

Act (ADEA)
Adhocracy culture Type of organizational 

culture that has an external focus and 
values flexibility, 244, 246, 247

Adjourning One of five stages of forming a 
team; the stage in which members of an 
organization prepare for disbandment, 443

Administrative management Management 
concerned with managing the total 
organization, 45, 47–48

Adverse impact Effect an organization has 
when it uses an employment practice or 
procedure that results in unfavorable 
outcomes to a protected class (such as 
Hispanics) over another group of people 
(such as non-Hispanic whites), 310

Affective component of an attitude The 
feelings or emotions one has about a 
situation, 365

Affiliation needs, 401
Affirmative action The focus on achieving 

equality of opportunity, 311
Age, in workforce, 379
Age Discrimination in Employment Act 

(ADEA), 309
Agency shop, 315
Age stereotypes, 369
Agreeableness, 358
Alcoholism/alcohol abuse, 387–388, 388
Ambiguity

role, 386
tolerance for, 219, 220, 345

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Act 
that prohibits discrimination against the 
disabled, 309, 381

Analytical decision-making style, 220
Analytics (business analytics) Term used for 

sophisticated forms of business data 
analysis, such as portfolio analysis or  
time-series forecast, 215–216

Anchoring and adjustment bias The tendency 
to make decisions based on an initial 
figure, 225–226

Antecedents of communication, 533–534, 534
APEC. See Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 

(APEC)
Arbitration The process in which a neutral 

third party, an arbitrator, listens to both 
parties in a dispute and makes a decision 
that the parties have agreed will be binding 
on them, 317

Artificial intelligence (AI) The discipline 
concerned with creating computer systems 

that simulate human reasoning and 
sensation, 14

ASEAN. See Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN)

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) 
A group of 21 Pacific Rim countries whose 
purpose is to improve economic and 
political ties, 125

Assertiveness, 131, 132
Assessment center Company department where 

management candidates participate in 
activities for a few days while being 
assessed by evaluators, 291

Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN) A trading bloc consisting of 10 
countries in Asia, 125

Attainable goals, 158, 159
Attire, 288
Attitudes Learned predisposition toward a 

given object, 365–366
behavior and, 367, 373
collision between reality and, 365, 365–366
components of, 365
job success and, 391–392
work-related, 373–376

Attractiveness, 370, 371
Audits Formal verifications of an organization’s 

financial and operational systems, 565
Authority The right to perform or command; 

also, the rights inherent in a managerial 
position to make decisions, give orders, 
and utilize resources, 261

centralized, 263
decentralized, 263

Automated experience, 209
Autonomy, 402, 415
Availability bias Tendency of managers to use 

information readily available from memory 
to make judgments; they tend to give more 
weight to recent events, 225

Avoiding conflict, 458

Baby Boomers, 357
Background information, 287–288
Balanced scorecard Gives top managers a fast 

but comprehensive view of the organization 
via four indicators: (1) customer satisfaction, 
(2) internal processes (3) the organization’s 
innovation and improvement activities, and 
(4) financial measures, 557

perspectives of, 557–560, 558
Balance sheet A summary of an organization’s 

overall financial worth—assets and 
liabilities—at a specific point in time,  
563–564

Baldrige Award, 566
Bargaining power of buyers and suppliers, 186
BARS. See Behaviorally anchored rating scale 

(BARS)
Base pay Consists of the basic wage or salary 

paid employees in exchange for doing their 
jobs, 293

Basic assumptions, 246
BCG matrix A means of evaluating strategic 

business units on the basis of (1) their 
business growth rates and (2) their share of 
the market, 191, 191

B corporation Also know as a benefit 
corporation, in which the company is 
legally required to adhere to socially 
beneficial practices, such as helping 
consumers, employees, or the  
environment, 332

Behavior Actions and judgments, 367
effect of attitudes and values on, 367
individual attitudes and, 364–367, 373
learning organizations and, 63
perception and, 368–372

personality and, 358–363
stress and, 384–388
values and, 364–367
workplace diversity and, 377–383
work-related attitudes and, 373–376

Behavioral appraisals, 301
Behavioral component of an attitude Also 

known as intentional component, this refers 
to how one intends or expects to behave 
toward a situation, 365

Behavioral decision-making style, 221
Behavioral-description interview Type of 

structured interview in which the 
interviewer explores what applicants have 
done in the past, 289

Behavioral leadership approaches Attempts to 
determine the distinctive styles used by 
effective leaders, 477–482, 481

Behaviorally anchored rating scale (BARS) 
Employee gradations in performance  
rated according to scales of specific 
behaviors, 301

Behavioral science approach Relies on 
scientific research for developing theories 
about human behavior that can be used to 
provide practical tools for managers, 51, 52

Behavioral viewpoint Emphasizes the 
importance of understanding human 
behavior and of motivating employees 
toward achievement, 46, 49–52

Benchmarking A process by which a company 
compares its performance with that of 
high-performing organizations, 185

Benefits Additional nonmonetary forms of 
compensation, 294, 308, 309

Bias, implicit, 369–370
Bias in decision making, 201
Big Data analytics The process of examining 

large amounts of data of a variety of types 
to uncover hidden patterns, unknown 
correlations, and other useful  
information, 216

Big Data Stores of data so vast that 
conventional database management 
systems cannot handle them, 14, 216

Big Five personality dimensions They are (1) 
extroversion, (2) agreeableness, (3) 
conscientiousness, (4) emotional stability, 
and (5) openness to experience, 358

Blue Ocean Strategy (Kim & Mauborgne), 190
Blue ocean strategy Refers to a company’s 

creating a new, uncontested market space 
that makes competitors irrelevant, 
creates new consumer value, and 
decreases costs, 190

Board of directors
independence of, 97–98
as stakeholders, 76

Body movements, 517
Bonuses Cash awards given to employees who 

achieve specific performance objectives, 
255, 422

Boundaryless organization A fluid, highly 
adaptive organization whose members, 
linked by information technology, come 
together to collaborate on common tasks; 
the collaborators may include competitors, 
suppliers, and customers, 269–270

Bounded rationality One type of nonrational 
decision making; the ability of decision 
makers to be rational is limited by 
numerous constraints, 208

Brainstorming Technique used to help groups 
generate multiple ideas and alternatives for 
solving problems; individuals in a group 
meet and review a problem to be solved, 
then silently generate ideas, which are 
collected and later analyzed, 231
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social media and, 520–532
verbal vs. written, 26

Communities, as stakeholders, 79–80
Compensation Payment comprising three 

parts: wages or salaries, incentives, and 
benefits, 293

of chief executives, 7
issues related to, 308, 309, 315–316
types of, 293–294

Competence needs, 402
Competing values framework (CVF),  

246–247, 247
Competition

conflict and, 456, 456
international, 106
organizational change and, 327

Competitive advantage The ability of an 
organization to produce goods or services 
more effectively than competitors do, 
thereby outperforming them, 11

cultural differences and, 132–133
strategic management and, 147–148
struggle for, 11–12

Competitive intelligence Gaining information 
about one’s competitors’ activities so that 
one can anticipate their moves and react 
appropriately, 179, 179–180

Competitive pressure, 66–68
Competitors People or organizations that 

compete for customers or resources,  
78, 186

Complexity, controls to deal with, 547
Complexity theory The study of how order and 

pattern arise from very complicated, 
apparently chaotic systems, 57

Compromising, conflict and, 458
Computer-aided decision making, 231–232
Conceptual decision-making style, 221
Conceptual skills Skills that consist of the 

ability to think analytically, to visualize an 
organization as a whole and understand 
how the parts work together, 23–24

Concurrent control Entails collecting 
performance information in real time, 552

Confirmation bias Biased way of thinking in 
which people seek information to support 
their point of view and discount data that 
does not, 225

Conflict Process in which one party perceives 
that its interests are being opposed or 
negatively affected by another party, 451

constructive, 456–457
functional vs. dysfunctional, 451–452
intergroup, 454
management of, 339, 452
methods to handle, 457–459
multicultural, 454
nature of, 451
performance and, 453, 453
personality, 453
programmed, 456–457
resistance to change and, 351
role, 386
work–family, 454–455, 455

Conglomerate, 264
Conscientiousness, 358
Consensus General agreement; group 

solidarity, 230
Consideration A leadership behavior that is 

concerned with group members’ needs and 
desires and that is directed at creating 
mutual respect or trust, 479

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation 
Act (COBRA) (1985), 309

Consultation, 469
Contemporary perspective In contrast to the 

historical perspective, the business 
approach that includes the systems, 

Clan culture Type of organizational culture that 
has an internal focus and values flexibility 
rather than stability and control, 246, 247

Classical model of decision making. See 
Rational model of decision making

Classical viewpoint In the historical 
perspective, the viewpoint that emphasizes 
finding ways to manage work more 
efficiently; it has two branches—scientific 
and administrative, 45–48, 46

Clawbacks Rescinding the tax breaks when 
firms don’t deliver promised jobs, 79

Climate change Refers to major changes in 
temperature, precipitation, wind patterns, 
and similar matters occurring over several 
decades, 94–95, 159–160, 168, 184,  
184–185

Closed shop, 315
Closed system A system that has little 

interaction with its environment, 57
Cloud computing The storing of software and 

data on gigantic collections of computers 
located away from a company’s principal 
site, 14

Coalition tactics, 469
Code of ethics A formal, written set of ethical 

standards that guide an organization’s 
actions, 90

Coercive power One of five sources of a 
leader’s power that results from the 
authority to punish subordinates, 467

Cognitive abilities, 475
Cognitive component of an attitude The 

beliefs and knowledge one has about a 
situation, 365

Cognitive dissonance Psychological discomfort 
a person experiences between his or her 
cognitive attitude and incomparable 
behavior, 365, 365–366, 406

COLA. See Cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) 
clause

Collaborating, conflict and, 458
Collaborative computing Using state-of-the-

art computer software and hardware, to 
help people work better together, 15

Collective bargaining Negotiations between 
management and employees regarding 
disputes over compensation, benefits, 
working conditions, and job security, 308

College graduates, underemployed, 382
Commitment bias, 226
Common purpose A goal that unifies 

employees or members and gives everyone 
an understanding of the organization’s 
reason for being, 260

Commonweal organizations, 22
Communication barriers

cross-cultural, 515–516
explanation of, 513
gender, 517–519, 518
nonverbal, 516–517, 517
personal, 514–515
physical, 513–514

Communication The transfer of information 
and understanding from one person to 
another, 504. See also Social media

barriers to, 513–519
conflict due to failures in, 454
cultural differences in, 134, 515–516
effectiveness of, 533–539
formal channels of, 509–511, 510
gender differences in, 517–519, 518
hiring process and, 503
informal channels of, 511–512
medium for, 507–508
in meetings, 512
nonverbal, 516–517, 517
process of, 504–506, 505

Brainwriting, 231
Brand recognition, 526
Brazil, 127–128
Break-even analysis A way of identifying how 

much revenue is needed to cover the total 
costs of developing and selling a product, 
A4–A6

Brexit (Britain exit of EU), 125
Bribes, 136
BRICS countries, 127, 127
Budgets A formal financial projection, 562–563
Buffers Administrative changes that managers 

can make to reduce the stressors that lead 
to employee burnout, 388

Bullying Repeated mistreatment of one or more 
persons by one or more perpetrators. It’s 
abusive, physical, psychological, verbal, or 
nonverbal behavior that is threatening, 
humiliating, or intimidating, 312–313, 313

Bureaucracy, 48
Bureaucratic control The use of rules, 

regulations, and formal authority to guide 
performance, 555, 555

Burnout State of emotional, mental, and even 
physical exhaustion, 387

Business analytics, 215–216
Business model Outline of need the firm will 

fill, the operations of the business, its 
components and functions, as well as the 
expected revenues and expenses, 144

Business plan A document that outlines a 
proposed firm’s goals, the strategy for 
achieving them, and the standards for 
measuring success, 144

Business skills, 475
Buzzwords, 506

CAFTA-DR. See Central America Free Trade 
Agreement (CAFTA-DR)

Canada, 124
Career counseling, 388
Cascading goals Objectives are structured in 

a unified hierarchy, becoming more 
specific at lower levels of the 
organization, 162

Causal attribution The activity of inferring 
causes for observed behavior, 371–372

Cell phones, 515, 530–531. See also 
Smartphones

Central America Free Trade Agreement 
(CAFTA-DR) Trade agreement involving 
the United States and Costa Rica, the 
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua and 
which is intended to reduce tariffs and 
other barriers to free trade, 125

Centralized authority Organizational structure 
in which important decisions are made by 
upper managers—power is concentrated at 
the top, 263

Chain of command, 260–261
Change. See Organizational change
Change agent A person inside or outside the 

organization who can be a catalyst in 
helping deal with old problems in new 
ways, 339, 350

Changing stage of organizational change, 335
Charisma Form of interpersonal attraction that 

inspires acceptance and support, 490
Charismatic leadership Once assumed to be 

an individual inspirational and 
motivational characteristic of particular 
leaders, now considered part of 
transformational leadership, 490

Cheating, 17, 71, 235–237
China, 127–128
Civil Rights Act (1991), 309
Civil Rights Act, Title VII (1964), 309, 312
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Culture The shared set of beliefs, values, 
knowledge, and patterns of behavior 
common to a group of people, 130, 515. 
See also Organizational culture

business travel and, 105
communication issues and, 515–516
dimensions of, 131–132, 132
high-context, 130
importance of, 251, 251–252
of innovation, 346, 347–348
low-context, 130
transmission of, 249–251

Current reality assessment Assessment to look 
at where the organization stands and see 
what is working and what could be 
different so as to maximize efficiency and 
effectiveness in achieving the 
organization’s mission, 175

Curse of knowledge, 203
Customer divisions Divisional structures in 

which activities are grouped around 
common customers or clients, 266, 266

Customer satisfaction, 558–559
Customers Those who pay to use an 

organization’s goods or services, 77
balanced scorecard and, 558–559
dealing with foreign, 113
organizational change and, 332–333
performance appraisals by, 302
responsiveness to, 13
social responsibility effect on, 95–96
as stakeholders, 77–78

CWB. See Counterproductive work behaviors 
(CWB)

Cyberbullying, 313
Cybercrime, 218, 528
Cyberloafing Is using the internet at work for 

personal use, 528

Databases Computerized collections of 
interrelated files, 14

Data-mining techniques, 216
Deadlines, 163
Decentralized authority Organizational 

structure in which important decisions are 
made by middle-level and supervisory-
level managers—power is delegated 
throughout the organization, 263

Decentralized control An approach to 
organizational control that is characterized 
by informal and organic structural 
arrangements, the opposite of bureaucratic 
control, 555

Deciding to decide A manager agrees that he 
or she must decide what to do about a 
problem or opportunity and take effective 
decision-making steps, 223–224

Decision A choice made from among available 
alternatives, 202

Decisional roles Managers use information to 
make decisions to solve problems or take 
advantage of opportunities. The four 
decision-making roles are entrepreneur, 
disturbance handler, resource allocator, 
and negotiator, 28, 29

Decision-making styles Styles that reflect the 
combination of how an individual perceives 
and responds to information, 219–221

know your own, 221
types of, 220–221
value orientation and tolerance for ambiguity 

and, 219, 220
Decision making The process of identifying and 

choosing alternative courses of action, 202
analytics and, 215–216
barriers to, 222–226
bias and, 201
biases in, 224–226

thinks about, and reacts to its various 
environments, 242–243. See also 
Organizational culture

Corporate governance The system of 
governing a company so that the interests 
of corporate owners and other stakeholders 
are protected, 97–98

Corporate performance, 66–68
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) The 

notion that corporations are expected to go 
above and beyond following the law and 
making a profit, to take actions that will 
benefit the interests of society as well as of 
the organization, 92

climate change and, 94–95
effects of, 95–96
philanthropy and, 95
pyramid of, 92, 93
viewpoints on, 92–93

Corruption, 136
Cost-focus strategy One of Porter’s four 

competitive strategies; keeping the costs, 
and hence prices, of a product or service 
below those of competitors and to target a 
narrow market, 189

Cost-leadership strategy One of Porter’s four 
competitive strategies; keeping the costs, 
and hence prices, of a product or service 
below those of competitors and to target a 
wide market, 188

Cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) clause 
Clause in a union contract that ties future 
wage increases to increases in the cost of 
living, 316

Counterproductive work behaviors (CWB) 
Types of behavior that harm employees and 
the organization as a whole, 376

Countertrading Bartering goods for  
goods, 119

Creativity The process of developing something 
new or unique, 342, 459

Credibility, 514
Crime, white-collar, 88–90
Crises, responses to organizational, 254
Cross-cultural issues

communication, 515–516
relationship building, 454

Cross-functional teams A team that is staffed 
with specialists pursuing a common 
objective, 439

Crowdfunding Raising money for a project or 
venture by obtaining many small amounts 
of money from many people (“the crowd”), 
80, 525

Crowdsourcing The practice of obtaining 
needed services, ideas, or content by 
soliciting contributions from a large group 
of people and especially from the online 
community, such as Facebook and Twitter 
users, 525, 525–526

CSR. See Corporate social responsibility (CSR)
Cultural adaptability, 137
Cultural differences. See also Diversity

communication and, 134, 515–516
competitive advantage and, 132–133
conflict and, 454, 454
GLOBE project and, 131–132
interpersonal space and, 133–134
language and, 133
law and political stability and, 135–136
national culture and, 130
overview of, 129–130
religion and, 135, 135
stereotypes and, 368–369
time orientation and, 134–135
tipping customs and, 129
in virtual teams, 435
in workforce, 380–381

contingency, and quality-management 
viewpoints, 44, 44, 55

Content perspectives Also known as need-
based perspectives; theories that 
emphasize the needs that motivate  
people, 399

Deci and Ryan’s self-determination theory, 
402–403

Herzberg’s two-factor theory, 403–405
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, 50–51, 399, 

399–400
McClelland’s acquired needs theory,  

400–402
Contingency design The process of fitting the 

organization to its environment, 271–273
Contingency leadership model A model that 

determines if a leader’s style is (1) task-
oriented or (2) relationship-oriented and if 
that style is effective for the situation at 
hand, 483–485, 484

Contingency planning Also known as scenario 
planning and scenario analysis; the 
creation of alternative hypothetical but 
equally likely future conditions,  
184, 184–185

Contingency viewpoint The belief that a 
manager’s approach should vary 
according to—that is, be contingent  
on—the individual and the environmental 
situation, 55, 58–60

Continuous improvement Ongoing, small, 
incremental improvements in all parts of 
an organization, 569–570

Contract negotiation, 314
Control/control systems. See also Total quality 

management (TQM)
areas of, 553–555, 555
balanced scorecard and, 557–561, 558, 561
barriers to, 576–577
effective management of, 575–577
example of, 586–588
financial tools for, 562–565, 564
levels of, 553
need for, 546–548, 548
productivity and, 545, 547–548, 578–579, 

578–581
strategy map and, 560, 561
successful, 575–576
types of, 552

Controlling Monitoring performance, 
comparing it with goals, and taking 
corrective action as needed, 10,  
546, 556

Control process steps The four steps in the 
process of controlling: (1) establish 
standards; (2) measure performance; (3) 
compare performance to standards; and 
(4) take corrective action, if necessary, 
549, 549–551

Control standard The first step in the control 
process; the performance standard (or just 
standard) is the desired performance level 
for a given goal, 549

Coordinated effort The coordination of 
individual efforts into a group or 
organization-wide effort, 260

Core influence tactics, 470
Core innovations The optimizing of products or 

services for existing customers, 344
Core self-evaluation Represents a broad 

personality trait comprising four positive 
individual traits: (1) self-efficacy, (2) self-
esteem, (3) locus of control, and (4) 
emotional stability, 359–362

Core values statement, 152, 171
Corporate culture Set of shared taken-for-

granted implicit assumptions that group 
holds and that determines how it perceives, 
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Economic community. See Trading bloc
Economic forces General economic conditions 

and trends—unemployment, inflation, 
interest rates, economic growth—that may 
affect an organization’s performance, 
 82–83

Economy, global, 107–108
Effectiveness To achieve results, to make the 

right decisions, and to successfully carry 
them out so that they achieve the 
organization’s goals, 5–6

Efficiency To use resources—people, money 
raw materials, and the like—wisely and 
cost effectively, 5

effectiveness by, 5–6
importance of, 13
social responsibility and, 96

Ego, 514
E-learning, 298
Electronic brainstorming Technique in which 

members of a group come together over a 
computer network to generate ideas and 
alternatives, 231

E-mail Text messages and documents 
transmitted over a computer network,  
14, 529–530, 530

Embargoes A complete ban on the import or 
export of certain products, 122

Emotional intelligence The ability to cope, to 
empathize with others, and to be  
self-motivated, 362–363

Emotional stability Is the extent to which 
people feel secure and unworried and how 
likely they are to experience negative 
emotions under pressure, 358, 362

Empathy Represents the ability to recognize 
and understand another person’s feelings 
and thoughts, 457, 534–535

Employee assistance programs (EAPs) Host 
of programs aimed at helping employees 
to cope with stress, burnout, substance 
abuse, health-related problems, family 
and marital issues, and any general 
problems that negatively influence job 
performance, 388

Employee engagement An individual’s 
involvement, satisfaction, and enthusiasm 
for work, 373

Employee retention, 96, 431–432
Employee Retirement Income Security Act 

(ERISA), 309
Employees. See also Human resource (HR) 

management
discipline for, 305
dismissal of, 305–307, 306
effects of social responsibility on, 96
firing of, 305–306
GPS tracking of, 588
health and safety of, 308
insubordination of, 68
layoff of, 214, 305
legislation and regulations protecting, 309
noncompete agreements and, 322–323
perceptions, 408
performance feedback for, 300–303, 303
promotion of, 255, 304
resistance to change in, 349–351
as stakeholders, 74, 76
transfer of, 305
voice of, 409

Employment interviews, 289–290
Employment tests Tests legally considered to 

consist of any procedure used in the 
employment selection process, 290–292

Empowering leadership A form of leadership 
that represents the extent to which a leader 
creates perceptions of psychological 
empowerment in others, 479

Discrimination. See Workplace discrimination
Dismissal, employee, 305–307
Disparate treatment Results when employees 

from protected groups (such as disabled 
individuals) are intentionally treated 
differently, 310

Disruptive innovation Process by which a 
product or service takes root initially in 
simple applications at the bottom of a 
market and then relentlessly moves up 
market, eventually displacing established 
competitors, 12, 327

Distributive justice Reflects the perceived 
fairness of how resources and rewards are 
distributed or allocated, 408

Distributors People or organizations that help 
another organization sell its goods and 
services to customers, 78

Diversification Strategy by which a company 
operates several businesses in order to 
spread the risk, 190

Diversity All the ways people are unlike and 
alike—the differences and similarities in 
age, gender, race, religion, ethnicity, sexual 
orientation, capabilities, and 
socioeconomic background, 377. See also 
Cultural differences

barriers to, 382–383
encouragement of, 545
job success and, 391–392
layers of, 377–378
managing for, 15
stereotypes and, 368–369
trends in workforce, 379–382

Diversity climate Is a subcomponent of an 
organization’s overall climate and is defined 
as the employees’ aggregate “perceptions 
about the organization’s diversity-related 
formal structure characteristics and 
informal values,” 382–383

Diversity wheel, 377, 378
Divisional goals, 162
Divisional structure The third type of 

organizational structure, whereby people 
with diverse occupational specialties are put 
together in formal groups according to 
products and/or services, customers and/or 
clients, or geographic regions, 265–266, 266

Division of labor Also known as work 
specialization; arrangement of having 
discrete parts of a task done by different 
people. The work is divided into particular 
tasks assigned to particular workers, 260

Doha Round, 123
Downsizing, 305
Downward communication Communication 

that flows from a higher level to a lower 
level, 510, 510

Dress code, 279, 288
Drug abuse, 387–388
Drug tests, 292
Dumping The practice of a foreign company’s 

exporting products abroad at a lower price 
than the price in the home market—or even 
below the costs of production—in order to 
drive down the price of a competing 
domestic product, 122

Dysfunctional conflict Conflict that hinders the 
organization’s performance or threatens its 
interests, 451–452

EAPs. See Employee assistance programs 
(EAPs)

E-business Using the Internet to facilitate every 
aspect of running a business, 13

E-commerce Electronic commerce—the buying 
and selling of goods or services over 
computer networks, 13, 107

Decision making— continued
Big Data and, 216
computer-aided, 231–232
decentralization of, 558
ethical, 210–211
evidence-based, 212–214
group, 227–232
knowledge and, 203
nonrational model of, 208–209
overview of, 202
rational model of, 204, 204–207
systems of, 203

Decision support system A computer-aided 
information system that provides a flexible 
tool for analysis and helps managers focus 
on the future, 231–232

Decision trees Graph of decisions and their 
possible consequences, used to create a 
plan to reach a goal, 210–211, 211

Decoding Interpreting and trying to make sense 
of a message, 505, 513

Defensive avoidance When a manager cannot 
find a good solution and follows by  
(a) procrastinating, (b) passing the buck, 
or (c) denying the risk of any negative 
consequences, 223

Defensive communication Form of 
communication that is either aggressive, 
attacking, angry, passive, or  
withdrawing, 533

Defensive strategy Also called retrenchment 
strategy, one of three grand strategies, this 
strategy involves reduction in the 
organization’s efforts, 188, 188

Delegation The process of assigning 
managerial authority and responsibility to 
managers and employees lower in the 
hierarchy, 262

Delphi technique A group process that uses 
physically dispersed experts who fill out 
questionnaires to anonymously generate 
ideas; the judgments are combined and in 
effect averaged to achieve a consensus of 
expert opinion, 231

Deming management Ideas proposed by W. 
Edwards Deming for making organizations 
more responsive, more democratic, and 
less wasteful, 567

Demographic forces Influences on an 
organization arising from changes in the 
characteristics of a population, such as age 
gender, or ethnic origin, 85

organizational change and, 331, 331
Demographics, 85
Demotion, 305
Departmental goals, 162
Detached listening style, 536
Development The education of professionals 

and managers in the skills they will need to 
do their jobs in the future, 297–298

Devil’s advocacy Taking the side of an 
unpopular point of view for the sake of 
argument, 456–457

Diagnosis Analysis of underlying causes,  
204–205

Dialectic method Role-playing two sides of a 
proposal to test whether it is workable, 457

Differential rate system, 46
Differentiation strategy One of Porter’s four 

competitive strategies; offering products or 
services that are of unique and superior 
value compared with those of competitors 
but to target a wide market, 189

Differentiation The tendency of the parts of an 
organization to disperse and fragment, 273

Digital communication. See Social media
Directive decision-making style, 220
Discipline, employee, 305
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External audits Formal verification by outside 
experts of an organization’s financial 
accounts and statements, 565

External communication Communication 
between people inside and outside an 
organization, 511

External dimensions of diversity Human 
differences that include an element of 
choice; they consist of the personal 
characteristics that people acquire, 
discard, or modify throughout their lives, 
378–379

External locus of control, 361
External recruiting Attracting job  

applicants from outside the organization, 
284–285, 285

External stakeholders People or groups in the 
organization’s external environment that 
are affected by it, 77

in general environment, 82–85
in task environment, 77–81

Extinction The weakening of behavior by 
ignoring it or making sure it is not 
reinforced, 418, 418

Extrinsic reward The payoff, such as money, 
that a person receives from others for 
performing a particular task, 397

Extroversion, 358
Eye contact, 516

Face-to-face interactions, 441, 511–512
Facial expressions, 516
Failure and mistakes, 342, 342, 346
Fair Labor Standards Act Legislation passed 

in 1938 that established minimum living 
standards for workers engaged in interstate 
commerce, including provision of a federal 
minimum wage, 308

Fair Minimum Wage Act (2007), 309
Fairness, 88, 304
Family demands, 383, 387
Family & Medical Leave Act (1993), 309
Feedback barriers, 513
Feedback control Amounts to collecting 

performance information after a task or 
project is done, 552

Feedback Information about the reaction of the 
environment to the outputs that affect the 
inputs, 56, 56

in communication process, 505–506, 506
corrective action based on, 548
in goal-setting theory, 412
job design and, 415
on teams, 446–447

Feedforward control Focuses on preventing 
future problems, 552

Fertility rates, 85
Financial capital access to, 117

innovation and, 347
Financial management, tools for, 562–565, 564
Financial statements Summary of some aspect 

of an organization’s financial status,  
563–565, 564

Finite brain, 27
Firings, employee, 305–306, 306
First impressions, 241
First-line managers One of four managerial 

levels; they make short-term operating 
decisions, directing the daily tasks of 
nonmanagerial personnel, 20–21, 154, 154

Fit, 173. See also Person-organization (PO) fit
Fixed budgets Allocation of resources on the 

basis of a single estimate of costs, 563
Fixed mindset, 41
Flat organization Organizational structure 

with few or no levels of middle 
management between top managers and 
those reporting to them, 43, 260

pay to perform for athletes, 432–433
socializing outside work hours, 277
social media posts, 543
student loan forgiveness, 102–103
tax reduction, headquarters location and, 169
unlocking iPhones, 237–238
white-collar crime and, 88–90
world leaders, 141

Ethics officers Individuals trained in matters of 
ethics in the workplace, particularly about 
resolving ethical dilemmas, 210

Ethics Standards of right and wrong that 
influence behavior, 86

codes of, 90
in decision making, 210–211
leadership and, 492, 492
methods to promote, 90–91
moral development and, 90
overview of, 86–87
social responsibilities and, 92–96
values and, 87

Ethnocentric managers Managers who 
believe that their native country, culture, 
language, and behavior are superior to all 
others, 115

Ethnocentrism The belief that one’s native 
country, culture, language, abilities, and/
or behavior are superior to those of 
another culture, 382

Etiquette, 279
European Union (EU) Union of 28 trading 

partners in Europe, 124–125
Evaluation, of decisions, 206
Everybody’s Business: The Unlikely Story of 

How Big Business Can Fix the World, 72
Evidence-based decision making, 212–214
Evidence-based management Translation of 

principles based on best evidence into 
organizational practice, bringing 
rationality to the decision-making process, 
59–60, 212, 212–218, 557

Exchange, 469
Exchange rates The rate at which the currency 

of one area or country can be exchanged 
for the currency of another’s, 126

Execution: The Discipline of Getting Things 
Done (Bossidy and Charan), 192

Execution Using questioning, analysis, and 
follow-through in order to mesh strategy 
with reality, align people with goals, and 
achieve the results promised, 192,  
192–194, 348

Executive functioning, 27–28
Exit interview Is a formal conversation 

between a manager and a departing 
employee to find out why he or she is 
leaving and to learn about potential 
problems in the organization, 307

Expatriates People living or working in a 
foreign country, 137

multicultural conflict and, 454
Expectancy The belief that a particular level of 

effort will lead to a particular level of 
performance, 410

Expectancy theory Theory that suggests that 
people are motivated by two things:  
(1) how much they want something and  
(2) how likely they think they are to get it, 
409–411, 410

Expertise, 209
Expert power One of five sources of a leader’s 

power, resulting from specialized 
information or expertise, 467

Exporting Producing goods domestically and 
selling them outside the country, 119

Expropriation A government’s seizure of a 
domestic or foreign company’s  
assets, 136

Empowerment
leadership and, 478, 479
quality and, 568
of teams, 267

Enacted values Values and norms actually 
exhibited in the organization, 245

Encoding barriers, 513
Encoding Translating a message into 

understandable symbols or language, 505
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) Software 

information systems for integrating 
virtually all aspects of a business, 581

Entrepreneurship The process of taking risks 
to try to create a new enterprise, 30

successful start-ups and, 345
types of, 30

Entrepreneurs Someone who sees a new 
opportunity for a product or service and 
launches a business to try to realize it, 30

managers vs., 31–33
Environmental scanning Careful monitoring 

of an organization’s internal and external 
environments to detect early signs of 
opportunities and threats that may 
influence the firm’s plans, 180

The Episodic Career (Chideya), 286
Equal employment opportunity, 309, 310
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) 

Commission U.S. panel whose job it is to 
enforce anti-discrimination and other 
employment related laws, 310

Equality, 457
Equal Pay Act (1963), 309
Equity theory In the area of employee 

motivation, the focus on how employees 
perceive how fairly they think they are 
being treated compared with others,  
406–408, 407

ERISA. See Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act (ERISA)

ERP. See Enterprise resource planning (ERP)
Escalation of commitment bias When decision 

makers increase their commitment to a 
project despite negative information  
about it, 226

Espoused values Explicitly stated values and 
norms preferred by an organization, 245

Esteem needs, 399
Ethical behavior Behavior that is accepted as 

“right” as opposed to “wrong” according 
to those standards, 86, 91

Ethical climate A term that refers to employees’ 
perceptions about the extent to which work 
environments support ethical behavior, 90

Ethical dilemma A situation in which you have 
to decide whether to pursue a course of 
action that may benefit you or your 
organization but that is unethical or even 
illegal, 86–90

Ethical leadership Is directed by respect for 
ethical beliefs and values for the dignity 
and rights of others, 96, 480

Ethical/legal issues
airline accommodation for overweight 

individuals, 393
approaches to, 87–88
charity scam, 500
cheating, 17
employee firing, 355
GPS tracking of employees, 588
information disclosure, 39
insubordinate employees, 68
lying and cheating, 71
lying on resume, 287
for managers, 16–17
marijuana use, 462–463
noncompete agreements, legality of,  

322–323
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Global management
attitudes and, 114–115
benefits of learning about, 112–114
BRICS countries, 127, 127–128
cultural differences and, 129–137 (See also 

Cultural differences)
electronic commerce, 107–108
exchange rates and, 126
expansion methods and, 116–120, 117
expatriates and, 137
global competition, 106
global economy, 108–109
international markets, growing, 140–141
megamergers and, 109–110
minifirms and, 110
most favored nation trading status and, 126
organizations promoting trade and, 123–124
skills for, 111
trade issues and, 121–122
trading blocs and, 124–126, 125
travel issues and, 105

Global mindset Combines (1) an openness to 
and awareness of diversity across cultures 
and markets with (2) a propensity and 
ability to see common patterns across 
countries and markets., 111–112, 476

Global outsourcing Also called offshoring; use 
of suppliers outside the United States to 
provide labor, goods, or services, 118

Global village The “shrinking” of time and 
space as air travel and the electronic 
media have made it easier for the people 
around the globe to communicate with one 
another, 107

Global warming One aspect of climate change, 
refers to the rise in global average 
temperature near the Earth’s surface, 
caused mostly by increasing concentrations 
in the atmosphere of greenhouse gases, 
such as carbon emissions from fossil  
fuels, 94–95

GLOBE project A massive and ongoing  
cross-cultural investigation of nine  
cultural dimensions involved in  
leadership and organizational processes, 
131–132, 132

Goal displacement The primary goal is 
subsumed to a secondary goal, 228

Goals Also known as objective; a specific 
commitment to achieve a measurable result 
within a stated period of time, 155

method to achieve, 163
organizational, 255
setting big, 143
SMART, 158–159
types of, 157

Goal-setting theory Employee-motivation 
approach that employees can be motivated 
by goals that are specific and challenging 
but achievable, 411–412

Government regulators Regulatory agencies 
that establish ground rules under which 
organizations may operate, 81

Grand strategies Second step in the strategic-
management process; it explains how the 
organization’s mission is to be 
accomplished. Three grand strategies are 
growth, stability, and defensive, 175

formulation of, 187
types of, 187–188, 188

Grapevine The unofficial communication 
system of the informal organization, 511

Great Recession (2007-2009)
as economic force, 82–83
search for meaningfulness and, 72

Greenfield venture A foreign subsidiary that 
the owning organization has built from 
scratch, 120

Functional structure The second type of 
organizational structure, whereby people 
with similar occupational specialties are 
put together in formal groups, 265, 265

Fundamental attribution bias Tendency 
whereby people attribute another person’s 
behavior to his or her personal 
characteristics rather than to situational 
factors, 372

Future orientation, 131, 132

Gainsharing The distribution of savings or 
“gains” to groups of employees who 
reduce costs and increase measurable 
productivity, 422

Gantt charts A kind of time schedule—a 
specialized bar chart that shows the 
relationship between the kind of work tasks 
planned and their scheduled completion 
dates, A3–A4

GATT. See General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT)

Gender
communication differences and,  

517–519, 518
financial decisions and, 204–205
pay inequality and, 310–311, 380
traits and, 473–474
in workforce, 380

Gender egalitarianism, 131, 132
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(GATT), 123
General and Industrial Management  

(Fayol), 47
General environment Also called 

macroenvironment; in contrast to the task 
environment, it includes six forces: 
economic, technological, sociocultural, 
demographic, political-legal, and 
international, 82–85

General manager Manager who is responsible 
for several organizational activities,  
21–22

Generational differences, communication  
and, 515

Gen X, 27–28, 357
Gen Y, 72. See also Millennials
Gen Z, 27–28, 72. See also Millennials
Geocentric managers Managers who accept 

that there are differences and similarities 
between home and foreign personnel and 
practices and that they should use 
whatever techniques are most effective, 115

Geographic divisions Divisional structures in 
which activities are grouped around 
defined regional locations, 266, 266

Gestures, 517
Get Rid of the Performance Review!  

(Culbert), 300
Gig economy, 286, 395
Givebacks Negotiation tactic in which the 

union agrees to give up previous wage or 
benefit gains in return for something  
else, 316

Glass ceiling The metaphor for an invisible 
barrier preventing women and minorities 
from being promoted to top executive  
jobs, 380

Global economy The increasing tendency of the 
economies of the world to interact with one 
another as one market instead of many 
national markets, 107–108

Globalization The trend of the world economy 
toward becoming a more interdependent 
system, 106

competition and, 106
managing for, 15
view of Americans and, 105

Flavor of the Month (Best), 171
Flexible budgets, 563
Flexible workplace, 395, 424
Flourishing Represents the extent to which our 

lives contain PERMA resulting in 
“goodness...growth, and resilience,” 425

Flowcharts A useful graphical tool for 
representing the sequence of events 
required to complete a project and for 
laying out “what-if” scenarios, A1–A3

Focused-differentiation strategy One of 
Porter’s four competitive strategies; 
offering products or services that are of 
unique and superior value compared to 
those of competitors and to target a narrow 
market, 189, 189

Followers, 495
Forced ranking performance review systems 

Performance review systems whereby all 
employees within a business unit are 
ranked against one another, and grades are 
distributed along some sort of bell curve, 
like students being graded in a college 
course, 302–303

Forcing, conflict and, 458
Forecast A vision or projection of the  

future, 183
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (1978) Act that 

makes it illegal for employees of U.S. 
companies to make “questionable” or 
“dubious” contributions to political 
decision makers in foreign nations, 136

Formal appraisals Appraisals conducted at 
specific times throughout the year and 
based on performance measures that have 
been established in advance, 303

Formal communication channels 
Communications that follow the chain of 
command and are recognized as official, 
509–511, 510

Formal group A group, headed by a leader, 
that is established to do something 
productive for the organization,  
437, 438

Formal statements, 253
Forming The first of the five stages of forming a 

team, in which people get oriented and get 
acquainted, 442

For-profit organizations, 22, 257
Four management functions The management 

process that “gets things done”: planning, 
organizing, leading, and controlling, 9

Framing bias The tendency of decision makers 
to be influenced by the way a situation or 
problem is presented to them, 226

Franchising A form of licensing in which a 
company allows a foreign company to pay 
it a fee and a share of the profit in return 
for using the first company’s brand name 
and a package of materials and services, 
119–120

Free trade The movement of goods and services 
among nations without political or 
economic obstruction, 121

Fringe benefits. See Benefits
Full-range leadership Approach that suggests 

that leadership behavior varies along a full 
range of leadership styles, from take-no-
responsibility (laissez-faire) “leadership” 
at one extreme through transactional 
leadership, to transformational leadership 
at the other extreme, 489

Functional conflict Conflict that benefits the 
main purposes of the organization and 
serves its interests, 451–452

Functional manager Manager who is 
responsible for just one organizational 
activity, 21
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Human resource inventory A report listing an 
organization’s employees by name, 
education, training, languages, and other 
important information, 283

Human skills Skills that consist of the ability to 
work well in cooperation with other people 
to get things done, 24

Humility, 494
Hygiene factors Factors associated with job 

dissatisfaction—such as salary, working 
conditions, interpersonal relationships, 
and company policy—all of which affect 
the job context or environment in which 
people work, 404

Identity theft A violation of privacy in which 
thieves hijack your name and identity and 
use your good credit rating to get cash or 
buy things, 529

Ignoring-randomness bias, 201
IMF. See International Monetary Fund
Imitability, 149, 149
Immigration Reform & Control Act (1986), 309
Implementation, 205–206
Implicit bias Is the attitudes or beliefs that 

affect our understanding, actions, and 
decisions in an unconscious manner,  
369–370

Importing Buying goods outside the country 
and reselling them domestically, 118

Import quotas A trade barrier in the form of a 
limit on the numbers of a product that can 
be imported, 122

Improvement objectives, 161
Improvement orientation, 569–570
Incentives, 58, 293
Income statement Summary of an 

organization’s financial results—revenues 
and expenses—over a specified period of 
time, 564, 564–565

An Inconvenient Truth (Gore), 17
Incremental budgeting Allocating increased or 

decreased funds to a department by using 
the last budget period as a reference point; 
only incremental changes in the budget 
request are reviewed, 563

India, 127–128
Individual approach One of four approaches 

to solving ethical dilemmas; ethical 
behavior is guided by what will result in 
the individual’s best long-term interests, 
which ultimately are in everyone’s self-
interest, 88

Individual goals, 162
Individual productivity, 581
Industrial engineering, 47
Industrial psychology, 49
Influence, leadership and, 468–470, 469
Influence tactics Are conscious efforts to affect 

and change behaviors in others, 468
Informal appraisals Appraisals conducted on 

an unscheduled basis and consisting of 
less rigorous indications of employee 
performance than those used in formal 
appraisals, 303

Informal communication channels 
Communication that develops outside the 
formal structure and does not follow the 
chain of command, 511–512

Informal group A group formed by people 
seeking friendship that has no officially 
appointed leader, although a leader may 
emerge from the membership, 438

Informational roles Managers as monitors, 
disseminators, and spokespersons,  
28, 29

Information oversimplification, 508
Information processing, 514

High-control situations, 484
High-school dropouts, 382
High-touch jobs Jobs when managers deal with 

people rather than computer screens or 
voice-response systems, 20

Hindsight bias The tendency of people to view 
events as being more predictable than they 
really are, 201, 226

HIPPA. See Health Insurance Portability & 
Accountability Act (HIPPA)

Hiring decisions
communication and, 503
ethics screening and, 90
soft skills and, 279

Historical perspective In contrast to the 
contemporary perspective, the view of 
management that includes the classical, 
behavioral, and quantitative viewpoints, 
44, 44, 45, 46

Hofstede model of four cultural dimensions 
Identifies four dimensions along which 
national cultures can be placed: (1) 
individualism/collectivism, (2) power 
distance, (3) uncertainty avoidance, and 
(4) masculinity/femininity, 130–131

“Holier-than-thou” effect, 71
Holistic hunch, 209
Holistic wellness program Program that 

focuses on self-responsibility, nutritional 
awareness, relaxation techniques, physical 
fitness, and environmental awareness, 388

Hollow structure Often called network 
structure, structure in which the 
organization has a central core of key 
functions and outsources other functions to 
vendors who can do them cheaper or 
faster, 269, 269

Holocracy, 21, 256
Horizontal communication Communication 

that flows within and between work units; 
its main purpose is coordination, 510–511

Horizontal design Arrangement in which teams 
or workgroups, either temporary or 
permanent, are used to improve 
collaboration and work on shared tasks by 
breaking down internal boundaries,  
267–269, 268

Horizontal specialization, 258–259
Horn-and-halo effect, 370
Hostile environment, 312, 383
How Consumers Can Buy American 

(Simmermaker), 106
Human capital Economic or productive 

potential of employee knowledge, 
experience, and actions, 281–282, 425

Humane orientation, 131, 132
Human relations movement The movement 

that proposed that better human relations 
could increase worker productivity, 50–51

Human resource (HR) management The 
activities managers perform to plan for, 
attract, develop, and retain a workforce, 
280–282

compensation and benefits and, 293–294
employee selection and, 287–292
labor-management issues for, 314–317,  

315, 316
legal issues for, 308–313, 309, 312–313
organizational change and, 333
orientation, training, and development and, 

295–298
performance appraisal and, 299, 299–303, 303
planning and, 282–283
proactive, 321–322
promotions, transfers, discipline, and 

dismissals, 304–307
recruitment and, 284–286
strategic planning and, 281

Grievance Complaint by an employee that 
management has violated the terms of the 
labor-management agreement, 316–317

Group cohesiveness A “we feeling” that binds 
group members together, 443

Group decision making. See also Decision 
making

advantages of, 227
characteristics of, 229–230
consensus and, 230
disadvantages of, 227–228
function of, 227
guidelines for, 230
problem-solving techniques for, 230–232

Groups Two or more freely interacting 
individuals who share collective norms, 
share collective goals, and have a common 
identity, 437. See also Teams

demands of, 386
formal vs. informal, 437–438
managing conflict in, 451–459
size of, 229
stages of development for, 442–444
teams, 437

Groupthink A cohesive group’s blind 
unwillingness to consider alternatives. This 
occurs when group members strive for 
agreement among themselves for the sake of 
unanimity and avoid accurately assessing 
the decision situation, 227–229, 456

Groupthink (Janis), 228
Group training, 295
Growth mindset, 41
Growth strategy One of three grand strategies, 

this strategy involves expansion—as in 
sales revenues, market share, number of 
employees, or number of customers or (for 
nonprofits) clients served, 187, 188

Hacking, 218
Halo effect An effect in which we form a 

positive impression of an individual based 
on a single trait, 370

Happiness
decision making and expectations about, 222
managing for, 18

Hawthorne effect Employees work harder if 
they receive added attention, if they think 
managers care about their welfare and if 
supervisors pay special attention to  
them., 50

Hawthorne studies, 50
Health Insurance Portability & Accountability 

Act (HIPPA) (1996), 309
Hero A person whose accomplishments embody 

the values of the organization, 250
Heuristics Strategies that simplify the process 

of making decisions, 224
Hierarchy culture Type of organizational 

culture that has an internal focus and 
values stability and control over flexibility, 
246, 248

Hierarchy of authority Also known as chain of 
command; a control mechanism for making 
sure the right people do the right things at 
the right time, 260

Hierarchy of needs theory Psychological 
structure proposed by Maslow whereby 
people are motivated by five levels of 
needs: (1) physiological, (2) safety,  
(3) love, (4) esteem, and (5) self-
actualization, 399

background of, 50–51
explanation of, 399, 399–400

High-context culture Culture in which people 
rely heavily on situational cues for 
meaning when communicating with  
others, 130
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Job performance. See Performance
Job posting Placing information about job 

vacancies and qualifications on bulletin 
boards, in newsletters, and on the 
organization’s intranet, 284

Jobs, effect of outsourcing on, 118–119
Job satisfaction The extent to which one feels 

positive or negative about various aspects 
of one’s work, 333, 374

Job sharing, 395
Job specification Description of the minimum 

qualifications a person must have to 
perform the job successfully, 282

Jointly set objectives, 160–161, 161
Joint venture Also known as a strategic alliance; 

a U.S firm may form a joint venture with a 
foreign company to share the risks and 
rewards of starting a new enterprise 
together in a foreign country, 120

Judgement, communication and, 515
Justice approach One of four approaches to 

solving ethical dilemmas; ethical behavior 
is guided by respect for impartial 
standards of fairness and equity, 85

Justice theory, 406, 408–409

Kaizen Is a Japanese philosophy of small 
continuous improvement that seeks to 
involve everyone at every level of the 
organization in the process of identifying 
opportunities and implementing and 
testing solutions, 570

Knowledge
availability of, 83
as competitive advantage, 328
decision making and, 203
learning organizations and, 63

Knowledge management Implementation of 
systems and practices to increase the 
sharing of knowledge and information 
throughout an organization, 15

Knowledge workers Someone whose 
occupation is principally concerned with 
generating or interpreting information, as 
opposed to manual labor, 19, 282

Labor abuses, 136
Labor costs, multinationals and, 117
Labor-management issues

arbitration and, 317
compensation and, 315–316
contract negotiation and, 314
grievance procedures and, 316–317
mediation and, 317
union formation and, 314
union security and workplace types and,  

315, 315–316
Labor unions Organizations of employees 

formed to protect and advance their 
members’ interests by bargaining with 
management over job-related issues, 314

collective bargaining by, 314
compensation issues and, 315–316
disputes between management and, 316–317
functions of, 314
as stakeholders, 79

Laissez-faire leadership A form of leadership 
characterized by a general failure to take 
responsibility for leading, 482

Language differences, 133
Law of effect Behavior with favorable 

consequences tends to be repeated, while 
behavior with unfavorable consequences 
tends to disappear, 417

Layoffs, 214, 305
Leader-member exchange (LMX) model of 

leadership Model of leadership that 
emphasizes that leaders have different 

International management. See Global 
management

International Monetary Fund (IMF) One of 
three principal organizations designed to 
facilitate international trade: its purpose is 
to assist in smoothing the flow of money 
between nations, 123–124

Internet The global network of independently 
operating but interconnected computers, 
linking hundreds of thousands of smaller 
networks around the world, 13

Interpersonal roles Of the three types of 
managerial roles, the roles in which 
managers interact with people inside and 
outside their work units. The three 
interpersonal roles include figurehead, 
leader, and liaison activities, 28, 29

Interpersonal skills, 475
Interpersonal space, 133–134
Intervention Interference in an attempt to 

correct a problem, 340
Interviews, employment, 289–290, 503
Intrapreneurs Someone who works inside an 

existing organization who sees an 
opportunity for a product or service and 
mobilizes the organization’s resources to 
try to realize it, 31

Intrinsic reward The satisfaction, such as a 
feeling of accomplishment, a person 
receives from performing a task, 397

Intuition Making a choice without the  
use of conscious thought or logical 
inference, 209

Invention The act of creating or making up 
something new, 342

Inversions, 169
Involved listening style, 536
ISO 9000 series Quality-control procedures 

companies must install—from purchasing 
to manufacturing to inventory to 
shipping—that can be audited by 
independent quality-control experts, or 
“registrars,” 574

ISO 14000 series Set of quality-control 
procedure that extends the concept of the 
ISO 9000 series, identifying standards for 
environmental performance, 574

It’s All Politics (Reardon), 245

Jargon Terminology specific to a particular 
profession or group, 506

Job analysis The determination of the basic 
elements of a job, 282

Job characteristics model The job design 
model that consists of five core job 
characteristics that affect three critical 
psychological states of an employee that 
in turn affect work outcomes—the 
employee’s motivation, performance,  
and satisfaction, 414, 414–416

Job description A summary of what the holder 
of the job does and how and why he or she 
does it, 282

Job design The division of an organization’s 
work among its employees and the 
application of motivational theories to 
jobs to increase satisfaction and 
performance, 413

fitting jobs to people, 413–414
fitting people to jobs, 413
job characteristics model, 414, 414–416

Job enlargement Increasing the number of 
tasks in a job to increase variety and 
motivation, 413–414

Job enrichment Building into a job such 
motivating factors as responsibility, 
achievement, recognition, stimulating 
work, and advancement, 414

Information technology. See also Technology
managing for, 13–15
productivity and, 580–581

Ingratiation, 469
In-group collectivism, 131, 132
In-group exchange, 493
Initiating-structure leadership A leadership 

behavior that organizes and defines—that 
is, “initiates the structure for”—what 
employees should be doing to maximize 
output, 478

Innovation Introduction of something new or 
better, as in goods or services, 13. See also 
Organizational change

balanced scorecard and, 559–560
culture and, 346
encouragement of, 545
function of, 342
human capital and, 347
impact of failure on, 342, 346
managing for, 325
methods to foster, 345–348
myths about, 343
resources and, 347
seeds of, 343–344
strategic planning and, 147
types of, 344–345

Innovation strategy Grows market share or 
profits by innovating improvements in 
products or services, 187

Innovative change The introduction of a practice 
that is new to the organization, 334, 335

Innovative entrepreneurs, 345
The Innovator’s Dilemma (Christensen), 327
Inputs The people, money, information, 

equipment, and materials required to 
produce an organization’s goods or 
services, 56, 56

In Search of Excellence (Peters), 42
Insider trading The illegal trading of a 

company’s stock by people using 
confidential company information, 88, 85

Inspirational appeals, 469
Instability, international, 136
Institutional collectivism, 131, 132
Institutional power, 401
Instrumentality The expectation that successful 

performance of the task will lead to the 
outcome desired, 410

Integration The tendency of the parts of an 
organization to draw together to achieve a 
common purpose, 273

Integrity tests, 292
Intelligence, emotional, 362–363
Interactional justice Relates to the “quality of 

the interpersonal treatment people receive 
when procedures are implemented,” 408

Intergroup conflict, 454
Internal audits A verification of an 

organization’s financial accounts and 
statements by the organization’s own 
professional staff, 565

Internal business perspective, 559
Internal dimensions of diversity Differences 

that exert a powerful, sustained effect 
throughout every stage of people’s lives, 
377–378

Internal locus of control The belief that you 
control your own destiny, 32, 361

Internal recruiting Hiring from the inside, or 
making people already employed by the 
organization aware of job openings,  
284, 285

Internal stakeholders Employees, owners, and 
the board of directors, if any, 74

International forces Changes in the economic, 
political, legal, and technological global 
system that may affect an organization, 85
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Managers
challenges facing, 11–18
communication channels and, 509–512
entrepreneurs vs., 31–33
expatriate, 137
functions of, 9–10
international, 114–115
leaders vs., 470–471
lessons of successful, 171
line, 263, 263
multiplier effect and, 6
organizational change and behavior of, 333
rewards for, 7
roles of, 26–27, 29t, 64
skill requirements for, 23–25
stress created by, 386
thoughtfulness of, 426
valued traits for, 25

Man’s Search for Meaning (Frankl), 427
Maquiladoras Manufacturing plants allowed to 

operate in Mexico with special privileges in 
return for employing Mexican citizens, 117

Marijuana, 462–463
Market culture Type of organizational culture 

that has a strong external focus and values 
stability and control, 246, 247–248

Markets, change in, 332–333
Marriage rates, 85
Maslach Burnout Inventory, 387
Mass media, 81
Matrix structure Fourth type of organizational 

structure, which combines functional and 
divisional chains of command in a grid so 
that there are two command structures—
vertical and horizontal, 266–267, 267

MBO. See Management by objectives (MBO)
Meaningfulness The sense of “belonging to 

and serving something that you believe is 
bigger than the self,” 18, 72, 427

Means-end chain A hierarchy of goals; in the 
chain of management (operational, 
tactical, strategic), the accomplishment 
of low-level goals are the means leading 
to the accomplishment of high-level 
goals or ends, 155

Measurable goals, 158
Mechanistic organization Organization in 

which authority is centralized, tasks and 
rules are clearly specified, and employees 
are closely supervised, 272, 272

Media, 81
Media richness Indication of how well a 

particular medium conveys information 
and promotes learning, 508, 508

Mediation The process in which a neutral 
third party, a mediator, listens to both 
sides in a dispute, makes suggestions,  
and encourages them to agree on a 
solution, 317

Medium barriers, 513
Medium The pathway by which a message 

travels, 505
Meetings, 512
Meetings, method to streamline, 512
Megamergers, 109–110
Memory ability, 34
Mentor An experienced person who provided 

guidance to someone new in the work 
world, 8

Mercosur The largest trade bloc in Latin America, 
with five core members—Argentina, Brazil, 
Paraguay, Uruguay, and Venezuela, 125

Mergers and acquisitions
adapting to, 339
trends in, 109–110

Message The information to be shared,  
505, 505, 537

Mexico, 117, 124

Machiavellianism A cynical view of human 
nature and condoning opportunistic and 
unethical ways of manipulating people, 
putting results over principles, 473

Macroenvironment In contrast to the task 
environment, it includes six forces: 
economic, technological, sociocultural, 
demographic, political-legal, and 
international, 82–85

stakeholders in, 84
Maintenance objectives, 161
Maintenance role Relationship-related role 

consisting of behavior that fosters 
constructive relationships among team 
members, 448, 449

Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, 566
Management by exception Control principle 

that states that managers should be 
informed of a situation only if data  
show a significant deviation from 
standards, 550

Management by objectives (MBO) Four-step 
process in which (1) managers and 
employees jointly set objectives for the 
employee, (2) managers develop action 
plans, (3) managers and employees 
periodically review the employee’s 
performance, and (4) the manager makes  
a performance appraisal and rewards  
the employee according to results,  
160–162

cascading objectives in, 162
deadlines and, 163
elements of, 160–162
types of objectives in, 161

Management fads, 171
Management process Performing the planning, 

organizing, leading, and controlling 
necessary to get things done, 9

Management science Sometimes called 
operations research; branch of quantitative 
management; focuses on using 
mathematics to aid in problem solving and 
decision making, 46, 53–54

Management theory
administrative management, 47–48
behavioral science viewpoint, 51–52
behavioral viewpoint, 49–50
classical viewpoint, 45–48
contingency viewpoint, 58–60
corporate performance and, 66–68
evidence-based, 59–60
human relations movement, 50–51
learning organization, 63–64
management science, 53–54
operations management, 54
perspectives on, 44
quality-management viewpoint, 61–62
quantitative viewpoints, 53–54
reasons to study, 42–43
scientific management, 45–47
systems viewpoint, 55–57

Management The pursuit of organizational goals 
efficiently and effectively by integrating the 
work of people through planning, 
organizing, leading, and controlling the 
organization’s resources, 4, 5

areas of, 21–22
evidence-based, 59–60, 212, 212–218
keys to successful, 582–583
levels of, 19–21
organization types and, 22
origins of modern, 42
perspectives of, 44
for productivity, 578–579, 578–581
rewards of practicing, 8
rewards of studying, 7–8

Managerial change, 354–355

sorts of relationships with different 
subordinates, 493–494

Leader-member relations, 483
Leadership The ability to influence employees 

to voluntarily pursue organizational goals, 
466, 466

behavioral approaches to, 477–482, 481
followers and, 495
humility and, 494
influence and, 468–469
integrated model of, 471, 471
leader–member exchange, 493–494
lessons in, 498–499
passive, 482
power sources for, 466–468, 476
relationship-oriented, 478–481, 481
situational approaches to, 483–488, 484–486
skills needed for, 475, 475
task-oriented, 477–478
trait approaches to, 472–473, 472–476, 475
transformational, 489–492, 492

Leading Motivating, directing, and otherwise 
influencing people to work hard to achieve 
the organization’s goals, 10, 546, 546

Lean medium, 508
Lean Six Sigma Quality-control approach that 

focuses on problem solving and 
performance improvement—speed with 
excellence—of a well-defined project, 573. 
See also Six Sigma

Learned helplessness The debilitating lack of 
faith in one’s ability to control one’s 
environment, 360

Learning, 41, 438, 559–560
Learning organization An organization that 

actively creates, acquires, and transfers 
knowledge within itself and is able to 
modify its behavior to reflect new 
knowledge, 63–64

Legal issues. See also Ethical/legal issues
in human resource management, 308–313
white-collar crime and, 88–90

Legends, 253–254
Legitimate power One of five sources of a 

leader’s power that results from formal 
positions with the organization, 467

Legitimating tactics, 469
Lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgendered 

(LGBT) individuals, 381
Licensing Company X allows a foreign 

company to pay it a fee to make or 
distribute X’s product or service, 119

Line managers Managers who have the 
authority to make decisions and usually 
have people reporting to them, 263, 263

Linguistic style A person’s characteristic 
speaking patterns—pacing, pausing, 
directness, word choice, and use of 
questions, jokes, stories, apologies, and 
similar devices, 519

Listening skills, 511, 514–515, 536–537, 537
Listening styles, 536–537, 537
LMX model. See Leader-member exchange 

(LMX) model of leadership
Local communities, as stakeholders, 79–80
Locus of control Measure of how much people 

believe they control their fate through their 
own efforts, 361

Long-term goals Tend to span 1 to 5 years and 
focus on achieving the strategies identified 
in a company’s strategic plan, 155,  
156–157

Love needs, 399
Low-context culture Culture in which shared 

meanings are primarily derived from 
written and spoken words, 130

Low-control situations, 484–485
Lying, 71, 287
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North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA) A trading bloc consisting of the 
United States, Canada, and Mexico, 124

Note-taking, 35

OB. See Organizational behavior (OB)
Objective Also known as goal; a specific 

commitment to achieve a measurable result 
within a stated period of time, 155

jointly set, 160–161
types of, 161

Objective appraisals Also called results 
appraisals; performance evaluations that 
are based on facts and that are often 
numerical, 301

Observable artifacts, 245
Occupational Safety and Health Act  

(OSHA), 309
OD. See Organizational development (OD)
Office design, organizational culture and, 254
Offshoring Also called global outsourcing; use 

of suppliers outside the United States to 
provide labor, goods, or services, 118–119

Off-the-job training, 297
Onboarding Programs that help employees to 

integrate and transition to new jobs by 
making them familiar with corporate 
policies, procedures, culture, and politics 
by clarifying work-role expectations and 
responsibilities, 295, 375

On-the-job training, 297
Openness, 358, 457
Open offices, 52, 52
Open shop, 315
Open system System that continually interacts 

with its environment, 56, 57
closed vs., 57

Operating plan Typically designed for a 1-year 
period, this plan defines how a manager 
will conduct his or her business based on 
the action plan; the operating plan 
identifies clear targets such as revenues, 
cash flow, and market share, 155

Operational control Monitoring performance 
to ensure that operational plans—day- 
to-day goals—are being implemented and 
taking corrective action as needed, 553

Operational goals Goals that are set by and for 
first-line managers and are concerned with 
short-term matters associated with 
realizing tactical goals, 155, 156–157

Operational planning Determining how to 
accomplish specific tasks with available 
resources within the next 1-week to 1-year 
period; done by first-line managers, 154

Operations management A branch of 
quantitative management; focuses on 
managing the production and delivery of 
an organization’s products or services 
more effectively, 54

Operations research (OR), 53
Opportunities Situations that present 

possibilities for exceeding existing  
goals, 204

controls to detect, 548
Organic organizations Organization in which 

authority is decentralized, there are fewer 
rules and procedures, and networks of 
employees are encouraged to cooperate 
and respond quickly to unexpected tasks, 
272, 272

Organization, 149, 149
Organizational behavior (OB) Behavior that is 

dedicated to better understanding and 
managing people at work, 364

Organizational change. See also Innovation; 
Resistance to change

adapting to, 547

process perspectives of, 406–412
reinforcement perspectives on,  

417–420
on teams, 447

Multicultural conflict, 454
Multicultural leadership, 476
Multinational corporations A business firm 

with operations in several countries, 112
expansion and, 116–120

Multinational organization A nonprofit 
organization with operations in several 
countries, 112–113

Multiplier effect, 6
Mutual-benefit organizations, 22, 257
Myths, 253–254
The Myths of Innovation (Berkun), 343

NAFTA. See North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA)

Narcissism A self-centered perspective, feelings 
of superiority, and a drive for personal 
power and glory, 473

National Labor Relations Act, 317
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) 

Legislated in 1935, U.S. commission that 
enforces procedures whereby employees 
may vote to have a union and for collective 
bargaining, 308

Natural capital The value of natural resources, 
such as topsoil, air, water, and genetic 
diversity, which humans depend on, 95

Need-based perspectives. See Content 
perspectives

Needs Physiological or psychological 
deficiencies that arouse behavior, 399

Negative reinforcement Process of 
strengthening a behavior by withdrawing 
something negative, 417, 418

Net Generation, 27–28
Networking, 241
Network structure, 269
New entrants, threats to, 185–186
Niche products, 326
NLRB. See National Labor Relations Board 

(NLRB)
Noise Any disturbance that interferes with  

the transmission of a message,  
505, 506, 506

Noncompete agreements, legality of, 322–323
Nondefensive communication Communication 

that is assertive, direct, and powerful, 533
Nondiscrimination, 304
Nondisparagement agreement Is a contract 

between two parties that prohibits one 
party from criticizing the other; it is often 
used in severance agreements to prohibit 
former employees from criticizing their 
former employers, 307

Nonprofit organizations
explanation of, 22, 257
multinational, 112–113

Nonrational models of decision making 
Models of decision-making style that 
explain how managers make decisions; 
they assume that decision making is nearly 
always uncertain and risky, making it 
difficult for managers to make optimum 
decisions, 208–209

Nonverbal communication Messages in a form 
other than the written or the spoken word, 
503, 516–517, 517

Norming One of five stages of forming a team; 
stage three, in which conflicts are resolved, 
close relationships develop, and unity and 
harmony emerge, 442–443

Norms General guidelines or rules of behavior 
that most group or team members  
follow, 449

Microlearning Also called bite-size learning, 
which segments learning into bite-size 
content, enabling a student to master one 
piece of learning before advancing to 
anything else, 297–298

Microsoft Word, A1
Middle managers One of four managerial 

levels; they implement the policies and 
plans of the top managers above them and 
supervise and coordinate the activities of 
the first-line managers below them,  
20, 154, 154

Millennials
management of, 72, 357
search for meaning, 72

Mindlessness Is a state of reduced attention 
expressed in behavior that is rigid, or 
thoughtless, 515

Mindset, 41. See also Global mindset
Minifirms, 110
Minority dissent Dissent that occurs when a 

minority in a group publicly opposes the 
beliefs, attitudes, ideas, procedures, or 
policies assumed by the majority of the 
group, 229

Mission An organization’s purpose or reason 
for being, 151

strategic management and, 150–151, 177
Mission statements Statement that expresses 

the purpose of the organization, 151–152
characteristics of good, 177, 178
strategic-management process and, 175
successful managers and, 171

Mistakes. See Failure and mistakes
Modeling, predictive, 216
Modular structure Seventh type of 

organizational structure, in which a firm 
assembles product chunks, or modules, 
provided by outside contractors, 270

Monochronic time The standard kind of time 
orientation in U.S. business; a preference 
for doing one thing at a time, 134

Moral development, ethics and, 90
Moral-rights approach One of four 

approaches to solving ethical dilemmas; 
ethical behavior is guided by respect  
for the fundamental rights of human 
beings, 88

Most favored nation This trading status 
describes a condition in which a country 
grants other countries favorable trading 
treatment such as the reduction of import 
duties, 126

Motion studies, 46
Motivated blindness, 71
Motivating factors Factors associated with job 

satisfaction—such as achievement, 
recognition, responsibility, and 
advancement—all of which affect the job 
content or the rewards of work 
performance, 404–405

Motivation Psychological processes that arouse 
and direct goal-directed behavior,  
395–396, 396–398

to be manager, 18
compensation and rewards as, 294, 397–398, 

421–427
content perspectives on, 399–405
employee retention and, 431–432
importance of, 398
inspirational, 490
intrinsic, 402
job design perspectives on, 413–416
for job performance, 396–398
management by objectives and, 160–162
managing for, 395
model of, 397, 397
nonmonetary methods for, 423–424
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the workplace and increases their 
motivation by clarifying the paths, or 
behavior, that will help them achieve those 
goals and providing them with support, 
485–488, 487–488

Patient Protection & Affordable Care Act 
(2010), 309

Pay for knowledge Situation in which 
employees’ pay is tied to the number of 
job-relevant skills they have or academic 
degrees they earn, 422

Pay for performance Situation in which an 
employee’s pay is based on the results he 
or she achieves, 422

PDCA cycle A Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle using 
observed data for continuous improvement 
of operations, 567, 568

People orientation, 568–569
Perception Awareness; interpreting and 

understanding one’s environment, 368
causal attributes and, 372–373
distortions in, 368–372
four steps in process of, 368, 368
halo effect and, 370, 370
recency effect and, 371
self-fulfilling prophecy and, 372

Performance
controls to monitor, 546–552
effect of conflict on, 453, 453
evaluation of, 162, 375
job satisfaction and, 374
standards of, 550

Performance appraisals Assessment of an 
employee’s performance and the provision 
of feedback, 300

formal, 303
informal, 303
management by objectives and, 162
methods for, 301–303
objective, 301
subjective, 301

Performance management The continuous 
cycle of improving job performance 
through goal setting, feedback and 
coaching, and rewards and positive 
reinforcement, 299, 299–300

Performance measures, 549
Performance orientation, 131, 132
Performance tests, 291
Performing The fourth of five stages of forming 

a team, in which members concentrate on 
solving problems and completing the 
assigned task, 443

Personal appeals, 469
Personal career coaches, 465
Personal development objectives, 161
Personality conflict Interpersonal opposition 

based on personal dislike, disagreement, or 
differing styles, 453

Personality tests, 291, 358, 359, 359
Personality The stable psychological traits and 

behavioral attributes that give a person his 
or her identity, 358, 377

core self-evaluations and, 359–362
dimensions of, 358
emotional intelligence and, 362–363
proactive, 359
tests of, 291

Personalized power Power directed at helping 
oneself, 467

Personal power, 401
Person-organization (PO) fit The extent to 

which your personality and values match 
the climate and culture of an organization, 
252, 277

Persuasion, leadership and, 468, 469
Philanthropy Making charitable donations to 

benefit humankind, 95

organizational culture and, 244, 264
organization chart and, 258, 258–259
organization types and, 257–258
traditional design of, 264–267, 265–267
virtual, 270

Organizational threats Environmental factors 
that hinder an organization’s achieving a 
competitive advantage, 181

Organizational weaknesses The drawbacks 
that hinder an organization in executing 
strategies in pursuit of its mission, 181

Organization chart Box-and-lines illustration 
of the formal relationships of positions of 
authority and the organization’s official 
positions or work specializations, 258, 
258–259

Organizations A group of people who work 
together to achieve some specific purpose. 
A system of consciously coordinated 
activities or forces of two or more people, 5

boundaryless, 269–270
common elements of, 261–263
for-profit, 257
learning, 63–64
multinational, 112–113
mutual-benefit, 257
nonprofit, 257
promotion of ethics within, 90–91
responsibilities of, 73–74, 92–96
revitalization of, 339
strategic management and size of, 173
types of, 22
virtual, 270

Organizing Arranging tasks, people, and other 
resources to accomplish the work, 10,  
546, 546

Orientation Process of helping a newcomer  
fit smoothly into the job and the 
organization, 296

OSHA. See Occupational Safety & Health Act 
(OSHA)

Out-group exchange, 493
Outputs The products, services, profits, losses, 

employee satisfaction or discontent, and 
the like that are produced by the 
organization, 56, 56

Outsourcing Using suppliers outside the 
company to provide goods and services, 
117–118

effects of, 109, 118–119
quality improvement and, 572

Overconfidence bias, 201
Overconfidence bias Bias in which people’s 

subjective confidence in their decision 
making is greater than their objective 
accuracy, 226

Overdelivering, 241
Overlearning, 34
Owners All those who can claim the 

organization as their legal property, 76

Panic Situation in which a manager reacts 
frantically to get rid of a problem that he 
or she cannot deal with realistically, 223

Paraphrasing Form of communication that 
occurs when people restate in their  
words the crux of what they heard or  
read, 506

Parochialism A narrow view in which people 
see things solely through their own 
perspective, 115

Passive leadership A form of leadership 
behavior characterized by a lack of 
leadership skills, 482

Passive listening style, 536
Path-goal leadership model Approach that 

holds that the effective leader makes 
available to followers desirable rewards in 

external forces of, 331, 331–333
internal forces of, 331, 333
managerial change and, 354–355
mechanisms of, 253–256
nature of, 326–333
proactive, 329–330, 349
reactive, 328, 329, 349
resistance to, 349, 349–350
steps for leading, 336, 336–338
technology and, 331, 331–332
as threat, 334–336, 349–351

Organizational citizenship behaviors 
Employee behaviors that are not directly 
part of employees’ job descriptions—that 
exceed their work-role requirements—such 
as constructive statements about the 
department, 375–376

Organizational commitment Behavior that 
reflects the extent to which an employee 
identifies with an organization and is 
committed to its goals, 374

Organizational culture Sometimes called 
corporate culture; system of shared beliefs 
and values that develops within an 
organization and guides the behavior of its 
members, 242. See also Culture

change in, 253–256, 456
example of, 252, 276–277
fitting in to, 241, 252
flow of, 242
importance of, 251, 251–252
levels of, 245–246
organizational structure and, 244, 264
strategy implementation and, 242–244
stress and, 386
transmission of, 249–251
types of, 246, 246–248

Organizational design Creating the optimal 
structures of accountability and 
responsibility that an organization uses to 
execute its strategies, 264

boundaryless, 269–270
contingency approach to, 271–273
horizontal, 267–269, 268
traditional, 264–267, 265–267

Organizational development (OD) Set of 
techniques for implementing planned 
change to make people and organizations 
more effective, 339

applications of, 339
effectiveness of, 341
example of, 340–341
function of, 340, 340–341

Organizational dimensions of diversity, 379
Organizational objectives, 162
Organizational opportunities Environmental 

factors that the organization may exploit 
for competitive advantage, 181

Organizational socialization The process by 
which people learn the values, norms, and 
required behaviors that permit them to 
participate as members of an organization, 
250–251

Organizational strengths The skills and 
capabilities that give the organization 
special competencies and competitive 
advantages in executing strategies in 
pursuit of its mission, 181

Organizational structure A formal system of 
task and reporting relationships that 
coordinates and motivates an organization’s 
members so that they can work together to 
achieve the organization’s goals, 244, 256

contingency design of, 271–273
factors in design of, 271–273
hollow, 269, 269
horizontal design of, 267–269, 268
modular, 270
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Psychological empowerment Employees’  
belief that they have control over their 
work, 479

Psychological safety Reflects the extent to 
which people feel free to express their 
ideas and beliefs without fear of negative 
consequences, 383

Psychopathy A lack of concern for others, 
impulsive behavior, and a dearth of 
remorse when the psychopath’s actions 
harm others, 473

Punctuated equilibrium Establishes periods of 
stable functioning until an event causes a 
dramatic change in norms, roles, and/or 
objectives resulting in the establishment 
and maintenance of new norms of 
functioning, returning to equilibrium,  
444, 444

Punishment The process of weakening 
behavior by presenting something negative 
or withdrawing something positive,  
418, 418, 419–420

Pygmalion effect, 372

Quality assurance A means of ensuring quality 
that focuses on the performance of 
workers, urging employees to strive for 
“zero defects,” 55, 61, 567

Quality control A means of ensuring quality 
whereby errors are minimized by managing 
each stage of production, 55, 61, 567

Quality-management viewpoint Perspective 
that focuses on quality control, quality 
assurance, and total quality management, 
55, 61–62. See also Total quality 
management (TQM)

Quality The total ability of a product or service 
to meet customer needs, 61

Deming management and, 567
importance of, 13

Quantitative management The application to 
management of quantitative techniques, 
such as statistics and computer 
simulations. Two branches of quantitative 
management are management science and 
operations management, 46, 53

Quantitative viewpoint, 53–54
Quid pro quo harassment, 312
Quotas, avoidance of, 117

Race/ethnicity stereotypes, 369
Racial diversity, 380. See also Cultural 

differences
Radically innovative change Change involving 

a practice that is new to the industry, 335
Rarity, 149, 149
Rational model of decision making Also 

called the classical model; the style of 
decision making that explains how 
managers should make decisions; it 
assumes that managers will make logical 
decisions that will be the optimum in 
furthering the organization’s best  
interests, 204

assumptions of, 207
problems related to, 207
stages in, 204, 204–207

Rational persuasion, 469
Reactive change Change made in response  

to problems or opportunities as they  
arise; compare proactive change,  
328, 329, 349

Reading skills, 33–35
Realistic job preview (RJP) A picture of both 

positive and negative features of the job 
and organization given to a job candidate 
before he or she is hired, 286

Receiver barriers, 513

Power
explanation of, 466
position, 484
sources of, 466–468

Power distance, 131, 132
Power needs, 401
The Practice of Management (Drucker), 42
Predictably Irrational: The Hidden Forces That 

Shape Our Decisions (Ariely), 163
Predictive modeling Data-mining technique 

used to predict future behavior and 
anticipate the consequences of  
change, 216

Pressure, 469
Prior-hypothesis bias, 201
Privacy Act (1974), 309
Privacy The right of people not to reveal 

information about themselves, 218, 529
Proactive change Planned change; making 

carefully thought-out changes in 
anticipation of possible or expected 
problems or opportunities; opposite of 
reactive change, 329–330, 349

Proactive personality Someone who is apt to 
take initiative and persevere to influence 
the environment, 359

Problems Difficulties that inhibit the 
achievement of goals, 204

Problem solving, 457
Procedural justice The perceived fairness of 

the process and procedures used to make 
allocation decisions, 408

Procedure Also known as standard operating 
procedure; a standing plan that outlines 
the response to particular problems or 
circumstances, 157

Process innovation A change in the way a 
product or service is conceived, 
manufactured, or disseminated, 344

Process perspectives Theories of employee 
motivation concerned with the thought 
processes by which people decide how to 
act: expectancy theory, equity theory, and 
goal-setting theory, 406

equity theory, 406–408, 407
expectancy theory, 409–411, 410
goal-setting theory, 411–412

Product divisions Divisional structures in 
which activities are grouped around 
similar products or services, 265, 266

Product innovation A change in the 
appearance or the performance of a 
product or a service or the creation of a 
new one, 344

Productivity
control systems and, 545, 547–548
explanation of, 578–579
importance of, 579–581
individual, 581
social media use and, 523–525

Product recalls, 82, 101–102
Profit, social responsibility and, 96
Profit sharing The distribution to employees  

of a percentage of the company’s  
profits, 422

Program A single-use plan encompassing a 
range of projects or activities, 157

Programmed conflict Conflict designed to 
elicit different opinions without inciting 
people’s personal feelings, 456–457

Project A single-use plan of less scope and 
complexity than a program, 157

Project management software Programs for 
planning and scheduling the people, costs, 
and resources to complete a project on 
time, 14

Project teams, 439
Promotion, employee, 255, 304

Physical area, control of, 553–554
Physical barriers, to communication, 513–514
Physiological needs, 399
Piece rate Pay based on how much output an 

employee produces, 422
Plagiarism, 89
Planning/control cycle A cycle that has two 

planning steps (1 and 2) and two control 
steps (3 and 4), as follows: (1) Make the 
plan. (2) Carry out the plan. (3) Control 
the direction by comparing results with the 
plan (4) Control the direction by taking 
corrective action in two ways—namely (a) 
by correcting deviations in the plan being 
carried out, or (b) by improving future 
plans, 164, 164–165

Planning Programming Budgeting System, 563
Planning Setting goals and deciding how to 

achieve them; also, coping with uncertainty 
by formulating future courses of action to 
achieve specified results, 9, 144. See also 
Decision making; Strategic management

control and, 546, 546
example of, 168–169
fundamentals of, 150, 150–154
importance of, 146–149
mission statements and, 151
operational, 154, 154
strategic, 144–146, 153, 154
tactical, 154, 154
vision statements and, 152

Planning tools
break-even analysis as, A4–A6
flowcharts as, A1–A3
Gantt charts as, A3–A4

Plans, 144
Policy A standing plan that outlines the general 

response to a designated problem or 
situation, 157

Political–legal forces Changes in the way 
politics shape laws and laws shape the 
opportunities for and threats to an 
organization, 85

Political stability, 136
Politics, 333
Polycentric managers Managers who take the 

view that native managers in the foreign 
offices best understand native personnel 
and practices, and so the home office 
should leave them alone, 115

Polychronic time The standard kind of time 
orientation in Mediterranean, Latin 
American, and Arab cultures; a  
preference for doing more than one  
thing at a time, 134

Ponzi scheme A scheme in which cash is used 
from newer investors to pay off older ones, 
89, 89, 210

Porter’s four competitive strategies Also 
called four generic strategies; (1) cost 
leadership, (2) differentiation, (3) cost-
focus, and (4) focused-differentiation. The 
first two strategies focus on wide markets, 
the last two on narrow markets, 188–189

Porter’s model for industry analysis Model 
proposes that business-level strategies 
originate in five primary competitive forces 
in the firm’s environment: (1) threats of 
new entrants, (2) bargaining power of 
suppliers, (3) bargaining power of buyers, 
(4) threats of substitute products or 
services, and (5) rivalry among 
competitors, 185–186

Position power, 484
Positiveness, 457
Positive reinforcement The use of positive 

consequences to strengthen a particular 
behavior, 417, 418, 419
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Self-fulfilling prophecy Also known as the 
Pygmalion effect; the phenomenon in 
which people’s expectations of themselves 
or others leads them to behave in ways that 
make those expectations come true, 372

Self-managed teams Groups of workers who 
are given administrative oversight for their 
task domains, 439, 439–440

Self-serving bias The attributional tendency to 
take more personal responsibility for 
success than for failure, 372

Semantics, 506
Sender barriers, 513
Sender The person wanting to share 

information, 505, 505
Servant leadership Providing increased service 

to others—meeting the goals of both 
followers and the organization—rather 
than to oneself, 480–481, 481

Services companies, 556, 571
Sex-role stereotypes, 369
Sexual harassment Unwanted sexual attention 

that creates an adverse work environment, 
311–312, 311–312

Sexual orientation, 381
Shareholders

balanced scorecard and, 557–558
organizational change and, 332–333

Sharing economy, 11–12, 110
Short-term goals Tend to span 12 month and 

are connected to strategic goals in a 
hierarchy known as a means-end chain, 
155, 156–157

Siesta, 135
Simple structure The first type of 

organizational structure, whereby an 
organization has authority centralized in a 
single person, as well as a flat hierarchy, 
few rules, and low work specialization, 265

Single-product strategy Strategy by which a 
company makes and sells only one product 
within its market, 189–190

Single-use plans Plans developed for activities 
that are not likely to be repeated in the 
future; such plans can be either programs 
or projects, 157

Situational approaches An approach to 
leadership where it is believed that 
effective leadership behavior depends  
on the situation at hand, 483–488,  
484–486

Situational interview A structured interview in 
which the interviewer focuses on 
hypothetical situations, 289

Six Sigma A rigorous statistical analysis 
process that reduces defects in 
manufacturing and service-related 
industries, 573

Skills
communication and, 514
expanding, 425

Skill variety, 415
Slavery, 136
Slogans, 253
SMART goals A goal that is Specific, 

Measurable, Attainable, Results oriented, 
and has Target dates, 158–159, 163

Smartphones, 279, 530–531
Social audit A systematic assessment of a 

company’s performance in implementing 
socially responsible programs, often based 
on predefined goals, 72

Social capital Economic or productive potential 
of strong, trusting, and cooperative 
relationships, 282

Social graces, 279
Socialized power Power directed at helping 

others, 467

transmission of organizational culture  
and, 255

Rich medium, 508
Right-to-work laws Statutes that prohibit 

employees from being required to join  
a union as a condition of employment, 
315, 316

Rites and rituals The activities and ceremonies, 
planned and unplanned, that celebrate 
important occasions and accomplishments 
in an organization’s life, 250, 253

Role ambiguity, 386
Role conflict, 386
Role modeling, 254
Role overload, 386
Roles Sets of behaviors that people expect  

of occupants of a position, 386, 448,  
448–449

Rule A standing plan that designates specific 
required action, 157

Russia, 127

Sabbaticals, 424
Safety needs, 399
Safety requirements, 308, 309
Salaries, 293
Sales, social media and, 526
Sales commission The percentage of a 

company’s earnings as the result of a 
salesperson’s sales that is paid to that 
salesperson, 422

Sanction The trade prohibition on certain types 
of products, services, or technology to 
another country for a specific reason, 122

Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002 Often shortened 
to SarbOx or SOX, established 
requirements for proper financial record 
keeping for public companies and penalties 
for noncompliance, 89, 309

Satisficing, 228
Satisficing model One type of nonrational 

decision-making model; managers seek 
alternatives until they find one that is 
satisfactory, not optimal, 208

Scenario analysis Also known as scenario 
planning and contingency planning; the 
creation of alternative hypothetical but 
equally likely future conditions, 184

Scientific management Management approach 
that emphasizes the scientific study of work 
methods to improve the productivity of 
individual workers, 45–47, 46, 413

The Secret Handshake (Reardon), 245
Security A system of safeguards for 

protecting information technology 
against disasters, system failures, and 
unauthorized access that result in 
damage or loss, 528–529, 529

Seeds of innovation The starting point for 
organizational innovation, 343

Selection process The screening of job 
applicants to hire the best candidate, 287

background information for, 287–288
employment tests for, 290–292
interviews for, 289

Self-actualization needs, 399
Self-appraisals, 302
Self-determination theory Theory that 

assumes that people are driven to try to 
grow and attain fulfillment, with their 
behavior and well-being influenced by 
three innate needs: competence, autonomy, 
and relatedness, 402–403

Self-efficacy Belief in one’s personal ability to 
do a task, 360, 360, 362

Self-esteem Self-respect; the extent to  
which people like or dislike themselves, 
360–361, 361

Receiver The person for whom a message is 
intended, 505, 505

Recency effect The tendency of people to 
remember recent information better than 
earlier information, 371

Recruiting The process of locating and 
attracting qualified applicants for jobs 
open in the organization, 284–286

Reduced cycle time The reduction of steps in 
the work process, 572

References, employee, 290
Referent power One of five sources of a 

leader’s power deriving from personal 
attraction, 467

Refreezing stage of organizational  
change, 336

Refugees, 125
Reinforcement Anything that causes a given 

behavior to be repeated or inhibited; the 
four types are positive, negative, extinction, 
and punishment, 417

to motivate employees, 419–420
types of, 417–419, 418

Reinforcement theory The belief that behavior 
reinforced by positive consequences tends 
to be repeated, whereas behavior 
reinforced by negative consequences tends 
not to be repeated, 417

Relatedness needs, 402
Relationship-oriented leadership Form of 

leadership that is primarily concerned with 
the leader’s interactions with his or her 
people, 478–481, 481

Relationship-oriented role, 448, 449
Relaxed avoidance The situation in which a 

manager decides to take no action in the 
belief that there will be no great negative 
consequences, 222–223

Relaxed change The situation in which a 
manager realizes that complete inaction 
will have negative consequences but opts 
for the first available alternative that 
involves low risk, 223

Reliability Degree to which a test measures the 
same thing consistently, so that an 
individual’s score remains about the same 
over time, assuming the characteristics 
being measured also remain the same, 292

Religious values, 135, 135
Replicative entrepreneurs, 345
Representative bias The tendency to  

generalize from a small sample or a  
single event, 225

Reputation, social media and, 527
Resentment, 304
Resistance to change An emotional/behavioral 

response to real or imagined threats to an 
established work routine, 349

causes of, 349–350
process to overcome, 349
reasons for, 350–351

Responsibility The obligation one has to 
perform the assigned tasks, 262, 263

Responsible Restructuring (Cascio), 214
Results-oriented goals, 159
Resumes, 287–288
Retrenchment strategy. See Defensive strategy
Revenue, social responsibility and, 96
Revised path-goal theory, 485–488
Reward power One of five sources of a leader’s 

power that results from the authority to 
reward subordinates, 467

Rewards
extrinsic, 397
intrinsic, 397
management by objectives and, 162
as motivation, 294, 397–398
nonreinforcing, 351
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Stress The tension people feel when they are 
facing or enduring extraordinary demands, 
constraints, or opportunities and are 
uncertain about their ability to handle 
them effectively, 384

benefits of, 385
consequences of, 387–388
effects of, 384
function of, 384–385
methods to reduce, 388
sources of, 385–387
symptoms of, 387

Stressor The source of stress, 384
Structured interviews Interviews in which the 

interviewer asks each applicant the same 
questions and then compares the responses 
to a standardized set of answers, 289

Student loans, 102–103
Study skills, 33–35
Subjective appraisals Performance evaluations 

based on a manager’s perceptions of an 
employee’s traits or behaviors, 301

Substance abuse, 387–388, 462–463
Substitute products, 186
Subsystems The collection of parts making up 

the whole system, 56
Sunk-cost bias Way of thinking in which 

managers add up all the money already 
spent on a project and conclude it is too 
costly to simply abandon it, 225

Suppliers People or organizations that provide 
supplies—that is, raw materials, services, 
equipment, labor, or energy—to other 
organizations, 78

bargaining power of, 186
offshore, 327–328

Supply availability, 116
Supply chain The sequence of suppliers that 

contribute to creating and delivering a 
product, from raw materials to production 
to final buyers, 555–556

Supportiveness, 457
Sustainability Economic development that 

meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs,  
17, 159–160

Sustainability strategy Is a grand strategy that 
involves little or no significant change, 
187, 188

SWOT analysis Also known as a situational 
analysis, the search for the Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats 
affecting the organization, 180–181, 180–181

example of, 181–183
Symbol An object, act, quality, or event that 

conveys meaning to others, 249
Synergy Situation in which the economic value 

of separate, related businesses under one 
ownership and management is greater 
together than the businesses are worth 
separately, 57

System A set of interrelated parts that operate 
together to achieve a common purpose, 
55–56, 56

Systems viewpoint Perspective that regards the 
organization as a system of interrelated 
parts, 55, 55–57, 56

Tactical control Monitoring performance to 
ensure that tactical plans—those at the 
divisional or departmental level—are 
being implemented and taking corrective 
action as needed, 553

Tactical goals Goals that are set by and for 
middle managers and focus on the actions 
needed to achieve strategic goals,  
155, 156–157

Story A narrative based on true events, which is 
repeated—and sometimes embellished 
upon—to emphasize a particular value, 
249–250, 253–254

Strategic alliances. See Joint ventures
Strategic allies Describes the relationship of 

two organizations that join forces to 
achieve advantages neither can perform as 
well alone, 78

Strategic control Monitoring performance to 
ensure that strategic plans are being 
implemented and taking corrective action 
as needed, 176, 192, 553

Strategic goals Goals that are set by and for 
top management and focus on objectives 
for the organization as a whole,  
155, 156–157

Strategic human resource planning The 
development of a systematic, 
comprehensive strategy for (1) 
understanding current employee needs  
and (2) predicting future employee needs, 
282, 282

Strategic management A process that involves 
managers from all parts of the organization 
in the formulation and the implementation 
of strategies and strategic goals,  
145–146, 146

BCG matrix and, 191, 191
benchmarking and, 185
blue ocean strategy, 190
competitive intelligence and, 179–180
firm size and, 173
forecasting and, 183–185
grand strategies and, 187–188, 188
implementation and control in, 192–194
importance of, 146–149
mission statement and, 177, 178
organization size and, 173
Porter’s five competitive forces and, 185–186
Porter’s four competitive strategies and,  

188–189
process of, 174–176, 175
single-product strategy vs. diversification 

strategy and, 189–190
strategic positioning and, 172–173
SWOT analysis and, 180–181, 180–183
values statement and, 177–178, 178
vision statement and, 177, 178

Strategic-management process
example of crisis leading to, 174–175
steps in, 175, 175–176

Strategic planning Determines what the 
organization’s long-term goals should be 
for the next one to five years with the 
resources they expect to have available, 
144–146, 153–154, 154, 176, 193, 281. See 
also Planning

Strategic positioning Strategy that attempts to 
achieve sustainable competitive advantage 
by preserving what is distinctive about a 
company, 172–173

Strategic skills, 475
Strategy A large-scale action plan that sets the 

direction for an organization, 144
Strategy formulation The process of choosing 

among different strategies and altering 
them to best fit the organization’s  
needs, 176

Strategy implementation The implementation 
of strategic plans, 176, 192

Strategy map A visual representation of the 
four perspectives of the balanced scorecard 
that enables managers to communicate 
their goals so that everyone in the 
company can understand how their jobs 
are linked to the overall objectives of the 
organization, 560, 561

Social media Internet-based and mobile 
technologies used to generate  
interactive dialogue with members of  
a network, 14, 520

age distribution of useage, 521
downside of, 527–530
effective use of, 521–527, 522, 524,  

541–543
hiring decisions and, 279, 283, 284, 522–523
managerial implications, 530–531
policy for, 531, 531–532
productivity and, 545

Social media policy Describes the who, how, 
when, and for what purposes of social 
media use, and the consequences for 
noncompliance, 531, 531–532

Social responsibility A manager’s duty to take 
actions that will benefit the interests of 
society as well as of the organization, 92

climate change and, 94–95
corporate, 92, 93
effects of, 95–96
philanthropy and, 95
viewpoints on, 92–93

Sociocultural forces Influences and trends 
originating in a country’s, a society’s, or a 
culture’s human relationships and values 
that may affect an organization, 84

Soft skills Ability to motivate, to inspire trust, 
and to communicate with others,  
24–25, 279

South Africa, 127
Spain, 135
Span of control The number of people 

reporting directly to a given manager, 261
Speaking skills, 538–539
Special-interest groups Groups whose 

members try to influence specific issues, 81
Specific goals, 158, 412
SQ3R Method, 34–35
Stability strategy One of three grand strategies, 

this strategy involves little or no significant 
change, 187, 188

Staff personnel Staff with advisory functions; 
they provide advice, recommendations, and 
research to line managers, 263, 263

Stakeholders People whose interests are 
affected by an organization’s activities, 74

external, 77–85
internal, 74

Standing plans Plans developed for activities 
that occur repeatedly over a period of 
time; such plans consist of policies, 
procedures, or rules, 157, 157

Start-ups Newly created companies designed to 
grow fast, 30

characteristics of successful, 345
example of, 31

Static budgets, 563
Statistical process control A statistical 

technique that uses periodic random 
samples from production runs to see if 
quality is being maintained within a 
standard range of acceptability, 573

Stereotypes Standardized mental pictures 
resulting from oversimplified beliefs about 
a certain group of people, 370

Stereotyping The tendency to attribute to an 
individual the characteristics one believes 
are typical of the group to which that 
individual belongs, 368

Stock options The right to buy a company’s 
stock at a future date for a discounted 
price, 293, 422

Storming The second of five stages of forming a 
team in which individual personalities, 
roles, and conflicts within the group 
emerge, 442
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Transfer, employee, 305
Transformational innovations The invention 

of breakthrough products or services that 
don’t exist yet and that are aimed at 
creating brand new markets and 
customers, 344

Transformational leadership Leadership style 
that transforms employees to pursue 
organizational goals over self-interests, 
489–492, 492

Transformation processes An organization’s 
capabilities in management, internal 
processes, and technology that are applied 
to converting inputs into outputs, 56, 56

Transgender Is an umbrella term for  
people whose sense of their gender 
differs from what is expected based on 
the sex characteristics with which they 
are born, 381

Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) A trade 
agreement among 12 Pacific Rim 
countries, 125–126

Travel, international, 111–112, 126, 127
Trend analysis A hypothetical extension of a 

past series of events into the future, 183
Triple bottom line Representing people, planet, 

and profit (the 3 Ps)—measures an 
organization’s social, environmental, and 
financial performance, 72

Trust Reciprocal faith in others’ intentions and 
behaviors, 445

ethical behavior and, 98
of teams, 445–446

Trustworthiness, 514
Tuition reimbursement, 425
Turnover The movement of employees in and 

out of an organization when they obtain 
and then leave their jobs, 375

Two core principles of TQM (1) People 
orientation—everyone involved with the 
organization should focus on delivering 
value to customers; and (2) improvement 
orientation—everyone should work on 
continuously improving the work 
processes, 568–570

Two-factor theory Theory that proposes that 
work satisfaction and dissatisfaction arise 
from two different work factors—work 
satisfaction from so-called motivating 
factors and work dissatisfaction from so-
called hygiene factors, 403–405, 404

Two-tier wage contracts Contracts in which 
new employees are paid less or receive 
lesser benefits than veteran employees 
have, 315–316

Type A behavior pattern Behavior 
describing people involved in a chronic, 
determined struggle to accomplish more 
in less time, 385

Uncertainty, adapting to, 547
Uncertainty avoidance, 131, 132
Underemployed Working at a job that requires 

less education than one has, 382
Unfreezing stage of organizational change, 335
Union security clause Part of a labor-

management agreement that states that 
employees who receive union benefits must 
join the union, or at least pay dues to it, 315

Union shop, 315
Unity of command Principle that stresses an 

employee should report to no more than 
one manager in order to avoid conflicting 
priorities and demands, 260–261

Unrepresentative sample bias, 201
Unstructured interviews Interviews in which 

the interviewer asks probing questions to 
find out what the applicant is like, 289

Telecommute To work from home or remote 
locations using a variety of information 
technologies, 14

Telecommuting, 395
Terrorist attacks, 125, 237–238
Tests. See Employment tests
Texting Quick text messages exchanged among 

smartphones, 14, 530–531
Theory X, 51
Theory Y, 51
Thinking Fast and Slow (Kahneman), 203
Thoughtfulness, 426–427
360-degree assessment A performance 

appraisal in which employees are 
appraised not only by their managerial 
superiors but also by peers, subordinates, 
and sometimes clients, 302

Time management, 33–35
Time orientation, 134–135
Tipping customs, 129
Tolerance for ambiguity, 219, 220, 345
Top-management teams, 447
Top managers Managers that determine what the 

organization’s long-term goals should be for 
the next 1–5 years with the resources they 
expect to have available, 20, 153–154, 154

Total quality management (TQM) A 
comprehensive approach—led by top 
management and supported throughout the 
organization—dedicated to continuous 
quality improvement, training, and 
customer satisfaction, 55, 61–62, 567

applied to services, 571–572
core principles of, 567–571
Deming management, 567
overview, 566–567
research outcomes, 574
tools and techniques for, 572–574

Touch, 517
Toxic workplace, 376
TPP. See Trans-Pacific Partnership
TQM. See Total quality management (TQM)
Trade

barriers to international, 121–122
organizations promoting, 123–124

Trade protectionism The use of government 
regulations to limit the import of goods 
and services, 121

Trading bloc Also known as an economic 
community, it is a group of nations within a 
geographical region that have agreed to 
remove trade barriers with one another, 
124–125, 125

Training Educating technical and operational 
employees in how to better do their current 
jobs, 297

employer funding of, 298
function of, 296–297
in organizational values, 254
technology-enhanced, 298
types of, 297

Trait approaches to leadership Attempts to 
identify distinctive characteristics that 
account for the effectiveness of leaders, 
472–473, 472–476, 475

Traits
appraisals of, 301
“dark side,” 476
function of, 472
gender and, 473–474
knowledge and skills, 475
leadership, 476
positive, 472–473

Transactional leadership Leadership style that 
focuses on clarifying employees’ roles and 
task requirements and providing rewards 
and punishments contingent on 
performance, 478, 489, 490

Tactical planning Determining what 
contributions departments or similar work 
units can make with their given resources 
during the next 6 months to 2 years; done 
by middle management, 154, 154

Tactics, influence, 468–470, 469
Taft-Hartley Act (1947), 308
Target dates, for goals, 159
Tariffs A trade barrier in the form of a customs 

duty, or tax, levied mainly on imports, 121
avoidance of, 117
disputes related to, 121–122

Task environment Eleven groups that present 
you with daily tasks to handle: customers, 
competitors, suppliers, distributors, 
strategic allies, employee organizations, 
local communities, financial institutions, 
government regulators, special-interest 
groups, and mass media, 77–81

Task identity, 415
Task-oriented leadership behaviors Form of 

leadership that ensures that people, 
equipment, and other resources are used in 
an efficient way to accomplish the mission 
of a group or organization, 477–478

Task role Behavior that concentrates on getting 
the team’s task done, 448, 449

Task significance, 415
Task structure, 484
Team-based design. See Horizontal design
Team leaders Manager who is responsible for 

facilitating team activities toward 
achieving key results, 21

Teams A small group of people with 
complementary skills who are committed to 
a common purpose, performance goals, 
and approach to which they hold 
themselves mutually accountable, 437. See 
also Groups

accountability of, 447
benefits of, 436, 436
composition of, 447
cross-functional, 439
diversity and, 435, 545
effect of controls on, 558
example of, 461–462
groups vs., 437
high-performance, 450
managing conflict in, 451–459
motivation and accountability on, 447
norms for, 449
performance goals for, 446–447
roles of individuals on, 448, 448–449
self-managed, 439, 439–440
size of, 447
stages of development for, 442–444
trust on, 445–446
types of, 438–441
virtual, 435, 440–441
work, 439

Technical skills Skills that consist of the job-
specific knowledge needed to perform well 
in a specialized field, 23

Technological forces New developments in 
methods for transforming resources into 
goods or services, 83

Technology Is not just computer technology; it 
is any machine or process that enables an 
organization to gain a competitive 
advantage in changing materials used to 
produce a finished product, 331

bad habits of, 279
Big Data, 14, 216
communication and, 520–532
managing for, 13–15
microlearning and, 298
organizational change and, 331, 331–332
productivity and, 545
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Workforce
age and, 379
gender and, 380
individuals with differing physical and mental 

abilities in, 381
race and ethnicity and, 380
sexual orientation and, 381

Work-life benefits Are employer-sponsored 
benefit programs or initiatives designed to 
help all employees balance work life with 
home life, 423

Workplace
behaviors in, 375–376
bullying in, 312–313, 313
design of, 268–269, 425–426
diversity in, 379–382
flexible, 424
hostile environment, 312, 383
informal learning in, 438
positive environment, 425–426
sexual harassment in, 311–312, 311–312
stress in, 384–388
varying educational levels in, 382

Workplace discrimination Type of 
discrimination that occurs when people 
are hired or promoted—or denied hiring 
or promotion—for reasons not relevant to 
the job, 310

employee promotion and, 304
fear of, 382
pay discrepancies and, 310–311

Work process design, 545
Work teams, 439. See also Teams
World Bank One of three principal 

organizations designed to facilitate 
international trade: its purpose is to 
provide low-interest loans to developing 
nations for improving transportation, 
education, health, and 
telecommunications, 123

World Trade Organization (WTO) One of 
three principal organizations designed to 
facilitate international trade: its purpose 
is to monitor and enforce trade 
agreements, 123

Writing skills, 537–538, 538

Zero Based Budgeting, 563

Videoconferencing Using video and audio 
links along with computers to let people in 
different locations see, hear, and talk with 
one another, 14

Virtual structure An organization whose 
members are geographically apart, usually 
working with e-mail, collaborative 
computing, and other computer 
connections, 244, 270

Virtual teams, 435
Vision A long-term goal describing “what” an 

organization wants to become; it is a clear 
sense of the future and the actions needed 
to get there, 151

Vision statements Statement that expresses 
what the organization should become and 
where it wants to go strategically,  
151–152, 175, 177, 178

Voice Employees’ upward expression of 
challenging but constructive opinions, 
concerns, or ideas on work-related issues 
to their managers, 409

VRIO Is a framework for analyzing a resource of 
capability to determine its competitive 
strategic potential by answering four 
questions about its Value, Rarity, Imitability, 
and Organization., 148–149, 149

Wage reopener clause, 316
Wages, 315–316
Webcasts, 512
Well-being The combined impact of five 

elements–positive emotions, engagement, 
relationships, meaning, and achievement 
(PERMA), 425

Wheels (Hailey), 61
Whistle-blower An employee who reports 

organizational misconduct to the public, 91
White-collar crime, 88–90
Wholly-owned subsidiary A foreign 

subsidiary, or subordinate section of an 
organization, that is totally owned and 
controlled by an organization, 120

Willpower, 163
Women. See Gender
Word (Microsoft), A1
Work–family conflict Occurs when the 

demands of pressures from work and family 
domains are mutually incompatible,  
454–455, 455

Upward communication Communication that 
flows from lower levels to higher levels, 
510, 510

Uruguay Round, 123
Utilitarian approach One of four approaches 

to solving ethical dilemmas; ethical 
behavior is guided by what will result in 
the greatest good for the greatest number 
of people, 87–88

Vacations, 424
Valence The value or the importance a  

worker assigns to a possible outcome  
or reward, 410

Validity Extent to which a test measures what it 
purports to measure and extent to which it 
is free of bias, 292

Value, 148–149, 149
Value orientation, 219, 220
Values Abstract ideals that guide one’s thinking 

and behavior across all situations; the 
relatively permanent and deeply held 
underlying beliefs and attitudes that help 
determine a person’s behavior, 87, 364

behavior and, 364, 367
enacted, 245
espoused, 245
job success and, 391–392

Values statement Expresses what the company 
stands for, its core priorities, the values 
its employees embody, and what its 
products contribute to the world,  
152, 175, 177–178, 178

Value system The pattern of values within an 
organization, 87

Variable budgets Allowing the allocation of 
resources to vary in proportion with 
various levels of activity, 563

Venture capital Is money provided by 
investors to start-up firms and small 
businesses with high risk but perceived 
long-term growth potential, in return for 
an ownership stake, 80

Vertical communication, 509–510, 510
Vertical hierarchy of authority, 258
Vertical integration Diversification strategy 

where a firm expands into businesses that 
provide the supplies it needs to make its 
products or that distribute and sells its 
products, 190
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